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Preface 
   

I have a great love 
for this grand old 
Californian bungalow. 
It was built in 1921 in 
the country town of 
Braidwood, some three 
hours south of Sydney. I 
owned it for a time and 
it was where I spent a 
fruitful Sabbatical in 
1989. I couldn’t believe 
it when first I inspected 

it, all the internal timber panelling was still original – stained, not painted white. 
So many of these homes were painted out in the 1950’s. Anyway, it was a 
wonderful spot to have a break from fulltime ministry. 

 

The purpose of my sabbatical was to come to grips with the heresy of 
Nomism. In my early years of ministry, I was a classic puritan, a conservative 
low-church Anglican of the ilk of a young Wesley, minus his talents! Like 
Wesley, I finally discovered the full gravitas of God's grace. In Philip Yancey's 
terminology, I discovered that there is nothing that I can do to make God love me 
more, and that there is nothing I can do to make him love me less. In my younger 
years, I picked up the idea that although a Christian begins their walk by faith in 
the faithfulness of Christ, going on in the Christian life is about works - a faithful 
submission to God's law.  

 

It’s my contention that the apostle Paul's primary battle in early church, a 
battle evidenced in his letters to the Romans and the Galatians, concerns this 
faith-plus heresy known as nomism. Paul's focus was not on legalism, becoming 
a Christian by obedience to the law, but nomism, progressing the Christian life 
by obedience to the law. Paul's opponents, the Judaizers, were obviously 
believers, but they had picked up a pharisaic way of thinking. The Pharisees, in 
Jesus' day, knew that they stood under God's grace as members of his elect people 
Israel, but staying in to attain the promised blessings of the covenant was all about 
law obedience. The Judaizers had adopted the same flawed thinking. So, nomism 
is the belief that, although a person is justified by grace through faith, law-
obedience is essential both to restrain sin and shape holiness (sanctify) for the full 
appropriation of God's promised blessings. Against this, Paul contends that "the 
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righteous out of faith will live", and this "apart from works of the law", Rom.3:28. 
For Paul, holiness / righteousness, and thus the full appropriation of the promised 
blessings of the covenant, is possessed in union with Christ on the basis of faith 
(Christ's faithfulness and our faith response), and this apart from law-obedience. 
Works / law-obedience is but the natural fruit of faith, and to this end Paul 
encourages us to be what we are in Christ.  

 

I'm going to ask you to take a journey with me, and read the gospel of 
Matthew through Pauline tinted glasses. Of course, I don’t need to remind you 
how dangerous this is, but none-the-less, I believe it is the only way to unlock the 
truth of the received synoptic tradition. The apostle Paul didn't come up with his 
gospel by himself. There is only one possible source for his theology and that is 
to be found in the teachings of Jesus. So, Paul functions as the inspired exegete 
of Jesus. This being the case, to properly understand the teachings of Jesus, as 
recorded in the synoptic gospels, it is necessary to interpret them in line with 
Pauline theology, ie., to understand the gospel of Matthew it is necessary to read 
back Pauline theology, particularly as it relates to the Law.  

 
It is my hope that these notes aid your task of knowing the mind of Christ.  

 
 

Bryan Findlayson, 2020.  
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Notes 
   

Commentary Intention: This exegetical commentary aims to provide a 
foundation for expository preaching, assisting fellow pastors with rusty Greek to 
come to grips with the text. The Greek level is college years 2/3, with a focus on 
syntax to aid an understanding of the text - accents are only used where necessary. 
Highly technical issues are avoided, with the exposition primarily guided by the 
expressed views of respected published commentators. Where possible, the 
commentary is structured to conform with the readings of the Revised Common 
Lectionary. 

Format: RCL study units - synopsis, context, structure, interpretation, 
homiletical suggestion and exegesis: the Greek word or phrase; a limited parsing; 
the English text (NIV and/or NIV11); a literal English translation (TNGEI, 
Accordance, Louw & Nida); syntax where necessary; comment, often with a 
published translation. 

Copyright: No copyright provision covers this commentary, nor is citing 
expected. Where citing is required for academic purposes; Findlayson, The 
Gospel of Matthew; A Commentary on the Greek Text, 2020. 

Abbreviations: See separate PDF download. 
Print: Format; American letter. For mono laser "render colour black." 
Greek: Nestle-Aland / UBS 4 Greek New Testament. 
Greek Glossary; see separate PDF download. 
Inclusive language: Numerous older translations and paraphrases are used 

throughout the studies to enhance the meaning of the text. Latitude is given to 
sexist language, although alterations are sometimes made to the original text. 

Primary English Text Bible: The New International Version, NIV, 1985, 
and / or NIV11, 2011, copyright by International Bible Societies and published 
by The Zondervan Corporation. All rights reserved worldwide. The full text is 
not provided under copyright requirements and it is recommended that a copy of 
the NIV be at hand when consulting these notes. 

Author: Findlayson, Bryan. Anglican Diocese of Sydney, Australia. b 1942. 
MTC. ThL 1970, MC Dip (Hons) 1971; P 1972 by Abp Syd; C Narrabeen 1971; 
C Cronulla 1972-1975; C Engadine. 1975-1978; CIC Helensburgh 1978-89; 
Sabbatical 1989-1990; R Cronulla 1990-1999; Retired. 

Dedication: To my children, Marelle, Paul and Justyne. 
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Analysis 
 
The Prologue 

Who is Jesus?  
1. Prologue, 1:1-2:23  
  The Origin and Birth of Jesus Christ  

i] The genealogy of Jesus, 1:1-17 
ii] God's call to Joseph, 1:18-25 
iii] Wise men worship the king, 2:1-12 
iv] The escape to Egypt, 2:13-23 

2. The gospel of the kingdom, 3:1-4:25 
  Jesus early Galilean ministry 

i] The preaching of John the Baptist, 3:1-12 
ii] The baptism of Jesus, 3:13-17 
iii] Jesus tempted, 4:1-11 
iv] Jesus commences his ministry, 4:12-25  

   
A. Salvation 
The 1st Discourse  

Jesus' Great Sermon: Right standing in the sight of God / divine approval / 
holiness, is a gift of grace and cannot be attained by law-obedience. The law may 
guide God's people, but does not improve God's people, it condemns God' people, 
it curses us, forcing us to squarely face the inevitable consequence of our sin.  

3. Law and grace, 5:1-7:29  
The Great Sermon - Introductory Notes 
i] The blessings, 5:1-10 
ii] The persecution of the righteous, 5:11-20. 
  a) Blessed are you, 5:11-12 
  b) Salt and light, 5:13-16 
  c) Righteousness and the law, 5:17-20 
iii] Righteousness and love, 5:21-48 
  a) Jesus' demand for perfection under the law, 5:21-37 
  b) True love defined, 5:38-48 
iv] Piety - almsgiving, prayer and fasting, 6:1-18 
v] Social righteousness, 6:19-34  
  a) Treasures in heaven, 6:19-24 
  b) Worry and God's fatherly care, 6:25-34 
vi] Judgment and grace, 7:1-12 
vii] The two house-builders, 7:13-29  
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The 1st Narrative  
Matthew presents Jesus' healing ministry as a paradigm of salvation, 

providing the solution to the problem posed by the Great Sermon. Salvation is a 
gift of grace appropriated through faith in Christ, apart from obedience to the law.  

4. Salvation by grace through faith, 8:1-9:34  
i] Three miracles that teach the way of grace  
    through faith apart from the law.8:1-17 
ii] Three miracles that teach what it means to follow Jesus, 8:18-9:8 
iii] The call of Matthew - eating with sinners, 9:9-13 
iv] A question on fasting, 9:14-17 
v] The raising of the ruler's daughter, 9:18-26 
vi] Jesus heals the blind and mute, 9:27-34  

 

B. The Mission of the Church 
The 2nd Discourse  

Jesus' teaching on the mission of a disciple in a world hostile to the gospel  
5. Extending the kingdom, 9:35-10:42  

i] Spreading the news of the kingdom. 9:35-10:15 
ii] The difficulties of mission, 10:16-25 
iii] The one to fear, 10:26-31 
iv] The characteristics of discipleship, 10:32-39 
v] The reward for welcoming the word, 10:40-42  

   
The 2nd Narrative  

Matthew presents the following episodes as a paradigm for the mission of 
the church in a world hostile to the gospel.  

6. The business of mission, 11:1-12:50 
i] Jesus and John the Baptist, 11:1-19 
ii] The condemned and the accepted, 11:20-30 
iii] Sabbath conflicts, 12:1-14 
iv] Jesus' as the prophesied Servant, 12:15-21 
v] Confrontation with the Pharisees, 12:22-37 
vi] A request for a sign, 12:38-45 
vii] Doing the Father's will, 12:46-50  
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C. The Preaching of the Gospel 
The 3rd Discourse  

Parables of the kingdom. The mission's message - the gospel.  
7. The gospel, 13:1-52 

i] The parable of the sower, 13:1-9, 18-23 
ii] Understanding the purpose of parables, 13:10-17 
iii] The parable of the weeds, 13:24-30, 36-43 
iv] The parable of the mustard seed and yeast, 13:31-35 
v] Three parables of the kingdom, 13:44-52  

   
The 3rd Narrative  

Matthew shapes the following episodes as a paradigm of the gospel at work, 
of life-giving faith in some, but misunderstanding, confusion and hostility in 
others.  

8. Preaching the gospel, 13:53-17:23  
i] Rejection at Nazareth, 13:53-58  
ii] Herod and Jesus, 14:1-12  
iii] The feeding of the five thousand, 14:13-21 
iv] Jesus walks on the water, 14:22-36 
v] Jesus and the tradition of the elders, 15:1-20 
vi] The faith of a Canaanite woman, 15:21-28 
vii] The feeding of the four thousand, 15:29-39 
viii] The yeast of the Pharisees and the Sadducees, 16:1-12 
ix] Peter's confession of Jesus, 16:13-20 
x] The way of discipleship, 16:21-28 
xi] The Transfiguration, 17:1-13 
xii] The healing of an epileptic boy, 17:14-23  

   
D. The Christian Community 
The 4th Discourse  

Jesus' teaching about life under kingdom authority - bearing the fruit of faith, 
love, of building community through acceptance, care, reconciliation and 
forgiveness. In this discourse Jesus encourages the children of grace to be 
gracious.  

9. In love and forgiveness, 17:24-18:35 
i] The temple tax, 17:24-27  
ii] The greatest in the kingdom of heaven, 18:1-10 
iii] The lost brother, 18:12-20 
iv] The parable of the unforgiving servant, 18:21-35  
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 The 4th Narrative  
Matthew shapes the following episodes as a paradigm for life in the Christian 

community. This pastoral theme of "instructions for the Christian household", 
D&A, touches on issues of acceptance and forgiveness.  

10. The fruit of faith, 19:1-20:34  
i] Accepting the children of grace, 19:1-15 
ii] Wealth and the kingdom, 19:16-30 
iii] The parable of the workers, 20:1-16 
iv] Suffering and service, 20:17-28 
v] Healing two blind men, 20:29-34  

   
E. The Coming of the Son of Man 
The 5th Narrative  

The coming of Jesus to Jerusalem serves as a prelude to the final judgment 
and the end of history. Jesus now reveals himself as the supreme authoritative 
Word of God. Those against him, those who judge him, will find themselves 
judged; those who affirm this man of destiny will share in his glory.  

11. Out with the old and in with the new, 21:1-23:39  
i] Jesus' triumphal entry into Jerusalem, 21:1-11 
ii] Cleansing the temple, 21:12-22 
iii] The issue of Jesus' authority, 21:23-32 
iv] The parable of the tenants in the vineyard, 21:33-46 
v] The parable of the wedding feast, 22:1-14 
vi] The question about paying taxes, 22:15-22 
vii] The issue of marriage in the resurrection, 22:23-33 
viii] The great commandment, 22:34-40 
ix] Whose son is the Christ? 22:41-46 
x] Jesus warns against false teachers, 23:1-12 
xi] Seven woes on the teachers of the law, 23:13-33  
xii] Judgment upon the old Israel, 23:34-39  

   
The 5th Discourse  

The coming of the Lord in purifying wrath - blessings and cursings.  
12. The day of judgment, 24:1-25:46  

i] The coming of the birth-pangs, 24:1-14 
ii] The coming of the Son of Man, 24:15-35 
iii] "Watch!", 24:36-51 
iv] The parable of the ten bridesmaids, 25:1-13 
v] The parable of the talents, 25:14-30 
vi] The vision of the supreme court, 25:31-46  
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The Epilogue 
Glory!  

13. The passion and resurrection of Jesus. 26:1-28:20 
i] The anointing, 26:1-16 
ii] The last supper, 26:17-30 
iii] Gethsemane, 26:31-46 
iv] The arrest of Jesus, 26:47-56 
v] Jesus before the Sanhedrin, 26:57-68, 27:1-2 
vi] Peter denies Jesus, 26:69-75 
vii] Judas commits suicide, 27:3-10 
viii] Jesus before Pilate, 27:11-26 
ix] Jesus' humiliation and passion, 27:27-56 
x] The burial of Jesus, 27:57-66 
xi] Christ is risen, 28:1-15 
xii] The disciples commissioned for service, 28:16-20  
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Introduction 
   

In every ancient list of the gospels, Matthew is placed first. Although we 
usually hold that Mark was the first of the gospels written and that Matthew used 
Mark to write his gospel, it is possible that the early Christians knew of the dating 
of the gospel better than we do. Of course, it could be that Matthew was placed 
first because it was first in importance. It is a substantial work, with large blocks 
of teaching and closely tied to the Old Testament through key texts. As with each 
gospel, Matthew seeks to present a particular view of Jesus. Matthew's gospel is 
not just a recording of the life and teachings of Jesus, rather, it is a theological 
work in its own right with its own message.  
   
The structure of Matthew 

There is no single accepted structure for the gospel of Matthew, but the one 
proposed by Donald Carson, outlined in the Expositors Bible Commentary, is 
widely accepted. Professor Bacon's theory on the five books of Matthew is 
probably the best starting point. In determining the structure of Matthew's gospel 
there are a number of obvious patterns:  

• Geographical. Matthew does seem to agree with Mark's geographical 
movement throughout the gospel story: Ministry in Galilee, in the North, 
journey toward Jerusalem, confrontation in Jerusalem, passion and 
resurrection. 

• J. D. Kingsbury's three sections based on the phrase "from that time 
Jesus began", 4:17, 16:21. The three major sections are: The person of Jesus 
the messiah, 1:1-4:16; The proclamation of Jesus the messiah, 4:17-16:20; 
The suffering, death and resurrection of Jesus the messiah, 16:21-28:20. 
These are certainly observable sections in the gospel. 

• Bacon in Studies in Matthew, 1930, suggested a fivefold division 
based on the five discourses. He named these divisions the Five Books of 
Moses and argued that each of the discourses are introduced by the 
preceding narrative. Some minor commentaries follow this structure, others 
build on the idea of a thematic structure for Matthew, eg., Gundry 
("Matthew edits his narrative materials to carry out the overriding theme of 
the preceding discourse as far as possible"), Patte. Most of the major 
commentators don't give much weight to a thematic approach.  

None-the-less, it may well be that Matthew frames his gospel around 
the discourses: 

Ch.5-7. Jesus' teaching on law and grace; 
Ch.10. Jesus' teaching about mission; 
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Ch.13. Jesus' teaching about the gospel; 
Ch.18. Jesus' teaching about community / church; 
Ch.23/24-25. Jesus' teaching about the future.  

These notes proceed on the assumption that Matthew arranges his received 
gospel tradition in the first four narrative sections to develop the theological issue 
covered in the preceding discourse. Thus, the narratives serve as paradigms of the 
central issue expounded in the partnered discourse. The final discourse, The Day 
of Judgment, chapters 24-25, is introduced by the narratives which begin with 
Jesus' coming into Jerusalem, 21:1-11.  

 

Genres 
       There is no agreement on what Matthew thought he was writing, eg., an 
ancient biography, a Christian manual, a Christian proclamation. Given the 
positioning of the Great Sermon, it is quite possible that Matthew saw himself 
composing a Covenant Renewal document in line with the book of Deuteronomy. 
A useful book outlining the covenant structure of Deuteronomy is Meredith 
Kline’s work Treaty of the Great King. An alignment between Deuteronomy and 
Matthew is evident. 
   
Interpretation 

These notes rest on the thesis that Paul the apostle is the inspired exegete of 
Jesus such that to properly understand the synoptic gospels it is necessary to read 
them from the perspective of Pauline theology. Further, it is proposed that Paul's 
exegetical influence has even extended, in varying degrees, to the editing and 
arrangement of the apostolic tradition by the individual synoptic authors. In the 
gospel of Matthew, Pauline influence is particularly evident. Having covered the 
introductory material, Matthew moves to the Great Sermon, 5:1-7:29, and the 
attached narrative section, 8:1-9:34. In these chapters Matthew leads the reader 
to a righteousness that is apart from the law. In the sermon we see the law serving 
its prime function of exposing sin, of establishing that all who have heard the 
divine Word have failed to put it into practice and thus face the consequence of 
their sinful condition. In the narrative section we are led to the one who is willing 
and able to make us clean, so that although once blind we may now see, although 
once dead we may now live, and this as a gift of grace through faith apart from 
the law.  

Further, as a by-product of the new perspective on Paul, we now recognize 
that the Pharisees, as with the judaizers / members of the circumcision party, 
believed that, as God's chosen people, they were saved by grace, but that their 
progress as children of God, and thus their full appropriation of the promised 
blessings of the covenant, was by law obedience. When Paul addresses the same 
heresy, he is not addressing justification by law obedience / legalism, but 
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sanctification by law obedience / nomism, ie., the shaping of holiness for the 
appropriation of divine blessings. The heresy of nomism is all about staying in 
the kingdom for blessing, not getting in; it is a heresy that infected the Pharisees, 
and later, the Christian church. 

Matthew's Great Sermon can guide the Christian life, but that's not its 
purpose - only a person blind to their sin can claim to live by the Sermon on the 
Mount. Neither does the Great Sermon seek to establish the sinfulness of 
unbelievers - it is not a pre-evangelistic tool. The sermon is directed fairly and 
squarely at the children of the covenant, the poor in spirit, the "you" who "are the 
salt of the earth." Believers are the intended recipients of the sermons, not so 
much to guide their Christian life, although it can serve that end, but rather to 
remind us that law-obedience cannot progress holiness for blessing, but that the 
promised blessings of the covenant are ours in union with Christ, by grace 
through faith, apart from works of the law.  

 

Paul is the inspired exegete of Jesus. To understand the synoptic gospels, it 
is necessary to understand Paul's take on justification by grace through faith:  
   

Text: "The righteous out of faith will live", Habakkuk 2:4.  
         The grace of God 

   
realised in the righteous reign of God  
      (his setting all things right)  
in justification  
      (in judging right / setting right a people before him),  
out of FAITH  
      (Christ's faithfulness + our faith response),  
establishes the RIGHTEOUSNESS of God's children  
      (covenant compliance),  
facilitating God's promised covenant BLESSINGS  
      (the full appropriation of his promised new life through the Spirit),  
and the fruit of faith, namely LOVE / the WORKS of the law  
      (a striving to be what we are in Christ).  

                                                                        cf. Rom.1:16-17  
   

The Pauline synthesis, as drawn from the teachings of Jesus:  
FAITH = RIGHTEOUSNESS = BLESSINGS = WORKS.  

Paul is not a libertine in stressing "apart from works" for he accepts that those 
in Christ naturally seek to live as Christ and to this end he exhorts believers to be 
what they are. Paul stresses "apart from works" in response to the nomist heresy 
of the Pharisees, and his opponents, the Judaizers, who taught that the full 
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appropriation of the promised blessings of the covenant required a faithful 
attention to the WORKS of the law, namely:  

FAITH = RIGHTEOUSNESS + WORKS = BLESSINGS.  
   

James' synthesis:  
FAITH = RIGHTEOUSNESS = BLESSINGS = WORKS.  

James is not giving undue weight to works of the law, as Luther thought, but 
is seeking to counter the argument of libertine believers who taught that:  

FAITH = RIGHTEOUSNESS = BLESSINGS - (minus) WORKS.  
   

The synthesis of the Reformers:  
FAITH = RIGHTEOUSNESS = BLESSINGS = WORKS.  

Luther is Pauline in his view of justification, but his perspective is somewhat 
different to Paul because his opponents are not nomists, but legalists who taught 
that:  

FAITH + WORKS = RIGHTEOUSNESS = BLESSINGS.  
The Reformers focused on how a person can be saved, but Jesus, as with 

Paul, focused on how a person may fully appropriate the promised Abrahamic 
blessings / new life in Christ.  
   

The New Perspective synthesis:  
FAITH = RIGHTEOUSNESS - LAW = GENTILE INCLUSION.  

This flawed synthesis proposes that Paul is not dealing with the issue of how 
a person appropriates the full blessings of the covenant, but rather how a Gentile 
can be included in God's covenant community, namely, by the removal of Jewish 
exclusivism, ie. works of the LAW.  
   
Features 

i] Extensive use of Old Testament texts 
More than any of the other gospels, Matthew seeks to support the life and 

teachings of Jesus with Old Testament proof-texts. He emphasizes the notion of 
"fulfillment" - Jesus fulfills the words of the prophets.  
   

ii] Jewish 
The gospel of Matthew seems to reflect a Jewish Christian background: 

Old Testament proof texting, Hebrew and Aramaic untranslated words, Old 
Testament subject matter.... all lead to this conclusion. That doesn't mean that the 
gospel is composed for Jews only. It fully recognizes that the doors of the 
kingdom are now open to the Gentiles. The Gentiles have joined with remnant 
Israel and entered the kingdom.  
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iii] Structured 
The gospel is very carefully constructed. In particular, there are large 

blocks of thematic teaching material dispersed within the narrative.  
   

iv] Church orientated 
Unlike the other gospels, Matthew makes mention of the church and 

produces a gospel which is very useful in teaching new believers the Christian 
faith. Although the church envisaged in the gospel is not an institution as such, 
more a gathering of believers, it does reflect the need for discipling a fellowship 
of believers.  
   
Origin 

The work reflects a church situation where Jewish believers are in the 
majority, and so Palestine is the obvious origin of the gospel. Tradition states that 
"Matthew wrote among the Hebrews". Of course, there were Jewish communities 
outside of Palestine and so other centres have been suggested, eg., Syria, 
particularly Antioch. There is no firm evidence one way or the other, and in the 
end, it makes little difference to our understanding of the gospel.  
   
Date 

The tendency has been to date Matthew around 85AD, ie., some 20 years 
after Mark. An organized church, the priority of Mark, the supposed references 
to the destruction of Jerusalem in 70AD...... are used to support this argument. 
Church tradition has Matthew as the first gospel, written while Peter and Paul 
were still preaching in Rome. (Tradition has Peter's execution in Rome dated 
64AD). There is actually no reason to discount this view held by early Christian 
writers (eg., Irenaeus). The gospel certainly doesn't necessarily reflect the 
destruction of Jerusalem in 70AD. Nor is there anything in the gospel to really 
preclude an early date, say around 60AD. The main problem is that it does seem 
that Matthew has used Mark as a prime source, but increasingly scholars accept 
that there may have been an earlier common source used both by Matthew and 
Mark. In any case, oral tradition would have been firmly set by this stage and 
could itself serve as a common tradition.  
   
Author 

The gospel claims no author. Church tradition has Matthew, the disciple of 
Jesus, as the author, but early support for this tradition is confused. The writer is 
clearly an educated Jew who writes fluent Greek in an Aramaic style. He does 
seem to rest on oral tradition rather than an eye witness account, and so the 
designation "Matthew" is probably a dedication to a disciple whom the author 
respects, and even possibly knew.  
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 The Synoptic problem 
Over the intervening years, scholars have wondered about the similarities 

between the first three gospels (the synoptic gospels) and at the same time their 
many differences. Nearly 45% of Matthew's gospel is similar to Mark and follows 
much of the same order. Another 20% is similar to Luke, and again follows much 
the same order. In the 20th century, it was generally held that Mark and a 
document called Q were the source for both Matthew and Luke - the Christian 
historian Eusebius gives priority to Mark. This theory is questioned by some. The 
Griesbach theory / hypothesis (originally proposed in 1789) proposes the priority 
of Matthew; see Farmer, Problem; either Matthew, Mark and then Luke (so 
Butler, The Originality of Matthew, 1951, ie., the canonical order, so Augustine) 
or Matthew, Luke and then Mark (so Griesbach, Farmer, .....). Matthew's gospel 
may well have been initially composed in Aramaic and later translated into Greek. 
It is very Jewish, anti-Pharisaic / nomistic, critical of the unbelieving members of 
the synagogue, emphasizing the teachings of Jesus over the teachings of the 
synagogue and formally arranged as a covenant renewal document. The way 
Matthew stitches sayings is also typically Aramaic, cf., James. So, the reworking 
of a document suited to believing Jews for distribution among Gentiles may well 
explain the production of both Mark and Luke. From a literary point of view, 
Matthew takes precedence due to the thematic arrangement of both narratives and 
discourses, but technically, Mark takes precedence. The issue is unresolved, 
although the majority of scholars hold to the priority of Mark.  

It is possible that the gospels developed independently of each other within 
particular church centres, or geographical regions. The gospel writer may have 
referenced a prior work (a proto-Matthew / proto-Mark), but their own received 
tradition takes priority. There is little doubt that an oral tradition developed within 
the early church, a tradition where the stories and teachings of Jesus were told 
and retold. One would expect these traditions to move amongst the different 
Christian communities, rub off each other, and develop a common form and 
order. The verification of this tradition by the apostles would standardize it, and 
at the same time restrict the development of myth. The death of the apostles 
through martyrdom, or age, would be the prompt for the production of a written 
version of the tradition. See Rist, The Independence of Matthew and Mark, 1978. 
It is also worth noting that there are strong literary parallels between Matthew 
and Luke indicating either as a primary source.  
   
Purpose 

The purpose of Matthew's gospel is to proclaim that the kingdom, which God 
foretold by the prophets, has reached fulfillment in the life, death, resurrection 
and exaltation of Jesus, the Christ, God's great I AM, the promised Messiah, the 
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Son of David. Therefore, the messianic kingdom of heaven (God) is now - "at 
hand", (inaugurated / realized). The immediacy of the kingdom demands an 
immediate response. Sadly, the Jews, and especially their leaders, reject the 
evidence of the kingdom's presence in Jesus, and thus stand condemned. Yet, a 
faithful remnant of Israel does believe, and to this vine is grafted the Gentile stem 
and thus the church becomes the people of God in this final age. This people of 
God must stand in a troubled and hostile world and give witness to the new reality 
of the kingdom. This may bring persecution, but as members of the kingdom they 
share the blessings of the covenant. They stand eternally secure in the one who 
gave his life as a ransom for many.  

So, the purpose of Matthew's gospel is to document God's important message 
to lost humanity - "the time is fulfilled, the kingdom of heaven is at hand, repent 
and believe the gospel". The gospel serves the following ends: to show the way 
to life by grace through faith apart from the law; to assure those who believe in 
Jesus, to instruct in the Christian life, provide apologetic and evangelistic 
resources, encourage in the Christian life, and deepen faith.  
   
Doctrinal Themes 
   
i] Christology - an explanation of who Jesus is 

Matthew develops a very Jewish picture of Jesus, but not in any way different 
to the other synoptic gospels. 

a) Christ. Matthew likes to use the title "Son of David" to define Jesus as 
the Messiah (the anointed one) who comes to his people Israel to establish the 
everlasting kingdom. The term "Christ" is also used, but Jesus only once uses it 
of himself, and this because it is a loaded term likely to cause trouble with a 
questioning Jew. The role of the messiah is liberation in a particular sense - "he 
will save his people from their sins". 

b) Son of Man. This was Jesus' favourite messianic title, probably because 
of its ability to sift out the seeker. It could just mean "man", but in the fullest 
sense, it refers to Daniel’s Son of Man who, in glory and triumph, rules the 
coming kingdom, Dan.7:13-14. 

c) King. For Matthew, Jesus is the "King of the Jews". 
d) Son of God. Again, this is a loaded messianic term which is mainly 

said of Jesus, but not by Jesus. The use of the phrase may indicate something 
stronger than just messiah - in the coming of Jesus is the coming of God.  
   
ii] Fulfillment 

For Matthew, Jesus is the fulfillment of God's purpose for creation, as 
revealed in the Old Testament scriptures. The prophets announce the coming of 
the kingdom. In Jesus that kingdom is realized. To this end Matthew constantly 
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shows from Old Testament scripture how the life and teachings of Jesus brings to 
final completion all that the prophets proclaimed.  
   
iii] Church 

Matthew, in a very particular way, describes a rebellious Israel whose 
faithful remnant is Jesus himself. Jesus is the true Israel and those who join with 
Jesus, share in his standing before God. In Christ, the believer, both Jew and 
Gentile, becomes part of faithful Israel - the new community, the church. The 
church described by Matthew is not that of an institution, but rather the gathered 
fellowship of believers. As well as examining the nature of church, Matthew also 
examines its mission.  
   
iv] Law 

At first reading, Matthew seems to establish a new ethic to replace the Law 
of Moses. People have often understood the teaching sections, particularly the 
Sermon on the Mount, as Law for believers. Yet, Matthew's purpose is to 
demonstrate that Jesus has not come to demolish the Law, but to "fulfill" it, in the 
sense of reveal it in perfection and do it perfectly. He is the one faithful Israelite 
who brings the Law to completion. He sets out to demonstrate a righteousness 
that exceeds that of the Scribes and the Pharisees, a righteousness of perfection, 
and by doing it, to offer that righteousness to those who take hold of it in him. 
This is not the righteousness a person gains by obedience, but a righteousness that 
is accounted to a person on the basis of their reliance upon the faithfulness of 
Christ. It is from this understanding of the Law that Paul the apostle develops his 
theology.  

In the face of the perfection of Christ, the lost can only admit that they are 
unworthy and foolish servants who hear God's Laws, but do "not put them into 
practice". Yet, the condemned can look to Jesus for mercy, and through mercy 
receive, as a gift of grace, "surpassing righteousness", and thus eternal approval 
before God with all its associated blessings. Having been set right with God in 
Christ, the believer is then shaped toward that righteousness they already possess 
in him, (ie., we begin to exhibit the qualities of the Sermon on the Mount, qualities 
only Christ could fulfill).  
   
v] Eschatology  

See the Introductory notes for 24:1-14.  
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Commentary 
   
1:1-17 

1. Prologue 
i] The genealogy of Jesus 
Synopsis  

Matthew opens his book with the genealogy of Jesus starting from Abraham.  
   
Teaching  

The genealogy of Christ serves as a "witness to Matthew's conviction that 
the coming of Jesus was no unpremeditated accident, but occurred in the fullness 
of time and in the providence of God, who overruled the generations to inaugurate 
in Jesus the time of fulfillment", Hill.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: Matthew's gospel consists of a prologue which serves to introduce 
us to the person of Jesus, 1:1-2:3, and an epilogue which covers the passion and 
resurrection of Jesus, 26:1-28:20. The body of the gospel consists of 5 major 
teaching blocks, each block consisting of a discourse and a related narrative 
which develops and applies the theme covered in the discourse:  
   

The Argument Proper, 5:1-25:46  
I. Salvation:  

Discourse: Salvation cannot be either attained or maintained by  
        obedience to the law, 5:1-7:29.  
Narrative: Salvation is a gift of grace appropriated through faith in  
        Christ, 8:1-9:34.  

2. The mission of the church:  
Discourse: Serving Christ in a world hostile to the gospel,  
        9:35-10:42.  
Narrative: The mission at work, 11:1-12:50.  

3. The gospel:  
Discourse: The nature of the gospel, 13:1-52.  
Narrative: The gospel at work, 13:53-17:23.  

4. Christian community:  
Discourse: Life under kingdom authority, 17:24-18:35.  
Narrative: Building community through acceptance and 
         forgiveness, 19:1-20:34.  
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5. The coming of the Son of Man.  
Narrative: Out with the old and in with the new, 21:1-23:39.  
Discourse: The day of judgment, 24:1-25:46.  

   
The Prologue, 1:1-4:25:  

In this first major narrative section Matthew establishes that Jesus is 
the long-promised messiah, the Son of God, who’s coming realizes the 
kingdom of heaven for the fulfillment of the covenant.  

In this opening section Matthew addresses the question, Who is Jesus? 
He answers the question in presents in two parts, the origin and birth of 
Jesus, 1:1-2:23, and Jesus' early Galilean ministry, serving as preparation 
for his public ministry, 3:1-4:25. The first part covers the birth and 
childhood stories, 1:1 to 2:23: the divine call to Joseph, the wise men 
worship Jesus, and the escape of Joseph and his family to Egypt. The 
second part covers the ministry of John the Baptist, the baptism and 
temptation of Jesus, ending with a summary of Jesus' early Galilean 
ministry, 3:1-4:25.  
   

ii] Background: In the latter part of the Old Testament period through to the 
New Testament, genealogies became an important statement of racial purity, 
particularly of those who returned to Jerusalem with Zerubbabel from the exile 
in Babylon and who did not interbreed with the syncretic Jews of the land (later 
classified as Samaritans); note the numerous lists and registers in Chronicles.  

The two genealogies in the New Testament, Matthew and Luke, are 
primarily sourced from 1Chron.1:1-4, 24-27, and Gen.5:3-32, 11:10-26. From 
Abraham to David the lists are much the same. From David to Joseph the lists 
diverge. Matthew traces Jesus' heritage through Solomon and the kings of Judah, 
obviously making a point by this choice. Luke traces Jesus’ heritage through 
Nathan, another son of David. The two lists converge on Shealtiel and 
Zerubbabel, separate and then converge on Joseph. Some commentators have 
suggested that Luke is actually tracing Jesus' heritage through Mary, who like 
Joseph, was a descendant of David. Technical problems exist with both lists, but 
the gospel writers are simply using a family genealogy to establish Jesus' claim 
to be the Son of David, and thus the realization of the promises of the covenant.  
   

iii] Structure: The Genealogy of Jesus:  
Title, v1. 
Genealogy, v2-16. 

The first 14 generations, v2-6a; 
The second 14 generations, v6b-11; 
the third 14 (13) generations, v12-16. 

Summary, v17  
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A Chiasmus has been noted in this passage, although somewhat 

forced: 
A. Jesus Christ, v1b; 
B. David, v1c; 
C. Abraham, v1d; 
C1. Abraham, v2; 
B1. David, v6; 
A1. Jesus Christ, v16.  

   
iv] Interpretation:  

Numerology is sometimes evident in the scriptures and the genealogy 
of Jesus may be an example. It has been noted that the Hebrew consonants 
for David - D + w + d - = 14 using gematria. Such would further emphasize 
the Davidic heritage of Jesus. But why 14? It has been noted that the 
fourteen generations between the captivity and Jesus, taking a generation 
as 35 years = 490, which aligns with Daniel's seven weeks of years 
equalling 490 years. This is all somewhat of a stretch, as are the many other 
constructs offered by commentators (eg., the cycle of the moon, 14 waxing, 
14 waning, 14 waxing), but none-the-less, Matthew's artificial construct is 
designed to make a point.  

D&A tend to the view that gematria has been "a factor in the 
construction of Matthew's genealogy." David's name is fourteenth in the 
list, it is mentioned in 1:1 and 1:17, and takes the title "king", v6. They 
conclude that "David is the key to the pattern of Matthew's genealogy." 
Jesus is the long-awaited son of David, the prophesied anointed on, the 
messiah.  
   

Text - 1:1  
The Introduction: i] Title. Probably something like, "This is the life story 

about Jesus the Messiah, who is the son of David, the son of Abraham." Fenton 
takes it further arguing that it is "telescopic: it can be extended to include more 
and more of what Matthew is beginning to write about."  

BibloV (oV) "This" - A BOOK, RECORD. Nominative absolute. The word has 
a wide range of meanings from "codex, papyrus roll, scroll, ......." through to 
"letter", or more generally "a record."  

genesewV (iV ewV) gen. "is the genealogy" - OF THE GENEALOGY. The 
genitive is adjectival, epexegetic, limiting "book, scroll" by specifying which 
book is in mind. Here with the sense of "a history / life story of a family", even, 
"origin" = "the story of Jesus origin."  
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Ihsou (oV) gen. "of Jesus" - The genitive seems best taken as adverbial, 
reference / respect; "with respect to / about / concerning Jesus", but it could 
simply be treated as possessive. The idea that "of genealogy" is referring to the 
forming of the new creation would require the genitive to be subjective, but such 
is a bit of stretch.  

Cristou (oV) gen. "the Messiah" - CHRIST. Genitive is apposition to 
"Jesus".  

uiJou (oV) gen. "the son" - SON. The genitive in apposition to "Christ Jesus", 
or adjectival, attributive, limiting "Jesus Christ", "who is the son of David."  

Dauid gen. "of David" - OF DAVID [SON OF ABRAHAM]. The genitive is 
adjectival, relational. Jesus is the true seed of David and of Abraham. Son of 
David = messiah, and son of Abraham = the one who inherits the promises of the 
covenant thru faith / faithfulness.  
   
v16  

ii] The genealogy, v2-16: Genealogies seek to trace linage back to a great 
one of the past. For Matthew the linage ends with the great one.  

MariaV (a) gen. "[husband] of Mary" - [AND JACOB FATHERED JOSEPH, 
THE HUSBAND] OF MARY. The genitive is adjectival, relational.  

ex (ek) + gen. "[Mary was the mother of Jesus]" - FROM [WHOM WAS BORN 
JESUS]. Expressing source / origin.  

oJ legomenoV (legw) pres. mid./pas. part. "who is called" - THE ONE BEING 
CALLED [CHRIST]. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "Jesus" by 
description.  
   
v17  

iii] Summary, v17. Matthew specifies the pattern of fourteen just in case the 
reader has missed it. Its artificiality is indicated in the second series in that he 
does not include the kings between Jehoram and Uzziah, the descendants of the 
evil Athaliah, namely Ahaziah, Joash and Amaziah. The thrice repeated 
"fourteen" indicates its importance, which, as indicated above, is most likely that 
D +w +d, the consonants for David, = 14 when using gematria.  

oun "therefore" - Inferential, drawing a logical conclusion.  
apo + gen. "from [Abraham]" - [ALL THE GENERATIONS] FROM [ABRAHAM]. 

Temporal use of the preposition.  
ewV + gen. "to [David]" - UNTIL [DAVID WERE FOURTEEN GENERATIONS]. 

Here as a temporal preposition.  
BabulwnoV (wn wnoV) gen. "to Babylon" - [AND FROM DAVID UNTIL THE 

DEPORTATION] OF BABYLON, [FOURTEEN GENERATIONS, AND FROM THE 
DEPORTATION TO BABYLON UNTIL THE CHRIST, FOURTEEN GENERATIONS]. The 
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genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / local; "the transportation which entailed 
removing the Jewish population of Jerusalem to Babylon."  
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1:18-25 

1. Prologue, 1:1-2:23 
ii] God's call to Joseph 
Synopsis  

In this passage Matthew recounts the story of the birth of Jesus, and this as 
the result of a supernatural act of God.  
   
Teaching  

The incarnation of Jesus, God's Davidic Messiah, is realized through divine 
intervention.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 1:1-17.  
   

ii] Background: Historical authenticity: Although the virgin birth sounds like 
a fable to modern ears, the virgin birth is supported by scripture and is accepted 
without question by Matthew. Given Jesus' miraculous three-year ministry, his 
resurrection and ascension, a miraculous birth is by no means incongruous. None-
the-less, questions have been raised, given that in the New Testament letters no 
mention is made of it. Some have suggested that the idea grew out of Old 
Testament scriptures, eg., Isaiah 7:14, "the virgin will conceive and bear a son."  
   

iii] Structure: This narrative, God's call to Joseph, presents as follows:  
Circumstances, v18-19; 
Appearance of the angel, v20-21: 

command; 
explanation; 
prophecy; 

Text, v22-23; 
Response, v24-25.  

   
Similar elements are evident in the other two infancy stories, 2:1-12, 2:23-

23.  
   

iv] Interpretation:  
This narrative deals with Jesus' origin and name. The focus is on 

Joseph, while Mary remains incidental to the story. The story relates how 
Joseph comes to marry Mary, someone who is already pregnant, and how 
through this marriage, Jesus is included in the Davidic line. The story 
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explains the origins of Jesus and how he got his name, not as an apologetic 
for unbelievers, but rather to inform believers.  

 
Homiletics. Immanuel 

There are many ways of looking at the birth of Jesus, but two, in particular, 
have vied for our allegiance. There is the incarnational view and there is the 
redemptive view. 

In incarnational theology the stress is on God's affirmation of the human 
condition in his coming to us and his taking upon himself human flesh. The word 
became flesh and elevated the worth of all people because God loved the world 
so much. So, the incarnation serves as God's endorsement of being human. 
Christmas reminds us of our worth in the sight of our Creator. 

Yet, does Immanuel, which means, God with us, actually mean that God 
wants to be with us because he thinks being human is wonderful? Does God, in 
Christ, take on human flesh to affirm humanity, or does he take on human flesh 
to save humanity? 

The Christ-child's name is Jesus, which means he will save; "He will save 
his people from their sins." In Christ's birth, prophecy is fulfilled, for the day 
dawns when God's people are saved, saved from their sin and thus reunited to 
God. It is in this sense that Jesus is Immanuel. Jesus restores his people to their 
living God and thus God is with us.  

The birth of Jesus is indeed incarnational, but it is primarily redemptive. 
Jesus comes to save, and if to save, he must take upon himself human flesh. In 
our place, he becomes the faithful servant of God, even unto death. For this we 
give thanks. 

   
Text - 1:18 

The birth of Jesus, v18-25. i] The circumstances, v18-19: Mary is engaged 
to Joseph. In Jewish custom this includes all the responsibilities of marriage, 
except that the girl stays in her parents' home for about a year before the marriage 
and its consummation. During this time, Mary conceives through the action of 
the Holy Spirit. A divine creative act inaugurates the messianic age through the 
agency of the Spirit, so identifying Jesus' divine origin. Joseph responds to the 
situation in a kindly manner. Originally, stoning was the punishment for 
unfaithfulness, but by this time, public humiliation and divorce was the usual 
method. Joseph kindly set about to divorce Mary privately.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, so "now the 
birth of Jesus ...", ESV.  

ouJtwV adv. "this is how" - [THE BIRTH OF JESUS CHRIST WAS] IN THIS WAY, 
THUS. The adverb is modal, modifying the verb to-be; "was / took place in this 
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way / thus", but note BDF 434.1. As with the NIV, the sense is general and is not 
pointing to the specific event of the birth itself.  

Ihsou Cristou (oV) gen. "[the birth] of Jesus Christ" - The genitive is 
adjectival, epexegetic, limiting "the birth" by specifying what birth is in mind, 
but of course, it could also be classified as possessive, "Jesus' birth."  

MariaV (a) gen. "[his mother] Mary" - [THE MOTHER OF HIM] MARY. 
Standing in apposition to "mother", genitive by agreement with "mother".  

tw/ Iwshf dat. "to Joseph" - [BEING ENGAGED] TO JOSEPH. Dative of 
indirect object after the passive verb mnhsteuqeishV, "being engaged." Betrothal 
is as good as marriage in Jewish society, such that Mary, having fallen pregnant 
apart from Joseph, could suffer stoning had not Joseph acted on her behalf.  

mnhsteuqeishV (mnhsteuw) gen. aor. pas. part. "was pledged to be 
married" - BEING ENGAGED. This participle, in a genitive absolute construction, 
introduces a temporal clause; "when his mother Mary was betrothed to Joseph", 
TNT. Mary was promised to Joseph in marriage and this promise was binding.  

prin h] + inf. "before" - This construction introduces a temporal clause, 
subsequent time. Indicating that the action of the verb "came together" occurs 
after the main verb "was pledged."  

sunelqein (sunercomai) aor. inf. "[they] came together" - Used with prin 
h]; "Just before their marriage", Phillips.  

euJreqh (euJriskw) aor. pas. "she was found" - Note how the NEB opts for 
an active voice, "she found that she was with child", which makes better sense. 
Obviously, Mary was the person who worked this out.  

en gastri ecousa "to be with child" - IN WOMB HAVING. The idiomatic 
phrase "having in the womb" is similar to our phrase "to be with child", or simply 
"pregnant"; "she was going to have a baby", TEV. The preposition en + dat. is 
local, while the nominative participle ecousa, "having", is the nominative 
complement of the subject of the passive verb "to be found"; "she having was 
found in the womb" = "she was found to be with child", ESV.  

ek + gen. "through [the Holy Spirit]" - FROM [HOLY SPIRIT]. Source may 
be the intended sense, "from, out of", or as NIV, means, agency, "by"; "through 
the miraculous power of the Holy Spirit.". Luke handles this fact with a little more 
sensitivity, cf. Luke 1:35, although Matthew may not like Luke's description of 
the Holy Spirit coming "upon" Mary. The agency of the Spirit in Jesus' birth is 
best viewed in light of his agency in creation, Gen.1:2.  
   
v19  

de "-" - but, and. Indicating a step in the narrative.  
w]n (eimi) pres. part. "because ...... was" - [JOSEPH THE HUSBAND OF HER] 

BEING RIGHTEOUS [AND NOT WISHING TO DISGRACE HER]. The participle of the 
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verb to-be is adverbial and best taken to introduce a causal clause modifying the 
verbal action of the participial phrase "not willing to disgrace her", by providing 
background information, as NIV.  

oJ anhr (hr roV) "[her] husband" - Nominative, standing in apposition to 
"Joseph". As noted above, Mary is only betrothed to Joseph, but this is as good 
as being married.  

dikaioV adj. "was a righteous man / was faithful to the law" - RIGHTEOUS, 
JUST. Predicate adjective. Joseph was someone who "always did what was right", 
TEV; "who was a good man", Phillips, ie., "compassionate", yet the sense of "just 
man" means a man who complies with the law, and the law in this matter required 
him to put Mary aside / divorce her, and this before two witnesses. That he didn't 
take the matter further indicates that he is merciful, as well as just.  

kai "and" - AND. Morris argues that the sense is "and yet" because he reads 
"just" in the sense of someone who obeys the regulations of the law, "and yet did 
not want ....."  

mh qelwn (qelw) pres. part. "he did not want" - NOT WISHING. The 
participle is adverbial, best treated as causal; "because he willed."  

deigatisai (deigmatizw) aor. inf. "public disgrace" - TO DISGRACE, 
SHAME, EXPOSE PUBLICLY. The infinitive is complementary, complementing the 
action of the verbal aspect of the participle "willing"; "he was unwilling to bring 
shame on her", TNT. Of course, since the verb qelw is cognitive, the infinitive 
can be classified as introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing 
what Joseph willed, namely, "that she not be put to shame." Joseph did not want 
Mary shamed publicly. This intention indicates that he is a "compassionate" man.  

apolusai (apoluw) aor. inf. "to divorce" - The infinitive as above.  
laqra/ adv. "quietly" - [HE DECIDED] SECRETLY. The adverb is modal, 

expressing manner. Joseph dealt with Mary in-house, "privately", better than 
"quietly".  
   
v20 

ii] The appearance of an angel, v20-21: In typical Old Testament style, God 
conveys his word to his people through a "messenger (angel) of the Lord." In 
Joseph's case, God's word comes to him in a dream, certainly not an unusual 
means for an Old Testament saint. Joseph must marry Mary, for the child must 
be included in the Davidic line. In Jewish custom, for Joseph to acknowledge the 
child as his, makes the child his, a "son of David". Such acknowledgment fully 
includes the child in the family. The angel then instructs Joseph to name the child 
"Jesus", and goes on to explain what this will mean. In the Old Testament, the 
giving of a name, particularly a name given by God, is full of meaning. The name 
"Jesus" is Greek for Joshua, which in Hebrew means "Yahweh of salvation." The 
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people Jesus will save is Israel, but this does not exclude the Gentiles who will 
inevitably join with remnant Israel to stand before the presence of God. Although 
the people of Israel expect the salvation of the nation, this messiah brings a 
salvation from sin, cf. Is.53, Je.31:31-34. He does not restore Israel, but rather 
restores Israel's relationship with God.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, possibly adversative, as NIV, or just 
indicating another step in the narrative.  

enqumhqentoV (enqunomai) aor. part. "after he had considered [this]" - 
[THESE THINGS] HE WAS THINKING, REFLECTING. The genitive absolute 
participial construction forms a temporal clause, as NIV; "while/after considering 
these things." Possibly as a direct statement expressing completed action; "he had 
resolved on this", NEB, "he had made up his mind", Morris.  

kuriou (oV) gen. "[an angel] of the Lord" - The genitive may be adjectival, 
possessive, "the Lord's angel", or ablative, source / origin, "an angel from the 
Lord."  

efanh (fainomai) aor. "appeared" - [IN A DREAM] REVEALED, SHOWED, 
APPEARED.  

autw/ dat. pro. "to him" - Dative of direct object.  
kata "in [a dream]" - The actual sense of the preposition here is unclear, 

but it probably expresses means, "by means of a dream", but possibly temporal, 
"during a dream", so BDAG. Olmstead suggests it indicates the nature of the 
angelic appearance, so "in a dream." The phrase "by a dream" is used by Matthew 
for divine revelations; "a word from the Lord was revealed to him by means of 
an angelic apparition."  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "and said" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb "appeared", "appeared and 
said", or adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of the angel's appearing, 
"appeared .... saying."  

mh fobhqhV (fobeomai) aor. subj. "do not be afraid" - [JOSEPH, SON OF 
DAVID] DO NOT BE AFRAID. A subjunctive of prohibition expressing a negative 
command. "Fear" in the sense of: "do not hesitate", "do not shrink from marrying 
her."  

paralabein (paralambanw) inf. "to take [Mary] home" - TO TAKE, TO 
LEAD INTO ONE'S HOME [MARY, THE WIFE OF YOU]. The infinitive may be treated 
as epexegetic, specifying the nature of the fear, namely that of taking Mary as his 
wife, but it can also be simply classified as complementary. Referring to the 
marriage custom of a man taking a woman into his home as a sign of their union, 
therefore simply meaning, "to marry."  
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gar "because" - FOR. Introducing a causal clause explaining why Joseph 
need not fear to marry Mary.  

gennhqen (gennaw) aor. pas. part. "what is conceived [in her]" - [THE BABY 
IN HER] HAVING BEEN CONCEIVED. The participle is adjectival, attributive, 
limiting an assumed "child"; "for the child which is conceived in her."  

ek + gen. "from [the Holy Spirit]" - [IS] FROM [HOLY SPIRIT], cf., v18. In 
the Gk., "Holy Spirit" is fronted for emphasis.  
   
v21  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a further step in the narrative.  
texetai (tiktw) fut. "she will give birth" - SHE WILL BEAR [A SON].  
kaleseiV (kalew) sing. fut. "you are to give to" - [AND] YOU WILL CALL 

[THE NAME OF HIM JESUS]. An imperatival future. Singular = Joseph. "You should 
give him the name Jesus."  

gar "for" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why his name should 
properly be Jesus. The Hebrew name "Jesus" means "God / Yahweh of salvation", 
in Greek "Joshua". In Hebrew, the word "Jesus" actually sounds like "he will 
save". So, the name is full of meaning; Jesus is the messiah who will save his 
people. The clause reflects Psalm 130:8.  

autoV "he" - Nominative subject of the verb "to save", emphatic by position 
and use; "he will save, and no other."  

swsei (swzw) fut. "will save" - WILL SAVE [THE PEOPLE OF HIM]. "He will 
rescue, set free", or for the whole clause, "redeem", or "forgive".  

apo + gen. "from" - FROM. Expressing separation; "away from."  
twv aJmartiwn (a) "[their] sins" - THE SINS [OF THEM]. The genitive "of 

them" is adjectival, possessive, "their sins", but may be treated as verbal, 
subjective, "the sins performed by them." The primary meaning of the word is 
"miss the mark", but came to be used in the LXX and NT for an offense against 
God.  
   
v22 

iii] Textual support, Isa.7:14, v22-23: Although the original Hebrew text has 
"young woman", the Greek LXX uses "virgin" because Isaiah is pointing to an 
amazing sign, the birth of a child deliverer. He will gather his people to God such 
that God will be with them (thus the point of the symbolic name "God with us"). 
We don't know whether Isaiah did actually mean "virgin", but it certainly took on 
that meaning in time. The birth of Jesus ("all this" refers to the conception and 
birth, not just the dream of Joseph) fulfills the Immanuel prophecy in that Jesus 
"saves his people from their sins" and so "God is with us" again. Jesus the messiah 
restores the relationship of God's broken people with God.  
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de "-" - but/and. Note how this particle leads off so many of the verses in this 
passage. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative; "now, .....", but better left 
untranslated.  

oJlon (oV) "all" - ALL, WHOLE, ENTIRE, COMPLETE [THIS]. Nominative subject 
of the verb "occurred"; "this whole occurred" = "all this occurred."  

gegonen (ginomai) perf. "took place" - HAPPENED, OCCURRED. Note perfect 
tense; see Olmstead 4:17.  

iJna + subj. "to [fulfill]" - THAT [THE THINGS SPOKEN BY THE LORD 
THROUGH THE PROPHET]. Introducing a purpose clause; "these things happened 
in order to fulfill ....", "so that prophecy would be fulfilled." It is possible that we 
have here a consecutive clause expressing consequence / result, "these things 
happened with the consequence that / with the result that prophecy was fulfilled."  

plhrwqh/ (plhrow) aor. subj. "fulfill" - MAY BE COMPLETE, FULFILLED. To 
realize the promises made by the Lord through the prophets.  

to rJhqen (legw) aor. pas. part. "what [the Lord] has said" - tHE THING 
BEING SPOKEN [BY LORD]. The participle serves as a substantive.  

uJpo + gen. "-" - BY [LORD]. Instrumental, expressing agency.  
dia + gen. "through [the prophet]" - THROUGH, BY MEANS OF. 

Instrumental.  
legontoV (legw) gen. pres. part. "-" - SAYING. The participle looks as if it is 

adverbial, temporal, "when he said", but it is genitive in agreement with 
"prophet", so probably adjectival, attributive, "the word spoken by the Lord 
through the prophet who said."  
   
v23 

The quotation comes from Isaiah 7:14.  
hJ parqenoV (oV) "the virgin" - [BEHOLD] THE YOUNG WOMAN WHO HAS NOT 

PARTICIPATED IN SEXUAL INTERCOURSE. The Greek word may be used of a 
sexually active young woman, but is normally used of a virgin. On the other hand, 
the Hebrew word used in Isaiah 7:14 simply means a young woman of 
marriageable age. None-the-less, it is clear that Isaiah is speaking of a birth which 
serves as a significant sign to the people, and Matthew reveals the true nature of 
this sign.  

en grastpi exei "will conceive" - IN THE WOMB HAVE [AND SHE WILL BEAR 
A SON]. See v18 for this idiomatic phrase.  

kalesousin (kalew) sing. fut. "they will call [him]" - THEY WILL CALL [THE 
NAME OF HIM]. Isaiah has the singular "ye will call", indicating Matthew's shift to 
the fellowship of believers who affirm the name of Jesus.  
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Emmanouhl "Immanuel" - Complement of the accusative object "name" 
standing in a double accusative construction. The name in Hebrew means 
"prosperity", the prosperity that comes from God when he stands with a person. 
This prosperity continues because Jesus is with us always, even to the close of 
the age, Matt.28:20.  

estin meqermhneuomenon (meqermhneuw) pres. pas. part. "[which] means" - 
[WHICH] IS HAVING BEEN INTERPRETED, TRANSLATED. An idiomatic paraphrastic 
present construction, "[which] being translated means"; "for that name means 
[God is with us]", Barclay.  

meq (meta) + gen. "with" - [GOD] WITH [US]. Expressing accompaniment / 
association. The sense is either: In Jesus "God is with us", or his name is "God 
with us."  
   
v24 

iv] Joseph's response, v24-25: So, Joseph marries Mary, but restrains from 
intercourse with her until after the birth of Jesus. As directed, Joseph names him 
"Jesus".  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Again transitional, indicating a step in the narrative; "now".  
egerqeiV (egeirw) pas. part. "when [Joseph] woke up" - [JOSEPH] RISING 

UP, WAKING UP. The NIV takes the participle as adverbial, temporal, 
"when/after", best expressed as action completed in time, "on waking from sleep", 
Moffatt.  

apo + gen. "-" - FROM [SLEEP]. Expressing separation, "away from"; "when 
Joseph woke from sleep", ESV.  

wJV "what" - [DID] AS, LIKE [THE ANGEL OF THE LORD]. Here serving to 
express a characteristic quality; "he did as / what / that which the angel of the 
Lord commanded."  

autw/ dat. pro. "[commanded] him" - Dative of direct object after the verb 
"commanded".  

kai "and" - Probably epexegetic here; "namely / that is, he took his wife."  
autou gen. pro. "[took] Mary [home as his wife]" - [HE TOOK THE WIFE] 

OF HIM. The genitive is adjectival, relational. As already noted, although only 
betrothed to Joseph, Mary is considered under law to be his wife.  
   
v25 

ouk eginwsken (ginwskw) imperf. "he had no union with / he did not 
consummate their marriage" - [AND] HE DID NOT KNOW [HER]. A euphemism 
for sexual relations.  

eJwV + gen. "until" - UNTIL [SHE BORE A SON]. Temporal construction. Often 
rendered "before", although the sense is probably "until after she gave birth." A 
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negated action ("he had no union"), with this preposition, always implies that the 
action will follow and not precede the related action ("she gave birth"). None-the-
less, the phrase is concerned with the period before the birth and not what 
happened after. This may help those who promote the perpetual virginity of Mary, 
although other passages make this a difficult proposition.  

ekalesen (kalew) aor. "he gave [him the name]" - [AND] HE CALLED [THE 
NAME OF HIM]. "Called" in the sense of "named".  

Ihsoun (ouV ou) "Jesus" - Complement of the accusative direct object 
"name", standing in a double accusative construction.  
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2:1-12 

1. Prologue, 1:1-2:23 
iii] Wise men worship the king 
Synopsis  

Magi from the East come to Jerusalem seeking the new-born king of the 
Jews. Herod intervenes, pointing them toward Bethlehem. Following the star to 
Bethlehem, the Magi give homage to Jesus, leaving quickly for home to foil 
Herod's murderous plans.  
   
Teaching  

The coming of Eastern astrologers, reveals the birth of a royal prince, the son 
of Abraham in whom all the families of the earth will be blessed.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See Matthew 1:1-17.  
   

ii] Background: Historical authenticity: We should note that there is a long 
history of rejecting the historicity of this story. Many scholars see it as a reworked 
Palestinian legend about Pharaoh's astrologers predicting the birth of Moses, but 
just because Matthew gives the story a theological edge doesn't mean that it is a 
fable. In fact, there is evidence of unusual cosmic activity at the time of Jesus' 
birth: the conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn on three occasions in 7BC and the 
appearance of a comet in 12BC. The visit of the Magi is not necessarily related 
to Jesus' birth, but do Joseph and Mary stay long in Bethlehem?  
   

iii] Structure: Wise men worship the king:  
Magi seek the new king, v1-2; 
Herod seeks advice on where the Messiah is to be born, v3-6; 
Herod instructs the magi and seeks their cooperation, v7-8; 
The magi follow the star, v9-10; 
The magi worship the newborn kind, v11; 
Warned in a dream, the magi flee, v12.  

   
iv] Interpretation:  

Matthew's record of the Magi's visit is shaped in such a way as to 
reflect the Moses story and so demonstrate how Jesus' birth fulfills 
scripture. The story reveals, in the coming of Eastern astrologers, the birth 
of a royal prince, the son of Abraham in whom all the families of the earth 
will be blessed, cf. Gen.12:3. In a pre-emptive move, the powers of 
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darkness move against the child, but their plans, for the moment, come 
undone.  

The coming of foreign astrologers is often interpreted as prefiguring 
the incoming of the Gentiles and thus the world-wide mission of the 
Christian church, but it is more likely that this incident, as noted above, 
simply hails the birth of a royal prince who will lead his people out of the 
bondage of their slavery to freedom in a new land.  

 
Homiletics. The light of humanity 

It's very easy to allow the 
picturesque nature of the we 
three kings story to hide its 
substantial teaching. In fact, 
other than the little drummer 
boy, Christmas cards 
depicting the three kings on 
their camels is the most widely 
chosen religious Christmas 
scene. It wouldn't even offend 
a Muslim. Although I have to 

say, when I was young, most Christmas cards depicted a snow-bound English 
village scene, sometimes with the church in view - a rather incongruous scene for 
Australia. Anyway, we can easily miss the point of these visiting astrologers. 

Matthew goes to great length to remind us that the events surrounding the 
birth of Jesus fulfill scripture; nothing is accidental. These events are designed, 
and were long ago foretold by the prophets. Matthew makes the point that God's 
providential care, even supernatural care, touches these events and moves them 
to their intended end. He also gives us an early hint of the hostility that will be 
shown toward Jesus by the Jewish authorities, as well as the opposite response 
shown by the Gentiles. The Gentiles will recognize Jesus' reign, while Israel will 
reject it. The Magi have but the light of a star, while Israel has the light of the 
scriptures. So, like Nineveh in the day of judgment, the Magi will condemn Israel 
for neglecting the privilege of their greater light. 

Many years ago, in communist Russia, a soldier was given a page from a 
Bible. It was from Isaiah. He didn't much understand it, other than the repeated 
phrase, "thus says the Lord." About all he could understand of God from that 
single page was that God speaks. So, he asked the God who spoke with Isaiah, to 
speak with him - and He did. With this minute revelation, this flickering star, he 
kneeled before the God who speaks and worshiped him. 
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"The light shines in the darkness"; God's grace in Christ shining in the midst 
of confusion. Yet, the seeker will always find the light, so let us always seek 
rather than be dulled by the confusion. Let us join with the wise and worship the 
newborn king. 

   
Text - 2:1 

The worship of the Magi, v1-12; i] The Magi come seeking the "king of the 
Jews" in order to worship him, v1-2. There is debate over the date of Herod's 
death, but 4BC is favoured. So, Jesus is born some time before 4BC in Bethlehem, 
in Judea (rather than Bethlehem in Zebulun). Magi are referred to in Daniel,1:20, 
2:2, 4:7, 5:7. The word loosely covers astrologers, magicians and interpreters of 
dreams. It is possible that they have journeyed from Babylon. In tradition they 
are named Melkon, Balthasar and Gasper. For Matthew, the importance of this 
story lies in its fulfillment of scripture - Messiah is "a star" that will "rise out of 
Israel", Num.23:7. Although the Old Testament denounces astrology, Matthew 
relates the story, emphasizing that the Magi come to "worship", ie. do obeisance, 
do homage. The "star" is possibly a conjunction of the planets Jupiter and Saturn 
in 7BC. People of the time saw significance in this planetary conjunction.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative; "Now, after 
Jesus was born", ESV.  

tou Ihsou gennhqentoV (gennaw) aor. pas. part. "After Jesus was born" - 
JESUS HAVING BEEN BORN [IN BETHLEHEM]. Genitive absolute, usually forming 
a temporal clause, "when", RSV; "soon after", TEV; "not long after", Phillips.  

thV IoudaiaV (a aV) gen. "in Judea" - OF JUDEA. The genitive is adjectival, 
idiomatic / local; "in Bethlehem located in Judea."  

en + dat. "during [the time]" - IN [DAYS]. Temporal use of the preposition; 
"during the reign of king Herod."  

Hrw/dou gen. "of [king] Herod" - OF HEROD [THE KING]. The genitive is 
adjectival, possessive, "king Herod's reign", or idiomatic / temporal, "during the 
days when Herod reigned." The genitive basilewV, "reigned", stands in 
apposition to "Herod".  

magoi (oV) "Magi" - [BEHOLD] MAGI. Nominative subject of the verb "to 
appear." A word used of Persian "wise men" able to interpret dreams, read the 
stars, etc. "Astrologers", "Magicians", Moffatt.  

apo gen. "from" - FROM, OUT OF. Expressing origin / source.  
anatolwn (h) "the east" - EAST [APPEARED IN JERUSALEM]. Babylon, 

Persia....  
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v2 

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "and asked" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb "arrived / came", v1, as NIV.  

oJ tecqeiV (tiktw) aor. pas. part. "the one who has been born" - [WHERE IS] 
THE ONE HAVING BEEN BORN. The participle serves as a substantive. The sense is 
of a child "recently born who will become king.  

basileuV (euV ewV) "king" - Complement of the nominative subject "the 
one having been born, standing in a double nominative construction.  

twn Ioudaiwn gen. "of the Jews" - The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / 
subordination; "king over the Jews."  

gar "-" - for. More reason than cause, explaining the reason for the wise 
men's question; "for", RSV.  

ton astera (hr eroV) "[his] star" - [WE SAW] THE STAR [OF HIM]. 
Accusative direct object of the verb "to see." The genitive "his" is possessive. The 
wise men saw "the astrological sign of the coming king." Davies and Allison 
suggest that there was a widespread view at the time that a mighty ruler would 
come out of Judea and that the wise men had recognized a highly significant 
astrological phenomenon indicating the coming of this king.  

en + dat. "in [the east] / when [it rose]" - AT [ITS RISING], IN [THE EAST]. 
Probably local, but possibly temporal, "when it came up in the east", TEV. The 
phrase is probably not saying in what part of the sky the astrological sign can be 
found, but rather that the wise men saw it at its rising in the sky, "we saw his star 
when it rose", Moffatt.  

proskunhsai (proskunew) inf. "to worship" - [AND WE CAME] TO FALL 
DOWN BEFORE, DO OBEISANCE. The infinitive is probably adverbial, conveying 
purpose, "in order to worship"; "we have come with a single purpose in mind, 
namely, to worship him." The sense of the word is "adoration" when accusative 
and "prostrate before" when dative, and must not be confused with other Greek 
words that mean "perform a service for", eg. latreuw, "I serve", a word often 
incorrectly translated as "worship".  

autw/ "him" - TO HIM. Dative of direct object after the verb "to do obeisance 
to / worship", in Koine Gk. only.  
   
v3 

ii] Herod is disturbed by the visit of the Magi and seeks advice, v3-6. In 
Herod's final years he was quite paranoid and ordered the death of numerous 
officials, including family members, so the visit of the Magi not only disturbs 
Herod, but also the populous, who are rightly worried about how he might 
respond. His initial response it to consult the priestly hierarchy, along with 
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experts on the Old Testament, for the birthplace of the Messiah and is told 
"Bethlehem in Judea." In v6, Matthew loosely follows the Masoretic text of 
Micah 5:2 with some words from 2 Samuel 5:2.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional; "now ...."  
akousaV (akouw) part. "when [King Herod] heard this" - HAVING HEARD. 

Most translations assume that the participle here is adverbial, introducing a 
temporal clause with the supplied object, "this", "these things." Yet, also possibly 
forming a consecutive clause expressing result; "the news of this troubled King 
Herod and all of Jerusalem as well", Moffatt.  

etaracqh (tarassw) aor. "he was disturbed" - [KING HEROD] WAS 
TROUBLED. The verb is singular, but it applies to both the king and the residents 
of Jerusalem, so a plural verb may be expected. For the general rules applying to 
this situation see Olmstead p22, 23, or Wallace, p401. "Alarmed", Barclay.  

meta + gen. "[all Jerusalem] with [him]" - Expressing association / 
accompaniment. Why would "all Jerusalem" be alarmed along with Herod? 
Jerusalem is alarmed when Jesus enters Jerusalem, 21:10, and so this is probably 
noting a negative reaction from the residents of the city, the unbelieving crowd, 
but particularly the religious authorities - a sign of things to come.  
   
v4 

sunagagwn (sunagw) aor. part. "when he had called together" - [AND] 
HAVING ASSEMBLED. The participle is again adverbial, best treated as temporal, 
"when / after ..."; "he called together", TEV, "he summoned", Phillips.  

pantaV adj. "all" - Accusative direct object of the verb "having assembled." 
Herod is thorough in his investigation.  

grammateiV (euV ewV) "[the people's chief priests and] teachers of the 
law" - [THE CHIEF PRIESTS AND] THE SCRIBES [OF THE PEOPLE]. A further 
element of the accusative direct object of the verb "having assembled." The 
scribes are not part of the ruling elite. As lay ministers they are therefore tou 
laou, "of the people" - an adjectival genitive, partitive / wholative. Possibly 
applying to the "chief priests" as well.  

epunqaneto (punqanomai) imperf. "he asked" - HE INQUIRED. The 
imperfect tense may carry either an inceptive sense, "he began to inquire", or a 
tentative sense, so Turner, "he tentatively inquired." These classifications are 
increasingly questioned given that the imperfect is often used to express 
supplementary action, eg., backgrounding. In this particular case, Olmstead notes 
that this verb prefers the imperfect because it points forward to another action.  

par (para) + gen. "[them]" - FROM [THEM] - Here expressing source.  
pou adv. "where" - This interrogative adverb here serves to introduce an 

object clause / dependent statement of indirect speech / question.  
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gennatai (gennaw) pres. pas. "was to be born" - [THE CHRIST] IS BEING 
BORN. The present tense is used to express the tense of the original question, ie., 
"where is the Christ being born / to be born?"  
   
v5 

en + dat. "in [Bethlehem]" - [AND THEY SAID TO HIM], IN [BETHLEHEM]. 
Local, expressing space.  

thV IoudaiaV (a) gen. "in Judea" - OF JUDEA. The genitive is adjectival, 
partitive, or local, "located in Judea."  

autw/ dat. pro. "[they replied]" - [THEY SAID] TO HIM. Dative of indirect 
object.  

gar "for" - More reason than cause, explaining the grounds on which it is 
held that the messiah will be born in Bethlehem; "for thus it is written", Moffatt.  

dia + gen. "-" - [THUS IT HAS BEEN WRITTEN] THROUGH, BY MEANS OF [THE 
PROPHET]. Instrumental, agency. The clause properly expresses the sense that the 
prophets are the instrument of God's revelation.  
   
v6 

su Bhqleem voc. "you, Bethlehem" - "God said, 'you people of Bethlehem.'"  
gh (h) voc. "land" - in the LAND. Often meaning "earth", but here obviously 

"territory". Technically standing in apposition to "Bethlehem" although a dative 
after en, "in", may have been expected.  

Iouda (aV a) "of Judea" - The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / 
identification; "the land known as Judah."  

oudamwV adv. "by no means" - [YOU ARE] CERTAINLY NOT [LEAST]. 
Emphatic adverb.  

elacisth (oV, mikroV) adj. "least" - The superlative of "small/little" serves 
as a predicate adjective; "you are certainly not least."  

toiV hJgemosin (wn onoV) "the rulers" - [IN = AMONG] THE RULERS, 
GOVERNORS, CHIEFS [OF JUDAH]. Least among the "leading cities" of Judea 
seems more likely, but possibly least among the "leaders / rulers" of Judea.  

gar "for" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why Bethlehem is not the 
least of the cities in Judea; "because from you ....."  

ek + gen. "out of [you]" - FROM [YOU]. Expressing source / origin.  
hJgemosin (hJgeomai) pres. part. "a ruler" - A RULER, LEADER, [WILL COME]. 

The participle serves as a substantive, as NIV. "From you there shall emerge the 
leader who will be the shepherd of my people Israel", Barclay.  

o{stiV rel. pro. "who" - WHO [WILL SHEPHERD THE PEOPLE OF ME, ISRAEL]. 
Nominative subject of the verb "to shepherd", referring to the antecedent "a 
ruler." The accusative Israhl, "Israel", stands in apposition to "people".  
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v7 

iii] Herod tries to entangle the magi in his evil plans, v7-8. The Magi 
obviously came to Jerusalem on the assumption that the new Hebrew king would 
be born there, but Herod is able to tell them where they must go. Obviously Herod 
wants to know when the star appeared so he can calculate the child's age and 
efficiently eliminate any possible contender for his throne. As for the Magi, 
Herod is able to present himself as a devotee of the newly born king, but of course, 
he never expected God to intervene.  

tote "then" - Used to indicate a temporal step in the narrative. Often just of 
time past, or time future, but here "to introduce that which follows in time", 
BAGD.  

kalesaV (kalew) aor. part. "called" - HAVING CALLED. Attendant 
circumstance participle identifying action accompanying the main verb 
"ascertained", "called ..... and found out ....." "Summoned", NJB.  

touV magouV "the Magi" - Accusative direct object of the verb "to call." The 
anaphoric use of the article, ie. where the article is backward-looking, in this case, 
looking back to the reference of the Magi in v1 where there is no article. The 
anaphoric article carries the sense "this / that", so here, "these visitors from the 
East."  

laqra/ adv. "secretly" - PRIVATELY. Adverb of manner; "in private", NEB.  
hkribwsen (akribow) aor. "found out" - INQUIRED DILIGENTLY. 

"Ascertained", NEB. Here of diligent inquiry, producing the sense conveyed by 
the TEV "found out from them the exact time the star appeared."  

par (para) + gen. "from [them]" - Here spatial, expressing source / origin, 
as NIV.  

tou fainomenou (fainw) gen. pres. part. "[the star] had appeared" - [THE 
TIME] OF THE APPEARING [OF STAR]. The genitive participle is best treated as 
adjectival, attributive, "the time of the appearing star". The genitive "of star" is 
probably also adjectival, idiomatic / temporal "the time when the star appeared; 
"the time since the star's appearing", Wuest. "Herod ..... carefully questioned them 
about the date when the star had appeared", Barclay.  
   
v8 

poreuqenteV (poreuomai) aor. part. "go" - [HAVING SENT THEM TO 
BETHLEHEM HE SAID] GOING, JOURNEYING, PROCEEDING. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing an action accompanying the imperatival verb 
"search", therefore translated as the imperative "go"; "go and search."  
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akribwV adv. "[make a] careful [search]" - [INQUIRE] CAREFULLY, 
DILIGENTLY, ACCURATELY. The adverb is modal, expressing manner. "Search for 
this little child with utmost care", Phillips.  

peri + gen. "for [the child]" - CONCERNING [THE CHILD]. Reference; 
"concerning / about / with reference to." "Make careful enquiries about the child", 
Cassirer.  

epan + subj. "as soon as" - [AND] WHENEVER [YOU FIND him]. Introducing 
an indefinite temporal clause referring to the future.  

moi dat. pro. "[report] to me" - [TELL, REPORT, ANNOUNCE] TO ME. Dative 
of direct object of the apo prefix verb "to report."  

oJpwV + subj. "so that" - THAT [I ALSO COMING MAY WORSHIP]. Introducing 
a purpose clause. "So that / in order that I may worship him also."  

elqwn (ercomai) aor. part. "[I too] may go" - COMING. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "worship" and 
therefore translated in the subjective mood along with "worship", "may go and 
[may] worship him." "So that I may go myself and pay him homage", NEB.  

autw/ dat. pro. "him" - Dative of direct object after the verb "to do obeisance 
to / worship".  
   
v9 

iv] The Magi complete their journey to Bethlehem, v9-10. As the Magi 
headed toward Bethlehem the star appears overhead, confirming their journey's 
end.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
akousanteV (akouw) aor. part. "after [they] had heard" - [THEY] HAVING 

HEARD, LISTENED. The participle is probably adverbial, temporal, as NIV; "when 
they had heard the king", NRSV.  

oiJ "they" - Nominative subject of the verb "to go, depart." The article here 
is used as a demonstrative pronoun.  

tou BasilewV (euV ewV) "the king" - OF THE KING [DEPARTED AND BEHELD 
THE STAR WHICH THEY SAW]. Genitive of direct object after the verb akouw, of 
persons, lit. "hearing of/from the king." "The wise men listened to the king and 
...", Phillips.  

en th/ anatolh/ "in the east" - See above.  
prohgen (proagw) imperf. "went ahead [of them]" - WENT BEFORE, LEAD 

AHEAD. The sense is that the cosmic sign somehow leads the wise men to 
Bethlehem; it points the way, guides them.  
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eJwV "until" - Often with a subjunctive, but here a participle, referring to 
future time in relation to the verb "went before". The sign of the rising in the east 
led them "until".  

elqwn (ercomai) aor. part. "-" - HAVING COME. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb "it stood"; "until it came and 
stopped where the little child was", Barclay.  

estaqh (iJsthmi) aor. pas. "it stopped" - IT STOOD. "It stopped", "came to 
rest over", RSV, is a slight assumption. The language reflects the symbolism of 
the pillar of cloud and fire that guided the Israelites through the wilderness to the 
promised land, so Phillips is closer to the mark with his "it shone immediately 
above the place where the little child lay." Of course, even this literal description 
may not explain the phenomenon. Whatever happened, the wise men read the 
sign and understood that Bethlehem was the site of the king's birth.  

epanw + gen. "over" - over, above the place. "Coming to a standstill just 
over the place", Cassirer.  

ou| gen. "where" - WHERE [THE CHILD WAS]. The relative pronoun here 
serves as an adverb, "where".  
   
v10 

idonteV (oJraw) aor. part. "when they saw" - [AND] SEEING, CAUGHT SIGHT 
OF [THE STAR THEY REJOICED with EXCEEDING GREAT JOY]. A temporal 
adverbial participle is the choice of the majority of translators, but causal is 
possible, "because". "They were thrilled and excited to see the star", CEV.  
   
v11 

v] The magi worship the king, v11. The Magi track down the family, now 
living in a home, and "worship him" (They see both Jesus and Mary, but worship 
Jesus alone). Following Eastern custom, they give gifts to Jesus, in much they 
same way as gifts would be given to an important dignitary. Opening their 
treasure boxes, they give gold, frankincense (mixed gums used for incense), and 
myrrh (a spice for embalming). The ancients suggested that these represent 
royalty, divinity, and sacrifice, but there is no evidence that the Magi intend this. 
Three gifts doesn't necessarily mean three visitors (always a good trivia 
question!).  

elqonteV (ercomai) aor. part. "on coming [to the house]" - [AND] HAVING 
COME [INTO THE HOUSE THEY SAW THE CHILD WITH MARY, THE MOTHER OF HIM]. 
The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal; "and when they came into 
the house."  
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pesonteV (piptw) aor. part. "they bowed down" - [AND] FALLING DOWN. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the main verb 
"worship"; "they knelt down and worshiped him", CEV.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[worshiped] him" - [THEY DID OBEISANCE] TO HIM. Dative 
of direct object after the verb "to do obeisance to / worship".  

anoixanteV (anoigw) aor. part. "then they opened" - [AND] HAVING 
OPENED. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the 
verb "they offered"; "they unlocked their treasures and offered him gifts", 
Barclay. Possibly temporal, as NIV, AV, NRSV, ...  

touV qhsaurouV (oV) "treasures" - THE TREASURES [OF THEM]. Accusative 
direct object of the participle "having opened." The reference is probably to the 
container in which the gifts are stowed and kept safe, therefore "treasure box", 
"money bag"....  

autw/ dat. pro. "[presented] him" - [THEY BROUGHT, OFFERED] TO HIM. 
Dative of indirect object.  

dwra (on) "with gifts" - GIFTS, [GOLD AND FRANKINCENSE AND MYRRH]. 
Accusative direct object of the verb "to offer." Alluding to Ps.72:10-11, of the 
nations doing obeisance to the king of Israel, and of the gifts proper, "gold" and 
"frankincense", within an eschatological context, Isa.60:1-6. "The newborn king 
is king of all the world, and the appropriate homage shall be paid to him by all 
the nations", Nolland.  
   
v12 

vi] The magi flee, v12. God intervenes and warns the Magi to head home 
without returning to Jerusalem.  

crhmatisqenteV (crhmatizomai) aor. pas. part. "having been warned" - 
Best translated as an adverbial participle of cause, "because", giving the reason 
why they went home by another route, "since they were warned", Phillips. Note 
how Phillips uses the active voice rather than the passive, since the focus in on 
the wise men not the agent of the warning, presumably angels. Although the verb 
refers to the business of intercourse it takes here the particular meaning of "impart 
a divine revelation."  

kat (kata) + acc. "in [a dream]" - ACCORDING TO [A DREAM]. Probably 
here with a temporal sense, "during a dream", or possibly even manner / means, 
"by a dream"; "having received warning in the course of a dream", Cassirer.  

mh anakamyai (anakamptw) inf. "not to go back to" - NOT TO RETURN 
[TO HEROD]. The infinitive is used here to introduce an object clause / dependent 
statement of indirect discourse, expressing what the Magi were warned in the 
dream, namely that they not return to Herod.  
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autwn gen. pro. "their [country]" - [THEY DEPARTED THROUGH ANOTHER 
WAY TO THE COUNTRY] OF THEM. The genitive is adjectival, possessive. 
Olmstead suggests a more idiomatic sense / identification; "the region from which 
they came."  

di (dia) + gen. "by [another route]" - THROUGH. Here spatial, "through (in 
time or space)".  
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2:13-23 

1. Prologue, 1:1-2:23 
iv] The escape to Egypt 
Synopsis  

Matthew now recounts the flight of Joseph and his family into Egypt, the 
massacre of the innocents, and the return of the family to Nazareth sometime 
later. In Egypt, the holy family is able to take refuge from the murderous plans of 
Herod.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus is the messiah, the anointed king who is sent by God to save his people. 
He is the son of David and the promised "prophet like unto Moses".  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 1:1-17.  
   

ii] Structure: The escape to Egypt: 
An angel's warning, v13-15; 
Herod's slaughter of the infants, v16-18; 
Joseph and family return to Israel, v19-21. 

   
iii] Interpretation:  

In the passage before us Matthew records a standard three-point 
sermon structure. The stories and teachings of Jesus were initially 
preserved as oral tradition and shaped by their repetitive use in preaching 
and teaching situations, and this fact is often evident in gospel tradition. 
The narrative demonstrates Jesus' messianic qualifications by building a 
story around three Old Testament quotations which were fulfilled in Jesus' 
childhood years. The narrative supports this messianic fulfillment theme by 
telling the story in the terms of Moses typology (Moses in the bulrushes 
etc.). The episode reveals that Jesus is not only the long-promised messiah, 
he is representative Israel (the faithful people of God) whose "Exodus" is 
close at hand. In Jesus we find the fulfillment of all prophecy.  

 
Homiletics: The New Day Dawns 

In the coming of Jesus the messiah there dawns the new age of the kingdom. 
Not only is Jesus the fulfillment of all the prophetic hopes of Israel in that he is 
the coming prophet, priest and king, he is also, himself, the faithful remnant of 
Israel. When we stand with Jesus we link ourselves to the faithful remnant of 
God's people. Of this remnant people in Jesus, we may say three things: 
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In Jesus we are a redeemed people - "out of Egypt". The fates may 
conspire, darkness overwhelm, but God will save his people against all odds. 

In Jesus we are a persecuted people - "Rachel weeping for her children." 
Jesus promised trouble for those who follow him, yet trouble leads to glory. 

In Jesus we are not of this world - "Nazarenes". Jesus' lowly origin defines 
the church as "no people". Yes, we are in the world, but we are not of the world. 
Our standing is with God, cf. Ps.22, Is.53. With such standing, who needs the 
acclimation of the world? 

   
Text - 2:13 

Jesus, the prophet like unto Moses, v13-23; i] The flight to Egypt - "I called 
my Son out of Egypt", v13-15. In typical Old Testament style, an angel from the 
Lord sets out to guide Jesus to safety. Egypt is the obvious choice, for it has 
already served as a place of refuge for the people of Israel, and Jesus, the long-
promised messiah, the prophet like unto Moses, represents remnant Israel. So, out 
of Egypt comes Israel's redemption, just as in the days of the Exodus under 
Moses. The nation of Israel had its origin in Egypt and was galvanized by the 
events of the Exodus. By quoting Hosea 11:1, Matthew affirms Jesus as the true 
remnant of Israel, a remnant whose redemption is close at hand. The point 
Matthew is making is that the messianic age begins when Israel comes out of 
Egypt (Note the similar Exodus symbolism in 4:1-11).  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative so best left 
untranslated.  

anacwrhsantwn (anacwrew) aor. part. gen. "when [they] had gone" - 
THEY DEPARTED. The genitive participle with the genitive of the personal 
pronoun, "they", forms a genitive absolute construction standing as an 
independent statement to the main clause. Usually translated as a temporal clause, 
as NIV, Moffatt and others, "after they had gone"; the "they" being the wise men, 
who had gone back to their own country by another way, v12.  

kuriou (oV) gen. "[an angel] of the Lord" - [BEHOLD A MESSENGER] OF 
LORD. The genitive may be classified as adjectival, possessive, it is the Lord's 
messenger, or ablative, source/origin, "an angel from the Lord."  

fainetai (fainw) pres. "appeared" - APPEARED [IN A DREAM]. Historical 
present used for narrative style. "Showed / revealed himself."  

tw/ Iwshf dat. "to Joseph" - Dative of direct object after the verb "to appear 
to."  

kat onar "in a dream" - Idiomatic phrase, as NIV. The preposition kata + 
acc. is adverbial, either modal, expressing manner, or instrumental, expressing 
means, "by means of a dream."  
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legwn (legw) pres. part. "-" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle, 
"appeared and said", but possibly adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of his 
appearing; "appeared saying."  

egerqeiV (egeirw) aor. pas. part. "get up" - GETTING UP, RISING UP. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the 
imperative verb "take"; "get up and take."  

paralabe (paralambanw) aor. imp. "take" - TAKE [THE CHILD AND THE 
MOTHER OF HIM AND FLEE TO EGYPT]. The aorist imperative gives a sense of 
urgency to the command; "bundle up the child and get out of here quickly."  

isqi (eimi) imp. "stay" - [AND] REMAIN [THERE]. A particular use of the verb 
to-be; "stay / reside", BAGD.  

eJwV an + subj. "until I [tell]" - UNTIL [I SAY]. This construction, which forms 
an indefinite temporal clause, gives the sense of the continuation of a situation 
"until" the occurrence of a particular intervening event; "until I tell you that it is 
safe to come back to Israel."  

soi dat. pro. "you" - TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
gar "for" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why the family should 

remain in Egypt until told otherwise; "because ......"  
mellei (mellw) "is going [to search]" - [HEROD] IS ABOUT. Indicating 

intention.  
zhtein (zhte) pres. inf. "to search" - TO SEEK [THE CHILD]. The infinitive is 

complementary, completing the sense of the verb "is about."  
apolesai (apollumi) aor. inf. "to kill [him]" - The infinitive is adverbial, 

most likely introducing a purpose clause; "in order to kill him."  
   
v14 

egerqeiV (egeirw) aor. pas. part. "got up" - [AND HE] HAVING ARISEN [TOOK]. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to 
take"; "he rose and took the child", ESV. "Joseph rose from sleep", NEB - he 
hopped out of bed and got going.  

nuktoV (ux uktoV) gen. "during the night" - [THE CHILD AND THE MOTHER 
OF HIM] DURING NIGHT. The genitive is adverbial, temporal, as NIV.  

anecwrhsen (anecwrew) aor. "left [for Egypt]" - DEPARTED [TO EGYPT]. 
The word carries the sense of withdrawing from danger.  
   
v15 

eJwV + gen. "until" - [AND HE WAS THERE] UNTIL [THE DEATH]. Introducing a 
temporal clause, "until".  

HJrw/dou (hV ou) gen. "[the death] of Herod" - The genitive may be treated 
as verbal, subjective, or adjectival, possessive, "Herod's death."  
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iJna + subj. "and so [was fulfilled]" - THAT [MIGHT BE FULFILLED THE WORDS 
SPOKEN]. Normally taken to introduce a final clause, expressing purpose, "in 
order that", but consecutive, expressing result may be intended, "they went to 
Egypt and stayed there and so the words of the prophet were fulfilled"; "this again 
is a fulfillment of the Lord's word", Phillips.  

dia + gen. "through [the prophet]" - [BY LORD] THROUGH, BY MEANS OF 
[PROPHET]. Instrumental, expressing agency.  

legontoV (legw) pres. part. "-" - SAYING. Probably adverbial temporal, 
"spoken by the Lord through the prophet when he said ....."  

ex (ek) + gen. "out of [Egypt]" - Expressing source/origin.  
ekalesa (kalew) aor. "I called" - I SUMMONED [THE SON]. Note the Hosea 

11:1 text has "called my child", meaning Israel. This quote from the Hebrew text 
refers to God's call to Israel at the time of the Exodus. Matthew happily changes 
it to "son, meaning Jesus. Another hint that the gospel writers understand that 
Jesus is the representative Israel of God. This is not a reference to Jesus' filial 
relationship to God the Father, although this sense is argued by some 
commentators.  

mou gen. pro. "my [son]" - [SON] OF ME. The genitive is adjectival, relational.  
   
v16 

ii] The massacre of the innocents - "a voice was heard in Rama, wailing and 
loud laments", v16-18. The second part of the narrative illustrates Herod's 
response to the deception of the Magi (the wise men). He orders the execution of 
all boys under two years old in Bethlehem. Given a population of 1,000, this 
would amount to about 20 children. Herod's extermination of opponents is well 
documented, although this particular incident is not. Given that he even executed 
members of his own family, what's a few children here or there? In v18 Matthew 
quotes Jeremiah 31:15 to demonstrate, in a general sense, the fulfillment of 
prophecy in Herod's evil act. Jeremiah speaks of Israel overwhelmed by a foreign 
power, devastated and about to be taken into exile. The destruction of the children 
in Bethlehem images this situation, but it also images the return from exile - grief 
is but a moment before joy; Rachel's weeping will be short-lived. Bethlehem's 
grief will break into joy when her salvation is realized in Christ.  

tote adv. "-" - THEN [HEROD]. Temporal; "at that time."  
idwn (oJraw) aor. part. "when [Herod] realized" - SEEING. The participle is 

adverbial, probably best taken to introduce a temporal clause, as in NIV.  
oJti "that" - Introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing what 

Herod realized.  
enepaicqhn (empaizw) aor. pas. "he had been outwitted" - HE WAS 

DECEIVED, TRICKED. With the added sense of mocked, ridiculed.  
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uJpo + gen. "by [the Magi]" - Instrumental, expressing agency.  
equmwqh (qumow) aor. pas. "he was furious" - WAS ENRAGED, ANGRY 

[GREATLY]. The aorist here probably takes the sense of Herod's becoming angry 
(ingressive); "he flew into a rage."  

kai "and" - The sense is somewhat inferential; "so, so therefore, so as a 
result."  

aposteilaV (apostellw) aor. part. "he gave orders" - HAVING SENT. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to 
kill"; "so he sent and slew", ie., he sent his soldiers to kill.  

aneilen (anairew) aor. "to kill" - TOOK AWAY = DESTROYED, ANNIHILATED, 
KILLED [ALL THE MALE CHILDREN]. "He ordered that all the baby boys should be 
killed."  

touV "-" - THE [IN BETHLEHEM AND IN ALL THE DISTRICTS OF IT]. The article 
serves as an adjectivizer turning the prepositional phrases introduced by en, "in", 
into an attributive relative clause limiting "boys"; "the boys who are in Bethlehem 
and ...."  

apo + gen. "[who were two years old and under]" - FROM [TWO YEARS 
OLD AND UNDER]. The preposition here serves to introduce a series.  

kata + acc. "in accordance with [the time]" - Expressing a standard; "in 
accordance with, corresponding to."  

para + gen. "from [the Magi]" - [WHICH HE ASCERTAINED] FROM [THE 
MAGI]. Spatial, expressing source / origin; "the time that he had ascertained from 
the wise men", ESV.  
   
v17 

tote "then [was fulfilled]" - Introducing a temporal clause. "At that time the 
statement made by Jeremiah the prophet came true", Barclay.  

to pJhqen (legw) aor. pas. part. "what was said" - THE WORD SPOKEN. The 
participle serves as a substantive.  

dia + gen. "through [the prophet Jeremiah]" - Instrumental, expressing 
agency.  

legontoV (legw) gen. pres. part. "-" - SAYING. As in v15, poss. "when he 
said."  

 

v18 
The quote comes from Jeremiah 31:15, where the prophet symbolically 

describes Rachel, the mother of Joseph and Benjamin, weeping for her children 
as they are taken into exile in Babylon.  

fwnh (h) "a voice" - A VOICE, SOUND [IN RAMAH WAS HEARD]. Nominative 
subject of the verb "was heard." "The sound of someone crying."  
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klaiousa (kalew) pres. part. "weeping" - WEEPING [AND MOURNING 
GREAT]. Complement of the nominative subject "Rachel", standing in a double 
nominative construction. It is possible to classify the participle as adjectival, 
predicative, "Rachel is weeping for her children."  

ouk hqelen (qelw) imperf. "refusing" - [RACHEL WEEPING FOR THE 
CHILDREN OF HER AND] SHE WOULD NOT. The imperfect tense expresses durative, 
ongoing action, "she could not be comforted", TH, although Moffatt's 
"inconsolable" is better as it carries the sense that Rachel willed not to be 
comforted.  

paraklhqhnai (parakalew) aor. pas. inf. "to be comforted" - TO BE 
COMFORTED. The infinitive may be classified as complementary, completing the 
sense of the verb "willed", or as a dependent statement of perception expressing 
what she "willed not / refused."  

oJti "because [they are no more]" - BECAUSE [THEY ARE NOT]. Introducing 
a causal clause explaining why Rachel would not be comforted; "because they 
(her children) are dead", TEV.  
   
v19 

iii] The return to Israel and home in Nazareth - "he shall be called a 
Nazarene", v19-23. Herod died in 4BC, which means that Jesus was probably 
born around 6BC (our dating system is faulty due to a mistake made in the middle 
ages). Again, a word from the Lord comes to Joseph; he is to return to Israel. 
Matthew keeps up the Moses typology by paralleling the language of the angel 
recorded in Exodus 4:19. Like Moses, Jesus is to return to save his people. On 
returning to Israel the family faced the problem of Archelaus who ruled the 
Judean portion of his father's kingdom and was far more brutal than his father. 
Herod Antipas ruled the Galilean and Perean portions, and was a little less violent, 
so the family moved to Galilee, settling in Nazareth. Matthew draws out the 
significance of Jesus' geographical origin. It was expected that the Messiah would 
come out of the Davidic town of Bethlehem, but Jesus grew up in Nazareth and 
so was called a "Nazarene". Matthew doesn't actually quote any particular 
prophet, but rather gives the general prophetic picture of a rejected and humiliated 
messiah; "Can anything good come from Nazareth", Jn.1:46. The town was partly 
Gentile and not highly ranked by the Jewish elite.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
teleuthsantoV (teleutaw) aor. part. gen. "after [Herod] died" - [HEROD] 

HAVING DIED. Genitive absolute construction, genitive participle + the genitive 
noun "Herod", usually translated as a temporal clause, "after / when". Herod 
actually died in 4BC. The mistake in dating the birth of Jesus is down to 
Dionysius Exiguus, 500-550AD.  
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kat onar "[appeared] in a dream" - [BEHOLD AN ANGEL OF LORD 
APPEARED] ACCORDING TO A DREAM. See v13. The genitive "of the Lord" is 
probably ablative, source / origin, "an angel from the Lord."  

tw/ Iwshf dat. "to Joseph" - Dative of direct object after the verb "to appear 
to."  

en + dat. "in [Egypt]" - Local, expressing space, but possibly intended as 
temporal, "while in Egypt."  
   
v20 

legwn (legw) "and said" - Attendant circumstance participle expressing 
action accompanying the verb "appeared", but of course, as is often the case, it 
may be viewed as adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of the angel's 
appearing, v19.  

egerqeiV (egeirw) aor. part. pas. "Get up" - RISING UP. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "take" and so 
treated as an imperative; "get up and take." Joseph is in bed again!  

poreuou (poreuomai) pres. imp. "go" - [TAKE THE CHILD AND THE MOTHER 
OF HIM AND] GO [INTO LAND OF ISRAEL]. The use of the present tense, instead of 
the more grammatically correct aorist, is out of "politeness", MHT III. "Journey 
/ travel"  

gar "for" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why the family can now 
go home; "because ....."  

oiJ zhtounteV (zhtew) part. "those who were trying to take" - THE ONES 
SEEKING. The participle serves as a substantive. Presumably the plural here 
includes the other associates of Herod who were out to kill Jesus, although it is a 
strange shift from the singular "Herod" - only Herod died! There is a possible 
allusion to Exodus 4:19, but it is more than likely that the plural is just 
generalizing the account. Herod is the perpetrator of this evil, but it is carried out 
by his associates.  

tou paidiou (on) gen. "the child's [life]" - [THE LIFE] OF THE CHILD [HAVE 
DIED]. The genitive is best classified as adjectival, possessive, but possibly 
ablative, source / origin.  
   
v21 

Joseph is obedient to the divine message. For the fourth time he gets up out 
of bed, this time for the journey home.  

egerqeiV (egeirw) aor. pas. part. "so he got up" - [AND HE], HAVING ARISEN, 
[TOOK THE CHILD AND THE MOTHER OF HIM AND ENTERED INTO THE LAND]. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb 
"took", "he got up and took", but possibly adverbial, consecutive, as NIV.  
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Israhl gen. proper "[the land] of Israel" - The proper genitive is adjectival, 
idiomatic / identification, limiting "land"; "the land known as Israel."  
   
v22 

de "but" - BUT/AND. Usually treated as adversative, "but", although it is 
primarily transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  

akousaV (akouw) aor. part. "when he heard" - HAVING HEARD. The 
participle is adverbial, best rendered as a temporal clause, as NIV, NRSV, ESV, 
..., possibly, "hearing", NEB, or causal, "since he heard ..."  

oJti "that" - THAT. Here serving to introduce a dependent statement of 
perception, expressing what he heard.  

ArcelaoV "Archelaus" - He reigned over Judea from 4BC to 6AD. The 
reason for the move into Galilee under Herod Antipas, 4BC to 39AD, is unstated, 
other than that it complies with the prophecy, v23.  

thV IoudaiaV (a) gen. "[was reigning] in Judea" - [IS REIGNING] OF JUDEA. 
The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / subordination; "reigning over Judea."  

anti + gen. "in place of" - INSTEAD OF [THE FATHER OF HIM, HEROD]. A 
preposition conveying a sense of substitution. "Archelaus had succeeded his 
father", TEV.  

efobhqh (foeomai) aor. "he was afraid" - Possibly "he became fearful" (ie., 
ingressive).  

apelqein (apercomai) aor. inf. "to go there" - The infinitive forms an object 
clause / dependent statement of perception, expressing what he feared.  

crhmatisqeiV (crhmatizw) aor. pas. part. "having been warned [in a 
dream]" - [AND] HAVING BEEN WARNED, REVEALED [ACCORDING TO A DREAM]. 
The participle is adverbial, best treated as instrumental, expressing means, "by a 
divine injunction in a dream", Moffatt, but possibly temporal, "after he had 
received a message in a dream", Barclay, or even causal, "because of."  

thV GalilaiaV gen. "[the region] of Galilee" - [HE DEPARTED INTO THE 
DISTRICTS] OF GALILEE. The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / identification, 
limiting "region, district", "the region known as Galilee." "The Galilean region", 
Berkeley.  

 

v23 
elqwn (ercomai) aor. part. "he withdrew" - HAVING COME. Attendant 

circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "lived"; "he 
came and dwelt in a city."  

katw/khsen (katoikew) aor. "lived" - HE DWELLED, SETTLED. Referring to 
a permanent dwelling, "made his home", TEV.  
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polin (iV ewV) "town" - [IN] CITY. There is no word for town, so it is a choice 
between "village" or "city". Nazareth is no village, but neither is it a city.  

legomenhn (legw) pres. mid./pas. part. "called [Nazareth]" - The participle 
is adjectival, attributive, limiting the noun "town"; "a town which is called 
Nazareth."  

oJpwV + subj. "so [was fulfilled]" - SO THAT [MIGHT BE FULFILLED]. This 
construction possibly forms a purpose clause "in order that", "in order to", "this 
was to fulfill", NEB, but better a consecutive clause expressing result, "thus 
fulfilling the old prophecy", Phillips.  

to rJhqen (legw) aor. pas. part. "what was said" - THE THING BEING SPOKEN. 
The participle serves as a substantive, introducing a noun clause, object of the 
verb "fulfilled"; "that which was spoken by the prophets."  

dia + gen. "through [the prophets]" - Instrumental, agency, as NIV; "what 
had been said by the prophets", Moffatt.  

oJti "that" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement, quotation, expressing 
what the prophets said. The NIV, NRSV, NEB, TEV,.... takes the conjunction as 
introducing a direct quote, but possibly an indirect quote, what the prophets 
generally said, but also possibly introducing a consecutive clause expressing 
result, "with the result that." "That he should be called a Nazarene", Phillips.  

klhqhsetai (kalew) fut. pas. "he will be called" - Interestingly, there is no 
prophecy concerning the Messiah being called a Nazarene, but quite a few 
references of him being derided by his own people. The term "Nazarene" is 
obviously being used in a general sense of a person who is provincial, uncouth 
and therefore not worthy of consideration. Some have suggested that neitzer, 
"branch", from Isaiah 11:1, is the source of the allusion.  
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3:1-12 

2. The gospel of the kingdom, 3:1-4:25 
i] The preaching of John the Baptist 
Synopsis  

John the Baptist arrives on the scene preaching the gospel in the wilderness 
of Judea. He is dressed in the garb of a prophet, and like a prophet, takes the 
religious establishment to task. Pointing beyond himself, he tells of the one more 
powerful, the bearer of God's Spirit and fire.  
   
Teaching  

Repent for the kingdom of God is at hand.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 1:1-17. The birth of Jesus and the preparation for his public 
ministry are dealt with by Matthew in chapters 1:1 to 4:25. After the prologue, 
Matthew sets the scene with the ministry of John the Baptist, ending with a 
summary of Jesus' early Galilean ministry, 3:1-4:25.  
   

ii] Structure: The kingdom is at hand - the appearance of John the Baptist: 
John the preacher, v1-3; 
John's person, v4-6; 
John and the Pharisees and Sadducees, v7-10; 
John speaks of the coming messiah, v11-12; 

   
iii] Interpretation:  

In the ministry of John the Baptist, we are introduced to the gospel, the 
divine message concerning the coming kingdom of God. After four 
hundred years of silence, God speaks through a new prophet; he proclaims 
the coming of the long-awaited kingdom, and calls upon the people to 
repent.  

This account of the ministry of John the Baptist, serving both to 
prefigure and announce the ministry of Jesus, takes a rather independent 
stance in Matthew's gospel; it serves to establish a continuity between the 
ministry of the Baptist and Jesus (note the similar words used by the two, 
eg., "brood of vipers"). "For Matthew, the important thing is that the Baptist 
came prophesying the doom that awaited sinners and calling on his hearers 
to repent", Morris.  
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Homiletics: Repentance 
       When John the Baptist preached the gospel to his fellow Israelites, he called 
upon them to repent. So, what was he actually asking them to do? 

Words are often confusing, and the word "repentance" is no exception. In 
everyday speech we use the word to declare our sorrow for some past action. 
When we say we repent we usually mean that we are ashamed and sorrowful for 
some past action and intend to move ourselves away from it and not do it again. 

When the Bible uses the word "repent", particularly as a response to the 
gospel, it means something stronger than sorrow. Repentance is a turning to God 
for mercy in the face of his coming judgement. The gospel proclaims that God is 
at this moment gathering a people to be with him for eternity. Yet, only the 
righteous will stand before him. Therefore, our only hope is to turn to him with 
head bowed and seek his mercy, his forgiveness. Our only hope lies in repentance. 

   
Text - 3:1 

The prophetic forerunner to Jesus, the messiah, v1-12: i] The ministry of 
John the Baptist, v1-3. The long-awaited time having come, John the Baptist 
begins his prophetic ministry in the wilderness. John's presence in the wilderness 
authenticates this ministry. John's ministry focuses on the proclamation of a 
message, a message which concerns the coming of God's kingdom. Matthew uses 
a shorter version than Mark's "the time is fulfilled, the kingdom of God is at hand, 
repent and believe the gospel." John calls for repentance as a response to the 
proclamation that God's long promised kingdom has come. Repentance involves 
a turning around both in will and action. It is not so much a feeling sorry, or a 
turning from wrong behaviour, but rather a turning toward God for mercy. If it is 
only the perfectly obedient who enter the kingdom, then who can be saved? Thus 
we cry, "Lord have mercy." In popular expectation, the kingdom was a political 
reconstruction of the state of Israel, a state free from the yoke of Roman. Yet, the 
coming kingdom, which is bursting in, even now, is more a dynamic force than a 
static entity. It entails the eternal and powerful reign of God in Christ. As for 
John's personal status, Matthew identifies him as a prophet; he is the one of whom 
Isaiah spoke, cf., Isa.40:3.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional; indicating a step in the narrative.  
en + dat. "in [those days]" - Temporal use of the preposition; "during that 

time / at that time / ..." Vague temporal identification - the story has moved on 
some twenty, or thirty years.  

IwannhV "John [the Baptist]" - Nominative subject of the verb "to come, 
appear." The name means "gift of Yahweh." The sense is "John who is called the 
Baptist."  
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paraginetai (paraginomai) pres. "came" - APPEARED, ARRIVED. John 
appeared on the scene.  

khrusswn (khrussw) pres. part. "preaching" - PREACHING, PROCLAIMING, 
ANNOUNCING. The participle is adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of his 
coming; he came preaching.  

en + dat. "in [the wilderness]" - Locative, expressing space / sphere.  
thV IoudaiaV (a) gen. "of Judea" - The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / 

locative; "the wilderness located in Judea." The region of Palestine referred to 
here is probably the lower part of the Jordan valley around the Dead sea and up 
to the mountainous area to the west of the Dead Sea.  
   
v2 

legwn (legw) pres. part. "saying" - Attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the verb "came", "came .... and said ...", or 
adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of his coming, "he came ..... saying."  

metanoeite (metanoew) pres. imp. "repent" - The sense is not so much of 
remorse, regret, so not "to be sorry", but rather the word reflects the Hebrew / 
Aramaic word "to change direction", "to turn back." This is probably John's 
understanding, namely, a changed direction, a turning from a life lived without 
God toward God - possibly the wider sense of "to change one's mind." Remorse 
is a consequence, as is a change in conduct, but at its core the word concerns our 
attitude toward God.  

gar "for" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why we should repent, 
namely, because the kingdom of heaven is near.  

ouranwn (oV) "[the kingdom] of heaven" - [THE KINGDOM] OF THE 
HEAVENS. We could classify the genitive "of heaven" as adjectival, idiomatic / 
local, "the kingdom located in heaven." Yet, it is out of deference to his Jewish 
readers that Matthew shows respect toward the divine name by using the phrase 
"kingdom of heaven" rather than "kingdom of God." So, we could classify the 
genitive "of God" as adjectival, possessive, "the kingdom that belonging to God", 
but "kingdom" probably refers the eschatological reign of God, in which case the 
genitive would be classified as verbal, subjective; "the righteous reign of God." 
The kingdom of God / Heaven encompasses the dynamic reign of God through 
Christ, the realization of which brings eternal peace for those who yearn for this 
now / not yet reality. None-the-less, as Wanamaker explains, the kingdom of 
heaven / God represents both the domain and the dominion of God.  

hggiken (eggizw) perf. "near" - HAS COME NEAR. The position of the verb 
in the sentence stresses the nearness of the kingdom; it "is at hand / approaches", 
"is bursting in upon us." Note how Matthew has John preach the same message / 
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gospel as Christ, whereas both Luke and Mark have John preaching a baptism of 
repentance for the forgiveness of sins (an example of early contextualization?) 

 

v3 

Isaiah 40:3.  
gar "-" - FOR. More reason than cause; providing authoritative support for 

John's ministry.  
ou|toV pro. "This" - THIS ONE. The pronoun serves as a substantive, 

nominative subject of the verb to-be; "this man."  
oJ rJhqeiV (eipon) aor. pas. part. "[is] he who was spoken of" - [IS] THE ONE 

SPOKEN. The participle serves as a substantive.  
dia "through" - Instrumental, expressing agency; "by means of."  
tou profhtou (oV) gen. "the prophet [Isaiah]" - [ISAIAH] THE PROPHET. 

Standing in apposition to "Isaiah".  
legonteV (legw) gen. pres. part. "-" - SAYING. The NIV treats this participle 

as a pleonasm / redundant usage, but it may be treated as a genitive absolute, 
"when he said", or adjectival, attributive, genitive in agreement with Isaiah, "who 
said."  

fwnh (h) "a voice" - A VOICE, SOUND. Usually treated as a hanging 
nominative, so NIV, but it is possible that "voice" stands as the subject of a 
verbless clause; "this is the voice." Possibly just "hark", BAGD, but something 
stronger is surely intended, possibly "this is the message."  

bowntoV (boaw) gen. pres. part. "of one calling" - OF THE ONE SHOUTING, 
CALLING OUT LOUDLY [IN THE WILDERNESS]. Although the participle is 
anarthrous (without an article) it is likely to serve as a substantive. The genitive 
may be adjectival, possessive, as NIV, although possibly ablative, expressing 
source/origin; "this is the message from the one calling / proclaiming in the 
wilderness."  

eJtoimasate (eJtoimazw) aor. imp. "prepare" - MAKE READY. Imperative 
expressing a command.  

kuriou (oV) gen. "[the way] of the Lord" - [THE WAY] OF LORD. The 
genitive is probably not verbal, objective, "prepare a way for the Lord", Cassirer, 
but adjectival, although not possessive, "the Lord's way", Berkeley, but rather 
epexegetic, the "way" in mind, although the specific sense is somewhat of a 
guess; "the road by which the Lord will come", Barclay. Note Heb. "Lord" = 
Yahweh.  

euqeiaV adj. "[make] straight" - [MAKE] STRAIGHT [THE PATHS OF HIM]. 
Straight as compared to crooked. An image drawn from the Persians who 
revolutionized road building. A straight road enables a quick return of the messiah 
to Zion. "Make an expressway/highway for the Lord."  
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tribouV (oV) "paths" - A well beaten track.  
autou gen. "for him" - OF HIM. As with the genitive "Lord", it is probably 

not verbal objective; "beat out a pathway for him." It is more likely adjectival, 
not possessive, but rather again of definition; "straighten the paths by which he 
will come", Barclay. Note Heb. "the paths of our God."  
   
v4 

ii] John's person, v4-6. John's food and clothing aligns him with Elijah the 
prophet. He stands above the spiritual softness and idolatry of the age and 
proclaims the coming "day of the Lord." Those wishing to enter the kingdom are 
asked to express their repentance outwardly in baptism. This involved being 
dipped or dunked in the river Jordan. Normally, only Gentiles wishing to become 
Jews were baptized, but John demands that even Jews submit to this sign; the 
coming kingdom demands radical decision. Cf., Mal.4:5, indicating the return of 
Elijah prior to the coming of the Messiah.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional; indicating a step in the narrative.  
autou gen. pro. "[John's clothes]" - [JOHN HIMSELF HAD THE CLOTHING] OF 

HIM. Intensive use of the personal pronoun, so "himself". "Had", eicen, is 
imperfect, durative, so "wore"; "John habitually wore / used to wear ...."  

apo + gen. "[were made] of [camel' hair]" - FROM [HAIRS OF A CAMEL]. 
Expressing source / origin.  

peri + acc. "around [his waist]" - [AND] AROUND [THE WAIST OF HIM A 
LEATHER BELT, AND THE FOOD OF HIM WAS LOCUSTS AND WILD HONEY]. Spatial; 
"around". It is interesting to note that some early manuscripts of Mark leave out 
"a leather girdle around his waist." It is possible that Matthew is alluding to 
2Kings 1:8 and that the phrase was added to later versions of Mark. The question 
is, why leave it out?  
   
v5 

tote adv. "-" - THEN. Temporal; "at that time."  
exeporeueto (exporeuomai) imperf. "went out" - WENT OUT [TO HIM]. The 

imperfect may imply repetition, ie., iterative, "were continually going out to him"; 
"came to him", TEV, "flocked to him", NEB.  

pasa "all [Judea]" - [JERUSALEM AND] ALL, EVERY [JUDEA]. Part of the 
nominative subject of the verb "went out." "Many people from Judea."  

hJ pericwroV (oV) "region" - [AND ALL] THE NEIGHBOURHOOD. Part of the 
nominative subject of the verb "went out."  

tou Iordanou (oV) gen. "of the Jordan" - The genitive is adjectival, 
attributive, limiting "region"; "the whole Jordan region", Berkeley. "People ..... 
from all over the Jordan valley flocked to him", Barclay.  
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v6 

exomologoumenoi (exomologeomai) pres. part. "confessing" - [AND THEY 
WERE BAPTIZED IN THE JORDAN RIVER] ACKNOWLEDGING, CONFESSING [THE 
SINS OF THEM]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the main verb "baptize", but may also be treated as adverbial, of 
manner, or temporal. The present tense probably serves to indicate that the action 
of confessing proceeds the main verb, baptize, although speech is by nature 
durative. The word is being used of a public acknowledgement; "they declared 
openly their state of loss in the sight of God."  

ebaptizonto (baptizw) imperf. pas. "he was baptizing" - THEY WERE 
IMMERSED. The word carries the sense "immersed", either partially, or wholly, so 
"dipped", or "dunked". The literal sense is common in the NT, but also often used 
figuratively: immersed in suffering, teaching, or the Holy Spirit. The word is 
usually translated "baptized" and so the context must determine whether a literal, 
or figurative sense is intended.  

uJp (uJpo) + gen. "by [him]" - Instrumental, expressing agency, by John's 
action, but possibly under his supervision.  

en + dat. "in [the Jordan River]" - Locative, expressing space; "in the River 
Jordan."  
   
v7 

iii] John and he Pharisees and Sadducees, v7-10. It is unclear whether the 
religious leaders were just observers, or wanted to demonstrate their eager 
anticipation of the coming kingdom. John, in true prophetic style, asks them 
cynically, "who suggested that you would escape the coming wrath?" John knows 
well that the religious leaders think they are prime candidates for the kingdom, 
but unless they produce the "fruit" of repentance (reliance on the mercy of God) 
they will not be allowed to enter. God doesn't need the "stones" (= descendants) 
of Abraham for the kingdom community. God can gather in ordinary common 
stones (outcasts, Gentiles). The coming day of the kingdom is both a day of 
blessing and a day of wrath. The coming wrath is already at work; the axe is 
chopping out the dead wood. Those caught up in merit religion must produce the 
fruit of repentance. If they don't cry out for mercy, then they are damned.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional and so best left untranslated.  
idwn (eidon .... oJraw) part. "when he saw" - SEEING. The participle is 

adverbial, temporal, "when ....", as NIV.  
pollouV (poloV) adj. "many" - Accusative direct object of the participle 

"seeing". It is interesting that "many" of the religious elite came to hear John.  
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twn Farisaiwn kai Saddoukaiwn gen. "of the Pharisees and 
Sadducees" - The single article indicates that this is a single group made up of 
..... The genitive is adjectival, partitive. Both groups were nomist, believing that 
a faithful adherence to the law promoted the appropriation of the promised 
covenant blessings. The difference between the two groups lay in the law's extent: 
the Sadducees limited the law to the Old Testament, whereas the Pharisees added 
their traditions, which traditions served more as an extension to the Old 
Testament law than an interpretation of it. It is only natural that both the Pharisees 
and the Sadducees resented Jesus' teaching that righteousness in the sight of God 
rests on divine grace appropriated through faith and not works of the law.  

ercomenouV (ercomai) pres. part. "coming" - The participle serves as the 
complement of the direct object "many", standing in a double accusative 
construction; "he saw many .... coming."  

epi + acc. "to" - Here possibly conveying purpose, ie., why they came, 
namely, to be baptized, cf. BAGD epi "of purpose, goal, result."  

autou gen. pro. "-" - [THE BAPTISM] OF HIM. The genitive is best treated as 
adjectival, possessive (rather than verbal, subjective); it was John's rite of 
initiation through washing / immersing / dunking / dipping, as opposed the other 
versions that existed, eg., the Jews used water to initiate Gentile converts.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[he said] to them" - Dative of indirect object.  
gennhmata (a) "brood" - OFFSPRING, FAMILY, CHILDREN.  
ecidnwn (a hV) gen. "of vipers" - The genitive is adjectival, relational.  
uJpedeixen (uJpedeiknumi) aor. "warned" - [WHO] SHOWED, INFORMED, 

MADE KNOWN, WARNED. The sense seems to be that the religious leaders only 
want to escape divine judgment, but more may be implied. It is possible that John 
is being cynical; "Who told you that you could escape from the punishment God 
is about to send", TEV - the "you could escape" is a guess. "Can it actually be the 
case that you have been persuaded to believe that the divine judgment is near, and 
are stirred to endeavour to escape it?" TH.  

uJmin dat. pro. "you" - Dative of indirect object.  
fugein (feugw) inf. "to flee" - TO ESCAPE. The infinitive forms an object 

clause / dependent statement, indirect speech, expressing the content of the 
warning.  

apo + gen. "from" - Expressing separation; "away from."  
thV melloushV (mellw) pres. part. "the coming" - ABOUT TO (expressing a 

sense of immediacy). The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting by 
describing "wrath", "a wrath which is coming" = "the imminent judgment of 
God."  
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orghV (h) "wrath" - Used of divine wrath. The word, when used of God, "is 
not the emotion of anger, but that part of his divine holiness that actively 
repudiates that which is unholy in his creatures", Mounce.  
   
v8 

oun "therefore" - Inferential, drawing a logical conclusion.  
poihsate (poiew) aor. imp. "produce" - DO, MAKE. Here, the aorist indicates 

a specific act is required, namely to "bear fruit."  
karpon (oV) sing. "fruit" - Accusative direct object of the verb "make" = 

"produce". The singular implies that "works" plural is not in John's mind, but 
rather a changed life, a new heart, orientation... eg., the one who has received 
mercy will be merciful, such is befitting of their repentance.  

axion adj. "worthy / in keeping with" - WORTHY, BEFITTING. The adjective 
is probably attributive, limiting "fruit", "produce worthy fruit", although it could 
be viewed as the accusative complement of "fruit", standing in a double 
accusative construction; see Culy, Lk.3:8.  

thV metanoiaV (a) gen. "of repentance" - This genitive is probably 
adjectival, epexegetic, limiting / modifying "fruit" by specifying the "worthy 
fruit" in mind, "namely, the fruit of repentance." Olmstead suggests it serves as 
the genitive complement of axion, "worthy". "Prove the sincerity of your 
repentance by your life and conduct", Barclay.  
   
v9 

mh doxhte (dokew) aor. subj. "do not think" - [AND] DO YOU NOT SUPPOSE, 
PRESUME. A subjunctive of prohibition; "Do not fool yourselves", "do not give 
yourself false hope by saying ......" TH.  

legein (legw) pres. inf. "you can say" - TO SAY. The infinitive is 
complementary, completing the sense of the negated verb "presume"; "do not 
presume to say", ESV. Olmstead suggests a dependent statement, indirect speech, 
but what they "think, suppose" (dependent statement of perception!) is not "to say 
to yourselves", but "we have Abraham as our father."  

en "to [yourselves]" - WITHIN [YOURSELVES]. Local, expressing space, 
metaphorical, although better adverbial, modal, expressing manner, modifying 
the infinitive "to say", so Olmstead.  

patera (pathr eroV) "father" - [WE HAVE ABRAHAM] ANCESTOR. 
Accusative complement of the direct object "Abraham." They are kidding 
themselves, if by claiming Abraham as their ancestor, they have weight with God. 
"Do not cherish the thought that you have Abraham for a father", Rieu.  

gar "-" - FOR. Introducing a causal clause explaining why they should not 
so presume.  
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uJmin dat. pro. "[I tell] you" - [I SAY] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
oJti "that" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of indirect speech 

expressing what John is telling them.  
ek + gen. "out of" - [GOD IS ABLE] FROM [THESE]. Expressing source / origin.  
liqwn .... tekna "stones .... children" - Possibly a play on words since both 

words use the same consonants in Hebrew; cf., Moule p186.  
egeirai (egeirw) aor. inf. "can raise up" - TO RAISE UP [CHILDREN]. 

Complementary infinitive, completing the sense of the verb "can / is able." 
Semitic idiom, "cause to be born."  

tw/ Abraam dat. "for Abraham" - TO ABRAHAM. Dative of interest, 
advantage. 

  
v10 

hdh adv. "already" - EVEN NOW. Temporal adverb. The position of this word 
at the beginning of the Greek sentence serves to give it an emphatic sense.  

keitai (keimai) "-" - [THE AXE] IS LAId. Divine judgment is about to fall on 
God's historic people; "To cut down the trees at the roots", TEV.  

proV "at" - Spatial; in this particular use of the preposition, linear motion is 
combined with a punctiliar sense.  

twn dendrwn (on) gen. "[the root] of the trees" - The genitive is adjectival, 
partitive.  

oun "and" - therefore. Drawing a logical conclusion / inferential.  
pan (paV pasa pan) "every" - ALL, EVERY [TREE]. "Every tree" is the 

subject of the verb "cut down" and "thrown". As "tree" is without an article, the 
adjective is "every", expressing "any tree that does not ...."  

mh poioun (poiew) pres. part. "that does not produce" - NOT PRODUCING. 
The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting, "tree".  

kalon adj. "good" - Edible, sweet [fruit].  
ekkoptetai (ekkoptw) pres. pas. "will be cut down" - IS CUT DOWN. Most 

likely a use of the divine passive, "God will cut it down ..." The NIV has opted 
for a future tense, given that John is speaking of the future, but it may also be 
gnomic, a generalization.  

pur "the fire" - [AND IS THROWN INTO] FIRE. A symbol of hell imaged by 
the ever-burning rubbish tip outside Jerusalem.  
   
v11 

iv] The Baptist speaks about the coming messiah, v11-12. Matthew wants to 
emphasize the preparatory and limited nature of John's ministry, compared to the 
ministry of Jesus; John only baptizes "with water for repentance." The act of 
baptizing with water is in reference to, or in connection with, repentance. It 
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expresses outwardly the act of repentance - the turning to God for mercy and thus, 
the resultant cleansing of forgiveness. Jesus' baptism, on the other hand, is "with 
the Holy Spirit and with fire." The outpouring of the Spirit is the great sign of the 
dawning of the new age of the kingdom - the Messianic Age when God will come 
and visit his people and dwell with them. Pentecost serves to illustrate the 
dawning of this new age. As for the "fire", it may represent "the Spirit's fire," ie., 
"fire" serves to image the Spirit's coming upon God's new kingdom community. 
Yet, "fire" is usually understood in the terms of judgment and that's certainly the 
point emphasized in verse twelve. The coming Messiah will judge his people; he 
will separate the "chaff" from the "wheat"; he will separate the goats from the 
sheep; he will remove the false child of God from the true child of God. So, now 
is the day to repent, to turn and be saved.  

men ...... de "[I baptize ........] but [after me comes one ...]" - Establishing 
an adversative comparative construction; "on the one hand ..... but on the other 
..."  

en "with [water]" - [I BAPTIZE YOU] IN / WITH, BY [WATER]. An instrumental 
sense is probably intended, as NIV, but the locative "in" is also possible. The 
same construction is used of Jesus who will immerse "with, by" or "in" the Holy 
Spirit, with the instrumental sense still more likely, although the locative, "into 
the sphere of the Holy Spirit", certainly makes sense.  

eiV + acc. "for [repentance]" - INTO, TO / FOR [REPENTANCE]. Probably of 
reference / respect; "with respect to repentance." Luke leaves out eiV metanoian, 
"to repentance", indicating that Matthew maybe adding a bracketed comment 
with regard John's baptism, ie., John's baptism is a water-baptism that concerns 
repentance and as such is significantly different to Jesus' baptism. Fenton 
suggests that Matthew is drawing a distinction between John's baptism and 
Christian baptism, but Christian baptism is still primarily an outward expression 
of repentance. Possibly as a sign / token / proof / evidence of repentance, but 
certainly not in a causal sense, "with a view to" = "to bring about / so that you 
will repent", ref. Wallace 370. Olmstead suggests a final sense is intended, 
expressing the purpose of John's baptism.  

opisw + gen. "after" - [BUT THE ONE COMING] AFTER [ME]. Temporal 
preposition. Referring to the one who proclaims the gospel "after" John.  

oJ ... ercomenoV (ercomai) pres. part. "comes one who" - THE ONE COMING 
[AFTER ME]. The participle serves as a substantive.  

iscuroteroV (iscuroV) comp. adj. "[is] more powerful" - [IS] STRONGER. 
Predicate adjective. Obviously spiritually stronger. The sense may be that Jesus 
has more authority, or that he is more important than John.  

mou gen. "than I" - OF ME. Genitive of comparison; "than me."  
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bastasai (bastazw) inf. "to carry" - [OF WHOM I AM NOT WORTHY THE 
SANDALS] TO REMOVE, PICK UP, CARRY. The infinitive may be classified as 
complementary, completing the sense of the verbal phrase ouk eimi iJkanoV, "I 
am not worthy", or epexegetic of the predicate adjective iJkanoV, "worthy", 
explaining in what sense John is not worthy, qualified, fit, competent, ....  

kai "[he will baptize you with the Holy Spirit] and [fire]" - The presence 
of the conjunction "and" implies that "will baptize" has two objects, namely, "the 
Holy Spirit" and "fire". Given verse twelve, the fire is likely to be the fire of 
judgment, but it may well be the fire of suffering - Jesus refers to his own 
suffering as a baptism. Some commentators think that "fire" modifies "the Holy 
Spirit" ie., "will baptize with the fire of the Holy Spirit." The first option seems 
best, but note Acts 2:3.  
   
v12 

ou| gen. rel. pro. "his" - OF WHOM [THE WINNOWING FORK IS IN THE HAND OF 
HIM]. The genitive is probably best treated as adverbial, of reference / respect; 
"with respect to him (the one who will baptize with the Holy Spirit and fire) the 
winnowing fork is in his hand." Luke's syntax is interesting in that he uses 
infinitives for "he will clean out" and "he will gather", probably expressing 
purpose, so we end up with "in order to clean out ...... and in order to gather ...... 
his winnowing fork is in his hand." Either way, the point is clear; as a farmer 
separates the wheat from the chaff, so Christ will separate the righteous from the 
wicked.  

autou pron. gen. "his [hand]" - The genitive is possessive; it is "his" hand, 
threshing floor and wheat. Some manuscripts have "his barn", but it is not his 
"chaff".  

diakaqariei (diakaqarizw) fut. "he will clear" - [AND] HE WILL CLEAN OUT 
[THE THRESHING FLOOR OF HIM]. The prefix makes the point "clean out / clear 
away completely / every speck of rubbish removed."  

kai "-" - This conjunction joins the clearing and gathering clauses. Probably 
performing its normal coordinating function, but here it may be epexegetic, 
"namely / that is".  

sunaxei (sunagw) fut. "gathering" - HE WILL GATHER TOGETHER [THE 
WHEAT OF HIM INTO THE BARN]. "He will store the wheat in his barn and the husks 
in a fire that never goes out", CEV.  

katakousei (katakaiw) fut. "burning up" - [AND THE CHAFF] HE WILL 
CONSUME. The prefix indicates completion, "he will consume completely."  

asbestw/ dat. adj. "unquenchable" - INEXTINGUISHABLE. "A fire that never 
goes out", TEV.  
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puri (pur puroV) dat. "with [unquenchable] fire" - The dative is taken by 
the NIV as instrumental, but locative is a possibility, "in".  
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3:13-17 

2. The gospel of the kingdom, 3:1-4:25 
ii] The baptism of Jesus 
Synopsis  

Jesus comes to John the Baptist at the Jordan river and, with some hesitation 
on John's part, is baptized there. The significance of this event is confirmed by a 
word from God and by the anointing of the Spirit.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus is the messiah, king David's greater son, the king of Israel, the long 
expected one, the righteous one.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See Matthew 3:1-12.  
   

ii Structure: The baptism of Jesus: 
Setting, v13; 
The exchange between the Baptist and Jesus, v14-15; 
The baptism of Jesus, v16-17.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

The story of Jesus' Baptism announces the mighty news that he is the 
long expected messianic "Son" of God, the one in whom God is well 
pleased. This announcement comes from the throne of God itself; it is no 
human declaration.  
   

Jesus' corporate role as the righteous child of God: The kings of Israel 
were always viewed as the embodiment of the nation such that the nation 
existed as an entity embodied in the king, an extension of the king's 
personality. So, when the prophets spoke of the messiah, David's greater 
son, they were speaking of God's people, just as if they were speaking of 
the messiah himself. So, the coming "righteous one" is both king and 
people.  

Jesus is that "one"; he is the righteous king, but also righteous Israel. 
It is for this reason that we can speak of ourselves as being God's righteous 
people, his children, sons, those in whom he is well pleased. We are the 
new Israel "in" Christ, given that we are members of his body. Jesus lived 
the life of the one true, faithful, loving, righteous man, and because he is a 
corporate entity, we are able to associate with him and be regarded by the 
Father as that righteous son of God.  
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So then, Jesus is proclaimed as God's Son. As the one pleasing to God, 
about to embark on his mission to bring in the kingdom of God, he is 
empowered by the Spirit of God. Jesus is given the wherewithal to 
undertake this mighty task on our behalf.  
   

The symbolic nature of Jesus' baptism: Matthew tells us that Jesus' 
baptism is "to fulfill all righteousness", to bring to fulfillment the era of 
righteousness, to usher in the new age when all will be made right in the 
sight of God. The historic picture of this process was painted in the life of 
the nation Israel when the people passed through the waters of the Reed sea 
and entered the wilderness of testing. Jesus, as the true and faithful Israel, 
must pass through the same waters and enter the wilderness to begin the 
same sequence of events leading up to the establishment of the kingdom. 
In fact, he must do this, because we must do it, the new Israel must do it. 
For this reason, Jesus does it for us.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
It is interesting to note the differences in the synoptic accounts of the 

baptism of Jesus, differences which are similar in the record of other 
common stories found in the gospels. It is clear that during the thirty years 
following the crucifixion of Jesus, an oral tradition developed which was 
shaped and authorized through the preaching of the apostles. The similarity 
of the stories and teachings in the synoptic gospels shows how firmly this 
tradition was preserved in the Christian church. It is commonly held that 
Luke referred to Mark, and Matthew referred to both Mark and Luke, yet 
it is possible that the gospel writers functioned independently of each other, 
drawing on a common oral tradition. Given that oral tradition is not set in 
concrete, the slight differences in the separate gospel accounts may well 
reflect a different source in the oral tradition. The preservation of the 
substance of the teaching is what mattered. Most likely it was this concern 
for the preservation of truth that prompted the writing of the gospels in the 
first place, given that the apostolic band had begun to thin in the passing of 
time.  

Yet, the gospel writers did more than just record the preserved oral 
tradition of the church. They were theologians and therefore, shaped the 
tradition to emphasize their particular understanding of the truth. They did 
this in the selection and arrangement of the stories and teachings, and by 
subtle changes to the tradition itself. So, in our text for study, we should 
note that v14-15 are only found in Matthew and that Luke doesn't actually 
say that Jesus was baptized by God, although it is assumed.  
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The question of inspiration obviously plays on this issue. In the end, 
we must discount the idea that only the original words of Jesus are inspired 
and rest on the idea that it is the recorded words that are inspired, ie., the 
authors of our gospels were inspired. Such is a faith act, but then we are on 
safer ground relying on the idea that the message from the authors of our 
gospels is God's word to us, rather than try to decipher the original words 
of Jesus from the recorded text.  

 
Homiletics: Compromise 
        It's possible to argue that Jesus' willingness to be baptized by John is an 
example of compromise. Jesus certainly didn't need a baptism of repentance for 
the forgiveness of sins. That's why John initially refused. Nor did Jesus’ 
baptism pre-empt the forgiveness that is ours in the baptism of his death. Still, 
for our sake, passing through the waters, in fulfillment of Exodus typology, is a 
very powerful image of the dawning of the new age. If an image, rather than 
substance, then we could say it was an example of "all things to all men." Jesus 
payment of the temple tax in Matthew 17:24-27, is another example of this type 
of compromise. 
        Consider some of the compromises of life: 
     Being all things to all people, 1Cor.9:22 

This is a compromise in matters of form. We do things which have little 
import in themselves, but which are important to others. Therefore, we act in a 
way that seeks not to cause offence; we act for the sake of the weaker brother or 
sister. 
  
     Being as wise as serpents, Matt.10:16 

This is a compromise in matters of degree. Choosing the best option, within 
a range of imperfect options, goes hand in hand with our participation in a sinful 
world. 
  
     It's better to marry than burn, 1Cor.7:9 

This is a compromise in matters of the flesh. We are constantly forced to 
choose options which, although not evil in themselves, are not necessarily the 
best options. This is the problem we face by our being in the world, but not of the 
world. 
 
Text - 3:13 

The baptism of Jesus, v13-17. i] Setting, v13. Jesus journeys from Galilee 
(Mark tells us specifically "Nazareth") to be baptized by John in the Jordan. Some 
suggest that Matthew wants us to see this as a private event, but the "then", tote, 
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is most likely indicating that the baptism took place while John was involved in 
his public ministry, v1-12. As Luke puts it, "when all the people were being 
baptized, Jesus was baptized too."  

tote adv. "then" - Transitional use of the temporal adverb.  
paraginetai (paraginomai) pres. "came" - COMES [JESUS]. Historic / 

narrative present = consummative aorist, a cessation of the act of coming; "Jesus 
left Galilee and went to the river Jordan", CEV.  

apo + gen. "from [Galilee]" - Expressing separation, "away from", or 
source, "from".  

epi + acc. "to [the Jordan]" - Spatial; "down to the Jordan."  
proV + acc. "-" - TO [JOHN]. Spatial; of motion toward.  
tou baptisqhnai (baptizw) aor. pas. inf. "to be baptized" - The genitive 

articular infinitive expresses purpose; "in order to be baptized." Mark simply says 
"and was baptized by John", but here Matthew brings out the purpose of Jesus' 
coming to John, "with the intent purpose of having John baptize him."  

uJp (uJpo) + gen. "by [John]" - BY [HIM]. Instrumental, expressing agency.  
   
v14 

ii] The exchange between the Baptist and Jesus, v14-15. Although John the 
Baptist, at this point in time, probably didn't understand that Jesus was the 
messiah (John the evangelist explicitly says he didn't, Jn.1:31-34), he certainly 
knew of Jesus - his wondrous conception and birth, and most probably his early 
life which was marked by a knowledge of the scriptures, Lk.2:41-52. Jesus and 
John were related and so John was certainly not ignorant of Jesus. John's 
reluctance to baptize Jesus is probably driven by a knowledge of his character. 
John is a humble man and so defers to a more worthy man. So, John's objection 
is reasonable, but he consents when Jesus says "it is proper for us to fulfill all 
righteousness." By "fulfill", Matthew means "accomplish" and by 
"righteousness" he means something like "conformity to God's will", so Jesus is 
telling John that it is fitting for both of them to accomplish God's will as it is 
revealed in the scriptures. Jesus is the suffering servant who represents lost Israel 
(this inevitably means all believers). Like Israel's baptism in the Red Sea, Jesus 
must be baptized, he too must strive in the wilderness, battle in the land, and be 
victorious over the powers of darkness in the city of Zion. Israel has failed in this 
task and Jesus must do it as the obedient son, on behalf of the disobedient sons.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Probably transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, 
although possibly adversative, as NIV.  

diekwluen (diakwluw) imperf. "tried to deter [him]" - [JOHN] TRIED TO 
FORBID, PREVENT. A connotative imperfect indicating action attempted, but not 
achieved; "John unsuccessfully protested, saying ...."  
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legwn (legw) pres. part. "saying" - The participle is adverbial, treated either 
as modal, expressing the manner of his trying to deter him, or means, "by saying", 
but possibly just attendant circumstance, "he forbids him and said."  

baptisqhnai (baptizw) aor. pas. inf. "to be baptized" - [I HAVE NEED] TO 
BE BAPTIZED. The infinitive introduces an object clause / dependent statement of 
cause expressing the nature of John's need.  

uJpo + gen. "by [you]" - Instrumental, expressing agency.  
kai su erch/ troV me "and do you come to me?" - AND YOU COME TO ME. 

Rhetorical question, "surely you do not come to me", Phillips.  
   
v15 

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "[Jesus] replied" - HAVING 
ANSWERED, [JESUS SAID TO HIM]. This common expression, formed by an 
attendant participle with a finite verb, is a common Semitic construction, but is 
rather awkward in modern English. Usually treated as redundant (pleonastic).  

arti adv. "[let it be so] now" - [PERMIT] NOW. Temporal adverb. The "now" 
underlines the idea that Jesus' submission to John is but "for the present" only, so 
therefore John has no need to be reticent. "For the present, do as I am asking."  

ou{twV gar "-" - FOR THUS. Possibly explanatory, but more likely causal, 
giving the reason why it is proper for Jesus to be baptized by John. "For thus it 
becometh us to fulfil all righteousness", AV.  

prepon (prepw) pres. part. "[it is] proper" - FITTING. Participle with the 
verb to-be forming a periphrastic present. It is seemly / proper for John to baptize 
Jesus; "for now this is how it should be, because we must...." CEV.  

hJmin dat. pro. "for us" - Dative of interest, advantage, "for us", or reference, 
"with respect to us."  

plhrwsai (plhrow) aor. inf. "to do this to fulfill [all righteousness]" - TO 
COMPLETE, ACCOMPLISH [ALL RIGHTEOUSNESS IS FITTING FOR US]. The 
infinitive serves as the subject of the verb to-be. "Righteousness", dikaiosunh, 
is being used in the sense of "conformity to God's will" such that the phrase 
virtually means "to accomplish God's will as revealed in the scriptures." A 
salvation history approach is best in understanding this phrase such that Israel's 
baptism in the Red Sea serves as a type for Jesus' baptism in the river Jordan as 
he serves to complete / fulfill / accomplish God's will for his son, Israel, see 
above. None-the-less, other interpretations have been offered. Some suggest that 
Jesus' baptism prefigures his crucifixion, others that Jesus is fulfilling prophecy 
by his identification with sinners in their response of repentance expressed 
outwardly in water baptism, cf., Isaiah 53:11-12. "Accomplish conformity to 
God's will" = "to conform this way with all that God requires", NEB.  
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tote adv. "then [John consented]" - THEN [HE PERMITS HIM]. Temporal 
adverb.  
   
v16 

iii] The baptism of Jesus, v16-17. Immediately, after leaving the water, the 
Spirit descends on Jesus, dove like. Matthew doesn't say whether it is a vision, or 
something more substantial. Luke says he descends "in bodily form." "He saw", 
refers to Jesus, but the Baptist too may have witnessed the event. So the Spirit, 
dove like, oversees the new creation in Christ, just as he moved over the face of 
the waters at the creation of the world, Gen.1:2. God then speaks, possibly for all 
to hear. The Lord God breaks his silence and so ushers in the messianic age. The 
words of God link Isaiah 42:1 with Psalm 2:7 ("You are my Son"). Jesus is 
announced as the suffering servant, messiah, the Davidic king, so defining his 
messiahship and how, as messiah, he will represent God's people Israel. So, God 
declares that Jesus is his one and only Son ("beloved", "whom I love"), the one 
"on whom my favour rests."  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Here transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
baptisqeiV (baptizw) aor. mid. part. "as soon as [Jesus] was baptized" - 

HAVING BEEN IMMERSED. Most translators treat the participle as adverbial, 
temporal, "when Jesus had been baptized", NRSV, although result is a possibility, 
"so Jesus was baptized", CEV.  

euquV adv. "-" - [JESUS] IMMEDIATELY. The TEV, links "immediately" with 
"baptized", although most translators link "immediately" with the verb "rise up", 
"just as he came up from the water", NRSV. "It was just then, when he came out 
of the water, right at that moment, that the Spirit fell upon Jesus."  

apo + gen. "out of [the water]" - [CAME UP] FROM [THE WATER]. Expressing 
separation, "away from", or source, "out of."  

oiJ ouranoi (oV) "heaven" - [AND BEHOLD] THE HEAVENS. "The heavenlies", 
the dwellings of the divine, although in English usage it is singular.  

hnew/cqhsan (anoigw) aor. pas. "was opened" - WERE UNLOCKED, SPLIT 
OPEN. The separation of the heavenlies from the earth was breached.  

auto/ dat. pro. "-" - TO HIM. Dative of interest, advantage. The sense is that 
the vision was for Jesus only. This personal pronoun is found in only some 
manuscripts, but Matthew does seem to describe the vision as something 
witnessed by Jesus alone. "To him", TEV.  

tou qeou (oV) gen. "[the Spirit] of God" - [AND HE SAW THE SPIRIT] OF 
GOD. The genitive is most likely adjectival, relational, but possibly ablative, 
source/origin; "from God." The definite articles both for "God" and "Spirit" only 
appear in some manuscripts. Although both nouns could be anarthrous (without 
an article), it would be assumed that "God" is definite, and this would imply that 
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"Spirit" is definite as well. "A spirit of God" would not be an acceptable 
translation. The Holy Spirit is obviously intended.  

katabainon (katabainw) pres. part. "descending" - As with "coming = 
alighting [on him]", the participle serves as the accusative complement of the 
direct object "Spirit", standing in a double accusative construction.  

wJsei "like" - This comparative introduces a comparative clause. Like a dove 
in appearance, or descending as a dove would descend. As already noted, the 
creative role of the Spirit is at work here and so this image is likely to reflect the 
rabbinic interpretation of Genesis 1:2 - the Spirit moves over the face of the 
waters "like a dove that broods over her young, but does not touch them." As such 
we have a "new creation" image.  

peristeran (a) "a dove" - A DOVE [COMING UPON HIM]. Accusative object 
of an assumed verb; "like a person sees a dove." The actual bird intended is 
unclear, but a dove is probably in mind. It should be noted that a dove is used in 
the OT as an image of Israel more often than an Image of God's Spirit. The image 
is sometimes interpreted here as a type of Israel, indicating that Jesus is the Israel 
of God, although the logic is not overly clear. The dove is not Israel, Jesus is 
Israel, and in him we become Israel, "a new creation." The creative Spirit of God 
works to this end.  
   
v17 

This divine declaration is usually viewed as a melding of Psalm 2:7 and 
Isaiah 42:1. See above on the possible allusion to Genesis 22:1.  

ek + gen. "from [heaven]" - [AND BEHOLD A VOICE] OUT OF THE HEAVENS. 
Expressing source/origin. Simply stating that it was the voice of God, "God said".  

legousa (legw) pres. part. "said" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the implied verb "came"; "a voice 
came from heaven and said."  

ouJtoV pro. "this" - Demonstrative pronoun, referring back (anaphoric). Mark 
and Luke have "you are my son", addressing Jesus personally, but Matthew has 
the words as a public proclamation.  

mou gen. pro. "my" - [IS THE BELOVED SON] OF ME. The genitive is 
adjectival, relational.  

oJ uiJoV "Son" - Predicate nominative. Most probably in a messianic sense 
rather than identifying a filial relationship with the Father.  

oJ agaphtoV (oV) "whom I love" - THE BELOVED. The articular adjective 
serves as a substantive. Jesus certainly has a very intimate association with the 
divine, "dear son", TEV, although the word here probably means "only" such that 
Jesus is God's "only Son"; "the one and only Son."  
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en + dat. "with [him I am well pleased]" - IN [WHOM I AM WELL PLEASED]. 
Adverbial use of the preposition expressing manner, "with whom", or reference / 
respect, "with respect to him ..." The NIV, as with many other translations, 
understands the phrase in the terms of God being pleased with the way and who 
Jesus is, but it seems more likely that God is announcing that his favour rests on 
his beloved; "On whom my favour rests", NEB. With this translation the verb 
eudokew is taken to mean "give consent", rather than "think it good / pleasing." 
As such God's announcement is messianic, designating Jesus as God's servant 
messiah, Isaiah 42:1, 44:2.  
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4:1-11 

2. The gospel of the kingdom, 3:1-4:25  
iii] Jesus is tempted 
Synopsis  

Following his baptism, Jesus is led by the Spirit into the wilderness to be 
tested / tempted by Satan over a period of forty days.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus, the corporate child of God, on our behalf withstands the test of faith, 
firm in his belief that the Father will stand by his anointed one.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See Matthew 3:1-12.  
   

ii] Structure: The Testing of God's Son: 
Setting, v1-2; 
The first temptation, v3-4; 
The second temptation, v5-7; 
The third temptation, v8-10; 
Conclusion, v11: 

the ministration of the angels.  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
The temptation of Jesus is a particular form of gospel literature; it is 

packed with symbolism, and presents in the form of a three-point sermon. 
The messianic vocation of the Son of God is tested by the powers of 
darkness, and this testing is something the people of God face today. The 
theology of the temptation story finds its source in the Exodus, in the 
wilderness testing of Israel. Jesus faces a similar test, but unlike Israel, he 
does not fail.  
   

It is essential to note the typology evident in both the baptism and 
temptation of Jesus. "Just as the baptism of Jesus represents an 
identification with the people of God, so also does the narrative of the 
testing of Jesus. The adopted son of God, Israel, experienced testing in the 
wilderness for forty years, the newly proclaimed Son of God, Jesus, 
experienced testing in the wilderness for forty days and nights...... Jesus 
exhibits the faithful obedience of the Son to the Father where Israel failed", 
Hagner.  
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The temptations are most likely a satanic response to the divine 
revelation at Jesus' baptism ("this is my Son, the beloved, in whom I am 
well pleased", Isaiah 42:1 with Psalm 2:7) where Jesus' messiahship is both 
announced and defined in terms of a suffering servant and Davidic king. 
McNeile says of this link, "the first temptation is to doubt the truth of the 
revelation just received, the second to test it, and the third to snatch 
prematurely at the messiahship which it involves." Ridderbos takes a 
similar line, but with a particular emphasis upon messiahship in terms of 
the suffering servant. Jesus is tempted to grasp at kingship rather than find 
glory in a cross. Why not get all the trimmings of kingship now, "why 
should you go hungry? Why should you not call up angels, heavenly 
ministrants?" The easy way to power and glory, to kingship, is for Jesus to 
"consent to be the associate and representative of the devil." "Jesus resists 
all the temptations, because he remained true to the vocation that God had 
given him. He is to rule through suffering."  

Of course, proposed interpretations are legion, see notes, v5. The 
sample sermon follows a conservative line where the messianic vocation of 
Christ, as corporate Israel, is tested by questioning the validity of messiah's 
promised provision, authentication and success. In no way is this the last 
word, but however we handle the individual temptations, we are best to see 
each as a test of faith. See Nolland, who focuses on wilderness typology in 
the temptations, but in particular notes that each exposes the need to rely 
(have faith, rather than obedience [Hagner]) in the divine pledge (covenant 
promise) to "do well by his son."  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
There are times when the gospels clearly reveal their underlying oral 

tradition and the temptation story is one such example. It has all the 
hallmarks of a sermon, of the Christ-story packaged by early Christian 
preaching - the setting, the three points, the texts ..... all we lack is the local 
application. The different accounts are also fascinating, particularly 
comparing Luke with Matthew - the similarities and the differences. We 
are usually left with the magic "Q" (a possible literary source) to explain 
the differences, but there always remains the possibility that the gospel 
writers draw on independent oral tradition, mostly set by this point in time, 
but still with its local idiosyncrasies. The apostles are dying off, those who 
were both the source of the tradition and its verifiers, and so the time had 
come to write down the gospel story.  
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Homiletics: A testing time 
The three tests in the temptation story give us three insights into the business 

of serving our Lord. 
  

Does the Lord support his servants as promised, or is self-help necessary? 
The people of Israel, like many a modern-day church, grumbled and doubted their 
way from Egypt to the promised land. The Lord had promised to provide all their 
needs for the journey, and yet they doubted, time and again. Unlike them, Jesus 
did not doubt, rather he rested totally on God's provision for his vocation. 

We modern day Israelites have our vocation, and we are bound to rely on the 
provision of the Lord. For example, Jesus asks us to communicate the gospel to 
our broken world. His word tells us that this gospel is the "power of God unto 
salvation for all who believe." So, we don't have to rely on selling techniques, 
psychological manipulation or group dynamics, to achieve results. To doubt his 
promise courts disaster. 
  

Is the Lord's mission self-authenticating, or does it need promoting? Other 
than Christ, Moses was probably the greatest of the Lord's men, but even he felt 
the need to authenticate both God's plan and his place in it. The sign of water 
from the rock was his downfall. Jesus faced a similar test, but did not fail. 

The need to authenticate the church is with us today, as it was all those years 
ago. There are those who look to miraculous signs and there are those who look 
to a more subtle authentication - large successful congregations, social justice, 
spirituality, relevance..... We put the Lord to the test when we forget that his 
program is self-authenticating. 
  

Is the victory the Lord's, or does he need help? Israel sensed their venerability 
and were quick to rely on a Golden Calf, the symbol of Egypt's might. Jesus faced 
the same test. Rather than submission and sacrifice, the kingdom could be his if 
only he would submit to dark powers. 

The Christian church has often feared for its very survival, and so there is 
nothing new in the seeming demise of Christianity today. Yet, to build our 
security on the systems of this age, on structure rather than substance, or 
relevance rather than reality, is a disaster. "Unless the Lord builds the house, the 
builders labour in vain", Ps.127:1. 

   
Text - 4:1 

The temptation of Jesus, v1-11: i] Introduction, v1-2. Matthew links Jesus' 
testing with his baptism. Jesus moves from the water (as Israel moved from the 
Reed Sea) and enters the wilderness. The agent of testing is the "devil" who rises 
up to defend his domain (the kingdoms of this age, Babel, the secular city, the 
world) against the attack of the messianic king. Jesus' fast for forty days most 
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likely images Israel's forty years journey. At the end of the fast, Jesus is weak and 
hungry.  

tote adv. "then" - Temporal adverb. Matthew drops Marks euqoV, 
"immediately".  

anhcqh (anagw) aor. pas. "[Jesus] was led" - Matthew's choice of word, as 
distinct from Mark and Luke, probably has exodus overtones. Jesus was led into 
the wilderness as Israel was led into the wilderness.  

uJpo + gen. "by [the Spirit]" - [INTO THE WILDERNESS] BY [THE SPIRIT]. 
Instrumental preposition, expressing agency.  

peirasqhnai (pairazw) aor. inf. pas. "to be tempted" - TO BE TESTED. The 
infinitive is adverbial, final, expressing purpose, "in order to"; Mark and Luke 
use a participle. Note how Matthew has the temptation after the 40 days, while 
Mark and Luke have it during the 40 days.  

eiV "into" - TO, INTO. Local preposition, expressing space, movement "into". 
Mark has en "in" = "into".  

tou diabolou (oV) "the devil" - [BY] THE DEVIL. Diabolos is "the enemy", 
"the tester", "the accuser", "the evil one" who seeks the destruction of Israel.  
 

v2 
nhsteusaV (nhsteuw) aor. part. "after fasting" - [AND] HAVING FASTED 

[FORTY DAYS AND FORTY NIGHTS]. The participle is adverbial, best treated as 
temporal, as NIV. Note how Matthew fills in the details of fasting, ie., going 
without food for a period, possibly serving to prompt his readers to the "fast" of 
Israel in the wilderness, Ex.34:28, Deut.9:9. "After a fast of forty days", Phillips.  

u{steron adv. "-" - AFTERWARD, AFTER, LATER ON [HE HUNGERED]. 
Temporal adverb; "later on he was hungry."  
   
v3 

ii] The first temptation - stones into bread, v3-4. As with all the temptations, 
this first test is a test of faith. Will God supply Jesus' needs in the journey to the 
cross, will he supply Manna for the journey, or should Jesus rely on his own 
ingenuity. Israel failed this very test in the wilderness in that they doubted God's 
promised provision. So, the first temptation tests Jesus willingness to rely on 
God's promised provision.  

oJ peirazwn (peirazw) pres. part. "the tempter" - THE ONE TEMPTING, 
TESTING. Participle serves as a substantive and is descriptive of the devil's 
persona; he tempts to an evil end. The interesting question is whether he can do 
more than just tempt. It is likely that a whisper is all he needs to keep "the whole 
world in his hands!!!", v9.  
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proselqwn (prosercomai) aor. part. "came" - HAVING COME, APPROACHED 
[THE ONE TEMPTING SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle identifying action 
accompanying "said", "came and said", as NIV.  

autw/ dat. pro. "to him" - [SAID] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
ei + ind. "if" - IF, as is the case for argument sake, [YOU ARE THE SON OF 

GOD then]. Introducing a conditional clause, 1st class, where the condition is 
assumed to be a reality; a real condition / simple conditional assumption, "since", 
BAGD. "Since you are the Son of God."  

tou uiJoV "the Son [of God]" - Predicate nominative. An example of 
Colwell's rule, not "a son of God." The genitive "of God" is adjectival, relational.  

iJna + subj. "[tell these stones to become bread]" - [then SPEAK] THAT 
[THESE STONES MAY BECOME BREAD]. Here iJna + the imperatival subjunctive, 
form a dependent statement of indirect speech expressing what Jesus should 
command / "speak".  
   
v4 

Jesus quotes Deut.8:3. The full potential of human life is not found in 
physical things - life is more than food. Note Deut.8:2, tying Jesus' answer to the 
wilderness wanderings of Israel.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "Jesus answered" - [HE] HAVING 

ANSWERED [SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "said", redundant; "he answered and said" = "he 
answered." Typical Matthean phrase.  

gegraptai (grafw) perf. pas. "it is written" - IT HAS BEEN WRITTEN. The 
perfect tense indicating a past action with ongoing consequences, so "it stands 
written." A formal introduction to quotations.  

ouk ....... all (alla) "[man shall] not [.......] but [.....]" - Introducing a 
counterpoint construction; "not ..... but .....". Note that the future "shall [not] live" 
is usually treated as an imperatival future (ie., a command - the strongest 
command in the NT), although Jesus' source text is Deuteronomy 8:3 which is 
clearly a statement and not a command = "Man does not live on bread alone", 
NET. The point is that real human life is more than food; this is a fact of life. Life 
is more than the physical operations of the body. So, life is "not" just found in 
food, "but" by every word revealed from God.  

epi + dat. "on" - [NOT] ON [BREAD ALONE WILL MAN LIVE]. Here with a spatial 
sense, "on / upon", upon which the action, or result of the action, is based, cf. 
BAGD.  

alla "but" - A strong adversative standing in a counterpoint construction.  
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ekporeuomenw/ (ekporeuomai) "that comes" - [ON EVERY WORD] COMING 
OUT, PROCEEDING. The participle is adjectival, attributive, "every word which 
comes out."  

dia + gen. "from" - THROUGH, BY MEANS OF [MOUTH OF GOD]. Possibly 
instrumental, expressing means, "by means of", or local, expressing space, 
"through"  
   
v5 

iii] The second temptation - The pinnacle of the temple, v5-7. Jesus is now 
taken (most likely in a vision, although the means of transportation is unstated, 
cf. Ezk.8:1-3) to a projecting part of the temple. The devil's test (temptation) is 
that Israel's acceptance of the messiah can be guaranteed by a powerful sign. For 
the messiah to rest on signs and wonders is to doubt that God's way to glory 
through suffering is somehow flawed. "My grace is sufficient for you, for my 
power is made perfect in weakness", 2Cor.12:9. Moses and the people of Israel 
failed this test of faith in the wilderness (Num.20), but Jesus does not fail. Note 
that in Luke the order of the second and third temptations is reversed, although 
Matthew's order seems more appropriate, given the devil's "worship me" is the 
most serious temptation.  

Proposed interpretations:  
• The temptation is often seen in terms of Jesus using his powers to 

prove his messianic credentials (to himself, or to the crowd? but what 
crowd?) for the purpose of authentication, cf. Morris:  

a) authentication of messiahship by a mass demonstration, 
Lagrange, Beare, Bright, Mounce; "a demonstration of deity", 
Gundry;  

b) self-authentication of sonship by testing "God's pledge to 
protect his own", Carson, Plummer, Filson.  

• A more generalized temptation such that Jesus is being tempted to 
use his powers other than in obedience to God, Davies & Allison;  

• Jesus is being tempted to exploit his relationship with the Father for 
his own advantage, France, Keener;  

• Jesus is being tempted to secure his safety / preservation, by forcing 
God's hand (rather than trust his promises?), Hagner;  

• In response to the first temptation, Jesus is being tempted to confirm 
the validity of God's promise of provision/ preservation, Fenton, Patte, 
Robinson, a "testing of the divine providence", Hill;  

• Jesus is being tempted, on the basis of his privileged status, to 
demand from God a release from the vagaries of life, Nolland;  

• Tying the temptation to Jesus baptism and the revelation from God:  
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a) Jesus is being tempted to doubt his status as "Son of God", 
messiah; particularly in this second temptation, to test it, McNeile;  

b) Jesus is being tempted to question his role as servant messiah, 
to seize the crown and its benefits of, provision, ministrants and 
power, rather than be given his crown by way of the cross (as the 
suffering servant), Ridderbos.  

tote adv. "then" - Matthew's favourite temporal indicator, although 
primarily serving to indicate a step in the narrative. "Next, the Devil took Jesus 
with him to the Holy City", Rieu.  

paralambanei (paralambanw) pres. "took him" - [THE DEVIL] TAKES [HIM 
TO THE HOLY CITY AND SET HIM UPON]. Historic / narrative present tense. The use 
of such is much debated. Possibly used to open a new narrative, or even just for 
vividness / dramatic effect.  

to pterugion (on) "the highest point" - THE PINNACLE. The meaning of this 
word is unclear, but tip or high-point of a building is commonly accepted. It has 
been suggested that it simply describes the position of the temple itself, given that 
it was held to be the highest point in Palestine and also the centre of the world.  

tou iJerou (on) gen. "of the temple" - The genitive is adjectival, possessive, 
or partitive.  
   
v6 

Seeing Jesus uses scripture, Satan gives it a go as well, in the terms of "did 
not the psalmist confidently write about God's deliverance of the righteous I will 
rescue him?", D & A.  

ei + ind. "if" - [AND HE SAYS TO HIM] IF, as is the case for argument sake, 
[YOU ARE SON OF GOD then THROW YOURSELF DOWN]. Introducing a 1st. class 
conditional clause where the condition is assumed to be true, here used for 
argument sake.  

tou qeou "[the Son] of God" - The genitive "of God" could be classed as 
adjectival, relational, although a filial relationship between God the Father and 
Jesus is not the sense being conveyed. "Son of God" is primarily a technical 
messianic title, "the anointed one of God / messiah", so the genitive is ablative, 
expressing the basis, source / origin of the anointing, ie., "from God."  

autw/ dat. pro. "[he said]" - TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
gar "for" - BECAUSE [IT HAS BEEN WRITTEN]. Introducing a causal clause 

explaining why Jesus is able to throw himself off the pinnacle of the temple.  
oJti "-" Introducing a dependent statement of direct speech / quotation, 

although Olmstead argues that it is causal, "because".  
toiV aggeloiV (oV) dat. "[his] angels" - [HE WILL COMMAND] THE ANGELS 

[OF HIM]. Dative of direct object after the verb "to give a command to."  
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peri + gen. "concerning [you]" - CONCERNING [YOU]. Reference / respect; 
"with respect to you" = "concerning, about you"  

epi + gen. "in [their hands]" - [AND] UPON [HANDS THEY WILL LIFT YOU UP]. 
Spatial; "upon".  

mhpote + subj. "so that [you will not strike]" - LEST [YOU STRIKE THE FOOT 
OF YOU]. Introducing a negated purpose clause, as NIV. "To ensure that you will 
never strike your foot against a stone", Barclay.  

proV + acc. "against [a stone]" - Here expressing opposition, as NIV; 
"against".  
   
v7 

Jesus' quotes Deut.6:16, a verse which goes on to refer to the testing of God 
by Israel at Massa, Ex.17:1-7. It was here that Israel questioned God's covenant 
promise for their security and sought to dictate his provision. The Deuteronomy 
reference encourages Israel to do better, ie. trust the Lord's covenant fidelity.  

efh (afihmi) aor. "[Jesus] answered" - [JESUS] WAS SAYING, DECLARING.  
autw/ dat. "him" - TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
palin adv. "[it is] also" - AGAIN. Modal adverb. The normal idea conveyed 

by this word is back to a previous state, ie., "again", but that doesn't seem to work 
here. Probably here as an alternative, "on the other hand", BAGD.  

ouk ekpeiraseiV (ekpeirazw) fut. "do not put [the Lord your God] to the 
test" - DO NO TEMPT [THE LORD THE GOD OF YOU]. Obviously an imperatival 
future tense. The prefix intensifies. In the sense of forcing God to prove himself; 
"you must not try to see how far you can go with the Lord your God", Barclay. 
Note that "God" stands in apposition to "Lord".  
   
v8 

iv] The third and most powerful temptation - the offer of a kingdom without 
a cross, v9-10. As Moses once viewed the promised land from Mount Nebo, so 
Jesus sees the world before him, as in a vision. He came to receive the promised 
land and establish an eternal kingdom, a new dominion over heaven and earth, 
Dan.7:14. To do this, "the enemy", Satan, must be defeated, just as Israel had to 
defeat the Baal-worshipping Canaanites. Since the world is Satan's domain (cf. 
Jn.12:31, 2Cor.4:4, 1Jn.5:19), Satan offers Jesus a compromise solution. Jesus 
may have dominion, but on Satan's terms. Israel had long ago compromised their 
faith and looked to the Golden Calf to help attain the promised land. Jesus will 
rightly possess an eternal kingdom, his by divine right. Yet, like Israel of old, the 
way to glory is by a desert path. Satan's compromise will always trouble Jesus, 
even at the end; "if it is possible, don't let this bitter ordeal come to me", Barclay. 
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Again, we have here a test of faith, either to rely of God and his promise, or satan 
and his comfortable compromise.  

uJyhlon adj. "high" - [AGAIN THE DEVIL TAKES HIM TO A VERY] HIGH 
[MOUNTAIN]. Can mean "haughty", obviously here altitude.  

deiknusin (deiknumi) pres. "showed" - [AND] SHOWS. Probably more in the 
sense "revealed", exposed the mystery of the secular world. When it comes to 
understanding human existence, the devil is a sociological (pathological???) 
expert.  

autw/ dat. "him" - TO HIM. Dative of indirect object; "and revealed all the 
kingdoms of the world and their glory to him."  

tou kosmou (oV) gen. "[kingdoms] of the world" - [ALL THE KINGDOMS] OF 
THE WORLD. The genitive is adjectival, partitive.  

autwn gen. pro. "their" - [AND THE GLORY] OF THEM. The genitive may be 
treated adjectival, possessive, "their glory", or idiomatic, "the glory that they = 
these kingdom display", Olmstead, even verbal, subjective, "and the glory 
radiated by them."  

doxan (a) "glory / splendour" - Accusative direct object of the verb "to 
show." "Magnificence", Phillips.  
   
v9  

dwsw (didwmi) fut. "I will give" - [AND HE SAID TO HIM, ALL THESE THINGS] 
I WILL GIVE. Is all this the devil's to give? To what degree does he have the whole 
world in his hands?  

soi dat. pro. "you" - TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
ean + subj. "if" - Introducing a conditional clause, 3rd. class, where the 

condition proposed in the if clause (protasis) has the possibility of coming true; 
"if, as may be the case, .... then ...."  

proskunhshV (proskunew) aor. subj. "worship" - YOU MAY WORSHIP, DO 
OBEISANCE. The reader will understand that this word is sometimes translated as 
if meaning "to serve", but primarily means "to adore." Note how "bow down" 
virtually exegetes "worship", ie., "to prostrate before."  

moi dat. pro. "me" - Dative of direct object after the verb "to do obeisance to 
/ worship"  
   
v10 

autw/ dat. pro. "[Jesus said] to him" - [THEN JESUS SAYS] TO HIM. Dative of 
indirect object.  

uJpage (uJpagw) pres. imp. "away from me [Satan]" - GO AWAY [SATAN]. 
"Go away", BAGD; "Begone", Barclay.  
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gar "for [it is written]" - FOR [IT HAS BEEN WRITTEN]. Introducing a causal 
clause explaining why Satan should be off, "because"  

sou gen. pro. "your" - [YOU SHALL WORSHIP LORD THE GOD] OF YOU. The 
genitive is adjectival, possessive, or of subordination, "the Lord your God who 
reigns over you."  

ton qeon (oV) "God" - Standing in apposition to "Lord". Note that "God" is 
accusative, when we would have expected a dative complement after the verb "to 
do obeisance to / worship." Arguments abound, see Wallace 72-73, although 
Olmstead thinks he "oversteps the evidence."  

latreuseiV (latreuw) fut. ind. "serve" - [AND HIM ONLY] YOU SHALL 
ADORE, VENERATE, WORSHIP. The future here for "worship" and "serve" is 
probably hortatory, so NIV. There is some confusion over the meaning of this 
verb. "Serve" is an acceptable sense, but it is probably not the intended meaning 
here. This is reinforced by the parallelism of the text where proskunhseiV, "to 
fall down before = to do obeisance", reinforces the meaning "worship, venerate."  

autw/ dat. pro. "him [only]" - Dative of direct object after the verb latreuw, 
"to worship / serve".  
   
v11 

v] Conclusion, v11. The aid that Jesus was unwilling to ask for himself is 
now provided by attending angels.  

afihsin (afihmi) pres. ind. "left him" - [THEN THE DEVIL] LEAVES, GOES 
AWAY [HIM]. Historic / narrative present tense. Note Luke's addition, "until a 
suitable time."  

dihkonoun (diakonew) "attended" - [AND BEHOLD, ANGELS CAME AND] 
WERE SERVING. Imperfect tense expressing durative, sustained action. Originally 
of waiting on tables. Both Nolland and France suggest that the Angels actually 
ministered to Jesus' physical needs, cf. 1Kin.19:5-8; "angel food", Davies & 
Allison. Hagner says that the angels' presence calls attention "to the victory of the 
obedient son." "The angels came and took care of Jesus", Morris.  

autw/ dat. "him" - Dative of direct object after the verb diakonew which 
takes a dative of persons / interest, "they cared for Jesus."  
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4:12-25 

2. The gospel of the kingdom, 3:1-4:25 
iv] Jesus commences his ministry 
Synopsis  

Having heard of John the Baptist's arrest, Jesus leaves the wilderness of 
Judea and heads for Galilee, making the centre of his operations Capernaum, a 
Gentile area, rather than Nazareth where he grew up. Matthew next records the 
call of two groups of disciples who are to serve as labourers for the harvest. 
Matthew then describes, in general terms, Jesus Galilean ministry - he teaches in 
the synagogues and preaches, both in word and sign (healings), the news of God's 
coming kingdom.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus' authority to inaugurate the kingdom of God is evidenced in his 
preaching and healing.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See Matthew 3:1-12.  
   

ii] Background: Presumably, after Jesus was baptized, he stayed in Judea and 
ministered there. We know little of Jesus' first year of ministry and Matthew says 
nothing of it. Only after the arrest of John does Jesus come to Galilee. For 
Matthew, the importance of this move lies in its fulfillment of prophecy and it is 
at this point that he decides to begin his account of Jesus' ministry.  
   

iii] Structure: The light has dawned: 
Jesus commences his public ministry, v12-17: 

A strategic move into Galilee, v12-14; 
Text - Isaiah 9:1-2, v15-16; 
Jesus' gospel message, v17. 

Jesus calls some disciples, v18-22; 
A summary of Jesus' preaching ministry, v23-25.  

   
iv] Interpretation:  

In the passage before us Matthew tidies up the introduction to his 
gospel. In the introduction Matthew establishes that Jesus is the long-
promised messiah, the Son of God, who’s coming realizes the kingdom of 
heaven for the fulfillment of the covenant, and so it is that "the people who 
sat in darkness have seen a great light."  
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So, in this passage Matthew records Jesus' withdrawal from Judea to 
Galilee, he then gives a summary account of his preaching, the call of four 
of his disciples, and rounds off with a summary of his public ministry. First, 
Matthew records Jesus' move into Galilee, 4:12-16. He does not record 
Jesus' early Judean ministry which, from his baptism till his move to 
Galilee, probably lasted about a year. John's arrest triggers what is most 
likely a tactical retreat. As is typical, Matthew treats this move as a 
fulfillment of Old Testament prophecy. We are then given a shorthand 
account of Jesus' preaching, 4:17. It's as if Jesus takes up the Baptist's 
preaching ministry, proclaiming the coming of the kingdom, cf. 3:2. 
Finally, Matthew records the call of the disciples, 4:18-22. The order of the 
narrative demands that Matthew record, in summary form at least, the call 
of Jesus' disciples - a pattern typical of a disciple's call. Matthew then gives 
us a summary of Jesus' public ministry, 4:23-25. In this summary Matthew 
details the geographical extent of Jesus' ministry.  

 
Homiletics: The substance of belonging 

Officialdom is wrestling with 
a troublesome issue of political 
correctness. Should they retain, or 
remove, the words from the grave 
of Australia’s unknown soldier, 
"known only unto God"? Atheists 
are agitating for its removal; 
obviously they like "known unto 
no one"! 

There was a time when most people in the West were church members, but 
ever since the industrial revolution, people have drifted and sought meaning 
elsewhere. Since the late 1960's, many in the affluent West have increasingly 
looked to other "gods" for meaning. Today young people are more likely to want 
to surf cyberspace than sit in church. Even where there is a desire to touch 
"otherness", it is usually the mysterious energy of mother earth, or Eastern 
religions. It seems that the crystal is more powerful than the cross these days. 

Yet, this has always been so. It was no different for Jesus in his day. Signs 
and wonders will always attract "large crowds", but belonging to Jesus will be 
left to the one or two who look for a kingdom not of this world, and who see in 
Jesus the beginning and end of everything. Only they will leave their nets and 
follow him. 
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Text 4:12 
Jesus commences his public ministry, v12-25: i] The commencement of 

Jesus' ministry in Galilee, v12-17. John's arrest not only prompts Jesus to move 
his base of operations, but also to change his ministry style. Making Capernaum 
the base of his operations, Jesus now takes on the role of an itinerant preacher 
and healer.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional; indicating a step in the narrative.  
akousaV (akouw) aor. part. "when [Jesus] heard" - HAVING HEARD. The 

participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as NIV, but possibly causal. The 
time lag between Jesus' temptation and the commencement of his ministry in 
Galilee could well be around one year, but Matthew makes no attempt to fill it 
out.  

oJti "that" - Introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing what 
Jesus heard.  

paredoqh (paradidwmi) aor. pas. "had been put in prison" - [JOHN] WAS 
HANDED OVER = ARRESTED.  

anecwrhsen (anacwrew) aor. "he returned" - HE DEPARTED [INTO 
GALILEE]. Presumably the move is political, Jesus could be confused as one of 
John's disciples, although Galilee, as is Perea where John was arrested, is in the 
territory ruled by Herod Antipas.  
   
v13 

katalipwn (kataleipw) aor. part. "leaving [Nazareth]" - [AND] HAVING 
LEFT, DEPARTED [NAZARETH]. This participle, as with elqwn, "having come", is 
attendant circumstance expressing action accompanying the verb katwkhsen, 
"he settled." Jesus moved to establish his headquarters in Capernaum, a larger 
and more significant town, although with a large Gentile population..  

elqwn (ercomai) aor. part. "he went" - HAVING COME [HE SETTLED INTO]. 
Attendant circumstance participle, "he then left Nazareth and came to 
Capernaum."  

thn paraqalassian adj. "which was by the lake" - [CAPERNAUM] 
SITUATED BESIDE THE SEA. Capernaum is situated beside the sea, and that is 
obviously the sense here, although see below, "the way to the sea", v15, means 
"on the way to the Great Sea" = the Mediterranean sea.  

en + dat. "in [the area of]" - IN [DISTRICTS OF ZEBULUN AND NAPHTALI]. 
Local, space / sphere; "located in." The genitives "of Zebulun and Naphtali" are 
adjectival, possessive - the region that belonged to the tribes of Zebulun and 
Naphtali.  
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v14 

iJna + subj. "to [fulfill]" - THAT [MIGHT BE FULFILLED. Usually introducing a 
purpose clause, "he did this so that ...", Barclay, but here possibly consecutive, 
expressing result, "he did this with the result that the words of the Prophet Isaiah 
were fulfilled."  

to hJhqen (legw) aor. pas. part. "what was said" - THE THING SAID. The 
participle serves as a substantive.  

dia + gen. "through" - THROUGH, BY MEANS OF [ISAIAH THE PROPHET]. 
Instrumental, expressing agency.  

legontoV (legw) pres. part. "-" - SAYING. Here technically adjectival, 
attributive, limiting "prophet"; "Isaiah the prophet who said." The participle 
"saying", as a matter of form, will often precede a spoken or quoted word in the 
gospels. It is most often attendant circumstance, or adverbial, expressing manner. 
Most often it is redundant, and it is treated this way here by the NIV.  
   
v15 

Isaiah 9:1-2, v15-16: Matthew follows the LXX in structure, but reflects a 
particular Hebrew text obviously known to him, see Nolland. Matthew reveals 
the Messiah's special association with Galilee. It is from this devastated and 
unwanted place that the light of salvation will begin to shine for Israel and the 
whole world. For Isaiah, the invading Assyrians may overwhelm the land 
occupied by the northern tribes of Israel, but out of this darkness a light will one 
day shine. Isaiah's prophecy of a light to the Gentiles is fulfilled in Christ's move 
to Capernaum, which event, of itself, heralds the coming kingdom. Jesus comes 
preaching the coming kingdom, v17, ie., he announces the imminence of the long-
promised kingdom of God, the rule of God, a time of divine blessing and cursing, 
and so he calls for repentance and a reliance on divine mercy.  

Zaboulwn "[Land] of Zebulun" - [LAND] OF ZEBULUN AND LAND OF 
NAPHTALI]. This proper genitive is adjectival, possibly idiomatic / locative, "the 
land which is located in Zebulun", but more likely possessive, "belonging to."  

qalasshV (a hV) "[the way] of the sea" - [WAY] OF SEA. The genitive may 
be treated as adjectival, idiomatic / local, "a thoroughfare that leads to the great 
sea." Blomberg notes that "way to the sea" and "along (better "across") the 
Jordan" "reflect the perspective of foreigners from the north east heading through 
Israel to the Mediterranean (as with the Assyrians' invasion that Isaiah 
consistently predicted)." BDAG suggests it serves as a local preposition + gen. 
here, with the sense "toward".  
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peran + gen. "along" - BEYOND, ACROSS [JORDAN]. Local, expressing 
space. "Across the Jordan" means "east of the Jordan" = Galilee, "on the way to 
the Mediterranean sea." "Across the Jordan", Moffatt.  

twn eqnwn (oV) gen. "[Galilee] of the Gentiles" - The genitive is adjectival, 
attributive, limiting "Galilee"; "Heathen Galilee", Barclay. Jews only made up 
some 50% of the population of Galilee, but this may not be why Matthew quotes 
Isaiah. Jesus may be working primarily in a mixed population area, but his 
ministry is to Israel. Matthew "wants a scriptural text linking the Messiah and the 
Gentiles ..... so that the end will be foreshadowed in the beginning", Davies & 
Allison.  
   
v16 

oJ laoV "the people" - Nominative subject of the verb "to see." Best 
understood as Israel, an Israel in exile, scattered among the Gentiles, lost.  

oJ kaqhmenoV (kaqhmai) pres. part. "living" - THE ONES SITTING, RESIDING, 
SETTLING. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "people"; "the people 
who live in darkness."  

en + dat. "in" - Locative, expressing sphere, metaphorical.  
skotei (oV) "darkness" - Possibly moral bankruptcy, a common image, but 

here probably the darkness / light dichotomy of outside God's grace / under God's 
grace.  

eiden (oJraw) aor. "have seen" - SAW [A GREAT LIGHT]. Matthew's use here 
of a punctiliar aorist indicates that the people have already witnessed the 
realization of Isaiah's prophecy in Christ.  

toiV kaqhmenoiV (kaqhmai) dat. pres. mid./pas. part. "on those living" - 
[AND] TO THE ONES SITTING [IN THE LAND]. The participle serves as a substantive, 
dative of interest, advantage.  

kai "-" - AND [SHADOW OF DEATH]. This conjunction is used here to exegete 
what is meant by "sitting in the land." Israel in exile lives in the shadow of death 
awaiting liberation. The genitive "of death" is adjectival, limiting "shadow", 
probably something like "deadly shadow." "For those living in the land, that is, 
those living in a deadly shadow, a light has dawned on them."  

aneteilen (anatellw) aor. "has dawned" - [A LIGHT] ROSE UP, SPRUNG UP. 
"The light has dawned", rather than the LXX's "shine", is Matthew's way of 
pointing to Jesus as the sign of Israel's coming liberation.  

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - IN THEM. The dative is local, expressing space; "the 
light springs up among them."  
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v17 

Matthew now gives a summary of Jesus' gospel message - Jesus proclaimed 
the dawning of the long-promised kingdom, v17: Mark's slightly expanded form 
states: "the time is fulfilled, the kingdom of God (heaven) is at hand (near), repent 
and believe the gospel." The message proclaims that the long-awaited 
establishment of God's eternal reign, in and through his messiah, is close at hand 
/ bursting in upon us. Although the people of Israel often understood the kingdom 
in terms of the restoration of the Jewish state, the prophets described something 
more than a new Davidic empire. God's important news states that the day has 
dawned when his messiah (the anointed one, the son of David...) will call together 
a people who will gather in the presence of the living God and dwell securely 
under his reign for eternity. Note, Jesus' gospel message is the same as the one 
preached by the Baptist.  

apo tote "from that time on" - FROM THEN. Temporal prepositional phrase. 
Obviously signifying an important division in the gospel. A similar clause is 
found at 16:21, another significant point of division. Carson disagrees.  

khrussein (khrussw) pres. inf. "to preach" - [JESUS BEGAN] TO PREACH 
[AND TO SAY]. As with legein, "to say", complementary infinitive, completing the 
sense of the verb "began". Is Matthew suggesting that that up till this time Jesus 
didn't preach? The impression is that Jesus takes over John's preaching work, 
including the message. Here obviously, only a summary of that message. On the 
other hand, some argue that "began" is a pleonasm, ie., a redundant word, an 
Aramaism says Turner. McNeile suggests it is a sectional identifier; "it either 
describes the beginning of a continuous action or marks a fresh start or phase in 
the narrative." So, we are bound to choose, either" then Jesus continued 
preaching", or "Jesus set about his preaching mission in earnest."  

metanoeite (metanoew) pres. imp. "repent" - TURN AROUND. Expressing "a 
radical change in heart and mind", Davies & Allison. Not "repent and believe" as 
in Mark. Obviously, for Matthew, repentance, of itself, includes belief.  

gar "for" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why people need to repent; 
"because the kingdom of heaven is at hand."  

twn ouranwn (oV) gen. "[the kingdom] of heaven" - [THE KINGDOM] OF 
THE HEAVENS. Given that Matthew's designation "kingdom of heaven" is used 
out of respect for the divine person, the genitive would be classified as adjectival, 
possessive, since the kingdom belongs to God. Of course, if we take "kingdom" 
to mean "reign", then the genitive is verbal, subjective, "the reign of God." The 
kingdom is God's long promised (although not "fulfilled", as in Mark) 
eschatological reign which brings with it blessing upon the righteous / the 
repentant, and cursing on the unrighteous, cf. Isa.24:23, 52:7.  
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hggiken (eggizw) perf. "is near" - HAD DRAWN NEAR. The sense here of the 
perfect tense, expressing the continuance of completed action, is not overly clear. 
The function of the perfect tense is now a matter of some debate; See Olmstead 
p66-67. A sense of "nearness" is best, possibly even "inaugurated", but Matthew 
probably sees the kingdom as future at this point in time in the narrative. "God 
has now set in process an advance arrangement for the coming of the kingdom", 
Nolland.  
   
v18 

ii] Matthew now records the call of some of Jesus' disciples, v18-22. Lake 
Galilee (21klm. by 11klm.) had a prosperous fishing industry. Simon and Andrew 
were from Bethsaida and probably came to the area for employment. These men 
had obviously heard Jesus speak on a number of occasions and were now 
summoned to be "fishers of men" ("follow me" = be disciples - go with him, learn 
from him, and do his bidding). Interestingly, the image of fishing in the Old 
Testament is a negative one - gathering for judgement, Jer.16:16, Am.4:2, ..... Are 
the disciples to proclaim the gospel as a sword of judgement? The response of the 
disciples to the call certainly disrupts their lives, but it does not necessarily 
involve a break with family ties, or the disposal of their homes, fishing boats, etc, 
eg. 8:14, Jn.21:3, Ac.21:8.... In v21-22 we have a similar call to James and John, 
partners with Simon and Andrew. Matthew emphasizes the immediacy of their 
response to Jesus' call. These disciples / labourers are called to prepare the world 
/ the crowd for the coming kingdom. The story serves as an example of how Jesus 
gathered his disciples. Interestingly, a disciple would usually choose their 
teacher, not the other way around.  

peripatwn (peripatew) pres. part. "as Jesus was walking" - WALKING. The 
participle is adverbial introducing a temporal clause, as NIV; "while walking 
beside the Sea of Galilee."  

para + acc. "beside" - BY. Local, expressing space.  
thV GalilaiaV (a) gen. "[the sea] of Galilee" - The genitive is adjectival, 

idiomatic / of identification, "the sea which is called Galilee", although often 
called "Tiberias", so possibly locative, "located in Galilee."  

ton legomenon (legw) pres. pas. part. "called" - [HE SAW TWO BROTHERS, 
SIMON] THE ONE BEING CALLED [PETER AND ANDREW THE BROTHER OF HIM]. 
The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "Simon", "Simon, who is called 
Peter."  

ballontaV (ballw) pres. part. "they were casting" - [HE SAW ......] 
CASTING [A NET INTO THE SEA]. The participle serves as the complement to the 
accusative direct objects, "Peter" and "Andrew", of the verb "he saw"; "he saw 
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Peter + Andrew casting a net." "They were making a cast into the lake", NJB; 
"they were occupied with throwing their nets out into the lake", Cassirer.  

gar "for [they were fishermen]" - More explanatory than causal; "They 
were fishermen, so Jesus said to them, 'follow me and I will teach you to catch 
men", Phillips.  
   
v19 

deute adv. "come" - HERE. Used as an imperative by Matthew 6 times with 
the sense "come here."  

opisw mou "follow me" - [AND HE SAYS TO THEM, COME] AFTER ME. LOCAL, 
EXPRESSING SPACE. "[Come] after [me]" in the sense of "follow" + gen. "of me", 
so "follow after me" = "be disciples of me / my disciples."  

legei (legw) pres. "[Jesus] said" - SAYS. Mark has an aorist. Matthew 
underlines the present ongoing action of the disciples mending their nets and 
Jesus speaking to them.  

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
poihsw (poiew) fut. "I will make" - [AND] I WILL MAKE. "I will appoint", cf. 

McNeile, possibly "I will teach you to catch men", Phillips.  
alieiV (uV ewV) "fishers / to fish" - [YOU] FISHERMEN. Complement of the 

accusative direct object "you" standing in a double accusative construction.  
anqrwpwn (oV) gen. "of men / for men" - of men. The genitive is usually 

treated as verbal, subjective, "I will teach you how to bring in people instead of 
fish", CEV, but possibly adjectival, attributive, "fishermen who catch men", 
Barclay. An illustrative saying / metaphor which carries its own meaning. The 
image has OT precedence, eg., Ezk.47:10, and is reflected in Jesus' parables etc. 
cf., 13:47ff., of a net thrown into the sea which catches fish of every kind, of the 
sorting to blessing or cursing. To this end the disciples are "fishers of men", called 
to proclaim the coming day of judgment in the words of the gospel. "It is no 
longer a question of taking fish from the lake, but of drawing men up out of the 
abyss of sin and death, catching them in the great net of God", Dietrich / Morris.  
   
v20 

euqewV adv. "at once" - IMMEDIATELY. Temporal adverb, expressing 
immediate action - an urgent call requires urgent action. Commentators will often 
read more into this action than is stated in the text, claiming that discipleship 
involves leaving all and following Jesus. The action is immediate, but the text 
does not support abandonment. The evidence is that those who owned property, 
including fishing boats, retained their property, cf., Acts 5:4. We often forget the 
words of the Master, "my yoke is easy and my burden is light."  
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afenteV (afihmi) aor. part. "they left" - LEAVING [THE NETS]. Possibly 
"abandoned", but best just "left what they were doing." The participle may be 
classified as adverbial, temporal, "at that they left their nets immediately", 
Cassirer, or simply attendant circumstance, "they left .... and followed."  

hkolouqhsan (akolouqew) "followed" - THEY FOLLOWED, FOLLOWED ON 
BEHIND. Possibly "accompanied", but obviously "joined him as a disciple" is 
intended.  

autw/ dat. pro. "him" - Dative of direct object after the verb "to follow after."  
   
v21 

probaV (probainw) aor. part. "going on" - [AND] HAVING GONE ON [FROM 
THERE HE SAW TWO OTHER BROTHERS]. The participle is adverbial, temporal, 
"then going on from there", Moffatt.  

ton "son [of Zebedee]" - [JAMES] THE ONE [OF ZEBEDEE AND JOHN THE 
BROTHER OF HIM]. The article serves as a nominalizer turning the genitive "of 
Zebedee" into substantive standing in apposition to "James". The genitive "of 
Zebedee" is adjectival, relational, or ablative, source / origin, "the one out of / 
from Zebedee"; "James the son of Zebedee", ESV.  

en + dat. "in [a boat]" - IN [THE BOAT]. Local, expressing space.  
meta + acc. "with [their father Zebedee]" - WITH [ZEBEDEE THE FATHER OF 

THEM]. Expressing accompaniment / association.  
katartizontaV (katartizw) pres. part. "preparing [their nets]" - 

REPAIRING, MENDING, MAKING FIT, EQUIPPING [THE NETS OF THEM AND HE 
CALLED THEM]. The participle serves as an object complement, as in v19, 
complement of the direct object "two other brothers", standing in a double 
accusative construction. The word primarily means "mending / repairing", but 
can mean "preparing", as NIV.  
   
v22 

oiJ "-" - THE ONES. "The two brothers."  
euqewV adv. "immediately" - Temporal adverb, emphatic by position.  
afenteV "they left" - LEAVING [THE BOAT AND THE FATHER OF THEM]. 

Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the main verb 
"followed", "they left and followed." Note how Mark softens the leaving in that 
the brothers leave their father with the hired help. None-the-less, the leaving of 
family illustrates the cost of discipleship.  

autw/ dat. pro. "him" - [THEY FOLLOWED AFTER] HIM. Dative of direct object 
after the verb "to follow after."  
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v23 

iii] A summary of Jesus' preaching and healing ministry, v23-25. In this 
second stage of Jesus' public ministry, he works with the Jewish population of 
Galilee. There are three elements to this ministry: teaching, preaching the gospel, 
and healing. Teaching is probably just gospel preaching in a synagogue. As for 
Jesus' healing ministry, it is often said that the healing ministry served to 
authenticate the gospel message, but it is better to see the miracles as the gospel 
in signs. Jesus' miracles, in themselves, proclaim the immediacy of the kingdom; 
"if I by the finger of God cast out Satan, then you know that the kingdom is close 
to you." News of the evidential coming of the kingdom in miracles spreads 
beyond Galilee.  

It is possible that the next three chapters detail the substance of Jesus' 
didaskw, "teaching" ministry ("teaching in the synagogues", v23), but Matthew 
implies that the Sermon on the Mount is for his disciples; the message for the 
"crowds", whether in the Synagogue or in the open, was most likely the news of 
the coming kingdom / the gospel, which news was presented in parables as 
opposition grew.  

perihgen (periagw) imperf. "Jesus went throughout" - [AND] HE WENT 
ABOUT. The imperfect is durative, expressing ongoing action, action in progress. 
Jesus' ministry begins in Capernaum and moves outward to cover the whole of 
Galilee. "He made a tour through the whole of Galilee", Moffatt.  

en + dat. "[Galilee]" - IN [ALL GALILEE]. Local, expressing space.  
didaskwn (didaskw) pres. part. "teaching" - TEACHING [IN THE 

SYNAGOGUES OF THEM AND PREACHING]. As with "preaching / proclaiming" and 
"healing", this participle is possibly attendant circumstance expressing action 
accompanying the main verb "went about", "he went around and taught .....", 
although best treated as modal, expressing the manner in which the action of the 
verb "went about" is performed; "he went about teaching, preaching and healing", 
as NIV. There is probably little difference between "teaching" and "preaching". 
"Teaching" is what a person would do in a synagogue, while "preaching" is what 
someone might do outdoors. There is little evidence that Jesus "word" ministry 
was synagogue-focused, but given that the synagogue is the natural place where 
spiritual matters were addressed, Jesus initially exercised his ministry in the local 
synagogue - until he was barred from doing so. Note that it is "their" synagogues. 
Jesus is a Jew so it is his synagogue. Possibly a reference to the authorities who 
inevitably restricted Jesus' use of the synagogue as a preaching platform.  

ton euaggelion "the good news" - THE IMPORTANT MESSAGE. Accusative 
direct object of the participle "proclaiming, preaching." "News" yes, but "good" 
is assumed, given that it is not "good" for those who reject the "news". Some do 
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argue that "good" is expressed by the prefix eu meaning "well / good", but the 
word has a technical use, referring to the important news carried by a message 
bearer. It's good to hear the news, but the news may not be good. Although this 
word is commonly used by Paul, it is only used 4 times by Matthew. For Matthew, 
it is all about preaching the kingdom.  

thV basileiaV (a) gen. "of the kingdom" - The genitive is adjectival, 
probably best treated as epexegetic, specifying the news in mind, "namely, the 
inauguration of the eschatological reign of God." The important news from God, 
conveyed both by John the Baptist and Jesus, concerns the coming kingdom of 
God; it is at hand.  

pasan adj. "[healing] every [disease and sickness]" - [AND HEALING] 
EVERY [DISEASE AND] EVERY [ILLNESS]. Is "every" gilding the lily? As Jesus put 
it "if I by the finger of God cast out demons then you know that the kingdom of 
God has come upon you." The overcoming of darkness goes hand-in-hand with 
the realization of God's reign on earth and as such, Christ's healing ministry does 
not serve to verify the message, but rather proclaim the message in the form of 
signs.  

en tw/ law/ "among the people" - IN THE PEOPLE. The preposition is local, 
expressing space, "among", as NIV. Obviously, "the people of Israel."  
   
v24 

hJ akoh (h) "news" - [AND WENT OUT] THE REPORT. Nominative subject of 
the verb "went out." "His reputation spread throughout Syria", Phillips.  

autou gen. pro. "about him" - OF HIM. The genitive is usually taken as 
verbal, objective; "about, concerning him."  

thn Surian (a) "Syria" - [INTO ALL] SYRIA. Does Matthew mean the Roman 
province of Syria = Palestine? Certainly, Jesus' reputation spreads far and wide.  

proshnegkan (prosferw) aor. "people brought" - [AND] THEY DROVE, LED, 
BROUGHT... The subject is undefined, but presumably "friends and relatives 
brought."  

autw/ dat. pro. "to him" - Dative of indirect object.  
touV .... econtaV pres. part. "who were [ill]" - [ALL] THE ONES HAVING 

[BADLY ILLNESS]. The participle may be classified as a substantive, so also 
"demon-possessed, those having seizures, and the paralysed", but if the adjective 
pantaV, "all, every", is taken as a substantive, "everyone", then the articular 
participle would be classified as adjectival, attributive, limiting "everyone"; 
"everyone who has a severe illness."  

poikilaiV dat. adj. "with various" - IN VARIOUS KINDS, MANY-COLOURED. 
The dative is adverbial, reference / respect. "They brought him all that were 
suffering from this or that disorder and affliction", Rieu.  
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sunecomenouV (sunecw) pres. pas. part. "suffering [severe pain]" - [IN/BY 
TORTURE/TORMENTS] CONSTRAINING, CONTROLLING, RESTRAINING. The 
participle as for "having". In the sense of "bound by terrible torments", so 
possibly as NIV. "In the grip of varied diseases and pains", Barclay.  

daimonizomenouV [daimonizomai] pres. pas. part. "the demon-possessed" - 
[AND] BEING DEMON-POSSESSED. The participle as for "having". "All those who 
found themselves ....... possessed by demonic spirits", Cassirer.  

selhmiazomenouV (selhniazomai) pres. part. "those having seizures" - 
[AND] THE MOONSTRUCK, LUNATIC, EPILEPTIC [AND PARALYTICS AND HE HEALED 
THEM]. The participle as for "having". Interestingly, Matthew distinguishes this 
group from demon-possessed. Although usually treated as "epileptics", Morris 
notes that there is no reason why "lunatic" is not intended.  
   
v25 

polloi adj. "large [crowds]" - [AND FOLLOWED HIM] MANY [CROWDS]. 
Nominative subject of the verb "to follow." "Many crowds" is probably not 
intended, rather "large numbers of people."  

apo + gen. "from" - Expressing source / origin.  
peran tou Iordanou "the region across the Jordan" - [GALILEE AND 

DECAPOLIS AND JERUSALEM AND JUDEA AND] BEYOND THE JORDAN. Trans-
Jordan, east of the Jordan river; "from the other side of the Jordan [river]", 
Williams.  

hkolouqhsan (akoleuqew) aor. "followed" - Followed, not in the sense of 
became his disciples, but possibly in the sense of making a move in that direction, 
so Nolland, although "curiosity seekers", Morris, is more likely.  

autw/ dat. pro. "him" - Dative of direct object after the verb "to follow after."  
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5:1-10 

3. Law and Grace, 5:1-7:29 
i] The blessings 
Synopsis  

Seeing a large crowd, Jesus moves up a "mountain" with his disciples and 
begins to teach them.  
   
Teaching  

Happy / fortunate are those children of God who, in union with Jesus, possess 
the qualities which facilitate the inheritance of the promised covenant blessings.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 1:1-17. Matthew now presents his 1st. Discourse, Law and 
Grace, 5:1-7:29. This teaching unit, known as the Great Sermon / the Sermon on 
the Mount, is partnered with the 1st. Narrative section, 8:1-9:34, salvation by 
grace through faith. In the narrative section, Matthew presents Jesus' healing 
ministry as a paradigm of salvation, providing the solution to the problem posed 
by the failure of God's people to obey the Law. The solution provided by the 
Narrative is that the promised blessings of the covenant are a gift of grace 
appropriated through faith in Christ, apart from obedience to the law.  

The 1st. Discourse opens with a defining statement which identifies the true 
nature of God's covenant people, the new / true Israel - they are a people founded 
on grace, 5:3-12. The nature and function of this community is defined in v13-
16, and the eschatological validity of covenant Law is confirmed in v17-20. The 
demanding requirements of the Law are revealed in v21-48, so establishing the 
total allegiance to God that is required of covenant members. The impossible 
nature of these requirements is answered by means of a personal relationship with 
God, 6:1-18, which is both loyal / focused, v19-24, and faith-dependent, v25-34. 
Covenant standing is then tested by the ethic of judgmentalism, 7:1-12. Finally, 
Matthew concludes his covenant renewal document with a selection of four 
parables / sayings of Jesus which serve as a challenge to the reader to determine 
whether they stand under Law and thus cursed, or grace and thus blessed. The 
two ways, two trees, two claims and two builders serve to confront the reader 
with the fact that if they stand under Law they are inevitably a Law-breaker, and 
therefore face God's curse rather than his blessing. Having established that a 
person's full appropriation of God's promised blessings cannot be attained by 
works of the law, the partnered Narrative, 8:1-9:34, reveals that the blessings of 
the covenant are received on the basis of divine grace through faith.  
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ii] Structure: True happiness: 
Setting, v1-2; 
The beatitudes, 3-10; 
A model exposition of the last beatitude, v11-20: 

Suffering persecution, v11-12; 
Righteous living in a corrupt world, v13-16; 
Righteousness and the law, v17-20.  

   
The beatitudes present as two sets of four, with v11-12 a model exposition 

of the last rather than a ninth beatitude. The first four seem to be inward looking, 
the next four outward looking (v8, ?). Hatton and Clark have argued that the first 
four concern attitudes and the second four deal with resulting actions.  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
The Beatitudes are a declaration of the happy, or fortunate state, of the 

child of God who possesses particular qualities, and who, because of them, 
will inherit divine blessings. Only Jesus properly possesses these qualities, 
but through identification with him they become ours as well - by grace 
through faith.  

It is often argued that the beatitudes are either ethical requirements for 
the present, or eschatological blessings for the future, yet it is more likely 
that they are statements of present fact - they identify the qualities of a child 
of God and the consequent blessings that follow. The disciples, 
representing faithful Israel in their association with Christ (the one faithful 
child of God / Israelite), as opposed to the crowd which represents 
unfaithful Israel, are pronounced "fortunate" for being what they are. In 
Christ, the disciples share in the realization of the Abrahamic covenant with 
all its promised blessings.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
A similar set of beatitudes is found in Luke 6, the source usually 

identified as Q, although mutual independence should not be discounted. 
About half the material in the Great Sermon is found in Luke, and less in 
Mark. Some of the pericopes are similar, others less so.  

 
Homiletics: No one is worthless in Christ 

A young man was recently sent to jail for manslaughter. He and his friends 
had decided to go into the city and punch people indiscriminately as they met 
them on the street. One person, just in town to visit a friend, was hit in the face, 
fell back and broke his skull. He died on the way to hospital. The young man who 
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went to jail was actually under a good behaviour court order, but good behaviour 
was not on his agenda that night. 

Criminologists tell us that this type of behaviour can often be traced back to 
the person's early childhood. It's then they learn that they are worthless, of no 
value, useless; low self-esteem erodes humanity. If we don't love ourselves then 
we can't love others. 

No person has perfect self-worth; all of us feel that we are less than we could 
be. We are all aware of our limitations, our failings, our guilts, our fears. When 
it’s all said and done, what value have we? 

Next, when that dark mood presses in, that little touch of the black dog, it's 
worth remembering how Jesus views us. On the side of that mountain all those 
years ago, gathered with his disciples, Jesus pointedly told them how God viewed 
them. Here they were, simple working-class people, fishermen and the like, who 
had decided to trust Jesus for their eternal salvation. As Jesus' friends, willingly 
standing with Jesus, God now viewed them as Jesus himself: humble minded, 
sorrowing, claiming nothing, hungry and thirsty for goodness, merciful, utterly 
sincere, at peace, confronted. So, Jesus said to them, "blessed are you in the sight 
of God." How blessed, you might ask? The kingdom is theirs, comfort, the whole 
earth, satisfaction, mercy, the presence of God, loved of God, heaven itself. 
Everything was theirs. 

The beatitudes describe the nature of a true child of God. They describe the 
attitude, the inner makeup of God's true Son, and by implication, the Son's 
disciples. Fortunate is the person who is like this for they will see - both now and 
in the future - the glory of God. The beatitudes describe the God viewed qualities 
of those who serve with the King of Kings. Blessed are those who, in Christ, 
possess such qualities. 

So, next time the black dog strikes, remember who you are in Christ. 
 
Text - 5:1 

Jesus' covenant renewal statement: i] Setting, v1-2. The description of Jesus 
going "up on a mountainside" probably images Moses going up Mount Sinai to 
receive the law - Jesus is the new law-giver who comes to complete ("fulfill") the 
law. Although a crowd has gathered, Jesus moves up the mountainside to speak 
with his disciples.  

de "now" - BUT/AND. Transitional; indicating a step in the narrative.  
idwn (eidon) "when he saw [the crowds]" - HAVING SEEN [THE CROWDS]. 

The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as in the NIV, but it is 
possible that it forms a causal clause; "Jesus went up the mountain because he 
saw the crowds."  
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to oroV "a mountainside" - [HE WENT UP TO] THE HILL, MOUNTAIN. Definite 
article may indicate a particular hill, but most likely prompting us to think of that 
most particular of mountains, Mount Sinai.  

kaqisantoV (kaqizw) gen. aor. part. "sat down" - [AND] SITTING DOWN. The 
genitive absolute participle is adverbial, temporal; "when he sat down his 
disciples came to him." A teacher sits down to teach.  

oiJ maqhtai "the disciples" - THE DISCIPLES [OF HIM]. Nominative subject of 
the verb "to come to." Given the context, the beatitudes are for the disciples, but 
are the disciples the "poor in spirit", etc.? Donald Robinson, an oft contributor to 
RTR, takes the view that the beatitudes are statements of grace directed to the 
disciples, "blessed are you, the poor in spirit ...." The text is not that specific, 
although v11-12 does move to "you", meaning "you disciples." Davies & Allison 
notes that the beatitudes properly apply to Jesus the messiah in the terms of Isaiah 
61:1-3. Jesus is the one "poor in spirit", and of course, in union with Christ, the 
disciple becomes "the poor in spirit."  

proshlqan (prosercomai) aor. "came" - CAME TO. "The disciples gathered 
around Jesus to hear his teaching."  

autw/ dat. pro. "to him" - Dative of direct object after the proV prefix verb 
"to come to."  
   
v2 

anoixaV (anoigw) aor. part. " -" - [AND] OPENING [THE MOUTH OF HIM]. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb 
"teach"; "he opened his mouth and taught them", ESV = "he began his teaching 
by saying to them", Phillips.  

edidasken (didaskw) imperf. "he began to teach" - HE TAUGHT [THEM]. 
The imperfect may be used here to make the point that the sermon on the mount 
is a summary of Jesus' teachings, "this is what he used to teach", Barclay, 
although the NIV treats it as an inceptive imperfect. Of course, teaching involves 
a process and it would be natural to express the action in an imperfective tense.  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "saying / he said" - SAYING. The participle is 
adverbial, modal, expressing the manner in which the action of the verb "he 
taught" is accomplished. See "saying", 4:14.  
   
v3 

ii] The beatitudes, v3-10:  
Fortunate are you, the humble ones. Such people are not the "poor" in 

this world's things. Jesus is speaking of the person who is broken before 
God. This person throws themselves on the mercy of God, they put their 
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trust in him, depend on him. They stand in contrast to the "wicked". It is 
the humble who possess the kingdom of God.  

Fortunate are you who mourn over the damage and loss caused by sin. 
Those who weep for such loss will be comforted with God's intimate love.  

Fortunate are you who rely on God for vindication. Those who do not 
try to take for themselves, but rather rely on God to fulfill his promises, 
will inherit the promised land (eternity), Ps.37:11.  

Fortunate are you who desire to stand approved in the sight of God. 
Those who desire to be right before God will indeed find ultimate 
satisfaction in their relationship with Him.  

Fortunate are you who know God's mercy, and in that mercy find that 
they can show mercy to others.  

Fortunate are you who desire to know God, to love him, for in that 
desire you will find him.  

Fortunate are you who are at peace with God.  
Fortunate are you who find yourselves confronted by the darkness of 

this age. The world may reject the child of God, but suffering only 
evidences a far greater treasure, God's eternal kingdom.  

makarioi adj. "blessed" - Predicate adjective. The word "blessed" is not the 
best translation. "Fortunate" or "well off", possibly "happy are you" (in Australia 
we would say "you lucky bastards" - although not from the pulpit!!!). Jesus is 
telling his disciples that they are fortunate to be this way, they are fortunate to 
possess these qualities of life, because in possessing them they inherit God's 
promised kingdom blessings. Davies & Allison make the point that the blessings 
are not earned, the beatitudes are not imperatives. Some translations give this 
impression, eg. "God blesses those people who depend only on him", CEV. 
Better, "O the bliss of those who realize the destination of their own lives", 
Barclay.  

oiJ ptwcoi adj. "the poor" - Nominative subject of an assumed verb to-be; 
"the poor in spirit are blessed." The word refers to those in total poverty, 
possessing nothing and with no means to earn a living other than by receiving 
alms, although here used metaphorically.  

tw/ pneumati (a atoV) dat. "in spirit" - The dative is local, of sphere, 
although Zerwick suggests it is adverbial, reference / respect; "the poor, with 
respect to their spiritual self, are blessed." Irrespective of its classification, the 
prepositional phrase seems to specify the poverty. To be poor in spirit is to be 
totally destitute spiritually and so recognize the need for a total dependence on 
God; "who know their need for God", Phillips. This beatitude has nothing to do 
with physical poverty.  
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oJti "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the poor in 
spirit are blessed. Note repeated use of this conjunction throughout the beatitudes.  

autwn "theirs [is]" - Olmstead suggests that this genitive pronoun modifies 
an assumed predicate nominative basileia, "kingdom"; "the kingdom of heaven 
is the kingdom of them", it is their kingdom. The genitive may be classified as 
adjectival, possessive, although not so much in ownership, as in participation; see 
France. Probably in the sense of consequence, not reward. Those who are 
dependent on God possess the riches of his reign.  

twn ouranwn (oV) gen. "[the kingdom] of heaven" - The genitive may be 
classified as adjectival, possessive, but given that the use of "heaven" is 
deferential, "heaven" being used instead of "God", and that "kingdom" is used in 
the sense of the eschatological reign of God, then the genitive would be classified 
as verbal, subjective. See "kingdom of heaven", 3:2.  
   
v4 

oiJ penqounteV (penqew) part. "those who mourn" - [BLESSED] THE ONES 
MOURNING. The participle serves as a substantive. The only clue to this not being 
physical is that the mourners will be comforted. It is likely that the mourning is 
over sin; "fortunate are those who are broken before God."  

paraklhqhsontai (parakalew) fut. pas. "will be comforted" - [FOR THEY] 
WILL BE COMFORTED. Possibly a divine passive, although many scholars question 
this classification; "God will comfort them", TEV.  
   
v5 

oiJ praeiV (prauV) adj. "the meek" - [BLESSED] THE HUMBLE, GENTLE, THE 
SELF-EFFACED. The adjective functions as a substantive. "Gentle", seems the best 
meaning of the word here; gentle in the sense of not demanding of God, 
"submissive to the will of God" and therefore willing to look to him for 
vindication.  

klhronomhsousin thn ghn "will inherit the earth" - [FOR THEY] WILL 
INHERIT THE EARTH. "Inherit", lit. receive by lot, therefore "possess." Again 
identifying the consequence of covenant inclusion through submission to the 
divine. Here in the terms of Psalm 37:11, inheriting the promised land. "They will 
receive what God has promised", TEV.  
   
v6 

oiJ peinwnteV (peinaw) pres. part. "those who hunger" - [BLESSED] THE 
ONES HUNGERING [AND THIRSTING FOR]. As with "thirsting", the participle 
serves as a substantive.  
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thn dikaiosunhn (h) "righteousness" - RIGHTEOUSNESS, JUSTICE. 
Accusative direct object of the verb "to thirst for." Jesus is not speaking of those 
who strive for social justice, nor really those who desire it. He is referring to a 
desire for personal vindication, of being set-right before God, of being "judged in 
the right with God", Dumbrell. Therefore, Jesus is speaking about "justification", 
the self-same justification expounded by Paul. So, the sense is, "those who desire 
to be set-right before God." This view is disputed by many scholars who argue 
that Matthew never really addresses the Pauline doctrine of a justification, a being 
set right with God grounded on the faithfulness of Christ appropriated through 
faith. Yet, the truth is, the gospels are alive with the doctrine of justification. Jesus 
comes at justification in a typically parabolic way, such that only those with eyes 
to see, see. Paul takes Jesus' teaching and exegetes it for us, such that Jesus is the 
source of the doctrine, not Paul. The Sermon on the Mount is a perfect example 
of how Jesus introduces us to a righteousness that is apart from obedience to the 
law. In the sermon we are confronted by our state of being right before God in 
Christ, of a righteousness apart from works. This fact is reinforced, as it was in 
the Sinai covenant, by the demand for a righteousness that exceeds that of the 
Scribes and the Pharisees, a righteousness, without which, we will never enter the 
kingdom of heaven. By the end of the sermon, we should realize that the 
righteousness of the new covenant is beyond us and that therefore our house faces 
destruction (ie., our righteousness is but filthy rages). This fact reinforces the truth 
that only one person has built their house on rock (ie., heard and applied God's 
perfect law, the law of the heart) and that we need to knock on his door and ask 
to come in (incorporate with Christ and his righteousness) before we get swept 
away by the great flood. In the end, it is only those who hunger and thirst for 
God's approval who are satisfied.  

cortasqhsontai (cortazw) fut. pas. "will be filled" - [FOR THEY] WILL BE 
FILLED, FED, SATISFIED. "Satisfied to the full", Barclay.  
   
v7 

oiJ elehmoneV (wn onoV) "the merciful" - [BLESSED] THE MERCIFUL [FOR 
THEY SHALL BE SHOWN MERCY]. The adjective serves as substantive, subject of 
an assumed verb to-be, "blessed the merciful are." The reciprocal nature of mercy 
and forgiveness is stressed in the New Testament and finds strong support in the 
Old Testament, Ps.18:25-26, Jo.22:9-10, Pr.21:13..... The Lord's Prayer gives us 
the classic example, "forgive us our sins as we forgive those who sin against us." 
This beatitude is not saying that those who show mercy will have mercy shown 
to them, ie., a salvation by works idea. The fortunate are those who have 
experienced God's mercy, and as a consequence, find themselves merciful toward 
others. Such people know God's mercy. Mercy and forgiveness can never be 
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perfectly applied by a believer, but the little we do illustrates the much that God 
does for us in Christ.  
   
v8 

th/ kardia/ (a) dat. "[the pure] in heart" - [BLESSED THE PURE] IN HEART. 
The dative may be treated local, of sphere, or reference / respect, "the pure with 
respect to their heart", so Olmstead. The purity of heart referred to here may be 
the righteousness of Christ, or even the regenerate nature which is ours through 
the gift of the Holy Spirit. It is certainly not some moral or sexual purity. The 
desire to touch the divine probably best describes this quality, and those who 
possess it will "be like him" and see the one "who is invisible."  

oyontai (oJraw) fut. "will see [God]" - "Will find themselves in God's 
presence."  
   
v9 

oiJ eirhnopoioi (oV) "peacemakers" - [BLESSED] THE ONE WHO MAKES 
PEACE BETWEEN WARRING SIDES. Again, the adjective serves as a substantive, 
nominative subject of an assumed verb to-be. A hapax legomenon, once only use 
in the NT. Clearly, Jesus is not thinking of those who are conflict-resolution 
councillors. Nor is he speaking about the peaceful. He may be thinking of the 
peace that comes through the gospel, or even of evangelists as peacemakers, cf. 
Isaiah 52:7. In the end, it is likely that Jesus is speaking of those who have 
themselves made their peace with God.  

qeou (oV) gen. "[sons] of God" - [FOR THEY WILL BE CALLED SONS] OF GOD. 
The genitive is adjectival, relational; an idiomatic phrase expressing membership 
of God's family. Note that "called" sons of God probably means something like 
"ranked" sons of God, so Barclay, or "recognized as" God's children, so Junkins.  
   
v10 

oiJ dediwgmenoi (diwkw) perf. pas. part. "those who are persecuted" - 
[BLESSED] THE ONES BEING PERSECUTED. The perfect tense indicates 
persecution that began in time past, the consequences of which continue into the 
present, although with participles, aspect takes precedence over tense, so duration 
is probably intended. The participle serves as a substantive, subject of an assumed 
verb to-be. The meaning of the word is usually "persecute" in the NT, "to put to 
flight", "to drive away", but also carries a positive sense, "to follow with haste, 
and presumably with intensity of effort, in order to catch up with, for friendly or 
hostile purpose - to run after, to chase after, to pursue. to hasten, to run, to press 
forward, to press on, to follow without hostile intent"*. This meaning certainly 
fits with the other beatitudes; "blessed are you who pursue the living God." The 
trouble is v10 and 11 would indicate that the sense is "persecute": "blessed are 
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you when people persecute you because of your standing with God." There is 
every likelihood that the blessing to the ones being persecuted is only theirs in 
that they vicariously experience persecution in Christ, the only righteous man. 
Only Christ, when forsaken, praised God rather than cursed him. None-the-less, 
as Jesus warned his disciples, a servant is not greater than his master; if they 
persecute the master they will persecute the servant.  

eneken + gen. "because of" - BECAUSE OF, FOR THE SAKE OF. Causal.  
dikaiosunhV (h) gen. "righteousness" - The sense here is open to debate. 

Hill suggests "faithfulness to God's law", ie., ethical righteousness. This is 
certainly something that prompts a negative reaction from those whose ethics 
have much to be desired, particularly if they strive to present as ethically 
righteous; so Fenton, Carson, D&A, etc. Schnackenburg is more specific with 
"fidelity to Jesus Christ and his gospel", cf., Lachs, "because of the Righteous 
One."  

twn ouranwn "[the kingdom] of heaven" - [THE KINGDOM] OF THE 
HEAVENS [IS OF THEM / THEIRS]. For this genitive see v3. Matthew ends with a 
typical inclusio, rounding of the beatitudes as a package by ending where he 
started.  
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5:11-12 

3. Law and Grace, 5:1-7:29 
ii] The persecution of the righteous, 5:11-20 
a) Blessed are you the persecuted 
Synopsis  

Continuing with the Sermon on the Mount Jesus addresses the issue of the 
persecution of the righteous.  
   
Teaching  

Happy, or fortunate is the state of the child of God who is persecuted for 
righteousness' sake; they are blessed because theirs is the kingdom of heaven.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 5:1-10. There is much to support the argument that v11-20 
serve as an exposition of the last beatitude; "blessed are you who are persecuted 
because of righteousness." The passage begins by further developing the issue of 
persecution, v11-12, ends up doing the same thing with regard righteousness, 
v17-20, and then in the middle, it deals with the issue of the righteous living 
within a corrupt world, of being salt and light, v13-16.  
   

ii] Structure: The persecution of the righteous: 
Setting, v1-2; 
The beatitudes, 3-10; 
A model exposition of the last beatitude, v11-20: 

Suffering persecution, v11-12; 
Righteous living in a corrupt world, v13-16; 
Righteousness and the law, v17-20.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

This exposition of the final beatitude serves to explain the meaning of 
all the other beatitudes. The autoi, "they", becomes uJmwn, "you"; it is 
mararioi este, "blessed are you" - blessed are you for being this way. The 
next rather lateral step in interpretation is to understand the blessing as a 
grace that is ours in Christ: "blessed are you for being this way in Christ." 
This line of interpretation would apply to all the beatitudes, to salt and light, 
and to the fulfillment of the law - a fulfillment in Christ. Christ completes 
the revelation of God's perfect law and does it on our behalf. 
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Text - 5:11 
iii] A model exposition of the last beatitude, v11-20: a) Concerning the 

persecution of the righteous, v11-12. The passage begins by further developing 
the issue of persecution - Abuse and slander was the lot of Jesus and a believer 
vicariously shares in Christ's suffering, and sometimes actually experiences it, 
v11-12.  

este "are you" - [BLESSED] ARE YOU. The change from the third person to 
the second person is important, as noted above. This application of the final 
beatitude guides us in the application of the other beatitudes.  

oJtan + subj. "when" - WHENEVER. Introducing an indefinite temporal clause 
expressing general time.  

oneidiswsin (oneidizw) aor. subj. "people insult" - THEY REPROACH, 
UPBRAID [YOU AND PERSECUTE YOU AND SPEAK ALL KINDS OF EVIL].  

yeudomenoi (yeudomai) part. "falsely" - TELLING LIES. The participle is 
adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of speaking evil. The word is not present 
in many manuscripts and so may have been added to reinforce the evil nature of 
the slander.  

kaq (kata) + gen. "against [you]" - Expressing opposition.  
eJneken + gen. "because of [me]" - BECAUSE OF / FOR THE SAKE OF [ME]. 

Causal. Possibly because of their testimony to Christ, but probably better, because 
of their identification with Christ.  
   
v12 

agalliasqe (agalliaw) imp. "be glad" - [REJOICE AND] BE GLAD. "Be 
exceeding glad", AV.  

oJti "because" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why the disciples 
should rejoice and be glad.  

oJ misqoV "reward" - THE REWARD [OF YOU IS GREAT IN THE HEAVENS]. 
Nominative subject of an assumed verb to-be. The exceeding heavenly reward is 
divine approval. "Reward", or "payment / wage", is a bit crass, but serves to 
compare present suffering with future glory and therefore the transitory nature of 
suffering.  

gar "for" - Luke uses gar for oJti above, giving both an equal causal 
standing. Here the choice of gar may still be causal, but a different take may be 
intended, either explanatory or emphatic; "And indeed, in just the same way they 
made the prophets before you suffer persecution", Cassirer.  

ouJtwV adv. "in the same way" - tHUS, SO [THEY PERSECUTED THE 
PROPHETS]. Adverb of manner; pointing back. A persecuted believer stands in 
good company; "people did these same things to the prophets long ago", CEV.  
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pro + gen. "before [you]" - Temporal use of the preposition; "before" in 
time.  
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5:13-16 

3. Law and Grace, 5:1-7:29 
ii] The persecution of the righteous, 5:11-20 
b) Salt and light 
Synopsis  

Continuing with the Sermon on the Mount and the issue of the persecution 
of the righteous, Jesus addresses two qualities which prompt persecution, namely, 
being salt and light.  
   
Teaching  

God's children, as they live within a corrupt environment, are the salt of the 
earth and a light to the world.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 5:11-12.  
 

   
ii] Structure: The light of the world: 

Setting, v1-2; 
The beatitudes, 3-10; 
A model exposition of the last beatitude, v11-20: 

Suffering persecution, v11-12; 
Righteous living in a corrupt world, v13-16; 

the parable / saying of the salt, v13; 
the parable / saying of the light, v14-16.  

Righteousness and the law, v17-20.  
   

iii] Interpretation -  
The two parables of salt and light set the direction of the sermon on 

the Mount. The new Israel (Christ and those in Christ) is the salt of the 
earth, it is a covenant compliant people in full possession of God's promised 
blessings. The new Israel (Christ and those in Christ) is a light to the 
nations, a radiance of God's righteousness to a broken world.  

Dumbrell, in The Logic of the Role of the Law in Matthew, Novum 
Testamentum, 23/1, 1981, divides 5:1-20 into three sections; the re-
identification of the true Israel, v3-12; a definition of the nature and 
function of the true Israel, v13-16; and the eschatological validity of the 
role of the law, v17-20. Dumbrell argues that the salt and light images have 
quite different intentions, salt illustrating the nature of Israel, and light 
illustrating her purpose. Both images serve to house an abstract truth, 
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indicative in form, in the sense that they both describe a truth (the nature 
and function of discipleship, cf. also Strecker), but do so without denying 
the imperative, ie., what is, and what should be, stand together. So, salt 
illustrates the new Israel's nature, while light illustrates her purpose / 
function.  

Drawing on the covenantal image, "the salt of the covenant", Lev.2:13 
(Israel as the salt of the land), Jesus restates Israel's nature as revealed in 
the beatitudes, namely the state of being a people of covenant compliance, 
right before God, possessing the promised blessings of the covenant. With 
the indicative there does seem to be an implied imperative, the be what you 
are, namely the requirement for covenant fidelity, since saltless salt is good 
for nothing. With "light" there is a definite imperative, "let your light 
shine", but not so with salt; there is no "be salt." Covenant fidelity rests on 
divine mercy appropriated through faith, a faith like Abraham's. The 
righteousness that God requires is found in God himself, or more 
particularly, in Christ. The new Israel, in Christ, stands in the faithfulness 
of Christ, and so is "blessed", v3-10. The old Israel stands outside God's 
mercy in Christ and is therefore no longer salt, but dross to be cast out and 
trampled underfoot.  

As for Israel's purpose, her covenant function, she is to be a light to the 
Gentiles. The splendour of Zion is to the whole world, drawing the nations 
to her brightness, to the righteousness of God in Christ. Here, the indicative 
is followed by the imperative, "let your light shine."  

Of course, the Israel Jesus is referring to is the new Israel of covenant 
fulfillment, the Israel that now welcomes the stranger within its gates (the 
Gentiles). This new Israel is primarily realized in the person of Jesus; he is 
faithful Israel because only he has been covenant-compliant and so 
therefore only he can appropriate the full blessings of the covenant, namely 
life. It is only through a relationship with Jesus that his disciples become 
God's faithful Israel, and this as a gift of divine mercy. As for historic Israel, 
she is now a deserted city.  
   

The parable of the salt: This parable is found in all three synoptic 
gospels, Mk.9:50, Lk.14:34-35. All three versions are slightly different, 
giving different applications. If there was some common form of the 
parable it may have gone something like " Salt is good, but if it loses its 
saltiness it is good for nothing, but to throw away." Of course, the image is 
such a common one, Jesus could well have used it differently in different 
situations.  
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The idea of saltless salt was well understood by people of the time. 
Leached rock-salt may look like salt and was once mostly salt, but now all 
that is left is a chemical residue which can no longer preserve, purify, 
savour or fertilize (salt was used in small quantities to fertilize the ground). 
Such salt is worthless other than to be mixed with mud and used to 
waterproof a roof and then trodden underfoot.  

Mark's application of the parable is rather vague. "Have salt in 
yourselves, and be at peace with each other", Mk.9:50b. This seems to 
stress fellowship within the Christian community. Luke uses the parable 
without a direct application, but its context seems to dictate a dependence 
on the salt of Christ. A disciple who "does not carry his cross and follow" 
Jesus, 14:26, is as saltless salt. Such a person is good for nothing, but to be 
"thrown out."  

In Matthew the indicative is dominant, "you are the salt of the earth", 
and as salt, expect to be persecuted.  
   

The parable of the light. This parable appears also in Mark, 4:21, and 
Luke 8:16 and 11:33. Only Matthew gives a clear and direct application. 
The other gospel writers imply an application.  

In its historical setting, Israel was to be a light to the Gentiles. God's 
truth to the world was hidden in the corruption of Israel's institutions and 
public life and in its failure to proclaim the truths of God's revelation 
beyond the covenant community. Israel was to be the "light of the world", 
"a city on a hill", a lamp "on its stand." This was Israel's purpose, but it 
failed. Of course, as noted above, light is a common element of life and 
Jesus may well have used the image differently in different situations.  

Mark uses the parable to teach a truth about the mystery of the 
kingdom. Jesus presents the gospel in parables (in riddles) to draw out the 
true seeker. The purpose of the parable is not to confuse, but to separate the 
hearers. It is God's intention that the light of the gospel should not be hidden 
under a bowl, but placed on a lamp stand for all to see. The parable 
proclaims the gospel for those who have eyes to see. So be careful what 
you see; "consider carefully what you hear."  

Luke presents a similar teaching in 8:16, while in 11:33 he again makes 
the same point, but in a different context. The saying follows the "sign of 
Jonah" discourse. The sign of Jonah is not his three days in the belly of a 
"big fish" (to represent Jesus' three days in the tomb), but his preaching to 
Nineveh. Similarly, the sign is imaged in the wisdom of Solomon displayed 
to "the Queen of the South." The sign to this "wicked generation" is the 
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sign of a proclaimed word from God. In this sense, God does not hide his 
word under a tub, but lifts it high for all to see.  

When it comes to Matthew, the light, a light that is and must shine, 
amounts to the gospel, the announcement of the righteousness of God found 
in Christ. Jesus is "the light of the world" and thus "the light to the nations", 
and in him we are that light. So shine, and know that in shining there is 
persecution.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
There are limited parallels with Mark, more with Luke (even the 

gospel of Thomas). It is generally felt that the prime source is Q, with few 
commentators accepting the priority of Matthew (the Griesbach 
hypothesis). Mutual independence is not widely accepted, but should not 
be rejected.  

 
Homiletics: Let the light shine 

Bonhoeffer puts it this way, "flight into the invisible is a denial of the call. A 
community of Jesus which seeks to hide itself has ceased to follow him." "The 
good word without the good walk is of no value", Stier.  

Israel was to be a light to the Gentiles. God's truth, entrusted to his people, 
was to radiate to a broken and lost world. This light glorifies God for it serves to 
gather the lost from the ends of the earth. Jesus gives the same purpose to the new 
Israel of God. 

The demand that we be the light of the world is not a demand for a displayed 
righteousness. The righteousness we must display is Christ's righteousness - there 
is only one person who properly serves as "the light of the world." The true light 
is the Suffering Servant, Isa.42:6, 49:6, and Jesus is that light, Matt.4:16, cf. 
Jn.8:12, 9:15, 12:35, 1Jn.2:15. He is the true Israelite who knows the truth, 
proclaims the truth and lives the truth. He has faithfully followed God's way, and 
so in his life, death and resurrection, has brought "praise" to his "Father in 
heaven." By grace, through faith, we bathe in his light; we are light in him. 

Jesus calls on the new Israel to be the light of the world, to radiate the mercy 
of God into the dark crevices of our broken world. 
 
Text - 5:13  

Salt and light, v13-16: i] In the parable / saying of the salt Jesus announces 
to his disciples that they are the salt of the earth. The Bible tells us that Israel was 
the salt of the earth, but now Jesus announces to his disciples that they are the 
salt, they are God's special covenant people and this through their relationship 
with Jesus. They are the new Israel in Christ, standing in the faithfulness of Christ, 
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and therefore eternally "blessed", cf. v3-10. The new Israel (Christ and those in 
Christ) is the salt of the earth, it is a covenant compliant people in full possession 
of God's promised blessings, v13; to be otherwise is not to be salt. The context 
reminds us that the world reacts negatively to saltiness. 

umeiV "you" - Emphatic by position and use.  
este (eimi) pres. "are" - Indicative statement, not "be salt", but "you are salt". 

See above. The prophetic nature of the statement is lost with "you are like salt."  
thV ghV (h) "of the earth" - [THE SALT] OF THE EARTH. "The human world." 

The genitive is adjectival, possibly attributive, limiting "salt" = "earthly salt", but 
then in what sense is this true? Maybe verbal, objective, "for everyone on earth", 
CEV, although "salt" is not really a verbal noun. Better taken as possessive, "you 
are the earth's salt", Phillips.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, introducing a contrast.  
ean + subj. "if" - IF [THE SALT]. Introducing a conditional clause, 3rd. class, 

where the condition has the possibility of coming true, "if, as may be the case, 
..... then .....", although Zerwick suggests a distinction between the usual an + 
subj form, with this form expressing a future possibility, an "eventual" condition, 
#320.  

mwranqh/ (mwrainw) aor. pas. subj. "loses its saltiness" - BECOMES FOOLISH 
= TASTELESS = SALTLESS. Probably "is of low grade", Albright, ie., polluted / 
diluted, see notes above.  

en "how" - iN [WHAT WAY]. Instrumental, expressing means; "by what means 
will it become salty again?" The question implies that it can't; "what can ever give 
its saltiness back again?", Barclay.  

alisqhsetai (alizw) fut. "can it be made salty again" - WILL IT BECOME 
SALTY. The subject is possibly thV ghV, "the earth", "how will the earth be made 
salty", but more likely to alaV, "the salt".  

eti adv. "no longer" - [IT IS GOOD FOR NOTHING] ANY LONGER, STILL. 
"Useful".  

eiV "for [anything]" - INTO. Here expressing purpose / end-view / goal, "for 
/ in order to"; "to no purpose is it still useful" = "it has become (better "is") 
worthless", TEV.  

ei mh "except" - EXCEPT. Introducing an exceptive clause which establishes 
a contrast by designating an exception. The saltless salt is useless, except for one 
possible use, namely being trampled under-foot. See notes above. "But".  

blhqen (ballw) aor. part. "to be thrown" - HAVING BEEN THROWN. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the action of 
being trodden under foot; "good for nothing, but to be cast out and trodden under 
foot", AV.  
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exw adv. "out" - OUTSIDE. Adverb of place.  
katapateisqai (katapatew) aor. pas. inf. "trampled" - [BUT] TO BE 

TRAMPLED ON. Rather than purpose, the infinitive here may express the result of 
the saltless salt having no useful purpose, "and consequently trampled under 
people's feet", although it more properly forms an infinitival phrase, object of the 
verb iscuei, "useful", standing in apposition to "to/for nothing"; "it (the salt) is 
strong / useful to/for nothing, except/but to be / that it be trampled on." "If the 
salt should become (be) tasteless, what can make it salt again? It is completely 
useless and can only be thrown out of doors and stamped under foot", Phillips.  

uJpo + gen. "by [men]" - BY [MEN]. Expressing agency. "Men" is a 
generalization; "by human feet", Cassirer.  
   
v14 

ii] Matthew goes on to record the parable / saying of the light. Unlike the 
other gospel writers, Matthew applies the parable, cf., v16. The new Israel (Christ 
and those in Christ) is a light to the nations, a radiance of God's righteousness to 
a broken world ("God's dynamic fidelity to his covenant promises", Dumbrell; 
"God's saving righteousness", Schreiner). It is impossible for this light not to 
shine, just as it is impossible to build a city on a hill that is hidden, or to light a 
lamp to give darkness. So, let your light shine - be what you are.  

umeiV "you" - Emphatic by position and use.  
este (eimi) "are" - Again indicative, "you are the light". Again, addressing 

the disciples, although as above, Jesus is the light of the world (cf. Isaiah 42:6) 
and disciples are light in him.  

tou kosmou (oV) "[the light] of the world" - [THE LIGHT] OF THE WORLD. 
As above, adjectival, probably possessive, "you are the world's light", Phillips.  

keimenh (keimai) pres. part. "[on a hill] / built [on a hill]" - LYING [UPON A 
MOUNTAIN]. The participle is adjectival, limiting "city"; "a city which is set / is 
lying on a hill."  

krubhnai (kruptw) aor. pas. inf. "[cannot] be hidden" - [IS NOT ABLE] TO 
BE HIDDEN. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the negated 
verb "is not able".  
   
v15 

oude .... all "neither ..... but" - NOR ..... BUT. Counterpoint construction. 
The counterpoint construction links the clauses concerning the city and the lamp. 
Together they "represent parallel impossibilities", Nolland. "Neither does 
someone light their house by removing all the light bulbs. The light bulbs are left 
fitted so everyone can see."  
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kaiousin (kaiw) pres. "light" - [NOR] DO THEY LIGHT, BURN. Unlike aptw, 
"touch = light", this word emphasizes the action of keeping the lamp burning.  

lucnon (oV) "a lamp" - AN OIL LAMP. Accusative direct object of the verb 
"to light."  

uJpo + acc. "under" - [AND PLACE IT] UNDER. Spatial.  
ton modion (oV) "a bowl" - THE BASKET, GRAIN BUCKET. A basket 

particularly used for measuring grain. Sized at 9 litres.  
all (alla) "instead" - BUT. Adversative.  
epi + acc. "on" - UPON [THE LAMPSTAND]. Spatial; "upon".  
kai "and [it gives light]" - AND [IT LIGHTS]. Here probably standing in for 

wJste, giving a final, or consecutive sense. Most likely consecutive expressing 
result.  

toiV "-" - [ALL] THE ONES [IN THE HOUSE]. The NIV treats the article as an 
adjectivizer, turning the prepositional phrase, "in the house", into an attributive 
adjective limiting the adjective "all" which serves as the substantive "everyone".  
   
v16 

ou{twV adv. "in the same way" - SO, IN THIS WAY. This modal comparative 
is backward referencing here; "in like manner."  

lamyatw (lampw) aor. imp. "let [you light] shine" - LET SHINE. Imperative, 
"shine your light", TH.  

uJmwn gen. pro. "your" - [THE LIGHT] OF YOU. The genitive is adjectival, 
probably possessive, the light possessed as a derivative characteristic, but 
possibly attributive, idiomatic / producer, "the light which shines from you".  

emprosqen + gen. "before [men]" - IN FRONT OF, BEFORE [MEN]. Spatial. As 
the city and the lamp is visible to "everyone", so the light which radiates from the 
disciple should shine "for all to see", TH.  

o{pwV + subj. "that [they may see]" - THAT [THEY MAY SEE]. This 
construction usually forms a final clause expressing purpose, "in order that", 
possibly hypothetical result, "so that".  

ta kala erga "good works" - THE GOOD WORKS [OF YOU]. Accusative 
direct object of the verb "to see." A phrase common in the NT, occurring about 
thirty times, but with the works defined by the context. The "good works" here 
are usually explained in ethical terms: "living according to the perfection of the 
kingdom and thus manifesting the righteousness of the Torah, according to the 
correct interpretation, examples of which are shortly to emerge", Hagner, so also 
Davies & Allison. Yet, this ignores the light's "mission perspective", Nolland, 
and this in the revelation of a particular "righteousness." This "missionary 
function", Luz, is not fulfilled through the application of the ethical demands 
outlined from v21 onward, given that any attempt to live out this exceeding 
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righteousness is doomed to compromise and failure. The "good work" is the 
revelation of the righteousness of God, "his saving activity", Talbert, evident in 
Christ. This work, this function of the new Israel, is realized in making known 
the gospel, a work that is indeed good/worthy.  

doxaswsin (doxazw) aor. subj. "praise" - [AND] MAY PRAISE, GLORIFY. "The 
deeds (works) of Jesus' disciples glorify, not the doers, but the one who gave the 
promise of sonship", Strecker.  

ton + dat. "[Father in heaven]" - [THE FATHER OF YOU] THE ONE [IN 
HEAVEN]. The article serves as an adjectivizer turning the prepositional phrase "in 
heaven" into an attributive modifier limiting "Father"; "your Father who is in 
heaven." The Father reigns in his heavenly kingdom. The use of "Father" 
expresses "the distinctive relationship which exists between God and those who, 
through their response to Jesus' message, have become subjects of his kingdom", 
France.  
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5:17-20 

3. Law and Grace, 5:1-7:29 
ii] The persecution of the righteous, 5:11-20 
c) Righteousness and the law 
Synopsis  

Continuing with the Sermon on the Mount and Jesus' exposition of the 
beatitude "blessed are you who are persecuted because of righteousness", Jesus 
explains the righteousness he has in mind.  
   
Teaching  

The Law has eschatological validity in establishing the righteous status / 
state of a believer.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 5:11-12.  
   

ii] Structure: Jesus' teaching about the law: 
Setting, v1-2; 
The beatitudes, 3-10; 
A model exposition of the last beatitude, v11-20: 

Suffering persecution, v11-12; 
Righteous living in a corrupt world, v13-16; 
Righteousness and the law, v17-20. 

Jesus fulfills the law, 17-19: 
the law abides. 

Exceeding righteousness is found in Christ, v20.  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
Dumbrell argues that in v17-20 we have "a radical demand for the 

interiorizing of the law." This is defined in the examples that follow, not by 
contradicting Pharisaic tradition, but by drawing out the substance of 
Mosaic law. As was the case in the Sinai covenant, the new age of covenant 
fulfillment links law with grace. The law was always in the national heart 
of Israel, and now, through the Spirit, it resides in the psyche of the new 
Israel in Christ. In the psyche, the law both forces us to rest on grace and 
to be what we are in Christ. ie., on one hand, the law serves to expose sin, 
prompting a search for divine mercy, and on other hand, it serves to guide 
/ shape right living.  

The two-pronged function of the law, of exposing sin and guiding the 
life of a child of faith, is evident in the Sinai covenant. The law exposes the 
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impossibility of covenant compliance, enacting the curse of the law. This 
forces a reliance on the central tenet of the Abrahamic covenant, namely a 
righteousness that depends on the righteousness of God appropriated 
through faith. Along with this function, the law serves a secondary 
function, namely to guide the life of redeemed Israel. Jesus, in the Great 
Sermon (Jesus' covenant renewal document), restates the importance of the 
law. The two functions of the Law remain, for Jesus has not come to do 
away with it, nor lessen its importance, v17-19.  

It seems likely that in v20 Jesus articulates the first function, namely 
to expose sin, prompting a reliance on divine grace. This is illustrated by 
reinterpreting various laws which primarily serve to expose sin, but also 
guide the Christian life, v21-48. Jesus then moves on to deal with practical 
guidance for the Christian life, 6:1ff.  

The weight given to these two functions of the law has never been fully 
resolved. Luther put more weight on the first function, Calvin on the 
second. Weight given to the second often prompts a third, namely the idea 
that the law restrains sin and thus promotes holiness (a view repugnant to 
Luther [and Paul!!!]). Weight on the first can prompt perfectionism (sin 
doesn't matter - "let us sin that grace may abound", etc.). So obviously, both 
functions must be held in tension, although with priority given to the first.  

 
Homiletics: Jesus and the Law 

Our reading today reminds us that God's law, consisting of the 
commandments of the Old Testament with their interpretation in the Prophets and 
the ethical demands of the New Testament, retains its validity in the Christian 
life. As Georg Strecker puts it "the law cannot and may not pass away." 

God's law serves two functions in the Christian life. The every-day function, 
the one that Jesus is not alluding to here, is that of guiding the Christian life. The 
Law’s other function serves to expose sin, it serves to force the child of God to 
rely on a righteousness, a perfect uprightness in the sight of God, that is not done 
and cannot be done, but can only be received as a gift. 

Jesus brings the law to its destined end; he completes it. Jesus completes the 
law by clearly presenting it in all its purity. Yet, even more important than that, 
Jesus actually does it, the only person who has ever done it, ever completed it. 
Faced with the radiance of God's law in the Sermon on the Mount, we are driven 
to the foot of the cross. As Paul puts it, "the law was put in charge to lead us to 
Christ that we might be justified by faith", Gal.3:24. The law serves to expose our 
state of loss before God, and therefore, our need for a saviour. Jesus completes 
this function of the law by demanding a "righteousness which surpasses that of 
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the Scribes and Pharisees" and then, on our behalf, he completes the law's 
demands in his own life by obeying them. 

So, there we have it, a righteousness that exceeds that of the Scribes and the 
Pharisees freely ours for the asking. 
 
Text - 5:17 

Righteousness and the law, v17-20: i] Jesus fulfills the law. a) In the age of 
covenant fulfillment, the law abides and continues v17. Jesus lived a liberated 
life, and therefore was criticized as a libertarian. Against this criticism, Jesus 
reaffirms the validity of the Mosaic law and its interpretation in the prophetic 
books of the Bible. Jesus did not come to abolish this revelation from God, but 
rather to "complete" it, ie. "to bring to its destined end", Davies.  

mh nomishte aor. subj. "do not think" - DO NOT THINK. A subjunctive of 
prohibition. The aorist is probably inceptive; "do not begin to think", Banks.  

oJti "that" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of perception 
expressing what the disciples should not think.  

katalusai (kataluw) aor. inf. "to abolish" - [I CAME] TO DESTROY. The 
infinitive introduces a final clause expressing purpose, "in order that."  

h] "or" - [THE LAW] OR [THE PROPHETS]. The disjunctive "or" serves to 
separate the "law" and "prophets" rather than treat them the same. The sense is 
probably law + it's interpretation by the prophets. "Either the law, or it's prophetic 
interpretation", Dumbrell.  

alla "but" - [I DID NOT COME TO ABOLISH] BUT. Strong adversative sitting 
within a counterpoint construction; "not .... but ...."  

plhrwsai aor. inf. "to fulfill" - As for "to abolish", the infinitive is again 
final expressing purpose. Possibly "to bring to its destined end", Davies & 
Allison, or possibly better "complete" = "bringing to fulfillment a prior scriptural 
pronouncement or body of teaching, by giving to it full validity", Dumbrell. See 
Carson for a good survey of the different interpretations offered.  
   
v18 

b) Jesus supports his statement, v18. It is easy to suppose that with the 
coming of Jesus the Mosaic law is made redundant. Yet, even its smallest aspect 
remains valid, completely fulfilling its function of driving us toward God's grace 
and guiding us in the Christian life. The "smallest letter" in the Hebrew alphabet, 
our "i", and the "serif" or "dash", serve to illustrate that even the smallest detail 
of God's will abides.  

gar "for" - More reason than cause, introducing an explanation of v17; "Let 
me explain, until heaven and earth pass away, not an iota ......."  
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amhn gar legw uJmin "I tell you the truth" - FOR TRULY I SAY TO YOU. 
Idiomatic phrase serving to emphasize the words that follow; "for verily I say 
unto you", AV.  

eJwV an + subj. "until" - UNTIL [HEAVEN AND EARTH]. This construction 
introduces an indefinite temporal clause referring to a future time in relation to 
the main verb; "until".  

parelqh/ (parercomai) aor. subj. "disappear" - PASS AWAY, COME TO AN 
END. Expressing the impossibility of dispensing with God's law (ie. its 
permanence) and thus its validity for believers, given that heaven (and earth [for 
a Jew]) is eternal; "so long as heaven and earth shall last", Barclay.  

iwta "the smallest letter" - [ONE] LETTER. Nominative subject of the 
negated verb "to pass away." Referring to the smallest letter in the Hebrew 
alphabet, our letter i.  

keraia "the least stoke of a pen" - [OR] ONE SMALL STROKE. Referring to 
the little horn, our serif.  

ou mh + subj. "not ..... by any means" - [MAY] NOT NOT = IN NO WAY [PASS 
AWAY]. This construction forms an emphatic negation; "not in any way ...."  

apo + gen. "from [the Law]" - FROM [THE LAW]. Expressing separation; 
"away from."  

e{wV an + subj. "until" - UNTIL [EVERYTHING]. Introducing an indefinite 
temporal clause as above.  

panta genhtai "everything is accomplished" - ALL MAY BECOME = 
HAPPEN, TAKE PLACE = PASS AWAY. We may well have a now / not yet problem 
here. In the now, the inbreaking of the new age in Jesus, the age that inaugurates 
the promises of the covenant, the law abides/continues, but in the not yet, the day 
of Christ's presence / coming, appearing, the age that realizes the promises of the 
covenant, a law written on the heart supersedes a law on stone. Still, either way 
the law abides!!! Jesus has just made the point that there are no limitations to the 
law, so is he now setting a limit? Strecker suggests that Jesus' point is "that the 
law cannot and may not pass away, so that everything it demands will be 
realized." For the new Israel, the law retains its validity, and under God it 
completely fulfills its function.  
   
v19 

c) Application, v19. A believer who relaxes, sets aside or teaches against 
even the least of God's commandments, is acting against God's intentions and 
well deserves to be called the least in the kingdom of heaven. Those who endorse 
and teach the law are acting as God would have them and well deserve to be 
called great in the kingdom of heaven.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, drawing a logical conclusion.  
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o}V ean + subj. "anyone who" - WHOSOEVER. Introducing a relative 
conditional clause 3rd. class where the condition has the possibility of coming 
true; "whoever, as the case may be, ..... then [they will be called great in the 
kingdom of heaven." See BDF 380.1 for indefinite relative clauses serving to 
make a general assertion or supposition.  

lush/ (luw) aor. subj. "breaks" - LOOSENS, RELAXES. "Repeal, annul, 
abolish", BAGD. Possibly "disrespect", Junkins.  

toutwn twn entolwn gen. "these commandments" - [ONE OF THESE 
LEAST] COMMANDMENTS. The genitive is adjectival, partitive. Which 
commandments? Given that Jesus forcefully makes a distinction between the 
lesser matters of ritual etc. and the weightier matters of the moral law (insect law 
and camel law!), it is difficult to conceive that Jesus is now making no distinction. 
Some suggest that he is referring to the ten commandments, but this does not fit 
with the sense of v18. Jesus is simply making the point that the complete will of 
God, as expressed in the commandments, stands as a single package and that 
picking and choosing within the package, or assessing the relative value of the 
divine will within the package, is simply not on. All the elements of the divine 
will are eternal.  

ouJtwV adv. "[teaches others] accordingly" - [AND TEACHES MEN] THUS, IN 
THIS WAY. This modal comparative adverb points back (anaphoric).  

klhqhsetai (kalew) fut. "will be called" - then HE WILL BE CALLED. 
Identified as, so "that person will be of least significance in the kingdom of 
heaven", Cassirer.  

elacistoV adj. "least" - The superlative of microV. Nominative complement 
of the subject "he" of the verb "will be called" standing in a double nominative 
construction. The NT often seems to imply degrees of reward for disciples, based 
on the faithfulness of their Christian walk. Yet, degrees in heavenly reward is a 
dubious concept, so possibly these images refer to degrees of responsibility. This 
reflects the rabbinical view that there is a rank order in the kingdom of heaven. 
None-the-less, it seems more likely that the language used serves to reinforce the 
importance of giving due respect to the divine will. "The commandments are so 
important that setting aside one of the least of them is a sufficiently serious matter 
that the consequence will be to be called the least in the kingdom of heaven", 
Nolland.  

en + dat. "in" - Local, expressing space.  
twn ouranwn (oV) gen. "[the kingdom] of heaven". [THE KINGDOM] OF THE 

HEAVENS [BUT WHOEVER PRACTICES AND TEACHES THEM THIS ONE WILL BE 
CALLED GREAT]. See 3:2.  
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v20 

ii] The exceeding righteousness found in Christ, v20. The "Pharisees" (a lay 
movement of Jews dedicated to law obedience) and the "teachers of the law" 
(scribes, professional students and teachers of the law), maintained an 
outstanding law-righteousness, but their dedication was unable to secure or 
progress their standing before God. Membership in the kingdom of heaven 
requires an exceeding righteousness, an uprightness in the sight of God that is 
perfect. Yet, such righteousness is beyond us. Matthew would have us hold this 
point in mind as we read on. In 5:21-47 Jesus explains the full requirements of 
the law, and thus leaves us in no doubt that we have failed to obey the law. Who 
then can claim the perfection of God? v48. Even when we claim some merit by 
at least keeping the commandments on adultery and murder, we are reminded that 
we have broken these as well (ie. we are all in the #10 box. The #8 box doesn't 
exist). The thought is as good as the deed in God's eyes. So, all of us are mere 
sinners under the judgement of God. We are indeed people who have built our 
"house on the sand" and so face the "great crash." Our only hope is to enter the 
house of someone who has built his house on rock, someone who has heard and 
done the will of God. Of course, we must await the exposition of the apostle to 
understand how the obedience of Christ applies to the sinner. It is Paul who 
explains that Christ is the one righteous Israelite and that his righteousness 
belongs to those who are united to him by faith. By this means the repentant 
sinner can stand perfect before the judge of the universe and receive the reward 
of faithful obedience. Of course, although the Sermon on the Mount details a 
righteousness that only Christ can keep, and has indeed kept, it is a righteousness 
which we, in the power of the indwelling Spirit of Christ, must aim at. We will 
never do it, but as disciples of Christ we will strive to aim at the ideal. So, Jesus' 
exposition of the law, as well as driving us to the cross for mercy, drives us 
forward in the Christian journey in preparation for our rule with him in eternity.  

gar "for" - FOR [I SAY]. More reason than cause; explanatory and therefore 
not translated, "let me explain ...."; "I tell you, you will certainly not get into the 
kingdom of heaven unless ...", Barclay  

oJti "that" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of indirect speech 
expressing what Jesus is wanting to say to his disciples.  

ean mh + subj. "unless" - IF NOT = LEST, UNLESS, EXCEPT, as the case may 
be ..... then ...... Introducing a negated conditional clause, 3rd. class, where the 
condition has the possibility of coming true.  

hJ dikaiosunh (h) "righteousness" - THE RIGHTEOUSNESS [OF YOU]. 
Nominative subject of the verb "to exceed." Obviously not the strict legal 
correctness of the Pharisees, the business of observing regulations, but "keeping 
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the commandments (the divine will) in depth, .... a radical obedience", Morris. 
As noted above, such a demand inevitably requires "a given righteousness", cf. 
Morris, p111. Of course, many commentators do not accept that Jesus is leading 
his listeners to a "given righteousness." Most argue that Jesus is speaking about 
a different kind of righteousness, not just a keeping of rules, but internalized love. 
Jesus demands "a radical interiorizing, a total obedience to God, a complete self-
giving to neighbour that carries the ethical thrust of the Law to its God-willed 
conclusion, even when this means in some cases abrogating the letter of the law", 
Meier, Law, 110. It may seem that this is what Jesus is demanding, yet we are 
less able to do an interiorized righteousness than just keeping the rules. So, Jesus 
must be leading his listeners to a "given righteousness", although probably not 
the imputed righteousness of systematic theology. A person's state of being right 
/ judged right before God rests on the righteousness of Christ, which state is 
appropriated by incorporation in Christ through faith. Of course, Jesus leaves 
such fine nuances of theology to his exegete, the apostle Paul.  

pleion adv. "surpasses" - [EXCEEDS] GREATER, BEYOND, MORE. 
Comparative adverb.  

twn grammatewn kai qafisaiwn gen. "that of the Pharisees and the 
teachers of the law" - The genitive is may be treated as ablative, of comparison; 
"unless your righteousness is greater than the Scribes and the Pharisees." 
Olmstead suggests it is adjectival, verbal, subjective, modifying / limiting the 
assumed noun "righteousness"; "unless your righteousness exceeds beyond the 
righteousness (right behaviour) of the Scribes and Pharisees."  

ou mh + subj. "[you will] certainly not [enter]" - [YOU MAY] NOT NOT = 
NEVER EVER [ENTER INTO THE KINGDOM OF THE HEAVENS]. Subjunctive of 
emphatic negation. Those devoid of "righteousness" will not "enter life", they 
will not come under God's rule.  
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5:21-37 

3. Law and Grace, 5:1-7:29 
iii] Righteousness and love, 5:21-48 
a) Jesus' demand for perfection under the law 
Synopsis  

Continuing with the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus speaks on the law as it 
related to murder, adultery, divorce and lying.  
   
Teaching  

For the full appropriation of covenant blessings, righteous perfection is 
demanded of a child of God. Such reveals the need for a covenant standing which 
is apart from law-obedience.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 5:1-10.  
   

ii] Structure: Perfection: 
The intolerant demands of the Law 

The sixth commandment, v21-22; 
Response, v23-26: 

Two parabolic sayings. 
The seventh commandment, v27-28; 

Response, v29-30: 
Two parabolic sayings. 

Divorce, v31-32; 
Truth-telling, v33-37.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

In further identifying the righteousness that exceeds that of the Scribes 
and the Pharisees, Jesus outlines a number of commandments from the law 
of Moses which were central to rabbinic teaching, and in doing so, exposes 
the impossible ideals which transcend the law, ideals which must be rightly 
performed if a person is to "enter the kingdom of God." Jesus first examines 
the sixth commandment, with particular reference to anger, linking inward 
malevolence with the outward act of murder, v21-26, then he examines the 
seventh commandment, again linking a person's inward disposition with 
the external act of adultery, v27-30, while commenting on the related issue 
of divorce, v31-32. Finally, Jesus examines the third commandment as it 
relates to truth-telling, v33-37. Although Jesus' exposition of the law in this 
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chapter does provide guidance for living the Christian life, it is not the 
prime purpose:  
   

The prime purpose of Jesus' exposition of the Law is to expose sin, 
thus forcing the child of God to rest, as did Abraham, on a 
righteousness which is apart from works of the law, a righteousness 
which is found in the mercy of God realized in the faithfulness of 
Christ and appropriated through faith.  
   

So, to establish that grace is the only ground upon which a person may 
stand before an all-seeing righteous God, Jesus explains the reality of God's 
demands with regard to murder, adultery and divorce, and oaths / truth-
telling. God demands perfection and so we had better make peace with him 
quickly before we are "thrown into prison", v23-26. Any thought that we 
can stand in our own right needs to be expunged, cut off, otherwise we will 
end up in "Gehenna", v29-30.  
   

For the eschatological validity of the Law see 5:17-20.  
   

Two parables concerning the need to address the problem of sin in the 
face of impending eschatological crises (the coming kingdom of God), v23-
26. Matthew links these two independent parables (illustrations / 
applications / short parables / similes / metaphors) with the saying 
concerning the exceeding righteousness expected of the sixth 
commandment, v21-22. Both parables are usually treated as "two little 
parables about reconciliation", France, urging a situation where 
"reconciliation replaces hatred", Davies & Allison, ie., they are ethical in 
intent, so Carson, Hagner, Nolland, Gundry, Strecker, Luz, France, Fenton, 
..... Morris, who also takes the ethical line, seeks to address the incongruous 
fact that the parables concern, not our own ranker, but the ranker we have 
prompted in another. "It is not enough to control one's own temper (though 
that is important); one must not arouse other people's anger [as well]", 
Morris. Of all the ethical approaches, this seems best. Yet, an ethical 
application (eg. be reconciled / don't provoke anger in others) may not be 
the intended purpose of these parables.  

As Dodd says of parables, they are concrete pictures which express an 
abstraction. Teaching parables illustrate the abstraction, while kingdom 
parables encapsulate the abstraction, usually unexplained. It is likely that 
these particular parables are of the riddle / parabolic / kingdom kind, 
although somewhat allegorical. The task is to identify a singular truth, a 
truth framed by the immediacy of the coming kingdom of God. Jeremias in 
Parables calls such parables "crisis parables". So, what is the abstraction 
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here? It is likely that Jesus is teaching the necessity of establishing covenant 
compliance in the face of impending eschatological crisis. If we are to stand 
in that coming day we will need something more than our own flawed 
righteousness; only a righteousness bestowed by divine grace can make us 
covenant compliant.  
   

Two sayings concerning the need to address the problem of sin in the 
face of impending eschatological crises (the coming kingdom of God), v29-
30. Matthew links these two independent sayings with the saying 
concerning the exceeding righteousness expected of the seventh 
commandment, v27-28. Both sayings are usually taken to emphasize "the 
crucial importance of taking whatever measures are necessary to control 
natural passions that tend to flare out of control", Mounce, so Filson, 
Morris, Nolland ("radical moral seriousness"), Carson, Hagner, Gundry 
("radical self-discipline), ......, ie., they are ethical in intent; cf., 18:6-9, 
Mk.9:42-50. Yet, is this the abstraction represented by these concrete 
pictures?  

It is likely that these parabolic sayings carry their own general 
abstraction, something like: sin must be radically expunged if we are to 
escape the inevitable judgment of the coming kingdom., ie., they are more 
likely crisis sayings than ethical illustrations. So, the message is that "Jesus' 
disciples must deal radically with sin", Carson: not by censoring dirt from 
the imagination (worthy as that may be - noting that flagellation, even 
castration, has proved to be totally ineffectual), but by expunging sin in the 
grace of divine mercy before it's too late. Note how commentators find it 
necessary to qualify an ethical approach: "He (Jesus) is not, of course, 
advocating self-mutilation, nor is he suggesting that if people engage in this 
kind of surgery their evil desires will be exorcised", Morris. The fact is that 
radical surgery is required if we are to enter the kingdom of heaven, and, 
as we will soon learn, divine grace is the scalpel.  

 
Homiletics: An exceeding righteousness 

Some Bible-believing folk are unwilling to take an oath in court because to 
do so defies a direct word from the Lord. Mind you, God himself has sworn many 
oaths, eg. Lk.1:73! Taking Jesus' words in the Sermon on the Mount and using 
them as laws to bind on believers, or even worse, as laws for secular society, is 
to miss the point of this sermon. 

Jesus takes four Old Testament Laws, namely: murder, adultery, divorce and 
oaths. He cuts through the contemporary teaching on the laws, often a teaching 
that underplays the seriousness of the law itself, and goes to the heart of the 
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matter. He identifies the divine ideal behind the law. In 5:20 he calls these ideals 
a "righteousness [that] surpasses that of the Pharisees and the teachers of the law." 
This is the surpassing righteousness required of a person to enter the kingdom of 
heaven. 

Yet, in truth, we are all unable to keep any of the Ten Commandments. Some 
argue that they keep at least 2 out of 10, but in truth we all get angry, we all lust 
and we all lie, .....; our score is 0 out of 10. In the mini parables, v23-26, 29-30, 
Jesus reminds us that we need to do something about this situation before it's all 
too late. What we need to do is find someone who is 10 out 10, knock on his door 
and ask if we can come in, and there, in the security of his house, weather the 
threatening storm. It is those who "hunger and thirst for righteousness" who "will 
be filled." 
 
Text - 5:21 

Exceeding righteousness, v21-48: i] Murder stems from malevolence and 
both the act and the thought leads us to hell's fire, v21-22. The Mosaic law 
condemns murder, although not killing as such. Killing in war, or judicial 
execution, is not condemned. The murderer is to face "judgement" - judicial 
process, Deut.16:18. Jesus teaches that anger is murderous in principle and so 
those who hate will similarly face God's "judgement." Even an insult (raka = 
blockhead, idiot) brings us, not just before the Sanhedrin, but to the "fire of hell."  

akousate (akouw) aor. "you have head" - YOU HEARD. In the sense of 
understand; "you know very well that", Barclay.  

oJti "that" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement, indirect speech, 
expressing what the disciples have come to understand, namely that it was said 
long ago ......  

toiV arcaioiV dat. adj. "to the people long ago" - [IT WAS SAID] TO THE OLD 
ONES, ANCIENTS. The adjective serves as a substantive. Dative of indirect object, 
the direct object being what was said, namely "do not murder." Possibly not "the 
ancients / forefathers", but "the ancient law" = "the law of Moses", so "what was 
said in the ancient law."  

ou foneuseiV (foneuw) fut. "do not murder" - YOU SHALL NOT MURDER. 
The future tense functions as an imperative. The sense is "murder / assassination", 
not "kill".  

d (de) "and" - BUT/AND. Possibly coordinative here, "and".  
oJV .... an + subj. "anyone who" - WHOSOEVER [MIGHT MURDER]. 

Introducing a clause which could be classified as a relative conditional clause, 
3rd. class, "whoever, as the case may be, murders, then they will be subject to 
judgment", but the construction is usually just classified as introducing an 
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indefinite relative clause making a general assertion or assumption, cf. BDF 
380.1.  

th/ krisei (iV) dat. "[will be subject] to judgment" - [WILL BE LIABLE] TO 
JUDGMENT, CONDEMNATION. Dative complement of enocoV, "liable to." Probably 
the judgment of the local court, but possibly divine judgment.  
   
v22 

Note the ascending order of courts, the local court, the Sanhedrin (full 
council of priests, elders and scribes) and the heavenly court, and this with "a 
descending scale of offenses", Albright, ie., from anger down to verbal abuse. 
This well reinforces the truth that a righteousness which exceeds that of the 
Scribes and the Pharisees is beyond the doing. Thankfully someone has obeyed 
the Law and in his obedience we stand.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional; here adversative / contrastive.  
uJmin dat. "[I tell] you" - [I SAY] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object; emphatic 

by position. The Old Testament prophets would say "thus says the Lord", but 
Jesus says "I say unto you", serving as "a definitive declaration of the will of 
God", France.  

oJti "-" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement, direct speech, expressing 
what Jesus is telling the disciples.  

oJ orizomenoV (orizw) pres. pas. part. "who is angry with" - THE ONE BEING 
ANGRY WITH. Taking the adjective "all, every" as a substantive, "everyone, 
anyone", the participle may be classified as adjectival, attributive, limiting 
"anyone", as NIV. "Anyone who gives vent to anger", Cassirer.  

tw/ adelfw/ (oV) dat. "[his] brother" - THE BROTHER [OF HIM]. Dative of 
direct object after the participle "being angry with." "Brother man", Morris, but 
possibly "fellow Jew" = "brother in the Lord."  

th/ krisei (iV ewV) dat. "[will be subject to] judgment" - Dative 
complement of the adjective enocoV, "liable to."  

d (de) "again" - AND/BUt. Transitional; here coordinative, "and".  
o}V ... an + subj. "anyone who" - WHOEVER [MIGHT SAY TO THE BROTHER 

OF HIM]. Introducing an indefinite relative clause, as above.  
rJaka "Raca" - EMPTY-HEAD [WILL BE SUBJECT TO THE SANHEDRIN]. 

Vocative. "A brainless idiot", Barclay.  
mwre adj. "you fool" - [AND WHOEVER MIGHT SAY] FOOLISH, STUPID. 

Vocative; the adjective being used as a noun. "A critical ejaculation", Morris, so 
"if you say someone is worthless", CEV.  

eiV "-" - [WILL BE LIABLE] TO, INTO. Here possibly serving to express the 
dative complement of enocoV, "liable"; "liable to the hell of fire." Olmstead 
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suggests that the construction may be elliptical; "guilty enough to go into the 
Gehenna of fire."  

tou puroV "the fire of [hell]" - [THE GEHENNA] OF FIRE. The genitive is 
adjectival, attributive, limiting Gehenna, "fiery hell" = "hell-fire", Barclay. 
Gehenna, the place of wailing, was the rubbish tip outside of Jerusalem which 
was constantly smouldering, smelling of dead corpses, human and otherwise.  
   
v23 

Parable #1, v23-24. As already noted, on the surface this parable seems to 
encourage a disciple to deal with an offense caused to a brother before 
approaching God in prayer, ie., the parable has ethical intent, establishing 
"reconciliation [with an aggrieved brother] as a precondition for acceptable 
worship", Nolland. Yet, if the purpose of Jesus' exposition of exceeding 
righteousness serves to expose sin and its inevitable consequence, namely, divine 
condemnation, then it is likely that the primary focus of the parable is theological 
rather than ethical. The parable pictures a situation we all know well enough. We 
approach God in the hope of mercy, and yet we do so with a string of brothers 
and sister we have offended / hurt over the years. We would be well advised to 
sort out these issues before coming into the presence of the Lord, and yet where 
do we start? So, what is the abstraction? Sin needs to be sorted before we stand 
at the judgment seat of God. The issue here concerns covenant noncompliance in 
the face of the coming kingdom of God.  

oun "therefore" - Possibly inferential, drawing a logical conclusion, as NIV 
etc., but better resumptive, "now if ....", or even just left untranslated. Either way, 
the parable reinforces the directive of v21-22.  

ean + subj. "if" - IF. Introducing a conditional clause, 3rd. class, where the 
condition has the possibility of coming true; "if, as may be the case, ...... then 
(v24a, imperative) ......."  

prosferh/V (prosferw) aor. subj. "you are offering [your gift]" - YOU 
MIGHT BRING, OFFER [THE GIFT OF YOU UPON]. The "you" is now singular 
indicating that personal application is in mind.  

to qusiasthrion (on) "the alter" - The depiction is of a person involved in 
the solemn act of sacrifice.  

oJti "that" - [AND THERE YOU REMEMBER] THAT. Introducing a dependent 
statement of perception expressing what the person remembers.  

kata + gen. "[has something] against [you]" - [THE BROTHER OF YOU HAS 
SOMETHING] AGAINST [YOU]. Here expressing opposition. Similarities between 
this verse, particularly this phrase, and Mark 11:25, have been noted, although in 
Matthew a brother has something against the worshipper, whereas in Mark the 
worshipper has something against another / a brother. Mark, in 11:12-25, records 
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Jesus' cleansing of the temple and the cursing of the fig tree as an image of 
impending judgment upon Israel. To this incident Mark attaches three 
independent parabolic sayings which serve to reinforce a right approach to God 
in the face of eschatological judgment. The first saying identifies faith as the 
ground of covenant standing and thus true worship, v23, and the second identifies 
the redemptive focus of a prayer of faith for the covenant mercy of God, v24. The 
third saying, v25, links the receiving of mercy, on the basis of a prayer for mercy, 
with the giving of mercy. The links between Matt.5:23-24 and Mk.11:25 are 
tenuous, but interesting. The context is that of eschatological judgment and its 
avoidance, and this with Matthew's removal of reciprocal mercy, indicates that 
Matthew may well be using the parable with a similar intent to Mark.  
   
v24 

afeV (afihmi) aor. imp. "leave" - LEAVE [THERE THE GIFT OF YOU]. 
Imperative; "you must leave your offering in front of the alter", Cassirer.  

emprosqen + gen. "in front of [the alter]" - BEFORE [THE ALTER AND GO 
FIRST]. Spatial.  

tw/ adelfw/ (oV) dat. "[be reconciled] to them" - [BE RECONCILED] TO THE 
BROTHER [OF YOU]. Dative of direct object after the dia prefix verb "to be 
reconciled to."  

tote adv. "then" - [AND] THEN. Temporal adverb; "then come back and offer 
your gift to God", CEV.  

elqwn (ercomai) aor. part. "come" - COMING [OFFER THE GIFT OF YOU]. The 
participle is adverbial, probably temporal, "then, when you have come back, ....", 
but it may just be attendant circumstance, as NIV, "then come and offer your 
gift", ESV.  
   
v25 

Parable #2, v25-26. This parable again seems to encourage a disciple to deal 
with an offense caused to an adversary while still with him on the way to court, 
ie., it seems to have ethical intent, illustrating "reconciliation between disciples 
at odds with each other", Gundry. Yet, it is likely that ethical intent is secondary. 
Luke uses the self-same illustration within the context of eschatological 
judgment, warning God's people to be reconciled with God before it is too late, 
cf. Lk.12:57-59. Both Jeremias and Dodd, along with most commentators, take 
the parable in the Lukan context as a picture of crisis in the face of eschatological 
judgment / the coming kingdom of God, requiring the necessity of immediate 
action, yet they assume that Matthew uses it to teach "the importance of being 
always ready and anxious to take the first step towards the healing of a quarrel 
between neighbours", Dodd, Parables. If the purpose of Jesus' exposition of 
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exceeding righteousness serves to expose sin and its inevitable consequence, 
divine condemnation, then this parable in Matthew proclaims the same message 
as it does in Luke - that "the kingdom of God is at hand; it has begun to come; 
man is on the way to final judgment; God will punish the man who does not seek 
at once the forgiveness that Jesus offers to the penitent", Filson. Given our failure 
to comply with covenant law in the face of divine judgment, we need to sort 
things out with God before it's too late. It is often argued that Matthew constructed 
his gospel with a knowledge of both Mark and Luke. If this is the case, it is hard 
to believe that he would turn a Lukan crisis parable into a moral tale.  

isqi eunown (eunoew) pres. part. "settle matters" - YOU BE AGREEING, 
HAVING GOOD WILL. The present imperative of the verb to-be with the present 
participle forms a periphrastic present construction; "Settle the dispute", TEV.  

tacu adv. "quickly" - Temporal adverb. The type of language common to a 
crisis parable; "while there is time", TEV.  

to antidikw/ (oV) dat. "with [your] adversary" - TO THE OPPONENT [OF 
YOU]. Dative of direct object after the verb "to settle matters with / be well-
disposed to / friendly with your accuser" = "come to terms speedily with your 
opponent", Cassirer.  

e{wV o{tou + gen. rel. pro. "who is taking you to court. Do it while [you are 
still with him / together]" - WHILE [YOU ARE WITH HIM]. This construction forms 
an indefinite temporal clause, as NIV.  

en + dat. "on [the way]" - A local idiomatic phrase, often with temporal 
overtones; "while you are going with him to court", ESV.  

mhpote + subj. "or [he may hand you over]" - LEST [THE OPPONENT MIGHT 
DELIVER YOU]. Introducing a negated purpose clause, "in order that not ...."; "lest 
your accuser hand you over to the judge ........... then come to terms quickly ......"  

tw/ krith/ (hV ou) dat. "to the judge" - TO THE JUDGE [AND THE JUDGE TO 
THE OFFICIAL, AND YOU MAY BE THROWN INTO PRISON.] Dative of indirect object.  
   
v26 

amhn legw soi "I tell you the truth" - truly (amen) I say to you. A phrase 
that serves to emphasize the point being made in the parable; "I promise you", 
CEV. Further indicating that the parable is anything but a moral tale. Note the 
other common phrase used by Jesus at the end of a set piece, "he who has eyes to 
see, let him see" = "wink, wink, nudge, nudge, say no more!" (said with raised 
eyebrows!!!!). Matthew probably sees the eschatological judgment court behind 
this saying at which the Son of Man will be the judge and the prison will be 
Gehenna, cf., Fenton.  

soi dat. pro. "you" - TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
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ou mh + subj. "[you will] not [get out]" - NO NO = NOT IN ANY WAY [WILL 
YOU GET, COME OUT]. Subjunctive of emphatic negation reinforcing the parable's 
intended abstraction.  

ekeiqen adv. "-" - from there. Adverb of place.  
e{wV a]n + subj. "until [you have paid]" - UNTIL [YOU PAY BACK THE LAST 

QUADRANS = COPPER COIN]. Introducing an indefinite temporal clause referring 
to a future time in relation to the main verb "get out."  

 
   
v27 

ii] Adultery stems from lust and both the deed and the thought leads to hell's 
fire, v27-28. Rabbinic teaching tended toward the view that adultery consisted of 
the theft of another man's wife, Ex.20:14, Deut.5:18. Jesus, on the other hand, 
demands of us a purity that refuses to lust.  

hkousate (akouw) aor. "you have heard" - "You know that the law states 
you must not commit adultery", Barclay.  

oJti "that" - that [it was said]. Introducing a dependent statement of 
perception expressing what they have heard.  

ou moiceuseiV (moiceuw) "do not commit adultery" - YOU SHALL NOT 
COMMIT ADULTERY. Technically, adultery is sex with another person's partner, 
more specifically, with another man's wife. Under the Mosaic law, consensual 
sex between two unmarried persons was settled in marriage and so is not 
technically adultery. Sexual union, of itself, establishes a marriage, whether it is 
formalized or not, and so a sexual union that follows on from a former union that 
was not formalized in marriage is adulterous because it intrudes on the previous 
one-flesh union. Of course, all of this is rather academic since, when it comes to 
God's perfect law, lust is as good as the deed, reminding us that "all have sinned 
and fallen short of the glory of God", ie., we are all 0 out of 10 (despite the claim 
of some to be 2 out of 10, or at least, 1 out of 10. The fact is, 2 out of 10 is as 
good as 0 out of 10, and anyway, we are all 0 out of 10. Only 10 out of 10 wins 
the prize for righteousness, and, as my uncle, who worked in the building trade, 
used to say, "there has only ever been one good carpenter!!!")  
   
v28 

egw de legw uJmin "but I tell you" - As above.  
oJti "that" - that. Introducing a dependent statement, as above.  
oJ blepwn (blepw) pres. part. "[anyone] who looks at" - [ALL] THE ONE 

LOOKING AT. Taking the adjective "all" as a substantive, "everyone", the participle 
is adjectival, limiting "everyone / anyone", as NIV.  
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gunaika (h aikoV) "a woman" - Accusative direct object of the participle 
"looking at." As above, "a married woman."  

proV to epiqumhsai (epiqumew) aor. inf. "lustfully" - TO DESIRE [HER]. 
This construction, the preposition proV with the articular infinitive, usually forms 
a purpose clause. He looks at her with intent / having as a purpose / in order to 
have intercourse with her, and in so doing he has committed adultery in his heart. 
The construction may also express result, ie., he looks at a woman in a way that 
results in lustful feelings. Note also Zerwick, BDF #402.3; "any man who looks 
at a woman with desire has already committed adultery with her", Rieu.  

hdh "already" - [HAS COMMITTED ADULTERY] NOW ALREADY [WITH HER]. 
Temporal The intent itself immediately breaks God's law.  

en + dat. "in [his heart]" - IN THE HEART [OF HIM]. Local, expressing space, 
metaphorical. The "heart" being the centre of one's will; "in your thoughts", CEV; 
"in intention", Barclay  
   
v29 

In two parabolic sayings Jesus teaches that radical surgery is required if we 
are to enter the kingdom of heaven, and as we will soon learn, divine grace is the 
scalpel; see "Interpretation" above.  

ei + ind. "if" - Introducing a conditional clause, 1st class, where the condition 
is assumed to be true; "if, as is the case (for argument's sake), ..... then ....." The 
apodosis is imperatival.  

oJ dexioV (oV) "right" - THE RIGHT. Most people are right-handed and for 
them the right eye is the more important, although "right" here may just parallel 
"right hand", v30.  

oJ ofqalmoV (oV) "eye" - EYE [OF YOU]. Nominative subject of the verb "to 
cause offense." The reference to an "eye" naturally prompts an ethical see no evil 
approach.  

skandalizei (skandalizw) pres. "causes [you] to sin" - The word is used 
of entrapment, but came to mean "cause to stumble, sin."  

exele (exairew) aor. imp. "gouge" - REMOVE [IT]. The language of hyperbole 
expressing radical action.  

apo + gen. "[throw it away]" - [AND THROW] FROM [YOU]. Expressing 
separation; "away from."  

gar soi "[it is better] for you" - FOR [IT IS BETTER] TO = FOR YOU. Matthew 
sometimes adds gar to introduce the dative personal pronoun, dative of interest, 
advantage. Mark uses the more grammatically acceptable accusative personal 
pronoun without gar. Another indication that separate oral sources may lie 
behind both Mark and Matthew.  
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iJna + subj. "[to lose]" - THAT. Here introducing a noun clause, subject of the 
verb "is better", a construction usually formed by an infinitive (Mark actually 
uses an infinitive in his construction); "that you lose one part ........ is better for 
you / is an advantage for you."  

twn melwn (oV) gen. "[one part] of [your] body" - [ONE] OF THE MEMBERS 
[OF YOU BE LOST AND NOT THE WHOLE BODY OF YOU BE THROWN INTO 
GEHENNA]. The genitive is adjectival, partitive.  
   
v30 

The construction of this verse is as v29.  
ceir "hand" - Nominative subject of the verb "to cause offense." Those 

leaning toward an ethical interpretation usually see the hand in sexual terms, often 
referring to masturbation. Genesis 38:9 is often used to support the contention 
that masturbation / sex without the possibility of conception / contraception is 
against God's will - a rather dubious textual support!  
   
v31 

iii] Divorce is against the will of God, v31-32. The righteousness that 
exceeds that of the Scribes and the Pharisees is a righteousness which complies 
with God's intention that the one-flesh union / relationship between a man and a 
woman be permanent. It is not a righteousness which complies with the limited 
requirements of the Mosaic law on divorce. The divorce ideal is well developed 
in Matthew 19:3-12. Even the disciples get the point, exclaiming "if such is the 
case between a man and his wife, it is better not to marry." Marriages do break 
down and so if covenant standing / inclusion depends on an unbroken marriage 
then indeed it is better not to marry. So again, Jesus drives his disciples to seek a 
righteousness that it apart from works of the law.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the argument.  
o}V a]n + subj. "anyone" - [IT WAS SAID] WHOEVER. See 5:21.  
apolush/ (apoluw) aor. subj. "divorces" - MAY RELEASE, SEND AWAY [THE 

WIFE OF HIM]. "The law states that if a man divorces his wife ....", Barclay.  
auth/ dat. pro. "her" - [LET HIM GIVE A NOTICE] TO HER. Dative of indirect 

object.  
apostasion (on) "certificate of divorce" - A NOTICE. Accusative direct 

object of the verb "to give." A paraphrase of Deuteronomy 24:1 where the Mosaic 
law, recognizing the human condition, regularizes marital separation by the 
requirement of a "document of dismissal", Nolland, a process which had become 
in Jesus' day little more than "publicly sanctioned adultery." Of course, this is not 
to say that the Mosaic model of bringing justice to bear on the human condition 
is no longer relevant today. The church's attempt to regularize Jesus' idealistic 
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law has spawned gross pharisaic legalism where marriages are annulled for no 
other purpose than to provide an ecclesiastically sanctioned system of divorce 
and remarriage. Jesus' idealistic law serves to expose our state of sin, not burden 
us with a weight too hard to bear - it is an ideal to aim at, not a law to be obeyed.  
   
v32 

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional; here adversative, "but".  
egw ... legw uJmin "I tell you" - I SAY TO YOU. Again, Jesus underlines what 

he is about to say, "let me reinforce the point I am making, whoever ....."; "but I 
say unto you", AV.  

oJti "that" - Serving to introduce a dependent statement of indirect speech.  
oJ apoluwn (apoluw) pres. part. "who divorces" - [ALL, EVERY] THE ONE 

DIVORCING [THE WIFE OF HIM]. Taking the adjective "all, every" as a substantive, 
"everyone", the participle is adjectival, limiting "everyone", as NIV.  

parektoV + gen. "except" - EXCEPT, APART FROM. Expressing an exception. 
Only Matthew records this exceptive clause, whereas Mark and Luke's accounts 
of Jesus teaching on divorce provide no grounds whatsoever for breaking he one-
flesh union of marriage. It is totally out of character for Jesus, particularly within 
the context of his exposition on exceeding righteousness, to compromise God's 
perfect law. Even a conservative commentator like Morris views the exception as 
Matthew's own comment rather than a word from Jesus. Morris states that 
Matthew is "simply spelling out [to Jewish believers] what was implicit in the 
first century", namely that a person was "required to divorce an adulterous wife." 
Other commentators go further, eg., "we have here in all probability an editorial 
addition", Davies & Allison, although it should be noted that there is no textual 
evidence for this. Other commentators see evidence of early church tradition, of 
the authority of the church to bind and loose, to make laws and make exceptions 
to laws. None-the-less, the exception may simply be a recognition that where the 
one-flesh union has been destroyed by porneia, "sexual unfaithfulness", then the 
marriage, by this act, is therefore no longer a divinely sanctioned union, it is 
legally void, although not to the extent that remarriage is sanctioned, ie., Jesus 
sanctions legal separation / divorce, but not the separation of the one-flesh union 
- reconciliation is the only option available to the couple. So, the exceptive clause 
may just be a statement of the obvious, cf. France. "Apart from the circumstance 
where the marriage has already been destroyed by sexual unfaithfulness."  

logou (oV) gen. "-" - WORD = A MATTER, REASON. As in a word contained 
in a charge sheet; "except on the ground of fornication", Cassirer.  

porneiaV (a) gen. "marital unfaithfulness" - OF FORNICATION. The 
genitive is adjectival, probably epexegetic, specifying the "matter" in mind, 
"namely, fornication." The word was originally used of sex with a prostitute, but 
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took on a wider sense to include all sexual acts outside of marriage. Alluding to 
the law outlined in Deuteronomy 24:1-4 where the ground for a divorce was 
"something indecent." This phrase was variously interpreted from a burnt dinner 
to adultery. Jesus (Matthew?) severely limits the "indecent" act.  

moiceuqhnai (moiceuw) aor. pas. inf. "to become an adulteress" - [MAKES 
HER] TO COMMIT ADULTERY. The infinitive serves as the direct object of the verb 
poiew, "makes", with "her" the accusative subject of the infinitive: "causes her to 
commit adultery." In Jewish society it would be extremely difficult for a woman 
to survive without a husband. A divorced woman would be forced to take another 
husband and thus form an adulterous one-flesh union. The responsibility for this 
situation properly rests on the one who divorced her, "except on the ground of 
fornication."  

o}V ean + subj. "anyone who [marries]" - [AND] WHOEVER [MARRIES]. See 
5:21.  

apolelumenhn (apoluw) perf. pas. part. "the divorced woman" - A 
DIVORCED WOMAN [COMMITS ADULTERY]. The participle serves as a substantive, 
object of the verb "to marry."  
   
v33 

iv] Truthfulness, v33-37. Jesus supersedes the Old testament law on the 
giving of oaths (Ex.20:7, Lev.19:12, Num.30:2, Deut.5:11, 6:3, 22:21-33) and 
calls for total truth-telling - that our yes be yes and our no be no. The exceeding 
righteousness demanded for covenant inclusion is perfect honesty. Of course, 
such honesty in a fallen world can only be aimed at, never done. So again we are 
forced to find an honest man in whose house we can weather the coming storm!!! 
As for the giving of oaths, in Jesus' day they had become a vale behind which a 
person could evade the truth. Even today the reinforcement of a statement with 
something like "I'm telling you the truth here ...", usually indicates dissembling!  

palin adv. "again" - AGAIN. Laying down the next point; "to take another 
example", Barclay.  

hkousate (akouw) aor. "you have heard" - YOU HEARD [IT WAS SAID TO 
THE ANCIENTS]. Best rendered in English with a perfect tense, as NIV.  

oJti "that" - Introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing what 
was said to the ancients long ago.  

toiV arcaioiV (oV) dat. "to the people long ago" - TO THE ANCIENTS. Dative 
of indirect object; "to our ancestors", NJB.  

ouk epiorkhseiV (epiorkew) fut. "do not break your oath" - YOU SHALL 
NOT = DO NOT SWEAR FALSELY, BREAK AN OATH, COMMIT PERJURY. Following 
Old Testament form a negated future in the NT often expresses a prohibition, 
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although usually only in Old Testament quotations, as here. "Do not use the 
Lord's name to make a promise unless you are going to keep it", CEV.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional; here adversative, as NIV.  
tw/ kuriw/ (oV) dat. "[fulfill] to the Lord" - [YOU SHALL REPAY] TO THE 

LORD. Dative of indirect object; "you shall perform what you have sworn to the 
Lord."  

touV oJrkouV (oV) "the oaths" - THE VOWS [OF YOU]. Accusative direct 
object of the negated verb "you shall not swear falsely." "What you have sworn", 
ESV.  

 
v34 

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional; here adversative.  
egw ... legw uJmin "I tell you" - Formula saying for emphasis, as above; "but 

I say unto you." 
mh omosai (omnuw) aor. inf. "do not swear" - NOT TO SWEAR. The infinitive 

introduces a dependent statement, direct speech, as NIV. Although sometimes 
taken literally as a command to not take an oath, it is usually accepted that Jesus 
is denouncing the use of formula oaths for the purpose of deception, cf. 26:63-
64. The issue here is truth-telling, so as for swearing an oath to confirm a truth, 
"there must never be a need for it", Morris.  

oJlwV adv. "at all" - ALTOGETHER. Adverb of degree. With the negative "not 
at all".  

mhte ... mhte .... mhte ..... mhte ... "either .... or ... or ... - ...." - NEITHER 
... NOR .... NOR .... NOR [BY THE HEAD OF YOU] (v34-36). Negated comparative 
construction.  

en + dat. "by [heaven]" - Instrumental, expressing means, as NIV. The 
reference to "heaven", as with "earth" and "Jerusalem" in v35, and "your head" 
in v36, are all examples of oath-taking verifications which allowed varying 
degrees of authenticity. A vow which was supported by the name of God is 
particularly binding, but as Jesus points out, God is associated with all oath 
verifications, eg., heaven is the throne of God so to not mention God's name 
doesn't lessen the degree to which the vow is binding.  

oJti "for" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why we should not swear 
by heaven, etc.....; "because".  

tou qeou gen. "[it is] God's [throne]" - [IT IS THE THRONE] OF GOD. The 
genitive is adjectival, possessive. It is just as improper to swear by heaven, or by 
earth, or by Jerusalem, since they all belong to God.  
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v35 

eiV "by [Jerusalem]" - TO, TOWARD [JERUSALEM]. A rare example of eiV 
replacing en, so instrumental expressing means, as NIV, although it has been 
suggested that a vow which is supported by "toward Jerusalem" is not binding, 
but "by Jerusalem" is binding (or the reverse?). Either way, Jesus makes the point 
that the vow is binding because Jerusalem is Zion, God's city.  
   
v36 

en + dat. "by" - [NOR] BY. Instrumental, expressing means.  
th/ kefalh/ (h) dat. "[your] head" - THE HEAD [OF YOU SWEAR]. The vow is 

that the person would "give his head if he were not speaking the truth", Ridderbos, 
ie., he would take his life.  

poihsai (poiew) aor. inf. "[you cannot] make" - [BECAUSE YOU ARE NOT 
ABLE] TO MAKE [ONE HAIR WHITE OR BLACK]. The infinitive is complementary, 
completing the negated verb "are able." A person cannot change the natural color 
of their hair, only God can do that. So, God is even linked with a vow to give up 
one's head on a plate if it's not true. To swear by one's head is to swear by God.  
   
v37 

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional; here adversative, "but", although serving here 
as a connective makes more sense, so left untranslated.  

estw (eimi) pres. imp. "[simply] let [your]" - LET BE [THE WORD OF YOU]. 
"Let what you say be simply ....", ESV.  

nai nai "yes be yes / yes [or no]" - YES YES [NO NO]. The doubling is 
possibly for emphasis, so a simple "yes"; "a simple yes or no is all you aught to 
say", Cassirer. Or possibly, as expressed in James 5:12, as NIV. "When you mean 
yes, say yes - nothing more", Barclay.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional; indicating a step in the argument.  
to ... perisson adj. "anything beyond" - THAT WHICH REMAINS (ie., after 

the yes and no). The adjective serves as a substantive, nominative subject of the 
verb to-be.  

toutwn gen. pro. "this" - THESE. The genitive is ablative, expressing 
separation, "that which remains from the yes and no", or possibly comparison, 
"that which exceeds beyond the yes and no", Zerwick. In simple terms, oaths 
usually indicate dissembling and so should be avoided. "Anything else comes 
from the Devil", CEV.  

ek + gen. "from" - [IS] FROM. Expressing source / origin.  
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tou ponhrou (oV) gen. "the evil one" - EVIL. The neuter substantive to 
ponhron takes the same genitive form so rather than the masculine "the evil one", 
we can read "that which is evil." Most translations read the masculine.  
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5:38-48 

3. Law and Grace, 5:1-7:29 
v] True love defined 
Synopsis  

In this passage from the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus continues to expound 
exceeding / "surpassing" righteousness as it applies to the laws of vengeance and 
love.  
   
Teaching  

The righteousness that exceeds that of the Scribes and the Pharisees, with 
respect to vengeance and the love of one's enemies, is required of those who 
would participate in the blessings of the covenant. Such reveals the need for a 
covenant standing which is apart from law-obedience.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 5:1-10.  
   

ii] Structure: Love for enemies: 
Retaliation, v38-42: 

OT instruction, v38; 
Jesus' instructions, v39-42: 

Instruction - "but I say ...do not resist ...", v39a. 
Paired illustration, v39b-40; 
Second paired illustration, v41-42. 

Love of enemies, v43-48: 
OT instruction, 43; 
Jesus' instructions, v44-48: 

Instruction - "but I say love your enemies ....", v44; 
Purpose, v45; 

Explanation, v46-47; 
Injunction - you must be perfect, v48.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

Jesus teaches that the righteousness which exceeds that of the Scribes 
and the Pharisees rejects retaliation, does not resist evil, gives double what 
is demanded and has no selfish concern for personal property. It also rejects 
reciprocal love, does not discriminate, and is compassionate toward the 
unlovely and unlovable. The law may allow a measured retaliation, but for 
those who would access in full the promised blessings of the covenant, 
there can be no retaliation, only an act of good for evil. The law may allow 
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discrimination in the apportioning of love, but for those who would access 
in full the promised blessings of the covenant, there can only be love where 
there is hate; even pagans love their own kind. "So, be perfect, just as your 
heavenly Father is perfect." By exposing the impossible ideals which 
transcend the law, ideals which must be done for a person to participate in 
the promised blessings of the covenant, Jesus reveals the need for a 
covenant standing which is apart from law-obedience.  

Although many commentators try to qualify Jesus' uncompromising 
demands to enable practical application, Jesus does not qualify his 
demands. In the end, this is the righteousness that exceeds that of the scribes 
and the Pharisees, a righteousness that qualifies a person for covenant 
participation. Seeing that perfection is beyond us, we had better link up 
with the one righteous Jew who has qualified to gain access to kingdom 
blessings, hold tightly to the hem of his robe as he enters the heavenly city, 
and say "let us go with you, because we have heard that God is on your 
side", Zech.8:23.  
   

As already noted, these studies proceed on the assumption that 
although Jesus' exposition of the law in this chapter does provide guidance 
for living the Christian life, its prime purpose is to expose sin, thus forcing 
disciples to rest on a righteousness which is apart from works of the law, a 
righteousness which is found in the faithfulness of Christ, appropriated 
through faith. In this sense, law in the Great Sermon aligns with the Law in 
the Sinai covenant, laws which forced the children of God to focus on the 
faith of Abraham for covenant standing rather than obedience. The attached 
narrative, 8:1-9:34, will establish that salvation is a gift of grace 
appropriated through faith in/of Christ, and this apart from works of the 
Law.  
   

For notes on the Law see Introductory Notes, and Excursus, The Great 
Sermon, and Matthew 5:17-20.  

 
Homiletics: Grace. 

In chapter 5 of the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus develops a doctrine of a right-
standing in the sight of God that is by grace through faith. He declares, in the 
Beatitudes, that the "kingdom of heaven" is possessed by those who are broken 
before God, who hunger and thirst for righteousness. He supports this claim by 
expounding the perfection of the law, and in so doing removes any ground for 
self-righteousness. He sums up his teaching on the law in 5:48; "there must be no 
limit to your goodness", REB. 
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Who can claim such perfection? Are there any who can claim to be the wise 
builder who has built their house on the rock - "who hears these words of mine 
and puts them into practice"? Matt.7:24-27. How then shall we be saved? "It is 
by grace you have been saved, through faith - and this not from yourselves, it is 
the gift of God", Eph.2:8. 

It is true that Jesus' ideals provide a guide for Christian living, but above all 
they serve to undermine any claim that we may have to self-righteousness. The 
only way we can stand before the living God is in the faithfulness of Christ; only 
in his perfection can we become sons of our Father in heaven. 
 
Text - 5:38 

Exceeding righteousness continued: v] Personal sacrifice rather than 
revenge, v38-42. As already noted in these examples of exceeding righteousness 
(cf. 5:21-37), Jesus presents an ideal which is beyond us. The personal sacrifice 
that Jesus outlines for his disciples, of not resisting evil but of responding with 
kindness, of giving more than is asked, is beyond practical application in a sinful 
world.  

a) OT instruction, v38. Jesus quotes the principle of proportionate retribution 
found in the Old Testament, Ex.21:25-25 etc., This principle is also found in 
ancient secular law codes eg. the Code of Hammurabi. This law served to restrain 
blood-feuding, ie., the punishment must not exceed the crime.  

hkousate (akouw) aor. "you have head" - Formula introduction, cf. v27.  
oJti "that [it was said]" - THAT [IT WAS SAID]. Introducing a dependent 

statement of perception expressing what they had heard.  
anti + gen. "[eye] for [an eye]" - [AN EYE] INSTEAD OF, IN PLACE OF, IN 

EXCHANGE FOR [AN EYE AND A TOOTH] INSTEAD OF [A TOOTH]. Expressing 
exchange / equivalence; cf. Ex.21:24, Lev.24:20, Deut.19:21. Like divorce, this 
law seeks to regulate a situation out of control by limiting revenge, but in the end 
pay-back does not reflect God's perfect intentions for his people.  
   
v39 

b) Jesus provides the true sense of God's law and illustrates it, v39-40. Jesus' 
exposition on vengeance describes true perfection; "do not retaliate." It could be 
argued that Jesus is restricting retribution for personal insult while allowing 
justice to continue at the legal level. The trouble is, this serves to reduce the law 
to the doable, cf. 5:19. In reality, this law cannot be obeyed. Jesus, with the 
illustration of a strike on the face, makes the point that perfection requires that 
we take the insult without retaliation. Of course, to not return evil for evil is to 
place ourselves under the subjection of those with evil intent. Jesus goes on to 
expound Exodus 22:25-27. Under the law, if we owe someone money they can 
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take, as surety, everything except our upper garment; they can take this "cloak" 
during the day, but must return it in the evening. So, if we would be perfect, we 
cannot even claim the upper garment when there is a debt to repay. If we would 
be perfect we can't create a financial safety net.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, here to a contrastive statement; "but".  
uJmin dat. pro. "[I tell] you" - [I SAY] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object. 

Emphasizing the statement to follow; "but I say unto you", AV.  
mh ..... all (alla) "[do] not ........ but ..." - Counterpoint construction; "do 

not resist the one who is evil, but ....."  
antisthnai (anisthmi) aor. inf. + dat. "do not resist" - DO [NOT] RESIST, 

OPPOSE, SET AGAINST. The infinitive serves to introduce a dependent statement 
of indirect speech, expressing what Jesus is telling his disciples. Obviously 
imperatival.  

tw/ ponhrw/ dat. adj. "an evil person" - THE EVIL, WICKED ONE. The articular 
adjective serves as a substantive, "the one who is evil", dative of direct object 
after the anti prefix verb "to resist"; presumably "a wicked person" as NIV, but 
possibly just "evil". "One who does you evil", Cassirer.  

oJstiV pro. "if someone" - WHOEVER. A nominative pendens where this 
independent nominative indefinite relative pronoun is linked to the sentence by 
the dative pronoun autw/ "to him" (dative of indirect object / interest), introducing 
a conditional / indefinite relative clause asserting a general supposition, BDF 
380.1, as NIV.  

rJapizei (rJapizw) pres. "strikes you" - STRIKES [ON THE RIGHT CHEEK OF 
YOU, TURN TO HIM THE OTHER ALSO]. For Jews the word is used of striking a 
person with an open hand, so "slaps you." Morris notes that for a right-handed 
person a slap to the right cheek would be done with the back of the hand, an act 
regarded as a far greater insult than a slap with the front of the hand.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[turn] to him" - Dative of indirect object.  
kai "[the other cheek] also" - Here adjunctive, as NIV.  

   
v40  

kai "and" - Connective.  
oJstiV "if someone / anyone" - Most translations pick up on oJstiV, "whoever 

/ if anyone", of v39, serving to introduce a conditional / indefinite relative clause.  
tw/ qelonti (qelw) dat. pres. part. "wants" - THE ONE WANTING, WILLING. 

The participle serves as a substantive. It is usually taken that the dative agrees 
with autw/, "[turn] to him [the other also]", v39, dative of indirect object / interest, 
although it should agree with oJstiV, "someone, anyone", which is nominative, ie., 
an anacoluthon (an irregular syntactical construction). Possibly the dative is 
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intended as adverbial, reference / respect; "and with respect to this anyone, the 
one wishing to sue you." "Should anyone wish to go to law with you ...", Cassirer.  

kriqhnai (krinw) aor. pas. inf. "to sue [you]" - TO JUDGE [YOU] = TAKE TO 
COURT. The infinitive, as with labein, "to take", is complementary, completing 
the verbal sense of the participle "willing".  

ton citwna (wn wnoV) "tunic" - [AND] THE SHIRT [OF YOU TO TAKE]. 
Accusative direct object of the verb "to take." The basic garment worn by 
everyone. To be sued for this garment indicates that its owner is poor.  

afeV (afihmi) aor. imp. "let" - ALLOW, PERMIT, GIVE. "Let him have your 
cloak as well", ESV.  

autw/ "him" - TO HIM [ALSO]. The dative may simply be viewed as a dative 
of indirect object, but it may be intended to stand in agreement with the 
substantive participle "to the one wishing, willing / wants" in the opening 
substantival phrase, resumed by the dative "him", and thus forming a casus 
pendens construction; "the one wishing to sue you and the shirt of you to take, 
give him the coat also" = "if someone wants to obtain judgment against you for 
possession of your shirt, let him have your coat as well", Barclay.  

to iJmation (on) "cloak" - THE COAT. Accusative direct object of the verb 
"to allow." This is the outer garment, an all-purpose coat to use as a blanket, to 
carry things and to wear. Exodus 22:25-27 requires that this garment must not be 
taken away from a poor person permanently.  
   
v41 

c) Second paired illustration, v41-42. A Roman soldier had the right to 
commandeer civilians to carry their pack for 1,000 paces. If we would be perfect, 
a disciple should freely go the extra mile, even for a hated enemy. Not only go 
the extra mile, but give when someone asks. Of course, total generosity is self-
defeating; "there would soon be a class of saintly paupers, owing nothing, and 
another of prosperous idlers and thieves", Morris. So, we are reminded that a 
perfection of unselfish generosity toward others, apart from our personal rights, 
is not only beyond our capacity, it is not even possible in a sinful world. Such 
righteousness cannot be done.  

oJstiV pro. "if someone" - WHOEVER. See v39 on how this indefinite pronoun 
is being used to form a conditional / indefinite clause; "if someone ...... then ....."  

aggareusei (aggareuw) fut. "forces [you]" - WILL COMPEL, FORCE [YOU 
TO GO ONE ROMAN MILE]. Used in the sense of "impress into service", following 
the military practice of a soldier's right to press a person into his service in order 
to carry his kit for one mile.  

met (meta) + gen. "with" - [GO] WITH [HIM TWO]. Expressing association.  
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milion (on) "[one] mile" - The accusative is adverbial, local, of extent. A 
Roman mile = 1,000 paces.  
   
v42 

"Jesus looks for generosity without condition", Morris.  
doV (didwmi) aor. imp. "give" - GIVE. The aorist, being punctiliar, possibly 

refers to a particular situation, so Turner.  
tw/ aitounti (aitew) dat. pres. part. "to the one who asks [you]" - THE ONE 

ASKING [YOU]. The participle serves as a substantive, dative of indirect object and 
emphatic by position.  

mh apostrafh/V (apostrefw) aor. pas. subj. "do not turn away from" - 
[AND THE ONE WISHING FROM YOU TO BORROW] DO NOT TURN AWAY. 
Subjunctive of prohibition. "Do not refuse the borrower", Berkeley.  

ton qelonta (qelw) pres. part. "the one who wants" - THE ONE WISHING. 
The participle serves as a substantive.  

danisasqai (daneizw) aor. inf. "to borrow" - TO BORROW, LEND. The 
infinitive is complementary, completing the verbal sense of the participle "willing 
/ wanting".  

apo + gen. "from [you]" - Expressing source / origin.  
   
v43 

vi] Love you enemies - be perfect as you heavenly Father is perfect, v43-48. 
Again, Jesus expounds the exceeding righteousness expected of members of the 
kingdom of God and so leads us to a righteousness that is given rather than done.  

a) OT instruction, v43. Jesus now expounds the perfect law of love. The Old 
Testament law demands love toward a fellow Jew, but on the other hand, although 
it doesn't encourage hate toward an outsider, a foreigner, it doesn't demand love; 
"you shall love your compatriot but you need not love your adversary", Jeremias. 
cf. Deut.23:3-6.  

oJti "[you have heard] that" - [YOU HAVE HEARD IT WAS SAID] THAT. 
Introducing a dependent statement expressing what they had heard.  

agaphseiV (agapaw) fut. "love" - YOU SHALL LOVE [THE NEIGHBOUR OF 
YOU]. Future as an imperative. "Love" in the sense of "compassion", Lev.19:18. 
The law, summed up in love, is simpler, and yet more demanding.  

mishseiV (misew) fut. "hate" - [AND] HATE. In the sense of "hostile toward." 
Again, an imperatival future tense. Zerwick suggests the future here is possibly 
modal, "you may hate your enemies", but this is unlikely. As noted above, the 
Law certainly encourages love toward a neighbour, a fellow Jew, but doesn't 
encourage hatred toward an enemy. Nonetheless, such an inference can be drawn 
from references like: Deuteronomy 7:2, 30:7. Psalm 139:21-22, 26:5.  
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ton ecqron (oV) "enemy" - THE ENEMY [OF YOU]. As "neighbour" = "a fellow 
Jew", so "enemy" = "a Gentile", although possibly with the more general sense 
"someone who is hostile", Nolland.  
   
v44 

b) Jesus' instruction, v44. For those who would be perfect, their love must be 
non-discriminatory. Not just sentimental love, but a total desire for the good of 
others, even persecutors.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, here to a counter point / contrast, "but".  
uJmin dat. "[I tell] you" - [I SAY] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
agapate (agapaw) pres. imp. "love your enemies" - LOVE [THE ENEMIES 

OF YOU]. The present tense of "love" is durative expressing an ongoing loving, 
and touV ecqrouV, "enemies", is plural, as opposed to "enemy", v43, so widening 
the application and raising the bar.  

uJper + gen. "[pray] for" - [AND PRAY] FOR, ON BEHALF OF. Expressing 
representation, or better, benefit; "on behalf of, for the sake of."  

twn diwkontwn (diwkw) pres. part. "those who persecute [you]" - THE 
ONES PERSECUTING [YOU]. The participle serves as a substantive. "Persecutors 
are the most difficult enemies to love", Nixon.  
   
v45 

c) The purpose, v45. The loving righteousness required of a son of God is 
one which imitates the divine. This verse is usually understood as a challenge to 
the disciples to be what they are: "a challenge to be like God", Nolland; "the goal 
of a disciple is to be like God", Argyle; Inevitably "our membership in that family 
will be so important to us that we pursue love avidly", Morris. So, as Carson puts 
it, "the point of the passage is not to state the means of becoming sons, but the 
necessity of pursuing a certain kind of sonship patterned after the Father's 
character." Yet, if Jesus is presenting the exceeding righteousness necessary for 
entry into the kingdom of heaven, then indeed he is outlining the type of divine 
love that is necessary o{pwV, "in order that", a person may become sons of the 
Father in heaven. Such love is required of a son of God and only one Son has 
truly loved his enemies and prayed for his persecutors. Who is there who could 
claim to wholeheartedly say "Father forgive them for they know not what they 
do"? A similar demand is made in v48, "be perfect ... as your heavenly Father is 
perfect." It is true that in these demands "the children of the kingdom are called 
to reflect the character of their heavenly Father", Hagner, but if we are honest 
with ourselves, the demands are more likely to expose the sad truth that our lives 
do not reflect the character of our heavenly Father. We need to look beyond the 
shifting sand of our life to find someone who has built his house on a rock of 
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perfect love, knock on his door, enter and so find security from the impending 
flood.  

o{pwV + subj. "that" - This construction usually introduces a final clause 
expressing purpose, or hypothetical result; "in order that / so that."  

genhsqe (ginomai) aor. subj. "you may be" - YOU MAY BECOME. "Show 
yourselves to be", Zerwick.  

uiJoi (oV) "sons [of you Father]" - SONS [OF THE FATHER OF YOU]. Predicate 
nominative. The children of God.  

tou "-" - tHE ONE [IN THE HEAVENS]. The genitive article serves as an 
adjectivizer, turning the prepositional phrase en ouranoiV, "in heaven", into an 
attributive modifier limiting tou patroV, "Father", and so indicating what 
"father" is in mind, namely, our heavenly Father = God.  

oJti "he causes" - FOR [HE MAKES THE SUN OF HIM TO RISE]. More reason 
than cause, so probably introducing an epexegetic clause; "after all, he makes the 
sun rise ....", Cassirer.  

epi acc. "on" - UPON [EVIL AND GOOD AND RAINS] UPON [JUST AND UNJUST]. 
Spatial; "upon"; "he makes the sun to rise on the bad and on the good alike, and 
he sends the rain on saint and sinner", Barclay.  
   
v46 

d) Explanation, v46-47. The loving righteousness required of a son of God 
is not reciprocal, ie., it does not look for love in return. The point is, reciprocal 
love deserves no reward.  

gar "-" - FOR. It is likely that v46-47 is an independent saying of Jesus that 
Matthew stitches to the subject matter with gar (Luke uses kai, 6:32), and so is 
best left untranslated as NIV.  

ean + subj. "if" - IF, as may be the case ........ then [WHAT REWARD DO YOU 
HAVE]. Introducing a conditional clause 3rd. class where the condition has the 
possibility of coming true.  

touV agapwntaV (agapaw) pres. part. "those who love [you]" - THE ONES 
LOVING [YOU]. The participle serves as a substantive.  

ecete (ecw) pres. "will you get" - [then WHAT REWARD] DO YOU HAVE. Best 
with the sense "what reward can you expect?", Barclay. The answer is "none". 
When it comes to receiving the promised blessings of the covenant "there is no 
reward for doing what is commonplace", Morris.  

ouci "[are] not" - [DO] NOT [EVEN THE TAX COLLECTORS do THE SAME]. 
Probably as a rhetorical question with this negation prompting a positive answer. 
May be expressed as a positive statement; "even tax collectors do that!", Phillips. 
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v47 

ean + subj. "if" - [AND] IF [YOU GREET]. Conditional clause, 3rd. class, as in 
v46.  

touV adelfouV (oV) "brothers" - THE BROTHERS [OF YOU ONLY]. 
"Brothers" in the sense of fellow Jews, fellow believers, so "greet with warmth 
and respect", eg., "peace be with you".  

perisson adj. "[what are you doing] more than others?" - [WHAT] 
EXCESSIVE, EXTRAORDINARY [ARE YOU DOING?]. "What are you doing more than 
anyone else would do in the circumstance?  

ouci "[do] not" - [DO] NOT [EVEN THE GENTILES do THE SAME]. Question as 
in v46.  

kai "even" - Ascensive, as NIV.  
   
v48 

e) Injunction, v45. The loving righteousness of a son of God is a perfect 
righteousness. The language is similar to Lev.19:2. The righteousness of a son of 
God, as with holiness, exceeds that of the Scribes and the Pharisees because it is 
perfect. Christ's law "is not a set of detailed instructions, but is reducible to one 
word, love. The law of Jesus is therefore both simpler and more demanding than 
the Law of the Old Testament, and by it the disciples are made entirely dependent 
on the mercy of God, because they are put permanently into the position of sinners 
who [are not perfect and] must always say Forgive us our debts, 6:12", Fenton.  

umeiV pro. "-" - [THEREFORE] YOU. Emphatic by use, "you be perfect".  
esesqe (eimi) fut. "be" - WILL BE. The future tense is used here for an 

imperative.  
teleioi (oV) "perfect" - COMPLETE, PERFECT. Predicate adjective. "There 

must be no limit to your goodness", REB.  
oun "therefore" - Inferential; drawing a logical conclusion.  
wJV "as" - This comparative conjunction introduces a comparative clause.  
oJ ouranioV adj. "heavenly [Father]" - THE HEAVENLY ONE [THE FATHER 

OF YOU, IS PERFECT]. Nominative subject of the verb to-be.  
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6:1-18 

3. Law and Grace, 5:1-7:29 
iv] Piety - almsgiving, prayer and fasting 
Synopsis  

Matthew's account of the Sermon on the Mount continues with instruction 
on practicing personal piety, v1, almsgiving, v2-4, prayer, v5-15, and finally 
fasting, v16-18.  
   
Teaching  

Pure religion and undefiled is only found in the purity of Christ, but at the 
same time we are bound to strive to be what we are in him.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 5:1-10.  
   

ii] Structure: Almsgiving, prayer and fasting: 
General exhortation, v1; 

Do not perform righteous deeds for the affirmation of others. 
Almsgiving, v1-4: 

Negative instructions, v2; 
Positive instructions, v3-4. 

Prayer, v5-15: 
Negative instructions, v5; 
Positive instructions, v6. 

In secret, v6; 
Meaningful prayer, v7-8 

Example - The Lord's Prayer, v9-13. 
A note on forgiving others, v14-15. 

Fasting, v16-18: 
Negative instructions, v16; 
Positive instructions, v17-18.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

In the passage before us Matthew investigates the three key practices 
of Jewish piety: almsgiving, prayer and fasting. These are defined as acts 
of righteousness, which in the context means acts of piety (although 
possibly "acts of righteousness" in v1 may specifically refer to 
"almsgiving"). Jesus expected his disciples to continue with these 
expressions of Jewish piety, but taught that they only have worth when 
done as a service to God. Piety is valueless in itself, and more so when done 
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"before men, to be seen by them", ie., as an "instrument of pride and self-
seeking", Cox.  
   

The Righteousness that exceeds that of the Scribes and the Pharisees: 
As detailed in the notes on chapter 5, Jesus expounds God's law in the terms 
of radical perfection; it is a law which transcends the law of the Sinai 
covenant, a law which demands a righteousness exceeding that of the 
Scribes and the Pharisees. In the Sermon on the Mount Jesus "fulfills" the 
law, he completes the law, revealing God's law in all its perfection. As such, 
the sermon reminds us that apart from Christ we are lost, for the perfection 
demanded of God's law is beyond any human effort, except that of Christ. 
Christ's new law undermines any claim to self-righteousness, for who can 
"be perfect .... as your heavenly Father is perfect", Matt.5:48? So, the 
Sermon on the Mount forces us to recognize that we have built our life on 
sand and so face disaster; we have heard God's perfect law, but have failed 
to do it. Gladly, Christ has done it and in his righteousness, on his rock, we 
can stand secure in that awful day.  

In chapter 6 exceeding righteousness continues to be used as an 
instrument to expose sin. Jesus does this by laying bare our tendency 
toward hollow religiosity. Who can claim not to display their piety in front 
of their fellow believers? Yet, more seems to be at play. The ethical 
function of the law, that of guiding the Christian life, seems more evident. 
The law serves both functions, often both together, so when it comes to 
personal piety, we rest on the purity of Christ, but at the same time we strive 
to be what we are in him.  

The move from the exceeding righteousness of the law to the issue of 
piety, may be the first step in Matthew's answer to the problem posed by 
the impossible requirements of the law. By drawing together sayings of 
Jesus on the issue of piety, Matthew is indicating that the answer to the 
problem lies with a personal relationship with God, rather than a striving 
for perfection.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
The passage is unique to Matthew, best viewed as taken from the oral 

tradition available to him rather than a product of his own imagination 
(redactional).  

 
Homiletics: Lent 

There are many churches which recognize and use Lent as a time of self-
examination and discipline in the Christian life. It's not uncommon to meet a 
believer during Lent who has decided to give up some delicacy such as chocolate. 
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From Ash Wednesday through to Easter, millions of believers refocus their lives 
on Christ. 

Lent is always linked to fasting, not starving, but rather cutting back on rich 
foods. In this way we purge the body, quieten the mind and heighten spiritual 
awareness. It's an interesting idea - renouncing self so that we might be open to 
God through prayer and meditation. So, Lent is not about denial as such, it is not 
about self-denial, rather it is about focusing our lives again on Christ. Lent is all 
about reflective prayer and meditation on the Word. This is where fasting fits in 
- it is a practical aid, particularly in our over indulgent world. As for the example 
of fasting, we know that it was practiced by Jesus, Lk.4:1-2, Paul, Act.9:9, 10:30, 
14:23, and by the leaders of the church, Act.13:2. 

Lent is a "catholic" tradition and begins on Ash Wednesday with "The 
Giving of Ashes". The previous year's palm crosses are burnt and used to ash the 
forehead in the sign of a cross. This symbol focuses the purpose of Ash 
Wednesday - a day of confession of sins, of sorrow for all the wrong we have 
done. "Remember, man, you are dust and to dust you will return". 

Of course, the danger is that in these outward symbols of Lent we end up 
doing exactly what Jesus warns us against. If we feel some outward pride in them 
then we are best to do what Jesus advises, wash and brighten up. Remember, the 
importance lies with the action of the heart. 

 
 Text - 6:1 

i] Practicing personal piety, v1. When Jesus calls on his disciples not to 
"make a show of your religion", NEB, he is telling them to "do what is right" (in 
the piety department), he is telling them not to seek the praise/reward of others. 
It's fairly obvious that Jesus is drawing on the practice of the so called "righteous", 
the self-righteous, the churchies of his day, the most prominent being the 
Pharisees. Their piety serves as the model of what not to do.  

de "-" BUT/AND. Variant reading, transitional, indicating a step in the 
narrative / argument; "now, moving on, make certain ...."  

prosecete (prosecw) pres. imp. "be careful" - WATCH OUT, BEWARE, TAKE 
HEED. Constant carefulness is required; "give careful attention to", Morris. 

mh poiein (poiew) pres. inf. "not to do" - NOT TO DO = DEMONSTRATE. The 
infinitive introduces an object clause / dependent statement of cause expressing 
what they should give care to; "that you not do = make a public performance of 
your goodness", Barclay  

uJmwn gen. pro. "your" - [THE RIGHTEOUSNESS] OF YOU. The genitive is 
possessive.  

thn dikaiosunhn (h) "acts of righteousness" - THE RIGHTEOUSNESS. 
Accusative direct object of the infinitive "to do." Here "acts of piety, religious 
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duty, devotions.....", but it can also be rendered "to do what is right", cf. 1Jn.2:29, 
ie. Jesus may well be concerned with the substance (doing with is right) rather 
than the outward form (outward acts of piety). In the LXX the word is often 
rendered "alms", which, given the context, may be the sense here.  

emprosqen + gen. "before [men]" - Local, expressing space, "in the presence 
of"; "to perform your good works publicly", Berkeley.  

proV to + inf. "-" - TOWARD = WITH THE AIM. This construction introduces a 
final clause expressing purpose; "in order to be seen."  

autoiV dat. pro. "by them" - [TO BE SEEN] BY THEM. The dative is 
instrumental, expressing agency.  

ei de mh ge "if you do" - BUT IF INDEED NOT = OTHERWISE [YOU HAVE NO 
REWARD]. A construction common to Luke; usually ei de mh in Mark. Expressing 
a "hypothetical result", "what would happen if the preceding statement were 
true", Culy, namely, "you would have no reward from your Father in heaven."  

para + dat. "from" - WITH [THE FARTHER OF YOU]. Local, expressing space, 
"in the sight of, in the presence of", or probably better, association, "you will have 
no reward with your Father who is in heaven", Morris.  

tw/ dat. art. "[in heaven]" - THE ONE [IN HEAVEN]. The article serves as an 
adjectivizer turning the prepositional phrase "in the heavens" into an attributive 
modifier, limiting "Father"; "your Father who is in heaven", ESV, or simply "your 
heavenly Father", Berkeley.  
   
v2 

ii] Instructions on almsgiving, v2-4. Almsgiving, as with the other two acts 
of piety, is a particularly Jewish religious practice. Note how Jesus makes the 
same four points with all three acts of piety:  

don't do them to gain the praise of others;  
ignore this warning and all we get is the praise of others;  
piety is best performed in secret;  
what is performed in secret receives God's reward.  

Special festivals were proclaimed by the sounding of trumpets and so this 
was a good time to make a show of generosity toward the poor. Jesus expects his 
disciples to give alms, but not "as the hypocrites." There are different degrees of 
hypocrisy. We can act to fool others, fool ourselves, or fool ourselves and others. 
With each we get the reward we deserve, sometimes even high praise, although 
not from God. The right motive for alms-giving is compassion; such stems from 
the heart and is for the recipient's benefit, irrespective of the onlookers. As for the 
reward, perfect righteousness is always rewarded, although only one person has 
ever received the reward for selfless compassion. As the line from the B grade 
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movie The Henderson Monster put it, "even our most noble motivations cannot 
tolerate close inspection."  

oun "so" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection.  
oJtan + subj. "when" - Introducing a temporal clause, indefinite future; 

"whenever".  
poih/V (poiew) pres. subj. "you give" - YOU DO. DO ALMS = GIVE ALMS. 

Singular "thou". Jesus is making the point that an act of piety can easily be 
polluted by an outward show undertaken to gain the applause / admiration of 
others. These words provide guidance to disciples on how to be something of 
what we are in Christ.  

elehmosunhn (h) "alms" - Accusative direct object of the verb "to do." One 
of the key acts of piety for a Jew.  

mh salpishV (salpizw) aor. subj. "do not announce it with trumpets" - 
DO NOT TRUMPET [BEFORE YOU]. Subjunctive of prohibition. Possibly figurative, 
"don't blow your own trumpet." May refer to the trumpet-shaped offertory 
receptacles in the temple. Carson argues for the sounding of trumpets on feast 
days when large crowds could witness the alms-giving of the devout.  

w{sper "as" - LIKE. Comparative conjunction serving to introduce a 
comparative clause; "as the hypocrites do."  

oiJ uJpokritai (hV) "the hypocrites" - actors who play a role throughout life, 
hypocrites [do]. Nominative subject of the verb "to do." They may fool others by 
pretending goodness when they are evil, but they will also fool themselves if they 
believe that their actions are done for God's sake.  

en + dat. "in [the synagogues]" - Local, expressing space.  
o{pwV + subj. "to be [honoured]" - THAT [THEY MAY BE HONOURED]. This 

construction introduces a final clause expressing purpose; "[in order] to win 
popular applause", Barclay.  

uJpo + gen. "by [men]" - Instrumental, expressing agency, as NIV.  
amhn legw "I tell [you] the truth" - TRULY I SAY. A statement used by Jesus 

to reinforce what he is about to say. 
uJmin dat. pro. "you" - TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
apecousin (apecw) pres. "they have received [their reward] in full" - 

THEY ARE OBTAINING IN FULL [THE REWARD OF THEM]. The hypocrite receives 
the praise of those they desire praise from, and so have received their reward in 
full.  
   
v3 

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, probably adversative, serving to contrast 
the behaviour of believers with that of the hypocrites. Note the emphatic sou, 
"you".  
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poiountoV ( poiew) gen. pres. part. "when you give [to the needy]" - DOING 
[ALMS]. Genitive absolute participle serving to introduce a temporal clause. The 
point is simple enough, charity should not be done outwardly for the praise of 
others.  

mh gnwtw (ginwskw) aor. imp. "do not let [your left hand] know" - DO 
NOT LET KNOW [THE LEFT HAND OF YOU WHAT THE RIGHT HAND OF YOU DOES]. 
Possibly a proverbial saying used to reinforce secrecy. "Christian giving is to be 
marked by self-sacrifice and self-forgetfulness, not by self-congratulation", Stott, 
The Message of the Sermon on the Mount. Thank you John for this impossible 
ideal! Jesus can rightly set ideals, preachers should the resist the temptation!  
   
v4 

o{pwV + subj. "so that [your giving may be]" - THAT [THE ALMS OF YOU MAY 
BE]. This construction usually expresses purpose, "in order that", or hypothetical 
result, "so that." Note that the genitive sou, "of you", is usually viewed as verbal, 
subjective, "the alms give by you."  

en + dat. "in [secret]" - The preposition here is adverbial, modal, expressing 
the manner of the giving.  

kai "then" - AND. Coordinative; "and".  
sou gen. pro. "your [Father]" - [THE FATHER] OF YOU. The genitive is 

adjectival, relational. An important theological truth.  
o blepwn (blepw) pres. part. "who sees [what is done in secret]" - THE ONE 

SEEING [IN SECRET]. The participle may be treated as adjectival, but better as a 
substantive introducing a noun clause standing in apposition to "Father".  

apodwsei (apodidwmi) fut. "will reward" - WILL REPAY, GIVE BACK, 
REWARD. The meaning here is "pay back", Bonnard; "do this and this will 
follow", Beyer. There is reward in the Christian life, but it is a truth held in tension 
(as are many truths, eg., God's sovereignty and human freewill). In principle "God 
notices what his children do and responds to it", Morris. Yet, "the person who 
looks for reward, and who calculates that it is due to him, does not receive it; the 
person whose only motive is love, and who never thinks that he has deserved any 
reward, does, in fact, receive it", Barclay, The Gospel of Matthew.  

soi dat. pro. "you" - Dative of indirect object.  
   
v5 

iii] Instructions on prayer, v5-15. a) Prayer, v5-6. Jesus makes the same four 
points as noted above. The focus of his criticism is again on hypocrisy; that state 
where the outward act of piety does not represent the true state of the inward self. 
Jesus is not arguing for a particular stance in prayer, nor a particular place. He 
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simply exposes our corrupt motivations by identifying our tendency to spend 
more time praying in public than in private.  

oJtan + subj. "when [you pray]" - [AND] WHENEVER [YOU PRAY]. This 
construction introduces a temporal clause, indefinite time; "whenever". Possibly 
referring to the three daily hours of prayer.  

ouk esesqe (eimi) fut. "do not be" - The future tense serves here as an 
imperative.  

wJV "like" - AS, LIKE [THE HYPOCRITES]. Serving to introduce a comparative 
clause.  

oJti "for" - Possibly introducing a causal clause, "because", as NIV, so 
Gundry, but probably better taken as introducing a epexegetic noun clause that 
defines the actions of the hypocrites which a disciple should not emulate; "when 
you pray, you must not take the hypocrites for your model, men who, when they 
wish to engage in prayer, love to take up their stand in the synagogues ..... their 
purpose being to attract the notice of their fellow men", Cassirer.  

filousin (filew) pres. "they love" - Here in the sense of hooked on the drug 
of the praise of others, ie., a durative present tense.  

proseucesqai (proseucomai) pres. inf. "to pray" - The infinitive 
introduces an object clause / dependent statement of cause expressing what the 
hypocrites (those "whose religion consists of ostentatious play-acting", Barclay) 
"love" to do. "They love to stand and pray in the synagogues and at street-corners 
so that people may see them at it", Phillips.  

eJstwteV (iJsthmi) perf. part. "standing" - HAVING BEEN STANDING. The 
participle is adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of their praying; standing in 
synagogues ...." Standing, at this time, was the normal position for prayer.  

en + dat. "in ... on ..." - IN [THE SYNAGOGUES AND] ON [THE CORNERS OF 
THE STREETS]. Local, expressing space.  

o{pwV + subj. "to [be seen]" - THAT [THEY MAY BE SEEN]. This construction 
introduces a final clause expressing purpose.  

toiV anqrwpoiV dat. "by men" - BY MEN [TRULY I SAY TO YOU, THEY HAVE 
THE REWARD OF THEM]. The dative is instrumental. Note that the genitive 
pronoun autwn, "of them", is usually classified as verbal, objective; the reward 
for their behaviour has already been bestowed on them, namely, the praise of their 
associates.  
   
v6 

de "but" - BUT/AND [YOU]. Transitional, adversative, "but"; "instead of this", 
Cassirer. Note the emphatic use of the pronoun su, "you"; "but you, when you 
pray."  
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oJtan + subj. "when [you pray]" - Introducing an indefinite temporal clause; 
"whenever".  

to tamieion (on) "room" - [ENTER INTO] THE STORE ROOM, INNER ROOM 
[OF YOU]. Public prayer is not forbidden. The point is that personal prayer should 
done privately with God, not publicly to gain the attention and therefore, the 
accolades of others. "Prayer does not exist where man's aim is self-promotion", 
Filson.  

kleisaV (kleiw) aor. part. "close [the door]" - [AND] HAVING SHUT [THE 
DOOR OF YOU]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the imperative verb "pray [to your Father]", as NIV, although 
possibly adverbial, temporal; "and when thou hast shut the door", AV.  

tw/ patri (hr roV) "to [your] Father" - [PRAY] TO THE FATHER [OF YOU]. 
We might expect proV + acc., "toward [the Father]", or even a genitive "of the 
Father", objective?, but here dative, indirect object (ie., the Father receives the 
content of the prayer), or interest (the prayer is for the Father).  

tw/ dat. art. "who [is unseen]" - THE ONE [IN THE SECRET place]. The article 
serves as an adjectivizer turning the prepositional phrase "in secret" into an 
attributive modifier limiting "Father". Not so much in the sense that God exists 
in a secret place, eg., heaven, but that even in a secret place chosen for prayer, 
even there, God is present, cf. Nolland.  

oJ blepwn (blepw) pres. part. "who sees" - [AND THE FATHER OF YOU] THE 
ONE SEEING. The participle may serve to introduce a noun clause standing in 
apposition to "Father", although probably better treated as adjectival, attributive, 
limiting "Father"; "your Father who sees in secret", ESV.  

en "in [secret]" - IN [THE HIDDEN place]. Expressing space. God is found in 
the secret places.  

soi dat. pro. "[will reward] you" - [WILL GIVE BACK] TO YOU. Dative of 
indirect object / interest.  
   
v7 

b) Meaningful prayer, v7-8. With regard repetitious prayer, even though 
Jesus uses the word "pagans", his focus is still on Israel. Such prayer is pagan-
like because pagan religion rests on incantation and repetition. Repetition is 
unnecessary for a father who knows the needs of his family and teaches them to 
ask in confidence and trust, cf., Hill. Of course, Jesus is not denouncing long 
prayers or repetition as such, rather length or repetition, as a divine arm-bending 
exercise, is unnecessary.  

proseucomenoi (prosercomai) pres. part. "when you pray" - [BUT] 
PRAYING. The participle is adverbial, probably temporal, as NIV.  
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mh battalognshte (battalogew) aor. subj. "do not keep on babbling" - 
DO NOT UTTER EMPTY WORDS. Subjunctive of prohibition. Possibly a reference 
to heathen incantations, or flowery repetitious requests.  

w{sper "like" - AS, LIKE [THE GENTILES]. Here introducing a comparative 
clause.  

gar "for" - More reason than cause, here explaining the reason for their 
babbling, namely, they think "that they will be heard for their many words", ESV.  

oJti "-" - [THEY THINK] THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of perception 
expressing what the pagans / Gentiles think.  

en + dat. "because of" - IN [THE WORDINESS OF THEM THEY WILL BE HEARD]. 
The NIV, as with Barclay, etc., take the preposition here as causal, "because of", 
although instrumental, "by, with", is more likely; "they think that by using many 
words they will be heard", NJB.  
   
v8 

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Drawing a logical conclusion / inferential.  
mh ... oJmoiwqhte (oJmoiow) aor. pas. subj. "do not be like" - Subjunctive of 

prohibition, ie., "don't pray as they do, using flowery blah, blah, blahs." 
Obviously repetition in itself is not prohibited, cf. 26:39-44, nor length, Lk.6:12, 
but rather the notion that repetition and/or length will somehow bend the will of 
God.  

autoiV dat. pro. "them" - Dative of direct object after the verb "make like", 
used without wJV, "like".  

gar "for" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why believers don't need 
to use pagan babble in prayer, "because your Father knows your needs before you 
ask him."  

w|n gen. rel. pro. "what [you need]" - [THE FATHER OF YOU KNOWS] OF 
WHAT THINGS [YOU HAVE NEED]. This pronoun introduces a relative clause. The 
genitive is adjectival, limiting the knowledge which the Father knows, so 
epexegetic, specifying what the Father knows. As Morris points out, given that 
God knows what we need before we ask, we pray, "not to inform the Father on 
matters of which he is ignorant, but to worship him." Christians pray "to alert 
themselves to seek Him, to exercise their faith by meditating upon His promises, 
unburdening their cares by lifting themselves into His bosom and finally to testify 
that from Him alone, all good for themselves and for others is hoped and asked", 
Calvin.  

pro tou + inf. "before [you ask him]" - This preposition with the genitive 
articular infinitive serves to introduce a temporal clause, antecedent time, 
"before".  
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v9 

c) The Lord's prayer, v9-13. It would seem that, at this point, Jesus gives his 
disciples a model prayer (ou{twV "thus, so, in this way" = "how you should pray") 
rather than a prayer for constant repetition - although its constant repetition is by 
no means barred. The prayer takes a liturgical form, a form which has shaped the 
worship of the Christian church. It has a threefold structure: i] address; ii] petition 
- a) intercession for God's person and will - that his name be honoured, his 
kingdom come and his will be done; b) supplication for self - for daily bread, 
forgiveness and protection from the evil one; (iii] doxology - here left open 
ended). The petitions are clearly matters of God's intended purpose and as such 
are according to his will, ie., the petitions consist of those things which we may 
rightly ask of God in the full knowledge that we will receive what we have asked. 
There are, of course, other matters which are according to God's will (scriptural 
propositions that apply to all people in ages) that may rightly be included in this 
form of prayer, although it should be noted that the usual list of suspects (health, 
wealth and happiness) is missing, and rightly so. Not that we can't pray for uncle 
Fred's bunions, but only to testify that from Him alone, all good for ourselves and 
others is hoped and asked.  

The verbs in the prayer are aorist, serving to express aspect rather than time, 
although as a matter of form, the aorist is most often used in prayers. Note in 
particular the aorist subjunctive mh eisenegkh/V, "lead [us] not", serving as a 
subjunctive of prohibition, which along with alla, "but", forms a counterpoint 
construction, "not this ....... but that." See v13.  

ou{twV oun "This, then is how" - THEREFORE, [YOU PRAY] THUS. The modal 
adverb ou{twV, "in this manner", "implies that what follows is more an example 
of how to pray instead of a formula to be mechanically repeated", D&A. The 
conjunction oun, "therefore", is inferential, drawing a logical conclusion from the 
instruction not to babble on in prayer, which conclusion is supplied by the Lord's 
model prayer, v7-8. "In this manner, therefore, you are to pray."  

uJmeiV "you" - Nominative subject of the verb "to pray." Not including Jesus, 
as the prayer is for his disciples.  

pater (pathr, pathroV) voc. "Father" - DADDY. Vocative. An intimate 
term, although not frivolous, ie., "dad" would not be appropriate.  

en + dat. "in [heaven]" - Local, expressing space; "who lives in heaven / 
rules over heaven."  

aJgiasqhtw (aJgiazw) aor. pas. imp. "hallowed" - MAKE SACRED. Here not 
of making God holy, but that he be regarded, recognized as holy; "may your name 
be held in reverence", Barclay.  
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onoma (a atoV) "name" - THE NAME [OF YOU]. Nominative subject of the 
verb "to make sacred." The name of God is God himself; a person is not separate 
from their name.  
   
v10 

hJ basileia (a) "[your] kingdom" - [LET COME] THE KINGDOM [OF YOU]. 
Nominative subject of the imperative "let come." The dynamic rule / reign of God 
over his people, with its attendant blessings, as promised in the covenant and 
realized in Christ; "the eternal order into which it is our duty and privilege to 
enter", Cox. See "kingdom of heaven", 3:2.  

elqatw (ercomai) aor. imp. "come" - The aorist, being punctiliar, implies a 
singular act, although in terms of now / not yet. "Let the kingdom (of God) come 
for us, burst in upon us, dawn, be inaugurated / realized."  

qelhma (a atoV) "will" - [LET BE DONE] THE WILL, DESIRE [OF YOU]. 
Nominative subject of the imperative "let be done." Missing from the Lukan 
version. Possibly God's righteous requirements, but more likely his intrusion into 
human history to gather a people to himself (a kingdom) by grace through faith. 
"The prayer looks for the perfect accomplishment of what God wills", Morris.  

epi + gen. "on [earth]" - [AS IN HEAVEN ALSO] UPON [EARTH]. Spatial.  
kai "-" - This conjunction is sometimes used in comparative constructions, 

as here, wJV, "as [it is done in heaven]", kai, so, thus, in this manner (= ou{twV) 
[upon earth]", cf. BDF 453:1.  

wJV "as" - AS, LIKE. Comparative. "Whatever the Lord pleases he does, in 
heaven and on earth", Ps.135:6. God's intentions are fulfilled, both in heaven and 
earth, and thus may rightly be prayed for. It is usually assumed that God's will 
has been fulfilled in heaven and that the prayer is asking that His intentions may 
also be fulfilled on earth, so "on earth as it is in heaven." I had an ongoing debate 
with a friend over some 20 years, a friend now with the Lord, over whether Satan's 
rebellion has stained heaven as well as earth. I contended that the rebellion is 
primarily found in the spiritual domain and that it has spilled over into the created 
order. From the created order, through Christ and the new creation, the spiritual 
domain is restored, thus "both in heaven and earth", D&A. My friend was never 
convinced because he was looking for peace in heaven, not a continuation of 
spiritual warfare. Both of us will soon be privy to the mystery.  

en + dat. "in [heaven]" - Local, expressing space.  
   
v11 

doV (didwmi) aor. imp. "give" - Note punctiliar aorist.  
hJmin dat. pro. "us" - TO US. Dative of indirect object / interest.  
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shmeron adv. "today" - Temporal adverb. Luke uses a distributive 
construction kaq hJmeran, "day by day."  

hJmwn gen. pro. "our" - [BREAD] OF US. The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic, 
"the bread which is promised us."  

ton epiousion adj. "daily" - THE NEXT DAY, DAILY. Accusative complement 
of the direct object "bread" standing in a double accusative construction. The 
meaning of this word is unclear since its usage is rare. D&A list the four favoured 
meanings, often devised by derivation:  

• "[give us today the bread] necessary or needful for existence", "my 
needful bread", Allen, "the bread we need", Mounce, epi ousia. A similar 
sense may possibly derive from the Aramaic, "the bread of our necessity"; 
"give us each day sufficient bread", Beare;  

• "for the current day, today, daily", epi thn ousa;  
• "that which belongs to it, that comes to it", epienai.  
• "for the coming or following day" = today (morning prayer), 

tomorrow (evening prayer), possibly just "give us our bread day by day", hJ 
epiousa;  

Most commentators opt for the last option, D&A, Morris, Nolland, Luz, 
Carson ("give us today the food we need"), Blomberg ("the next day's provision 
of life's essentials"), McNeile, France ("daily provision"), Schnackenburg, ... with 
some suggesting the possibility that "the bread of tomorrow" requires an 
eschatological interpretation, namely, a prayer that "asks for the present 
realization of the blessing of the eschaton", Hagner, "the nourishment of the 
Messianic banquet", Hill.  

ton arton (oV) "bread" - THE FOOD. Accusative direct object of the 
imperative verb "to give". It is important to note that this, the first request for 
ourselves in the Lord's prayer, sits with our requests for God's name to be 
honoured, his kingdom to come, and his will to be done. So, it is likely that the 
request is for those resources that can aid us in the honouring of God's name and 
in working to realize his kingdom and his will. Instructions concerning prayer in 
the scriptures are limited to those things God has promised to give us when 
requested, therefore it is highly unlikely that Jesus is telling us to pray for the 
provision of our daily sustenance when there is no promise for the daily provision 
of food for believers. So, this request is for the provision of manna during our 
wilderness journey to the promised land, a request for the necessary resources for 
our service to the Lord. Such resources cannot be defined, since they depend on 
the particular circumstances of the service we perform within the sovereign will 
of God. The requirements for this service are known to God, but may well not be 
known to us. In fact, our list of needs is likely to bear little resemblance to God's 
list. "Give us the resources necessary to achieve your will."  
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v12 

afeV (afihmi) aor. imp. "forgive" - [AND] REMIT, FORGIVE, LET GO, 
PARDON. Remove guilt. Clearly again a prayer request that is according to God's 
will and therefore granted. Some argue that the request is for eschatological 
forgiveness, but now / not yet probably applies. 

hJmin dat. pro. "us" - TO US. Dative of interest, advantage; "for us." 
hJmwn gen. pro. "our" - OF US. The genitive may be taken as adjectival, 

possessive, or verbal, subjective.  
ta ofeilhmata (a atoV) "debts" - DEBT, WHAT IS OWED, SHORTCOMINGS 

= SINS, TRANSGRESSIONS. Accusative direct object of the imperative verb "to 
forgive." Luke has "sins" and it is most likely Matthew has used "debts" as a term 
for sins. It is not used in the sense of money owed to others. The word is rare, but 
is used by Paul in the sense of debt / obligation in Rom.4:4. 

wJV "as" - AS, LIKE. Comparative. The exact sense here of this comparative 
conjunction has prompted numerous interpretations, cf. Matthew's expansion of 
this qualification, v14-15:  

• Most commentators take the view that our willingness to forgive is a 
condition for God's forgiveness; "pardon can only be given to those who 
are prepared to bestow it themselves", Cox, "though God prefers the 
coinage of mercy, he will deal with us in the coinage with which we have 
chosen to deal with others", Nolland, so also D&A, France. This is qualified 
by taking the condition "as an aspiration rather than a limitation, or none of 
us would be forgiven", Morris. Still, "mere good intentions are not 
enough", Schweizer.  

• Still in the terms of a condition, Gundry states that "forgiveness of 
others demonstrates sincerity in asking forgiveness from God." Moule, in 
As we forgive, defines the condition as a necessary capacity to enable the 
reception of divine forgiveness. Divine forgiveness depends on "adopting 
an attitude which makes forgiveness possible.... Real repentance, as 
contrasted with a merely self-regarding remorse, is certainly a sin qua non 
of receiving forgiveness - an indispensable condition." So also Carson, 
Stott.  

• The clause may serve to remind us that we can't perfectly forgive and 
that therefore, our only hope lies in God's forgiveness / mercy. An 
awareness of our own incapacity to act mercifully is a necessary 
prerequisite for the reception of God's mercy. This is surely the point of the 
parable of the unforgiving servant, not that we should be merciful, but that 
like the unforgiving servant, we are anything but merciful. None-the-less, 
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it seems far too subtle that Jesus would, at this point, use the law to expose 
sin and so motivate a desire for mercy;  

• The clause may possibly serve to test our acceptance of God's 
forgiveness. A forgiven person is inclined to forgive, not perfectly, but 
inclined none-the-less. If we are without mercy then this may indicate that 
we have yet to receive God's mercy;  

• Of course, Jesus may be referring here, not to a condition, but a 
reverse consequence; the forgiven person forgives. Again, it is not a matter 
of perfection, but rather of inclination. We forgive, not perfectly, but we 
forgive because Jesus first forgave us. Luz (see also Hagner and Beare) 
heads in this direction, giving afhkamen a perfect sense rather than aorist 
(see below) and so viewing God's action of forgiveness as prior to the 
forgiving of the forgiven. The principle of God's prior grace operative in 
his children is well established in the scriptures such that here the causal / 
consecutive link is probably to be viewed in reverse, namely, a person 
forgives because they are forgiven / as a result of being forgiven. This 
interpretation has much to commend it. See v14 below;  

• I personally favour the view that wJV here introduces a concrete 
example, so serving to promote a "how much more" idea, cf., the parable 
of the midnight guest. If even the most selfish person can forgive the 
failings of others sometimes, we can only but imagine how much more God 
can forgive. Our limited efforts serve to highlight God's perfect 
forgiveness; "forgive us our failings Lord, given that even we can 
sometimes forgive the failings of others." The wJV could also be causal, 
although such a usage is rare; "because even we ......"  

hJmeiV pro. "we" - [ALSO] WE. Emphatic use of the pronoun.  
kai "also" - Possibly adjunctive, as NIV, but it may well be ascensive here; 

"even we."  
afhkamen (afihmi) aor. "have forgiven" - Punctiliar aorist. In Luke's 

version of the prayer, he uses a present tense, obviously durative; "as we keep on 
forgiving." "As we also herewith forgive our debtors", Jeremias, taking the aorist 
as an attempted rendition of the Aramaic perfect with performative force.  

hJmwn gen. pro. "our" - [THE DEBTORS] OF US. The genitive is usually viewed 
here as verbal, objective; "as we forgive those who owe anything to us", Phillips.  

toiV afeiletaiV (hV ou) dat. "debtors" - THE DEBTORS. Dative of interest, 
advantage, "for the debtors."  
   
v13  

mh eisenegkh/V (eisferw) aor. subj. "lead [us] not" - [AND] DO NOT LEAD 
INTO, BRING [US]. A subjunctive of prohibition. Possibly reflective in meaning, 
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"do not let us be brought into / fall victim to ....", but the stronger sense is more 
likely; "do not submit us to ...", Barclay.  

eiV "into" - Here expressing goal / end view.  
peirasmon (oV) "temptation" - TEMPTATION, TESTING. The first clause of 

the sixth prayer item, "do not bring us into temptation", has prompted numerous 
interpretations. The last suggested interpretation is most likely the intended sense, 
although it is not widely accepted:  

• Given that it is unlikely that Jesus is instructing us to pray that we 
not be led into temptation, since he has promised that we will constantly 
face temptation, the request may be that we don't succumb to temptation or 
that the temptation be limited and a way of escape provided;  

• Many suggest that the word means "test" rather than "tempt." There 
are numerous times of testing, just as in the sense of temptation above. So, 
Jesus may be instructing us to pray that we do not confront a situation (a 
test, trial) that overwhelms our faith and thus our salvation. Such a prayer 
is supported by the scriptural promise of the Shepherd's eternal protection;  

• Some suggest that the test is the time of trial, the tribulation of the 
last day, but the word is not used of the tribulation. The NEB implies this 
meaning in its "do not bring us to the test." New versions of the Lord's 
Prayer push toward a similar eschatological meaning, eg., "save us from 
the time of trial." Most people, faced with this new line to the Lord's Prayer, 
are left floundering as to its meaning. 

• The word "temptation", of being led into a situation of evil where we 
end up being abandoned by God, is probably the intended sense of 
peirasmon. . Of course, God would not do such a thing, which fact is drawn 
out in the counterpoint construction mh ..... alla, "not ....... but ...." - "don't 
do that (subjunctive of prohibition) [and we know that you wouldn't], but 
do this." In English, this idea may be better expressed "rather than that ...... 
this"; "rather than being caught up in temptation, loss and ultimate 
destruction, keep us safe from the evil one's snare." The retention of the 
translation "temptation" brings us closer to the truth than "testing".  

alla "but" - Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint construction; 
"not .... but ....."; See above.  

rJusai (rJuomai) aor. imp. "deliver" - DELIVER, SPARE, RESCUE. The 
meaning will depend on how we have understood the first clause. For example, 
if we face testing then we are asking for protection, but if we face the tribulation 
then we are asking for rescue. 

apo + gen. "from" - Expressing separation; "away from."  
tou ponhrou (oV) "the evil one" - This can be masculine or neuter, "the evil 

one" or "evil". "The evil one" fits best.  
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v14 

d) A note on forgiving others, v14-15. Matthew has stitched this independent 
saying to the Lord's prayer in order to exegete the qualification on forgiveness, 
"as we also have forgiven our debtors." A similar saying is found in Mk.11:25. 
The word ofeilhma, "debt", v12, is more explicit with the use of paraptwma, 
"trespass, transgression, sin." It seems likely that the saying represents a further 
example of Jesus' "completion / fulfillment" of the law in establishing a need for 
righteousness which exceeds that of the Scribes and the Pharisees. The prime 
purpose of Jesus' ideals is to expose sin and thus the need for a righteousness that 
is apart from the Law, ie., an eschatological purpose. There has only ever been 
one truly merciful person, and on the day of judgment we would be well advised 
to stand behind him. The secondary function of Jesus' ideals is to guide the 
Christian life, ie., an ethical purpose. The saying dramatically exposes the absurd 
notion that a believer can with one hand receive divine mercy, but with the other 
deny it. As is always the case with Biblical ethics, the issue is one of orientation, 
not perfection. So, the saying counters the idea that Jesus, in the Lord's prayer, is 
saying "forgive us our debts just like we also have forgiven our debtors." To pray 
that prayer is to seal our damnation. I am lost if God's forgiveness of me is in any 
way related to my pathetic capacity to forgive those who have hurt me, or hurt 
those I care for. I well remember a brother explaining how he was hurt by another 
boy at school. He told me how he had forgiven him, but how he had never 
forgotten what he had done, and for that very reason went on to tell me the story. 
Thankfully God remembers not our sins; such is His forgiveness.  

gar "for" - More reason than cause, explaining the qualification of v12.  
ean + subj. "if [you forgive]" - Introducing a conditional clause, 3rd. class, 

where the condition has the possibility of coming true; "if, as may be the case, .... 
then ....."  

toiV anqrwpoiV (oV) dat. "men" - Dative of interest, advantage; "for men."  
paraptwmata (a atoV) "when they sin against you" - THE SINS, 

TRANSGRESSIONS, TRESPASSES [OF THEM]. Accusative direct object of the verb 
"to forgive."  

uJmwn gen. pro. "your" - The genitive is relational.  
oJ ouranioV adj. "heavenly" - "Heavenly Father", rather than "Father in 

heaven", v9.  
kai "also" - [WILL FORGIVE] ALSO. Adjunctive.  
uJmin dat. pro. "you" - Dative of interest, advantage; "forgive for you".  

   
v15 

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, here adversative / contrastive.  
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v16 

iv] Instructions on fasting, v16-18. Fasting. Again, the four points are 
repeated. Fasting provides an excellent opportunity to gain a reputation for piety. 
The best way to eliminate this hypocrisy is to fast in secret. In Jewish piety it was 
used in association with confession, or some special prayer need, and was taken 
into the Christian faith by Jewish believers as an expression of self-discipline, 
1Cor.9:24-27, Phil.3:19, 1Pet.4:3. Jesus obviously assumes his disciples will fast 
after his departure, Matt.9:14-17. Making a show of their piety, that's the 
problem. It seems unlikely that fasting is being linked to prayer as if it facilitates 
prayer in some way, although this view is widely held, see Hendriksen. Fasting 
is enjoined in scripture, but at the same time "God does not delight in sackcloth 
and ashes, but in the fast which looses the bonds of wickedness", D&A, cf. Isa.58, 
Jer.4:12, Zech.7:5-7. So, freshen up; use some oil to brighten the face.  

de "-" - but/and. Here transitional, indicating a step in the narrative / 
argument.  

oJtan + subj. "when" - WHENEVER. This construction introduces an indefinite 
temporal clause, future time; "whenever you are fasting", Zerwick.  

nhsteuhte (nhsteuw) aor. subj. "you fast" - Although fasting is only 
commanded for the day of Atonement, it did develop during the exile and was 
later expanded by the Pharisees as a spiritual exercise. Jesus does not condemn 
fasting itself; making a show of it is the problem.  

mh ginesqe (ginomai) pres. imp. "do not look" - DO NOT BECOME. 
Functioning as the verb to-be. It is often held that the negation mh prohibits 
habitual action, but this is no longer widely held to be true. "Don't look like 
miserable play-actors", Phillips.  

akuqrwpoi adj. "sombre" - [AS THE] GLOOMY, SAD [HYPOCRITES]. Possibly 
unwashed, unshaven and ashed, again for the purpose of show.  

wJV "as" - AS, LIKE. Here introducing a comparative clause.  
gar "for" - BECAUSE [THEY DISFIGURE THE FACES OF THEM]. Probably 

introducing an emphatic clause supporting the first, and therefore left 
untranslated; "When you fast ..... Dear me, they actually deliberately ash their 
faces ..." Possibly explanatory; "for men such as these disfigure their faces so as 
to be seen by their fellow men to be fasting", Cassirer.  

o{pwV + subj. "to [show]" - THAT [THEY MAY APPEAR (ie., intransitive rather 
than the passive, "to be revealed")]. This construction usually forms a final clause 
expressing purpose; "in order that they may appear."  

toiV anqrwpoiV (oV) "men" - [as ones FASTING] TO THE MEN. Dative of 
direct object after the verb "to appear to."  
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nhsteuonteV (nhsteuw) pres. part. "they are fasting" - the ones FASTING. 
Being nominative, the participle probably serves as the complement of the subject 
uJpokritai, "hypocrites", in a double nominative construction; "that they (the 
hypocrites) may appear as the ones fasting to men." See Olmstead. Note how 
most translators just deal with the participle as if it introduces an object clause / 
dependent statement of perception, eg., Barclay, "so that no one will be able to 
see that they are fasting", ie., Barclay treats the verb fainw as passive, and the 
participle as if accusative, "so as to reveal to men that they are fasting", as NIV. 
The point is clear enough.  

amhn legw umin "I tell you the truth" - TRULY I SAY TO YOU. Used to 
underline the following statement.  

autwn gen. pro. "their [reward in full]" - [THEY HAVE THE REWARD] OF 
THEM. The genitive is possessive. Their reward is the praise of men, and that 
alone.  
   
v17 

de "but" - BUT/AND [YOU]. Transitional, here adversative / contrastive, as 
NIV.  

nhsteuwn (nhsteuw) pres. part. "when you fast" - FASTING. The participle 
is adverbial, probably temporal, as NIV. Obviously Jesus assumes that his 
disciples will fast from time to time. His major concern is the motive behind the 
fast and therefore gives instructions which serve to shape the fast as something 
done between the disciple and God.  

aleiyai (aleifomai) aor. imp. "put oil on" - ANOINT [THE HEAD OF YOU 
AND WASH THE FACE OF YOU]. Not normally done during a time of fasting.  
   
v18 

o{pwV ... fanhV toiV anqrwpoiV "so that it will [not] be obvious to others 
that you are fasting" - See v16; "that you may look to men as if you were not 
fasting at all", Barclay.  

mh ...... alla "not ...... but only" - Counterpoint construction.  
tw/ parti (hr hroV) "to [your] Father" - that you may appear as the one 

fasting TO THE FATHER. Dative of direct object after the assumed verb "to 
appear."  

sou gen. "your" - OF YOU. The genitive is relational.  
tw/ dat. "who [is unseen]" - THE ONE [IN THE HIDDEN place]. The article 

serves as an adjectivizer turning the prepositional phrase "in secret" into an 
attributive modifier, limiting "Father", as NIV; "Father who is in secret", ESV.  
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oJ bletwn (plepw) pres. part. "who sees" - [AND THE FATHER OF YOU] THE 
ONE SEEING. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "Father"; "the 
Father who sees in secret."  

en + dat. "what is done in [secret]" - IN [THE SECRET place]. Local; 
expressing space.  

apodwsei (apodidwmi) fut. "will reward" - WILL GIVE BACK.  
soi dat. pro. "you" - TO YOU. Dative of indirect object / interest.  
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6:19-24 

3. Law and Grace, 5:1-7:29 
v] Social righteousness, 6:19-34 
a) Treasures in heaven 
Synopsis  

Having exposed an external religious piety that is little more than outward 
show 6:1-18, Jesus calls on his disciples to exhibit loyalty to God.  
   
Teaching  

A believer can only stand secure in Christ's loyalty to God, but should none-
the-less strive to exclude all rival loyalties, in particular, the concern for 
possessions and material comfort and security.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 5:1-10. Matthew now deals with the business of discipleship 
in a secular world, 6:19-34. In 6:19-24 disciples are exhorted to make their 
consuming passion eternal verities rather than earthly mammon. Jesus then 
tackles the issue of faith in God's providential care, 6:25-34.  
   

ii] Structure: Treasure in heaven: 
Discipleship in a secular world: 

Laying up treasure in heaven, v19-24: 
Proposition / exhortation, v19-21: 
Parabolic saying, v22-23; 

being single-minded. 
Parabolic saying, v24; 

single-minded loyalty. 
Dependence on God / faith, v25-34.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

Matthew now deals with the business of discipleship in a secular world 
- living with the things of this world, 6:19-24. In 6:19-21 there is an initial 
exhortation that disciples make their consuming passion eternal verities 
rather than earthly mammon, v19-21, followed by two short parabolic 
sayings which warn that the choice should be one or the other, v22-23, and 
v24.  

Jesus' exposition of the law in chapter 6 continues to reveal the law's 
prime function of exposing sin and thus the necessity for a disciple to seek 
a righteousness which is apart from obedience to the law, a righteousness 
given rather than earned. The secondary function of the law, that of guiding 
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the Christian life, is also evident in this chapter. In the passage before us 
Jesus establishes "the importance of single-minded adherence to God", 
Morris. Of course, the degree of compromise evident in our lives, 
particularly in respect to the things of this world, reminds us that our eternal 
security depends on taking to ourselves the "single-minded adherence" of 
Christ, without, of course, in any way lessening our responsibility to strive 
to be what we already are in Christ.  
   

The righteousness that exceeds that of the Scribes and the Pharisees is 
found in a personal relationship with God in Christ: As already indicated, 
Matthew's placement here of this package of Jesus' sayings, may well serve 
as his answer to the problem posed by the impossible demands of the law 
outlined in chapter 5. The answer will ultimately in a personal relationship 
with God, 6:1-18, which is both loyal / focused, v19-24, and faith-
dependent, v25-34. By his arrangement of Jesus' teachings Matthew is 
giving us a clue to the mystery / gospel of God's grace, namely, that a 
person's standing in the sight of God is not dependent on works of the law, 
but on divine grace appropriated through faith. Matthew will continue to 
make this point in chapter 7 and will emphatically state it in the narratives 
of chapters 8 and 9.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
All the material in this passage is found in Luke, although within 

different contexts. Q (usually viewed as a written document) is regarded by 
most commentators as the source.  

 
Homiletics: The gift of loyalty 

Jesus' absolutism seems to undermine the sensible use and enjoyment of the 
things of this world. Scripture itself extols the virtue of work and provision for 
the future, Prov.6:6-8, provision for relatives, 1Tim.5:8, and the enjoyment of 
God's good creation, 1Tim.4:3-4, 6:17, etc. 

So, what is the point of Jesus' absolutism with regard to the things of this 
world? Difficult though it is, we are forced to admit that we do serve mammon. 
We are men and women with divided loyalties. Jesus calls for is a piety of 
unswerving loyalty, but our hearts are here on earth, and the light within us is 
darkness. Aware of this face, we are forced to rely on a gift of righteousness in 
Christ which is through faith. He is the only truly loyal man, so only in his loyalty 
can we stand. The "righteousness (that) surpasses that of the Pharisees and the 
teachers of the law" is not something we do, nor can do, rather it can only be ours 
as a gift of grace appropriated through faith. 
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The wonder of free grace often prompts the retort, "why not do evil that good 
may abound?" If loyalty counts for nothing, why not be disloyal in the extreme? 
Greater disloyalty would surely produce greater mercy. Paul the apostle often 
faced this criticism, but he put it aside because the way of grace is better able to 
promote godly living than the way of law. A person under grace, and thus led by 
the Spirit, tends not to "gratify the desires of the sinful nature." 

In Jesus' call for absolute loyalty to God we are reminded to stand in Christ's 
loyalty rather than our own. Our devotion to God will always be compromised 
and so, if single-eyed devotion is His requirement for entry into the kingdom of 
heaven, then we are going to have to rely on Christ's loyalty and not our own. 
Yet, we also find in these words of Jesus an ideal of loyalty that can serve to 
discipline our Christian life. When handling this world's things, we are reminded 
of the danger of selfishness and misplaced values. 

So, on the one hand, let us renew our dependence of Christ's loyal service on 
our behalf, and on the other hand, let us strive to be open-hearted when it comes 
to the way we handle the things of this world. 
 
Text - 6:19 

The secret of laying up treasure in heaven, v19-24: i] The principle; eternal 
treasure, v19-21. By contrasting heavenly and earthly treasures Jesus encourages 
his disciples to make their eternal treasure, a treasure found in Christ, their 
consuming passion, v19-21. The form of this passage evidences Aramaic poetic 
style. Note the parallel passage in Luke, 12:32-34. Luke stresses the idealistic 
nature of the saying ("sell your possessions"), while Matthew similarly maintains 
the principle of surpassing righteousness ("no one can serve two masters"). Luke 
links the saying with the parable of the rich fool and thus encapsulates it within 
the context of eschatological judgment, which context is similarly contained in 
Matthew's rendering of the saying, given that the whole of the sermon on the 
mount is framed within the context of the coming "flood", 7:27.  

mh qhsaurizete (qhsaurizw) pres. imp. "do not store up" - DO NOT 
GATHER TOGETHER. Imperative. It is often held that this construction forbids 
habitual action. "Store up" in the sense of "provide for yourselves."  

umin dat. "for yourselves" - TO YOU. Dative of interest, advantage; "for you".  
qhsaurouV (oV) "treasures" - That which is an important object of life apart 

from a devotion toward our Lord. A person's treasure can be anything, eg., 
"people's good opinion and praise", Lloyd-Jones.  

epi + gen. "on [earth]" - Spatial; "upon".  
o{pou "where" - Local, expressing space, seems best, as NIV, but a causal 

sense is possible.  
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afanizei (afanizw) pres. "destroy" - [MOTH AND RUST] CAUSE TO 
DISAPPEAR. Moths certainly cause materials to disappear; "where the moth eats 
them away", Barclay.  

kleptai (hV ou) "thieves" - [AND WHERE] THIEVES. A thief who steals by 
deception rather than someone who steals by force.  

diorussousin (diorussw) pres. "break in" - DIG THROUGH [AND STEAL]. 
As of digging through a mud wall to break into the courtyard of an Eastern home.  
   
v20 

As against providing ourselves with ephemeral earthly treasures, Jesus 
encourages us to provide ourselves with eternal heavenly treasures. The treasures 
themselves are presented as negations of that which is ephemeral, of this age, and 
thus disappearing, ie., "they endure forever in all their sparkling lustre, as the 
irremovable possession of the children of the heavenly Father", Hendriksen. So, 
a disciple is to provide for themselves a heavenly treasure, rather than earthly 
treasure. The contextual setting for this idea is Rabbinic where it was held that 
"good works result in a heavenly accumulation of credit that is paid out on the 
day of final judgment", Strecker, cf. 4Ezra.7:77. The nomistic theology of second 
temple Judaism, of law-obedience maintaining covenant standing for the 
realization of covenant blessings, is totally undermined by Jesus' teaching that it 
is impossible to maintain covenant compliance by works of the law, cf. chapter 
5. So, it is unwise to view the treasure as eternal reward for "doing righteous 
deeds, suffering for Christ's sake, forgiving one another ", so Carson. The notion 
of reward in the NT is never what it seems and certainly does not lead us toward 
adopting pharisaic nomism. In the end, only one person has been rewarded for 
his righteous deeds and it is his eternal treasure, his reward, that we need to access 
for ourselves - a blessing of life-giving living water, Jn.4:14, etc. Thankfully the 
provision of this treasure is a gift of divine grace. 

de "but" - BUT/AND [STORE UP FOR YOURSELVES TREASURE]. Transitional, 
here to a contrastive point, as NIV. 

en + dat. "IN [HEAVEN .......]" - Local, expressing space; the place of this 
provision is in heaven.  
   
v21 

gar "for" - FOR [WHERE IS THE TREASURE OF YOU, THERE WILL BE ALSO 
THE HEART OF YOU]. Expressing cause / reason. Possibly explanatory in the sense 
of drawing a conclusion, namely, the reason for the challenge to provide for 
ourselves heavenly treasures rather than earthly. Plummer suggests a reciprocal 
sense is intended; "where our treasure is, there will our hearts be; and where our 
hearts are, there is our treasure", so the point is "one's treasure tells the tale of 
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one's heart", D&A. Yet, a causal sense is also possible, explaining the reason why 
a disciple needs to "stockpile heavenly treasures" (Nolland), namely, because the 
heart/mind follows the treasure. "If one centres on earthly treasures, so transient, 
so easily lost, one becomes thing-minded and self-concerned", Filson. "For your 
heart will always be where your riches are", TEV.  
   
v22 

ii] A parabolic saying on being single-minded, v22-23. Contextually, the first 
parabolic saying supports the exhortation toward "a healthy orientation in the 
disciple's life", France, although it is anything but straight forward. It is usually 
interpreted in the sense that the eye is the window of the soul. If a person is blind 
the inner self is left in darkness. If the eye is sound, but what it looks at is dark 
(the fading light of this age as compared with the brilliance of eternity), then the 
inner self is doubly dark. Yet, this is most likely not the right interpretation. For 
the ancients, the eye is not a window, but a lamp. The evil eye adds to the darkness 
of a person's surrounds, whereas the good eye shines light out into the 
environment enlightening that environment. The righteous are like a lamp 
dispelling darkness in a lost world, whereas the unrighteous exist in the darkness 
as servants of mammon. This approach is particularly evident in the translation 
of Luke 11:36 offered by Torrey and followed by Manson. Torrey suggests that 
the original Aramaic is not properly represented by the Gk., giving the translation: 
"if however, your whole body is lighted up with no part dark, then all about you 
will be light, just as the lamp lights you with its brightness." See D&A, p635-7. 
Although the illustration is somewhat unclear, its implication is clear enough: our 
eye is either healthy, or unhealthy, the light shines, or it doesn't - we can only be 
one or the other, which fact is brought out in v24. See comment on v23.  

oJ ofqalmoV "the eye" - [THE LAMP OF THE BODY IS] THE EYE. Predicate 
nominative, although it could be the subject with "lamp" the predicate 
nominative. The eye probably metaphorically represents intent: the evil eye = evil 
intent, the good eye = good intent.  

oJ lucnoV "lamp" - The eye is a lamp in that it enlightens the environment 
with good intent, or adds to the darkness with evil intent.  

tou swmatoV (a atoV) gen. "of the body" - The genitive is adjectival, 
possessive.  

oun "-" - therefore. Inferential, drawing a logical conclusion.  
ean + subj. "if" - IF, as the case may be [THE EYE OF YOU IS HEALTHY then 

THE WHOLE BODY OF YOU WILL BE SHINING]. Introducing a conditional clause, 
3rd class, where the condition has the possibility of coming true. D&A read this 
conditional clause as causal; "if your eyes are good, then this is because / this 
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shows that your whole body is full of light". The good eye (which radiates light 
enlightening its environment) is an evidence of the inner light.  

aplouV "good" - Predicate adjective. The word means "single, undivided" 
and leans toward a moral / ethical sense, namely, "a single-minded God-like 
moral disposition", as opposed to ponhroV, "bad", ie., "a jealous stinginess, 
selfish greed, or meanness", France. So, it is likely that both words carry 
contrasting double meanings: a single-minded pursuit of the values of the 
kingdom of heaven, as opposed to a selfish pursuit of treasure on earth.  
   
v23 

Jesus has made the point that "just as the healthy, good eye sends light into 
the world, so too do the righteous, filled with the light of God, dispel the shades 
of darkness around them. They are like a lamp that gives light to its environment", 
D&A. This truth is now contrasted with the opposite scenario. The disciple is 
bound to decide which of these mutually exclusive scenarios best represents 
them. Given our obvious accumulation of mammon, we need to urgently seek the 
radiance of the one righteous man before it's too late. Of course, for our part, we 
should do the best we can to shine "this little light of mine", dull though it is!  

ean + subj. "if" - [BUT] IF [THE EYE OF YOU IS EVIL]. As above, so possibly a 
causal conditional clause, "if, as may be the case, ..... then this is because ......" If 
the eye is bad (it has evil intent, driving a jealous stinginess, selfish greed, or 
meanness, with its consequent pursuit of worldly mammon), then this is because 
the person is full of inner darkness, is devoid of the divine.  

ponhroV adj. "bad" - EVIL [then THE WHOLE BOY OF YOU WILL BE IN 
DARKNESS]. Predicate adjective. See aplouV above.  

ei oun "if then" - IF THEREFORE [THE LIGHT IN YOU IS DARKNESS]. 
Conditional clause, 1st. class, where the condition is assumed to be true; "if, as is 
the case, .... then ...." If a person is full of darkness, is devoid of the divine, then 
how terrible is that void. These words are phrased as a warning - if this is the way 
you are, you are lost. As such, the warning serves as another example of the use 
of ethics to expose sin within the framework of eschatological judgment.  

poson pro. "how great [is that darkness]" - [THE DARKNESS] is HOW 
GREAT. Correlative pronoun serving as an exclamation, predicate of an assumed 
verb to-be. "What a terrible darkness that darkness is!", Barclay.  
   
v24 

iii] Saying on single-minded loyalty, v24. The saying "states clearly the 
intent of the two previous paragraphs; God claims complete loyalty; the disciple 
cannot divide his loyalty between God and his possessions", Filson. God is served 
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with single-eyed devotion, or he is not served at all. Note the chiastic parallelism 
such that "love" is explained by "be devoted to" and "hate" by "despise".  

douleuein (douleuw) pres. inf. + dat. "[can] serve" - [NO ONE IS ABLE] TO 
SERVE AS A SLAVE. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the 
verb "is able". The present tense, being durative, probably indicates the sense 
"habitually to serve."  

dusi kurioiV dat. "two masters" - TWO LORDS. Dative of direct object after 
the verb douleuw, "to serve"; "give service to two masters."  

gar "-" - FOR. Introducing a causal clause explaining why a person cannot 
serve two masters, although the NIV takes it as explanatory rather than causal; 
"for if he does the result would be that ...", TH.  

h] ..... h] "either ...... or ...." - Here forming a disjunctive correlative 
construction.  

mishsei (misew) "he will hate" - HE WILL HATE [THE ONE]. Here with the 
sense "disregard". The word "hate is very strong, but it is nothing more than an 
emphatic way of referring to absolute commitment.  

anqexetai (antecomai) fut. "he will be devoted to" - [AND] HE WILL BE 
ATTACHED TO, HOLD FAST TO [THE OTHER]. "Support one, despise the other", 
Phillips.  

katafronhsei (katafronew) fut. "despise" - [OR ONE HE WILL HOLD TO 
ONE AND] HE WILL DESPISE, LOOK DOWN ON. "He will look up to one and look 
down on the other", Junkins.  

tou eJterou (oV) gen. "the other" - Genitive of direct object after the kata 
prefix verb "to despise."  

qew/ (oV) dat. "[you are not able to serve] both God" - [YOU ARE NOT ABLE 
TO SERVE] GOD [AND MAMMON]. Dative of direct object, as above.  

kai "and" - Translated as correlative in the NIV, "both .... and", although te, 
or tai is not present, none-the-less a correlative sense is indicated; "you cannot 
be the servant both of the God of heaven and of the god of this world's wealth", 
Barclay.  

mamwna/ (aV a) dat. "money" - MAMMON, WEALTH, MONEY. Dative of direct 
object, as above. The word extends to property and possessions. "You cannot 
serve God and the things of this world at the same time."  
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6:25-34 

3. Law and Grace, 5:1-7:29 
v] Social righteousness, 6:19-34 
b) Worry and God's fatherly care 
Synopsis  

In this passage from the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus calls on his disciples to 
rest on God's mercy.  
   
Teaching  

When it comes to living as a child of God in this world, a disciple needs 
absolute reliance / faith in God, a reliance that is full confidence rather than 
cowardly anxiety.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 6:19-24.  
   

ii] Structure: The heavenly Father's care:  
Discipleship in a secular world: 

Laying up treasure in heaven, v19-24: 
Dependence on God's providential care / faith, v25-34. 

Proposition / exhortation, v25: 
life is more than food. 

Explanation / argument #1, v26-27: 
Saying, v26: 

consider the birds, v26; 
Saying, v27: 

people cannot change the measure God has set. 
Explanation / argument #2, v28-34: 

Saying, v28-30: 
if God cares for the environment will he not care for you? 

Saying, v31-33 
seek first the kingdom of God. 

Concluding saying, v34 
a day at a time.  

   
When it comes to structure, redaction criticism gives little away, in 

fact, any deconstructing does violence to the text, although v34 may be 
redactional, but better viewed as an independent saying of Jesus derived 
from the oral sources available to Matthew. The rest of the independent 
sayings of Jesus found in this passage are common to Luke, although 
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arranged differently. It is generally felt that both Luke and Matthew 
independently draw on a common source, usually identified as the extant 
document Q, although a common oral source cannot be discounted. It is 
obvious that both Matthew and Luke arrange the source material to suit 
their didactic purpose. See "Synoptics" below.  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
The issue of a total allegiance to God is emphasized by the 

commentators: "This section carries forward the main theme of the 
preceding paragraphs, viz. the necessity for exclusive engagement to the 
service of God", Hill; "serve God rather than possessions", Filson; "the 
disciple is to have a single-minded devotion to God. Double-mindedness is 
impossible in practice", Fenton. "Jesus is calling for absolute faith and trust 
in the providence of God's love and the putting of his will and purpose 
before all else", Argyle. "The disciple must be the slave of God alone and 
have no care for anything except his will", Fenton. It serves as a call "to 
commit all of one's strengths and abilities to the Reign of God, without 
cowardly anxieties, but rather with full confidence in God the Father", 
Schnackenburg. "Anxiety about the concrete necessities of life is 
incompatible with the all-encompassing nature of the claims of the 
kingdom of God", Nolland.  

It is unlikely that total allegiance in these terms is the intention of the 
passage. As noted in the previous studies on this chapter, it does seem likely 
that Matthew's arrangement of Jesus' teachings in chapter 6 answers the 
problem posed in chapter 5, namely, the problem of God's impossible law. 
Here we have the fundamental answer to how a person may stand right / 
approved / covenant compliant in the sight of God - the answer is, not by 
works, but by faith. A person's eternal standing in the sight of God is 
dependent on God's mercy / grace appropriated through faith and not by 
works of the law. Jesus' idealistic ethic drives us to the foot of the cross for 
mercy. Having heard the words of Jesus and not acted on them, we are like 
the person who has built their house on sand, and great will be the fall. With 
our own righteousness in tatters, we are left with but one avenue of escape 
and that rests on the covenant faithfulness of God revealed in his saving 
activity in Christ. So, with total allegiance / faith in Christ, we head for his 
house, knock on his door and ask to come in. In the day of the great flood, 
his house will stand, and in it we will stand.  
   

What, if any, is the ethical value of these sayings on total allegiance? 
Jesus' words do give direction to the Christian life, but in respect to this 
passage, how? Do we attempt the monastic / Francis approach? Do we 
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literally abandon mammon for God, and this on the basis that a person 
cannot serve two masters - "strive first for the kingdom"? To literally apply 
the "all for Jesus" type of demand only ever sets the believer up for failure, 
guilt, guilt dissipation and reductionism (the inevitable de-powering of the 
law so that it can be done, eg., applying a passage like this in the terms of 
a call to tithing. "Serving God rules out serving money, the logical 
conclusion is that followers of Christ should not be anxiously concerned 
about food and clothing", Mounce, ie., we can be concerned about 
"mammon", but not "anxiously" so!!!!.  

Do we apply an open ended "put trust in God first and God will take 
care of the rest of life", Blomberg? The trouble is, sparrows do starve! The 
seeming naivety of Jesus' words (often presented as a renunciation of 
possessions and work) has prompted many a defence for the value of work 
and for the planned provision of a family's welfare. So, how do we 
approach Jesus' words?  

A literal approach, the Francis model, is fraught, to say the least. It has 
been suggested that the church in Jerusalem did actually attempt a literal 
application of Jesus' words and this is why it was necessary to take up 
collections for them, but this view is rather speculative. We could 
spiritualize the passage, but as a method of interpretation, it is superficial, 
to say the least, eg., Jesus' words serve as a call to renounce greed and 
covetousness ....... blah, blah!  

In the end it seems more likely that the language being used is 
figurative, ie., the language employed for a moral tale where there are levels 
of reality. Food and clothing are the essential elements for the preservation 
of life, but the "life" that Jesus is really concerned with is not mere 
existence, but "eschatological existence", Bultman. Reaping, gathering and 
spinning for "food" and "clothing" well images our striving for 
eschatological existence. In chapter 5 we learn that law-obedience cannot 
serve this end because the righteousness that exceeds that of the Scribes 
and the Pharisees is beyond any of us. Thus we must rely on / trust in God's 
providential grace. It works for the birds and the weeds of the field, so it 
can work for us - "Shall he not much more clothe you, O ye of little faith!"  
   

Is the passage shaped by Biblical theology? Jesus may be teaching that 
like the children of Israel in the wilderness, the disciple can "go for broke / 
give up all", because God will provide for the journey to the promised land. 
So, given that God has promised his provision for the "way" (manna from 
heaven), the disciple can set aside "anxiety" (= doubt/fear) and rest in 
"faith" on God's promises. The line in the Lord's Prayer, "give us today our 
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daily bread" (give us the manna we need for our journey today), is probably 
in the same vein - "Lord! give us the resources we need for our service to 
your will." This the Lord will indeed do, although not always (often never!) 
in the way we might imagine, since, as Jesus puts it, "my kingdom is not of 
this world." The now/not yet reality of the kingdom, imaged in the Old 
Testament institutions of the Sabbath day, the Jubilee (the Sabbath year) 
and the sabbatical (the seventh fallow year), all reveal a God whose 
provision for his people may be trusted. In Christ, the one who 
miraculously feeds a crowd from some bread rolls and pickled fish, the 
Sabbath rest of God's people is realized (inaugurated!!). So, "stop worrying 
about what you are going to eat and drink to keep you alive", Barclay. Such 
a perspective will inevitably produce a "carefree vitality" and "free 
spontaneity" that transcends our contemporary lives, lives that are "overly 
planned" and "institutionally cared for", cf. Luz, 348.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
This passage is paralleled in Luke 12:22-31, except for a word here 

and there, and Matthew's all important "and his righteousness", v33, along 
with the summary in v34. Although Matthew and Luke place Jesus' 
teaching in different contexts, both tie the passage to the demand for a total 
dedication to God. This link is established by Luke in the following 
passage, 12:32ff, rather than the proceeding passage, as in Matthew.  

The passage evidences the melding of a number of sayings from Jesus, 
but Luz and others take the view that Matthew's redaction of the tradition 
(usually regarded as the source Q) has been conservative, less so Luke. The 
point is that Matthew has generally recorded the tradition as received, but 
has arranged it to serve his own ends. The pericope before us is particularly 
useful in the present context due to the keyword oligopistoi, "of little 
faith." Verses 27 and 34 are both independent sayings of Jesus (some argue 
a common proverb of the time) which probably found their way into the 
Aramaic oral tradition of the gospel prior to its reception and formatting by 
Matthew. The sayings link to the subject matter, but are somewhat 
disruptive.  

 
Homiletics: Put your trust in God alone 

Have you noticed that birds actually work hard to feed themselves and their 
young, and at times, they do go hungry, even starve to death? Yes, it happens to 
humans as well; it happens to God's people. The simple fact is, there is little 
evidence that Jesus intended a literal fulfillment of this passage. So, what is Jesus 
talking about? 
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Jesus is addressing the issue of God's providential grace for his children, 
making the point that faith enables grace. The mundane realities of life, of birds 
and flowers, remind us of another reality, transcendent, eternal, amazing, ......... 

Of course, it’s not possible to box-in the providence of God. All the I prayed 
and Jesus did X stories, can be counted with I prayed and Jesus didn't do X for 
me.  

I want to tell you a strange story; make of it what you will. In my early 
ministry I was right into youth work - outreach youth programs, clubs, camps, ..... 

And yes, I once owned a double 
decker bus for transport. It was 
totally useless and quickly replaced 
by a single decker bus. As the years 
went by, I noticed that we were 
always set for transport, just enough 
seats for everyone who attended an 
outing. Even when a bus broke 
down, it broke down close to home; 
we were never stranded. On one 
occasion the engine seized on the 
return journey and we rolled the last 

couple of miles down to the church. Yes, camps were washed out, speakers failed 
to turn up, all the usual disasters, but for transport, it always worked. It just 
seemed to me that in the transport department we had divine help, and so rightly, 
or wrongly, I gave due recognition to Jesus as our Transport Officer. 

For me, this experience said something of God's providential care, his 
merciful grace, but it is not the end of the story. Too many other things in life 
remind me of a world out of control and heading for a day of disaster. Like birds 
in spring, or wildflowers in a field, my Transport Officer reminds me of the day 
when he will transport me to glory! 

So, here lies the truth, We can focus on the unpredictability and dangers of 
life, or we focus on its amazing order and beauty. Both are true, but when it comes 
to our eternal hope, it is the order and beauty of life that declares the substance of 
God's plans for his children. So, don't doubt, but believe, "O ye of little faith", 
and "the kingdom and his righteousness" will be yours. 
 
Text - 6:25 

Faith, v25-34: i] Faith applied: Life is more than food, so do not doubt God's 
ultimate care / grace, v25. Having exposed what "slave service to mammon" is 
all about, 6:19-24, we are now provided with a theological basis for a life 
dedicated to God rather than the things of this world. By means of a series of 
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rhetorical questions Jesus develops this theology. The first rhetorical question 
draws out the truth that life is more important than things, or more particularly, a 
life lived to God is of more value than a life lived for things.  

dia touto + acc. "therefore" - BECAUSE OF THIS. The preposition dia with 
the accusative touto is more inferential than causal, as NIV; "this is why", TEV.  

uJmin "you" - [I SAY] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object. The phrase "I say to 
you" often indicates the importance of what follows. There is some debate as to 
whom Jesus is addressing. Although there is a case for all humanity, it is far more 
likely that these words are for his disciples.  

mh merimate (merimnaw) pres. imp. "do not worry" - DO NOT WORRY, BE 
ANXIOUS. It was long argued that this construction produces a command to cease 
an ongoing action, although this view is not as widely accepted today. The sense 
of the word in not clear. "Anxiety" is widely accepted, but it may well lean toward 
"doubt / fear", as opposed to "faith".  

th/ yuch/ dat. "about [your] life" - about THE SOUL, INNER LIFE, BEING. As 
with tw/ somati, "body", Dative of reference / respect, as NIV. Here "bodily 
existence", Jeremias, ..., or probably better, "eschatological existence", Bultman. 
If "existence", the word can cover the whole self from "earthly life" to "the inner 
person / the self", Nolland. Is the "worry/anxiety" a being concerned for the 
provision of our basic needs, or a being distracted by worldly cares (mammon)? 
Given that personal effort is implied, is this "anxiety / worry / fear / doubt" 
passive, or active (busyness)? "About your living", Berkeley.  

ti + subj. "what [you will eat]" - WHAT [YOU MAY EAT OR WHAT YOU MAY 
DRINK, NOR FOR THE BODY OF YOU] WHAT [YOU MAY PUT ON]. The question is 
formed by the interrogative pro. ti + a deliberative subjunctive.  

ouci "[is] not [life]" - The negation here produces a question expecting a 
positive answer. Whether merimnaw means doubt, fear or anxiety, the point of 
this statement / proverb is that the life / being of a person is more substantial than 
the environment which nurtures it - a person's life is more important than food 
and clothing. To focus on the ephemeral is to "narrow life intolerably", Nolland; 
"there is much more to life than just food", TH.  

thV trofhV (h) gen. "[more than] food" - [MORE THAN] FOOD [AND THE 
BODY and more than CLOTHING]. The genitive, as with tou endumatoV, "clothes", 
is ablative, of comparison. The sense of "food" and "clothing" has long been 
debated. If "life" is "eschatological existence" then "food" and "clothing" are the 
fundamental elements which secure that existence, namely, the Law. Chapter 5 
ends that possibility and so we are introduced to grace.  
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v26 

ii] Explanation / argument #1, v26-27. a) God's providential grace illustrated 
- consider the birds of the air, v26. The question, as to whether the "anxiety / 
doubt" is active or passive, is answered in this verse. Jeremias and others have 
argued that "human effort", busyness, is the issue here, an interpretation with a 
long history. Yet, wild birds are very busy creatures, daily into hunting and 
gathering. So, the comparison is not between busy believers and non-busy birds, 
but rather believers covered by God's providential care / grace and birds covered 
by God's providential care / grace. What is true for one is true for the other, and 
given that we are more valuable than the birds, we can expect an overflowing of 
God's grace.  

emblyate (emblepw) aor. imp. "look at" - "Observe", but possibly 
"consider"; "look at the birds flying around", TEV.  

eiV + acc. "[the birds]" - INTO, TO [THE BIRDS]. The preposition serves to 
introduce a prepositional phrase which serves as the accusative object of the verb 
"to look at."  

tou ouranou (oV) "of the air" - OF HEAVEN. The genitive is adjectival, 
idiomatic / local; "the birds located in / flying in the sky." "Heaven" here is just 
"sky"; "Look at the birds in the sky", CEV.  

oti "-" - FOR [THEY DO NOT SOW, NOR REAP, NOR GATHER INTO BARNS]. 
Probably epexegetic, specifying "the birds" in mind, "that ........", NASB. Note 
the negated correlative construction, ou ... oude ... oude; "they neither sow nor 
reap nor gather into barns", ESV.  

kai "and yet" - AND. Here adversative / contrastive; "nevertheless, and yet, 
in spite of this." A particular usage for this conjunction, serving to introduce an 
unexpected or noteworthy fact, BAGD.  

trefei (trefw) pres. "feeds" - [THE HEAVENLY FATHER] OF YOU [FEEDS 
THEM]. "Used of food for people, animals or even plants", Morris.  

ouc "[are you] not" - [ARE YOU] NOT [YOURSELVES WORTH MORE THAN 
THEY]? Used of a question expecting a positive answer.  

umeiV pro. "you" - Emphatic by position, underling the fact that God's care 
for those in his service exceeds that of the animal kingdom.  

autwn gen. pro. "[much more valuable] than they" - than THEY. The 
genitive is ablative, of comparison.  
   
v27 

b) Independent saying - "People cannot change the measure God has set for 
them", Luz, v27. When it comes to the big picture, our security lies in God's 
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hands, although at the micro level, private health insurance, nourishment, shelter 
and the like, do indeed extend a person's life.  

ex (ek) + gen. "[who] of [you] / [any one] of [you]" - [BUT WHO] FROM 
[YOU]. The preposition serves as a partitive genitive.  

merimnwn (merimnaw) pres. part. "by worrying" - BEING ANXIOUS. The 
Participle is adverbial, instrumental, expressing means, "by means of"; "Can 
worry make you live longer?" CEV.  

prosqeinai (prostiqhmi) aor. inf. "[can] add" - [IS ABLE] TO ADD. The 
infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "is able."  

thn hJlikian (a) "[his] life" - [TO] THE LIFE SPAN / HEIGHT [OF HIM]. The 
word properly refers to size, so height of stature is most likely intended, but length 
of life is more widely accepted today. It should be noted that height of stature has 
been the traditional interpretation. Although strange to our ears, the point being 
made is that such matters (eg., our height) are in the hands of God.  

phcun (uV ewV) "a [single] hour" - [ONE] CUBIT. Accusative direct object of 
the verb "to add." Half a meter / 18 inches, the height a person may wish to reach 
if they were short (height challenged!). The word is not normally used of the 
length of a person's life.  
   
v28 

iii] Explanation / argument #2, v38-34. a) God's providential grace illustrated 
- if God cloths the weeds of the field in glorious wonder, will he not so clothe 
you, of ye of little faith, v28-30. As with the illustration on food, this illustration 
does not compare busy believers toiling over apparel with non-busy weeds in the 
field bursting effortlessly into flower, but rather believers covered by God's 
providential care / grace with weeds covered by God's providential care / grace. 
What is true for one is true for the other. A believer need not doubt God's grace, 
given the evidence of his gracious kindness toward a mere weed, which grace 
toward the believer of "little faith" is pollw/ mallon, "much more."  

peri + gen. "[worry] about [clothes]" - [AND] ABOUT, CONCERNING 
[CLOTHING, WHY BE ANXIOUS / DOUBTFUL]? Expressing reference / respect; 
"about, concerning";  

katamaqete (katamanqanw) aor. imp. "See" - OBSERVE, THINK ABOUT 
(with the purpose of ultimate understanding*) [THE LILIES OF THE FIELD]. A hapax 
legomenon, once only use in the NT. "Understand / take in this fact about", MHT 
1.  

pwV adv. "how" - HOW [THEY GROW]. This adverb expresses manner, "how, 
in what way", although in this context, it serves to introduce a dependent 
statement of perception expressing what should be observed, namely, how the 
wildflowers grow.  
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tou agrou "[lilies / flowers] of the field" - The genitive is adjectival, 
idiomatic / local, giving the likely sense "lilies which are located / grow in the 
field." "Lilies" is best taken as "weeds" = "wild flowers", NAB. "All the 
wonderful flowers that adorn the fields of Galilee", BAGD.  

ou kopiwsin (kopiaw) pres. "they do not labour [or spin]" - The word 
"work" refers to hard labour, the frantic struggle to get a crop in. "They don't 
work hard (frantically) to make their clothes", CEV. Note the negated correlative 
construction ou ... oude, "neither ... nor ..."  
   
v29 

de "yet" - but. Adversative, as NIV.  
uJmin dat. pro. "[I tell] you" - [I SAY] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object. Note 

again that this phrase is often used to introduce an important statement.  
oJti "that" - Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of indirect 

speech expressing what Jesus says about the wildflower illustration.  
en + dat. "in [all]" - [NOT even SOLOMON] IN. Local, expressing the context 

within which Solomon exists, "his state or condition", BDAG, 327.2. Possibly 
"with all his wealth", CEV, but better as NIV, referring to Solomon's kingly glory.  

autou gen. pro. "his [splendour]" - [ALL THE GLORY] OF HIM. The genitive 
may be classified as adjectival, possessive, or verbal, subjective, "the glory that 
he displayed", Olmstead.  

wJV "like" - [WAS CLOTHED] AS. Comparative.  
toutwn gen. pro. "[one] of these" - The genitive is adjectival, partitive.  

   
v30 

ei + ind. "if" - [AND] IF [GOD THUS CLOTHES]. Introducing a 1st. class 
conditional clause where the condition is assumed to be true; "if, as is the case, 
.... then ...." Probably best expressed as if inferential, "since therefore ..."  

ton corton (oV) "the grass" - Accusative direct object of the verb "to 
clothe." Presumably referring to the "wild flowers", which in the end, serve but a 
practical end - feed, fuel, mulch, ...  

tou agrou (oV) gen. "of the field" - A local genitive, as above; "which grows 
in the field ..."  

onta (eimi) pres. part. "which is here [today]" - BEING [TODAY]. The 
participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "grass". "Which have one brief day", 
Barclay.  

ballomenon (ballw) pres. pas. part. "is thrown" - [AND TOMORROW] BEING 
THROWN. The participle is again adjectival, attributive, limiting "grass", "and 
which is thrown ..."  
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klibanon (oV) "fire" - [INTO] AN OVEN. "Furnace", AV, but better, "oven", a 
wood-fired clay oven similar to a pizza oven.  

pollw/ dat. adj. "[will he not] much [more clothe you]" - [NOT] MUCH 
[MORE YOU]. Dative of measure / degree of difference; "to a greater degree", 
BAGD. Note that the negation ou expects a positive answer.  

oJligopistoi adj. "of little faith" - ones of LITTLE FAITH. A particular NT 
word always applied to disciples. Matthew uses the word four times, and Luke 
once, Lk.12:28. For Matthew it is an important word and probably serves as the 
key to the meaning of this passage; faith is the issue.  
   
v31 

b) Faith rewarded - The kingdom of God and his righteousness belongs to 
those who do not doubt his ultimate care / grace, v31-33. Having established that 
God's providential grace toward the lower orders of creation assures his 
providential grace to the higher, especially his children, disciples are now told to 
put aside all their doubts and fears and replace them with trust in a loving Father 
- his eternal rule and covenant faithfulness ("his kingdom and his righteousness"). 
Note how v31 restates v25 forming an inclusio. Luz suggests that v31-33 links 
with Jesus' teaching on prayer, especially the introduction to the Lord's Prayer, 
6:7-8 - disciples need not follow "the pagans" in their feverish prayer life, 
constantly agitating for health, wealth and happiness, rather, we need only ask in 
faith, "give us this day our daily bread", and rest on the truth that "our heavenly 
Father knows his children and cares for them", Luz.  

oun "So" - THEREFORE. Inferential; establishing a logical connection to the 
teaching so far; drawing out the "implications of v25-30", Davies & Allison.  

mh merimnhshte (merimhew) aor. subj. "do not worry" - DO NOT BE 
ANXIOUS. A subjunctive of prohibition, forbidding the intention of an action. 
"Make up your mind to stop worrying", Barclay, is probably the intention, but 
possibly "do not start worrying", TEV, ie., inceptive, to not begin the action. As 
already noted, "worry" is probably not what is intended, but "doubt", doubt in 
God's providential care, particularly in eschatological terms = salvation.  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "saying" - Attendant circumstance participle 
identifying action accompanying the main verb "to worry", "do not worry and 
say", or possibly modal, "do not worry saying. "Do not ask anxiously", REB.  

fagwmen (esqiw) aor. subj. "[what] shall we eat?" - [WHAT] MIGHT WE EAR 
[OF WHAT MIGHT WE DRINK, OR WHAT MIGHT WE CLOTHE OURSELVES with]. 
Deliberative subjunctive introducing an interrogative sentence expressing what is 
desirable; so also "drink" and "wear".  
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v32 

gar "for" - FOR, BECAUSE, SINCE. Introducing a causal clause explaining 
why we should not doubt. "Be rid of doubt / anxiety ..... because such is the 
behaviour of those without faith and because (gar) your heavenly Father knows 
what you need."  

ta eqnh (h) "the pagans" - [ALL THESE THINGS] THE NATIONS, GENTILES.... 
Nominative subject of the verb "to seek." Referring to those who do not know 
God and either ignore, or oppose him. The "misguided", Davies & Allison; "those 
outside the family of faith", Hagner. "The unbelievers", NAB.  

epizhtousin (epizhtew) pres. "run after" - SEEK. The prefix epi serves to 
give direction to the verb such that a particular object is expected, here daily 
needs. The durative sense of the present tense probably gives the sense "always 
worrying about", CEV, "preoccupied with", TH, "keep thinking about", Barclay.  

oJti "that [you need them]" - [FOR THE HEAVENLY FATHER OF YOU HAS 
KNOWN] THAT [YOU NEED ALL THESE THINGS]. Introducing a dependent statement 
of perception expressing what the Father knows.  
   
v33  

de "but" - but/and. Transitional, indicating a step in the argument / narrative 
and so left untranslated.  

zhteite (zhtew) pres. "seek" - Present tense is durative expressing an ongoing 
seeking. The object being the kingdom [of God], the now/not yet reign of God 
over his gathered people, "God's people living under God's rule", France. As 
above, the seeking is expressing "a preoccupation with"; "Make the kingdom [of 
God] ..... the object of all your endeavour", Barclay.  

prwton adv. "first" - Here in the sense of "first priority / importance", 
Morris, although Gundry suggests the adverb is more emphatic than permissive.  

tou qeou (oV) gen. "-" [THE KINGDOM] OF GOD. If "kingdom" is taken to 
mean sovereign rule then the genitive is verbal, subjective. "Instead, first seek the 
kingdom and his righteousness", Nolland. Variant "of God" = "kingdom of God", 
is probably an addition seeking to correct the awkward placement of "his" in "his 
righteousness." Nolland suggests the "and the righteousness" is from Matthew's 
hand and was inserted between "the kingdom" and "his" = orig. (ex. Q) "seek his 
kingdom", cf. Lk.12:31. See "kingdom of heaven", 3:2.  

thn dikaiosunhn (h) "righteousness" - [AND] THE RIGHTEOUSNESS, 
JUSTICE [OF HIM]. Accusative direct object of the verb "to seek." It is interesting 
how the commentators seem undisturbed by what is, in Pauline studies, a highly 
disputed term. What is meant by "the righteousness of God", or as here, "his 
righteousness"? It is most often understood in terms of the right conduct of the 
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disciples: "the concrete practice of righteousness", Luz; "to live in God's way"; 
France, "to do the things that God wills", Morris; "the righteousness that God 
requires", Davies & Allison, so also Nolland; "righteousness of the kingdom" = 
"obedience to all of Jesus' commands", Blomberg; "that righteousness of life that 
demonstrates obedience to the divine will", Mounce; "what is demanded of the 
disciples, the performance of good works", Schnackenburg; "that which is truly 
the will of God", Hagner; obeying God's commands, Keener; ....... Yet, it seems 
more likely that the reference is to God's "goodness", Robertson; "the right 
conduct of the Father", his "covenant fidelity", Dumbrell, leading to "the 
vindication of Jesus' disciples", Gundry; to God's covenant fidelity expressed in 
his saving activity. Hill rejects this on the assumption that God's saving activity 
is eschatological and this would imply that the reference to the "kingdom" is 
eschatological, but both are now/not yet realities, see also Davies & Allison. The 
"righteousness" here is "the vindicating salvation by which God saves those who 
seek him", Filson (Filson doesn't quite stick his neck out on this "second Isaiah" 
approach and so poses it as a question). Surely 3:15 and 5:6 take a similar sense. 
So, Matthew is identifying the product of faith, namely kingdom membership 
realized in the saving righteousness of God. "Seek the divine kingdom and the 
vindication which it will bring", M'Neile.  

posteqhsetai (prostiqhmi) fut. pas. "will be given" - [ALL THESE THINGS] 
WILL BE ADDED TO THE ACCOUNT OF. A clear restatement of the promise that God 
will care for his children.  

uJmin dat. pro. "to you" as well" - TO YOU. Dative of indirect object / interest, 
advantage.  
   
v34 

c) A concluding independent saying - A day at a time, v34. This concluding 
verse, which is particular to Matthew, has all the hallmarks of a proverb and is 
often treated that way. The message is usually understood as "sufficient unto the 
day is the evil thereof" = "one day's worth is enough to manage at any one time", 
Nolland. So, we should focus on the cares of today and leave tomorrow's cares 
for tomorrow. Of course, this is good advice. How often do we arrange our lives 
on the basis of a future assumption only to discover that the future is not quite 
what we had conceived? Yet, this proverb is not without a context. The passage 
concerns God's providential care / grace. We need only concern ourselves with 
the troubles of today, for the future, our future in God's eternal kingdom, is secure 
in his hands.  

oun "therefore" - Inferential.  
mh merimhnshte (merimnaw) aor. subj. "do not worry" - DO NOT BE ANXIOUS 

/ DOUBT. Subjunctive of prohibition. As noted above, this particular negated 
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construction possibly expresses a command not to begin an action, although 
better "never be anxious", Turner.  

eiV thn aurion "about tomorrow" - TOWARD THE MORROW. Adverbial use 
of the preposition, possibly temporal expressing a general, rather than a specific, 
time frame, so "for the future", Davies & Allison, but also reference / respect, 
"with respect to tomorrow", Olmstead.  

gar "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why we need 
not worry / doubt about tomorrow "because tomorrow will take care of itself."  

eJauthV gen. pro. "[will worry about] itself" - [TOMORROW WILL BE 
ANXIOUS] OF ITSELF. Genitive of direct object after a verb of emotion; "to care 
for itself."  

th/ hJmera/ (a) dat. "day" - [SUFFICIENT] THE DAY [is THE EVIL OF IT]. Dative 
of reference, or interest, advantage; "sufficient for the day", ESV.  

hJ kakia (a) "trouble" - THE WICKEDNESS, EVIL, BADNESS. Nominative 
subject of an assumed verb to-be. Also in a more general sense, as here, "trouble 
/ difficulty". "One day's trouble is enough for one day", Phillips.  

authV gen. pro. "of its own" - OF IT. The genitive is possessive.  
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7:1-12 

3. Law and Grace, 5:1-7:29 
ix] Judgment and grace 
Synopsis  

Matthew's account of the Sermon on the Mount continues with an 
examination of self-righteousness at work, as opposed to grace for the asking.  
   
Teaching  

The consequential self-righteousness that ensues from law-obedience is 
evidenced by judgmentalism.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 5:1-10.  
   

ii] Structure: Balance and perfection:  
Judging others, v1-5: 

Exhortation, 1-2; 
Explanation, v3-5: 

The parable of the eye, v3-5; 
The limitations of a wise word, v6; 

Saying: 
setting pearls before swine. 

The Father's care, v7-11: 
Saying, v7: 

ask, seek and knock. 
Explanation, v8-11: 

Saying, v8: 
he who asks receives .... 

Parable, v9-10; 
stone and snake. 

Saying, v11; 
we who are wicked ....3 

The golden rule, v12 
Saying; 

do unto others ...  
   

Again, we have Matthew's particular arrangement of source material 
which Luke also avails himself of. There is some evidence that the 
pericopes found in this source material (Q or oral) were themselves a 
compilation of independent sayings and parables of Jesus, cf., v7-11 (an 
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apostolic arrangement of Jesus' teachings???). Yet, as Luz says of v7-11, 
as they now exist they "make a compact impression."  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
To this point in the Sermon on the Mount, reliance on self-

righteousness has been exposed as worthless. It is simply not possible to 
share in the promised blessings of the covenant through obedience to the 
Law, for such obedience would have to be perfect. Matthew answers the 
problem posed by God's impossible law outline in chapter 5 by means of a 
personal relationship with God, 6:1-18, which is both loyal / focused, v19-
24, and faith-dependent, v25-34. So, the full appropriation of kingdom 
blessings is a gift of grace through faith and not by works of the law. 
Matthew now in chapter 7 records Jesus' teaching on the outward evidence 
of a law-righteous condition, namely, unbridled judgmentalism. The reader 
is warned of the danger of failing to discern the flawed ethic of 
judgmentalism, and is provided with a way of escape.  

With the command not to judge we are warned that the standard by 
which we judge others will be the standard by which we are judged, v1-2. 
In a parable / illustration we are confronted with the reality of 
judgmentalism, namely a tendency toward speck-removal, v3-5. A 
proverbial saying, v6, is then used to make the point that such warnings are 
not only rejected, but are aggressively opposed by our sinful nature (the 
law makes sin more sinful). A saying in v7-8 identifies the way of escape 
from this lost condition, ie., the condition of eschatological judgment which 
hangs over all sinful humanity. The way of escape is by grace: ask, seek 
and knock. This way is illustrated in v9-11, making the point that since we 
tend to be gracious toward our own children, then obviously there is no 
limit to God's Fatherly kindness toward us. Finally, God's perfect law, as 
regards our neighbour, is summarized, v12, reminding us again to rely on 
the Father's kindness rather than on our ability to do his impossible will - it 
is impossible to love others as we would have them love us.  

The passage prompts the question as to which house do I belong to? 
Am I a doer, or a receiver; am I speck-remover, or a grace-sharer? This 
question dominates chapter 7, and will be clarified in 7:13-29 in four 
parables / sayings: the two ways, the two trees, the two claims and the two 
builders, all serving as "a concluding series of challenges to implement 
Jesus' teaching", Nolland.  
   

It should be noted that most commentators tend to treat this passage, 
as with the earlier passages in the Great Sermon, in ethical terms, what 
Davies & Allison call "social issues" - the business of discipleship in a 
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secular world. Such an approach misses the whole point of the sermon - it 
is not about law, but about grace.  
   

The two ways - law-righteousness or grace through faith. Paul's letters 
to the Romans and Galatians expose the problem of law-righteousness / 
nomism / pietism / sanctification by obedience, and do so in great detail. 
Jesus tackles the same issue in the Great Sermon, which teaching is the 
foundation for Paul's exposition of the Law.  

It is only natural to think that personal effort is required for divine 
reward, that God blesses good people, faithful people. The trouble is, when 
faithfulness is added to faith trouble ensues. Given our state of sin, the more 
we strive to obey God's law for divine blessing the more our sinful state is 
exposed. Denial of this sinful state is the only way to maintain sanity, and 
one of the best ways of achieving this end is to focus on the failings of 
others - good old speck removal! "I thank you God that I am not like other 
people, thieves, rogues, adulterers, .....", Lk.18:9-14.  

Jesus, in the passage before us, helps us identify whether we are in a 
self-righteous deluded state, and this by means of a speck-removal test. If 
we are into judging others then the chances are we are pietists, we are 
infected with the idea that God rewards / blesses faithfulness. It is essential 
we remember that the totality of God's blessings are found in Christ, 
blessings received in full by asking.  

Of course, someone may well respond "what shall we say, then? Shall 
we go on sinning so that grace may increase? Not at all. How shall we, who 
have died to sin, still live in it", Rom.6:1-2. Grace tends to make us 
gracious; law tends to make us judgmental.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
The bulk of this passage is found in Luke, with most commentators 

accepting the mutual adoption of a common written source, probably Q. Of 
course, Matthew may have used Luke, or Luke may have used Matthew, or 
both independently may have used an oral source.  

 
Homiletics: A judgmental spirit 

People who hurt others, bullies, are usually unhappy people; often they are 
guilty people. There are numerous ways we can blunt guilt. One of the most 
effective ways of dissipating the energy of buried guilt, and the one most 
commonly used, is that of judgmentalism – picking on those near us. The power 
of guilt is dissipated when we give maximum exposure to the apparent sins of 
others. Jesus describes this as picking the specks out of another's eye. 
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There is nothing wrong with helping a brother see some weakness in their 
Christian character. Yet, the preacher must first face their own state of loss, 
recognize their own sinfulness, their own "log", and look wholly to its removal 
through the grace of God in Christ. Only then is the saying true, "who best to 
preach than a sinner?" Actually, that was a line from a B Grade Western delivered 
by Alan Ladd who wore uplift boots to improve his image – oops I’m removing 
specks! 

Hopefully, we are all patently aware of our own unrighteousness, of our total 
inability to act with integrity. If we are to stand before God it will only be in the 
righteousness of Christ, which righteousness is ours as a gift for the asking, ours 
when we "ask", "seek" and "knock". As for the doing of righteousness, let the 
golden rule be our guide. Just do what we can, and remember, our can is always 
enough for God. 

Let us never forget, the counting of specks is the evidence of a log jam! 
 
Text - 7:1 

The two states - law or grace, v1-11: i] Judging others, v1-5. a) Principle - 
judge not, v1-2. What we have here is an "absolute prohibition of judging" which 
"represents another ethical radicalism of Jesus, corresponding to the absolute 
demands in the antitheses of the Sermon on the Mount", Strecker. "The 
judgmental person, by not being forgiving, testifies to their own arrogance and 
impenitence, by which they shut themselves out from God's forgiveness", 
Manson.  

mh krinete (krinw) pres. imp. "do not judge" - Harsh unjust criticism. The 
present tense may give the sense of stop doing it, rather than end a habit.  

iJna mh + subj. "or you too will" - LEST. Forming a negated purpose clause; 
"that you may not", Moffatt.  

kriqhte (krinw) aor. pas. subj. "be judged" - YOU BE JUDGED. Often moved 
into the active voice with the assumed judge identified, "and God won't condemn 
you", CEV. Note Phillips takes the condemnation as the criticism of others, "and 
you will not be criticized."  
   
v2 

The standard by which we judge is the standard by which God will judge us. 
Recently a rugby star in Australia, a person who is also a lay preacher, put up on 
his social media page a list of sinners who are going to hell unless they repent. 
The list had the usual suspects on it, but also included homosexuals. Although a 
matter of debate, it is very unlikely that a homosexual inclination is of itself 
sinful; what is sinful is homosexual sex. The problem with the list is that it wasn't 
complete, given that "all have sinned and fallen short of the glory of God." If you 
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are going to put homosexuals on a list of sinners then you have to put 
heterosexuals on it as well, given Matt.5:27-28. Speck removal is a dangerous 
business!  

gar "for" - More reason than cause; establishing a logical connection in the 
argument.  

en + dat. "in the same way" - WITH [WHAT]. Probably adverbial, modal, 
expressing manner, as NIV; "as you judge", Moffatt.  

krimati (a atoV) "[you judge]" - JUDGMENT [YOU JUDGE YOU WILL BE 
JUDGED]. Used of a negative judicial judgment. Here of the passing of an adverse 
judgement on others.  

metrhqhsetai (metrew) fut. pas. "it will be measured" - [AND WITH WHAT 
MEASURE YOU MEASURE] IT WILL BE MEASURED. Again, the sense may be of 
getting back in this life what we give, but divine judgment is not far below the 
surface and may well be indicated by the passive (the theological passive where 
God is the implied agent).  

uJmin dat. pro. "to you" - Dative of indirect object / interest, disadvantage.  
   
v3 

b) Illustration / explanation - speck-removal, v3-5. Jesus now illustrates his 
point. There is nothing wrong with helping a brother recognize and deal with a 
weakness in their Christian life, 1Cor.11:31, Gal.6:1. There is a problem though, 
if, oblivious to our own failings (the "plank"), we busy ourselves exposing the 
failings of others - the art of speck-removal.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, and so not translated.  
ti pro. "why [do you look]" - WHY [DO YOU SEE]. Impersonal interrogative 

pronoun.  
to karfoV (oV ouV) "the speck of sawdust" - A SMALL PIECE OF WOOD, 

CHAFF, OR EVEN STRAW; SPECK, SPLINTER*. Accusative direct object of the verb 
"to see." Here of identifying a failing in another person.  

to "-" - THE. The article serves as an adjectivizer turning the prepositional 
phrase "in the eye of the brother over you" into an attributive modifier limiting 
"speck"; "the speck that is in the brother's eye", ESV.  

en + dat. "in" - Local, expressing space.  
tou adelfou (oV) gen. "[your] brothers [eye]" - [THE EYE] OF THE 

BROTHER [OF YOU]. The genitive is adjectival, possessive.  
de "and" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step to contrasting point; "but 

do not notice ...", ESV.  
thn .... dokon (oV) "the plank" - THE ... BEAM OF WOOD [IN THE EYE OF 

YOU]. Accusative direct object of the verb "to consider." It is possible that the 
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major flaw missed by the speck-remover is their state of loss in the sight of God 
- a condemned sinner busying themselves identifying sin in others while ignoring 
their own total state of loss before God. Nonetheless, allegorical attempts to 
identify the "speck" and "plank" are probably misguided. The illustration simply 
describes the business of judging others.  

ou katanoeiV (katanoew) "pay no attention to" - YOU DO NOT CONSIDER, 
UNDERSTAND. "And never notice the plank that is in your own eye", Barclay.  
   
v4 

h "-" - OR. Adjunctive. Introducing another example of the foolishness of 
harshly criticizing others.  

pwV "how" - HOW. Here serving to introduce a rhetorical question that poses 
an improbable proposition. A person who has failed to recognize their own state 
of loss is not the best person to help another with a particular personal failing, 
eg., the best person to get real-estate advice from is someone who has made far 
too many costly blunders over their life and knows it.  

tw/ adelfw/ (oV) dat. "to [your] brother" - [WILL YOU SAY] TO THE BROTHER 
[OF YOU]. Dative of indirect object.  

afeV (afihmi) aor. imp. "let me" - ALLOW, LET [me]. "Let me extract that 
splinter from your eye", Berkeley.  

ekbalw (ekballw) aor. subj. "take [the speck] out" - CAST OUT. Hortatory 
subjunctive with auxiliary force; "allow me to cast out ...."  

ek + gen. "out of [your eye]" - [THE SPECK] FROM [THE EYE OF YOU, AND 
BEHOLD THE BEAM is already IN THE EYE OF YOU]. Expressing separation; "away 
from."  
   
v5 

uJpokrita (hV ou) voc. "you hypocrite" - YOU PLAYER OF A PART. Possibly 
"oversuspicious", but more likely "playacting". "You fraud", Phillips.  

tote adv. "[and] then" - [FIRST TAKE OUT FROM THE EYE OF YOU THE BEAM 
AND] THEN. Temporal adverb serving to introduce a temporal clause.  

diableyeiV (diablepw) fut. "you will see clearly" - YOU WILL SEE SHARPLY. 
"Who best to preach than a sinner?" (For movie trivia buffs, this line was used by 
Allan Lad in a B grade Western, and yes, he was wearing his uplift boots!). Only 
the preacher who has recognized their sin and come to rest wholly on the grace 
of God, has the ability, let alone the authority, the address the sin of another.  

ekbalein (ekballw) aor. inf. "to remove" - TO TAKE OUT [THE SPECK FROM 
THE EYE OF THE BROTHER OF YOU]. The infinitive introduces an adverbial clause, 
final, expressing purpose, "in order to take out", or consecutive, expressing result, 
"see clearly enough to take out", Zerwick.  
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v6 

ii] Proverbial saying - pearls before swine, v6. Interpretations abound when 
it comes to casting a "precious thing" before "pigs". It is often argued that the 
"beautiful thing" is the gospel and that it should not be repeatedly proclaimed to 
those who refuse to hear it. Yet, it is probably better to interpret the proverb within 
its context. Most likely the precious thing is a wise word, just like the one given 
by Jesus to those who would judge others. Jesus may hope that his listeners will 
see that their own sin must be addressed before preaching to others, but many of 
the law-bound children of God / nomists have long lost the ability to see past their 
own self-righteousness. Thus, for them, the precious truth that they are log-
bound, but can be log-lifted, is often a truth that prompts righteous indignation 
rather than repentance.  

mh dwte (didwmi) aor. subj. "do not give" - DO NOT GIVE [HOLY THINGS]. 
Subjunctive of prohibition, a strong command not to perform an action; "on no 
account give ...", Turner.  

toiV kusin (wn noV) dat. "dogs" - TO DOGS. Dative of indirect object. Street 
dogs or watch dogs*.  

to aJgion adj. "what is sacred" - HOLY THINGS. If parallel with "pearl", it 
simply means something precious and by nature, not appreciated by a dog. See 
Black where he discusses the possibility that the Greek is alluding to the Aramaic 
word "gold ring."  

emprosqen + gen. "to [pigs]" - [NOR THROW THE PEARS] BEFORE [SWINE]. 
Spatial.  

mhpote + fut. "if you do" - LEST. Usually with a subjunctive introducing a 
negated final clause, "in order that they will not trample"; "lest they trample them 
underfoot", ESV.  

katapathsousin (katapatew) fut. "they may trample" - THEY WILL 
TRAMPLE, SQUASH. A future tense will sometimes stand in for a subjunctive.  

en + dat. "under [their feet]" - WITH [THE FEET OF THEM]. Here instrumental, 
expressing means; "lest they trample them with their feet."  

strafenteV (strefw) aor. pas. part. "turn" - [AND] HAVING TURNED [THEY 
WILL TEAR YOU]. The participle is adverbial, possibly temporal, "and on turning", 
or just attendant circumstance, "turn and attack you."  

hJhxwsin (hJrhgnumi) aor. subj. "tear [you] to pieces" - THEY WILL TEAR, 
BREAK, ATTACK [YOU]. Subjunctive introducing a final clause expressing purpose, 
"in order not to tear you to pieces", or simply coordinate with "they trample." 
Possibly a chiastic construction (inverted word order, see Turner) such that the 
pigs do the trampling and the dogs do the tearing to pieces.  
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v7 

iii] The Father's care, v7-11. a) The way of escape - ask, seek and knock, v7. 
Far too often these verses are treated as if they are a general word on prayer, 
although seeking ("asking plus acting", Hendriksen - ho-hum) and knocking, defy 
such an idea and the context in no way supports it. This pericope / episode, v7-
11, sits between Jesus' word on the judgmental behaviour of the self-righteous, 
behaviour which identifies their condition of loss, v1-6, and the parables of the 
two ways, two trees, two claims and two builders, which serve to remind the self-
righteous that their imperfect righteousness places them under a curse, not a 
blessing, v13-27. There is little point identifying a problem and not supplying an 
answer. If law-obedience only produces nomism and ultimately God's 
condemnation, then how does a person maintain covenant standing for the 
appropriation of God's promised blessings? Jesus is not speaking about prayer in 
general, but how it is possible to secure eternal standing in the kingdom of heaven 
apart from the Law. "The good things which will be given by God in answer to 
prayers are themselves certainly related to entrance into the kingdom", Patte. This 
is all about "knocking at the gates of mercy", Talmud.  

aiteite (aitew) imp. "Ask" - ASK [AND IT WILL BE GIVEN TO YOU, SEEK AND 
YOU WILL FIND, KNOCK AND IT WILL BE OPENED TO YOU]. All three, "ask, seek, 
knock" are present imperatives (durative = a process), with "given" a future 
passive, "find" a future active, and "opened" a future passive. NIV etc., adds 
"door".  

uJmin dat. pro. "[it will be given] to you" - Dative of indirect object.  
   
v8 

b) Explanation #1. The "righteousness that exceeds that of the Scribes and 
the Pharisees", without which a person will "certainly not enter the kingdom of 
heaven", is not earned by doing, but is given as a gift for the asking.  

gar "for" - More reason than cause, serving as an explanation, in fact, the 
verse virtually repeats v7, but moves from an imperative to an indicative, a 
command to a promise. Best left untranslated.  

oJ aitwn (aitew) pres. part. "who asks" - [EVERYONE] ASKING [RECEIVES, 
AND THE ONE SEEKING FINDS, AND TO THE ONE KNOCKING IT WILL BE OPENED]. 
As with "he who seeks" and "to him who knocks", the participle serves as a 
substantive, although if the adjective "all" is taken as a substantive, "everyone", 
the participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "everyone". Barclay makes a point 
of emphasizing the durative aspect of the present tense, but it seems doubtful 
whether Jesus is encouraging persistence; "for everyone who keeps on asking gets 
what he asks for; he who keeps on seeking, finds; if a man keeps on knocking, 
the door will be opened."  
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tw/ krouonti (krouw) dat. pres. part. "to the one who knocks" - The 
participle serves as a substantive, dative of interest, advantage; "for the one who 
knocks."  
   
v9 

c) Explanation #2. An illustration based on the how much more principle, v9-
10. What Father would give a stone to a child that asks for bread, or a snake when 
the child asks for fish. If a human dad wouldn't do such an evil thing, imagine 
how much more our heavenly Father wouldn't act in such an evil way.  

h "-" - OR. Used here and in v10 as a disjunctive conjunctive where a related 
alternative is being suggested. It certainly works in v10 as an alternate to v9, both 
of which are interrogative sentences. The fit with v8 is not so obvious, although 
the subject-matter remains the same.  

tiV pro. "which" - WHAT. Interrogative pronoun. Nominative subject of the 
verb to be, "who is the person .....?", or serving as an adjective limiting anqrwpoV, 
"man", "which person ....?", Olmstead.  

ex (ek) + gen. "of [you]" - [MAN] FROM [YOU]. Serving instead of a partitive 
genitive; "who of you" = "who among you." We have here an example of the 
"how much more" formula. If humans can be kind, imagine how kind God can 
be. Of course, the kindness here is the gift of eternal standing before God / 
righteousness, not the provision of our every whim, or even need. "There would 
not be one human being who would give his son a stone when he had just asked 
for a bread roll."  

mh "[will he give him a stone?]" - [WHOM WILL ASK THE SON OF HIM BREAD] 
NOT [A STONE WILL HE GIVE TO]? This negation in a question expects a negative 
answer, "no father would do such a thing."  

autw/ dat. pro. "him" - TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
   
v10 

"If" - [OR] if [ALSO A FISH HE ASKS]. A condition is implicit.  
ofin (iV ewV) "a snake" - [then NOT] A SNAKE [WILL HE GIVE TO HIM]. 

Probably an eel-like catfish is intended, very bony and not good eating.  
 
v11 

d) Explanation #3. If a father, a member of the sinful human race, knows 
how to give good gifts to his son, "how much more will your Father in heaven 
give good gifts to those who ask him." If we humans can be gracious, imagine 
how gracious God can be. The "good gift" is God's promised blessings - salvation 
and everything that this entails.  
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ei + ind. "if [you]" - Introducing a 1st class conditional clause where the 
condition is assumed to be true, "if, as is the case, [you being evil know ....] then 
[how much more .....]"  

oun "then" - THEREFORE. Inferential; drawing a logical conclusion.  
onteV (eimi) part. "though you are" - BEING. The participle of the verb to-

be is adverbial, introducing a concessive clause, "even though", as NIV. "For all 
your evil", Phillips.  

ponhroi adj. "evil" - Jesus is establishing the Pauline truth, "all have sinned 
and fallen short of the glory of God." "Bad", TEV, REB, CEV,... is a bit light; 
"corrupted" would be better.  

didonai (didwmi) inf. "to give" - [KNOW GOOD GIFTS] TO GIVE. The infinitive 
introduces an dependent statement of perception expressing what is known, 
namely, "how to give...."  

agaqa adj. "good things" - GOOD. Adjective serving as a substantive, 
accusative direct object of the verb "to give.". The "good things" have always 
been a matter of dispute. Note how Luke defines the "good thing", Lk.11:13. 
Surely eternal standing / righteousness / covenant compliance = blessings = the 
Holy Spirit.  

toiV teknoiV (on) dat. "to [your] children" - Dative of indirect object.  
posw/ dat. pro. "how much [more]" - HOW [MUCH MORE THE FATHER OF 

YOU]. Dative of degree of difference. With mallon, "more", serving to establish 
a lesser to greater argument.  

oJ "-" - THE ONE [IN THE HEAVENS]. The article serves as an adjectivizer, 
turning the prepositional phrase "in heaven" into an attributive modifier, limiting 
"Father"; "your Father who is in heaven", ESV.  

toiV aitousin (aitew) dat. pres. part. "to those who ask [him]" - [WILL GIVE 
GOOD THINGS] TO THE ONE ASKING [HIM]. The participle serves as a substantive, 
dative of indirect object.  
   
v12 

iv] The Golden Rule, v12. Although often treated as nothing more than a 
guide to godly living, which function it can serve, this saying is more a 
summation of Jesus' radical teaching on neighbourly love. As such, the saying 
does not in any way lighten the impossible demands of God's law, for who is 
there that acts toward others as they would act toward themselves? So, the saying 
rounds off Matthew's exposition of the gospel whereby he draws the reader to 
grace through law - "the law was put in charge to lead us to Christ that we might 
be justified by faith", Gal.3:24. 
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Note the shorter version of The Golden Rule in Luke 6:31. Note also rabbi 
Hillel's version, 10BC, "what is hateful to you do not to your neighbour: that is 
the whole Torah, while the rest is commentary."  

oun "so" - THEREFORE [EVERYTHING WHATEVER YOU WISH THAT MEN DO 
FOR YOU]. Inferential; probably summing up, or possibly just serving to introduce 
a generalization.  

ou{twV adv. "in everything" - IN THIS WAY [ALSO]. Modal adverb, expressing 
manner; "whatever you wish others do to you, in like manner / in this way also 
(adjunctive kai) do to them." Luke uses the comparative adverb oJmoiwV  

uJmeiV "[do to others]" - YOU [DO TO THEM]. Emphatic use of the personal 
pronoun. Even with this ethical rule-of-thumb, although an excellent guide to 
right living for a follower of Christ, we will rarely ever act toward others the way 
we would like them to act toward us.  

oJsa ean + subj. "what" - WHATEVER, ALL THINGS WHATEVER. Introducing 
an indefinite relative clause; "whatever you wish others would do to you", ESV. 
"Nothing is excluded from this rule", Stott.  

iJna + subj. "[them do]" - [YOU WISH, WANT, WILL] THAT [MEN DO]. 
Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of perception expressing what 
is wished / willed, namely "that others ("men") would do kindly to you"; "in 
everything you must treat others as you would want them to treat you", Barclay.  

uJmin dat. pro. "to you" - Dative of indirect object / interest, advantage.  
gar "for" - More reason than cause, explanatory, so best not translated; "this 

is a summary of the message (teaching) of the Law and the Prophets", Barclay.  
ouJtoV ... estin " this sums up" - THIS IS [THE LAW AND THE PROPHETS]. 

The "is" is best taken as "sums up", although REV opts for "is". The Golden Rule 
not only summarizes Jesus neighbourly teaching, but it also summarizes the 
neighbourly teaching of the Law and the Prophets, ie., the teachings of the Old 
Testament scriptures as a whole.  
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7:13-29 

3. Law and Grace, 5:1-7:29 
x] The two house-builders 
Synopsis  

Matthew's account of the Sermon on the Mount concludes with Jesus' 
teaching on the two ways, two trees, two claims and two builders.  
   
Teaching  

The choice between life and death: The way of law-righteousness leads to 
death; the way of grace leads to the fullness of life in Christ.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 5:1-10.  
   

ii] Structure: serving as the conclusion of the Great Sermon:  
The two ways, v13-14: 

Saying - the narrow gate. 
A warning about false prophets, v15-20: 

Explanation #1, v15-20: 
Two trees: a tree is known by its fruits. 

Explanation #2, v21-23: 
Two claims: only those who do God's will enter the kingdom. 

The two builders, v24-27; 
The wise and foolish builders.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

Matthew concludes his covenant renewal document with a selection of 
four parables / sayings of Jesus which serve as a challenge to the reader to 
determine whether they stand under Law and thus cursed, or grace and thus 
blessed. The two ways, two trees, two claims and two builders serve to 
confront the reader with the fact that if they stand under Law they are 
inevitably a Law-breaker, and therefore face God's curse rather than his 
blessing. If not under grace, we are on the broad way, we are the bad tree, 
bereft of any claim before God and with our house set on sinking 
foundations, and all this because we do not "bear" good fruit, v19, we do 
not do the Father's will, v21, and we do "not put into practice" the teachings 
of Jesus, v26. So, the sermon concludes with its prime function clearly in 
sight, namely, to establish that the full appropriation of God's promised 
blessings is gifted by divine grace through faith and this apart from law-
obedience.  
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The interpretive challenge posed by the four parables: Nolland argues 

that in these illustrations / parables eschatological judgment comes to the 
fore, challenging us "as to the importance of taking effective note of what 
has been laid out in 5:17-7:12." As such they serve as a "climatic 
admonition", Hagner. The kingdom of heaven is close at hand and the 
paired contrasts, which serve to depict the way of life and the way of death, 
reveal that some will enter and some will not. As Carson notes, Jesus' 
"messianic claim is implicit" in the illustrations, although how his claim 
plays out in the illustrations is not so obvious. Most commentators tend to 
read Jesus' words as a call "for wholehearted commitment to himself", a 
commitment that produces "fruitful lives .... deeds that back up one's 
words", Morris; the sermon serves as a call to "an existential response to 
what has been heard and warn of the consequences of failing to respond", 
France.  

In this passage we do indeed have, as Hagner puts it, a "climatic 
admonition." The sermon is coming to an end, and our preacher is now 
challenging us to act on the message. Is the challenge, as Morris put it, "for 
wholehearted commitment"? Is our preacher challenging us to travel the 
narrow road rather than the wide road, to build on the rock rather than on 
the sand? Although a rather perverse interpretation, these notes treat the 
paired contrasts, not as a challenge to "wholehearted commitment", but 
rather as a challenge to recognize that although we may strive to travel the 
narrow way, strive to build on the rock, we inevitably travel the wide way, 
inevitably build on sand. We hear the words of the preacher and do not do 
them; we are not covenant compliant. The paired contrasts serve to drive 
us to the conclusion that covenant standing is by grace through faith AND 
NOT WORKS OF THE LAW.  

In the covenant renewal ceremony at Sinai, God announced through 
Moses that the people of Israel were his and that he was their God, he saved 
them, rescued them from bondage. Then followed the impossible Law and 
the challenge of blessings and cursings, serving both to establish a prime 
dependence on the faith of Abraham, while at the same time giving 
direction for the fruit of faith, namely, love in action. The Great Sermon 
follows the same pattern where a necessary dependence on grace through 
the instrument of faith is established in the beatitudes and then reinforced 
by the impossible law, supported by the challenge of the paired contrasts.  

It is very easy for disciples / believers to adopt the view that 
faithfulness / law-obedience both restrains sin for the maintenance of 
covenant standing and shapes holiness for the full appropriation of God's 
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promised blessings. Yet, what law-obedience does is confirm that we are 
on the pathway to cursing. The blessings of the covenant are ours in the 
faithfulness of Christ, appropriated through faith and not by works of the 
law. By means of our identification with Christ we appropriate in full the 
promised blessings of the covenant. Although we are unable to enter the 
narrow gate, produce the good fruit, make the just claim and build on the 
rock, Christ, the one righteous Son of God, on our behalf, has. In our 
identification with him we are treated as if we are the righteous son of God. 
Although we are on the broad road that leads to destruction / cursing, in 
Christ we are viewed by God as if we are on the narrow road that leads to 
life / blessing. Our house may be on sand, about to be caught up in the great 
flood, but in Christ we are viewed as guests in his house. While our house 
is swept away in the flood, his house stands firm upon the rock of his 
obedience. The Father counts Christ's house, not ours, Christ's life, not 
ours, and this, not by works of the law, but by grace through faith.  

Of course, if we are secure in Christ's house, then why bother striving 
to be what we are in Christ? Paul, the exponent of free grace, had to wrestle 
with this self-same question, even the absurd proposition "shall we go on 
sinning that grace may increase?" Why not turn our house into a bordello 
if we are secure in Christ's house? The filthier our house, the more gracious 
the invite to Christ's house. Paul's answer is simple enough, "we died to sin, 
how can we live in it any longer?" A person who is welcomed into Christ's 
house will, as a response to this kindness, do their best to limit the rubbish 
they accumulate in their own.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
Again, much of this passage can be found in Luke, chapters 6 and 13, 

with the original source usually identified as Q, although a common 
Aramaic / Greek oral source should not be discounted. The differences 
between Matthew and Luke are many, with Luke's account supposedly 
closer to Q.  

 
Homiletics: The way of faith 

At the end of the sermon on the mount, Jesus calls for self-examination. 
Which gate have we entered, which tree represents us, which claim do we make, 
which house-builder represents us? Does our goodness, our right-behaviour, in 
any way get us through the narrow gate, keep us on the narrow way, make us a 
fruitful tree, support our claim before God, or somehow build our house on rock? 
The answer is no, for our righteousness is always filthy rages; we all continue to 
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sin and fall short of the glory of God. Who then will rescue us from the "great 
crash"? 

There is one who has entered the narrow gate, who is a tree without 
corruption, whose house is firmly built on rock; He has done the will of the 
Father. Those who identify with this one righteous Jew, who hold onto his tassels 
as he enters the gates of the heavenly city and presents himself before the Ancient 
of Days, are graciously treated as if they are this righteous man. 

So, our task is a simple one. We must seek out the house of this righteous 
man, knock on his door and ask to come in, and there find rest for our soul. The 
good news is this: "ask and it will be given you, seek and you will find, knock 
and the door will be opened. For everyone who asks receives, he who seeks finds, 
and to him who knocks the door will be opened", Matt.7:7-11. 
  
Text - 7:13 

The conclusion to the Great Sermon, v13-29: i] The two ways, v13-14. The 
two ways are usually viewed as a call to commitment, a call to unwavering 
dedicated discipleship, yet it is more than likely that the two ways express the 
two alternatives facing God's covenant people, namely, blessing or cursing. 
"Blessed by God is the one who walks in the way of God's commandments, but 
cursed is the one who strays from those commandments", Deut.11:26, 30:15, cf., 
Strecker. A child of God must pass through a narrow gate to enter the kingdom 
(assumed object); having heard God's words they must act on them because only 
those who do the will of the Father will enter the kingdom and participate in its 
promised blessings. Yet, who can claim to have done the will of the Father in 
heaven? So, we must recognize that we are on the broad way that leads to 
destruction and that we need to find someone who has travelled the narrow way 
that leads to life, and having done so, we must hold onto his tassels and enter with 
him. We appropriate the promised blessings of the kingdom by grace through 
faith of/in the one righteous Israelite, Jesus.  

eiselqate (eisercomai) aor. imp. "enter" - Imperative expressing the divine 
command to undertake a particular way of life, the way of perfect obedience (not 
narrow/hard discipleship). As such it serves as an impossible demand. "Go 
through the narrow gate", TEV.  

dia + gen. "through" - THROUGH, THROUGH A PLACE. Spatial.  
thV stenhV "the narrow" - Possibly "difficult", in the same sense "broad" 

possibly means "easy".  
pulhV (h) "gate" - GATE, DOOR. Probably best expressed as a "door"; "go 

through the narrow door to life."  
oJti "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why we should 

enter through the narrow gate.  
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hJ apagousa (apagw) pres. part. "that leads" - [WIDE THE GATE AND BROAD 
THE WAY] LEADING. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "gate" and hJ 
oJdoV "way/road"; "which leads to destruction."  

eiV + acc. "to" - Spatial, direction / goal.  
thn apwleian (a) "destruction" - DESTRUCTION, RUIN. Eternal 

annihilation. "What it leads to is perdition", Cassirer.  
polloi adj. "many" - [AND] MANY. Predicate adjective. ."A lot of people go 

through that gate", CEV.  
oiJ eisercomenoi (eisercomai) pres. part. "enter" - [ARE] THE ONES 

ENTERING [THROUGH IT]. The participle serves as a substantive.  
   
v14 

ti pro. "but" - HOW. An alternate reading oJti, "because", may be original, 
but ti may be intended, here used in place of the Semitic exclamation "how!", see 
Metzger. "How narrow the gate and ....."  

stenh adj. "small" - NARROW [THE GATE]. Predicate adjective, emphatic by 
position. "Broad" is now "narrow", as "spacious" now becomes "constricted".  

teqlimmenh (qlibw) perf. pas. part. "narrow" - [AND] HAVING BEEN 
COMPRESSED, CRUSHED, CONSTRICTED [THE WAY, ROAD]. The participle serves 
as a predicate adjective, the perfect expressing a continued state. Narrow and 
confined and therefore "hard", possibly even "hurtful". "The gate to life is narrow 
and the way that leads to it is hard", TEV.  

hJ apagousa (apagw) pres. part. "that leads [to life]" - LEADING [TO LIFE]. 
The participle serves as an attributive adjective limiting "road".  

oligoi adj. "few" - [AND] FEW. In fact, only one!!!!, ie., identifying our 
inevitable state of covenant non-compliance rather than "the radical character of 
discipleship", Hagner.  

oiJ euJriskonteV (euJriskw) pres. part. "find [it]" - [ARE] THE ONES FINDING. 
The participle serves as a substantive.  

authn pro. "it" - Does "it" refer to "gate", "way", or "life"? Surely "life" = 
"eternal life" / "life of the kingdom of God", Davies & Allison.  
   
v15 

ii] A warning, v15-20. a) The two trees / fruits, v15-20. Given that v13-14 
are usually interpreted as a call to discipleship, these verses are treated as a 
warning to disciples who have taken up the challenge of the "narrow way" that 
there are "teachers who will help, or hinder .... (particularly of) people who can 
be relied on to advocate the wrong way in some shape of form", Morris, eg., 
"Pharisees", Hill. Yet, it is more likely that this pericope serves again to illustrate 
the two ways confronting believers: the way of life and the way of death. As the 
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worth of a tree can be identified by its fruit so it is possible to identify what road 
a person is on by the product of their life. A person on the road to death will 
produce a corrupted product, a product easily recognized. Before God we are 
known by the fruit of our life and the fruit of all of us is spoiled. So, the placement 
of this word from Jesus by Matthew is quite effective. Luke's record of the 
tradition in 6:43-45 seems more to the point, but Matthew obviously has to work 
with the tradition as he has received it. Although Jesus' word applies specifically 
to false prophets, it nonetheless illustrates the point Matthew is making. False 
teachers can easily be identified by their works, just as a bad tree can be identified 
by its fruit, and the same applies to us as well. Our life easily shows whether we 
are covenant compliant or not, and the evidence is anything but positive. Law will 
not help us; all it does is remind us that we are fallen, that we are a bad tree 
bearing bad fruit. We need to find a good tree that bears good fruit and get 
ourselves grafted in!!!!  

prosecete (prosecw) pres. imp. "watch out for" - PAY ATTENTION, BEWARE 
[OF FALSE PROPHETS WHO COME TO YOU]. With apo, as here, "beware of", 
BAGD. It is possible that instead of "beware of / be on guard against", the sense 
is "pay close attention to / take note (for example) of the problem of false prophets 
who .....", ie., not a warning in this context.  

en + dat. "in [sheep's clothing]" - IN [CLOTHING OF SHEEP]. Local, 
expressing state or condition.  

de "but" - Obviously adversative here.  
eswqen adv. "inwardly" - WITHIN, INSIDE. Local adverb. "But they are really 

rapacious wolves", Barclay.  
arpageV (arpax) adj. "ferocious" - [ARE] GREEDY, RAGING, RAVENOUS. 

Attributive adjective limiting the predicate nominative "wolves".  
   
v16 

apo + gen. "by" - FROM. Here expressing agency, as NIV; a rare usage where 
apo is used instead of uJpo.  

autwn gen. pro. "their [fruit]" - [THE FRUITS] OF THEM. The genitive is 
adjectival, possessive, or idiomatic / producer, "the fruit produced by them."  

epignwsesqe (epiginwskw) fut. ind. mid. "recognize" - YOU WILL KNOW = 
RECOGNIZE [THEM].  

mhti "-" - [ARE] NOT. Introducing a question which expects the answer "no". 
"Do you pick a bunch of grapes from a thorn-bush or figs from a clump of 
thistles?" Phillips.  

apo + gen. "from [thornbushes]" - [ARE NOT THORNS GATHERED] FROM 
[GRAPES, OR FIGS FROM THISTLES]? Expressing separation; "away from."  
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v17 

ouJtwV "likewise" - SO, THUS. Serving to introduce a comparative point, 
"likewise", but possibly inferential, "so, every healthy tree ....", ESV.  

agaqon adj. "good [tree]" - [EVERY] GOOD [TREE]. Probably in the sense 
"healthy".  

kalouV adj. "good [fruit]" - [PRODUCES] GOOD [FRUITS]. Possibly 
"beautiful fruit", Morris.  

sapon adj. "bad [tree]" - [BUT THE] ROTTEN, DECAYED, DISEASED [TREE 
PRODUCES BAD FRUIT].  

ponhrouV adj. "bad [fruit]" - EVIL = BAD. A decayed tree yields worthless 
fruit", Cassirer.  
   
v18 

poiein (poiew) pres. inf. "[cannot] bear" - [A GOOD TREE IS NOT ABLE] TO 
MAKE, PRODUCE [BAD FRUIT]. The infinitive is complementary, completing the 
sense of the negated verb "is able." "A good tree is incapable of bearing bad fruit", 
Phillips.  
 

v19 
mh poioun (poiew) pres. part. "that does not bear [good fruit]" - [EVERY 

TREE] NOT BEARING, PRODUCING [GOOD FRUIT IS CUT OFF AND THROWN INTO 
the FIRE]. The participle is probably adjectival, limiting "tree", "every tree which 
does not produce", but possibly adverbial, causal, "because", even conditional, 
"if a tree does not produce fine fruit", Barclay.  
   
v20 

ara ge "thus" - THEREFORE. The conjunction ara is not used to lead a 
sentence in classical Gk. but in the LXX and NT Gk. it is sometimes used to lead 
a logical conclusion, "consequently", BAGD. So, the particle ge is used to 
strengthen / underline the inferential ara, "therefore".  

apo "by [their fruit]" - FROM [THE FRUITS OF THEM]. Obviously another 
example of where this preposition expresses agency, as v16.  

epignwsesqe (epiginwskw) fut. "you will recognize" - YOU WILL KNOW. 
"You will know them by their fruit", Moffatt.  

autouV "them" - Accusative direct object of the verb "to know". Given the 
immediate context, the "them" is identified as the "false prophets" of v15a, 
although both "prophets" and "trees" are masculine so autouV may be agreeing 
with ether. We probably just have here the logical conclusion of the illustration; 
"the worth of a tree can be discerned from its fruit." There seems little need for 
Matthew to draw out the obvious conclusion from Jesus' words, but just in case 
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we have missed the point, Barclay's paraphrase is worth considering: "As with 
trees, so with men - you can tell what kind of men they are by the conduct they 
produce."  
   
v21 

b) The two claims, v21-23. With the two claims, the dedicated discipleship 
approach to the interpretation of the four illustrations looks decidedly shaky, for 
here we are told that a dedicated disciple, displaying all the evidential 
outworkings of such, doesn't make it to the kingdom of heaven. The person who 
gains entry into the kingdom of heaven is the person who does the will of the 
Father. Perfect covenant compliance is required of a son of God; anything less 
faces the "depart from me you perpetrators of lawless deeds", Psalm 6:8. So gain 
we are warned that entry to the kingdom of heaven requires a righteousness which 
exceeds that of the Scribes and the Pharisees; anything less than doing the will of 
the Father results in a divine "I never knew you." The answer to this problem is 
not found in nomistic law-obedience, but in the gift of divine grace, appropriated 
through faith, faith in the faithfulness of the one obedient Son.  

ou .... all (alla) "not [everyone .......] but [only ...]" - Counterpoint 
construction.  

oJ legwn (legw) pres. part. "who says" - [NOT ALL] THE ONES SAYING. Taking 
the adjective paV, "every", as a substantive, "everyone", the participle would be 
classified as adjectival, attributive, limiting "everyone", as NIV. "It is not 
everyone who keeps saying to me, 'Lord, Lord'", Phillips.  

moi dat. pro. "to me" - Dative of indirect object.  
kurie kurie voc. "Lord, Lord" - Vocative. Used of "master", even 

"teacher", but obviously here of the Lord God.  
twn ouranwn (oV) gen. "of heaven" - [WILL ENTER INTO THE KINGDOM] OF 

THE HEAVENS. The genitive is adjectival, technically attributive / of location, 
limiting "kingdom", "the kingdom which is in heaven / located in heaven", 
although Matthew uses "heaven" out of deference to God, so it is actually "the 
kingdom of God", possessive, the kingdom that belongs to God, or verbal, 
subjective, "will enjoy the blessings of God's rule", TH; See "kingdom of 
heaven", 3:2.  

all (alla) "but" - Adversative.  
oJ poiwn (poiew) pres. part. "only he who does / only the one who does" - 

THE ONE DOING. The participle serves as a substantive. "What is required is 
serious obedience - doing my Father's will", Peterson.  

tou patroV (oV) gen. "of [my] Father" - [THE WILL] OF THE FATHER [OF 
ME]. The genitive may be treated as adjectival, possessive, or verbal, subjective.  
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tou gen. "who [is in heaven]" - THE one [IN THE HEAVENS]. The article 
serves as an adjectivizer turning the prepositional phrase en toiV ouranoiV, "in 
heaven", into an attributive modifier limiting "Father", as NIV.  
   
v22 

erousin (legw) fut. ind. act. "will say" - [MANY] WILL SAY. "On the great day 
there will be many who will say to me", Barclay.  

moi "to me" - Dative of indirect object.  
en + dat. "on [that day]" - Temporal use of the preposition.  
ou ..... eprofhteusamen (profhteuw) "did we not prophesy" - [LORD, 

LORD], NOT [IN YOUR NAME DID WE SPEAK ON BEHALF OF, PROPHECY]. Here, 
speaking on behalf of Jesus. The negation prompts any affirmative answer to the 
question.  

tw/ sw/ onomati (a atoV) "in your name" - [AND] IN YOUR NAME. The dative 
is probably instrumental / agency; "in /by / with the authority of your person."  

dunameiV (iV ewV) pl. "miracles" - [PERFORM MANY] POWERS = ACTS OF 
POWER, MIGHTY WORKS = MIRACLES. Accusative direct object of the verb "to do, 
perform."  

 
  v23 

tote adv. "then" - [AND] THEN. Temporal adverb introducing a temporal 
clause.  

oJmologhsw (oJmologew) fut. "I will tell ... plainly" - I WILL DECLARE, 
PROCLAIM, MAKE A STATEMENT..... WHICH IS BINDING.  

autoiV dat. "to them" - Dative of indirect object.  
oJti "-" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement, direct speech.  
oudepote egnwn (ginwskw) aor. "I never knew [you]" - These words were 

used by the rabbis for an excommunication.  
oiJ ergazomenoi (ergazomai) pres. part. voc. "you evildoers" - [DEPART 

FROM ME] THE ONES WORKING [WITHOUT THE LAW, LAWLESSNESS]. The 
participle serves as a substantive. More particularly, "you who are lax law-
keepers."  
   
v24 

iii] The two builders, v24-27. Again, the paired contrasts are usually treated 
as a call to commitment, a call to unwavering dedicated discipleship. Even so, the 
imagery gets used in many and varied ways, eg., the old chorus "Build on the 
rock and not upon the sand." Presumably the message of the chorus is that we 
should build our life on Jesus rather than the shifting sands of mammon. By this 
means our house / life will stand secure in the day of eschatological judgment. 
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This, of course, is true, and makes for a great sermon, but it is not the point of the 
illustration. The two ways - the way of life and the way of death - are again starkly 
represented in this illustration / parable. The determining factor is the clear 
statement that everyone who hears the teachings of Jesus and puts them into 
practice is like a wise person who builds their house epi thn petran, "upon rock." 
A person either acts this way, or doesn't act this way; there is no other possibility. 
We have either heard and done, or heard and not done. It is, of course, somewhat 
of a shock to a slightly sleepy congregation on a Sunday morning to be told that 
their house (their life) is founded on sand because, although they have heard 
Jesus' words, they have not done them. Yes, they have done some of them; they 
may not be murders, but they have become angry at times, and have probably 
insulted many people over the years. All believers are like that person who built 
their house on poor foundations, and so collapse is inevitable. What can save us? 
The Law can't - trying to be good little boys and girls doesn't cut it. The law only 
makes sin more sinful. Covenant compliance is not found in the Law, but in 
divine grace. The following narratives, 8:1-9:34, will teach us that the promised 
blessings of the covenant are appropriated as a gift of grace through faith, and not 
works of the law. If we would be covenant compliant we must seek to enter the 
house of the one righteous man, knock on his door, and enter into the cover of his 
righteousness.  

oun "therefore" - Possibly drawing a logical conclusion / inferential, as NIV, 
but also possibly just resumptive; "now, everyone who listens to these words of 
mine", Moffatt.  

o{stiV "[everyone] who" - WHOSOEVER. With paV, "all", the nominative 
subject of the verb "to hear"; "everyone whoever hears." Indefinite qualitative 
relative pronoun, "everyone who is of such a character."  

touV lkegouV toutouV "these words" - [HEARS] THESE WORDS. Accusative 
direct object of the verb "to hear. "Obviously the surpassing righteousness / 
instructions detailed in the sermon.  

mou gen. pro. "of mine" - OF ME. Emphatic by position. The genitive is 
adjectival, possessive, or verbal, subjective, but possibly ablative, source / origin; 
"from me."  

poiei (poiew) pres. "puts [them] into practice" - [AND] DOES, APPLIES 
[THEM]. Hears the words of Jesus and does them.  

oJmoiwqhsetai (oJmiow) fut. pas. "is like" - WILL BE LIKE, LIKENED, 
COMPARED. Medial passive verb. In these last days the person who hears the 
words of Jesus and does them will be like the wise / intelligent / thoughtful person 
who has built his house on rock.  
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andri (hr droV) dat. "a [wise] man" - TO A [WISE] MAN. Dative of direct 
object / comparison after the verb oJmoiow, "to make like"; "may be compared to 
/ with a man"  

epi + acc. "on" - [WHO BUILT HIS HOUSE] UPON. Spatial; "upon".  
thn petran (a) "the rock" - The article is generic, so "built his house on 

rock." The use of "the rock" is interpretive, ie., the assumption that "the rock" = 
Christ. Within the context the rock is obedience; Christ built his life on obedience, 
upon which obedience / rock we may rest secure.  
   
v25 

katebh (katabainw) "came down" - [AND THE RAIN] FELL DOWN. It poured 
- torrential rain.  

potamoi "the streams [rose]" - [AND] THE RIVERS [CAME]. Nominative 
subject of the verb "to come." Used to describe flooded ravines after rain; "the 
floods came", ESV.  

th/ oikia/ (a) dat. "[beat against that] house" - [AND THE WINDS BLEW AND 
BEAT AGAINST THAT] HOUSE. Dative of direct object after the proV prefix verb 
"to fall down upon."  

gar "because" - [AND IT DID NOT FALL] BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause 
explaining why the house did not fall.  

teqemeliwto (qemeliow) pluperf. pas. "it had its foundation [on rock]" - IT 
HAD BEEN FOUNDED [UPON ROCK]. The pluperfect is used to express 
supplementary information. "Because it was built on solid rock", CEV.  

epi + acc. "upon [the rock]" - Spatial; "on, upon".  
   
v26 

The rather perverse interpretation proposed in these notes is well highlighted 
in this verse. It is often understood that Jesus' logouV, "words", are the gospel 
and that the person who hears, but does not poiew, "do", is someone who does 
not believe. The more astute commentator usually tries not to make such a leap 
in interpretation and so leaves the subject up in the air - a disciple "will be judged 
by what they have done", Fenton. As France notes, the "parable does not draw a 
line simply between outsiders and insiders." So, disciples, as with outsiders, stand 
"at risk" of "total collapse." It all comes down to the "doing", "doing the will of 
my Father in heaven", v21, not a legwn, "saying", but a poiwn, "doing". The 
foolish person does not "do", and aren't we all fools? So again, Jesus uses law / 
ethics to expose sin and prompt reliance on divine mercy - faith rather than 
obedience.  

kai "but" - AND. Probably slightly adversative, as NIV.  
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oJ akouwn (akouw) pres. part. "[everyone] who hears" - [ALL] THE ONE 
HEARING. If we take paV, "all", as a substantive, "everyone", then the participle 
is adjectival, attributive, limiting "everyone".  

mou gen. pro. "[these words] of mine" - [THESE WORDS] OF ME. The genitive 
may be classified as adjectival, possessive, or verbal, subjective, even ablative, 
source / origin, "from me".  

mh poiwn (poiew) pres. part. "does not put [them] into practice" - [AND] 
NOT DOING. Again, the participle is adjectival, limiting "everyone".  

oJmoiwqhsetai (oJmoiow) fut. pas. "is like" - WILL BE COMPARED TO.  
andri (hr roV) dat. "a [foolish] man" - Dative of direct object after the 

passive verb "to be compared to."  
mwrw/ "foolish" - UNREFLECTING [WHO BUILT HIS HOUSE UPON SAND]. 

Someone who doesn't think through the consequence of their actions.  
   
v27 

th/ oikia/ (a) "[beat against] the house" - [AND THE RAIN CAME DOWN AND 
THE RIVERS / FLOODS CAME AND THE WINDS BLEW AND BEAT AGAINST THAT] 
HOUSE. Dative of direct object after the proV prefix verb "to strike against."  

kai h\n hJ ptwsiV authV megalh "and it fell with a great crash" - [AND IT 
FELL] AND GREAT WAS THE FALL OF IT = complete destruction. This phrase is 
climactic, alluding to eschatological judgment, and thus serving to prompt / guide 
the listener to draw a conclusion from the illustration and act on it urgently. "The 
whole thing collapsed like a house of cards and was washed away in splinters." 
   
v28 

iv] Matthew concludes with an editorial comment about Jesus' teaching, v28-
29. The other discourses conclude similarly, usually beginning with kai egeneto 
"and it came about". Jesus "teaching was markedly different from anything to 
which they were accustomed", Morris.  

oJte "When" - [AND IT BECAME] WHEN [JESUS HAD FINISHED THESE WORDS]. 
Temporal adverb introducing a temporal clause; "and when Jesus finished 
speaking", Barclay.  

exeplhsonto (ekplhssw) "[the crowds were] amazed" - [THE CROWDS 
WERE] AMAZED. Imperfect rather than aorist indicated a continued amazement / 
astonishment. Amazement is always a pre faith response which leads either to 
belief or disbelief. "The people went home wondering."  

epi + dat. "at" - UPON. Possibly causal, "because of his teaching", even 
consecutive, expressing result.  
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autou gen. pro. "his [teaching]" - [THE TEACHING] OF HIM. The genitive 
may be taken as adjectival, or verbal, subjective, "the teaching delivered by 
Jesus."  
   
v29 

gar "because" - FOR. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the people 
were amazed at Jesus' teaching.  

h\n .... didaskwn (didaskw) pres. part. "he taught" - HE WAS TEACHING 
[THEM]. A imperfect periphrastic construction is possibly being used to emphasize 
aspect, ie., the durative nature of his teaching, "he constantly taught them ..."  

wJV "as" - AS, LIKE. This comparative introduces a comparative clause; "his 
way of teaching was like a man invested with authority", Cassirer.  

ecwn (ecw) pres. part. "one who had [authority]" - HAVING [AUTHORITY]. 
The participle serves as as a substantive, "the one who possess".  

kai ouc wJV "and not as" - AND NOT LIKE. Comparative  
autwn gen. pro. "their [teachers of the law]" - [THE SCRIBES] OF THEM. 

The genitive is adjectival, relational. It is usually held that Matthew is making a 
point to differentiate the teachers of the Christian fellowship / church from the 
teachers of the synagogue; "not like the experts of the law", Barclay; not like their 
teachers of the law of Moses", CEV.  
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8:1-17 

4. Salvation by grace through faith, 8:1-9:34 
i] Three miracles that teach the way of grace through faith apart from the 
law 
Synopsis  

Having completed his account of the Sermon on the Mount, Matthew now 
begins a narrative section which runs through to the end of chapter nine. In the 
passage before us Matthew briefly records three healings: the healing of the leper, 
v1-4; the healing of the centurion's servant, v5-13; the healing of Peter's mother-
in-law and all the sick gathered outside Peter's home, v14-17.  
   
Teaching  

In Jesus we overcome the curse of the law, by grace through faith, because 
he takes upon himself our weaknesses and removes our infirmities.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 1:1-17. Matthew, having completed his first teaching unit -
the sayings on law and grace / the Great Sermon - follows up with a narrative 
unit, 8:1-9:34, which is itself followed by a teaching unit on discipleship - sayings 
on mission and martyrdom, 9:35-10:42. The narrative unit is linked to the 1st. 
Discourse and serves as a paradigm of salvation. It records ten miracles / signs 
which demonstrate the power of the kingdom of God - how its existential reality 
is forcing its way into the normality of happenstance. The miracles serve to 
answer the problem posed by the Great Sermon, namely how sin has eroded 
covenant standing and left God's children facing a divine curse, rather than a 
blessing. So, having established that a person's full appropriation of God's 
promised blessings cannot be attained by works of the law, this partnered 
narrative section reveals that the blessings of the covenant are received on the 
basis of divine grace through faith. The grace of God operative in Christ 
appropriates the gift of freedom, life, forgiveness, sight, ...... through faith, and 
not by works of the law.  
   

This narrative section is not chronological, but is topical. It falls naturally 
into three teaching units:  

a) A day of miracles which reveal how it is possible to access the 
promised blessings of the covenant, namely, by grace through faith; "He 
took up our infirmities and bore our diseases", 8:1-17;  

b) Three works of authority which teach that the way for a disciple is 
by faith, not works, 8:18-9:8;  
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c) Four miracles that demonstrate the central role of faith in the 
Christian life, 9:9-34.  
   

Carson notes that "although Matthew's pericopes cohere nicely, he 
intertwines his themes, keeping several going at once like a literary juggler. Thus, 
these chapters are best approached inductively." Some commentators have 
suggested that the ten miracles recorded in this narrative section are based on the 
ten plagues of the Exodus, ie., Jesus is the new Moses - interesting, but a stretch!  
   

ii] Structure: Three miracle stories: 
The healing of the leper, v1-4; 
The healing of the centurion's servant, v5-13; 
The healing of Peter's mother-in-law, v14-15; 
Other healings, v16-17.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

A Day in the Life of Jesus, 8:1-17, answers the problem posed by the 
Great Sermon - how can members of the covenant community, who stand 
under the curse of the law, escape the terrible day? Certainly not by the law, 
for it only confirms the curse! In the healing of the leper, we learn that Jesus 
can make us clean and chooses to do so. In the healing of the centurion's 
servant, we learn that faith is the key by which we unlock God's healing 
grace. In the healing of Peter's mother-in-law and the sick in the crowd 
gathered outside his home, we learn that it was revealed by the prophets 
long ago that Jesus takes upon himself our weaknesses and removes our 
infirmities.  
   

The interpretive challenge posed by chapters 8 and 9: At one level, the 
miracles recorded in 8:1-9:34 reveal that Christ is the messiah who, at this 
moment in history, is inaugurating his kingdom: they "demonstrate the 
power of the Kingdom in action", Hill; they reveal Jesus as a 
"compassionate healer and extraordinary miracle worker", D&A; they 
demonstrate his "matchless power, power over disease and even the forces 
of nature", Morris; they present Jesus "as the Messiah of both word and 
deed", Schniewind. Yet, it seems likely that Matthew's selection and 
arrangement of gospel tradition serves not just to tell us who Jesus is, but 
how Jesus' life and teachings act upon the reader, ie., they are "applicable 
to the life and discipleship of Matthew's community (ie., the reader)", 
Hagner.  

Chapters 8 and 9 reveal to us "the story of Jesus with his people", Luz, 
yet, in what particular way do the ten miracles impact on the reader? Most 
commentators follow Kingsbury who argues that "paradigmatically, these 
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chapters set forth for the members of Matthew's church the cost and 
commitment of discipleship", Catholic Biblical Quarterly, 1978, ie., they 
set the ground for discipleship, which subject is covered in Matthew's 
second teaching section, 9:35-10:42 - mission and martyrdom. Yet, as 
already argued, the Great Sermon leaves the reader up in the air facing the 
great crash, 8:27. The Sermon, in Pauline terms, proclaims that 
righteousness / right-standing in the sight of God, is not realized by 
obedience to the law. The law can guide, but primarily it accentuates sin, 
progressing its inevitable consequence, namely judgment. The law serves 
to expose sin and thus drive the sinner to seek divine grace, Gal.3:24. The 
reader stands as one of those "who hears the words of mine and does not 
act on them." We are one of the "everyone" who has fallen short of the 
glory of God and needs to find their security in someone who has heard the 
divine words and poiei autouV, "does them" / is righteous, someone who 
has built their house on rock and will open his door to those who seek, 
knock and ask to come in for shelter from that terrible day. So, chapters 8 
and 9 look backward rather than forward, and in so doing demonstrate the 
central role of faith in achieving covenant standing - the business of 
accessing righteousness / right-standing in the sight of God, by grace 
through faith, apart from works of the law.  
   

Chronology: Matthew presents this set of miracles as a package 
occurring over a single day. Jesus comes down from the mountain and heals 
the paralytic, enters Capernaum and heals the centurion's son / servant, 
visits Peter's home and heals his mother-in-law and then that evening he 
heals the sick in the crowd who have gathered outside Peter's home. Unlike 
Mark's Day in the Life of Jesus, 1:21-34, the day may, or may not be, a 
Sabbath day. At any rate, the events of the day answer the problem posed 
by the Great Sermon.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
See 9:27-34. Most commentators argue that Matthew has followed 

Mark, significantly editing his account. This assumption is less than 
convincing. Refer to the works of Lohmeyer and Schlatter who argue that 
Matthew is independent of Mark, and also Bonnard who argues for the 
place of oral tradition in the formation of Matthew's gospel.  
   

Text - 8:1  
i] The healing of the leper, v1-4. At face value this miracle story speaks of 

Jesus' person, but as noted above, if we assume that Matthew arranges the gospel 
material to establish particular truths, and that the truth to be drawn from v1-17 
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is dictated by the Great Sermon and its identification of sin and thus the judgment 
facing God's people, then this first miracle establishes that there is one who is 
"willing", and obviously able, to make us "clean".  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Here transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
katabantoV (katabainw) gen. aor. part. "when [Jesus] came down" - 

[AND] HE [COMING DOWN]. Genitive absolute participle, usually taken to introduce 
a temporal clause, as NIV.  

apo + gen. "from" - FROM [THE MOUNTAIN]. Expressing separation; "away 
from."  

autw/ dat. pro. "[followed] him" - [MANY CROWDS FOLLOWED] HIM. Dative 
of direct object after the verb "to follow after." "Jesus came down the mountain 
with the cheers of the crowd still ringing in his ears", Peterson.  
   
v2  

proselqwn (prosercomai) aor. part. "came and [knelt]" - [AND BEHOLD A 
LEPER] HAVING APPROACHED [BOWED BEFORE]. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to fall down before", as NIV, 
but it could also be treated as adverbial, temporal.  

autw/ dat. pro. "him" - Dative of direct object after the proV prefix verb "to 
fall down before."  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "and said" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to fall down before", as NIV.  

ean + subj. "if [you are willing]" - Introducing a 3rd. class conditional clause 
where the condition has the possibility of coming true; "if, as may be the case, 
you are willing, then you are able to cleanse me."  

kaqarisai (kaqarizw) aor. inf. "[you can make me] clean" - [YOU ARE 
ABLE] TO CLEANSE [ME]. Complementary infinitive completing the sense of the 
verb dunasai, "you are able."  
   
v3 

ekteinaV (ekteinw) aor. part. "Jesus reached out" - [AND] HAVING REACHED 
OUT, STRETCHED OUT [THE HAND HE TOUCHED]. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to touch."  

autou gen. pro. "[touched] the man" - HIM. Genitive of direct object after 
the verb "to touch."  

legwn (legw) "he said" - SAYING [I WILL, BE CLEANSED]. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to touch", "he 
touched him and said", but it can also be treated as adverbial, modal, expressing 
the manner of his touching, "touched him, saying", ESV.  
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euqewV adv. "immediately" - Temporal adverb. The problem was sorted 
immediately; not only is Jesus willing to sort the problem, he does it without 
hesitation.  

ekaqarisqh (kaqarizw) aor. pas. "he was cleansed" - [THE LEPROSY OF 
HIM] WAS CLEANSED. Matthew has repeated this catchword three times giving 
emphasis to it. This is all about being made clean. The leper may have had leprosy 
or some other skin disease, either way he was considered as good as dead, 
alienated from society, both social and religious; a man to be avoided at all cost. 
Jesus actually breaks the law by touching him, but in that touch there is cleansing 
power.  

autou gen. pro. "his [leprosy]" - OF HIM. The genitive is adjectival, 
possessive, but may also be treated as attributive, idiomatic, "he was cleansed 
from the leprosy which had inflicted him."  
   
v4 

autw/ dat. pro. "to him" - [AND JESUS SAID] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
o{ra (oJraw) pres. imp. "see that" - LOOK, SEE. Giving the sense "see to it 

that ....."  
eiphV (legw) aor. subj. "you don't tell [anyone]" - YOU TELL [NO ONE]. 

Subjunctive of prohibition. This is the first time in Matthew we see Jesus enacting 
the messianic secret. "Jesus desires simply to avoid inflaming popular, but 
mistaken, messianic expectations that looked for an immediate national-political 
deliverance", Hagner.  

alla "but" - Adversative.  
tw/ iJerei (euV ewV) dat. "to the priest" - [GO SHOW YOURSELF] TO THE 

PRIEST. Dative of indirect object.  
o} pro. "-" - [AND OFFER THE GIFT] WHICH [MOSES COMMANDED]. Accusative 

direct object of the verb "to offer." Jesus' instruction to the leper follows the 
direction found in Leviticus chapter 13-14.  

eiV + acc. "as [a testimony to them]" - TO [A TESTIMONY TO THEM]. Usually 
taken here to express purpose, "in order to provide a proof to them (the priests??) 
that the leprosy is completely healed"; "for a proof to them", ESV - autoiV, 
"them", being a dative of interest; "for them." Cranfield, in his commentary on 
Mark, lists most of the possible meanings of this phrase, p.95. He suggests that 
the most likely sense is "evidence for the priests or the people generally of the 
fact of the cure." Once the fact of the cure is confirmed, the religious authorities 
can provide certification to the local community for the return of the leper.  
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v5 

ii] The healing of the centurion's servant, v5-13. Matthew continues to 
address the problem facing God's people, of a people who are not covenant 
compliant and so are bound under the curse of the law. In his selection of the 
second pericope, the centurion's servant, Matthew reveals that the problem is 
solved through faith in the grace of God operative in Christ. It is interesting how 
Jesus is approached by a secular official, in this case a centurion, an officer in 
charge of 100 soldiers (the number can vary). It is also interesting how the NT 
has a positive view toward these military men.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Here transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, best 
left untranslated.  

eiselqontoV (ercomai) gen. aor. part. "when [Jesus] had entered" - [HE] 
ENTERING [INTO CAPERNAUM]. The participle stands in a genitive absolute 
construction, best taken as temporal, as NIV.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[came to] him" - [A CENTURION CAME TO, APPROACHED] 
HIM. Dative of direct object after the proV prefix verb "to come to."  

parakalwn (parakalew) pres. part "asking for help" - URGING, 
EXHORTING = BEGGING [HIM]. The participle is best taken as adverbial, modal, 
expressing the manner of his coming to Jesus; he came "appealing to him", ESV.  
   
v6 

legwn (legw) pres. part. "he said" - [AND] SAYING. The participle as for 
"begging", v5; "begging and saying."  

oJ paiV "[my] servant" - [LORD] THE SERVANT, SON [OF ME]. Nominative 
subject of the verb "to throw." It seems likely that "son" is intended, so Hagner, 
but "servant / house slave" is possible, so D&A. The word is ambiguous, although 
Luke opts for douloV, "slave / servant."  

beblhtai (ballw) perf. mid./pas. "lies" - HAVING BEEN PUT, THROWN. 
Idiomatic for "having been bedridden."  

en + dat. "at [home]" - IN [THE HOUSE PARALYSED]. Local; expressing space.  
paralutikoV adj. "paralysed" - It seems best to take "paralysed" as an 

attributive adjective limiting "servant"; "my servant who is paralysed. The 
participle "suffering", with its modifying adverb "terribly", similarly serves as an 
attributive adjective, limiting "servant"; "my servant, who is paralysed and 
suffering terribly, is bedridden at home." Olmstead classifies it as the nominative 
complement of the subject "servant", standing in a double nominative 
construction.  

basanizomenoV (basanizw) pres. mid./pas. part. "suffering [terribly]" - [IN 
THE HOUSE PARALYSED] BEING TORMENTED [TERRIBLY]. Olmstead suggests that 
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the participle, with its modifying adverb "terribly", is adverbial, modal, 
expressing the manner of the servant's "having been thrown / bedridden"; "the 
centurion's servant is lying at home suffering." See "paralysed" above.  
   
v7  

autw/ dat. pro. "to him" - [AND HE SAID] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
egw pro. "I" - Emphatic by use.  
elqwn (ercomai) aor. part. "come" - COMING [WILL HEAL HIM]. Attendant 

circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to heal"; "I 
will come and heal him", ESV. Often expressed as a question to indicate some 
hesitation on Jesus' part; "Should I (a Jew) come and heal him (a servant / son 
who is a Gentile)?" Jesus' ministry of signs is for the lost house of Israel; it is not 
a ministry for Gentiles - Jews first and then Gentiles, cf., 15:21-28. Hesitation is 
certainly implied by the centurion's answer. The centurion possibly reads Jesus' 
reaction as if he doesn't want to put himself out, prompting the response "just say 
the word."  
   
v8  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "[the centurion] replied" - [AND] 
HAVING ANSWERED [THE CENTURION SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the verb "to say", redundant (pleonastic); a 
Semitic construction.  

iJna + subj. "to [have you come under]" - [LORD, I AM NOT WORTHY] THAT 
[YOU MIGHT COME UNDER]. Here epexegetic explaining / specifying what the 
centurion is not worthy of, namely, for Jesus to come under his roof. The adjective 
iJkanoV carries a number of meanings, but the construction ouk eimi iJkanoV, is 
idiomatic; "I am not worthy." "I'm not important enough for you to come under 
my roof", Phillips.  

mou gen. pro. "my [roof]" - [THE ROOF] OF ME. Possessive pronoun; the 
forward placement is emphatic; ".... entering my house", Cassirer.  

alla "but" - Adversative / contrastive, as NIV, standing within a 
counterpoint construction, "not ...... but ......"  

logw/ (oV) dat. "the word" - [ONLY SAY] IN A WORD. The dative is 
instrumental, expressing means; "by means of a word." "Just give the order", 
CEV.  

kai "and" - AND [THE SLAVE / CHILD OF ME WILL BE HEALED]. Sitting with 
the imperative "say [by a word]", the conjunction has conditional force; "if you 
only say the word, then my servant will be healed."  
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v9 

gar "for" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why Jesus need only say 
the word.  

egw pro. "I myself" - Emphatic by use and position.  
kai "-" - [AM] AND. Adjunctive; "for I am also a man under authority."  
uJpo + acc. "under [authority]" - [A MAN] UNDER [AUTHORITY]. Here 

expressing subordination; "I have officers who give orders to me", CEV.  
ecwn pres. part. "with" - HAVING [SOLDIERS UNDER MYSELF]. The participle 

is adjectival, attributive, limiting "man"; "I too am a man ..... who has soldiers 
subject to me."  

toutw/ dat. pro. "[I tell] this one" - [AND I SAY] TO THIS one [GO, AND HE 
GOES]. Dative of indirect object.  

allw/ dat. adj. "[and] that one" - [AND] TO ANOTHER [COME, AND HE 
COMES]. Dative of indirect object.  

tw/ doulw/ (oV) dat. "I say to my servant" - [AND] TO THE SERVANT, SLAVE 
[OF ME, DO THIS, AND HE DOES]. Dative of indirect object.  
   
v10 

"Jesus now marvels .... at the noble simplicity of the centurion's faith", D&A. 
This is the necessary response of a child of God seeking to be covenant compliant. 
The righteousness that exceeds that of the Scribes and the Pharisees can only be 
had by receiving, not doing, and the instrument of the receiving is faith in Jesus.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Indicating a step in the narrative / argument, here the 
conclusion of the pericope.  

akousaV (akouw) aor. part. "when [Jesus] heard this" - HAVING HEARD, 
[JESUS WAS AMAZED]. The participle is adverbial, best taken as temporal, as NIV. 
It is not often that we find in Matthew an emotional response attributed to Jesus.  

toiV akolouqousin (akolouqew) pres. part. "to those following him" - 
[AND SAID] TO THE ONES FOLLOWING. The participle serves as a substantive.  

amhn legw uJmin "truly I tell you" - TRULY I SAY TO YOU. This introductory 
statement serves to give weight to the following words.  

par (para) + dat. "with" - [I HAVE FOUND NO ONE] WITH [SO MUCH, SO 
GREAT FAITH IN ISRAEL]. Here basically expressing association, "with, among", 
but as Olmstead notes, in this context it serves as a "marker of connection of a 
quality or characteristic with a person", BDAG. The word pistin, "faith", is 
mentioned only 8 times in Matthew. It expresses trust in Jesus, here in Jesus' 
"ability and readiness to give help in unexpected ways", Morris.  
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v11 

The independent saying of Jesus covering v11-12 certainly suits the context 
and so it may have attached early to the story of the healing of the centurion's 
servant / son, or it may have been placed here by Matthew - Luke uses the saying 
in a different context and doesn't use it with his account of the healing, cf., 
Lk.13:28f. None-the-less, it is not unreasonable for Jesus to have made this 
comment to his disciples on this occasion. The saying is a powerful example of 
the great reversal theme, of the sons of the kingdom losing the kingdom, excluded 
from the banquet hall and left in distress, while the Gentiles enter the kingdom 
and partake of its blessings. It seems likely that Matthew, in line with the apostle 
Paul, identifies the law as the key factor in this reversal. The nomism 
(sanctification by obedience) of the "righteous" (self-righteous, eg., the 
Pharisees) serves only to enact the curse of the law and thus exclusion from the 
kingdom of God. On the other hand, those outside the gate, Gentiles, respond in 
faith to the gospel of God's grace, and so discover with Abraham a righteousness 
that is by faith and not of works of the law.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative / argument.  
uJmin dat. pro. "[I say] to you" - Dative of indirect object.  
oJti "that" - Introducing a dependent statement of indirect speech expressing 

what Jesus says.  
polloi adj. "many" - Nominative subject of the verb "to come." Indicating 

a large number of Gentiles from East and West = the whole world. Luke adds 
North and South to emphasize the point. Gentiles are surely implied by the 
context, but the same language is used of the restoration of the lost tribes of Israel, 
Isa.43:5-6.  

apo + gen. "from" - [MANY WILL COME] FROM [SUNRISE (East) AND SUNSET 
(West)]. Expressing source / origin.  

anakliqhsontai (anaklinw) fut. "will take their places at the feast" - 
[AND] WILL RECLINE AT TABLE. The blessings of the kingdom are often expressed 
in the terms of participating in a feast attended by God's redeemed people.  

meta + gen. "with" - WITH [ABRAHAM, AND ISAAC AND JACOB]. Expressing 
accompaniment / association.  

en "in" - Local, expressing space.  
twn ouranwn gen. "[the kingdom] of heaven" - [THE KINGDOM] OF THE 

HEAVENS. The plural "heavens" is idiomatic. "Heaven" is deferential, thus "the 
kingdom of God" = the eschatological reign of God (if dominion is emphasized 
over domain); see 3:2.  
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v12 

de "but" - but, and. Here adversative, as NIV.  
thV basileiaV (a) gen. "[the subjects] of the kingdom" - [THE SONS] OF 

THE KINGDOM [WILL BE CAST INTO OUTERMOST DARKNESS]. The genitive is 
adjectival, relational, possibly idiomatic / identification, "the sons who are 
members of the kingdom; the "natural and rightful heirs of the kingdom", D&A. 
"Sons of" is Semitic / colloquial, eg., "sons of the covenant", "sons of the age to 
come" = related to / part of - "one who shares in this thing or who is worthy of it, 
or who stands in some close relation to it", BAGD. Luke has "yourselves", which 
is appropriate to the context. The blanket condemnation applies to would-be 
"sons", Jews whose heritage gave them automatic access to kingdom 
membership, "but whose lack of faith means that they forfeit their place", Morris. 
"Outermost darkness" figuratively expresses exclusion - lost to God.  

twn odontwn (ouV odoV) gen. "of teeth" - [THERE WILL BE WEEPING AND 
GRINDING] OF THE TEETH. The genitive is usually treated as verbal, objective, but 
some suggest subjective, eg., Quarles. The grinding of teeth is used figuratively 
in the NT to express extreme grief. The presence of the article in oJ kalauqmoV, 
"weeping, wailing", "indicates the unique and extreme character of the action", 
BAGD. Together both descriptives express the terror of exclusion.  
   
v13 

tw/ eJkatontarch/ (hV ou) dat. "[then Jesus said] to the centurion" - Dative 
of indirect object.  

wJV "just as" - [GO], AS [YOU BELIEVED LET IT BE]. Comparative, expressing 
like manner; the healing was expedited in like manner to the centurion’s faith, "as 
you believed, so be it." Possibly here taking a causal sense, "because you 
believed, so be it"; "As you have had faith, your prayer is granted", Moffatt. An 
equative sense is unlikely, namely that the healing is enacted to the degree of the 
centurion's faith.  

soi dat. pro. "-" - FOR YOU. Dative of interest, advantage.  
en + dat. "at [that hour]" - [AND THE CHILD / SLAVE OF HIM WAS HEALED] IN 

[THAT HOUR]". Adverbial use of the preposition, temporal, as NIV.  
   
v14 

iii] Jesus heals Peter's mother-in-law, v14-15. While still in Capernaum, 
Jesus visits the home of Peter and discovers that Peter's mother-in-law is lying in 
bed with a fever (often fatal in the ancient world). Matthew records her matter-
of-fact healing in as few words as possible.  

elqwn (ercomai) aor. part. "When [Jesus] came" - [AND JESUS] COMING.. 
The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as NIV.  
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eiV + acc. "into" - INTO [THE HOUSE OF PETER, HE SAW]. Spatial.  
autou gen. pro. "Peter's [mother-in-law]" - [THE MOTHER-IN-LAW] OF HIM. 

The genitive is adjectival, relational.  
beblhmenhn (ballw) perf. mid./pas. part. "lying in bed [with a fever]" - 

HAVING BEEN THROWN to bed, BEDRIDDEN [AND HAVING A FEVER]. Here with the 
particular idiomatic sense of having been thrown on a bed, made ill, made sick, 
so "bedridden"; as in v6. This participle, along with puressousan, "having a 
fever", forms a dependent statement of perception expressing what Jesus saw, 
namely, "Peter's mother-in-law bedridden and feverish." Some translators treat 
the participle "having a fever" adverbially, eg., instrumental expressing means, 
"prostrated by fever", Rieu, or causal, "because she had a fever", expressed 
idiomatically in English, "with a fever" - that's why she's in bed, she has a fever. 
Olmstead treats both participles as adjectival, attributive, limiting Peter's mother-
in-law, "who was lying down and suffering from a fever."  
   
v15 

thV ceiroV (r roV) gen. "[her] hand" - [AND HE TOUCHED] THE HAND [OF 
HER AND THE FEVER LEFT HER]. Genitive of direct object after the verb "to 
touch." In Luke's account Jesus rebukes the fever, possibly indicating a demonic 
cause (in Luke's opinion???), cf., Lk.4:39.  

autw/ dat. pro. "him" - [AND SHE AROSE AND WAS SERVING] HIM. Dative of 
direct object after the dia prefix verb "to wait on." In later tradition it was viewed 
as demeaning for a man to allow himself to be waited on by a mere woman, but 
given that no object is recorded on those occasions when such occurred in the NT 
indicates that it was a later tightening of insect law. That she "waited on him" 
indicates that the healing was complete.  
   
v16 

iv] Other healings, v16-17. Matthew continues to address the problem of the 
erosion of covenant inclusion by sin. In these two verses he reminds us that Jesus 
has taken upon himself our weakness and removed our sickness. Mark's account 
of this incident in 1:29-34 is usually viewed as the source, a source redacted by 
Matthew. This may, or may not be the case; see above. Matthew includes the 
rather free formula quotation from Isaiah 53:4 which is not found in Mark's 
account. Given the wider context, the quotation applies to Jesus person and 
ministry as it relates, not so much to sickness, but the curse of the law. Matthew 
is not providing scriptural warrant for Jesus' healing ministry, but rather his 
redemptive ministry - the forgiveness of all our iniquities and thus the authorizing 
of our covenant standing.  

de "-" - but, and. Here indicating a step in the narrative.  
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genomenhV (ginomai) gen. aor. part. "when [evening] came" - [EVENING] 
HAVING COME. The genitive absolute participle serves to introduce a temporal 
clause, as NIV.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[were brought] to him" - [THEY BROUGHT] TO HIM. Dative 
of indirect object.  

daimonizomenouV (daimonizomai) aor. mid./pas. part. "[many] who were 
demon-possessed" - [MANY] HAVING BEEN DEMON-POSSESSED. If we take the 
adjective pollouV, "many", as a substantive, "many people", then the participle 
is adjectival, attributive, limiting "many people".  

logw/ (oV) dat. "with a word" - [AND HE CAST OUT THE SPIRITS] WITH A 
WORD. The dative is instrumental, expressing means, as NIV.  

touV .... econtaV (ecw) pres. part. "[healed] all the sick" - THE ONES 
HAVING [BADLY = SICKNESS HE HEALED]. The participle serves as a substantive 
modified by the adverb "badly"; "the ones badly having" = "the sick."  
   
v17 

Quoting from the MT (here probably an independent translation of the 
Hebrew text) of Isaiah 53:4, Matthew makes the point that Jesus, as the Servant 
of the Lord, fulfills the words of the prophet in the healing of others. Isaiah 53 
reveals the truth of the atonement fulfilled in the death and resurrection of Christ, 
the Servant who vicariously suffers by carrying our infirmities in himself. The 
taking up of our infirmities and the bearing of our diseases therefore relates to the 
taking up / bearing of the infirmity / disease of sin and its inevitable curse under 
the law. Some commentators are somewhat surprised by Matthew's choice of this 
fulfillment text in this particular context; "it is unusual to see it (this text) applied 
to illness rather than moral evil", Morris. But of course, for Matthew, the 
infirmities and diseases in v1-17 are all analogous of the stain of sin which Jesus 
is willing and able, through the instrument of faith, to take up and carry on our 
behalf, thus solving the problem exposed by the Great Sermon. It is clear that in 
this particular context, Jesus healing ministry serves as a type of his redemptive 
ministry - "he has born our griefs and carried our sins"; See D&A, p38, vol.2.  

oJpwV + subj. "this [was to fulfill]" - IN ORDER THAT [MAY BE FULFILLED]. 
This construction serves to produce a final clause expressing purpose, "in order 
that there might be fulfilled"; "this happened that the statement made by the 
prophet Isaiah might come true", Barclay. The use of iJna + subj. is a more 
common way to introduce a final clause.  

to rJhqen (legw) aor. pas. part. "what was spoken" - THE THING BEING SAID. 
The participle serves as a substantive.  

dia + gen. "through" - THROUGH [ISAIAH THE PROPHET]. Instrumental, 
expressing agency; "through".  
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legontoV (legw) gen. pres. part. "-" - SAYING. The participle is adjectival, 
attributive, limiting "the prophet Isaiah", "who said ...."  

hJmwn gen. pro. "our" - [HE TOOK THE WEAKNESSES] OF US. The genitive is 
adjectival, probably possessive, as NIV, but a more idiomatic sense may be 
intended, "the illnesses from which we suffered", Olmstead.  

taV asqeneiaV (a) "infirmities" - THE WEAKNESSES. Accusative direct 
object of the verb "to take." The sense is "sicknesses", but the meaning can extend 
to "suffering", "grief".  

taV nosouV (oV ou) "diseases" - [AND BORE, REMOVED] THE DISEASES of 
us. Accusative direct object of the verb "to remove." The sense is "illness", but 
can extend to "anguish".  
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8:18-9:8 

4. Salvation by grace through faith, 8:1-9:34 
ii] Three miracles that teach what it means to follow Jesus 
Synopsis  

Following the day in the life of Jesus Matthew recounts a boat trip with 
Jesus. First, he records the approach of two men, "a scribe" and "another of his 
disciples", both of whom seek to follow Jesus as a disciple. Jesus responds by 
implying that discipleship is not fun and games. A triad of miracle stories follow: 
the stilling of the storm, the healing of the Gadarene demoniacs, and the healing 
of the paralytic.  
   
Teaching  

Following Jesus as a disciple entails a determined faith in his ability to 
overcome the powers of darkness for our forgiveness, and thus the full 
appropriation of the promised blessings of the covenant.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See Matthew 8:1-17. There is some debate over the contextual 
arrangement of Jesus' teaching on discipleship, v18-22. Most commentators 
arguing that it serves to introduce the miracle of Jesus stilling the storm, a 
narrative serving as a parable on discipleship. As noted below, Jesus' instruction 
on discipleship teaches that dedication to doing is beyond us, while on the other 
hand, the stilling of the storm teaches that faith in Jesus' doing is the way of 
discipleship. So indeed, the two pericopes / episodes are linked, but not in the 
business of doing, but rather, in the business of believing.  
   

ii] Structure: This narrative, focused of three miracle stories, presents as 
follows:  

Dedicated discipleship, 8;18-22; 
Jesus stills the storm, 8:23-27; 

(a chiastic structure has been noted in this passage) 
The healing / exorcism of the Gadarene demoniac, 8:28-9:1; 
The healing of the paralytic, 9:2-8.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

With a view to the teaching unit on discipleship, 9:35-10:42, many 
commentators argue that Matthew has arranged this narrative unit to give 
insight into the nature of discipleship. The introductory sayings, v19-22, 
certainly head us this direction. Bornkamm, addressing the stilling of the 
storm, suggests that it is "a kerygmatic paradigm of the danger and glory 
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of discipleship." Yet, Matthew has not forgotten the problem posed by the 
Great Sermon, of a covenant people, possessing the kingdom (the 
beatitudes), yet unable to be covenant compliant (unable to do the 
righteousness that exceeds that of the Scribes and the Pharisees) and so 
living in a house built on sand. Faced with the curse of the law, the child of 
God is driven to find cover in the one who has built his house on rock, to 
find security in the one who takes upon himself our weakness and removes 
our infirmities. Covenant compliance is found in Christ, by grace through 
faith, and not works of the law.  

How then does a believer proceed in the Christian life? Matthew seems 
to answer this question in the passage before us. First, we are introduced to 
two fair-weather disciples whose commitment is challenged by Jesus. 
Commentators generally see this incident as a call to cross-bearing 
discipleship, of a cost in terms of time, talent and tinkle. Yet, Matthew's 
focus on discipleship is not works orientated, but faith orientated; for 
Matthew it is not "trust and obey", but TRUST. Discipleship entails placing 
ourselves in the care of the one who carries the cross for us, the one whose 
exousia, "power / authority", overcomes the dark leviathan reaching out 
from the deep to destroy us, v23-27, whose authority overcomes the 
maddening darkness that would possesses us, v28-34. Our separation from 
God is overcome by the one who forgives our ever-recurrent sins, 9:1-8. 
For Matthew, discipleship entails carrying the cross of faith, of trusting, 
believing in a Lord who, on our behalf dispels the darkness, frees us of its 
grip and washes us clean.  

When it comes to Jesus' instructions on discipleship, he uses his 
idealistic demands to force a reliance on faith, faith in the faithfulness of 
Christ, cf., Gal.3:24-25. Jesus is not establishing the cost of discipleship in 
v18-22, of cross-bearing, but rather prompting reliance on the cross-bearer, 
Jesus himself. We too easily forget Jesus' words "my yoke is easy and my 
burden is light", Matt.11:30. This is not to deny that Jesus' ethical 
instructions give shape to love, the fruit of faith, but guidance is not the 
prime function of God's law.  

 
iv] Synoptics:  

The destination of the boat trip is noted in v18, but before Jesus and 
his disciples can embark, two (fair-weather ???) disciples indicate a desire 
to join in. This pericope is usually allocated to Q, and is recorded in more 
detail by Luke in a different setting, cf. Lk.9:57-60. With the boat trip 
underway the company encounter a storm which Jesus stills. Mark is 
usually identified as the source of this pericope, but it is interesting to note 
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the numerous similarities with Luke's account of the stilling of the storm. 
It is suggested that Matthew and Luke were working off an earlier text of 
Mark, but as argued elsewhere in these notes, there is a good chance they 
were all working off a common oral tradition shaped by regional 
peculiarities. A chiastic ring structure is noted by some commentators, see 
Luz, D&A. The central focus of the ring is the disciples address to Jesus, 
and Jesus address to the disciples. They next arrive on the shore of the 
Gedarenes where Jesus heals two demoniacs, an exorcism integrally linked 
to the stilling of the storm and recorded in all three synoptic gospels (note 
the common theme - Jesus' exousia, "power /authority" exercised over dark 
powers). The differences in Matthew's account, when compared to Mark 
and Luke, are more indicative of a different source than a Matthean 
redaction, eg., a change from one demoniac to two. Finally, in 9:1-8, they 
set sail for Capernaum where Jesus heals a man with palsy. This miracle is 
more fully recorded in Mk.2:1-12 and Lk.5:17-26. Again, Matthew is not 
restrained by Mark's sequence of events, using his own arrangement to 
teach a truth. An arrangement of three couplets can be noted in this miracle 
/ conflict story: v2a / 2b; 3 / 4-6; 7 / 8.  
   

Text - 8:18 
True discipleship, 8:18-9:8: i] Dedicated discipleship, v18-22. Luke, in 9:57-

62, gives a fuller account of this pericope with some interesting differences. 
Commentators generally make the point that discipleship is costly, "the cost of", 
Morris, D&A, Cox, Carson, that it is demanding, "the demands of", Gundry. 
What Matthew suggests is that cross-bearing worthy of a child of God is beyond 
us. So, what we need to do is depend on Jesus, the perfect cross-bearer, for an 
eternal right-standing in the sight of God - freedom, forgiveness.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Indicating a step in the narrative.  
idwn (oJraw) aor. part. "when [Jesus] saw" - [JESUS] SEEING [THE CROWD]. 

The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as NIV.  
peri + acc. "around [him]" - Spatial; "around, near."  
apelqein (apercomai) aor. inf. "[he gave orders] to cross" - [HE 

COMMANDED] TO GO. The infinitive introduces a dependent statement of indirect 
speech expressing what Jesus commanded.  

to "the [other side of the lake]" - [TO] THE [BEYOND = OTHER SIDE of the 
lake]. The article serves as a nominalizer, turning the adverb peran, "beyond", 
into a substantive.  
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v19 

a) Example #1: We do tend to mark down the approach of this scribe (the 
address, "teacher = rabbi", is not overly strong, and the word "scribe" is not used 
in Matthew for disciples, but in v21 Matthew states "another of his disciples" 
which comment lifts the status of this "scribe"), but it may be wholehearted and 
genuine since Jesus' response does not necessarily indicate a lack of commitment 
/ dedication on his part. Most assume his approach is rejected, so D&A, but this 
seems unlikely.  

proselqwn (prosercomai) aor. part. "then [a teacher of the law] came" - 
[AND] HAVING COME [ONE SCRIBE]. The participle may be taken as adverbial, 
temporal, as NIV, or attendant on eipen, "said"; "a scribe came up and said to 
him", ESV. Literally "one scribe" = the indefinite "a certain scribe", ie., eiJV = tiV  

autw/ dat. pro. "[and said]" - [SAID] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
soi dat. pro. "[I will follow] you" - Dative of direct object after the verb "to 

follow." To "follow" is to follow as a disciple and thus learn from the teacher.  
o{pou ean + subj. "wherever [you go]" - This construction introduces an 

indefinite local clause.  
   
v20 

"Jesus' reply reflects his poverty and complete freedom from earthly ties", 
Morris. He is unencumbered, "devoid of all middle -class security", Schweizer. 
The count the cost implication of discipleship, in the terms of imitating Christ, 
fails to accept the fact that few believers ever come close to imitating Christ. 
Jesus' unencumbered perfection is what is on display here, not our compromised 
imperfection; discipleship entails identifying with this man of sorrows through 
faith.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[Jesus replied]" - [AND JESUS SAID] TO HIM. Dative of 
indirect object.  

tou ouranou (oV) gen. "-" - [THE FOXES HAVE HOLDS AND THE BIRDS] OF 
HEAVEN [NESTS]. The genitive is adjectival, attributive, idiomatic, "the birds of 
heaven = the air" = "the birds which fly in the air."  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step to a contrasting point, as 
NIV.  

tou anqrwpou (oV) gen. "[the Son] of Man" - The genitive is adjectival, 
relational. Jesus' favoured messianic title, referring to Daniel's Son of Man, the 
one who receives glory and power at the right hand of the Ancient of Days, 
Dan.7:13-14. The title was not widely understood as a messianic title, given that 
the term could just mean "man", so assisting the messianic secret.  
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pou + subj. "[has no place to lay his head]" - [DOES NOT HAVE] WHERE [HE 
MAY LAY THE HEAD]. A deliberative construction formed by the interrogative 
particle "where?" and the deliberative subjunctive klinh/, "he may lay."  
   
v21 

b) Example #2: A second "disciple" asks for a reasonable concession to 
fulfill a family duty. This is actually another prod to the "self-righteous" which 
serves to reinforce the point that covenant commitment is all about receiving, 
rather than doing - living by faith rather than works of the law. If you think it’s 
about doing rather than receiving, then consider what that would involve: first, to 
be Mr. Goody Two Shoes, you would need to attend the poor, not family funerals; 
second.........., cf., Matt.19:21.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, here indicating a step in the narrative.  
twn maqhtwn (hV ou) gen. "[another] disciple" - [ANOTHER] OF THE 

DISCIPLES [OF HIM]. The genitive is adjectival, partitive. The genitive autou, "of 
him", is adjectival, relational. It is not found in some of the major manuscripts, 
presumably left out so as to not convey the impression that the "teacher of the 
law", v19, was a disciple, although he probably was.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[said] to him" - Dative of indirect object.  
apelqein (apercomai) aor. inf. "[allow me] to go" - [LORD, ALLOW ME 

FIRST] TO GO [AND TO BURY MY FATHER]. The infinitive, as with qayai, forms a 
dependent statement of perception expressing the man's desire, namely, to go and 
bury his father. Interestingly, Luke uses the participle apelqonti to introduce a 
similar construction, although translators will sometimes treat it as adverbial or 
adjectival. Luke has Jesus' command first, "follow me", which seems a logical 
lead in to the request. It seems illogical for Matthew to change the position of the 
"follow me", so indicating he is not using Luke as his source.  

kai "and" - Turner suggests that the conjunction here is final; "allow me first 
to go in order to bury my father."  
   
v22 

Jesus' uncompromising response is generally viewed in cross-bearing 
discipleship terms: "the claims of the kingdom have a first priority. ...... those who 
do not recognize the prior claims of the kingdom, which have precedence even 
over family obligations, are spiritually dead, and may be left to bury their 
(physically) dead", Argyle; "The claims of the kingdom are absolute and 
immediate", Nixon; "Jesus demands that discipleship take absolute precedence 
over everything else", D&A; "A follower who leaves everything and accepts 
Jesus itinerant life and his work on behalf of the kingdom of God must live this 
opposition as a sign", Luz; etc., etc. Are not commentators at this point guilty of 
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"tying up heavy loads and putting them on people's shoulders"? cf., Matt.23:2-4. 
Jesus' idealist ethic does set direction for the Christian life, but that's all. Seeing 
that family is the pinnacle of God's creative design it is unlikely that Jesus would 
initiate a policy designed to undermine family responsibilities. Jesus certainly had 
the wit to "let the dead bury their own dead." We see this well illustrated in 
encounters with his family during the three years of his ministry, cf., Matt.12:46-
50. We, on the other hand, particularly if married and with children, will need to 
rest by faith in the uncompromising perfection of Jesus, for we have neither the 
wit nor the opportunity for perfection, we but do what we can and leave the rest 
to our Lord. As a personal aside I admit, with deep sadness, that I did not attend 
the funerals of my grandparents because of some ministry commitment or other. 
I now look back with shame at my puritanical stupidity. Was my absence in any 
way honouring to Christ? Not at all!  

autw/ dat. pro. "him" - [BUT JESUS SAYS] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object. 
The present tense of legei, "says", is a historic / narrative present, so "said to 
him."  

moi dat. pro. "[follow] me" - Dative of direct object after the verb "to follow."  
qayai (qaptw) aor. inf. "bury" - [AND ALLOW THE DEAD] TO BURY [THE 

DEAD]. The infinitive as apelqein and qayai in v21. The harshness of the 
statement can be softened, eg., "Your business is life not death. Follow me. 
Pursue life", Peterson. Yet, it is likely Jesus intends his words to cut deep; they 
are confrontational.  

eJautwn gen. pro. "their own [dead]" - OF THEMSELVES. The genitive is 
adjectival, relational / possessive; rare usage in the NT. "That business can take 
care of itself", Manson.  
   
v23 

ii] Stilling the storm, v23-27. The story of Jesus stilling the storm is found in 
all three synoptic gospels, Mark and Luke in different settings, although all three 
follow with the healing of the Gadarene demoniac - two demoniacs in Matthew's 
case. The two stories together reveal Jesus' authority over the dark powers; those 
powers of the deep that seek to destroy, those powers of possession that seek to 
control. In the context, the story line reminds disciples who have hkolouqhsan, 
"followed" (cf., v23) Christ rather than self, that they will face a seismoV, 
"shakedown / furious storm", cf., v24. Yet, in the end, the powers of the dark 
domain cannot overcome or constrain the believer united in faith to Christ. In 
Christ we are secure and free, unless we are debilitated by a deiloV, "cowedly 
fear", fostered by oligopistoV, "little faith", cf., v26.  

autw/ dat. pro. "then he" - [AND] HE. Dative in agreement with the participle 
"having embarked."  
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embanti (embainw) dat. aor. part. "got [in the boat]" - HAVING EMBARKED 
[INTO THE BOAT]. The dative participle is usually viewed as adverbial, introducing 
a dative absolute construction, best treated as temporal, as NIV; "when he got 
into the boat", ESV. Olmstead suggests that it may be adjectival, attributive, 
limiting "he" (Jesus), "and he who was getting into the boat, his disciples followed 
him."  

autw/ dat. pro. "[followed] him" - [THE DISCIPLES OF HIM FOLLOWED] HIM. 
Dative of direct object after the verb "to follow after."  
   
v24 

seismoV (oV) "a furious storm" - [AND BEHOLD] A [GREAT] SHAKE, 
SHAKEDOWN = STORM [CAME ABOUT]. Nominative subject of the verb "to come 
about." The choice of this word is possibly significant; see above.  

en + dat. "on [the lake]" - Local, expressing space; as NIV.  
w{ste + inf. "so that" - SO THAT [THE BOAT TO BE COVERED]. this 

construction introduces a consecutive clause expressing result; "with the result 
that"; "such a violent storm blew up on the lake that the boat was engulfed in the 
waves", Barclay.  

uJpo + gen. "-" - by [the waves]. Usually expressing agency, but possibly a 
rare use expressing means, "the boat was covered by means of the waves." Harris 
suggests that when used of a thing uJpo + gen. expresses cause, "because of the 
waves." "The waves were breaking right over the boat", REB  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step to a contrasting point; 
Jesus was acting "contrary to what might have been expected", Morris.  

autoV pro. "he" - HE [WAS SLEEPING]. Emphatic by position and use; "he, 
rather than the rest of the passengers / crew, was sleeping (imperf. = durative 
action)." Mark tells us that Jesus was in the stern of the boat sleeping on a cushion.  
   
v25 

proselqonteV (prosercomai) aor. part. "[the disciples] went [and woke 
him]" - [AND] HAVING APPROACHED [THEY AROUSED HIM]. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to wake", but 
possibly adverbial, consecutive, expressing result; "as a result the disciples went 
and woke him up".  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "saying" - The participle is best treated as 
adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of the disciples arousing Jesus, namely, 
"saying", as NIV.  

swson (swzw) aor. imp. "save us" - [LORD] SAVE us [WE ARE DROWNING]. 
Mark has "do you not care that we perish." Matthew's "save" reflects his 
continuing focus on the problem facing God's people / the disciples, namely, their 
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state of sin and thus judgment / destruction / being engulfed by Satan into the 
dark domain. The disciples call for a miracle, but for Matthew, the call is for 
salvation. The answer to the problem is faith, reliance on the uncompromising 
perfection of Jesus and his power / authority to save. Note how the lack of an 
object intensifies the disciples' desperation.  
   
v26 

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - [AND HE SAYS] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object. 
Again, Matthew uses a narrative / historic present to indicate a minor scene 
change, legei, "says", so "said".  

oligopistoi adj. "little faith" - [WHY ARE YOU FEARFUL] the ones OF LITTLE 
FAITH. The adjective serves as a substantive, vocative, "O you of little faith", part 
of a rhetorical question introduced by ti, "why .....?" Mark focuses on Jesus' 
authority over the wind and waves, while Matthew's account focuses on "the faith 
of the disciples in a difficult situation", D&A. Their cry apollumeqa, "we 
perish", demonstrates "fear" driven by "little faith." Peterson opts for "faint-
hearts", but the problem is "little faith / not much faith", "where is your trust?", 
Junkins; "fear" and "little faith" are not synonymous. They are certainly linked, 
particularly, as Carson notes, cowardice and unbelief are the qualities of those 
who are destined for the lake of fire, Rev.21:8. "Little faith" is not quantitative; 
it's not that the disciples’ faith is weak, but rather that they didn't trust Jesus for 
their security in the face of the storm. Jesus saves, and so to survive the day when 
the storm beats against our house and we face the great ptwsiV, "crash" (7:27), 
we need only rely / rest in faith on the one whose authority extends over the dark 
powers of the deep, over the great leviathan who would rise up against us.  

tote "then" - Temporal adverb introducing a temporal clause.  
egerqeiV (egeirw) aor. pas. part. "he got up" - ARISING, GETTING UP. 

Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "he 
rebuked", as NIV.  

th/ qalassh/ (a) dat. "the waves" - [HE REBUKED THE WINDS AND] THE SEA. 
As with anemoiV, "winds", dative of direct object after the epi prefix verb "to 
rebuke." Literally "rebuked ...... the sea", but "the waves" encapsulates the sense 
of the command.  

galhnh megalh "[it was] completely calm" - [AND THERE WAS] A GREAT 
CALM. Nominative subject of "there was." In the OT, the cosmic forces of evil 
that threaten God's people lurk in the darkness of the sea, and from there they 
constantly invade the realm of light. At the eschaton, Yahweh will be victorious 
over the sea, Isa.17:12-14, 50:2-3. In that day the raging powers of darkness will 
be subdued and there will be peace, perfect peace.  
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v27  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Indicating a step in the narrative, here the conclusion of 
the scene.  

anqrwpoi (oV) "the men" - It is interesting that "men" is used to identify 
those who were amazed and commented on the miracle; we would have expected 
"disciples", or Mark's "they were afraid."  

efaumasan (qaumazw) aor. "were amazed" - MARVELLED, WONDERED, 
WERE AMAZED. The word is often used in the synoptic gospels of a pre-faith 
response which leads either to faith or unbelief.  

egonteV (legw) pres. part. "asking" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb "were amazed, "were amazed 
and said", but it may be taken as adverbial, modal; "marvelled, saying", ESV.  

potapoV pro. "what kind of" - WHAT KIND OF, SORT OF [IS THIS]? 
Interrogative pronoun. This pronoun is much stronger than just "who?" The 
answer is obvious - no ordinary person. In fact, only Yahweh rules the raging sea 
and stills the waves, Ps.89:8-9.  

oJti "-" - THAT [EVEN THE WINDS AND THE SEA OBEY HIM]. Possibly 
introducing a causal clause, although more reason than cause, so providing the 
reason for the question; "since even the winds and the sea obey him." 
Chamberlain suggests that it is consecutive, expressing result; "with the result 
that ......." BAGD suggests that here oJti is used alone for eiV ekeino oJti, "with 
regard to the fact that"; "in consideration of the fact that ....", Morris, although 
Morris, as with Zerwick, thinks reason is more likely.  

kai "even" - AND. An ascensive "even", as NIV, seems likely, with the 
second kai coordinative, as NIV.  

autw/ dat. pro. "him" - Dative of direct object after the uJpo prefix verb "to 
obey."  
   
v28 

iii] The healing of the Gadarene demoniac, v28-34. This exorcism is 
integrally linked to the stilling of the storm. Jesus again exercises his authority 
over dark powers, assuring the security of believers in Christ through faith. 
Further to interpretation, see above. This pericope is told with some humour. The 
dark powers properly reside in the deep, the primeval bog, but if they can't infest 
humans, then at least swine will do since anything is better than being confined 
to the deep again. Oh how sad, they drive the swine mad and end up where they 
belong. In Christ we are set free! Note that Matthew's account is greatly reduced 
compared to Mark. D&A suggest that Matthew's account is out to make Jesus 
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"the easy victor", but of course, Matthew may just be working off his own oral 
source.  

elqontoV (ercomai) gen. aor. part. "when [he] arrived" - [AND HE] HAVING 
COME. Genitive absolute participle, best treated as temporal, as NIV.  

twn Gadarhnwn gen. adj. "[the region] of the Gadarenes" - [TO THE 
BEYOND / OTHER SIDE, TO THE COUNTRY] OF THE GADARENES. The genitive is 
adjectival, attributive, idiomatic / local; "the country where the Gadarenes live."  

daimonizomenoi (daimonizomai) pres. part. "[two] demon-possessed men" - 
[TWO] BEING DEMON-POSSESSED. The participle serves as a substantive, and 
along with "two", stands as the nominative subject of the verb "to meet", as NIV.  

exercomenoi (ercomai) pres. part. "coming" - COMING OUT. The participle is 
adjectival, attributive, limiting "demon-possessed men"; "who ran out of the 
tombs", Moffatt.  

ek + gen. "from" - OUT OF [THE TOMBS]. Expressing source / origin.  
autw/ dat. pro. "[met] him" - Dative of direct object after the uJpo prefix verb 

"to meet."  
w{ste + inf. "[they were so violent] that [no one could]" - [HARD TO DEAL 

WITH = EXCEEDINGLY FIERCE, VIOLENT] SO THAT [NO ONE TO HAVE STRENGTH]. 
This construction introduces a consecutive clause expressing result; "with the 
result that." The verb to-be is assumed; "So ferocious were they that no one could 
travel on that road", Berkeley.  

parelqein (parercomai) aor. inf. "pass" - TO PASS BY. The infinitive is 
complementary, completing the sense of the verbal aspect of the infinitive "to be 
strong = to be able"; "no one was able to pass."  

dia + acc. "[that way]" - THROUGH [THAT WAY]. A rare spatial use of this 
preposition.  
   
v29  

hJmin dat. pro. "us" - [AND BEHOLD THEY CALLED OUT SAYING WHAT] TO US 
[AND TO YOU]. As with the pronoun soi, "you", the dative is adverbial, reference 
/ respect; "what is there with respect to us and with respect to you?" The phrase 
expresses defensive hostility; "what have you got to do with us?" BAGD argues 
that the phrase is a Hebraism that has made its way into common Gk.  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "[they shouted]" - [THEY CALLED OUT] SAYING. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to 
call out", "they called out and said"; redundant.  

tou qeou (oV) gen. "[Son] of God" - The genitive is adjectival, relational. If 
you know the person you can control the person, particularly if you know their 
weaknesses. So, the demonic powers are letting Jesus know that they have his 
measure; it's a bluff, of course!  
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basanisai (basanizw) aor. inf. "to torture" - [HAVE YOU COME HERE 
BEFORE TIME] TO EXAMINE BY TORTURE = TORMENT, TORTURE [US]. The 
infinitive is adverbial, final, expressing purpose; "in order to torture us." The 
torment is presumably that of being confined to the primevil bog, the deep, rather 
than free to roam in the company of mankind.  

pro + gen. "before" - [HAVE YOU COME HERE] BEFORE [TIME]. A temporal 
use of the preposition; "before the time is ripe", Cassirer. This is an interesting 
statement indicating that the demons are aware of an eschatological judgment and 
that it is not to come at this point in time. The "time", kairoV, takes the sense "the 
suitable time, the right time", Morris, although D&A suggest "the end time." That 
the end time is upon the demons, is evidenced by their ending up in the deep, 
"before the appointed / end time"; an example of Matthew's realized eschatology.  
   
v30  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative / a scene 
change.  

ap (apo) + gen. "from [them]" - [THERE WAS FAR] FROM [THEM]. 
Expressing separation, "away from."  

coirwn (oV) gen. "[a large herd] of pigs" - [A HERD] OF [MANY] PIGS. The 
genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / content; "a herd which consisted of many pigs."  

boskomenh (boskw) pres. mid./pas. part. "feeding" - The participle here may 
be treated as adjectival, attributive, limiting "pigs", "a herd of pigs which were 
feeding", but if taken with the verb to-be h\n at the beginning of the clause then a 
periphrastic construction is possible, "a herd of many pigs was feeding at some 
distance from them", ESV. The keeping of swine is prohibited under Jewish law 
evidencing that this is Gentile territory, although D&A state that "we wish to 
leave the issue open."  
   
v31 

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "-" - [AND / BUT = NOW THE DEMONS WERE 
BEGGING HIM] SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle; redundant. Note that 
the verb "to beg" is imperfect indicating durative aspect, so "they pleaded with 
Jesus, saying ....."  

ei + ind. "if" - IF [YOU CAST US OUT SEND US AWAY INTO THE HERD OF 
SWINE]. Introducing a conditional clause 1st. class where the condition is 
assumed to be true; "if, as is the case, .... then ....." A new home is better than no 
home at all!!! The verb ekballw takes the sense "throw out", so "cast out."  

twn coirwn (oV) gen. "[the heard] of pigs" - For the genitive see v30.  
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v32 

autoiV dat. pro. "to them" - [AND HE SAID] TO THEM [GO AWAY]. Dative of 
indirect object.  

de "so" - BUT/AND. Here transitional / coordinative; "and they came out and 
entered into the hogs", Berkeley.  

oiJ ... exelqonteV (exercomai) aor. part. "they came out" - THE ONES 
COMING OUT [WENT AWAY INTO THE SWINE]. Taking oiJ with the participle, the 
participle serves as a substantive, so Quarles, although Olmstead suggests that oiJ, 
"they", is the subject of the verb "went" and that the participle is attendant on the 
verb, so "they came out and went into the pigs."  

kata + gen. "down" - [AND BEHOLD, ALL THE HERD RUSHED] DOWN [THE 
STEEP BANK / PRECIPITOUS INTO THE SEA]. Spatial; "down from." The pigs 
rushed down to their destruction; "with a great birre the folk was cast down", 
Wycliffe, Mk.5:13. A steep bank, but possibly an overhanging feature.  

apeqanon (apoqnhskw) aor. "died" - [AND] THEY DIED [IN THE WATERS]. 
"Died" = "drowned". Mk. and Lk. have "choked." The RSPCA would have 
something to say about this incident today, but that's only because Western 
culture, with its superior moral sensitivities, has difficulties accepting the often 
radically different culture of other races, eg., the practice of animal slaughter in 
the Middle-east today. This difference is even evident between city and country. 
The oft stated rule by country folk that to have a good working dog you have to 
have a bad dog cemetery, is not warmly appreciated by trendy inner-city 
professionals who support animal liberation. 

en + dat. "in [the water]" - Local; expressing space.  
   
v33 

oiJ ... boskonteV (boskw) pres. part. "Those tending the pigs" - THE ONES 
FEEDING. The participle serves as a substantive; "the herdsmen."  

apelqonteV (apercomai) aor. part. "went [into town]" - [FLED AND] HAVING 
GONE AWAY [INTO THE TOWN REPORTED]. Attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the verb "to tell, report"; "the herdsmen fled, 
went off to the town and reported ...", Moffatt.  

kai "including" - [EVERYTHING] AND [THE THINGS = WHAT]. Here possibly 
with the sense "namely", but it seems more likely that the conjunction here is 
coordinative, given that the focus of the herdsmen's report would be on what had 
happened to the pigs first of all, "and" then what had happened to the demoniacs, 
so Morris. So, the substantive adjective panta, "all = everything", is "everything 
that occurred" = everything that had happened to the pigs." To this their report 
adds kai, "and", followed by the nominalizer ta, turning the genitive construction 
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"of the ones demon-possessed" into the second accusative object of the verb "to 
report", namely, "what = what had happened of (to) the demon-possessed men"; 
"The swine-herders fled to the city, and there they told all that had happened and 
the story of those who had been possessed", Knox.  

twn daimonizomenwn (daimonizomai) gen. pres. mid./pas. part. "to the 
demon-possessed men" - OF THE ONES DEMON-POSSESSED. The participle 
serves as a substantive. The genitive is usually taken as verbal, objective, as NIV; 
"the things that happened to the demon-possessed men."  
   
v34  

eiV + acc. "to [meet]" - [AND BEHOLD ALL THE CITY CAME OUT] TO [A 
MEETING]. Here expressing purpose; the inhabitants of the local village came out 
in order to have a public meeting with Jesus / for a public meeting  

tw/ Ihsou (oV) dat. "Jesus" - The dative of association is shaped by the verbal 
noun "meeting", given that the verb uJpantaw usually takes a dative, "to meet 
with someone"; the village came out to meet "with Jesus."  

idonteV (oJraw) aor. part. "when they saw" - [AND] SEEING [HIM]. The 
participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as NIV.  

oJtwV + subj. "-" - [THEY BEGGED] SO THAT [HE MIGHT DEPART]. This 
construction usually forms a final / consecutive clause expressing purpose / result, 
but here it serves to introduce an object clause / dependent statement of indirect 
speech expressing what they "begged him", namely, "get out and not come back!"  

apo + gen. "-" - FROM [THE BORDER]. Expressing separation; "away from." 
As Luz notes there is no indication that the crowd is angry, just that they want 
Jesus to leave their region. Mark tells us that the herdsmen were fearful and this 
may explain the community's demand of Jesus. Economic reasons are often 
suggested, but there is no evidence that this was the reason. Matthew does not 
mention the request of the two men to follow Jesus, as recorded in Mark. For 
Matthew, the boat trip continues and Jesus properly returns to the people of Israel 
to continue his ministry.  

autwn gen. pro. "their [region]" - OF THEM. The genitive is adjectival, 
possessive, or attributive, idiomatic / identification, "the region in which they 
lived", Olmstead.  
   
9:1 

embaV (embainw) aor. part. "Jesus stepped [into a boat]" - [AND] HAVING 
EMBARKED, ENTERED [INTO A BOAT HE CROSSED OVER AND CAME INTO THE 
(HIS) OWN CITY]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "crossed over"; "Jesus got into a boat and crossed over to 
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the other side of the lake and came to his own town", Barclay. The lakeside town 
of Capernaum is clearly now "his own" town, rather than Nazareth.  
   
v2 

iv] The healing of the paralytic, v2-8. Matthew is still focused on the problem 
posed by the Great Sermon, namely, the impossible task of maintaining covenant 
standing by the performance of a righteousness that exceeds that of the Scribes 
and the Pharisees, and thus, as a consequence, finding ourselves under the curse 
of the law. In his selection of this pericope, Matthew reminds us that Jesus is 
willing and able, through the instrument of faith, to forgive us of all our sins, and 
this because "the Son of Man has authority on earth to forgive sins."  

autw/ dat. pro. "to him" - [AND BEHOLD THEY BROUGHT A PARALYTIC] TO 
HIM. Dative of indirect object.  

beblhmenon (ballw) perf. mid./pas. part. "lying" - HAVING BEEN THROWN 
ON = LYING [UPON A BED, COUCH, MAT = STRETCHER.] The participle is 
adjectival, attributive, limiting "paralytic"; "a paralysed man who was lying on a 
bed", Cassirer.  

epi + gen. "on" - Spatial; "upon, on."  
idwn (oJraw) aor. part. "when [Jesus] saw" - [AND JESUS] HAVING SEEN. 

The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as NIV. The idea that the 
faith of the men carrying the paralytic secures his forgiveness has long been 
recognized as a rather radical application of divine mercy. We are wont to add 
some codicils, eg., that at least the paralytic is not hostile to the ministry of Jesus, 
or the more conservative view that the paralytic also has faith. It is on the basis 
that God works in families and that the faith of a family member can cover other 
members that we bring our extended family to the throne of grace for eternal 
mercies.  

pistin (iV ewV) "[their] faith" - THE FAITH [OF THEM]. The word "faith" (inc. 
"little faith) is not a common word in Matthew, but in this narrative section, 
following the Great Sermon, we find half of the usages, so reminding us that 
covenant standing is maintained / progressed by BELIEVING rather than DOING 
/ faith rather than works of the law. The genitive autwn, "of them", is usually 
viewed as verbal, subjective, although adjectival, possessive may be intended. 
Faith is probably exercised by the paralysed man as well as his friends, given that 
he was not forceable carried to Jesus. Their faith amounted to a "deep conviction 
that Jesus could and would heal their friend", Morris.  

tw/ paralutikw/ (oV) dat. "to the man" - [HE SAID] TO THE PARALYTIC [BE 
CONFIDENT, COURAGEOUS, CHILD]. Dative of indirect object. Arguments abound 
as to whether the man is actually a paraplegic, or suffering some psychosomatic 
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paralysis. Harrison argues the word is a technical word for a paralysis caused by 
physical injury, but the issue is really unresolved.  

teknon (on) voc. "son" - CHILD. A familial address / "a term of endearment", 
D&A; "my friend", CEV.  

afientai (afihmi) pres. mid./pas. "[your sins] are forgiven" - [THE SINS OF 
YOU] ARE FORGIVEN. There is a perfect variant, but taking the present tense as 
original we have what Turner suggests is a punctiliar present / aoristic present; 
"sins receive forgiveness herewith", "are this moment forgiven", Taylor, and also 
Hagner, "this actually refers to the forgiveness of sins then and there." The 
passive could be taken as a theological / divine passive (God does the forgiving); 
later we are told that the Son of Man has authority to forgive sins, so Jesus does 
the forgiving.  
   
v3 

twn grammatewn (euV ewV) gen. "[some] of the teachers of the law" - [AND 
BEHOLD CERTAIN] OF THE SCRIBES. The genitive is adjectival, partitive.  

en + dat. "to [themselves]" - [SAID] IN [THEMSELVES]. Local, expressing 
sphere, "said within themselves", or even modal, expressing the manner of their 
speaking.  

ou|toV pro. "this fellow [is blaspheming]" - THIS ONE [BLASPHEMES = 
SPEAKS AGAINST GOD]. Nominative subject of the verb "to blaspheme." It is not 
blasphemous to announce God's forgiveness, but the scribes have certainly 
concluded that Jesus has taken upon himself a divine prerogative. It is possible 
that Jesus has acted in such a way as to make "himself out to be more than an 
intermediary", D&A. That he is more is indicated in the statement "the Son of 
Man has authority to forgive sins." Mark's additional "who is able to forgive sins 
but God alone?" emphasizes how blasphemous it is to declare forgiveness in 
one’s own right. See iJnati below.  
   
v4 

idwn (oJraw) aor. part. "knowing" - [JESUS] KNOWING [THE THOUGHTS OF 
THEM SAID]. The participle is adverbial, best treated as causal, "because / since he 
knew their thoughts ...." Variant eidwV, "seeing". The genitive pronoun autwn, 
"of them", is usually taken as verbal, subjective; "Jesus, because he knew what 
they were thinking, said ...."  

iJnati "why" - WHY [ARE YOU THINKING EVIL IN THE HEARTS OF YOU]? 
Interrogative conjunction, iJna + ti, "the reason why / to what purpose", is used 
here to reflect the Aramaic lema, "why?" Mark uses the more common koine Gk. 
ti. The sense of the question is possibly something like "why do you think so 
badly of me?" Jesus' action in offering forgiveness is not necessarily 
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blasphemous, but it has certainly been read that way be the scribes; they have 
assumed evil of Jesus, namely, that he has taken to himself a divine prerogative. 
They would not assume this of their own number when offering divine 
forgiveness to a repentant sinner. Jesus goes on to confront their judgmental 
attitudes.  
   
v5 

This saying has prompted endless debate with commentators divided on 
which of the two is easier: eschatological forgiveness, or a miracle that can be 
visually substantiated. Jesus may not be implying that one is easier than the other, 
but rather that both are impossible for mere men. Given that both are integrally 
linked in scripture (Ps.103:3), then having the authority / power to do the one 
authenticates the person's authority / power to do the other. Jesus now does the 
one, namely heals, which authenticates his authority to do the other, forgive. The 
Son of Man / messiah has authority / power to forgive all your sins and heal all 
your diseases.  

gar "-" - FOR. Here more reason than cause; explanatory, "offers support for 
the implicit charge Jesus has just laid at the feet of the scribes", Olmstead.  

ti pro. "which [is]" - Nominative subject of the verb to-be; normally 
functions as a predicate nominative.  

eukopwteron adj. "easier" - [FOR WHAT IS] EASIER. This comparative 
adjective is the predicate nominative of the two following equative infinitival 
clauses joined by h], "or"; "After all, which do you think is simpler; to forgive a 
person their sins, or to heal a permanently paralysed person?" - Both are rather 
difficult for anyone other than a person with absolute divine authority!  

eipein (legw) aor. inf. "to say" - TO SAY [THE SINS OF YOU ARE FORGIVEN 
OR] TO SAY [GET UP AND WALK]. The infinitive is epexegetic / appositional, 
specifying / explaining "what". The genitive pronoun sou, "of you", is usually 
treated as verbal, subjective, "the sins which you have committed are forgiven."  
   
v6 

iJna + subj. "so that [you may know] / [but I want you to know]" - [BUT] 
THAT [YOU MAY KNOW]. This construction commonly expresses purpose, "the 
purpose of the action Jesus is about to perform", Morris, also Hagner, Carson, 
Blomberg; "I do this in order that you may know ......", as NIV. Taken this way 
Jesus performs the miracle in order that they may know that he, the Son of Man, 
has authority to forgive sins. Cadoux, JTS 42, in The imperatival use of iJna in the 
New Testament suggests the translation "know"; "know this that the Son of Man 
.....", as TNIV. This seems more in line with Jesus' ministry approach, so D&A, 
France. The presence of a dash in the Greek text before "he then said to the 
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paralytic" suggests that all three gospel writers, or possibly later editors, have 
assumed that the first clause is addressed as an aside to the reader, either as a 
purpose clause or a command; "Reader, Jesus has set up this riddling question so 
that you might know (from what follows) that ....", or "Reader, know (from what 
I am reporting to you here) that .....", Nolland. The second, the main clause, is 
then addressed to the paralytic. So, the dash corrects an assumed syntactical 
problem in the tradition. Yet, it is more likely that Jesus would use the title "Son 
of Man" of himself; in an editorial comment we would have expected the name 
"Jesus". So, it is likely that the first clause is also addressed to the paralytic, 
although through the scribes (iJna ... eidhte, "know", is plural); "'know this that 
.......' Then he said to the paralytic (specifically), 'Get up, .....'" See France, p347.  

oJti "that. " - THAT. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of 
perception expressing what "you" should know.  

oJ uiJoV tou anqrwpou "Son of Man" - THE SON OF MAN. See 8:20.  
epi + gen. "on [earth]" - [HAS AUTHORITY] UPON [EARTH TO FORGIVE SINS]. 

Spatial; "upon". The qualifier, that Jesus has the authority / right / power to 
forgive sins on earth, is explained in numerous ways. D&A suggest that the point 
Jesus is making is that he alone has the power and right to forgive sins on the 
earth in that "a greater than the temple is here." Hagner suggests that the reference 
to "on the earth" means "in advance of the coming of the eschaton." France makes 
the point that the Son of Man dispenses forgiveness in his heavenly role reigning 
at the right hand of the Ancient of Days, but even now, on earth, in his earthly 
ministry, he is "authorized to dispense God's forgiveness." Possibly, "done on 
earth but with full effect in heaven as well", Nolland.  

tote adv. "so" - THEN. Temporal adverb; "then he said to the paralysed man", 
Cassirer.  

tw/ paralutikw/ (oV) dat. "[he said] to the paralysed man" - Dative of 
indirect object.  

egerqeiV (egairw) aor. pas. part. "get up" - RISING UP, LIFTING UP [TAKE THE 
STRETCHER OF YOU AND GO TO THE HOUSE OF YOU]. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the imperative "go away"; "pick up 
your bed and go home", ESV.  
   
v7 

egerqeiV (egeirw) aor. pas. part. "then [the man] got up" - [AND] RISING UP 
[HE WENT AWAY TO THE HOUSE OF HIM]. The NIV takes the participle as 
adverbial, temporal, but possibly just attendant on the verb "went away"; "he rose 
and went home", ESV.  
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v8 

idonteV (oJraw) aor. part. "when [the crowd] saw this" - [AND] HAVING SEEN 
[THE CROWDS WERE AFRAID]. The participle is adverbial, best taken as temporal, 
as NIV.  

efobhqhsan (fobew) aor. pas. "they were filled with awe" - WERE AFRAID. 
The sense here may be "awe / astonishment"; "they were awestruck." Carson 
disagrees arguing that fear breeds praise.  

ton donta (didwmi) aor. part. "who had given" - [AND THEY EXTOLLED, 
GLORIFIED GOD] THE ONE HAVING GIVEN [SUCH AUTHORITY TO MEN]. The 
participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "God", as NIV.  

toiV anqrwpoiV (oV) dat. "to man" - TO MEN. Dative of indirect object. Note 
the plural; best understood as Jesus serving as the representative man / human. It 
seems unlikely that Matthew has used the plural to allude to the authority given 
to the church / believers to pronounce forgiveness of sins.  
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9:9-13 

4. Salvation by grace through faith, 8:1-9:34 
iii] The call of Matthew - eating with sinners 
Synopsis  

The toll-house at Capernaum was situated on the main road from Damascus 
to the Mediterranean sea. This road ran between the territories of Antipas and 
Philip. At this check point customs were collected on all exports, mainly fish from 
the lake. Operating the custom house was a man called Matthew, a man hated by 
patriotic Jews for his association with the occupying power, Rome. Jesus came 
to this man, a "sinner", and invited him to join his band of disciples. Jesus' call to 
Matthew and his eating with "sinners" afterward at Matthew's home produces 
conflict with the Pharisees who react to Jesus' identification with sinners.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus' invitation to life rests on grace, a gift not earned, not based on 
meritorious works, but "received without payment", 10:8.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See Matthew 8:1-17. As already noted, the narrative section 8:1-
9:34 falls naturally into three teaching units. The call of Levi introduces the third 
unit, 9:9-34. Matthew's call, v9, is followed by the question over eating with 
sinners, v10-13, with its key pronouncement in v12-13 that it is the sick who need 
a doctor / sinners who need a saviour, and this in the context of "mercy not 
sacrifice" / grace apart from law. The question of fasting follows, v14-17 - "you 
don't put good wine into cracked bottles." Three healings and an exorcism follow, 
v18-34: the ruler's daughter, the woman with a haemorrhage, two blind men and 
the dumb demoniac.  
   

ii] Background: Under Roman rule, there were road taxes, bridge taxes, taxes 
on trade-goods, and personal-household taxes. Tax collectors were, as a 
consequence, hated. Not only were they servants of the Roman occupation forces, 
they were usually thieves, charging more than they were allowed. The Pharisees 
saw the tax collectors as ritually and morally unclean and so could not understand 
why Jesus would knowingly associate with them.  
   

iii] Structure: The call of Levi and eating with sinners: 
Jesus calls Levi, v9. 
Jesus eats with tax collectors and sinners, v10-13: 

the question of the Pharisees, v10-11; 
Jesus three-part answer, v12-13. 
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"those who are sick do not need a physician"; 
"I desire mercy not sacrifice", Hos.6:6; 
"I did not come to call the righteous but sinners."  

   
iv] Interpretation:  

"Like a doctor Jesus seeks out the sick", Nolland.  
Cope, in Matthew, A Scribe trained for the Kingdom of Heaven, 1976, 

presents a very interesting analysis of 9:9-34. He suggests that the text from 
Hosea 6:6 quoted at 9:13, "mercy not sacrifice", controls the interpretation 
of the assembled pericopes in the terms of Jesus' mercy as opposed to Law-
piety. It seems likely that the episodes in this narrative section continue to 
address Jesus' teaching in the Great Sermon, namely, that law condemns, 
whereas mercy / grace through faith saves. Matthew continues to look back 
to the problem posed by the Great Sermon, namely, that law-obedience 
does not facilitate the promised blessings of the covenant. The law only 
accentuates sin, progressing its inevitable consequence, judgment. In the 
passage before us Matthew again demonstrates the central role of grace 
through faith in appropriating a righteousness that is apart from works of 
the law, a righteousness that facilitates the promised blessings of the 
covenant.  

 

Homiletics: I desire mercy 
The social gospel is alive a well today such that justice is often proclaimed 

as the nub of the gospel. So, sympathy for the outcast is the type of mercy required 
by God. Accessing "sinners" into the church, in the sense of gathering social 
deviates, down-and-outs ....., is affirmed as the mission of the church. 
For Jesus, the business of accessing has nothing to do with social standing, but 
has everything to do with a person's standing before God. The human tribe can 
be divided into three groups. There are those who, as in the animal kingdom, 
breath, bathe, breed..... without the slightest thought about eternal verities. Then 
there are those who are into eternal verities. There are the self-righteous, those 
who believe they have built their house on rock, but have actually built their life 
on sand. Then there are the "sinners", those who know that they have built their 
house on sand and are looking around for someone to get them on the rock. It's 
to the sick sandy crew that Jesus comes, the lost who want to be found. 

   
Text - 9:9 

Jesus' association with sinners, v9-13: i] The call of Matthew, v9. Matthew 
is at the customs and excise booth on the border between the territories of Philip 
and Herod Antipas, situated on the outskirts of Capernaum. In 9:1-8 we see Jesus 
as the one with authority to forgive sins. Jesus now uses his authority to appoint 
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a sinner to his apostolic band. Matthew, also called Levi, is recorded as an apostle 
in both Mark and Luke. It is not uncommon to have two interchangeable names. 
Tradition tells us that Matthew is the author of this gospel, although it is more 
likely only attributed to him. If the passage does record the call of the author, it 
is very self-effacing, since Luke tells us that Matthew "left everything" and 
followed Jesus.  

παραγων [παραγω] pres. part. "went on" - [AND JESUS] GOING AWAY, 
LEADING PAST, GOING ON FROM [THERE]. The participle is adverbial, best treated 
as temporal; "when Jesus had gone on a little way from that place", Cassirer.  

εκειθεν adv. "from there" - FROM THERE. Local adverb, not necessarily 
translated; "as Jesus was leaving", CEV.  

λεγομενον [λεγω] pres. pas. part. "named [Matthew]" - [SAW A MAN] BEING 
CALLED [MATTHEW]. The participial may be classified as adjectival, attributive, 
limiting "man", "a man who was called Matthew", but could also be classified as 
the accusative complement of the direct object "man" standing in a double 
accusative construction, "a man ....., the one called Matthew." The other synoptic 
gospels have "Levi", another example of a disciple with two names, eg., Peter / 
Simon. Matthew is identified as the author of this gospel, although there is little 
evidence in the gospel itself to support this belief.  

καθημενον [καθημαι] pres. part. "sitting" - SITTING. The participle 
introduces a dependent statement of perception expressing what Jesus saw.  

επι + acc. "at" - Spatial; "in / at".  
το τελωνιον [ον] "the tax collector's booth" - "The revenue office", 

Zerwick.  
ακολουθει [ακολουθεω] pres. imp. + dat. "follow" - [AND HE SAYS TO HIM] 

FOLLOW, FOLLOW AND ATTACH TO, FOLLOW AFTER. So, rather than just "follow 
me", something like "be my disciple" would be more appropriate. "Come with 
me", CEV.  

μοι dat. pro. "me" - Dative of direct object after the verb "to follow after."  
αυτῳ dat. pro. "[he told] him" - [SAID] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object."  
αυτῳ dat. pro. "[and rising he followed] him" - Dative of direct object, as 

above. The participle "rising" is attendant on the verb "to follow"; "and he rose 
and followed him", ESV.  
   
v10 

ii] Jesus eats with tax collectors and sinners, v10-13: a) The question of the 
Pharisees, v12-11. Although both Mark and Luke specify the house as Matthew's, 
the text here does not specifically identify whose house it is (even though the NIV 
does). As far as the Pharisees are concerned, Jesus and his disciples are in danger 
of ritual defilement by eating with "sinners". "Sinners" are evil-livers such as tax 
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collectors, harlots and the like, but also the common-folk whose lives do not allow 
them to maintain the Pharisaic Halakoth (rules of conduct - washing, food.....). 
The Pharisees obviously bail up some of the disciples outside the house. Their 
question to the disciples is not really a question, but rather a charge of wrong-
doing.  

και εγενετο [γινομαι] aor. "-" - AND IT HAPPENED. Serving as a connecting 
phrase; "and it came to pass", AV.  

ανακειμενου [ανακειμαι] pres. part. "while [Jesus] was having dinner" - 
[HE] WAS RECLINING AT TABLE. The participle, along with the genitive pronoun 
αυτου, "he", forms a genitive absolute construction introducing a temporal 
clause, as NIV. Reclining at a low table was the usual way to eat a meal.  

εν + dat. "at [Matthew's house]" - IN [THE HOUSE]. Local; expressing space 
/ sphere.  

ἀμαρτωλοι "sinners" - [AND BEHOLD MANY TAX COLLECTORS AND] 
SINNERS. It may be referring to those who do not observe the ritual law, but given 
the context it is more likely referring to "evil livers." Most tax collectors were 
thieves and their friends were probably no better. So, here was a corrupt crowd, 
but they freely came to hear Jesus. His message to them was that "salvation is for 
people just like you." "non-observant [Jews]", Anchor; "people with whom no 
respectable Jew would have had anything to do", Barclay.  

ελθοντες [ερξομαι] aor. part. "came" - HAVING COME. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "reclined at 
table with"; "came and sat down with / joined in the meal with Jesus and his 
disciples."  

τώ Ιησου [ος] dat. "[ate with] him" - [RECLINED AT TABLE WITH] JESUS [AND 
WITH THE DISCIPLES OF HIM]. Dative of direct object after the συν prefix verb "to 
recline at table together with."  
   
v11 

ιδοντες [ὀραομαι] aor. part. "when [the Pharisees] saw [this]" - [AND] 
HAVING SEEN [THE PHARISEES]. The participle is adverbial, best treated as 
temporal, although possibly causal.  

ελεγον [λεγω] imperf. "they asked" - WERE SAYING [TO THE DISCIPLES OF 
HIM]. An imperfective / durative verb used for the act of speaking.  

δια τι "why" - BECAUSE WHY. A causal interrogative construction; "why 
does your master eat with tax collectors and sinners?" NJB = "your teacher eats 
with tax collectors and sinners ("such people", TEV). Is that proper?", TH.  

μετα + gen. "[eat] with" - WITH [TAX COLLECTORS AND SINNERS EATS THE 
TEACHER OF YOU]? Expressing association / accompaniment, as NIV.  
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v12 

b) Jesus three-part answer, v12-13. Saying #1. "those who are sick do not 
need a physician." Jesus overhears the charge and gives the Pharisees something 
to think about. Just as the sick need a doctor, so the sinful need mercy and 
forgiveness. As Jesus has healed the sick, so he happily forgives the sinner. In 
fact, it is for this very reason that Jesus has come, 1:21. The Pharisees don't quite 
understand this approach. They expect the messiah to overthrow the Roman 
authorities and re-establish the purity of Judaism. Sadly, it is the Pharisees who 
are sick / sinners, but unlike the outcasts, they don't know it. Jesus bypasses these 
"righteous" hypocrites and goes straight to the "sinners". The difference between 
the "healthy" (self-righteous) and the "sick" (sinners) is certainly not sin. Both 
the self-righteous and sick are sinners. Jesus goes to sinners, not just because they 
are sinners, but because they know they are sick sinners and want to be forgiven. 
Why else would evil-livers come to hear a wandering teacher? The gospel is for 
the "lost" who desire to be found.  

δε "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative / argument 
and so left untranslated.  

ακουσας [ακουω] aor. part. "on hearing this [Jesus said]" - HAVING HEARD 
[HE SAID]. The participle is adverbial, best translated as a temporal; "when Jesus 
heard it, he said", ESV.  

οἱ ισχυοντες [ισχυω] pres. act. part. "the healthy" - [NO NEED HAVE] THE 
ONES BEING HEALTHY / STRONG. The participle serves as a substantive; "people 
who are well", TEV.  

ιατρου [ος] gen. "[need] a doctor" - OF A PHYSICIAN. The genitive is usually 
classified as verbal, objective.  

αλλ [αλλα] "but" - Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint 
construction; "not ....... but ......"  

οἱ εχοντες "the sick" - THE ONES HAVING [BADLY = SICKNESS / ILLNESS]. 
The participle serves as a substantive. "Those who have it bad" = "those who are 
in bad health", Cassirer.  
   
v13 

Text: "I desire mercy not sacrifice", Hos.6:6; Jesus now quotes Hosea 6:6 
and tells the Pharisees to "go and learn" what it means. Hosea denounced a formal 
ritualistic temple worship which had lost its substance; lost its "mercy" (hesed), 
its covenant love. Jesus' point is that the Pharisees have preserved the shell, but 
lost the substance. They are like the apostate religious community of Hosea's day 
and their attitude toward "sinners" demonstrates this loss. It is not their lack of 
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sympathy for outcasts that condemns them, but their failure to apply mercy and 
forgiveness and so include outcasts within the community of grace.  

Saying #2: "I did not come to call the righteous but sinners." Given the 
refusal of the righteous to invite the lost / sinners, Jesus sets out to invite (better 
than "to call") them into the kingdom. Jesus' task is to reconcile the lost to God - 
those separated from God, but who want to know God. The self-righteous, who 
need no doctor, think that they are in the kingdom because of their righteousness, 
yet this assumption leaves them beyond help because they fail to recognize their 
state of loss.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Here again possibly adversative, "but", as NIV, but more 
likely transitional, indicating a step in the narrative / argument and so not 
translated, as ESV.  

πορευθεντες [πορευομαι] aor. pas. part. "go" - GO. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the imperatival verb "learn", so 
functioning as a command. The "go" is not "go on a journey", but "go off and 
study this text of scripture", ie., "make a genuine effort to understand", Morris.  

μαθετε [μανθανω] "[and] learn" - LEARN. The phrase "go and learn" was 
once used by teachers of the time to their students. We might say something like 
"go and think about this / what this means." "Go and find out what is meant", 
TEV.  

τι εστιν "what this means" - WHAT IS the meaning of this. Interrogative 
pronoun, with the verb to-be understood in the sense of "signifies / means."  

ελεος "[I desire] mercy" - [I WANT, WILL = DESIRE] MERCY, FORGIVENESS, 
KINDNESS [AND NOT SACRIFICE]. Accusative direct object of the verb "to will." 
The text comes from Hosea 6:6. The word is often understood in the terms of 
loving kindness, or even more particularly as covenant love. So, the Lord desires 
loving kindness (Heb. hesed) far more than cultic sacrifice. Yet, "sacrifice" here 
obviously means "strict obedience to the commandments of God", Hagner, and 
so "loving kindness" must not be reduced to acts of loving kindness. Mercy, 
forgiveness, is the apex of God's love and it is this quality which God desires 
most in his creatures. Note the many times Jesus teaches on the subject of 
forgiveness. "I want you to be merciful to others", CEV.  

γαρ "for" - More reason than cause, explanatory, and so best not translated 
"for / because"; "and as for myself, I have made my appearance among men to 
hold out an invitation, not to people of virtue, but to sinners", Cassirer. Note that 
France thinks it is inferential here; "that is why I came ...."  

κελεσαι [καλεω] aor. inf. "call" - [I HAVE NOT COME] TO CALL. The infinitive 
expresses purpose, "in order to call." This word can just mean "invite", as in 
inviting someone to a feast. The New Testament often speaks of God's invitation 
to the heavenly feast, the eschatological assembly. So, "invite" conveys a clearer 
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meaning, although the invitation/call is probably directed more to repentance than 
the heavenly feast. "I did not come to invite the righteous", Phillips.  

δικαιους [ος] "the righteous" - Possible meanings:  
          a)  The righteous are usually understood as the "self-righteous", ie., 

Jesus has the Pharisees in mind and so he is being 
   “ironic.” Carson, so Hagner, Morris, France. They are the ones who claim 

covenant compliance / right-standing in the sight 
  of God because of their own right behaviour, but the law cannot establish, 

nor maintain, covenant compliance. 
b) Jesus may be simply stating fact. The "righteous", the covenant 

compliant, are in no need of divine mercy since they already stand secure 
before God, although other than Jesus, there is no such person. 

c) The term is possibly being used to identify that class of people who 
have already discovered, like Abraham, a righteousness that is based on 
faith, "people like Joseph who are already well attuned to the will and 
purpose of God and need no special call", so Nolland. 

d) There is the possibility that, under Aramaic influence, this sentence 
construction implies nothing of the status of the righteous, but everything 
of the status of the sinner. With a counterpoint construction, not A, but B, 
the emphasis is typically on the affirmation B, so Kruse, ref. Davies & 
Allison. Cf., The Lord's Prayer, "Lead us NOT into temptation (God would 
obviously not do that), BUT deliver us from the evil one." The emphasis 
falls on the counterpoint. "I have NOT come to call the righteous (and 
anyway, there are none), BUT sinners."  

At any rate, given that entry to the heavenly feast is because of Christ's 
righteousness, only the sinner (the "evil liver") is capable of knowing their state 
of loss and therefore, their need for a given righteousness. As is made clear by 
the Great Sermon, there is no hope relying on an earned righteousness. In 
conveying the intended sense, the following are worth considering: "respectable 
people", TEV; "good people", CEV [not really!]; "virtuous", REB; "the self-
righteous", NAB [best].  

αλλα "but [sinners]" - Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint 
construction; "not ...... but ......."  
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9:14-17 

4. Salvation by grace through faith, 8:1-9:34 
iv] A question on fasting, 9:14-17 
Synopsis  

While still at the banquet (possibly at the home of Levi), Jesus is approached 
by some of John's disciples and is asked to explain why his disciples do not fast 
as they and the Pharisees do. Jesus answers by noting that the presence of the 
bridegroom prompts celebration, only his departure prompts mourning. Jesus 
then addresses the issue with two short sayings / parables on patches and wine 
skins.  
   
Teaching  

The law has its place as a guide to the Christian life, but covenant 
righteousness, and thus the full appropriation of God's promised blessings, is a 
gift of grace through faith apart from the law.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 9:9-13.  
   

ii] Structure: The question on fasting: 
The issue of fasting, v14-15: 

The question put by John's disciples, v14; 
Jesus' answer, v15. 

Two parabolic sayings, v16-17: 
a new patch on an old coat, v16; 
new wine in old wineskins, v17.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

The issue of a proper application of cultic law raised by John's 
disciples is neither discouraged, nor encouraged, by Jesus. Jesus 
approaches the law pragmatically; there are times when it is suitable to 
celebrate, there are times when it is suitable to mourn. Jesus' approach to 
Sabbath observance is much the same. The law is but a guide to the 
Christian life; it cannot establish nor maintain covenant righteousness.  
   

Old and new garments and wineskins. Given the immediate context, 
these two supportive illustrations are handled in similar ways by the 
commentators: "The new wine of Christianity, if contained within the 
wineskins of Judaism, will burst its bonds, and both will be lost", Cox; "the 
newness which Jesus brings ..... cannot be contained within the conventions 
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of traditional Jewish piety", Hill; "the new teaching of the gospel cannot be 
fitted into the old teaching of Judaism", Argyle; "Jesus is the new reality in 
Israel that can be preserved only in new wineskins", Luz; "Jesus is not 
trying to patch up a worn-out Judaism", his "new approach could not be 
fitted into those old forms ... What he was teaching and doing were such 
that they could not be contained within the accepted Jewish system", 
Morris.  

Yet, it is likely that this conventional approach to the two sayings / 
parables / illustrations is flawed. One can well imagine that in their original 
context they would have had an eschatological edge by proclaiming the 
immediacy of the coming kingdom. Dodd, in his work Parables of the 
Kingdom, states that "the ministry of Jesus is not to be regarded as an 
attempt to reform Judaism; it brings something entirely new, which cannot 
be accommodated to the traditional system. In other words, 'The law and 
the prophets were until John; from this time the Kingdom of God is 
proclaimed.'" Jeremias, in The Parables of Jesus, moves in a similar 
direction when he suggests that the parables make the point that "the old 
world's age has run out ..... the new age has arrived."  
   

Are the old garments and wineskins completely replaced by the new? 
The clue lies with the intended meaning of kai amfoteroi sunthrountai, 
"and both are preserved / kept together. Hagner argues that the saying 
implies that new wine and new wineskins (not the old skins) are preserved, 
so also France, Carson, Blomberg, ... ie., they argue against the idea that 
the old is preserved along with the new. Yet, we are best to follow Luz who 
argues that the new wine and both wineskins are preserved; "the new does 
not need to be constrained by the old, .... in this way can the new be 
welcomed and the abiding value of the old be preserved", Nolland, so also 
Gundry, Beare, Fenton.  

The issue of fasting in the immediate context has inclined 
commentators to interpret these two sayings / mini parables in the terms of 
the incomparability of Christianity with religious Judaism. Yet, Cope is 
surely on the right track when he argues that the dichotomy here is actually 
between Law-piety and mercy. Given Matthew's context and the problem 
posed by the Great Sermon, the dichotomy between old and new, is more 
likely between law and grace. Jesus came to fulfill the law and the prophets, 
not to destroy them, so the law abides / is "preserved", but only as a guide 
to the Christian life. Only grace, apart from law, issues in life (covenant life 
= the blessings of the kingdom). Law-obedience for blessing destroys the 
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blessing, cf., Gal.2:21, 5:2, 5:1. Romans 7:6 may further serve to develop 
this idea: the old way of the written code and the new way of the S/spirit.  
   

Text - 9:14  
The question on fasting: i] The question and its answer, v14-15. John's 

disciples ask Jesus about the behaviour of his disciples; "where is their religious 
zeal and moral rigor?" D&A. The apostle Paul faced the same type of question 
over his, and his followers, antinomian stance. Jesus' pragmatic response points 
to a righteousness that "exceeds that of the scribes and the Pharisees", a 
righteousness by grace through faith apart from works of the law, religious zeal 
and moral rigor.  

tote adv. "then" - Temporal adverb; probably a temporal link to the previous 
pericope / episode.  

Iwannou (hV ou) gen. "John's [disciples]" - [THE DISCIPLES] OF JOHN]. The 
genitive is adjectival, of relationship.  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "asked" - [CAME TO HIM] SAYING. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to come to", 
but it may be taken as adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of their coming 
to Jesus.  

autw/ dat. pro. "him" - Dative of direct object after the proV prefix verb "to 
come to."  

dia ti "how is it that" - BECAUSE WHY [WE AND THE PHARISEES FAST]. This 
construction introduces a question seeking a reason; "why?"  

polla adj. "[fast] often" - MUCH. Here used as an adverb, "frequently." This 
variant is often read, but is likely an addition seeking to soften the implication 
that the disciples of Jesus did not fast, ie., they do fast, but not as often as the 
disciples of John and the Pharisees. It seems likely, given Jesus' response, that his 
disciples didn't fast.  

de "but" - BUT/AND [THE DISCIPLES OF YOU DO NOT FAST]. Transitional, 
indicating a step to a contrasting point, as NIV.  
   
v15 

Jesus answers with an analogy; "wedding guests do not fast during the bridal 
celebrations. In like manner, Jesus' disciples cannot fast because they are in a time 
of celebration. .... Messiah Jesus is the bridegroom and while he is with his 
disciples they cannot mourn", D&A.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[Jesus answered]" - [AND JESUS SAID] TO THEM. Dative of 
indirect object.  

mh "[how can]" - [THE SONS (RELATIVES) OF THE BRIDAL CHAMBER ARE] 
NOT [ABLE TO MOURN AS LONG AS THE BRIDEGROOM IS WITH THEM]. Serving to 
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introduce a question expecting a negative answer; "The sons of the bridal 
chamber are not able to fast as long as the bridegroom is with them are they?" = 
"Is it conceivable that the friends of the bridegroom should be grieving while the 
bridegroom is still in their company?" Cassirer.  

tou numfwnoV (wn wnoV) "[the guests] of the bridegroom" - [THE SONS] 
OF THE BRIDAL CHAMBER. The genitive is adjectival, relational, limiting "sons" = 
"relatives". A Hebraic phrase; "the friends and relatives of the bridegroom" = "the 
wedding guests."  

penqein (penqew) pres. inf. "mourn" - [ABLE] TO MOURN. The infinitive is 
complementary, completing the sense of the verb "are able."  

ef o{son "while" - This construction introduces an indefinite temporal clause 
which references the same time as the main verb, as NIV. Both Luke and Mark 
have en w|.  

met (meta) + acc. "with [them]" - Expressing association / accompaniment.  
oJtan + subj. ""when" - [BUT DAYS WILL COME] WHEN [THE BRIDEGROOM IS 

TAKEN AWAY FROM THEM AND THEN THEY WILL FAST]. This adverb + subj. 
introduces an indefinite temporal clause, future time. As Hunter notes, this 
saying, likely to be early in Jesus' ministry, indicates that Jesus knows full-well 
that the cross lies before him.  
   
v16 

ii] Two sayings / mini parables - a new patch on an old coat, new wine in old 
wineskins. The new and the old are incompatible; the old has its place but in 
cannot accommodate the new - see above.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional; indicating a step in the narrative / argument  
rJakouV (oV) gen. "[unshrunk] cloth" - [NO ONE SOWS A PATCH] OF PIECE 

OF CLOTH = OF CLOTH [UNSHRUNK, UNMILLED, UNBLEACHED = NEW]. The 
genitive "cloth" is adjectival, idiomatic / of material; "made out of cloth." 
"Unshrunk" is an attributive adjective, so "unshrunk cloth."  

epi + dat. "on [an old garment]" - UPON [AN OLD GARMENT]. Spatial; 
"upon".  

gar "for" - FOR [IT TEARS AWAY THE FULLNESS / COMPLETENESS OF IT 
AWAY FROM THE GARMENT AND A WORSE DIVISION BECOMES]. Introducing a 
causal clause explaining why a piece of unshrunk cloth is not used to mend an 
old garment, "because ......" The clause is somewhat complex. The subject of the 
main verb airei, "will tear away", is probably epiblhma rJakouV agnafou, "a 
piece of unshrunk cloth" = "the patch", as NIV. Steinhauser (see D&A, p113) 
suggests that plhrwma, "fill", is "the material and the thread with which the 
unshrunk cloth is sewn to the old cloak", ie., it is not the patch itself, but that part 
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of the patch autou, "of it", which belongs to / attaches to the cloak and which is 
pulled apo, "away from", the cloak when it is washed so making the tear worse.  
   
v17 

ei de mh ge "if they do" - [NO ONE PUTS NEW WINE INTO OLD WINESKINS] 
BUT IF INDEED NOT = OTHERWISE [THE WINESKINS ARE BROKEN AND THE WINE 
POURED OUT AND THE WINESKINS ARE DESTROYED]. Expressing a "hypothetical 
result", Guelich; "what would happen if the proceeding statement were true", 
Culy. Classical idiom, ei de mh, "otherwise". The addition of ge, commonly found 
in the gospels, was probably added for emphasis; see Thrall p9.  

oinon (oV) "wine" - Accusative direct object of the verb "to throw" = "put". 
As a matter of interest, this word is used for alcoholic wine / fermented grape 
juice. Unfermented grape juice is trux.  

alla "but" - BUT [THEY PUT NEW WINE INTO NEW / FRESH WINESKINS]. 
Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint construction; "no one ...... but ......"  

kai "and [both are preserved]" - AND [BOTH ARE PRESERVED]. Possibly 
consecutive, expressing result, "so that both are preserved." Mark does not record 
this statement, and Luke replaces it with "and no one after drinking the old wine 
desires the new wine, but says 'the old is good.'" Most commentators agree that 
the phrase "and both are preserved / kept together" is a redactional addition by 
Matthew, an editorial comment if you like, but it may well be part of Matthew's 
received tradition. For interpretation see "Issues" above.  
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9:18-26 

4. Salvation by grace through faith, 8:1-9:34 
v] The raising of the ruler's daughter 
Synopsis  

Jesus has just finished speaking on the issue of fasting and he is approached 
by one of the leaders of the local synagogue and asked to come and attend his 
child who has just died. On the way to the home a woman with a haemorrhage 
touches his cloak for healing. Jesus commends her faith and then proceeds to 
attend to the girl in private, raising her to life.  
   
Teaching  

As a gift of God's grace, faith in Christ facilitates the promised blessings of 
the covenant - cleansing and new life.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 9:9-13.  
   

ii] Structure: Two intertwined healing miracles: 
At the house of the tax collector where the banquet was held, v18: 

a faith request - "lay your hand on her and she will live." 
On the road to the house of the ruler, v19-22: 

the healing of the woman with a haemorrhage. 
In front of the ruler's home, v23-24: 

Jesus dismisses a sceptical crowd. 
In the ruler's home, v25-26: 

Jesus raises the deceased girl.  
   

iv] Interpretation:  
Matthew's treatment of this episode, as compared with Mark, gives us 

a clue as to his intended purpose. Matthew treats his source concisely, 
emphasizing that the child is already dead and that the woman believed that 
her healing was possible without Jesus' conscious will, so emphasizing 
faith, a faith openly confirmed by Jesus; "your faith has healed you." 
Contextually the episode is tied to the question on fasting, even 
syntactically tied to the sayings / parables of the cloth patch and the wine 
bottles - tauta autou lalountoV autoiV, "while he was saying these 
things to them." The fact that both the unclean woman and the arcwn, 
"synagogue leader", represent an old order (cloak / bottle) unable to make 
clean, unable to give life, further highlights the answer to the problem 
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posed in the Great Sermon. The new age / day has dawned in Jesus, the 
long-promised kingdom realized in him, the promised blessings of the 
covenant fulfilled in him, such that the unclean are cleansed and the dead 
are given new life, and this by grace through faith apart from works of the 
law.  
   

iii] Synoptics:  
Most commentators identify Mark as Matthew's source, but again it is 

interesting to note that Matthew agrees with Luke in some instances. Mark's 
account is much more detailed, Mk.5:21-43, cf., Lk.8:40-56, but it is not 
unreasonable for Matthew to simplify his source, leaving out those 
elements of the story that do not fit his immediate purpose, but of course, 
the source may well be an independent oral account rather than Mark's 
written gospel. See Rist On the Independence of Matthew and Mark, 
SNTSMS 32 Cambridge, 1978.  
   

Text - 9:18  
The healing of the ruler's daughter and the woman with an issue of blood, 

v18-26. i] At the house of the tax collector where the banquet was held, v18: In 
Matthew's shorter account the synagogue leader tells Jesus that his daughter has 
just died and asks Jesus to raise her to life - a request evidencing faith; note Mark's 
longer account, Mark 5:21-43.  

lalountoV (lalew) gen. pres. part. "while he was saying" - [HE] WAS 
SPEAKING [THESE THINGS]. Together with the genitive personal pronoun "he", 
the participle forms a genitive absolute construction, best treated as temporal, as 
NIV.  

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - TO THEM. Dative of indirect object. cf., BDF #423.1 for 
the nonclassical construction of a dative following a genitive absolute.  

arcwn (wn wnoV) "a ruler / a synagogue leader" - [BEHOLD ONE] RULER. 
Nominative subject of the verb "to do obeisance." Matthew allows us to conclude 
that this "ruler" is a religious ruler rather than a secular one. Mark and Luke 
specify that he is a religious official.  

elqwn (ercomai) aor. part. "came and [knelt before]" - COMING [FALL 
DOWN BEFORE = DID OBEISANCE BEFORE]. Attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the verb "fall down before", as NIV. Mark and 
Luke name the ruler Jairus.  

autw/ dat. pro. "him" - Dative of direct object after the proV prefix verb "to 
fall down before."  
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legwn (legw) pres. part. "saying" - The participle is best treated as adverbial, 
modal, expressing the manner of his coming before Jesus; he was saying / 
speaking / uttering the words ....  

oJti "-" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of direct speech expressing 
what the synagogue leader said.  

alla "but" - [THE DAUGHTER OF ME HAS NOW DIED] BUT. Adversative. She 
may be dead, but the ruler believes that Jesus can do something about it. The 
temporal adverb arti, "now", implies immediacy; "just died."  

elqwn (ercomai) aor. part. "come and [put]" - COMING [LAY THE HANDS OF 
YOU UPON HER AND SHE WILL LIVE]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing 
action accompanying the imperative verb "to place, lay." "Come and lay your 
hands on her and she will come back to life", Phillips.  
   
v19 

ii] On the road to the house of the ruler - the healing of the woman with a 
haemorrhage, v19-22. An action evidencing faith.  

egerqeiV (egeirw) aor. pas. part. "[Jesus] got up" - [AND] GETTING UP 
[JESUS FOLLOWED]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "to follow after." The implication is that Jesus is sitting 
when approached by the ruler, presumably in a house (Matthew's house in 
Capernaum ???), although such details are little more than a continuity issue.  

autw/ dat. pro. "him" - Dative of direct object after the verb "to follow after."  
kai "and so" - AND [THE DISCIPLES OF HIM]. Somewhat consecutive here; 

"and as a result, so did his disciples."  
   
v20 

idou "just then" - [AND] BEHOLD. This interjection is often used to introduce 
a new element in an account; structurally expressed in English with a new 
paragraph.  

aiJarroousa (aiJarroew) pres. part. "who had been subject to bleeding" - 
[A WOMAN] BLEEDING [TWELVE YEARS]. The participle is adjectival, attributive, 
limiting "woman", as NIV. This condition made the woman unclean and so cut 
her off from the religious life of her community, cf., Lev.15:25-27.  

proselqousa (prosercomai) aor. part. "came up" - HAVING COME TO. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to 
touch"; "came up ..... and touched."  

opisqen adv. "behind him" - Adverb of place; "from behind."  
tou karspedou (on) gen. "the edge" - [TOUCHED] THE FRINGE, BOARDER. 

Genitive of direct object after the verb "to touch." The sense here may be "tassel", 
the loose end of the cord that was tied around the waste. All Jews had a tassel, 
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often with a fringed end, cf., Num.15:37-38, Deut.22:12. The Pharisees tended to 
have long ones; of course!!!  

tou iJmatiou (oV) gen. "of [his] cloak" - OF THE GARMENT [OF HIM]. The 
genitive is adjectival, partitive.  
   
v21 

gar "-" - FOR. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the woman has 
taken this opportunity to touch Jesus' coat / hem / tassel, given that, under normal 
circumstances, it would have made him ceremonially unclean, "because ......"  

en + dat. "to [herself]" - [SHE WAS SAYING] IN [HERSELF]. Local, expressing 
sphere, "within herself", or better, adverbial, expressing the manner of her 
"saying" / musings; idiomatic. Phillips has "kept saying to herself", so bringing 
out the durative sense of the imperfect elegen, although an imperfect is often used 
of speech as a matter of course.  

ean + subj. "if" - IF [ONLY I MIGHT TOUCH THE GARMENT OF HIM]. Introducing 
a conditional clause 3rd. class where the condition has the possibility of coming 
true; "if, as may be the case, I might only touch the garment of him, then I will 
be healed" = "if I touch only his cloak, I will be cured", Barclay.  

swqhsomai (swzw) fut. pas. "I will be healed" - I WILL BE SAVED. In the 
context the word means "I will be made well", but the choice of this particular 
word and its use three times in v21-22, a word constantly used by Matthew of 
salvation (1:21, 10:22, 16:25, .....), indicates that Matthew wants his readers to 
recognize the double meaning carried by the word - as faith heals, so it saves; so 
Hagner, Beare. The problem posed by the Great Sermon of the potential for 
cursing rather than blessing, is met by saving grace through faith  
   
v22 

No human action is without conflicting motivations and this woman's action 
would have been driven by all sorts of motivators. Jesus sets aside all the 
motivators but one, the motivator which has saved her from exclusion from the 
religious life of her community, namely, faith. Faith saves!  

strafeiV (strefw) aor. pas. part. "[Jesus] turned" - [AND JESUS] TURNING 
[AND SEEING HER SAID]. As with "seeing", attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the verb "said".  

hJ pistiV sou seswken "your faith has healed you" - THE FAITH OF YOU 
HAS SAVED YOU. The key statement of the episode. "Faith" in the sense of 
dependence / reliance on Jesus to heal / save. Reinforced by eswqh, "was saved", 
in the next clause.  

apo + gen. "at [that moment]" - [AND THE WOMAN WAS HEALED / SAVED] 
FROM [THAT HOUR]. Temporal use of the preposition. 
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v23 

iii] In front of the ruler's home - Jesus dismisses a sceptical crowd, v23-24. 
Proclaiming the victory of death.  

elqwn (ercomai) aor. part. "when [Jesus] entered" - [JESUS] HAVING COME 
[INTO]. The participle, as with idwn, "seeing" is usually treated as adverbial, best 
taken as temporal, as NIV; "and when Jesus came into the synagogue official's 
house and saw ..."  

tou arcontoV (wn ontoV) gen. "the ruler's / the synagogue leader's 
[house]" - [THE HOUSE] OF THE RULER. The genitive is adjectival, possessive.  

qoruboumenon (qorubew) pres. mid./pas. part. "[the] noisy [crowd]" - [AND 
HAVING SEEN THE FLUTE PLAYERS AND THE CROWD] being stirred up. The 
participle serves as the accusative complement of the object "crowd" standing in 
a double accusative construction. Jesus sees "the flute players and mourners in a 
great commotion." The Mishnah states "even the poorest in Israel should hire not 
less than two flutes and one wailing woman." The mourners would be a mixture 
of relatives, friends and professional wailers, and in line with custom, 
proceedings were underway even before Jesus had arrived.  
   
v24  

gar "-" - [HE WAS SAYING GO AWAY] FOR [THE GIRL is NOT DIED]. 
Introducing a causal clause explaining why the crowd needs to go away.  

alla "but [asleep]" - Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint 
construction; "not .... but ....." - not dead, but actually alive. She is probably not 
alive, but she is alive as far as Jesus is concerned; as good as alive. The idea is 
carried through the NT such that believers who have died are in a state nothing 
more than sleep as far as Jesus is concerned; we await our wakening at the day of 
resurrection.  

kategelwn (katagelaw) imperf. "[but] they laughed at" - [AND] THEY 
WERE LAUGHING AT, RIDICULING [HIM]. The imperfect is treated differently by 
translators at this point. It may mean nothing other than laughing is a durative 
process in itself, much the same as speaking, as NIV. It may be emphasizing a 
durative aspect, extended laughter. It may be emphasizing the nature of the 
laughter, "scornful laughter." Culy suggests an immediative imperfect where the 
action follows immediately after a previous action; "everyone started laughing at 
him", CEV. The prefix possibly strengthens the laughing, so giving the possible 
sense "laughed him down / derided him", Morris. Professional mourners should 
know better!!!!  

autou gen. pro. "him" - Genitive of direct object after the kata prefix verb 
"to laugh at."  
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v25 

iv] In the ruler's home - Jesus raises the deceased girl, v25-26. Proclaiming 
victory over death.  

oJte "after" - [AND/BUT] WHEN [THE CROWD]. The temporal conjunction 
serves to introduce a temporal clause.  

exeblhqh (ekballw) aor. pas. "had been put outside" - WAS CAST OUT. 
Possibly indicating force such that the crowd was ejected. It is very unlikely that 
they graciously departed. "After turning them all out", REB. The messianic secret 
may be in play here, but even so, sensitivity demanded that the child not be 
confronted with a wailing crowed when woken.  

eiselqwn (eixercomai) aor. part. "he went in" - HAVING ENTERED. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "he grasped"; 
"he went inside and took her by the hand", Cassirer.  

thV ceiroV (eir roV) gen. "[took the girl by] the hand" - [HE GRASPED] 
THE HAND [OF HER AND THE GIRL WAS RAISED]. Genitive of direct object after 
the ek prefix verb "to take hold of."  
   
v26 

auJth "[News of] this" - THIS [REPORT WENT OUT INTO ALL THAT LAND]. 
Nominative subject of the verb "to go out." Variants: authV, "her" = "the report 
about her", and autou, "of him" = "the report of him" = "his fame." The more 
difficult reading, "this report" = "the report about this", is generally accepted. 
"The incident made a deep impression and was widely spoken of", Morris.  
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9:27-34 

4. Salvation by grace through faith, 8:1-9:34 
viii] Jesus heals the blind and mute 
Synopsis  

The series of miracles recorded by Matthew in chapter eight and nine ends 
with the healing of the two blind men and the healing of the dumb demoniac. As 
Jesus is ministering in Capernaum, two blind men call on him to show mercy 
toward them. Sometime later they come to the home where Jesus and his disciples 
are staying and Jesus asks them whether they really believe he is able to heal 
them. They respond in the affirmative and so Jesus heals them in accord with 
their faith. He asks them not to broadcast their healing, but, unable to contain 
themselves, they spread the news far and wide. As Jesus is leaving the home a 
possessed man, unable to speak, is brought to him. Jesus immediately exorcises 
the evil spirit and the gathered crowd responds in amazement. Sadly, there is 
among the crowd a number of Pharisees who announce that the miracle was 
performed in the power of Satan.  
   
Teaching  

Faith opens our eyes to truth and frees us from the powers that bind.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 9:9-13.  
   

ii] Structure: Jesus heals the blind and mute:  
Jesus heals two blind men, v27-31; 
Jesus heals a dumb demoniac, v32-34.  

   
Matthew presents both narratives as typical miracle stories by alluding 

to features present in previous narratives such that, As Luz puts it, "the 
reader is to sense that this is a typical healing of Jesus."  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
The two miracles recorded in the passage before us reveal the three 

primary responses to Jesus: faith leading to truth; amazement leading to 
questions; unbelief leading to blindness. Of these responses, Matthew again 
underlines the crucial ingredient for covenant standing, a faith that opens 
our eyes to truth and frees us from the powers that bind. So, as we come to 
the end of the narrative application of the Great Sermon, Matthew 
emphasizes the faith of two blind men to underline again the answer to the 
problem posed by the Sermon on the Mount, namely that covenant 
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righteousness can neither be attained nor maintained by obedience to the 
law. The full appropriation of the promised covenant blessing is by grace 
through faith apart from works of the law.  

When it comes to the healing of the two blind men, Morris notes that 
there are no miracles of the giving of sight in the Old Testament, but a 
significant number in the New Testament. Jesus clearly uses blindness 
metaphorically and this fact is conveyed in the tradition and emphasized by 
the gospel writers. Blindness is a state of living in darkness, metaphorically 
the darkness of another age now confronted by the brilliance of the coming 
kingdom, of a lack of understanding confronted by truth. From these two 
conjoined pericopes we learn that Christ, in the power of his coming 
kingdom, through faith apart from works, enlightens those locked in the 
darkness. Yet, for those of that other age, of old cloaks / old wine bottles, 
of Israel's religious authorities, blindness remains, understanding alludes 
them, and this because of their unbelief. For them, Jesus is an agent of 
Satan. Matthew "introduces a motif here that he will repeat several times 
and that culminates in chap. 23 with the separation between the blind 
leaders of Israel and the Jesus who heals the blind", Luz.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
Matthew's account of the healing of the two blind men is similar to 

both Mark and Luke's account of the healing of blind Bartimaeus, 
Mk.10:46-52, Lk.18:33-43. In Matthew the miracle takes place in 
Capernaum, while for Mark it occurs in Jericho. In 20:29-34 Matthew 
records a similar miracle (possibly a doublet, but there are significant 
differences between the two stories) where two blind men receive their 
sight, with the setting this time in Jericho. Similarities within the oral 
tradition may be the result of either a convergence, or divergence of 
tradition. A story, in its retelling, can end up forming two separate stories 
with tantalizing similarities, but also, stories in their retelling can take on 
some of the characteristics of a separate, but similar story. It is not 
unreasonable to assume that Jesus healed a number of blind people and that 
there has been some convergence in the oral tradition. None-the-less, most 
commentators argue that Matthew has used Mark for a redactional 
rendering ("redactional creation" D&A) of the Bartimaeus story in 20:29-
34, with a further redaction in 9:27-31. Luz addresses this rather careless 
treatment of tradition by stating that "Matthew did not have our problems 
concerning historical truthfulness." Yet, the evidence is that the gospel 
writers were true to their sources, more inclined to preserve the tradition as 
received than creatively manage it. A liberal assessment of Matthew's 
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rendering of source material is usually based on the assumption that he 
worked off Mark rather than his own received oral tradition. This 
assumption is just that, an assumption.  

The healing of the demoniac is peculiar to Matthew, but again a 
possible doublet may be found in 12:22-24.  

 
Homiletics: It seemed like a good idea at the time! 

Have you had a good idea, but 
now, in retrospect, you wonder 
where in the name of all that's 
good and holy you got the crazy 
idea from? I recently thought it 
was a great idea to own a four-
wheel drive vehicle so I purchased 
a Mazda Bravo with 140,000 km. 
on the clock. Over the years I spent 

some $12,000 on repairs. Even on the day before I was to pick up my new car, 
the thermostat in the ute seized and blew up the radiator costing another $600. It 
did seem like a good idea, at the time! When I sold it, I gave the new owner all 
the invoices for the repairs. He felt there was nothing left to go wrong. I told him, 
don’t bet on it! 

In our Bible reading we are introduced to the Pharisees in negative mode. 
They have come up with an interesting idea, which, at the time, seemed more than 
reasonable. This man from Nazareth, who is going about healing the sick, raising 
the dead, exorcising the demon possessed, is into black magic - Oh yes! They had 
him pegged; at the time, it seemed like a good idea. It explained everything. 

We live in an information age, more properly described as an information 
overload age. Within this overload of digital information, of good ideas tweeted, 
blogged, and rehashed infinitum, there lies a rather strange idea, particularly from 
the perspective of secular humanity. For some, the idea is akin to black magic, a 
new age thought-bubble for the weak minded. This idea, once dominant in 
Western civilization, but now discarded as irrelevant, is that it is possible to 
possess a form of divinity, what the Bible calls holiness, by entering into a 
relationship with the person of Jesus Christ, or put more simply, by trusting him 
for the gift of eternal life. 

Two men received their sight all those years ago. They thought it was a good 
idea, and for them it was. 
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Text - 9:27  
The healing of two blind men, v27-31. Jesus is ministering in Capernaum 

and has just raised the daughter of one of the leaders of the local synagogue from 
the dead. On leaving the house Jesus is confronted by two blind men who 
incessantly shout out to him, "Have mercy on us, Son of David." Jesus continues 
on his way with the two blind men following on behind, probably both still 
shouting out after Jesus. On reaching the house where he is staying, Jesus enters, 
probably along with his disciples. The blind men find their way to the house, and 
they also enter. Jesus then confronts them with a question; he asks them whether 
they really do believe that he is able to heal them. They respond in the affirmative. 
Jesus touches their eyes and announces "you believe, so you have it." 
Immediately their sight is restored, but Jesus instructs them that they must keep 
their healing secret. Popular belief in the coming of a warrior king to overthrow 
the Romans is an idea that Jesus doesn't want promoted, although indeed, Jesus 
is a king. Enthusiasm drives the blind men to tell everyone about their healing; 
the good news is too good to contain (or is the point that their unwillingness to 
comply with Jesus' instructions aligns them with those who are amazed, but 
uncommitted? - See below).  

paragonti (paragw) dat. pres. part. "as [Jesus] went on from" - [AND 
JESUS] GOING AWAY. As for ambanti in 8:23, this participle seems to introduce a 
dative absolute construction, temporal, as NIV; "when Jesus left the place", Rieu, 
"while Jesus was walking away", Berkeley. With this construction the variant 
dative pronoun autw/, "he", is treated as an addition to the text. Olmstead suggests 
that the participle is adjectival, attributive; "and Jesus who was going on from 
there, two blind men followed him." If this is the case then autw/, dative of direct 
object after the verb "to follow", is original, and the dative "Jesus going away" 
stands in apposition to it. Runge, Discourse Grammar, classifies it as a "left-
dislocation", Olmstead as a "cleft construction." "As Jesus went on his way from 
there two blind men followed after him."  

ekeiqen adv. "there" - FROM THERE. Adverb of place. The place is unclear. 
Is Matthew implying that Jesus is leaving the ruler's home, leaving Capernaum, 
or just walking about in Capernaum or a locality nearby? It is unlikely that the 
received tradition carried a specific locality.  

krazonteV (krazw) "calling out" - [TWO BLIND MEN FOLLOWED] CRYING 
OUT [AND SAYING]. As with legonteV, "saying", attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the verb "to follow after", or adverbial, modal, 
expressing the manner of their following, "calling out and saying." Both "calling 
out" and "saying" are present tense and so a durative aspect may be intended; 
"they were repeatedly calling out", possibly "shouting out."  
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hJmaV acc. pro. "[have mercy on] us" - A vocative variant exists. Accusative 
of direct object after the verb eleew, "to show mercy on." "Take pity on us" in the 
sense of alleviate our medical condition. Of course, the oral preservation of the 
phrase, "have mercy on us", with its particular liturgical shape, serves as a 
metaphor for something more substantial than physical sight - Lord have mercy 
on us that we may see, that we may know, and in that knowing find life divine.  

uiJoV Dauid "Son of David" - The genitive "of David" is adjectival, 
relational. Primarily a messianic title, although it may not have been understood 
that way by the blind men, given the tradition of Solomon as a wise healer. They 
may just see in Jesus a type of Solomon. None-the-less, Matthew would surely 
expect his readers to take the reference as messianic.  
   
v28 

elqonti (ercomai) dat. aor. part. "when he had gone" - [AND Jesus] HAVING 
ENTERED. The same dative construction as with paragonti .... tw/ Ihsou ........ 
autw/, v27; "when he had gone indoors they came to him and Jesus asked", REB.  

eiV + acc. "-" - INTO. Spatial. The messianic secret is in play given that Jesus 
waits for the two men to follow him "into the house" before enacting their healing. 
This is confirmed by Jesus' instruction that they "see that no one knows about it 
(the healing)", although Carson suggests that getting them into the house may 
have been "a device to increase their faith."  

thn oikian (a) "indoors" - THE HOUSE [THE BLIND men APPROACHED HIM]. 
The presence of a definite article may indicate that the house is Jesus' house 
although there is no evidence he owned a house. Still, Jesus has worked as a 
carpenter-builder for some 15 years and would properly now, as head of Joseph's 
family, have title to the family's property, so it may well be his house. At least it 
is a provided or rented property to serve as a base for Jesus and the disciples 
during their ministry in Capernaum. All this rests on the assumption that this 
incident took place in Capernaum.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[he asked] them" - [JESUS SAYS] TO THEM. Dative of 
indirect object.  

pisteuete (pisteuw) pres. "do you believe" - As with the interwoven story 
of the ruler's daughter and the woman with an issue of blood, this story raises the 
issue of faith / belief. Do the blind men believe that Jesus can do touto, "this" - 
presumably being the gift of sight?  

oJti "that" - Introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing what 
they should believe.  

poihsai (poiew) aor. inf. "[I am able] to do [this]" - Complementary 
infinitive, completing the sense of the verb "to be able."  
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autw/ dat. pro. "-" - [THEY SAID] TO HIM [YES LORD]. Dative of indirect 
object. "Lord" could be just "Sir", although something more is implied - Yhwh is 
Lord.  
   
v29 

tote adv. "then" - Temporal adverb.  
twn ofqalmwn (oV) gen. "[their eyes]" - [HE TOUCHED] THE EYES [OF 

THEM]. Genitive of direct object after the verb aJptw, "to touch." Note again Jesus' 
use of his hands in healing. It is obviously not an essential ingredient, given that 
a word from Jesus will often heal, but human contact plays its part, specifying the 
source of the healing power.  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "and said" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to touch."  

kata + acc. "according to" - Expressing a standard; "in accordance with" = 
"since you have faith", Morris. There is no indication that the quantity or quality 
of faith is in mind, rather what matters is the direction of the faith, namely, in 
Jesus. Faith is often associated with a miracle, but not always. "You believed, you 
have it", Brunner.  

thn pistin (iV ewV) "[your] faith" - THE FAITH [OF YOU]. "The faith of the 
blind man becomes a model for the church of its own faith", Luz.  

uJmin dat. pro. "to you" - [LET IT BE DONE] TO / FOR YOU. Dative of interest, 
advantage, although see BDF.189.1 for the dative of the object possessed.  
   
v30  

hnewcqhsan (anoigw) aor. pas. "[their sight] was restored" - [AND] WERE 
OPENED [THE EYES OF THEM]. The miracle "testifies to the astonishing power and 
authority of Jesus", Hagner.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[warned] them" - [AND JESUS STERNLY WARNING, 
ADMONISHING] THEM. Dative of direct object after the en prefix verb "to warn." 
"Warned them", JB, doesn't quite fit, better "Jesus said to them sternly", NEB.  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "-" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the verb "to warn"; redundant.  

oJrate (oJraw) pres. imp. "see that" - BE SURE, SEE THAT [NO ONE KNOWS]. 
"Make sure that no one gets to know about this", Cassirer. The messianic secret 
is usually viewed as a move by Jesus to limit the popular expectation of a coming 
worrier king type messiah so prompting misplaced faith and/or intervention by 
the secular state. "Don't tell this to anyone", TEV.  
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v31 

"Although Jesus wants to avoid stirring up popular expectations concerning 
the Messiah, which have no room for his more important work on the cross, the 
news of such wonderful deeds is simply too good to keep secret", Hagner. D&A 
take a different line emphasizing the disobedience of the blind men, making the 
point that "their disobedience, like the frequent failure of the twelve, shows first-
hand observation or experience of the supernatural scarcely guarantees faithful 
discipleship." The tendency to mute their disobedience dates all the way back to 
Chrysostom.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, here to a 
conclusion.  

exelqonteV (exercomai) aor. part. "they went out" - [THEY] HAVING COME 
OUT. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb 
"to make known"; "they went away and spread his fame", ESV.  

diefhmisan (diafhmizw) aor. "spread the news about [him]" - MADE 
KNOWN [HIM]. With the sense of spreading a rumour or news about someone; "but 
they left and talked to everyone about him in that part of the country", CEV.  

en + dat. "all over" - IN [THAT WHOLE REGION]. Local; expressing space.  
   
v32 

ii] The healing of the dumb demoniac, v32-34. On leaving the house where 
they were staying, a man, who is possessed by an evil spirit and unable to speak, 
is brought to Jesus for healing. On driving out the spirit, the man speaks and the 
crowd responds in amazement. Some Pharisees, watching on, correct the crowd’s 
opinion that nothing like this has ever been seen in Israel. The Pharisees know 
that amazing things happen in black magic all the time. As far as they are 
concerned, Jesus exercises control over the demons by the power of Beelzebub, 
the prince of the demons.  

In this pericope / episode Matthew emphasizes the amazement of the crowd 
and the disbelief of the Pharisees. Jesus is well able to help a blind person see, 
but he can't help someone who is determined not to see. In this pronouncement 
story the crowd makes the pronouncement: "never has there appeared anything 
like this in Israel." Matthew's placement of this story at the end of his collection 
of miracle stories in chapters 8- 9, serves to conclude his narrative exposition of 
the Great Sermon. As a doublet with the healing of the two blind men, Matthew 
presents us with a metaphorical choice - belief, amazement, or rejection. The 
Great Sermon has shown us that the way of covenant righteous by grace through 
faith. What is our response?  
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exercomenwn (exercomai) gen. pres. part. "while [they] were going out" - 
[AND THEY] GOING OUT. The participle forms a genitive absolute construction, 
best treated as temporal, as NIV.  

daimonizomenon (daimonizomai) pres. mid./pas. part. "who was demon-
possessed" - [BEHOLD THEY BROUGHT TO HIM A MUTE MAN] BEING DEMON 
POSSESSED. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "a mute man", as 
NIV.  

autw/ dat. pro. "to Jesus" - TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
   
v33 

kblhqontoV (ekballw) gen. aor. pas. part. "when [the demon] was driven 
out" - [AND] CASING OUT [THE DEMONS THE SPEECHLESS MAN SPOKE]. The 
participle forms a genitive absolute construction, temporal, as NIV. The dumb 
spirit is cast out, exorcised, rather than the man healed. This statement leads to 
the assessment of the Pharisees.  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "and said" - [AND THE CROWDS WERE AMAZED, 
WONDERED, MARVELLED] SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle expressing 
action accompanying the verb "were amazed"; "were amazed and said."  

ou{twV adv. "[nothing] like this" - [NEVER WAS SEEN] THUS. Temporal 
adverb. The verb efanh, "appeared, manifested", is passive, so "was seen."  

en + dat. "in [Israel]" - Local, expressing place. In Israel, "the nation in 
which so many things had been seen", Bengel. 
   
v34 

The Pharisees' assertion that Jesus' miracles are performed in the power of 
Satan is directed to the crowd. Their point being that these things have happened 
before, that healers and miracle workers are to be found everywhere plying their 
trade, and that such is cultic, employing the dark arts / black magic by channelling 
Satanic power. This is the first overt opposition to Jesus by the religious 
authorities. From this point on the opposition of the religious authorities will 
increase; such will be the experience of the disciples and of all who choose to 
follow Christ. For the greatest blasphemy / the unforgivable sin, see 12:28-32. 
Note that the verse is omitted in some MSS, but is usually taken as original.  

en + dat. "it is by" - IN. Instrumental, expressing agency, as NIV.  
twn daimoniwn (on) gen. "[the prince] of demons" - The genitive is 

adjectival, idiomatic / subordination; "the prince over the demons." He is 
identified as Beelzebul in 12:24-28.  
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9:35-10:15 

5. Extending the kingdom, 9:35-10:42 
i] Spreading the news of the kingdom 
Synopsis  

Observing that the workers are few and that God's people are "harassed and 
helpless, like sheep without a shepherd", Jesus gathers his twelve apostles, 
authorizes and empowers them for mission, instructing them on how to proceed 
with the task of proclaiming the gospel, the news concerning the coming 
kingdom.  
   
Teaching  

The life of a believer is mission - the communication of the gospel to a lost 
and broken world.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 1:1-17. The teaching of the 1st. Discourse, the Great Sermon, 
was further developed in the 1st. Narrative section, 8:1-9:34. Matthew now leads 
into the 2nd. Discourse / teaching section: mission and martyrdom, 9:35-10:42. 
In this discourse, Matthew draws together material which deals with the transfer 
of authority from Jesus to his disciples. We learn of what Jesus expects from his 
disciples, with regard the exercise of that authority, particularly as it relates to the 
mission of the church. Central to this discourse is the warning of rejection, of the 
persecution of those who undertake gospel ministry. This discourse is partnered 
by the 2nd. Narrative section, 11:1-12:50. These narratives serve as a paradigm 
for the mission of the church in a world hostile to the gospel  

The mission Discourse is headed with an introductory narrative, 9:35-39, 
which is followed by the call of the twelve, 10:1-4. The call is followed by 
mission instructions, v5-15, prophecies, v16-23, and the observation that 
disciples will be tested in the same way as the Master, v24-25. Given that mission 
is difficult, v26-31 focus on consolation and encouragement - there is no need to 
fear. The issue of confessing and denying Christ is covered in v32-39, and this is 
followed up with a divine pronouncement of blessing upon those who receive 
Christ's message / missioners.  
   

ii] Structure: Spreading the news of the kingdom:  
Summary of Jesus' gospel ministry, v35-38: 

Description, v35; 
teaching and preaching in word and sign. 

Prophetic perspective, v36-38: 
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the people are like sheep without a shepherd, v36; 
labourers are needed for the harvest, v37-38. 

The authorizing of the twelve for mission, v1-4; 
Mission instructions, v5-15: 

Jew first, v5-6; 
Proclaim the gospel, v7-8: 

In word, v7: 
"the kingdom of heaven has come near." 

In sign, v8a; 
Free of charge, v8b. 

Bear the marks of a missioner, v9-10. 
Accommodation, v11: 

reside in a worthy (believing??) house; 
refrain from being upwardly mobile. 

Bless or curse as necessary, v12-15  
   

Commentators are divided on the placement of v35. Does it summarize 
/ conclude the narrative section (like 4:23), or does it introduce the 
discourse on mission?  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
Jesus reveals that there is a dire need for leaders who will guide the 

lost into the kingdom and that this need is met through prayer. The 
appointment, authorizing and empowerment of these spiritual leaders / sent 
ones / missioners is represented in Jesus' appointment of the twelve who by 
word (the gospel - "the kingdom of heaven / God is at hand) and sign 
(shaking the powers of darkness - exorcism, healing) declare the realization 
of the long awaited kingdom in the now / not yet, and thus bestow the peace 
of God on all who welcome the message / messenger, first on the house of 
Israel, and then on "all nations", cf., 28:19. As for those who are not 
welcoming, there remains but judgement.  

The passage before us sits within the second discourse, 10:5-11:1, 
Mission and Martyrdom - spreading the news of the coming kingdom. The 
unit begins with a transitional passage consisting of a summary of Jesus' 
ministry so far, v35, and an editorial comment and a saying regarding 
Israel's need and thus the need to extend the mission of Jesus, v36-38. This 
is followed by the appointment / authorizing of the twelve, 10:1-4, along 
with mission instructions - the commission to proclaim the gospel in word 
and sign, v5-15. Teaching on the inevitable consequence of persecution 
follows in v16-25.  
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So, Matthew draws together material which deals with the transfer of 
authority from Jesus to his disciples. We learn what Jesus expects of his 
disciples with regard the exercise of that authority, particularly as it relates 
to the mission of the church in the proclamation of the gospel.  

 
Homiletics: The business of evangelism 

Our Bible reading today gives us three insights into Biblical evangelism. 
Marketing methodologies are important, but methodology will not build the 
kingdom of God. 
  
    The theology of evangelism 

"The Lord of the harvest." The image of a harvest right and ready and of the 
Lord sending out his harvesters, reminds us that the business of evangelism is the 
Lord's business, not ours. Evangelism is not the business of making converts, but 
of gathering those who seek after the Divine. On behalf of the Lord of the harvest, 
we but announce the way to those who wait. 
  
    The message of evangelism - the gospel 

"The kingdom of heaven is at hand." The message is simple and positive. 
Jesus is risen from the dead, and because he lives, we also can live under God's 
peace - his friends for eternity. 
  
    The method of evangelism 

"Search for some worthy person." Effective communication is the name of 
the game. We are to seek out the seekers, where they live, work and play, 
communicating a gospel message to them that is culturally relevant. Opposition 
and compromise are the constant danger, but Christ's supportive power is always 
with us. 

   
Text - 9:35 

Communicating the message concerning the coming kingdom, 9:35-10:15: 
i] Jesus' gospel ministry is summarized, v35-38. a) Description, v35. In this verse 
Matthew summarizes Jesus' gospel ministry - Jesus teaches in the synagogues and 
proclaims the gospel in word and sign to the crowds.  

perihgen (periago) imperf. "[Jesus] went through" - [JESUS] WENT ABOUT. 
The imperfect expresses durative action (used to express "an unfolding process", 
Olmstead); "Jesus made a tour of all the towns and villages", Barclay.  

didaskwn (didaskw) pres. part. "teaching" - [ALL THE CITIES AND THE 
VILLAGES] TEACHING. As with "preaching" and "healing", the participle is 
adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of Jesus' going about. As is always the 
case in the gospels, the revelation of the gospel is made known by verbal 
communication (preaching and teaching) and the use of signs (healings, 
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exorcisms, miracles - "if I by the finger of God cast out demons then you know 
that the kingdom of God has come upon you").  

taiV sunagwgaiV (h) "their synagogues" - [IN] THE ASSEMBLIES [OF THEM]. 
Obviously synagogues. Being centres of teaching, it is understandable that Jesus 
would use the local synagogue for gospel proclamation. During the early years of 
Jesus' ministry, he was welcomed, but it seems that later he was excluded and 
was forced to preach in the open. Note, the gen. (adj. = possessive) autwn "their" 
synagogues; the antecedent is not identified, but probably the Jewish authorities 
are in mind.  

to euaggelion (on) "good news" - [PREACHING] THE IMPORTANT NEWS / 
MESSAGE. Accusative direct object of the verb "to preach." The news is only 
"good" for those who believe.  

thV basileiaV (a) gen. "of the kingdom" - The genitive is adjectival, 
usually treated as verbal, objective, "the good news about the kingdom", but 
possibly of definition, defining / clarifying the message / news, the content of 
which addresses the issue of the coming kingdom. Luke has khrusswn kai 
euaggelizomenoV thn basilean tou qeou, "preaching and proclaiming the 
kingdom of God." Out of deference to the divine Matthew drops "God", and also 
seems to use euaggelizomai in the more technical sense of "gospel", using the 
noun rather than a participle." The kingdom refers to the promised eschatological 
reign of God when the promises of the covenant are fully realized by His people. 
The message concerning the kingdom states that its realization is "at hand / upon 
us" and thus now is the time to repent and believe.  

malakian (a) "sickness" - [AND HEALING EVERY DISEASE AND EVERY] 
ILLNESS, WEAKNESS, AILMENT. As with the noun "disease", "sickness" serves as 
the accusative direct object of the verb "to heal." Describing "the wide and 
effective healing ministry to all kinds of physical suffering", Filson. "Every kind 
of disease and sickness", CEV.  
   
v36 

ii] Prophetic perspective, v36-38. b) For Jesus, the crowds represent the 
scattered and desolate people of Israel, a people unable to help themselves. The 
gospel is for the lost, the "sick" (sinners). The language of this verse derives from 
Ezekiel 34 and Numbers 27:17, although Jesus makes it his own, cf. 10:6.  

idwn (eidon) aor. part. "when he saw" - HAVING SEEN [THE CROWDS]. The 
participle is adverbial, temporal, as NIV. The imagery of sheep and shepherd is 
common to the Old Testament: Num.27:17, 1King.22:17, ..... cf. esp. Zechariah 
for the scattered sheep image.  

esplagcnisqh (splagcnizomai) aor. "he had compassion" - HE FELT 
SYMPATHY. "When he looked out over the crowds his heart broke", Peterson.  
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peri + gen. "on [them]" - FOR [THEM]. Here expressing reference / respect; 
Jesus usually has pity "on", but here it is pity "for / about / concerning them." "He 
was moved with pity", Moffatt.  

oJti "because" - THAT. Introducing a causal clause explaining why Jesus had 
compassion on the crowd.  

hsan eskulmenoi (skullw) perf. pas. part. "they were harassed" - THEY 
WERE BEING DISTRESSED, WORRIED, BEWILDERED, CONFUSED. Periphrastic 
pluperfect construction. The people were wondering aimlessly in the truth 
department; they are like sheep without a shepherd, wondering aimlessly over the 
hills. "Bewildered", Phillips.  

errimmenoi (riptw) perf. pas. part. "helpless" - BEING PROSTRATE, 
BROUGHT LOW, LAID OUT, AND THEREFORE, VULNERABLE. Periphrastic 
pluperfect construction. The people are like sheep without a shepherd, vulnerable 
to the attack of wolves. Here downcast = "Dejected", Weymouth.  

wJsei "like" - AS, LIKE. Comparative introducing a comparative clause.  
mh econta (ecw) pres. part. "without" - [SHEEP] NOT HAVING [A SHEPHERD]. 

The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "sheep"; "like sheep that have no 
shepherd", Cassirer.  
   
v37 

b) Israel's perilous state is addressed with a saying from Jesus, v37-38. The 
harvest is usually taken metaphorically to refer to a "harvest of people", France, 
so Nolland, Morris, Mounce, etc., but France notes that it has been argued that 
Jesus is referring to a harvest of eschatological blessings for God's scattered 
people/sheep. The saying certainly has eschatological overtones, with "harvest" 
more often used to describe the day of judgment, cf. Isa.17:11, 27:12-13, Joel 
3:13, Rev.14:15. The day of judgment, of course, is a day when some are gathered 
in for blessing, and others for cursing. So, not so much expressing that Israel is 
ripe for inclusion in the kingdom of heaven, evidenced by the large crowds 
coming to Jesus, but rather that the day of harvest / judgment is full and ready / 
is at hand, ie., the saying is climactic. As for the workers who are few, they are 
not identified. God's angels are identified as the harvesters in 13:39, 41, but here 
the implication is that the disciples function as the eschatological messengers of 
the day of judgment, proclaiming the coming kingdom (the harvest is at hand), 
and thus gathering people for blessing, or cursing. The point being made is that 
extra resources are needed because the hour of judgment is at hand. There is some 
alignment of angels and disciples in eschatological texts, both being servants of 
the coming Son of Man. In fact, it is possible that the "angels" who attend the 
coming Son of Man are actually resurrected believers, particularly if we take his 
coming as heavenward to the Ancient of Days, cf., Daniel 7:13.  
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tote adv. "then [he said]" - THEN [HE SAYS]. Temporal adverb. Matthew 
often uses this adverb to introduce his next point, "next in sequence", Morris, so 
here introducing a saying from Jesus.  

toiV maqhtaiV (hV ou) dat. "to [his] disciples" - TO THE DISCIPLES [OF HIM]. 
Dative of indirect object.  

poluV "plentiful" - [INDEED THE HARVEST is] GREAT / MANY. Predicate 
adjective. Possibly "great", but "abundant / plentiful" seems closer to the mark in 
that it is climactic - the day of harvest is close at hand; the grain is ripe for the 
picking.  

men ..... de "..... but" - on the one hand [THE HARVEST PLENTIFUL (ready for 
harvest)] but on the other [THE WORKERS FEW]. Adversative comparative 
construction.  

oiJ .... ergatai (hV ou) "the workers" - THE WORKERS [are FEW]. 
Nominative subject of an assumed verb to-be. This harvest is plentiful, but the 
workers are few - the few are not identified.  
   
v38  

dehqhte (didwmi) aor. pas. imp. "ask" - [THEREFORE] ASk. Used of making 
a request for oneself, here of making a prayer request. The agents of the coming 
kingdom are appointed by God and therefore a matter of a prayer according to 
God's will, ie., a prayer that will be answered in the affirmative.  

tou kuriou (oV) gen. "the Lord" - Genitive of direct object after the verb 
"to ask, beg."  

tou qerismou gen. "of the harvest" - The genitive is likely to be adjectival, 
attributive, idiomatic / subordination, "the Lord over the harvest." "Clearly God, 
not Jesus", Davies & Allison. "Turn to the man who owns the harvest", Cassirer.  

oun "therefore" - Possibly just resumptive, but more likely inferential, 
drawing a logical conclusion, ie., the truth annunciated in v37 requires action; 
"therefore", as NIV.  

o{pwV + subj. "to" - SO THAT. This construction usually forms a final clause 
expressing purpose, "in order that" - pray with the intent/purpose that God will 
deem to ....... "That he may draft workers into his harvest", Berkeley.  

ekbalh/ (ekballw) "send out" - HE MAY SEND OUT, CAST OUT [WORKERS 
INTO THE HARVEST OF HIM]. A strong verb.  
   
4:1 

iii] The the authorizing of the twelve for mission, v1-4. Jesus now 
commissions twelve apostles (sent ones, messengers) to further the work of 
evangelism, and to do so with authority and power. The number twelve obviously 
represents the twelve tribes of Israel such that the apostles represent the last-days 
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people of God. They even have authority over the powers of darkness, both in 
word and sign. With regard to the messianic signs, they proclaim the news of the 
coming kingdom in a visible way to a people who have an understanding of Old 
Testament prophecy. As Morris notes, little is known of these men which reminds 
us that "God has often chosen people the world has regarded as insignificant 
through whom to do his wonderful works." The pericope begins with a summary 
of Jesus' charge to his disciples, a charge which serves to prepare them for 
mission, v1. This is followed up with a list of the twelve, v2-4.  

proskalesamenoV (proskaleomai) aor. part. "he called" - [AND] 
SUMMONING. Attendance circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "gave", or possibly adverbial, temporal, "then/when he 
had called his twelve disciples."  

dwdeka adj. "twelve" - [THE] TWELVE [DISCIPLES OF HIM]. The adjective 
modifies the accusative direct object of the verb "to call." The twelve represent 
the new Israel, the 12 tribes / patriarchs / princes of Israel, although it can be 
argued that 12 is nothing more than a significant whole number, like our dozen.  

autoiV "[he gave] them" - [HE GAVE] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object, 
although as Turner says, most dative are datives of interest; it was a gift to their 
advantage.  

pneumatwn (a atoV) gen. "to drive out [impure] spirits" - [AUTHORITY] OF 
[UNCLEAN] SPIRITS. The genitive is adjectival, of subordination, "the genitive 
over which the authority is exercised", Morris. "He ..... gave them authority over 
unclean spirits", ESV.  

w{ste + inf. "to [drive out ..... heal]" - THAT / SO AS [TO DRIVE THEM OUT 
AND TO HEAL EVERY DISEASE AND EVERY ILLNESS]. This construction usually 
introduces a purpose clause (although this is disputed by some); "in order that 
they may drive them out and heal." The apostles were, as Christ's representatives, 
authorized and empowered to minister the gospel as Christ ministered it, namely 
in both word and sign. The signs (exorcisms, healings, miracles) served to 
proclaim the coming kingdom to Israel and such were exercised by the apostles, 
except on those occasions when they doubted the extent of their authority, so 
"these men were able and were instructed to cast them out", Hendriksen. That this 
authority did not extend beyond the twelve is explained by the evident nature of 
the signs and their role in inaugurating the kingdom for the historic people of 
Israel. Having fulfilled prophecy, the signs become irrelevant for an increasingly 
Gentile church. The sign for a Gentile church is brotherly love, cf., John 13:35. 
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v2-3 

The list of the twelve is paired (sent out two by two??). The lists in the 
synoptic gospels always have the two sets of brothers first, with Peter at the head 
of the list and James set before his brother John. The placement of both indicates 
the relative position of Peter and James in the New Testament church. Little is 
known of the rest: Philip, cf. Jn.1:43ff; Bartholomew, meaning son of Tolmai; 
Thomas, meaning twin; Matthew the tax collector, cf. 9:9; James son of 
Alphaeus, the full name serves to distinguish him from James the son of Zebedee; 
Thaddaeus, a little-known apostle; Simon the Zealot / Cananaean; Judas, always 
listed last.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Here transitional, indicating a step in the narrative; "now".  
twn ... apostolwn (oV) "of the [twelve] apostles" - SENT ONES. The twelve 

are so named only in Matthew - the ones sent on mission by and for Christ.  
oJ legomenoV (legw) pres. pas. part. "who is called [Peter]" - THE ONE BEING 

CALLED. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "Simon", as NIV.  
oJ "[James son of Zebedee]" - [JAMES] THE [son OF ZEBEDEE]. The article 

serves as a nominalizer turning the genitive "of Zebedee" into a substantive 
standing in apposition to "James". So also "James son of Alphaeus."  
   
v4 

paradouV (paradidwmi) aor. "betrayed" - HANDED OVER, DELIVERED 
OVER. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "Judas", as NIV. Note the 
suggestion that the word is used to explain the meaning of Iscariot, "the false 
one", "the deceiver." There are numerous suggestions for the meaning of Iscariot, 
eg., "red-head", but it is most likely a family name.  
   
v5 

iv] Matthew now records Jesus' instructions to the twelve, their "destination, 
message, healing, travel without baggage or funds, and hospitality", Filson, v5-
15. a) The Jew first, v5-6. The apostles are to evangelize the people of Israel in 
Galilee and are not to go north to the Gentiles, or south to the Samaritans. They 
are to go to "the lost sheep of Israel." Jesus' mission is exclusively to Israel 
because he is the prophesied messiah who, as the true Israelite (the faithful 
remnant, son of God), comes to the lost children of Abraham in order to gather 
together a last-days community. Only after the gathering of lost Israel can the 
promise to Abraham be fulfilled, namely, a blessing to the whole world.  

aposteilen (apostellw) aor. "sent out" - [THESE TWELVE JESUS] SENT. 
The sent ones are sent out.  

paraggeilaV (paraggellw) aor. part. "with the following instructions" - 
COMMANDING, CHARGING, INSTRUCTING [THEM SAYING]. The participle can be 
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classified as adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of the sending, as NIV, or 
attendant circumstance expressing action accompanying the main verb "sent"; 
"Jesus sent out these twelve and gave them the following instructions."  

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - TO THEM. Dative of direct object after the para prefix 
verb "to command", here as a participle; "and these where his marching orders to 
them", Barclay.  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "-" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle, 
redundant.  

mh apelqhte (apercomai) aor. subj. "do not go" - Subjunctive of 
prohibition.  

eqnwn (oV) gen. "[among] the Gentiles" - [INTO ROAD, WAY] OF THE 
HEATHEN. The genitive eqnwn is adjectival attributive, idiomatic; "the way that 
leads to the Gentiles." "Gentile parts /territory", Moule. "Do not take the road to 
Gentile lands", REB.  

mh eiselqhte (eisercomai) aor. subj. "or enter" - AND DO NOT ENTER [A 
CITY OF SAMARITANS]. Subjunctive of prohibition. It is possible that the command 
is geographical, ie., the mission is to Galilee, not north to Gentile territory, or 
south to Samaritan territory, but it is more likely that the command is theological. 
The gospel concerning God's coming kingdom must first be proclaimed to the 
house of Israel, and then to Samaritans and Gentiles. Note how this is played out 
in Acts. The genitive "of Samaritans" is adjectival, attributive, idiomatic / 
identification, limiting "city"; "the town[s] where the Samaritans live", Olmstead.  
   
v6 

de mallon "-" - BUT RATHER, MORE. The adverb mallon is used here to 
establish an alternative, strengthening the contrastive de to indicate a preference.  

ta apolwlota (apollumi) perf. part. "[the] lost [sheep]" - [GO TO] HAVING 
BEEN LOST, SCATTERED / KILLED, DESTROYED, RUINED [SHEEP]. "Lost" seems 
best. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "sheep", "the sheep which 
have been lost / scattered." Jesus is drawing on prophetic imagery in describing 
Israel as a scattered / lost flock, Isa.53:6, Jer.50:6, Ezk.34, Zech.11. Possibly 
"sheep that have wondered from the fold", Mounce, but "the scattered sheep of 
Israel" seems better.  

oikou (oV) gen. "-" - OF HOUSE. The genitive is adjectival, possessive; "the 
sheep which belong to the house of Israel", but possibly partitive.  

Israhl gen. proper. "of Israel" - Read as a genitive, it would be adjectival, 
epexegetic; "the sheep that belong to the house, namely, the house of Israel. 
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v7 

b) Proclaim the gospel, v7-8. The gospel message is outlined in its traditional 
form - "the kingdom of heaven (God) is near." The introduction, "the time is 
fulfilled", and the response, "repent and believe", are left out. The "signs", now 
fully listed, are visible ways of proclaiming the message. A Jew, waiting for the 
kingdom, could easily read the significance of the signs. As Jesus said, "If I by 
the finger of God cast out Satan, then you know the kingdom of God has come to 
you." On the financial side, the disciples are reminded "you have received without 
cost; give without charge", NEB.  

poreuomenoi (poreuomai) pres. part. "as you go" - [AND] GOING. Possibly 
attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the 
imperatival verb "preach", so "go and preach", but given the "go" of v6 and the 
de, "and", most likely being coordinative, it is best to take the participle as 
adverbial temporal; "and as / while you go, preach." The present tense is durative, 
so "throughout their journey the content of their message was to be ....", McNeile.  

khrussete (khrussw) pres. imp. "preach" - The word is often used 
specifically of communicating the gospel / God's important message concerning 
the coming kingdom of God/heaven.  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "this message" - SAYING. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the imperative verb 
"preach".  

oJti "-" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of direct speech.  
hJ basileia (a) "the kingdom" - Nominative subject of the verb "is near." 

The message that the disciples are to communicate is the same one Jesus 
communicates, 4:17, and interestingly, the same one the Baptist communicates, 
3:2. The kingdom of God = God's long promised (although not "fulfilled", as in 
Mark) eschatological reign which brings with it blessing upon the righteous / the 
repentant, and cursing upon the unrighteous / unrepentant, cf. Isa.24:23, 52:7. The 
message outlined here serves only as a summary.  

twn ouranwn (oV) gen. "of heaven" - OF THE HEAVENS. For the genitive 
see 3:2. Matthew's use of the plural may not be significant in that he uses the 
singular on other occasions when referring to the dwelling of God and his angels, 
eg., "heaven and earth" (the word is sometimes just used for the sky, the canopy 
over the earth). None-the-less, the plural does give an expansive / inclusive sense 
to the domain over which God reigns. "Heaven" is used out of deference to God, 
although Matthew is not averse to using the divine name and sometimes uses the 
term "kingdom of God." Most commentators take the view that the phrase 
"kingdom of God" refers to God's eschatological reign, so "the kingdom of God" 
= "the reign of God". Given that there is likely to be no difference between the 
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phrases "the kingdom of God" and "the kingdom of heaven", it may well be that 
"the kingdom of heaven" is just a short-hand way of saying "the kingdom of God's 
/ the Father's reign over heaven and earth."  

hggiken (eggizw) perf. ind. act "near" - DRAWS NEAR, CLOSE, COMES 
CLOSE, IS NEAR. Lit. "has drawn near". The kingdom of heaven is bursting in 
upon us, is pushing up against us, "has arrived", Phillips, cf. France, and "at hand" 
- both: now and not yet. 
   
v8 

The miraculous signs are often viewed as verifying the gospel, even 
verifying the apostles' authority to proclaim the gospel, but it is better to view 
them as a proclamation of the gospel in their own right. Such signs, all of which 
serve to fulfill prophecy, proclaim the nearness of the kingdom. 

asqenountaV (asqenew) pres. part. "[heal] the weak" - [HEAL] WEAK, 
AILING, WITHOUT STRENGTH. The participle serves as a substantive.  

ekballete (ekballw) pres. imp. "drive out" - [RAISE DEAD, CLEANSE 
LEPERS] EXPEL, CAST OUT [DEMONS]. The disciples certainly did cast out 
demons, Mk.6:13, and we are told that the demons were subject to them, cf., 
Lk.10:17.  

dwrean elabete, dwrean dote "Freely you have received, freely give" - 
FREELY YOU RECEIVE, FREELY GIVE. The adverb of manner dwrean, "freely", is 
emphatic by position. The object must be supplied, so probably freely you 
received the power to heal the sick, raise the dead, ...... and therefore dote aor. 
imp., "give" without "the receiving of payment for acts of ministry", McNeile. 
Regarding the acceptance of hospitality, "the disciples are not to profit from the 
gospel, but their basic needs are to be met", Hagner. Matthew makes this point 
by replacing "wages", "the worker is worthy of his wages", v10, with trofhV 
"food." It is not unreasonable to widen what is freely received to an include all 
the blessings of the kingdom. That the blessings of the kingdom are freely 
bestowed, apart from works, is central to Matthew's gospel.  
   
v9 

c) The equipment of the missioners is now detailed, although in terms of 
what not to take, v9-10. It is often stated that the reason for not taking along 
money, bag and extra clothing, is related to the urgency of the mission (they are 
to travel light), but it is more likely cultural. The missioner is to travel in the guise 
of a wondering prophet / sage - a messenger from God. Note Mark 6:7-9 where 
this intent is a little more obvious - the two by two, a staff, sandals, and no extra 
gear. A modern-day equivalent would be a Mormon missioner who is always 
paired, and stands out from the crowd in black shoes and pants and white business 
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shirt and dark tie. A visiting clergyman wearing a dog-collar serves as another 
modern-day equivalent. Today the tendency is for the clergy to blend in by 
wearing occasional clothing. Maybe Jesus should have instructed his missioners 
to blend in rather than stand out like sore thumbs!  

mh kthshsqe (kataomai) aor. subj. "do not take along" - DO NOT OBTAIN, 
ACQUIRE, GET for oneself [GOLD NOR SILVER NOR COPPER IN THE BELT OF YOU]. 
Subjunctive of prohibition. In the sense of "provide for oneself", so "take along 
in your money-belt."  
   
v10 

phran (a) "bag" - NOR [A BAG]. Accusative direct object of the verb "to 
acquire." Refers to numerous types of bags, such as a traveling bag. In this context 
it may be a beggar's collection bag.  

eiV "for [the journey]" - TO [WAY, NOR TWO SHIRTS, NOR SANDALS]. Here 
expressing purpose; "for the purpose of the way" = "for the journey."  

rabdon "staff" - [NOR] A STAFF. Sometimes a staff is used as a weapon, so 
possibly the disciples are being told not to take along weapons of self-defence 
(although later a "sward" is suggested, Lk.22:36???). It is more likely Jesus is 
telling them not to take along an "extra staff", similarly "extra sandals" - they 
were not being told to go bear-foot.  

gar "for" - FOR [HE WORKMAN is WORTHY OF THE FOOD OF HIM]. 
Introducing a causal clause explaining why there is no need to take these items 
on the journey. A verb to-be must be supplied for this clause.  

axioV adj. "is worth" - Predicate adjective. Here with the sense "deserves to 
receive from his employer", TH.  

thV trofhV gen. "keep" - OF THE FOOD [OF HIM]. Genitive complement of 
the adjective "worthy". Hospitality is rightly offered to, and received by, a 
missioner of the gospel; "deserves his rations", Moffatt.  
   
v11 

d) A community / village / home is responsible to provide for God's prophets 
/ teachers. The missioners carry a word from God (evidenced by their bearing and 
dress, cf. v9-10) and so on entering a Jewish village they are to rely on the 
hospitality of that community. With this is the added note about staying in that 
accommodation until they leave. This is probably addressing the temptation to 
seek out better accommodation. In Luke's list of instructions, 10:4-12, he has "eat 
and drink what is provided by them." This is often viewed as an instruction to 
willingly eat non-kosher foods, such as would be served by a Gentile, but it is 
likely to refer to the quality of the food - the household may be very poor, thus 
the temptation to seek out a wealthier family able to serve up a feast rather than 
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a famine. Luke adds another rather strange instruction; "greet no one on the road" 
(usually taken to imply urgency).  

d (de) "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, so left 
untranslated.  

h}n ... a]n + subj. "whatever [..... you enter]" - [INTO] WHICHEVER [VILLAGE 
OR CITY YOU ENTER]. This construction, the relative pronoun h}n + the indefinite 
particle a]n (ean) + subj. introduces an indefinite relative conditional clause which 
"makes no assertions about concrete realities", BDF, cf. Morris.  

exetasate (exetazw) aor. imp. "search" - SCRUTINIZE, SEARCH, EXAMINE. 
Probably not with legal overtones here, but simply "look for someone", Barclay.  

axioV adj. "worthy" - [WHO IN IT IS] WORTHY. Predicate adjective. The word 
is certainly not referring to a person who is worthy through law-obedience. Given 
that the context concerns the offer of hospitality, a "fit" person may well be a 
person who is willing to offer hospitality; "look for someone who is willing to 
welcome you", TEV.  

meinate (menw) aor. imp. "stay [at his house]" - [AND THERE] REMAIN, 
ABIDE, CONTINUE. The point of this imperative probably addresses the temptation 
to accept an offer of better accommodation when having first accepted less 
salubrious digs - the danger of upward mobility!!!! "Be content there until you 
leave", Peterson.  

e{wV an + subj. "until" - This construction introduces an indefinite temporal 
clause referring to a future time in relation to the main verb "stay"; "until you 
depart", ESV.  

exelqhte (exerkomai) aor. subj. "you leave" - YOU GO OUT, LEAVE. "Stay 
with that person until you leave the village."  
   
v12 

e) Blessing and cursing, v12-15. A community / family that receives the 
missioners and their message is to be blessed, a blessing that applies God's favour 
to that community. A community / family that refuses to receive the missioners 
and their message is not just rejecting the missioners, they are rejecting a saving 
word from God, and thus the missioners are to symbolically demonstrate the 
divine condemnation which that community / family now faces. Interestingly, it 
is not the feet that are shaken, but the robes that have attracted the dust stirred up 
by the feet. Matthew has corrected the idea of dust clinging eiV, "to [the feet]", 
Lk.10:11, with dust twn podwn, "of the feet"; see v14.  

eisercomenoi (eisercomai) pres. part. "as you enter" - [AND] ENTERING 
[INTO THE HOUSE]. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal; "when / 
as you enter."  
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aspasasqe (aspazomai) aor. imp. "give [it your] greeting" - GREET [IT]. 
The "it" is the house, thn oikian, which obviously here means "the household". 
The "greeting" refers to the usual greeting used by Jews, "peace be to you", or 
particularly "peace be upon this house." "Let your prayer for God's blessing rest 
upon the household", cf. TH.  
   
v13 

ean + subj. "if" - IF. Introducing a conditional clause, 3rd. class, where the 
condition has the possibility of coming true, "if, as may be the case, [the house is 
worthy] then [let the peace of you come upon it]"  

men ....... de ... "-" - An adversative comparative construction covering the 
two conditional clauses in v13; "if, on the one hand ..... but if on the other hand 
......"  

axia adj. "deserving" - WORTHY. Predicate adjective. Again, we are unsure 
how to read this word in its context. Probably welcoming hospitality is still in 
mind, but extending to welcoming the message as well as the messengers, cf. v14.  

elqatw (erkomai) aor. imp. act. "let [your peace] rest" - LET COME. "Let 
your peace come upon the home" is likely to refer to the continuation of the prayer 
for God's peace to fall on the household; "let your prayer for God's blessing rest 
upon it", Barclay.  

uJmwn gen. pro. "your" - [THE PEACE] OF YOU. The genitive is adjectival, 
possessive, or verbal, subjective; "let the peace that you extend come upon it", 
Olmstead.  

eirhnh (h) "peace" - THE PEACE, WELL-BEING. Nominative subject of the 
verb "to return." Referring to the peace which the disciples ask God to send upon 
the household.  

ep (epi) + acc. "on [it]" - UPON [IT]. Spatial; "down upon."  
epistrafhtw (epistrefw) aor. pas. imp. "let [your peace] return [to you]" 

- [IF, on the other hand (de), as the case may be, it is not worthy, then] LET 
RETURN, TURN BACK [THE PEACE OF YOU TO YOU]. A rather Semitic expression 
which carries the idea that where something has not been effective, has not 
achieved its intended purpose, then things remain as they are; "If they don't 
welcome you, quietly withdraw", Peterson.  
   
v14 

o}V an mh + subj. "if anyone [will not welcome you]" - WHOEVER, as the 
case may be, [DOES] NOT [RECEIVE YOU, NOR LISTEN TO THE WORDS OF YOU 
then GOING OUT ......]. Introducing a negated relative conditional clause, 3rd. 
class, where the condition has the possibility of coming true, cf. v11.  
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akoush/ (akouw) aor. subj. "[or] listen [to your words]" - HEAR, LISTEN. 
As noted above, the being axioV "deserving / worth" obviously entails welcoming 
/ receiving and "listening to what you have to say", Phillips. Possibly "welcome 
/ receive" and "hear" in the sense of "believe / accept". Luke just has "receive", 
10:10a, so not just listening.  

exercomenoi (exercomai) pres. mid. part. "when you leave / leave [that 
home or town]" - GOING OUT [OUTSIDE]. Attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the imperative "shake off"; "leave .... and shake 
off", but possibly adverbial, temporal, as NIV. "Leave that house or town and 
shake off the very dust from your feet", Moffatt. Note the repetition of the 
prepositional prfix, ex with the use of exw.  

koniorton (oV) "dust" - [OF THE HOUSE OR THE CITY, SHAKE OFF] THE 
DUST. Accusative direct object of the verb "to shake off." Shaking off the dust 
serves as a prophetic action illustrating total abandonment. The image probably 
derives from the practice of Jews who, upon crossing from Gentile territory into 
Jewish territory, shake the dust off their robes.  

twn podwn (wn odoV) gen. "off [your] feet" - OF THE FEET [OF YOU]. The 
genitive may be ablative, expressing separation, "away from", but it is more likely 
attributive, idiomatic, "the dust which was stirred up by your feet (and has clung 
to your robe)" (Paul is not the only NT author who likes short-talk!).  
   
v15 

uJmin dat. pro. "[I tell] you [the truth]" - [TRULY I SAY] TO YOU. Dative of 
indirect object. This phrase is always used to emphasize the following statement; 
"I assure you", TEV.  

anektoteron comp. adj. "more bearable" - [IT WILL BE] MORE TOLERABLE. 
Predicate adjective. It will be more bearable for the twin cities of evil, cities 
known for their extraordinary sinfulness, than for a household/village that rejects 
the gospel.  

gh/ "for" - for the LAND [OF SODOM AND GOMORRAH]. Dative of interest, 
advantage, or reference / respect. The genitives "of Sodom and Gomorrah" are 
adjectival, attributive, idiomatic / local, limiting "land"; "(the inhabitants of) the 
region in which Sodom and Gomorrah was located."  

en + dat. "on" - Temporal use of the preposition.  
krisewV (iV ewV) gen. "[the day] of judgment" - [DAY] OF JUDGMENT [THAN 

for THAT CITY]. The genitive is adjectival, attributive, idiomatic / temporal, 
limiting day; "the day on which judgment takes place", Olmstead. "The lack of 
articles for "day" and "judgment" is typical for this technical expression used of 
God's eschatological judgment, cf. BDF.134f.  
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10:16-25 

5. Extending the kingdom, 9:35-10:42 
ii] The difficulties of mission 
Synopsis  

Jesus has just completed his mission-instructions to the twelve apostles and 
now he warns them of future sufferings. We are not told whether the apostles' 
mission was successful or not, although we do know that the mission of the 
seventy certainly had some positive results, Lk.10:17, cf. 22:35. Nonetheless, it 
is likely that there was opposition to the gospel from the religious authorities.  
   
Teaching  

The communication of the gospel, by its very nature, prompts persecution.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 9:35-10:15.  
   

ii] Structure: The difficulties of mission:  
The issue of persecution, v16-23: 

Introductory saying, v16; 
sheep among wolves. 

A warning, v17-18: 
Imperative, v17a; 

"be on your guard" 
Pronouncement saying, v17b-18; 

"you will be handed over ..." 
Imperative, v19-20; 

"do not worry ....". 
Pronouncement saying, v21-22; 

"brother will betray brother ..." 
Flee persecution, v23: 

Imperative, v23a; 
Concluding saying, v23b; 

"you will not finish .... before the Son of Man comes." 
The disciple / master relationship, v24-25. 

"the disciple is not above his teacher ..."  
   

Matthew seems to have shaped v16-23 around the imperatives, 
prosecete, "beware", v17, mh merimnhshte, "do not be anxious", v19, and 
feugete, "flee", v23. An introductory saying, v16, and concluding saying, 
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v23b, encapsulates the body of the pericope / episode. The saying on the 
master / disciple relationship, v24-25, is usually viewed as transitional, 
facilitating the move from the first teaching block, Instructions for 
missionaries, v5-25, to the next block of instructions, The one to fear, v26-
31.  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
Jesus' warning of future persecution is not just for the twelve apostles, 

but also serves as a warning for the mission of the church today.  
Matthew makes this point by an artful stitching of his source material: 

A proverb from Jesus to his disciples which serves to attune them of the 
dangers that await them in a world hostile to the gospel, v16; A warning of 
arrest and trial before both religious and secular authorities, v17-18; A 
word of encouragement encapsulating a promise that the Spirit will speak 
through the disciple, v19-20; The prediction that persecution will come 
even at the hand of family members, v21-22a; A promise of eternal reward 
for perseverance, v22b; A command to flee persecution, v23; A saying 
concerning the inevitability of Jesus' disciples having to face rejection - a 
disciple cannot expect to be treated better than the master, v24-25.  
   

Persecution: Jesus has made the point that many will reject the gospel 
and now, in the passage before us, he deals with the inevitable consequence 
of that rejection, namely the persecution of those who undertake gospel 
ministry. So, "the focus in the mission charge now moves from a concern 
with the nature of the mission initiatives to be taken up by the disciples to 
the negative response to be expected, and how to deal with that", Nolland.  
   

The extent of the mission charge: In Matthew's record of the tradition 
there is a noticeable movement from the past instructions given to the 
twelve apostles to the missionaries / evangelists of the church in Matthew's 
day. "Matthew's typification of the twelve [stands] for the Christian readers 
- especially missionaries - of Matthew's time", D&A. The reason for this 
temporal movement probably lies in Matthew's use of Jesus' eschatological 
discourse sayings / teachings within the context of mission instruction.  
   

Which "coming" does Jesus have in mind in v23? The verb ercomai, 
"to come", is probably being used in the same sense as the noun parousia, 
"appearing". A "coming / appearing" is used in the NT for a divine act of 
judgment and it is likely that the verb elqh/, "comes", is being used this way 
here. Matthew is drawing on Jesus' eschatological teaching at this point and 
so his words are primarily prophetic. At one level they apply to the mission 
of the 12, at another level they apply to the mission of the church, while at 
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another level they look to the realization of the kingdom in that great and 
terrible day of judgment. The gospel proclaims the immediacy of the 
coming kingdom, a kingdom realized in the coming of Daniel's victorious 
Son of Man to the Ancient of Days to receive eternal glory and power. This 
coming day of judgment is upon us, so even if the mission of the 12 / church 
is undertaken with urgency, the day will still inevitably overtake us. This 
prophetic perspective does not count the passing of time, for a thousand 
years is but a moment in the eyes of God. Christ has entered the throne 
room of the Ancient of Days and all knees are even now bowing before 
him. So, the immediate situation, the now, the announcement of judgment, 
is, in the eye of the prophet, being overtaken by the not yet, the actual day 
of judgment. The "coming" / the judgment that immediately confronts Jesus 
is that of his cross, and probably also the destruction of Jerusalem 
completed by the armies of Rome in 70AD. Yet this "coming" / judgment 
is but a precursor, a paradigm for the final day of judgment. Jesus' warning 
of future persecution is not just for the twelve apostles, but also serves as a 
warning for the mission of the church today.  

The following diagram illustrates this prophetic perspective in earthly 
time terms. 

 

The various interpretations offered for the statement that "you will not 
have gone through all the towns of Israel before the Son of Man comes":  

• In a literal sense "you will not finish [visiting] the towns of 
Israel until the Son of Man calls off the mission / comes and gets 
you";  

• Jesus' coming to the Ancient of Days, therefore either his 
ascension, or the day of eschatological judgment;  

• Jesus' triumphal return after his resurrection to commission his 
disciples, so Tasker, Mounce;  

• Jesus return in and through the Holy Spirit, therefore Pentecost;  
• An expected second advent in the lifetime of the apostles, but 

one which did not occur, so Schweitzer, cf. Hill;  
• The word "coming" may be used in the sense of judgment, 

either Jesus' crucifixion, or the destruction of Jerusalem in 70AD, so 
Carson.  
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iv] Synoptics:  

Given that the priority of Mark is accepted by most commentators, it 
is usually argued that in order to construct the passage before us Matthew 
has creatively drawn on Mark and Q, cf. Mk.13:9-13. It is interesting to 
note that there is some agreement between Matthew and Luke. Mutual 
independence remains a live option.  

 
Homiletics: Double trouble 

Given the history of Christian persecution, we are lucky if we find ourselves 
living in an age which at least tolerates religious freedom. The persecution most 
of us experience in the West is of a minor sort, certainly nothing to be compared 
with the horrors of the past. Yet, Christianity is increasingly facing opposition in 
the West, both from the growing influence of secular humanism and Islamic 
fundamentalism. Christians now find that once held Biblical truths are not just 
opposed, but are aggressively denounced.  

Jesus reminds his disciples that they can expect a bit of flak for being his 
followers. He didn't get off easily, and so they can expect the same treatment. In 
the face of these difficulties, a disciple is to continue to witness, to give testimony 
to Christ - proclaim the gospel. Although our circumstances are different, the 
general principle applies. In the face of all our difficulties, let us use every 
opportunity to make the gospel known. 

There is a range of factors that can prompt reaction to the gospel. Our own 
bad habits can cause problems, a holier than thou attitude, a sensorial self-
righteous attitude.... all can produce a reaction to the gospel. A genuine reaction 
to the gospel is more likely to come from the glare of truth and love. The light 
shines in the darkness and the darkness doesn't like it. Truth can expose the 
stupidity of a person's cherished ideas and leave them bitter and reactive. Love 
can expose their cold heart, or twisted guilt. A person is then tempted to destroy 
the source of their pain - a word of bitterness will often do the trick. In fact, it is 
often the case that a truly good person quickly becomes the focus of human 
vindictiveness. 

The worst most of us will have to face is a smidgen of sarcasm, the slur that 
we follow the lord of the flies, the lord of the dung heap. If Jesus was rejected 
and slandered then we can expect similar treatment, and when it comes, let us 
take it as an honour. 

   
Text - 10:16 

The end-time persecutions, v16-25: i] The dangers of a hostile world, v16. 
The good shepherd sends his sheep into the wolf pack. To survive the disciples 
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will need to be "shrewd" (prudent) and "innocent". Of themselves, prudence can 
become cunning, and innocence can become naivete; Jesus calls for balance.  

diou "-" - BEHOLD, TAKE NOTE, PAY ATTENTION. Interjection serving to 
emphasize the following words.  

egw "I [am sending]" - I [SEND YOU]. Emphatic by position and use; "it is I 
who am sending you", cf. Plummer.  

wJV "like" - AS, LIKE. Comparative introducing a comparative clause.  
en + dat. "[among]" - [SHEEP] IN [MIDDLE]. Local; expressing space. Not out 

"into", rather Jesus is sending out his disciples as if defenceless sheep who find 
themselves in the midst of a pack of circling wolves.  

lukwn (oV) gen. "wolves" - OF WOLVES. The genitive is adjectival, partitive.  
oun "therefore" - Inferential, drawing a logical conclusion.  
fronimoi adj. "shrewd" - [BE] WISE, SENSIBLE, PRUDENT. Predicate 

adjective. The word literally means "midriff", expressing the idea that the 
stomach is the seat of thought, of wisdom. "Be cunning as a snake", Peterson, 
may be a bit strong, although NASB opts for "shrewd".  

wJV "as [snakes]" - Comparative, introducing a comparative clause - in 
comparison to serpents. "The apostles will need both subtlety and innocence in 
order to use the the time of persecution for bearing testimony", Fenton.  

akeraioV adj. "innocent" - [AND] UNMIXED = PURE, HARMLESS, INNOCENT 
[AS DOVES]. Predicate adjective. "Not naivety, but an irreproachable honesty", 
France.  
   
v17 

ii] A warning of arrest and trial before both religious and secular authorities, 
v17-18. Jesus' warning is to Jewish believers who face persecution in their local 
synagogue. As members of the synagogue, they will find themselves handed over 
for flogging because of their witness to Christ. The reference to "their" synagogue 
does not mean that Matthew (nor Jesus) sees himself outside of the Jewish 
community; Jesus speaks as a prophet addressing the apostate. Persecution will 
also come from Gentile authorities as the gospel moves from Israel to the Gentile 
community. Because the disciples are followers of Christ they can expect 
persecution, but legal action against them will give them the opportunity to 
witness "to governors and kings, and to other Gentiles."  

apo "against" - [AND BEWARE] FROM. With prosecete, "be alert / pay 
attention to", the sense becomes "[beware] of", ie., apo indicates the object of 
their attention, namely, "men".  

twn anqrwpwn (oV) "men" - The "men" = the aforesaid men / wolves; "be 
prepared for people to hand you over ......", NJB.  
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gar "-" - FOR. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the disciples need 
to beware of "the men"; "for they will deliver you up to councils", Torrey.  

paradwsousin (paradidwmi) fut. "they will hand you over" - THEY WILL 
DELIVER [YOU] UP. Often used in a technical sense of delivering up to the courts 
for trial; reflecting the betrayal of Jesus. "They will take you to the courts", 
Phillips.  

sunedria (on) "local councils" - [TO] SANHEDRIN, COUNCIL. As the NIV has 
it, it is likely a reference to a small local community council with some 20 
members. These are Jewish councils, not secular. Of course, as the gospel moved 
beyond Israel, it was secular courts that the disciples had to face, v18.  

mastigwsousin (mastigow) fut. "flog" - [AND IN THE SYNAGOGUES OF YOU] 
THEY WILL SCOURGE, WHIP, BEAT [YOU]. A beating by a four-thonged whip with 
a maximum of 39 strokes.  
   
v18 

eneken + gen. "on [my] account" - BECAUSE OF, FOR THE SAKE OF [ME]. 
Causal; it is because the disciples are followers of Jesus the messiah and are 
carrying out his direction to evangelize the Gentiles that they will face legal action 
by the authorities (here secular). "Because you are my disciples", TH.  

acqhsesqe (agw) fut. pas. "you will be brought" - [AND BEFORE 
GOVERNORS AND ALSO KINGS] YOU WILL BE LED [FOR THE SAKE OF ME]. "You 
will be dragged", RSV.  

epi + acc. "before [governors]" - Spatial; "up to / against" = "before".  
de kai "and [kings]" - AND ALSO [KINGS]. This doublet is emphatic, with the 

kai either ascensive, "even", or adjunctive, "also"; "not just governors, but you 
will even be dragged before kings."  

eiV marturion "as witnesses" - AS/FOR A TESTIMONY, WITNESS. The 
preposition eiV is probably indicating purpose; "for the purpose of witness". The 
court proceedings will provide an opportunity for witnessing to Christ. "To testify 
before them", REB. Barclay takes an interesting line, "but you must regard that 
as an opportunity to demonstrate ... your loyalty to me."  

autoiV "to them" - TO THEM [AND TO THE GENTILES]. Dative of interest, 
advantage, "for them.".  
   
v19 

iii] A word of encouragement encapsulating a promise that the Spirit will 
speak through the disciples, v19-20. When "they" (opponents in general, but 
certainly including Jewish leaders) "hand you over" (better than "arrest") the Holy 
Spirit will aid a disciple's testimony. Roman officials were extremely overbearing 
and defendants would often employ orator-lawyers to speak for them. Believers 
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can look to the Spirit to support their testimony, although obviously not speak 
instead of them.  

o{tan + subj. "when [they arrest]" - [BUT] WHEN [THEY DELIVER YOU UP]. 
This construction introduces an indefinite temporal clause, as NIV.  

mh merimnhshte (merimnaw) aor. subj. "do not worry" - DO NOT BE 
ANXIOUS. A subjunctive of prohibition, with the aorist possibly indicating a 
command to not commence the action, here worrying, being anxious, fretting 
about what and how to speak before a tribunal.  

pwV ... ti + subj. "what [to say or] how [to say it]" - HOW [OR] WHAT [YOU 
MAY SAY]. Here both the interrogative adverb pwV, "how", and the interrogative 
pronoun ti, "what", introduce an object clause / dependent statement of 
perception expressing what they should not be anxious about, namely, the way 
(manner) they should speak, and what they should say (lalhshte, "say", 
deliberative subjunctive). The ti, "what [to say]", is obvious, but what of "how to 
say it"? Nolland suggests that "how" "will refer to tone and demeanour and 
perhaps other aspects of presentation."  

gar "-" - FOR. Introducing a causal clause explaining why there is no need 
to be anxious, "because you will be given ..." / "the reason being that you will be 
given ..."  

uJmin dat. pro. "you" - [IT WILL BE GIVEN] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
doqhsetai (didwmi) fut. pas. "will be given" - IT WILL BE GIVEN. An example 

of the divine passive; it is God who will give the words to say. We have here one 
of those interesting blanket promises which seems to demand at least some 
qualification. Certainly, a great encouragement to an illiterate disciple. We have 
all experienced the Spirit working through the worst of sermons so it is not hard 
to imagine an illiterate believer making an impact on a hardened judiciary. "You 
will be told what to say", Phillips.  

en + dat. "at [that time]" - IN [THAT HOUR WHAT YOU MAY SAY]. Temporal 
use of the preposition.  
   
v20 

gar "for" - More reason than cause; explaining that the reception of the 
words to say is down to the Holy Spirit. Best left untranslated.  

oi lanounteV (lalew) part. "speaking" - [YOU ARE NOT] THE ONE 
SPEAKING. The participle serves as a substantive; "for you are not the speakers", 
Moffatt. The believer is actually speaking - it is their words - but "the Spirit will 
give the right words to say in the situation", France. Phillips brings out the 
distinction with "for it will not be really you who are speaking"  

alla "but" - Adversative / contrastive, standing in a counterpoint 
construction; "not ...... but ...."  
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tou patroV "[the Spirit] of [your] Father" - [THE SPIRIT] OF THE FATHER 
[OF YOU]. The genitive is adjectival, relational. An interesting descriptive of the 
Holy Spirit and not found elsewhere in the New Testament. Davies & Allison 
make the point that Matthew is addressing the issue of betrayal by a family 
member, v21, and so is reinforcing the intimate family association that exists with 
God through the Spirit.  

to laloun (lalew) pres. part. "speaking" - will be THE ONE SPEAKING. The 
participle may be treated as adjectival, attributive, limiting "the Spirit", "who is 
speaking through you", or as a substantive, predicate nominative, "will be the one 
speaking through you."  

en + dat. "through [you]" - IN [YOU]. Usually taken as instrumental, agency, 
as NIV.  
   
v21 

iv] Persecution will even come at the hand of family members, v21-22. The 
witness of Christ will bring division and thus persecution, not only within society 
at large, but also within families. "All people", in the sense of all without 
distinction (race, religion...), will react with hostility to those who bear witness. 
The cause of this hostility is "because of me", while in 5:10 it is "because of 
righteousness." A Christ-like life may prompt aggression (a guilt-ridden person 
will often act with aggression in the face of an exemplary life), as may a person's 
belief in Christ for salvation (truth often generates anger in the one who lives a 
lie). Inward peace, ours by grace through faith, will also prompt a bitter response, 
especially from those weighed down by guilt. In the face of persecution, the 
believer must patiently endure "to the end" (probably to the end of their life rather 
than to the end of the age). They endure in their faith and so stand the "test / trial." 
Many martyrs in the first century claimed that salvation belonged only to those 
who refused to pour out a libation to Caesar. Yet, although their no-compromise 
stance is to be applauded, it is faith that saves, not works.  

adelfoV (oV) "brother" - [AND] BROTHER [WILL DELIVER UP BROTHER]. 
Nominative subject of the verb "to deliver up." The word is inclusive, therefore, 
"brothers and sisters will betray one another", CEV.  

eiV + acc. "to [death]" - INTO [DEATH]. Here the preposition expresses end-
view.  

epanasthsantai (epanisthmi) fut. "will rebel" - [AND FATHER CHILD, AND 
CHILDREN] WILL RISE UP IN REBELLION. "Children are going to betray their 
parents", Phillips, is probably the intended sense, given that their action serves to 
hand the father over to be killed.  

epi + acc. "against [their parents]" - AGAINST [PARENTS AND PUT THEM TO 
DEATH]. Here expressing influence / opposition, "against".  
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v22 

pantwn (paV) adj. "all" - [AND YOU WILL BE HATED BY] ALL. "You will be 
universally hated", Barclay.  

esesqe misoumenoi (misew) pres. pas. part. "will hate" - HATED. The 
participle preceded by the future verb "to be" forms a periphrastic future 
construction, possibly durative, expressing ongoing hatred.  

uJpo + gen. "by [everyone]" - Expressing agency.  
dia + acc. "because of" - BECAUSE OF, ON ACCOUNT OF. Causal; "on 

account of your association with me."  
to onoma mou "me" - THE NAME OF ME. The "name" = the person.  
oj ... uJpomeinaV (uJpomenw) part. "[but] he who stands" - [BUT] THE ONE 

HAVING ENDURED, REMAINED. The participle serves as a substantive. Probably in 
the sense of "remains firm in their faith." "Remains faithful", CEV. It can imply 
obedience, but this is probably not what is intended.  

teloV (oV) "[to] the end" - [TO] THE END. What end? The end of the world, 
the end of our life, the end of the persecution .......? The eschatological end of all 
things / the day of salvation is surely in mind, but obviously, at the practical level, 
"the end" is the end of a person's life.  

ou|toV pro. "-" - this one [will be saved]. This resumptive pronoun picks up 
the participial construction "the one who remains faithful to the end" and serves 
as the nominative subject of the verb "to save."  
   
v23 

v] A command to flee persecution, v23. Jesus encourages his disciples to 
press on in the face of persecution with the knowledge that the day of judgment 
is at hand. Sinful humanity has faced many significant moments of divine 
judgment, a "coming", a moment of divine presence. Such events, like the 
destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, serve as a prelude to the final judgment at 
the end of the age. The "coming" that Jesus refers to here is probably the 
destruction of Jerusalem in 70AD. Therefore, the disciples need to get a wiggle 
on; the time is short - always short! See "comes" below.  

oJtan + subj. "when" - [BUT/AND] WHEN, WHENEVER [THEY PERSECUTE YOU 
IN THIS CITY]. Introducing an indefinite temporal clause. "Whenever", 
Weymouth, is best.  

thn eJteran pro. "another" - [FLEE TO] THE OTHER (as a noun, the other of 
the two). Here a particular usage. "To a city presumably different in spirit", Bruce, 
rather than "a different city", "another place."  

gar "-" - FOR. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the disciples need 
to move on quickly in the face of opposition - the time is short.  
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uJmin dat. pro. "[I tell] you [the truth]" - [TRULY I SAY] TO YOU. Dative of 
indirect object. Serving to make a "solemn and significant statement", Morris.  

ou mh + subj. "[you will] not [finish going through]" - [YOU WILL] 
DEFINITELY NOT [FINISH visiting THE CITIES OF ISRAEL]. A subjunctive of 
emphatic negation; "you will not have completed the mission to Israel ..."  

e{wV an + subj. "before" - UNTIL. This construction introduces an indefinite 
temporal clause, future time, as NIV.  

tou anqrwpou (oV) gen. "[Son] of Man [comes]" - The genitive is 
adjectival, relational; see 8:20. For the coming of the Son of Man see 
Interpretation above.  
   
v24 

vi] A servant is not above their master: A saying concerning the inevitability 
of Jesus' disciples having to face rejection - a disciple cannot expect to be treated 
better than their master, v24-25. These two sayings were commonly used in the 
first century and Jesus uses them here to make the point that his disciples should 
not be surprised if they suffer persecution. Jesus had a rough time of it and so will 
they. Jesus' disciples will be called Beelzebub ("The Lord of the Flies" - a 
sarcastic version of Prince Baal [Beelzeboul]); they will be called children of 
Satan, just as Jesus was sometimes viewed as one of Satan's minions.  

maqhthV (hV) "student" - A DISCIPLE. Nominative subject of the verb to-be. 
"Pupil", TEV  

uJper + acc. "above" - [IS NOT] BEYOND, ABOVE [THE TEACHER, NEITHER A 
SLAVE] ABOVE [THE MASTER OF HIM]. Here expressing advantage / benefit; having 
advantages over and above the master. ie., the false assumption that although the 
master was persecuted, the disciple can expect to be treated with respect. 
"Superior", Phillips.  
   
v25  

arketon adj. "It is enough" - it is SUFFICIENT. Predicate adjective, verbal, 
with an active sense. A disciple cannot be greater than their teacher and therefore 
will have to be content with being, at best, "like" their teacher. "Should be 
satisfied", TEV. Phillips has understood this proverb within the context of 
persecution, "the servant will not fare better than his master."  

tw/ maqhth/ (hV ou) dat. "for students" - FOR THE DISCIPLE. Dative of 
interest, advantage, or reference / respect.  

iJna + subj. "to [be]" - THAT [HE MAY BE]. This construction commonly forms 
an adverbial clause, final or consecutive, but here it replaces a simple infinitive 
forming an infinitival phrase, subject of the assumed verb to-be; "to be as his 
master is enough for the disciple."  
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wJV "like [their teachers]" - LIKE [THE TEACHER OF HIM AND THE SLAVE] LIKE 
[THE MASTER OF HIM]. Comparative.  

ei + ind. "if" - IF as is the case [THEY CALLED THE HOUSE MASTER 
BEELZEBUB], then. Introducing a conditional clause, 1st class, where the 
condition is assumed to be true; "if, as is the case, .... then ...." The sense then is, 
"since Jesus has been slandered as satanic, his disciples can expect the same 
treatment."  

Beelzeboul "Beelzebub" - The Lord of the flies / dung. Accusative 
complement of the direct object "house master" of the verb "to call", standing in 
a double accusative construction. A play on the name of the god of Ekron, Prince 
Baal. Later a term for a demonic lord, in particular, Satan.  

posw/ dat. pro. "how much" - Dative of measure / degree of difference; "by 
how much." Introducing an exclamation or a question; here usually taken as an 
exclamation.  

mallon adv. "more" - MORE [THE MEMBERS OF THE HOUSEHOLD OF HIM]. 
Expressing a greater degree.  
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10:26-31 

5. Extending the kingdom, 9:35-10:42 
iii] The one to fear 
Synopsis  

Matthew continues with Jesus' mission-charge to the apostles. So far the 
charge has consisted of difficult commands and ominous prophecies, but now he 
has a positive word for the twelve.  
   
Teaching  

God is a sovereign Lord; nothing falls outside his will; nothing disrupts his 
plan. For this reason, a disciple of Jesus need have no fear since they serve a 
loving Father who will vindicate their cause and protect their eternal standing.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 9:35-10:15.  
   

ii] Structure: Ministering the gospel without fear:  
Have no fear, v26-7: 

Imperative, 26a; 
Saying: 

"there is nothing concealed that will not be exposed." 
Saying: 

the one to fear, v28. 
Parabolic sayings, v29-30: 

Ill-informed fear is foolish. 
sparrows, v29; 
the hairs of the head, v30. 

Have no fear, v31: 
Imperative, v31a; 
Saying, v31b; 

"you are of more value than many sparrows."  
   

The source material for this pericope / episode is held together between 
two exhortations: mh oun fobhqhte autouV "do not be afraid of them", 
v26a; and mh oun fobeisqe "therefore do not be afraid", v31b.  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
The disciples need "not be astonished or afraid when suffering comes 

upon them. Perseverance and confidence are the characteristic marks of the 
disciples of Jesus; a readiness to stand firm in the footsteps of their Master. 
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For it is to Him that they are accountable; their word is his word", 
Ridderbos.  

Having warned his disciples to expect persecution, Jesus now 
comments on handling fear. This passage, again consisting of sayings etc., 
is nicely crafted by Matthew (usually held to come from Q, cf. Lk.12:2-9). 
Within the frame of two imperatives, "do not be afraid", there consists 
material which supports this exhortation: a saying concerning the 
revelation of the divine secret, v26b-27; a saying concerning the proper 
source of fear, v28; two parabolic illustrations which serve to reinforce the 
foolishness of ill-informed fear, v29-30; A concluding saying which 
concerns a disciple’s eternal worth, v31b.  

 
Homiletics: Overcoming fear 

Fear is a very natural part of human existence. In fact, without fear we 
wouldn’t survive. The fearless person takes too many chances, so aeons ago, such 
people were reduced in the gene pool. So, fear is part of our genetic make-up. 

Fear, for a believer, is increased when we take seriously the Lord's 
instruction to preach the message of the kingdom. Communicating the gospel can 
be a fearful activity. So, Jesus encourages his disciples with some powerful truths 
to help them overcome fear. 

The sovereignty of God. God will see to it that the message of salvation 
is never far from the seeker after truth. Jesus is not dependent on us, rather we on 
him. We therefore don't need to panic about gospelling. We can easily 
communicate the truth of the gospel in line with our circumstances. 

The fear of God. We can better deal with evangelistic confrontations 
when we remind ourselves of all that we possess in Christ. We would be nothing 
without him and are everything with him. If we are to fear anyone, better to fear 
Him. 

The care of God. When we remind ourselves of our Lord's constant care, 
his constant participation in our lives, in good times and bad, we are better able 
to stand up for him. If we are getting a bit of flak because of our faith, it is very 
encouraging to know that Jesus is totally with us through all the circumstances of 
life. 

So, stop feeling anxious; trust in the Lord. 
   

Text - 10:26 
Do not be afraid, v26-31: i] A saying concerning the revelation of the divine 

secret, v26-27. As Jesus was persecuted so disciples will be persecuted. Yet, a 
disciple should not be afraid of "them", ie., the persecutors, eg., the Pharisees. 
The persecutor must face the day of judgment, a day when their evil will be 
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evident, and dealt with. Unlike the persecutors who mask their evil, a disciple 
must openly proclaim the hidden mysteries of the kingdom of God. It may seem 
that both satanic and secular powers are able to frustrate the gospel by affronting 
Jesus' disciples, but nothing can restrict the gospel, for it is God's will that his 
message of salvation be available to all who seek him. The disciples can 
confidently look for opportunities to proclaim the gospel knowing that it will find 
its mark. So, they should be pro-active in the business of gospelling - proclaim it 
on the roof tops (the typical flat-topped Palestinian home makes for an effective 
pulpit).  

oun "so" - THEREFORE. It is not clear how we should treat this conjunction 
here. It is sometimes translated as if Jesus is now providing a reason / logical 
conclusion to be drawn from his previous words, although the logic is by no 
means evident; "therefore / well then, do not be afraid of them", Cassirer. It seems 
more likely that it is transitional / resumptive, "now" (introducing a new point), 
so best left untranslated, so Barclay.  

mh ... fobhqhte (fobeomai) aor. subj. "do not be afraid of" - A subjunctive 
of prohibition.  

autouV pro. "them" - Accusative object of the verb "to be afraid." Do not be 
afraid of whom? Within the context obviously the religious authorities, the 
Pharisees, etc.  

gar "for" - FOR. Usually taken as introducing a causal clause explaining why 
there is no need to fear "them". The reason why a disciple has no need to fear 
rejection / persecution is because "none of the things people do in secret will 
remain secret", Morris. Possibly the implication is that evil will inevitably be 
exposed and dealt with, so reducing the perceived power of the persecutor, or 
even possibly touching on the idea that when evil is made public it loses much of 
its power. Given that the causal link is somewhat tenuous, it is possible that gar 
is simply serving to stitch the first saying, in a series of saying, to the thematic 
head, "have no fear." Carson suggests that the truth of the gospel, hidden but for 
a moment, is even now being realized in the life, death, resurrection and ascension 
of Christ; "nothing will remain hidden forever. If the truth will emerge in the End, 
how wise to declare it fully and boldly now." "Don't be afraid of them. What is 
veiled must be unveiled, and what is hidden must be made known", Barclay.  

estin kekalummenon (kaluptw) perf. pas. part. "concealed" - [NOTHING] 
IS HAVING BEEN VEILED, COVERED. The present tense of the verb to-be with the 
perfect participle, forms a periphrastic perfect construction, possibly used to 
emphasize aspect, as NIV. "there is nothing, however carefully hidden away, that 
will not be revealed", Cassirer.  

ouk apokalufqhsetai (apokaluptw) fut. pas. "[that] will not be 
disclosed" - [AND HIDDEN WHICH] WILL NOT BE REVEALED, MADE KNOWN. A 
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theological passive, indicating that God is the one who will reveal. To make sense 
of the proverb many translations move it from a negative to a positive; "what is 
hidden must be made known", Barclay.  
   
v27  

o} pro. "what" - [I SAY TO YOU], WHAT [IN THE DARKNESS you hear SPEAK IN 
THE LIGHT], what [in your ear you hear preach on the housetops]. Introducing two 
relative clauses which serve as object clauses / dependent statements of indirect 
speech, expressing what Jesus says.  

uJmin dat. pro. "[what I tell] you" - TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
en + dat. "in [the dark]" - IN [THE DARKNESS, NIGHT]. Probably adverbial, 

expressing manner, "in secret"; "privately".  
tw/ fwti (wV wtoV) "[in] the daylight" - [SAY IN] THE LIGHT. Again, the 

preposition en is probably being used adverbially, expressing manner, "publicly".  
eiV to ouV "in our ear" - INTO THE EAR. Local, expressing space, or 

adverbial, modal, expressing manner. What is whispered in your ear" = "what 
you have heard in private", TEV = "privately"  

epi + gen. "from [the roofs]" - [PREACH] ON [THE HOUSETOPS]. Spatial; 
"upon". Unlike the persecutors who hide their evil motivations behind a cloak of 
self-righteousness, the disciples must proclaim the master's message "on the 
roof", ie., from a public pulpit (adverbial? = "proclaim publicly ")  
   
v28 

ii] A saying concerning the proper source of fear - who to fear and who not 
to fear, v28. Continuing with the theme of fear, a second independent saying from 
Jesus reminds us that fear can be misplaced. There is only so much damage that 
evil people can do to us. Even Satan has limited powers with which to damage 
us. Satan is the great deceiver, but that's about the end of it. The real power lies 
with God; He is the one who can cast us from his presence and hand us over to 
eternal damnation. Rather than fearing the limited powers of evil people, we 
would do better to fear (respect) the one who possesses all power. Note Jesus' 
mention of "hell". The word "hell" derives from Gehenna, a smouldering rubbish 
tip outside of Jerusalem, and serves to image the place of divine punishment. The 
context may imply that this place involves eternal torment, but hell is more a state 
of being, namely, being lost to God. Annihilation is probably a better way to 
understand a person's end without God, although the matter is one of ongoing 
debate.  

apo + gen. "[do not be afraid] of" - [AND DO NOT BE AFRAID] FROM. Given 
that this preposition would normally express separation, "away from", it is 
possible that "fear" here is a fear that prompts a person "to flee from what is 
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feared", Lenski. So, "don't run in fear from those who ...." None-the-less, it may 
serve as a partitive genitive, or even possibly causal.  

twn apoktennontwn (apokteinw) gen. part. "those who kill" - THE ONES 
KILLING [THE BODY]. The participle serves as a substantive; "those who can have 
you executed."  

de "but" - but, and. Here adversative, as NIV.  
mh dunamenwn "cannot" - [THE ONES] NOT BEING ABLE. The participle 

serves as a substantive, genitive following the preposition apo.  
apokteinai (apokteinw) aor. inf. "kill" - TO KILL [THE SOUL]. The infinitive 

is complementary, completing the verbal sense of the participle "being able."  
de mallon "rather" - [BUT] INSTEAD. Introducing an alternative that is to be 

preferred; "but rather".  
ton dunamenon (dunamai) "the One who can" - THE ONE BEING ABLE. The 

participle serves as a substantive. God (Son of Man??? cf. 25:31-46) is probably 
the intended subject, so Carson, Hagner, Morris, Davies & Allison, Nolland, 
France, Luz, Hendriksen, Patte, Keener, Hill, Fenton, Gundry ..... "It is thus God, 
the final judge of all, and not human beings, who alone is to be feared, that is, to 
be obeyed (respected?) and trusted", Hagner; "you should fear God who can ....", 
CEV. Bruce suggests "Satan" - an interesting lateral idea, cf. 6:13, 24:22.  

apolesai (apollumi) aor. inf. "destroy" - TO DESTROY. The infinitive is 
complementary, completing the verbal sense of the participle "being able." 
"Destroy" in the sense of "cast into hell", an authority possessed only by God, 
McNeile. Possibly destroy by casting the soul into hell although the separation of 
the body from the soul is more a Greek idea than a Jewish one.  

yuchn (h) "soul" - [BOTH] SOUL [AND BODY]. Accusative direct object of the 
infinitive "to destroy." The word can mean the inner life, but obviously here 
referring to the eternal divine spark which only God can extinguish. Note the 
correlative construction, kai .... kai..., "both ..... and."  

en + dat. "in" - Local, expressing space / sphere.  
geennh/ (a) "hell" - Gehenna. Gehenna is the name of the valley outside of 

Jerusalem which served as the city dump. The rubbish, including dead bodies, 
was constantly burning and so serves as an effective image of hell; "the fires of 
destruction", Phillips.  
   
v29 

iii] Two parabolic illustrations which serve to reinforce the foolishness of ill-
informed fear, ie., response-behaviour which fails to recognize the will and plan 
of God, v29-30. Jesus now gives the final reason why we should not fear 
confrontation with the world. God cares for the totality of our lives, from big 
things to small things. God knows the fate of a sparrow and even the number of 
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hairs on our head, so he is totally aware of all our circumstances. This passage is 
sometimes used to teach that God provides for our practical welfare, but it is more 
likely saying that he is totally aware of our circumstances, that we are not alone 
when bad things happen, and that therefore, we should not be afraid. Nothing will 
happen to you "without your Father knowing", JB. This passage aligns with Jesus' 
promise to walk with us in life's journey, to laugh when we laugh, and cry when 
we cry.  

ouci "[are] not" - NOT. Used for a question expecting a positive answer.  
pwleitai (pwlew) pres. pas. "sold" - [TWO SPARROWS] OFFERED FOR SALE.  
assariou (on) gen. "for a penny / cent" - Adverbial genitive of measure / 

price. The Roman as was one sixteenth of a drachma. A drachma represented the 
normal daily pay for a labourer.  

kai "yet" - AND. Here adversative / contrastive; "and yet."  
ex (ek) + gen. "of [them]" - [ONE] OF [THEM]. Serving instead of a partitive 

genitive.  
epi + acc. "to [the ground]" - [WILL NOT FALL] UPON [THE EARTH]. Spatial; 

"down upon."  
aneu + gen. "apart from [the will of your Father] / outside [your Father's 

care]" - WITHOUT [THE WILL OF THE FATHER OF YOU]. Expressing separation; 
"apart from, without, independent of"; "apart from the knowledge or consent of 
...", with persons, as here. Without the Father's consent, or will, but probably in a 
less direct sense, ie., "will" = "knowledge". The sparrow is the cheapest bird sold 
in the market, serving as poultry for the poor. If God's power is over even a 
sparrow, then obviously it is over his people; "without your Father knowing", JB.  
   
v30 

de "and" - BUT/AND. Transitional, possibly with an adversative tilt; "but even 
the hairs of your head", ESV.  

uJmwn gen. pro. "-" - OF YOU. Emphatic by use and position, while the 
genitive is probably best read as adverbial, reference / respect; "and with respect 
to you" = "as for you", REB. A person is of more value to God than a sparrow.  

kai "even" - Ascensive.  
thV kefalhV (h) gen. "[hairs] of your head" - The genitive is adjectival, 

partitive.  
hriqmhmenai (ariqmew) perf. pas. part. "[are all] numbered" - [ARE] 

HAVING BEEN NUMBERED, COUNTED. The perfect participle with the verb to-be 
eisin forms a perfect periphrastic construction. The perfect possibly serves to 
underline the continuation of the number, while the passive is probably 
theological; "by God." God retains even the most insignificant information about 
us, information we would discard.  
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v31 

iv] A concluding saying concerning a disciples' eternal worth, v31. The final 
imperative encloses the unit, introduced by a logical oun, "therefore". The final 
saying confirms the argument, "you are worth more than many sparrows." The 
"many", pollwn, may be "all", so "all the sparrows."  

oun "so" - THEREFORE. Inferential, drawing a logical conclusion from the 
examples of God's care, ie., "So, don't be afraid"  

fobeisqe (fobew) imp. "don't be afraid" - No object is supplied, but can be 
assumed, eg., "of anything", NAB.  

diaferete (diaferw) pres. "worth more" - YOU ARE SPREAD, CARRY OVER 
/ DIFFER, ONE THING DIFFERENT FROM ANOTHER. The meaning "different" 
sometimes carries the sense "better/worth more than" + gen., as here.  

strouqiwn (on) gen. "than [many] sparrows" - OF [MANY / MUCH] 
SPARROWS. The genitive is ablative, expressing comparison, "worth more than 
many sparrows"; "hundreds of sparrows", JB.  
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10:32-39 

5. Extending the kingdom, 9:35-10:42 
iv] The characteristics of discipleship 
Synopsis  

Matthew continues with Jesus' mission-charge to the apostles. So far, in the 
mission instructions to the twelve, Jesus has warned of the difficulties facing the 
disciples. He now outlines some of the qualities required of those undertake 
gospel ministry.  
   
Teaching  

A disciple of the cross will always acknowledge Jesus, will accept the cost 
of discipleship and will give preference to the gospel over the world.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 9:35-10:15.  
   

ii] Structure: The characteristics of discipleship: 
Saying, v32-33: 

acknowledging Christ. 
Saying, v34-36: 

"I have not come to bring peace but a sword. ...." 
Two-part saying, v37-39: 

cross-bearing discipleship, v37-38; 
dying to self, v39.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

In this passage Matthew draws together some of Jesus' teachings on 
discipleship, particularly its characteristics. Carson heads these 
characteristics: acknowledging Jesus, v32-33; recognizing the gospel, 34-
36; and preferring Jesus, v37-39. So, this pericope presents in three parts:  

a) A saying on the reward of confession and the penalty of 
denial, v32-33. This saying is formed by balanced parallel sentences;  

b) A complex saying on division, v34-35. This saying is formed 
by a contrasting opening sentence, followed by a sentence 
corresponding to the negative element of the contrast in v34b;  

c) A complex two-part saying: First, cross-bearing discipleship, 
v37-38. This saying is formed by three parallel sentences; Second, 
the importance of dying to self, v39. This saying is formed by a 
balanced two-clause sentence. See Hagner.  
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Cross-bearing discipleship: The problem we face with cross-bearing 
discipleship is that it demands a level of commitment that few of us reach. 
Consequently, we are somewhat affected by guilt and this often forces us 
to get into a bit of pharisaical reductionism where we lighten the demand 
so that we can keep it. Jesus' ethical teaching is rarely practical in that his 
presentation of the law / ethical instruction is usually idealistic. This serves 
two purposes, first, it exposes sin and thus the need for grace, and second, 
it provides a guide, rather than a rule, for the Christian life, a guide for the 
fruit of faith. This interpretive approach particularly applies to v37 - who 
can claim to put service to Christ above service to family. See the 
introduction to v37-39 below.  

It seems likely that this same intention lies behind v38-39, namely, to 
dispel our nomistic / legalistic tendencies by emphasizing our inadequacies 
(the cross we bear is never worthy of Christ) and thus the need to rely on 
divine grace, while at the same time providing direction in the Christian 
life. I am often reminded of the church I attended in my youth. There 
displayed before us was the Ten Commandments, giving weight to the 
response "Lord have mercy on us", but at the same time encouraging us to 
do better in the week ahead.  

Yet, exposing sin to encourage a reliance on grace may only be a 
secondary function of Jesus' cross-bearing instructions. It is possible that 
the business of lambanw, "to take, receive", ton stauron autou, "his / 
their cross", entails taking / receiving Christ's cross / Christ's sacrifice, a 
sacrifice which we can take to ourselves such that his righteousness then 
becomes ours, a righteousness which proclaims us "worthy" of him. Only 
such a person can actually akolouqei opisw, "follow after" Christ, and 
this because our cross-bearing is far too compromised. So, it may well be 
that cross-bearing entails commitment, not so much in the way we use our 
resources, but in the way Christ has used his resources, giving his life as a 
common criminal for our salvation. So, we find glory, not in our cross-
bearing, but in his. The person who loses their life eneken, "because of 
[Christ]", who gives themselves to Christ because of what he has done, will 
find life eternal, v39.  

 
Homiletics: Discipleship objectives 

In our passage for study Matthew gives us three qualities of discipleship: 
Acknowledging God. A disciple openly declares their allegiance to Jesus. 
Accepting antagonism. A disciple willingly confesses Jesus, even when 

this brings division in their own home. 
Preferring God. A disciple puts Jesus before their own interests. 
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These qualities are evident in Jesus' own life. He openly, and without 
hesitation, acknowledged the Father, giving him all honour. He accepted the 
hatred that followed, even from his own family, and yet he did not deviate from 
his gospel mission. He preferred the Father above his own interests, even 
suffering the loss of his own life. 

Jesus calls on his disciples to develop these same qualities in their life and in 
so doing, he calls on us to press forward along the narrow way.  

   
Text - 10:32 

Characteristics of discipleship, v32-39: i] A person's relationship with God 
is wholly determined by their relationship with Jesus, v32-33. Mark's parallel 
saying in 8:38 uses the title "Son of Man" rather than the personal pronoun "I". 
cf, also Luke 12:8-9. When speaking with the crowds, Jesus often uses the 
mysterious messianic title "Son of Man", but when speaking with his disciples he 
is more explicit. The believer "acknowledges", or "confesses" Jesus, rather than 
"disowns" or "is ashamed of" Jesus. Calvin made the point that the public 
acknowledgment of Jesus will vary in boldness, fluency, wisdom, sensitivity and 
frequency, from believer to believer. It is the person who disowns Christ who is 
disowned, not the person whose witness is weak and feeble. Although this 
passage is often interpreted in evangelistic terms, it more rightly teaches that a 
person's share in eternity is wholly determined by their relationship and attitude 
toward Jesus in this present age.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Possibly inferential, establishing a logical sequence 
from the previous saying; given that the Father cares for us, reciprocal allegiance 
is expected. Yet, the conjunction here may just be serving as a stitching device, 
indicating a move to the next subject, so best left untranslated, as NIV.  

oJmologhsei (oJmologew) fut. "acknowledges" - [EVERYONE WHO] 
CONFESSES, ACKNOWLEDGES / PROMISES, AGREES, PRAISES. Commentators 
tend to strengthen this word eg., "affirm solidarity", "publicly declare allegiance", 
although the word allows for the possibility of something softer, "if anyone 
declares himself for me", JB. Given the context, the situation may be the 
"acknowledgement of Christ" in a court case, and/or in the face of a hostile 
evangelistic opportunity. A soft "acceptance" of Christ cannot be ruled out.  

en emoi "me" - IN ME. This construction, with the use of the preposition en, 
is an Aramaism, forming a dative of interest, advantage, "whoever declares 
themselves for me".  

emprosqen + gen. "before [men / others]" - IN FRONT OF [MEN]. Spatial; 
"before". In the sense of a confession before legal authorities.  

kagw "I" - I ALSO.  
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tou " gen. article. [my Father in heaven]" - [WILL CONFESS HIM BEFORE 
THE FATHER OF ME] THE ONE [IN THE HEAVENS]. The article serves as 
adjectivizer, turning the prepositional phrase "in the heavens" into an attributive 
modifier limiting "the Father"; "my Father who is in heaven", ESV. It could also 
be viewed as a nominalizer, in which case "the one in the heavens" serves as a 
substantive standing in apposition to "the Father"; "my Father, namely, the one 
residing in the heavens." The en, "in", is local; expressing space / sphere. Giving 
weight to the reciprocal "acknowledgment" that Jesus makes. It is in the presence 
of the Father who resides in the heavenly throne-room. The designation "in 
heaven" serves to identify the "Father" Jesus is talking about. This "Father in 
heaven" is for Jesus "my Father", a statement indicating that Jesus has a particular 
relationship with the Father God that is not open to the rest of humanity, except 
through union with Christ.  
   
v33 

de but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, with an adversative / contrastive intent, as 
NIV.  

arnhshtai (arneomai) aor. subj. "disowns" - [WHOEVER] WILL DENY [ME 
BEFORE MEN I ALSO WILL DENY HIM BEFORE THE FATHER OF ME, THE ONE IN THE 
HEAVENS. A claim that we don't know a person or have nothing to do with them, 
"rejects", TEV.  
   
v34 

ii] "The Prince of Peace though Jesus is, the world will so violently reject 
him and his reign that men and women will divide over him", Carson, v34-36. 
Jesus often claimed that his coming would bring division rather than peace. He is 
the Prince of Peace, but in a sinful world, divine peace prompts violence; the 
darkness reacts to the light. Here Jesus uses the language of Micah to describe 
the division caused by the gospel. Disciples are aligned with the prophets who 
suffered under King Ahaz. Jesus suffered as messiah and his disciples cannot 
expect anything less. In the face of the coming kingdom, Israel's false prophets 
proclaimed peace when there was no peace. Jesus, on the other hand, says it how 
it is; in the face of the coming kingdom there will be strife and division.  

mh nomishte (nomizw) aor. subj. "do not suppose" - DO NOT THINK, 
SUPPOSE. Subjunctive of prohibition.  

oJti "that" - THAT. Here introducing a dependent statement of perception 
expressing what should not be supposed.  

hlqon (ercomai) aor. "I have come" - I CAME. An interesting use of the word 
here, possibly carrying idea that Jesus came to this world from another place.  
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balein (ballw) aor. inf. "bring [peace]" - TO THROW, CAST, PUT, PLACE. 
The infinitive here expresses purpose; "in order to bring." The context defines the 
meaning, given that the word doesn't really mean "bring". Note Anchor "impose", 
although unlikely. In the second use of the phrase in this verse, "bring" may be a 
bit light when applied to "sword". So, "I did not come to bring peace, but to wield 
a sword".  

epi + acc. "to [the earth]" - [PEACE] ON [THE EARTH]. Spatial; "upon, on."  
alla "but" - BUT. Here adversative, serving in a counterpoint construction; 

"not ....... but ....."  
macairan (a) "sword" - A DAGGER, KNIFE, SWORD. Illustrating "strife", 

"division". Accusative direct object of the assumed infinitive "to bring"; "I came 
to bring a sword." Allegiance to Christ, of its very nature, brings division and 
strife.  
   
v35 

gar "for" - FOR [I CAME]. More reason than cause, explanatory; "Indeed, this 
has been the purpose of my coming ....", Cassirer.  

dicasai (dicazw) aor. inf. "to turn" - TO CUT INTO TWO PARTS, DIVIDE IN 
TWO [A MAN]. The meaning here is possibly "make hostile", "set one against 
another", "to set .... against", TEV, cf. NIV. Yet, the more common meaning of 
the word "divide / separate", should not be ignored. The infinitive may produce a 
final clause, expressing purpose, "in order to turn against", and most translations 
give this sense with a literal translation of the infinitive. Yet, a consecutive clause 
expressing consequence / result seems more likely, cf. Moule. Division is a 
consequence of Jesus' coming.  

kata + gen. "against" - AGAINST [THE FATHER OF HIM, AND A DAUGHTER] 
AGAINST [THE MOTHER OF HER, AND THE DAUGHTER-IN-LAW] AGAINST [THE 
MOTHER-IN-LAW OF HER]. Here expressing opposition. In Jewish society, a 
daughter-in-law is subject to her mother-in-law, as is a daughter to her mother. It 
is interesting to note that in Rabbinic tradition division was an evil that served as 
a sign of the coming messiah.  
   
v36 

tou anqrwpou (oV) gen. "a man's" - [AND the ENEMIES] OF THE MAN. The 
genitive is adjectival, relational; "and a person's enemies", ESV.  

ecqroi (oV) "enemies" - ENEMIES, HOSTILES will be. Nominative subject of 
an assumed verb to-be, unless the noun has been fronted for emphatic effect, in 
which case it is a predicate nominative. Used of being at odds with someone, 
which may be expressed strongly, "enemy", or more softly, "opponent". "Worst 
enemies", TEV, is bit over the top.  
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oi oikiakoi (oV) "will be the members of [his own] household" - THE 
MEMBERS OF THE HOUSEHOLD [OF HIM]. Predicate nominative of an assumed 
verb to-be. "The extended household."  
   
v37 

iii] The cost of discipleship - undivided love, cross-bearing and death to self, 
v37-39. A disciple's love for Jesus (in the sense of commitment or allegiance) 
must stand above their love of family. In rabbinic literature, a disciple's personal 
interest, eg., family, can stand above the demands of their master, but Jesus sticks 
with his usual absolutism and demands complete allegiance. Pushing further with 
his hard sayings, Jesus uses the image of crucifixion to illustrate the ideal of self-
sacrifice. The ideal of discipleship entails denial of self, even denial of ones very 
life. Jesus cuts even more deeply with the statement that when a disciple lives to 
preserve their life (in the sense of living for themselves rather than submitting to 
Christ) then they lose it in the age to come. The parallel hard sayings in Luke 
14:25-35 places Jesus' absolutism within the context of justification. Even the 
disciple is a sinner, totally unable to live the "righteousness that exceeds that of 
the Scribes and Pharisees." Thankfully, the person "who will eat at the feast in 
the kingdom of God" is the outcast who accepts the master's invitation, 14:15-24. 
Matthew, on the other hand, establishes the principle of justification in the 
Sermon on the Mount and expects his readers to apply the principle in the other 
teaching sections. It is those who "hunger and thirst for righteousness" who are 
"filled". So, as we look with dismay at the ideal of cross-bearing discipleship, we 
must remind ourselves again that only one person has truly gone the way of total 
denial unto death, and thankfully his cross-bearing denial is for us. When we lose 
our life in him / in his cross, we find it.  

oJ filwn (filew) part. "anyone who loves" - THE ONE LOVING [FATHER OR 
MOTHER]. The participle serves as a substantive. A distinction is often drawn 
between the more common New Testament word agapaw "love" (to show 
compassion toward) and filew "love" (to show affection toward). Morris 
suggests there is little difference in meaning, although most commentators think 
that the difference does exist. "Cares for", NEB, draws out the sense of allegiance 
which may better express the point Jesus is making. Family relationships are very 
important, but they "must not be allowed to divert a disciple from loyalty to 
Jesus", Hagner.  

h] "[father] or [mother" - Disjunctive, expressing an alternative.  
uJper + acc. "more than" - MORE THAN [ME]. Comparative use of the 

preposition; "more than, beyond".  
axioV adj. "[is not] worthy [of me]" - [IS NOT] WORTHY, SHOW ONESELF TO 

BE FIT [OF ME, AND THE ONE LOVING SON OR DAUGHTER MORE THAN ME IS NOT] 
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WORTHY [OF ME]. Predicate adjective. "Does not deserve to be mine", Phillips; 
"my disciple", TEV.  
   
v38  

o}V "whoever" - WHO. Introducing an attributive relative clause limiting an 
assumed oJ, "the one"; "the person who does not take up / receive their cross ........"  

ou lambanei (lambanw) pres. "does not take up" - DOES NOT TAKE UP, 
RECEIVE. Given our love of legalism / nomism we are inclined toward the sense 
take up rather than receive. As noted in Interpretation above, Jesus may be talking 
about "receiving" the cross, a light load provided by him, rather than taking up 
the cross, as in taking up the hard road of cross-bearing discipleship.  

ton stauron (oV) "[his / their] cross" - THE CROSS, POLE = an upright pole 
with a horizontal cross-member. Accusative direct object of the verb "to take / 
receive." As indicated above, "the cross" is usually interpreted in the figurative 
sense of self-renunciation, denial, death of self. A very strong image, given that 
people at the time would have seen criminals picking up a timber cross-member 
and carrying it to the place of their execution. As such, it is an effective image of 
the road of self-denial - but whose denial, our's or Christ's?  

autou gen. pro. "his / their [cross]" - OF HIM. The genitive is adjectival, 
possessive, but if lambanei is understood in the terms of "receive", then "receives 
his / their cross" carries the idea of "the cross given him."  

kai "and" - BDF suggests that this second "and" is actually equivalent to 
oude, "and yet", "and yet follows me", "following" in the sense of serving as a 
disciple. The disciple who doesn't take up their cross, but still performs the role 
of a disciple, is no disciple of Jesus. An interesting twist, although somewhat 
concerning!!!!  

opisw + gen. "follow [me]" - [FOLLOW] AFTER [ME]. Local, expressing a 
position behind something / someone. "Follow in my footsteps", Barclay.  

mou gen. pro. "[worthy of] me" - [IS NOT WORTHY] OF ME. Genitive 
complement, of persons, after the adjective axioV, "worthy".  
   
v39 

This saying is too brief to know for certain what Jesus is saying. In a general 
sense, a person who lives to preserve their life ("whoever disowns me"), to find 
meaning and substance in existence itself ("anyone who loves father and mother 
more than me"), to pursue existence independent of Christ ("anyone who does 
not take his cross"), will end up with nothing, whereas, a person who seeks 
meaning and substance in Jesus ("for my sake"), will gain eternal life.  

oJ euJrwn (euJriskw) aor. part. "whoever finds" - THE ONE HAVING FOUND. 
The participle serves as a substantive. The aorist is probably futuristic (proleptic) 
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which serves to indicate that the action has not yet occurred, "the one who will 
have found." "Gains his life", REB, "save your life", CEV.  

yuchn (h) "life" - THE LIFE [OF HIM]. Accusative direct object of the verb "to 
find." The word can refer to the inner life of a person, or to the eternal divine 
spark which only God can extinguish, namely, "the soul." Some commentators 
argue that, particularly here, it just means "the self." This "self" may be 
considered either in relation to "earthly existence, or life considered in terms of 
eternity", Morris. The best we can say is that the context seems to support the 
meaning "self", "lower life", Williams.  

oJ opolesaV (apollumi) aor. part. "whoever loses" - WILL DESTROY, LOSE 
[IT]. The participle serves as a substantive. The sense "destroy" best conveys the 
idea, so "you give it up for me", CEV. See note above regarding the futuristic 
aorist.  

e{neken + gen. "for [my] sake" - [AND THE ONE HAVING LOST THE LIFE OF 
HIM] BECAUSE OF [ME WILL FIND IT]. Causal, "because of"; "on my account", 
Berkeley.  
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10:40-42 

5. Extending the kingdom, 9:35-10:42 
v] The reward for welcoming the word 
Synopsis  

Jesus concludes his mission-charge to the apostles with a word of 
encouragement.  
   
Teaching  

The acceptance of a minister of the gospel is an acceptance of Jesus and his 
Father. To welcome an evangelist and their message is to welcome Jesus; to reject 
an evangelist and their message is to reject Jesus.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 9:35-10:15.  
   

ii] Structure: The passage, Receiving disciples, presents as follows:  
The reception of Christ's messengers: 

Saying, v40: 
"whoever receives you receives me, ..." 

Saying, v41: 
"the one who receives a prophet .... receives a prophet's  ..." 

Saying, v42: 
"whoever gives one of these little ones a glass of water ...."  

   
The passage consists of three stitched independent sayings, the link 

word being "receives" for v40 and 41, and "reward" for v41 and 42. The 
first and third are paralleled in Mark, with the second unique to Matthew. 
Some commentators attach 11:1 to this pericope, given that the verse is 
obviously transitional.  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
Matthew now returns to the specific context of the mission charge, 

namely the sending out of the 12. In this conclusion of the charge the focus 
is on the reception of the missioners. The sayings make the following 
points: a) A person who receives someone receives the one who sent them. 
So, a person who welcomes a missioner and the message they carry, 
welcomes Jesus; b) the worth of the reward a person gains by welcoming / 
receiving someone is directly related to the visitor's worth. So for example, 
in receiving a prophet there is a prophet's reward; c) the reward due for 
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welcoming / receiving a missioner, "one of these little ones", is guaranteed 
by divine authority.  

 
Homiletics: A friendly welcome 

Nerriga is a small town 
on the road from Braidwood 
to Nowra on the East Coast of 
Australia. It’s a quiet sleepy 
hollow. Most of the shops are 
closed, the post office and the 
police station long gone, but  
the old pub (hotel) still 
survives. It's a small farming 
community with a primary 
school and not much else. 
There was more of the town in 

the gold-rush days, but little these days. 
In the village there is a small reclad Anglican church. The original  

weatherboards have long since disappeared. They still hold regular services for a 
small but enthusiastic congregation, and this in a village with a population of only 
50 people. 

Over twenty years ago I was involved in a mission in the Parish of Nowra 
and we went out to Nerriga for a Sunday afternoon mission meeting. I well 
remember that on this particular Sunday the church was full. I suppose it was 
quite an event for the community. Arriving at Nerriga on Saturday afternoon we 
were billeted out with local farmers. I was quite taken by the lack of facilities that 
these folk had to cope with. The portable out-house was quite a feature. When the 
hole filled up they dug a new hole and carried the out-house to its new position. 

This simple farming community accepted our presence in their town. They 
put us up in their homes and they came out on the Sunday afternoon to hear what 
we had to say. I don't remember if anyone made an overt commitment to Christ. 
Jesus' promise of eternal life is not dependent on walking the aisle, rather, it is 
dependent on welcoming the messenger and the message. They certainly 
welcomed the messengers and I hope they welcomed the message. If they did, 
eternity is theirs; it's as simple as that. 

When anyone welcomes the "little ones", the insignificant ones who come in 
the name of Christ, along with their message of salvation, they welcome Christ 
himself. Anyone who welcomes Christ actually welcomes God the Father. Such 
a person "will certainly not lose their reward." 
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Text - 10:40 
Welcoming the word of God, v10-42: i] Like the prophets of old, the 

disciples carry a message from God to the lost of Israel. To welcome the 
messenger and accept their message is to welcome the one who sent the 
messenger. To welcome a disciple is to welcome Jesus, and to welcome Jesus is 
to welcome the one who sent him, namely, God the Father.  

oJ decomenoV (decomai) "he who receives" - THE ONE RECEIVING, 
WELCOMING. The participle serves as a substantive. "The one receiving" or better, 
"the one welcoming as a guest" = "whoever....", "anyone..." It was expected that 
a person's agent would be received as if it were they who were making the 
approach. To not welcome the agent is to not welcome the one who sent them.  

uJmaV pro. "you" - YOU [RECEIVES ME]. Accusative direct object of the verb 
"to receive", emphatic by position. Again, referring to the apostles and their 
mission, but as our mission is the same, Jesus' words to them are words to us. Of 
course, this is not always the case. We do well to remember that a divine promise 
or command to a specific group of people at a specific time is not always a word 
to us.  

ton aposteilanta (apostellw) aor. part. "the one who sent [me]" - [AND 
THE ONE RECEIVING ME RECEIVES] THE ONE HAVING SENT [ME]. The participle 
serves as a substantive. Obviously the Father God is the intended sender; "the 
Father / God who sent me", TH.  
   
v41 

ii] A righteous reward is found in welcoming a righteous person, v41. Jesus 
now touches on the issue of "reward". It is difficult to know exactly who Jesus is 
referring to when he uses the terms, "prophet" and "righteous man." Some 
commentators suggest that they are special ministries of the early church, yet it 
is more likely that they are either Old Testament ministries, or first century Jewish 
ministries. Jesus does not seem to be using the terms in a derogatory sense, but 
rather as a comparison. The "prophet" and the "righteous man" (teacher?) are 
people who carry a particular teaching. To receive them and to receive their word 
is to receive the blessing associated with their teaching. The same applies for his 
apostles. To receive the apostles and their teaching is to receive the blessing 
associated with their teaching. The reward for accepting the apostles, and the 
good news that they carry from God, is free entrance into the kingdom of heaven.  

oJ decomenoV (decomai) pres. mid. part. "whoever welcomes" - THE ONE 
RECEIVING. The participle serves as a substantive.  

profhthn (hV) "a prophet" - Accusative direct object of the verb "to 
receive." In a general sense, one who declares the word of God, although for Jews 
of the first century the word would probably only apply to a person who declared 
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a direct word from God, a "thus says the Lord" word. So, "God's messenger", 
TEV, may be a bit too general.  

eiV onoma "because he is" - IN / TO / FOR NAME. Adverbial, a Semitism 
meaning "because he is / in view of his being / on the ground of"; the preposition 
eiV being treated as causal, although possibly reference / respect. The "name" = 
the person / their being. The sense is of welcoming a person who is a prophet 
because we know he is a prophet, rather than welcoming him just because he is a 
visitor etc., "recognizes ... as such", Barclay.  

profhtou (hV ou) gen. "a prophet's" - [OF A PROPHET WILL RECEIVE 
REWARD] OF A PROPHET. The genitive is adjectival, probably possessive, but 
possibly verbal, objective, or attributive, idiomatic, limiting "reward", "a reward 
which a prophet, due to his standing before God, is able to bestow."  

misqon (oV) "reward" - REWARD, WAGES. Accusative direct object of the 
verb "to receive." The person who welcomes a prophet receives "the pay" of a 
prophet. Possibly "he will receive the same reward as a messenger of God will 
receive", TH. Yet, it is more likely that the one who welcomes "receives the 
reward that the messenger of God gives." The reward is related to receiving the 
message.  

dikaiou gen. adj. "a righteous man's / person's [reward]" - [THE ONE 
RECEIVING A RIGHTEOUS person IN NAME OF A RIGHTEOUS person, WILL RECEIVE 
REWARD] OF A RIGHTEOUS person. The adjective serves as a substantive, while 
the genitive is adjectival, as "prophet's reward" above. Possibly in a general sense, 
"A good man", TEV. Also possibly referring to a class of religious scholars, 
teachers etc. who functioned in Jewish society, cf. Carson. The allusion, of 
course, is to the disciples. Recognize and welcome a disciple as a disciple of 
Christ, accepting the word that they carry, and we will receive the promised 
blessing that goes with that word ("reward"), namely, eternal life.  
   
v42 

iii] A righteous reward comes with a divine guarantee, v42. Jesus now 
completes his comparison, although in a slightly lateral way. To receive the 
apostles and their message is to receive the reward of eternal life. Jesus uses the 
more general term "disciple", rather than "apostle", reminding us that although 
we may not specifically be "the sent ones", all Jesus' followers are responsible for 
the communication of the gospel. He uses the intimate term "little ones" for his 
disciples. Although the term is often applied to socially disadvantaged people, 
Jesus uses it exclusively of his followers, those who are "the insignificant ones." 
The offer of "a cup of cold water" may seem like an act of charity which brings a 
spiritual reward, yet the context works against such a view. The offer of a drink 
of water images the acceptance of a disciple and by implication the acceptance of 
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their message. A person who receives a disciple and their message "will certainly 
not lose their reward", a reward that entails eternal life.  

o} an + subj. "if [anyone] / whoever" - [AND] IF WHO = WHOEVER, as the 
case may be, . Introducing a relative conditional clause, 3rd class, where the stated 
condition has the possibility of coming true; "whoever, as may be the case, .... 
then ......"  

potish/ (potizw) aor. subj. "gives" - GIVES TO DRINK, GIVES A DRINK. The 
most insignificant gift that one person can give to another is a glass of water.  

yucrou gen. adj "[a cup] of cold water" - [A CUP] OF COLD water. The 
adjective serves as a substantive, "cold" = "cold water", the genitive being 
adjectival, idiomatic / content; "a cup full of cold water."  

twn mikrwn gen. adj. "[one] of [these] little ones" - OF [THESE] LITTLE, 
SMALL ones. The adjective serves as a substantive, the genitive being adjectival, 
partitive. Probably carrying the sense "insignificant ones". Some translations opt 
for degree, "the humblest of my disciples", Goodspeed, but probably all disciples 
are "the little ones."  

eiV onoma "because he is my disciple" - [ONLY] IN NAME [OF A DISCIPLE]. 
See v41.  

amhn legw uJmin "truly I tell you" - then TRULY I SAY TO YOU. Serving to 
underline the following statement.  

ou mh + subj. "[that person will] certainly not [lose]" - HE WILL BY NO 
MEANS [LOSE THE REWARD OF HIM]. Subjunctive of emphatic negation, serving 
to emphasize the fact that the reward will in no way be removed. As above, the 
reward is probably the promise carried in the disciples' message, namely, eternal 
life. The reward is gained by welcoming / receiving the disciple and their 
message.  

autou gen. pro. "their [reward]" - [the reward] of them. Possessive 
genitive.  
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11:1-19 

6. The business of mission, 11:1-12:50 
i] Jesus and John the Baptist 
Synopsis  

John the Baptist, now arrested and in jail, wonders whether Jesus is the "one 
who is to come." Jesus gives John's disciples the answer and goes on to speak of 
John and of the generation that has rejected him.  
   
Teaching  

Even the most insignificant disciple is greater than John the Baptist. 
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 1:1-17. The teaching of the 1st. Discourse - The Great 
Sermon - was developed in the 1st. Narrative section 8:1-9:34. The teaching of 
the 2nd. Discourse / teaching section - Mission and Martyrdom, the transfer of 
kingdom authority from Jesus to his disciples, 9:35-10:42 - is now developed in 
the 2nd. Narrative section, 11:1-12:50. The narratives in this section illustrate, 
develop and apply the theme of mission. In chapter 11 we examine John the 
Baptist as he relates to Jesus and his disciples, v1-15; the fickle nature of "this 
generation", v16-19; Jesus' condemnation of the three cities, v20-24; and Jesus' 
acceptance of the weary, v25-30. Chapter 12 continues to develop the theme of 
mission. In equipping believers as emissaries of the gospel, Matthew focuses on 
the opposition aroused by the gospel, providing something of a reason for that 
opposition. First, Matthew records two Sabbath controversies, v1-14; Jesus, and 
thus his disciples, as servants of the Lord, v15-21; the Beelzebub controversy, 
v22-37; the request for a sign, v38-45; and finally, in an encouraging note, we are 
reminded that we are members of Jesus' true family, v46-50.  

Allen provides us with a useful structure for chapter 11: "the editor gives us 
a survey of Christ's work. It falls into three sections. Christ's work is considered 
(a) in relation to that of the Baptist, v2-19; (b) in view of its apparent failure, v20-
24; (c) in view of its real success, v25-30."  
   

ii] Structure: This narrative, Jesus and John the Baptist, is shaped around 
three questions and presents as follows: 

Setting, v1. 
The Baptist's question, v2-6: 

"are you the one coming?" 
Jesus' testimony to John, v7-15: 

"what did you go out into the wilderness to see?" 
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saying #1, 7-11: 
John is a prophet. 

saying #2, v12-13: 
seekers are enthusiastically storming the kingdom. 

saying #3, v14-15: 
John is the promised Elijah. 

Jesus' question, v16-19:  
"to what will I compare this generation?"  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

Just as the first narrative applies the first discourse - the Great Sermon 
- so the second narrative, chapters 11 and 12, applies the second discourse 
- mission and martyrdom. Kingdom authority has been transferred from 
Jesus to his disciples in order to progress the realization of the kingdom in 
a world hostile to the gospel. In these narrative accounts of Jesus' teaching 
and preaching ministry, as selected and arranged by Matthew, we learn 
something of the reason why gospel ministry faces confusion and hostility. 
The tradition recorded by Matthew in chapter 11 reveals an inability to 
understand both the actions and the message of the missioners. This is 
evidenced in the Baptist's question to Jesus, and Jesus' description of the 
world's ("this generation") assessment of both himself and John as fickle, 
v16-19. The world may be blind and consequently faces judgment, v20-24, 
but the missioners see, v25-27, and are not without support, v28-30.  

In the passage before us, Jesus and John the Baptist, we see in the 
Baptist a man facing haunting doubts about Jesus; is Jesus truly the 
Messiah? We are given a clear description of his important role and we are 
introduced to his person: a great man, the Elijah foretold by Malachi, yet a 
prophet rejected. Believers will face the same confusion as we confront 
fickle humanity, yet even the most insignificant disciple is greater than the 
Baptist.  
   

What is meant by "the kingdom of heaven is taken by force / comes 
forcibly and forceful people snatch it"? v13. This independent saying 
concerning the Baptist has prompted endless interpretations:  

If we read biazetai, "forcibly confronted", as a passive, the sense is 
that the kingdom is being set upon, "taken by force or violence":  

a) by violent men who are opponents to the gospel, "oppressed", 
cf. NRSV, JB, NEB;  

b) by believers who forcefully enter it with burning zeal. "Only 
with strenuous determination does one press into it", cf. Davies & 
Allison, p254, cf. Moffatt;  
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c) by being pressed forward with violence by fundamentalists 
like the Zealots.  

If we read biazetai as middle the meaning is that the kingdom is 
powerfully moving forward of its own volition, "has been coming 
violently", as in the NIV; "goes forward with triumphant force", Morris, 
cf., Carson.  

Yet, what of the biastai, "the forceful, violent", who arpazousin, 
"seize, snatch" it? Stendhal, in Peak's Commentary, puts the two main 
positions simply as either "the kingdom of heaven suffers violence and men 
of violence grab it", or that "the kingdom of heaven manifests itself 
violently and keen and daring men take hold of it."  

Luke quotes the first part of the saying, although his version is viewed 
as secondary, cf., Lk.16:16. None-the-less, his take fits with the 
interpretation that the kingdom of heaven is dynamically being realized in 
our midst and is being stormed by enthusiastic people who are keen to enter 
it. So, v12-13 together would give the sense that from John up till now 
seekers with the eye of faith are grabbing hold of the coming kingdom 
(proclaimed in the gospel), for the law and the prophets were up till John, 
but now the promised new age, entailing the full realization of the promised 
blessings of the covenant, is bursting in upon us.  
   

What is meant by "Wisdom has been absolved of her actions", v19b? 
This saying is problematic. First, there are textual problems, with many of 
the readings influenced by the Lukan parallel - "from all of the children of 
her", Lk.7:35. Metzger regards apo twn ergwn, "from the works of her", 
as original with teknwn, "children", and pantwn, "all", as examples of 
assimilation. There is much to commend the view that the original saying 
is "wisdom is justified by/out of her children", but that Matthew has 
interpreted it in relation to Christ by alluding to v2, ta erga tou Cristou 
"the works of Christ".  

Matthew may be identifying Jesus with Wisdom (so Davies & Allison, 
Hagner, Luz, ..), but it is more likely he sees both John and Jesus as "the 
envoys of Wisdom", Nolland, see also Carson. God's Wisdom is vindicated 
/ proved true in the actions of both John and Jesus. Any examination of the 
lifestyles of John and Jesus cannot but conclude that they reflect God's 
right-living Wisdom - the works of John and Jesus are hers.  

It is possible that Matthew is expressing the same idea explicit in the 
Lukan version, namely that the claims of wisdom are proved true by all 
who accept the message of wisdom's envoys (John and Jesus), ie., the 
saying is referring to Jesus' disciples: "the lives of those who accept Christ's 
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teachings show that it was excellent", Morris. Gathercole in NTS 49 nicely 
translates the saying as "wisdom has been absolved of her actions."  

 
Homiletics: Jesus and John the Baptist 

There is great pathos in this passage of scripture. We don't really know what 
was in John's mind as he lay in prison, but it must have been hard for him to hold 
fast to the idea that God's eternal reign was about to be realized in the messiah. 
Did not John now find himself stuck in prison? How is that a blessing of the 
coming kingdom? Of course, John had known of Jesus from a young age, but 
what specifically was Jesus' role? Was Jesus the messiah, or was he the promised 
Elijah whose role was to announce the coming messiah? Questions and doubts; 
the beginning of faith, or faith under stress? There is much to learn from this great 
man, this real man. 
  
     The doubts of John 
  
     The witness of John 
  
     The greatness of John 
  
     The rejection of John 

   
Text - 11:1 

Christ and the Baptist, v1-19; i] Introduction, v1. At this point, Matthew 
gives us a summary of Jesus ministry. Luke goes to greater detail so giving us a 
better understanding of why John would now have doubts about Jesus' 
messiahship, ie., Jesus' actions are similar to Elijah, so is Jesus only just the 
coming Elijah, the one who prepares for the coming messiah?  

kai egeneto "-" - AND IT CAME ABOUT. Typical introductory formula; "and it 
came to pass", AV.  

oJte "after" - WHEN. Temporal conjunction introducing a temporal clause, as 
NIV.  

etelesen (telew) aor. "had finished" - [JESUS] FINISHED, COMPLETED, 
ENDED.  

diatasswn (diatassw) part. "instructing" - TEACHING, DIRECTING, 
COMMANDING. The participle is complementary, completing the sense of the verb 
"had finished." Probably referring to the commissioning of the disciples in 
chapter 10.  

toiV dwdeka maqhtaiV dat. "[his] twelve disciples" - TO THE TWELVE 
DISCIPLES [OF HIM]. Dative of direct object after the dia prefix verb "to 
command."  
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metebh (metabainw) aor. "he went on" - HE MOVED ON, DEPARTED [FROM 
THERE]. "He left that place"  

tou didaskein kai khrussein pres. inf. "to teach and preach" - This 
construction, tou + an infinitive, introduces a final clause expressing purpose; "in 
order to preach and teach." It is possible that "teach and preach" refers to the same 
function (ie., a hendiadys), therefore "to preach the gospel."  

en + dat. "in [the towns]" - IN [THE CITIES]. Locative, expressing space.  
autwn gen. pro. "of Galilee" - OF THEM. The genitive is adjectival, 

attributive, idiomatic / identification, "the cities in which they live", Olmstead. 
   
v2 

ii] Matthew now recounts Jesus' meeting with the disciples of John, their 
question on behalf of John, and Jesus' reply, v2-6. As noted above, John's doubts 
may well be related to his wrong reading of Jesus' ministry (ie., Jesus as the 
Elijah, rather than the messiah), at any rate, the account is somewhat negative, 
eg., the implied rebuke, "blessed is he who does not take offense at me", v6; "the 
least in the kingdom of heaven is greater than he", v11. None-the-less, as Fee puts 
it "the rebuke of v6 does not require us to believe that John's expectation was 
wrong, but only that he was slow to read the evidence." Jesus then summarizes 
the signs associated with the coming of the messiah, the one anointed by God to 
proclaim the day of salvation, a day of blessing and cursing, cf., Isaiah 26:19, 
29:18, 35:5-6, 42:18, 61:1. Such signs authenticate Jesus' messianic role.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
akousaV (akouw) aor. part. "when [John ....] heard" - [JOHN] HAVING 

HEARD. NIV reads the participle as adverbial, temporal; "when John had heard in 
the prison", AV.  

en + dat. "in [prison]" - [THE WORKS OF THE CHRIST] IN [THE PRISON]. 
Locative, expressing space. Nicely rendered as a relative clause, "who was in 
prison at that time", TH. cf. NEB.  

tou Cristou (oV) gen. "[what] Christ [was doing / [the deeds [of the 
Messiah]" - OF THE CHRIST. The genitive is adjectival, usually treated as verbal, 
subjective, as NIV, or possessive, "the Messiah's deeds." Matthew is underlining 
who John is questioning; a brave move on John's part.  

ta erga (on) "what [Christ] was doing" - THE WORKS. Accusative direct 
object of the verb "to hear." Probably "works" = "miracles." John has heard about 
the miracles and so wonders whether Jesus is the Christ.  

pemyaV (pempw) aor. part. "he sent" - HAVING SENT. Attendant circumstance 
participle identifying action accompanying the adverbial participle "having 
heard"; "when he heard ... he sent." "He asked some of his disciples to go to Jesus 
to find out about him", TH.  
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dia + gen. "-" - THROUGH, BY MEANS OF [THE DISCIPLES OF HIM]. 
Instrumental, agency; "he sent a message by way of his disciples." "A message" 
understood, ie., the question in v3.  
   
v3 

eipen (oJraw) aor. "to ask" - HE SAID. It is John's question, although relayed 
through his disciples, so the TEV, "'tell us' they asked Jesus."  

autw/ dat. pro. "him" - TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
su "[are] you" - Nominative subject of the verb to-be, emphatic position, 

ie., underlined.  
oJ ercomenoV (ercomai) pres. part. "the one who is to come" - THE ONE 

COMING. The participle serves as a substantive, virtually ending up as a title, "the 
coming one", either of the promised Elijah of God, or the messiah. See notes 
above.  

prosdokwmen (prosdokaw) sub. "should we expect" - [OR] SHOULD WE 
WAIT FOR, LOOK FOR, EXPECT (in hope, in fear, or in a neutral state of mind, 
BAGD)]. Either a deliberative subjunctive, "should we look", or a present 
indicative with a future sense, "we shall look." "Have we got to wait for someone 
else?" JB. The "we" obviously means "we Jews", not just "we disciples of John."  

eJteron pro. "someone else" - ANOTHER. Accusative direct object of the verb 
"to expect", emphatic by position. The sense is either a different messiah, or a 
messiah with different characteristics to Jesus.  

 

v4 
apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) part. "replied" - [AND JESUS] ANSWERING 

[SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle, redundant / pleonastic - a common 
Semitic construction; "and answering Jesus said to them" = "Jesus answered 
them", NRSV.  

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
poreuqenteV (poreuomai) aor. pas. part. "go back" - GOING. "Report" is an 

imperative and so this attendant circumstance participle is also read as an 
imperative; "Go and tell", NEB.  

a} "what" - [REPORT TO JOHN] WHAT things [YOU HEAR AND SEE]. This 
relative pronoun serves to introduce a noun clause, object of the imperative verb 
"to report." Note a} is plural.  
   
v5 

anablepousin (anablepw) pres. "receive sight" - [THE BLIND] LOOK UP 
AGAIN, RECEIVE SIGHT AGAIN. The prefix adds the sense "again", "people who 
are blind see again." It is not "all blind people."  
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euaggelizontai pres. pas. "the good news is preached / proclaimed to" - 
[AND CRIPPLED WALK, LEPERS ARE CLEANSED AND DEAF HEAR AND DEAD ARE 
RAISED AND POOR] ARE TOLD = EVANGELIZED. The verb is normally deponent, 
ie. passive or middle form, but active in meaning. Here taken as passive.  

ptwcoi adj. "the poor" - ABJECT POOR, BEGGARS, THOSE WHO HAVE 
NOTHING. Nominative subject of the passive verb "to tell." Only "leper" in this 
list is a noun, the rest are adjectives serving as nouns, even though they are 
without a definite article. Interestingly, the poor remain poor, assuming that Jesus 
is speaking of the physically poor rather than the spiritually poor. The image 
underlines the truth that the gospel is for the "lost" = "the poor in spirit, those who 
mourn; the meek, those who hunger and thirst for righteousness ....." Such are 
euaggelizontai, "evangelized" - they receive an important message from God 
concerning the full realization of the covenant promises, namely, the 
establishment of the kingdom of God / God's eternal reign in Christ.  
   
v6 

makarioV adj. "blessed" - [AND] BLESSED. Predicate adjective. Serving as a 
declaration of a favoured state / status before God. The person who believes in 
Jesus is forgiven and therefore appropriates the promised covenant blessings / 
enters the kingdom. Such a person is a one of the blessed.  

oJV ean + subj. "the man who" - [IS] WHOEVER. Introducing an indefinite 
relative clause which serves as the nominative subject of the verb to-be; "whoever 
does not stumble on account of me is blessed." It can also be rightly viewed as 
conditional 3rd. class, although not usually classified as such; "whoever, as the 
case may be, does not stumble on account of me then they are blessed". "Whoever 
stays true to their faith is blessed."  

mh skandalisqh/ (skandalizw) pas. sub. "does not fall way" - DOES NOT 
TAKE OFFENSE. The sense is of drifting in one's reliance on Jesus, allowing 
doubts to flourish, so, has "no doubts about me", TEV, "does not lose faith in 
me", JB.  

en "on account of" - BY, IN, WITH [ME]. The preposition is possibly causal, 
"because of", as in the NIV, but also "in", JB; "about", TEV; "at", NRSV (ie., 
adverbial).  
   
v7 

iii] Jesus' assessment of John the Baptist, v7-15. The Baptist serves as "the 
last and greatest of the prophets, fulfilling the role of the eschatological 
forerunner foretold in Malachi 3:1 and 4:5-6, and as such ushering in the time of 
salvation to which he himself nonetheless remains to some degree an outsider", 
Fee. In this passage Matthew has compiled three sayings, v7-11, 12-13, 14-15. 
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The first saying is found in Luke's parallel account, Lk.7:24-28. The second 
saying is found in Luke.16:16, but in a different context.  

a) Saying #1, v7-11. The first saying begins with a series of three parallel 
questions which build up to the declaration that John is a prophet, v7-9. This is 
supported with a quote from Malachi 3:1, v10. John's superior prophetic status is 
then qualified by comparing it with the "least" in the kingdom, v11.  

toutwn ... poreumenwn (poreuomai) gen. pres. part. "as John's disciples 
were leaving" - THESE ONES WERE LEAVING, GOING. The genitive absolute 
participial construction is best treated as temporal, with the present tense, being 
durative, indicating ongoing action; "while/as/at the time they were leaving."  

legein (legw) pres. inf. "[Jesus began] to say" - The infinitive is 
complementary, completing the sense of the verb hrxato, "began".  

toiV ocloiV (oV) dat. "to the crowd" - Dative of indirect object.  
peri + gen. "about [John]" - Reference / respect; "concerning John."  
ti neut. "what" - Interrogative pronoun, not "who", but "what", possibly 

"why".  
qeasasqai (qeaomai) aor. inf. "to see" - [WHAT DID YOU GO OUT INTO THE 

WILDERNESS] TO BEHOLD, GAZE AT, SEE? The infinitive expresses purpose, "in 
order to see"; "When you went out into the wilderness in order to observe the 
prophet John, what did you expect to see?"  

uJpo + gen. "[A reed swayed] by [the wind]" - [A BLADE OF GRASS BEING 
SHAKEN] BY [WIND]? Instrumental, expressing agency, as NIV, or cause, "because 
of the wind." John is anything but this, he is obviously a rugged preacher, not an 
insipid weakling mouthing pious platitudes. "Waving in the breeze", Phillips.  
   
v8 

alla "if not" - BUT. A strong adversative: if not "a reed ..." then what...?" If 
not that then maybe this... "You could not have wanted to see that", so what did 
you go out to see ...? BAGD.  

idein (eidon .. oJraw) aor. inf. "to see" - [WHAT DID YOU GO OUT] TO SEE. 
The infinitive is adverbial, final, expressing purpose; "in order to see."  

hJmfiesmenon (amfiennumi) perf. pas. / mid. part. "dressed [in fine clothes]" 
- [AND MAN] HAVING BEEN CLOTHED [IN SOFT CLOTHES]. The participle is best 
treated as adjectival, attributive, limiting "man"; "a man who who wears fine 
clothing." It could also be classified as the complement of the direct object man, 
as NIV.  

oiJ .... forounteV (forew) part. "those who wear" - [BEHOLD] THE ONES 
WEARING. The participle serves as a substantive; "people who live in kings 
palaces wear fine clothes like that", TH.  
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ta malaka adj. "fine clothes" - FINE, FANCY. The adjective here serves as a 
noun, "soft raiment", RSV; "fancy clothes", TEV; "[dressed in] silks and satins", 
NEB.  

twn basilewn (euV ewV) gen. "kings' [palaces]" - [ARE IN THE HOUSES] OF 
KINGS. The genitive is adjectival, possessive.  
   
v9 

alla "then" - BUT. Strong adversative, as above.  
tiv "what" - Note, the NEB now translates this interrogative pronoun as 

"why". The RSV moved to "why" in v8. The question now expects a positive 
answer.  

idein (eidon oJraw) aor. inf. "to see" - [DID YOU GO OUT] TO SEE? [Did you 
go out] to see [A PROPHET?] The infinitive is adverbial, final, expressing purpose; 
"in order to see."  

uJmin dat. pro. "[I tell] you" - [YES, I SAY] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
perissoteron (perissoV) adj. comp. "more than" - [you went out to see 

EVEN] GREATER THAN. The adjective means "more than sufficient / abundant", 
and in it's comparative form, as here, "greater than abundant / abundantly more." 
The kai in this elliptic clause is ascensive, "even". The Baptist is someone who 
is greater than a prophet.  

profhtou (hV ou) gen. "a prophet" - OF A PROPHET. The genitive is 
ablative, of comparison, as NIV.  
   
v10 

The quotation from Mal.3:1 is influenced by Ex.23:20. The LXX has "before 
my face ..... before me."  

peri + gen. "about [whom]" - [THIS IS he] ABOUT [WHOM]. Reference; 
"about, concerning, with reference to whom it is written."  

gegraptai (grafw) perf. pas. "it is written" - IT HAS BEEN WRITTEN, IT 
STANDS WRITTEN. "John is the one of whom the scriptures declare .."  

mou gen. pro. "my [messenger]" - [BEHOLD I SEND THE ANGEL, 
MESSENGER] OF ME. The genitive may be adjectival, possessive, such that the 
messenger is his, or ablative, source/origin, "I will send a messenger from me."  

pro + gen. "ahead of [you]" - BEFORE [the FACE OF YOU]. Spatial; "before", 
as NIV.  

kataskeuasei (kataskeuazw) fut. "will prepare" - [WHO] WILL GET 
READY, EQUIP, FURNISH FULLY. In the Malachi 3:1 quotation, Yahweh sends the 
messenger to prepare for his coming. Here, of course, Jesus identifies himself 
with Yahweh as the manifestation of Yahweh, and has John preparing for, not 
Yahweh's coming, but the coming of Christ.  
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sou gen. pro. "your" - [THE WAY] OF YOU. The genitive is adjectival, not 
possessive, as if the messiah owns "the way", but an idiomatic attributive, "who 
will prepare ahead of you the road which you will travel"; "who shall prepare the 
road ahead of you", Berkeley.  

thn oJdon (oV) "way" - THE WAY. Accusative direct object of the verb "to 
prepare." A road-building image is being employed where the road is made 
straight to speed the return of the Lord. John does this by getting people ready for 
the coming of the messiah.  

emprosqen + gen. "before [you]" - IN FRONT OF, BEFORE [YOU]. Spatial; 
"before, in front of, ahead of you."  
   
v11 

uJmin dat. pro. "[truly I tell] you" - [TRULY I SAY] TO YOU. Dative of indirect 
object. The phrase serves to underline what follows.  

en + dat. "among [those born]" - [THERE HAS NOT ARISEN] IN / AMONG 
[people BORN / BEGOTTEN]. Local, expressing space / association; "among". 
Referring to humans, so "any person who has ever lived."  

gunaikwn (h) gen. "of women" - The genitive is ablative, expressing source 
/ origin, "born from women" = "mortals".  

ouk eghgertai (egairw) perf. pas. "has not risen" - "Ever lived", TEV; "has 
not appeared on the scene", TH.  

meizwn (megaV) comp. adj. "greater than" - Predicate adjective; a 
comparative with superlative force. "More important than John."  

Iwannou (hV ou) gen. "John" - JOHN [THE BAPTIST]. The genitive is 
adverbial, of comparison, as NIV.  

de "yet" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a move to a contrasting point, as 
NIV; "and yet the one who is least in the kingdom of heaven is ..."  

oJ ... mikroteroV (mikroV) comp. adj. "whoever is least" - THE LEAST IN 
IMPORTANCE, INFLUENCE, POWER. The adjective serves as a substantive. Again, 
we have a comparative with superlative force. It is usually understood that John, 
with regard his status in relation to the kingdom of God, is part of the old 
dispensation, standing outside the realization (inauguration) of the present 
spiritual kingdom in Christ. This doesn't mean he's not saved, just that he doesn't 
share the same privileges as the disciples and so even the least important disciple 
is greater in importance and privilege than John - the disciples stand with Christ, 
John looks forward to Christ. Yet, theologically this view is unsound, since all 
men and women of faith throughout the Old Testament fully share in the 
realization of the covenant promises in Christ - they are properly members of the 
kingdom of God with equal status to all members, past, present and future. It is 
possible that the reference to "the one who is least in the kingdom of heaven" is 
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a reference to Jesus, ie., Jesus the messiah is greater than John. John himself 
affirms this fact, Matt. 3:11. As for Jesus referring to himself as the "least in the 
kingdom of heaven", he constantly describes his mission in the terms of a lowly 
suffering servant, cf., Matt.20:28. Obviously, we have not heard the last word on 
this issue!  

en + dat. "in [the kingdom of heaven]" - Locative, expressing space / sphere, 
of existing within the sphere of the kingdom of God, a member of. The kingdom 
of God, the reign of God, "the dispensation of fulfillment", Ridderbos, entails the 
realization of God's eternal reign in Christ in which the long-awaited covenant 
promises are fulfilled.  

twn ouranwn (oV) gen. "of heaven" - For the genitive "of heaven" see 3:2.  
meizwn comp. adj. "[is] greater than" - Predicate adjective.  
outou gen. pro. "he" - HIM. The genitive is adverbial, comparative, as NIV.  

   
v12 

b) Saying #2, v12-13. "The kingdom of heaven manifests itself violently and 
keen and daring men (people) take hold of it", Stendahl; See Interpretation above.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the dialogue and not 
translated.  

apo + gen. "from [the days]" - Temporal use of the preposition.  
Iwanou (hV ou) gen. "of John [the Baptist]" - A genitive following a 

temporal term, "days of ..., time of ....", may be classified in a number of ways, 
but probably best adjectival, idiomatic / temporal, limiting "days"; "the days when 
John the Baptist was baptizing."  

e{wV + gen. "until [now]" - Temporal preposition.  
arpazousin (arpazw) pres. "[forceful men] lay hold of [it] / [violent 

people] have been raiding [it]" - [FORCEFUL PEOPLE] ARE ROBBING, CARRYING 
OFF, ABDUCTING, TEARING OUT, PLUNDERING, SEIZING [IT]. The noun biasthV is 
a hapax legomenon (once only use in the NT). The sense of the noun is something 
like "a person who employs violence in order to accomplish his purpose"*  
   
v13 

gar "for" - FOR. More reason than cause, explanatory, although possibly 
serving here to introduce an emphatic statement.  

eprofhteusan (profhteuw) aor. "prophesied" - [ALL THE PROPHETS AND 
THE LAW] PROPHESIED. The sense is "announced God's revelation concerning the 
kingdom", rather than giving the word a predictive sense. So, not "foretold things 
to come", NEB. The fact that "the Law" is included with "the Prophets" indicates 
that prediction is not the sense here.  
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eJwV + gen. "until" - UNTIL [JOHN]. Temporal preposition. Probably in the 
sense of up to, but not beyond. It is possible though, that John is not included in 
the "until" (ie., up to John, but not including John), given that Matthew has John 
as the forerunner of the messiah and not the last of the prophets, so "the Law and 
the Prophets revealed the truth of the coming kingdom before John began to 
proclaim his message."  
   
v14 

c) Saying #3, v14-15. In v14 John's superior prophetic status as the long-
promised Elijah is affirmed. Finally, the importance of Jesus' teaching is driven 
home in the formula saying which calls for a right hearing of this divine 
revelation, v15.  

ei + ind. "if [you are willing]" - Introducing a conditional clause, 1st class, 
where the condition is assumed to be true; "if, as is the case, [you will receive it] 
then [this is Elijah]." Possibly "if you are prepared."  

dexasqai (decomai) aor. inf. "to accept" - TO RECEIVE. The infinitive is 
complementary, completing the sense of the verb "are willing." Possibly "to 
believe", JB.  

HliaV "Elijah" - [HE IS] ELIJAH. Predicate nominative. Jesus is not saying 
that John is actually Elijah, but rather that "John is the man the prophet was 
talking about when he said Elijah would return", TH.  

oJ mellwn (mellw) pres. part. "who was" - THE ONE ABOUT. The participle 
is adjectival, attributive, and with its complementary infinitive serves to limit 
"Elijah" by description.  

ercesqai pres. inf. "to come" - The infinitive completes the verbal sense of 
the participle "the one being about"; "John was the Elijah who was to come", 
TNT. Purpose may be intended, "the one whose purpose was to come", although 
the infinitive seems to just underline the fact of his coming, "John is the Elijah, 
who’s coming was predicted, and which fact hopefully you are willing to 
believe."  
   
v15 

oJ ecwn (ecw) pres. part. "whoever has [ears, let him hear]" - THE ONE 
HAVING [EARS, LET HEAR, LISTEN]. The participle serves as a substantive; "he 
who has ears to hear." The sentence is most often treated literally, although the 
sense is conveyed better with a clause like "heed carefully what you hear", NAB; 
"pay attention to what I am saying", ATH; "pay careful attention", Fanning.  
   
v16 

iv] The passage so far has given us an assessment of the ministry of both the 
Baptist and Jesus, now Matthew assesses the response of "this generation", both 
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to the one who prepares for the coming of the messiah and to the one who bears 
the signs of the messiah, v16-19. Using the contrasting emphases in the ministries 
of John and Jesus, we are shown the unreasonableness of the crowd's refusal to 
take either preacher seriously, cf., Morris. Matthew first recounts a proverbial 
saying which well illustrates the fickle response of the crowds to the ministry of 
the Baptist and Jesus. This generation (later ref., "this wicked / unbelieving 
generation") is like a group of fickle children who can't settle on what game to 
play, whatever the game - either a wedding game, or a funeral game. John plays 
the serious funeral game, neither eating nor drinking, and it is said of him that he 
is demon-possessed; Jesus plays the wedding game, celebrating, and it is said of 
him that he is a "winebibber and glutton", a person who associates with corrupt 
people. The argument concludes with a wisdom saying, v19b.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative / argument, 
so left untranslated.  

tini dat. pro. "to what" - Interrogative pronoun introducing a rhetorical 
question. The verb oJmoiow, "like, resemble, similar to", takes a dative of the thing 
compared; "I will compare this generation to what?" = "to what shall I compare 
this generation?  

oJmoiwsw (oJmoiow) fut. "can I compare" - WILL I COMPARE, LIKEN [THIS 
GENERATION]. Either a statement eg. "I know what the people of this day are 
like", TH, or a deliberative future, "what description can I find for this 
generation?", JB.  

oJmoia fem. adj. + dat. "[they are] like" - [SHE IS] LIKE, SIMILAR. Predicate 
adjective. Literally "she", since "generation" is feminine.  

paidioiV (on) dat. "children" - Dative of direct object of the adjective "like" 
which takes a dative of the thing compared.  

kaqhmenoiV (kaqhmai) dat. part. "sitting" - The participle is adjectival, 
attributive, limiting "children"; "like children who are sitting in the marketplace."  

en + dat. "in [the marketplaces]" - Locative, expressing space.  
prosfwnounta (prosfonew) nom. part. "calling out" - [WHO], CALLING OUT 

[TO OTHERS, SAY 'WE PLAYED THE FLUTE ....] The participle is adverbial, modal, 
expressing the manner of the children's "sitting"; "sitting ..... calling out ..." The 
relative pronoun a}, "who", serves as the nominative subject of the verb "to say", 
v17; "who ....... say 'We played ....'" Interestingly, the antecedent of a}, "who", 
namely "children", is dative and thus we would expect the relative pronoun to 
take a dative. Luke has the participle dative, but causes his own syntactical 
problems when he follows it with the nominative relative clause o} legei, "who 
says", rather than Matthew's legousin, "saying". "One group shouts to the other", 
TEV.  
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toiV eJteroiV dat. adj. "to others" - TO OTHERS. The adjective serves as a 
substantive, dative of indirect object, although when the sense of this proV prefix 
verb is "to address, speak to" then it is classified as a dative of direct object.  

 
   
v17 

legousin pres. "-" - [WHO ......] SAY. Somewhat redundant.  
hulhsamen (aulew) aor. "we played the flute" - WE PIPED. "We played 

wedding music", TEV.  
uJmin dat. "for you" - TO YOU [AND YOU DID NOT DANCE]. Dative of interest, 

advantage.  
eqrhnhsamen (qrhnew) aor. "we sang a dirge" - WE WEPT, SANG A FUNERAL 

SONG. "We sang you a dirge", NAB.  
ouk ekoyasqe (koptomai) aor. "you did not mourn" - [AND] YOU DID NOT 

STRIKE YOUR BREAST AND HOWL AS A SIGN OF MOURNING. "We played at 
funerals and you wouldn't be mourners", Phillips.  
   
v18-19a 

gar "for" - FOR [CAME JOHN]. More reason than cause, here as an 
explanation / application of the illustration in v17; "John the Baptist appears, 
refraining from eating and drinking, and they say .....", Cassirer.  

mhte .... mhte "neither .... nor" - NEITHER [EATING] NOR [DRINKING]. A 
negated correlative construction.  

esqiwn (esqiw) pres. part. "eating [nor drinking]" - This, and the following 
participle "drinking", are adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of John's 
"coming". Not that John never ate or drank, but that he lived the life of an ascetic.  

daimonion (on) "[he has] a demon" - [AND THEY SAY HE HAS] A DEMON. 
Accusative direct object of the verb "to have." "He is possessed by an evil spirit."  

tou anqrwpou (oV) gen. "[the Son] of Man" - The genitive is adjectival, 
relational. Jesus' favoured self-identification, but rather than Daniel's coming Son 
of Man, Jesus may have in mind the personal identifier "I". For "Son of Man" see 
8:20.  

esqiwn kai pinwn pres. part. "eating and drinking" - [CAME] EATING AND 
DRINKING. Both participles are adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of Jesus' 
coming. Jesus came enjoying life like a normal person - he celebrated life.  

idou "here is a man" - [AND THEY SAY] BEHOLD, LOOK, PAY ATTENTION. 
Interjection; "Look at him", NEB.  

fagoV (oV) "a glutton" - [A MAN] GLUTTONOUS [AND DRUNKARD, A FRIEND 
OF TAX COLLECTORS AND SINNERS]. Standing in apposition to "man". They are 
probably not saying that Jesus is actually a glutton and a drunk, rather that he 
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lives life like the ordinary folk - he is quite happy to party when the opportunity 
presents itself. So, John lives the life of an ascetic and he is mad, Jesus lives the 
life of an ordinary man and he is a hedonist. You can't win!  
   
v19b 

In this saying Jesus personifies Wisdom, making the point that she stands 
absolved of her actions in the lives of both the Baptist and Jesus. Wisdom's 
revelation of the coming kingdom, in the context of the Baptist's rigor and Jesus' 
joy, is profoundly right and good, such that the crowd's judgment of the ministry 
of the Baptist and Jesus is devoid of wisdom. See Interpretation above.  

kai "but" - AND. Usually taken as adversative, so NIV, but best treated as an 
untranslated connective.  

sofia (a) "wisdom" - Nominative subject of the verb "to show to be just." 
Here in the sense of a knowledge which makes possible skillful activity or 
performance*, ie., wisdom in the Old Testament sense, proverbial wisdom.  

edikaiwqh (dikaiow) aor. pas. "proved right" - IS SHOWN TO BE RIGHT, 
JUST, RIGHTEOUS. The word is used by Paul meaning, "to make right with God" 
(justify), but obviously that is not the intention here. The sense is "to vindicate", 
"to prove true; "stands or falls", Phillips.  

apo + gen. "by" - Here expressing cause, means, or outcome, cf., BAGD.  
authV gen. pro. "her" - OF HER. The genitive is adjectival, possessive, "her 

works", or verbal, subjective, "the works performed by her."  
twn ergwn (oV) "actions" - THE WORKS [OF HER]. "By its results", TEV.  
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11:20-30 

6. The business of mission, 11:1-12:50 
ii] The condemned and the accepted 
Synopsis  

Having spoken of the ministry of John the Baptist, Jesus goes on to condemn 
the unrepentant cities of Israel, and then, within the context of thanksgiving to 
the Father, he calls "the weary" to take upon themselves the easy yoke of the 
gospel.  
   
Teaching  

Believers must face the reality of rejection, for the gospel will not find a 
place in every heart - woe to those who hear, but do not believe. Yet, for those 
who have found the truth, their burdens are lifted and their rest assured.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 11:1-19.  
   

ii] Structure: The condemned and the accepted:  
The condemnation of unrepentant cities, v20-24: 

Setting, v20; 
Saying - oracle of judgment, v21-22: 

Woe to Chorazin and Bethsaida. 
Saying - oracle of judgment, v23-24: 

Woe to Capernaum. 
The acceptance of the weary, v25-30: 

Saying, v25-26: 
praise to the Father for his revelation to the "little children." 

Saying, v27: 
the authority of the Son. 

Saying, v28-30: 
"come to me ..... rest." 
"take my yoke upon you ..... rest."  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

This passage presents in two parts: the condemnation of unrepentant 
cities, and the acceptance of the weary.  
   

First, the condemnation of unrepentant cities, v20-24. This pericope, 
paralleled in Luke 10:12-15, consists of a transitional editorial note 
followed by two parallel oracles formed by a similar syntax: a causal 
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conditional clause, oJti ei, "because if", followed by plhn legw uJmin, "but 
I say to you."  

In his mission charge to the apostles, cf., ch.10, Jesus warned the 
disciples of rejection and persecution. We are not told how the mission 
fared, but the oracles of judgment on Israel indicate that rejection was the 
norm throughout Galilee. The gospel of the coming kingdom demands of 
the hearer repentance and faith, but the Galilean cities of Jesus' own country 
have rejected the message, both in word and sign. The residents of those 
evil cities in the Old Testament age, towns like Sodom and Gomorrah, Tyre 
and Sidon, will stand a better chance in the day of judgment than the 
Galileans who have rejected the works and words of the messianic age.  
   

Second, the acceptance of the weary, v25-30. This passage, consisting 
of three carefully stitched sayings, displays a strong integral unity. The 
passage serves as a commentary on v20-24. The opening sayings are 
paralleled in Luke 10:21-22. Verses 28-30 are possibly two stitched saying 
with the link word being "rest", but are more likely a two-part saying.  

The interpretation of this passage has long focused on the mystery of 
election, such that the poor response to the gospel by the people of Israel 
rests on the divine right, now administered by Jesus, to reveal the mysteries 
of the kingdom to those whom he chooses. Yet, v28-30 counters such an 
arbitrary exercise of the divine will. It is indeed true that God, as an act of 
his sovereign will, administers the gathering together of his people, but 
such is not based on an arbitrary selection of individuals, but rather the 
divinely ordained methodology of grace through faith (Christ's faithfulness 
appropriated through faith).  

The language is reminiscent of John's gospel. Some commentators 
suggest it reflects Hellenistic mysticism, but Carson argues that it is 
"thoroughly Semitic." John's gospel probably evidences Jesus' more 
personal style of teaching and what we have here is a rare example of this 
style in a synoptic gospel, cf., Morris. D &A suggest that the language 
draws on Moses typology, making a distinction between "the Messiah and 
the law-giver", cf., Ex.33:12-13. Whatever we might say of the language, 
what we have here is a Christological high-point in this gospel. "The 
exclusive relationship between the Father and the Son begins to prepare the 
reader for the climax of the gospel where the Son will take his place 
alongside the Father and the Holy Spirit as the object of the disciples' 
allegiance", France.  
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Homiletics: A discriminating God 
       This passage lends itself to a sermon on predestination. The topic is 
contentious and this suggestion is but one approach. 
 

In our reading today, Jesus says that "no one knows the Father except the 
Son and those to whom the Son chooses to reveal him." Does Jesus actually 
choose those he intends to reveal himself to, those who will find rest for their 
souls? 

The notion that God determines those who are destined for damnation and 
those who are destined for salvation, has always disturbed potential seekers. 
Today, generation X, Y, …, tend toward the social agenda of the left, and so find 
the idea of spiritual discrimination quite repugnant. 

The Jews assumed that God's selection of his children was determined 
because of their family association with Abraham, and that this selection was 
maintained by a willing obedience to the Law. Many protestants align with 
Calvin's notion of the effectual call, the second point of Calvinism - unconditional 
election: God's choice of certain individuals for salvation before the foundation 
of the world. Sacramentalists, on the other hand, hold that the basis of selection 
rests on a believer's inclusion in holy mother church through the sacrament of 
baptism. And so, the theories run on. 

From our passage for study, we learn that Jesus chooses to reveal himself to 
anyone who comes to him; to the weary and burdened he promises rest for the 
soul. He gives "rest" to "all" who "come" to him. What the "Son chooses" to do 
is reveal the mystery of salvation to broken humanity, to anyone who seeks the 
truth. So, as far as Jesus is concerned, the criteria for selection is not based on any 
of the above theories, nor is it based on wealth, religious piety, wisdom, effort, 
v25. God has determined that repentance is the basis of selection. The criteria for 
God's selection is an acceptance of his gentle favour freely offered in Jesus. 

   
Text - 11:20 

Condemnation and acceptance, v20-30: i] The condemnation of unrepentant 
cities, v20-24. a) Setting, v20. These words of reproach may well follow on from 
Jesus' recent Galilean mission.  

tote adv. "then" - THEN. A temporal adverb (of time) serving to introduce a 
temporal clause which establishes a step in the narrative / transitional; "at that 
time."  

oneidizein (oneidizw) pres. inf. "[Jesus began] to denounce" - [HE BEGAN] 
TO REVILE, UPBRAID, INSULT, REPROACH. The infinitive is complementary, 
completing the sense of the verb "to begin". "Reproach", possibly "condemn", 
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because they are to blame; "censure", Williams; "denounced", REB. "Jesus was 
upset with them", CEV, is pathetic.  

en + dat. "in [which]" - [THE CITIES] IN [WHICH]. Local, expressing space.  
pleistai (poluV) sup. adj. "most [of his miracles]" - [THE] MUCH, MANY 

[MIGHTY WORKS OF HIS WERE PERFORMED]. Superlative = most, majority. 
Turner suggests an elative superlative, meaning that virtually all Jesus' miracles 
were performed in the cities that he now denounces. "Most" is better.  

oJti "because" - THAT. Introducing a causal clause explaining why Jesus 
denounced the cities of Israel.  

ou metenohsan (metanow) aor. "they did not repent" - "Repent", not in the 
sense of being sorry, but of turning to God in Christ. "Repent" encapsulates the 
usual formula "repent and believe" and probably means much the same as "come 
to me" and "take my yoke upon you", v28, 29. "Refused to turn to God", CEV.  
   
v21 

b) Woe to Chorazin and Bethsaida, v21-22. Chorazin, near Capernaum, and 
Bethsaida, the home of Andrew, Peter and Philip, are singled out for 
condemnation. The "woe" (pity, alas) declares their loss. Tyre and Sidon, 
Phoenician cities to the North, are singled out as pagan cities which would have 
repented if they had received the same revelation from God.  

ouai + dat. "woe" - PITY, ALAS [TO YOU]. As usual, this interjection is 
followed by a dative of interest, disadvantage, although it is interesting how the 
personal pronoun soi is used. There is the suggestion that the "you" is somewhat 
inclusive, drawing the hearer into the condemnation. "How terrible it will be", 
TEV.  

Corazin "Korazin" - CHORAZIN [WHO TO YOU BETHSAIDA]. Mentioned only 
here and in the parallel Lukan passage. A village 2 miles from Capernaum 
identified with the modern town of Khibet-Keraseh.  

oJti "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why these towns 
face bad news.  

ei .... an + aor. "if" - IF. Introducing a conditional clause, 2nd. class, where 
the condition is untrue, ie., it is an unreal condition; "if, as is not the case, ...... 
then ....."  

ai dunameiV (iV ewV) "the miracles" - tHE POWERS, STRENGTHS [WERE 
PERFORMED IN TYRE AND SIDON]. Nominative subject of the verb "to become" = 
"perform". The word is often used of Jesus' messianic signs, his "works of power" 
= "miracles".  

aiJ genomenai (ginomai) aor. part. "that were performed" - THE ONES 
HAVING BECOME, BEEN DONe. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting 
miracles; "miracles which were performed."  
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en + dat. "in [you]" - Local, expressing space; "among you", "in your midst", 
Cassirer.  

en + dat. "[they would have repented long ago] in" - The preposition is 
most likely adverbial here, modal, expressing manner.  

sakkw/ (oV) "sackcloth" - [IN] SACKCLOTH [AND ASHES]. Heavy dark rough 
cloth suitable for mourning.  
   
v22  

plhn prep. "but [I tell you]" - NEVERTHELESS, HOWEVER, BUT / ONLY... [TO 
YOU]. Here probably adversative, as NIV, but possibly "And still", JB. The dative 
pronoun, uJmin, "you", serves as a dative of direct object, "to you."  

anektoteron comp. adj. "more bearable" - [IT WILL BE] MORE ENDURABLE, 
TOLERABLE. Predicate adjective. Carson's suggestion that there are "degrees of 
torment in hell" surely takes Jesus' words too literally when he is most likely just 
using an analogy to underscore the destructive judgment that awaits those who 
fail to heed his call to repent. There are two other theological ideas that can be 
developed from Jesus' words in this verse, but they also founder by putting too 
much weight on an analogy. i] Jesus knows how the pagan cities would have 
responded to the gospel. He is all-knowing, as God is all-knowing (omniscient); 
ii] God is not morally bound to reveal his truth to everyone, otherwise he could 
be accused of acting immorally in withholding it, especially from a people who 
would have responded to it.  

Turw/ kai Sidwni dat. "for Tyre and Sidon" - Dative of interest, advantage. 
Powerful coastal cities north of Israel, cities which Israel had ongoing contact 
with.  

en "on [the day of judgment]" - Temporal use of the preposition.  
h] "than" - OR. Here as a comparative, as NIV.  
uJmin "for you" - TO YOU. Dative of interest, disadvantage, "for you", as NIV.  

   
v23 

c) Woe to Capernaum, v23-24. Alluding to Isaiah 14:15, Jesus compares 
Capernaum with Babylon, the epitome of evil. Their failure to repent will bring 
upon them the horror of "Hades"; they will be trapped in the place of the dead. 
Had the citizens of Sodom been given a comparable revelation from God, they 
would have repented and escaped the fire of divine retribution.  

kai "and [you, Capernaum]" - Coordinative, "and", as NIV.  
mh "no" - NOT. Introducing a question that expects a negative answer.  
e{wV + gen. "to [the heavens]" - UP TO, AS FAR AS [HEAVEN WERE YOU 

LIFTED UP]. Local; of extension up to.  
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aJdou (hV ou) "[No, you will go down to] hades" - [YOU WILL GO DOWN AS 
FAR AS] A PLACE OR ABODE OF THE DEAD*. The NIV, as with NEB, is rather 
weak. "Go down to hell", CEV, expresses what the scripture says and is totally 
understandable to the modern reader, although "hades" was not really viewed as 
a place of punishment, as we view hell, but rather as a holding place. Possibly 
"Will you be lifted up to heaven? No, you will be driven down to the grave."  

oJti ei ...... an + aor. "for if" - The causal conditional clause as in v21.  
aiJ genomenai (ginomai) aor. part. "[the miracles] that were performed" - 

[THE MIRACLES / POWERS] THE ONES HAVING BEEN PERFORMED [IN = AMONG 
YOU, HAD BEEN PERFORMED IN SODOM]. The participle is adjectival, attributive, 
limiting miracles, as NIV.  

mecri + gen. "[it would have remained] to" - [THEY WOULD HAVE 
REMAINED] UP TO / UNTIL. Temporal use of the preposition; "until". "Sodom 
would have lasted to this day", Moffatt.  

thV shmeron adv. "this day" - THE TODAY. The article turns the adverb 
"today" into a substantive; "this very day", Cassirer.  
   
v24 

This verse virtually repeats v22.  
   
v25 

ii] Acceptance of the weary, v25-30. "I thank you Father, that it was your 
good pleasure to reveal the divine knowledge of the kingdom / the gospel to 
children / the humble / repentant sinners, and to do this through my teaching. I 
alone can do it because this knowledge has been entrusted to me. None except 
you could know my Sonship, so as to reveal it to me; and none except myself, the 
Son, could know you, the Father. Thus I am well able to reveal the fullness of 
divine knowledge to all who seek it. So, I say to all who are broken before God, 
come to me and I will refresh you; take to yourself the knowledge I bring and you 
will find rest for your souls, for the knowledge I bring is kindly and lightly borne", 
cf. McNeile.  

a) Praise to the Father, v25-26. Jesus addresses God as "Father", underlining 
his own sense of sonship, and then praises the Father for his sovereign act of 
revelation. In doing so he makes the point that the mysteries of the messianic age 
are revealed to "little children", the humble repentant ones, rather than the "wise", 
the "righteous" (self-righteous). God determines that only the little ones, 
believers, can unlock the secrets of the kingdom and access its blessings. This 
predestined act of divine grace determines those who enter the kingdom and 
receive its blessings. So, the blessings of the kingdom are not unlocked by the 
application of wisdom, power, status, goodness, piety......, but rather, by humility. 
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It is the "childlike", the lost and broken before God, those who seek divine mercy 
and forgiveness, it is only they who "go home right before God." Such is the 
Father's plan, one he is "pleased" to implement in His Son.  

en ekeinw/ tw/ kairw/ "at that time" - IN THAT TIME. Temporal construction; 
a typical time signature, here of general time, cf. 12:1, 14:1.  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "[Jesus said]" - HAVING 
ANSWERED [JESUS SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "to say", redundant.  

exomologoumai (exomologew) mid. "I praise" - The word in the active 
means "agree fully / consent fully", or in the middle, "admit /confess / 
acknowledge." Here, in the middle, with a slightly stretched meaning of "praise" 
or better, "give thanks". Yet, "acknowledge", or "admit", would still suit the 
context. "I thank you", TEV.  

soi dat. pro. "you [Father]" - Dative of direct object after the verb 
exomologew, "to praise."  

tou ouranou (oV) gen. "[Lord] of heaven" - [LORD] OF HEAVEN [AND OF 
EARTH]. The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / subordination; "Lord over heaven 
and earth."  

oJti "because" - THAT. Here introducing a causal clause explaining why Jesus 
gives praise to the Father..  

ekruyaV (kruptw) aor. "you have hidden" - YOU HID. The kingdom is 
gained, not by intellectual pursuit, but by a humble acceptance of God's grace. 
So, not an active hiding as such, but more like setting a riddle which intelligent / 
self-assured, secure / self-righteous people would not bother expending time to 
solve, but which little children, those who are humble / broken before God, are 
more than willing to apply themselves.  

tauta "these things" - Undefined, but obviously the gospel concerning the 
coming kingdom.  

apo + gen. "from [the wise]" - FROM [WISE AND INTELLIGENT]. Expressing 
separation; "away from."  

nhpoiV dat. adj. "little children" - [AND REVEALED THEM] TO INFANTS, 
MINORS. Dative of indirect object. Jesus tends to use the child image to illustrate 
a humble person, ie., a person who relies on the mercy of God for their salvation 
rather than on their own effort, or their status in the church/synagogue, or their 
birth/election (children of Abraham). The children are those who repent and seeks 
God's mercy rather than define them as "simple ones", so Jeremias. For this 
reason, Jesus' disciples are sometimes identified as "little children."  
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v26 

oJti "for" - [YES O FATHER] THAT = FOR. Taken as causal where an "I praise 
you" is assumed, "Yes indeed, Father, I praise you because ....", but possibly just 
explanatory; "Yes, Father, that was the very thing which it was your good 
pleasure to accomplish", Cassirer.  

ou{twV adv. "this / this is what" - THUS. Adverb of manner. The sense is 
"because doing it in this manner / in this way ....."  

eudokia (a) "[was your] good pleasure / [you were] pleased to do" - [IT 
WAS] PLEASING, SATISFYING, FAVOURABLE. Predicate adjective. Of God toward 
us. "That is what it pleased you to do", NJB.  

emprosqen + gen. "-" - BEFORE [YOU]. Locative, expressing space, "before", 
but metaphorically serving as "a reverential way of expressing oneself when 
speaking of an eminent person", BAGD.  
   
v27 

b) The authority of the Son, v27. The task and authority of revealing the 
secrets of the kingdom are committed to Jesus by the Father. This knowledge 
belongs only to the Father and the Son. As a divine act of grace, the Son has 
decided to reveal this knowledge to those who seek it. So now, the secrets of the 
kingdom belong to believers, to the "little children", to repentant seekers. Note 
how these words are very similar in style to Jesus' words in John's gospel.  

panta (paV) "all things" - Nominative subject of the verb "to give." Given 
the context, it probably means "all knowledge", Morris.  

paredoqh (paradidwmi) aor. pas. "have been committed" - WERE GIVEN, 
DELIVERED TO, HANDED OVER TO. As of delivering / handing over a tradition, 
knowledge, revelation - that which is being delivered over to.  

moi dat. pro. "to me" - Dative of indirect object.  
uJpo + gen. "by [my Father]" - BY, FROM [THE FATHER OF ME]. Expressing 

agency: "my Father has committed everything into my hands", Cassirer.  
epiginwskei (epiginwskw) pres. "knows" - [NO ONE] KNOWS [EXCEPT THE 

FATHER, NOR THE FATHER ANYONE] KNOWS. The prefix may carry the sense 
"know very well / exactly", so "know who he really is." Possibly with a touch of 
knowing in the sense of union with.  

ei mh "except [the Son]" - Introducing an exceptive clause which establishes 
a contrast by designating an exception; "no one really knows the Son except the 
Father", Barclay.  

wJ/ ean + subj. "and those to whom [the Son chooses]" - TO WHOMSOEVER 
[SON MAY WILL]. The dative pronoun with the indefinite particle introduces an 
indefinite relative clause, dative of indirect object, "to whomever" = "anyone to 
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whom he wills." The sense that "there are individuals whom the Son chooses to 
reveal God to", reflects a doctrinal position rather than expressing the sense of 
the passage. The point is that Jesus is the unique source of divine knowledge, and 
that he is well able to reveal it to whomsoever / whoever, ie., to "all" who seek it, 
v28. Note, the sample sermon makes much of a false reading of v27. The interplay 
of the divine will and human free-will in salvation is a contentious one and only 
indirectly emerges from this passage. These notes adopt the view that God's 
sovereign will determines the existence of a people destined for salvation ("the 
elect"), and determines the method of inclusion into that people, namely by 
"repentance and faith", but does not determine the individual membership. Those 
preaching on this passage will need to shape their words in a way that best reflects 
their own understanding of this thorny issue.  

apokaluyai (apokaluptw) aor. inf. "to reveal him" - TO REVEAL. The 
infinitive may be classified as complementary, completing the sense of the verb 
"may will, chooses", but also, given that the verb is cognitive, the infinitive may 
be classified as introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing what 
he "chooses", namely, to reveal the Father.  
   
v28 

c) The Son's invitation, v28-30. Jesus now invites the "little children" to 
come to him for "rest". They are described as the "weary and burdened" ones, 
weighed down by law and sin. As Matthew has made clear from Jesus' teachings, 
the function of the law is to expose sin, even make it more sinful. The law, of 
itself, gives no relief from this burden; sin reigns and the curse of the law 
condemns. Jesus offers the lost and broken a way apart from the law which 
provides eternal rest in the presence of God. The way is the easy yoke, the light 
burden, of grace through faith; "come unto me."  

oiJ kopiwteV (kopiaw) pres. part. "who are weary" - [COME UNTO ME ALL] 
THE ONES BECOMING WEARY, HARD PRESSED, TIRED. The participle is 
adjectival, attributive, limiting the substantive adjective panta, "all / everyone 
[who ...]", as NIV. "Suffering" is sometimes suggested as the intended sense, but 
a labouring image is better. It is possible that the "weary" are those who are 
oppressed by the piety of the Pharisees, their stress on ritual cleanliness, food 
laws, etc. Yet, it is more likely that Jesus is alluding to the law itself, its oppressive 
burden = the exposure and condemnation of sin. Jesus is not implying that the 
law is evil, rather than in exposing and accentuating sin it becomes a massive 
burden. Christ, through the cross, deals with the curse of the law and thus frees 
the believer from its burden, ie., its accentuation of sin. The gospel serves to lift 
this burden. See Roman's chapter 7. 
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peforismenoi (forizw) perf. pas. part. "burdened" - [AND] BEING 
BURDENED. The perfect tense serving to express a past state with ongoing 
consequences. The participle as for "the ones becoming weary." The single article 
oiJ, "the", associates the two descriptors, so "if you are tired from carrying heavy 
burdens, come to me", CEV. "Overburdened", NJB; "bent beneath your burdens", 
Barrett.  

anapausw (anapauw) fut. "[and I] will give [you] rest" - [AND I] WILL GIVE 
REST [TO YOU]. The "little children" find "rest" in Jesus for they are no longer 
burdened by the law and its tendency to accentuate sin rather than holiness. In 
Christ, a believer walks by the Spirit and so begins to "put to death the misdeeds 
of the body", Rom.8:13. "I will lift your load."  
   
v29 

Christ's yoke, v29-30. Jesus calls on the "little children" to take his "yoke", 
to take to themselves the divine revelation he proclaims, namely, the gospel. He 
calls on them to set aside the yoke of the law and replace it with the yoke of grace. 
Listen to the message Jesus brings, the message of the free and gracious offer of 
salvation to all who reach out to God through him. This revelation is kindly and 
gentle, it is an easy yoke (good and comfortable); a light burden. It comes from a 
kind and gentle man, so how could it be otherwise?  

arate (airw) aor. imp. "take" - TAKE UP, LIFT UP.  
ton zugon (oV) "yoke" - THE YOKE [OF ME]. A symbol of subjection, so here 

an invitation to submit to Jesus as opposed to taking up the yoke of the law.  
ef (epi) + acc. "upon [you]" - Spatial; "down upon, on."  
maqete (manqanw) aor. imp. "learn" - [AND] LEARN. "Become my disciple."  
ap (apo) + gen. "from [me]" - Expressing source / origin.  
oJti "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why a person 

should take up Christ's "yoke" and "learn" from him.  
prauV adj. "[I am] gentle" - [I AM] MEEK, HUMBLE. Predicate adjective, 

emphatic by position. The English words "meek" and "humble" now have a 
negative connotation and are best replaced by "gentle", "considerate".  

tapeinoV adj. "humble" - [AND] POOR, OF LOW ESTATE, LOWLY. Predicate 
adjective. In a negative sense, "servile", but used by Jesus to express a willing 
submission to the divine.  

th/ kardia/ (a) dat. "in heart" - The dative is local, expressing space, 
metaphorical; "gentle and humble of heart", Berkeley.  

anapausin (iV ewV) "rest" - [AND YOU WILL FIND] RELIEF FROM TROUBLE 
AND RELATED ANXIETY*. Accusative direct object of the verb "to find." "Rest" 
from the burden of the law, and thus as a consequence, the "soul", the true self, is 
set free.  
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taiV yucaiV (h) dat. "for [your] souls" - TO/FOR THE SOULS [OF YOU]. 
Dative of interest, advantage.  
   
v30 

gar "for" - Still in response to "take my yoke upon you", so introducing a 
causal clause explaining why; "for the yoke I put upon men (people = disciples) 
is a kind one, and the burden I put upon their shoulders is lightly borne", Cassirer.  

crhstoV adj. "easy" - [THE YOKE OF ME is] COMFORTABLE, NOT PRESSING 
[AND THE LOAD OF ME IS LIGHT]. Predicate adjective. Possibly "kindly", Moffatt; 
even "good", "pleasant".  
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12:1-14 

6. The business of mission, 11:1-12:50 
iii] Sabbath conflicts 
Synopsis  

While walking through a grain field on the Sabbath, Jesus' disciples pick a 
little grain to sustain themselves. The Pharisees question their action and Jesus 
responds with some pointed words. Later, when entering the local synagogue, 
Jesus is confronted by a man with a withered hand. The Pharisees, standing by, 
ask if it is "lawful to cure on the Sabbath?" Again, Jesus responds with some 
pointed words, prompting the Pharisees to seek a means to destroy him.  
   
Teaching  

The messiah / Son of Man has full authority over divine law, both its 
interpretation and application.  

God's law purposes the good of humanity - "I desire mercy not sacrifice", ie., 
grace trumps law.  

Human conventions are long cherished and people find it difficult to 
rationally respond when those conventions are challenged by the gospel of God's 
grace.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 11:1-19. A chiastic pattern has been observed covering 11:1-
12:50 with the Sabbath stories, 11:1-14, sitting at the centre. A parallel structure 
has been observed in 14:1-16:16. The argument is somewhat tenuous, but if true, 
we are left wondering why Matthew would make this passage a focal point of the 
narrative section covering chapters eleven and twelve. Is it, as Nolland suggests, 
that Matthew wants us to see what it means to operate "under the yoke of Jesus, 
who declares [the disciples] guiltless when they satisfy their hunger on the 
Sabbath in a manner deemed contrary to the Law by the Pharisees"? "Mercy (v7) 
will unfold the 'kind yoke'", Luz. On the other hand, the independent structure of 
chapters 11 and 12, with their separate positive conclusions, 11:25-30, and 12:46-
50, supports a traditional chapter division.  
   

ii] Background: Sabbath observance. Like circumcision, Sabbath 
observance was a matter of national pride, a cherished institution. Biblical law 
states that a child of God should do no work on the Sabbath. Of course, the 
question immediately arises, what is work? Rabbinic discussion sought to define 
work and this produced a myriad of regulations defining work in such a way as 
to cover a vast array of everyday activities, eg., traveling over 2,000 cubits, 
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approx. half a mile, was regarded as work. The Pharisees sought to bring greater 
definition to the issue of work, and at the same time provide avenues to break the 
law without actually breaking it, eg., boundary extension to allow movement 
beyond 2,000 cubits. This attention to detail served to remove any chance of 
accidentally breaking the law.  

In the passage before us, Jesus raises two issues which confront the 
Pharisees' understanding of Sabbath law (applicable to all law??). First, by what 
authority do the Pharisees make laws about God's law? The messiah / Son of Man 
certainly has that authority, the Pharisees do not. So, Jesus exercises that authority 
because the Son of Man is lord of the Sabbath. Second, what is the intention of 
God's law? While the Pharisees expend their energy on minutia, Jesus looks 
behind the regulation in order to establish intent. The divine intention behind the 
law / Torah is the "good" of God's people; the law is not there to harm, but to 
bless.  
   

iii] Structure: Sabbath conflicts:  
The first controversy story - plucking grain on the Sabbath, v1-8:  

Setting, v1;  
Observation / accusation by the Pharisees, v2;  
Explanation 1, v3-4;  
Explanation 2, v5-7: 

saying + quote (peculiar to Matthew); 
                         the gospel / grace / mercy transcends all institutions 
                         and conventions. 

saying, v8: 
"the Son of Man is Lord of the Sabbath." 

The second controversy story –  
             healing a withered hand on the Sabbath, v9-14:  

Setting, v9;  
Question by the Pharisees, v10;  
Explanation, v11-12: 

Illustrative saying (peculiar to Matthew), v11-12a;  
Saying, v12b;  

"it is lawful to do good on the Sabbath." 
Healing, v13; 
Response of the Pharisees, v14.  

   
iv] Interpretation:  

Assuming that these Sabbath controversies weren't created, or better, 
preserved, to defend the practice of the early church of worshipping on the 
first day of the week, the day of resurrection, rather than the Sabbath, so 
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Beare, then we do have to ask why Matthew bothered, not only recording 
them, but giving greater weight to the received tradition than either Mark 
or Luke (Matthew's extras are v5-7, and v11-12a, although without Mark's 
"the Sabbath was made for man, not man for the Sabbath", which is also 
missing in Luke). As is always the case, each gospel story reveals 
something of Jesus' person; in the story before us "the Son of Man is Lord 
of the Sabbath." We also learn something of the Sabbath itself, that "it was 
a day for honouring God, which meant doing good", Morris. High theology 
may be Matthew's intention; "the rest and rejoicing symbolized by the 
Sabbath find fulfillment in the kingdom brought by Jesus", Hagner. Patte 
links this idea to 11:28-30 in that "Jesus makes the observance of the 
Sabbath an easy yoke and a light burden." Blomberg suggests that 
Matthew's intent is to teach that "the fourth commandment itself is fulfilled 
in [Jesus] and therefore need no longer be observed literally."  

These notes proceed on the assumption that the narrative section 
covering 11:1 to 12:50 serves to illustrate, develop and apply the teachings 
of the second discourse - mission and martyrdom, 9:35-10:42. In this age, 
kingdom authority has been transferred from Jesus to his disciples to 
progress the realization of the kingdom in a world hostile to the gospel. The 
narrative section covering chapters 11 and 12 serves as a paradigm for 
mission, providing something of a reason / explanation for the hostility / 
opposition faced by Christ's emissaries. Patte suggests that chapter 11 
implies a failure "to perceive the proper relationship between Jesus' deeds 
- miracles and attitudes that associate him with rejected sinners - and his 
message about the kingdom." Patte suggests that a second reason / 
explanation is provided in chapter 12; "to the Pharisees, Jesus' deeds appear 
to contradict the will of God as they conceive it. In other words, Jesus and 
his ministry (and we his emissaries) are rejected because people have a 
wrong understanding of the will of God and of the way to fulfill it", Patte.  

Matthew's selection and placement of the two conflict stories before 
us serves to reveal that hostility / conflict / opposition to the gospel 
develops when the truth of the gospel, its grace / mercy, confronts long-
held human conventions. This confusion will be further explained in 
chapter 12, particularly its satanic origins, but Matthew will remind us that 
in the midst of this mindless hubbub we are family, Christ's family, v46-
50.  
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v] Form:  
Both pericopes are classified as pronouncement / controversy stories, 

ie., an account of a conversation or incident involving Jesus which ends in 
a terse saying / pronouncement, here in the context of controversy.  
   

vi] Synoptics:  
Luke provides the shortest version of these two Sabbath conflict 

stories, and Matthew the longest version. Matthew's additions, v5-7, v11-
12a, as with Mark's particular addition, 2:27, are fascinating, to say the 
least. Again, Matthew often agrees with Luke's account rather than Mark - 
interesting!!!  
   

Text - 12:1  
Two Sabbath conflict stories, v1-14: i] Plucking grain on the Sabbath, v1-8. 

a) Setting. 
en + dat. "At [that time]" - Temporal use of the preposition.  
dia + gen. "through" - [JESUS WENT] THROUGH [THE GRAINFIELDS]. Spatial.  
toiV sabbasin (on) dat. "on the Sabbath" - The dative is adverbial, 

temporal.  
tillein (tillw) pres. inf. "[began] to pick" - [AND THE DISCIPLES OF HIM 

WERE HUNGRY AND BEGAN] TO PICK [HEADS OF GRAIN AND TO EAT]. The 
infinitive, as with esqiein, "to eat", is complementary, completing the sense of 
the verb "they began."  
   
v2 

b) The Law allows plucking of grain when passing by another man's field, 
but the Pharisees head for the high moral ground and accuse the disciples of 
reaping, ie., working on the Sabbath.  

idonteV (oJraw) aor. part. "When [the Pharisees] saw this" - [AND THE 
PHARISEES] SEEING. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal.  

autw/ dat. pro. "to him" - [THEY SAID] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
o} rel. pro. "what" - [BEHOLD, THE DISCIPLES OF YOU ARE DOING] WHAT. 

Introducing a headless relative clause, "that / the thing which is not permitted / 
right / lawful to do on the Sabbath", serving as the object of poiousin, "are 
doing."  

poiein (poiew) pres. inf. "-" - [IS NOT PERMITTED] TO DO. The infinitive 
probably serves as the subject of the impersonal verb "is not permitted", with o}, 
"that which", serving as the accusative subject of the infinitive; "your disciples 
are doing that which to do on the Sabbath is not permitted." Gleaning by the poor 
(eating from a field to stave off hunger without collecting a surplus) on the 
Sabbath is something other than work, but not in the eyes of the Pharisees.  
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en + dat. "on [the Sabbath]" - ON [SABBATH]. Temporal use of the 
preposition.  
   
v3 

c) Explanation 1, v3-4. In answer to the Pharisees' criticism, Jesus refers to 
1 Samuel 21:1-6. Jesus' argument seems to be a lesser to greater argument - David 
being the lesser, Jesus, the Lord of the Sabbath, the greater. Nolland suggests that 
Jesus is using David as an example of one who interprets the law properly; David 
looks to the heart of the law, as does Jesus. In presenting his argument, Jesus 
points out that David, when he and his men were hungry (not starving), entered 
the tabernacle on the Sabbath and brought out the bread of the presence, either 
the freshly laid out bread or the bread from the previous Sabbath not yet 
consumed by the priests, or both, and they ate it. Not only was it the Sabbath 
when David did his gleaning, but he did his gleaning in the Temple, and ate what 
was not his by right. Interestingly, the OT account has the priest giving the bread 
to David, so taking some of the edge off David's actions. Anyway, the point is 
that the scriptures do not condemn him for his actions. "If those men's hunger set 
aside a divine regulation without blame, how much more should the hunger of 
Jesus' disciples set aside a rabbinical rule", Morris.  

oJ de "He" - BUT/AND] HE. Transitional. Given the following verb eipen, "he 
said", the article is somewhat redundant (transitional), but the construction is 
sometimes used in narratives to express demonstrative force.  

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - [SAID] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
ouk "[have]n't [you read]" - [HAVE YOU] NOT [READ WHAT DAVID DID]. This 

negation is used in a question expecting the answer "yes". D&A notes that in 
addressing the Pharisees Jesus says "have you not read", but with the crowd it is 
"have you not heard" - drawing a distinction between professionals and lay 
people. The Pharisees had obviously read the passage, but they had not taken in 
what it was saying, so Green.  

oJte "when" - WHEN [HE WAS HUNGRY]. The temporal conjunction introduces 
a temporal clause, as NIV.  

oiJ "-" - [AND] THE ONES [WITH HIM]. The article serves as a nominalizer 
turning the prepositional phrase met autou, "with him", into a substantive; "those 
who were with him", ESV.  
   
v4 

pwV "-" - HOW. Here introducing a dependent statement of perception 
expressing what the Pharisees should have read (taken note of), namely that (here 
manner = "how") David entered the house of God .....  
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eiV + acc. "-" - [HE ENTERED] INTO. With the eiV prefix verb "to enter into" 
the preposition is somewhat redundant but is used as a matter of form; "how he 
went into the house of God."  

tou qeou (oV) gen. "[the house] of God" - The genitive is adjectival, 
possessive, the house belongs to God, or idiomatic / local, the house where God 
has chosen to dwell.  

thV proqesewV (iV ewV) gen. "[the] consecrated [bread]" - [AND ATE THE 
BREAD] OF THE PRESENCE. The genitive is adjectival, attributive, "the show / 
presented bread = showbread"; "the bread which is used for presenting to God."  

ouk exon (existin) pres. part. "not lawful" - [WHICH IS] NOT BEING LAWFUL. 
The present participle with h\n, the imperfect verb to be, forms a periphrastic 
imperfect, possibly emphasizing aspect - it is always unlawful.  

autw/ dat. pro. "for them" - FOR HIM. Dative of interest, advantage, or 
reference / respect.  

fagein (fagw) "to do" - TO EAT. The infinitive is epexegetic, specifying 
"what is not right for him", namely, eating what by right belonged to the priests.  

toiV dat. "-" - [NOR] FOR THE ONES [WITH HIM]. The article serves as a 
nominalizer turning the prepositional phrase met autou, "with him", into a 
substantive, dative of interest; "for those who were with him", ESV.  

ei mh "but [only]" - EXCEPT. Introducing an exceptive clause expressing a 
contrast by designating an exception.  

toiV iJereusin (uV ewV) dat. "for the priests" - FOR THE PRIESTS [ALONE]. 
Dative of reference / respect.  
   
v5 

d) Explanation 2, v5-7 - a Matthean inclusion. It is suggested by some 
commentators that Matthew includes his own supportive argument at this point, 
but we could well be dealing with an independent saying of Jesus included to give 
weight to the passage. Jesus' argument is pointed; priests work on the Sabbath 
under divine sanction and so clearly the command to do no work is not a blanket 
command. The command is but a guide to aid the realization of a deeper principle, 
namely, "I desire mercy, not sacrifice", that which is "greater than the temple." 
The meizon, "greater thing", namely, divine grace, classifies the action of gleaning 
grain as participating in a blessing from God rather than breaking a Sabbath 
command. Allen suggests that v7 is a parenthesis, but it seems better to treat v5-
7 in that way. The quote in v7 comes from Hosea 6:6 and has already been used 
in 9:13.  

ouk "[have]n't [you read]" - [HAVE YOU] NOT [READ]. This negation is used 
in a question expecting the answer "yes".  

en + "in [the law]" - Local, expressing space / sphere.  
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oJti "that" - Introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing what 
they would have read in the law, namely "that ......; "how, on the Sabbath the 
priests ........"  

toiV sabbasin (on) dat. "on the Sabbath / on Sabbath duty" - ON THE 
SABBATHS [THE PRIESTS IN THE TEMPLE PROFANE / VIOLATE THE SABBATH AND 
ARE INNOCENT / GUILTLESS]. The dative is adverbial, temporal.  
   
v6 

uJmin "you" - [BUT I SAY] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
oJti "that" - Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of indirect 

speech expressing what Jesus says.  
meizon comp. adj. "one greater / something greater" - one GREATER. The 

adjective serves as a substantive, nominative subject of the verb to-be; "a greater 
one is here." The TNIV has properly read the neuter person of this comparative 
adjective. The "greater one" is usually identified as Jesus, so Morris, D&A, 
Nolland, ..... Some commentators (eg., Hagner) give weight to the neuter so 
proposing that Matthew has in mind the wider ministry of Jesus and his disciples. 
Luz is surely right when he argues that "what is greater than the temple is mercy, 
which, in Jesus' interpretation of the will of God, has become the greatest thing" 
- grace apart from works / law, but without abolishing works / law.  

tou iJerou (oV) gen. "than the temple" - OF THE TEMPLE. The genitive is 
ablative, comparative, as NIV.  

w|de adv. "here" - [IS] HERE. This predicate adverb of place is used 
temporally, so serving to express an example of realized eschatology; "what is 
here now is greater than the temple", Cassirer.  
   
v7 

ei + pluperf. ind. with a]n + aor. ind. "if" - [BUT] IF [YOU HAD KNOWN WHAT 
IT IS, I DESIRE MERCY AND NOT SACRIFICE, YOU WOULD NOT HAVE CONDEMNED 
THE INNOCENT]. This construction forms a 2nd. class conditional clause where 
the proposed condition is untrue (an unreal condition); "if, as is not the case, you 
had known what is (this means) I desire mercy and not sacrifice, then you would 
not have condemned the guiltless."  
   
v8 

e) The punch-line / pronouncement: Jesus, being the messiah / Son of Man, 
has complete authority to resolve matters of Biblical law, and everything else as 
well! This he does on the principle of grace. "Jesus alone has authority to interpret 
the law for his disciples", France.  

gar "for" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why Jesus is able to 
adjudicate on matters of Biblical law / ethics, because as the messiah / Son of 
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Man he has the authority to do so. Quarles thinks it is more explanatory than 
causal, "the reason for Jesus' innocence in his conduct on the Sabbath."  

oJ uiJoV tou anqrwpou "the Son of Man" - See 8:20.  
kurioV (oV) "Lord" - [IS] LORD. Often capitalized, but here just being used 

in the sense of "master", of one having authority over.  
tou sabbatou (on) gen. "of the Sabbath" - The genitive is adjectival, of 

subordination; "over the Sabbath." "Sabbath" as in "Sabbath law."  
   
v9 

ii] Healing a withered hand on the Sabbath, v9-14. In this next episode / 
pericope, Jesus' application of mercy / grace stirs up aggression from the agents 
of darkness / the children of this age, those who have another view as to what 
constitutes doing good. For Matthew, this, and the previous incident, serves as a 
paradigm for doing mission / evangelism. The gospel of grace (the business of 
rescuing sheep from the pit of sin - probably a bridge too far, but a nice thought!) 
and its application in the life of the Christian church, inevitably prompts 
aggression. Note the problems facing the Christian church due to the increasing 
secularization of Western societies, of the principle of equality overriding the 
principle of freedom.  

a) Setting, v9.  
metabaV (metabainw) aor. part. "Going on" - [AND] HAVING GONE. 

Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "he 
came"; "he went from there and came into their synagogue."  

ekeiqen adv. "from that place" - FROM THERE [HE CAME INTO THE 
SYNAGOGUE OF THEM]. Adverb of place  
   
v10 

b) The Pharisees' question as to the legality of healing someone on the 
Sabbath, v10.  

ecwn (ecw) pres. part. "[a man] with [a shrivelled hand]" - [AND BEHOLD A 
MAN] HAVING [A DRY HAND, AND THEY QUESTIONED HIM ASKING IF IT IS 
PERMISSIBLE ON THE SABBATHS TO HEAL]. The participle is adjectival, 
attributive, introducing a relative clause limiting "man"; "a man who had a 
shrivelled hand." The adjective xhran, "dry, is a little unclear. This is evidenced 
in the numerous translations offered. Was it "paralysed", TEV, "deformed", LB, 
....?  

iJna + subj. "looking for a reason [to accuse / to bring charges against]" - 
THAT [THEY MIGHT ACCUSE, REPROACH]. Introducing a purpose clause; "in order 
that they might ..."  
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autou gen. pro. "Jesus" - HIM. Genitive of direct object after the kata prefix 
verb "to accuse = bring charges against."  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "they asked [him]" - [THY QUESTIONED HIM] 
SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle, redundant.  

ei "[is it lawful]" - This particle is sometimes used to introduce an indirect 
question, but rarely a direct question, as here, cf., MHT III, p333; BDF #440.3; 
Zerwick #401. Given that the adverb h\, "really, indeed", sounds similar to ei, then 
their question may be rhetorical, "I mean really, do you want to push the idea that 
it is lawful to heal on the Sabbath?" See Olmstead.  

qerapeusai (qerapeuw) aor. inf. "to heal" - The infinitive may be classified 
as complementary, completing the sense of the verb "to be right, possible = 
lawful", or epexegetic, specifying what is "right, possible, lawful", namely, "to 
heal"  

toiV sabbasin (on) dat. "on the Sabbath" - The dative is adverbial, 
temporal.  
   
v11 

c) Explanation, v11-12. First, the saying covering v11-12a is sometimes 
viewed as a Matthean creation, but is more likely an independent saying of Jesus, 
or even part of the original tradition included / retained by Matthew to strengthen 
the theme of mercy / grace - the driving principle of mission. Given that this 
saying serves as a nice example of a rabbinic debating technique (halakhic logic 
- here a lesser to greater argument), it is not unreasonable for it to be overlooked 
/ deleted from the received tradition in order to strengthen Jesus' authority to act 
as he does. As is typical of Jesus, his argument goes to the heart of the law - mercy 
/ grace. If it is right to do kalwV, "good" = "to act beneficially toward", a sheep 
on the Sabbath, how much more is it right to do "good" to a fellow human being. 
Few would quibble over helping a sheep in distress, especially in the case of a 
poor man's sheep, his one and only sheep (e}n can substitute for an indefinite 
article in both Greek and Aramaic, but is seldom used this way in Matthew, 
especially when placed after a noun, as here), so what's the quibble over helping 
a living person?  

oJ de "he [said]" - BUT/AND HE. Transitional. The conjunction de with the 
article oJ is usually read as adversative; "but he said to them."  

autoiV dat. pro. "to them" - [SAID] TO THEM [WHAT MAN WILL THERE BE 
FROM YOU WHO WILL HAVE ONE SHEEP]. Dative of indirect object.  

ean + subj. "if" - IF, as may be the case, [THIS FALLS INTO A PIT ON THE 
SABBATH, then WILL HE NOT GRASP IT AND RAISE it]. Introducing a conditional 
clause 3rd. class where the proposed condition has the possibility of coming true.  
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toiV sabbasin (on) "on the Sabbath" - The dative is adverbial, temporal, 
expressing time.  

ex (ek) + gen. "any of [you]" - FROM [YOU WHO WILL HAVE ONE SHEEP]. 
Here the proposition serves as a partitive genitive; "of you / from among you."  

ouci "[will he] not" - Used in a question expecting the answer "yes", with 
this particular negation serving to emphasizing the "yes"; "indeed, yes he will." 
Note the use of the future tense for the verb "to take hold of" rather than a 
deliberative subjunctive. A future tense is sometimes used instead of a 
subjunctive, especially in Revelation.  
   
v12 

Second, in 12b Matthew draws out the logical conclusion of Jesus' lesser to 
greater argument; w{ste, "therefore", it is right / lawful to act beneficially / kindly 
/ graciously / lovingly [in any situation (a general principle)] on the Sabbath, ie., 
grace / mercy trumps law.  

posw/ dat. pro. "how much more" - [THEREFORE] HOW GREAT / HOW MUCH 
MORE [VALUABLE IS A MAN]. The dative is adverbial, of measure, "how much 
more, of comparison, "by how much more."  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, "how much more then ....", but usually left 
untranslated. Possibly emphatic; "surely a person is much more valuable than a 
sheep."  

probatou (on) gen. "than a sheep" - The genitive is ablative, of comparison.  
w{ste "therefore" - Inferential; drawing a logical conclusion.  
kalwV adv. "[to do] good" - [IT IS PERMISSIBLE ON THE SABBATHS TO DO] 

GOOD. Modal adverb, of manner; see above.  
toiV sabbasin (on) dat. "on the Sabbath" - The dative is adverbial, 

temporal.  
   
v13 

d) The healing, v13.  
tote adv. "then" - Temporal adverb, used here to indicate a step in the 

narrative.  
legei (legw) pres. "he said" - HE SAYS. Narrative / historic present, used to 

signal narrative transition.  
tw/ anqrwpw/ (oV) dat. "to the man" - Dative of indirect object.  
apekatestaqh (apokaqisthmi) aor. pas. "it was [completely] restored" - 

[STRETCH OUT THE HAND OF YOU AND HE STRETCHED OUT AND] it was restored 
(returned to its original condition) [whole / complete]. The aorist is punctiliar 
which, with the adjective uJgihV, "whole, healthy", gives the sense "completely 
restored then and there."  
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wJV "just as" - LIKE [THE OTHER]. Comparative, used to introduce a 
comparative clause. The clause is somewhat elliptical with the substantive 
adjective hJ allh, "the other", serving as the subject of an assumed verb to-be, 
"as the other hand was perfectly whole."  
   
v14 

e) The response of the Pharisees, v14. Matthew compares the murderous 
plotting of the Pharisees with the mercy of Jesus.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step to a contrasting point, as 
NIV.  

exelqonteV (exercomai) aor. part. "went out" - HAVING GONE OUT. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to take"; "went 
out and took counsel."  

sumboulion elabon "and plotted" - [THE PHARISEES] TOOK COUNSEL. This 
construction for "took counsel" = discussed together = "conspired", ESV, is 
common to Matthew, but not found in Mark or Luke.  

kat (kata) + gen. "-" - AGAINST [HIM]. Here expressing opposition.  
o{pwV + subj. "how [they might kill Jesus]" - THAT [THEY MIGHT DESTROY 

HIM]. This construction usually serves to introduce a final clause expressing 
purpose, but often with a modal touch, expressing manner, "how"; "The Pharisees 
went away and concocted a scheme to (in order to) kill him", Barclay.  
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12:15-21 

6. The business of mission, 11:1-12:50 
iv] Jesus' as the prophesied Servant 
Synopsis  

Jesus' disciples had been plucking heads of grain on the Sabbath and this had 
not gone down well with the religious authorities. Their anger was reinforced 
when Jesus announced that "the Son of Man is Lord of the Sabbath." Later, Jesus 
reinforces this defiance by healing on the Sabbath, a presumption which 
prompted the Pharisees to plot how they might kill him. Leaving the district, Jesus 
continues his healing ministry, telling those healed that "they should not make 
him known", AV. Matthew notes that Jesus' reluctance to engage with the 
Pharisees serves to fulfill scripture. Quoting from Isaiah 42 he reminds his readers 
that the long-promised messiah bears no resemblance to the Davidic warrior of 
public expectation.  
   
Teaching  

"Jesus did not intend to fulfill the role of the Messiah of popular expectation, 
an earthly king and deliverer, but a humble servant who would save men from 
their sins", Argyle. In the mission of the church, the disciple / son of God, 
performs the same role.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 11:1-19.  
   

ii] Structure: Jesus the prophesied Servant:  
Setting, v15-16: 

"he healed all who were ill"; 
he warned the people not to broadcast his miracles.  

Fulfillment formula, v17: 
"this was to fulfill ...." 

Formula quotation, v18-21: 
Isaiah 42:1-4.  

   
The opening sentence notes Jesus' withdrawal from conflict with the 

Pharisees, v15a. The quotation, Isaiah 42:1-4, agreeing with neither the MT 
or the LXX, consists of four sentences, the first three formed using typical 
rhythmic parallelism, v18-21.  
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iii] Interpretation:  
In the passage before us we witness Jesus' reluctance to engage with 

the Pharisees, his popularity with the people, and his determination to keep 
a low profile - he did not want it known that he "cured all." For Matthew, 
these facts fulfill Isaiah 42:1-4. "Jesus will take the lowly way, not 
quarrelling with his opposition, not entering into brawls, verbal or 
otherwise........ God's servant does not bluster, but quietly proceeds on his 
chosen path, whatever the cost, until the eventual divine victory", Morris.  

As already noted, Matthew's selection and arrangement of his received 
tradition in this second narrative section, chapters 11 and 12, serves to 
develop and apply the second discourse / teaching section - mission and 
martyrdom, 9:35-10:42. So, the passage before us serves as a paradigm for 
the mission of the church - as goes the master, so goes the disciple. Mission 
/ gospel ministry / evangelism is to all nations without quarrelling or 
brawling, an announcement that the time of judgment has come, but also a 
time of salvation for all who put their trust in Christ.  
   

The messianic secret: We have in this passage an overt example of the 
messianic secret at work, cf. 8:4, 9:30, but here with a possible explanation 
for it in the form of a quote from Isaiah 42:1-4, Isaiah's first Servant Song, 
with particular reference to v19. Reasons for Jesus' down-playing of his 
messianic credentials range from a desire to not stir up the Roman 
authorities through an outbreak of public messianic fervour, to a desire to 
limit the incorporation of fare-weather disciples. Mark makes much more 
of the messianic secret than Matthew. For Matthew, the messianic secret is 
nothing more than "a trait in his [Jesus] character", McNeile, and that such 
fulfills prophecy - Jesus is God's servant, not his miracle worker.  

 
Homiletics: Gentle Jesus meek and mild 

I was watching a political debate on television and one of the commentators 
became quite aggressive in his criticism of the Christian Church. His main focus 
was on the Roman Catholic Church which, due to paedophile priests, has become 
a target for the more strident secular critics. Such criticisms are viewed as 
politically correct these days and so they are very rarely challenged. Yet, on this 
occasion it was challenged. One of the other members of the forum, by no means 
an apologist for Christianity, noted that the criticisms were somewhat one-sided 
and that maybe he should consider putting the boot into Islam as well. 

How nice it is to think that at least someone in the media takes the view that 
the Christian Church is not strident and disputatious, aggressive or self-assertive. 
How nice it is that at least someone has noted that we resemble our Lord - or 
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should I say, at times we resemble our Lord. Jesus avoided confrontation with the 
Pharisees and in so doing fulfilled scripture. Isaiah said of the coming Servant of 
the Lord, "He will not be quarrelsome, a complainer, nor a rabble-rouser. He is 
so gentle that He would neither walk over anyone's feelings, nor push anyone into 
a corner", Matt.12:19-20. 

Of course, we are constantly tempted to take on a role that bears little 
resemblance to the gentle Jesus, meek and mild of the New Testament. There 
have been many occasions throughout history when the church has been strident, 
disputatious, aggressive, and self-assertive, and we can be sure that we will be 
tempted again to stand up for our rights. 

Jesus was no door-mat, but he did take on the role of a servant, and so if we 
would be like Jesus then let us encourage each other to take on that same 
servanthood. 

   
Text - 12:15 

Jesus, the prophesied servant of the Lord, v15-21; i] The messianic secret, 
v15-16. Matthew heavily edits the tradition at this point, unlike Mark who 
preserves the tradition in greater detail, cf., Mk.3:7-12. None-the-less, Matthew 
provides us with the essential issues at hand. Jesus' healing ministry is stirring up 
popular enthusiasm and this prompts him to tell those healed that they should not 
speak of the miracle. Jesus is not the messiah of popular expectation; he is the 
Suffering Servant.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Given the plot by the religious authorities to kill Jesus, v14, 
and the oJ de construction, the conjunction here is possibly adversative, "but", 
although it also indicates a step in the narrative, ie., transitional.  

gnouV (ginwskw) aor. part. "aware of this" - [JESUS] KNOWING, COMING TO 
KNOW this. The participle is adverbial, either causal, or temporal; "when Jesus 
became aware of this", NRSV. The object is unstated in the Gk., "this" = the plot 
to kill him. "But Jesus, who knew what they were thinking (planning??)", Rieu.  

anecwrhsen (anacwrew) aor. "withdrew [from that place]" - HE 
WITHDREW, RETIRED, DEPARTED, WENT AWAY [FROM THERE]. Often with the 
sense of "withdraw from danger." Jesus worked out what the Pharisees were 
planning and so therefore he moved away from where the plotters were.  

polloi adj. "many" - [AND] MANY [CROWDS]. Nominative subject of the verb 
"to follow." "A large crowd" is obviously intended. A variant "crowd" actually 
exists, but is probably an addition.  

hkolouqhsan (akolouqew) aor. "[many] followed / [a large crowd 
[followed]" - FOLLOWED. Although the word is often used of "follow" as a 
disciple, it is likely that here they followed because of his healings.  

autw/ dat. pro. "him" - Dative of direct object after the verb "to follow."  
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pantaV adj. "[he healed] all [their] sick" - [AND HE HEALED THEM] ALL. 
Accusative direct object of the verb "to heal. Obviously not everyone in the crowd 
was sick and so the literal reading "healed them all" is usually taken to mean "he 
healed all their sick", NIV, TEV, CEV, ... Lying behind the "all" is the idea that 
there "were no failures", Morris.  
   
v16 

kai "-" - AND. Here coordinative, Jesus "healed them all and warned them 
that ...."  

epetimhsen (epitimaw) aor. "warning / he warned" - HE WARNED / 
REBUKED. "Rebuked" in the sense of "ordered"; "he warned sternly against", 
Zerwick.  

autoiV dat. pro. "them" - Dative of direct object after the epi prefix verb "to 
rebuke." The antecedent is unclear, but presumably it was those Jesus had just 
healed.  

iJna + subj. "[not] to" - THAT. Here introducing a dependent statement of 
indirect speech expressing what those who had been healed should not do. As 
noted above, the messianic secret takes the fore in this passage. It may well be 
that Jesus' desire to maintain the messianic secret simply reminds us that Jesus is 
no "triumphant Messiah." Carson suggests he "wants to separate himself from 
exclusively royal and militaristic interpretations of Messiah's role", but in the end 
it is not overly clear why Jesus acts as he does.  

faneron adj. "tell [who he was] / tell others [about him]" - [THEY SHOULD 
NOT MAKE HIM] KNOWN, PLAIN, MANIFEST. Accusative complement of the direct 
object "him" of the verb "to make" standing in a double accusative construction. 
It is unclear what Jesus is actually ordering them not to do. The NIV has Jesus 
ordering them "not to tell who is was", but this is far too general. Presumably 
Jesus is telling them not to publish abroad the overt miraculous elements of his 
ministry, cf. 8:4, 9:30; "Jesus seeks to avoid having his healings function like 
publicity stunts, intended for self-promotion. Jesus insists here that those healed 
not become his publicists", Nolland. "He strictly ordered them not to surround 
him with publicity", Barclay.  
   
v17 

ii] Matthew's typical fulfillment formula, cf. 1:22, 3:3, 4:14. Jesus' 
unwillingness to confront the Pharisees and their plots against him, prompts 
Matthew to quote a passage from Isaiah's Servant Song, Isaiah 42:1-4.  

iJna + subj. "this was to [fulfill]" - THAT [MIGHT BE FULFILLED]. This 
construction may form a final clause expressing purpose and is often translated 
this way here, "in order that"; "all this happened that the statement made through 
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the prophet Isaiah might come true", Barclay. Yet it seems more likely that a 
consecutive clause expressing consequence / result is the intended sense, "with 
the result that"; "so God's promise came true, just as the prophet Isaiah had said", 
CEV.  

to rJhqen (eipon) aor. pas. part. "what was spoken" - THE THING SAID. The 
participle serves as a substantive, subject of the verb "might be fulfilled"; "with 
the result that what was spoken ....... was fulfilled."  

dia "through" - THROUGH, BY MEANS OF [THE PROPHET]. Instrumental, 
expressing agency.  

legontoV (legw) gen. pres. part. "-" - SAYING. The participle, genitive in 
agreement with "the prophet Isaiah", is best taken as adjectival, attributive, 
limiting "the prophet Isaiah", "who said.  
   
v18 

iii] Formula quotation, Isaiah 42:1-4, v18-21. This passage describes God's 
ideal servant. The quote may be a free form version of the original Hebrew or 
taken from an Aramaic Targum. Like the LXX, there is no mention of "Jacob" 
and "Israel". Matthew chooses not to quote the clause "he will not grow faint or 
be discouraged until he has established justice on the earth." The point of the 
quote is that the Lord's servant is gentle and humble. As for the role of the servant, 
he "is to announce to the nations that the time for the righteous judgment of God 
(ie., his salvation) has come", see below. The "servant" in Isaiah is Israel and it is 
through the bestowal of the Spirit that the nation would fulfill the Lord's intended 
purpose for humanity - a blessing upon all nations / people. Israel had failed in 
this task, and so now Jesus, as representative Israel, is set to complete the intended 
destiny of a paradise lost - "a new creation." Christ's gentle and humble mission 
sets the pattern for the church's mission.  

idou (eidon) interjection. "here is" - BEHOLD. Matthew uses this interjection 
to prompt attention; "look, pay attention, take note of this, ...." It is not found in 
the text of Isaiah.  

oJ paiV "[my] servant" - THE SERVANT, SLAVE, SON [OF ME]. Wallace 
classifies this noun as a nominative of exclamation. "Servant" rather than "son" 
is intended.  

hJ/retisa (airetizw) aor. "I have chosen" - [WHOM] I CHOSE. Heb. "whom I 
uphold." "Chosen" in the sense of selected to undertake a particular task.  

oJ agaphtoV adj. "the one [I] love" - THE BELOVED [OF ME]. Nominative, 
standing in apposition to "servant". Lit. "my beloved", AV, although more recent 
translations follow the NIV - a translation which sounds better to the modern ear.  

eiV "in [whom]" - INTO [WHOM]. Probably adverbial here, expressing 
reference / respect, "with respect to whom."  
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hJ yuch (h) "I" - THE SOUL [OF ME]. Nominative subject of the verb "to find." 
"Soul" in the sense of one's being, person; "in whom my soul has found delight", 
Barclay, or better, "in whom I take delight", REB.  

eudokhsen (eudokew) aor. "delight" - WAS WELL PLEASED, ENJOYED.  
ep (epi) + acc. "[I will put my Spirit] on" - [I WILL PUT THE SPIRIT OF ME] 

UPON, ON, UP TO. A spatial sense is obviously intended, metaphorical; "I shall 
rest my soul on him", Cassirer. To the Western mind "I will fill him with my 
Spirit", TH, probably makes more sense.  

krisin (iV ewV) "justice" - [AND] JUDGMENT, DECISION. Accusative object 
of the verb "to proclaim." The noun here is often translated with the positive word 
"justice", but this deceptively misses the intended sense. The JB, opting for a 
positive slant, bravely goes for "the true faith" ("religion", Weymouth), although 
they backtrack to "judgment" with the NJB. The negative is obviously present 
and this can be brought out by the word "judgment"; "I will announce to the 
nations that the time of judgment has come", Barclay. The word "judgment" is 
best taken in the sense of the coming day of eschatological fulfillment when every 
human beings / the nations / the Gentiles must stand in the dock to face the 
judgment seat of God. This is a far better translation than the word "justice", so 
Luz. The trouble is that the word "judgment" is usually viewed negatively. The 
righteous judgment of God entails the allocation of both blessings and cursings, 
and this on the ground of grace. So, the judgment is both positive and negative. 
The servant has been appointed to proclaim (and administer) the coming day of 
judgment, of the settling of accounts, of that day when the righteous are blessed 
and the unrighteous cursed. In short, the servant is authorized to proclaim the 
gospel - "the kingdom of God is at hand, repent and believe." Given the nature of 
the servant song, particularly v21 and its "language of hope", Nolland, a positive 
slant to the clause is best; "and he will proclaim the coming day of salvation."  

toiV eqnesin (oV ouV) dat. "to the nations" - TO THE GENTILES = NON-JEWS 
[HE WILL PROCLAIM]. The dative may well serve for a locative en, "judgment on, 
upon the nations" or it may be a dative of interest, advantage, "for the nations." 
The text, by implication, also applies to Israel, particularly the lost remnant of 
Israel. Under the Abrahamic covenant, the promise of salvation extends beyond 
Israel to the world. This inclusive promise is realized in the Servant's 
proclamation of the coming day of judgment - a day of salvation for the righteous 
by faith and a day of condemnation for the righteous by works - the unrighteous 
/ unbelieving.  
   
v19 

Nolland suggests that this verse, in particular (also v20), prompts Matthew's 
use of the text from Isaiah's Servant Song in order to explain why Jesus sought 
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not to engage with the Pharisees. As God's appointed servant, Jesus "is not 
strident or disputatious; his approach is not aggressive or self-assertive", Nolland.  

ouk erisei (erizw) fut. "he will not quarrel" - HE WILL NOT STRIVE, 
CHALLENGE, QUARREL, WRANGLE, ARGUE. The servant is not a loud-mouthed 
argumentative type who shoves his opinions down the throats of others.  

oude ..... oude "or [cry out]; no [one ...]" - NOR [SHOUT] NOR [WILL HEAR 
ANYONE IN THE STREETS THE VOICE OF HIM]. A negated correlative construction.  

kraugasei (kraugazw) fut. "cry out" - [NOR] CRY OUT, SHOUT, SCREAM. 
The "shouting" is well expressed in the parallel clause, although the actual sense 
remains unclear. A literal sense, "he will not make loud speeches in public", 
probably overstates the descriptive nature of the language. "He will not be 
quarrelsome, a complainer, nor a rabble-rouser", Junkins.  
   
v20 

suntetrimmenon (suntribw) perf. pas. part. "[a] bruised [reed]" - [A REED] 
HAVING BEEN CRUSHED, BRUISED, BROKEN [HE WILL NOT BREAK]. The participle 
is adjectival, attributive, limiting "reed", a reed which has been bruised. The 
metaphor describes a weak and feeble thing, battered by circumstance. So, the 
reed may be bent / crushed, but the Servant will not break it off. Most translations 
stay with the image, but it probably doesn't impact on the modern mind. 
Peterson's "he won't walk over anyone's feelings", is a possibility, or better "he 
will be gentle to those who are weak", TH.  

tufomenon (tufw) perf. pas. part. "[a] smouldering [wick]" - [AND] HAVING 
BEEN SMOKING [LINEN = LINEN LAMP WICK HE WILL NOT EXTINGUISH]. The 
participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "wick". Again, the metaphor images 
the gentle nature of the Servant. The lamp may be flickering, just staying alight, 
but the Servant won't snuff it out. Again, most translations stay with the metaphor. 
Peterson suggests "won't push you into a corner", but this is too limiting. Anyway, 
the point is that the Servant will "not deal harshly with (discard) those who are 
frail and weak", TH, and those who serve the Servant must do likewise, ie., the 
image illustrates the nature of Christian mission.  

eJwV an + subj. "till [he leads]" - UNTIL [BRINGS FORTH, LEADS]. This 
construction introduces an indefinite temporal clause which refers to a future 
time, as NIV.  

thn krisin (iV ewV) "justice" - JUDGMENT, JUSTICE. Accusative direct 
object of the verb "to cast out" = "to lead", cf., v18. "Until he makes his judgment 
victorious", Barclay.  

eiV + acc. "to [victory]" - Here expressing goal / end-view; "until salvation 
is triumphant."  
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v21 

In the end, the hope of salvation rests with God's Servant, a hope realized by 
trusting him.  

tw/ onomati "in [his] name" - IN THE NAME [OF HIM]. The dative is locative, 
metaphorical, as NIV. "Name" representing the whole person, so "in his person" 
= "in him", although often with the sense of "under his authority  

elpiousin (elpizw) fut. "will put their hope" - [THE GENTILES] WILL HOPE. 
Israel's hope of salvation, of a kingdom, of the fulfillment of the Abrahamic 
covenant, realized in and through the Jewish messiah / the Servant, is a hope 
which the nations / Gentiles are invited to entertain. Matthew uses the word 
"hope" because he is quoting scripture, but the sense leans toward a faith / trust; 
"and all people will put their trust in him / will place their confidence in him", 
trusting him for their eternal salvation.  
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12:22-37 

6. The business of mission, 11:1-12:50 
v] Confrontation with the Pharisees 12:22-37 
Synopsis  

A demon possessed person who is unable to speak is brought to Jesus and is 
healed. The crowd wonder whether Jesus is the messiah, but the Pharisees make 
it know that Jesus' power is from Beelzebub, the prince of the demons. In an 
extended discourse Jesus addresses the Pharisees' absurd proposition.  
   
Teaching  

The mission of the church will often be misunderstood, if not vilified.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See "Issues", 11:1-19  
   

ii] Structure: Jesus' confrontation with the Pharisees:  
Narrative, v22-24: 

The healing of the blind and dumb demoniac. 
Discourse #1, v25-30: 

Sayings: 
a house divided, v25-26; 
"if I drive out demons by Beelzebub, ....", v27; 
"if it is by the Spirit of God that I cast out demons, then ...", v28; 
"how can anyone enter a strong man's house ...", v29; 
"whoever is not with me is against me ...", v30. 

Discourse #2, v31-32: 
Two-part parallel saying: 

blasphemy against the Spirit. 
Discourse # 3, v33-37: 

Saying, v33-35: 
a person is known by their fruits. 

Saying, v36-37: 
"everyone will have to give account on the day of judgment." 

   
iii] Interpretation:  

People reject Jesus because they misunderstand the origin of his 
power; they say it is Beelzebub rather than the Spirit. This unit explains the 
seriousness of this misconception, an error of judgment that leads to 
blasphemy against the Spirit, the unforgivable sin. In the mission of the 
church, what was true for the Master is true for his disciples.  
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The passage is made up of a narrative and a three-part discourse. The 
narrative reveals the opposing views of Jesus' person held by the crowds 
and the Pharisees - the crowds think Jesus is possibly the messiah, the Son 
of David, but the Pharisees think Jesus is demon possessed, v22-24. The 
first part of the discourse presents a logical argument as to why the 
Pharisees were wrong in their assessment of Jesus - a house divided against 
itself cannot stand, v25-30. The second part of the discourse explains that 
the Pharisees' assessment of Jesus is blasphemous - a sin that is beyond 
redemption, v31-32. The third part of the discourse clarifies the issue of 
blasphemy by specifying that the problem relates to the nature of the person 
rather than their words. Such a person faces judgment, v33-37.  
   

As already noted, Matthew carefully arranges the narrative section 
covering chapters 11 and 12 to develop and apply the discourse on mission 
and martyrdom, 9:35-10:42. Each passage serves as a paradigm for the 
mission of the church - as goes the Master, so goes the disciple. In the 
passage before us we witness the tendency of people, who should know 
better, to interpret gospel ministry as something that stems from evil intent. 
This corrupted misconception has disastrous consequences, for it inevitably 
undermines a true hearing of the Word and thus the possibility of 
forgiveness. The inevitable consequence of this failure is judgment. In the 
next passage, "A request for a sign", 12:38-45, we are provided with an 
analysis of this misconception and, in the context of mission / evangelism, 
how to deal with it.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
The first element of the discourse, v25-30, is one of those interesting 

occasions where Matthew agrees with Luke over Mark, although another 
way of putting it is that Matthew uses Mark + Q. Of course, if the oral 
tradition was set by this time, Matthew may well just be using it rather than 
either Mark or Luke, or both! The passage presents as a collection of 
independent sayings assembled thematically and linked by the key words 
kata, ekballw and pneuma - v25-26, 27, 28, 29, and 30. Thematic 
groupings of stitched sayings are evident in the Gospels (so also James). 
The gathering together of thematically linked sayings may be the work of 
the gospel writers, but it seems more likely that such blocks of teaching 
were already part of oral tradition before the composition of the synoptic 
gospels. The apostles may well be responsible for their creation, designing 
them to support both oral preservation and didactic intent. Of course, it was 
not beyond Jesus' wit to have taught his disciples blocks of teaching with 
oral preservation in mind.  
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The second element of the discourse, v31-32, consists of an 
independent saying using a parallel construct, with both Luke and Mark 
recording a similar saying.  

The third element of the discourse, v33-37, is not found in Mark. It 
consists of two parts. The first, v33-35, is partly found in Luke (sourced 
from Q ???). Matthew's discordant "you brood of vipers, how can you who 
are evil say anything good?, v34, personalizes the saying to the Pharisees, 
cf., Lk.6:43-45. So, v34 is either redactional, or a separate saying of Jesus, 
although it is possible that Matthew has recorded the original context of 
v33-35, while Luke has generalized it. The next saying/s, v36-37, is/are 
unique to Matthew, more likely part of his received tradition than an 
editorial creation / redaction.  
   

Homiletics:  
"When the Pharisees heard this, they said, 'It is only by Beelzebul, the 

prince of demons, that this man casts out demons'", Matt.12:23.  
Growing up in the 1950's and ministering through to the year 2,000, 

placed me in the middle of the benign age of Western nominal Christianity. 
The good old Church of England tag enabled me to minister to a local 
community happy to pop into a service once in a blue moon, have their 
children "done" (baptized) and married off. We published 12,000 copies of 
our yearly parish paper (gospel tract!!) and delivered it throughout the 
Parish without ever receiving one complaint. As far as the wider 
community was concerned, "churchies" were at the worst wowsers, 
oddballs, or dorks, but otherwise nice people.  

Now suddenly the world has changed. The shift to the political left by 
the progressive intelligencia has created a growing number of people who 
view Christians as bigoted and hurtful, if not downright dangerous. This is 
particularly evident in university campuses, the media (particularly public 
broadcasters), and increasingly in the wider community. For the Christian 
church, it is a perfect storm, given our failure to protect children from 
paedophile clergy and youth workers.  

Gospel ministry is not driven by evil intent (ie., of Satan). Its purpose 
is to rescue sinful humanity from the coming wrath, 1Thes.1:10. Atheistic 
humanism is not disposed to the notion of sin, particularly sexual sins - 
adultery, divorce, homosexual sex, .... So, whether we like it or not, the 
message of the cross carries offense, Gal.5:11. And when it all blows up in 
our face, even though we were as gentle and respectful as possible, we 
should not be amazed, 1Pet.4:12. 
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Text - 12:22  
A confrontation with the Pharisees, v22-37: i] Introduction: In healing a 

blind and dumb demoniac, Jesus is confronted by the false proposition that 
Christian mission is driven by evil intent, v22-24. The first verse is somewhat 
elliptical; "then a blind and dumb man who was possessed was brought to him 
and he healed him, so that the mute man was able to speak and to see."  

tote adv. "Then" - Temporal adverb, indicating a step in the narrative.  
autw/ dat. pro. "him" - [A DEMON-POSSESSED man WAS BROUGHT TO] HIM 

[BLIND AND DUMB = having dulled senses AND HE HEALED HIM]. Dative of direct 
object after the proV prefix verb "to bring to."  

daimonizomenoV (daimonizomai) pres. part. "a demon-possessed man" - a 
man BEING POSSESSED [BLIND AND MUTE]. The participle serves as a substantive, 
nominative subject of the verb "to bring to"; "a demon-possessed person was 
brought to him" The attributive adjectives "blind and mute" serve to limit "a man 
being possessed", as NIV.  

w{ste + inf. "so that" - This construction serves to introduce a consecutive 
clause expressing result; "with the result that ....."  

lalein (lalew) "talk [and see]" - [THE MUTE man was able] TO SPEAK [AND 
the blind man was able TO SEE]. As with blepein, "to see", the infinitive is used 
with w{ste, but it is also complementary, completing the sense of the assumed 
verb "was able."  
   
v23 

existanto (existhmi) imperf. "were astonished" - [ALL THE CROWDS] WERE 
CONFUSED, STUPEFIED / AMAZED, ASTONISHED [AND SAID]. The verb has the 
meaning "to drive out of one's senses." The plural "crowds" is idiomatic, so "the 
whole crowd" = "all the people."  

mhti "[could this be]" - surely NOT [THIS ONE IS THE SON OF DAVID]? This 
negation, mh + tiV, is used in a question expecting the answer "no", but also in a 
question where there is some doubt as to the answer, as here; "Can it be that this 
man is the Son of David?" Cassirer.  

oJ uiJoV Dauid "the Son of David" - The genitive proper "David" is 
adjectival, relational. A messianic title, cf., 9:27. The people are unsure whether 
the person who is performing these miracles is the messiah, given that he is from 
Nazareth, but the possibility is obviously there.  
   
v24 

akousanteV (akouw) aor. part. "when [the Pharisees] heard this" - [BUT 
THE PHARISEES] HAVING HEARD [SAID]. The participle is adverbial, best treated 
as temporal.  
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ei mh "it is only" - [THIS ONE DOES NOT CAST OUT DEMONS] EXCEPT. 
Introducing an exceptive clause expressing a contrast by designating an 
exception; "this one is not casting out demons except by Beelzebul" = "the only 
way this fellow ejects demons is by the help of Beelzebul", Barclay.  

en + dat. "by [Beelzebul]" - Instrumental, expressing agency. Beelzebub, 
Prince Baal, the Lord of the flies / dung, later an alias for Satan.  

twn daimoniwn (on) gen. "[the prince] of demons" - [THE RULER] OF THE 
DEMONS. The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / subordination; "prince over the 
demons" = "the prince who rules over the demons."  

ouJtoV "that this fellow" - THIS one. Probably a contemptuous reference to 
Jesus; "this man."  
   
v25 

ii] Jesus' discourse with the Pharisees, v25-37; a) The Pharisees' assessment 
of Jesus is logically flawed in that a house divided cannot stand, v25-30 - can 
Satan cast out Satan? Also, if Jesus exorcises demons by the power of Beelzebul, 
by what power do the Pharisees exorcise? The critical assessment of Jesus' 
ministry promoted by the Pharisees cannot stand examination. Therefore, it is not 
unreasonable to conclude that Jesus casts out the demons in the power of God's 
Spirit, which fact evidences the nowness of the coming kingdom of God. The first 
saying, v25-26 is found in Luke's account, cf., 11:17-18.  

eidwV (oJraw) perf. part. "Jesus knew" - [BUT / AND] KNOWING. The 
participle is adverbial, best treated as causal; "because he knew their thoughts."  

autwn gen. pro. "their [thoughts]" - [THE THOUGHTS, IDEAS] OF THEM. The 
genitive is adjectival, either possessive, or verbal, subjective.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[said] to them" - [HE SAID] TO THEM. Dative of indirect 
object.  

merisqeisa (merizw) aor. pas. part. "divided" - [EVERY KINGDOM] HAVING 
BEEN DIVIDED [AGAINST ITSELF IS MADE DESOLATE / LAID WASTE AND EVERY 
CITY OR HOUSE] HAVING BEEN DIVIDED [AGAINST ITSELF WILL NOT STAND IN 
PLACE]. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "kingdom" and "city or 
house"; "every kingdom which is divided against itself ......" The point is "internal 
division wreaks havoc", D&A.  

kaq (kata) + gen. "against [itself]" - Here expressing opposition, as NIV.  
   
v26 

ei + ind. "if" - [AND] IF, as is the case, [SATAN CASTS OUT SATAN, then HE IS 
DIVIDED AGAINST HIMSELF]. Introducing a 1st. class conditional clause where the 
proposed condition is assumed to be true.  
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ef (epi) acc. "against [himself]" - A rare sense of influence over / control, 
extending to opposition; "against"; "if it is that Satan drives out Satan, it follows 
that he is internally divided", Cassirer.  

pwV "how" - Interrogative particle / adverb, used for a direct question; "how 
do you suppose that his kingdom will continue?", Phillips.  

oun "then" - THEREFORE [WILL STAND THE KINGDOM OF HIM]? Inferential; 
drawing a logical conclusion from the conditional clause in the form of a 
rhetorical question.  
   
v27 

This second conjoined independent saying is substantially in agreement with 
Luke 11:19, and is usually viewed as a Q source for both Luke and Matthew. The 
whole passage may well be a single teaching discourse from Jesus, so D&A, but 
it is usually viewed as a thematic stitching of sayings from Jesus based on key 
linking words, here ekballw, "to drive / cast out." As with v25-26, the saying 
exposes the illogical stance adopted by the Pharisees. The point being made is 
"similar effects have similar causes", D&A.  

ei + ind. "if" - IF, as is the case, [I DRIVE OUT THE DEMONS BY BEELZEBUL, 
THEN BY WHOM DO THE SONS OF YOU CAST THEM OUT]? Introducing a 1st. class 
conditional clause where the proposed condition is assumed to be true, here for 
argument's sake; "if I eject demons by the help of Beelzebul, by whose help do 
your own disciples eject them?", Barclay.  

egw pro. "I [drive out demons]" - Emphatic by position and use.  
en + dat. "by [Beelzebul]" - Instrumental, expressing agency.  
oiJ uiJoi uJmwn "your people" - THE SONS OF YOU. The genitive "of you" is 

adjectival, relational. Not literally the Pharisees sons, but fellow Pharisees. 
Usually taken as a circumlocution for "you".  

dia touto "so then" - BECAUSE OF THIS [THEY WILL BE JUDGES OF YOU]. 
This causal construction is inferential, often used to introduce an important 
proposition, as NIV. Those "sons" / Pharisees who minister to cast out demons 
"would be able to testify to the fact that casting out demons was not a work of 
Satan", Morris.  
   
v28  

This third conjoined independent saying is paralleled in Luke 11:20, 
although Luke has the casting out "by the finger of God", rather than Matthew's 
"Spirit of God." Again, ekballw is the linking keyword. The logic is 
argumentative: Given that Jesus casts out demons, just as the Pharisees cast out 
demons, then it is more than likely that he does it in the power of God. One is 
forced, therefore, to ask, who is this person who, in the power of God, casts out 
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demons? Maybe he is the messiah, and if that's the case, the long-promised 
kingdom may well be upon us.  

ei "if" - [BUT] IF, as is the case, [I CAST OUT THE DEMONS BY SPIRIT OF GOD 
then THE KINGDOM OF GOD HAS ARRIVED UPON YOU]. Introducing a 1st. class 
conditional clause, as above.  

en + dat. "by" - Instrumental, expressing agency.  
qeou (oV) gen. "[the Spirit] of God" - The genitive is adjectival, relational, 

but possibly ablative, source / origin. An interesting variation of Luke's "finger 
of God." The debate is usually over whether it is Matthew or Luke who is properly 
quoting the source document Q. Of course, they may both be working off an oral 
source with the difference preserved in each. The Old Testament equates hand / 
finger of God with Spirit of God, cf., Ezk.3:14, 8:1-3, 37:1. Both are euphemisms 
for "the power of God" and may well have been used by Jesus is different 
situations.  

egw pro. "I [drive out demons]" - Probably emphatic by use, although 
parallelism with v27 is being employed.  

ara "then" - This conjunction serves to introduce the apodosis of the 
conditional clause; emphatic by use, emphasizing result.  

basileia tou qeou "kingdom of God" - See 3:2. There is nothing 
significant in the change from Matthew's usual "kingdom of heaven" to "kingdom 
of God" since he is drawing a parallel with "Spirit of God", so Fenton.  

ef (epi) + acc. "[has come] upon [you]" - Spatial use of the preposition, 
"upon, on", although somewhat redundant, given the ef prefix for the verb 
efqasen, "has arrived, reached, come upon", but standard form. The combination 
of words serves as an example of realized eschatology, but it doesn't change the 
more likely now / not yet reality of the kingdom. Inaugurated is a preferred sense 
for many, "the kingdom is so close that its powers are already at work" - the less 
probable view, D&A.  
   
v29 

The fourth independent conjoined saying / parable is recorded in the same 
context by both Luke and Mark, cf., Lk.11:21-22, Mk.3:27. On this occasion 
Matthew is more in line with Mark than Luke. The illustrative saying makes the 
point that it is not possible to attack and plunder a well-protected residence 
without first rendering the guards powerless. The meaning of the illustration can 
only be determined by its context - Satan's domain is under attack, he is bound 
and even now he is being relieved of his possessions, ie., Jesus is freeing the 
demon-possessed.  

h] "or again" - Here comparative rather than disjunctive, as NIV; "to put it 
another way, ....", Barclay.  
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twV "how" - Interrogative particle introduce a rhetorical question.  
eiselqein (eisercomai) aor. inf. "[can anyone] enter" - [IS A CERTAIN ONE 

ABLE] TO ENTER. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the 
verb "is able."  

eiV + acc. "-" - INTO. Spatial. Somewhat redundant given the eiV prefix of the 
verb "to enter into", but usual form.  

tou iscurou adj. "a strong man's [house]" - [THE HOUSE] OF A STRONG 
ONE [AND STEAL THE OBJECTS OF HIM]. The adjective serves as a substantive, 
accusative direct object of the verb "to bind", the genitive being possessive.  

ean mh + subj. "unless" - UNLESS [HE FIRST BINDS THE STRONG ONE]. 
Introducing a negated 3rd. class conditional clause where the proposed condition 
has the possibility of coming true; "unless, as the case may be, he first binds the 
strong man, then how can anyone enter into the house of the strong man and 
plunder the goods of him?" An extra layer of complexity is added to the clause in 
that its positive protasis (the if clause), "if [he first binds the strong man]", 
appends to a second apodosis (the then clause) introduced by an emphatic tote, 
"then [the house of him he will plunder].  

tote "then" - [AND] THEN [THE HOUSE OF HIM]. Temporal adverb introducing 
a temporal clause, emphatic by position (ie., fronted).  

diarpasei (diarpazw) fut. "he can plunder" - HE WILL PLUNDER. The 
prefix dia is perfective so "plunder thoroughly", "ransack", NEB. "It is only after 
he has done this that he enters the house and plunders it thoroughly", Cassirer.  
   
v30 

The concluding saying in this collection is also found in Luke's record of the 
Beelzebul controversy. Luz calls it "a call to decision ..... directed to open and 
undecided people, and not the opponents of Jesus, who have already reached a 
decision." It's a rather black and white statement, but that's the nature of choice. 
A person can choose to come to Jesus, but if they fail to take up the opportunity, 
then they inevitably stand as God's enemies. There are no half measures; a person 
either aligns themselves with the kingdom of God, or with the kingdom of Satan 
- we are either with Jesus, or against him.  

oJ mh wn (eimi) pres. part. "whoever is not" - THE ONE NOT BEING. The 
participle serves as a substantive.  

met (meta) + gen. "with" - WITH [ME]. Expressing association.  
kat (kata) + gen. "against" - [IS] AGAINST [ME]. Here expressing 

opposition.  
oJ mh sunagwn pres. part. "whoever does not gather" - THE ONE NOT 

GATHERING [WITH ME SCATTERS]. The participle serves as a substantive. It is 
unclear whether the imagery is of harvesting, or scattering and gathering sheep. 
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Presumably the tending of a flock is in mind, illustrating the point that there are 
no half measures. If a headsman doesn't gather the flock then he is in effect 
scattering them. "This is war, and there is no neutral ground. If you're not on my 
side, you're my enemy; if you're not helping, you're making things worse", 
Peterson.  
   
v31 

b) Blasphemy against the Holy Spirit, v31-32. Again, Matthew aligns more 
with Luke than Mark and goes into more detail than Luke. Luke has the saying 
in a different, but more appropriate, context, namely, that of denying Christ. 
These two verses serve as "warnings to those who have not accepted the import 
of what has just been said", D&A. The warning is carried in a parallel 
construction coving the two verses. Extreme slander can be forgiven, even slander 
against the messiah / Son of Man (eg., Peter's denial of Jesus), but there is a 
certain slander which cannot be forgiven, namely, blasphemy against the Holy 
Spirit. Details are not provided and so the context must dictate the blasphemy. 
The Pharisees are clearly in danger of this blasphemy by contending that Jesus 
casts out demons in the power of Satan rather than the power of God. The 
blasphemy against the Holy Spirit is a blind determination to deny the Holy 
Spirit's revelation in the person and work of Christ. And more specifically, to 
deny that divine work when having concluded that it may well be from the hand 
of God. "Jesus charges that those who perceive that his ministry is empowered 
by the Spirit and then, for whatever reason - whether spite, jealousy, or arrogance 
- ascribe it to Satan, have put themselves beyond the pale", Carson, ie., the 
unforgivable sin is the "conscious disputing of the indisputable", Berkouwer, Sin, 
Eerdmans, 1971.  

dia touto "and so" - BECAUSE OF THIS. This construction is inferential 
rather than causal; "so therefore I say this to you ...."  

uJmin dat. pro. "[I tell] you" - [I SAY] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object. The 
statement "I say to you" is intensive.  

toiV anqrwpoiV (oV) dat. "men / -" - [EVERY SIN AND BLASPHEMY WILL BE 
FORGIVEN] MEN. Dative of direct object after the verb "to forgive", a verb which 
takes a dative of persons.  

de "but" - but/and. Transitional, indicating a move to a counterpoint, "but 
...", as NIV.  

tou pneumatoV (a atoV) gen. "against the Spirit" - [BLASPHEMY, EXTREME 
SLANDER] OF THE SPIRIT [WILL NOT BE FORGIVEN]. The genitive is usually treated 
as adjectival, verbal, objective, as NIV. Possibly adverbial, reference / respect, 
"abusive speech about the Spirit shall not be forgiven", Berkeley, even adjectival, 
idiomatic, limiting "blasphemy", a "blasphemy / slander / abusive speech which 
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affronts the Spirit" - the affront is explicitly stated in the next verse as speaking 
kata, "against [the Holy Spirit]."  
   
v32 

o}V ean + subj. "anyone" - [AND] WHOEVER. Introducing a third-class relative 
conditional clause where the proposed condition has the possibility of coming 
true; "whoever, as the case may be, speaks a word against the Son of Man, then 
it will be forgiven him" = "anyone who speaks against the Son of Man can find 
forgiveness", Cassirer.  

kata + gen. "against" - [SPEAKS A WORD] AGAINST [THE SON OF MAN]. Here 
obviously expressing opposition, as NIV.  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - [IT WILL BE FORGIVEN] HIM. Dative of direct object after 
the verb "to forgive", a verb which takes a dative of persons.  

d (de) "but" - BUT/AND [WHOEVER SPEAKS AGAINST THE HOLY SPIRIT]. If a 
strong adversative was intended here we may have expected alla, but the use of 
de may just indicate a step in the argument and so left untranslated.  

oute ...... oute "either [in this age] or [in the age to come]" - [IT WILL NOT 
BE FORGIVEN HIM] NEITHER [IN THIS AGE] NOR [IN THE ONE ABOUT TO come]. A 
negated correlative construction; "neither .... nor ..."  

en + dat. "in" - Temporal use of the preposition; "that sin cannot be forgiven 
in time or eternity", Junkins  
   
v33 

c) The source of blasphemy and its consequence, v33-37. "The problem of 
blasphemy ..... is far deeper than the mere words themselves. The problem relates 
to the basic nature of the speaker; what a person says is inescapably related to 
who a person is", Hagner. For the structure of this passage see "Issues / 
Synoptics" above.  

A tree and its fruit, v33-35. The parallelism evident in this saying is obvious, 
but is disturbed in both Matthew and Luke:  

A good fruit tree = good fruit;  
A bad fruit tree = bad fruit.  
Therefore (gar) a tree is recognized by its fruit.  
A good man = good words from the heart;  
An evil man = evil words from the heart.  
Therefore (gar) the mouth speaks what the heart is full of.  

In Matthew, the rule for the second part of the saying, "for out of the 
abundance of the heart the mouth speaks", is used as a bridge from the personal 
criticism of the "brood of vipers" (Pharisees) to the second part of the saying - a 
rather unsatisfactory arrangement! Luke, on the other hand, adds a second rule to 
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the first part of the saying, so "people do not pick figs from thornbushes, or grapes 
from briers" is added to "a tree is recognized by its own fruit" - again an intrusion 
into the simplicity of the saying, cf., Lk.6:43-45.  

h] .... h] "-" - EITHER [MAKE THE TREE GOOD AND THE FRUIT OF IT will be 
GOOD] or [make the tree rotten and the fruit of it will be rotten]. An adversative 
comparative construction.  

poihsate (poiew) "make" - In the sense of make a construct in the mind; 
"create, for a moment, in your mind the image of a sound fruit tree; its fruit will 
be good." Suppose a tree is good, then its fruit will be good", Morris.  

autou gen. pro. "its [fruit]" - [THE FRUIT] OF IT. The genitive is adjectival, 
possessive, or idiomatic / producer, "and the fruit produced by it will be good."  

gar "for" - Usually read here as explanatory, strengthening the comparison 
just made. It is possible, though, that it is establishing a logical connection 
drawing a inferential conclusion, so "therefore ....." In 7:20, "thus you know them 
by their fruits", Matthew uses ara. "If you grow a healthy tree, you'll pick healthy 
fruit. If you grow a diseased tree, you'll pick worm-eaten fruit. [So] the fruit tells 
you about the tree", Peterson.  

ek + gen. "by [its fruit]" - FROM [THE FRUIT THE TREE IS KNOWN]. The 
preposition here is usually taken to express means, "by, on the ground of" - a 
means consisting of a source.  
   
v34 

ecidnwn (a hV) "[You brood] of vipers" - [you OFFSPRING] OF SNAKES, 
VIPERS. The genitive is adjectival, relational. The term was also used by John the 
Baptist when he referred to the Pharisees and Sadducees.  

pwV "how" - Interrogative particle introducing a rhetorical question.  
onteV (eimi) pres. part. "who are [evil]" - [HOW ARE YOU ABLE TO SPEAK 

GOOD] BEING [EVIL]. The NIV treats the participle as adjectival, attributive, 
limiting "you", the one able to speak good, but it can also be taken adverbially, 
temporal; "how can you speak good when you are evil", ESV.  

lalein (lalew) pres. inf. "say" - [YOU ARE ABLE] TO SPEAK. The infinitive 
is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "to be able."  

gar "for" - As in v33 this conjunction is expressing reason more than cause, 
even to the extent of establishing a logical connection drawing an inferential 
conclusion, poss. "therefore"; "A person's words are nothing more than the 
overflow of what is in their hearts", Barclay. The rule mirrors Luke 6:44, also 
with gar. As noted above, this rule logically follows v35 rather than proceeding 
it, as in Luke.  
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ek + gen. "-" - FROM [THE ABUNDANCE OF THE HEART THE MOUTH SPEAKS]. 
Expressing source / origin; "For out of the abundance of the heart the mouth 
speaks", ESV.  
   
v35 

tou agaqou qhsaurou "the good things stored up in him" - [THE GOOD, 
EXCELLENT MAN FROM] THE GOOD, EXCELLENT TREASURE [SENDS OUT GOOD, 
EXCELLENCE, AND THE EVIL MAN FROM THE EVIL TREASURE SENDS OUT EVIL]. 
The "treasure" = "what is contained in the heart", Hagner. The mouth expresses 
what is contained in the heart / the psyche / one's inner being. Consequently "how 
then can those who are evil say anything good?" "A person's words and deeds 
reveal what is really important to them, and so their true character", France.  
   
v36 

A word of warning, v36-37. Still within the context of blasphemy against the 
Holy Spirit, namely, the conscious disputing of the indisputable status of Christ, 
the conscious disputer (here the Pharisees, but by extension all humanity) is 
warned that they will have to give account for their empty words. By these words, 
namely their confession of Christ, or rejection of Christ, they will be acquitted / 
justified, or condemned on the day of judgment. This saying of Jesus is unique to 
Matthew and serves well to conclude the Beelzebul discourse.  

uJmin dat. pro. "[I tell] you" - [BUT / AND I SAY] TO YOU. Dative of indirect 
object. The phrase serves to emphasize the import of the following words.  

oJti "that" - Introducing a dependent statement of indirect speech expressing 
what Jesus says.  

en + dat. "on [the day]" - Temporal use of the preposition.  
krisewV (iV ewV) gen. "of judgment" - The genitive is adjectival, attributive, 

idiomatic / temporal; "the day when all people will be judged."  
peri + gen. "for" - [EVERY USELESS WORD WHICH MEN WILL SPEAK THEY 

WILL GIVE AN ACCOUNT ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT] ABOUT [IT]. Possibly 
reference / respect, "concerning it", but also in place of uJper, representation, "for, 
on behalf of."  

argon adj. "empty [word]" - [EVERY] USELESS [WORD]. Probably not so 
much "careless", "idle", Rieu, but more likely "useless", Berkeley, "worthless", 
Torrey, "thoughtless", Junkins, REB, possibly "indifferent". The context defines 
"every indifferent word", so it is not actually "every" word, but every word related 
to the blasphemy of the Holy Spirit - that's the word we will be judged on!  
   
v37 

"Because words come from the heart, the judgment of an individual will be 
according to his or her words", D&A/. The change to the second person plural 
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may indicate that this verse is a separate saying of Jesus, but Matthew / Jesus 
often moves to the second person plural to apply the words to the reader / hearer.  

gar "for" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why judgment is enacted 
on the basis of a person's words, "because" the words, stemming as they do from 
the heart, either justify or condemn.  

ek + gen. "by" - FROM [THE WORDS OF YOU YOU WILL BE JUSTIFIED AND] 
FROM [THE WORDS OF YOU YOU WILL BE CONDEMNED]. Here possibly expressing 
means, "by means of", leaning toward "on the ground of", ie., a means consisting 
of a source; "in accordance with", Morris.  

sou gen. pro. "your [words]" - [THE WORDS] OF YOU. The genitive is 
adjectival, possessive, since "you" own the words, but also verbal, subjective, "on 
the basis of the words you utter."  

dikaiwqhsh/ (dikaiow) fut. "you will be acquitted" - In the sense of 
"declared to be righteous", Morris, and what God declares so is so.  
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12:38-45 

6. The business of mission, 11:1-12:50 
vi] A request for a sign 
Synopsis  

Jesus has just healed a demon-possessed man who is deaf and dumb and the 
Pharisees have made the rather stupid suggestion that Jesus performed this 
exorcism in the power of Satan. Jesus responds strongly, warning them that their 
opinion is leading them toward divine judgment. It seems the Pharisees have 
taken note of Jesus' words, but how can they be sure that Jesus' power is God's 
power? To answer this question, they ask him for a sign. Jesus again responds 
strongly, warning them that the only sign they will receive is the sign of Jonah, 
namely, the proclamation of the gospel. Ignore this act of divine grace and the 
Pharisees, along with all of unbelieving Israel, will find their last state worse than 
the first.  
   
Teaching  

"An evil and adulterous generation" looks for demonstrations of power and 
authority to confirm the validity of an asserted truth, but such a quest takes an 
"adulterous generation" to a state "worse than the first." The only demonstration 
of power given those who confront the new age of the kingdom is a Word from 
God, namely, the gospel.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See "Issues", 11:1-19.  
   

ii] Structure: A request for a sign: 
Words of judgment. 

Saying, v38-39: 
the request for a sign. 

Saying, v40-42: 
the sign of Jonah. 

Saying, v43-45: 
the return of an unclean spirit  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

The passage before us continues Matthew's arrangement of the 
narratives in chapters 11 and 12 to serve as a paradigm for the mission of 
the church. Jesus' response to the Pharisees request for a sign serves to 
reveal that the world's negative perception of the gospel is partly driven by 
the need for some demonstration of power which authorizes the validity of 
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the church's claims. In the end though, the only demonstration of power 
offered the world is the foolishness of the gospel. The illustration about a 
returning evil spirit serves to make the point that "this wicked generation" 
(in the immediate context, unbelieving Israel) faces an inevitable 
deteriorating spiral from bad to worse as it turns from the gospel. Christian 
mission will always have to face the reality of secular societies that have 
chosen to classify the gospel as myth.  
   

The Sign of Jonah: The sign of Jonah has prompted some debate; 
Chrysostom called it "a dark saying." Numerous suggestions have been 
offered, but the sign of Jonah in the terms of a preached word of judgment 
for repentance is most likely intended. The designation, peculiar to 
Matthew, Iwna tou profhtou, "Jonah the prophet", supports this view. 
Jonah was a man with a mission to preach a word from God, a word of 
judgment which calls for repentance. To Jonah's annoyance the people of 
Nineveh repented and so received mercy / forgiveness rather than 
condemnation. Such was the message proclaimed by Jesus, a message 
proclaimed by the church today, and it alone serves as God's sign for an 
evil generation.  

It is generally felt that verse 40 is not from Q but is from Matthew's 
own hand, possibly reflecting a tradition within his own community. As 
such, it is suggested that the verse interprets the sign of Jonah in terms of 
Jesus' death and resurrection - "both the old and the new sign of Jonah 
consists in the authorization of the divine messenger by deliverance from 
death", Jeremias, TDNT 3.409. Yet, it can just as easily be argued that the 
verse was part of Q (or better, the received oral tradition) and that Luke 
replaced it with a more cryptic statement, so Carson, or even better, a 
statement which removes the potential for misunderstanding the sign (if 
anything is cryptic it is Matthew's saying, typical of Jesus' Son of Man 
sayings).  

The prophet Jonah is a sign in proclaiming divine judgment and calling 
for repentance. This sign / demonstration of divine power is evident in the 
ministry of Jesus, who, as the Son of Man, is similarly an eschatological 
preacher, announcing the coming kingdom and calling for repentance, and 
it is this sign only, as the sign of Jonah, which is appropriate for a sinful 
generation. Matthew may have thought that the "dark saying" recorded in 
v40 had something to do with the death and resurrection of Jesus, but he 
has resisted the temptation to make that clear and has left us with a 
conundrum. It is very unlikely that Jesus, having denied a sinful generation 
an authenticating miraculous sign, would then offer the greatest miracle of 
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all, namely, his resurrection from the dead. So, it is unlikely that this "dark 
saying" has anything to do with Jesus' resurrection. If anything, it speaks 
of suffering, of Jonah's suffering in the deep, in the belly of the sea monster, 
and of Jesus' mission as a suffering servant, a conundrum none-the-less. A 
sinful generation will look for miraculous signs, but the only sign for such 
a generation is the word of a suffering preacher - as for Jonah, so for Jesus, 
and so for us.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
Many commentators tend to identify a complex stitching of 

independent sayings of Jesus: v38-39, v40 + v41-42 (link / stitching words 
"Jonah" and "generation"), v43-45. For some, v40 is redactional (an 
editorial creation by Matthew), given that Luke's "For as Jonah was a sign 
to the Ninevites, so also will the Son of Man be to this generation", cleanly 
moves to the issue at hand, namely, the sign = the preached word (the 
wisdom of Solomon / the preaching of Jonah), cf., Lk.11:30. Q is usually 
identified as the source of this passage for both Matthew and Luke. The 
jury is out as to whether Luke's 11:30 or Matthew's v40 is true to source. 
One suspects Matthew has stayed true to the received tradition, while Luke 
has employed a touch of poetic license to alleviate a potential problem. The 
mention of the "three days" leads to the assumption that the sign of Jonah 
is the resurrection of Jesus, when actually v40 seeks only to strengthen the 
alignment of the Son of Man with the preaching of Jonah. It seems likely 
that this set of teaching sayings was present as a single unit of tradition long 
before Luke or Matthew got to see / hear it, whether as Q, or as oral 
tradition.  
   

Text - 12:38  
A demand for miracles, v38-45: i] The request for a sign, v38-39. The only 

sign given an adulterous generation is the sign of Jonah, the sign of a word from 
God that calls for repentance.  

tote adv. "Then" - Temporal adverb introducing a temporal clause, serving 
to indicate a step in the narrative / argument.  

twn grammatewn kai qarisaiwn gen. "[some] of the Pharisees and 
teachers of the law" - [ANSWERED HIM CERTAIN] OF THE SCRIBES AND 
PHARISEES. The genitive is adjectival, partitive.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[said] to him" - Dative of indirect object after the passive 
verb "to answer." This, along with the attendant participle legonteV, "saying", 
gives us "some of the scribes and the Pharisees answered him, saying."  

idein (oJraw) aor. inf. "[we want] to see" - [TEACHER, WE DESIRE FROM 
YOU] TO SEE [A SIGN]. The infinitive may be classified as complementary, but it 
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can also be viewed as introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing 
what the Pharisees and scribes qelw, "will, want, desire", namely, to see a sign 
from Jesus.  

apo + gen. "from" - Expressing source / origin.  
   
v39 

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "[he] answered" - [AND, BUT] 
HAVING ANSWERED [HE SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing 
action accompanying the verb "to say", redundant; "he answered and said."  

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - to them. Dative of indirect object.  
moicaliV adj. "adulterous" - [A GENERATION EVIL AND] ADULTEROUS. 

Attributive adjective limiting the nominative subject, "generation", of the verb 
"to seek." Often a description used of Israel for seeking after other god's, and thus 
of being unfaithful to God.  

genea (a) "generation" - Used for the present generation, the present 
company, Jesus' contemporaries; "you want a sign because you are evil and won't 
believe", CEV.  

epizhtei (epizhtew) pres. "asks for" - SEEKS AFTER, REQUESTS [A SIGN]. 
The epi prefix intensifies; "insists on", Gundry. "It is an evil and unfaithful 
generation that craves for a sign", Phillips.  

kai "but" - AND. Here possibly with adversative force; "but".  
auth/ dat. pro. "it" - [NO SIGN WILL BE GIVEN] IT. Dative of direct object.  
ei mh "except" - Here introducing an exceptive clause expressing a contrast 

by designating an exception. Although leaving us with much the same meaning, 
ei mh can sometimes mean "only", which sense suits here; "but no sign will be 
given, only the sign of the prophet Jonah."  

Iwna (as a) gen. proper. "[the sign] of [the prophet] Jonah" - OF JONAH, 
[THE PROPHET]. The genitive is adjectival, epexegetic / idiomatic, limiting by 
specifying the sign; "the sign, namely of Jonah the prophet" / "the sign which was 
evident in the ministry of the prophet Jonah." The genitive "the prophet" stands 
in apposition to Jonah.  
   
v40  

ii] The sign of Jonah, v40-42. A sinful generation will look for miraculous 
signs, but the only sign for such a generation is the word of a suffering preacher. 
Although the sense of these verses remains allusive, the central point is clear 
enough. Like Jonah, the Son of Man serves as a preacher of judgment, struggling 
to this end. Sadly, unlike Jonah, only a remnant of Israel will repent, and for this 
Israel (and the world) stands condemned, even by the men of Nineveh.  

gar "for" More reason than cause, explanatory; best left untranslated.  
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w{sper ...... ou{twV "as ....... so" - JUST AS [JONAH WAS IN THE BELLY OF THE 
LARGE FISH THREE DAYS AND THREE NIGHTS] SO [WILL BE THE SON OF MAN IN 
THE HEART OF THE LAND]. A comparative construction; "just as ...... so also ......" 
The analogy is made using Jonah 1:17; "the Lord provided a great fish to swallow 
Jonah, and Jonah was inside he fish three days and three nights" - as for Jonah, 
so for the Son of Man. "In the same way that .... so ....", TEV.  

treiV adj. "three" - THREE [DAYS AND] THREE [NIGHTS]. Accusative of 
measure. It is only natural that we align Jesus' words here with his numerous 
prophecies concerning the death and resurrection of the Son of Man, of his being 
"killed and after three days rise again." Yet, here we don't have the third day 
(actually less than two days, but the third day by Jewish counting), but three days 
and three nights. Jesus was not in the grave three nights - contra, note 
1Sam.30:12. The suffering of the righteous is symbolically counted in the OT 
with the number three since the Lord cuts short the suffering of his righteous ones, 
cf., Gen.2:16, Ex.19:11, Josh.2:16, Hos.6:2, ... Rather than the three days of Jesus 
death and resurrection, Jesus / Matthew is referring to something else, probably 
the suffering of God's servant, even possibly in terms of his three years of earthly 
ministry.  

en + dat. "in" - Local; expressing space / sphere.  
thV ghV (h) gen. "[the heart] of the land" - The genitive is adjectival, 

partitive. An allusion to Jonah 2:3, "You hurled me into the deep, into the very 
heart of the sea", hurled into the kardiaV, "heart = centre", of suffering. Such is 
the case for the Son of Man.  
   
v41 

Niveuitai (hV ou) "[the men] of Nineveh" - NINEVITE [MEN]. This noun 
stands in apposition to "men", defining the "men".  

anasthsontai (anisthmi) fut. "will stand up" - WILL RISE UP. "Probably 
refers to the resurrection", D&A.  

en + dat. "at" - IN = AT [THE JUDGMENT]. Temporal use of the preposition.  
meta + gen. "with" - WITH [THIS GENERATION, AND THEY WILL CONDEMN IT]. 

Expressing association / accompaniment.  
oJti "for" - BECAUSE [THEY REPENTED]. Here introducing a causal clause 

explaining why the men of Nineveh will join in the condemnation of "this 
generation".  

eiV "at" - INTO [THE PREACHING]. Here with a rare causal sense; "because 
of", or "in light of", BDAG, 291.10.a, although a causal sense for this preposition 
is not widely accepted.  
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Iwna (a) gen. proper. "of Jonah" - OF JONAH [AND BEHOLD GREATER THAN] 
JONAH [is HERE]. The first use of the genitive "Jonah" is usually classified as 
adjectival, verbal, subjective, with the second as ablative, of comparison.  

pleion neut. adj. "greater than" - There is debate over the "something 
greater than Jonah." The greater is usually understood as Jesus, so Carson, ...., 
but Dodd suggests it is the kingdom, and there is even the possibility that the 
greater is the preaching of the kingdom itself, ie., the gospel, so Manson.  
   
v42 

notou (oV) gen. "[the Queen] of the South" - The genitive is adjectival, 
attributive, idiomatic / of source; "the queen who comes from the South." The 
queen is of course the Queen of Sheba, cf., 1King.10:1-13. She came and tested 
Solomon's wisdom, but unlike the Pharisees, she recognized his wisdom and 
accepted the truth.  

egerqhsetai (egeirw) fut. pas. "will rise" - WILL BE RAISED. Divine passive, 
again probably referring to the resurrection of the dead in the last day.  

en + dat. "at [the judgment]" - Temporal use of the preposition.  
meta + gen. "with [this generation]" - Expressing association.  
oJti "for" - [AND WILL CONDEMN IT] BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause 

explaining why the Queen of the South will rise with this generation and judge 
it; "because".  

ek + gen. "[she came] from" - Expressing source / origin.  
thV ghV (h) gen. "[the ends] of the earth" - The genitive is adjectival, 

partitive.  
akousai (akouw) aor. inf. "to listen to" - TO HEAR. The infinitive is 

adverbial, final, expressing purpose; "in order to listen .."  
SolomwnoV (wn wnoV) gen. "Solomon's [wisdom]" - [THE WISDOM] OF 

SOLOMON [AND BEHOLD something GREATER THAN SOLOMON is HERE]. Best 
taken as adjectival, either possessive, or verbal, subjective, with the second use 
of the genitive, "greater of Solomon = greater than Solomon", being comparative.  
   
v43 

iii] The return of an unclean spirit, v43-45. This saying is most likely an 
illustration (contra Luz) which has nothing to do with the blind and mute demon-
possessed man, v22, but rather, is directed toward "this evil generation" who, 
having failed to repent, will find themselves in a situation similar to a person who 
has been freed from a demon, but then finds themselves infested with seven 
demons. The final condition of that person is worse than the first. Matthew 
initially reveals the Pharisees as hostile toward Jesus ministry; they claim that he 
casts out Satan in the power of Satan. The Pharisees are then presented in a more 
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neutral light, seeking a sign from Jesus, but "one cannot be neutral toward Jesus", 
Morris. "For many of Jesus' contemporaries, his healings and exorcisms are like 
a windfall. But if his ministry is met with a failure to repent and to engage with 
the coming kingdom of God, the windfall will be short-lived; instead, disaster 
looms", Nolland. As part of Matthew's paradigm for mission we are to note that 
what was true for Israel is true for the world at large. "For freedom Christ has set 
us free" and in this freedom, bound by compassion, Western civilization has 
flourished, enriching the lives of its citizens. Yet today, having chosen to turn 
from the gospel of grace, this short-lived windfall will be replaced by a condition 
"worse than the first". For a summary of the many interpretations offered on this 
passage see D&A, 2/359.  

de "-" - but, and. Indicating a step in the argument.  
oJtan + subj. "when" - WHENEVER [THE UNCLEAN SPIRIT GOES OUT]. 

Introducing an indefinite temporal clause, although translated "when" rather than 
"whenever". Often establishing a conditional clause, as here, and often expressing 
repeated action.  

apo + gen. "from" - FROM [THE MAN]. Expressing separation; "away from."  
dia + gen. "through" - [IT GOES THROUGH] THROUGH [DRY / WATERLESS 

PLACES SEEKING REST AND DOES NOT FIND]. Spatial use of the preposition, 
redundant due to the dia prefix of the verb "to pass through", but standard form; 
"through". "It roams through waterless tracts", Cassirer.  
   
v44 

It's not wise for a landlord to ignore a bad tenant; the situation can only get 
worse.  

tote adv. "then" - THEN [IT SAYS, INTO THE HOUSE OF ME I WILL RETURN]. 
Temporal adverb used to express a step in the argument / narrative.  

oJqen adv. "I left" - FROM WHERE [I CAME]. Adverb of place.  
elqon (ercomai) aor. part. "when it arrives" = HAVING COME. The participle 

is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as NIV, but possibly conditional, "if it 
arrives."  

scolizonta (scolazw) pres. part. "the house unoccupied" - [IT FINDS] 
HAVING LEISURE = BEING EMPTY [HAVING BEEN SWEPT AND HAVING BEEN SET 
IN ORDER]. This participle, as with the participles "having been swept" and 
"having been set in order", serves as the complement of the assumed object "the 
house" standing in a double accusative construction.  
   
v45 

tote "then" - THEN [IT GOES AND TAKES]. Temporal adverb again serving to 
indicate a step in the argument / narrative.  
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meq (meta) + gen. "with" - WITH [ITSELF SEVEN OTHER SPIRITS]. Expressing 
association / accompaniment.  

eJautou gen. pro. "than itself" - [EVIL] OF ITSELF. The genitive reflexive 
pronoun is ablative, of comparison; "more evil than itself."  

eiselqonta (eisercomai) aor. part. "they go in and [live there]" - [AND] 
HAVING ENTERED [IT DWELLS THERE]. Attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the verb "to dwell, inhabit."  

ta escata adj. "the final condition" - THE LAST THINGS = STATE. The 
adjective serves as a substantive, nominative subject of the verb. "That person 
ends up worse off", Peterson.  

tou anqrwpou (oV) gen. "of [that] man / person" - The genitive is 
adjectival, possessive. Possibly adverbial, reference / respect, "with respect to that 
man."  

twn prwtwn gen. adj. "[is worse] than the first" - [BECOMES WORSE] OF 
THE FIRST. The adjective serves as a substantive, the genitive being ablative, of 
comparison; "than the first."  

ou{twV adv. "this is how [it will be]" - THUS, SO [ALSO IT WILL BE]. Inferential 
/ introducing a logical conclusion. "If it continued on its self-opinionated way, 
the generation that refused the opportunity presented to it by the appearance in its 
midst of the very Son of God, the generation already characterized as 'evil and 
adulterous', faced a future that was bleak indeed", Morris.  

kai "-" - AND. Adjunctive; "also".  
th/ genea/ tauth/ th/ ponhra/ dat. "with this wicked generation" - Dative of 

indirect object / interest, disadvantage; "for this evil generation", but possibly 
adverbial, reference / respect, "with respect to this evil generation." "That's what 
will happen to this wicked generation", NJB.  
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12:46-50 

6. The business of mission, 11:1-12:50 
vii] Doing the Father's will 
Synopsis  

In the context of Jesus healing a demon-possessed man who is deaf and 
dumb, and the subsequent discourse that followed with the Pharisees, Jesus is told 
that has family is outside and want to speak with him. Jesus responds by 
announcing that the disciples are his family; "anyone who does the will of my 
Father in heaven is my brother and sister and mother."  
   
Teaching  

Participation in gospel ministry identifies believers as Christ's family, and 
his family is everything to him.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See "Issues", 11:1-19.  
   

ii] Structure: A pronouncement story, Doing the father's will: 
Setting, v46-47; 

"your mother and brothers ... want to speak to you." 
Pronouncement, v48-49: 

believers are Jesus' family. 
Saying, v50: 

Jesus' family are those who do the Father's will.  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
Matthew now concludes the narrative section which he has crafted to 

serve as a paradigm for the mission of the church. As with chapter 11, he 
ends chapter 12 on a positive note. The pericope identifies Jesus' true 
family as his disciples, the ones who do the will of "my Father in heaven." 
Given the context, this "will" is mission / gospel ministry, and it is in this 
mission that believers stand together as brothers and sisters of Christ. Jesus 
serves as the eschatological preacher of divine grace / the kingdom, which 
example we should follow, and in following we are "everything to Christ", 
Nolland. Doing the Father's will does not make us disciples, but it certainly 
identifies us as disciples.  

This episode is often viewed as an invitation to the crowd to become 
Jesus' family by doing the will of the Father. The "will" is variously 
defined: "to receive Jesus and his teachings", Hagner; "obedience, action ... 
love ... in the relationship of the members of the community to one 
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another", Luz; "obedience to Jesus and his teachings", Carson; "obedience 
to the Law as reinterpreted by Jesus, an attitude which necessarily involves 
belief in and commitment to Jesus", Hill; "a commitment which must go 
further than a mere profession of allegiance ... the sort of discipleship which 
is outlined in chapters 5-7 and which is summed up as a greater 
righteousness than the Scribes and the Pharisees (ouch! That wipes me 
out!!!)", France; ..... From the original setting of this episode, or treated 
independently of its context, it is possible to draw out some of these 
conclusions, but they fail to address the context of mission which Matthew 
has set for us. Doing "the will of my Father in heaven" entails a 
commitment to the gospel and the imperative of its communication, such 
identifies us as Christ's family.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
The source of this pericope is usually identified as Mark 3:31-35, set 

in the context of Jesus' family seeking to take control of him because they 
think he is out of his mind. Luke uses the same source, shortening the 
episode somewhat. Of course, an edited common oral source with local 
differences should not be discounted. Matthew links this pronouncement 
saying to his context with the genitive absolute construction eti autou 
lalountoV toiV ocloiV, "while Jesus was still taking to the crowd." Only 
Matthew notes that the family were zhtounteV autw/ lalhsai, "seeking 
to speak to him", but it is assumed by Mark and may well be part of 
Matthew's received tradition. Mark has Jesus "looking around" to 
emphasize the pronouncement, and Matthew has Jesus "pointing at his 
disciples" as he asks the question "who is my mother, and who are my 
brothers?" Both phrases could well be part of the received tradition.  
   

Homiletics:  
My surname is Findlayson, which of course means, Son of Findlay. 

Thankfully they didn't continue with the Son-of tradition otherwise it would 
have been Findlaysonson, and then sonsonson. The ties of blood identify 
family membership, but in Jesus' family, membership is identified by 
participation in a particular activity. Of course, we are members of the 
family by association, by our belief in Jesus, but there is a particular 
enterprise, a project that causes us to stand out from the wider community.  

My mother was a member of the Curl Curl Ladies Bowls Club, and 
her membership was particularly noticeable on Bowls days by her uniform 
and her desire to constantly role bowls down a perfectly flat grass lawn. 
We affectionally called the ladies the White Leghorns, but never to their 
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face. You couldn't miss them in their white uniform and regalia; how she 
loved that game!  

The members of Jesus' family, his association, his club if you like, are 
marked out by a consuming occupation which Jesus identifies as "the will 
of my Father in heaven." It's the communication of the gospel - Christian 
mission. Chapters 11 to 13 in Matthew's gospel is all about mission, and as 
far as Matthew is concerned, it marks out Jesus' family.  

In order to communicate the good news of God's grace in Christ we 
build churches on the top of hills and mount them with a cross; we open 
their doors and invite people in. We fund gospel ministry, using evangelists 
and the media to communicate the message. We support missionary 
organizations, the Bible Society and the like, so that they can get the gospel 
out into "the highways and byways." And when the opportunity presents 
itself, we tell people what Jesus means to us personally. As members of 
Christ's family, we are encouraged to play our part in making known the 
good news of God's grace.  
   

Text 12:46-50  
Jesus' true family, v46-50. i] Setting, v46-47.  
lalountoV (lalew) pres. part. "While [Jesus] was [still] talking" - [HE 

STILL] SPEAKING. The participle stands within a genitive absolute construction 
serving to introduce a temporal clause, as NIV; "while he was still speaking", 
ESV.  

eti adv. "still" - STILL, AGAIN. Temporal adverb.  
toiV ocloiV (oV) dat. "to the crowd" - Dative of indirect object.  
idou "-" - BEHOLD [THE MOTHER AND BROTHERS OF HIM]. An interjection 

favoured by Matthew to focus attention on what follows. There is some argument 
as to whether the brothers (and sisters) are blood brothers, children of Mary and 
Joseph, or near relatives. They are named in 13:55 as James, Joses, Judas and 
Simon. The reference in Mark 15:40, supposedly to Mary the mother of Jesus, is 
rather strange and prompts some to argue for confusion in the oral tradition.  

eiJsthkeisan (iJsthmi) pluperf. "stood" - Pluperfect with imperfect force; 
"were standing."  

exw adv. "outside" - Adverb of place. We may call this a continuity problem 
carried over from the original setting of this pericope, given that the debate with 
the Pharisees is more likely in the open.  

zhtounteV (zhtew) pres. part. "wanting" - SEEKING. The participle is 
adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of their standing outside; "standing 
outside, seeking to speak to him."  
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lalhsai (lalew) aor. inf. "to speak" - The infinitive introduces an object 
clause / dependent statement of perception expressing what Jesus' family wants. 
The negative desire expressed in Mark is not present in Matthew's account as it 
would be an unnecessary diversion from the point he desires to make.  

autw/ dat. pro. "to him" - Dative of association; "wanting to talk with him", 
Berkeley.  
   
v47 

This verse is missing in some manuscripts, but is most likely original. It 
would be easily missed when copied given the similar construction at the end of 
v46 and this verse; eisthkeisan exw zhtounteV autw/ lalhsai and exw 
esthkasin zhtounteV soi lalhsai.  

autw/ dat. pro. "him" - [AND SOMEONE SAID] TO HIM. Dative of indirect 
object.  
   
v48 

ii] Pronouncement, v48-49. Jesus true family is his disciples, those who 
strive to place themselves in the centre of the will of God. "Kinship with Jesus 
consists not in physical relationship of blood or race, but in the spiritual affinity 
which reveals itself in obedience to his heavenly Father", Cox.  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. part. "he replied" - [AND] HAVING 
ANSWERED [HE SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "he said"; Semitic form, redundant.  

tw/ legonti (legw) dat. pres. part. "to him" - TO THE ONE SPEAKING. The 
participle serves as a substantive, dative of indirect object; "but he rejoined to the 
one who told him", Berkeley.  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - TO HIM. Dative of association, "with him; "he said to the 
person who spoke with him about their request to see him."  

tiV "who" - WHO [IS THE MOTHER OF ME AND WHO ARE THE BROTHERS OF 
ME]? Interrogative pronoun, serving as a predicate nominative. "In the light of the 
ministry he is exercising in the name of God, what do ordinary family ties 
mean?", Morris.  
   
v49 

ekteinaV (ekteinw) aor. part. "pointing" - [AND] STRETCHING OUT [THE 
HAND OF HIM]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "he said"; "then he stretched out his hand toward his 
disciples and said", Knox. "A rhetorical gesture", Nolland. "He pointed to his 
disciples and said", CEV.  

epi acc. "to" - TO, TOWARD [THE DISCIPLES OF HIM HE SAID]. Spatial, here 
used to express direction.  
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idou "here" - BEHOLD [THE MOTHER OF ME AND THE BROTHERS OF ME]. 
Usually as an interjection to emphasize something, but here it may carry the sense 
"look at these people", Morris.  
   
v50 

iii] Saying, v50. Mark's doing "the will of God", becomes in Matthew doing 
"the will of my Father in heaven." The family that believers belong to is the family 
of God the Father, and as the Son serves as the prophet like unto Jonah, the bearer 
of news, good and bad, so the other members of the family can be identified by 
their commitment to the imperative of gospel communication.  

gar "for" - Probably serving to introduce a causal clause explaining why the 
disciples are family to Jesus, because, for Jesus, those who do the will of the 
Father are his family. Possibly reason / explanatory, and so not translated, so 
Moffatt, Barclay, .., or just emphatic, "and indeed, .....", Cassirer.  

o{stiV ... an pro. + subj. "whoever" - ALL / EVERYONE WHO. Introducing an 
indefinite relative clause, here as a conditional clause 3rd. class where the 
condition has the possibility of coming true; "whoever, as the case may be, does 
the will of the Father of me, the one in heavens, then he my brother and sister and 
mother is." Everyone who does the will of the Father may be described / classified 
as Jesus' family.  

tou patroV (hr roV) gen. "[does the will] of [my] Father" - The genitive 
is usually treated as verbal, subjective; "anyone who is willing to do as my Father 
in Heaven wants", Junkins = "anyone who obeys my Father in heaven", CEV. For 
the content of that "will" see "Issues / Interpretation" above.  

tou "[in heaven]" - THE one [IN HEAVENS]. The article here serves as an 
adjectivizer turning the prepositional phrase "in heaven" into an attributive 
adjective, "the one who is in heaven", so clarifying the father referred to, ie., God 
the Father.  

autoV pro. "-" - HE. Emphatic by use and position; "it is that person who is 
brother, who is sister, who is mother to me", Cassirer.  

adelfh (h) "sister" - [IS MY BROTHER AND] SISTER [AND MOTHER]. Predicate 
nominative. "This is an important modification of the formula 'mother and 
brothers' of the preceding verses. It stands in noticeable tension with the 
contemporary Jewish perspective in which women had no equal rights in the 
study of Torah, or in the life of the religious community, and is consonant with 
the progressiveness of Jesus on the issue of women seen elsewhere in the 
Gospels", Hagner.  
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13:1-9, 18-23 

7. The gospel, 13:1-53 
i] The parable of the Sower 
Synopsis  

Jesus is teaching beside lake Galilee and as the crowd grows, he gets into a 
boat and begins speaking to the them in parables. First, Jesus recounts the parable 
of the Sower, and later he explains its meaning.  
   
Teaching  

People who hear the gospel respond to it in many different ways. Some reject 
it, others ignore it or forget it, but there are always those who believe it.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: In the 2nd. Discourse Matthew presents Jesus' teaching on 
mission, of the business of proclaiming the gospel in a hostile world. In the related 
2nd. Narrative, covering chapters 11 and 12, the narratives serve as a paradigm 
for a disciple's life of mission. The narratives reveal the misunderstandings, 
opposition and outright hostility prompted by the gospel. Finally, in the sign of 
Jonah, we are reminded that the preached word is the only sign suitable for a 
world hostile to God. Christian mission is all about preaching the gospel, it's what 
identifies believers as Christ's family. Now, in the 3rd. Discourse, chapter 13, 
Matthew introduces us to the gospel message itself. First, he presents us with a 
teaching parable from Jesus which explains the practical workings of the gospel 
/ kingdom parables - the gospel prompts different responses. We are then given 
an insight as to why Jesus tends to present the gospel in the form of a riddle - for 
Israel, "an evil and adulterous generation", the gospel serves an act of judgment. 
Matthew then assembles a number of gospel presentations in the form of kingdom 
parables which can be used by the church as proclamation models. Up to this 
point, we have only been given a summary statement of the gospel; "repent, for 
the kingdom of heaven is at hand." Now, particularly in the parable of the Weeds, 
we learn more about the content of the message. The message proclaims the 
inauguration / realization of the kingdom: it is good news in that the promised 
blessings of the covenant are ours by grace through faith; it is bad news in that 
those who do not repent stand under the judgment of God. This discourse on the 
gospel presents in three parts:  

a) The parable of the Sower and its explanation (addressed to the crowds), 
along with an inserted theological explanation on the hidden nature of kingdom 
parables (addressed to the disciples), 13:1-23.  
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b) The parable of the Weeds, Mustard Seed and Leaven (addressed to the 
crowds), 13:24-35.  

c) The explanation of the parable of the Weeds, along with the parables 
of the Hidden Treasure, The Pearl of Great Price and the Drag Net (addressed to 
the disciples), 13:36-53.  
   

ii] Structure: The parable of the Sower:  
Setting, v1-2; 
Introduction, v3: 
The parable, 4-9: 

the four types of soil. 
The parable explained, v18-23: 

"listen then to what the parable ... means." 
the four soils explained.  

   
The first three soil types are formed with what are virtually contrasting 

clauses joined by an adversative kai, with the fourth formed by a three-part 
men ..... de construction. The explanation follows a similar overall format: 
the four soil types are introduced by pantoV, "anyone", followed by oJ de, 
"and the one who ...."  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
Parables: There are basically two types of parables: a) teaching 

parables, stories which serve to illustrate a particular truth, and b) kingdom 
parables, riddles which serve to present the gospel in a hidden form. 
Teaching parables can be short pithy little illustrations, or extended 
allegories. Although rejected by some modern commentators (eg. Jeremias, 
reacting to a history of allegorical interpretations of the parable of the 
Sower, esp. the three levels of harvest = three orders of believers) Jesus 
does at times employ allegory. In this teaching form various elements in 
the story are given meaning and together serve to teach a particular truth. 
Kingdom parables, on the other hand, are usually introduced with the 
formula: "the kingdom of God/heaven may be compared to the situation 
where ....." Kingdom parables are similes, not usually allegories; they 
simply announce that the kingdom is near at hand, cf. Dodd. See "Kingdom 
Parables", 13:24-30, 36-43.  
   

The classification of the parable of the Sower / Seeds / Soils: When we 
come to classifying the parable of the Sower, confusion reigns. At first 
glance it looks like a kingdom parable, a gospel riddle, but without the 
introductory formula. Yet, when it comes to the explanation of the parable, 
Jesus treats it as a teaching parable, an illustration instructive of truth. 
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Although it is often assumed that the explanation of the parable was only 
for the disciples, it is more than likely that Jesus explained the parable to 
the gathered crowd as well. Mark does imply that Jesus explained its 
meaning in secret, but it was to "those who were around him, along with 
the twelve." Both Matthew and Luke have the crowd present for the 
explanation. Note how in v24 the autoiV "them" is obviously the crowd. 
So, the Parable of the Sower is a teaching parable, but only as long as you 
get to hear the explanation.  

It should be noted that quite a few commentators take the view that the 
interpretation provided in v18-23 is not from Jesus, but "is the work of a 
Christian expositor of the apostolic age", Beare. Where this view is held, 
the parable, in its original setting, is taken to be climactic - the abundant 
harvest is at hand = the kingdom of God is at hand, ie., a kingdom parable. 
See D&A for a contra argument.  
   

The meaning of the parable of the Sower: Suggestions are as follows:  
• The parable explains that the proclamation of the gospel will 

produce a triumphant eschatological harvest, Jeremias, Hill (even 
against great difficulties). This climactic interpretation assumes that 
the parable is a kingdom parable and that the provided interpretation 
was a construct of the ancient church;  

• The parable concerns rejection and judgment of unbelief within 
the frame of remnant theology, cf. Ellis, Luke;  

• The parable explains the way in which people respond to the 
gospel, Morris, Carson;  

• The parable identifies the need to hear the gospel aright, ie., it 
concerns "hearing the message", France, so also D&A, cf. v19, 20, 
22, 23.  

The fourth option certainly has much going for it. The explanation of 
the parable, v18-23, identifies the right-hearing of ton logon thV 
basileiaV, "the word of the kingdom", v19 (= the gospel / kingdom 
parables), repeated as ton logon, "the word" in v20, 22, 23, as the central 
message of the parable. Thus, the parable warns of the need to hear the 
gospel aright; it warns of the need for a right-hearing of kingdom parables 
(in that sense it is a "parable about [kingdom] parables", Gundry). This 
hearing is probably not a hearing "received fully and without reservation", 
producing "unqualified, constant, and abundantly fruitful discipleship", 
Hagner. A discipleship (legalistic-pietistic) interpretation has dominated 
the history of interpretation from the ancient church till today, but the 
hearing is more likely related to a repentance / faith response to the gospel. 
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In the face of the gospel "the person who has ears to hear should use them", 
Phillips, v9.  

Yet, the third option is also worth considering. The parable and its 
explanation, simply illustrates the way people respond to the gospel, and as 
such provides a literary vehicle within which the purpose of kingdom 
parables / gospel riddles can be explained, cf. 13:10-17.  

 
Homiletics: The lesson of the Four Soils 

A friend of mine once worked as a door-to-door encyclopaedia salesman. 
Those days have long gone; today we simply buy an interactive DVD from our 
local computer shop for $50 instead of buying twelve massive tomes for well over 
$1,000. I always thought it was a terrible job, but then I couldn't face having a 
door slammed in my face dozens of times a day. Yet, he had a formula; he knew 
the percentage response rate. The majority of people would slam the door in his 
face, but a percentage would give him a hearing, and a smaller percentage would 
make a purchase. 

I'm sure one of the reasons why the parable of the Sower was preserved by 
the first century church was because it gives us the percentages. Not the exact 
percentages, of course, but it prepares us for the different responses we will face 
when we set out to communicate the gospel to our local community. From the 
early church right through till today, believers have been encouraged by the fact 
that although, for many, the gospel goes in one ear and out the other, or is 
embraced excitedly, but then abandoned, or is embraced, but then choked out by 
other interests, there remains some who do dare to believe it - they open the door 
and make the purchase! 

It's worth noting that Jesus didn't tell the story of the Sower to encourage his 
disciples, even though it does encourage us. He actually told the story to warn 
those listening to his gospel preaching to take care how they listen. It's just too 
easy to hear the message of the gospel, but fail to grasp it, fail to take it on-board. 
The reasons are simple enough. It's easy just not to address it. So, it's in one ear 
and out the other. Then again, it's very easy to address it initially, to respond 
superficially, but then, ho-hum. Again, it's easy to superficially take the message 
on-board, but then let the business of life crowd it out. Thankfully some do 
believe, but of course, is that someone me? Is that someone you? "Are you 
listening to this? Really listening?" 

   
Text - 13:1 

The parable of the four soils: i] The setting, v1-2. Opposition to Jesus was 
growing, even to the extent of the religious authorities plotting to kill him. So, 
Jesus is on the move and now finds himself beside lake Galilee. With the crowd 
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pressing in, Jesus uses a boat as a pulpit. As usual, the teacher sits and the students 
stand  

en th/ hJmera/ (a) "that same day" - ON [THAT] THE DAY. Temporal use of the 
preposition en, introducing a temporal clause; "at that time", Torrey.  

exelqwn (exercomai) aor. part. "went out" - [JESUS] HAVING GONE OUT. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "he 
sat"; "at about the same time, Jesus left the house and sat on the beach", Peterson. 
It is interesting to note that Matthew uses the same verb for the action undertaken 
by the sower, v3; he also "went out." Is he seeking to align Jesus with the sower?  

thV oikiaV (a) gen. "of the house" - The genitive is best treated as ablative, 
expressing source / origin, "from the house."  

para + acc. "by" - [HE SAT] BESIDE. Spatial; "beside".  
thn qalassan (a) "the lake" - THE LAKE, SEA. "Lake Galilee".  

   
v2 

ocloi polloi "large crowds" - MANY CROWDS. Nominative subject of the 
verb "to gather together." "Crowds of people."  

sunhcqhsan (sunagw) aor. pas. "gathered" - GATHERED TOGETHER. Jesus 
was obviously crushed by the crowd and this prompted his move into a boat. The 
boat also served as a good pulpit.  

proV + acc. "around [him]" - TO [HIM]. Spatial, expressing movement 
toward.  

wJste + inf. "that [he got into a boat and sat in it]" - SO THAT [HAVING 
EMBARKED INTO A BOAT TO SIT DOWN]. This construction introduces a 
consecutive clause expressing result; "with the result that, [having embarked / got 
into the boat], he sat down." The infinitive "to sit down" takes an accusative 
subject auton, "he", with the participle embanta, "having embarked", in concord 
with the accusative subject of the infinitive. The participle "having embarked" is 
attendant circumstance, expressing action accompanying the verbal aspect of the 
infinitive; "so that he got into a boat and sat down", ESV.  

kai "while" - AND [THE ALL = ENTIRE CROWD ALONG THE SHORE]. 
Coordinative; "and the whole crowd stood on the beach", RSV.  

eisthkei (iJsthmi) pluperf. "stood" - HAD TAKEN A STAND. Taking an 
imperfect force, "was standing." The cultural teaching stance of the time is 
adopted; the teacher sits and the students stand.  

epi + acc. "on [the shore]" - Local, expressing space.  
   
v3 

ii] Introduction, v3. Jesus is no longer preaching the gospel openly, but rather 
in the form of quirky stories, stories similar to Old Testament marsals, riddles. 
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These parables usually begin with the phrase "the kingdom of heaven is like ...." 
Their sole purpose is to announce the coming of God's eternal reign; they reveal 
the gospel, the good/bad news of God's coming kingdom. The seeker, of course, 
grasps the gospel message, but the rest hear strange stories about mustard seeds 
and the like. Before presenting a selection Jesus' kingdom parables, Matthew 
records his illustrative story about the different ways people respond to the gospel 
/ kingdom parables.  

autoiV "[he told] them" - [AND HE SAID] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
polla "many things" - Is the sense "many stories"?  
en + dat. "in" - Instrumental, expressing means; "by means of parables."  
parabolaiV (h) dat. "parables" - PROVERBS, POEMS, PARABLES. Here of 

a story, or descriptive proverb, which points to another meaning beyond its face 
value. As already noted, the word can be used of illustrations (teaching parables), 
but is also used of gospel riddles (kingdom parables) which begin with the phrase 
"the kingdom of heaven may be compared to ...." The synoptic gospels have Jesus 
initially preaching the news of the coming kingdom openly in much the same 
form as John the Baptist, but as rejection and opposition sets in, cf. ch. 11-12, 
Jesus begins to present the news of the immediacy of the coming kingdom in the 
form of riddles. This unclear revelation of the kingdom serves to enact the 
judgment of God on a stiff-necked people, cf. v10-17. The story of the sower 
reveals the various responses prompted by these riddles and so warns the hearer 
that the hidden message of the riddle does not always bear the fruit of salvation, 
so "let anyone with ears listen!"  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "saying" - The participle my be treated as adverbial, 
modal, expressing manner, or attendant circumstance / redundant. .  

oJ speirwn (speirw) pres. part. "a farmer" - THE ONE SOWING [WENT OUT]. 
The participle serves as a substantive.  

tou speirein (speirw) "to sow his seed" - TO SOW. The construction, the 
genitive articular infinitive, usually introduces a purpose clause; "in order to 
sow".  
   
v4 

iii] The parable of the Sower / Four Soils, v4-9. The story concerns seed 
sown in a field and how different types of soils affect the final harvest.  

en tw/ + inf. "as [he was scattering the seed]" - This construction, the 
preposition en with the dative articular infinitive, introduces a temporal clause, 
contemporaneous time; "while he was sowing". As usual the subject of the 
infinitive, auton, "he", is in the accusative case.  

a} pl. pro. "some" - WHICH = SOME seeds. The demonstrative pronoun is used 
as a relative pronoun, so Zerwick, nominative subject of the verb "to fall."  
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men .... de ... "-" - Establishing an adversative comparative construction 
covering v4-8. The contrasting de is picked up in v5, 7 and 8.; "some seeds fell 
....... but other seeds fell ...."  

para + gen. "along" - BY, BESIDE [THE ROAD]. It fell on the compacted 
ground beside the path.  

elqonta (ercomai) aor. part. "came" - [AND] HAVING COME [THE BIRDS 
DEVOURED THEM]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the main verb "ate"; "the birds came and ate."  
   
v5 

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, picking up the contrast commenced in v4; 
"but other seeds fell .."  

a[lla adj. "some" - OTHERS = OTHER SEEDS. Nominative subject of the verb 
"to fall."  

epi + acc. "on" - [FELL] UPON, ON, OVER. Spatial.  
ta petrwdh (hV ou) "rocky places" - ROCKY GROUND. The description is 

of a shelf of rock covered by a thin layer of soil. "The seed did not have enough 
soil to grow in", TH.  

o{pou "where" - WHERE [IT DOES NOT HAVE MUCH SOIL AND IMMEDIATELY]. 
Locative use of the conjunction, expressing position.  

exaneteilen (exanatellw) aor. "it sprang up" - "The seed sprouted".  
euqewV adv. "quickly" - IMMEDIATELY. Temporal adverb; "Quickly", as NIV.  
dia to + inf. "because [the soil was shallow]" - BECAUSE OF, ON ACCOUNT 

OF [THE SOIL DID NOT HAVE DEPTH]. This construction, the preposition dia with 
the accusative articular infinitive, introduces a causal clause, "because ...", as 
NIV. Shallow ground causes an early germination because, with rock so close to 
the surface it warms up in Spring much more quickly than deeper ground that has 
been mulched / fertilized, but ...... Jesus again reveals his agricultural knowledge.  
   
v6 

anateilantoV (anatellw) gen. aor. part. "when [the sun] came up" - [BUT 
THE SUN] HAVING ARISEN, SPRUNG UP. A genitive absolute participial 
construction forming a temporal clause, as NIV.  

ekaumatisqh (kaumatizw) aor. pas. "the plants were scorched" - IT WAS 
SCORCHED, BURNT UP, DRIED OUT.  

dia to + inf. "because [they had no root]" - BECAUSE [IT DID NOT HAVE A 
ROOT IT WAS WITHERED]. A causal construction as v5.  
   
v7 

a[lla de "other seed" - BUT OTHERS. Construction as v5.  
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epi + acc. "among [thorns]" - [FELL] UPON, ON, UP TO, AGAINST [THE 
THORNS, AND GREW UP THE THORNS AND]. Spatial again as v5, but obviously 
"among thorn-bushes", Barclay.  

epnixan (pnigw) aor. "choked" - In the sense of made it impossible for the 
seedlings to develop.  
   
v8 

a[lla de "still other [seed]" - BUT OTHERS. See v5.  
thn ghn thn kalhn "good soil" - [FELL UPON] THE GOOD EARTH. "Good 

ground", CEV, possibly "rich soil", NEB.  
edidou (didwmi) imperf. "it produced" - [AND] THEY WERE GIVING = 

PRODUCED, YIELDED [FRUIT]. The imperfect is durative; the plant kept on 
producing.  

o} men ...... o} de .....o} de ...... "-" - THE ONE [ONE HUNDRED] THE OTHER 
[SIXTY] THE OTHER [THIRTY]. An adversative comparative construction; "some on 
the one hand .... some on the other hand ..... and still some other .....", Wuest. Note 
how Mark adopts a climactic order although there is no significance in this, cf. 
Taylor, Mark. The reference to three harvests probably serves to balance the three 
wasted sowings, although again without any significance. It is sometimes argued 
that there is significance in the size of the harvest, particularly by those who view 
the parable as climactic, ie., the excessive bounty of the harvest has eschatological 
overtones. Against this it can be shown that "seed in Syria could yield a 
hundredfold", Davies & Allison. As already noted, the message of the story is 
simple and needs little explanation: "Good seed going into good ground bears a 
good crop [so pay attention, v9]", Morris.  
   
v9 

oJ ecwn (ecw) pres. part. "he who has [hears]" - THE ONE HAVING [EARS]. 
The participle serves as a substantive. 

akouetw (akouw) pres. imp. "let him hear" - LET that one HEAR. Emphatic 
by position. The present tense may give a durative aspect, eg., "pay attention", 
although speaking, hearing, reading, ... is by nature durative.  
   
v18 

iv] Jesus spells out the meaning of the illustration to underline the necessity 
of hearing aright, 18-23. The pericope recorded in v10-17 serves to explain the 
reason behind the ongoing failure of the seed / word necessitating the 
proclamation of the gospel in the form of a riddle / a kingdom parable. As noted 
above, the parable of the Sower simply warns the crowd to take care how they 
hear Jesus' message / gospel, a message now in the form of parables.  

a) "listen then to what the parable of the sower means."  
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uJJmeiV "-" - YOU. Emphatic use of the pronoun by use and position, 
nominative subject of the verb "to hear"; "In light of the great privilege extended 
to you", Carson. The subject is undefined, ie., either the crowd, or the disciples; 
see above.  

oun "[Listen] then" - THEREFORE. Usually treated as inferential, drawing a 
logical conclusion, although possibly transitional / resumptive, and therefore not 
translated..  

thn parabolhn (h) "what the parable [of the sower] means" - [LISTEN TO] 
THE PARABLE. Elliptical = "take note of the meaning of the parable."  

tou speirantoV (speirw) gen. aor. part. "of the sower" - OF THE ONE 
HAVING SOWED. The participle serves as a substantive; "the man who was 
described in the parable as sowing", McNeile. The genitive is usually treated as 
verbal, objective, "the parable about / concerning the sower."  
   
v19 

b) The parable explained, v19-23. The story of the Four Soils, describing the 
way different soils respond to sown seed, represents four different ways people 
respond to the preaching of the gospel. Craig Keener nicely summarizes the 
story's message in his commentary on Matthew: "In some cases, the word goes 
in one ear and out the other. Such neglect is the devil's work; Some embrace the 
gospel excitedly, but tests ultimately prove the shallowness of their commitment; 
Some embrace the gospel, but gradually other interests - wealth, security, family 
and the like - choke it out of first place; But some dare to believe the gospel rather 
than the values they see lived out around them." As Jesus says in v9, "Are you 
listening to this? Really listening?", Eugene Peterson.  

akouontoV (akouw) gen. pres. part. "when [anyone] hears" - [ANYONE] 
HEARING. The genitive absolute participial construction forms a temporal clause, 
as NIV.  

pantoV gen. adj. "anyone" - ALL, EVERY. Here the adjective serves as a 
substantive; "any one", Robertson.  

thV basileiaV (a) "[the message] about the kingdom" - [THE WORD] OF 
THE KINGDOM. The genitive is usually treated as adjectival, verbal, objective, as 
NIV, but possibly epexegetic, of definition; "the preaching of the kingdom", 
Davies & Allison.  

mh sunientoV (sunihmi) gen. pres. part. "does not understand it" - [AND] 
NOT UNDERSTANDING. Continuing the genitive absolute construction, forming a 
temporal clause; "when anyone hears and does not understand." "Not 
understanding" in the sense of failing to address the spiritual truths contained in 
the gospel, rather than not being able to logically comprehend those truths, ie., 
the problem is the "unreceptive attitude of the hearers rather than the inadequacy 
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in the communication of the message itself", Hagner. "Some people hear the 
message about the kingdom; but like hardened paths, they do not let the truth 
penetrate", Carson. "Does not take it to heart."  

oJ ponhroV (oV) "the evil one [comes]" - Nominative subject of the verb "to 
come." A consequential result seems the likely sense although unstated; then 
cometh the wicked one", AV.  

arpazei (arpazw) pres. "snatches away" - [AND] SEIZES, CARRIES OFF, 
PLUNDERS, ROBS. Snatches away the word? McNeile suggests that the evil one 
snatches away "the living results of [the word]", but it is more likely that he 
snatches away the spiritual truth contained in the message. Having been rejected, 
the ideas are subsumed into the business of life and thus "the man loses his 
opportunity", Filson. "The evil one comes along, carrying off what was sown", 
Cassirer.  

to esparmenon (speirw) perf. mid/pas. part. "what was sown" - THE THING 
HAVING BEEN SOWN. The participle serves as a substantive.  

en + dat. "in [his heart]" - IN [THE HEART OF HIM]. Local, expressing space, 
metaphorical. The heart, being the seat of reason for a Jew, further indicates that 
the failure to "understand" the message comes down to a failure to address its 
spiritual truths. That the message is sown in a person's heart does not imply that 
they had made a saving response of faith, a response which was quickly snatched 
away by the Devil.  

ou|toV estin oJ para thn oJdon spareiV "this is the seed sown along the 
path" - THIS IS WHO / WHAT / WHICH BEING SOWN ALONG / BESIDE THE PATH. 
The sense of this participial clause is unclear. The main difficulty concerns the 
identity of ou|toV, "this / this one". Given that the pronoun is masculine singular 
it is usually taken to represent "the individual who hears the word of the 
kingdom", Luz. Yet, in what sense is this person being sown along the path? It is 
the seed which is sown. The participle spareiV is passive so possibly the sense is 
"this is the one who receives the seed along the edge of the path", JB. "The person 
was sown in the sense that he received the seed as though he were soil", Gundry. 
Yet, it seems likely that what we have here is "a short-hand reminder of the 
appropriate scene in the story", France. This being the case, the clause is 
somewhat elliptical: "This (ou|toV masc. dem. pro. - this / this one - ie., the 
situation where a person hears the gospel but fails to respond to it and soon forgets 
what he even heard) is like (estin - ie., is like / represents the illustration in the 
parable) the seed that was sown (oJ .... spareiV [speirw] aor. pas part. substantive 
-the one having been sown) along the edge of the path (para + acc. - beside)." 
Note that masculine "seed", ie., sporoV, is often used figuratively of a person's 
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descendants. "This is what is represented by the seed sown by the roadside", 
Cassirer.  
   
v20 

de "-" - but/and. Transitional, indicating a step in the discourse, "then again"; 
"as for what was sown on the rocky ground", ESV..  

oJ .... spareiV (speirw) aor. pas. part. "the one who receives the seed" - 
THE ONE HAVING BEEN SOWN [UPON THE ROCKY PLACES]. The participle serves 
as a substantive. The elliptical nature (short-talk / semantic density!) of the 
passage continues, so "With regard to the illustration in the parable concerning 
the seed that was sown upon rocky ground." "As for the seed sown on rocky 
ground", Cassirer.  

ou|toV estin "is / refers" - THIS IS. As above; "this (the illustration where 
seed falls on rocky ground) is like / may be compared to / represents the situation 
where [a person hears the word of God and immediately receives it with joy]." 
"Represents", Barclay, "It signifies the person who, on hearing the word, 
immediately gives it a joyful welcome", Cassirer.  

oJ .... akouwn (akouw) pres. part. "the man who hears" - THE ONE 
HEARING, LISTENING TO. The participle serves as a substantive.  

lambanwn (lambanw) pres. part. "receives [it]" - RECEIVING. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verbal aspect of the 
participle "hearing"; "hears the word and accepts it at once with enthusiasm", 
Moffatt.  

meta + acc. "with [joy]" - Here adverbial; "receives it with joy" = "joyfully."  
   
v21 

de "but since" - BUT, AND [HE HAS NO ROOT]. Here adversative, as NIV. The 
NIV opts for a causal clause, and this certainly makes sense, although it is not 
implied by the Gk., so simply "but having no root", Torrey.  

en + dat. "in" - Local, expressing space, metaphorical.  
eJautw/ "-" - ITSELF / HIMSELF. The pronoun may refer back to what was sown 

(masc.), or the one who hears (masc.), either way the drift back to the illustration 
is unhelpful, so "Because it (the message of the kingdom / gospel) does not sink 
deep into them", TEV ("them" for inclusive language).  

alla "-" - BUT. The strong adversative, brought out by the NIV through a 
causal clause, stands within a counterpoint construction; ouk ..... alla, "not ...... 
but ....."  

proskairoV adj. "[he] lasts only a short time" - [HE IS] TEMPORARY. 
Predicate adjective. "Is (they are) at the mercy of the moment", Barclay. 
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genomenhV (ginomai) gen. aor. part. "when [trouble or persecution] comes" 
- [BUT, AND] COMING [TRIBULATION OR PERSECUTION]. The participle serves 
within a genitive absolute construction forming a temporal clause, as NIV.  

dia + acc. "because of [the word]" - BECAUSE OF, ON ACCOUNT OF [THE 
WORD]. Causal.  

skandalizetai (skandalizw) pres. pas. "he [quickly] falls away" - 
[IMMEDIATELY] HE IS OFFENDED / FALLS INTO A TRAP, ENSNARED = IS TEMPTED, 
CAUSES TO SIN / STUMBLES = GIVES UP BELIEVING, CEASES TO BELIEVE. "He 
gives up his faith at once", Phillips.  
   
v22 

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional Again we have the same elliptical clause, so 
"then again, with regard to the illustration concerning the seed that was sown 
into / among the thorns." "The picture of the seed that was sown among the thorn-
bushes represents the man who ....", Barclay.  

oJ .... spareiV (speirw) aor. pas. part. "the seed falling" - THE seed BEING 
SOWN. The participle serves as a substantive.  

eiV + acc. "among [the thorns]" - INTO [THE THORN bushes]. Local, 
expressing space.  

ou|toV estin "refers to" - this is. As v20.  
tou aiwnoV (wn wnoV) gen. "[the worries] of this life" - [THE ONE 

LISTENING TO THE WORD AND THE ANXIETY, CARE] OF THE AGE. The genitive is 
adjectival, attributive, limiting "anxiety", so "worldly anxiety". Note Zerwick 
suggests that a verbal genitive may be intended, either subjective, "[the worries] 
which preoccupy men in the world", or objective, "[the worries] for things of the 
world."  

tou ploutou (oV) gen. "[deceitfulness] of riches" - [AND THE DECEIT] OF 
WEALTH. "Illusions", Phillips; "delights", Berkeley. The genitive may be treated 
as verbal, objective, or ablative, of separation, "the seduction that comes from 
wealth", Cassirer. "They allow themselves to be led astray by riches", TH.  

sumpnigei (sumpnigw) pres. "choke [it]" - CHOKE TOGETHER [THE WORD]. 
"Smothers the truth of the gospel."  

ginetai (ginomai) pres. "making it [unfruitful]" - [AND] IT/HE BECOMES 
[UNFRUITFUL, BARREN]. The subject is usually regarded as ton logon, "the 
word", so the word is choked and therefore does not produce a renewed spiritual 
life in the person; "the anxieties of the age and the pleasures of wealth chokes the 
message and it becomes unfruitful", TNT. Yet, it is possible that the subject is 
"the one hearing". The worries of life and the delusions of wealth have the effect 
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of stifling the word/gospel, such that the person does not bear the fruit of 
salvation; "he becomes unfruitful", Rieu.  
   
v23 

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the discourse to a 
contrast, as NIV; "as for what was sown on good soil", ESV.  

epi + acc. "on" - [THE seed] ON, UPON. Spatial; "the picture of the seed which 
was sown on the good ground represents the man who hears .....", Barclay.  

thn kalhn adj. "good [soil]" - THE GOOD, BEAUTIFUL [SOIL BEING SOWN]. 
The adjective is attributive limiting by describing the "soil".  

oJ .... sunieiV (unihmi) pres. part. "[hears the word and] understands" - 
[THIS ONE IS] THE ONE [HEARING AND] UNDERSTANDING. As for akouwn, 
"hearing", the participle serves as a substantive. The sense of "understands" as in 
v19, ie., the illustration in the parable where seed is sown on good ground and 
grows to produce fruit represents the situation where a person hears the gospel, 
"grasps the message" (Hendriksen) and so is converted by it. Note, Mark has "and 
they accept [the word]." "Grasps it", Knox; "takes in the news", Peterson.  

o}V "he" - WHO. Nominative subject of the verb "to bear fruit" and "to do" = 
produce. Interesting use of these two verbs together. Is the idea one of bearing 
fruit in the sense of believing, and of doing in the sense of obeying? I'm not 
convinced, but see Olmstead. A singular idea seems more likely, as translated by 
the NIV, "this is the one who produces a crop", see below.  

dh "-" - INDEED, NOW / THEREFORE, THEN. Emphatic, "he it is / he indeed / 
this is he who", and possibly also drawing out a logical conclusion, "he therefore", 
"obviously", Zerwick.  

karpoforei (karpoforew) pres. "produces a crop" - BEARS FRUIt. As 
already noted, the various levels of fruitfulness have tended to promote an 
interpretation where the hearing and understanding of the gospel involves putting 
it into practice and thus bearing the fruit of love, joy, peace, longsuffering, etc., 
eg., "the fruit is probably to be understood as the pattern of conduct described in 
the Sermon on the Mount", Hagner. Yet, surely the image is of the fruit of 
salvation; those who take in the message of the kingdom bear a rich harvest of 
salvation, ie., they are converted.  

o} men .... o} de .... o} de ..... "he [produces a crop ... ] or [...... ]" - [AND 
THE ONE PRODUCES] ON THE ONE HAND [A HUNDRED], BUT THEN ON THE OTHER 
HAND [SIXTY], BUT ALSO ON THE OTHER HAND [THIRTY]. Adversative comparative 
construction.  
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13:10-17 

7. The gospel, 13:1-53 
ii] Understanding the purpose of kingdom parables 
Synopsis  

Matthew has just recorded the teaching parable of the Four Soils and will go 
on to record Jesus' explanation. At this point though, he breaks from the setting 
where Jesus is preaching to a large crowd beside lake Galilee, and records a 
private word with his disciples. In this passage Jesus explains the reason for the 
particular form of gospel preaching he has adopted when addressing his fellow 
Israelites, namely, his inclination to speak in riddles / kingdom parables.  
   
Teaching  

When people reject a clear word from God they are, in an act of judgment, 
left with riddles.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 13:1-9.  
   

ii] Structure: Understanding the purpose of parables:  
The disciples' question, v10 

why riddles? 
Jesus' answer, v11: 

the divine prerogative in revelation. 
Explanation, v12-17: 

Saying, v12: 
"the one who has ..." - seeks. 
"the one who has not ..." - does not seek. 

Saying - does not seek, v13: 
"though, they do not see; ...." 

Textual support Isaiah 6:9-10, v14-15. 
Sayings - seeks:, v16-17: 

"blessed are your eyes because they see ...." 
"many prophets and righteous longed to see what you see ....."  

   
Carson suggests that the passage evidences a chiastic structure where 

seven points are stated and then restated in reverse. His observation is 
certainly convincing, but either way, the passage evidences careful crafting 
on Matthew's part.  
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iii] Interpretation:  
The disciples open with a question concerning Jesus' propensity to 

present the gospel in the form of a riddle; "Why?", v10. Jesus answers in 
terms of the divine prerogative, as it relates to the disciples and to 
unbelievers, v11, and then goes on to explain how this is played out for 
believers and unbelievers, v12. Jesus then explains the function of the 
divine prerogative, as it relates to unbelievers, in the terms of divine 
judgment for a calloused heart, a heart that has rejected God's covenant 
mercy, v13. Jesus then supports his argument in v14-15 by quoting Isaiah 
6:9-10. He then proclaims the blessedness of his disciples, a state of 
blessedness long yearned for by God's faithful people, v16-17. The 
disciples' hearts are not callused because, as seekers, they have thrown 
themselves on God's covenant mercy and so have heard, understood and 
appropriated for themselves the kingdom now being realized in and through 
God's messiah, Jesus, the Christ.  
   

Why take the good seed of the gospel and craft it into a riddle? The 
parable of the Sower provides a literary vehicle (illustrating the failure and 
fruiting of good seed) within which the form and intent of kingdom 
parables / gospel riddles is raised and explained. The parable of the Sower 
/ Seed / Soils is not itself a kingdom parable; it is not a riddle, but rather a 
teaching parable.  

It is quite possible that the uneasy fit of v10-17, within the parable of 
the Sower / Soils and its explanation, results from its insertion during the 
formative years of gospel tradition. The incorporation of this pericope may 
have served to provide a theological explanation for both the failure and 
fruiting of the good seed / "the message about the kingdom" / "the word." 
The seed / word often fails to bear fruit because many who hear the word 
are like hard, shallow and weedy soil, their "heart has grown dull and their 
ears are hard of hearing ....." On the other hand, it is "given to the disciples 
to know the secrets of the kingdom of heaven" because they follow Jesus 
in repentance and faith and thus the fruit of everlasting life is theirs.  

Yet, it seems more likely that this pericope answers a conundrum - 
why take the good seed of the gospel and craft it into a riddle? The divine 
initiative in seemingly blinding some to the gospel while giving sight to 
others has prompted a steady flow of apologia on God's behalf, cf., France, 
p508-10. Mark's statement that kingdom parables are proclaimed iJna "that 
seeing they may see but not understand" (usually understood to express 
purpose, but does he intend result?) only reinforces this need to defend 
God's justice.  
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Setting aside the obvious difficulties encountered when the modern 
mind tries to come to grips with the extent of the divine will, Matthew's use 
of Isaiah 6:9-10, LXX, reminds us that the issue here is divine judgment, 
not predestination. The gospel is good news for the seeker, the one waiting 
expectantly for the dawning of God's new age, the one who, like the 
disciples, proselqonteV ... eipan, v10, "come and ask" and are inevitably 
blessed with eyes that see and ears that hear, v16. Such will always be the 
case, but at this point in Jesus' ministry, Israel can rightly be described as a 
"sinful and adulterous generation." Yes, some individuals were still 
responding in faith to Jesus, but Israel as a whole has rejected their Christ 
/ messiah. So, for Israel, a people whose "ears are hard of hearing", God 
now speaks in riddles as an act of judgment. Note how the apostle Paul 
makes use of the same idea in addressing the misuse of tongues in Corinth. 
Used without an interpretation, a "tongue" is a sign of God's judgment on 
"unbelievers" / those without faith, whereas prophecy, a clear word, is a 
sign of God's blessing on "believers" / those with faith, cf., 1Cor.14:21-22.  

Matthew's intention in this chapter is to provide insight into the 
workings of the gospel and so equip the church for mission. Jesus' gospel 
sermons will serve as models to this end, but their particular form, that of 
a riddle, requires explanation. In one sense, Jesus' preaching was 
contextual; a riddle for dull ears as an act of judgment on Israel, a "sinful 
and adulterous generation." In another sense, it is part of a long history 
where divine truth is couched in a poetic enigma available only to those 
with eyes to see, cf., v34-35 - divine truth is not attained by human analysis, 
but rather, is revealed by divine will. So on one hand, the church, post 
Christ's ascension, will proclaim a clear message; the same message, but 
no longer a riddle. But on the other hand, the church will still proclaim an 
enigma, a message that defies human analysis, available only to the seeker, 
gifted, as an act of grace for their seeking, so that they can "understand with 
their heart and turn."  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
Verses 10-13 align with Mark 4:10-12, with the saying in v12 aligning 

with Mark 4:25. The quote from Isaiah, v14-15, is Matthew's contribution, 
although it is from the LXX and not MT so it may well be part of Matthew's 
source material rather than his contribution to the pericope. Verses 16-17 
align with Luke 10:23-24, usually viewed as a Q logion.  
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Homiletics: A Word of Judgment.  
The scriptures reveal a pattern of judgment upon those who grow dull in their 

listening to the Word of God. Those whose ears are dull receive a dull word to 
make them even duller. It's as if the Lord says, "if you won't hear a clear word, 
then see what you can do with a confused one." 

We are told that after his baptism, Jesus came preaching the gospel - "the 
time is fulfilled, the kingdom of God is at hand, repent and believe." Later in his 
ministry, we see him preaching the gospel in the form of mysterious parables 
about weeds and wheat, mustard seeds, yeast..... Even the disciples are unable to 
understand the meaning of these strange riddles. The crowds had failed to act on 
a clear word from God, and so now all they got was a clouded word. The kingdom 
parables serve as God's judgment upon a people who have failed to receive his 
word of grace. 

The seriousness with which God treats his word impacts upon the way we 
handle it when it comes to both nurture and evangelism. 

Good Biblical preaching is rarely appreciated, and for this reason, we can 
easily grow dull of hearing. Just as we get the politicians we deserve, so we often 
get the preachers we deserve. Beware! 

In evangelism, we are commissioned to communicate the message of God's 
grace in Christ to the community at large; yet is the world listening? As Jesus 
warned his disciples, those who grow dull in their hearing will end up receiving 
an unclear word to dull them even further.  

The same danger faces us, so let us actively listen to God’s word, praying 
always for its clear proclamation. 

   
Text - 13:10 

The purpose of kingdom parables, v10-17: i] The disciples ask their question: 
"why do you preach the gospel in riddles?", v10. The disciples don't understand 
why Jesus speaks to the crowd in parables, why he speaks in picture stories that 
seem to have no meaning, stories that are more like riddles. So, they ask Jesus for 
an explanation.  

proselqonteV (prosercomai) aor. part. "came" - [AND THE DISCIPLES] 
APPROACHING. An attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "asked". "The disciples approached him and said 
(asked)."  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - [SAID] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
dia ti "why" - BECAUSE WHY. Introducing a causal interrogative clause.  
laleiV (lalew) "do you speak" - ARE YOU SPEAKING. The present tense, 

being durative, may express continued speech, although speech by its very nature 
is durative.  
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autoiV dat. prod. "to the people" - TO THEM. Dative of indirect object. "To 
them" = "to the populous / crowds / people."  

en + dat. "in" - IN, ON. Instrumental, expressing means, "by means of 
parables." Note how Matthew has clarified the question as recorded in Mark. The 
disciples are asking "the purpose behind parabolic teaching", D&A, although in 
Luke they are asking for the meaning of the parable of the Sower.  

parabolaiV (h) "parables" - PARABLES, POEMS, PROVERBS, STORIES, 
SIMILES, EXTENDED METAPHORS, ILLUSTRATIONS, ALLEGORIES. The plural 
should be noted. As above, kingdom parables / gospel riddles.  
   
v11 

ii] Jesus gives his answer: "the gospel is for you, not for them", v11. The 
capacity to access the promised blessings of the covenant "have been given to 
you", people like the disciples, seekers who repent and believe, "but not to them", 
the religious elite or amazed crowds, people who do not seek, who do not repent 
and believe. See the key words ginwskw, "to know", and musthrion, "mystery, 
secret." So, Jesus' answer is that the blessings of God's coming kingdom, once 
hidden, but now revealed, are for seekers only. The good news of God's eternal 
kindness found in Christ is for those with a heart receptive to God, a broken and 
contrite heart, a heart open to God's mercy. The good news is not for those with 
a calloused heart, those who are disinterested. For those with a calloused heart 
Jesus proclaims the gospel in parables, in riddles, as an act of judgment upon 
those who have no interest in seeking God's mercy.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional; "and he answered them", ESV.  
oJ ... apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "he replied" - HAVING 

ANSWERED [HE SAID TO THEM]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing 
action accompanying the verb "said"; "answered and said" - redundant, so "he 
said."  

oJti "because" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement, direct speech, but 
possibly as NIV, introducing a causal clause, "because ...." Causal is assumed by 
most commentators; "because the secrets of the kingdom are for you and not for 
others."  

gnwnai (ginwskw) aor. inf. "the knowledge" - [TO YOU IT HAS BEEN GIVEN] 
TO KNOW, UNDERSTAND. The infinitive introduces a noun clause, subject of the 
verb "has been given"; "to know the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven has been 
given to you." The business of knowing is something more than just intellectual 
thought. To the Semitic mind, a person "knows" their wife or husband, is 
possessed by and possesses the other in their one-flesh union. So, the "secrets of 
the kingdom" are not just truths to be considered intellectually, but are truths to 
be possessed and experienced. By responding in faith to the preaching of the 
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gospel of God's grace in Christ / of the promised blessings of the covenant / 
eternal life, the disciples receive what is promised. This knowing / possessing / 
experiencing, is not available ekeinoiV, "to them", ie., to those who do not seek, 
who do not repent and believe; "to them" the gospel, the mystery / secret 
concerning God's coming kingdom, remains a riddle.  

ta musthria (on) "the secrets" - THE MYSTERIES. Accusative direct object 
of the infinitive "to know." Kingdom mysteries are secrets once hidden now 
revealed. In Daniel "the mysteries /secrets", refer to eschatological secrets, 
portents of what God has decreed that will take place in the future, so Carson; 
"the mysteries of the end days concerning the coming kingdom that shall never 
be destroyed", Nolland. In the gospels the mystery is the gospel itself, the 
announcement of the coming kingdom of God/Heaven, a secret now revealed and 
realized in Christ; "the kingdom which is to come in apocalyptic power, as 
foreseen by Daniel, has in fact entered the world in advance, in a hidden form to 
work within and among men", Ladd. For the apostle Paul, "the mystery" is the 
gospel, not "all one in Christ" (a consequence of), but "the unsearchable riches of 
Christ" (grace), Eph.3:8. Matthew's use of the plural is somewhat of a problem, 
especially as Mark uses the singular. Matthew is probably just following Daniel 
(Dan.2:28), for in reality there is only one mystery / secret, namely "the kingdom 
of God has come upon you" (inaugurated and realized!) - the promised blessings 
of the covenant are there for the taking. Israel's failure to take this reality to its 
heart means that this secret is now only "to you" and "not to them." "I have 
facilitated the secrets of the kingdom of Heaven for you."  

thV basileiaV (a) gen. "of the kingdom [of heaven]" - For the genitive see 
3:2.  

uJmin dat. pro. "to you" - Dative of interest, advantage, emphatic by position, 
"for you"; "to you has been given the secrets ....."  

de "but" - BUT/AND [IT HAS NOT BEEN GRANTED TO THEM]. Transitional, 
indicating a step to a contrasting point, although not strong; "but it has not been 
given to them." The pronoun ekeinoiV, "to them", is a dative of direct object. "But 
to them that privilege has not been given", Barclay.  
   
v12 

iii] Explanation, v12-17. a) Saying, v12. Jesus explains why "the gospel is 
for you and not for them" by means of a proverbial truth, cf., 25:29. Of course, 
Jesus' words are enigmatic and leave us with no idea of what it is that the disciples 
have that the crowd does not have, nor what it is that will be given to the disciples 
so that they end up with an abundance. The answer lies in the quote from Isaiah. 
It's all about the heart, an open responsive heart that craves God's covenant mercy, 
as opposed to a calloused heart closed to divine mercy. A responsive heart, a 
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repentant heart, is open to the gospel and so receives divine grace / the promised 
blessings of the covenant; the calloused heart, unrepentant, unbelieving, receives 
riddles and ends up losing everything. In the end, it is between those who seek 
God's mercy in Christ and those who ignore it.  

gar "-" - FOR. Introducing a causal clause serving to explain why the secrets 
have been given to the disciples and not "them".  

oJstiV indef. pro. "whoever" - WHO, WHOEVER [HAS]. Introducing a headless 
relative clause; "If anybody already has", Barclay.  

doqhsetai (didwmi) fut. pas. "will be given more" - IT WILL BE GIVEN.  
autw/ dat. pro. "-" - TO HIM. Dative of indirect object. Probably "it will be 

given to him", "whosoever hath, to him shall be given", AV, or "for to him who 
has more will be given", TNT, but the pronoun may be taken with 
perisseuqhsetai "it will be given and will abound to him."  

perisseuqhsetai (perisseuw) fut. pas. "abundance" - [AND] HE WILL HAVE 
MUCH MORE THAN ENOUGH, EXTREME ABUNDANCE, OVERFLOWING 
ABUNDANCE. "Everyone who has something will be given more", CEV.  

kai "even [what he has]" - [BUT WHOEVER DOES NOT HAVE] AND = EVEN 
[WHAT HE HAS]. Probably ascensive, as NIV.  

arqhsetai (airw) fut. pas. "will be taken" - Note Peterson's take on this 
verse as he tries to draw out the sense of the proverb; "whenever someone has a 
ready heart for this, the insights and understandings flow freely. But if there is no 
readiness, any trace of receptivity soon disappears."  

ap (apo) + gen. "from [him]" - Expressing separation; "away from."  
   
v13 

b) Those who ignore, v13. The gospel of God's saving grace is for "you" and 
"not to them", for those who have a repentant heart, and not for those who have 
a calloused heart. Jesus dia touto "therefore" presents the gospel in 
parables/riddles (kingdom parables = "the kingdom of heaven is like the situation 
where ......"), oJti (as Mark 4:12 iJna + subj = epexegetic.) "such that" although the 
unrepentant look, they actually can't see, and although they hear, they can't 
understand. Although the kingdom parable can still gather a seeker, it primarily 
functions as a tool of divine judgment damning the unrepentant sinner. They hear 
the words, but don't really understand the hidden message. They are left to "go 
through life with their eyes open, but seeing nothing, and with their ears open, 
but understanding nothing of what they hear", Phillips - an allusion to Isaiah 6:9, 
cf. Jer.5:23. The interpretation of this verse is open to some debate, see oJti below.  

dia touto "this is why" - BECAUSE OF THIS. This prepositional phrase may 
be treated as causal, "because of this", referring backward, even forward when 
followed by oJti, which is the case here and in 24:44. None-the-less, Runge argues 
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that it usually serves to introduce an important proposition, ie., inferential, 
"therefore". So, this construction is sometimes used "in real and supposed 
answers and inferences", BAGD, and is often viewed as the case here, so "for this 
reason." The reason for Jesus speaking in riddles is because seeing they do not 
see, hearing they do not hear or understand, ie., it points forward. So, not "the 
reason I use parables is because", but, "therefore I speak to them in parables."  

autoiV dat. pro. "to them" - [I AM SPEAKING IN PARABLES] TO THEM. Dative 
of indirect object.  

en "in [parables]" - The preposition is probably instrumental, expressing 
means, "by means of parables."  

oJti "-" - THAT. Here probably introducing an object clause / dependent 
statement of indirect speech in the form of a Biblical allusion. Yet, it should be 
noted that most commentators take oJti here to express cause/reason, "because", 
picking up from the dia touto, "for this reason", at the beginning of the verse, 
such that Matthew "makes the seeing and not seeing, hearing and not hearing, 
Jesus' reason for speaking to false disciples in parables", whereas "Mark's in 
order that makes the seeing and yet not perceiving, hearing yet not understanding, 
the divine judgmental purpose behind Jesus' speaking to non-disciples in 
parables", Gundry. Thus, Jesus speaks in parables because the people are dull of 
hearing / spiritually insensitive = not seekers. In this translation Matthew's 
"because" "puts the emphasis unambiguously on human responsibility", D&A. In 
Mark's construction of v13b he uses iJna + subj., usually read as a purpose clause, 
"in order that", expressing divine election. None-the-less it is worth noting that 
iJna + subj. can form a consecutive adverbial clause expressing result, and more 
importantly, it can form an explanatory noun clause functioning as an epexegetic 
infinitive. Interestingly, oJti can function in a similar way. So, oJti probably 
introduces an object clause, explanatory, expressing the divine intention of the 
parables, namely to blind those who though seeing, refuse to see; they refuse to 
take hold of all that is offered them in Christ.  

bleponteV (blepw) pres. part. "though seeing, [they do not see]" - SEEING 
[THEY DO NOT SEE, HEARING THEY DO NOT HEAR, NOR DO THEY UNDERSTAND]. 
As with akouonteV, "hearing", it is possible to treat this participle with a finite 
verb as periphrastic, serving to emphasize the statement, "seeing they do not see", 
or even stronger, expressing "a wilful closed mindedness: they will not see, hear 
or understand", Hagner. Possibly just adverbial, concessive, as NIV. Jesus 
preaches in riddles such that although they see they end up understanding 
nothing; "Although they look, they do not see." They have seen Jesus, heard the 
gospel, witnessed the signs, but have not responded in faith. So, Jesus speaks in 
riddles as a sign of judgment.  
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v14 

c) Jesus now supports his argument from scripture, v14-15. The text 
confirms Jesus' use of riddles is an act of divine judgment upon a people of 
"calloused" heart, an unrepentant, unbelieving people disinterested in God's 
covenant mercy now realized in Christ. The state of this unbelieving generation 
will be (3rd. person, ie., a statement of future fact) one of seeing, but not seeing, 
hearing, but not understanding, and this because God's revelation of the gospel 
for them is, as an act of judgment (an unclear message in the form of kingdom 
parables), v14. The reason (gar) for their state of loss (2nd. person, ie., 
descriptive of their condition) lies with their calloused thinking, v15a, a thinking 
that determines not to take note of the gospel (mhpote) "in order not" to assimilate 
its message and be saved, v15b. The text follows the LXX, but is close to the MT 
where the words become a divine pronouncement. It is usually argued that 
Matthew has inserted the quote from Isaiah 6:9-10, although Mark may well have 
dropped it, since there is strong evidence that Jesus' words were commonly 
supported by fulfillment texts, probably from Jesus himself, cf. Lk.24:27.  

autoiV dat. pro. "in them" - [AND THE PROPHECY OF ISAIAH IS FULFILLED] 
IN, TO THEM. The dative of reference / respect, "with respect to them"; "in their 
case", ESV.  

anaplhroutai (anaplhrow) pres. pas. "is fulfilled" - IS FULFILLED, 
SUPPLIED. The prefix gives the sense "fulfilled completely", although the present 
tense is best taken a durative, "is being fulfilled completely", rather than aoristic, 
a punctiliar "is fulfilled." "In their case the prophecy of Isaiah is being fulfilled", 
Moffatt.  

hJ profhteia "the prophecy" - Nominative subject of the verb "to fulfill." 
The prophetic words of Isaiah rather than the act of prophesying.  

Hsaiou (aV ou) gen. "of Isaiah" - The genitive may be treated as adjectival, 
idiomatic / author, or verbal, subjective, or possibly just ablative, source / origin.  

hJ legousa (legw) pres. part. "-" - THE ONE SAYING. The participle is 
adjectival, attributive, limiting "the prophecy"; "that says"; ESV.  

akoh/ (h) dat. "you will be ever hearing" - [YOU WILL HEAR] IN HEARING. 
The use of the dative here is Semitic, "you will hear with hearing" = "you will 
listen intently but never understand" ; "listening and listening again, but you will 
never understand."  

kai "but" - AND. Here with an adversative sense, "and yet."  
ou mh + subj. "never [understand]" - [MAY] NOT EVER [UNDERSTAND, 

PERCEIVE, COMPREHEND]. Subjunctive of emphatic negation.  
bleponteV (blepw) pres. part. "you will be ever seeing" - [AND] SEEING [YOU 

WILL SEE]. Possibly just an attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
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accompanying the verb "you will see", "you will see and see, but never perceive", 
Moffatt, or adverbial, temporal, "while seeing you see but never perceive." 
Olmstead suggests that it serves as a Hebrew infinitive absolute. If this is the case 
then the dative akoh/, "in hearing" may also be serving as a Hebrew infinitive 
absolute; see MHT 1.  

ou mh + subj. "never perceiving" - [AND MAY] NEVER EVER [SEE, 
PERCEIVE]. A subjunctive of emphatic negation.  
   
v15 

gar "for" - FOR. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the judgment 
upon Israel is in the form of an unclear revelation. The MT version is somewhat 
difficult in that it is in the form of a command, "make this people's heart fat." The 
LXX has clearly shifted the responsibility for this condition from God to the 
people, "thus the robust Hebrew idiom, with its characteristic disregard for 
second causes, has been made more compatible with a Greek world view", 
France.  

tou laou (oV) gen. "[this] people's" - [THE HEART] OF [THIS] PEOPLE. The 
genitive is adjectival, possessive.  

h kardia (a) "heart" - Nominative subject of the verb "to grow dull." Not 
the seat of feelings, since this is the stomach, but rather the seat of rational 
thought, the centre of reasoning. So, the words here serve as a "metaphor for a 
sensibility that has been coarsened", Nolland. "The mind of this people has 
become lazily shut", Barclay.  

epacunqh (pacunw) aor. pas. "calloused" - HAS BEEN MADE THICK, FAT = 
DULL, INSENSITIVE. The people's thinking has become dulled - their brain is 
callused. Just as it is possible to callus the conscience with constant sinning, so it 
is possible to callus our spiritual perception by constantly ignoring the still small 
voice.  

barewV adv. "[they] hardly [hear]" - [AND WITH EARS THEY HEAR] WITH 
DIFFICULTY. Modal adverb expressing manner; "barely hear", ESV.  

toiV wsin (ou\V wtoV) dat. "with their ears" - The dative is instrumental, 
expressing means, as NIV.  

mhpote + subj."otherwise" - [AND THE EYES OF THEM ARE CLOSED] 
PERHAPS / LEST [THEY SEE]. Probably serving to introduce a negated final clause 
expressing purpose; "lest" = in order that [it might] not = in order that they might 
not see, hear, understand, turn and heal themselves. . Luz points out that the 
conjunction "has a purposive meaning in seven cases in Matthew and expresses 
a feeling of concern." Although the action here may be viewed as God's, it is more 
likely a description of Israel's act of unbelief. "Israel has closed it's ears and eyes 
in order not to come to understand and to turn", Luz. The hearers are insensitive 
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to divine truth, unwilling to submit to it and act on it. They don't act on it "lest" 
they find themselves confronted by the divine and thus, slaves to God rather than 
sin. Such a condition rightly deserves judgment. "They have shut their eyes so 
that they might not [see]", NRSV.  

toiV ofqalmoiV (oV) dat. "with their eyes" - WITH THEIR EYES [AND WITH 
THE EARS THEY HEAR AND WITH THE HEART THEY UNDERSTAND AND THEY TURN 
AND I WILL HEAL THEM]. As with "ears" and "hearts", the dative is instrumental, 
expressing means, as NIV.  
   
v16 

d) Blessed are those who see, v16-17. On the other hand, the disciples "are 
in a happy state: they are not publicly identified as outsiders to what God is doing 
by being addressed only in parables; instead, they are treated as intimate insiders 
to God's action", Nolland. The disciples are blessed (by God) because they have 
sought and found what God's faithful children in the past longed to see and hear. 
The prophets of old waited expectantly for the coming of the messiah and the 
dawning of the kingdom, and the disciples have found both in Jesus, and as a 
consequence are blessed indeed. For these seekers, these "little ones", the secrets 
of the kingdom are theirs to know / experience.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step to a contrast; "however, 
as for yourselves, ...", Cassirer.  

makarioi adj. "blessed are" - [THE EYES OF YOU ARE] HAPPY, BLESSED. 
Predicate adjective. Literally it is "the eyes of you" that are blessed, but this 
inevitably entails the person as well. Certainly "happy", "fortunate", TEV, even 
"lucky", but better "blessed" in the sense of being a recipient of divine favour; 
"God has blessed you", CEV.  

uJmwn gen. pro. "your [eyes]" - Emphatic by position, the genitive being 
possessive. The disciples are the recipients of divine favour.  

oJti "because" - BECAUSE [THEY SEE, AND THE EARS OF YOU are blessed] 
BECAUSE [THEY HEAR]. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the eyes / ears 
of the disciples are blessed.  

blepousin (blepw) pres. "they see" - The eyes that see and the ears that hear 
take a durative present tense. The disciples are blessed in their ongoing reception 
of the gospel of God's grace, by which reception (seeing and hearing) they 
appropriate that grace.  
   
v17 

Jesus tells his disciples why they are blessed, v17. "It should make the 
disciples grateful and alert to know that they live in dramatic days of powerful 
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fulfillment. The effective reign of God is being established [before their very 
eyes]", Filson.  

gar "for" - Possibly causal, as NIV, although the conjunction may simply 
serve here to attach this final saying and so it may be left untranslated, as Barclay, 
or it may even serve to supply an emphatic signal, "indeed, I can give you solemn 
assurance of this, many prophets ....", Cassirer.  

amhn ... legw uJmin "I tell you the truth" - TRULY I SAY TO YOU. Underlining 
what follows.  

oJti "-" - THAT. Here introducing a dependent statement of indirect speech, 
expressing what Jesus wants to communicate to his disciples.  

dikaioi adj. "righteous men" - [MANY PROPHETS AND] RIGHTEOUS ONES. 
The adjective serves as a substantive, nominative subject of the verb "to desire." 
The great ones of the past, "men and women of faith", probably not "good 
people", CEV, but "saints", REB.  

epequmhsan (epiqumew) aor. "longed" - DESIRED, LONGED FOR. Those 
saints in the past who, like Abraham, rested in faith on the promises of God in 
hope for the fulfillment of those promises, yearned in vain.  

idein (eidon) aor. inf. "to see" - tO SEE [WHAT YOU SEE AND THEY DID NOT 
SEE it, AND TO HEAR WHAT YOU HEAR AND THEY DID NOT HEAR it]. The infinitive 
may be classified as complementary, completing the sense of the verb "desired", 
or, following a cognitive verb, as introducing a dependent statement of perception 
expressing what they desired. They "longed to see the events which you are 
seeing, and did not see them, and hear the words which you are hearing, and did 
not hear them", Barclay.  
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13:24-30, 36-43 

7. The gospel, 13:1-53 
iii] The parable of the weeds 
Synopsis  

Matthew provides us with the setting of a crowd gathered by lake Galilee 
and Jesus speaking to them in parables. Following the teaching parable of The 
Sower, Matthew selects three kingdom parables, the parable of the Weeds, the 
Mustard Seed and the Leaven. Matthew notes that at this point in his preaching 
ministry, Jesus tends to speak in parables. After preaching to the crowds, Jesus 
returns home with his disciples. It is then that the disciples ask Jesus to explain 
the parable of the Weeds, which he does with them privately.  
   
Teaching  

The eternal reign of God is at hand - a time of blessing, a time of cursing.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 13:1-9.  
   

ii] Structure: The parable of the Weeds:  
The parable, v24-30: 

Title, v24: 
"the kingdom of heaven may be compared to a situation where" 

Situation, v25-26; 
Discussion, v27-30. 

The explanation, v36-43: 
The disciples’ question, v36; 

"explain to us the parable ..." 
Keys, v37-39: 

sower = Son of Man; 
field = world; 
seed = people; 
enemy = devil; 
harvest = end of the age; 
harvesters = angels. 

Little apocalypse, v40-43.  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
The parable of the Weeds serves as a model gospel sermon. The 

message, presented in the form of an enigmatic story, communicates the 
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fact that the eternal reign of God is at hand - a time of blessing, a time of 
cursing.  

The mission of the church is to display the sign of Jonah, to 
communicate the important news concerning the realization of God's 
eternal reign. In his arrangement of the gospel tradition in chapter 13, 
Matthew has so far revealed how the gospel prompts different responses, 
and why Jesus, at this point in his ministry, presents the gospel as an enigma 
/ a riddle (an act of judgment on an "evil and adulterous generation"). 
Matthew now records a classic gospel presentation from Jesus which can 
serve as a model for the preaching of the church. The story / parable, along 
with the explanation of the individual elements, summarizes the gospel: A 
new era faces the people of this age, an age made up of seekers and 
ignorers. For the ignorers, there is nothing but loss. For the seekers, there 
is blessing - they "will shine like the sun in the kingdom of the Father." So, 
make your decision now - repent and believe.  
   

The Parable of the Weeds and eschatological expectation: C.H. Dodd 
in The Parables of the Kingdom makes the point that Jesus' kingdom 
parables proclaim the arrival of the kingdom of God; "Jesus is asserting 
that the time has come when the blessings of the reign of God are available 
to all men." The kingdom has burst in upon us and its affects are here and 
now. Dodd's realized eschatology has a powerful ring of truth to it, although 
the kingdom is also inaugurated - both now and not yet. The kingdom is 
indeed now, although its authentic presence is diluted by powers of 
darkness which seek to confuse. Confuse they may, but the coming day of 
judgement will sort all things out. So, with an eschatological-expectation 
approach we interpret the parable of The Weeds in terms of John 4:35:36; 
"the fields are white for harvest. Already the reaper is taking his pay and 
gathering a crop for eternal life." The harvest is upon us; the day when there 
will be winners and losers "is at hand". So, it is obviously time to "repent 
and believe." Therefore, the parable of The Weeds, like all kingdom 
parables, confronts us with the nowness of the kingdom.  

We do though need to note that this parable is often interpreted in terms 
of pseudo-Christians infiltrating the church. With this approach, the 
kingdom of God, as we experience it in the world today, is made of up of 
"wheat and weeds", true believers and frauds. The frauds should not be 
removed, as God will deal with them in the day of judgment. This scenario 
is possibly true, but it is not the point of the parable. The parable does not 
address the church situation at all, rather, it proclaims the present reign of 
Christ over a coexistent lawless and righteous humanity that is facing 
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imminent judgement. As Carson puts it, this parable concerns 
"eschatological expectation, not ecclesiological deterioration."  
   

The Form of the Parable of the Weeds. This parable presents as a 
typical kingdom parable, although allegorical in style. Given that kingdom 
parables are gospel presentations in disguise, the disciples would get the 
gist of most of them (which is probably why their interpretation is not 
preserved), but this complex allegorical parable obviously left them 
confused. The disciples, as seekers after truth, were able to rectify their 
confusion with a question, v36. Scholars generally accept "a pre-Matthean 
form for the parable, but not necessarily for the explanation", Nolland. Yet, 
there is no reason why Jesus wouldn't explain the parable to his disciples. 
In fact, it seems more likely that the explanation of a parable would be lost 
during transmission, rather than added, particularly for short pithy kingdom 
parables. Given the complexity of this parable, there is every reason to 
preserve its explanation.  

So, we are best to view this kingdom parable, and its interpretation, as 
an integral whole. What we have here is a complex kingdom parable that 
serves to explain the hidden meaning common to all kingdom parables, 
namely, that "the kingdom of God is at hand." Kingdom parables are not 
about growth, they are about eschatological expectation; "Jesus is asserting 
that the time has come when the blessings of the reign of God are available 
to all men", Dodd.  

Thiselton says that kingdom parables are "designed to capture the 
listener and make him a participant, overturning his world-view and 
leading him to call into question his most basic values." Yet, it is likely that 
the opposite is the case. A kingdom parable is quite different to a teaching 
parable which illustrates a Biblical truth. Kingdom parables confuse rather 
than instruct. They usually come in the form of extended similes or 
metaphors, although the Parable of the Weeds is virtually an allegory. 
There was once a tendency to allegorize each element of this parable, but 
we are best to look for the central idea, namely, the presentness of the 
kingdom.  

So, the Parable of the Weeds takes the form of a mysterious, obscure, 
but profound proverb - an extended riddle / allegory (a Hebrew masal). 
Unrepentant Israel hears the riddle, hears the hidden things, and goes home 
entertained - "though hearing, they do not hear and understand." For them 
the parable functions as an instrument of divine judgment upon a "sinful 
and adulterous generation." The seeker after God's mercy, on the other 
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hand, is not put off by the divine riddle; rightly they will demand that the 
mystery be revealed - "blessed are your eyes because they see.  

 

Homiletics: Repent and believe 
Would you believe me if I told you that on many occasions Jesus preached 

the gospel with the intention of purposely confusing his audience? Given that we 
bend over backwards to make sure that people understand the gospel, the idea 
that Jesus might have done the opposite seems ludicrous. But the truth is, Jesus 
did indeed sometimes preach the gospel in riddles. He did it in an act of judgment 
on those who have rejected his straightforward message of divine grace. 

Our reading today is one such example. Only the disciples got to understand 
its message because only they were on the inside with Jesus. Thankfully, they 
remembered the explanation and so we can read it here today. 

So, what's the message? Let me give you a modern example. Life is like a 
game of Monopoly that is going seriously wrong - the crooked banker problem. 
We've all been there, haven't we? We move around the board buying and selling 
houses, hotels, and even churches these days. We always seem to be on the losing 
end, and having just said that, I have just landed on Mayfair and there is a hotel 
on it. In the distance I can hear this voice saying, "Game over boys!"  

Now here's the rub; if you have ignored your gospel Chance card, then you 
are in trouble; it’s jail for you! And there’s no getting out. 

The parable of the weeds in the field reminds us that "the fields are white for 
harvest. Already the reaper is taking his pay and gathering a crop for eternal life", 
John 4:35-36. The harvest is upon us; the day when there will be winners and 
losers "is at hand". So, know this, it is time to put your trust in Jesus 

   
Text - 13:24 

The parable of the weeds in the field. i] The parable proper, v24-30. a) Title, 
v24. Speaking to the crowd, Jesus proclaims that the coming of the kingdom of 
heaven can be compared to the situation where a farmer has completed his 
planting and is about to harvest the produce.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[Jesus told] them" - [HE COMMENDED ANOTHER PARABLE] 
TO THEM. Dative of indirect object after the verb, "to put to, place before, 
commend."  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "-" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle, 
redundant.  

twn ouranwn (oV) gen. "[the kingdom] of heaven" - [THE KINGDOM] OF 
THE HEAVENS. For the genitive see "kingdom of heaven", 3:2. The kingdom in 
mind is the heavenly one, that kingdom over which God reigns and which is now 
impacting the present age in Christ. Of course, Matthew is possibly showing 
deference to God by not mentioning his name. When Mark and Luke use 
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"kingdom of God", we may classify the genitive as possessive, the kingdom 
belongs to God, although where the rule of God is in mind, the genitive would be 
viewed as verbal, subjective. The phrase refers to God's long-promised divine 
rule even now being realized on earth, a rule within which the promises made to 
Abraham and his seed are fulfilled.  

wJmoiwqh (oJmoiow) aor. pas. "is like" - IS MADE LIKE / MAY BE LIKENED. "May 
be compared to the situation where ...., "maybe compared", Weymouth.  

speiranti (speirw) dat. aor. part. "[a man] who sowed" - [TO A MAN] 
SOWING. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "man". Dative in 
agreement with anqrwpw/, "man", dative of direct object after the verb "may be 
likened"; "may be likened to a man sowing."  

kalon adj. "good [seed]" - GOOD, BEAUTIFUL [SEED]. The adjective 
modifies the accusative direct object "seed" of the verb "to sow." Here, carefully 
selected seed.  
   
v25 

b) Situation, v25-26. Without the farmer's knowledge an enemy has planted 
bearded darnel in his field - Darnel is botanically close to wheat. As heads of 
wheat appear, his servants notice that a mass of weeds are intertwined with the 
wheat.  

de "but" - Here taking adversative force, "but", although still serving to 
indicate a step in the narrative. 

en ... tw/ kaqeudein (kaqeudw) pres. inf. "while [everyone] was sleeping" 
- IN [THE MEN] TO SLEEP. This preposition with the dative articular infinitive 
forms a temporal clause. "Everyone" = "the men", takes the accusative case as 
subject of the infinitive, an accusative infinitive construction.  

epespeiren (epispeirw) aor. "sowed" - [THE ENEMY OF HIM CAME AND] 
SOWED AGAIN, SOWED MORE. 

zizania (on) "weeds" - Accusative direct object of the verb "to sow." 
Bearded Darnel [Illoium, or Cephalaria syriaca]. A poisonous weed which, in the 
early stages of growth, looks like wheat. 

ana + acc. "among" - IN [MIDDLE OF THE WHEAT AND WENT AWAY]. Local, 
expressing space, "in the midst"; "his enemy came and sowed darnel among the 
corn", Barclay.  
   
v26  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
o{te "when" - This temporal conjunction serves to introduce a temporal 

clause, as NIV.  
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oJ cortoV (oV) "wheat" - [SPROUTED] THE GRASS, FODDER = WHEAT. 
Actually meaning "enclosed place for feeding", but in the NT takes the sense, 
"fodder". "When the plants grew", TEV. 

tote adv. "then" - THEN [APPEARED ALSO THE WEEDS]. Temporal adverb; 
"the weeds likewise appeared", Cassirer.  
   
v27 

c) Discussion, v27-30. The farmer tells his workers to leave both weeds and 
wheat together. At the harvest they can separate the two, burning the weeds.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
tou oikodespotou (hV ou) gen. "the owner's [servants]" - [THE SLAVES] 

OF THE OWNER, MASTER OF THE HOUSE, HOUSEHOLDER. The genitive is 
adjectival, possessive.  

proselqonteV (prosercomai) aor. part. "came" - HAVING COME, 
APPROACHED. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "said"; "came and said."  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
kurie voc. "Sir" - LORD. Vocative.  
ouci .... espeiraV "didn't you sow ... ?" - DID YOU NOT SOW [GOOD SEED]. 

Introducing a question expecting an affirmative answer.  
en + dat. "in [your field]" - IN [THE FIELD OF YOU]. Local, expressing space.  
poqen "where" - FROM WHERE. Interrogative adverb, expressing source / 

origin.  
oun "then" - tHEREFORE [HAVE come WEEDS]? Inferential, drawing a logical 

conclusion.  
   
v28 

ecqroV anqrwpoV "an enemy [did this]" - [AND HE SAID TO THEM] A 
HOSTILE MAN [DID THIS]. Nominative subject of the verb "to do." "Some 
[scoundrel] has done this", Phillips.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[he replied]" - [HE SAID] TO THEM. Dative of indirect 
object.  

apelqonteV (apercomai) aor. part. "[do you want] us to go" - [AND THE 
SLAVES SAY TO HIM DO YOU WILL] WE HAVING GONE. The participle is certainly 
attendant on the verb "gather up", but also serves to introduce a dependent 
statement of perception expressing what the master may want the servants to do, 
namely, "that they go and gather them."  

sullexwmen (sullegw) aor. subj. "pull them up" - GATHER UP, COLLECT 
[THEM]. Deliberative subjunctive, "shall we go and gather them?"  
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v29 

mhpote + subj. "because" - [BUT THE MASTER SAID, NO] LEST, PERHAPS, IN 
CASE. Here possibly conveying a negated purpose; "in order that you may not 
...."  

sullegonteV (sullegw) pres. part. "while you are pulling [the weeds]" - 
GATHERING, COLLECTING [THE DARNEL]. The participle is adverbial, best treated 
as temporal, as NIV.  

ekrizwshte (ekrizw) aor. subj. "may root up" - YOU MAY PULL UP BY THE 
ROOTS. The subjunctive is used with mhpote. "The danger is that you may tear 
up the corn by the roots at the same time", Barclay.  

a{ma + dat. "with [them]" - TOGETHER WITH [THEM THE WHEAT]. Expressing 
association, "together with", but possibly temporal, "at the same time, at once." 
"Simultaneously with", Moule.  
   
v30 

afete (afihmi) aor. imp. "let" - ALLOW, PERMIT. "What you must do is let 
both grow up side by side", Cassirer.  

sunauxanesqai (sunaxanw) pres. pas. inf. "grow together" - [BOTH] TO 
GROW TOGETHER. The infinitive introduces an object clause / dependent 
statement of cause, expressing what should be allowed / permitted. Olmstead 
classifies the infinitive as complementary.  

e{wV + gen. "until" - UNTIL, UP TO, TO THE POINT OF / DAWN [THE HARVEST]. 
Temporal preposition expressing time up to, introducing the temporal phrase 
"until the harvest."  

en + dat. "at [that time]" - [AND] IN, AT [TIME]. Temporal use of the 
preposition; "at the time of the harvest."  

tou qerismou (oV) gen. "-" - OF THE HARVEST. The genitive is adjectival, 
attributive, idiomatic / temporal, limiting "time"; "the time when the harvest is 
gathered", Olmstead. "And at the harvest time", Moffatt.  

toiV qeristaiV (hV ou) dat. "[I will tell] the harvesters" - [I WILL SAY] TO 
THE HARVESTERS. Dative of indirect object after the verb "to say".  

dhsate (dew) "tie" - BIND TOGETHER, COLLECT [FIRST THE WEEDS AND TIE 
THEM INTO BUNDLES].  

proV to katakausai (katakaiw) aor. inf. "to be burned" - TO BURN 
[THEM]. This preposition with the articular infinitive usually forms a final clause 
expressing purpose; "in order to be burned."  

de "then [gather the wheat]" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step to a 
contrast; "but gather the wheat ...."  
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sunagagete (sunagw) aor. imp. "gather" - GATHER TOGETHER [THE 
WHEAT INTO THE STOREHOUSE OF ME]. "Gather the corn to store in my granary", 
Barclay.  
   
v36 

ii] The explanation, v36-43. a) The disciples ask Jesus to explain the parable 
to them, v36. Unlike the parable of the sower / soils, which serves as a normal 
teaching illustration, the parable of the weeds in the field is a kingdom parable, 
so Jesus explains it to his disciples privately away from the crowds. Faithless 
Israel, a generation possessed of a "calloused" heart, is left with nothing more 
than riddles; only the humble, the repentant, those broken before God, are privy 
to the secrets of the kingdom.  

tote adv. "then" - Temporal adverb used to express a step in the narrative.  
afeiV (afihmi) aor. part. "he left [the crowd]" - HAVING LEFT, ABANDONED 

[THE CROWDS]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "to come." "Then he left the crowds and went indoors", 
Moffatt.  

thn oikian (a) "[into] the house" - The use of the article here may serve as 
a possessive pronoun, "his house." The usage is supported by the textual variant 
autou, "his". It would not be unusual for Jesus to hold title for the family home, 
being the oldest son and head of the home since the death of Joseph. See Gundry, 
or D&A.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[came] to him" - [HE CAME INTO THE HOUSE AND THE 
DISCIPLES OF HIM APPROACHED] HIM. Dative of direct object after the proV prefix 
verb "came to."  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "and said" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb "came", as NIV.  

diasafhson (diasafew) aor. imp. "explain" - EXPLAIN (TO MAKE CLEAR 
THROUGH AN EXPLANATION). Jesus draws aside from the crowd and explains to 
his disciple the hidden meaning of the parable.  

hJmin dat. pro. "to us" - Dative of indirect object.  
twn zizaniwn (on) gen. "of the weeds" - [THE PARABLE] OF THE WEEDS. 

The genitive is usually classified as verbal, objective; "the parable about / 
concerning the weeds of the field."  

tou agrou (oV) gen. "in the field" - OF THE FIELD. The genitive is adjectival, 
attributive, idiomatic, "the weeds which grow in the field", or attributed; "the 
weed-infested field". We may have expected something like en agrw/ "in a field", 
rather than tou agrou, "of a field." The construction is peculiar to Matthew and 
exposes his Semitic background.  
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v37 

b) Jesus identifies the actors in the story, v37-39. From the Early Church 
Fathers, through Augustine, and up to the Reformers, the "field" was seen as the 
church. Yet, Jesus is quite clear, the kingdom is made up of the "sons of the 
kingdom" in a "world" dissipated by the "sons of the evil one." The visible 
organization of the church is not the kingdom, although it is an imperfect 
expression of it, or at least we might say, the kingdom resides somewhere in it 
(sometimes!). Note that in the parable of the Sower the seed is the word of God 
(the gospel, the kingdom parable). In the parable of the weeds and wheat, the 
good seeds are the "sons of the kingdom". Context always dictates meaning.  

de "-" BUT/AND. Transitional. Here, and in the following verses, used to 
establish a list of items which Jesus now explains. "And ..... and ......"  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "he answered" - [HE] HAVING 
ANSWERED [SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "said"; a typical Semitic formula common to the gospels 
- redundant. "So he replied", Moffatt.  

oJ speirwn (speirw) part. "the one who sowed" - THE ONE SOWING. The 
participle serves as a substantive, as NIV. The present tense may indicate ongoing 
sowing.  

kalon adj. "good [seed]" - [THE] GOOD [SEED IS]. "Good" in the sense of 
viable and fruitful.  

tou anqrwpou (oV) gen. "[the Son] of Man" - The genitive is adjectival, 
relational. The title, "Son of Man", is Jesus' favourite self-designation, being an 
uncommon messianic title drawn from the revelation of Daniel - the mysterious 
"coming" Son of Man who exercises a sovereign reign at the right had of the 
Ancient of Days, cf. Dan.7:13-14. See 8:20.  
   
v38 

estin (eimi) pres. "[the field] is" - In the sense of "represents the world."  
oJ kosmoV "the world" - Predicate nominative. Those who want to argue that 

this parable is about genuine and non-genuine believers in the church must face 
Jesus' direct explanation that the "field" is the inhabited earth, not some particular 
organization. "Whole world", Phillips.  

thV basileiaV (a) gen. "[the sons] of the kingdom" - [AND THE GOOD SEED 
THESE ARE THE SONS] OF THE KINGDOM. The genitive is adjectival, attributive, 
idiomatic / identification, "the sons who submit to / give their allegiance to the 
kingdom", Olmstead. In Jesus' parables seed often represents the word / gospel, 
but certainly not here. The adjective "good / fine / beautiful / blessed [seed]" 
designates the particular use here. Faithful / remnant Israel are the sons of the 
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kingdom, but now the Gentiles who bear fruit are also sons of the kingdom, cf. 
21:43.  

tou ponhrou gen. adj. "[the sons] of the evil one" - [BUT THE WEEDS ARE 
THE SONS] OF THE WICKED / EVIL one. The adjective serves as a substantive, the 
genitive as for "sons of the kingdom"; "the followers of the wicked one", 
Williams; "those who belong to the evil one", CEV.  
   
v39 

oJ speiraV (speirw) aor. part. "who sows" - [AND THE ENEMY] THE ONE 
HAVING SOWN [THEM IS]. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting 
"enemy".  

oJ diaboloV "the devil" - Predicate nominative. The principal supernatural 
evil being, the Devil, Satan*, the deceiver, the liar. "To depict Satan as a spiteful 
enemy trying to spoil the good work of the landowner and ruin his harvest 
expresses graphically his status in biblical literature: he is a spoiler, not a 
constructive authority in his own right", France.  

aiwnoV gen. "[the end] of the age" - [AND THE HARVEST IS END] OF AGE. 
Partitive genitive. The consummation / completion of the present scheme of 
things, obviously the final day of judgment. "The end of the world as we know 
it", Barclay; "the end time", REB. Note that both nouns in v40 take an article, so 
serving as an example of the Canon of Apollonius where two nouns that depend 
on each other either both have an article, or both lack an article.  

aggeloi (oV) "angels" - [AND THE REAPERS ARE] ANGELS. Predicate 
nominative. The angels, God's messengers, are often associated with the 
judgment in the last day (Rev.14:15-19), as are we, which may mean that 
"messengers" here refers to believers (eg. ref. where "messenger" may = 
"believer", Matt.16:27, 24:31, 25:31), although in this parable it is unlikely. 

 
v40 

c) The little apocalypse - Jesus identifies the action and explains its meaning, 
v40-43. The parable focuses on the day of judgment, "the end of the age", the day 
when Jesus, the eschatological judge, both condemns and blesses. Using 
Zephaniah 1:3, Jesus identifies those who face judgement as the ones who cause 
offense, the "stumbling-blocks", the lawless ones without Christ. In the world 
they coexist with the children of light / believers, but they are children of 
darkness. The message of the parable is simple enough: the day is already upon 
us when the weeds will be weeded out and cast into the fiery furnace, a place of 
tears and bitter regret, Jer:29:22, Dan.3:6, Rev.20:15. The wheat, on the other 
hand, those who have found righteousness in Christ, will be blessed; they will 
shine in the kingdom displaying the glory of Christ. So, although the allegorical 
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nature of this kingdom parable has left the disciples confused, its message is 
simple and to the point: "the kingdom of God is at hand", the day of God's eternal 
gracious reign in Christ is upon us. This day is a day of judgment, of cursing the 
unrighteous, of blessing the righteous. So, repent and believe.  

It is best not to take these verses as a second narrative, but rather as an 
explanation of the parable's meaning. As already noted, its meaning is disputed, 
but as D&A observes, that whereas v37-39 align with v24-30, these verses pass 
over the planting and growing and focus entirely on the harvest, thus underlining 
the message of the parable - "The picture of thistles pulled up and burned is a 
scene from the final act", Peterson. Also, as already noted, the parable establishes 
the interpretation of all kingdom parables; the message is the same, "the kingdom 
of God is at hand."  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Possibly inferential, drawing a logical conclusion, but 
probably just resumptive / transitional and so not translated, as NIV.  

wJsper ..... ouJtwV "as ...... so [it will be]" - AS, JUST AS [THE WEEDS ARE 
GATHERED TOGETHER TO BE CONSUMED BY FIRE] THUS, SO, IN THIS WAY. A 
comparative construction: the protasis "as the weeds were pulled up and burned 
at the end of the harvest"; the apodosis "so it will be for the followers of darkness 
at the end time."  

puri (pur oV) dat. "[burned] in the fire" - [BE CONSUMED] IN/BY FIRE. The 
dative is possibly local, as NIV, or better, instrumental, expressing means, "by 
fire."  

en + dat. "at" - [IT WILL BE] IN. Temporal use of the preposition, as NIV.  
tou aiwnoV (wn wnoV) gen. "[the end] of the age" - [THE CONSUMMATION] 

OF THE AGE. The genitive is adjectival, partitive. Again, identifying the message 
of the parable, cf., v39. The phrase, "end of the age", is common to Jewish 
apocalyptic writings and refers to the judgment at the end of time. In the NT, as 
here, the immediacy of this event is often emphasized, ie., it is realized / being 
realized. Of course, from another perspective the kingdom is inaugurated, yet to 
be realized. NT eschatology is always now / not yet. A translation like "when the 
end of the world comes", Cassirer, puts too much emphasis on the not yet given 
that we are in the consummation of the age at this very moment. Humanity has 
sown to the wind and even now the threatening clouds of the whirlwind are upon 
us. So, the phrase "the end of the age" is expressing the imminent consummation 
of all things.  
 

v41 
apostelei (apostellw) fut. "[The Son of Man] will send" - Expressing 

Jesus' authority over the angels and his administration of the day of judgment.  
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touV aggelouV (oV) "angels" - THE ANGELS, MESSENGERS [OF HIM]. 
Accusative direct object of the verb "to send." More likely an allusion to Jewish 
apocalyptic where the angels are viewed as God's agents of judgment. Certainly, 
in the NT, believers take on this task.  

ek + gen. "out of [his kingdom]" - [AND THEY WILL GATHER TOGETHER] 
FROM [THE KINGDOM OF HIM]. Expressing separation; "away from." The field was 
the world, but now the weeds are collected out of his kingdom. It is this verse 
which has prompted the view that Jesus is speaking about true and false believers 
residing side by side in the church. This seems unlikely. Dodd simply dismisses 
verses 36-43 as a later ecclesiastical interpretation of the parable. D&A note two 
possible solutions, namely:  

• "The kingdom of the Son of man encompasses the entire world, to 
the extent it is proclaimed everywhere", Schweizer;  

• "When the Son of Man has come, then the kingdom also will have 
come. Hence at that future date the tares can be said to be gathered out of 
His Kingdom", Allen. Since the kingdom is now in the world, the righteous 
are alongside the lawless, but only for a short time, cf., Hagner.  

ta skandala (on) "[everything] that causes sin" - [ALL] THE OFFENSIVE 
THINGS, TRAPS. The accusative direct object of the verb "to gather." The noun is 
neuter, so "[all] the things that cause offense", but figuratively taken to refer to 
those who cause to sin, cf. Zeph.1:3. So probably referring to persons rather than 
things; those who lead believers away from the free grace of God. "All who draw 
others to apostasy", NAB.  

touV poiountaV (poiew) pres. part. "all who do [evil]" - all THE ONES 
WORKING, DOING [LAWLESSNESS, WICKEDNESS]. The participle serves as a 
substantive, although if we assume a repeat of the adjective panta, "all", read as 
a substantive, "everyone", then the participle is adjectival, attributive, introducing 
a relative clause limiting "everyone"; "everyone who does evil / lawlessness." In 
an Old Testament sense the phrase refers to those who defy God's law. The one 
law that applies in the New Testament is "repent and believe", so "all who reject 
Christ", cf., Matt.7:23.  
   
v42 

balousin "they will throw" - Describing a vigorous action; "pitch them in 
the trash and be done with them", Peterson.  

tou puroV (ur uroV) gen. "[the] fiery [furnace]" - [THEM INTO THE 
FURNACE] OF FIRE. The genitive is adjectival, attributive, limiting "furnace", as 
NIV; "the blazing furnace", cf. Dan.3:6. This picture language, describing the 
horror of judgment, is probably not depicting a literal burning alive of the 
unrepentant. The language serves to describe the devastating loss facing the 
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unrepentant, namely, the loss of eternal salvation. Annihilation is the likely end 
for the unrepentant, although this is a matter of some debate.  

ekei adv. "there" - in that place. Local adverb, of place.  
odontwn (douV) gen. "[weeping and gnashing] of teeth" - [THERE WILL BE 

WEEPING AND GRINDING, CLENCHING] OF THE TEETH. The genitive is adjectival, 
usually treated as verbal, objective, but it can just as easily be taken as attributive, 
limiting "gnashing / grinding / clenching" - a teeth type of grinding. A physical 
expression of anger or frustration serving to illustrate the terrible end of those 
without Christ. Matthew seems to like the phrase. Again, it is not wise to treat 
such picture language literally, but however we understand the image, the loss is 
horrific. "There will be tears and bitter regret", Phillips.  
   
v43 

Jesus concludes with his usual prompt to right hearing, a hearing with faith. 
"Are you listening to what I have just said; really listening!"  

tote adv. "then" - Temporal adverb serving to introduce a temporal clause.  
oiJ dikaioi adj. "the righteous" - THE RIGHTEOUS, JUST. Nominative subject 

of the verb "to shine." The adjective serves as a substantive. As with "those who 
work lawlessness", so "the righteous" are defined by their alignment to Christ. 
The righteous repent and believe and so are counted righteous in Christ.  

eklamysousin (eklampw) fut. "shine" - WILL SHINE OUT, COME OUT AND 
SHINE. Hapax legomenon, possibly influenced by Dan.12:3. Describing the 
radiance, and thus glory, of the age to come, ie., Jesus' disciples will share his 
glory.  

wJV "as [the sun]" - Serving to introduce a comparative clause.  
en + dat. "in [the kingdom]" - Local, expressing space.  
tou patroV (hr roV) "of the Father" - OF THE FATHER [OF THEM]. The 

genitive is adjectival, possessive. Matthew here moves slightly from "kingdom 
of heaven" toward Mark and Luke's "kingdom of God", cf., Mark 14:25.  

oJ exwn (ecw) pres. part. "he who has [ears]" - THE ONE HAVING [EARS, LET 
THAT ONE HEAR]. The participle serves as a substantive. This call to right hearing 
appears a number of times; 11:15, 13:9,.... It serves as a challenge, even a 
warning, to open the mind to the new insights found in Jesus' teaching. Jesus' 
words "need careful thought and assimilation", France. "Are you listening to this, 
really listening", Peterson.  
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13:31-35 

7. The gospel, 13:1-52 
iv] The parables of the mustard seed and yeast, 
Synopsis  

Matthew continues to provide us with examples of Jesus' gospel preaching, 
here the parables of the Mustard Seed and the Leaven.  
   
Teaching  

The kingdom of heaven is at hand, Christ's reign has begun, now is the 
appointed hour, repent and believe.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 13:1-9.  
   

ii] Structure: Two Kingdom Parables: 
The parable of the Mustard Seed, v31-32; 
The parable of the Leaven, v33. 
Citation, v34-35.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

Matthew presents two more model gospel sermons to further equip the 
church for gospel ministry. Again, because they are from the preaching 
tradition of Jesus, they are in an enigmatic form as an act of judgment upon 
Israel - ears that are hard of hearing deserve only riddles. The message is 
simple enough: "repent, for the kingdom of heaven has come near." As for 
the interpretation of the message, it is controlled by Jesus' explanation of 
the parable of the Weeds.  

A little seed once sown has become a full-grown shrub with 
birds nesting in its branches. 

A little yeast mixed in the dough has leavened the whole lump: 
The long-promised kingdom is upon us; 

a time of blessing for those who repent / believe; 
a time of cursing for those who ignore the news; 

so repent and believe.  
   

Form: As already noted, it is essential to distinguish between teaching 
parables (illustrations, proverbs,..) and kingdom parables (introduced by 
the tag, "the kingdom of heaven /God is like unto the situation where ...."). 
A kingdom parable is in the form of a riddle (Heb. masal - obscure / dark 
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saying). The two parables before us are kingdom parables. See 13:24-30, 
36-43.  
   

A short history on the interpretation of kingdom parables: Other than 
Augustine, and to some extent Calvin, most commentators up till recent 
times have treated these parables as allegories. In 1910 Julicher argued that 
they were simple stories with a single point. This move away from treating 
the kingdom parables as allegories was an important step in discerning their 
message.  

The consequente Eschatologie school, led by Albert Schweitzer, 
argued that Jesus expected a catastrophic irruption of the kingdom of God 
closely related to his ministry. The mustard is a quick growing plant and 
well illustrates the immediacy of the kingdom. Of course, as there was no 
catastrophic arrival of the kingdom, then obviously Jesus was mistaken. 
Conservative scholars rejected this approach, along with all the amazing 
allegorizing of the early church. They tended toward an uncomplicated 
interpretation that aims at one central idea. So, Morris, for example, 
suggests that the Mustard Seed and the Yeast illustrate growth; the 
kingdom starts out small and grows in greatness. Carson suggests contrast; 
the small beginnings of the kingdom contrast with its glorious end.  

C.H. Dodd, with a realized eschatology that gives a little more 
credence to the ministry of Jesus than Schweitzer, articulated a view of the 
parables that is widely accepted today. His book "The Parables of the 
Kingdom", Nisbet, London, 1935, is essential reading. Most scholars who 
accept Dodd's approach balance his realized eschatology with a 
complementary inaugurated eschatology - the kingdom is now / not yet.  

So, an eschatological expectation approach to the interpretation of 
kingdom parables seems best. The parables of both the Mustard Seed and 
the Leaven announce the immediacy of the kingdom - the tree is full grown, 
"repent, for the kingdom of heaven has come near."  

 

Homiletics: Hidden treasure 
"The kingdom of God is not a matter of eating and drinking, but of 

righteousness, peace and joy in the Holy Spirit", Romans 14:17. 
Albert Schweitzer was a wonderful man of faith who ended his years running 

a leprosy mission in Africa. In his day, he was regarded as one of the foremost 
German theologians. One of his more interesting theories was that Jesus taught 
the kingdom's immediate realization. Albert argued that Jesus expected to see 
God's kingdom come in power and glory in his own lifetime, but that he was 
inevitably proved wrong at his crucifixion. 
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Other than the idea that Jesus 
was a bit off the mark with his 
eschatology, a rather brave notion, 
Albert was kind of on the right track 
because the Bible does teach 
the presentness, the immediacy, of 
the kingdom of God. The kingdom is 
indeed a now reality, but then it is 
also a not yet reality. The kingdom 
has come, Christ is upon the throne 
bringing all things into subjection to 
himself, but then again we still await 
his coming. 

Although the Bible teaches that 
the kingdom is a present reality, it is 
not a reality easily seen. The kingdom requires a certain type of seeing. The 
people of Israel were waiting for a kingdom like a mighty cedar tree, not a 
mustard bush. Jesus, the messianic claimant, was no Alexander the Great, in fact, 
his contemporaries asked, "has anything good ever come out of Nazareth?" 

There is no difference between the way people of Jesus' day viewed God's 
long-promised kingdom evident in Jesus, and the way people often view God's 
reign in Jesus today. The crowd looks for the outward signs of power and glory, 
and so fails to see what "is within", what "is not of this world." The kingdom of 
God is a spiritual reality which we can neither see nor touch. Its reality is found 
in a "righteousness" which is ours by grace through faith, in a "peace" with God, 
and in a "joy" driven by the knowledge that we are forgiven and loved by God. It 
is impossible for mere human to see the eternal reality which is already ours - our 
very selves "raised up with Christ and seated with him" "in heavenly realms", 
Eph.1:20, 2:6. 

So then, although God's reign in Christ is a now reality, awaiting its 
consummation in the not yet, its reality is only for those with the eyes of faith. To 
the rest, it is nothing more than a story about birds in a bush. “The Spirit gives 
life, the flesh counts for nothing", Jn.6:63. 

   
Text - 13:31 

Parables of the kingdom: i] The parable of the Mustard Seed, v31-32. The 
parable describes the planting of a very small seed in a garden with its consequent 
growth into a large bush. The idea of the kingdom as a great tree with birds 
flocking to its branches, is an image found in the Old Testament. It is most likely 
that Jesus is playing with this Old Testament picture, but of course, he puts his 
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own twist on it. Jesus uses the image of a shrub and not a mighty cedar. The 
parable is usually interpreted in terms of either small beginnings, or growth, but 
we are best to follow Dodd who says of the parable of the mustard seed, "in this 
parable Jesus is asserting that the time has come when the blessings of the Reign 
of God are available for all men." The greatest of the herbs has become a tree and 
the birds of the air can now rest in its branches. The long-promised reign of God 
is upon us, his covenant blessings are now ours to possess - "Come unto me, all 
you who are weary and burdened, and I will give you rest", Matt.11:28.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[he told] them" - [HE SET BEFORE] THEM [ANOTHER 
PARABLE]. Dative of indirect object, although the para prefix verb "to place 
before" can take a dative of direct object.  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "-" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the verb "to set before", "he set before and said", 
or adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of his action, "he put another parable 
before them, saying", ESV.  

twn ouranwn (oV) gen. "[the kingdom] of heaven" - For the genitive see 
3:2. The Gk. plural "heavens" is not regarded as carrying any weight.  

oJmoia adj. "[is] like" - Predicate adjective. Establishing a comparison; not 
"like a mustard seed", but "like the situation / may be compared to the situation 
where a man takes a mustard seed and plants it in his field. It may be the smallest 
of all seeds, but when it is grown ........"  

sinapewV (i ewV) "mustard" - [SEED] OF MUSTARD. The genitive is 
adjectival, attributive, limiting "seed", as NIV. The mustard seed was regarded as 
the smallest of seeds and was used in field planting rather than in a herb garden. 
Of course, in reality many seeds would be sown and not as here, one, and it is 
certainly not the smallest of seeds.  

kokkw/ (oV) dat. "seed" - GRAIN. Dative complement of the adjective "like" 
/ dative of the thing compared; "like a seed of mustard."  

labwn (lambanw) pres. part. "took" - [WHICH A MAN] TAKING, CHOOSING. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb 
"planted"; "took and planted."  

en + dat. "in [his field]" - [PLANTED] IN [THE FIELD OF HIM]. Local, expressing 
space.  
   
v32 

men ...... de "though ......, ..." - Establishing an adversative comparative 
construction; "[which] on the one hand [is smaller than all of the seeds], but on 
the other hand ....." "It is the smallest of all seeds, but when it grows ....."  

oJ mikroteron (mikron) adj. comp. "the smallest" - WHICH [IS] SMALLER / 
LITTLER THAN. Predicate adjective. Possibly best read as a comparative rather 
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than a comparative serving as a superlative, as NIV, so "a very small seed". There 
are smaller seeds, although probably not for general agriculture at the time. It is 
a rather lateral idea, but is it possible that the focus of this parable is on the small 
seed, rather than the full-grown bush. We might then say of the parable that the 
kingdom comes like a thief in the night, unseen, as a little seed. "The kingdom of 
God does not come by looking for it, nor shall they say, 'Look here! Look there', 
for the kingdom of God is within you (spiritual rather than physical)", Lk.17:20-
21. This approach has merit, but the riddle probably lies with the end product, 
namely, a mustard seed which has now become a full-grown tree.  

twn spermatwn (a atoV) gen. "of [all] seeds" - [ALL] OF THE SEEDS. The 
genitive is ablative expressing comparison, "smaller than all of the seeds", or 
adjectival, partitive.  

o{tan + subj. "when" - [BUT] WHEN This construction forms a temporal 
clause, as NIV.  

auxhqh/ (auzanomai) aor. pas. subj. "it grows" - "When it has reached full 
growth", Barclay. 

meizon (megaV) adj. comp. "largest" - [IT IS] LARGER THAN. Predicate 
adjective. Possibly best read as a comparative rather than a comparative used for 
a superlative, as NIV, so "a very large garden plant." The mustard produces a 
plant larger than the normal plants used in a vegetable garden.  

twn lacanwn (on) gen. "of garden plants" - [ALL] THE EDIBLE PLANT OR 
VEGETABLE. The genitive is ablative expressing comparison, "larger than the 
garden vegetables", or adjectival, partitive.  

dedron (on) "tree" - [AND IT BECOMES] A TREE. Predicate nominative. The 
word "shrub" may be more appropriate since the mustard only grows to around 3 
meters. In English we have a greater range of words denoting size: "bush/scrub", 
"shrub", "tree" ...  

wJste + inf. "so that [ ...... come and perch]" - SO THAT [THE BIRDS OF 
HEAVEN COME AND NEST, LIVE]. This construction forms a consecutive clause 
expressing result; "with the result that ...."  

tou ouranou (oV) gen. "of the air" - OF THE HEAVEN. The genitive is 
adjectival, possibly possessive, but better, attributive, idiomatic / local; "the birds 
that fly in the air". "Heaven" here means "sky" and is probably best not translated; 
"birds even come and nest in its branches."  

kataskhnoun (kataskhnow) pres. act. inf. "dwell" - [AND] PERCH, REST 
[IN THE BRANCHES OF IT]. The infinitive, as with elqein, "to come", is linked to 
wJste to introduce a consecutive clause; "so that the birds come and make nests 
in its branches." As already noted, the image of the kingdom as a great tree with 
birds flocking to its branches, is found in the Old Testament, Jud.9:15, Ezk.17:22-
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24, 31:3-14, Dan.4:7-23. Yet, the mustard bush is only a shrub, not a mighty cedar 
- the kingdom, as it emerges in the person and work of Christ, is not quite what 
is expected. Of course, when it comes to interpretation, the debate rages over 
realized eschatology (the tree is now), or inaugurated eschatology (the tree is not 
yet). We face the same issue with the parable of the leaven. As noted above, the 
kingdom is both inaugurated and realized, both now / not yet. Of course, such 
lateral thinking is not something we easily sit with. The oft run interpretation that 
focuses on either growth or contrast is probably not Jesus' intended meaning.  
   
v33 

ii] The parable of the Leaven, v33. This parable, sitting in parallel with the 
parable of the Mustard Seed, has a long history of varied and wonderful 
interpretations. Modern commentators fall into three main camps:  

• Carson goes for the insignificant beginnings, magnificent end 
approach, "The kingdom produces ultimate consequences out of all 
proportion to its insignificant beginnings", so also McNeile, Luz, Hagner, 
Schweizer, Patte, Fenton, Mounce, D&A, Nolland, "what is happening in 
Jesus' presence makes certain the future (full) coming of the kingdom";  

• Morris goes for organic process / growth, the kingdom's "tiny 
beginnings would grow into something greater by far than any of the 
religions found in the disciples' contemporary world", so also France, 
Hendriksen, Hill, Blomberg, Filson, ....;  

• Dodd's realized eschatology seems the best approach to kingdom 
parables. With this approach the parable of the Leaven reveals "the 
pervasive power of the kingdom of heaven", Gundry, as a present reality, 
both realized and inaugurated, now / not yet. "The emphasis must lie upon 
the completion of the process of fermentation. The period of obscure 
development is over: the dough is completely leavened: the Kingdom of 
God, which the prophets until John made preparation, has now come", 
Dodd. There may be some qualifying of this fact in the parable, although if 
so, it is only secondary. "Jesus insists that the kingdom, though present in 
a hidden (and anticipatory) way in the ministry of Jesus and his followers, 
(has arrived and) is the glorious anticipated kingdom of God", Keener.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[he told] them" - [ANOTHER PARABLE HE SAID, SPOKE] TO 
THEM. Dative of indirect object. 

allhn adj. "still another" - "Another parable he told them was the 
following", Cassirer.  

zumh/ (h) dat. "yeast" - [THE KINGDOM OF THE HEAVENS IS LIKE] LEAVEN. 
Dative complement of the adjective "like" / of the thing compared. The normal 
practice at the time involved retaining a piece of dough from the previous bake 
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of bread to mix with the new batch to produce sourdough. Only after Passover 
was fresh leaven produced. Because the leaven was a rotting piece of food, it was 
often used to illustrate sin and its capacity to infect. This is obviously not the 
image here. "The kingdom of heaven may be compared with the situation where 
a woman takes ......"  

labousa (lambanw) aor. part. "took" - [WHICH A WOMAN] HAVING TAKEN. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "hid 
/ mixed".  

enekruyen (enkruptw) aor. "mixed" - HIDE, CONCEALED IN..... Therefore 
"mixed into", or "put into."  

eiV + acc. "in" - INTO. Spatial.  
sata tria "a large amount" - THREE MEASURES = HALF A BUSHEL. 

Actually, it is not possible to know exactly the amount of flour, which is why 
translations vary. It varies from enough bread for about 100 people, to enough 
bread for a large family.  

aleurou (on) gen. "of flour" - OF GRAIN, MEAL. The genitive is adjectival, 
attributive, idiomatic / content; "three measures full of / containing flour."  

ezumwqh (zumow) aor. pas. "it worked" - [UNTIL] LEAVENED, FERMENTED.  
e{wV ou| "until" - Temporal impersonal construction, expressing time up to.  
oJlon adj. "all through the dough" - THE WHOLE [WAS LEAVENED]. 

Adjective of no degree serving as a substantive, nominative subject of the verb 
"to ferment." With an eschatological expectation approach, the fact that the dough 
was all leavened serves as the central point of the parable - the kingdom of God 
is at hand.  
   
v34 

iii] Prophecy and parables, v34-35. This editorial comment by Matthew 
makes it clear that at least at this point in his ministry, Jesus only ever addressed 
the crowds in parables (most likely kingdom parables is the intended sense). The 
quotation from Psalm 78:2 indicates that Matthew regards Jesus use of kingdom 
parables as a fulfillment of prophecy. The quotation also indicates that kingdom 
parables, although riddles / enigmas, contain a truth "hidden from the foundation 
of the world." This mystery / hidden truth, is God's intention to realize his long-
promised kingdom in and through the ministry of Jesus Christ, "for the final and 
perfect redemption of his people, cf., 1Cor.2:7, Col.1:26, Rom.9:23", Hagner.  

en + dat. "in [parables]" - [JESUS SPOKE ALL THESE THINGS] IN [PARABLES]. 
Instrumental used of the preposition; "by means of parables."  

toiV ocloiV (oV) dat. "to the crowd" - TO THE CROWDS. Dative of indirect 
object.  
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cwriV + gen. "without" - [HE DID NOT SPEAK TO THEM] WITHOUT 
[PARABLES]. Here as a preposition expressing exception; "It was the practice of 
Jesus to say nothing to the crowds without making use of / without expressing the 
truth of the gospel in parables", cf., BAGD 2b.  
   
v35 

The quotation from Psalm 78:2 recalls that throughout history divine truth 
has been conveyed in an enigmatic poetic form which defies human research. So, 
Jesus' kingdom parables are part of a long-standing history where divine truth is 
couched in an enigma.  

oJpwV + subj. "so [was fulfilled]" - SO THAT [MIGHT BE FULFILLED]. This 
construction usually introduces a final clause expressing purpose, "in order that", 
but consecutive expressing result is more likely here, "with the result that." 
Purpose = "this was done to fulfill the prophecy uttered by the prophet", Junkins. 
Result = "his storytelling fulfilled the prophecy", Peterson. The whole 
introductory clause serves as a standard citation statement, cf., 1:22 - there are 
ten such formula citations in Matthew.  

to pJhqen (legw) aor. pas. part. "what [was spoken]" - THE thing [SPOKEN]. 
The participle serves as a substantive, nominative subject of the verb "to fulfill"; 
"so that the thing spoken (the words which were spoken) by the prophet might be 
fulfilled."  

dia + gen. "through" - Expressing intermediate agency, "through, by."  
profhtou (hV ou) gen. "the prophet" - Variant "the prophet Isaiah", 

although the quotation comes from the Psalms. The Psalms are usually viewed as 
having come from the hand of David whose words are often treated as prophetic.  

legontoV (legw) pres. part. "-" - SAYING. The participle is adverbial, leaning 
toward temporal, "when he said", or attributive, "who said", but used to introduce 
a citation and so best not translated.  

en + dat. "in [parables]" - [I WILL OPEN THE MOUTH OF ME] IN PARABLES. 
An instrumental sense seems likely "I will speak using only / by means of 
parables." Possibly adverbial, expressing manner.  

kekrummena (kruptw) perf. mid./pas. part. "things hidden" - [I WILL 
DECLARE, TELL] the things HAVING BEEN HIDDEN. The participle, although 
anarthrous, serves as a substantive; "I will utter the things which have been veiled 
in secrecy", Barclay.  

apo + gen. "since" - FROM. Temporal use of the preposition, as NIV; "since 
the world was created." The sense is not so much that these truths have remained 
hidden since the creation of the world, but that "they are not attainable by human 
search", Morris.  
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kosmou (oV) gen. "[the creation] of the world" - [SETTING OF THE 
FOUNDATION] OF WORLD. The genitive is adjectival, usually treated as verbal, 
objective, but possibly possessive, or epexegetic, "the creation, namely, of the 
world", "ie., when the world was made."  
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13:44-52 

7. The gospel, 13:1-52 
vi] Three parables of the kingdom 
Synopsis  

In private, away from the crowds, Jesus has just explained the parable of the 
Weeds to his disciples. In the same setting Matthew records the kingdom parables 
of the hidden treasure, the expensive pearl and the dragnet with its interpretive 
comment. The passage concludes with Jesus reminding the disciples that they are 
now fully trained to make known the gospel.  
   
Teaching  

The kingdom of God is at hand, the end of the age is upon us, blessing for 
"the righteous", "weeping and gnashing of teeth" for "the evil." God's reign in 
Christ has begun, so repent and believe.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 13:1-9.  
   

ii] Structure: Three parables of the kingdom:  
The parable of the hidden treasure, v44; 
The parable of the expensive pearl, v45-46; 
The parable of the drag net, v47-50: 

Title, v47: 
"the kingdom of heaven is like the situation where a dragnet .." 

Parable, v48: 
when full the fish are separated, the good from the bad. 

Explanation, v49-50: 
"at the end of the age ....." 

Saying, v51-52; 
the scribe and his treasure.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

Although these three kingdom parables are in the form of a riddle, their 
message is simple enough: the kingdom of God is at hand, the end of the 
age is upon us, blessing for "the righteous", "weeping and gnashing of 
teeth" for "the evil." God's reign in Christ has begun, so repent and believe.  

The introductory phrase, "the kingdom of heaven/God may be 
compared to the situation where .....", indicates that these three parables are 
kingdom parables / gospel sermons, and are not teaching parables. 
Kingdom parables, as opposed to teaching parables (illustrations), serve as 
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examples of realized eschatology; they proclaim the nowness of the 
kingdom. Kingdom parables are nothing more than gospel presentations: 
"the time is fulfilled; the kingdom of God is at hand (is upon us)." Although 
they enshrine the gospel message, they do so in the form of a riddle, so that 
"seeing they do not perceive", Matt.13:10-17. The purpose of the riddle 
relates to their original setting; the gospel presented as a riddle serves as an 
instrument of judgment upon a people who have rejected a clear word from 
God. For a crowd with deaf ears, the message is muffled. It goes without 
saying that preaching the gospel in riddles within a modern context is 
probably not applicable, although given the increasingly deaf ears of 
Western civilization, maybe riddles are appropriate.  

The interesting feature of these three parables is their setting; Jesus has 
left the crowd and gone back (to his??) home with his disciples. It seems 
incongruous for Jesus / Matthew to present three kingdom parables to his 
disciples; they do not need to be evangelized. The reason is simple enough, 
the situation is a training exercise with the parables presented as model 
gospel sermons. So, what we have before us is three model gospel 
presentations / kingdom parables to further equip the church for mission. 
Whereas the previous kingdom parables were presented in the context of 
Jesus preaching to crowds, the context for these kingdom parables is a 
teaching episode with his disciples - a how to preach the gospel exercise 
covering the explanation of the parable of the Weeds, the parables of the 
Hidden Treasure and the Pearl of Great Price, and the parable of the Drag 
Net and its explanation. If the disciples can understand how these kingdom 
parables serve as gospel presentations, then they will be "scribes who have 
been trained for the kingdom of heaven" - disciples trained for mission, cf., 
v51-53.  
   

The Treasure Hidden in a Field and the Pearl of Great Price - A Good 
News gospel presentation: The kingdom is at hand, the long-promised 
blessings of the covenant are ours for the asking, so it's time to sacrifice 
everything for a reality of eternal worth.  

Most commentators interpret the parable along the following lines: 
"The parable of the Treasure and the Pearl concern the inestimable worth 
of the kingdom and imply the need for urgency and even sacrifice in 
entering it", Hill; "Finding the kingdom of heaven is like finding a treasure 
hidden in a field, for the sake of which one will sell everything", D&A. 
God's eternal grace and kindness is ours for the asking, so now is the day 
to grab the hand of the man from Galilee.  
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The Drag Net and its interpretation - A Bad News gospel presentation 
(it's important to have balance!!!): The kingdom is at hand, the day of 
judgment is upon us, so it's time for sinners to escape the horror of eternal 
loss.  

In the history of interpretation, this parable has suffered from 
allegorical interpretations. A widely accepted interpretation is that the 
church represents the kingdom and that its membership is made up of true 
and false believers who will be separated at the last judgment, but not 
before; see Carson. Most commentators today are less specific, but run with 
much the same theme; "the wicked, in the end, will be separated from the 
righteous and suffer due punishment", D&A; "In the present era, the evil 
persons are allowed to live together with the righteous - in their midst - 
even within that manifestation of the kingdom known as the Church", 
Hagner, so also Nolland, Morris, Hill, France, .... Even Dodd, who sees in 
this parable the realization of the kingdom, still draws in extraneous ideas, 
namely, that the fishing scene images gospel proclamation in which "appeal 
is made to all indiscriminately, and yet in the nature of things it is selective" 
- true, of course, but can the parable take the weight of such an 
interpretation? We are on safer ground if, like its partner, the Parable of the 
Weeds, we hold that it proclaims the imminence of the kingdom of God. 
The day of judgment is upon us and the fires are stoked ready for corrupt 
and broken humanity, so now is the day to grab the hand of the man from 
Galilee.  

The explanation of the parable found in v49-50 is probably down to 
Jesus, but Matthew may be drawing on the model explanation provided by 
Jesus in v37-43 to make a comment on v48 and so frame the parable within 
a judgment theme.  
   

Homiletics: The Day of the Puffa Fish 
The only appropriate setting for this sermonette [gospelette!!] would be the 

local fishing club (all anglers hate Puffa fish!), but none-the-less it does illustrate 
how Jesus' kingdom parables serve as models for a gospel message. Here we 
have the Bad News version based on the parable of the Drag Net. It is somewhat 
in the form of a riddle, but this may well be appropriate, given that Western 
civilization is tending to replace Jesus with Marx these days - deaf ears deserve 
riddles!  
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When I was a young bloke, 
my grandmother would often take 
me fishing on St.George's basin, 
south of Sydney. As we pulled in 
the fish, she would separate the 
poisonous Puffer fish from the 
Flathead and Brim. She would 
carefully place the good fish into a 
hessian bag which hung from the 
side of the boat and rested in the 
water. As for the Puffer fish, she 

would belt them to a pulp with the tiller handle. "Everyone sticks a knife in 
them and thinks that kills them", she would say. "This is what kills them!" 
She didn't like Puffer fish; they stole her bait and you couldn't eat them.  

I guess I should warn you that the Day of the Puffa Fish is close at 
hand!  
   

Text - 13:44 
Parables of the kingdom, v44-52. i] The Parable of the Hidden Treasure, v44-

46. The parables of the hidden treasure and expensive pearl both proclaim the 
immediacy of the kingdom of Heaven / God; the kingdom is a present reality 
bursting in upon us and worth everything to obtain. In the parable of the hidden 
treasure, some people balk at the deceitfulness involved in hiding the discovery 
of a treasure until its hiding place can be purchased. In Jewish law, what is found 
in a field belongs to the owner of the field. Jesus is not passing a comment on the 
morality of the situation, but is rather illustrating the immediacy of the kingdom 
and the worth of obtaining it. A person will go to great lengths to get the treasure.  

twn ouranwn (oV) gen. "[the kingdom] of heaven" - [THE KINGDOM] OF 
THE HEAVENS. God's eschatological rule, a rule which is even now being realized 
on earth through Christ; see 3:2.  

oJmoia adj. "like" - LIKE, SIMILAR TO. Predicate adjective serving as a 
comparative; "may be compared to the situation where ..."  

qhsaurw/ (oV) dat. "treasure" - Dative complement of the adjective oJmoia / 
dative of the thing compared.  

kekrummenw/ (kruptw) perf. pas. part. "hidden" - HAVING BEEN HIDDEN. 
The participle is attributive limiting "treasure"; "a treasure which was hidden." 
The sense may just be "buried". Seeing there were no safes, what else would we 
do with our spare cash? Here probably "money box, treasure chest."  

en + dat. "in [a field]" - Locative, expressing space.  
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euJrwn (euJriskw) aor. part. "when [a man] found" - [WHICH A MAN] HAVING 
FOUND. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as NIV.  

ekruyen (kruptw) aor. "he hid" - COVERED UP, HID. He covered it up rather 
than lifted it up which would be the normal action for claiming ownership. 
Finders keepers!!!!.  

apo "in" - FROM. [AND] FROM Expressing source / origin, but leaning toward 
causal; in response to his joy / out of his joy, he went off and purchased the field.  

thV caraV (a) "[his] joy" - THE JOY [OF HIM, GOES AND SELLS EVERYTHING 
AND BUYS THAT FIELD]. The emphatic position of "joy" in the Greek text serves 
to underline this response. The joyous nature of the discovery is central to the 
parable, "he became very, very happy", TH.  
   
v45 

ii] The parable of the expensive pearl, v45-46: An expert pearl merchant has 
come across a perfect pearl and sells everything to obtain it. In this parable, Jesus 
is not suggesting that entry into the kingdom of heaven can be purchased, in the 
sense of giving up all to gain the prize; salvation is not by works. The parable 
simply proclaims the immediacy of the kingdom and the worth of gaining it.  

emporw/ (oV) dat. "merchant" - [AGAIN THE KINGDOM OF THE HEAVENS IS 
LIKE A MAN] A WHOLESALE TRADER, TRAVELLER. Standing in apposition to 
anqrwpw/, "man", which takes a dative of the thing compared after oJmoia, 
"similar to." The word can be generalized, so "traveller", or even "collector." 
"Again, the kingdom of heaven may be compared to the situation where a 
merchant is searching for fine pearls."  

zhtounti (zhtew) dat. pres. part. "looking for" - SEEKING. The participle is 
adjectival, attributive, limiting "merchant", "a trader who was looking for ...", 
dative in agreement; "in search of / looking for pearls he could buy", TH. Davies 
& Allison see the "seeking" as the key to the parable - "he who seeks finds." Is 
the key to this parable found in the way it differs from its partner, the lost pearl, 
or is the key found in its similarity? In both, a person found something of great 
worth and sold all to obtain it.  

kalouV adj. "fine" - GOOD, FINE [PEARLS]. Possibly "beautiful".  
   
v46 

eurwn (euJriskw) aor. part. "when he found" - HAVING FOUND. The 
participle is adverbial, probably temporal, as NIV.  

polutimon adj. "of great value" - [ONE] VERY PRECIOUS [PEARL]. 
Attributive modifier of the noun "peal".  
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apelqwn (apercomai) aor. part. "he went away and [sold]" - HAVING GONE 
AWAY. Attendant circumstance participle, expressing action accompanying the 
verb "sold"; "he went and sold."  

pepraken (pipraskw) perf. "sold" - Although the perfect tense is employed, 
its aspect is perfective / punctiliar, since the word probably didn't have an aorist 
form. "Sells", where the TEV employs a present sense.  

panta adj. "everything" - EVERYTHING [WHICH HE HAD AND BOUGHT IT]. 
Accusative direct object of the verb "to sell." McNeile makes the point that the 
Greek here underlines the fact that he sold everything he had, not just all his 
pearls.  
   
v47 

iii] The Parable of the Dragnet, v47-50. a) Title and parable, v47-48. The 
parable of the dragnet reveals that the kingdom of heaven is like the situation 
where a net is dragged between two boats, catching "all kinds of fish", both good 
and bad, which are then sorted, with the bad thrown into the rubbish bin. With 
the kingdom at hand, that situation is now upon us - the day of judgment, the day 
of sorting.  

saghnh/ (h) dat. "a net" - [AGAIN THE KINGDOM OF THE HEAVENS IS LIKE] A 
DRAGNET, CASTING NET. Dative complement of oJmoia, as above. A very long net 
with floats on one edge and weights on the other, that encircles the fish and 
gathers them all in. Often operated from a shore line. "Again, the kingdom of 
heaven may be compared to the situation where a net is cast into the sea and 
gathers in every kind of fish which, when it is full, is sorted ...."  

blhqeish/ (ballw) pas. part. dat. "that was let down" - HAVING BEEN CAST 
[INTO THE LAKE]. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "net", dative in 
agreement with "net"; "A net which was thrown into", or given an active sense, 
"some fishermen throw their net out", TEV.  

ek + gen. "[all kinds of fish]" - [AND] FROM [IT GATHERED EVERY KIND, 
SORT, SPECIES]. Expressing source / origin, or probably better partitive, "some 
of every kind", Olmstead. Probably in the sense of fish that were good to eat and 
others that were not, cf. v48.  
   
v48 

oJte "when" - [WHICH] WHEN. This temporal conjunction serves to introduce 
a temporal clause, as NIV.  

eplhrwqh (plhrow) aor. pas. "it was full" - IT WAS FILLED.  
anabibasanteV (anabibazw) aor. part. "pulled it up" - HAVING BEEN 

PULLED UP, BROUGHT UP [ON THE SHORE AND HAVING SAT DOWN THEY 
COLLECTED]. As with "having sat down", attendant circumstance participle 
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expressing action accompanying the verb "they collected"; "pulled up, sat down 
and collected." The prefix to the verb serves to localize the action. "Pulling up 
the fish onto the shore and sitting down, they sorted them."  

ta kala adj. "the good fish" - THE GOOD [INTO]. Accusative direct object 
of the participle "having been pulled up." Possibly "edible", or even "saleable".  

aggh (oV) "baskets" - A CONTAINER. Accusative direct object of the verb "to 
throw out." The word refers to many types of containers, even "bags".  

ta sapra adj. "the bad" - [AND] THE ROTTEN, WORTHLESS, UNSUITABLE 
FOR EATING [THEY THREW OUT]. "Fish unsuitable for market", Morris.  
   
v49 

b) The interpretation of the parable of the Drag Net, v49-50. Kingdom 
parables don't usually come with a covering explanation, but as with the weeds 
and the wheat, the parable of the dragnet comes with an interpretive comment. 
The interpretation may have been crafted by Matthew, having been drawn from 
Jesus' model interpretation of the parable of the weeds and the wheat, which 
interpretation Jesus gave to his disciples - those with eyes to see, cf. 13:34-43. 
None-the-less, there is no reason why Jesus wouldn't have explained this parable 
to his disciples. The explanation is simple enough: the kingdom of God is at hand; 
the day of judgment is upon us. Even now the angels are preparing to sift 
humanity, the righteous from the unrighteous, with the fires of hell stoked for the 
unrighteous. So, repent and believe.  

ouJtwV "this is how [it will be]" - THUS [IT WILL BE]. Here drawing a 
conclusion from what precedes / anaphoric.  

en + dat. "at [the end]" - Temporal use of the preposition serving to introduce 
a temporal clause.  

tou aiwnoV (wn wnoV) gen. "of the age" - The genitive is adjectival, 
partitive. Meaning, "the end of this wicked age."  

exeleusontai (exercomai) fut. "will come" - [THE ANGELS] WILL GO OUT. 
God will send his angels.  

aforiousin (aforizw) aor. "separate" - [AND] THEY WILL SEPARATE, MARK 
OFF BY BOUNDARIES. Take out from, gather away from; taking the wicked away 
from the righteous.  

touV ponhrouV adj. "the wicked" - The articular adjective serves as a 
substantive; "the wicked ones."  

ek + gen. "from" - Expressing separation, "away from", but possibly source 
/ origin, "from among."  

twn dikaiwn gen. adj. "the righteous" - THE JUST. The articular adjective 
serves as a substantive, the genitive being adjectival, partitive. The word is used 
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both of the self-righteous and the righteous by divine grace. Here, the second is 
intended.  
   
v50 

balousin (ballw) fut. "throw" - [AND] THEY WILL THROW [THEM INTO]. 
Textual variant, so either active or passive. A very physical word. "Will be driven 
out", NEB. "God will have his angels throw them", TH.  

puroV (oV) gen. "fiery / blazing [furnace]" - [THE FURNACE] OF FIRE. The 
genitive is adjectival, attributive, limiting "furnace". A common image of the last 
day, reflecting the constant burning of rubbish in the Jerusalem rubbish tip outside 
the wall. Although we are dealing with symbolism here, the language indicates a 
horrific doom awaiting those without Christ. Such images probably can't be used 
to support a theology of everlasting damnation. Eternal annihilation is the likely 
end for those without Christ, although this conclusion is open to debate.  

twn adontwn (ouV ontoV) gen. "[weeping and gnashing] of teeth" - [IN 
THAT PLACE THERE WILL BE THE WEEPING AND GNASHING] OF THE TEETH. The 
genitive is usually treated as adjectival, verbal, objective.  
   
v51 

iv] The scribe and his treasure, v51-52. Jesus questions the disciples, asking 
them whether they understand the hidden meaning of the kingdom parables, 
namely that the kingdom of heaven / God is at hand. If they have understood them 
then they are well trained to preach the gospel.  

sunhkate (sunihmi) aor. "have you understood" - DO YOU UNDERSTAND.  
tauta panta "these things" - ALL THESE THINGS. Accusative direct object 

of the verb "to understand." The teachings of the parables = the mystery of the 
coming kingdom.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[Jesus asked]" - [JESUS SAYS] TO THEM. Dative of indirect 
object. Variant reading, "they said to him. Yes", autw/.  
   
v52 

"Jesus responds to the disciples' affirmation by declaring them to be scribes 
(teachers) discipled for the kingdom of heaven", D&A. They are well trained in 
the mysteries of the kingdom / gospel, so much so that they are "like the owner 
of a general store who can put his hands on anything he needs, old or new, exactly 
when he needs it", Peterson (adjusted). So, in the mission of the church the 
disciples are now equipped to communicate the gospel.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[he said] to them" - Dative of indirect object.  
dia touto "therefore" - BECAUSE OF, ON ACCOUNT OF THIS. Runge in 

Discourse Grammar in the Greek New Testament notes that this causal 
construction is often used to introduce an important proposition. On such 
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occasions "therefore" is a better translation than "because of this." Possibly 
drawing a general conclusion from the chapter as a whole.  

grammateuV "teacher" - [EVERY] SCRIBE. Nominative subject of the verb to-
be. Obviously, Jesus has in mind a teaching disciple, not a scribe who is a member 
of the Pharisee party.  

maqhteuqeiV (maqhteuw) aor. pas. part. "who has been instructed" - 
HAVING BECOME A DISCIPLE, BEEN TRAINED FOR. The participle is adjectival, 
attributive, limiting "teacher", as NIV. "Has become a learner in", NEB, adopts 
the active voice and so bypasses the question, "who has done the instructing?"  

th/ basileia/ (a) dat. "about the kingdom [of heaven]" - TO THE KINGDOM 
[OF THE HEAVENS]. The dative is adverbial, either reference / respect, the teacher 
has learnt about / with respect to the kingdom, or is locative, sphere, the teacher 
has submitted to, is in the sphere of the kingdom.  

oikodespoth/ (hV) dat. "the owner of the house" - [IS LIKE A MAN] A 
HOUSEHOLDER. Standing in apposition to "man", dative in agreement with 
"man", the dative complement of oJmoioV, "similar to." "The head of the home."  

ekballei (ekballw) pres. "brings out" - [WHO] CASTS OUT FROM. A strong 
physical word, so a bit stronger than just taking things out.  

ek + gen. "of [his storeroom]" - FROM. Expressing source / origin; "from." 
Typical stylistic repetition of the prefix of ekballw, "cast out from."  

kaina kai palaia "new [treasures] as well as old" - [THE TREASURE OF 
HIM] NEW AND OLD. Accusative direct object of the verb "to cast out from." The 
word order may imply that the new is better than the old, but the sense seems 
more of the two being of value. The old and new is possibly the revelation in the 
Old Testament and the revelation in the teachings of Jesus, which teachings 
interpret the old. We love to allegorize don't we? See Davies & Allison, p447-8. 
The point is simple enough, a disciple should know the gospel in and out, back to 
front, and be able to communicate it with ease.  
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13:53-58 

8. Preaching the gospel, 13:53-17:23 
i] Rejection at Nazareth 
Synopsis  

Jesus returns to his hometown, Nazareth, and begins teaching in the local 
synagogue. The people question his authority because they well remember him 
and know his family - familiarity breeds contempt! In response to the people's 
lack of faith, Jesus limits his miraculous signs. "No prophet goes unhonoured, 
except in his own country.  
   
Teaching  

The gospel often "leads not to indifference, but hostility. Those who do not 
grasp the secrets of the kingdom of heaven necessarily find Jesus offensive", 
D&A.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: Matthew's thematic selection and arrangement of his received 
tradition covering The Mission of the Church has been the focus of the 2nd. 
Narrative, 11:1-12:50. Now in the 3rd. Narrative, 13:53-17:23, linked to the 3rd. 
Discourse, The Preaching of the Gospel, 13:1-52, Matthew wants us to consider 
the gospel, its message and function, highlighting "the contrast between 
understanding and lack of understanding", Gundry. As with the previous major 
sections in Matthew's gospel, the 3rd. Discourse will guide our interpretation of 
the associated 3rd. Narrative. So, the episodes in this narrative section will tend 
to serve as a paradigm for the gospel at work.  

This 3rd. Narrative tends to align with Mark's gospel account. If we hold to 
the view that Matthew uses Mark as his prime source, then it is likely that he stays 
with Mark's sequence of events because it generally serves his narrative purpose. 
Not all the episodes found in these chapters will focus on the central theme, but 
Matthew has given it priority; "Matthew edits his narrative materials to carry out 
the overriding theme of the preceding discourse as far as possible", Gundry. Of 
course, not all commentators agree. D&A argue that "the various paragraphs 
cannot be discussed as parts of larger thematic units and are ... best discussed in 
isolation."  

The narrative presents as three separate units; see Patte:  
Patte titles the first unit as "Faith, Little Faith, and Unbelief", 13:53-

14:36. The sown seed prompts faith, a little faith, unbelief, and at times, 
hostility. The episodes include Jesus' rejection at Nazareth, Herod's 
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assessment of Jesus, the feeding of the five thousand, and Jesus walking on 
water.  

The second narrative unit, 15:1-16:12, covers the Pharisees' teaching 
on defilement, the Syrophoenician woman's faith, the feeding of the four 
thousand and the yeast of the Pharisees. Here Matthew contrasts the "yeast" 
/ bread / word / teaching of the Pharisees with that of Jesus. The "bread" / 
Word / gospel that Jesus proclaims reaches out beyond Israel, enlivening 
those with faith; the teaching / word of the Pharisees kills in more ways 
than one - their word is to be avoided.  

The third narrative unit, 16:13-17:23, moves to the heart of the gospel, 
namely the mystery of Christ's passion, while also exposing the substance 
of faith, namely identification with Christ's vicarious sacrifice. The 
episodes include Peter's confession of the Christ and Jesus' teaching on 
discipleship, the transfiguration and the healing of the epileptic boy.  
   

ii] Structure: Jesus' rejection at Nazareth: 
Transitional, v53;  
Setting, v54a;  
Two-part question / statement, v54b-56; 
Response, v57a;  
Saying, v57b;  

"a prophet is not without honour ....." 
Editorial comment, v58. 

"he did not do many miracles there ...."  
   

A chiastic structure has been observed by some commentators, see D&A.  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
The majority of commentators argue that this passage commences the 

next major section in Matthew's gospel, citing both narrative style and the 
signature verse "when Jesus had finished .... he left that place", 14:53, cf., 
11:1. Jesus' withdrawal from Nazareth fits Luz' descriptive title of the 3rd. 
Narrative, "Jesus withdraws from Israel and the Origins of the Church." So, 
the tendency is to treat the narratives as an introduction to the next 
discourse. Rather than looking forward, it seems more likely that these 
narratives look back to the preceding discourse in order to develop and 
apply its teaching.  
   

Jesus "departed", presumably Capernaum, and comes to his home 
town Nazareth. As a recognized teacher, Jesus is invited to preach at the 
Sabbath service (the use of the imperfect edidasken may imply on more 
than one occasion). The people are amazed at his teaching, its wisdom and 
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power, but are suspicious. They know Jesus and his humble origins, and 
they know his family - his mother, four brothers and sisters (the failure to 
mention Joseph implies he is deceased). Jesus is just "the carpenter's son." 
So, the community "took offense at him." Jesus aptly comments that 
"prophets are honoured by everyone, except the people of their home town 
and their own family", CEV. As a consequence of the people's lack of faith 
they see little of the messianic signs of the coming kingdom  

Within Matthew's context of the gospel at work, this episode serves as 
a paradigm for the gospel's confrontation with the world today. Jesus' 
preaching of the gospel prompts hostility and the consequential withdrawal 
of divine revelation ("he did not do many miracles there because of their 
lack of faith"). We may hope for faith, or at least indifference, when we 
communicate the gospel, but it will often lead to hostility.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
All three synoptic gospels record this event, with Matthew and Mark 

in close alignment. Mark, or a proto-Mark, is usually identified as the 
source, although a common oral tradition should not be discounted. Luke 
seems to be drawing on a separate tradition. Only Luke mentions the name 
of Jesus' "hometown."  
   

Text - 13:53  
Jesus' rejection at Nazareth, v53-58. The opening verse serves as a formula 

conclusion which is used at the end of all the discourses. A particular difference 
exists with the last discourse with the addition of pantaV, "all"; "and it came 
about when Jesus finished all these words", 26:1.  

egeneto (ginomai) aor. "-" - [AND] IT CAME ABOUT.  
oJte "when" - WHEN [JESUS FINISHED THESE PARABLES]. Temporal 

conjunction introducing a temporal clause; "Having completed the telling of these 
parables", Cassirer.  

ekeiqen adv. "there" - [HE DEPARTED] THERE. Adverb of place; "he moved 
away from that place."  
   
v54 

In his hometown and synagogue Jesus faces an indifferent, even a hostile 
audience.  

elqwn (ercomai) aor. part. "coming" - [AND] HAVING COME [TO THE 
HOMELAND = HOMETOWN OF HIM]. The participle is adverbial, best taken as 
temporal; "after arriving in his own country", Berkeley.  

edidasken (didaskw) imperf. "he began teaching [the people]" - HE 
TAUGHT [THEM]. The imperfect is taken as inceptive by the NIV.  
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en + dat. "in" - IN [THE SYNAGOGUE OF THEM]. Local, expressing space.  
w{ste + inf. "and" - THAT [TO BE AMAZED THEM AND TO SAY]. This 

conjunction + the two infinitives "to be amazed" and "to say", would normally 
introduce a purpose clause, but obviously here a consecutive clause expressing 
result; "with the result that they were astonished and said." "His teaching left them 
astonished", Barclay.  

ekplhssesqai (ekplhssw) aor. mid. inf. "they were amazed" - TO BE 
DRIVEN AWAY = TO BE AMAZED, SHOCKED, ASTONISHED, ASTOUNDED. Straight 
away we see the gospel at work in prompting a strong reaction from Jesus' 
neighbours. They are amazed at his "wisdom", referring to the content of his 
preaching. They are also amazed at his aiJ dunameiV, "the powers". This is usually 
read as "miraculous powers / mighty works / miracles" (often used this way in 
the synoptic gospels), but Matthew tells us that he didn't do many miracles there. 
So, are they referring to the "power" of his preaching, inspirational power? Cf., 
14:2. "They were utterly amazed."  

poqen "where" - FROM WHERE. Interrogative adverb of place. They don't 
supply the answer, but obviously they are not convinced that Jesus' wisdom and 
power comes from God. "From where this wisdom and this power of his?", 
Berkeley.  

toutw/ dat. pro. "this man" - [THIS WISDOM AND THE POWER] TO THIS man. 
Dative of interest, advantage (note Berkeley's dative of possession above).  
   
v55 

The comment / question of the audience is offensive, eg., "he is just a 
carpenter; what does he know." The reference to Jesus being the son of Mary, 
rather than Joseph, implies that he is illegitimate.  

ouc "Isn't [this]" - [IS THIS] NOT [THE SON OF THE CARPENTER, is] NOT [THE 
MOTHER OF HIM CALLED MARY]? This negation is used in a question expecting 
the answer "yes".  

tou tektonoV (wn onoV) gen. "the carpenter's [son]" - The genitive is 
adjectival, relational. The word may refer to a builder and Jesus does tend to use 
building allusions more than he does carpentry allusions. So, it is likely that 
Joseph was what we call a carpenter builder, and that Jesus, as was the normal 
practice, followed his father's trade. Mark, in the parallel passage, calls Jesus the 
tektwn, cf., 6:3. The lack of references to Joseph in the gospels implies that he 
predeceased Jesus' public ministry.  

oiJ adelfoi (oV) "[his] brothers" - and are not THE BROTHERS [OF HIM 
JAMES AND JOSEPH AND SIMON AND JUDAS]? Nominative subject of an assumed 
verb to-be. Of the four, only James gets much of a run. The claim to know his 
brothers is a way of saying "we know this Jesus well", Hagner. It is natural to 
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take the brothers and sisters of Jesus as the younger children of Mary and Joseph, 
rather than cousins / relatives.  
   
v56 

"Are not all his sisters with us?" The implication is that they know all about 
Jesus' family and there is nothing of particular distinction about them. This verse, 
and the parallel in Mark, contains the only reference to Jesus' sisters.  

ouci "aren't" - [AND THE SISTERS OF HIM ARE THEY] NOT [ALL WITH US]? 
The negation is used in a question expecting the answer "yes".  

proV "with" - Here expressing association, as NIV.  
poqen "where" - FROM WHERE. Interrogative adverb of place. The crowd / 

neighbours want to know the source of Jesus' wisdom and power. Given that they 
think they know Jesus well, the source is obviously not God. There is no direct 
implication that they think it is Satanic, but then where does a Snake Oil salesman 
get his ability to sell ice to Eskimos? "The person who seemed to have found a 
short-cut to power and significance could readily be accused of engagement in 
the black arts (collusion with the devil)", Nolland. "Where does he get all this 
from?" REB, but Peterson probably gets to the heart of it with "who does he think 
he is?"  

oun "then" - THEREFORE. Inferential; drawing a logical conclusion.  
tautw/ dat. pro. "this man" - [do ALL THESE THINGS come] TO THIS one? 

Dative indirect object / interest, advantage.  
   
v57 

So, Jesus' neighbours "turned their back on him." Jesus responds with a 
proverb / saying. As we would put it, familiarity breeds contempt.  

eskandalizonto (skandalizw) imperf. mid./pas. "they took offense" - The 
durative imperfect emphasizes the offense; "they took great offense", Cassirer. 
The word, initially used of a baited trap, took on a number of metaphorical 
meanings, eg., "to cause to sin", "to scandalize, offend." Here with the sense "to 
be offended", as opposed to the response "to be amazed." TDNT sees the word 
as opposite to belief, "they refused to believe in him", but the reaction is more 
emotional than calculated. "They were deeply offended with him", Phillips.  

en + dat. "at [him]" - IN [HIM]. Probably adverbial, causal, "because of him."  
de "but" - BUT/AND. Usually taken as adversative, "but", as NIV, but possibly 

coordinative, "and", even "and so Jesus said to them."  
ei mh "except" - [JESUS SAID TO THEM, A PROPHET IS NOT DISHONOURED] 

EXCEPT. Introducing an exceptive clause expressing a contrast by designating an 
exception.  
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en dat. "in" - IN [THE HOMELAND AND] IN [THE HOUSE OF HIM]. Local, 
expressing space. The saying may be a common proverb (it has certainly become 
one!), but if not, the mention of "his own home" may indicate that Jesus' family 
are "offended" by his behaviour as well the crowd / neighbours, so Luz. Jesus is 
indeed a "prophet", although he does not normally refer to himself as such. This 
may indicate that Jesus is just using a common proverb to dismiss their reaction.  
   
v58 

Unlike Mark, Matthew makes it clear that Jesus chose not to do many 
miracles. A faithless people do not deserve to receive the gospel, particularly in 
the form of signs.  

dunameiV (iV ewV) "[many] miracles" - [AND HE DID NOT PERFORM IN THAT 
PLACE] MUCH [POWERS / AUTHORITIES]. Accusative direct object of the verb "to 
do." Here referring to the observable product of the "powers" / miraculous / 
spiritual / mysterious / mighty powers, namely "miracles". Mark makes the same 
point as Matthew, but in a roundabout way - Jesus "could do no might work 
there", "except" a few. So, Jesus did some miracles, but not many; he healed a 
few sick people. Matthew is not suggesting inability, but rather is describing 
refusal on Jesus' part.  

dia + acc. "because of" - BECAUSE OF [THE UNBELIEF OF THEM]. Causal, as 
NIV. "Just as unbelief effects the way Jesus speaks to people, so too does it affect 
the work he does", D&A. The gospel, in either words or signs, is denied an "evil 
and adulterous generation."  
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14:1-12 

8. Preaching the gospel, 13:53-17:23 
ii] Herod and Jesus 
Synopsis  

The preaching of Jesus has reached the ear of Herod Antipas and he wonders 
whether Jesus is John the Baptist come back to life. Matthew goes on to recount 
Herod's execution of the Baptist at the behest of his wife Herodias.  
   
Teaching  

"Unbelief begets not only misunderstanding, but also violent opposition to 
Jesus and those on his side", D&A.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 13:53-58.  
   

ii] Background: The historical accuracy of this event is open to some dispute 
given that the Jewish historian Josephus gives a somewhat different account, 
particularly noting that the reason Herod had John executed is that he was worried 
his popularity could prompt rebellion. Of course, Josephus comes at the issue 
from a political point of view, given that he is detailing the reasons for the war 
between Herod Antipas and the Nabatean king Aretas over the insult shown 
Herod's first wife, the daughter of king Aretas, when she was set aside for 
Herodias. There is also a problem with the reference "his brother Philip's wife." 
Herod's brother, Philip the tetrarch (cf., Lk.3:1), was actually married to Salome, 
the daughter of Herodias. The Philip that was married to Herodias was Antipas' 
half-brother known as Herod Philip. The issue that fired up John was not that 
nieces were marrying uncles, nor the issue of divorce, but that Antipas married 
his brother's wife while his brother was still alive, Lev.18:16, 20:21.  
   

iii] Structure: Herod and Jesus:  
Herod's opinion of Jesus, v1-2;  
The arrest and imprisonment of the Baptist, v3-5;  
The execution of the Baptist, v6-12.  

   
iv] Interpretation:  

Herod Antipas, who governed Galilee and Perea under Roman 
authority, has noted that Jesus has taken over the preaching ministry of John 
the Baptist. Not only is Jesus a powerful preacher like John, but with his 
preaching he performs miraculous signs. For this reason, Herod thinks that 
Jesus may well be the Baptist risen from the dead. Herod had been 
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responsible for the arrest of the Baptist at the cajoling of his wife Herodias, 
the former wife of his half-brother Herod Philip, the uncle of Herodias. 
John had obviously had a few things to say about Herod's matrimonial 
situation. The people held John to be a prophet so Herod was loath to put 
him to death, but a foolish promise to Salome, the daughter of Herodias and 
Herod Philip, changed all that. The promise "to give her whatever she 
asked", followed a dance performed by Salome at a dinner in honour of 
Herod. Salome, following the instruction of Herodias, asked for the 
Baptist's head on a platter. The presence of dinner guests placed Herod in 
an awkward situation and so he honoured the promise and Herodias had 
her way.  

Within Matthew's context of the gospel at work, this story serves as a 
paradigm for the gospel's confrontation with the world today. The murder 
of John foreshadows the murder of Jesus and in years to come, the murder 
of many of his disciples, the thousands martyred in Jesus' name. "As Jesus 
was soon to follow in John's path, so are his disciples also to be prepared 
for death", Hagner. As Herod was stirred into action by the preaching of 
the Baptist, so today there will be those stirred toward murderous intent at 
the preaching of the gospel. We will want to grieve for those set upon by 
godless secularism or religious zealotry, but in truth, we should grieve for 
their persecutors, for it is they who are dead; as Luke reminds us Herod 
"was eaten by worms and died", Acts 12:23.  
   

v] Synoptics:  
Matthew's account agrees with Mark, but is abbreviated. Luke 

separates Herod's opinion of Jesus and the account of John's arrest and 
murder, giving only a summary of the Baptist's murder.  
   

Text - 14:1  
Jesus and the death of John the Baptist, v1-12: i] Herod's opinion of Jesus, 

v1-2.  
en + dat. "at [that time]" - IN [THAT TIME]. Temporal use of the preposition, 

as NIV.  
oJ tetraarchV (ou) "[Herod] the tetrarch" - [HEROD] RULER OF A 

QUARTER. Standing in apposition to "Herod". The ruler of one part of a territory 
which has been divided into four parts. The term virtually became synonymous 
with "king", a title not allowed by Rome.  

Ihsou (oV) gen. "about Jesus" - [HEARD THE REPORT] OF JESUS. The 
genitive is adjectival, verbal, objective, as NIV.  
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v2 

toiV paisin (eiV odoV) dat. "to [his] attendants" - [AND HE SAID] TO THE 
SLAVES [OF HIM]. Dative of indirect object.  

oJ baptishhV (hV ou) "[John] the Baptist" - [THIS ONE IS JOHN] THE 
BAPTIST. Nominative noun standing in apposition to "John".  

hgerqh (egeirw) aor. pas. "he has risen" - Passive, probably divine / 
theological; God does the raising. "He has been raised from the dead", ESV. 
Possibly figurative, ie., as Elisha has a "double share" of Elijah's spirit, so Jesus 
has a "double share" of John's spirit. For Herod, Jesus is John's alter ego, cf., 
D&A, + note: Origin held that "Jesus and John were similar in outward 
appearance."  

apo + gen. "from [the dead]" - Expressing separation; "away from"  
dia touto "that is why" - [AND] BECAUSE OF THIS. Rather than causal, this 

construction is inferential, as NIV.  
ai dunameiV (iV ewV) "miraculous powers" - THE POWERS. Nominative 

subject of the verb "to work." The fact that these powers are working en, "in", 
him indicates that the word is not being used of miracles as such, but of the 
powers (spiritual, mysterious, powerful) possessed by Jesus. This power is 
usually taken to be "miraculous powers", as NIV, the power to do miracles. The 
presence of the article may specify "miracles of which Herod had been hearing", 
Morris. Yet, it seems more likely that the reference is to supernatural power as 
such, inspirational power as much as miraculous power. The inspirational power 
which was evident in John is now evident in Jesus. A similar sense is possible in 
13:54 where again we have an articular "powers" linked to "wisdom" in a 
situation where Jesus does not do "many" dunameiV (anarthrous), "powers" = 
miracles. The power of the gospel is evident in inspirational words and 
miraculous signs, and it is these powers "in" Jesus which Herod has become 
aware of.  

en + dat. "in [him]" - [ARE WORKING] IN HIM. Local, sphere. "This is why he 
possesses these wondrous powers."  
   
v3 

ii] The arrest and imprisonment of John the Baptist, v3-5. 
gar "now" - FOR. Here possibly causal, "Herod thought this because he had 

arrested John ...", Barclay, but also possibly just as a stitching device / connective, 
here logical, "Herod had earlier arrested John ....", CEV.  

krathsaV (kratew) aor. part. "[Herod] had arrested [John]" - [HEROD] 
HAVING TAKEN HOLD OF [JOHN, BOUND HIM AND PUT AWAY IN PRISON]. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to bind"; 
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"Herod had arrested John, bound him in chains and sent him in prison to placate 
Herodias", Peterson. There is no mention of chains, but it is likely that they were 
used.  

dia acc. "because of [Herodias]" - Causal; "all on account of Herodias", 
Cassirer.  

Filippou (oV) gen. "Philip's [wife]" - [THE WIFE] OF PHILIP [THE BROTHER 
OF HIM]. The genitive is adjectival, relational. The whole business is prompted by 
the urging of Herod Antipas' consort, Herodias, the granddaughter of Herod the 
Great, who was the former wife of his half-brother Herod Philip - all somewhat 
incestuous.  
   
v4 

gar "for" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why Herod had arrested 
John.  

elegen (legw) imperf. "had been saying" - [JOHN] WAS SAYING. The 
imperfect here is usually taken as iterative, expressing repeated action, although 
speech is durative by nature.  

autw/ dat. pro. "to him" - Dative of indirect object.  
soi dat. pro. "for you" - [TO HAVE HER IS NOT RIGHT, PERMISSIBLE, 

POSSIBLE = LAWFUL] TO YOU. Dative of interest, "for you", or reference / respect.  
ecein (ecw) pres. inf. "to have" - "Have" in the sense of "marry". The 

infinitive serves as the subject of the verb "to be right"; "to have here is not right 
for you" = "John had provoked Herod by naming his relationship with Herodias 
as 'adultery'", Peterson. Levitical law condemns the marriage of the wife of a 
brother who is still alive, Lev.18:16, 20:21 - the law "considered it to be a form 
of incest within the family", Nolland.  
   
v5 

qelwn (qelw) "Herod wanted" - WANTING, DESIRING. The participle is 
adverbial, best taken as concessive; "though he wanted to put him to death", ESV.  

apokteinai (apokteinw) "to kill [John]" - TO KILL [HIM]. The infinitive 
introduces an object clause / dependent statement of perception expressing what 
Herod wants.  

oJti "because" - [HE WAS AFRAID OF THE CROWD] BECAUSE. Introducing a 
causal clause explaining why he was afraid of the crowd. He was afraid of the 
political consequences, although note Mark's account where Herod is less 
malevolent - with Mark, Herod fears John; with Matthew, Herod fears the crowd.  

eicon (ecw) imperf. "they considered" - THEY HAD [HIM]. The imperfect, 
being durative, expresses an ongoing action, with the sense here "to consider, 
view, look upon, regard."  
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wJV "-" - as [a prophet]. The sense of the particle here serves to express a 
characteristic quality of John, cf., BAGD III. John is not like a prophet, he is a 
prophet, as NIV.  
   
v6 

iii] The execution of John the Baptist, v6-12. Unlike Mark, Matthew deals 
with the bare essentials of the story, moving quickly to the consequences, namely, 
Jesus' withdrawal into the countryside, and large crowds coming out to meet with 
him there, v13.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional; indicating a step in the narrative.  
tou Hrw/dou (hV ou) gen. "[on] Herod's [birthday]" - [AT/ON BIRTHDAY] 

OF HEROD. The genitive is possessive; identifying possession of a derivative 
characteristic.  

genomenoiV (ginomai) dat. pres. part. "-" - HAVING COME. The participle may 
be classified as a dative absolute of time. Although the genitive would be 
expected, the temporal dative of definite time dominates, so "on the occasion of 
Herod's birthday celebrations", Barclay, rather than "when Herod's birthday 
came", ESV. Olmstead notes that adverbial participles are usually nominative and 
so it is more likely that the participle here is adjectival, attributive, limiting while 
agreeing with the dative (dative of time) noun "birthday"; "at the birthday 
celebration that had come." "Birthday" = "birthday celebrations." Possibly a 
celebration for the date of Herod's accession, although birth date is the natural 
reading.  

HJrwdiadoV (aV adoV) gen. "[the daughter] of Herodias" - The genitive is 
adjectival, relational.  

en + dat. "for them / for the guests" - [DANCED] IN [THE MIDST of them]. 
"Local, expressing space / sphere; "in the middle of the gathered guests", possibly 
with the sense "before the gathered guests", extending to "for the gathered 
guests." Setting aside the nuance of the phrase, the dance was public. Some have 
questioned whether a princess would dance in public, especially a provocative 
dance, but the Herodians were no wall flowers.  

HJrwdh/ (hV ou) dat. "[pleased] Herod [so much]" - [AND IT PLEASED] 
HEROD. Dative of direct object after the verb "to please."  
   
v7 

oJqen "that" - THEREFORE. Here inferential, rather than local, drawing a 
logical conclusion; "whereupon he promised with an oath", Moffatt.  

meq (meta) + gen. "with [an oath]" - Expressing association; "along with an 
oath". Possibly adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of the oath's giving / 
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attendant circumstance, but possibly even instrumental, expressing means, "by 
means of an oath."  

dounai (didwmi) aor. inf. "to give" - [HE PROMISED] TO GIVE. The infinitive 
introduces an object clause / dependent statement of indirect speech expressing 
what Herod promised.  

auth/ dat. pro. "her" - TO HER. Dative of direct object after the verb "to give."  
oJ ean + subj. "whatever" - WHATEVER [SHE MAY ASK]. The construction 

may be classified as introducing an indefinite relative clause, although 
syntactically it is the protasis of a relative conditional clause 3rd. class; 
"whatever, as the case may be, she may ask, then he promised with an oath to 
give her." Mark specifies "up to half of my kingdom", but the promise is really a 
throwaway line which under normal circumstances would not be acted upon - not 
if you wanted to keep your head. Herod, though, has momentarily forgotten that 
mother is standing in the wings. It is interesting though, that when Antipas is 
banished by the Romans after his tiff with King Aretas, Herodias went voluntarily 
into exile with him - loyalty?  
   
v8 

hJ de "-" - AND/BUT SHE. Transitional, a construction common in narration; 
"and she, at the instigation of her mother, said ..", Moffatt.  

probibasqeisa (probibazw) aor. pas. part. "prompted" - HAVING BEEN 
LEANED FORWARD ON = URGED, PERSUADED / INSTRUCTED, COMMANDED. 
Hapax legomenon, once only used in the NT, so the meaning is unclear; D&A 
suggest "now she, being instructed by her mother, said ..", assuming that Salome 
is not yet of age. The participle is adverbial, best taken as causal; "and she, 
because she was urged / instructed by her mother, said ..."  

uJpo "by" - BY [THE MOTHER OF HER]. Here expressing ultimate agency.  
moi dat. pro. "[give] me [she said]" - [GIVE HERE ON A PLATTER THE HEAD 

OF JOHN THE BAPTIST] TO ME [SHE SAID]. Dative of indirect object.  
w|de adv. "here" - Adverb of place.  
epi + dat. "on [a platter]" - Spatial; "on, upon, down upon."  
Iwannou (hV ou) gen. "of John [the Baptist]" - The genitive is adjectival, 

possessive (obviously!!).  
   
v9 

luphqeiV (lupew) aor. pas. part. "[the king] was distressed" - [AND THE 
KING] HAVING BEEN GRIEVED, PAINED, VEXED. The participle is adverbial, best 
taken as concessive; "although the king was aghast, yet because of the oath and 
the guests, he ordered .."  
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dia + acc. "because" - BECAUSE OF [THE OATH]. Causal; "because of, on 
account of the oaths."  

kai "and" - AND [THE ONES RECLINED AT TABLE]. Probably adjunctive here; 
"bearing in mind the oath he had sworn, as well as the guests reclining with him 
at table", Cassirer. Herod is caught in a double whammy - a foolish promise and 
a loss of face before his guests.  

doqhnai (didwmi) aor. pas. inf. "[he ordered] that her request be granted" 
- [HE COMMANDED it] TO BE GIVEN. The infinitive introduces an object clause / 
dependent statement of indirect speech expressing what he commanded, namely 
that "she be given what she had asked", Phillips.  
   
v10 

pemyaV (pempw) aor. part. "-" - [AND] HAVING SENT [HE BEHEADED JOHN IN 
PRISON]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the 
verb "he beheaded"; "he sent and beheaded John in prison."  

en + dat. "in [prison]" - Local, space.  
   
v11 

tw/ korasiw/ (ov) dat. "to the girl" - [AND THE HEAD OF HIM WAS BROUGHT 
UPON A PLATE AND IT WAS GIVEN] TO THE GIRL [AND SHE GAVE it TO THE 
MOTHER OF HER]. Dative of indirect object. The noun is used of a girl around the 
age of puberty.  
   
v12 

proselqonteV (prosercomai) aor. part. "came [and took]" - [AND THE 
DISCIPLES OF HIM] HAVING COME TOWARD, [THEY TOOK UP THE CORPSE AND 
BURIED IT]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying 
the verbs "to take up" and "to bury." The verb "to come to" is used here instead 
of ercomai, "to come" - nothing more than a stylistic flair, so as NIV.  

elqonteV (ercomai) aor. part. "then they came [and told]" - HAVING COME 
[THEY TOLD, REPORTED it]. Attendant circumstance participle, "they came and 
said", or adverbial, temporal, as NIV.  

tw/ Ihsou (ouV ou) "Jesus" - TO JESUS. Dative of indirect object.  
   
v13 

akousaV (akouw) aor. part. "when Jesus heard what had happened" - 
[AND] HAVING HEARD [JESUS WITHDREW FROM THERE IN A BOAT INTO A 
DESOLATE PLACE BY HIMSELF AND THE CROWDS HAVING HEARD FOLLOWED HIM 
BY LAND FROM THE CITIES]. The participle is adverbial, temporal, as NIV. The 
NIV has a stab at what Jesus has heard. Verses 3-12 is virtually a parenthesis 
which would mean that v13 takes up from v2, so Jesus hears that not only has 
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Herod murdered John, but he is aware of the gospel ministry of Jesus and has 
aligned it with John. This being the case, Jesus anecwrhsen, "withdraws", 
ekeiqen, "from there", kat idian, "privately" - well away from the murderous 
reach of Herod.  
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14:13-21 

8. Preaching the gospel, 13:53-17:23 
iii] The feeding of the five thousand 
Synopsis  

Jesus has withdrawn to a desolate place, but the crowds have followed him. 
After a day of healing the sick, the disciples come to Jesus and point out that the 
people need to be sent on their way so that they can get something to eat. Jesus 
suggests that the disciples should feed them. What the disciples are unable to do, 
Jesus does with five loaves and two fish.  
   
Teaching  

In the wilderness of life, those who seek the Christ are fed with the Word of 
life and are completely sustained.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 13:53-58.  
   

ii] Structure: The feeding of the five thousand: 
Setting, v13-14; 
The feeding, v15-20: 

Conversation, v15-18; 
Miracle, v19-20. 

Comment, v21  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
Like most of Jesus' miracles, the feeding of the five thousand points 

beyond itself. On the one hand, the miracle is a pre-emptive messianic feast 
proclaiming the nearness of the kingdom. On the other hand, we witness a 
replay of God's provisioning of Israel for their wilderness journey. As God, 
through Moses, fed the people of Israel with manna in the wilderness, so 
Jesus, the prophet like unto Moses, feeds a mighty crowd in "a desolate 
place." In its Matthean context, the story serves as a paradigm for the gospel 
preaching of the church. As such, it announces that Jesus, the bread of 
heaven, feeds lost humanity with the life-giving Word of grace.  
   

There are numerous interpretive approaches to the feeding of the five 
thousand: Liberals view it as a sharing of lunches, a symbol of community 
love; Sacramentalists view it as a symbol of the Eucharist (the Lord's 
Supper); Some view it as a sign to show us that Jesus is something more 
than a rabbi; Others view it as a lesson on discipleship. All these 
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interpretations have some weight, but the best ways to approach the story 
is through Biblical theology - a salvation-history interpretation.  

In the terms of salvation-history the story evokes images of the 
wilderness wanderings, of God feeding his people in the desert, Exodus 16, 
and the feeding miracle of Elisha, 2Kgs.4:42-44. In a sense, the miracle 
proclaims Jesus as the "new Moses" and therefore authenticates his 
messianic credentials and his inauguration of the messianic banquet / the 
kingdom. This wilderness miracle serves to proclaim the gospel; it serves 
as a sign that the kingdom of heaven is at hand. God is again calling out his 
remnant people and sustaining them to eternal life.  

It is worth noting how John develops this theme in his record of the 
miracle, cf., John 6. For John, feeding on Christ gives life. This feeding, 
expressed in the terms of eating and drinking the body and blood of Christ, 
entails "believing", and it is believing that secures eternal life. .  
   

ii] Synoptics:  
The Feeding of the Five Thousand is recorded in all synoptic gospels, 

and in John as well. Both Matthew and Mark record a second feeding of 
four thousand. From the time of Augustine, it was assumed that the first 
feeding was for the Jews and the second for Gentiles. There is some textual 
support for this theory.  

 

Homiletics: God’s providential care 
"I want to give my Lord all the 

praise." These were warming words 
from a South African swimmer who had 
just won gold at the Atlanta Olympics 
many years ago. They were certainly 
brave words, given the setting, and so 
good-on-her! Although I did wonder, 
did she actually think that Jesus 
controlled the circumstances that gave 
her gold? If this was the case, the other 
swimmers could rightly protest such 
divine interference. To what extent does 
God's providential care for his children 
intrude into the circumstances of life? 

When God called the people of Israel out of Egypt, he promised to take them 
to a land flowing with milk and honey. He called them and so he would provide 
for their needs. This he did with the essentials of life, in particular, Manna. When 
Jesus fed the 5,000 he recalled that provision, and in so doing, promised his 
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provision for a new journey to a new land where God's people will find an eternal 
banquet prepared for them. 

As part of God's providential care, believers are provisioned for their journey 
on the way and thus we pray, "give us this day our daily bread." We also share in 
the heavenly banquet, yes even now, although it is but a taste. These provisions 
are not the good things of life; these are but the benefits of God's creation. Yet, 
when we place ourselves in the centre of God's will we do find ourselves 
provisioned for service and this may include tangible assets, "our daily bread", 
the resources we need for service. Yet, primarily the provision is a heavenly food, 
spiritual if you like. This food, above all else, is Christ himself – the living bread. 
Jesus’ indwelling compelling love, his enduring friendship, his determined 
protection from the powers of darkness, these will sustain us. 

So then, let us remember that through faith in Christ we are provisioned for 
service, and this to life eternal. 

   
Text - 14:13 

The feeding of the five thousand, v13-21: i] Transitional note establishing 
the setting, v13-14. The preaching ministry of the disciples had stirred up Herod 
Antipas and so Jesus decides to cool things down, cf. v1-2. Luke tells us that he 
withdrew to Bethsaida Julius on the northeast shore of lake Galilee. Jesus and his 
disciples obviously went by boat, but the crowds, having worked out where Jesus 
was going, travelled around the lake on foot and get there first. Out of 
"compassion", Jesus continues his healing ministry among them.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional; indicating a step in the narrative.  
akousaV (akouw) aor. part. "when [Jesus] heard what had happened" - 

[JESUS] HAVING HEARD what Herod was up to. The participle is adverbial, best 
treated as temporal, as NIV. This statement provides the reason for Jesus' move 
to "a solitary place", namely, safely away from Herod Antipas. Note that in Mark 
and Luke the reason is rest.  

ekeiqen adv. "-" - [WITHDREW] FROM THERE. Adverb of place.  
en + dat. "by [boat]" - Instrumental, expressing means.  
erhmon topon "a solitary place" - [TO] A DESOLATE PLACE. The sense is 

"wilderness" and no doubt the word is used to cue us to the Exodus symbolism 
evident in this miracle. Not so much "desert" as "deserted", "remote".  

kat idian "privately" - ACCORDING TO ONESELF = BY HIMSELF. The Greek 
may mean that Jesus went alone into the wilderness, but then what about the 
disciples? He probably went with the disciples with the intention of getting some 
quiet-time; "to go to some place where he could be alone", CEV, or "where they 
could be by themselves", JB. Possibly further describing the "desolate place", 
namely, "he went by boat to an uninhabited and secluded district", Weymouth, 
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but the meaning "privately [with the disciples]" is more likely. Given that the 
disciples were obviously present in the boat, Matthew is purposely focusing our 
attention on Jesus.  

akousanteV (akouw) aor. part. "hearing of this" - [AND] HAVING HEARD 
that Jesus had left by boat. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal; 
"but when the crowd heard of this", Barclay.  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - [THE CROWDS FOLLOWED] HIM. Dative of direct object 
after the verb "to follow."  

pezh/ adv. "on foot" - ON FOOT, BY LAND. "By land", Weymouth.  
apo + gen. "from [the towns]" - Expressing source / origin.  

   
v14 

exelqwn (exercomai) aor. part. "when [Jesus] landed" - [AND] HAVING COME 
OUT, GONE OUT. The NIV takes the participle as adverbial, introducing a 
temporal clause. Probably "having got out of the boat", but the general sense of 
the verb may well support "when Jesus emerged from his retreat", Phillips.  

esplagcnisqh (splagcnizomai) aor. pas. "he had compassion" - [HE SAW 
A GREAT CROWD AND] HE WAS FILLED WITH TENDERNESS, PITY. "He felt sorry 
for them", CEV, fails to bring out the strength of the word and this because 
Matthew is underlining the mercy of Israel's messiah. "He was moved with 
compassion for them to the depths of his being", Barclay.  

ep (epi) dat. "on [them]" - TOWARD [THEM AND HE HEALED]. Causal, 
providing the reason for the emotion expressed by Jesus - Jesus compassion is 
stirred by the presence of the crowd. Often translated "had compassion on them", 
given that epi + dat. is often spatial, "on, upon", or "for them", as "a marker of 
feeling directed toward someone", BDAG.  

autwn gen. pro. "their [sick]" - [THE SICK] OF THEM. The genitive is 
adjectival, partitive.  
   
v15 

ii] The feeding of the five thousand, v15-20. a) Jesus and the disciples discuss 
the problem of a hungry crowd, 15-17. By late afternoon the people are hungry 
and so the disciples point out to Jesus that it is time to let them go home, or to go 
to the nearby villages for food and lodgings. Jesus tells his disciples that the 
people don't need to go home, but rather that the disciples should prepare to feed 
them. Jesus' command, "you give them something to eat", is not a command for 
the disciples to perform a miracle, but rather seeks to have them rely in faith on 
Jesus' word. The disciples can feed the crowd if they look to Jesus. At any rate, 
the disciples are unable see how they can do this since they have only one 
ploughman’s lunch of Barley flat bread and pickled fish.  
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oyiaV gen. adj. "evening" - LATE IN THE DAY, EVENING. Genitive subject of 
the genitive absolute participle "having become" = "approached". It's obviously 
not dark, probably coming up to sunset; "late on in the day", Barclay.  

genomenhV (ginomai) gen. aor. part. "as [evening] approached" - HAVING 
BECOME. A genitive absolute serving to introduce a temporal clause; "when it 
was evening", AV.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[the disciples came] to him" - Dative of direct object after 
the proV prefix verb "came to". This verb usually takes a dative of persons.  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "and said" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb "came", as NIV; "came and 
said."  

hJ w{ra hdh parhlqen "it's already getting late" - [THE PLACE IS DESOLATE 
AND] THE HOUR HAS ALREADY PASSED. Temporal construction; "Supper-time has 
passed already", Rieu.  

apoluson (apoluw) aor. imp. "send [the crowds] away" - RELEASE, 
DISMISS. Although a command, the sense may be softer, even an enquiry, 
"shouldn't you send the people away?", TH. The sense is that the people are not 
poverty stricken, having the funds to buy their own food.  

touV oclouV (oV) "crowds" - THE CROWDS. Accusative direct object of the 
verb "to send away." Matthew's use of the plural need not be translated, so "the 
crowd", "send the people away", JB.  

iJna + subj. "so [they can ..... and buy]" - THAT [HAVING GONE OUT INTO THE 
VILLAGES, THEY MAY BUY]. Introducing a purpose clause, "in order that", or a 
hypothetical result, "so that." The disciples' observation was sensible enough, 
although whether the surrounding villages could supply such a crowd is 
questionable. Interestingly, an evening meal is more the practice of city folk, than 
country.  

apelqonteV (apercomai) aor. part. "go [to the villages]" - HAVING GONE 
OUT [INTO THE VILLAGES]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the subjunctive verb "may buy"; "so that / in order that they may 
go ..... and buy ...."  

eJautoiV dat. refl. pro. "themselves [some food]" - [THEY MAY BUY] FOR 
THEMSELVES [FOOD to eat]. Dative of interest, advantage.  
   
v16 

Jesus suggests that the disciples themselves should sort out the problem.  
oJ de "-" - BUT/AND HE. Slightly adversative here although simply indicating 

a step in the dialogue; "but Jesus said to them."  
autoiV dat. pro. "replied" - [SAID] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
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creian (a) "[they do not] need" - [THEY HAVE NO] NEED. Moving the phrase 
into the positive helps to bring out the emphatic nature of the following "you". 
"They can stay. You sort out a meal for them."  

apelqein (apercomai) aor. inf. "to go away" - TO GO AWAY, DEPART. The 
infinitive introduces an object clause / complement / epexegetic / dependent 
statement of perception, expressing the nature of the "need".  

dote (didwmi) aor. imp. "you give" - GIVE. Note the similarity with Elisha's 
words, "give it to the people, and let them eat", cf., 2 Kings 4:38-44. Also note 
the results of Elisha's feeding where "they ate and had some left."  

autoiV dat. pro. "them" - [YOU GIVE TO EAT] TO THEM. Dative of indirect 
object.  

uJmeiV pro. "-" - YOU = YOURSELVES. Nominative subject of the verb "to 
give." The pronoun is unnecessary, so emphatic by addition.  

fagein (esqiw) aor. inf. "something to eat" - The infinitive serves as the 
direct object of the verb "give". The assumed "something" is probably better 
"food / meal"; "give some food to eat / a meal to eat to them" = "you give them 
something to eat yourselves", Cassirer.  
   
v17 

What the disciples have is a meal for a working-class labourer, cf. Jn.6:9. It 
has been suggested that the "five" and "two" represents the five books of the 
Pentateuch and the two tablets of the Law; rather fanciful!  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Probably again adversative serving to express the disciples' 
reaction, although it serves primarily to indicate a step in the discourse.  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - [THEY SAY] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
ouk "-" - [we do] not [have here]. The negation is emphatic expressing the 

disciples' negative reaction; "we have nothing here, but ..", Weymouth.  
ei mh "only" - IF NOT = EXCEPT. Introducing an exceptive clause expressing 

a contrast by designating an exception: "We have nothing here except ...", which 
when put into the positive is, "we have only ....", as NIV.  

artouV (oV) "loaves of bread" - [FIVE] BREADS. Accusative direct object of 
the verb "to have." Usually taken to be barley flat breads / pita bread.  

ecquaV (uV uoV) "fish" - [AND TWO] FISH. Accusative direct object of the 
verb "to have." Usually taken to be pickled / salted fish. Due to only light salting 
(a cost issue) this fish was not something modern taste-buds would easily get 
around. It was more fermented than pickled and had a slightly rotten taste.  
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v18  

autouV pro. "them" - [BUT HE SAID BRING] THEM. Accusative direct object 
of the verb "to bring." The loaves and the fishes. "Jesus asked his disciples to 
bring the food to him", CEV.  

w|de adv. "here" - Local adverb.  
moi dat pro. "to me" - TO ME. Dative of indirect object.  

   
v19 

b) Jesus performs the miracle of the loaves and fishes, of which there is an 
abundance, v18-20. Matthew continues to condense his account of the feeding, 
omitting many of the details recorded in the other gospels. None-the-less, he 
makes all the important points: Jesus performs the miracle, not the disciples; The 
crowd is very large - counting adult males only, there are 5,000 present, so the 
total could be around 10,000; The crowd is fully satisfied with food in abundance. 
There is no significance in Jesus offering a thanksgiving to God for the food, 
since this was normal Jewish practice. There is certainly significance in the 
satisfaction of the crowd and the remaining twelve baskets of broken portions of 
bread and fish ready for distribution (these are not scraps, crusts etc.). The miracle 
reminds us that as God provided for the twelve tribes of Israel during their 
wilderness journey, so he will provide for the messianic banquet, both now and 
in the last day.  

keleusaV (keleuw) aor. part. "he directed" - [AND] HAVING COMMANDED. 
As with "having taken" and "having looked up", attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying / attendant on the main verb "he blessed"; "He 
ordered", TEV.  

anakliqhnai (anaklinw) aor. pas. inf. "to sit down" - [THE CROWD] TO 
RECLINE AT THE TABLE TO EAT, TO LIE DOWN = SIT DOWN. The infinitive 
introduces an object clause / dependent statement of indirect speech expressing 
the content of the command, "he ordered that the people should sit down." The 
accusative subject of the infinitive is "the crowds."  

epi + gen. "on [the grass]" - Spatial; "upon, on."  
labwn (lambanw) aor. part. "taking" - HAVING TAKEN, RECEIVED [THE FIVE 

LOAVES AND TWO FISH]. Attendant circumstance participle, see above, but 
possibly with a temporal sense; "and then he took the five loaves ...." He received 
the food from the disciples for the purpose of blessing. "He held the food in his 
hands."  

anableyaV (abablepw) aor. part. "looking up [to heaven]" - HAVING 
RECEIVED SIGHT = LOOKED UP [TO THE HEAVEN]. Again, attendant circumstance, 
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see above. Although "receiving sight" is the meaning elsewhere in Matthew, the 
word obviously has the sense here of looking upward to the sky above.  

euloghsen (eulogew) aor. "gave thanks" - HE BLESSED, GAVE THANKS, 
PRAISED. The object is unstated, so either "the food", or "God". The fact that he 
"looked up to heaven indicates that the blessing is an act of praise to God the 
provider rather than a consecration of the food itself", France. So, similar to our 
"grace" before a meal. It is a form of thanking God for his bountiful provision.  

klasaV (klaw) aor. part. "broke" - [AND] HAVING BROKEN them [HE GAVE 
TO THE DISCIPLES THE LOAVES]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing 
action accompanying the verb "he gave", although again possibly best expressed 
temporally; "then he broke the bread and gave them to the disciples." In the NT 
this word is always used of breaking bread, a symbolic action indicating the 
commencement of a meal by the head of the table. Jesus possibly shared out the 
fish this way as well, but it is not stated. "After breaking the loaves, he handed 
them to the disciples ......", cf. Moffatt.  

toiV ocloiV (oV) dat. "[and the disciples gave them] to the people" - [AND 
THE DISCIPLES distributed them] TO THE CROWDS. Dative of indirect object / 
interest, advantage.  
   
v20  

ecortasqhsan (cortazw) aor. pas. "were satisfied" - [AND EVERYONE ATE 
AND] THEY WERE FILLED. The word is used of fattening animals, "fatten", 
therefore of a satisfying meal. Here, completely satisfied, "they had eaten more 
than enough."  

h\ran (airw) aor. "the disciples picked up" - [AND] THEY CARRIED UP, 
PICKED UP, TOOK UP [THE LEFTOVERS OF THE FRAGMENTS]. Presumably the 
disciples.  

dwdeka adj. "twelve [basketfuls]" - TWELVE [FULL BASKETS]. "Twelve full 
wicker baskets" stands in apposition to "the fragmented leftovers." "The number 
twelve is probably symbolic: food for all Israel", Nolland.  

twn klasmatwn (a atoV) gen. "of broken pieces" - [THE LEFTOVERS, 
EXCESS] OF THE FRAGMENTS, PIECES, CRUMBS. The genitive is adjectival, 
partitive, or just attributive, limiting "leftovers", "the fragmented leftovers." Here 
it probably does not mean crusts and half eaten food that is left over, but rather 
the undistributed bread and fish, so "the broken portions that remained over", 
Weymouth, rather than "the scraps that remained over."  

to perisseuon (perisseuw) pres. part. "that were left over" - tHE THING 
LEFT OVER, EXCESS, REMAINING OVER = the leftovers. The participle serves as a 
substantive. There was more than enough food such that there was excess food 
left over.  
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v21 

vi] The tradition identifies the number fed, v21.  
de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
oiJ esqionteV (esqiw) pres. part. "the number of those who ate" - THE ONES 

EATING [WERE MEN]. The participle serves as a substantive.  
wJsei "about [five thousand]" - ABOUT / LIKE [FIVE THOUSAND]. Here 

establishing an approximation, "about". "Approximately 5,000"; it was a big 
crowd.  

andreV (hr droV) "men" - Reflecting the era, only the men are counted, as 
only the men mattered (in their opinion!!!!).  

cwriV + gen. "besides" - APART FROM, WITHOUT [WOMEN AND CHILDREN]. 
Expressing dissociation.  
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14:22-36 

8. Preaching the gospel, 13:53-17:23 
iv] Jesus walks on the water 
Synopsis  

Jesus has just fed the five thousand and he now sends his disciples on ahead 
by boat, but as they set sail they come up against a strong headwind. Between 
three and six in the morning Jesus comes to them, walking on the lake. The 
disciples initially think they have seen a sea-spirit of some kind, but soon 
recognize that it is Jesus. Peter attempts his tip-toe on the water, but begins to 
sink. Jesus notes Peter's little faith, climbs into the boat, the wind dies down and 
they make their way across the lake.  
   
Teaching  

Although buffeted by the powers of darkness, it is through faith that broken 
humanity can arrive safe and sound on the distant shore.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 13:53-58.  
   

ii] Structure: Jesus walks on water: 
Transitional note, v22-23; 
Jesus walks on water, v24-33: 

the storm, v24; 
the disciples' reaction on seeking Jesus, v25-27; 
Peter and Jesus, v28-31; 
the stilling of the storm, v32; 
the disciples' confession of faith, v33. 

Healings in Gennesaret, v34-36.  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
This miracle reveals the fulfillment of Israel's messianic hope. On the 

one hand, we witness the divine authentication of Jesus' messianic 
credentials - "truly you are the Son of God." On the other hand, we witness 
Jesus' pre-emptive victory over the powers of darkness. Although we are 
buffeted by dark powers, it is through faith that broken humanity can arrive 
safe and sound on that distant shore.  
   

Interpretive issues present in this nature miracle:  
• Weight can certainly be placed on the revelation of Jesus' 

divine nature in the miracle. Literary evidence exists showing that 
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the ancients were quite interested in the ability of the gods to exercise 
control over nature and its elements. The miracle, at this level, 
evidences divine authentication - "no mere man can work these 
wonders", Filson;  

• An Exodus theme is evident in the account, although this is 
resisted by some commentators, eg., Luz - not a walking through / in 
the water, but on the water;  

• The account reveals Christ's mastery over the sea, not just 
water, but the sea as chaos, although this theme is more evident in 
Jesus' stilling of the storm, 8:23-27. For Jews, the sea is a dark and 
foreboding place, not just because of its many dangers, but because 
it is the dwelling place of dark powers, of Leviathan. "The stilling of 
the sea is therefore not only Christological in orientation, but also 
eschatological; Jesus is even now stilling the deep", Carson;  

• Matthew's addition of the Peter incident focuses attention on 
Jesus' saving power through the instrument of faith, even though 
plagued by doubts. Jesus is "prepared to save his people, even when 
they may doubt, from the evils that beset them", Hagner. So, the 
lesson is that faith saves, even a faith as small as a mustard seed.  
   

In its Matthean context the story serves as a paradigm for the gospel at 
work. In the storms of life, the Word of life saves by grace through faith, 
yes, even a faith plagued by doubts.  
   

We have an anchor that keeps the soul,  
Steadfast and sure while the billows roll;  
Fastened on the Rock which cannot move,  
Grounded firm and deep in the Saviour's love.  

   
iv] Synoptics:  

The story of Jesus walking on water was given a significant place in 
the oral tradition of the early church. It was integrally linked to the feeding 
of the 5,000, and when finally, the oral tradition was documented, all four 
gospels recorded the two stories together, although only Matthew adds the 
account of Peter's "little faith".  

The fact that Matthew records this episode differently from Mark can 
cause the expositor some unease. In Matthew there is Peter's "little faith" 
and there is the disciples' confession of Jesus as "Son of God." In Mark, 
there is no Peter story, the disciples are "amazed" (one step above unbelief), 
for their hearts were hardened. Mark notes that they had not understood the 
significance of the feeding of the 5,000 and therefore, obviously missed the 
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point of Jesus "passing by" them (the theophany present in his walking on 
the water).  

Commentators will often try to rationalize the two accounts as if there 
is one original authentic source. The truth is that the gospel tradition was 
shaped by oral transmission such that the stories, although very similar, 
developed their own particular shape in different geographical regions and 
churches. When it came time to write these stores down (prompted by the 
increasing age and death of the apostles), the gospel writers seem to have 
selected, conservatively shaped and edited the tradition in line with their 
own particular perspective on the gospel.  

There is no value in seeking some authorized original source behind 
the existing text, just as there is no value in treating the Bible as if it is a 
quarry for bits and pieces of God's revelation. We are best to approach 
scripture from the stance of faith, believing it to be the Word of God when 
rightly interpreted, such that the compositions of the different authors and 
the preservation of their writings, although the product of oral tradition and 
personal perspective, is none-the-less divinely inspired truth.  

Although there are differences between Matthew and Mark's accounts 
of Jesus' walking on water, the theological perspective is much the same. 
Both reveal divine authentication, both image Jesus' pre-emptive struggle 
and victory over the powers of darkness, and both reveal the fulfillment of 
Israel's messianic hope in the prophet like unto Moses - when even wind 
and water is at his command then surely "the kingdom of God is at hand." 
The difference lies in the disciples' response to this revelation of the Christ. 
Mark tells us that, for the most part, it went over their head. Matthew tells 
us that there was a step toward realization, and such serves a lesson on faith 
for the reader confronted by the news of the coming kingdom.  

So, we are quite at liberty to preach on the different approaches 
presented in both Matthew and Mark, treating both as God's Word to us.  

 

Homiletics: Will your anchor hold in the storms of life? 
My son-in-law was a member of the Boys Brigade when he was young. At 

their church parades they would often sing the great old hymn "Will your anchor 
hold in the storms of life?" The Captain who ran the brigade was a sailing 
enthusiast, and so hymns with a maritime twist were always in the top twenty. 
When my son-in-law married my daughter, he chose as their wedding hymn his 
old favourite. I'm not quite sure how appropriate it was, but then it was a change 
from that terrible hymn "O perfect love", which happened to be the hymn my 
wife and I chose, or should I say, had forced on us, at our wedding. Given that 
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marriage is never smooth sailing, his hymn was probably more appropriate than 
most. 

It's very easy reading the story of Jesus 
walking on water and thinking it's all about 
stilling the storms of life. How nice it would be 
to have a storm-free life, but there is no such 
promise in the scriptures. Maybe it's a story 
about faith. Unlike Peter, if we keep our eyes 
on Jesus we will stand above life's troubles and 
survive. How true! yet this is not really a story 
about faith overcoming all odds; a victory of 
positive thinking; an all-things-are-possible 
lesson. Nor is it a "how to succeed in business 
without really trying" story. The story of Jesus 
walking on the water is all about our anchor 
holding in the storms of life, of reaching that 
heavenly port at journey's end; it's about 
salvation in Christ. Using another image from 
our reading today, it's all about the sick finding 
healing by just touching the edge of Jesus' cloak; "and all who touched him were 
healed." 

By walking on water and feeding 5,000, Jesus conjured up a powerful image 
of the Exodus. Jesus is like Moses feeding the people with Manna, like God 
passing before his people, like Israel itself passing through the waters into the 
promised land. The wonderful truth is that with Jesus we can be that people, 
passing through the waters into a land flowing with milk and honey. An eye on 
Jesus, a touch of his cloak, is all that it takes. 

So, don't look to the waves, look to Jesus, and let him take you to that distant 
shore. 

   
Text - 14:22 

Jesus, the Lord of the Sea, v22-36: i] Transitional note serving to conclude 
the feeding of the 5,000 and link with what follows, v22-23. There is some 
difficulty in knowing where Jesus sent the disciples. It is most likely that he sent 
them North to Bethsaida while he remained behind to dismiss the crowd. 
Presumably he intended to join the disciples before they set out for the Western 
side of the lake, but he was delayed due to an extended prayer time (possibly also 
because the crowd tried to make him their king, cf. Jn.6:15). So, the disciples set 
off across the lake without Jesus.  
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hnagkasen (anagkazw) aor. "[immediately] Jesus made" - [IMMEDIATELY] 
HE COMPELLED, URGED STRONGLY [THE DISCIPLES]. The strength of these words 
suggest that Matthew may be aware of the attempt to make Jesus a king, as 
recorded in John 6:15.  

embhnai (embainw) aor. inf. "get [into the boat]" - TO EMBARK, ENTER [INTO 
THE BOAT]. The infinitive, as with proagein, "to go before", introduces an object 
clause / dependent statement of indirect speech, expressing what Jesus tells the 
disciples to do.  

eiV to peran "to the other side" - [AND TO GO BEFORE HIM] TO THE OTHER 
SIDE. Local construction. Possibly "the eastern shore of the lake", or even "across 
the lake", but if the above note is correct then "to get them out of the way" may 
be the sense.  

e{wV ou| + subj. "while [he dismissed]" - UNTIL [HE MIGHT SEND AWAY]. 
Temporal construction. A contraction of e{wV tou cronou w|/, with the dative 
relative pronoun w|/, "in which", attracted to its genitive antecedent "of the time", 
so ou|, cf. Zerwick. Introducing a temporal clause, although usually with the sense 
"till / until", but here Matthew may have used the construction for an Aramaic 
"while", so NIV. Elsewhere he uses the regular "until", which may be the sense 
here. Jesus gets the disciples out of the way until he had dismissed the crowd, cf. 
Morris.  

touV oclouV (oV) "the crowd" - THE CROWDS. The plural is used of a crowd, 
but is translated in English as a collective singular, as NIV.  
   
v23 

apolusaV (apoluw) aor. part. "after he had dismissed [them]" - HAVING 
SENT AWAY [THE CROWDS]. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, 
as NIV.  

anebh (anabainw) aor. "he went up" - HE WENT UP [TO THE MOUNTAIN]. 
Possible Exodus imagery; Jesus goes up a mountain to meet with God as Moses 
went up. The use of the definite article with mountain, "the mountain", not just 
any mountain or hill, adds to the imagery, as does his going kat idean, "by 
himself", "alone". High in a mountain was always regarded as a "place of special 
closeness to God", Luz. None-the-less, nothing more may be intended than to 
note that Jesus headed off into the "hill country" away from the shore.  

kat idian "by himself" - ACCORDING TO ONE'S OWN. "Privately".  
proseuxasqai (proseucomai) inf. "to pray" - The infinitive here is 

adverbial, introducing a purpose clause, "in order to prayer."  
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genomenhV (ginomai) aor. part. "when [evening] came" - [EVENING] HAVING 
COME [HE WAS ALONE THERE]. The participle is adverbial, best treated as 
temporal, as NIV.  
   
v24 

ii] Jesus walks on water, v24-33. a) The storm is described in the same terms 
as its stilling, v24. Somewhere in the middle of the lake the disciples are 
"buffeted" by a Westerly wind. The dark powers of the surging deep were seeking 
to overwhelm Christ's inauguration / realization of the kingdom.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative; often 
translated as adversative, as NIV.  

apeicen (apecw) imperf. "was [already considerable distance from land]" 
- [BY THIS TIME THE BOAT] WAS DISTANT, AWAY, LONG WAY OFF [ALREADY MANY 
STADIA FROM THE LAND]. One stadia = 192 meters, and they were pollouV, 
"many", stadia from land (the accusative is adverbial, of distance).  

basanizomenon (basanizw) pas. pat. "buffeted" - BEING TOSSED, 
TORMENTED, HARASSED. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "was distant", or adverbial, modal, expressing the manner 
of their being a long way off from land. The word is used of torture.  

uJpo + gen. "by [the waves]" - BY [THE WATERS]. Expressing agency.  
gar "because" - FOR. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the boat 

was so far away from land.  
enantioV adj. "against it" - [THE WIND] WAS CONTRARY, OVER AGAINST, 

OPPOSED. Predicate adjective. The disciples were well into the journey, but now 
they were sailing into the wind and unlike modern sailing boats, this meant that 
they were going nowhere; "the wind was dead against them", Barclay.  
   
v25 

b) The disciples' reaction to the theophany, v25-27. The disciples then see 
Jesus walking on the water. They think it is an apparition and are filled with fear. 
Jesus calms them and declares "It is I". This is probably an allusion to the great 
"I am" of Exodus 3:14 and so serves as a pointed self-revelation by Jesus. In 
Mark's record of this event, he says that Jesus "was about to pass by them." This 
is a rather strange comment, given that Jesus was obviously coming to them 
because they were in distress. What we have here is an allusion to the time God 
passed by Moses at Sinai, cf. Ex.33:19, 22. So, the miracle is a theophany, a 
manifestation of the divine.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
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tetarth/ dat. adj. "in the fourth [watch] / shortly before dawn" - IN FOURTH 
[WATCH, GUARD]. The dative is temporal, of time, as NIV. Dawn; "between three 
and six o'clock in the morning", TEV.  

thV nuktoV (oV) gen. "of the night" - The genitive is adjectival, partitive, 
limiting "fourth watch".  

hlqen (ercomai) aor. "Jesus went out" - HE CAME, WENT [TOWARDS THEM]. 
"He came to them", Barclay, although "went to" carries the movement better.  

peripatwn (peripatew) part. "walking" - WALKING ABOUT [ON THE LAKE]. 
The participle is adverbial, expressing the manner of Jesus' coming to the 
disciples, or the means of his coming. "He came to them, walking across the lake", 
REB, in the sense that Jesus was walking epi, "upon / on" the surface of the water. 
The preposition epi + acc. may be read "to / at [the sea]." The possibility that 
Jesus was walking on the shore when he stilled the storm has often been argued, 
even by great-ones such as Jeremias, yet there seems little point in explaining 
away Jesus' miracles.  
   
v26 

idonteV (oJraw) aor. part. "when [the disciples] saw" - [THE DISCIPLES] 
HAVING SEEN. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as NIV.  

peripatounta (peripatew) pres. part. "walking" - WALKING ABOUT. The 
participle introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing what the 
disciples saw; "the disciples saw that Jesus was walking about ...."  

epi + gen. "on [the lake]" - OVER, ON, AT [THE SEA]. Emphatic by position. 
This preposition may be followed by an accusative or a genitive. In v25 Matthew 
uses the accusative, but here the genitive. BAGD suggests the accusative implies 
movement over/on. Had Jesus slowed down, even stopped, as he approached the 
disciples? The trouble is the same "walk about" verb is used in both verses, 
although the participle here is introducing an object clause. So, possibly " walking 
toward them."  

etaracqhsan (tarassw) aor. pas. "they were terrified" - WERE TROUBLED 
[SAYING]. In the passive this verb is strengthened, "frightened", "terrified"; "they 
were greatly alarmed", Phillips.  

fantasma (a) "ghost" - [IT IS] AN APPARITION. Predicate nominative. Not 
necessarily the spirit of a dead person, but the word can take this meaning.  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "they said" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the main verb "they were terrified." 
Followed by oJti serving to introduce a dependent statement of direct speech 
expressing what they said.  

ekraxan (krazw) aor. "they cried out" - [AND FROM FEAR] THEY CRIED OUT. 
"Screamed with fear", TEV.  
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apo + gen. "in [fear]" - FROM. The preposition here may take a causal sense, 
"because of fear."  
   
v27 

oJ IhsouV "Jesus" - [AND IMMEDIATELY] JESUS. Not found in all manuscripts, 
but likely to be from Matthew's hand. Not found in Mark's account. So, Matthew 
is placing the focus on Jesus rather than the disciples.  

euquV "immediately" - Usually for literary emphasis, bringing vivid 
movement in the account.  

autoiV pro. "to them" - [SPOKE] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
legwn "-" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle, redundant.  
qarseite (farsew) imp. "take courage" - BE OF GOOD CHEER, HAVE 

CONFIDENCE IN THE FACE OF DANGER. Possibly the sense is conveyed in "it's all 
right!", Phillips.  

egw eimi "it is I" - I AM. Something like "It's only me boys" certainly does 
justice to the Greek, but it is possible that the words, being without a predicate, 
serve as a divine self-revelation, the great "I AM"; "I AM the living one, master 
of the wind and waves", Hill.  

mh fobeisqe (fobeomai) imp. "don't be afraid" - A reassurance; there is 
nothing to be worried about.  
   
v28 

c) Peter's interaction with Jesus, v28-31. Peter now springs into the action. 
His words, "since it is you", indicates his belief that in Jesus' power he can share 
in this miraculous event. All goes well until Peter focuses on the storm rather than 
Jesus. As he begins to sink he calls out, "Lord save me". Again, words with an 
Old Testament ring to them, Ps.18:16, 69:1-3, 144:7. Because of his doubt, driven 
by fear, Jesus notes Peter's "little faith."  

ei + ind. "if [it's you]" - Introducing a conditional clause, 1st. class, where 
the proposed condition is assumed to be true; "if, as is the case, ..... then ......" So, 
expressing a degree of certainty in the apparition, rather than doubt, although 
doubt becomes dominant in v30. The addition of "really" helps to reinforce 
certainty; "if it is really you [and I think it is, then ...]", Barclay, etc. Filson 
comments that Matthew's account of Peter's part in this miracle is typical: "pride, 
fall, rescue and restoration."  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "-" - [AND] HAVING ANSWERED. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the main verb 
"said"; "Peter answered him and said."  

autw/ dat. pro. "[Peter] replied" - [PETER SAID] TO HIM. Dative of indirect 
object.  
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keleuson (keleuw) imp. "tell" - [LORD, IF IT IS YOU] COMMAND, INSTRUCT, 
GIVE THE ORDER [ME]. If Jesus gives the word then it can be done. "Order me to 
come to you", Moffatt.  

elqein (ercomai) aor. inf. "to come" - TO COME [TO YOU ON THE WATERS]. 
The infinitive introduces an object clause / dependent statement of indirect speech 
expressing what Jesus should "command".  
   
v29 

elqe (ercomai) aor. imp. "come" - [AND HE SAID] COME. Possibly an 
ingressive aorist, "start to come."  

katabaV (katabainw) aor. part. "got down" - HAVING GOT DOWN, COME 
DOWN. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the 
verb "walked"; "Peter got out of the boat and walked on the water." The aorist 
indicates that Peter did the getting out of the boat unhindered, as well as a bit of 
the walking; "he walked .... and came toward Jesus." These are all possibly 
inceptive aorists, so "began to walk"; "Peter then got out of the boat and started 
walking on the water toward him", CEV.  

apo + gen. "-" - from [the boat]" - Expressing separation; "away from."  
epi + acc. "on" - [Peter walked] upon. Spatial; see above.  
ta uJdata (uJdwr atoV) "the water" - THE WATERS [AND HE CAME TOWARD 

JESUS]. As a plural it is "waters". This is most likely a Hebraism where water is 
always plural. Possibly another hint of the Old Testament imagery packed into 
this story. 
   
v30 

blepwn (blepw) pres. part. "when he saw" - [AND] SEEING. The participle 
here is adverbial, usually treated as temporal, while the present tense serves to 
bring out the change in Peter's focus; from his obeying Jesus to his "seeing" the 
force of the storm. The adversative de, "but", helps with this contrast, "but on 
seeing the fury of the storm."  

ton anemon (oV) "the wind" - THE [STRONG] WIND. Accusative direct object 
of the participle "seeing". Probably meaning "storm", as we don't actually see the 
wind, but the results of the wind. JB tries, "as soon as he felt the force of the 
wind." JB's "force" translates a disputed reading, the adjective iscuron, "strong", 
"mighty".  

efobhqh (fobew) aor. "he was afraid" - "He panicked", Phillips, although 
the sense leans toward "he doubted the efficacy of Jesus' command."  

arxamenoV (arcw) aor. mid. part. "beginning" - [AND] HAVING BEGUN. The 
participle is adverbial, either temporal or causal; "as he was beginning to sink", 
TNT.  
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katapontizesqai (katapontizw) inf. "to sink" - TO THROW INTO THE SEA, 
TO SINK IN WATER, TO BE DROWNED. The infinitive is complementary, 
completing the sense of the participle "having begun."  

legwn "-" - [HE CRIED OUT] SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle, 
redundant.  

kurie, swson "Lord, save [me]" - Matthew uses the same phrase in 8:25, 
although this does not necessarily mean that "Matthew has assimilated two sea 
rescue stories", D&A. It is interesting that the phrase is used nowhere else in the 
NT. "Save can refer to deliverance in any one of a variety of way; here certainly 
it means save from sinking", Morris.  
   
v31 

euqewV "immediately" - Temporal adverb. Again, used to express vivid 
movement, and here with a touch of urgency!!!  

ekteinaV (ekeinw) aor. part. "reached out [his hand]" - [JESUS] HAVING 
STRETCHED OUT [THE HAND]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing 
action accompanying the main verb "caught / took hold"; "stretched out and took 
hold."  

epelabete (epilambanomai) aor. "caught" - TOOK HOLD OF. "Grabbed hold 
of him", TEV.  

autou gen. pro. "him" - Genitive of direct object after the epi prefix verb 
"to take hold of."  

oligopiste adj. "little faith" - [AND SAYS TO HIM] ONE OF DEFICIENT FAITH, 
WEAK FAITH. Vocative. The deficiency in Peter's faith is not overly clear. It is 
often stated that Peter doubted, but doubts, that is, a weak faith, as opposed to a 
strong faith, is surely not the issue. Doubts are part of the human condition and 
one would expect that Peter had some questions in his mind as he stepped out of 
the boat. Thankfully, God accepts a faith that is as small as a mustard seed - a 
little faith! Maybe Peter seriously questioned Jesus' ability to carry through his 
promise / command, or maybe the image of taking our eyes of Jesus is the extent 
of the intended message. Either way, other than Peter, believers can't walk on 
water because there is no propositional promise / command to that end. Faith is 
not reliance on our expectations, hopes or dreams, but it entails reliance / 
dependence / faith on God's revealed will. And thankfully, even faith as small as 
a mustard seed saves.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[he said]" - [HE SAYS] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
eiV ti "why" - TO WHAT = WHY. The preposition eiV is expressing purpose, 

and together with the interrogative pronoun ti forms the interrogative clause "to 
what purpose?" = "why?"  
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edistasaV (distazw) aor. "did you doubt" - DO YOU DOUBT. Here of 
"hesitation, wavering, being of two minds", France, "not trust", D&A. Possibly, 
"get into a state of doubting", MHT III. Luz makes the point that for Matthew 
"doubt" is part of faith, not an essential characteristic, but present none-the-less. 
"What the believer obviously experiences is that it is precisely one's doubt that 
the Lord receives and overcomes." As noted above, for a believer there will 
always be conflict between the conviction of our senses and the authority of God's 
word.  
   
v32 

d) The stilling of the strorm, v32. 
anabantwn (anabainw) gen. aor. part. "when they climbed" - [AND THEY] 

HAVING CLIMBED [INTO THE BOAT]. The genitive absolute participle serves to 
introduce a temporal clause, as NIV, etc... The participle, being attendant on the 
main verb "died down", implies a sequence of events where the storm was still 
raging when Peter climbed back into the boat. It was only after he climbed back 
in the boat that the wind died down.  

ekopasen (kopazw) aor. "[the wind] died down" - [THE WIND] GREW 
WEARY, CEASED, STOPPED. Matthew doesn't tell us that Jesus stilled the storm, 
although it is implied. Whether the storm was directly stilled by Jesus, or whether 
it just ran out of puff (verb = "grew weary"). The powers of darkness, resident in 
the deep, recognized someone greater, and so their rage was stilled.  
   
v33 

e) The disciples' confession of faith, v33. The climax of the story is not the 
stilling of the storm, but the confession of the disciples. The feeding of the 5,000 
and Jesus' walking on water, proclaim him as the long-awaited messiah, the 
Davidic king, the prophet like unto Moses. This is the first time the disciples 
address Jesus as "Son of God", so it is a moment of high comprehension which 
will continue to deepen as time goes on.  

de "Then" - BUT/AND. Transitional; indicating a step in the sequence of 
events.  

oiJ "those who" - the ones. The article here serves as a nominalizer turning 
the prepositional phrase "in the boat" into the substantival construction "the ones 
in the boat."  

en "in" - IN, ON [THE BOAT]. Local, expressing space / sphere.  
prosekunhsan (proskunew) aor. "worshiped" - ADORED, DID OBEISANCE, 

WENT DOWN ON THE KNEES TO. The disciples’ adoration of Christ is certainly 
conveyed in their statement of faith, but may also have included their kneeling 
before him; "fell down and worshipped him."  
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autw/ dat. pro. "him" - Dative of direct object after the proV prefix verb "to 
do obeisance."  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "saying" - The participle is adverbial, modal, 
expressing the manner of their obeisance.  

alhqwV adv. "truly" - Here with the sense "surely you are the Son of God", 
Morris.  

qeou uiJoV "the Son of God" - [YOU ARE] SON OF GOD. First usage in 
Matthew. An example of Colwell's rule such that the predicate uiJoV, "son", is 
definite; Jesus is not "a son of God." The genitive "of God" is adjectival, 
relational. The title is best understood as messianic (so eg., France), 
demonstrating the disciples' growing awareness of the person of Jesus. The title 
probably does not indicate a filial relationship between Jesus and the Father, so 
defining him as the incarnate Son of God, which of course he is. Jesus, as messiah, 
is the "revealer of the Father", D&A, "the unique messenger of God, God's 
messianic agent", Hagner. This affirmation of Jesus as messiah rests on the 
disciples' observation of Jesus doing things that only God can do.  

 

v34 
iii] The healings in Gennesaret, v34-36. This episode illustrates that all the 

people, not just the disciples, share in the blessings of the coming kingdom in the 
person of Jesus. In faith they need only touch the hem of his garment and are 
saved - the Word of God saves.  

diaperasanteV (diaperaw) aor. part. "when they had crossed over" - 
[AND] HAVING CROSSED OVER. The participle is adverbial, best treated as 
temporal, as NIV.  

epi + acc. "[they landed]" - [THEY CAME] UPON [THE LAND]. Spatial.  
Gennhsaret "Gennesaret" - [AT] GENNESARET. A region on the Western 

shore of lake Galilee; a well populated area.  
   
v35 

epignonteV (epiginwskw) aor. part. "when ...... recognized [Jesus]" - [AND] 
HAVING KNOWN, RECOGNIZED [HIM]. The participle is adverbial, best treated as 
temporal, as NIV; "when the people found out that he was there."  

oi andreV (hr droV) "the men" - Nominative subject of the verb "to send." 
The use of oiJ andreV, "the men", possibly indicates elders, community leaders, 
etc.  

tou topou (oV) gen. "of [that] place" - The genitive is adjectival, 
possessive, limiting "men", "the men who belonged to that place" = "lived there", 
but possibly source / origin, "the elders from there."  
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apesteilan (apostellw) aor. "they sent word" - SENT word [INTO ALL 
THAT REGION AROUND]. The object is unstated, but probably it is "word"; "they 
spread the news throughout the whole neighbourhood", JB. The popularity of 
Jesus' ministry is now at its height.  

touV ... econtaV pres. part. "[all] their [sick]" - [AND THEY BROUGHT TO 
HIM ALL] THE ONES HAVING [ILLNESS]. The participle can be taken as a substantive 
limited by the adjective pantaV, "all", "all those who were sick", or as an 
attributive adjective limiting the substantive adjective "all" = "everyone", 
"everyone who was sick."  

autw/ pro. "to him" - Dative of indirect object.  
   
v36 

parekaloun (parakalew) imperf. "begged" - [AND] THEY WERE 
BESEECHING, ENTREATING, IMPLORING. Imperfect expressing continued action; 
"continued begging him."  

auton acc. pro. "him" - We may have expected a dative of direct object, but 
the pronoun is accusative. Olmstead classifies the accusative as a common cross-
linguistic phenomenon where the expected indirect object (the recipient of the 
request) has advanced to become the direct object.  

iJna + subj. "to let the sick [just touch]" - THAT [THEY MIGHT TOUCH]. 
Possibly introducing a purpose clause where the purpose of the begging was that 
the sick may be allowed to touch Jesus' robe for healing, although better taken as 
introducing a dependent statement of indirect speech expressing what the people 
begged. Matthew's image here seems to describe crowds of sick people imploring 
to be healed, pressing in on Jesus, clutching at him and finding that even if they 
happened to touch the hem of his garment, they are healed. The description is 
dramatic and therefore concise. Again, describing the height of Jesus ministry. 
When crowds of sick people are healed by just touching the hem of a person's 
robe, then you know that the kingdom of God is upon you.  

tou kraspedou (on) gen. "the edge" - [ONLY] OF THE EDGE, HEM, FRINGE. 
Genitive of direct object after the verb aJptw, "to take hold of." Referring to the 
tassels on the edge of Jesus' robe, so "fringe".  

tou iJmatiou (on) gen. "of [his] cloak" - OF THE GARMENT [OF HIM, AND AS 
MANY AS HE TOUCHED THEY WERE CURED]. The genitive is adjectival, partitive.  
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15:1-20 

8. Preaching the gospel, 13:53-17:23 
v] Jesus and the tradition of the elders 
Synopsis  

A delegation of scribes and Pharisees from Jerusalem approach Jesus with 
regard to his disciples’ failure to observe the ritual cleanliness regulations set out 
in the tradition of the elders. Jesus responds by pointing out to them that this 
tradition, which is so important to them, is sometimes used to flout the Law of 
God. Jesus gives them the example of Corban, of the gifting of an obligation to 
God, and how this is sometimes used to escape the responsibilities a person has 
to care for their parents. Jesus then uses Isaiah 29:13 to describe them as people 
who honour God with their lips, but not their hearts - they are people who submit 
themselves to human rules. Jesus then addresses the gathered crowd pointing out 
that it is not what goes into the mouth that defiles a person, but what comes out 
of it. Later, discussing the issue with his disciples, Jesus specifically tells them to 
dissociate themselves from the teaching of the Pharisees, and this because they 
are blind guides. The disciples then ask Jesus to explain the statement that it is 
not what goes in the mouth that defiles, but what comes out. Jesus goes on to 
explain that the inward corruption of a person is what inevitably prompts evil 
deeds, and it is that which defiles them.  
   
Teaching  

The gospel of the kingdom transcends the theorizing of mere humanity, 
religious or otherwise, a theorizing best ignored.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 13:53-58.  
   

ii] Background: The Law of Moses, as revealed in the Pentateuch, formed 
the basis of the ethical requirements of Judaism. Over the years Israel's teachers 
provided legal interpretation which developed and extended Biblical law into 
what was known as the Tradition of the Elders. This traditional teaching on divine 
law was accepted by the Scribes and the Pharisees, although not by the Sadducees 
and the common people. The issue raised in this passage is that of ceremonial 
purity. According to the Law, a Jew could only participate in Temple worship if 
they were ceremonially pure. Contact with a Gentile would make a person 
ceremonially impure. The tradition of the elders took this requirement to the 
extreme, demanding ceremonial washing to remove even the slightest contact 
with any form of impurity.  
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iii] Structure:  Jesus and the tradition of the elders:  
An exposition on the tradition of the elders, v1-9;  
True purity, v10-20:  

Jesus and the crowd, v10-11; 
Saying, v11: 

"it is not what goes into the mouth that defiles a person ....." 
Pronouncement saying, v12-14; 

"every plant that my Father has not planted ...." 
"let them alone ... if the blind lead the blind ..." 

Exposition of v11, v15-20.  
   

This unit presents in three scenes: Jesus interacts with the scribes and 
Pharisees, v1-9; Jesus interacts with the crowds, v10-11; Jesus interacts 
with his disciples, v12-20. Thematically is falls into two parts, v1-9, 10-19. 
The units present as a whole, beginning with the critique of the scribes and 
the Pharisees regarding the failure of Jesus' disciples to observe washing 
rites for ritual purity, and ending with Jesus statement that "to eat with 
unwashed hands does not defile a person", v20b.  
   

iv] Interpretation:  
Jesus addresses the legalistic obsession of the Scribes and the 

Pharisees by pointing out that they busy themselves with the minutia of 
ethics while setting aside the weightier matters of the Law. Jesus goes on 
to assert his divine authority by reinterpreting the purity laws. Defilement 
is not a matter of outward contact, but inward selfishness, for it is a corrupt 
heart which produces sinful acts, and it is these acts which defile a person.  
   

This passage can stand in its own right serving to reveal a number of 
important truths:  

• When it comes to God's Law, some laws are more important 
than others, and the spirit of the Law is more important than the letter. 
One can imagine how important this word from Jesus was in the 
debate over the degree to which the Torah applied to Gentile 
believers, or even believers in general. The apostle Paul has clearly 
absorbed the essence of Jesus' words, and uses it with effect in his 
debates with the Judaizers / members of the circumcision party;  

• When it comes to purity before God, "what matters above all 
is the defilement effected by the human heart", D&A.  

Note that Matthew doesn't go as far as Mark who comments "in saying 
this Jesus declared all foods clean", Mk.7:19.  
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Within Matthew's context of the gospel at work, the passage effects a 
contrast between the kingdom message proclaimed by Jesus and the 
theoretical message proclaimed by the religious authorities of the day. 
Matthew emphasizes the false doctrine of the Pharisees with his expansion 
of Mark's account, cf., v12-14. Israel's religious leaders are blind guides 
whose belief system is being uprooted, so "ignore them." We have here "a 
sharp parting of the ways between the Pharisaic vision of extending the 
boundaries of obedience to God through a focus on ritual purity and Jesus' 
own focus on an abundant righteousness whose wellsprings come from 
within", Nolland. Jesus proclaims a new age of freedom; the Pharisees 
proclaim an old age of servitude. The newness of the new kingdom age not 
only dispels the teachings and rules of human belief systems, but even the 
binding rules of the Torah fade in the presence of a more substantial truth 
- a righteousness by grace through faith. So, when it comes to the theories 
postulated by the intelligentsia of this "wicked and adulterous generation" 
afete autouV, "abandon them / ignore them", v14. 
   

v] Synoptics:  
Matthew and Mark align both contextually and in content. The 

differences seem to imply that Mark has used Matthew, given Mark's 
lighter touch with the law, particularly his editorial statement "in saying 
this, Jesus declared all foods clean." Of course, Matthew's conservative 
inclinations would have prompted him to leave it out. Again, we should not 
discount the use of a common oral tradition, or even a proto-Mark + Q. 
   

Text - 15:1  
A discussion on the Jewish law of purification, v1-20: i] Jesus and the 

Pharisees - the tradition of the elders, v1-9. "Tradition does not have the same 
authority as Scripture, so it must be judged by Scripture, and where necessary 
condemned", D&A.  

tote adv. "then" - Temporal adverb used as a transitional particle to indicate 
a step in the narrative / narrative continuity.  

tw/ Ihsou (oV) dat. "[came to] Jesus" - [PHARISEES AND SCRIBES CAME TO] 
JESUS. Dative of direct object after the proV prefix verb "to come to."  

apo + gen. "from" - FROM [JERUSALEM]. Expressing source / origin.  
legonteV (legw) pres. part. "and asked" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 

participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to come to"; "came .... and 
asked."  
   
v2 

dia ti "Why" - BECAUSE WHY. Introducing a question asking for a reason.  
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parabainousin (parabainw) pres. "bread" - [THE DISCIPLES OF YOU] GO 
BEYOND = TRANSGRESS, BREAK, INFRINGE, VIOLATE. The present tense, being 
durative, is probably expressing ongoing infringement.  

twn presbuterwn (oV) gen. "[the tradition] of the elders" - The genitive is 
adjectival, attributive, idiomatic, "the traditional teaching which was handed 
down from the elders", or verbal, subjective, "the tradition dictated by the elders", 
or ablative, source / origin, "the tradition from the elders." The "elders" are great 
ones of the past whose interpretations of scripture were viewed as authoritative. 
The "tradition" was viewed as a fence around the Law, protecting people from 
breaking the Law.  

gar "-" - FOR. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the disciples break 
the tradition; "for they eat their bread ....." Often taken to express reason rather 
than cause, and so left untranslated, as NIV.  

o{tan + subj. "before [they eat]" - [THEY DO NOT WASH THE HANDS OF THEM] 
WHEN [THEY EAT BREAD]. This construction introduces an indefinite temporal 
clause; "whenever". As noted above, the issue is not hygiene, but the maintenance 
of ceremonial purity - the washing away of defilement. It is interesting that the 
complaint is directed to the disciples rather than Jesus himself. Of course, a 
master is responsible for his disciples' actions and so the criticism inevitably falls 
on Jesus' head. Still, it seems likely that Jesus performs the appropriate washing 
rites himself, but does not demand it of the disciples whose attention to religious 
practice would align with the common people. Jesus' response is "you blokes may 
look better with your clean hands, but what matters is a clean heart."  
   
v3 

The sense of this question is somewhat obscure. The implication seems to be 
that the tradition of the elders, which is supposed to protect a person from 
breaking the law, actually leads a person into breaking the law. The tradition has 
"become responsible for (dia, expressing cause) the grievous transgression of 
God's command", Hagner. As the apostle Paul would argue, the law makes sin 
more sinful.  

oJ de "Jesus" - AND/BUT HE. Transitional, resuming the discourse, "and he", 
or contrastive, "but he."  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "replied" - [AND HE] ANSWERING 
[SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the 
verb "said"; redundant / Semitic idiom.  

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
kia "and" - Possibly adjunctive; "why do you also ....?"  
dia ti "why" - BECAUSE WHY [do YOU TRANSGRESS]. As in v2.  
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tou qeou (oV) gen. "[the command] of God" - The genitive may be taken 
as ablative, source / origin, "the command from God, or adjectival, verbal, 
subjective, "the command given by God."  

dia + acc. "for the sake of" - BECAUSE OF [THE TRADITION OF YOU]. Causal; 
"because of, on account of." "Why is it that you yourselves violate the 
commandment of God with your traditions", Knox.  
   
v4 

Jesus now quotes the commandment to honour parents, and includes, as an 
example of what it means to honour a parent, the command not to curse / revile 
them, Deut.5:16. The seriousness of this command is evidenced in the 
punishment due those who dishonour a parent, Lev. 20:9. Most Jews would have 
happily applied this law in their family, and done so without the protective fence 
of tradition.  

gar "for" - Probably more reason than cause, explaining how tradition 
promotes the breaking of God's Law. "God commanded you to honour your father 
and your mother, and ........ but your tradition encourages people to avoid parental 
responsibilities by means of the technical application of Corban."  

oJ kakalogwn (kakalogew) pres. part. "anyone who curses" - [GOD SAID 
HONOUR THE FATHER AND THE MOTHER, AND] THE ONE SPEAKING EVIL OF, 
INSULTING, ABUSING [FATHER OR MOTHER]. The participle serves as a 
substantive.  

qanatw/ (oV) dat. "[is to be put] to death" - [LET HIM DIE] WITH DEATH. The 
dative may simply be instrumental, expressing means, although Olmstead argues 
it is a cognate dative, standing in for a Hebrew infinitive absolute, a construction 
which stresses certainty; "he must surely die", Zerwick.  
   
v5. 

de "but" - BUT/AND [YOU SAY]. Transitional, introducing a contrast, as NIV; 
God says .... BUT you say ....."  

oJV an + subj. "if anyone [declares]" - WHOEVER [SAYS]. This indefinite 
relative construction virtually serves as a conditional clause 3rd. class where the 
proposed condition has the possibility of coming true; "whoever / if anyone, as 
the case may be, says to the father or the mother of him, whatever from me you 
may have benefited from is a gift to God, then by no means need he honour the 
father of him", ie., the apodosis is is v6a, "then that person need not honour the 
father", NRSV.  

oJ ean + subj. "what" - [TO THE / HIS FATHER OR THE MOTHER] WHATEVER. 
Introducing an indefinite relative construction which serves as a dependent 
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statement of indirect speech expressing what the man says to his father, namely, 
"what you would have gained from me is given to God", ESV.  

ex (ek) + gen. "-" - FROM [ME]. Probably serving as a partitive genitive; "of 
mine" = "whatever part of mine / portion of my wealth."  

wfelhqhV (wqelew) aor. subj. "might have been used to help" - YOU MAY 
HAVE BENEFITED. Although subjunctive with ean, the verb probably serves as an 
accusative of respect; "whatever part of mine with respect of which you may have 
benefited is a gift to God." The gain for the giver would be revenge; a vindictive 
act against one's parents.  

tw/ patri (hr roV) "to help their father" - TO THE/HIS FATHER. Dative of 
indirect object after the verb "to say"; "if anyone tells his father or his mother", 
ESV.  

dwron (didwmi) "is devoted to God" - is A GIFT TO GOD. Emphatic by 
position. Dedicated to God / Corban. The word "gift" is being used of a gift to 
God, so "offering to God"  
   
v6 

ou mh + fut. "[they are] not [to honour]" - [HE WILL] NOT NOT [HONOUR 
THE FATHER OF HIM]. Emphatic double negation; "he will definitely not honour 
his father / parents" = "he is rid of his duty to his father or mother", NJB. We 
would have expected a subjunctive verb for an emphatic negation, but Burton 
argues that a double negation with a verb in the future tense takes on an 
imperative sense; "he must not ever honour his parents."  

kai "thus" - AND [YOU NULLIFY, REVOKE, INVALIDATE]. Consecutive, "and 
so as a result", as NIV; "and so it it that, on behalf of that tradition of yours, you 
have, in point of fact, made the word of God null and void", Cassirer.  

tou qeou (oV) gen. "[the word] of God" - The genitive may be treated as 
adjectival, verbal, subjective, "the word prescribed by God", or even ablative, 
source / origin, "the word from God."  

dia + acc. "for the sake of [your tradition]" - ON ACCOUNT OF [THE 
TRADITION OF YOU]. Causal, "because of / on account of"; "and so your tradition 
("by the scrupulous observance of your tradition", Morris) empties the 
commandment of God of all its meaning ", Phillips.  
   
v7 

uJpokritai (hV ou) voc. "you hypocrites" - HYPOCRITES. The word is used 
of "actors", so "shysters", Morris. "The pretence of obeying the will of God while 
in fact transgressing it", Hagner.  

kalwV adv. "[Isaiah] was right" - WELL [ISAIAH PROPHESIED]. Modal 
adverb; "well" = "aptly", Zerwick.  
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legwn (legw) pres. part. "when he prophesied" - [ABOUT YOU] SAYING. The 
participle is adverbial, temporal; "aptly Isaiah prophesied about you when he 
said."  

peri + gen. "about [you]" - Reference / respect; "about, concerning, with 
reference to."  
   
v8 

Isaiah 29:13, LXX.  
toiV ceilesin (oV) dat. "with their lips" - [THIS PEOPLE] WITH THE LIPS 

[HONOUR ME]. The dative is instrumental, expressing means, as NIV. "This 
people draw near me with their mouth and honour me with their lips", Berkeley.  

de "but" - but, and. Adversative, as NIV.  
ap (apo) gen. "[are far] from [me]" - [THE HEART OF THEM IS AT SOME 

DISTANCE FAR AWAY] FROM [ME]. Expressing separation. Used with the adverb 
of measure, porrw, "far away", which modifies the verb apecw, which in this 
context means "to be at some distance." "These people make a big show of doing 
the right thing, but their heart isn't in it", Peterson.  
   
v9 

MT / Heb. "their worship of me is a commandment of man, taught" = "their 
fear of me is just a human commandment which has been memorized." The LXX 
reworks the quote with the addition of "in vain", assumed in the MT.  

mathn adv. "[they worship me] in vain" - [AND] VAINLY, FUTILELY, 
PURPOSELESSLY [DO THEY WORSHIP, REVERENCE ME]. Adverb of manner. Their 
worship "is superficial, empty, meaningless, because it derives from human 
invention rather than from God's instruction", France.  

didaskonteV (didaskw) pres. part. "their teachings" - TEACHING. The 
participle is adverbial, best treated as causal, "because they teach", but possibly 
instrumental, expressing means, "by teaching", or even modal, expressing the 
manner in which the vain worship is performed.  

didaskaliaV (a) acc. "-" - as TEACHINGS. The compressed wording of the 
last line of the quote from the LXX is somewhat difficult to express, but taking 
the accusative as adverbial / accusative of manner (qualifying the verbal aspect 
of the participle) we end up with "[teaching] as teachings [the commandments of 
men (human beings)]" - "as teachings" = as though they were my laws", TEV; 
"For they teach as divine commandments man-made rules and regulations", 
Barclay.  

anqrwpwn (oV) gen. "are merely human rules" - [COMMANDMENTS] OF 
MEN. The genitive may be treated as adjectival, verbal, subjective, "the 
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commandments created by men", or attributive, as NIV, "man-made regulations", 
or even ablative, expressing source / origin; "from man."  
   
v10 

ii] True purity, v10-20. a) Jesus and the crowd, v10-11. Jesus, at this point, 
provides a revolutionary understanding of the law. The Pharisees have built a 
defensive wall of purity by extending the requirements of the Law as outlined in 
Exodus, Leviticus and Deuteronomy. Jesus, on the other hand, retreats from the 
specific requirements of the Law, engaging its spirit rather than its letter (cf., 
divorce, 19:8ff) - "what counts above all is the heart", D&A. So, defilement is not 
generated from without, it is generated from within. Note that Matthew's version 
of Jesus' saying in v11 is somewhat more ordered than Mark's; on one level 
specifically addressing the issue raised by the Pharisees, but on another level, it 
may rightly be described as a "parable". Its parallelism and grammar is more 
Semitic and so possibly closer to the original saying than Mark's version.  

proskalesamenoV (proskalew) aor. mid. part. "Jesus called" - [AND] 
CALLING, SUMMONING [THE CROWD]. Attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the verb "he said"; "he called .... and said." With 
the sense "to call to oneself"; "he called the crowd to himself and said to them."  

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - [SAID] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
akouete kai suniete pres. imp. "listen and understand" - HEAR AND 

UNDERSTAND. The phrase is used to introduce an important statement, here a 
revolutionary understanding of the law.  
   
v11 

to eisercomenon (eisercomai) pres. mid. part. "what goes into" - [NOT] THE 
THING GOING INTO [INTO THE MOUTH which DEFILES THE MAN]. As with "the 
thing going out", the articular participle serves as a substantive. The preposition 
eiV is redundant given the prefix of the verb "to go into / enter", but is usual form. 
Note the similar construction with the substantive participle to ekporeuomenon 
ek, "the thing going out from from."  

koinoi (koinow) pres. "defile" - The word means "to make common", but 
used here with the special sense "to defile."  

alla "but" - BUT [THE THING GOING OUT FROM FROM THE MOUTH, THIS 
DEFILES THE MAN]. Strong adversative serving within a counterpoint 
construction, ou ...... alla, "not ...... but ......"  
   
v12 

b) Ignore blind guides, v12-14. The saying / parable of the uprooted plant is 
unique to Matthew (although similar images exist, esp. Jn.15:1-8). The saying / 
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parable on blind guides is not found in Mark's account, but it is found in Luke's 
abbreviated account on defilement, cf., Lk.6:39  

tote adv. "then" - This temporal adverb, introducing a temporal clause, 
serves to indicate a step in the narrative.  

proselqonteV (prosercomai) aor. part. "[the disciples] came" - [THE 
DISCIPLES] HAVING COME. Attendant circumstance participle; "came .... and 
said."  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - [SAID] TO HIM. Dative of direct object; "came and said to 
him."  

oJti "that" - [DO YOU KNOW] THAT. Introducing an object clause / dependent 
statement of perception expressing what Jesus should know.  

eskandalisqhsan (skandalizw) aor. pas. "were offended" - [THE 
PHARISEES] HAVE TAKEN OFFENSE. Often extended from the base sense "to trip 
up", so "to cause someone to sin." Beare suggests that this is the sense here in 
that Jesus' words have prompted the Pharisees to reject him, and thus to sin. If the 
Pharisees have understood that Jesus is dispensing with the purity regulations of 
the Old Testament then they will certainly be reacting negatively. Of course, 
Jesus hasn't actually set aside OT purity regulations, he has just gone to the core 
of the issue - substance over form.  

akousanteV (akouw) aor. part. "when they heard [this]" - HAVING HEARD 
[THE WORD = WHAT YOU SAID]. The participle is adverbial, best treated as 
temporal, as NIV, or possibly causal.  
   
v13 

Israel is often referred to as a divine plant, either nurtured and abundant, or 
facing the sickle of judgment with only a remnant to be preserved. The uprooting 
of unrighteous individuals from a righteous crop is an oft repeated image of the 
final judgment, but surely, given the context, we have the uprooting of man-made 
regulations which claim the status of divine commandments. Only the gospel 
abides.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Slightly adversative, although primarily indicating a 
separate saying / step in the narrative.  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "[he] replied" - [BUT HE] 
ANSWERING [SAID, EVERY PLANT WHICH THE FATHER OF ME, THE HEAVENLY 
ONE, DID NOT PLANT, WILL BE UPROOTED]. Attendant circumstance participle, 
virtually redundant.  
   
v14 

afete (afihmi) aor. imp. "leave [them]" - ABANDON, LEAVE ALONE, 
FORSAKE, LET GO [THEM]. The "them" is presumably the teachings of the 
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Pharisees, although many commentators argue that the reference is to the 
Pharisees themselves, eg., "the disciples are not to have anything more to do with 
the Pharisees", Luz.  

tuflwn gen. adj. "-" - [THEY ARE BLIND GUIDES] OF the BLIND. Variant. The 
genitive is usually classified as adjectival, verbal, objective, but it may also be 
classified as attributive, idiomatic, "they are blind guides who lead the blind / 
blind people." "Blind guides of blind men (people) is what they are", Cassirer.  

oJdhgoi (oV) "guides" - Predicate nominative. Guides for the blind = leaders.  
ean + subj. "if" - [AND] IF [BLIND LEAD BLIND BOTH WILL FALL INTO A PIT]. 

Introducing a 3rd. class conditional clause where the proposed condition has the 
possibility of coming true; "if, as may be the case, the blind lead the blind, then 
both will fall into a pit" "When a blind person leads a blind person they both end 
up in a ditch."  
   
v15 

c) Jesus explains the saying / parable about defilement, v15-20. "In place of 
the Pharisaic vision of a track of ritual uncleanness that runs form hands (to food) 
to mouth to person, Jesus offers a track of moral uncleanness to worry about that 
runs from heart to mouth to person", Nolland.  

oJ PetroV (oV) "Peter" - [AND HAVING ANSWERED] PETER [SAID TO HIM]. 
Mark has "the disciples questioned him." "Jesus has discredited the teaching 
passed on by the guardians of the old tradition (and) he goes on to transmit 
teaching to Peter, the guardian of the new tradition", D&A.  

apokriqeiV de ... eipen autoiV "said" - See v3.  
hJmin dat. pro. "to us" - [EXPLAIN THE PARABLE] TO US. Dative of indirect 

object. "Explain the meaning of this (tauthn, variant) difficult parable / saying."  
   
v16 

de "-" - BUT/AND [HE SAID]. As in v3, 5, 13, 15, transitional, indicating a step 
in the narrative / dialogue step. Best left untranslated. Here again oJ de, "but he 
[said]" = "he asked"; "Are you still unable to understand?" Jesus asked.  

kai "-" - [ARE YOU STILL] AND = ALSO [WITHOUT UNDERSTANDING]. 
Adjunctive, "also"; "Are you also still without understanding?" ESV.  

akmhn adv. "still" - Temporal adverb; "at this point in time = still, even now, 
as yet." "Are you being wilfully stupid?" Peterson.  

asunetoi adj. "so dull" - WITHOUT UNDERSTANDING, SENSELESS. This 
predicate adjective is emphatic by position.  
   
v17 

Jesus argues that nothing evil remains of defiled food after it passes through 
the digestive system, but rather, what defiles a person is evil prompted by deep 
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seated corruption. The source of defilement is inward, not outward. As already 
noted, on the basis of this proposition it can be argued that Jesus dispenses with 
Levitical purity regulations, but even Mark's editorial comment "Jesus declares 
all foods clean" doesn't mean that Jesus has set aside these regulations. Form has 
its place, but form is not substance. "I desire mercy, not sacrifice", doesn't mean 
God bans sacrifice, it just means that substance is what matters - motive rather 
than deed. This truth is played out in the New Testament church when Gentiles 
are not required to adopt Jewish purity regulations, but at the same time Gentiles 
are asked to consider the sensibilities of Jewish believers (pork spare ribs are off 
the menu at the church barbecue when a converted Jew is present. The sacrifices 
we have to make!!!).  

ou "[Do']nt [you see]" - [DO YOU] NOT [UNDERSTAND, KNOW]. This negation 
is used in a question expecting the answer "yes" - here, "yes" they should 
understand.  

oJti "that" - Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of perception 
expressing what they should understand.  

to eisporeuomenon (eisporeuomai) pres. part. "whatever enters" - [ALL] 
THE THINGS ENTERING [INTO THE MOUTH, PASSES INTO THE STOMACH AND IS 
MOVED ON INTO LATRINE]. Taking the adjective pan, "all, every", as a substantive, 
"everything", the articular participle would be classified as adjectival, attributive, 
limiting pan; "everything which enters the mouth passes into the intestines" = 
"everything that is swallowed works its way through the intestines", Peterson.  
   
v18 

de "but" - but/and. Transitional, indicating a step in the discourse.  
ta .. ekporeuomena (ekporeuomai) pres. mid. part. "the things that come 

out" - THE THINGS COMING OUT. The participle serves as a substantive.  
ek + gen. "of" - FROM [THE MOUTH COME OUT OF THE HEART; THESE 

THINGS DEFILE THE MAN]. Expressing source / origin.  
   
v19 

Matthew's defiling acts tend to follow the ten commandments whereas Mark 
has a much more comprehensive list.  

gar "for" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why a person's corrupted 
inner being defiles, "because" it prompt evil thoughts which prompt evil deeds.  

ek + gen. "out of [the heart]" - FROM [THE HEART COME FORTH]. Expressing 
source / origin.  

dialogismoi ponhroi "evil thoughts" - EVIL THOUGHTS [MURDERS, 
ADULTERIES, FORNICATIONS, THEFTS, FALSE TESTIMONIES]. As for all the evils 
in the list, nominative subject of the verb "to come out." It is interesting how 
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Matthew heads six concrete evils with what amounts to "wicked impulses." 
"Perhaps implicit is the truth that behind every public evil there lurk the sinful 
wicked thoughts which are its roots", D&A. Note how the TNIV has included a 
dash after "evil thoughts" as a lead into this approach to the list.  

blasfhmiai (a) "slander" - BLASPHEMIES. Usually taken in a general sense, 
"slander", of speaking against someone, reviling them, insulting them, but a few 
translators have opted for "blasphemy", eg., Knox, Phillips, NAB, ...., so 
commentators, D&A, Morris, Carson ("includes blasphemies"), contra Nolland 
("acts of slander", noting pl.), France. It is interesting how, in Western societies, 
blasphemy has been decriminalized, but then replaced with laws against racist, 
homophobic or sexist slurs.  
   
v20  

tauta pro. "these" - THESE things [ARE]. This demonstrative pronoun, 
serving as a substantive, stands as the nominative subject of the verb to-be.  

ta koinounta (koinow) pres. part. "what defile" - THE THINGS DEFILING 
[THE MAN]. The articular participle serves as a substantive.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional / contrastive; as NIV.  
to ..... fagein (esqiw) aor. inf. "eating" - TO EAT. The articular infinitive 

introduces a substantival construction, subject of the negated verb "to defile; "to 
eat with unwashed hands does not defile" = "eating with unwashed hands does 
not make anyone unclean", NJB.  

cersin (eir eiroV) dat. adj. "with [unwashed] hands" - The dative is 
instrumental, expressing means, as NIV.  

ton anqrwpon (oV) "[does not make] him [unclean] / [does not defile] 
them" - [DOES NOT DEFILE] THE MAN. Accusative direct object of the verb "to 
defile." "Does not defile a person." These closing words specify the issue at hand. 
This is not a discussion over whether Old Testament purity laws should, or should 
not be dispensed with, but rather whether the tradition of the elders has binding 
force on morals.  
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15:21-28 

8. Preaching the gospel, 13:53-17:23 
vi] The faith of a Canaanite woman 
Synopsis  

Moving into the region of Tyre and Sidon, Jesus is confronted by a Canaanite 
woman who asks him to heal her daughter. After being pressed, Jesus tells the 
woman that his ministry is primarily to "the lost sheep of the house of Israel." She 
persists and so, due to her faith-response, her daughter is healed instantly. Jesus 
continues his healing ministry in the hill country of Galilee, possibly in a Gentile 
region (the phrase "they praised the God of Israel", v31, would not be expected 
from the mouth of a Jew).  
   
Teaching  

The good news of the coming kingdom / the gospel achieves its divine 
purpose irrespective of whether a person is ceremonially clean or unclean, a Jew 
or a Gentile.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 13:53-58. The healing of the Canaanite woman's daughter is 
found in the 3rd. narrative section of Matthew's gospel which examines at the 
gospel at work.  
   

ii] Structure: A woman's faith, a four-part dialogue:  
Setting, v21: 
Dialogue, v22-28: 

The woman's request, v22-23a; 
"have mercy on me!" 

The disciples' request, v23b-24; 
"send her away." 
"I was sent to the lost sheep of Israel." 

The woman repeats her request, v25-26; 
"Lord help me" 
"it is not right to take the children's bread ....." 

The woman's response, v27-28. 
"even the dogs eat the crumbs ...." 
"Woman, you have great faith .."  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

It was the quality of the woman's faith that released Jesus' saving 
power / grace, not her religious credentials.  
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As we saw in the previous episode, the Tradition of the Elders, 15:1-
20, the Pharisees, representing the historic people of God, are defective in 
their understanding of scripture. So, let those with eyes to see give heed to 
the gospel, the good news of the coming kingdom, and ignore the teachings 
of the Scribes and Pharisees. In an example of "antithetical continuity", 
Anderson, Matthew, Gender and Reading, we are shown that the pathway 
to salvation through ritual purity, as proposed by the Pharisees, is false, 
whereas the pathway illustrated in the healing of the Gentile woman's 
daughter, is true. She is a woman who fully represents an unclean pagan 
world, yet, the distinction between ceremonially clean and unclean does 
not apply for her. What applies is her faith in the saving power of Christ - 
she asks for grace, and receives it with no strings attached.  

This narrative serves as a paradigm for the gospel at work: irrespective 
of a person's religious purity, we are saved by grace through faith.  
   

This episode, and the one following, the feeding of the four thousand, 
may herald a change in God's purpose for the kingdom of God - the 
beginning of a move from God's historic people to the Gentile world at 
large. The story has certainly been taken to address the issue of the Gentiles 
in salvation-history, but this approach is open to some debate.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
Matthew and Mark align in context, and to a degree, in content. The 

main thrust of the episode is found in both Matthew and Mark, although 
Matthew's account emphasizes the gulf between the House of Israel and the 
unclean pagan world. This is drawn out in the part of the account peculiar 
to Matthew, v22-25: eg., she is a "Canaanite woman", not just a "Greek", 
as in Mark; Jesus was sent "to the lost sheep of Israel", not to unclean 
pagans; the woman exelqousa, "comes out", to Jesus, whereas in Mark 
Jesus enters a house in pagan territory so making himself ritually unclean; 
Jesus ignores her.  

 

Homiletics: Asking for grace 
Our reading today has held an important place in the life of the Christian 

church. The Clementine homilies, which were composed in the late 2nd century, 
went so far as to name the woman Justa and her daughter as Berenice – probably 
somewhat of a stretch. The story was used to authenticate the Gentile nature of 
the early church. The Jews reject God's blessings in Christ and so the Gentiles get 
to eat the crumbs. 

Modern Redaction Criticism tends to run the line that this story emerged out 
of Matthew's Jewish Christian circles and so served to encourage Gentile 
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evangelism, while affirming the priority of Jewish Christianity over Gentile 
Christianity. This is probably a bit of a stretch as well. 

The story certainly does show where the future lies. As Israel continues to 
reject God's mercy in Christ, that mercy will inevitably move toward faithful 
Gentiles. It also shows that God's kindness, his mercy, is freely given for the 
asking. Grace is not given because of status, either family association (because a 
person is a descendant of Abraham), or goodness (because a person is obedient 
to the Law). Grace is given through the instrument of faith. The woman believed 
that Jesus was God's messiah, and that he could, and would, dispense God's mercy 
for the asking. 

   
Text - 15:21 

The Canaanite woman: i] A transitional geographic note, v21. Following the 
feeding of the 5,000, Jesus withdraws from the crowds and increasingly ministers 
to his disciples. The crowds are obviously stirred-up by his miracles and some 
people have even tried to make him their king. This news, no doubt, got Herod 
going, as well as further enraging the religious establishment. So, Jesus moves 
North into pagan territory, out of harm's way.  

exelqwn (exercomai) aor. part. "leaving [that place]" - [AND HAVING GONE 
OUT [FROM THERE]. The participle is adverbial, treated either as temporal, "then 
Jesus went away", or modal, "going away from there, Jesus withdrew ....", 
Moffatt. The phrase serves to indicate a step in the narrative.  

anecwrhsen (anacwrew) aor. "withdrew" - [JESUS] DEPARTED, WENT 
BACK, WITHDRAW. Possibly carrying the sense of "take refuge." Jesus could have 
left either the growing danger, or the crush of the crowds, but possibly just, 
"leaving Galilee, Jesus went to the boarder district of Tyre and Sidon."  

ta merh (oV) "the region" - [INTO] THE PARTS = REGION. Probably simply 
making the point that Jesus crossed the border, so "boarder district."  

turou (oV) gen. "of Tyre [and Sidon]" - The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic 
/ locative; "the coastal region / boarder district where Tyre and Sidon are 
located."  
   
v22 

ii] Jesus responds to a Canaanite Woman's request, v22-28. a) Jesus' meeting 
with the Syrophoenician Greek woman and her request, v22-23a. Matthew sets 
the direction of the episode by giving this Syrophoenician woman her ancient 
ancestry. She comes from a nation set for destruction by God under the hand of 
Israel, a nation bitterly opposed to the people of Israel and their God. Yet, she 
knowingly comes to Israel's messiah for blessing, very aware of Jesus' messianic 
credentials. For her, Jesus is the "Son of David." She also recognizes Jesus' 
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capacity to heal, for demon possession is the most difficult of healings since it 
requires one greater than Satan.  

apo + gen. "from [that vicinity]" - [AND BEHOLD A CANAANITE WOMAN] 
FROM [THE PARTS THERE]. Expressing source / origin; "from the border region."  

exelqousa (exercomai) aor. part. "came to him" - HAVING COME OUT, GONE 
OUT. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb 
"was crying out." Possibly she lived in the border region and came out of her 
home to meet Jesus, or just "a woman of Canaan came out of those parts", 
Moffatt.  

ekrazen (krazw) imperf. "crying out" - WAS CRYING, SHOUTING OUT. The 
imperfect expresses durative (ongoing) action, although there is an aorist variant 
which seems rather strange given that the woman's actions are clearly ongoing 
(the disciples can't shut her up). "Wailing", Moffatt; "shouting", CEV; "crying at 
the top of her voice", Phillips.  

legousa (legw) pres. part. "-" - SAYING. The participle is adverbial, modal, 
expressing the manner of her approach; somewhat redundant / pleonastic.  

uiJoV Dauid "Son of David" - [HAVE MERCY ON ME LORD], SON OF DAVID. 
The genitive "of David" is adjectival, relational. This is a messianic title and is 
surely used by the woman to convey this sense, rather than just as an offhand 
complement, or even just meaning "Jew".  

elehson (eleew) aor. imp. "have mercy" - HAVE MERCY, TAKE PITY, SHOW 
MERCY. "Please be kind and help me", "take pity on me", Morris.  

kakwV adv. "suffering terribly" - [THE DAUGHTER OF ME IS] BADLY, 
SEVERELY [DEMON POSSESSED]. Here the adverb intensifies the verb: "Cruelly 
demon-possessed", NASB; "tormented by a demon", NAB. Morris suggests that 
the word conveys the evil of her situation, "wickedly demon-possessed." No 
indication is given as to what sort of possession it is, psychological, physical, .... 
"Very ill", Barclay.  
   
v23 

b) Jesus maintains his silence and the disciples ask that she be sent away, 
v23b-24. Jesus doesn't respond to the woman and so the disciples, obviously 
aggravated by her persistence, ask Jesus to deal with her request so that they can 
be on their way. Jesus then explains that his mission (under the authority of God) 
is to call out the faithful remnant of Israel. This doesn't deny a future mission to 
the Gentiles, only that for the present, "salvation is from the Jews", Jn.4:23-26.  

auth/ dat. pers. pro. "[Jesus did not answer] her [a word]" - [BUT HE DID 
NOT SAY] TO HER [A WORD]. Dative of indirect object. The NIV translates the 
clause literally, but the sense is more like "Jesus ignored her", Peterson.  
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proselqonteV (prosercomai) aor. part. "came" - [AND THE DISCIPLES OF 
HIM] HAVING COME, APPROACHED. Attendant circumstance participle expressing 
action accompanying the verb "were asking"; "came and besought him", AV. 
Possibly consecutive, "so as a result", as NIV, although why is the disciples' 
action a result of Jesus ignoring the woman?  

hrwtoun (erwtaw) imperf. "urged him" - WERE ASKING [HIM]. The 
imperfect expresses continuation, so "kept asking", NASB, or better, "pleaded 
with", NJB.  

legonteV (legw) aor. part. "-" - SAYING. Pleonastic / redundant attendant 
circumstance participle.  

apoluson (apoluw) aor. imp. "send (her) away" - RELEASE = SEND AWAY 
[HER]. It is possible the disciples are asking Jesus to send her away with her 
request granted, but then they may just be asking that Jesus get rid of her. So, 
either "give her what she wants", NJB, or "get rid of her", NAB. "Would you 
please take care of her? She's driving us crazy", Peterson.  

oJti "for" - BECAUSE [SHE CRIES OUT AFTER US]. Introducing a causal clause 
explaining why Jesus should send her away, namely, because of her constant 
shouting.  
   
v24 

It does seem likely that Jesus is addressing the disciples, rather than the 
woman, in which case he is responding to their request.  

de "-" - but/and. Transitional, here indicating a step in the dialogue, but it can 
be expressed as an adversative; "but he answered and said."  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "he answered" - HAVING 
ANSWERED [HE SAID]. The participle is attendant on the verb "said". A common 
semi-redundant Semitic construction.  

ei mh "only" - [I WAS NOT SENT] EXCEPT, SAVE. Introducing an exceptive 
clause expressing a contrast by designating an exception.  

eiV + acc. "to" - Here used to express interest, advantage, where we may have 
expected a dative.  

ta apolwlota (apollumi) perf. part. "the lost [sheep]" - THE ONES 
CEASING TO EXIST / FACING DESTRUCTION = LOST [SHEEP]. The participle is 
adjectival, attributive, limiting "sheep". The base meaning "destroy" takes the 
sense "lost / perishing", when used in a religious / spiritual context.  

oikou (oV) gen. "[of Israel]" - OF the HOUSE [OF ISRAEL]. The genitive "of 
house" is adjectival, possibly partitive, although Olmstead suggests it is 
epexegetic / appositional, specifying the sheep, "the lost sheep, namely / that is, 
the house of Israel." So, Jesus was sent either to a particular group of Jews who 
had gone astray like lost sheep, or to Israel itself that had gone astray like lost 
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sheep. The second option is to be preferred, "the lost sheep who are the house of 
Israel", Carson; "I was sent only to the people of Israel! They are like a flock of 
lost sheep", CEV. Jesus' "activities were circumscribed ..... by the specific part 
that he had been called to play during his earthly life", Tasker, such that this 
Gentile woman did not have "the right to enjoy the benefits covenanted to the 
Jews", Carson.  

Israhl gen. "of Israel" - This proper genitive is adjectival, epexegetic, 
specifying "the house" in mind.  
   
v25 

c) The woman persists, asking for Jesus' help, v25-26. The woman cries to 
Jesus for her child as only a mother can. Although Jesus' reply seems terribly 
harsh, it is not as strong as it seems at first sight. The word "puppies" carries the 
thought better than "dogs". Still, Jesus is making the point that, for the present, 
God's blessings are for his covenant people Israel.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Again, indicating a step in the narrative / transitional, and 
so left untranslated, although the AV will often express movement in a narrative 
by "then".  

hJ "the woman" - THE. The article = "she", nominative subject of the verb "to 
worship."  

elqousa (ercomai) aor. part. "came" - HAVING COME. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "was 
worshiping"; "she came and worshiped him."  

prosekunei (proskunew) imperf. "knelt before" - WAS WORSHIPING, 
DOING OBEISANCE, ADORING. The word carries the sense of adoration, therefore 
possibly "knelt", although no particular bodily movement is mentioned other than 
the Gk. "having come" indicating a movement toward Jesus; "the woman came 
closer", CEV. "Did him homage", NAB, but note Turner, MHT III, who suggests 
that the imperfect takes the sense "asked", "requested", while Olmstead suggests 
that it is used to convey an internal process..  

autw/ dat. pro. "him" - HIM [SAYING]. Dative of direct object after the proV 
prefix verb "to bow down before."  

bohqei (bohqew) pres. imp. "help" - COME TO THE AID OF, COME TO THE 
RESCUE OF, COME TO THE HELP OF. The imperfect is expressing an excited 
request for help.  

moi dat. pro. "me" - Dative of direct object after the verb bohqei which takes 
a dative of persons.  
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v26 

Jesus explains the inappropriateness of her request with a dinner-time 
illustration.  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "he replied" - HAVING ANSWERED 
[HE SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle, somewhat redundant.  

kalon adj. "right" - [IT IS NOT] GOOD. This predicate adjective serves as a 
substantive. Here in the sense of ethically good, therefore "fair", "proper", 
Barclay.  

labein (lambanw) aor. inf. "to take" - The infinitive introduces a noun 
clause, subject of the negated verb to-be; "to take the bread of children and throw 
it to dogs is not right." "To take" in the sense of "deprive".  

twn teknwn (on) gen. "the children's [bread]" - [THE BREAD] OF THE 
CHILDREN. The genitive is adjectival, possessive; "the bread that rightly belongs 
to the children."  

balein (ballw) aor. inf. "toss it" - TO THROW it. The infinitive as with "to 
take." "Fling", Barclay.  

toiV kunarioiV (on) dat. "to the dogs" - Dative of indirect object / 
destination, recipient. Probably a house dog in contrast to a street dog; "house-
dog", JB, "pet dogs", or even with a diminutive meaning, "puppies". There is a 
strong possibility that the imagery here is of "children" = Jews, and "dogs" = 
Gentiles. Note how Mark's more detailed record of the tradition produces a softer 
result, although the message is slightly different, ie., the children are fed first. So, 
it is more than likely that the image is framing the ordinary while establishing the 
principle that, at least at this point in salvation-history, the standing of Jews and 
Gentiles under God is different. It is though true that the Jews often viewed 
Gentiles as "dogs". One wonders if Jesus would adopt such imagery, although he 
is not averse to testing the strength of a person's faith with a harsh hurdle If this 
is the case here, then maybe Beare in his commentary is right to suggest the reply 
is "brutal"; "scavenging dogs", Klotz.  
   
v27 

vii] The woman disagrees with Jesus' claim that it is not right ..... and 
responds by providing her own version of the dinner-time illustration, v27-28. 
The woman's response is a little unclear, but it is likely that she argues against 
what Jesus has just said. In his dinner-time story, Jesus says "it is not right to take 
the children's bread and feed it to the household pets." In response she says, "Yes 
it is, because even the pets get to eat the scraps that fall from the master's table." 
She doesn't claim that justice demands that she has as much right as Israel to 
God's covenant mercies. She doesn't argue that God's sovereign will, his divine 
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election of Israel, is unfair. She simply expresses her confidence that "even if she 
is not entitled to sit down as a guest at Messiah's table, ..... yet at least she may be 
allowed to receive a crumb of the uncovenanted mercies of God", Tasker. The 
actual words of Jesus' reply in the original Greek demonstrate emotional force, 
"O woman". The point is simple enough, "the faith that simply seeks mercy is 
honoured", Carson.  

nai "yes" - [BUT/AND SHE REPLIED], 'YES' [LORD]. In direct speech this 
particle is used to express strong agreement with what someone has just said, but 
the NIV translates the verse by taking the particle as a contradiction of Jesus' 
negative statement, his ouk, "it is not right", cf. D&A, vol. II, p.555. Jesus has 
said it is not right to give ......, whereas she is cheekily saying "yes it is." This is 
most likely the intended sense, although many translations treat the particle as an 
affirmation of Jesus' assertion that "it is not right to take the children's bread and 
throw it to the dogs", cf., ESV, NRSV. The problem with such a translation is 
that gar must then be treated as an adversative / contrastive, "Yes, Lord, but even 
the dogs eat ...." - somewhat irregular.  

gar "but [even]" - FOR [EVEN THE DOGS EAT]. Introducing a causal clause 
explaining why what Jesus has just said is "not right"; "because house dogs do 
actually get to eat the scraps ...." The woman disagrees with what Jesus has said, 
making the point that the dogs ("puppies") do get to eat from the master's table, 
albeit only the scraps. "It is not right to take the children's bread ......." "Yes it is", 
she said, "for even the puppies rightly get the leftovers."  

apo + gen. "-" - FROM. Here serving instead of a partitive genitive; "the dogs 
eat of the crumbs."  

twn yiciwn (on) "the crumbs" - THE SMALLEST OF PIECES. The woman is 
making a good point. She is not asking that any of the messianic blessings be 
taken away from the people of Israel and given to her, rather that her daughter's 
healing be one the overflowing blessings that inevitably go with the dawning of 
the kingdom; "even the dogs eat the leftovers ...", TEV.  

twn piptontwn (piptw) pres. part. "that fall" - THE ONES FALLING. The 
participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "crumbs", as NIV; "the crumbs which 
fall."  

apo + gen. "from [the table of the master of them]" - Expressing 
separation; "away from."  
   
v28 

Jesus acclaims the woman's faith.  
tote adv. "then" - Temporal adverb used to indicate a step in the dialogue: 

"at that", Barclay.  
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apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "[Jesus] said" - HAVING 
ANSWERED [JESUS SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle, redundant.  

auth/ dat. pro. "to her" - Dative of indirect object.  
w| "[Woman]" - O [WOMAN]. This interjection with the vocative "woman" 

expresses high emotion.  
megalh (megaV) adj. "great" - GREAT [is THE FAITH OF YOU]. The position 

of this predicate adjective in the Gk. is emphatic, serving to underline the quality 
of her faith, "what faith you have", REB, better than quantity, "you really do have 
a lot of faith", CEV. The quality of a person's faith lies with its object and 
intention; "the faith that simply seeks mercy is honoured", Carson.  

genhqhtw (ginomai) aor. pas. imp. "your request is granted" - LET IT BE 
DONE [FOR YOU AS YOU DESIRE]. The 3rd person imperative is not easily 
rendered in English; "let your wish be granted", Barclay. Probably a future tense 
is best, "your request will be granted", "you shall have what you want", 
Goodspeed. Of course, we must again be reminded that a description is not a 
prescription. The overflowing of messianic signs in Jesus' ministry does not 
provide us with the authority to repeat such signs today. Miracles do happen and 
"greater things" abound, but in the end, our authority is for gospel proclamation. 
As for signs, for us, the dawning kingdom is evidenced in the love we have one 
for another, a love that respects others for who they are, forgiving them all their 
failings. When, in the ministry of Jesus, we see the blessing of messianic signs 
overflowing to Gentiles, then we know that the kingdom of God is close at hand.  

soi "-" - TO YOU. Dative of interest, advantage; "for you."  
wJV "-" - AS [YOU WILL]. Comparative expressed in the manner of.  
apo + gen. "from [that very hour]" - [AND] FROM [THE HOUR OF THAT THE 

DAUGHTER OF HER WAS HEALED]. Adverbial use of the preposition, temporal, 
forming the adverbial phrase "at that very moment"; "instantly", NRSV.  
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15:29-39 

8. Preaching the gospel, 13:53-17:23 
vii] The feeding of the four thousand 
Synopsis  

Leaving the region of Tyre and Sidon, Jesus journeys to the Sea of Galilee 
and settles on the side of a mountain. Crowds come to him there and he heals the 
mute, crippled, lame and blind. The people are amazed and give praise to the God 
of Israel. Jesus, aware that the crowds of people had been with him now for three 
days and that they were hungry, tells the disciples that he does not want to send 
them away hungry as they may not make it home. The disciples can't see what 
they can do about the problem and so Jesus asks for their supplies, seven loaves 
of bread and a few fish. Having commanded the people to sit down, Jesus blesses 
the food and distributes it. Everyone is satisfied with some seven full baskets of 
uneaten food remaining. The number who ate is 4,000, excluding women and 
children.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus feeds the lost with bread from heaven / a life-giving Word from God.  
   
Issues 

i] Context: See 13:53-58.  
   

ii] Structure: The feeding of the four thousand: 
Setting, v29; 
A summary of Jesus' healings, v30-31; 
The miracle of the 4,000, v32-38; 
Transitional note, v39.  

   
vi] Interpretation:  

In a pre-emptive expression of the messianic banquet, we witness 
Jesus, the new Moses, feeding a lost people with bread from heaven / a life-
giving Word from God.  

A dominant line of interpretation has rested on the assumption that the 
feeding of the 4,000 is a feeding of Gentiles. The Canaanite woman 
received the crumbs of divine mercy, which blessing is followed up with 
an unrestricted feeding / blessing of 4,000 Gentiles. The "children", over 
the household pets, have only a "priority in feeding - blessing for the 
Gentiles is beginning to dawn", Carson. Yet, Matthew's account really has 
nothing in it which would indicate that Jesus is healing and feeding 
Gentiles. Even the crowd's praise to the "God of Israel", often viewed as 
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more likely uttered by Gentiles than Jews, is a covenantal title found in the 
OT and always uttered by Jews. See D&A for their argument against a 
Gentile feeding, p563/4.  

The contextual issue is not Jew and Gentile, but clean and unclean. 
Holiness, and thus divine acceptance, is not maintained / furthered by 
regulation / law, as if the washing of hands can purify. The human heart is 
corrupt, corrupting action and thus defiling every individual. Only the 
crumbs from the table of the one righteous man can cleanse. And he is no 
giver of crumbs, but of satisfying, overabundant, enlivening bounty, both 
now, and at the messianic banquet.  
   

Again, this narrative looks back to the discourse on the mission's 
message; it serves as a paradigm for the gospel at work: The news of the 
kingdom / the Word of God / the bread (manna) from heaven / the 
"children's bread", is the source of life, freely and abundantly bestowed.  

As already noted, many commentators argue that the narratives look 
forward to the next discourse rather than apply the previous discourse. 
Keener, for example, argues that this narrative prepares for the next 
discourse on the subject of the Christian community - life under kingdom 
authority. "This narrative, like the feeding of the five thousand, teaches 
Matthew's community about Jesus' power and care for his people. He heals 
the multitude, acts out of compassion for their need and provides for them."  
   

Biblical theology: Even more than the feeding of the 5,000, this 
account evokes images of the wilderness wanderings, Exodus 16 (cf., also 
the feeding miracle of Elisha in 2Kgs.4:42-44) - Note John 6:1-3. All the 
indicators of Mount Zion typology are present: beside the sea, up on a 
mountain, the people gather (the lost sheep of Israel), Jesus is sitting, praise 
is to the God of Israel, in the erhmia, "wilderness", bread in abundance. "In 
Jewish expectation, Zion is the eschatological gathering site of scattered 
Israel, a place of healing, and the place of the messianic feast", D&A. In a 
sense, the miracle proclaims Jesus as the "new Moses" and therefore 
authenticates his messianic credentials and his inauguration of the 
messianic banquet / the kingdom. This wilderness miracle is therefore a 
sign of the gospel, a sign that the kingdom of heaven / God is at hand. God 
is again calling out his remnant / lost people and sustaining them to eternal 
life.  
   

Authenticity: The debate over whether the feeding of the 4,000 is a 
duplication, through oral transmission, of the feeding of the 5,000 (a 
doublet), or whether it is a record of a miracle in its own right, is beyond 
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resolution. There are significant differences between both feedings, but at 
the same time, there are significant similarities. The easy acceptance of 
both Matthew and Mark of a double feeding may be down to the Biblical 
precedence of the feeding miracles of Elijah and Elisha, cf., Blomberg. As 
it stands, the story serves the divine intent of revelation within the context 
of Matthew's gospel, and in the end, that's all that matters.  
   

iii] Synoptics:  
Although Matthew and Mark's episode-sequence continues to align, 

we are confronted with one of those occasions when Matthew's account 
seems to better reflect the received tradition than Mark. The pericopes 
found in 15:1-16:12 are likely to have existed together before either 
Matthew or Mark used them in their gospels. They are stitched together by 
a typical Semitic key, in this case "bread". To the modern eye, such a key 
has little significance, but not so to a first century Hebrew. Whereas it is 
usually held that Matthew in v30-31 has summarized Mark's healing of the 
deaf mute, Mk.7:31-37, rejecting its magical overtones, it may well be that 
Mark has replaced a bland summary of Jesus healing ministry with a more 
spectacular miracle story. Mark's healing story does little for our 
understanding of the gospel; it clashes with the context and is problematic 
- Jesus is presented as a quack performing magical tricks. Matthew's 
setting, v29 (found also in John's feeding story, 6:1-3), and summary of 
Jesus' three-day healing ministry, v30-31, moves smoothly to the feeding 
of the 4,000. However we allocate sources, Matthew's account sits easily 
with the discourse on defilement, the healing of the Canaanite woman's 
daughter, the feeding of the 4,000 and the yeast of the Pharisees, and 
certainly serves to further his narrative purpose, namely, to demonstrate the 
gospel at work.  
   

Text - 15:29  
i] Setting, v29.  
metabaV (metabainw) aor. part. "[Jesus] left [there]" - [AND] HAVING MOVED 

FROM ONE PLACE TO ANOTHER = DEPARTED [THERE JESUS WENT]. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to go"; "Jesus 
departed from there and went ..." "Jesus left there and went along the coast of the 
lake of Galilee", Barclay.  

para + acc. "along" - Spatial; "beside the Sea of Galilee."  
thV GalilaiaV (a) gen. "[Sea] of Galilee" - The genitive is adjectival, 

attributive, idiomatic / locative; "the sea / lake which is located in Galilee" - 
"Gennesaret", or "Tiberias", or just "the lake"  
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anabaV (anabainw) aor. part. "then he went up" - [AND] HAVING GONE UP 
[TO THE MOUNTAIN HE WAS SITTING THERE]. Attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the verb "was sitting", but possibly adverbial, 
temporal, as NIV; "he went up into (=on) the mountain and sat down there." The 
verb "to sit down" is imperfect, durative. "He climbed the hill and sat there", 
Barclay.  
   
v30 

ii] Summary account of Jesus healing ministry, v30-31. Hagner argues that 
"this pericope is really Matthew's own formulation, suggested by Mark's narrative 
more than drawn from it or even based upon it." This seems unlikely; see above.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[came to] him" - [AND GREAT CROWDS CAME TO] HIM. 
Dative of direct object after the proV prefix verb "to come to."  

econteV (ercomai) pres. part. "bringing" - The participle is probably 
adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of the coming, as NIV, or simply 
attendant circumstance, "came and brought", although it could possibly be 
adjectival, attributive, limiting crowds, so Quarles. "They had brought with them 
many who were lame, deformed, blind, dumb, as well as many others who were 
suffering in some way", Cassirer.  

meq (meta) + gen. "-" - WITH [THEM LAME, BLIND, CRIPPLED, MUTE AND MANY 
OTHERS]. Expressing association / accompaniment. The sense is "that the healthy 
brought with them those with impaired health", Morris. It is interesting how the 
list of sick persons varies in the manuscript tradition.  

para + acc. "at" - [AND THEY LAID THEM] BESIDE [THE FEET OF HIM AND HE 
HEALED THEM]." Spatial; "by, alongside, near, ..." The verb riptw normally 
means "to throw / cast", but obviously the sick are "placed" at Jesus' feet.  
   
v31 

wJste + inf. "-" - SO THAT [THE CROWD TO AMAZE = WAS AMAZED]. This 
construction introduces a consecutive clause expressing result; "with the result 
that ...." The verb qaumazw, "to wander, marvel, be amazed", is often presented 
as a positive response, but it is a step short of faith. Although without faith, the 
people respond in praise to God as they witness the great variety of healings 
performed by Jesus.  

blepontaV (blepw) pres. part. "when they saw" - SEEING. The participle is 
adverbial, best taken as temporal, as NIV.  

lalountaV (lalew) pres. part. "[the mute] speaking" - [MUTES] SPEAKING 
[CRIPPLES HEALTHY AND LAME WALKING AROUND AND BLIND SEEING]. The 
participle, as with the participles "walking about" and "seeing", introduces an 
object clause / dependent statement of perception expressing what they saw.  
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edoxasan (doxadzw) aor. "they praised" - [AND] THEY EXTOLLED, 
GLORIFIED. Probably with the sense of "they praised and thanked God.", so 
Morris, or "glorified God", Nolland.  

Israhl gen. proper "[the God] of Israel" - The genitive is adjectival, 
attributive, idiomatic / subordination; "the God who rules over Israel." Expressing 
a unique relationship in that God may rule over all nations, but he is Israel's Lord 
in particular. As noted above, the suggestion that the phrase "the God of Israel" 
is more likely a Gentile ascription has little merit; See Cousland, The Crowds in 
the Gospel of Matthew, p19.  
   
v32 

iii] Jesus feeds the 4,000, v32-38: a) Jesus discusses the issue of food 
supplies for the crowd with his disciples, v32-34.  

proskalesamenoV (proskalew) aor. mid. part. "[Jesus] called [his 
disciples to him and said]" - [JESUS] HAVING SUMMONED [THE DISCIPLES OF 
HIM SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the 
verb "said"; "summoned .... and said.”  

splagcnizomai pres. "I have compassion" - I FEEL DEEP SORROW, 
CONCERN. The word is often used of Jesus, but this is the only occasion when 
Jesus says it of himself.  

epi + acc. "for [these people]" - UPON [THE CROWD]. Possibly here 
expressing reference / respect, "with respect to the crowd", but better expressing 
goal, "a marker of feelings directed toward someone", BDAG, "for", as NIV. "I 
am heart-sorry for the crowd", Barclay.  

oJti "-" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why Jesus feels 
sorry for the crowd.  

h[dh adv. "already" - ALREADY [THEY REMAIN]. Temporal adverb.  
moi dat. pro. "with me" - ME. The dative of direct object after the proV prefix 

verb "to remain with." Note that the verb "to remain", as with "to not have", is a 
durative present tense indicating that the crowd has remained with Jesus during 
the three days on the mountain side and has not been able to obtain supplies of 
food over that period (other than what they brought with them???).  

hJmerai treiV "three days" - Here in the nominative case when an accusative 
of time expressing duration would be expected, cf., Moule IB p31.  

ti pro. "-" - [AND THEY DO NOT HAVE] WHAT. Interrogative pronoun; "they 
do not have anything, what do they have to eat?" Zerwick argues that the relative 
pronoun o{ may have been expected, but probably not here.  

fagwsin (fagw) aor. subj. "to eat" - A deliberative subjunctive used in an 
indirect question.  
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apolusai (apoluw) aor. inf. "[I do not want] to send" - [AND I DO NOT 
WISH] TO SEND AWAY [THEM FASTING, HUNGRY]. The infinitive is usually 
classified as complementary, completing the sense of the negated verb "I do not 
will, wish", but it may also be classified as introducing a dependent statement of 
perception expressing what Jesus does not want to do, namely, to send them away 
starving.  

mhpote + subj. "-" - LEST [THEY BECOME WEAK, FRAIL = COLLAPSE]. 
Introducing a negated purpose clause, "in order that they not"; "I don't want to 
send them home without anything or they will collapse on the way", Phillips.  

en + dat. "on [the way]" - Adverbial use of the preposition, temporal; "while 
they are traveling home."  
   
v33 

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - [AND THE DISCIPLES SAY] TO HIM. Dative of indirect 
object.  

poqen "where" - FROM WHERE? Interrogative conjunction.  
hJmin dat. pro. "could we get" - TO US. Dative of interest, advantage; "from 

where to/for us." Somewhat elliptical; "from where in this wilderness is there for 
us so many loaves that we may feed so great a crowd?" = "From where in this 
solitary place could we possibly obtain a sufficient number of loaves ... to enable 
us to feed a crowd as large as this?", Cassirer.  

en + dat. "in [this remote place]" - IN [WILDERNESS, DESERT]. Local; 
expressing space.  

wJste + inf. "to [feed]" - The construction introduces a final clause expressing 
purpose; "in order to feed / satisfy a crowd like this."  

tosouton pro. "such [a crowd]" - SO GREAT [A CROWD]. This demonstrative 
pronoun is used also of the artoi, "bread" = "food" - a great amount of food is 
required for a great crowd.  
   
v34 

autoiV dat. pro. "[and Jesus said] to them - [AND JESUS SAYS] TO THEM 
[HOW MANY LOAVES DO YOU HAVE]? Dative of indirect object.  

oiJ de "they [replied]" - BUT/AND [SAID]. Transitional, serving as a 
contrastive indicator in dialogue, but not adversative; "and they said."  

icqudia (on) "[a few] small fish" - [SEVEN AND A FEW] FISH. A diminutive 
of "fish", so probably "little fish", as NIV, but possibly a reference to the scant 
supply on hand.  
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v35 

b) Jesus feeds the crowd, v35-38. The crucial point made in the account is 
that "everyone" ate, they were "satisfied" and there was an abundance of uneaten 
food left over - the abundance of manna for all Israel, the overflowing abundance 
of the messianic feast.  

paraggeilaV (paraggelw) aor. part. "he told [the crowd]" - [AND] 
COMMANDING, GIVING ORDER TO [THE CROWD]. The participle may be taken as 
adverbial, temporal, "when he had ordered the crowd", consecutive, "so he 
ordered the crowd to sit down", modal, "directing the crowd to sit down, or simply 
attendant on "he took", "he told the crowd ..... and then took ....." The verb has a 
military sense, "commanded, ordered", and being aorist, it is punctiliar - Jesus 
gave the command.  

tw/ oclow/ (oV) dat. "the crowd" - Dative of direct object after the para 
prefix verb "to give a command to."  

anapesein (anapiptw) aor. inf. "to sit down" - TO RECLINE. The infinitive 
serves to introduce an object clause / dependent statement of indirect speech 
expressing what Jesus orders the crowd to do.  

epi + acc. "on [the ground]" - Spatial; "down upon."  
   
v36  

eucaristhsaV (eucaristew) aor. part. "when he had given thanks" - [HE 
TOOK THE SEVEN LOAVES AND THE FISH AND] HAVING GIVEN THANKS. The 
participle is adverbial, best taken as temporal, as NIV. Saying a blessing over 
food, cf., 14:19, euloghsen, "he blessed them." Saying grace is an act of giving 
thanks for God's gracious bounty, and is specifically stated here.  

edidou (didwmi) imperf. "gave them" - [HE BROKE AND] GAVE. The 
imperfect is durative; Jesus kept giving the food to the disciples and the disciples 
gave it / distributed it to the gathered people.  

toiV maqhtaiV (hV ou) "to the disciples" - TO THE DISCIPLES [AND THE 
DISCIPLES gave them TO THE CROWDS]. As with "to the crowds", dative of 
indirect object.  
   
v37 

panteV adj. "[they] all [ate]" - [AND] EVERYONE [ATE]. The feeding was not 
exclusive; all those present ate.  

twn klasmatwn (a atoV) gen. "of broken pieces" - [AND WERE SATISFIED 
AND THE REMAINING] OF THE FRAGMENTS. The genitive is adjectival, partitive. 
Of the portions of bread and fish which were broken by Jesus (the "broken 
pieces", "fragments"), there was seven baskets full left over. So, the people were 
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"satisfied", with an abundance of food left over. The "fragments" / "broken 
pieces" are not the scraps.  

spuridaV (iV idoV) "[seven] basket[fuls]" - [WERE SEVEN] BASKETS [FULL]. 
The basket here is different to the one used at the feeding of the 5,000. This basket 
is more like a sack, probably with a handle, small or large.  

to perisseuon (peisseuw) pres. part. "that were left over" - REMAINING. 
The participle probably serves as a substantive; "what was left over / the food 
remaining." Many translations, as NIV, treat it as adjectival, attributed.  
   
v38 

oiJ ... esqionteV (esqiw) pres. part. "the number of those who ate" - [AND] 
THE ONES EATING [WERE FOUR THOUSAND MEN]. The participle serves as a 
substantive, nominative subject of the verb to-be.  

cwriV + gen. "besides" - BESIDES, IN ADDITION TO / APART FROM, WITHOUT 
[WOMEN AND CHILDREN]. Expressing dissociation. "Women and children being 
left out of account", Cassirer.  
   
v39 

iv] Transitional note, v39. The people are sent away and Jesus moves on to 
Magadan. The town is unknown, but possibly Magdala is intended on the shore 
of the Sea of Galilee.  

apolusaV (apoluw) aor. part. "after Jesus had sent [the crowd] away" - 
[AND] HAVING SENT AWAY [THE CROWDS]. The participle is usually taken as 
adverbial, best treated as temporal; "after sending away the crowds", ESV.  

ta oJria (on) "the vicinity [of Magadan]" - [HE ENTERED INTO THE BOAT 
AND CAME TO] THE BORDER [OF MAGADAN]. The word "border, boundary" is 
often used of a region, or district, so as NIV. "Went to the region of Magadan", 
ESV = "he came to shore near the town of Magadan", CEV. The proper genitive 
"of Magadan" is adjectival, attributive, idiomatic / local; "the region where 
Magadan is located."  
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16:1-12 

8. Preaching the gospel, 13:53-17:23 
viii] The yeast of the Pharisees 
Synopsis  

The Pharisees and Sadducees approach Jesus and ask that he verify his 
authority. Jesus points out that they are expert at reading signs of the weather, but 
not "signs of the times." The only sign suitable for a "wicked and adulterous 
generation" is the sign of Jonah, namely, the preaching of the gospel of the 
coming kingdom and its call for repentance. Setting sail across the lake, the 
disciples become aware that they have failed to obtain provisions. While this 
matter is being discussed, Jesus refers back to the encounter with the Pharisees 
and Sadducees, warning the disciple to "beware of the leaven of the Pharisees and 
Sadducees." Jesus is not impressed when the disciples think that he is chiding 
them for forgetting to bring along supplies. Jesus does chide them, not for 
forgetfulness, but for "little faith." Have they forgotten the miraculous feedings 
of the 5,000 and the 4,000 so quickly? Jesus then returns to his warning, "beware 
of the leaven of the Pharisees and Sadducees." Matthew concludes by noting that 
the disciples did finally understand the point that Jesus was making, namely, that 
they are to be on their guard "against the teaching of the Pharisees and 
Sadducees."  
   
Teaching  

A world of ideas contests the claims of the gospel, debilitating faith like an 
infecting cancer, so "be on your guard.."  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 13:53-58.  
   

ii] Structure: The leaven of the Pharisees:  
A conflict story - sign from heaven, v1-4: 

Sayings: 
"when evening comes ......"  
"a wicked and adulterous generation ....." 

The leaven of the Pharisees and the Sadducees, v5-12:  
The disciples' concern, v5; 

a shortage of supplies. 
Jesus' concern, v6; 

the "yeast of the Pharisees". 
The disciples think that Jesus' concern in theirs, 7; 
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Jesus addresses the disciples' concern, v8-11a; 
"do you not remember ... you of little faith" 

Jesus restates his concern, v11b; 
Editorial comment, v12. 

the disciples "understand".  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
The two pericopes / episodes before us are usually treated together, 

although we need to recognize that the second pericope, v5-12, responds to 
both the feeding of the four thousand, 15:29-39, and the demand for a sign 
by the Pharisees and the Sadducees, 16:1-4.  

In the first pericope we witness the leaven / teaching of the Pharisees 
challenging the bread / word of Jesus. A "wicked and adulterous 
generation" can expect only one sign from the divine, namely, the sign of 
Jonah, the proclamation of the coming kingdom / the gospel, and its call 
for repentance. Like manna from heaven, this life-giving word / bread is 
given in abundance and must be received in faith.  

In the second pericope we actually have a conversation between Jesus 
and his disciples which is at cross-purposes. The disciples are worried 
about a shortage of supplies, while Jesus is worried about the corrupting 
influence of the Pharisees' teachings. The disciples have their worry, v5, 
Jesus has his, v6. The disciples' think that their worry is Jesus' worry, v7, 
but it's not! So first, Jesus addresses their worry, v8-11a: "You of little faith 
...... Don't you remember ....." Then in v11b Jesus repeats his worry; "be on 
your guard against the yeast of the Pharisees and Sadducees." Mark's 
conclusion leaves the question open, "Do you not understand?" Matthew 
closes the issue with the disciples understanding that Jesus is not concerned 
about sustenance, but rather "the teaching of the Pharisees and Sadducees", 
v12.  
   

The point of this episode is simple enough: the bread / Word of Jesus 
is challenged by another word / teaching, a leaven which infects and 
corrupts, so be on guard. So again, within the context of Matthew's 
narrative intent, these two episodes serve as a paradigm for the gospel at 
work. The claims of the gospel - the sign of Jonah / the preaching of the 
gospel, of life-giving bread / word from Jesus - stands contested by another 
gospel, a false gospel, the leaven / teaching of the Pharisees and Sadducees. 
A world of ideas (often religious) contests the claims of the gospel, 
debilitating faith like an infecting cancer ("leaven"), so "be on your guard."  
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What is the teaching of the Pharisees and Sadducees? No detailed 
exposition of their theology has been preserved in the gospel tradition and 
so we are left with those occasions when Jesus clashes with them on matters 
pertaining to the Law of Moses. Clashes over Sabbath Law indicate that a 
law / grace issue is at the heart of the conflict between the teaching of the 
pietists and the gospel of Jesus. It is unlikely that Israel's pietists were 
legalists as such, but rather nomists. They didn't need to obey the Law of 
Moses to gain entry to God's elect people, they were already the elect, God's 
chosen people. The Law was the mechanism by which they maintained 
their status before God and progressed their appropriation of the promised 
covenant blessings. The gospel, on the other hand, proclaims that a person's 
status before God and their full appropriation of the promised covenant 
blessings is received as a gift of grace through faith. Law serves only to 
guide the fruit of faith, namely love. The problem with the teaching of the 
Pharisees and Sadducees, namely that holiness is earned, is that it 
undermines the truth that holiness before God is received as a gift of divine 
mercy. Salvation is totally dependent on the reception of God's grace 
through faith.  

It seems likely that the apostle Paul's clash with the Judaizers, the 
members of the circumcision party, focuses on exactly the same issue. Like 
the Pharisees, they promoted sanctification by obedience, but the life of a 
child of God does not progress by obedience to the law, but by grace 
through faith. Law makes us lawless, whereas faith make us faithful.  

To examine this issue further see the associated Exegetical 
Commentary on Galatians.  
   

Textual Criticism: The saying in v2a-3 is not found in some texts. 
Commentators are divided on whether to include it. See Luz for both sides 
of the argument; he opts for the shorter text. See Luke 12:54-56 for a similar 
saying.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
In the first pericope, the Sign from Heaven, Matthew and Mark again 

align in sequence, although Mark's account is scant compared to that of 
Matthew. Luke is much closer to Matthew than Mark. In the second 
pericope, the Leaven of the Pharisees and the Sadducees, Matthew and 
Mark align in sequence and also in content, with, of course, a number of 
differences. The editorial comment, Matthew 8:12, is not found in Mark. 
Most commentators hold that Matthew has used Mark as his primary 
source, expanding the Sign from Heaven, and reworking the Leaven of the 
Pharisees. Luke follows Matthew's account of the Sign from Heaven. Those 
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who hold to the primacy of Matthew disagree (the Griesbach theory). Of 
course, a proto-Mark / common oral tradition is always possible. It is 
interesting though, to note the differences between Matthew and Mark's 
account of the Leaven of the Pharisees. Matthew's working of the tradition 
draws out the significance of Jesus as the source of divine manna / Word / 
teaching. In Mark, the disciples are without understanding, but in 
Matthew's account, their lack of understanding is downplayed, and 
inevitably, by means of Jesus' teaching, they come to understand, v12. In 
Matthew, the false teaching of the Pharisees is emphasized: the warning is 
repeated twice and an explanation as to its meaning is supplied in v12. 
"Matthew is determined to draw a distinction between the disciples of Jesus 
and the teaching of the Pharisees and Sadducees, ie., official Judaism", 
Schweizer. In this way, Matthew's presentation of the received tradition 
serves his narrative intent.  
   

Text - 16:1  
A contest of ideas, v1-12: i] The request for a sign, v1-4. Israel's religious 

leaders are blind guides, they can't read the signs already before their eyes. The 
only sign for them is the sign of Jonah, namely, the proclamation of the gospel.  

proselqonteV (prosercomai) aor. part. "came to Jesus" - [AND THE 
PHARISEES AND SADDUCEES] HAVING APPROACHED [TESTING ASKED]. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb 
"asked".  

peirazonteV (peirazw) pres. part. "to test him" - TESTING, TEMPTING. The 
participle is adverbial, possibly final expressing purpose; "came and, in order to 
test him, asked." "Testing" expresses a hostile intent, and this with ephrwthsan, 
"besought", prompts Peterson's paraphrase "The Pharisees and Sadducees were 
on him again, pressing him to prove himself."  

epideixai (epideiknimi) aor. inf. "to show" - [ASKED HIM] TO SHOW, 
DISPLAY, REVEAL. The infinitive introduces an object clause / dependent 
statement of indirect speech expressing what they asked Jesus, namely, to show 
them a sign from heaven.  

autoiV dat. pro. "them" - Dative of indirect object after the verb "to show"; 
"to show a sign from heaven to them."  

ek + gen. "from [heaven]" - [A SIGN] FROM [HEAVEN]. Expressing source 
and origin. "Heaven" is the dwelling place of God, with the term sometimes a 
periphrasis of God himself, so a "sign from God", so Morris, Hagner. Yet, for 
such a meaning Matthew tends to use apo rather than ek. It seems likely that the 
requested sign (an evidential wonder authenticating divine authority) is of a 
heavenly nature rather than earthly. It is possible to argue that Jesus' earthly 
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miracles are tricks, or worse, magic employing the dark arts. A sign from heaven 
is likely to be a cosmic sign, eschatological - a sign which can't be faked, eg., a 
voice from heaven, or the sun shining at night and the mood during the day, cf., 
3:17, 17:5.  
   
v2 

The illustration on reading the weather is not found in some of the older 
manuscripts. Those who favour its inclusion suggest that it was dropped in places 
like Egypt where a dark red sky in the morning is not an indicator of foul weather. 
Today we still use the same formula: "Red sky at night, sailor's delight; red sky 
at morning, sailors take warning."  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "he replied" - [AND/BUT HE] 
HAVING ANSWERED [SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle, partly redundant / 
Semitic construction.  

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - to them. Dative of indirect object.  
genomenhV (ginomai) gen. aor. mid. part. "when [evening] comes" - 

[EVENING] HAVING COME. The participle serves within a genitive absolute 
construction, temporal, as NIV.  

gar "for" - [YOU SAY FAIR WEATHER] BECAUSE [THE HEAVEN IS FIERY = 
RED]. Introducing a causal clause explaining why they say "fair weather", because 
the sky is red.  
   
v3 

prwi adv. "in the morning" - Temporal adverb.  
shmeron adv. "today" - you say TODAY [it will be BAD WEATHER]. Temporal 

adverb.  
gar "for" - FOR [THE HEAVEN IS TURNED RED]. Introducing a causal clause 

explaining why they think it will be bad weather, because ......  
stugnazwn (stugnazw) pres. part. "and overcast" - BEING SAD, APPALLED 

= SOMBRE, GLOOMY. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "to be fiery"; "The sky is red and has a threatening look", 
Cassirer.  

men ..... de ".... but ...." - Adversative comparative construction; "on the one 
hand you know ..... but on the other hand, you cannot ......"  

diakrinein (diakrinw) pres. inf. "[you know] how to interpret" - [YOU 
KNOW] TO EVALUATE, CONSIDER. The infinitive introduces an object clause / 
dependent statement of perception expressing what they know, namely, "how to 
distinguish the look of the sky", Moffatt.  

tou ouranou (oV) gen. "[the appearance] of the sky" - [THE FACE] OF THE 
HEAVEN. The genitive may be classified as verbal, subjective, "the signs of bad 
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weather exhibited by the sky", but better adjectival, possessive, or attributive / 
idiomatic, "the signs of bad weather which are evident in the sky. "The look of 
the sky", Phillips = "you can tell what the weather will be like by looking at the 
sky", CEV.  

ou dunasqe (dunamai) pres. mid./pas. "[but] you cannot interpret" - [BUT] 
YOU ARE NOT ABLE [THE SIGNS OF THE TIME to know = evaluate, understand]. 
The complementary infinitive diakrinein, "to evaluate, consider = interpret", is 
assumed  

ta ... shmeion (on) acc. "the signs" - Accusative of respect; "with respect / 
reference to the signs of the times, you are not able to evaluate." The "signs of 
the times" probably refers to the predicted events pointing to a "day of the Lord", 
a day set by God. Such a "day" is a day of judgment, eschatological, but not 
necessarily the final day, the parousia. It is a time of divine manifestation, a "day 
/ time / year of visitation", days "which demand personal decision", D&A, cf., 
Isa.10:3. The evidence for such a day, realized in the person of Jesus, lay before 
the religious authorities of Israel, but they simply could not see "the signs in the 
ministry of Jesus marking the dawning of the messianic age", Hagner.  

twn kairwn (oV) gen. "of the times" - The genitive can be taken as verbal, 
subjective, or adjectival, attributive, idiomatic; "the signs providing / which 
provide the key to these decisive times", Cassirer.  
   
v4 

auth/ dat. pro. "[will be given] it" - [AN EVIL AND ADULTEROUS GENERATION 
SEEKS A SIGN AND NO SIGN WILL BE GIVEN] IT. Dative of indirect object.  

ei mh "except" - Introducing an exceptive clause expressing a contrast by 
designating an exception.  

Iwna gen. prop. "[the sign] of Jonah. This genitive proper is adjectival, 
epexegetic, specifying the sign in mind. This Jonah sign is not the resurrection of 
Christ, with Jonah's three days in the belly of the whale representing the three 
days of Christ in the tomb, cf., 12:40. Within Matthew's paradigm for the gospel 
at work we learn that a sinful generation will look for miraculous signs, but the 
only sign for such a generation is the word of a suffering preacher. Like Jonah, 
the Son of Man and his disciples serve as preachers of judgment, struggling to 
this end. Sadly, unlike Jonah, few in all of Israel will repent at the preaching of 
the gospel proving that they are indeed "a wicked and adulterous generation." 
This reality applies no less to our generation.  

katalipwn (kataleipw) aor. part. "Jesus then left them" - [AND] HAVING 
LEFT [THEM HE WENT AWAY]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "to go away, depart", "he left them and departed." The 
participle could be treated as adverbial, temporal, as NIV.  
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v5 

ii] The leaven of the Pharisees and Sadducees, v5-12.  
elqonteV (ercomai) aor. part. "when they went [across the lake]" - [THE 

DISCIPLES] HAVING COME. The participle is adverbial, best taken as temporal. 
Matthew's account is somewhat awkward when compared with Mark. In Mark 
the discussion between Jesus and his disciples seems to take place while they are 
sailing across the lake. Matthew, seemingly concerned not to imply that Jesus had 
forgotten the bread, ends up with the disciples sailing across the lake without 
Jesus and the discussion taking place when they disembark on the other side. This 
is just the type of awkward tangle that might occur when working from a received 
oral tradition rather than a document. The gist of the story would be preserved, 
there would be words in common, but local peculiarities and the author's 
propensities would also play their part (as here???). None-the-less, that Matthew 
used Mark (or possibly Mark used Matthew!!!), or some form of proto-Mark, oral 
or written, as his prime source is supported by the parallel sequencing of the 
pericopes from 13:54 through to 17:23.  

to "[across the lake]" - [TO] THE [BEYOND]. The article serves as a 
nominalizer turning the adverb peran, "beyond", into a substantive, "the other 
side"; "of the lake" is assumed.  

labein (lambanw) aor. inf. "to take [bread]" - [FORGOT] TO TAKE [LOAVES]. 
The infinitive introduces an object clause / dependent statement of perception 
expressing what the disciples forgot.  
   
v6  

oJrate (oJraw) pres. imp. "be careful" - [BUT/AND JESUS SAID TO THEM] SEE, 
LOOK, WATCH. Used with the sense here "look out", "keep a sharp lookout" = 
"beware".  

autoiV dat. pro. "to them" - Dative of indirect object.  
apo + gen. "against" - [AND PAY CLOSE ATTENTION TO / BE APPREHENSIVE 

OF] FROM. Here possibly expressing separation, "keep away from the leaven of 
the Pharisees and Sadducees. ", Berkeley, although with verbs expression caution 
apo indicates the object of that caution, here "the leaven of the Pharisees and 
Sadducees"; see BDF #149.  

thV zumhV (h) gen. "the yeast" - THE LEAVEN. Lane, writing within the 
context of Mark's gospel, suggests that the "yeast" of the Pharisees is "the 
disposition to believe only if signs which compel faith are produced." This is 
obviously not the sense in Matthew, nor probably in Mark. The "yeast" is their 
religious teaching. Like the teachings of say the Church of the Latter-Day Saints, 
or the Jehovah Witnesses, not everything they teach is contrary to scripture, but 
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from a Christian perspective, it is best to stay away from their nomist / law-based 
teaching - salvation is by grace through faith apart from the law. Beware! Keep 
away from the influence of the Pharisees' teachings.  

twn farisaiwn (oV) gen. "of the Pharisees" - OF THE PHARISEES [AND THE 
SADDUCEES]. The genitive may be treated as verbal, subjective, or adjectival, 
possessive; "Keep a sharp eye out for the Pharisee-Sadducee yeast", Peterson. 
   
v7 

en + dat. "among [themselves]" - [BUT/AND THEY WERE DISCUSSING, 
REASONING] IN [THEMSELVES]. Expressing association; "among, with."  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "and said" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb "were discussing", or 
adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of their discussing.  

oJti "it is because" - THAT [WE DID NOT TAKE LOAVES = BREAD]. The NIV 
takes the conjunction here as causal, but possibly also introducing direct speech, 
"we brought no bread", ESV, or a dependent statement of indirect speech, "they 
kept talking among themselves about bringing no loaves", Barclay, or even as a 
direct question, cf., MHT III p49.  
   
v8 

gnouV (ginwskw) aor. part. "Aware of their discussion" - [BUT/AND] HAVING 
KNOWN what they were saying [JESUS SAID, WHY ARE YOU DISCUSSING AMONG 
YOURSELVES]. The participle is adverbial, best taken as causal; "because Jesus 
was aware of / realized / understood what they were discussing."  

oligopistoi adj. voc. "you of little faith" - LITTLE FAITH ones. The adjective 
serves as a substantive. Unlike Mark, Matthew makes little of the disciples' 
failings in this pericope. He is more focused on the subversive nature of the 
Pharisees teachings - it is all about protecting the kingdom word / gospel / bread 
from the nomist word / gospel / leaven of the Pharisees. Still, Matthew's 
perspective does not override a central issue of this pericope, namely, the failure 
of the disciples to keep in mind the messianic bounty which they recently 
experienced in the feeding of the 5,000 and the 4,000 as they face the reality of 
daily living. Will not God provide for the mission of the messiah? The durative 
imperfect dielogizonto, "they were discussing", may well stress an ongoing 
debate over the failure to properly provision their trip, whereas a "she'll be right 
mate!" would have been more appropriate. So, for a sermon on the importance of 
faith in gospel ministry we are best to use Mark's account, but for a sermon on 
the corrupting influence of bad theology we are best to use Matthew.  
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oJti "about" - saying THAT [YOU HAVE NO BREAD]. Obviously here serving to 
introduce a dependent statement of indirect speech; See v7. "why are you 
discussing among yourselves the fact that you have no bread?", ESV.  
   
v9 

oupw adv. "still not" - [DO YOU] NOT YET [UNDERSTAND NEITHER 
REMEMBER THE FIVE LOAVES]. Temporal adverb.  

twn pentakisciliwn adj. "for the five thousand" - OF THE FIVE THOUSAND. 
The adjective serves as a substantive; "the five thousand men." The genitive is 
adjectival, possessive, or idiomatic, "do you not remember the five loaves which 
were distributed to the five thousand men?"  

posouV pro. "how many" - [AND] HOW MANY [BASKETS YOU RECEIVED]. 
Interrogative pronoun. Singular "how much, how great", but plural, "how many." 
A wonderful result which would be hard to forget - from five loaves 5,000 + are 
fed and there is an abundance left over.  
   
v10 

oude "or" - NOR [THE SEVEN LOAVES OF THE FOUR THOUSAND AND HOW 
MANY BASKETS YOU RECEIVED]. The negation serves to indicate a step in the 
argument. Syntax as for v9.  
   
v11  

pwV "how is it" - HOW [is it that you are NOT UNDERSTANDING]. Here 
introducing a rhetorical question.  

oJti "-" - THAT [I SPOKE NOT ABOUT LOAVES TO YOU]. Introducing an object 
clause / dependent statement of perception expressing what the disciples did not 
understand.  

uJmin dat. pro. "to you" - Dative of indirect object.  
prosecete de apo thV zumhn twn Farisaiwn "but be on your guard 

against the yeast of the Pharisees" - See v6. "Haven't you realized that bread 
isn't the problem? The problem is yeast, Pharisee-Sadducee yeast", Peterson.  
   
v12 

tote adv. "then" - Temporal adverb serving to indicate a step in the narrative. 
"Then they got it!", Peterson.  

oJti "that" - [THEY UNDERSTOOD] THAT [HE DID NOT SAY]. Introducing an 
object clause / dependent statement of perception expressing what the disciples 
came to understand.  

prosecein (prosecw) pres. inf. "to guard" - TO BE APPREHENSIVE, ALERT, 
BEWARE. The infinitive introduces an object clause / dependent statement of 
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indirect speech expressing what Jesus did not say, namely, "to beware of the 
leaven of the loaves."  

apo + gen. "against" - FROM. The basic sense of separation, "away from", is 
present, but again, as in v6, it identifies what the disciples should be apprehensive 
of, beware of, alert to (the object of caution), namely, not the leaven of bread, but 
the leaven of the Pharisees and Sadducees.  

twn artwn (oV) gen. "[the yeast] used in bread" - [THE YEAST] OF LOAVES 
= BREAD. The genitive is adjectival, attributive, idiomatic, "the yeast / leaven 
which is found in bread"; "to beware of leaven in the sense of leaven that is in 
loaves (bread)", Barclay.  

alla "but" - Strong adversative, as NIV, serving within a counterpoint 
construction; "not ..... but ......"  

apo + gen. "against" - FROM. As above. The sentence is somewhat elliptical 
given that the logic is "but beware of the leaven of the Pharisees and Sadducees, 
that is / namely, the teaching of the Pharisees and Sadducees."  

twn farisaiwn (oV) gen. "[the teaching] of the Pharisees" - [FROM THE 
TEACHING] OF THE PHARISEES [AND SADDUCEES]. The genitive is usually treated 
as verbal, subjective, or adjectival, possessive. "But to be more wary about 
allowing the Jewish leaders to influence them and lead them astray", Junkins.  
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16:13-20 

8. Preaching the gospel, 13:53-17:23 
ix] Peter's confession of Jesus 
Synopsis  

Jesus and his disciples have entered the district of Caesarea Philippi, some 
twenty miles north of the Sea of Galilee. He asks the disciples who people say he 
is. Most people see Jesus as some sort of prophet, but Jesus wants to know who 
the disciples think he is. Peter declares that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of the 
living God. Jesus then announces that Peter is blessed for this answer and that 
upon this rock Jesus will build the new Israel, bestowing on Peter and his fellow 
believers the authority to bind and loose.  
   
Teaching  

The church is founded on faith in Christ, and its mission is fulfilled in 
preaching the gospel and authoritatively offering forgiveness (loosing) or 
condemnation (binding), depending on a person's response to the proclamation of 
the gospel.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 13:53-58. The narrative section, Preaching the Gospel, 
13:53-17:23, develops the theme of the third discourse, The Gospel, 13:1-52. In 
the third part of this narrative section, 16:13-17:23, Matthew takes us to the heart 
of the gospel, namely the mystery of Christ's passion, while at the same time 
revealing the substance of faith, namely, identification with Christ's vicarious 
sacrifice. Peter's confession of Christ provides the classic response to the gospel, 
16:13-20, but faith in Christ involves more than an affirmation of Jesus as 
messiah. This is revealed in Christ's first prediction of his death and resurrection, 
16:21-23. Jesus, the anointed one of God, is destined to die, but will rise. The 
necessary response to this reality involves identification with his death, 16:24-28. 
Yet, beside humiliation there is glory, a glory which is revealed in the 
transfiguration, 17:1-13. So, a right response to the gospel entails a faith which 
identifies with the glorious suffering one. The gospel is bereft of power without 
this response, 17:14-21. Matthew winds up the 3rd. narrative by restating the 
fundamentals - Christ has died, Christ is risen (and soon he will add, Christ will 
come again), 17:22-23.  
   

Commentators tend to link 16:13ff to the 4th discourse, the Christian 
Community, but these notes proceed on the assumption that Matthew continues 
to use the narratives up to 17:23 to explain the gospel at work, ie., the 3rd. 
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Narrative looks back to the 3rd. Discourse. In the Leaven of the Pharisees Mark 
has presented the disciples as lacking understanding / faith, and then uses the 
step-by-step healing of the blind man at Bethsaida to show a growing awareness 
of Christ which climaxes with the confession of Peter at Caesarea Philippi. For 
Matthew, the focus is not on the disciples but on the truth of the gospel as 
compared to the leaven / teaching of the Pharisees. The disciples' faith is weak, 
but they do come to understand, so Matthew does not record the healing of the 
blind man in Mark's account. Matthew's next pericope is Peter's confession of 
Christ - a classic response to the gospel. Next comes the first prediction of Christ, 
establishing foundational gospel truths, and then the call "let him deny himself 
and take up his cross and follow me." This call is often interpreted in discipleship 
terms, as if looking forward to the 4th. Discourse. Yet, this is all about carrying 
Christ's cross. Christ is the glorious suffering one, the full benefits of which are 
facilitated in identification in his cross-bearing on our behalf, ie., taking up our 
cross and following Christ is not a call to cross-bearing discipleship, but a call to 
identification with the suffering Christ, a call to rest on the grace of God in Christ. 
So, Matthew's theme in the narratives through to 17:23 is the gospel at work, not 
discipleship.  
   

ii] Structure: Peter's confession of Jesus: 
Setting, v13a; 
Conversation, v13b-16; 

"Who do people say the Son of Man is?", v13b;  
Discourse / sayings, v17-19. 

"blessed are you, Simon son of Jonah ...", v17; 
"on this rock I will build my church ....", v18; 
"whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven ....", v19. 

Narrative conclusion, v20.  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
The story of Peter's confession of Jesus as the Christ is a turning point 

in the synoptic tradition. Time is running out, the kingdom is drawing near 
and is about to impact on the Gentile world. So, Jesus seeks to draw out 
from his disciples the significance of his person. Jesus' contemporaries may 
see him as a teacher, or prophet, but it is essential for his disciples to 
understand that he is the long-promised messiah. Peter's confession of Jesus 
as the Christ serves as the foundational response to the gospel upon which 
the church is built; it is "the rock" upon which Jesus will build the new 
Israel. Depending on a person's response to the gospel, the fellowship of 
believers has the power and authority either to bind the unrepentant to 
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condemnation, or to loose the repentant from the powers of darkness and 
death.  
   

Peter's confession: The confession of Peter has prompted endless 
debate, but can be condensed into three possible interpretations:  

• Peter's recognition of Jesus as messiah is representative of all 
disciples, and it is upon this recognition that Christ will build his 
church;  

• Peter is a unique disciple upon whom Jesus will build his 
church;  

• Peter is uniquely the first disciple to recognize Jesus as 
messiah, and upon this recognition Christ will build his church.  

The first option is generally accepted by Protestant commentators, the 
second by Roman commentators. The third option bridges the first two, 
although if Peter is speaking for all the apostles then his recognition of 
Christ cannot be classified as unique.  

Jesus seems to give Simon, son of John/Jonah, the nickname "Rocky", 
but the meaning of this image is unclear. Is the "rock" Jesus, Jesus' words 
(so Gundry), Peter, the confession of faith, or the content of the confession? 
Protestants have rejected the idea that Peter is the rock, rejecting also the 
Roman Catholic teaching that Peter's successors (the Popes) possess 
infallibility on matters of religion and authority over the church. Protestants 
have tended to see the rock as either Christ, or more particularly, Peter's 
confession of faith. Elsewhere Jesus is the rock, but here Peter is the rock 
and Jesus is the builder. The context always determines meaning. Jesus is 
probably saying that Peter is the first among equals (not by any means 
perfect or superior to the other apostles) and upon his confession of faith, 
Jesus will build his church. Christ's last-days community ("church", 
literally "assembly") will be built (gathered-in and prepared to rule in 
eternity) as others join with Peter in the acceptance of Jesus as messiah (the 
anointed one sent by God to establish his eternal kingdom). "In principle 
all the apostles constituted the foundation [of the church], with Jesus as the 
cornerstone, but as a matter of historical fact it was on Peter's leadership 
that the earliest phase of the church's development would depend and that 
personal role, fulfilling his name Rock, is appropriately celebrated by Jesus' 
words here", France.  
   

What does Jesus mean by "whatever you bind / loose on earth shall 
have been bound / loosed in heaven"? D&A lists thirteen possible 
meanings; the main options are as follows:  
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• A Jewish rabbinical sense where "bind" = forbid, hinder, 
restrict, and "loose" = permit, cf. TEV. So, the words are often taken 
to refer to decisions of the church; "the Spirit inspired church (or in 
the more narrow sense "Peter and his successors", D&A) will be able 
to declare authoritatively what things are forbidden and what things 
are permitted", Morris, so also France, Hill,... Of course, given the 
tense of "shall have been bound" and "shall have been loosed", the 
church's authority over matters of faith and morals, must be in 
harmony with the teachings of Jesus / the Word of God, ie., "Peter 
does in the present age what God has already determined. In other 
words, Peter has received direction from God for his scribal activity. 
This direction consists in Jesus' teaching. Other disciples have 
received the same direction, since Peter stands for them", Gundry. 
"The church on earth carries out heaven's (God's) decisions, not 
heaven (God) ratifying the church's decisions", Albright and Mann. 
So, as Mussner via Luz puts it, Peter, as with all disciples, exercises 
his authority by the "constant uncompromising advocacy of the 
teachings of Jesus." In this sense Peter functions as the scribe trained 
for the kingdom of heaven, no longer teaching the Law, but the 
righteousness of faith, ie., the gospel of God's grace, cf. 13:52;  

• A legal technical sense where "bind" = put in fetters, and 
"loose" = acquit. Peter, and by implication all who confess the faith, 
have authority, in the face of the coming kingdom, to exercise divine 
judgment through the proclamation of the gospel;  

• A theological sense describing the binding of Satan / 
demonic powers and of losing / releasing people from the bondage 
of evil;  

• An ecclesiastical sense, of retaining and forgiving sins. 
Nolland calls this option an example of "performative speech" and 
he notes that the "coordination marked by the perfect participles 
would also fit the declaration of forgiveness and the withholding of 
forgiveness found in Jn.20:23". "The authority spoken of, then, is in 
effect that of being able to declare whether a person becomes fully a 
part of the community of salvation or not, no longer simply on the 
basis of obedience to the Torah, but on the basis of response or lack 
of response to the good news of the kingdom", Hagner;  

• In the sense that "bind and loose" stands for "shut" and 
"open", cf. Rev. 3:7, 9:1, 20:1. "By means of the preaching of the 
gospel he (Peter / church) was opening the doors to some (Acts 2:38, 
39, 3:16-20, 4:12, 10:34-43), closing them to others (3:23)", 
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Hendriksen, so also Blomberg. Peter and the other disciples, 
possessing the gospel revealed to them by the "Father in heaven", 
now have the keys that can open the door to the kingdom. They have 
authority to proclaim a message with the power to exclude or permit 
entry to the kingdom of heaven. The gospel is the key that locks out 
the rebel, but also unlocks the bounty of God's heavenly blessings 
now made available in the person and work of Jesus. The gospel 
binds the unrepentant to condemnation, as the Pharisees bound many 
to judgment by their teaching of the law, but also looses the 
repentant, as Christ loosed many demon-possessed people from the 
clutches of Satan. We should note though that plural "keys" is "more 
suited to the steward than the porter controlling a single entrance", 
Luz.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
Both Matthew and Mark make the confession at Caesarea Philippi the 

central turning point in their gospels. From this point on the focus is on 
Jesus and his disciples, with both accounts moving inexorably toward 
Jerusalem and the cross. Mark's artistic placement of Jesus' healing of the 
blind man at Bethsaida serves to reinforce the growing faith of the disciples, 
Mk.8:22-26. Matthew does not develop this theme, although it is evident, 
eg., 17:23b.  

 

Homiletics: The Catholic Church 
There is a sense where every Christian is a member of the Catholic church. 

For example, the English Prayer Book uses the term Catholic in a particular 
Biblical sense meaning universal - "the whole Catholick Church of Christ". 
Catholic then means all believers everywhere of whatever denomination - Christ's 
church universal; all believers past, present and future. 

In the New Testament, the word "church" means assembly, Christian or 
otherwise. Today the term is used exclusively of a Christian assembly. We don’t 
normally refer to a Hindu church. Although we are members of the one church, 
it has two forms. There is the local assembly where we regularly meet - daily, 
weekly, monthly.... whatever. There is no requirement on how often we meet, 
although we are encouraged not to "forsake the gathering together of the 
brotherhood". As we meet, Jesus is present with us; this is his promise. The other 
form of the church is the heavenly gathering with Christ. Although we await the 
resurrection of the dead, there is a sense where even now we are "raised up with 
Christ and seated with him in the heavenly realms", Eph.2:6. At the day of 
resurrection, we will all gather at the same moment to be with Christ for eternity. 
This truth is so imminent that the apostle can speak of it as a present reality. This 
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then is the catholic church, the universal Christian church. When we gather with 
our brothers and sisters in the Lord, we mimic the eternal gathering of all God's 
people. As we gather we are part of an eternal whole. 

The church that Jesus tells Peter he is about to build, is the universal eternal 
community of believers. Jesus' words to Peter tell us something of this church: 

First; membership is gained by confessing Christ. Christ's eternal 
community is made up of those who trust him for their eternal security. There are 
no other entrance requirements. When we trust Jesus, "the Son of the living God", 
we are eternally secure in him. 

Second; Christ's community is eternal. It is not a religious fad which will 
fade out with the passing of time. No power, earthly or spiritual, can overcome 
Christ's eternal community. 

Third; Christ's community is functional. Each individual member of 
Christ's fellowship has both the authority and responsibility to offer God's 
forgiveness and total acceptance to all who seek his mercy in Christ. 

When we have a big-picture view of the church, we need no longer feel 
alone, vulnerable or afraid, even if it is only two or three who meet together. 

   
Text - 16:13a 

Jesus is revealed to the apostles as the Messiah, the Son of God, v13-20: i] 
Opening transitional note establishing the setting, v13a. Jesus has moved away 
from the crowds in order to teach his disciples. Caesarea Philippi, at the base of 
Mount Hermon and some 50 kilometers North of Galilee, is a Gentile town, and 
Jesus has moved in nearby.  

elqwn (ercomai) aor. part. "when [Jesus] came" - [AND JESUS] HAVING 
COME. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as NIV.  

ta merh (oV) "the region" - [INTO] THE PART, REGION. "The district."  
KaisareiaV thV Filippou gen. "of Caesarea Philippi" - The genitive is 

adjectival, locative; "the territory near the town of Caesarea Philippi", TH. 
Identifying the northern border region of Galilee.  
   
v13b 

ii] Dialogue, v13b-16. a) Jesus asks his first question, v13b.  
hrwta (erwtaw) imperf. "he asked" - HE WAS ASKING, QUESTIONING [THE 

DISCIPLES OF HIM]. The imperfect is durative so possibly indicating a question-
time, although a durative verb is often used of speech.  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "-" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle, 
redundant; "he asked ..... and said."  

oiJ anqrwpoi (oV) "people" - [WHOM] THE MEN [SAY THE SON OF MAN TO 
BE]? Nominative subject of the verb "to say." In a general sense, "the crowds", 
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the swirl of humanity that focused on Jesus' ministry of healing, but did not 
believe.  

ton uiJon tou anqrwpou "the Son of Man" - See 8:20. Mark and Luke have 
"who I am?", which illustrates that Jesus is not seeking the crowd's definition of 
"the Son of Man." Jesus favours this designation of the messiah from Daniel 7:13. 
The term can just mean "man", so assisting the messianic secret.  

einai (eimi) pres. inf. "is" - TO BE. The infinitive introduces a dependent 
statement of indirect speech expressing what the people say, namely, that the Son 
of Man is this, that the Son of man is that; "who do people say that the Son of 
Man is?", ESV.  
   
v14 

b) The disciples answer Jesus' first question, v14. They relate the positive 
views held of Jesus, although all are more or less off the mark. That he is a post-
death John the Baptist is nothing more than superstition. The suggestion that he 
is Elijah has some Biblical support, Mal.4:5. Matthew is the only gospel writer to 
mention Jeremiah and probably the sense is of a Jeremiah-type, a prophet of 
doom.  

men .. .. de ... de .... "[some say ... others .... still others]" - ON THE ONE 
HAND [SOME say JOHN THE BAPTIST] BUT ON THE OTHER HAND [OTHERS say 
ELIJAH] AND THEN AGAIN [OTHERS say JEREMIAH OR ONE OF THE PROPHETS]. 
Adversative comparative construction. The oiJ ..... alloi ..... eJteroi, "some ..... 
others ..... others ....", is a unique construction for the NT.  
   
v15 

c) Jesus asks a second more pointed question, v15. Jesus pushes the disciples 
to articulate their own understanding.  

uJmeiV de "but what about you?" - [HE SAYS TO THEM], BUT YOU. The 
conjunction is adversative and the personal pronoun, "you", is emphatic. "'But 
you', he said", NJB.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[he asked]" - [HE SAID] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
einai pres. inf. "I am" - TO BE. The infinitive as v13; "who do you say that I 

am?" ESV.  
   
v16 

d) Jesus' question was to all the disciples, but Peter answers his question, 
v16. Peter's confession may well express the opinion of all the disciples, namely, 
that Jesus is the messiah, "the Christ", sent by God to save Israel. The term, "Son 
of God", is a messianic title meaning "the Anointed One," and is not alluding to 
Jesus' filial relationship with the Father. As for God being "the living God", he is 
living in that he is the source and giver of life.  
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Simwn PetroV "Simon Peter" - [AND HAVING ANSWERED] SIMON PETER 
[SAID]. Nominative subject of the verb to-be. Here identifying Peter's surname, 
derived from the Hebrew "Simeon".  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "answered" - HAVING ANSWERED. 
Attendant circumstance participle, redundant; "answered and said."  

oJ CristoV "the Christ" - [YOU ARE] THE CHRIST. Predicate nominative. 
With the article the meaning is messiah, the anointed one of God, the coming one, 
as promised by the Old Testament prophets.  

tou qeou (oV) "[Son] of [the living] God" - [THE SON] OF THE GOD. The 
genitive is adjectival, relational. Here simply a messianic title, the Anointed One, 
the messiah of Israel, rather than revealing a filial relationship between the Father 
and the Son.  

tou zwntoV (zaw) part. gen. "living" - OF THE LIVING. The participle is 
adjectival, attributive, limiting "God". The descriptor may describe God as the 
source of all life and the giver of life, which indeed he is. Often translated as an 
attribute of God, "the living God", but the adjective's function to limit may serve 
here to separate God from the other dead gods, no gods; "the Son of the God who 
is the living one (as distinct from those gods who aren't)." The God we worship 
is "the God who acts in history in contrast to the dead Gentile idols", Luz.  
   
v17 

iii] Discourse / sayings, v17-19. All three are controlled by 2nd. sing. verbs, 
with v18-19 set in the future tense. The first saying is affirmative of Peter's 
perspective, the second concerns the power of the church and the third the 
authority of the church.  

a) "Blessed are you .....", v17. Peter's knowledge that Jesus is the Christ, the 
messiah, is not human in origin; it is part of God's revelation to humanity. Now 
that Peter has observed it, Jesus proclaims it.  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "[Jesus replied]" - HAVING 
ANSWERED [JESUS SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "said", somewhat redundant (pleonastic); "answered and 
said" = "Jesus answered him", ESV.  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - to him. Dative of indirect object.  
makarioV adj. "blessed" - Possibly "happy", "fortunate", but more in the 

terms of a spiritual blessing, "favoured [of God]", REB.  
Bariwna "son of Jonah" - [BLESSED ARE YOU SIMON] BAR-JONA. Matthew 

gives Peter's family name in the form of a transliteration of the Aramaic "son of 
Jonah", although in John's gospel it is "son of John", cf. Jn.1:42. Gundry argues 
that Matthew has changed the name from "John" to "Jonah", wanting to highlight 
his prophetic status, so "someone like Jonah." Cullmann argues that the name 
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derives from the Akkadian word which means "terrorist", ie., Matthew is alluding 
to Peter's Zealot background. D&A think this is unlikely.  

oJti "for" - Here introducing a causal clause explaining why Peter is blessed; 
"because ...."  

soi dat. pro. "[not revealed] to you" - [FLESH AND BLOOD DID NOT REVEAL 
this] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  

sarx kai aiJma "by man / by flesh and blood" - Nominative subject of the 
verb "to reveal." The disciples did not come to this understanding by means of 
the instruction of a "mortal man", ie., "not merely as the result of human effort 
and reasoning", Hagner. Peter's understanding is still limited. He had not yet 
grasped the significance of a suffering messiah. It is, therefore, difficult to 
understand the full weight of Jesus' words "my Father in heaven" "revealed to 
you". In what sense is Peter's present understanding of Jesus divinely revealed? 
Is it a specific revelation, or part of the general revelation of God to humanity? 
D&A think it is more specific than general in that it is part of God's unveiling of 
the hidden Messiah. In the end, any knowledge of the Divine is totally dependent 
upon His self-revelation.  

all (alla) "but" - Strong adversative serving in a counterpoint 
construction, "not ..... but ......", as NIV.  

oJ "-" - [THE FATHER OF ME] THE ONE. The article serves as an adjectivizer 
turning the prepositional phrase en toiV ouranoiV into an attributive adjective 
limiting "Father"; "who is in heaven", ESV.  

en + dat. "in [heaven]" - IN [THE HEAVENS]. Locative, expressing space.  
   
v18 

b) "On this rock .....", v18. Jesus plays with Peter's name, a name which 
means rock, and declares that on this rock he will build his church. Is the "rock" 
the priority of Peter or his confession of faith? He is certainly the first of many 
believers who will stand up for Jesus and so become members of God's eternal 
community. Hell's gates may be strong, but no power of evil can stand against the 
Lord's army.  

kagw de soi legw "and I tell you" - BUT/AND I SAY TO YOU. An emphatic 
construction; "you have declared that I am the messiah, and so now I in my turn 
have a declaration for you, you are Peter / Rock (Rocky!!!)."  

oJti "that" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of direct speech 
expressing Jesus' pronouncement to Peter.  

su ei PetroV "you are Peter" - YOU ARE PETER / ROCK. Possibly giving 
Peter a special name, but more likely identifying Peter as the person who has just 
made this significant statement of faith.  
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epi + dat. "on" - [AND] UPON. Basically epi + dat. means "upon, on top of" 
so presumably the Church metaphorically rests upon / is built upon Peter the Rock 
as the first representative confessor of Jesus as the Christ, or if his confession 
itself is in mind, then the Church rests upon / is built upon his confession, namely, 
that Jesus is the Christ. Either way, Peter / Rocky, and/or his confession, is the 
foundation upon which the Church is built.  

petra/ (a) fem. dat. "rock" - [THIS] ROCK, LARGE STONE, HEWN STONE. 
Predicate nominative, dative after the preposition epi. See notes above.  

thn ekklhsian (h) "church" - [I WILL BUILD] THE CHURCH, ASSEMBLY, 
COMMUNITY, GROUP [OF ME]. Accusative direct object of the verb "to build." 
Gathered assembly, not organization.  

aJdou (hV ou) gen. "[the gates] of Hades" - [AND GATES] OF THE 
UNDERWORLD, HADES. The genitive is adjectival, possessive, "hell's gates", or 
idiomatic, "the gates which stand in defence of Hades", .... "Hades" is the place 
of the dead, the underworld, the realm of death and evil, cf. Job.17:16, Isa.38:10, 
etc. Hades' gates cannot resist thn ekklhsia, "the church / the fellowship of 
believers." The gates cannot katiscuw, "exercise mastery over" the church, 
either in the sense of holding believers in the state of death ("the place of the dead 
cannot close its gates to imprison the members of Jesus' congregation", Fenton), 
or able to resist the assault of believers against the domain of darkness. Both 
options are true, but it is unclear which sense is intended here. The second option 
seems best: the assembled community of believers, built by Jesus the messiah on 
Peter and his confession, will not fade away in the passing of time, as have other 
religions, when confronted by the fortress of evil. Jesus is promising that the evil 
empire / the whore of Babylon cannot stand against the army of Christ.  

katiscusousin (katiscuw) fut. "overcome" - [WILL NOT] OVERCOME, 
OVERPOWER, HAVE MASTERY OVER. "All the forces of hell itself, having no 
power to win a victory over it", Cassirer.  

authV gen. pro. "it" - Genitive of direct object after the kata prefix verb "to 
overcome."  
   
v19 

c) "Whatever you bind on earth .....", v19. Peter, as the first among many 
who will confess Jesus as "Son of the living God", is now described as the one 
who holds the keys of the kingdom. He, along with all those who follow in his 
footsteps, has the power to open the gates of the kingdom, or to close them, ie. 
give permission for a person to enter the kingdom, or exclude them from it. This 
is done through the preaching of the gospel and the announcement of God's 
condemnation, or forgiveness, depending on the person's rejection or acceptance 
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of the gospel message. The intended meaning of this saying is open to debate. 
Carson nicely summarizes the 5 problems areas:  

• What is the translation of the two periphrastic constructions formed 
by the future verb to-be and the perfect passive participle, "will be bound" 
and "will be loosed", NIV?  

• Does o}, "whatever", refer to things or people?  
• What do the subjective verbs dysh/V, "bind", and lush/V, "loose", 

actually mean?  
• "Does this promise apply to Peter only, to the apostolic band, or to 

the church at large?"  
• "How is the contrast between heaven and earth to be understood?"  
• We probably need to add a sixth question: for what purpose is Peter 

to use the keys?  
soi "[I will give] to you" - Dative of indirect object.  
taV kleidaV (eiV eidoV) "keys" - THE KEYS. Accusative direct object of the 

verb "to give." Peter, and by implication all confessing believers, are given the 
keys to the kingdom as a servant is given the keys to the master's house, ie., they 
are the managers of God's house, having authority over his house; "the giving of 
keys manifestly means the bestowing of authority; to have keys means to have 
power, to be in control", D&A. Yet, to what end is Peter to use the keys? This is 
defined by v19b, c, since it is likely that the function of the keys is defined by the 
business of binding and loosing, tying up and untying.  

thV basileiaV (a) gen. "of the kingdom" - The genitive is adjectival, 
attributive, idiomatic, limiting "the keys", probably in the sense of "the keys 
which open the gates to the kingdom", given that the kingdom is something which 
is entered, cf. 7:21.  

twn ouranwn (oV) gen. "of heaven" - OF THE HEAVENS. The genitive is 
adjectival, probably simply attributive, limiting "kingdom"; a "heavenly 
kingdom" as opposed to an earthly or Satanic kingdom. As usual, Matthew shows 
deference to God with "the kingdom of heaven" rather than "the kingdom of 
God", with the genitive "of God" being possessive. Both terms encapsulate the 
eternal reign of God in and through Christ. See 3:2.  

oJ ean + subj. "whatever" - WHATEVER [YOU MAY HAVE BOUND]. This 
construction is used twice to form two indefinite relative clauses which may be 
treated as conditional, 3rd. class, where the condition is assumed a possibility; 
"whatever, as may be the case, .... then ......" Although the relative pronoun o} is 
neuter, it is sometimes argued that Jesus is referring to people, not things, 
"whoever you bind", so Carson. None-the-less the majority of commentators 
argue that, being neuter, it refers to things. The identity of "the things" is 
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determined by the sense of the two verbs "you have bound" and "you have 
loosed."  

epi + gen. "on [earth]" - Spatial; "upon".  
estai dedemonon "will be bound" - SHALL HAVE BEEN BOUND [IN THE 

HEAVENS, AND WHATEVER YOU HAVE LOOSED UPON THE EARTH SHALL HAVE 
BEEN LOOSED IN THE HEAVENS]. A periphrastic future perfect construction. 
Chamberlain says of Matthew's deliberate choice of the future perfect here 
indicates that they are often wrongly translated shall be bound and shall be 
loosed, seeming to make Jesus teach that the apostles' binding and loosing will 
determine the policies of heaven. The periphrastic future perfects should be 
translated shall have been bound and shall have been loosed. This makes the 
apostles' acts a matter of inspiration or heavenly guidance. So also Turner, 
"whatsoever thou bindest shall have been permanently bound." The NIV 
translation implies that our binding and loosing is ratified by God, whereas we 
are acting on the basis of a previous divine action. It is important to note that the 
tense of "shall have been bound" and "shall have been loosed" dictates that "Jesus' 
disciples, in accordance with the gospel of the kingdom, take up the ministry of 
the keys and bind and loose on earth what has, with the coming of the kingdom, 
been bound and loosed in heaven", Carson, cf. Acts 18:9-10. See Interpretation 
above as to what the disciples actually bind and loose. "I will give you the keys 
to the Kingdom of Heaven. They will enable you to provide or deny entry, 
according to My will", Junkins, ie., God has already determined who gets in and 
who doesn't (on the basis of faith in Christ), and the Church simply confirms the 
divine will.  
   
v20 

iv] Jesus reminds his disciples of the importance of maintaining the 
messianic secret, v20.  

tote adv. "then" - Temporal adverb used to indicate a step in the narrative / 
dialogue.  

diesteilato (diastellw) aor. mid. "he warned / ordered" - HE STRONGLY 
COMMANDED. The disciples were told to keep the messianic secret, probably due 
to the confusion that would develop if messianic fervour got out of hand. The task 
of calling out the seeker was hard enough without riots getting in the way. "Gave 
... strict orders", REB.  

toiV maqhtaiV (hV ou) dat. "his disciples" - THE DISCIPLES. Dative of direct 
object after the dia prefix verb "to give orders to", a verb that takes a dative of 
persons.  
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iJna + subj. "-" - THAT [THEY SHOULD TELL NO ONE]. Introducing an object 
clause / dependent statement of indirect speech expressing what Jesus 
commanded / warned his disciples to do; "that they should not tell ...."  

oJti "that [he was the Christ]" - THAT [HE IS THE CHRIST]. Introducing a 
second dependent statement of indirect speech, expressing what the disciples 
should not tell. "Then he forbade the disciples to say to anyone, He is (Jesus) the 
Christ", Berkeley.  
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16:21-28 

8. Preaching the gospel, 13:53-17:27 
xi] The way of discipleship 
Synopsis  

Jesus and his disciples are staying in the region of Caesarea Philippi. Peter, 
on behalf of his fellow disciples, declares that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of the 
living God. Jesus now responds with the first of a series of passion predictions 
and then goes on to address the subject of denying self.  
   
Teaching  

The gospel calls for surrender to a suffering servant whose ignominious 
submission to the divine-will paves the way to glory.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 16:13-20.  
   

ii] Structure: The way of discipleship:  
Setting, v21: 

A description of the new focus in Jesus' teaching: 
"that he must go to Jerusalem ....." 

Dialogue between Jesus and Peter, v22-23; 
Discourse, v24-28: 

Three parallel sayings on cross-bearing, v24-26; 
"whoever wants to be my disciple must deny themselves ....." 
"whoever wants to save their life will lose it ...." 
"what good will it be for someone to gain the whole world ....." 

A saying on eternal reward, v27: 
"the Son of Man is going to come … will reward each person" 

A saying on the imminent coming of the Son of Man, v28: 
"some who are standing here will not taste of death until ....."  

   
There are two distinct parts to this passage:  

• Jesus' dialogue with Peter, v21-23, prompted by Jesus' teaching 
about his suffering, death and resurrection;  

• Three parallel sayings of Jesus on cross-bearing, an 
independent Son of Man saying on eternal reward, and a saying on 
the imminent coming of the Son of Man ("Kingdom of God" in Mark 
and Luke). The last two sayings nicely draw v13ff to a conclusion.  

A chiastic structure in reverse of v13-20 is proposed by some 
commentators, eg., Luz.  
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iii] Interpretation:  

A pattern is introduced in this passage which is repeated a number of 
times, most notably in Mark's gospel. Jesus announces that the Son of Man 
must suffer many things prior to his resurrection and enthronement. Having 
spoken about the way of the cross Jesus then goes on to speak about a 
person's surrender to the divine will for the attainment of authentic life. 
Throughout the gospel, both themes go hand in hand and both are repeated 
together.  

It is evident from the gospel record that the disciples failed to 
understand the significance of messiah as a suffering servant. They may 
have viewed Jesus' words as nonliteral, particularly when he spoke about 
death. The messiah may suffer, but could he really die? So, Jesus obviously 
covers the subject a number of times. Yet, the repetition of this paired 
teaching in the gospel is related more to its importance for the reader than 
to emphasize the dullness of the disciples.  

Understanding the relationship between Jesus' surrender to the divine 
will and the surrender of his disciples is no easy task. Most commentators 
argue that the life-giving of Christ establishes the necessity of living a 
sacrificial life of service in honour of Christ: This disowning of self, or 
renouncing of self, "is not so much a prerequisite of discipleship to Jesus 
as a continuing characteristic of it", Carson; "Coming after me ...... means 
be a disciple, be a committed follower. Such a person must deny himself. 
The natural tendency of the human race is to affirm oneself, to concentrate 
on what serves one's own interests, to make oneself as prosperous as one 
can. Jesus calls on his followers to renounce such self-interest, to leave self 
behind", Morris. As Marshall puts it, discipleship involves living as a "man 
who is already condemned to death", so also: D&A, France ("loyalty to 
Jesus before self-preservation"), Nolland, Luz ("suffering for the cause of 
Jesus" / "saying Lord, Lord, will not help in the judgment of the Son of 
Man. Instead, what matters is obedience"), Filson ("steady continuing 
faithfulness in the way of costly obedience"), Hendriksen, Blomberg 
("putting God and kingdom priorities first"), Beare, .... Some commentators 
take a more literal stance, eg. Gundry, "following Jesus signifies open 
allegiance to Jesus the Crucified One. Such allegiance will expose one to 
the hostility of the world and entail the risk of losing one's life as he lost 
his", so also Hagner, McNeile (although + "self-mortification"), Keener, 
Patte, ....  

Yet, it is very likely that Jesus is not addressing the issue of cross-
bearing discipleship. Nolland is surely right when he observes that Jesus' 
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image of taking up a cross is more likely drawn from everyday life than a 
prefiguring of his own cross. It was not uncommon to see a criminal 
carrying a cross-bar to their execution, which image we could contextualize 
today with the words, "place yourself in the firing line / put your neck in 
the noose / put your head on the chopping block", all of which would well 
describe renunciation of self in surrender to Christ. Consider also the phrase 
"follow me". It doesn't necessarily mean "do what I do", but rather "become 
my disciple." Jesus hasn't attached a list of concrete requirements to "follow 
me", it is just "follow me." Note also the word "deny". Luz defines the word 
as a form of back-formation from "deny Christ". The word carries the sense 
"renounce / refuse" - renounce self rather than renounce Christ = claim 
Christ.  

So, although a matter of some debate, what we have here is the 
foundational theology of a salvation appropriated by identification with the 
crucified and risen Christ. Paul's thesis is that a person is not justified by 
observance to the law, but rather by identification with the faithfulness of 
Christ enacted on the cross. For this reason, believers put their trust in 
Christ / identify with Christ so that their justification, and thus their 
appropriation of the promised blessings of the covenant, might rest on 
Christ's faithfulness rather than their own, cf. Gal.2:15-16. What we have 
before us is the source material that enabled Paul to come to this 
conclusion, a conclusion which enables us to understand Jesus' words here.  

The Son of Man suffers, dies and rises to glory. Those who would 
share in the eternal blessings now bestowed by Christ must surrender to 
him, deny self by adhering to a humiliated messiah; we need to stick our 
neck out ("take up their cross") and put our trust in the crucified one 
("follow me"). If we cling to the glory of this age rather than Jesus' 
humiliation, then we will forfeit the glory of the age to come.  
   

What of those who will not taste death before they see the Son of Man 
coming in his kingdom? The "coming" of Jesus is fraught with difficulty. 
There are many comings, the most important, and possibly the one most 
commonly referred to in the New Testament, is Jesus' coming, in the terms 
of his arrival in heaven, Dan.7:13. As for his earthly comings, the "first 
coming", the incarnation, is not strictly his first. There are many divine 
comings, particularly associated with judgment. This is why the "coming" 
in this passage is often identified with the destruction of Jerusalem in 
70AD, which is rightly a "coming" of the Lord to render justice, a coming 
which serves as a paradigm of the final judgment. In the terms of realized 
eschatology Christ has already come; the "at hand" is now, but also 
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inaugurated, not yet. The old London Commentary by Plumber gives a 
handy list of the main options proposed over the years:  

The transfiguration;  
The resurrection and ascension; 
Pentecost; 
The spread of Christianity; 
The taking root of the gospel in our heart; 
The destruction of Jerusalem; 
The second coming of Christ.  

Maybe the problem in v28 relates to the way we view time. We should 
not be daunted by Jesus' apocalyptic language - the now / not yet reality of 
the kingdom of God. The fact to note with the eschaton is that it is timeless 
(outside time) in relation to our time. The last day resurrection of the dead, 
the coming of the Son of Man with the saints to the heavenly realm, the 
assize, the eternal reign of God's new people, .... will be witnessed by all 
believers. Because time is not a factor here, there is a sense where we have 
already witnessed it; we are even now, through our identification with 
Christ, reigning with him, Eph.2:6-7. As time-bound creatures, it is only 
natural we find it hard to fathom a God who can be at the beginning of time 
and the end of time, at the same time. Still, it is not hard for us to imagine 
the glorious day when we will come with Christ into the heavenly sanctuary 
and stand before the Ancient of Days. In our passage for study, Jesus tells 
those who are listening to him, that there are some in the crowd who will 
not taste of (eternal??) death, but will both see and experience this last-days 
wonder. They are, of course, his disciples, the believers. For a full 
discussion on all the options for Jesus' "coming in his kingdom" see D&A.  

 

Homiletics: True identify 
It is very common for us to find identity, meaning, personhood,.... the 

substance of our being, in the things we own, our job, our personal abilities.... 
Often the car we drive serves to define our character, or at least, defines it the 
way we want others to see it. Our home, furniture and boys-toys can be used in 
the same way. 

Dear me! We know only too well, it's all going to burn one day. Getting 
ourselves overly fussed with the accumulated debris of this world, enjoyable 
though it may be, is the height of foolishness - good fun, but foolishness. We 
know that the old adage “the person who dies with the most toys wins” is rubbish. 
What gain is there in possessing all the world only to inevitably find that someone 
else gets to clean out our drawers and carry off all our gear. The real prize surely 
has to be an integral personhood, a "life", a "soul" that is eternal. Identity in our 
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car, home, kids... is fleeting. Identity in Jesus, in the crucified and risen one, is 
eternal. Our true self, our eternal self, is only found in him; the rest is transitory.  

We can't live without "gear", without toys and all the clutter of survival, 
along with our dreams and aspirations, yet we don't have to surrender to them - 
Christ is life eternal. "What benefit is there to anyone if they gain the whole world 
but forfeit their own life?" 

   
Text - 16:21 

The way of discipleship, v21-28: i] Matthew tells us that the focus of Jesus' 
teaching changes from this point on. Jesus explains to his disciples that "he must 
go to Jerusalem and suffer many things" - the necessity of the suffering and death 
of messiah, v21 

apo tote "from that time" - FROM THEN. Temporal construction. Possibly 
serving as the turning point in the gospel, of Jesus' move from the crowds to the 
disciple and on to the cross, but certainly indicating a step in the narrative.  

oJ IhsouV "Jesus" - Nominative subject of the verb "to begin." Some 
manuscripts have "Jesus Christ."  

hrxato (arcw) aor. "began" - Implying that Peter's confession prompted an 
ongoing teaching ministry by Jesus on the subject of his death and its 
implications.  

deiknumein (deiknuw) pres. inf. "to explain" - TO SHOW, EXPLAIN. The 
infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "began". The verb 
"I point out / show" indicates that Jesus now openly speaks of his death; "he spoke 
plainly about this", Mk.8:32.  

toiV maqhtaiV (hV ou) dat. "to the disciples" - Dative of indirect object.  
oJti "that" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of indirect speech 

expressing what Jesus explained.  
auton pro. "he" - The accusative subject of the following four infinitives.  
dei "must" - IT IS NECESSARY [FOR HIM]. The main verb of the sentence. It 

was necessary for Jesus to go up to Jerusalem and the cross, for it was his 
messianic destiny under God. So, not just an act of bravery or determinism.  

apelqein (apercomai) aor. inf. "go" - TO DO, GO, DEPART [TO JERUSALEM]. 
This infinitive, along with paqein, "to suffer", apoktanqhnai, "to be put to 
death", and egerqhnai "to be raised to life", serve as the subject of the verb "it is 
necessary / must."  

paqein (pascw) inf. "suffer many things" - [AND] TO SUFFER [MANY 
THINGS FROM THE ELDERS, AND CHIEF PRIESTS, AND SCRIBES]. "Endure much 
suffering", Phillips; "suffer terribly", CEV. Note: those who undertake the 
condemnation of Jesus are members of the Sanhedrin. It is "at their hands", apo 
"from" them, expressing source, ie., they organized it.  
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egerqhnai (egeirw) pas. inf. "raised to life" - [AND TO BE KILLED AND ON 
THE THIRD DAY] TO BE RAISED. Passive indicating that the action is not performed 
by Jesus, rather, the Father does the raising, ie., a theological passive.  

th/ trith/ hJmera/ dat. "on the third day" - Temporal use of the dative. This 
term reflects typical Jewish counting where the day is not counted in terms of 24 
hours, but of an event having occurred at any time during that day. So, Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday = three days. "Three days later", TEV.  
   
v22 

ii] Peter reacts to this statement and reproves Jesus, v22-23. Peter 
strenuously rejects the idea of a suffering messiah. Jesus turns, faces Peter, and 
rebukes him strongly. The words and actions of Jesus are obviously very striking 
and were well remembered. First, he compares Peter's words with Satan's 
temptation of a kingdom gained without suffering. The possibility of another 
way, rather than the "cup" of suffering, was a fearful temptation. Second, Peter, 
who has just been described as the "fortress rock", the believing man upon whom 
Christ will build his church, is now described as a rock of stumbling, a rock to 
trip Christ up. Third, Peter, who had just declared a truth revealed by the Father, 
is now identified as a source of mere human thoughts, and corrupt at that.  

proslabomenoV (proslambanomai) aor. mid. part. "took [him] aside" - 
[AND] HAVING TAKEN, GATHERED TO / BROUGHT ALONG WITH [HIM]. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing actin accompanying the verb "to begin"; "took 
him .... and began ...." "Took hold of", REB, is possible, but the sense is probably 
of Peter taking Jesus to one side to correct him privately. Another insight into 
Peter's very human character.  

epitiman (epitimaw) pres. inf. "to rebuke" - [PETER BEGAN] TO REBUKE, 
REPROVE, TAKE TO TASK. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense 
of the verb "began".  

autw/ dat. pro. "him" - HIM [SAYING]. Dative of direct object after the epi 
prefix verb "to rebuke."  

iJlewV soi "never, Lord!" - God BE GRACIOUS TO YOU. As an exclamation 
"perish the thought!", "preposterous!". Used with a dative personal pronoun, 
"you", dative of interest = "mercy toward you." Often with God stated or 
understood, "may God be merciful toward you rather than leaving you to face this 
circumstance alone." So, "God forbid!"  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "he said" - SAYING. The participle is usually treated 
as attendant on the verb "to rebuke", "Peter rebuked him and said", but it may be 
taken as adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of the rebuke, "began to rebuke 
him, saying", ESV.  
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ou mh + fut. "never [happen to you]" - [LORD, MAY THIS] NEVER EVER 
[HAPPEN TO YOU]. Taking the form of a subjunctive of emphatic negation, but 
with the future tense rather than a subjunctive. Peter is expressing an outright 
refusal to accept that Jesus could be rejected; "this will in no wise happen to you."  
   
v23  

oJ de "-" - BUT/AND HE. Transitional, indicating a step in the dialogue; "but 
Jesus turned."  

strafeiV (strefw) aor. pas. part. "[Jesus] turned" - HAVING TURNED, 
TURNED AROUND [SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "said"; "turned and said."  

tw/ petrow/ (oV) dat. "to Peter" - Dative of indirect object.  
opisw + gen. "[get] behind [me]" - [GO/DEPART] BEHIND [ME]. Spatial. 

Usually uJpagw takes the sense "go", so a forceful, "get out of my sight", but 
possibly better "get behind me" in the sense of "become my follower again", 
Barclay.  

satana "Satan!" - A very strong address. Peter is taking the role of Satan 
by tempting Jesus. It is likely that the temptation is that of gaining a kingdom 
without a cross, a temptation Jesus knew only too well.  

skandalon (on) "stumbling block" - [YOU ARE] A CAUSE OF OFFENSE, A 
TRAP. Predicate nominative. Here a prompt to sin, "a trap", "an occasion for sin." 
Peter is setting a dangerous trap for Jesus, similar to the one Jesus faced in the 
wilderness. Peter is behaving as a rock of stumbling rather than a foundation rock 
upon which Christ can build his church. The only way for Jesus is the way of 
suffering and death. "You’re doing your best to trip me up", Barclay.  

emou gen. pro. "to me" - OF ME. The genitive is usually taken as adjectival, 
verbal, objective, as NIV.  

oJti "-" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why Peter is a 
stumbling block to Jesus; "you are a stumbling-block to me, for your plans are 
not the plans of God", Torrey.  

tou qeou "[the concerns] of God" - [YOU ARE NOT TEACHING THE THINGS] 
OF GOD. The genitive is obviously adjectival, limiting God, possessive, or 
subjective, but more likely attributive, idiomatic, "the things which are a concern 
to God"; "the things that pertain to God, the concerns / the cause of God", 
Zerwick. "The thoughts you harbor are not those of God", Cassirer.  

alla "but" - BUT [THE THINGS OF MEN]. Strong adversative standing in a 
counterpoint construction, "not ..... but ...."; "but those of men", Torrey. Peter had 
just uttered divine truth, now he is the source of faulty human reasoning, "matters 
which concern humans", but not God.  
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v24 

iii] Discourse, v24-28: Jesus now establishes the link between his death and 
resurrection and a person's possession of authentic life. This subject is covered in 
a collection of three parallel sayings, the lead saying on a disciple's surrender to 
the divine will is supported by two other independent sayings, stitched to the first 
by gar. Next, a saying on the coming of the Son of Man and reward, v27, is again 
stitched by gar, and is followed by a general warning in v28. As to whether Jesus 
presented these sayings together in this context, or whether they were 
independently taught to the disciples and gravitated together over time, is of little 
importance. Their arrangement by Matthew is God's word to us.  

 

a) Three sayings on cross-bearing, v24-26:  
The first saying on denying self, v24. Crucifixion was a common event in 

Palestine, as was the sight of a person carrying part of their cross to the place of 
execution. As already noted in Interpretation above, when Jesus calls on his 
listeners to "take up their cross" he is calling on them to put their head on the 
chopping block, to take that dangerous step of faith and follow him. As already 
indicated, this image is often understood in terms of cross-bearing discipleship, 
of faithful and obedient service to Christ, of disowning personal human rights for 
a greater good. Yet, Jesus is speaking of grace, not law. Although these words are 
directed to the disciples, they are for tiV, "anyone". The renunciation that Jesus 
speaks of here involves an embarrassing surrender to a suffering messiah.  

tote adv. "then" - Temporal adverb, but with the sense "next in sequence", 
Morris, ie., indicating a step in the narrative.  

toiV maqhtaiV (hV ou) "[said] to [his] disciples" - Dative of indirect object.  
ei tiV + ind. "if anyone / whoever" - Introducing an indefinite relative 

conditional clause, 1st class, where the condition is assumed to be true; "if 
anyone, as is the case, ..... then ....." Expressing a hypothetical case, but not doubt. 
Note how Mark, expanding on this section, states "and having called together the 
crowd along with his disciples, said to them..." It is of particular interest that Mark 
makes the point that these words are for the "crowd" as well as "the disciples." 
Matthew's use of "if anyone would come after me" (Mark has "follow") further 
indicates that these words are not simply an encouragement for disciples to 
upgrade their discipleship to a cross-bearing level, but rather serve as a call for 
commitment to Christ.  

qelei (qelw) "would" - WILLS. Expressing a decision of the will.  
elqein (ercomai) aor. inf. "to come [after me] / to be my disciple" - The 

infinitive may be classified as complementary, completing the sense of the verb 
"to will", or as introducing a dependent statement of perception after the cognitive 
verb "to will."  
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aparnhsasqw (aparneomai) aor. mid. imp. "deny [himself]" - LET HIM 
GIVE UP HIS OWN RIGHTS, RENOUNCE, PAY NO ATTENTION TO, REJECT. The 
aorist points to a single act of renouncing self-interest, possibly a strong aorist, 
"deny utterly." As already noted, commentators will often treat "deny" in terms 
of discipleship, eg., expressing the need for a disciple to "concentrate on meeting 
the needs of others rather than promoting ourselves", Morris. Yet, this is a word 
for "anyone", not just disciples. The word is used of Peter's denial of Jesus, of 
"disowning" or "disclaiming" him. The positive sense of "surrender" ("obedience 
to" the divine will, D&A is not as sound as "surrender to") probably best 
illustrates the sense here. What we have here is a call for commitment to Christ, 
as against a commitment to our own self-interest, "leave self behind", NEB.  

aratw (airw) aor. imp. "take up [his cross]" - TAKE UP, LIFT UP, CARRY 
OFF [THE CROSS OF HIM]. Again, an aorist, a singular action of picking up rather 
than carrying, so expressing a deliberate act. As above, of a life-threatening 
deliberate act of commitment involving renunciation of self in surrender to Christ, 
"surrender to the divine will." Note how v27, although bearing some similarities, 
is quite different to Mark's record of Jesus' words. Mark has Jesus warning his 
listeners that on his return he will be ashamed of those who are ashamed of him 
and his words, while Matthew has Jesus warn that on his return he will "repay 
everyone for what has been done." Commitment to a humiliated messiah is the 
counter to being ashamed of him, not cross-bearing discipleship. The deed that 
diverts judgment is commitment to Christ, not cross-bearing discipleship. So, the 
image of taking up the cross describes deliberate surrender rather than service, a 
commitment to the divine call to believe for salvation in Jesus, a crucified 
messiah.  

akolouqeitw (akalouqew) pres. imp. "follow" - The present tense indicates 
ongoing action, a continual reliance on Christ, a faith and trust for today and 
tomorrow. The word is probably reflected in Luke's difficult phrase "take up his 
cross daily."  

moi dat. pro. "me" - Dative of direct object after the verb "to follow after."  
   
v25 

The second saying on the paradox of life and death, v25. If we, in the power 
of our own will, seek to preserve our self-being, our personal independent eternal 
self, then we will lose everything. Only by surrendering ourselves to / committing 
to the dying and rising Christ, by losing ourselves in him, can we find and 
preserve our eternal being, our "soul", our "life".  

gar "for" - FOR. Usually treated as causal, although this and the following 
two sayings serve to support / expand on the saying in v24, so more explanatory 
than causal, even emphatic; "in fact ....", v25, "indeed ......", v26, Cassirer, or 
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simply as a stitching device. Without surrender to Christ authentic life is lost, d, 
"but", with surrender, it is found.  

o}V ... ean + subj. "whoever" - Introducing a relative conditional clause, 3rd. 
class, with a future tense in the apodosis, expressing what will occur if; "whoever, 
as the case may be, .... then ....." "Anyone desirous to save his life will suffer the 
loss of it", Cassirer.  

qelh/ (qelw) subj. "wants" - WILLS. Again, an action of the will is indicated. 
"Whoever desires to save his life", Weymouth.  

swsai (swzw) aor. inf. "to save" - The infinitive is usually treated 
complementary, completing the sense of the verb "wills / wants."  

thn yuchn (h) "[his] life" - THE LIFE [OF HIM WILL LOSE IT]. Accusative 
direct object of the verb "to lose." Is this a reference to the "soul" / "ones true 
being", or to "the sum of physical existence here and now"? Those who lean 
toward a "discipleship" interpretation of this passage primarily understand "save 
his life" in terms of "those persons who try selfishly to guard their existence will 
not know the full commitment of discipleship and will tragically end up losing 
the very thing they tried to protect", Hagner (if we are honest, this is all of us!!!). 
If the passage is approached literally in the terms of martyrdom, then the person 
who wills to lose his life has to be widened to include the person who "is prepared 
to lose his life", Barclay (a rather blatant sidestep). Calvin suggests "life" means 
"soul" here, a person's eternal being, and this is the likely sense. Our eternal being 
is lost to us if we "abandon Jesus and his messianic pathway", Hill, but is gained 
if we surrender / commit to him. Life eternal is ours when we believe in the 
crucified messiah, even though such belief may be embarrassing ("ashamed of 
me").  

apolesh/ (apollumi) aor. subj. "lose" - [BUT WHOEVER] MAY DESTROY 
UTTERLY, KILL = LOSES [THE SOUL OF HIM]. "Considers his own life as 
unimportant in order to become my disciple", TH ("unimportant" is a bit strong, 
even possibly psychologically damaging! The opposite, namely the self-
actualizing of our children so that they believe they are special, amazing, brilliant, 
....., is probably just as damaging!).  

e{neken + gen. "for [me]" - BECAUSE OF, ON ACCOUNT OF [ME]. Introducing 
a causal construction. Mark has "for my sake and the gospel", so Matthew is 
focusing attention on Jesus. Authentic life / eternal life is gained when a person 
commits themselves to Jesus for salvation.  

euJrhsei (euJriskw) fut. "will find [it]" - The word "find" simply parallels 
"lose", but of course the sense is "save". A person who commits to Jesus saves 
their life / soul / being = gains eternal life.  
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v26 

The third saying on the eternal worth of a person's essential being, v26. The 
value of a person's soul / being is beyond price, even of more value than all the 
riches of the world. "What kind of deal is it to get everything you want but lose 
[your soul]? What could you ever trade your soul for?", Peterson.  

gar "-" - for. As for v25.  
ti "what" - Interrogative pronoun introducing the apodosis of the conditional 

clause.  
wfelhqhsetai (wfelew) fut. pas. "good will it be" - WILL BE BENEFITED, 

GAINED. "Will a person gain anything if ...", TEV.  
ean + subj. "if" - Introducing a conditional clause 3rd. class, where the 

condition has the possibility of coming true; "if, as may be the case, ...., then ...."  
kerdhsh (kerdainw) aor. subj. "gains" - [A MAN] SHOULD GAIN, PROFIT, 

ACQUIRE [THE WHOLE WORLD]. "Gain" in the sense of possess all that the world 
has to offer.  

zhmiwqh/ (zhmiow) aor. pas. subj. "forfeits" - [BUT] HE LOSES, HAS 
CONFISCATED. "If you want to save your life you will destroy it", CEV.  

thn .... yuchV (h) "soul" - THE SOUL [OF HIM]. Accusative direct object of 
the verb "to lose." There are numerous renderings of "soul" here, but it seems best 
to see it as a parallel meaning to "life" in v25. "What could a man (person) offer 
to buy back his (their) soul (one's true/essential being) once he has (they have) 
lost it?", Phillips.  

antallagma (a) "in exchange" - [OR WHAT WILL A MAN GIVE] IN EXCHANGE 
FOR, IN RETURN FOR. This noun stands as the accusative complement of the direct 
object ti, "what", standing in a double accusative construction. Possibly: "as 
compensation."  

thV yuchV (h) gen. "[their] soul" - THE SOUL [OF HIM]. The genitive is 
usually taken as adjectival, verbal, objective.  

 
v27 

b) A saying on the reality / nearness of judgment at the hand of the coming 
Son of Man, v27. In the day of judgment, we will be rewarded on the basis of 
what we have done. In the context, the deed is our surrender / commitment to 
Christ. If we rest in faith on the cross of Christ, then we will be saved in the last 
day. Some argue that the deed is cross-bearing discipleship, in the sense of an 
exemplary Christian life, but this would leave us with a doctrine of salvation by 
works.  

gar "for" - FOR. As for v25; "It is decreed that the Son of Man shall appear 
...", Cassirer.  
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mellei (mellw) pres. "is going" - [THE SON OF MAN] IS ABOUT TO [COME]. 
When used of divine decrees; "is destined / must / will certainly", BAGD. For 
"Son of Man", see 8:2.  

ercesqai (ercomai) pres. inf. "to come" - Complementary infinitive, 
completing the sense of the verb "is about." The coming of the Son of Man is a 
technical descriptive that causes no end of trouble in the business of 
eschatological interpretation. It is likely that the phrase comes from Daniel 7:13. 
Daniel's coming Son of Man proceeds to the Ancient of Days, ie., he comes to 
heaven, not to earth. Although Matthew's Son of Man comes with angels, whereas 
Daniel's Son of Man comes with "the clouds", it is still a coming to heaven, to 
glory, where the Son of Man "will sit on his throne in heavenly glory", with the 
nations gathered before him and the people separated one from another, Matthew 
25:31. In fact, Matthew's "angels" may well be his "messengers", the saints, ie., 
we accompany the Son of Man to heaven to witness his enthronement. So, this 
coming of the Son of Man pictures his imminent enthronement, his judgment and 
divine rule, an event encompassing both heaven and earth - a good reason to 
commit to Christ now.  

en + dat. "in [the Father's glory]" - IN [THE GLORY OF THE FATHER OF HIM]. 
Here adverbial, expressing manner, "in the manner of the glory that belongs to 
the Father" - "marker of a state or condition", BDAG.  

meta + gen. "with [his angels]" - WITH [THE ANGELS OF HIM]. Expressing 
accompaniment. In the great separation of the just from the unjust, the angels are 
the instruments of the Son of Man's judgment of humanity. Daniel clearly draws 
a distinction between "the angels" and "the saints", but in the New Testament we 
are sometimes left wondering if these angels (messengers of God) aren't actually 
the saints.  

tote adv. "then" - Temporal adverb serving to introduce a temporal clause, 
as NIV.  

apodwsei (apodidwmi) fut. "reward" - HE WILL RECOMPENSE, GIVE BACK, 
REPAY. A payment of what is exactly due, so used of wages etc. "He will settle 
accounts with each man", Barclay.  

eJkastw/ dat. adj. "each person" - EACH. The adjective serves as a 
substantive, dative of indirect object; "give back something to someone", here 
"something in accord with their actions.  

kata + acc. "according to" - Expressing a standard; "in accordance with."  
thv praxin (iV ewV) sing. "what [they] have done" - THE ACTIONS, THINGS 

CARRIED OUT, PERFORMED, DEEDS. If a collective sense is indicated then "the 
sum of their conduct", but we are probably looking at a single deed. In this context 
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it refers to a faith commitment to Christ. "He will give everyone his due reward", 
REB.  
   
v28 

c) A saying on the imminent coming of the Son of Man, v28. This verse has 
many possible interpretations. Most commentators take "will not taste death" to 
mean "will not die", but a metaphorical sense is possible, "will not face eternal 
annihilation." Those who opt for "will not die" tend to think that Jesus' words 
apply to the destruction of Jerusalem in 70AD. Certainly, some of those standing 
there that day, did see this terrible event. Yet, Jesus may be saying that some in 
the crowd, a small band who have put their trust in him, will share eternity with 
him. They will be part of that throng without number who come with the Son of 
Man into the presence of the Ancient of Days to receive glory, authority and 
power. See notes below.  

amhn legw uJmin "I tell you the truth" - TRULY I SAY TO YOU. An 
introduction that underlines the importance of what is about to be said, "I assure 
you", TEV.  

oJti "-" - THAT. Here introducing a dependent statement of indirect speech 
expressing what Jesus wants to communicate.  

tineV "some" - [THERE ARE] CERTAIN. Nominative subject of the verb to-be. 
Given that Jesus' audience is not just disciples, a fact made clear by Mark (and 
assumed by Matthew??), the "some" here are most likely believers, the disciples.  

twn .... eJstwtwn (iJsthmi) gen. perf. part. "who [are] standing" - OF THE 
ONES STANDING [HERE]. The participle is adjectival, the genitive being partitive; 
"some people, of those who are standing here."  

oi{tineV indef. rel. pro. "-" - WHO. Standing in for a simple relative pronoun, 
so not "whoever", but "who".  

ou mh + subj. "[will] not [taste death]" - [WILL] NOT NEVER [EXPERIENCE 
OF DEATH]. Double negative with the subjunctive = a subjunctive of emphatic 
negation; "will definitely not die."  

qanatou (oV) gen. "death" - OF DEATH. The genitive complement of the 
verb "to taste, experience." Commentators seem happy to accept that Jesus uses 
"death" metaphorically in John's gospel (6:50), but not in the synoptic gospels. It 
is quite reasonable, particularly in this context, to read "death" here as eternal 
annihilation rather than physical decay.  

e{wV an + subj. "before [they see]" - UNTIL [THEY SEE]. This construction 
forms an indefinite temporal clause referring to a future time in relation to the 
main verb; "they will not experience death until they see the Son of Man coming 
in his kingdom", Barclay.  
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tou anqrwpou (oV) gen. "[the son] of man" - The genitive is adjectival, 
relational. See above for "Son of Man."  

ercomenon (ercomai) pres. part. "coming" - The participle serves to 
introduce a dependent statement of perception expressing what "they see."  

en "in" - IN, WITH. The function of this preposition here is fraught, but the 
most obvious sense is to take it as serving to introduce an attendant circumstance, 
as Nolland puts it, "coming in his kingdom must mean coming and ruling, coming 
to establish his rule." "They shall see the Son of Man coming to inaugurate his 
royal reign", Cassirer.  

autou gen. pro. "his [kingdom]" - The genitive is possessive / verbal, 
subjective; technically that domain over which Jesus will be given authority after 
his resurrection. Mark's "until they see the kingdom of God" is far less 
complicated, but not as insightful.  
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17:1-13 

8. Preaching the gospel, 13:53-17:27 
xii] The Transfiguration 
Synopsis  

Jesus takes Peter, James and John into the high country and there before their 
eyes his visage radiates a dazzling white. Moses and Elijah then appear with Jesus 
and the Father speaks from heaven.  
   
Teaching  

As we once listened to Moses and Elijah, now we must listen to the words 
of Jesus.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 16:13-20.  
   

ii] Structure: The transfiguration:  
The account of the transfiguration, v1-8;  
Discussion on the coming of Elijah, v9-13. 

setting and Jesus' command, v9;  
a question from the three disciples, v10;  
Jesus' response, v11-12;  
conclusion, v13.  

   
Note: it is possible that v9 is tied to v1-8, rather than 10-13;  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

Matthew's account of the transfiguration is more detailed than Mark's. 
Matthew, as with Mark, focuses on the "listen to him" command, a 
command which is reinforced by his noting that "when the disciples heard 
this, they fell to the ground and were overcome by fear." Only Luke records 
the content of Jesus' discussion with Moses and Elijah, namely his coming 
death, his exodus. Both the placement of this episode and its Exodus / Sinai 
imagery indicates that the issue of Christ's exodus is not far below the 
surface, even if not specifically mentioned. For Matthew, the central theme 
is that of Christ the authoritative word of God. This theme is drawn out by 
the use of Old Testament motifs: i] The revelation of the Son of man in 
Daniel (shining face, Elijah... Dan.10:8f, 5f, 16); and ii] The Exodus, 
particularly the theophany on Mount Sinai (shining face, booths, cloud, and 
the presence of Moses. Ex.13:20f, 33:9f, 34:29). 
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So, within Matthew's narrative purpose of revealing the gospel at 
work, the transfiguration serves to present Christ as the glorious Son of 
God, who, wearing the prophetic mantle of Moses and Elijah, is the source 
of God's authoritative word - Jesus is the prophet we must "listen to"; to his 
gospel we must submit.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
Mark and Matthew present a similar account of the transfiguration, 

Luke expands the account somewhat and Matthew adds v6-7 (part of his 
Word focus). The question-and-answer passage in Mark is somewhat 
messy, but is neat in Matthew, especially his editorial note in v13.  
   

Text - 17:1  
i] The Transfiguration, v1-8. In the opening verse Matthew makes sure we 

don't miss the Exodus imagery found in this episode. He alludes to the "six days" 
Moses was on the mountain in the cloud prior to God appearing to him, Ex.24:15-
18, and to the three special companions who accompanied Moses up the 
mountain, Ex.24:1.  

meq (meta) + acc. "after" - [AND] AFTER [SIX DAYS]. Temporal use of the 
preposition. Possibly just "on the sixth day", McNeile, but it is more likely that 
the phrase "after six days" purposely draws on a Sinai motif: the glory of the Lord 
was on the mountain six days / Moses was with the Lord on the mountain six 
days, cf. Ex.24:15-18.  

paralambanei (paralambanw) pres. "[Jesus] took with him" - [JESUS] 
TOOK ALONG WITH. This is the first of a series of dramatic / historic present tense 
verbs which serve to intensify the story. As on other occasions, only the inner 
circle of apostles, namely Peter, James and John, get to witness the inner-
workings of Christ's mission.  

anaferei (anaferw) pres. "led [them] up" - [PETER AND JAMES AND JOHN 
THE BROTHER OF HIM AND] HE BRINGS UP [THEM]. Jesus, as with Moses, leads 
his three friends up the mountain to confront the divine.  

uJyhlon adj. "high [mountain]" - [TO] A HIGH [MOUNTAIN]. The adjective 
again carries the Sinai motif. No particular mountain/hill is identified. Liefeld, 
Theological Motifs suggests Mount Meron, between Caesarea Philippi and 
Capernaum.  

kat idian "by themselves" - ACCORDING TO ONE’S OWN = PRIVATELY. This 
common phrase expresses the sense "alone"; "where they were all by 
themselves", Cassirer.  
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v2 

In the presence of his disciples Jesus is transformed; he is visibly changed 
("transfigured" comes from the Latin). The change images that of Moses whose 
face became radiant when he confronted God on Mount Sinai. Jesus, the Messiah, 
Son of God, takes on the mantle of "the prophet like unto Moses", as he does that 
of priest and king. In fact, the imagery may reflect the visions of Daniel's coming 
Son of Man - the one who comes to the Ancient of Days to rule in glory and 
might, Dan.10:8f, cf. Rev.1:13f, 17f.  

metemorfwqh (metamorfow) aor. pas. "he was transfigured" - [AND] HE 
WAS TRANSFORMED, VISIBLY CHANGED. Possibly a divine passive, ie., God does 
the changing. The focus of this transformation is Jesus' face, but Matthew tells us 
that his whole presence, cloths and all, radiated. There is something here of 
Christ's post resurrection glory. "He was transformed before their very eyes", 
Barclay.  

emprosqen + gen. "before [them]" - IN FRONT OF [THEM]. Spatial. "In the 
presence of", TH.  

elamyen (lampw) aor. "shone" - [AND THE FACE OF HIM] SHONE. Another 
Sinai motif; Jesus' face was radiant as was the face of Moses, Ex.24:29-35, cf., 
also Dan.12:3.  

wJV "as" - AS, LIKE [THE SUN]. Comparative.  
leuka adj. "white" - [AND THE GARMENTS OF HIM BECAME] BRILLIANT [AS, 

LIKE THE LIGHT]. Predicate adjective. Bright white clothing is a common Biblical 
motif for the garb of angels / heavenly beings, cf., Dan.7:9, also for the 
resurrected righteous. "Even his clothing became glittering white", Junkins.  
   
v3 

The intended significance of the appearance of Moses and Elijah with Jesus 
has been differently interpreted. Although often noted, it seems unlikely that they 
represent the Law and the Prophets. Some commentators have made much of the 
fact that both did not die (they were translated), although with Moses this is only 
assumed, and in any case, why didn't Enoch join the party? We know that they 
both met with God on a high mountain and that the return of Elijah and the 
prophet like unto Moses was anticipated and that he would announce the coming 
kingdom. The most obvious point to draw from the episode is that Jesus takes on 
the prophetic mantle and for this reason we must "listen to him."  

kai idou "just then" - AND LOOK. "And behold", AV. The interjection serves 
to prompt interest; "take note of this."  
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wfqh (oJraw) aor. pas. "there appeared before" - [MOSES AND ELIJAH] 
APPEARED. Intransitive, taking a dative of persons; "appeared to them". The word 
is used of "beings that make their appearance in a supernatural manner", Morris.  

autoiV dat. pro. "them" - Dative of direct object after the verb "to appear 
to."  

sullalounteV (sullalew) pres. part. "talking with" - SPEAKING WITH. 
The participle is possibly adjectival, "who conversed with Jesus", Moffatt, or 
adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of the appearing of Moses and Elijah, as 
NIV. The durative nature of the present tense may well be worth expressing; "and 
suddenly Moses and Elijah appeared to them; they were talking with him", NJB. 
The content of the conversation, "of his exodus" / the cross, as in Luke, is not 
mentioned by Matthew.  

met (meta) + acc. "with [Jesus]" - WITH [HIM]. Expressing association. Luke 
has the dative pronoun autw/, dative of direct object after the sun prefix imperfect 
verb sunelaloun, "talking with." It is little syntactical differences like this that 
evidences an original Aramaic oral tradition which is then translated into Greek 
by the different gospel writers. Such is open to conjecture, but it seems more 
likely than proposing that Matthew and Luke worked off Mark and Q + their own 
extra sources. Anyway, given the sun prefix verb, the preposition meta is 
unnecessary, but is usual form.  
   
v4 

The feast of "Booths" commemorates God's presence and protection during 
the forty years Israel was in the wilderness. Peter realizes God's presence in the 
situation and rightly wants to build some shelters ("booths") to tangibly illustrate 
the experience. Luke adds "not knowing what he said." Building booths is not a 
problem, putting Jesus on a par with Moses and Elijah is.  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "[Peter] said" - [AND] HAVING 
ANSWERED [PETER SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "said" - redundant.  

tw/ Ihsou (ouV ou) dat. "to Jesus" - Dative of indirect object.  
kurie (oV) voc. "Lord" - Vocative. Mark has "Rabbi" and Luke has 

"Master". In each case it is an address to the teacher.  
einai (eimi) pres. inf. "to be [here]" - [IT IS GOOD FOR US] TO BE [HERE]. 

The infinitive of the verb to-be forms a noun clause subject of the verb to-be 
estin; "for us to be here is good." The accusative hJmaV, "us", serves as the subject 
of the infinitive. "It is a wonderful thing for us to be here", Barclay.  

ei + ind. "if" - IF [YOU WISH]. Introducing a conditional clause, 1st. class, 
where the condition is assumed to be true; "if, as is the case, you wish, then I will 
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make ....." Matthew expresses the condition as if Peter thought that this is what 
Jesus would want.  

skhnaV (h) "[three] shelters" - [I WILL MAKE HERE THREE] TABERNACLES, 
TENTS, BOOTHS. Accusative direct object of the verb "to do / make." Another 
allusion to the Exodus. It is not unreasonable for Peter to want to build some small 
shelters out of the weather, on the one hand as a kind gesture (there was a cloud 
hovering nearby and about to envelop them - rain and all that), and on the other 
hand to keep the discussion going (this is a discussion we would all give our eye 
teeth to listen in on).  

soi dat. pro. "[one] for you" - [ONE] FOR YOU [ONE FOR MOSES AND ONE 
FOR ELIJAH]. As for Moses and Elijah, dative of interest, advantage.  
   
v5 

From within the Shekinah Glory of God's presence, a presence represented 
by the cloud and light, the Father repeats his words to Jesus recorded in 3:17. It 
is a two-part Old Testament quotation: Psalm 2:7, speaking of the dominion and 
authority of messiah (David's son); and Isaiah 42:1, speaking of the suffering of 
God's Servant. Jesus is the prophet like Moses and we must hear him, listen to 
him, for he has precedence over all.  

lalountoV (lalew) pres. part. "while [he] was [still] speaking" - [HE] IS 
SPEAKING. The genitive absolute participle forms a temporal clause, as NIV. "He 
was still speaking when a bright cloud overshadowed them", Moffatt.  

eti adv. "still" - Temporal adverb.  
nefelh (h) "a [bright] cloud" - [BEHOLD A SHINING] CLOUD. "Bright cloud" 

serves as the nominative subject of the verb "to overshadow." Often a sign of 
God's presence, his Shechinah glory. Again, drawing on Exodus / Sinai imagery, 
Ex.19:9, 24:16-25.  

epeskiasen (epeskiazw) aor. "enveloped [them]" - OVERSHADOWED, 
COVERED, ENVELOPED. Possibly "overshadowed" / "cast its shadow over", 
Cassirer / "the shadow of a bright cloud passed over them", CEV, but better 
"enveloped", NIV, Torrey, Rieu, etc., as this sense best reflect Sinai imagery 
(reinforced by the voice from the cloud).  

ek + gen. "from [the cloud]" - [AND BEHOLD A VOICE] FROM [THE CLOUD]. 
Expressing source / origin.  

legousa (legw) pres. part. "said" - SPEAKING. The participle is usually 
translated as a finite verb, "and from the cloud a voice said", although it is 
properly adjectival, attributive, limiting "voice", "and from the cloud a voice 
which was speaking."  

oJ uiJoV mou oJ agaphtoV "[this is] my son whom I love" - [THIS IS] THE SON 
OF ME THE BELOVED. This statement, now a divine word to the disciples and not 
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just to Jesus at his baptism, 3:17, is usually taken as an allusion to Ps.2:7 and 
Isa.42:1. Psalm 2 celebrates the crowning of the Davidic messiah and his victory 
over the nations, while Isaiah 42 speaks of the suffering servant of the Lord who, 
in the power of the Spirit of the Lord, achieves justice for the nations. Note Mark 
9:7 and Luke 9;35, without en w|/ eudokhsa, "with him I am well pleased." Some 
modern commentators argue that it alludes to Gen.22:2. The corporate 
identification of Jesus with God's people and his vicarious offering on our behalf, 
fits well with the Genesis allusion. What seems unlikely is that the term "beloved 
son", the unique / one and only son, expresses a filial relationship with God the 
Father. The reference is messianic; Jesus is God's servant messiah, and for this 
reason we should listen to him.  

en + dat. "with [him]" - IN [WHOM I AM WELL PLEASED]. Here adverbial, 
reference / respect, "with respect to him", as NIV.  

autou gen. pro. "[listen to] him" - [HEAR] OF HIM. Genitive of direct object 
after the verb akouete, "listen to". We are to listen to the words of the one who 
is the prophet like Moses, Deut.18:15, 18.  
   
v6 

This verse, and the next, is peculiar to Matthew. These intimate observations 
- the disciples' fear and Jesus' touch - are unusual for Matthew.  

akousanteV (akouw) aor. part. "when [the disciples] heard this" - [AND] 
HAVING HEARD. The participle is adverbial, probably best treated as temporal, as 
NIV.  

epi + acc. "[they fell facedown] to [the ground]" - [THE DISCIPLES FELL] 
UPON [FACE OF THEM]. Spatial. A descriptive way of saying "they did obeisance."  

sfodra adv. "terrified" - [AND THEY WERE AFRAID] GREATLY. Adverb of 
measure. In the same way as the children of Israel were filled with fear when God 
spoke to them from the cloud covering Mount Sinai, the disciples respond in like 
manner.  
   
v7 

kai "but" - AND [JESUS APPROACHED them] AND. More likely coordinative, 
"and", but possibly adversative, "but", as NIV - the disciples were afraid but Jesus 
acted kindly toward them.  

aJyamenoV (aJptw) aor. part. "touched" - HAVING TOUCHED, HELD, 
GRASPED. The participle is usually treated as attendant circumstance, "Jesus 
came forward and touched", but possibly temporal, "and after touching them he 
said." Something more than a touch may be intended, eg. "took hold of them and 
raised them to their feet saying, 'Come on, up you get, don't be frightened.'"  
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autwn gen. pro. "them" - OF THEM. Genitive of direct object after the verb 
"to touch."  

mh fobeisqe (fobew) pres. imp. "don't be afraid" - [HE SAID ARISE AND] DO 
NOT BE AFRAID. It is argued by some that this negation with the present imperative 
is used to express a command which forbids the continuation of an act.  
   
v8 

All is at rest.  
de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative - left 

untranslated.  
eparanteV (epairw) aor. part. "when [they] looked up" - [AND] HAVING 

LIFTED [THE EYES OF THEM]. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, 
as NIV.  

ei mh "except" - [THEY SAW NO ONE] EXCEPT [JESUS HIMSELF ALONE]. 
Expressing a contrast by designating an exception. The cloud / God's shekinah 
glory had dissipated, and Moses and Elijah had left the scene.  
   
v9 

ii] Elijah and the Son of Man, v9-13. This next episode, the disciples question 
concerning the prophet Elijah, is closely linked to the transfiguration in that the 
transfiguration serves to foreshadow Jesus' resurrection and glorification (so 
Mark, although not Luke. Mark's account is rather awkward when compared with 
Matthew's). The disciples knew well that Elijah would herald the coming of 
messiah and yet he, with Moses, has disappeared into the cloud. Jesus reminds 
the disciples that Elijah has indeed prepared the way for messiah and has been set 
upon by a sinful generation, and that this is a precursor to the treatment the Son 
of Man will receive. The disciples understand that Jesus is talking about the 
Baptist. The pericope evidences controversy: the Scribes charge that Elijah must 
come first; the retort of faith is that Elijah has already come.  

a) While coming down the mountain, Jesus asks his disciples not to mention 
his transfiguration. Those with eyes of faith may witness the messianic secret, but 
for the crowds there is only the "sign of Jonah" - the proclaimed word of God.  

kai "-" - AND. Coordinating; "And as they came down from the mountain", 
AV.  

katabainontwn (katabainw) gen. pres. part. "as [they] were coming 
down" - [THEY] COMING DOWN. The participle stands within a genitive absolute 
construction and is best treated as temporal, as NIV.  

ek + gen. "[the mountain]" - FROM [THE MOUNTAIN]. Expressing source / 
origin, or separation, "away from."  
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eneteilato (entellw) aor. + dat. "[Jesus] instructed" - [JESUS] 
COMMANDED, CHARGED = GAVE INSTRUCTIONS TO.  

autoiV dat. pro. "them" - Dative of direct object after the verb "to give 
instructions to."  

legwn (legw) "-" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle, redundant, 
serving to introduce direct speech.  

mhdeni eiphte (eipon) aor. subj. "don't tell anyone" - TELL NO ONE. The 
adjective mhdeni is a negation of eiV, "one". The negation mh with the subjunctive 
verb forms a subjunctive of prohibition. The aorist with mh expresses a command 
to not start an action, so Moulton. Again, we see Jesus maintaining the messianic 
secret, in fact this is the fifth time that Jesus has commanded secrecy, although 
as stated here, only till the raising of the Son of Man. Jesus' reasoning is unclear. 
Some argue that it is to reduce the possibility of politically inclined messianic 
speculation which would inevitably attract attention from the authorities, so 
France. Carson argues that the resurrection is the prime manifestation of 
messiah's glory, and that the transfiguration only functions at a secondary level. 
The revelation of the messiah is progressive, as is the kingdom's realization (a 
step-by-step process), and so the disciples are not to get ahead of the divine plan.  

to oJrama (a atoV) "what you have seen" - THE VISION. Accusative direct 
object of the verb "to see." "About this vision", NJB.  

e{wV ou| + subj. "until [..... has been raised]" - UNTIL. This construction 
introduces an indefinite temporal clause referring to a future time, "until". Jesus 
has already explained the death and resurrection sequence to the disciples, 
although there is obviously continued confusion, a fact brought out in Mark 9:10.  

oJ uiJoV tou anqrwpou "the Son of Man" - Jesus' favourite messianic title, 
drawn from the prophet Daniel - the living one / the risen one who comes to the 
Ancient of Days to receive glory and power; see 8:20. Jesus' words indicate that 
"the transfiguration was a foreshadowing of Jesus' glorious resurrection", 
Mounce.  

egerqh/ (egeirw) aor. pas. subj. "has been raised" - The passive may be 
classified as theological / divine, ie., God does the raising.  

ek + gen. "from [the dead]" - FROM [DEAD]. Expressing source / origin, or 
separation, "away from."  
   
v10 

b) The disciples are confused and so ask Jesus a question, v10. They have 
just witnessed the appearing of Elijah. If the scribes are right in saying that Elijah 
precedes the messiah, why can't they tell everyone of Elijah's visit? Are the 
scribes wrong?  
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kai "-" - AND. Connective; "the disciples meanwhile were asking questions", 
Peterson.  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "-" - [THE DISCIPLES ASKED HIM] SAYING. 
Attendant circumstance participle, redundant, expressing action accompanying 
the verb "asked"; serving to introduce direct speech.  

ti oun "why then" - WHY THEREFORE. Resumptive and inferential; "so why 
then do the ......". What the disciples have seen is a hurried visit to earth by Moses 
and Elijah. Jesus then tells them that they are not to talk about it. Presumably this 
command prompts the disciples' question, the logic of which is not overly clear. 
Are the disciples questioning Jesus' command? If the Scribes are right and Elijah 
precedes the messiah, shouldn't the disciples tell everyone what they have seen?  

oJti "that" - [THE SCRIBES SAY] THAT. Introducing a dependent statement, 
indirect speech, expressing what the Scribes say / teach.  

dei "must" - IT IS NECESSARY. This impersonal verb is often used to express 
divine necessity.  

elqein (ercomai) aor. inf. "come" - [FOR ELIJAH] TO COME [FIRST]. The 
infinitive serves as the subject of the impersonal verb "it is necessary"; "to come 
first is necessary for Elijah."  
   
v11 

c) Jesus says that the Scribes are right, but that they have misunderstood the 
role of Elijah, just as they have misunderstood the role of the messiah, v11-12. 
When the promised Elijah comes he will prepare for the messiah's work to restore 
all things. Sadly, the Scribes have not recognized this in the ministry of John the 
Baptist, rather they have ignored and rejected it. They will treat Jesus in exactly 
the same way.  

oJ de "-" - HE BUT/AND. This construction, the personal pronoun with the 
conjunction de, is usually transitional, here indicating a step in the dialogue, as 
NIV.  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "[Jesus] replied" - HAVING 
ANSWERED [SAID]" - Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "said", virtually redundant.  

men ..... de "to be sure ....... but" - The particle men linked to de in v12 forms 
an adversative comparative construction; "on the one hand [Elijah is coming .....] 
(v11b), but on the other hand [I tell you that Elijah has already come .....], (v12).  

apokatasthsei (apokaqisthmi) fut. "will restore" - [ELIJAH IS COMING 
AND] WILL RESTORE, RE-ESTABLISH / BRING BACK / GIVE BACK [ALL THINGS]. The 
future tense is interesting. Tasker is surely right when he notes that Jesus is simply 
confirming that the disciples have properly understood the Scribes' teaching on 
the role of Elijah. The Scribes are right, but only partly so. They say "will", but 
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of course Jesus says "has already." The sense of the word here is probably "re-
establish". The Scribes may well be overstating Elijah's role in the restoration of 
Israel / the kingdom, but then the term is probably doing nothing more than 
identifying Elijah's part in the restoration work, his preparing the way for 
messiah. Possibly "will restore all things", is used in the sense of turn men's 
hearts, cf. Mal.4:6.  
   
v12 

de "but" - see men .... de ..., v11.  
uJmin dat. "[I tell] you" - [I SAY] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object / interest.  
oJti "-" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement, indirect speech, 

expressing what Jesus is telling his disciples.  
hdh adv. "[has] already [come]" - [ELIJAH] ALREADY [CAME]. Temporal 

adverb. The eschatological age has come and the promised Elijah has fulfilled his 
inaugurating work; "Elijah has already appeared", Cassirer.  

ouk epegnwsan (epiginwskw) aor. "they did not recognize [him]" - [AND] 
THEY DID NOT KNOW, RECOGNIZE [HIM]. Given the context, the "they" 
presumably refers to the Jewish leaders, those who should have known better. 
"They did not recognize the Baptist as the Elijah who prepares the way for 
messiah and so did not accept him, but rather ......"  

alla "but" - BUT. Strong adversative serving in a counterpoint construction, 
"not ......, but on the contrary ....."  

en + dat. "[have done] to [him]" - [DID] IN, TO, WITH [HIM]. Probably simply 
expressing a dative of interest, disadvantage, but possibly adverbial, reference / 
respect.  

o{sa "everything [they wished]" - WHATEVER [THEY WILLED, DESIRED]. 
"They did what they liked to him", Barclay, "whatever they pleased."  

ou{twV "in the same way" - IN THIS WAY, SO, THUS. Comparative; serving to 
enhance the parallel fate of Jesus and the Baptist. "So also, the Son of man will 
certainly suffer", ESV.  

kai "-" - Adjunctive; "so also."  
pascein (pascw) pres. inf. "[is going] to suffer" - [THE SON OF MAN IS 

ABOUT] TO SUFFER. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the 
verb "is about".  

uJp (uJpo) + gen. "at [their hands]" - BY [the hands OF THEM]. Instrumental, 
expressing agency.  
   
v13 

d) Conclusion, v13. This verse is probably Matthew's comment about the 
episode, namely that the disciples understand what Jesus has told them, cf., 16:12.  
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tote adv. "then" - THEN. The temporal adverb here serves to indicate a step 
in the narrative, here the conclusion, but also indicates, in time terms, that the 
disciples have come to understand the Baptist's function as Elijah.  

sunhkan (sunihmi) aor. "understood" - [THE DISCIPLES] UNDERSTOOD. 
The understanding of the disciples is obviously based on something more than 
v12 (their growing "knowledge of the Lord's messiahship", McNeile). Matthew's 
point is that unlike the Scribes, the disciples did come to understand the Baptist's 
role.  

oJti "that" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of perception 
expressing what the disciples understood.  

eipen (eipon) aor. "he was talking" - HE SPOKE. "The disciples understood 
then that he had been speaking to them about John the Baptist", Rieu.  

autoiV dat. pro. "to them" - Dative of indirect object.  
peri + gen. "about" - ABOUT [JOHN THE BAPTIST]. Expressing reference / 

respect; "about, concerning John the Baptist."  
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17:14-23 

8. Preaching the gospel, 13:53-17:23 
xii] The healing of the epileptic boy 
Synopsis  

The inner circle of disciples has just experienced the wonder and grandeur 
of Jesus' transfiguration, but now they descend to the real world of sin and death, 
a world lost and apart from Christ. Here Jesus must again face the stupidity and 
unbelief, not only of the crowds, but even of his own disciples. The disciples have 
failed to heal an epileptic boy and so Jesus takes charge, lays hold of the evil 
powers and heals the boy. Later, the disciples ask Jesus why they had failed to 
drive out the evil spirit. Jesus goes on to explain to them that it was because of 
their "little faith." The episode concludes with Jesus' second passion prediction.  
   
Teaching  

Faith as small as a mustard seed sets us free.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 16:13-20.  
   

ii] Structure: Pronouncement story, The healing of the epileptic boy:  
Setting / healing, v14-18: 

The reversal of a failed exorcism. 
"you unbelieving and perverse generation ..." 

Discussion, 19-20: 
A failed exorcism "because you have so little faith." 

Sayings: 
"if you have faith as small as a mustard seed ....." 
"nothing will be impossible for you." 

The second passion prediction, v22-23.  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
Like Moses at Mount Sinai, Jesus and his inner circle come down the 

mountain, and confront a "faithless generation" below - a people "who are 
repeating the pattern of unbelief of their ancestors in the Exodus period", 
Nolland. Both Moses and Jesus come down with the covenant / gospel, a 
word from God stating his intention to set his people free, by grace through 
faith. Sadly, as with Moses, unbelief confronts Jesus when all that is 
required is faith as small as a mustard seed.  

Although this episode aligns in Matthew and Luke, a different 
emphasis is evident. In Luke the focus is on Christology, Jesus the healer, 
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but in Matthew the focus is on faith. If Matthew intends this narrative to 
look forward to the 4th. Discourse then the stress will be on the disciples 
and their "little faith", but it is more likely that Matthew wants the narrative 
defined by the 3rd. Discourse - the gospel. The Word / gospel / news of the 
coming kingdom realizes the long-promised blessings of the covenant, it 
sets God's people free, and this by faith, a faith as small as a mustard seed, 
a faith focused on the faithfulness of Christ (his death on our behalf).  
   

Little faith and the business of moving mountains: When Jesus chides 
the disciples for their "little faith", he is pointing to a flaw in their faith, not 
its size. When it comes to size, even a faith as small as a mustard seed 
achieves God's purposes. Yet, in what sense is it faulty? Morris suggests a 
faith of "poor quality", but in what sense "poor"? Surely not as D&A 
suggest, a faith "that does not trust God totally" - only Jesus possessed such 
a faith. They suggest further that it is "weak and ineffectual", but that 
sounds like the faith of most of us, a mustard seed like faith. Hagner 
suggests it "does not qualify to be called a genuine faith at all, even of a 
minimal amount", and surely that's the intention here. Nolland handles the 
issue nicely when he states that "Matthew's choice of 'little faith' represents 
a refinement of 17:17, where the disciples, having been linked to the 
generation of their contemporaries, share the epithet 'unbelieving'. 
Although in their failure the disciples are like their contemporaries in their 
unbelief, in their case Matthew would prefer to speak of 'little faith': they 
have followed Jesus and are on the journey, which, despite all its ups and 
downs, is to be thought of as one of growing faith."  

It is interesting to note that in Mark's gospel the point Jesus makes 
seems quite different. "This kind/type" of unclean spirit, a powerful kind 
(Mark has made this point in his description of the boy's symptoms), 
necessitates prayer. Seeing Jesus didn't pray, it is usually argued that the 
need for prayer applies to the disciples. They needed to put the exorcism 
into divine hands, given its difficulty, rather than rely on their own abilities. 
This, of course, indirectly becomes a matter of faith; "prayer is faith turned 
to God", Grundmann. Actually, it is from the father that we learn the lesson 
of faith; he asks Jesus for forbearance and his prayer is answered.  

When it comes to "little faith", Jesus reminds his disciples of the faith 
that moves mountains, a faith where nothing is impossible for us, v20. The 
moving of mountains has proverbial precedence and so the statement 
should be treated metaphorically. The realization of the mountain of 
promised blessings in Christ are ours through faith, a faith weak, feeble, 
even doubting. Too often believers feel that they have the authority to 
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decide on what mountains need moving. When the mountain fails to shift, 
they then punish themselves for their weak faith, or worse, punish others 
for their weak faith. Of course, it is the Lord who decides what mountains 
need moving, not believers, mountains such as forgiveness, eternal life, ....., 
and he does the moving. So, faith is only ever properly exercised with 
respect to the propositional statements of scripture - promises of scripture 
which apply to all people at all times, eg., Jn.3:16. God's impossible 
promises in Christ are realized for everyone who believes / trusts / has faith 
in / rests on / ...... them.  

So, the disciples "little faith" was more like unbelief, but they were on 
a journey of growing faith and were beginning to learn that all things are 
possible, not all the things they dream of, but rather all the things that God 
promises.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
Central to the discussion over the failure of the disciples to drive out 

the demon is Matthew's use of two independent sayings of Jesus in v20. A 
version of the first saying is found in both Mark and Luke in a different 
context, Mark 11:23, Luke 17:6. Matthew will use the saying again in 
21:21. Some argue that Luke is closer to the original with Matthew using 
"mountain" to reference mount transfiguration. A version of the second 
saying in found in Mark, again in a different context, "everything is 
possible for one who believes", Mk.9:23. Matthew's use of these sayings in 
this miracle story reshapes it into a pronouncement story.  
   

All three synoptic gospels place this incident after the transfiguration, 
possibly indicating that the stories were aligned well before they were 
documented by our gospel writers. Both Matthew and Luke provide an 
abridged version of Mark's account which evidences that either Luke used 
Matthew as his prime source, or Matthew used Luke. It is, of course, 
possible for both to end up with a similar abridged version of Mark 
independently. Other suggestions include the use of a proto-Mark / proto-
Matthew source. Yet, it is possible, irrespective of whether Mark was 
sourced by both Matthew and Luke, that a local oral tradition was available 
to the gospel writers at this time and that this served as their prime source. 
There is some evidence that Mark's account involves the conflating of two 
separate healing stories, one with the focus on faith and the other on the 
failure of the disciples, cf., Bultman. Of course, if Mark has conflated two 
stories then this would support the priority of Matthew (the Griesbach 
hypothesis).  
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All three synoptic gospels follow the healing of the epileptic boy with 
Jesus' second major passion prediction. Mark and Luke then link this with 
the discussion on true greatness, but Matthew separates the two with the 
temple tax issue. It seems likely that Matthew, in line with his narrative 
theme of the gospel at work, wants to tie the passion prediction to the issue 
of faith rather than discipleship.  
   

Text - 17:14  
Faith, v14-23: i] The reversal of a failed exorcism, v14-18. This narrative 

focuses on the disciples' failure to exorcise a demon and Jesus' comment "you 
unbelieving and perverse generation." Commentators divide as to the intended 
target of Jesus' words, eg., France suggests the disciples in particular, Gundry 
suggests Israel, Hagner suggests the crowd, D&A suggest everyone ("Jesus is 
casting a mournful eye over his disciples who have, by their little faith 
retrogressed to the spiritual level of the multitude", D&A - but "little faith" is not 
"faithless"!!!). Schweizer thinks that "Jesus' bitterness is directed at the people as 
a whole", particularly given that the wording comes from Moses' lament over 
Israel, while Nolland suggests the crowd and the disciples. The crowd, and 
particularly the disciples, seem to be the focus of Jesus' words, but probably not 
the father, for he knows that his only hope lies in the mercy of God; "Lord, have 
mercy on my son."  

elqontwn (ercomai) gen. aor. part. "when they came" - [AND] HAVING COME 
[TO THE CROWD]. The genitive absolute participle serves to introduce a temporal 
clause, as NIV; No subject is provided but presumably it was Jesus and the inner 
circle of disciples; "And when they came to the crowd", ESV.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[a man approached] him" - [A MAN CAME TO] HIM. Dative 
of direct object after the proV prefix verb "to come to."  

genupetwn (gunupetew) pres. part. "and knelt before [him]" - KNEELING 
DOWN before [HIM]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "came to", "a man came and knelt", or possibly adverbial, 
modal, expressing the manner of his approach, "a man came kneeling."  
   
v15  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "he said" - [AND] SAYING [LORD, HAVE MERCY / 
PITY / COMPASSION ON THE SON OF ME]. Attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the verb "came to", v14; "he came ....... and 
said."  

oJti "-" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the Lord 
needs to have mercy on the boy, "for he is an epileptic and suffers terribly", ESV.  
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selhniazetai pres. "he has seizures" - HE IS MOONSTRUCK = AN EPILEPTIC. 
For Matthew, an evil spirit lies behind what is a physical condition; "He is a 
lunatic and is in a terrible state", Phillips.  

kakwV adv. "greatly" - [AND HE SUFFERS] GREATLY, BADLY, SEVERELY. 
Adverb of measure.  

gar "-" - FOR. Here more reason than cause so left untranslated; introducing 
a explanation.  

pollakiV adv. "[he] often" - MANY TIMES, OFTEN [HE FALLS INTO THE FIRE 
AND] OFTEN [HE FALLS INTO THE WATER]. Modal adverb expressing frequency; 
"frequently he is pitched into the fire, other times into the river", Peterson.  
   
v16 

toiV maqhtaiV (hV ou) dat. "to [your] disciples" - [I BROUGHT HIM] TO THE 
DISCIPLES [OF YOU]. Dative of indirect object.  

qerapeusai (qerapeuw) aor. inf. "[they could not] heal [him]" - [AND THEY 
WERE NOT ABLE] TO HEAL [HIM]. Complementary infinitive, completing the sense 
of the negated verb "they were not able." It's interesting how the problem requires 
healing, although Jesus will "rebuke the demon." One casts out a demon, but heals 
a sickness. The two are linked in the mind of a first century Jew.  
   
v17 

As indicated above, Jesus' frustration is likely directed toward the gathered 
crowd, and particularly the disciples.  

diestrammenh (diastrefw) perf. mid./pas. part. "perverse [generation]" - 
[BUT/AND HAVING ANSWERED JESUS SAID 'O GENERATION FAITHLESS AND] 
HAVING BEEN PERVERTED - TWISTED, DISTORTED, CORRUPTED']. The participle 
serves as an adjective, attributive, limiting "generation"; "O faithless generation 
which is perverted" = "O faithless and (kai) perverted generation." Mark has only 
"you faithless generation." The additional phrase kai diestrammenh alludes to 
Deuteronomy 32:5, genea skolia kai diestrammenh, "a (morally??) twisted 
and distorted generation." A touch more Exodus / Sinai typology. "'This 
generation has no faith'", Jesus answered, "'there is a fatal perversity about it'", 
Barclay. Possibly better that these negative qualities are "characteristic" of this 
generation, so Carson.  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "[Jesus] replied" - HAVING 
ANSWERED [JESUS SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle, redundant, 
expressing action accompanying the verb "he said." Mark has the indirect object 
autoiV, "to them", which in the context means the crowd, given that a 
representative of the crowd answers Jesus' question "what are you arguing about 
with them (the disciples)?"  
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eJwV pote "how long" - UP UNTIL WHEN. Interrogative temporal construction.  
meq (meta) + gen. "with [you]" - [WILL I BE] WITH [YOU]. Expressing 

accompaniment / association.  
uJmwn gen. pro. "[shall I put up with] you" - [HOW LONG WILL I SUFFER, 

BEAR WITH, ENDURE] YOU. Genitive of direct object after the verb anecw, "to bear 
with", which takes a genitive of persons. "A little glimpse of how trying it must 
have been for such a one as Jesus to be set in the middle of such spiritual 
pygmies", Morris. "How much longer have I got to put up with this?"  

moi dat. pro. "to me" - [BRING HIM HERE] TO ME. Dative of indirect object.  
w|de "here" - Adverb of place.  

   
v18 

autw/ dat. pro. "the demon" - [AND JESUS REBUKED] IT / HIM. Dative of direct 
object after the epi prefix verb "to rebuke." Presumably the rebuke is directed to 
the demon rather than the child or the father.  

ap (apo) + gen. "[it came out] of" - [AND THE DEMON CAME OUT] FROM 
[HIM]. Expressing separation; "away from."  

apo thV wJraV ekeinhV "at that moment" - [AND THE CHILD WAS HEALED] 
FROM THAT HOUR. Temporal use of the preposition apo, "from". "It went out of 
the boy and at once he was healed", CEV.  
   
v19 

ii] The danger of "little faith", v19-20. The disciples had the power and 
authority, at this point in time, to cast out the evil spirit / heal the child, but failed 
due to their "little faith", see v20.  

An important principle of Biblical interpretation applies at this point, 
namely, a command or promise to a specific person, or persons, at a specific point 
in time, is not necessarily a command or promise to all people at all points of 
time. Jesus gave his disciples the authority to perform the messianic signs of the 
coming kingdom to God's people Israel so declaring that "the time is fulfilled." 
There is no scriptural evidence that this authority extended beyond the 1st. 
century. For the Gentile mission, such signs would be mere magic, rather than the 
fulfillment of prophecy.  

tote adv. "then" - The temporal adverb indicates a step in the narrative.  
proselqonteV (prosercomai) aor. part. "came to" - [THE DISCIPLES] 

HAVING APPROACHED. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "said"; "came .... and asked."  

tw/ Ihsou (oV) dat. "Jesus" - Dative of direct object after the proV prefix 
verb "to come to."  
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kat idian "in private" - ACCORDING TO ONE'S OWN. Idiomatic adverbial 
modal construction; "privately."  

dia ti "why" - [THEY SAID] BECAUSE WHY. A causal interrogative 
construction; "Why weren't we able to get rid of it?", Phillips.  

hJmeiV pro. "we" - were WE. Emphatic by use and position; "why is it that we 
your disciples were not able to cast out the demon?"  

ekbalein (ekballw) aor. inf. "drive it out" - [NOT ABLE] TO CAST OUT [IT]? 
The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the negated verb "not 
able."  
   
v20 

"It is not the task of faith literally to move mountains. That is irrelevant, 
however. Jesus was not speaking of the task of faith, nor the direction in which it 
must be exercised, but only its power. This power is unlimited because it is based 
on God's omnipotence", Ridderbos. The disciples had been given the authority to 
cast out demons by Jesus, so they possessed the power to undertake that task. 
Their failure to rest / depend on their gifted authority / word from Christ 
inevitably detached them from the source of their power.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[he replied]" - [BUT/AND HE SAID] TO THEM. Dative of 
indirect object.  

dia + acc. "because" - Causal; "because of, on account of."  
oligopistian (a) "[you have] so little faith" - THE LITTLE FAITH [OF YOU]. 

Hapax legomenon - once only use in the NT. Most likely expressing the flawed 
nature of their faith, rather than the size; see Interpretation above.  

gar "-" - FOR. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the disciples' faith 
is flawed, because even if it was "as small as a mustard seed" it would have 
facilitated the exorcism / healing of the child.  

amhn gar lew uJmin "truly I tell you" - TRULY I SAY TO YOU. Always used 
to introduce an important statement. The gar here is probably causal, as above, 
but possibly just emphatic; "and indeed, I can give you solemn assurance of this", 
Cassirer.  

ean + subj. "if" - Introducing a conditional clause 3rd. class where the 
condition has the possibility of coming true; "if, as may be the case, you are 
having faith as a seed of mustard plant, then you will say to this mountain depart 
from there and it will depart" = "if you had a mere kernel of faith, a poppy seed, 
say, you would tell this mountain, 'Move!' and it would move", Peterson.  

wJV "as small as" - AS, LIKE. Comparative.  
sinapewV (i ewV) gen. "mustard [seed]" - [SEED] OF A MUSTARD PLANT. 

The genitive is adjectival, partitive.  
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ereite (legw) fut. "you can say" - YOU WILL SAY. "You are well able to say" 
????  

tw/ orei (oV) dat. "to [this] mountain" - Dative of indirect object.  
enqen ekei adv. "from here to there" - [MOVE] FROM THIS PLACE / HERE to 

THAT PLACE / THERE [AND IT WILL DEPART]. Adverbs of place.  
uJmin dat. pro. "for you" - [NOTHING WILL BE IMPOSSIBLE] FOR YOU. Dative 

of interest, advantage, or possibly reference / respect. The full-blown saying is 
found in Mark 9:23, "all things are / everything is possible for those who believe", 
which of course, is the point Matthew is making.  
   
v22 

iii] Faith in the dying rising Christ, v22-23. As noted above, Matthew's 
backward referencing intent to reveal the gospel at work is furthered by the 
separation of Christ's passion prediction from the issue of true greatness, 18:1-5. 
In Matthew's gospel, this passion prediction is firmly linked to the healing of the 
epileptic boy and the issue of faith - freeing / saving faith. Such a faith, weak, 
fumbling, doubting, .... both rests upon, and is empowered by, the death and 
resurrection of Christ. Unlike Mark and Luke, Matthew does not specify that 
these words are just for the disciples - the "they came together" is rightly a coming 
together of the crowd with the disciples. Both the disciples and the crowd need to 
hear that they are a "faithless and twisted generation", but that faith in the gospel, 
the grace / mercy of God exercised in the dying and rising of Christ, will set them 
free. Note that the first dying / rising prediction is found in 16:21, with a saying 
on the suffering of the Son of Man in 17:12.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
sustrefomenwn (sustrefw) gen. pres. mid. part. "when [they] came 

together" - COMING TOGETHER. Genitive absolute participle, temporal, as NIV. 
The coming together in Galilee is possibly in preparation for the journey to 
Jerusalem.  

en + dat. "in [Galilee]" - Local, expressing space. Caesarea Philippi is not in 
Galilee so the gathering is well after the events recorded up to this point.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[he said] to them" - [JESUS SAID] TO THEM. Dative of 
indirect object.  

tou anqrwpou (oV) "[the Son] of Man" - The genitive is adjectival, 
relational. For "Son of Man" see 8:20.  

paradidasqai (paradidwmi) pres. pas. inf. "[is going] to be delivered" - 
[IS ABOUT] TO BE HANDED OVER TO THE POWER AND AUTHORITY OF = 
DELIVERED. With mellei, a futuristic present; "will be delivered" = imminence 
of. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "is about." 
Best taken as a divine / theological passive, ie., God does the handing over.  
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anqrwpwn (oV) gen. "[into the hands] of men" - [INTO HANDS] OF MEN. The 
genitive is adjectival, possessive. The Son of Man, the authoritative judge of 
humanity, will be handed over to "into the hands of" (= "power of", Culy) 
humanity - unbelieving Israel + secular Rome.  
   
v23 

The focus of faith becomes "the heart of the faith", Morris - In his dying we 
die to sin, in his rising we are raised to new life, eternal life. See 16:21.  

th/ ... hJmera/ (a) dat. "on the [third] day" - [AND THEY WILL KILL HIM AND] 
THE [THIRD] DAY. The dative is adverbial, temporal, of time, as NIV.  

egerqhsetai (egeirw) fut. pas. "he will be raised to life" - HE WILL BE 
RAISED. A divine / theological passive; God does the raising. You can't keep a 
good man down!  

sfodra adv. "the disciples were filled with grief" - [AND THEY WERE 
GRIEVED] VERY MUCH. Adverb of measure; they weren't just sad they were very 
sad. The NIV has "disciples", but Matthew does not identify the "they"; he 
probably envisages a wider group than the twelve. In Mark, they (the disciples) 
lack understanding and are afraid to get into the subject, but in Matthew they (a 
group wider than the disciples) do understand and are "very sad."  
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17:24-27 

9. In love and forgiveness, 17:24-18:35 
i] The temple tax 
Synopsis  

When Jesus and his fellow missioners arrive in Capernaum, Peter is 
approached by the collectors of the temple tax. They ask Peter whether Jesus pays 
the tax, and Peter replies in the affirmative. Jesus points out to Peter that his 
response was somewhat presumptuous, but none-the-less, Jesus pays the tax for 
himself and Peter through the performance of a strange little miracle.  
   
Teaching  

Christian community flourishes in the application of the fruit of faith, 
namely, love / consideration for the needs of others.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 1:1-17. Having examined the gospel at work, 13:53-17:23, 
Matthew now broaches the subject of the Christian community / relationships in 
the kingdom, "life under kingdom authority", Carson. In this section Matthew 
examines how faith, lived in community, issues in love.  

The 4th. Discourse, The Christian Community, 17:24-18:35, is introduced by 
a quirky miracle story which illustrates Jesus' consideration for others, 17:24-27. 
The discourse then proceeds to deal with the issue of brotherly love: accepting 
our brothers and sisters; self-denial for others; forgiveness, 18:1-35. A child 
serves to illustrate the greatest in the kingdom of heaven, namely, a forgiven child 
of God, a child of grace, v1-5; We are then reminded not to undermine their faith, 
or despise such a one, v6-10; The parable of the lost sheep illustrates divine 
concern for a "little one", that they not be lost, and invites us to show similar 
concern, v12-14; We are then told how to expedite forgiveness for a "little one" 
who has hurt a fellow believer, v15-20; Finally, we are encouraged to forgive a 
brother who has hurt us, although with the knowledge that perfection is only 
found in Christ, v21-35.  

Matthew follows up with the 4th. Narrative, 19:1-20:34, shaping the 
narratives to further explore the subject of faith issuing in love. To a great extent 
these narratives will serve as a paradigm for life in the Christian community, 
touching on issues of acceptance, forgiveness, unity, responsibility, ...., and so 
will reveal the business end of compassion in community. 
   

ii] Structure: Jesus and the temple tax: 
Scene / conversation 1, v24-25a: 
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Peter and the temple-tax collectors. 
Scene / conversation 2, v25b-27: 

Peter and Jesus.  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
Jesus and his disciples have arrived in Capernaum and Peter is 

approached by the collectors of the double-drachma temple tax. The tax 
was based on a reading of Exodus 30:11-16 (an annual allocation of a half 
a shekel for the tent meeting) and over the years had moved from a donation 
to an expected yearly tax from every adult male Jew. Members of the 
Qumran community argued that the tax should only be paid once in a 
lifetime, but the Sadducees argued for once a year. Priests and others 
associated with the temple cult claimed exemption. Both Jesus and Peter 
are officially residents of Capernaum, and given that the tax is paid locally, 
the local collectors of the tax want to know whether Jesus pays the tax - is 
he, like the Essenes, a conscientious objector? Peter tells them that Jesus 
does pay the tax, but Jesus later points out to Peter that "God's children are 
free with respect to God their Father: he does not tax them", D&A. Yet, as 
an act of grace Jesus pays the tax for himself and Peter, and does so by 
means of a little miracle.  
   

Jesus' set-to in the temple, when he overturned the tables of the money 
changers, reminds us that Jesus did not support the principle of theocratic 
taxation; it is not proper to support the operations of the temple by taxation 
- "God does not tax, but provides for his children", Nolland. In particular, 
given Jesus' relationship with the Father, it is not proper for him to be taxed 
for the use of his Father's house. Yet, at the same time, Jesus is willing to 
set aside his personal prerogatives and share in the responsibilities born by 
his wider community. This is not a "when in Rome do what the Romans 
do", but a "she's not heavy mister, she's my sister." In this quirky little 
miracle story (although we never get to the miracle) Jesus performs the role 
of a servant who acts out of consideration for others rather than self. For 
Matthew, the story serves to introduce the business of living together in 
Christian community, of fostering the fruit of faith, namely, self-giving 
compassion.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
This miracle story is found only in Matthew. Many commentators are 

of the view that Matthew has composed the story himself, so Gundry. 
Others are less critical and judge that Matthew has drawn the story from 
his own received tradition, most likely oral, so D&A, Schweizer, .... The 
story actually exhibits qualities common in oral transmission, eg., 
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parallelism and rhythm. It is understandable that it didn't find its way into 
either Mark or Luke, given that it presents more like a magic trick, but it 
suits Matthew's thematic purpose. It's not a perfect introduction to the 4th. 
Discourse, but obviously it's the best that Matthew could come up with 
from the tradition available to him. In fact, its quirky nature supports its 
authenticity, given that an author like Matthew could have easily created a 
more impressive story to introduce an examination of how faith in 
community issues in self-giving compassion.  
   

Text - 17:24  
The temple tax, v24-27.  
de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional; indicating a step in the narrative.  
elqontwn (ercomai) gen. aor. part. "After Jesus and his disciples" - [THEY] 

HAVING COMING [INTO CAPERNAUM]. Genitive absolute participle, temporal; 
"when they came to Capernaum", ESV.  

oiJ .... lambanonteV (lambanw) pres. part. "the collectors" - THE ONES 
RECEIVING, TAKING [THE TWO-DRACHMA COIN]. The participle serves as a 
substantive.  

tw/ Petrw/ (oV) dat. "[came to] Peter" - Dative of direct object after the proV 
prefix verb "to come to."  

ou "-" - [AND THEY SAID DOES] NOT [THE TEACHER MAKE HAPPEN THE TWO-
DRACHMA COIN?]. This negation is used in a question expecting the answer "yes"; 
"your master pays the temple tax doesn't he?, Yes, he does." Of course, if Jesus 
does pay the tax, what is the point of Jesus explaining why neither he, nor any of 
the faith, need to pay a temple tax, and then, out of consideration for others, 
miraculously pays it. For this reason, some commentators think that the "Yes, he 
does" answers a negation, so "'Does your master not pay the half-shekel (temple-
tax)?' 'It is true that he does not', replied Peter", Cassirer.  
   
v25 

Jesus' question to Peter is more a parable than an illustration. Most 
commentators are inclined to treat it as an allergy. If the king is God, who are the 
"children"? They may be humanity in general (the point being that God gives 
rather than taxes). They may be the children of Israel, so Luz, or more 
particularly, believing Israel / disciples of Jesus. They may be the true remnant 
of Israel, namely, Jesus and those united to him, or just Jesus himself, the true 
son / child of God. The consensus seems to be that Jesus has in mind himself and 
his brethren (believers), but one wonders whether he just has himself in mind, so 
Carson. Anyway, the point is simple enough, "the children" are morally free of 
taxation with respect to their father's house.  
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elqonta (ercomai) aor. part. "when Peter came [into the house]" - [HE 
SAYS YES, AND] HAVING COME [INTO THE HOUSE]. At first glance the participle 
looks to be adverbial, temporal, as NIV, but as Olmstead notes, technically it is 
accusative in agreement with auton, "he" = "Peter", so "he who entered into the 
house." This is all rather awkward and so it is usually treated as temporal.  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "he asked" - [JESUS CAME BEFORE HIM] SAYING. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to 
come before."  

soi dat. pro. "[what do] you [think]" - [WHAT SUPPOSE = APPEARS, SEEMS 
TO BE] TO YOU [SIMON]. Dative of interest, advantage, "for you", or reference / 
respect; "Tell me your opinion Simon." The question is an "invitation to ponder", 
Nolland.  

thV ghV (h) "[the kings] of the earth]" - The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic 
/ subordination; "the kings over the earth / the kings who rule over the earth."  

apo + gen. "from" - FROM [WHOM DO THEY RECEIVE TRIBUTE / DUES AND 
TAXES], FROM [THE SONS OF THEM OR] FROM [STRANGERS]? Expressing source 
/ origin; "whom do they collect customs and taxes from?", Cassirer.  

tinwn gen. pro. "whom" - Interrogative pronoun.  
   
v26  

eipontoV (legw) gen. aor. part. "Peter answered" - [BUT/AND] HAVING 
ANSWERED [FROM OTHERS]. Genitive absolute participle, best treated as 
temporal; "And when he said 'from others', Jesus said to him, 'then the sons are 
free'", ESV.  

ara "therefore" - THEREFORE [JESUS SAID TO HIM THE SONS ARE FREE = 
EXEMPT]. Inferential; drawing a logical conclusion.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[Jesus said] to him" - Dative of indirect object.  
   
v27 

de "but" - BUT/AND. Often treated here as adversative, as NIV, but it is 
primarily indicating a step in the dialogue.  

iJna + subj. "that" - Serving to introduce a final clause expressing purpose; 
"in order that ...."  

mh skandaliswmen (skandalizw) aor. subj. "we may not cause offense" - 
WE MAY NOT OFFEND / CAUSE TO STUMBLE, SIN, [THEM]. Usually taken here to 
express offense, but possibly extending to the sense of tripping up, causing to 
stumble, and thus to sin. Translations like "cause trouble", CEV, "to keep from 
creating a problem for ourselves", Junkins, seem a little like anything for peace. 
Jesus is concerned for "them", the tax collectors, so possibly "upset them", 
Peterson, but better, "we will not hurt their consciences", Knox. The tax is all 
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about corporate worship and to not pay it denigrates the business of community 
participation in temple worship. So, to not pay the tax causes more than just 
offense, it can harm a person's religious convictions.  

poreuqeiV (poreuomai) aor. pas. part. "go [to the lake]" - HAVING GONE [TO 
LAKE THROW A HOOK]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the imperative verb "to throw"; "go .... and throw / cast."  

ton anabanta (anabainw) aor. part. "you catch" - [TAKE UP THE FIRST 
FISH] HAVING COME UP. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "fish"; 
"the first fish which comes up." "Pull out the first fish you hook", CEV.  

anoixaV (anoigw) aor. part. "open [it's mouth]" - HAVING OPENED [THE 
MOUTH OF IT YOU WILL FIND A STATER (a coin worth four drachma). The 
participle is adverbial, best taken as temporal; "and when you open its mouth you 
will find a shekel", ESV.  

labwn (lambanw) aor. part. "take [it and give it]" - HAVING TAKEN [THAT 
COIN GIVE]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying 
the imperative verb "to give"; "take ..... and give."  

autoiV dat. pro. "to them" - Dative of indirect object.  
anti + gen. "for" - FOR [ME AND YOU]. The sense "for", meaning "on behalf 

of", is often taken as a special sense for this preposition, ie., expressing 
representation / advantage. Turner gives weight to the original intent of the tax as 
a redemption tax, buying the subject from hypothetical servitude, so he rules out 
"on behalf of" as a possible sense for this preposition. It is "for" in the sense of 
"instead of", ie., expressing substitution; See Wallace p365.  
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18:1-10 

9. In love and forgiveness, 17:24-18:35 
ii] The greatest in the kingdom of heaven 
Synopsis  

Matthew has introduced his 4th Discourse on life lived in Christian 
community with a quirky story which illustrates acting with consideration for the 
convictions of others. Now, in the Discourse proper, Matthew gathers together 
Jesus' teachings on the practical application of love in community, that quality of 
other-person-centredness which is the fruit of faith. First, Matthew draws together 
Jesus' sayings on humility and greatness, v1-4, and then examines the seriousness 
of causing "little ones" to sin, v5-10.  
   
Teaching  

Greatness in the Christian community is found in humility, namely, a 
dependent faith in God's grace for salvation. It is better not be born than to 
undermine the faith of a child of grace.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 17:24-27. The argument developed for Christian community 
in chapter 18 presents as follows:  

• The little ones who believe in Christ, the children of grace, are the 
ones who stand great in the kingdom of heaven, v1-4;  

• Established little ones must take care not to undermine the faith of 
another little one by placing a stumbling-block before them. To this end it 
is essential to remove all causes of offense / all stumbling-blocks, v5-10;  

• If one such little one should drift in their faith, possibly due to some 
stumbling-block that has tripped them up, then every effort must be made 
to restore their faith, explaining again the gospel and confirming God's 
forgiveness. It is God's desire that none of his little ones be lost, v12-20.  

• At all times a fallen brother or sister must be accepted / received / 
forgiven; we are to forgive in the same way God has forgiven us, v21-35.  
   

As regard the division of chapter eighteen, there is little agreement. Gundry 
proposes three possible arrangements:  

• A division of two parts - the worth of little people in the church, v1-
14, and brotherliness in the church, v15-35;  

• A division of four parts - true greatness, v1-4, the care of the little 
people, v5-14, restoration and discipline of a brother, v15-20, forgiving a 
brother, v21-35;  
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• A division of five parts - as for the four-part division except that v5-
14 is divided into two parts - the evil of causing a little one to sin, v5-9, and 
the restoration and discipline of a brother, v10-14.  
   

ii] Structure: The greatest in the kingdom of heaven:  
Setting, v1-2: 

"who is the greatest in the kingdom of heaven?" 
Sayings, v1-10: 

True greatness, v1-4: 
"unless you turn and become like a little child  
       you will never enter ....", v3; 
"whoever humbles himself like this child is the greatest ....", v4; 

Receiving and offending / causing to sin, v5-7: 
"whoever receives one such child in my name receives me.", v5; 
"whoever causes one of these little ones  
      who believe in me to sin ......", v6; 
"woe to the world for temptations to sin! ........v7; 

Removing the cause of sin, v8-9: 
"if your hand causes you to sin .....v8; 
"if your eye causes you to sin .... v9; 

Conclusion - On not despising little ones, v10: 
"in heaven, their angels always see the face of my Father ....."  

   
There is disagreement on the paragraph / unit divisions related to v5 

and v10. Mark and Luke link v5 with v1-4, but Matthew, at least topically, 
links it with v6-7. As for v10, the saying (unique to Matthew), "their (little 
ones) angels in heaven always see the face of my Father in heaven", nicely 
introduces the following illustrative saying, v12-14, but it seems likely that 
it draws v1-9 to a conclusion, with v12-14 stitched topically to v15-20.  

 

iii] Interpretation  
The intended sense of the sayings and parables in chapter 18 is by no 

means clear such that arriving at concrete conclusions is fraught with 
difficulty. Who/what does the "child" / "little ones" represent? What is the 
skandalizei "the cause of offense / stumbling block"? What does it mean 
to katafronhshte "look down upon" the little ones? etc., etc.  

In this 4th Discourse, with its pastoral purpose of enhancing Christian 
community, we are first reminded that membership of the kingdom of God 
belongs to those who are dependent on God's grace for their salvation, v1-
5, so, it is essential to welcome / accept and not to lead such a person away 
from God's grace, v6-10, nor allow them to stray from it, v12-20, and to 
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constantly forgive as God forgives, although with a recognition that 
perfection is only found in Jesus, v21-35. 

The identity of the "little ones" is obviously crucial to the meaning of 
the passage and so it is interesting how v11, "for the Son of Man came to 
save that which is lost" (obviously an addition from Luke 11:10) was used 
by a copyist to identify the "little ones" with the lost/seekers. The addition 
of this verse gives v1-14 an evangelistic slant, whereas without v11 the 
whole chapter takes on a pastoral slant.  
   

True greatness, v1-4: This chapter clearly addresses pastoral issues 
and so it is reasonable to assume that changing and becoming like a child 
has to do with humility, that Jesus is laying out a basic demand for life as 
a believer that involves a completely new standard of behaviour. "The 
greatness to which one is to aspire is measured not in such things as power, 
influence and money; one is rather to submit to lowliness, scorn, poverty, 
humility and service", Luz. "The disciple is called to be like his or her 
Master, whose demeanour even as the Christ was one of humility", Hagner. 
Yet, these opening verses are really not about ethics / discipleship.  

In this discourse, Matthew deals with the subject of Christian 
community, and thanks to the disciple's stupid question, we learn 
something of its membership. They are little children, the humbled before 
God. To enter the kingdom and share in community we must humble 
ourselves before the living God in Christ. A person's standing in the sight 
of God is dependent, not on their own righteousness, but on Jesus' 
righteousness. We are set right before God / justified by the faithfulness of 
Jesus appropriated through faith and not by works of the law, Gal.2:15-16. 
So, to share in the consummation of the kingdom and realize true greatness, 
"you've gotta be a baby" - you have to rest wholly on God's free grace in 
Christ, Mk.10:15. By this means we gain membership in Christ's new 
community and find ourselves the greatest in the kingdom of heaven.  
   

Receiving and offending / causing to sin, v5-7: Nolland, Hagner and 
Carson include v5 in the passage on offense, v6-9/10, but the majority of 
commentators link it with v1-4. Note the similar Gk. introduction used in 
the couplet saying, v5-6. Luz rightly notes that it is not easy identifying the 
recipient of these words. Is Jesus encouraging the little ones / the humble, 
or warning established believers, particularly self-righteous churchmen? 
The latter seems best. Sometimes the verse is interpreted with a missionary 
slant, of "welcoming" Christ's missioners, v5, so Carson. Gundry identifies 
the source of the damage as the "sinful influences from antinomian leaders 
[who] apostatize .... little people in the church. Ironically, those leaders 
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despise the victims of their teaching, cf. 2Cor.11:20." As for the little ones 
themselves, he suggests that they are "average Christians and especially 
youth."  

It seems likely that these instructions are all about acceptance and care 
toward our brothers and sisters in Christ / the children of grace - we are to 
fully embrace them and do nothing to undermine their faith. The warning 
particularly applies to self-righteous churchmen, nomist believers who 
happily judge a repentant sinner from the standard of law-obedience, 
encouraging them to rest on law, rather than grace, and this for holiness in 
the Christian life. Of course, there are other ways to undermine a believer's 
faith, eg., the misuse of our freedom in Christ in relation to a "weak" law-
bound brother, cf., Romans 14:10-13, Col.2:16-23.  
   

Removing the cause of sin, v8-9: This is a condensed version of the 
saying in Mk.9:43-48 and was used earlier by Matthew in 5:27-30. The 
intended meaning of this saying rests on the answer proposed to two 
questions:  

To whom is this warning addressed? Is it to those who face the 
stumbling blocks, (so Nolland, Luz, France, McNeile, Carson, 
Morris, Blomberg, Keener, Beare), or is it to those who promote / 
create the stumbling blocks (probably in the sense "in order to avoid 
offending ones' brother, one must first take care of oneself", D&A, 
so also Hagner, Hendriksen)? From v5, Jesus' sayings have addressed 
those in a position to either welcome, or trip-up, the little ones who 
believe in him. So, the o}V "whoever", of v5 are surely established 
believers / churchmen rather than people in general, and they remain 
the subject in this verse.  

What is the skandalizei, that which "causes you to trip/fall"? It 
seems likely that the stumbling block is not our flirtation with one of 
the seven deadly sins, eg., "pride", Carson, but rather the adoption of 
behaviour and/or doctrine which undermines the faith of the little 
ones. By repeating the saying in this context from that of the context 
of the righteousness that exceeds that of the Scribes and the 
Pharisees, 5:27-29, Matthew identifies the stumbling block as self-
righteousness / law obedience for blessing / nomism - the idea that 
by an application of the law (eg., living a perfect sex life) a believer 
progresses their Christian life for the appropriation of divine 
blessings. Jesus' exposition of the law in 5:27 serves to expose the 
stupidity of self-righteousness. The hyperbolic illustration in 5:28-29 
goes on to make the point that this haze of self-righteousness must 
be radically expunged if we are to escape the inevitable judgment of 
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the coming kingdom. Of all that threatens our faith, nomism is at the 
top of Paul's list, a heresy exposed by Paul in Romans and Galatians. 
Promoting the Christian life in terms of doing, of faithful obedience, 
rather than in the terms of receiving, of grace through faith, is greater 
than any other stumbling block in that it undermines a person's 
standing in Jesus.  

So then, v5-7 calls on established believers, particularly self-righteous 
churchmen, to eliminate the heresy of nomism before it becomes a 
stumbling block and undermines the salvation of a child of grace, let alone 
their own salvation. To this end the illustration in v8-9 encourages "the 
desirability of drastic action", Hagner. Smith argues that "it is possible in 
this context the words are intended to suggest that members who lead others 
into sin should be cut off from the body of the Church", but this is probably 
a step too far.  
   

On being accepting - "do not despise", v10: This verse is often taken 
to introduce the parable of the sheep, but since it is still addressing those 
who should welcome little ones rather than place a stumbling block in front 
of them, it is more likely intended to round off v5ff. Its message to 
established believers, particularly the self-righteous, is that they should be 
accepting of forgiven sinners / the children of grace (particularly when they 
lack many of the accepted social graces!!) rather than be disparaging, 
judgmental, busying themselves pulling specks out of their eyes, while 
oblivious to the log in their own.  
   

Paul, the exegete of Jesus: As already stated, these notes proceed on 
the proposition that the apostle Paul is the inspired exegete of Jesus and 
that to properly understand the teachings of Jesus it is necessary to interpret 
them in line with Paul's doctrine of justification by grace through faith apart 
from works of the law. It is also proposed that the authors of the synoptic 
gospels, although faithful to the received tradition, edit and arrange that 
tradition in line with a Pauline perspective. Such is evident in Matthew, and 
certainly in the passage before us.  
   

iii] Synoptics:  
Chapter 18: Much of the material aligns, in part, with Mark's gospel, 

some sayings with Luke and the rest is particular to Matthew:  
• v1-5, cf. Mk.9:33-37 and Lk.9:46-48;  
• v6-9, cf. Mk.9:42-48, Lk.17:1-2;  
• v10-14, cf. Lk.15:3-7;  
• v15-20, cf. Lk.17:3;  
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• v21-22, 35, cf. Lk.17:4; The parable of the unmerciful servant 
is peculiar to Matthew.  
   

As already indicated in these notes, by the time the gospels were 
written, the sayings and acts of Jesus would have existed as set oral 
tradition. Although it is normally accepted that Matthew used Mark + Q + 
M / + Luke (??) to construct his gospel, there is some evidence that 
Matthew was first, but it is also possible that all three synoptic gospels were 
constructed independently of each other, each using a local form of what 
was a common oral tradition. It is hard to deny some interaction between 
the gospel writers, given the large slabs of tradition with a common order, 
although this may be explained by the existence of a proto-Mark / Matthew, 
possibly composed in Aramaic, and either written or oral. The issue 
remains a matter of debate.  

 

Homiletics: Stumbling blocks 
A friend of mine always drove to the bottle shop in the next suburb to buy 

the communion wine for his church so that he wouldn't be seen as "winebibber". 
He was worried that he might lead someone into sin! In Australia we call an outlet 
for alcoholic beverages the bottle shop, or bottle-o; probably just as strange to a 
foreign ear as the American drug shop is to our's; we call them milk bars! 
Anyway, I guess his piety was to be commended, but then what if a member of 
his congregation saw him sneaking around in the wine department all those miles 
from home? He would look like a closet alcoholic. 

We have to be honest and admit that Jesus doesn't actually spell out what he 
means by this cause of sin. Actually, the word Jesus uses is stumbling-block, a 
cause of stumbling, a rock that sticks up out of the ground and trips up the little-
ones who believe in him. So, what is it that can trip up the children of faith, the 
little-ones who stand great in the kingdom of heaven? One thing we can say for 
certain is that it's not a minor issue. Jesus is referring to something that can 
undermine our faith, eat away at our salvation, destroy our standing before God. 
This is serious! 

Body: Stumbling blocks 
             Behaviour: Hypocrisy ……….. See notes above 
             Belief: Legalism / nomism ……. See notes above 

   
Text - 18:1 

The greatest in the kingdom of heaven, v1-10: i] True greatness, v1-4. The 
tone of this passage is set immediately by the disciples who ask, "who is the 
greatest in the kingdom of heaven?" Obviously it was a issue of discussion. So, 
Jesus tells his disciples about true greatness. True greatness is found when a 
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person becomes as a little child, for such a person will participate in the 
consummation of the kingdom. The little child is a repentant sinner, a child of 
grace, someone who is "poor in spirit", "humble", someone who rests on God's 
eternal mercy in Christ rather than their own self-worth.  

en + dat. "at [that hour]" - Temporal use of the preposition.  
tw/ Ihsou (oV) dat. "[came to] Jesus" - [THE DISCIPLES APPROACHED] 

JESUS. Dative of direct object after the proV prefix verb "came to."  
legonteV (legw) pres. part. "and asked" - SAYING. The participle can be 

classified as attendant circumstance, expressing action accompanying the verb 
"approached", or adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of the approach; "came 
to Jesus and said / came to Jesus saying."  

tiV pro. "who" - Interrogative pronoun.  
ara "then" - THEN, THEREFORE. Inferential - drawing a conclusion. In 

17:24-27 Jesus makes the point that as a king does not tax his children, so it is 
not proper for him and his disciples to pay the temple tax, but Jesus pays for 
himself and his disciples so as not "to give offense." This may well prompt the 
disciples' question; "So then, who is ......?"  

meizwn (mega) comp. "[is] the greatest" - [IS] GREATER. Predicate 
nominative with the comparative standing in for a superlative. The disciples' 
question concerns status / standing in the kingdom, possibly rank. If they want to 
know who was #1 next to Jesus, then this would indicate "that they [have] no idea 
at all what the kingdom of heaven [is]", Barclay. None-the-less, Matthew's 
context is not the same as Mark's where the disciples are involved in a dispute 
over greatness, Mk.9:33-37. In Matthew the question is an innocent one, "even a 
knowing question", Gundry. Jesus answers the question in terms of status/state, 
not rank - the greatest is the dependent-one, and unless you are that dependent 
one i] you don't even get in, let alone stay in, OR, ii] you will not experience the 
consummation of the kingdom in the last day, see v3.  

en + dat. "in" - Local, expressing space / sphere.  
twn ouranwn (oV) gen. "[the kingdom] of heaven" - [THE KINGDOM] OF 

THE HEAVENS. The genitive is adjectival, possibly just attributive, limiting 
"kingdom", a "heavenly kingdom" as opposed to an earthly or Satanic kingdom. 
As usual, Matthew shows deference to God with "the kingdom of heaven" rather 
than "the kingdom of God", with the genitive "of God" being possessive, or 
verbal, subjective, where "kingdom" = "rule". Both terms encapsulate the eternal 
reign of God in and through Christ. See 3:2.  
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v2 

proskalesamenoV (proskaleomai) aor. part. "he called" - HAVING CALLED, 
SUMMONED. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying 
the verb "he set/placed"; "he called and set a child ...."  

paidion (on) "a little child" - A CHILD. Obviously "little" to make the point, 
although the word can include a teenager. Given v3 the child could represent the 
seeker, but more likely represents a believer, particularly if child represents "one 
of these little ones who believe in me", v6. A person's ongoing standing in the 
kingdom depends on being a child, in the sense of being dependent on God's grace 
- "insignificant and without power", Luz, as far as salvation is concerned.  

en + dat. "[among]" - [HE SET HIM] IN [MIDDLE]. Locative, expressing space 
/ sphere.  

autwn gen. pro. "them" - OF THEM. The genitive is adjectival, partitive. "The 
child must have looked insignificant, which of course is Jesus' point", Morris.  
   
v3 

uJmin dat. pro. "[I tell] you [the truth] / [truly I tell] you" - [AND HE SAID 
TRULY I SAY] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object. Indicating that what follows is 
important.  

ean mh + subj. "unless" - IF NOT. Introducing a negated conditional clause, 
3rd. class, where the condition has the possibility of coming true; "unless, as may 
be the case, ...... then ....."  

strafhte (strefw) aor. pas. subj. "you change" - YOU HAVE BEEN TURNED 
ABOUT, AROUND. The passive is interesting, so "be converted, changed, turned", 
as of a total change in direction. Divine / theological passive - God does the 
turning???  

genhsqe (ginomai) aor. subj. "become" - [AND] YOU BECOME. Taking an 
ethical / discipleship line, Carson states "a disciple must change from their present 
conduct and adopt this new norm or be excluded from the kingdom." The 2nd. 
person "you" here becomes oJstiV, "whoever", in v4. This is about a person 
becoming a believer, not a believer becoming humble.  

wJV "like [little children]" - aS, LIKE [A CHILD]. Comparative. The comparison 
surely images dependence. This dependence is explained in v4 as humility, a 
word used to describe dependence on God for salvation.  

ou mh + subj. "[you will] never [enter]" - [YOU WILL] NOT NEVER [ENTER 
INTO THE KINGDOM OF THE HEAVENS]. Subjunctive of emphatic negation. Jesus 
may be saying that a believer's status/state in the kingdom is dependent on the 
same quality required of entry, namely humility. Yet, it is more likely that Jesus 
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is making the point that entry into the kingdom now / not yet is only for those 
who rest on God's divine favour, realized in Christ and appropriated through faith.  
   
v4 

oun "therefore" - Inferential; drawing a logical conclusion. Matthew alone 
provides this definition of what is intended by "become like little children", 
becoming dependent / insignificant ie., "humble."  

o{stiV + fut. "whoever" - As with v5, one might have expected o{stiV an + 
subj. forming an indefinite relative conditional clause, 3rd. class, where the 
condition is a possibility; "whoever, as the case may be, ..... then ......."  

tapeinwsei (tapeinow) fut. "humbles" - WILL HUMBLE [HIMSELF]. Jesus 
says of himself that he is "humble and gentle of heart", meaning that he is modest, 
not self-assertive and dominating. This is obviously not the sense here. For the 
lost people of God, the beatitudes remind us that the humble are those who inherit 
the earth, 5:5, indeed they are the ones who recognize their poverty before God, 
mourn for their loss of divine standing, thirst for righteousness, and in this 
yearning are blessed with divine grace. Thus, they bear the fruit of faith: mercy, 
purity of heart, peacemakers, but persecuted. On the other hand, there are those 
who "exalt themselves", 23:12. The churchmen of Jesus' day rested in their own 
righteousness, binding the people with the curse of the law; "woe to you Scribes 
and Pharisees, hypocrites", cf., chapter 23. So, in this context, humility is not 
modesty in self-estimation, but reliance on God for salvation.  

wJV "of [this child]" - AS, LIKE [THIS CHILD]. Comparative. "It is the person 
who thinks as little of their importance (in the sight of God!!) as this little child 
(thinks of itself in the presence of adults) who stands highest in the kingdom of 
heaven", Barclay.  

oJ meizwn comp. adj. "the greatest" - [THIS ONE IS] THE GREATER. Predicate 
nominative, comparative uses as a superlative.  

en + dat. "in [the kingdom of heaven]" - Local, expressing space / sphere.  
   
v5 

ii] Receiving and offending, v5-7. Matthew goes on to present sayings which 
deal with welcoming the little ones who believe in Jesus, v5, and not causing 
them "to sin", v6 and 7. As Carson notes, the original context for v5 may well be 
the receiving / welcoming of Christ's missioners, but that's not Matthew's context. 
For Matthew, we are in the Christian fellowship and Jesus' words best apply to 
one believer receiving / accepting another believer. Technically, all believers are 
rightly children / "little ones", but a particular "child" (the humble one who is 
wholly dependent of God' grace for salvation) is marked out for special attention 
- this one must be received / accepted, v5. The humble are particularly vulnerable 
to those believers with a self-righteous bent who no long think it is necessary to 
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be a baby, ie., live by grace through faith apart from the law. These worldly 
believers are warned that they face eternal danger if they undermine the faith of 
a fellow believer / child of faith with their nomist teaching, v6-7.  

kai "and" - AND. Probably serving here as a connective, so left untranslated.  
o}V ean + subj. "whoever" - Introducing an indefinite relative conditional 

clause where the condition has the possibility of coming true; "whoever, as the 
case may be, ..... then ....."  

dexhtai (decomai) aor. subj. "welcomes" - RECEIVES. Of "accepting", D&A, 
the humble "as Christ's own", Gundry, better than in a missionary situation of 
"welcoming", Hagner. As indicated above, context dictates that this warning is 
for disciples rather than for the world to show hospitality to Christ's missioners, 
so Carson. The warning concerns accepting a brother, warts and all.  

epi + dat. "in [my name]" - [ONE SUCH CHILD] IN [THE NAME OF ME 
RECEIVES ME]. Causal; "on the basis of / on the ground of." Note the use of eiV, 
"in [my name]", v20. The name represents the person and thus their authority, so 
the sense is "with (on the basis of / because of) my authority."  
   
v6 

d (de) "but / -" - BUT/AND. Possibly adversative, as NIV, although more 
transitional, even as a stitching device.  

oJV ... an + subj. "if anyone" - WHOEVER. Introducing an indefinite relative 
conditional clause, as v5.  

skandalish/ (skandalizw) aor. subj. "causes .......... to sin" - CAUSES TO 
FALL, STUMBLE. Obviously not the lighter sense of cause someone to be offended, 
to offend, possibly leaning toward the idea of setting a trap, although there is 
some debate as to whether this meaning is found in the NT, but certainly with the 
meaning of causing someone to no longer believe*, cf. Jn.6:61. "Here, in view of 
the consequent punishment, it must signify causing others to lose their faith and 
fall away from God", D&A. Paul in 1Cor.8:9 uses the word of those believers 
who use their freedom to undermine the faith of "the weak." "Cause to lose their 
faith", TEV.  

twn mikrwn gen. adj. "[one] of [these] little ones" - The adjective serves as 
a substantive, the genitive being adjectival, partitive.  

twn pisteuontwn (pisteuw) gen. pres. part. "who believe" - BELIEVING. 
The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "these little ones", as NIV. In its 
original setting these "little ones who believe in me" may well be "one of the least 
of these my brothers and sisters", meaning the struggling, weak, new, .... believer. 
Yet surely Matthew intends us to equate these little ones with the "child" / humble 
believer, the dependent believer, the person who rests on Christ's righteousness 
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rather than their own. This is even linguistically acceptable since in both Heb. 
and Gk. "little ones" can mean a child, so Luz.  

eiV "in [me]" - INTO [ME]. Here expressing goal / end-view.  
sumferei (sumferw) pres. "it would be better" - IT IS BETTER.  
autw/ dat. pro. "for him / them" - Dative of interest, advantage.  
iJna + subj. "[to have ...... hung]" - THAT [MAY BE HUNG]. The construction 

here introduces an object clause / dependent statement of cause expressing what 
would be better. More properly formed with the use of an infinitive, although note 
how Mark in 9:42 uses an ei, "if", clause.  

muloV onikoV "a large millstone" - A MILLSTONE of A DONKEY. The 
nominative subject of the verb "to hang." "The upper stone of the large mill turned 
by an ass", Zerwick.  

peri + acc. "around" - AROUND [THE NECK OF HIM]. Spatial; "around".  
en + dat. "[be drowned] in" - [SINK] IN. Local, expressing space.  
thV qalasshV (a) gen. "[the depths] of the sea" - The genitive is adjectival, 

partitive, or attributed, "the deep / open sea."  
   
v7 

It is difficult to know whether to attach this independent saying to v5-6 or to 
v8-9, but v5-6 seems best. It probably interacts with both, being linked technically 
to both by the word skandalon, "cause of stumbling / entrapment." In this saying 
"three points are made: first, causes of stumbling do a lot of damage; second, they 
are, however, a necessary aspect of the present conditions of life; and, third, the 
outcome for those who are the causes of the stumbling is dire", Nolland.  

ouai "woe" - Interjection. The word can be used to express sympathy / 
sorrow, eg., used of nursing mothers in the day of tribulation, cf., ch.24, so 
Morris, McNeile, .... Probably used this way here such that Jesus is expressing 
sadness for the world of humanity given that we constantly face the consequence 
of the fall, namely, stumbling blocks to our faith. Although possibly here "a 
proclamation of judgment", Carson. So either, "the tragedy of the world is the 
existence of things which .....", Barclay, or "Doom to the world", Peterson.  

tw/ kosmw/ (oV) dat. "to the world" - Dative of reference / interest, 
disadvantage. Here probably the neutral setting for the eternal struggle between 
good and evil, between belief and unbelief, rather than the world of humanity in 
rebellion to God under the influence of Satan. "It is not itself evil, but it contains 
evil which the Son of Man will someday remove and destroy", Luz.  

apo + gen. "because of" - FROM, BY, SINCE. Obviously causal here, as NIV, 
cf. BDF#176.1.  
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twn skandalwn "the things that cause people to sin" - THE STUMBLING 
BLOCKS. The addition of "people" by the NIV clouds the sense of Jesus' words. 
"Because of stumbling blocks, enticements to sin and apostasy", Mounce.  

gar "-" - FOR. More explanatory than causal, so left untranslated, as NIV.  
anagkh (h) "[such things] must [come]" - [THE CAUSE OF STUMBLING TO 

COME] it is A NECESSITY. We would expect dei "it is necessary", or at least the 
use of the verb to-be estin with anagkh, "it is necessary." The neuter accusative 
noun ta skandala, "the offences", serves as the subject of the infinitive elqein, 
which infinitival phrase serves as the subject of the missing verb to-be; lit. "the 
cause of stumbling to come is necessary." Causes of stumbling are "the nature of 
things in a fallen world", France. "Before the good triumphs, evil must flourish. 
Thus, skandala are inescapable", D&A. Again, referring to that which 
undermines a person's faith / salvation. "That occasions should arise for sinning 
is wholly inevitable", Cassirer, although "that undermine our faith" is better than 
"for sinning."  

plhn "but" - BUT, NEVERTHELESS. Here as an adversative conjunction.  
ouai "woe" - Probably as above.  
di (dia) + gen. "through [whom they come]" - THROUGH, BY MEANS OF 

[WHOM THE STUMBLING BLOCK COMES]. Instrumental, expressing agency; "by 
whom." In a fallen world stumbling blocks are inevitable, but this does not mean 
that a person has to promote / create them; woe to the culpable person who does. 
"Woe to the person on whose account the tripping-up occurs", Berkeley.  
   
v8 

iii] Removing the cause of sin, v8-9. This exhortation is taken in many ways, 
sometimes literally, but it is simply a warning to take drastic action with respect 
to behaviour that will "cause you to stumble", and so prompt eternal loss. The 
shift to the second person se, "you", reflects the independence of the saying, but 
given the context, we cause ourselves to stumble when we place a stumbling-
block in the way of a brother or sister, ie., we undermine our salvation when we 
undermine the salvation of another.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional; serving here as a stitching device for a new 
saying.  

ei + ind. "if" - IF, as is the case, [THE HAND OF YOU OR THE FOOT OF YOU TO 
FALL then CUT IT OFF AND]. Introducing a conditional clause, 1st. class, where the 
condition is assumed to be true (for argument's sake??), Note how Mark has a 
3rd. class condition.  

apo + gen. "[throw it] away" - [THROW, CAST] FROM, AWAY FROM [YOU]. 
Expressing separation.  

soi dat. pro. "[it is better] for you" - Dative of interest, advantage.  
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eiselqein (eisercomai) aor. inf. "to enter" - TO ENTER [INTO LIFE CRIPPLED 
OR LAME]. The infinitive introduces an object clause / dependent statement of 
perception expressing what is better, namely, "that you may enter life maimed or 
crippled rather than ....." "Better to be maimed and crippled and get into life", 
Moffatt.  

zwhn (h) "life" - [INTO] LIFE. "To enter life" = "to enter the kingdom of 
heaven/God", so McNeile, = to possess eternal life.  

h] "than" - THAN [you TO BE THROWN INTO THE FIRE OF THE AGE HAVING 
TWO HANDS OR TWO FEET]. The disjunctive here introduces a comparison; better 
this than that.  

econta (ecw) pres. part. "to have" - HAVING [TWO HANDS OR TWO FEET]. 
The participle is adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of being thrown into 
the fire; "with two hands and two feet." The participle is accusative in agreement 
with the assumed accusative subject of the infinitive, "you".  

blhqhnai (ballw) aor. pas. inf. "and be thrown" - TO BE THROWN. The 
infinitive as for "to enter"; "than that you may be thrown into eternal fire ........"; 
"and be thrown into the everlasting fire", Moffatt.  

pur to aiwnion "eternal fire" - [INTO] THE FIRE OF THE AGE. "Used 
metaphorically in an expression that brings out the painfulness of the lost in their 
eternal lostness", Morris.  
   
v9 

The syntax in this verse repeats v8. 
tou puroV (ur uroV) gen. "[the fire] of hell" - [THE GEHENNA] OF FIRE. 

The genitive is adjectival, attributive, limiting "fire", "hell-fire", Barclay = 
"eternal fire", TNIV, v8. As for thn geennan, "Gehenna", the term comes from 
the Heb. ge-Hinnom, the valley of wailing, the rubbish tip outside of Jerusalem 
where corpses of the poor were dumped along with the rubbish. A stinking, 
constantly burning place. Again, used metaphorically to highlight the terrible loss 
of those who fail to appropriate the promised blessings of the covenant.  
   
v10 

iv] Conclusion - be accepting, v10. Jesus concludes by reminding established 
believers to be accepting of those with a child-like faith, rather than be 
disparaging. It's easy to look down the nose at those who have little in the way of 
Christian graces, theological knowledge, piety or churchmanship. Faith is what 
matters, not works. Jesus' mention of guardian angels is somewhat puzzling, but 
his point is simple enough: the little-ones always matter to God.  
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oJrate (oJraw) pres. imp. "see" - Sometimes used to establish a general 
principle / independent statement, "see to it that", but also it can be used as a 
warning, "take heed, beware", Morris. Given the context, a warning seems best.  

mh katafronhshte (katafronew) aor. subj. "that you do not look down 
on" - YOU DO NOT DESPISE. Possibly a subjunctive of prohibition, "Look here! 
Don't ....", although it may be dependent on the imperative so introducing a 
dependent statement, as above, so NIV. "Arrogantly", Peterson.  

eJnoV gen. adj. "one" - Genitive of direct object after the kata prefix verb "to 
despise."  

twn mikrwn gen. adj. "of [these] little ones" - The adjective serves as a 
substantive, the genitive being adjectival, partitive.  

gar "for [I tell you]" - FOR [I SAY TO YOU]. Introducing a causal clause 
explaining why the "little ones" should not be treated "arrogantly".  

oJti "that" - Introducing a dependent statement of indirect speech expressing 
what Jesus wants to "tell you."  

autwn gen. pro. "their [angels in heaven]" - [THE ANGELS] OF THEM [IN 
HEAVENS]. The genitive is possessive. This interesting descriptive, "their angels 
in heaven", possibly refers to guardian angels / angelic representative in heaven 
and is even translated as such by the NEB, although dropped by the REB. The 
NT is light on information about the function of angels, but the point here is clear 
enough "any act to the detriment of the little ones [does] not go unnoticed in the 
highest place of all", Morris, cf., Gen.48:16, Acts 12:15.  

dia pantoV "always" - Temporal use of the preposition dia, "through in time 
or space", + the adjective pantoV, "all / every", expresses the sense "always / 
continually". "The angels in heaven who have them in their charge are ever fixing 
their gaze upon the face of my Father in heaven", Cassirer.  

blepousi (blepw) pres. "see [the face]" - SEE [THE FACE OF THE FATHER 
OF ME]. "See" takes the present tense which, being durative, expresses continued 
action. The little ones always matter to God.  

tou gen. art. "[in heaven]" - THE one [IN the HEAVENS]. The article serves 
as an adjectivizer turning the prepositional phrase en ouranoiV, "in heaven", into 
an attributive adjective limiting "Father"; "my Father which is in heaven", AV.  
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18:12-20 

9. In love and forgiveness, 17:24-18:35 
iii] The lost brother 
Synopsis  

The 4th Discourse continues to present Jesus' teachings on life lived in 
Christian community. In the passage before us Matthew records Jesus' parable of 
the lost sheep and instructions on the restoration of a believer who goes astray.  
   
Teaching  

The Father is passionate for the perseverance of believers, a passion we 
should all share. So, reconcile and forgive a fallen brother or sister.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 18:1-10.  
   

ii] Structure: The lost brother:  
Parable / illustrative saying, v12-14: 

The lost sheep 
"it is not the will of my Father .. these little ones should perish." 

Sayings, v15-20: 
Restoring a lost brother, v15-20: 

"if your brother or sister sins ....", v15-17: 
"whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven ....", v18; 
"if two of you agree on earth", v19; 
"where two or three are gathered in my name ....", v20.  

   
iii] Interpretation.  

In this 4th Discourse, with its pastoral purpose of enhancing Christian 
community, we are first reminded that membership of the kingdom of God 
belongs to those who are dependent on God's grace for their salvation, v1-
5, so, it is essential to welcome / accept and not to lead such a person away 
from God's grace, v6-10, nor allow them to stray from it, v12-20, and to 
constantly forgive as God forgives, although with a recognition that 
perfection is only found in Christ, v21-35.  
   

The passage begins with the Parable of the Lost Sheep, v12-14. The 
missionary idea of searching out the lost sinner seems unlikely here since 
the context is pastoral. Yet, even if we approach the parable from a pastoral 
standpoint, it is unclear whether we should take this parable with the 
preceding sayings, or the sayings that follow. In attaching the parable to the 
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preceding sayings Carson says "here is another reason not to despise these 
little ones: the shepherd - the Father (v14) - is concerned for each sheep in 
his flock and seeks the one who strays. .... With a God like that, how dare 
anyone cause even one of these sheep to go astray", so D&A, Nolland, 
Mounce, ...  

Yet, it seems more likely that the parable serves as a linking illustration 
for both v6-10 and v15-20. The modern approach to the interpretation of 
parables involves the identification of a single idea rather than a many-
faceted allegory (See Luz, p444-5 for the history of the interpretation of 
this parable). The single idea is stated in v14; our heavenly Father desires 
that not one of his little ones should be lost - either by being driven away, 
v6-10, or falling away, v15-20. God is like a shepherd who is so focused 
on the preservation of his flock he is willing to do anything for a lost one 
and goes into party mode when he finds one. We should develop the same 
concern for the perseverance of a brother or sister. On the negative side, we 
must take care not to undermine the faith of a fellow child of grace, v6-10, 
and on the positive side, we must go the extra mile for a brother or sister 
whose Christian life is starting to come apart, v15-20.  
   

Matthew now presents three linked sayings of Jesus which tackle the 
subject of restoring a lost brother or sister, v15-20:  
   

The first saying - A brother / sister found in a state of sin, v15-
17: This saying is often treated as a method for dealing with a brother 
who has hurt us - sinned against us. This method is constantly used 
in Christian fellowships with varying degrees of offense. Although a 
definitive interpretation is not possible, there are some important 
clues to note. Some major texts leave out eiV se, "against you", v15. 
Also, the word ekerdhsaV, "won ... over (gained)", may well mean 
"restored", cf., 1Pet.3:1. Finally, although the sin is undefined it is 
obviously serious, and given the context (the issue of "stumbling 
blocks", v6-10) it is likely to be a loss of faith. A believer / little-one 
has wavered in their faith, and as a result their standing before Christ 
needs to be restored. To this end the brotherhood must bring the 
brother / sister face to face with the gospel again.  
   

The second saying - Binding and loosing, v18: This verse is the 
first of two linked sayings, and like v15-17, it is not possible to arrive 
at a definitive interpretation. In fact, D&A provide thirteen possible 
interpretive approaches to this saying. See Matthew's first use of this 
saying, 16:19, for some worthy examples. Given the indefinite nature 
of the sayings, a contextual approach seems best. An interpretation 
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in the terms of John 20:23 may well be Matthew's intended meaning, 
where "binding" is "retaining" the sins of the unrepentant, and 
"loosing" is "forgiving" the sins of the repentant. In seeking to restore 
the brother or sister who is straying from the faith, the Christian 
community seeks to refocus them on the gospel - the bad news of 
God's impending judgment along with the good news of his 
unconditional grace. Depending on the brother's response to the 
gospel, the brotherhood confirms God's condemnation or 
forgiveness. The purpose, even of condemnation, is restoration 
within the context of the perseverance of the saints.  
   

The third saying - Agreeing under the authority of Christ, v19-
20: This two-part saying, unique to Matthew, can be understood in a 
number of ways. So, for example, the saying may promote the idea 
that when two or more Christians believe for something in prayer, it 
will be done for them. Yet, by adopting this interpretation many 
believers have had to wrestle with the problem of unanswered prayer. 
The saying may be teaching that when two or three meet in Jesus' 
name, he will be present, revealing his will to them through the 
ministry of the Word. The congregation can then pray, believing that 
it will be "done for" them. This approach is certainly more in line 
with scripture. Yet, a contextual interpretation is likely to be closer 
to the mark. The "anything" is most likely the promises of the gospel, 
both the bad-news promise and the good-news promise. In this sense 
the saying serves to reaffirm / restate the point made in v18, 
particularly the offer of divine forgiveness for all and every sin. So, 
the divine prerogative for the perseverance of the saints provides the 
context for the saying.  
   

The exposition of this passage is affected by two particular exegetical 
problems (see 18:1-10). First: it is unclear whether v10 concludes the unit 
in v6-9, or commences the unit v12-20. It links well with the parable of the 
lost sheep, but also with v1-9. Second: The variant v11 is most likely not 
original and was brought over from Luke's gospel. The statement, "the Son 
of Man came to save what was lost", certainly aligns with the parable of 
the lost sheep within the context of Luke's gospel. In Luke's gospel the 
parable is all about the lost sinner and God's joy at their conversion, 
Lk.15:3-7. Is Matthew making the same point, a point he certainly makes 
elsewhere? Obviously someone thought so, which is why v11 was added, 
but without v11 the context implies a pastoral motif. If the parable serves 
to introduce v15-20, then the emphasis does seem to be upon the shepherd's 
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concern for the perseverance of disciples. The preacher will understand 
how the resolution of this problem affects the application of the passage, 
giving either an evangelistic, or pastoral slant.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
See 18:1-10 for general synoptic notes on chapter 18.  
 

Homiletics: Forgiveness 
An old family friend once said that my grandmother had obviously taken to 

heart the parable of the Lost Sheep, because she went out of her way to look after 
her wayward son and hardly gave my father a second thought. What is Jesus on 
about in this passage? 

I take it that Jesus' is speaking about divine inclusion. The passage is all 
about forgiveness of a lost and wayward soul. Our God is passionate for the 
salvation of lost humanity, and Jesus wants us to be fired by the same passion. 
When it comes to a brother or sister who has, as it was once called, fallen from 
grace, we should be as passionate for their restoration as God is. Some 
immorality, relationship, intellectual quest, even the demands of an impossible 
piety, has undermined their faith and they have drifted in their reliance upon 
Christ for their salvation. When this happens, we need to get off our tails and 
search them out; pull out all stops so that they hear again the grace of God's 
unconditional forgiveness in Christ. 

Our Lord bestows upon us a wonderful privilege, We have the right to 
confirm to a fallen brother or sister God's offer of forgiveness, full and free, and 
with this, the privilege to pray for their forgiveness when they turn again to Jesus. 

   
Text - 18:12 

i] The parable of the lost sheep, v12-14. The story of a sheep-herder's 
determination to find his lost sheep serves to illustrate the Father's willingness to 
go all-out to restore a strayed believer / little one. The story serves as an invitation 
to all believers to go out of their way to restore all who have strayed from the 
family of faith.  

uJmin dat. pro. "[what do] you [think]" - [WHAT SEEMS right] TO YOU. The 
dative is adverbial, reference / respect; "Tell me", Moffatt.  

ean + subj. "if" - Introducing a conditional clause, 3rd class, as a question, 
where the condition has the possibility of coming true; "if, as may be the case, 
...... then ....."  

tini anqrwpw/ dat. "a man [owns a hundred sheep]" - [A HUNDRED SHEEP 
BELONGED] TO A CERTAIN MAN. Dative of indirect object / interest, advantage. 
Possibly possession, so Olmstead.  
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ex (ek) + gen. "[one] of [them]" - [AND ONE] FROM [THEM]. Here doing the 
work of the partitive genitive autwn, "of them". An example of the increasing 
use of prepositions in the language of the time to expressly state the function of 
the genitive. How easy it would have been for us had this process been completed 
before the composition of the NT documents!!!!  

planhqh/ (planaw) aor. pas. subj. "wanders away" - LED ASTRAY = 
WANDERED. In the passive it is "go astray", therefore "wandered off". "Gets lost", 
TEV.  

ouci "[will he] not" - [WOULD HE] NOT [LEAVE THE NINETY-NINE]. This 
negation is used in a question expecting a positive answer.  

epi + acc. "on [the hills]" - Spatial; "upon".  
poreuqeiV (poreuomai) pres. aor. part. "go [to look]" - [AND] HAVING GONE 

[SEEK]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the 
verb "seek / look"; "go and seek."  

to planwmenon (planaw) pres. pas. part. "the one that wandered off" - 
THE ONE HAVING WANDERED AWAY? The participle serves as a substantive; "the 
wondering one", Barclay.  
   
v13 

ean + subj. "if" - IF, [as may be the case, HE HAPPENS TO FIND IT then TRULY 
I SAY TO YOU THAT HE REJOICES ....]. A second conditional clause, as in v12.  

euJrein (euJriskw) aor. inf. "he finds" - [HE BECOMES = HAPPENS] TO FIND. 
The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "he becomes." 
This verb is used to actualize the infinitive, so "if he actually finds it" BAGD. 
"Yet, if he should chance to find it, I assure you ..." Phillips. 

amhn legw uJmin "I tell you the truth" - TRULY I SAY TO YOU. The phrase is 
used to emphasize what follows. 

oJti "-" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of indirect speech 
expressing the truth Jesus wants to communicate.  

cairei (cairw) pres. "he is happier" - HE REJOICES. "He is more delighted", 
REB.  

ep (eou) + dat, "about [that one sheep]" - OVER [IT]. Possibly causal; 
"because of that one sheep."  

mallon h] "than" - MORE, RATHER THAN. Adverb of measure + a disjunctive 
with a comparative sense, here "rather than." This illustrative parable describes 
the determination of a shepherd to go all-out to find a lost sheep. Sometimes 
people get worried by the seeming disregard for the safety of the ninety-nine, 
particularly those who know something about the grazing of open-pastured 
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animals. Of course, the point of the illustration is all about searching out a lost 
one, not disregarding the many.  

toiV mh peplanhmenoiV (planaw) pas. part. "that did not wander off" - 
[OVER THE NINETY-NINE] THE ONES NOT HAVING WANDERED OFF. The participle 
is adjectival, attributive, limiting "the ninety-nine"; "that never went astray", 
Moffatt. 
   
v14 

The punch-line.  
ouJtwV adv. "in the same way" - THUS / IN THIS WAY. Inferential adverb of 

manner; drawing a logical conclusion. Possibly "thus /therefore", ie., "Matthew's 
redactional conclusion to the parable of the lost sheep", D&A; "so it is not the 
will of my Father ..." NRSV, or "in this way"; "in just the same way", TEV; "that's 
how it is", CEV.  

emprosqen + gen. "[your Father]" - [IT IS NOT WILL] BEFORE = IN THE FACE 
OF, IN THE SIGHT OF = IN THE OPINION OF [THE FATHER OF YOU]. Here of 
"marking a participant whose viewpoint is relevant to an event"*.  

tou "-" - the one. The article serves as an adjectivizer, turning the 
prepositional phrase, "in heaven", into an attributive modifier limiting "Father"; 
"my Father who is in heaven", ESV.  

en "in [heaven]" - IN [the HEAVENS]. Local, expressing space.  
ouk estin qelhma (a atoV) "is not willing" - IT IS NOT WILL, DESIRE. 

Possibly "pleased", reflecting the Aramaic, but more likely, "desire"; "your Father 
in heaven doesn't want any of these little ones to be lost", Barclay.  

iJna + subj. "that" - THAT. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement 
of perception expressing what is not the Father's will.  

twn mikrwn toutwn gen. "[any] of these little ones" - [ONE] OF THE LITTLE 
ones OF THESE. The genitives are adjectival, partitive.  

apolhtai (apollumi) aor. subj. "should be lost" - SHOULD PERISH. "The 
will of God concerning the little ones, that they should not perish, becomes an 
imperative for the believer. The disciple must be like God, that is, must act as 
God, the good shepherd acts and so share in his activity of saving the lost", D&A.  
   
v15 

ii] Matthew now puts together three independent didactic sayings of Jesus, 
v15-20. The sayings seem to touch on church discipline, yet discipline is most 
likely not their point. Following on from the parable of the lost sheep, the sayings 
are all about restoring a strayed brother on the basis of forgiveness, and this under 
the authority of Christ.  
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a) A brother or sister in a state of sin, v15-17. Matthew now records a saying 
from Jesus which encourages believers to be proactive when a brother or sister 
drifts from the faith. A believer / little one, has sinned (a "stumbling block" of 
some kind has undermined their faith, v5-10). So, they need to hear the gospel 
again. If a single member of the Christian fellowship can't make any headway 
with the little one, then two members must try, and if that fails, the fellowship as 
a whole should apply themselves to the business of restoring the strayed brother 
/ sister. If the little one refuses to listen, then they must be left to their own 
devices; another unbeliever among the many.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional; indicating a step in the narrative / argument.  
ean + subj. "if" - IF, [as may be the case, A BROTHER OF YOU SINS (against 

you), then GO REPROVE ......]. Introducing a conditional clause, 3rd. class, where 
the condition has the possibility of coming true; "if, as may be the case, .... then 
....."  

oJ adelfoV (oV) "brother / brother or sister" - Jesus uses the word to refer 
to anyone who is devoted to him, follows him, accepts him. Although later 
commonly used of a disciple, Jesus used it of seekers / the lost as well as 
followers. "If a member of the church", NRSV.  

aJmarthsh/ (aJmartanw) aor. subj. "sins" - [OF YOU] SINS. Nominative subject 
of the verb "to sin." The sin is undefined, but given the instructions it must be 
serious, so surely stronger than "should do something wrong", Cassirer. If eiV se, 
"against you", is original, then the sin is "against a Christian brother" and is "both 
intended and serious", D&A, so also Hagner, Gundry. Taking the shorter reading 
as original the "sin" is best viewed as a serious non-personal sin committed within 
the Christian fellowship, so France. Carson, taking the view that the theme of 
despising a brother continues, suggests that without eiV se the sin is that very sin 
- a worthy contextual approach. At least in general terms the sin is that of 
"separating the perpetrator from the people of God", Nolland, but given the 
context it is surely the consequence of skandalizw, of having a stumbling block 
placed before a brother, so Luz. Taken this way the "sin" involves a loss of faith, 
while the brother's restoration involves a restatement of the gospel of grace. Paul's 
letter to the Galatians could be classed as an example of restoration at work. This 
sense certainly aligns with the word's use in 27:4, although not with its use in 
v21.  

eiV se "against you" - Textual variant. The verse works better without it, but 
then that's a good reason for a scribe to leave it out. None-the-less, the shorter 
reading is to be preferred, so France. "If your brother sins" = "if your brother or 
sister turns their back on Christ."  

elegxon (elegcw) aor. imp. "show / point out [their] fault" - [GO] EXPOSE, 
REPROVE, CONVICT [HIM]. Bring to light the problem, and here, to do it privately 
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rather than publicly. "Have it out with him", JB, although the stronger "reprove" 
my be intended. Note how Luke uses the verb epitimaw, "to rebuke", Lk.17:3.  

metaxu + gen. "just between [the two of you]" - BETWEEN [YOU AND HE 
ALONE]. Here expressing association.  

ean "if" - IF [as may be the case, HE HEARS YOU, then YOU GAINED THE 
BROTHER OF YOU]. Conditional clause, 3rd. class, as above.  

sou gen. pro. "[they listen to] you" - [HEARS] YOU. Genitive of direct object 
after to verb "to hear = give heed to."  

akoush/ (akouw) aor. subj. "he listens" - HEARS, TAKES NOTICE OF. "If he 
sees that you are right", TH.  

ekerdhsaV (kerdainw) aor. "you have won [your brother / them] over" - 
i] Gain, win, make a profit. ii] spare oneself something, avoid something such as 
injury or loss, and therefore, here possibly "saved", "restored" - restored to the 
Christian fellowship, restored to Christ through faith.  
   
v16 

de "but" - BUT/AND. Somewhat adversative, but primarily indicating a step 
in the dialogue.  

ean + subj. "if" - IF [as may be the case, HE DOES NOT LISTEN then TAKE 
WITH YOU .....]. The string of 3rd. class conditional clauses continue, as for v15.  

mh akoush/ (akouw) aor. subj. "he will not listen" - HE DOES NOT HEAR. 
"If he pays no attention", Cassirer.  

paralabe (paralambanw) aor. imp. "take" - TAKE ALONG. Going to the 
trouble of taking along a brother or two to confront the problem emphasizes "the 
need to exhaust every possibility in the effort to win back the disciple in danger 
of forfeiting salvation", Gundry.  

meta + gen. "-" - WITH [YOU]. Accompaniment; "with, in company with."  
eti adv. "-" - IN ADDITION [ONE OR TWO]. Used with numbers to express "in 

addition to."  
iJna + subj. "so that" - THAT [BY MOUTH OF TWO WITNESSES OR THREE]. 

Here introducing a purpose clause. The quotation is from Deuteronomy 19:15 
establishing the point that a person cannot be convicted on the evidence of just 
one person.  

pan rJhma "every matter" - EVERY WORD. Nominative subject of the verb 
"to stand" = "establish". The quotation concerns the principle of multiple 
testimony of witnesses in establishing the truth of a matter. If the "sin" (loss of 
faith) is the fruit of "the stumbling block" (law-righteousness / nomism - see 18:5-
10), then the testimony is the gospel of grace apart from works of the law.  
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staqh/ (iJsthmi) aor. pas. subj. "establish" - MAY BE ESTABLISHED. In this 
case "confirm" by the presence of another standing with....  

epi + gen. "by [the testimony]" - BY [THE MOUTH]. Here leaning toward a 
causal sense; "on the basis of."  

duo marturwn (oV) gen. "of two [or three] witnesses" - The genitive is 
usually treated as adjectival, verbal, subjective, or possessive.  
   
v17 

ean + subj. "if" - IF [as may be the case, HE REFUSES TO HEAR THEM, then 
SPEAK TO THE CHURCH, AND] IF [as may be the case, HE REFUSES TO HEAR EVEN 
THE CHURCH, then LET HIM BE TO YOU ....]. Conditional clauses, 3rd. class, as for 
v15.  

parakoush/ (parakouw) aor. subj. "refuses to listen" - OVERHEAR, HEAR 
IMPERFECTLY, REFUSES TO HEAR, IGNORES. Subjunctive in a conditional 
sentence. The sense is "takes no notice of"; "hear without heeding", Morris.  

autwn gen. pro. "-" - THEM. Genitive of direct object after the para prefix 
verb "to refuse to listen to."  

th/ ekklhsia/ (a) dat. "[tell it] to the church" - [SPEAK] TO THE ASSEMBLY. 
Dative of indirect object. Often seen as an ecclesiastical reference, but the word 
has a simple meaning, "assembly / gathering", here of disciples.  

kai "[if he refuses to listen] even" - Ascensive, as NIV.  
thV ekklhsiaV (a) gen. "[to] the church" - Genitive of direct object after 

the para prefix verb "to refuse to listen to."  
wJsper "[treat him / them] as [you] would" - [LET HIM BE TO YOU] AS. 

Serving to introduce a comparative clause; "you should regard him as if he were 
.......". The soi, "you", is singular, dative of interest, advantage, "for you."  

oJ eqnikoV kai oJ telwnhV "a pagan or a tax collector" - the Gentile and 
the tax collector. Nominative subject of an assumed verb to be; "as a pagan or a 
tax collector is." Treat him as if he were no longer a member of Christ's 
community, as an outsider. This does not mean treat him with contempt, cruelty, 
etc., in fact the opposite would apply "Treat them as you would an unbeliever (a 
person in need of God's saving grace)."  
   
v18 

b) Binding and loosing, v18. In this saying the Christian fellowship is 
reminded of its authority to confirm the promises of the gospel. The fellowship 
of believers has the authority to remind a brother or sister, who has drifted from 
the faith, of the bad news of God's judgment and the good news of God's eternal 
grace in Christ. If they reject the gospel then their sin is bound to them, retained, 
but if they accept the gospel then their sin is loosed, forgiven.  
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uJmin dat. pro. "[truly I tell] you" - Dative of indirect object. The statement 
serves to underline the following words.  

oJsa ean + subj. "whatever" - WHATEVER. Introducing an indefinite relative 
clause. It is not indefinite in a conditional sense with only the possibility of the 
condition being realized, because here the condition will be realized. It is also 
unlikely that "whatever" is everything beyond what God wills; the context 
determines the "whatever".  

dhshte (dew) aor. subj. "you bind" - YOU BIND, RESTRICT, TO PLACE UNDER 
(the jurisdiction of)*. Note the plural. In 16:19 Peter is given this authority, but 
here the authority is given to the Christian community. If the sense of "bound" is 
"forbidden" (and "loosed" is "permitted, allowed"), then the church is possibly 
being given the authority to arbitrate on matters of God's will as revealed in the 
scriptures, or to arbitrate on matters of moral conduct and declare a verdict on the 
matter. Yet, we are best to take "binding" as "retaining" and "loosing" as 
"forgiving". A "little one" has had a crisis of faith and has receive the gospel of 
God's grace in Christ from members of the congregation, so now, depending on 
their response, those members will either confirm God's condemnation, or 
forgiveness.  

epi + gen. "on [earth]" - ON [THE EARTH]. Spatial; "upon".  
estai dedemena (dew) perf. pas. part. "will be bound" - WILL HAVE BEEN 

BOUND [IN HEAVEN]. As with estai lelumena, "will have been loosed", a 
periphrastic future perfect construction, is a roundabout way of saying "shall have 
been bound". The translation of this periphrases is open to some dispute. Often 
translated as "shall be bound", implying that the decision of the church prompts 
the divine decision, although this seems unlikely. Moule argues that the 
periphrastic perfect does not necessarily dictate action at all, although Turner sees 
it as linear in action. Burton sees the future verb "to be" as dictating a future state. 
Chamberlain argues for the translation "shall have been bound", implying that the 
divine decision precedes, but then extends beyond the decision of the church. This 
seems the best way to understand the action of this periphrases. The passive is 
probably a theological passive where God is the implied agent. Therefore, the 
divine decision to condemn the unrepentant sinner or to forgive the repentant 
sinner, predates, is independent of, and extends beyond the act of a believer who 
confirms this fact to a lost or strayed person.  

lushte (luw) "you loose" - [WHATEVER] YOU LOOSE, ABOLISH [UPON THE 
EARTH WILL HAVE BEEN LOOSED IN HEAVEN]. See above.  
   
v19 

c) Agreeing under the authority of Christ, v19-20. This saying restates the 
point made in v18. The good news of the gospel comes with a promise - whoever 
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believes in the Lord Jesus Christ will not perish but have eternal life, Jn.3:16. 
Those who have counseled a brother / sister who has drifted in their faith have 
the authority to confirm this promise on anyone who repents and believes.  

palin amhn legw uJmin "Again, I tell you" - AGAIN I SAY TO YOU. Using 
this introductory formula, as in v18, indicates that this verse is an independent 
saying, although not necessarily unrelated to its context. Matthew has added to 
v18 "a formally structured principle", Luz. The textual variant "truly" may not be 
original. So, either repetition "I tell you once more", Phillips, or less likely, 
continuation, "another thing", Moffatt.  

oJti "that" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of indirect speech 
expressing what Jesus is saying.  

ean + subj. "if" - IF [as is the case, TWO OF YOU WILL BE IN AGREEMENT 
UPON THE EARTH CONCERNING EVERY MATTER WHATEVER THEY WILL ASK, then 
IT WILL BE DONE FOR THEM ....]. The last of the series of conditional clauses which 
began in v12.  

ex uJmwn "[two] of you" - [TWO] FROM, OUT OF YOU. The preposition is again 
being used to express a partitive genitive.  

epi + gen. "on [earth]" - UPON [THE EARTH]. Taking a spatial sense here, 
"upon, on."  

sumfwnhswsin (sumfwnew) aor. subj. "agree" - MAY BE IN AGREEMENT 
WITH, HARMONIZE. The subjunctive used in a conditional clause.  

peri + gen. "about" - Reference / respect; "concerning, with reference to, 
about."  

ou| ean + subj. "anything" - [EVERY MATTER] WHATEVER. The relative 
pronoun ou| should be accusative, but has been attracted to its genitive antecedent. 
The particle ean followed by the subjunctive verb aithswntai forms an indefinite 
relative clause; "whatever they may ask." The "whatever" is somewhat 
misleading. Divine action is dictated by the divine will, which is why, when it 
comes to prayer, we are bound to pray in faith, ie., in reliance upon the revealed 
will of God - prayer according to the will of God. We are free to ask for anything 
we like, but God acts upon his promises, whatever they are, but not upon our 
perceived needs. So, the general nature of these words is more likely serving a 
specific end, rather than a general end. "Anything" is therefore very misleading. 
"Truly I say to you, when you assure a 'little one' of their forgiveness before God, 
that forgiveness will have been agreed to in heaven ........ I tell you once more, if 
you seek the forgiveness of sins for a 'little one', no matter what the sin, it will be 
granted by my Father in heaven."  

aithswntai (aitew) aor. subj. "you ask" - YOU REQUEST. The "ask" is 
within the constraints of the context and is not a general promise that God will 
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answer every prayer. Some argue that both v18 and v19 concern the restoration 
of a fallen brother, their restoration to God and subsequently the church, so 
France. It is more likely that Jesus is emphatically underlining the disciples' 
authority to bestow God's forgiveness on a repentant wayward brother, or sister.  

autoiV dat. pro. "for you / for them" - [IT WILL BE DONE] TO THEM. Dative 
of interest, advantage; "for them."  

para + gen. "by [my Father in heaven]" - BY [THE FATHER OF ME THE ONE 
IN HEAVENS]. Expressing agency, as NIV, but possibly source, so Olmstead.  

tou "-" - The article serves as an adjectivizer turning the prepositional phrase 
en ouranoiV, "in heaven", into an attributive modifier; "my Father which is in 
heaven", AV.  
   
v20 

gar "for" - It is possible that this was originally an independent saying of 
Jesus, in which case gar may serve as a stitching devise, but it seems more likely 
to explain why it is possible for the will of the fellowship to be aligned to the will 
of the God, ie., gar serves to introduce a causal clause. The inspired Word is 
present in the gathering of his people.  

ou| adv. "where" - Here the genitive pronoun serves as a local adverb / adverb 
of place.  

eisin ..... sunhgmenoi (sunagw) perf. pas. part. "come together" - THERE 
ARE [TWO OR THREE] HAVING BEEN ASSEMBLED TOGETHER, GATHERED. The 
participle with the verb to-be forms a periphrastic perfect construction; "are 
gathered in my name", ESV.  

eiV + acc. "in [my name]" - TO / INTO / FOR [THE NAME OF ME]. "Name" 
simply identifies the person of Jesus, usually with reference to his authority, so 
believers come together in prayer under the authority of Jesus. The preposition 
here has prompted numerous paraphrases: "to be with Jesus", "to worship Jesus", 
and so "to call on Jesus", "pray to Jesus", even "listen to Jesus", ie., hear his word. 
Yet, it seems more likely that it takes a causal sense, as epi in v5, "on the basis of 
/ on the ground of = "because of my name" = "because of me", Peterson.  

ekei adv. "there [am I]" - THERE [I AM]. Local adverb / adverb of place.  
en + dat. "with [them]" - IN [THE MIDST OF THEM]. Local, space / sphere, but 

possibly expressing association / accompaniment; "with, among", as NIV - in the 
sense of God's presence with his people, of "God with us." Jesus promises that he 
will be with his people, even when there are just two or three present, "to the very 
end of the age." "I am there right among them", Phillips.  
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18:21-35 

9. In love and forgiveness, 17:24-18:35 
iv] The parable of the unforgiving servant, 18:21-35 
Synopsis  

In the concluding section of the 4th Discourse, Life Lived in Christian 
Community, Matthew records Jesus' teaching on forgiveness in the Parable of the 
Unforgiving Servant.  
   
Teaching  

We are to be forgiving as God is forgiving.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 18:1-10.  
   

ii] Structure: The parable of the unforgiving servant: 
Setting, v1-2: 

Question, v1. 
Saying, v2: 

"not seven times, but seventy-seven times." 
Parable, 23-34: 

"the kingdom of heaven may be compared to the situation ...." 
Saying / application, v35: 

"this is how my heavenly Father will treat each of you unless ....."  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
The interpretation of this passage is fraught. This is particularly so 

because of two factors: first, Jesus' demand for forgiveness in absolute 
terms, and second, Matthew's use of a kingdom parable (a gospel riddle) 
which "is not even about repeated forgiveness, so that it is not strictly 
appropriate", Schweizer.  
   

The passage presents in three parts:  
   

Jesus' demand for forgiveness in absolute terms, v21-22: The 
tendency of some commentators to interpret these verses as law is 
somewhat disturbing. Take for example the following: "The refusal to 
forgive others will be reflected upon the disciple in God's refusal to forgive 
him or her", Hagner; God "cannot accept as his those devoid of compassion 
and mercy", Carson; "A person who refuses to forgive is inviting God to 
withhold forgiveness from him", Morris; "Fellow disciples forgiving one 
another is a condition of God's forgiving them", Gundry; "The preservation 
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of our own status as forgiven sinners turns on a willingness to pass the 
favour on", Nolland; "Forgiveness can be lost through human unkindness 
so that one's earlier guilt returns", Luz.  

Rightly some commentators pull back from the idea that a believer's 
failure to forgive a brother is an unforgivable sin, cf. 12:31-32, so France. 
The unforgivable sin is the "culpable rejection of, or refusal to recognize, 
God's redemptive activity", Guelich; it entails a rejection of God's 
"comprehensive offer of amnesty and forgiveness" in Christ, Grundmann. 
The failure to offer forgiveness is less than Christlike, but it is not an 
unforgivable sin. Given that salvation rests wholly on grace through faith, 
apart from the law, it is not possible to argue that our failure to forgive 
others will be reflected in God's refusal to forgive us.  

What then is Matthew's purpose in using Jesus' absolute demand on 
forgiveness? Jesus uses ethical absolutes as both a signpost to right living 
and a searchlight on sin. It seems likely that the saying serves both ends:  

As a signpost: This 4th Discourse has established that the 
children of grace must not be driven away or allowed to fall away 
from faith. In community there are always disputes, personal hurts, 
affronts, lifestyle choices, ..... These must always be covered by 
heartfelt forgiveness. So, on one level the saying encourages us to 
accept people as they are;  

As a searchlight: The absolute nature of this saying of Jesus 
indicates that it seeks to expose our state of sin and so remind us of 
our dependence upon divine grace. D&A, who see this chapter in 
terms of instructions for church discipline (although discipline is 
probably not the point), argue that these verses teach that "the process 
of expulsion is too serious a matter to be left in the hands of any but 
the meek and merciful, who know that they themselves are the 
unworthy recipients of God's constant mercy and forgiveness" (a 
point reinforced by the parable). This is a somewhat subtle 
interpretation, but the saying certainly confronts us with our 
incapacity to offer heartfelt forgiveness, reminding us that our 
righteousness is wholly dependent on divine grace enacted in the 
faithfulness of Christ. We are reminded that the greatest in the 
kingdom of heaven it is not the one who does, but the one who 
receives - receives divine mercy. It is only in this knowledge that a 
believer is truly able to remove stumbling blocks, restore a strayed 
brother or sister, and offer heartfelt forgiveness. As the apostle would 
remind us, law makes sin more sinful, whereas faith in the 
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faithfulness of Christ on our behalf (the cross) produces the fruit of 
love, Gal.5:6.  
   

The Parable of the Unforgiving Servant, v23-34. What do we make 
of Matthew's use of a kingdom parable, a gospel riddle, to support the need 
for repeated forgiveness? As Schweizer notes, "the parable is not even 
about repeated forgiveness, so that it is not strictly appropriate." Kingdom 
parables, with their distinctive introductory formula, "the kingdom of 
heaven may be compared to the situation where .....", are not teaching 
illustrations, but are presentations of the gospel in the form of a riddle with 
an emphasis either on the bad news / judgment, or the good news / blessing. 
So, with the parable of the unmerciful servant we are told that the coming 
of the kingdom of heaven may be compared to the situation where an 
exceedingly gracious king settles accounts, and even with a step to the left 
and a step to the right, the accounts get settled and quickly - judgment is 
imminent, so "repent and believe."  

Why then would Matthew place a gospel riddle in the context of an 
exhortation toward heartfelt forgiveness? In the same way Jesus' hard-
sayings are both a signpost and a searchlight, Matthew seems willing to use 
kingdom parables to the same end, even though they are primarily gospel 
tracts:  

As a signpost: The subject matter of the parable is contextual, 
namely forgiveness. Matthew seems willing to use the parable as an 
example of what not to do. Believers stand together under the mercy 
of a gracious king who has wiped our debt of sin. Let us not be like 
the unforgiving servant who, having been forgiven much, forgives 
little. This allusion is valid to a point, although somewhat allegorical.  
   

As a searchlight: The parable's message concerning the coming 
kingdom and imminent judgment serves to support Jesus' absolute 
command on forgiveness, v21-22. The parable reminds us that the 
new age of the kingdom is at hand, judgment is upon us, and among 
all the things that we will have to give an answer for, there is the 
mercy / forgiveness we haven't shown others. Given that our heart is 
so often closed when it comes to accepting / forgiving others, we can 
only but look to the cross and the mercy of God. As amazing as it 
may seem, it is when we experience God's mercy that we learn to be 
merciful; that we learn to lift up the child of grace rather than trip 
them up; that we learn to strengthen their faith rather than ignore 
them; that we learn to forgive a hurt rather than let it fester.  

Note how the apostle Paul develops this amazing truth. "The law 
was put in charge to lead us to Christ", Gal.3:24. The demand, "be 
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merciful as God is merciful", exposes our inability to obey God's law, 
thus driving us to the cross. Now in Christ, by grace through faith, 
we live by the Spirit, and so "will not (tend not to!!!) gratify the 
desires of the sinful nature", Gal.5:16, ie., in the power of the 
indwelling Spirit of Christ, grace makes us gracious (due to our state 
of sin the law only makes us lawless, cf., Rom.7:14-15). The only 
danger we face in the Christian life is that after beginning with the 
Spirit we try to attain our goal by human effort, cf., Gal.3:3, ie., we 
start to think that holiness / sanctification progresses by doing rather 
than receiving. A forgiving nature is only found in those who have 
experienced forgiveness, and there is no greater forgiveness than that 
offered by God in Christ.  
   

Heartfelt forgiveness, v35. In their original context kingdom parables 
do not come with an attached application / moral. That is not to say that 
Jesus would never draw out a moral for his disciples, but anyway, Matthew 
provides us with a moral in the form of an independent saying of Jesus; see 
Synoptics below. The Lord is settling accounts, but mercy is only for the 
merciful - without heartfelt forgiveness toward a brother or sister there is 
no divine forgiveness. Mark and Luke qualify the command by linking 
forgiveness with repentance, but Matthew typically stays with the absolute 
command, because the absolute undermines any possibility for self-
righteousness. Faced with the absolute we can only but say "Lord have 
mercy on me a sinner." In the end, the person who is able to forgive, albeit 
imperfectly, is the person who is fully aware of the forgiveness freely 
bestowed on them by God for their failure to offer heartfelt forgiveness.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
As in Luke's summary of this teaching, Matthew raises the issue of 

forgiveness / reconciliation within the context of personal hurt experienced 
in the Christian fellowship, cf. Lk.17:4. Jesus' teaching on the matter is that 
where a brother or sister sins against us, offends us, there should be no limit 
to our forgiveness, v22, and that forgiveness must be heartfelt, v35. As God 
is forgiving so we must be forgiving, v23-34. Luke adds the obvious 
qualification of repentance, reminding us that there can be no forgiveness 
where there is no repentance - "Even if they sin against you seven times in 
a day and seven times come back to you saying 'I repent,' you must forgive 
them." Matthew simply leaves us with the principle, "never be vindictive 
about insults or injury, remembering always the great forgiveness of God 
and extending such forgiveness to others", Schweizer. As for the Parable 
of the Unforgiving servant, it is found only in Matthew. The concluding 
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saying, v35, serves to draw a moral from the parable. This is usually viewed 
as redactional, although the saying stands in its own right in Matthew 6:14-
15, and Mark 11:25, cf., the Lord's Prayer.  

 

Homiletics: Forgive and forget 
An elderly believer was recounting their school days to me and spoke of a 

fellow student who stole their merit card and tore it up. "I can forgive what they 
did, but I can never forget." It's amazing how much bitterness can be packaged in 
the phrase, "never forget."  

There are a number of things we need to understand about forgiveness: 
First, forgiving others is not a requirement for salvation. Forgiveness is 

not a necessary component for our receiving God's grace of forgiveness, Eph.2:7-
9.  

Second, our imperfect forgiving serves as the vehicle for understanding 
God's perfect forgiveness, Matt.6:12. What we can do imperfectly, He can do 
perfectly. 

Third, there can be no forgiveness without repentance. Forgiveness is 
something given to the one who asks. God forgives only those who ask. Do we 
claim to be greater than God? The crucial first component in the act of 
forgiveness, is repentance - a recognition of the wrong and a turning from it. As 
for the unrepentant, they are best left to their own devices and to their own end 
under the Lord. 

Fourth, we can only ever hope to forgive imperfectly. The ideal of 
"seventy-seven times" should remove any idea that it is possible to forgive 
perfectly. Matt.18:21-35. Ideals can only be aimed at, not done. In aiming at them, 
we will always fall short. Yet, although I forgive imperfectly, in Christ I am 
eternally perfect. 

Fifth, although we will never forgive perfectly during our earthly journey, 
we can become better forgivers. The more we keep in mind the mercy and 
forgiveness that is ours in Jesus, the better able we are to forgive the minor 
indiscretions of others. 

Forgiveness is an ideal for us to aim at, and as far as reaching that ideal, let 
us just do the best we can.  

   
Text - 18:21 

Forgiveness, v21-35: i] Peter's question regarding the appropriate level of 
forgiveness for a disciple, v21-22. Under Rabbinic law a willingness to forgive 
three times is all that is expected, so Peter's seven times is certainly an example 
of exceeding righteousness, a work of supererogation. Mind you, Peter is only 
talking about it and has probably never done it. Jesus' 77 times (or is it 490?) 
makes the point that perfection is the only standard worth anything in God's sight. 
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As noted above, this saying on forgiveness gives direction in the Christian life, 
but also undermines any claim to self-righteousness.  

tote adv. "then" - THEN. Temporal adverb used to indicate a step in the 
narrative - used "to introduce that which follows in time", BAGD. Matthew often 
uses this adverb as a "connective particle to introduce a subsequent event, but not 
one taking place at a definite time", BDF. The subject matter, namely, 
forgiveness, seems to link with the preceding passage, but there it was forgiveness 
for a wayward brother, where here it is our forgiveness of a hurtful brother. So, 
best treated as a new teaching unit leaving "then" out; "Peter came to Jesus", 
Barclay.  

proselqwn (prosercomai) aor. part. "came" - [PETER] HAVING COME, 
APPROACHED. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "said"; "Peter came .. and said to him."  

autw/ dat. pro. "[asked]" - [SAID] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
kurie (oV) "Lord" - Vocative. A common form of address given to Jesus by 

the disciples. Probably not used as a divine address, although it is the way we use 
it of Jesus. For the disciples it can range from respect, "Sir", to identifying the 
person in charge, "Boss", "Guv", .....  

posakiV adv. "how many times?" - HOW OFTEN? Temporal adverb. Seeking 
a limit for forgiving certainly relates to the previous passage where God has no 
limit when it comes to his forgiving, but as noted above, it is a different issue. 
"How many times does God expect me to forgive my brother when he purposely 
sets out to hurt me?"  

oJ adelfoV (oV) "[my] brother / [my] brother or sister" - THE BROTHER 
[OF ME WILL SIN AGAINST ME]. Nominative subject of the verb "to sin." The 
context would imply "brother" here means fellow believer, but it is possible to 
render a general translation; "fellow man", Barclay.  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - [AND I WILL FORGIVE, LET GO, RELEASE] HIM. Dative of 
direct object after the apo prefix verb "I will forgive."  

eJwV + gen. "up to [seven times]" - AS MANY AS [SEVEN OCCURRENCES]. 
Spatial; "denoting the upper limit", BAGD. Under Rabbinic law the upper limit 
was 3 times. Peter's 7 possibly means "a great number", Calvin, or more likely a 
number of significant scriptural warrant which expresses a work of 
supererogation. To forgive someone 7 times is a work well beyond the call of 
duty and must be worth big brownie-points.  
   
v22 

autw/ dat. pro. "[Jesus answered]" - [JESUS SAYS] TO HIM. Dative of indirect 
object.  
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soi dat. pro. "[I tell] you" - [I DO NOT SAY] TO YOU [AS MANY AS SEVEN]. 
Dative of indirect object.  

alla "but" - Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint construction; 
"not ......., but ......."  

ebdomhkontakiV eJpta "seventy-seven times" - [AS MANY AS] SEVENTY 
TIMES SEVEN. Possibly seventy times seven = 490, or seventy plus seven = 77. If 
Jesus is quoting Gen.4:24 then it is 77 following the Hebrew rendering. Either 
way, it means unlimited forgiveness. "Seven times and then again and again until 
you can't count", TH.  
   
v23 

ii] The parable of the unmerciful official, v23-34. "The kingdom of heaven 
can be compared with the situation which arose when a king wished to settle 
accounts with his servants", Barclay. The size of the debt owed by the servant is 
massive. In today's terms it is a multi-million-dollar debt, something beyond 
anything a normal person could repay. Sold as a slave, the master could only 
recoup a maximum of one talent. He chooses to wipe the debt, calling it a bad 
loan. Under Old Testament law a debtor could be sold into slavery, but must be 
released in the year of Jubilee (every 50th year). The servant's actions are totally 
the opposite of the master's actions. The debt owed him was about the 
accumulated wage of a labourer for 100 days of work. The debt was far less the 
value of a slave and yet he has the man thrown into debtor's prison. It was illegal 
to sell a person for less than their slave value. In the final verses, Jesus emphasizes 
the wickedness of the servant and the extent of his punishment. He is not just 
handed over to the "jailers" (NIV), but rather to the "torturers". He will face 
torture until he, or his relatives, pay the debt.  

As a kingdom parable, the parable of the unmerciful official confronts the 
reader with the present reality of the gospel - "the kingdom of God is at hand" - 
and thus our need to repent and believe in response. It is, in the fullest sense, a 
gospel message, as are all kingdom parables. Interestingly, Dodd in The Parables 
of the Kingdom, stumbles over this parable admitting "I have failed to find any 
specific link between this parable and the idea of the kingdom of God, apart from 
the general notion of judgment." Yes indeed! The parable's message is all about 
JUDGMENT. Like the unmerciful official we may have sidestepped the 
consequences of our behaviour up to this point in time, but the inevitable day for 
the settling of accounts is at hand. "This is how my heavenly Father will treat 
each of you unless you forgive your brother or sister from your heart", v35. To 
this we can only respond "Lord have mercy on us!", and in prayer ask that we 
may learn to be merciful as our God is merciful, forgiving as he is forgiving, 
accepting as he is accepting.  
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dia touto "therefore" - BECAUSE OF THIS. This causal construction is 
inferential and is often used to introduce an important truth. So, the message of 
the parable relates to what Jesus has just said.  

twn ouranwn (oV) gen. "[the kingdom] of heaven" - [THE KINGDOM] OF 
THE HEAVENS. The dynamic reign of God as it confronts us in the here and now, 
and in the final day of judgment. For syntax see 3:2.  

wJmoiwqh (oJmoiow) aor. pas. "is like" - HAS BECOME LIKE = IS LIKE. 
Comparative. The verb wJmoiwqh is passive in form, possibly medial passive, but 
usually viewed as stative, "is like." "Has been made like the situation where", but 
probably better, "can be compared with the situation which arose when a king 
wished to settle accounts with his servants", Barclay.  

basilei (euV ewV) dat. "a king" - [A MAN], A KING, [WHO WISHED TO 
SETTLE]. Dative in apposition to "man" which is a dative of direct object after the 
verb "to make like."  

logon (oV) "accounts" - Accusative direct object of the verb "to settle up." 
Most often meaning "word"... speech, revelation. Also, as here, of a "calculation", 
"reckoning", the settlement of an account.  

meta + gen. "with" - Expressing accompaniment / association.  
doulwn (oV) "[his] servants" - THE SERVANTS, SLAVES [OF HIM]. Usually 

meaning "servant / slave", but it is suggested by some that these servants are the 
king’s regional governors. It is likely that the man in question is the king’s 
treasurer and he has been fiddling the books.  
   
v24 

arxamenou (arcw) gen. aor. part. "as he began" - [BUT/AND HE] HAVING 
COMMENCED, BEGUN.. The genitive participle with the genitive subject "he" 
forms a genitive absolute construction, usually treated as temporal; "when he 
began", RSV.  

sunairein (sunairw) pres. inf. "the settlement" - TO SETTLE accounts. The 
infinitive is complementary, completing the verbal aspect of the participle 
"having begun."  

talantwn (on) gen. "[ten thousand] talents / bags of gold" - [ONE DEBTOR 
OF TEN THOUSAND] TALENTS. The genitive is adjectival, attributive / idiomatic, 
"one (one debtor) was brought to him who owed him ten thousand talents", ESV, 
as NIV. The value is hard to define since a "talent" is a measure of weight around 
30-35kg. The talent could be of gold, silver or copper and so varied in value. The 
point is 10,000 of them is a king's ransom; "ran into millions", NEB.  

proshnecqh (prosferw) aor. pas. "was brought" - WAS BROUGHT, LEAD. 
Possibly indicating compulsion.  

autw/ dat. pro. "to him" - Dative of indirect object.  
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v25 

mh econtoV (ecw) gen. part. "since he was not able" - [BUT/AND HE] NOT 
HAVING. The genitive absolute participle may again be taken as temporal, but here 
possibly causal, "because", as NIV; "And since he could not pay", ESV.  

apodounai (apodidwmi) aor. inf. "to pay" - TO REPAY. The infinitive is 
complementary, completing the sense of "not having." "He was quite unable to 
pay. So, his master .....", Barclay.  

oJ kurioV "the master" - THE LORD [OF HIM]. The use of kurioV, "Lord", 
three times in this parable has prompted some to suggest that Matthew is wanting 
the reader to equate the king with Jesus, since the word is often used to address 
Jesus; "The king."  

praqhnai (pipraskw) aor. pas. inf. " that ........ be sold" - [ORDERED, 
COMMANDED HIM] TO BE SOLD [AND THE WIFE AND THE CHILDREN AND 
EVERYTHING WHICH HE HAS]. The infinitive introduces a dependent statement of 
indirect speech expressing what the master commanded; "he ordered that he be 
sold", "As a slave", is understood; "to be sold as a slave", Phillips.  

apodoqhnai (apodidwmi) aor. pas. inf. "to repay the debt" - [AND] TO BE 
REPAID = TO RENDER WHAT IS DUE. The infinitive is adverbial, introducing a 
purpose clause, "in order to repay the debt", but possibly again introducing a 
dependent statement of indirect speech expressing what the master commanded, 
"that he be sold ..... and that payment be made."  
   
v26 

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, drawing a logical conclusion.  
peswn (piptw) aor. part. "at this [the servant] fell" - [THE SLAVE] FALLING. 

The participle is attendant circumstance, or adverbial, temporal; "then the agent 
fell down and implored him", Berkeley.  

prosekunei (proskunew) imperf. "on his knees before" - DID WORSHIP, 
OBEISANCE, HOMAGE. Indicating that he prostrated himself. The imperfect 
expressing the continuation of this position during his pleading.  

autw/ dat. pro. "him" - [BEFORE] HIM. Dative of direct object after the proV 
prefix verb "to worship, do obeisance."  

legwn (legw) part. "he begged" - SAYING. The participle is attendant 
circumstance, or adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of his act of worship; 
"he worshiped him saying ....." "He implored", REB.  

makroqumhson (makroqumew) aor. imp. "be patient" - HAVE PATIENCE, BE 
LONG-SUFFERING. An appeal to a superior for forbearance.  
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ep (epi) + dat. "with [me]" - To be patient / forbearing is usually proV, 
"toward someone", or meta, "with someone", but is also known to take epi in the 
sense of "with someone", as here.  

apodwsw (apodidwmi) fut. "I will pay [you] back" - [AND EVERYTHING] I 
WILL REPAY. The servant is asking that the master treat the debt as a loan to be 
repaid. Such, of course, is absurd since the debt is beyond repayment.  

soi dat. pro. "-" - [EVERYTHING] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
   
v27 

de "-" - BUT/AND. Indicating a step in the narrative / dialogue; "then the lord 
of that servant", ESV.  

tou doulou (oV) gen. "the servant's [master]" - [THE LORD] OF [THAT] 
SERVANT. The genitive is adjectival, possessive, or of subordination; "the master 
over / who ruled over that servant."  

splagcnisqeiV (splagcnizomai) aor. pas. part. "took pity on him" - HAVING 
BEEN FILLED WITH TENDERNESS, AFFECTION, COMPASSION. The participle is 
adverbial, possibly temporal, "then the Lord .... was moved with compassion", or 
causal, "because he was filled with compassion."  

afhken (afihmi) aor. "cancelled" - FORGAVE, PARDONED, CANCELLED. 
"Remitted the debt", Barclay. 

to daneion (on) "the debt" - THE LOAN. Accusative direct object of the verb 
"to cancel / forgive." The servant claims that he intends repaying the debt.  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - TO HIM. Dative of indirect object / interest, advantage; 
"remitted the debt for him."  
   
v28 

exelqwn (exercomai) "when [that servant] went out" - HAVING GONE OUT. 
Attendant circumstance participle, but it could be treated as adverbial, temporal, 
as NIV.  

twn sundoulwn (oV) gen. "[one] of [his] fellow servants" - [THAT SLAVE 
FOUND ONE] OF THE FELLOW SLAVES [OF HIM]. The genitive is adjectival, 
partitive.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[who owed] him" - [WHO OWED A HUNDRED DENARII] TO 
HIM. Dative of indirect object / interest, advantage.  

dhnaria (on) "denarii" - One denarius, a Roman silver coin which, at the 
time, had the value of a worker's daily wage. One hundred is quite a sum, but 
nothing to compare with ten thousand talents. There were 6,000 denarii in one 
talent.  
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krathsaV (kratew) aor. part. "he grabbed [him]" - [AND] HAVING SEIZED, 
GRABBED, TAKEN HOLD OF [HIM]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing 
action accompanying the verb "was choking".  

epnigen (pnigw) imperf. "began to choke" - WAS CHOKING, THROTTLING. 
The NIV takes the imperfect as inceptive, but possibly tendential where the action 
is incomplete or interrupted. "Seized (grabbed) him by the throat", Phillips.  

apodoV (apodidwmi) aor. imp. "pay back" - [SAYING] GIVE/PAY BACK, 
REPAY. The servant uses the same words that the master used with him.  

ei ti ofeileiV (ofeilw) "[pay back] what you owe" - IF YOU OWE 
SOMETHING. Where ei ti, "if anything", forms an indefinite phrase equivalent to 
o{ ti, cf. BDF, 376. The sense being, "if you have something of mine give it back", 
so, "repay what you owe." There is no "if" about it.  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "he demanded" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 
participle, "began to choke him and said", but it may be treated as adverbial, 
modal, expressing the manner of his choking, "began to choke him saying", ESV.  
   
v29 

oun "-" - THEREFORE. More likely serving as a connective here than drawing 
a logical conclusion.  

peswn (piptw) aor. part. "fell to his knees" - HAVING FALLEN. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "begged", "his 
fellow servant fell down and implored him saying", Moffatt, although a temporal 
sense may be intended, "then his fellow servant fell down and implored him".  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "saying" - [THE FELLOW SLAVE OF HIM BEGGED 
HIM] SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle redundant, "implored him and 
said", or adverbial, modal, expressing manner, "implored him saying."  

makroqumhson (makroqumew) aor. imp. "be patient" - HAVE PATIENCE. 
"Give me time."  

ep (epi) + dat. "with [me]" - See above for this particular use of the 
preposition.  

soi dat. pro. "[I will pay it back]" - [I WILL GIVE BACK TO, REPAY] YOU. 
Dative of indirect object.  
   
v30 

de "but" - BUT/AND. Treated as adversative by the NIV, although primarily 
serving to indicate as step in the narrative.  

ouk hqelen (qelw) imperf. "refused" - [HE] WAS NOT WILLING. As direct 
discourse, "I refuse." Here an imperfect and therefore possibly a sustained and 
repeated refusal, although an imperfect for speech is a natural choice of tense.  
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alla "instead" - BUT. Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint 
construction, "not ...., but ...."  

apelqwn (apercomai) aor. part. "he went off" - HAVING GONE AWAY, 
DEPARTED. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying 
the verb "he threw"; "he left and cast him into prison."  

e{wV + subj. "until [he could pay]" - [HE THREW HIM INTO PRISON] UNTIL [HE 
SHOULD REPAY]. This construction introduces a temporal clause, indefinite future 
time.  

to ofeilomenon (ofeilw) pres. mid./pas. part. "the debt" - THE THING 
OBLIGATED = OWING. The participle serves as a substantive.  
   
v31  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, establishing a logical connection; "So 
when his fellow servants saw ...", ESV.  

idonteV (oraw) aor. part. "when [the other servants] saw" - [THE FELLOW 
SERVANTS OF HIM] HAVING SEEN. The participle is adverbial, best taken as 
introducing a temporal clause, as NIV.  

ta genomena (ginomai) aor. part. "what had happened" - THE THINGS 
HAVING BECOME. The participle serves as a substantive; "what was done", 
Berkeley.  

eluphqhsan (lupew) aor. pas. "distressed / outraged" - GRIEVED, 
SORROWED [GREATLY]. "Deeply distressed", REB.  

elqonteV (ercomai) aor. part. "went" - [AND] HAVING COME/GONE. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "they 
reported"; "came and reported."  

diesafhsan (diasafew) aor. "told" - THEY EXPLAINED, MADE CLEAR, 
INFORMED. "Reported", "told him the whole story", Barclay.  

tw/ kuriw/ "[their] master" - tO THE MASTER [OF THEM]. Dative of indirect 
object.  

ta genomena (ginomai) aor. mid. part. "[everything] that had happened" - 
[ALL] THE THINGS HAVING TAKEN PLACE. The participle serves as a substantive, 
limited by the adjective panta, "all".  
   
v32 

tote adv. "then" - Temporal adverb serving to introduce a step in the 
narrative.  

proskalesamenoV (proskaleomai) aor. part. "called" - [THE LORD OF HIM] 
HAVING SUMMONED [HIM]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "said", "he summoned him and said", but probably more 
adverbial, temporal.  
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autw/ dat. pro. "-" - [SAYS] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
ponhre voc. adj. "you wicked [servant]" - EVIL [SLAVE]. "You scoundrel", 

REB.  
soi "[I cancelled all that debt] of yours" - [I REMITTED ALL THE DEBT] TO 

YOU. Dative of indirect object / interest advantage; "for you." "I said you did not 
have to pay back a penny", CEV.  

epei "because [you begged me to]" - BECAUSE [YOU BEGGED ME]. Causal 
conjunction introducing a causal clause. The point being that "one act of mercy 
should have begotten another", D&A.  
   
v33 

ouk "[should]n't [you]" - [WAS IT] NOT [NECESSARY FOR YOU]. A negated 
question formed to prompt an affirmative answer. As a question in English, there 
is implied doubt and therefore, not as emphatic as intended. A statement would 
be better, "You should have had mercy on your fellow servant", TEV. The verb 
edei "is necessary" is quite strong giving the sense "is it not necessary?", which 
obligation is not met by the unjust steward (nor by any of us!).  

kai "-" - AND. Adjunctive, "also"; "Should you not have had mercy also ....?"  
elehsai (eleew) aor. inf. "mercy" - TO HAVE COMPASSION UPON [THE 

FELLOW SLAVE OF YOU]. The infinitive serves as the subject of the impersonal 
verb "is necessary." The verb is repeated for emphasis.  

wJV "just as [I had mercy on you]?" - AS [I ALSO HAD MERCY ON YOU]? 
Comparative.  
   
v34 

orgisqeiV (orgizomai) aor. pas. part. "in anger" - [AND] HAVING BEEN 
ANGRY. The participle is adverbial, best treated as causal; "because he was 
angry."  

autou gen. pro. "his [master]" - [THE LORD] OF HIM. The genitive is 
adjectival, either possessive, as NIV, or idiomatic / subordination, "the lord over 
him."  

toiV basanistaiV (hV ou) dat. "jailers" - [HANDED OVER HIM] TO THE 
TORTURER, JAILERS. Dative of indirect object. The idea was to torment the 
person in prison so that the relatives and friends would raise the necessary funds 
to pay off the debt. "Handed him over to the torturers", Moffatt.  

e{wV ou| + subj. "until [he should pay back]" - UNTIL [HE SHOULD REPAY]. 
This construction introduces an indefinite temporal clause future time; "until he 
should pay the entire debt", which of course he will never be able to do.  
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to ofeilomenon (ofeilw) pres. mid. part. "[all] he owed" - [ALL] THE THINGS 
OWING. If the adjective pan, "all, every", is taken as a substantive, "everything", 
then the participle serves as an attributive adjective limiting "everything".  
   
v35 

iii] A concluding exhortation for heartfelt forgiveness, v35. The kingdom 
parable reminds us that judgment is at hand with the settling of accounts, and 
when our account is assessed in the mercy / forgiveness department, we know 
very well how we will fare. So, the parable reminds us to look to God's mercy in 
Christ. Matthew's placement of the saying about the divine expectation of the 
forgiven to forgive reinforces this truth, but it also rounds off this teaching section 
on Christian community by giving guidance on the subject of forgiveness. Given 
that we are forgiven, God expects us to be forgiving. No, we will never do that 
perfectly, for heartfelt forgiveness is a rare commodity, but it must be our aim.  

ouJtwV kai "this is how" - THUS, SO ALSO. The adverb of manner ouJtwV 
makes an inferential reference to what proceeds, "thus / so", and kai draws a 
comparison, "also / likewise." Judgment in the face of the coming kingdom is 
what faces us if we fail to show heartfelt forgiveness. "Once again a Matthean 
discourse ends with a threat of judgment", Luz.  

uJmin dat. pro. "[will treat each] of you" - [THE FATHER OF ME WILL DO ALSO] 
TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  

ean mh + subj. "unless" - Here introducing a negated 3rd. class conditional 
clause where the proposed condition has the possibility of coming true; "unless, 
as may be the case, you forgive your ....... then this is how my heavenly Father 
......"  

ekastoV adj. "-" - [YOU] EACH ONE [FORGIVE]. The adjective serves as a 
substantive standing in apposition to "you"; "unless you, each one of you, 
forgiven ..."; "if each of you does not heartily forgive his brother", Berkeley.  

tw/ adelfw/ (oV) dat. "[his] brother / brother or sister" - THE BROTHER [OF 
HIM]. Dative of direct object after the verb afihmi, "to forgive."  

apo twn kardiwn uJmwn "from your heart" - FROM THE HEARTS OF YOU. 
The prepositional construction formed by apo is adverbial, modal, expressing 
manner; "sincerely", "heartily forgive", Berkeley. In the New Testament, the 
heart, of course, is the centre of our will, not the centre of our emotions. 
"Genuinely forgive your fellow man", Barclay. Note how Barclay has again taken 
"brother" in the wider sense of humankind, rather than fellow believer, although 
fellow believer is more likely. "Sincerely".  
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19:1-15 

10. The fruit of faith, 19:1-20:34 
i] Accepting the children of grace 
Synopsis  

Jesus and his ministry team leave Galilee and head for Judea. It is unclear 
whether they move into Samaria, or cross the Jordan into Perea on the east side 
of the river, following the pilgrim route to Jerusalem. Matthew is not very 
concerned with the exact details of the journey. Some Pharisees approach Jesus 
and ask him for his opinion on the issue of divorce. Jesus deals with the Pharisees 
question and then clarifies the issue for his disciples. At that moment, little 
children are brought to Jesus for a blessing, but the disciples send them away. 
Jesus asks that the little children be able to come to him "because the kingdom of 
heaven belongs to such as these."  
   
Teaching  

The children of grace in Christian community will strive to honour 
relationships, seeking to serve rather than be served, accepting and forgiving a 
brother or sister, even when divorced (or gay).  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 1:1-17. Matthew's thematic selection and arrangement of his 
received tradition as it relates to revealing the gospel at work has been the focus 
of the 3rd. Narrative, 13:53-17:23. Now in the 4th. Narrative, 19:1-20:34, 
controlled by the 4th. Discourse, Life in Christian Community, 17:24-18:35, 
Matthew will develop a pastoral theme, examining the practical application of 
divine grace and its gracious fruit, namely, love. The disciples will begin to learn 
that "the last will be first and the first last", and inevitably, like the two blind men, 
20:29-34, "they will receive their sight." So, the theme developed in chapter 18 - 
"Instructions for the Christian household", D&A - will guide the narratives in 
chapters 19 and 20. The disciples are learning to apply the revolutionary values 
of the kingdom within Christian community, "especially as these relate to family 
and social life", France. They will learn that the values of the kingdom are not the 
values of the kingdoms of the world. These lessons will be painful, challenging 
their own conventional value system, but they will learn the truth of the totality 
of grace, of love / mercy / forgiveness, of all that is truly good and thus worth 
pursuing. So, in these chapters we will learn what it means to live with 
compassion in Christian community.  

Bacon, Studies in Matthew, took the view that the narratives introduce the 
discourses, so the narrative from 19:1-20:34 serves to introduce the final 
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discourse, Concerning the Judgment, 19:1b-26:2. This seems unlikely. Gundry, 
on the other hand, states that "as usual, Matthew edits his narrative materials to 
carry out the overriding theme of the preceding discourse as far as possible. The 
theme of churchly brotherhood in chap. 18 therefore spills over into chaps. 19-
22." Yet, although the narrative section runs through to the end of chapter 22, or 
even 23 (the final discourse is usually taken as chapters 24 and 25, but could 
include chapter 23), it is hard to observe the theme of "churchly brotherhood" 
moving beyond the end of chapter 20. A significant thematic break takes place in 
the gospel with Jesus' triumphal entry into Jerusalem, 21:1-11. It seems then that 
chapters 19 and 20 of the narrative ("The revolutionary values of the kingdom of 
heaven", France; "Jesus' activity in the church", Luz) carries over the theme of 
the preceding discourse, but that chapters 21-22/23, beginning with Jesus' entry 
(coming!) to Jerusalem, looks forward to the final discourse concerning Jesus' 
coming in judgment, chapters 23/4-25.  

If, as seems likely, Matthew has used Mark, or a proto-Mark, as a primary 
source for this narrative section (Mark's order of events is similar to Matthew's), 
then we will understand why the theme of "churchly brotherhood" / gracious 
fellowship is not always dominant. As Gundry notes, Matthew pushes his theme 
"as far as possible." Matthew's additions to Mark certainly help assist his theme, 
eg., the disciples' impractical suggestion on how to avert failed marriages. 
Matthew's addition of the parable of the Labourers in the Vineyard is particularly 
relevant. Matthew uses this parable to illustrate the principle "the first will be last 
and the last first." God takes those who are last in line and puts them up the font; 
he rewards by grace, not works; he accepts without a ground for acceptance; he 
forgives without a ground for forgiveness. Christian community flourishes when 
it applies God's graciousness to family and social life.  

This unit, Love, the Fruit of Faith, 19:1-20:34, presents as follows:  
Accepting the children of grace, 19:1-15 
Wealth and the kingdom, 19:16-30 
The parable of the workers, 20:1-16 
Suffering and service, 20:17-28 
Healing two blind men, 20:29-34  

   
ii] Structure: Accepting the children of grace:  

On the issue of divorce, v1-12: 
Setting, v1-2;  
The Pharisees' question regarding divorce, v3; 
Jesus' answer, v4-6: 

"what God has joined together let no man separate." 
The Pharisees' objection to Jesus' answer,  
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            given that the Law allows divorce, v7; 
Jesus' response, v8-9: 

"because of your hardness of heart Moses allowed you to  
       divorce your wives" 
"whoever divorces his wife, except for sexual immorality ....."  

The disciples' suggestion regarding celibacy, v10; 
Jesus' response, v10-12: 

"there are eunuchs who have been so from birth, ....." 
Jesus welcomes little children, v13-15. 

"let the little children come to me ...."  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
On the issue of divorce, debate raged around the "unseemly thing", 

Deut.24:1. The school of Hillel interpreted this "unseemly thing" in the 
terms of even the slightest offense, whereas the school of Shammai 
interpreted it in the terms of adultery. The Pharisees ask for Jesus' opinion. 
Jesus refers them back to the creation ordinances, namely the creation of 
male and female and their one flesh union in marriage, cf., Gen. 1:27, 2:24. 
The Pharisees reply by quoting Deuteronomy 24:1, but overstate it by 
calling it a command of Moses. Jesus answers their point by defining the 
so called "command" of Moses as a gracious kindness on God's part, given 
the human inclination toward disloyalty. God's will is that the one flesh 
union between a man and a woman be inviable. The disciples, aware that 
marriages do break down, suggest it may be better if believers don't get 
married. Jesus accepts that the single life is an option for those who feel 
that by remaining unmarried they can better serve the kingdom, but this is 
a matter of personal preference.  

Matthew concludes by recording the approach of the little children. 
Most commentators see no link between the discussion on divorce and the 
approach of little children to Jesus, nor any significance in Matthew's 
additional piece on celibacy. The material is usually treated at face value 
with only a nod to chapter 18. Gundry, on the other hand, argues for the 
theme of acceptance, accepting the unmarried in the church, divorcees and 
children. Patte also argues for a contextual link. He sees in the disciples’ 
suggestion that it is better not to marry, and in their rejection of the children, 
a hardness of heart which stands against the true nature of the kingdom, 
namely relationships / fellowship. Keener also sees a contextual link, of the 
need for forgiveness and reconciliation to be offered to divorced woman 
and children. So, Gundry, Patte and Keener give weight to the contextual 
setting established by chapter 18, although each with their own perspective.  
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Within the context of compassion in Christian community, of caring 
for the children of grace, which is the subject of the 4th Discourse, chapter 
18, it is likely that the two pericopes before us serve as a paradigm for both 
honour in relationships and acceptance / forgiveness when they fail. 
Matthew again faces us with the important ethical issue of the sanctity of 
marriage. He has already established the absolute nature of Jesus' 
instruction, providing a goal to aim at (fostering our marriage by forgiving, 
accepting, supporting, protecting, ......) and exposing sin - our inability to 
be perfect as our heavenly Father is perfect (marriages fail, thus the need 
to recognize that righteousness / holiness is not by works of the law), 5:31-
32. For Matthew, the subject of divorce sets the ground for the disciples' 
solution to the potential problem of a failed marriage, namely, celibacy. 
This solution for living in Christian community is, of course, impractical, 
as Jesus explains. The answer to the problem, as with any ethical problem, 
is graciousness - care, acceptance, forgiveness, and where possible, 
reconciliation. The way the Christian community needs to handle broken 
relationships is revealed in the following pericope, Jesus welcomes little 
children, v13-15. This story reminds the Christian community to be 
accepting and affirming of those children of grace who are broken by sin, 
whether it be divorce, or whatever - "let the little children come to me and 
do not hinder them, for to such belongs the kingdom of heaven." The 
Christian community is founded on grace and progresses by grace, because 
it is God's nature to take the last in line and make them first.  
   

Divorce: In the debate on divorce, Jesus' uses a technical ploy with the 
Pharisees, namely, a more original citing is weightier, in order to establish 
that the creation ordinance for a one flesh union outweighs, although does 
not necessarily obliterate, the divorce ordinance of Moses. So, the point is, 
sinful humanity may need a mechanism for divorce, but it is in no way 
God's intention that the marriage union be violated.  

The exceptive clause mh epi porneia, "except for sexual immorality", 
v9, seems to undermine Jesus' absolute position, but it is likely that it 
recognizes a situation where the one-flesh union has been destroyed by 
adultery. In such a case, divorce is appropriate, although not ordained, eg., 
Hosea. So, the sense is "apart from the circumstance where the marriage 
has already been destroyed by sexual unfaithfulness", France. Yet, the 
divorce of an unfaithful partner does not allow for remarriage. Remarriage 
is adulterous. See 5:32. Even so, v13-15 still applies; little children, even 
when fallen, are always welcome, forgiven, accepted by Jesus, and the 
fellowship of believers should follow suit.  
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It is very likely that this passage provides a way forward for the 
church's response to gay believers? Like divorce and remarriage, a gay 
union cannot be sanctioned since it defies holy writ (it is unnatural and 
immoral - we all live unnatural and immoral lives), yet grace applies; we 
all sin and fall short of the glory of God. See Homiletics below.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
In this narrative section through to chapter 22/23, Matthew and Mark 

tend to align, but Luke goes his own way. Matthew has some received 
tradition not found in Mark, 20:1-16, 21:28-32, 22:1-14, along with much 
of chapter 23. Some passages expand on Mark's account, or alter it 
significantly, eg. 21:10-17.  

With regard to the passage before us, Mark is usually taken as 
Matthew's source (cf., Mk.10:2-12), although the defining statement in 
Matthew "for any and every reason", is peculiar to Matthew. The priority 
of Matthew can be argued on the basis of this qualification, although most 
commentators regard it as redactional (ie., Matthew is aware of the debate 
between Hillel and Shammai on this very issue and so adds the qualification 
himself). The interchange between the disciples and Jesus on the subject of 
celibacy, v10-12, is unique to Matthew. Some commentators regard all 
three verses as redactional. The frame may well be from Matthew's hand, 
v10 (a reshaping of Mk.10:10??), possibly v11, but the pericope surely rests 
on a saying of Jesus which Matthew uses in v12. The priority of Matthew 
can be argued on the basis of Mark's simplification of the passage and his 
failure to note the link between the issue of divorce and celibacy, and the 
acceptance of little children.  
   

Homiletics: Welcoming little children.  
Cardinal Pell, former archbishop of Melbourne, and later Sydney, Australia, 

was recently found guilty of the sexual assault of a minor. The case has been 
highly controversial, given the bizarre account of the molestation by the survivor. 
The first trial ended with a hung jury, but in the second the Cardinal was found 
guilty, a verdict confirmed on appeal, although with one dissenting judge. Judge 
Mark Weinberg concluded that the evidence was not there to convict, and that 
Pell may well be an innocent man. Finally, the case was dismissed on appeal 
before the High Court. It is nigh impossible to determine guilt or innocence when 
it comes down to one man's word against another.  

An interesting feature of the case is how the Cardinal was targeted by the 
Victorian police. There were no complaints against him, but Cardinal Pell 
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accompanied to court a long-time 
friend, a paedophile priest by the 
name Gerald Ridsdale. The police 
then assumed that Pell was also a 
paedophile and sought to gather 
evidence against him. Pell's 
attendance at Ridsdale's trial may 
well be viewed as politically naive, 
but from a Christian perspective, it 
was an act of love.                                 Image, used with appreciation, Herald Sun  

The story of Jesus' welcoming little children sits within the wider context of 
life in Christian community, of brotherhood, particularly with respect to warmly 
accepting brothers and sisters who have been stained by sexual sins, sins such as 
divorce and remarriage. Thankfully we no longer ostracize divorced and 
remarried members of the Christian fellowship. Yet, what of other sexual sins? 
We are constantly touched by flawed relationships, sometimes our own. Gay 
couples struggle for acceptance, but rarely find it in church. Yes, their union is 
unnatural and immoral, just as the union of a remarried couple is unnatural and 
immoral, and yet should they not be warmly received as Christ's little children? 
What of a paedophile who is a brother, and yet daily struggles with their sickness? 
Should we not willingly walk the path of shame with them as they head off to 
court?  

"Then children were brought to him that he might lay his hands on them and 
pray. The disciples rebuked the people, but Jesus said, 'Let the little children come 
to me and do not hinder them, for to such belongs the kingdom of heaven.'"  

   
Preaching from this outline sermon could well be the most stupid thing 

any minister ever did in their whole life! The question remains, is it true to 
the text?  
   

Text - 19:1  
The question on divorce, v1-12: i] The setting, v1-2.  
oJte "when" - [AND IT CAME TO PASS] WHEN [JESUS FINISHED THESE 

WORDS]. Temporal conjunction, introducing a temporal clause. This phrase "and 
it came to pass" is used by Matthew at the end of a discourse to indicate its 
conclusion, cf., 7:28.  

apo + gen. "[he left Galilee]" - [HE DEPARTED] FROM [GALILEE]. Expressing 
separation; "away from."  

thV IoudaiaV (a) gen. "of Judea" - [AND CAME INTO THE DOMAIN] OF 
JUDEA. The genitive is adjectival, attributive, idiomatic / locative; "into the border 
region which is located in Judea."  
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peran + gen. "to the other side of [the Jordan]" - aCROSS, BEYOND [THE 
JORDAN river]. Spatial. See Synopsis above for the geographical problem raised 
by this statement.  
   
v2 

autw/ dat. pro. "[followed] him" - [AND A LARGE CROWD FOLLOWED AFTER] 
HIM [AND HE HEALED THEM]. Dative of direct object after the verb akolouqew, 
"to follow after."  

ekei "there" - Adverb of place.  
   
v3 

ii] The debate over the grounds for divorce, v3-9. "The fact that divorce was 
possible did not mean that it was to be sought. Rather, it was to be seen as a 
desperate last resort; every effort must be made to save a marriage", Morris. A 
sound perspective from Leon, but it rests on the assumption (probably true) that 
Jesus does not dispense with the Mosaic compromise when revealing the divine 
ideal.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[came to] him" - [AND PHARISEES CAME TO] HIM. Dative of 
direct object after the proV prefix verb "to come to."  

peirazonteV (peirazw) pres. part. "to test [him]" - The participle is 
adverbial, best taken as final expressing purpose; "in order to test him." Probably 
in the sense of putting a tricky question to Jesus that may flummox him, rather 
than trying to get him offside with the people or the authorities. The issue was 
one of general debate and it would not be seen as unreasonable for Jesus to hold 
an opinion on the issue.  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "they asked" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to come to."  

ei + ind. "[is it lawful]" - IF [IT IS PERMISSIBLE, RIGHT, POSSIBLE]. Here 
serving to introduce an interrogative object clause / dependent statement, direct 
question, expressing what the Pharisees asked. The question is not whether it is 
lawful for a man to divorce his wife. Under Mosaic law it is lawful, but not lawful 
for a wife to divorce her husband. The question concerns the lawful grounds for 
divorcing a wife.; "Is a man permitted", Barclay. "Is there any ground on which 
it is lawful for a man to divorce his wife?", Turner.  

anqrwpw/ (oV) dat. "for a man" - Dative of interest, advantage, or reference 
/ respect.  

apolusai (apoluw) aor. inf. "to divorce" - TO RELEASE = DIVORCE [THE 
WIFE OF HIM]. The infinitive is epexegetic, specifying what is lawful; "Is it lawful, 
namely, for a man ....."  
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kata + acc. "for [any and every reason]" - FOR [ALL REASON]. Reference / 
respect; "with respect to, with reference to", or cause / ground, "on any and every 
ground", Moule. "On any pretext whatsoever", NJB, is somewhat disparaging of 
the Pharisees question; see Turner above. As already noted, the Pharisees are 
posing a question which relates to the grounds for divorce debated by the school 
of Hillel and Shammai. The school of Hillel, with regard to the "unseemly / 
indecent thing" proscribed as a ground for divorce by Moses, Deut:24:1-4, argued 
for any offense whatsoever. The school of Shammai took a stronger view arguing 
that the "unseemly thing" is adultery. Under the law adultery is punishable by 
death so the Mosaic compromise is possibly something less than adultery.  
   
v4 

Jesus bases his argument on two truths. The first truth refers to the design of 
creation. By a creation ordinance God reveals that the nature of marriage is a 
union between a male and female. Jesus confirms the Biblical truth that humanity 
is designed for monogamous relationships between a man and a woman.  

Socialist / Marxist political theory is fiercely opposed to this point of view 
such that the Christian church now faces moves against its freedom to articulate 
this fundamental Biblical truth. Thousands have died fighting for the principle of 
freedom of religion, but today Western societies are giving preference to the 
socialist principle of equality.  

ouk "[have]n't [you read]" - This negation is used in a question expecting 
a positive answer.  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "he replied" - [BUT HE] 
ANSWERING [SAID, HAVE YOU NOT READ]. Attendant circumstance participle, 
redundant.  

oJti "that" - THAT [THE ONE HAVING CREATED]. Introducing an object clause 
/ dependent statement of direct speech expressing what Jesus said.  

ap (apo) + gen. "at [the beginning]" - FROM [THE BEGINNING]. Adverbial 
use of the preposition, temporal, so "in the beginning", Barclay.  

oJ krisaV (krizw) aor. part. "the Creator" - THE ONE WHO CREATES. The 
participle serves as a substantive.  

epoihsen (poiew) aor. "made" - HE MADE [THEM MALE AND FEMALE]. "Male 
and female" serve as the complement of the accusative object "them" standing in 
a double accusative construction.  
   
v5 

The second truth, again a creation ordinance from Genesis. Sexual union 
between a man and woman creates a one-flesh union - a "persistent state" of 
"psychosexual unity", Nolland. Note the two requirements for a marriage in the 
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eyes of God (they are not a church service / sacrament, or bit of paper from the 
government!!!):  

a) a leaving a public declaration of the union;  
b) a cleaving - sexual union; 

= a God-designed permanent psychosexual union.  
eJneka + gen. "for [this] reason" - [AND HE SAID] BECAUSE OF [THIS]. Usually 

causal, "because of", with toutou, "for this reason", as NIV. The reason for God's 
design of marriage as a persistent psychosexual unity is because he created 
humanity as male and female.  

kataleiyei (kataleipw) fut. "[a man] will leave" - An imperatival future.  
th/ gunaiki (h aikoV) dat. "to [his] wife" - [THE FATHER AND THE MOTHER 

AND WILL BE JOINED / ADHERED TO] THE WIFE [OF HIM]. Dative of direct object 
after to verb "to be joined to."  

eiV + acc. "[become one flesh]" - [AND THE TWO WILL BECOME / TURN] INTO 
[ONE FLESH]. Under Semitic influence eiV will sometimes introduce what is a 
predicate nominative, as here; "the two shall become one flesh", ESV.  
   
v6 

Jesus draws a conclusion from the fact that marriage is a God-designed one-
flesh union, namely, "let not man separate." Divorce entails the human undoing 
of a divine work. For this reason, God declares "I hate divorce", Mal.2:16.  

w{ste + ind. "so" - Inferential, drawing a logical conclusion; "so, thus, 
therefore, it follows that." Often with an infinitive, but with the indicative it "puts 
some emphasis on the actuality of the result", Morris.  

alla "but [one flesh]" - [THEY ARE NO LONGER TWO] BUT [ONE FLESH]. 
Strong adversative used in a counterpoint construction; "no longer two but one 
flesh", ESV.  

oun "therefore" - THEREFORE [WHAT GOD JOINED TOGETHER LET NOT MAN 
REMOVE = SEPARATE]. Inferential, drawing a logical conclusion. "Those whom 
God hath joined together let no man put asunder", English Prayer Book, 1662.  
   
v7 

This is not so much a question as an objection to Jesus statement that God 
does not countenance divorce.  

ti pro. "why" - [THEY SAY TO HIM] WHY. Interrogative pronoun with the sense 
dia ti, "because why?"  

oun "then" - THEREFORE. Inferential; "so in view of the one-flesh 
proposition why ......?"  

legousin (legw) pres. "they asked" - THEY SAID. Historic / narrative present 
tense.  
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autw/ dat. pro. "-" - TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
eneteilato (entellw) aor. "[Moses] command" - DID [MOSES] COMMAND. 

The word means "command" although Moses' command directs a former husband 
not to remarry a divorced wife. To be fair to Deuteronomy 24:1 the question 
would have to be something like "Why did Moses prescribe a regulation in the 
context of which he allowed for the possibility of a man to give his wife a 
certificate of divorce and send her away?" Mark has "permitted". The Pharisees 
are probably over selling the point in support of their argument, so "Why did 
Moses command ......?" best expresses what they are saying.  

dounai (didwmi) aor. inf. "that a man give his wife" - TO GIVE. The infinitive 
introduces an object clause / dependent statement of indirect speech expressing 
what Moses commanded, as NIV.  

apostasiou (on) "[a certificate] of divorce" - [A SCROLL = CERTIFICATE, 
NOTICE, LETTER] OF DEPARTURE = DISMISSAL = DIVORCE. The genitive is 
adjectival, attributive, limiting "notice"; "a divorce notice." Legally a "writ of 
dismissal", Cassirer.  

apolusai (apoluw) aor. inf. "[and] send [her] away" - [AND] TO SEND 
AWAY = DIVORCE (technical sense) [HER]. The infinitive again introduces a 
dependent statement expressing what Moses commanded, namely, "that a man 
give a certificate of divorce and send her away." As noted above, Moses didn't 
actually command this.  

authn pro. "her" - Variant, but present in "sends her from his house", 
Deut.24:1. 

  

v8 
Divorce is not God's original intent for marriage, it is but a secondary 

allowance designed to restrict a hasty separation and to protect a wife from a 
vindictive husband. The Mosaic law addresses a time when men were casting off 
their wives. This left the wife legally married, but unable to remarry and so 
destitute, without any means of support. The regulation for a certificate of divorce 
freed the woman, enabling her to remarry. The regulation was a concession for 
an evil situation, rather than a modal to emulate.  

legei (legw) "Jesus replied" - HE SAID. Historic / narrative present tense, 
highlights Jesus' response.  

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
oJti "-" - THAT. Here introducing a dependent statement, direct speech / 

recitative.  
uJmin dat. pro. "[Moses permitted] you" - [MOSES, BECAUSE OF THE 

HARDNESS OF THE HEART OF YOU, PERMITTED] YOU. Dative of direct object after 
the epi prefix verb "to allow."  
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apolusai (apoluw) aor. inf. "to divorce" - TO RELEASE = DIVORCE 
(TECHNICAL) [THE WIVES OF YOU]. The infinitive is best classified as introducing 
an object clause / dependent statement of cause expressing what Moses permitted, 
namely, "gave you permission to divorce / that you may divorce your wife."  

proV + acc. "because" - TOWARD. The preposition here takes a rare causal 
sense; "because of, on account of" - a classical usage.  

thn sklhrokardian (a) "[your] hearts were hard" - THE HARD-
HEARTEDNESS / STUBBORNNESS [OF YOU]. Expressing an "obstinate refusal to 
respond to God's promptings", Zerwick; because "your hearts are quite 
impervious to the real commandment of God", Barclay. Given the contextual 
setting established by chapter 18, Phillips' paraphrase is worth considering: 
"because you knew so little of the meaning of love."  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Here adversative, as NIV.  
ou{twV adv. "this way" - [FROM THE BEGINNING IT WAS NOT TO BE] THUS. 

Modal adverb, expressing manner; "God did not intend it to be that way", CEV.  
ap (apo) + gen. "from [the beginning]" - FROM [BEGINNING]. Temporal use 

of the preposition; "at the beginning."  
   
v9 

The issue continues to be expressed in the terms of traditional culture, 
namely, that only a husband can initiate a divorce (there were mechanisms by this 
time for a wife to force an unfaithful husband to divorce her, but they were not 
part of Mosaic law). Jesus clearly states that remarriage is adulterous. Yet, taking 
kai as coordinative, the text implies that the act of divorce, as well as the act of 
remarriage, is adulterous. Jesus classifies divorce itself as adulterous in that by 
breaking the one-flesh union, opportunity is provided for the establishment of a 
new sexual relationship. The man who divorces his wife is then responsible for 
the adultery of the divorcee if she remarries, and also the adultery of her new 
husband, given that he is an adulterer by marrying a divorced woman, cf., 5:31-
32.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Here adversative, "but ....", indicating a further step in the 
dialogue.  

uJmin dat. pro. "[I tell] you" - [I SAY] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
oJti "that" - Introducing a dependent statement of indirect speech expressing 

what Jesus says.  
o}V an + subj. "anyone" - WHOEVER [DIVORCES THE WIFE OF HIM]. 

Introducing an indefinite relative clause which is conditional; "whoever divorces 
his wife ...... and marries another, then he commits adultery. The indefinite nature 
of the clause lies with the subject, "whoever", not with the consequences.  
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mh epi + dat. "except for" - NOT ON. The preposition here expresses ground 
/ cause, "on the ground of, basis of / because of"; "not on the ground of porneia." 
Best treated as an exceptive clause; "except for fornication." See "Interpretation" 
above for this exceptive clause. "Apart from the circumstance where the marriage 
has already been destroyed by sexual unfaithfulness", France. Note that the 
exception is not found in Mark or Luke. It is strange that Jesus would state an 
exception when revealing a divine ideal. Still, Jesus is only stating the obvious. 
If a one-flesh union has been destroyed by adultery then the sending away of the 
adulterer "was not simply permitted - it was required", Morris. None-the-less, the 
exception does dilute the impact of Jesus idealist ethic and for this reason is often 
classified as redactional (an editorial inclusion by Matthew).  

porneia/ (a) dat. "sexual immorality" - ALL FORMS OF SEXUAL IMMORALITY 
= FORNICATION, UNCHASTITY, SEXUAL UNFAITHFULNESS, UNLAWFUL 
COHABITATION, CONCUBINAGE [AND MARRIES ANOTHER COMMITS ADULTERY]. 
Initially the word is used of sexual relations between unmarried persons, but took 
on a wider usage.  
   
v10 

iii] Celibacy, v10-12. These verses, unique to Matthew, seem somewhat 
incongruous, but it is very likely that Matthew has attached this saying of Jesus 
to the issue of divorce with a clear purpose in mind. One could conclude that this 
observation by the disciples "does them no credit", D&A ("misogynist", 
Nolland), but it more likely does them credit in that they have understood the 
perfection Jesus demands in relationships. They know well that marriages break 
down and don't wish their brothers and sisters accused before God if such should 
befall them. Jesus doesn't rebuke them, but rather explains that their suggestion 
is impractical. Celibacy only works for some, ie., those who can accept it. So, the 
Christian community will have to face the problem of failed marriages. Matthew 
provides the answer to the problem of failed relationships among believers in 
v13-15.  

legousin (legw) pres. "said" - [THE DISCIPLES OF HIM] SAY. Again, another 
historic / narrative present tense indicating a move in the dialogue, here to the 
disciples..  

autw/ dat. pro. "to him" - Dative of indirect object.  
ei + ind. "if" - Introducing a conditional clause 1st. class were the proposed 

condition is assumed to be true; "if, as is the case, thus is the situation of a man 
with the wife, then it is not good to marry." "If that's how it is between a man and 
a woman, it's better not to get married", CEV.  

ou{twV adv. "this [is the situation]" - THUS [IS THE CASE, POSITION, 
MATTER, SITUATION]. Predicate adverb.  
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tou anqrwpou (oV) gen. "between a husband" - OF THE MAN. The genitive 
is obviously adjectival, limiting the noun hJ aitia, "situation", possibly by 
specifying it, ie., epexegetic, "if this is the situation, namely, that adultery is 
consequent on the divorce of a man with his wife, then it is better not to marry." 
The genitive could also be treated as verbal, subjective, or, possessive, "if this is 
a man's situation." "If this is the only ground on which a man may divorce his 
wife", Barclay.  

meta + gen. "and wife" - WITH [THE WOMAN / WIFE]. Expressing association; 
"in company with."  

gamhsai (gamew) aor. inf. "to marry" - [IT IS BETTER, GOOD = 
ADVANTAGEOUS, PROFITABLE, EXPEDIENT NOT] TO MARRY. The infinitive serves 
as the subject of the negated impersonal verb "it is not advantageous"; "to marry 
is not advantageous" = "it is better not to marry."  
   
v11  

autoiV dat. "[Jesus replied]" - [BUT HE SAID] TO THEM. Dative of indirect 
object.  

touton pro. "this [word]" - [NOT ALL HAVE CAPACITY FOR, HOLD = ARE ABLE 
TO COMPREHEND, UNDERSTAND / ACCEPT] THIS [WORD = PRECEPT, IDEA]. 
Probably referring to the disciples' observation, so D&A, Nolland, but some 
commentators argue for Jesus' commandment, v9, so Gundry, it is even possible 
that the reference is forward looking.  

all (alla) "but" - Strong adversative in a counterpoint construction; "not 
...... but ....."  

oi|V dat. pro. "only those to whom" - Dative of indirect object / interest, 
advantage.  

didotai (didwmi) perf. pas. "it has been given" - Theological passive; God 
does the giving.  
   
v12  

gar "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the 
celibate lifestyle is not suitable for everyone.  

eunoucoi (oV) "eunuchs" - [THERE ARE] EUNUCHS. Nominative subject of 
the verb to-be. Used either figuratively, as in the last clause, or physically, as in 
the first two clauses. Used of a man who has been castrated and is therefore unable 
to reproduce. So, can't marry, and wouldn't want to, at least as regards sex.  

oiJtineV pro. "who" - Indefinite pronoun, nominative subject of the verb "to 
be born."  

ek + gen. "[who were born that way]" - FROM [WOMB OF MOTHER THEY 
WERE BORN THUS]. Temporal use of the preposition, "from birth" = "when they 
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were born." Presumably referring to a genetic defect which has affected their 
sexual capacity.  

uJpo "by [others]" - [AND THERE ARE EUNUCHS WHO WERE MADE EUNUCHS] 
BY [MEN]. Expressing agency. This refers to men who have been castrated, either 
as punishment, or for service in high office, usually associated with service to the 
family of an important official.  

dia + acc. "for the sake of [the kingdom of heaven]" - [AND THERE ARE 
EUNUCHS WHO MAKE EUNUCHS OF THEMSELVES] FOR [THE KINGDOM OF 
HEAVEN]. Causal, "on account of", but here leaning toward benefit, "for the sake 
of / for the benefit of." "They make themselves eunuchs by renouncing marriage 
and parenthood because of the demands of the kingdom of heaven / to benefit the 
work of the kingdom of heaven." Jesus does not suggest that foregoing the joys 
of marriage is a higher calling, nor is there any suggestion that he has in mind 
castration.  

oJ dunamenoV (dunamai) pres. mid. part. "the one who can" - THE ONE BEING 
ABLE. The participle serves as a substantive; "the one who is able."  

cwrein (cwrew) aor. inf. "accept" - TO ACCEPT, RECEIVE (and so act 
accordingly) [this LET HIM ACCEPT, RECEIVE it]. The infinitive is complementary, 
completing the sense of the substantive participle "the one being able." "If it’s 
right for you, then go for it."  
   
v13 

iv] Welcoming little children, v13-15. The thematic force of chapters 17:24-
20:34, namely, life in Christian community / brotherhood, is dominant in this 
little episode, indicating its important supportive function in relation to divorce 
and celibacy. All members of the Christian community are flawed, many with 
broken relationships, broken lives; as Jesus welcomes little children, so members 
of the fellowship must welcome, accept, and forgive the repentant sinner.  

tote adv. "then" - The temporal adverb is used to indicate a step in the 
narrative, a common device in Matthew; "At that time ....." The sense is "next in 
time."  

autw/ dat. pro. "to Jesus" - [THEY BROUGHT CHILDREN] TO HIM. Dative of 
indirect object. The paidia is diminutive, so "little children."  

iJna + subj. "for" - THAT [THE HANDS HE MIGHT PUT ON THEM AND PRAY]. 
Introducing a final clause expressing purpose; "in order that ...."  

autoiV dat. pro. "[place his hands on] them" - [PUT, PLACED, LAID ON] 
THEM. Dative of direct object after the epi prefix verb "to place on."  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Here adversative, as NIV.  
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autoiV dat. pro. "[rebuked] them" - [THE DISCIPLES REBUKED] THEM. 
Dative of direct object after the epi prefix verb "to rebuke." Probably not 
"rebuked the children", but the parents who dared to interrupt proceedings with 
their offspring.  
   
v14 

Jesus' willingness to welcome little children to him is a beautiful picture, and 
one which reveals much of his divine character. At times Jesus has used children 
as a model for some particular spiritual truth, cf., 18:1-6, and here he reminds the 
disciples that children of grace / believers, those who possess the kingdom, in 
many ways share the qualities of little children - dependence / humility. In the 
immediate context Matthew uses the incident "as a paradigm for the conduct of 
disciples", Hagner. In Christ's name it is our task to welcome the children of 
grace, particularly those who are marred by sexual sin - divorced and remarried, 
etc.  

In the wider context of compassion in Christian community, the pericope has 
something to say about what the Christian fellowship should do with children. If 
"welcome them" is the answer, then it is easy to understand why family baptism 
so quickly became part of life in the New Testament church - "he and all his 
household were baptized" (Yes, children are not mentioned and it is dangerous to 
argue from silence, but none-the-less the statement presents as inclusive).  

elqein (ercomai) aor. inf. "come [to me]" - [BUT JESUS SAID ALLOW THE 
CHILDREN AND DO NOT HINDER THEM] TO COME [TO ME]. The infinitive is 
complementary, completing the sense of the verb "to hinder." The disciples' 
attitude toward the children is wrong.  

gar "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the 
disciples should not hinder the children from coming to him. Because "the 
kingdom of heaven is made up of people like them", Morris.  

toioutwn gen. pro. "such as these" - OF SUCH [IS THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN]. 
The demonstrative pronoun serves as a substantive, the genitive being adjectival, 
possessive, identifying the possession of a derivative characteristic; "such people 
share in (the God of) heaven's reign", Olmstead.  

 
   
v15 

epiqeiV (epitiqhmi) aor. part. "when he placed his hand on" - [AND] HAVING 
PLACED ON. The participle is adverbial, best taken as temporal, as NIV.  

autoiV dat. pro. "them" - THEM [THE/HIS HANDS]. Dative of direct object 
after the epi prefix verb "to place on."  
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ekeiqen adv. "[he went on] from there" - [HE DEPARTED] FROM THERE. 
Adverb of place.  
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19:16-30 

10: The fruit of faith, 19:1-20:34 
ii] Wealth and the kingdom 
Synopsis  

A young man approaches Jesus and asks "what good" he must do "to have 
eternal life." Jesus questions his use of "good", given that only God is good, and 
then, in answer to his question, tells him to "keep the commandments." The young 
man asks which ones and Jesus lists five of the neighbourly commandments, 
concluding with the catchall, "love your neighbour as yourself." The young man 
indicates he has kept all these, so what more is required. Jesus suggests that he 
sell all that he has and give it to the poor. The young man leaves "grieving" 
because he has many possessions. Jesus points out that it is hard for a person with 
possessions to enter the kingdom of heaven. The disciples are shocked, "who then 
can be saved?" Jesus points out that all things are possible for God. Peter, as usual, 
puts his foot in it by pointing out that the apostles have made substantial financial 
sacrifices in following Jesus. In response, Jesus reminds them of the abundance 
of eternal reward which will far outweigh any sacrifice they may have made. 
Peter goodie-two-shoes would do well to remember that God tends to take those 
who are last in line and puts them up the front.  
   
Teaching  

The reign of Christ is gracious such that the last in line are placed first, the 
unrighteous made righteous by grace apart from works of the law. The Christian 
community must emulate this gracious reign, accepting / forgiving the broken-
hearted.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 19:1-15 - The subject matter of the 4th Narrative, 19:1-20:34, 
concerns membership in the kingdom of God / life in Christian community / 
brotherhood, or as Carson puts it "life under kingdom authority." At the centre is 
love, particularly focused on forgiving a brother or sister, accepting them warts 
and all, leading a lost brother back into the fold rather than driving them away. 
This pivotal issue is the subject of the 4th. Discourse, 17:24-18:35, and flavours 
the issues of reconciliation, forgiveness, acceptance, precedence / status, raised 
in this the related 4th Narrative section. Together this major section of the gospel, 
17:24-20:34, serves to guide the business of living in Christian community.  
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ii] Structure: Wealth and the kingdom:  
On grace and reward in the kingdom, v16-30: 

A pronouncement story, v16-22; 
Discourse on wealth, v23-26: 

Sayings: 
"only with difficulty will a rich person enter the kingdom." 
"it is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle .." 
"with God all things are possible." 

Discourse on eternal reward, v27-30: 
Sayings: 

"in the new world ... you who have followed me will sit on.." 
"everyone who has left houses ... a hundredfold and ..." 
"but many who are first will be last, and the last first."  

   
iv] Interpretation:  

In the pericope The Rich Young Ruler we are confronted by a goodly 
number of propositional truths: Eschatological reversal - the first will be 
last and the last first; The world - the enslaving power of mammon; Ethics 
- the eternal worth of the moral law, summarized in neighbourly love; 
Eschatology - eternal reward / blessings.  

Above all there is Justification - salvation is by grace through faith 
apart from works of the law. This young man is a nomist; born to the family 
of Abraham, an inheritor of the covenant under the grace of God, striving 
to progress his holiness through obedience to the law that he may receive 
in full the promised blessings of the covenant. He is a good man. Well! Not 
really, only God is good; but he strives to be good. So, it is not unreasonable 
for him to look for some necessary extra good deed to assure his 
appropriation of the fullness of God's promised blessings, of salvation. Of 
course, he can't do the extra, and even if he thought he could, Jesus would 
load him up with even more law to force him to face his sinful condition. 
So finally, he recognizes his condition and is "sad". Salvation, and thus the 
full appropriation of the blessings of the covenant, cannot be gained 
through a faithful application of Biblical law; the human condition simply 
does not allow it - easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle. So, 
who can be saved? For we mere mortals it is impossible, but for God, all 
things are possible by grace through faith.  
   

Again, the overall message of this passage is shaped by its context. 
Although Bacon, Studies in Matthew, argues that the narratives at this point 
(on "the subject of domestic affairs", D&A,"; a "focus for fresh assessment 
in light of the kingdom", Nolland; "the unimportance of worldly influence 
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in the kingdom of heaven", France) look forward to the 5th. Discourse, The 
Kingdom's Coming, it seems more likely that they reflect the 4th. 
Discourse, The Christian Community, with its focus on brotherhood / love 
/ compassion. Gundry, who holds that the narrative looks back to the 4th. 
discourse, suggests that from Matthew's point of view we have another 
paradigm of acceptance, and this does seem to be the case. We have a rich 
young man who stands broken before the Lord - "he went away sad." Like 
him, we are all locked into this world's things and therefore face exclusion 
from the kingdom, but thankfully, our impossible situation is not 
impossible for God. We also have self-righteous disciples who are 
impressed with their material sacrifice for the kingdom. They seem to have 
forgotten that they will reign with Christ and that whatever sacrifice they 
may have had to make in this life is far outweighed by the eternal bounty 
that will be theirs in the new age of the kingdom. They need to act 
graciously, be like the God who takes the last in line and makes them first, 
otherwise they may find themselves last, and a wealthy repentant young 
man first. Welcome / accept the lupoumenoV, "the distressed one", rather 
than lord it over him.  
   

Two Biblical propositions, sometimes drawn from this passage, that 
are questionable:  

• Wealth hinders entry into the kingdom of heaven - "riches pose 
a profound barrier to engagement with the kingdom", Nolland. The 
truth is otherwise! The disciples' reaction to Jesus' words indicate 
that, as far as they are concerned, Jesus' use of plousioV, "rich", is 
inclusive, not exclusive. This is evident in their response: "who then 
can be saved?" Everyone, even the poor, have a myriad of human 
attachments which they cherish. The young man may have had 
kthmata polla, "many possessions", but the quantity of mammon 
is not the problem. The totality of life corrupted by sin hinders the 
spiritual enlightenment of humanity, rich and poor alike.  
   

• Jesus demands that those who would follow him must sever all 
social and economic ties - "the absolute claim of the kingdom upon 
a disciple's life..... Discipleship is a matter of total, undistracted, and 
unqualified commitment", Hagner. For some commentators, this is 
literally so, others will add the qualifier, "be willing to." This 
qualifier is a bit like a priest in a church service, raising high the 
offertory plate before the altar ("communion table" for my Low 
Church friends!!) and quietly saying the prayer, "Lord, please take 
what you want and we'll keep the rest." "Willing!" Ho-hum.  
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It is a mistake to read Jesus' command "go sell" as a requirement 
for discipleship. Even if it were a requirement for the young man it 
is not necessarily a requirement for anyone else - a command to a 
specific person at a specific point in time is not necessarily a 
command to all people for all time. The young man is a nomist, 
pursuing holiness / sanctification for the full appropriation of the 
promised covenant blessings. This is expressed in his "what do I still 
lack", and underscored by Jesus' "if you want to be perfect." Jesus is 
forcing the young man to recognize that perfection, and thus the 
appropriation of the promised covenant blessings, is apart from 
works of the law. This man is going to have to find another way to 
attain his goal. So, the sell all is not a requirement for discipleship. 
Cross-bearing discipleship is a light burden, an easy yoke 
(Matt.11:30), for Jesus carries the cross for us; we but surrender to 
the one who was broken for us, cf., 16:24.  
   

iii] Synoptics:  
This episode is found in both Mark and Luke, with Mark 10:17-31 

usually taken to be the source for both Matthew and Luke. There are some 
interesting changes worth noting:  

• Matthew has "why do you ask me about what is good?", 
whereas both Mark and Luke have "why do you call me good?". 
Matthew's change removes the possible conclusion that Jesus is not 
good;  

• Matthew adds the neighbourly command, "love your 
neighbour as yourself";  

• Matthew has "if you would be perfect", whereas Mark and 
Luke have "one thing you lack." This change emphasizes the flaw in 
the young man's nomist theology;  

• Matthew adds "how will it be with us?" to Peter's statement 
"we have left everything to follow you", making clear the 
unworthiness of Peter's comment;  

• Matthew lists the first reward as "judging the twelve tribes of 
Israel." This is not found in Mark, but Luke concludes with a similar 
statement;  

• Matthew, has no present reward, as listed in Mark 10:30, so 
also Luke;  

• Both Matthew and Mark have leaving of family etc. Luke has 
"those who have stood by me in my trials", 22:28.  
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There is little agreement between Luke and Matthew against Mark. 
The priority of Mark is affirmed by most scholars.  
   

Text - 19:16  
Grace and reward in the kingdom, v16-30: i] A rich young man learns that 

keeping the commandments is not enough for salvation, v16-22. This story is 
sometimes used as a call to abandon the world and follow Christ, with Peter's 
observation serving as an example of leaving all, v27, for which reward is offered, 
v28-29. This interpretation should be rejected; see above.  

proselqwn aor. part. "just then [a man] came up to" - [AND BEHOLD ONE] 
HAVING APPROACHED. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "to say", "came up ..... and asked", but it may be taken to 
introduce a temporal clause, as NIV.  

ei|V adj. "a man" - A certain ONE. The adjective serves as a substantive, 
nominative subject of the verb to-be.  

autw/ dat. pro. "Jesus" - HIM. Dative of direct object after the proV prefix 
verb "to come to."  

poihsw (poiew) aor. subj. "[said, what good thing] must i do" - [WHAT 
GOOD] MAY/SHALL I DO. Deliberative subjunctive.  

iJna + subj. "to [get]" - THAT [I MAY HAVE ETERNAL LIFE]. Introducing a final 
clause expressing purpose; "in order that ...." "What good thing must I do to 
secure eternal life (life in all its fullness)", Phillips.  
   
v17 

Matthew's account of Jesus' words is smoother than Mark's "why do you call 
me good?" Matthew may have wanted to avoid the suggestion that Jesus is not 
good, but the following words can still lead to this conclusion. The wording 
serves to focus the young man's attention on God, "the good is one", and thus 
establish the truth that to enter into life a person must keep the commandments 
of "the one." Jesus is good, but here "the good one" is God.  

ti pro. "why" - [AND HE SAID TO HIM] WHY. Here the interrogative pronoun 
is used adverbially for seeking the reason for an action.  

peri + gen. "about" - [DO YOU ASK ME] ABOUT. Expressing reference / 
respect; "about, concerning."  

tou agaqou adj. "what is good" - THE GOOD [ONE IS GOOD]. The article 
specifies; there is only one who is good and so therefore "the good" is what he 
commands.  

ei + ind. "if" - [BUT] IF [as is the case, YOU WISH TO ENTER INTO LIFE, then 
KEEP THE COMMANDMENTS]. Introducing a conditional clause 1st. class where 
the proposed condition is assumed to true; "If you wish to know how to find entry 
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into the realm where true life is to be found, the answer is: keep the 
commandments", Cassirer.  

eiselqein (eisercomai) aor. inf. "[you want] to enter [life]" - The infinitive 
is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "to will." Since qelw, "I will", 
is a cognitive verb it is possible to classify the infinitive as introducing an object 
clause / dependent statement of perception expressing what is desired, namely, 
"that you may enter into life (possess eternal life)."  

eiV + acc. "-" - INTO [LIFE]. Here expressing goal. If the man's goal in life is 
to gain eternal life, then he must obey the commandments. He is about to learn a 
very important lesson. Obeying God's commands is well beyond him and so he 
will have to find another way to gain eternal life.  
   
v18-19 

The same list is provided by Mark and Luke with Matthew adding the great 
commandment, love of neighbour, cf., 5:43, 22:39. The order of the social 
commandments is interesting. For some reason, the honouring of parents is not 
first, and the commandment not to covet is left out (does Matthew add love of 
neighbour to make up for the loss?). Matthew drops Marks' "you shall not 
defraud" (as does Luke) - it is not found in the ten commandments so why does 
Mark include it? Matthew follows the LXX by using the future tense; Mark uses 
a negated subjunctive. Despite these differences, Jesus simply provides a 
representative list of moral requirements, and this is made clear by the catch-all 
great commandment.  

poiaV pro. "Which ones" - [HE SAYS TO HIM] WHAT KIND OF commandment 
/ WHICH ones. Interrogative pronoun. Barclay has "what kind of commandment", 
what type of commandment does Jesus have in mind? Possibly implying that 
some special kind of commandment must be obeyed to gain eternal life. The 
pronoun certainly has this sense, "of what quality or sort", but it can just be used 
with the sense "which"; "'which do you mean', asked the man", Rieu.  

legei (legw) pres. "he inquired" - HE SAYS. Narrative / historic present, 
probably serving to indicate a change in speaker.  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
de "[Jesus replied]" - BUT, AND [JESUS SAID]. Transitional, indicating a step 

in the dialogue; "And so Jesus said to him ..."  
to "-" - THE. The neuter article is often used to introduce a quotation and that 

is probably its use here, but possibly it just means "such as, for example." It could 
also be a nominalizer, turning the list of verbs (future tense serving as 
imperatives, except tima, "honour", present imperative) into the direct object of 
an assumed verb "to keep"; "you must keep the command do not murder, do not 
commit adultery ....."; see Olmstead p.115.  
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v20  

panta adj. "all" - [the young man says to him] all. Emphatic by position.  
efulaxa (fulassw) aor. "[these] I have kept" - [THESE commands] I KEPT 

/ GUARDED = OBSERVED. "I have carefully kept all these", Phillips.  
legei autw/ "[the young man] said" - [THE YOUNG MAN] SAYS TO HIM. See 

v18.  
eti adv. "[what do I] still [lack]?" - [WHAT] STILL [AM I LACKING, FAILING, 

FALLING SHORT]? Temporal adverb, used here with a quantitative sense, 
numerical rather than temporal. The young man is aware that he is lacking in the 
spiritual department, so "what else must I do?" CEV.  
   
v21 

"Jesus demands not alms but everything", D&A. Actually, perfection has 
always been God's standard for entrance into the kingdom of heaven, 
necessitating alignment with Abraham and the righteousness which is by grace 
through faith. Even the Torah, with all its divine concessions to the human 
inclination toward selfish indulgence, was never achievable. So, Jesus was 
teaching this young man an invaluable lesson, he was not promoting "something 
new, a novel change engendered by the nature of discipleship and the greater 
righteousness announced by 5:20", D&A. "The greater righteousness" is given, 
not earned, because it can never be earned!  

autw/ dat. pro. "[Jesus answered]" - [JESUS SAID] TO HIM. Dative of indirect 
object.  

ei + ind. "if" - Introducing a 1st. class conditional clause where the condition 
is assumed to be true; "if, as is the case, you will to be perfect, then go sell the 
possessions of you and give to the poor and you will have treasure in heavens."  

einai (eimi) pres. inf. "[you want] to be" - [YOU WISH] TO BE. The infinitive 
is usually classified as complementary, completing the sense of the verb "to wish, 
will", but it can be classified as introducing a dependent statement of perception 
expressing what is desired.  

teleioV adj. "perfect" - Predicate adjective. The word has the sense of 
reaching completeness; "If you would be perfect / complete", here, achieve 
perfection in service to God. Jesus is not implying that there are two types of 
disciples, normal everyday / secular disciples, married with possessions, and 
"perfect" / religious disciples who own nothing, having dedicated themselves 
totally to Christ - a kind of clergy / laity situation. "Perfect" is just that, the divine 
requirement for entrance into the kingdom of God (and as my carpenter uncle 
would always say, particularly when me had just made a mistake, and after some 
colorful words, "there has only ever been one perfect carpenter").  
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ta uJparconta (uJparcw) pres. part. "[your] possessions" - [GO SELL] THE 
THINGS EXISTING = THE POSSESSIONS [OF YOU]. The participle serves as a 
substantive.  

toiV ptwcoiV adj. "to the poor" - [AND GIVE] TO THE POOR. The adjective 
serves as a substantive, dative of indirect object. As already noted, Jesus' 
injunction is determined by the circumstance facing the young man at the time 
and does not establish a general proposition. Like the Pharisees, who would 
burden their disciples with an impossible weight of rules and regulations, too 
many sermons have weighed believers down with the call to "leave all and follow 
Jesus." The congregation is left to struggle with guilt and so is forced to adopt 
guilt dissipation techniques, (eg., focus on the sins of others - speck removal!), or 
worse, simply give up because it's all too hard.  

en + dat. "[treasure] in [heaven]" - [AND YOU WILL HAVE TREASURE] IN [the 
HEAVENS]. Local, expressing space / sphere. If the young man were to give up 
what he possessed in its totality, then he would possess something in heaven 
which is obviously of far greater worth. He would give up what he can't take with 
him beyond death, for something that he can possess for eternity. The treasure is 
surely eternal life / salvation. Given that it is totally impractical, if not impossible, 
to give up everything to the poor, to love his neighbour in totality, then he is going 
to have to find another way to gain the treasure; he will need to discover the 
source of a righteousness which exceeds that of the Scribes and the Pharisees.  

deuro "then come" - [AND] COME!. Interjection. The NIV "then come" 
implies that the series of moral injunction must necessarily be done first, but 
"come follow me" stands in its own right.  

moi dat. pro. "[follow] me" - Dative of direct object after the verb "to follow 
after." The "follow" = "follow as a disciple."  
   
v22 

As already noted, the response of the young man, his going away sad, is 
usually classed as one of loss, but his reaction is correct in that he has come face 
to face with his human condition. The disciples, on the other hand, are the ones 
who could find themselves lost / last!!!  

akousaV (akouw) aor. part. "when [the young man] heard" - [AND/BUT] 
HAVING HEARD [THE WORD THE YOUNG MAN]. The participle is adverbial, best 
treated as temporal, as NIV.  

lupoumenoV (lupew) pres. mid./pas. part. "sad" - [DEPARTED] GRIEVING, 
BEING DISTRESSED, SAD. The participle is adverbial, best treated as modal, 
expressing the manner of his going.  

gar "because" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why he "went away 
sad." "He went on his way full of sorrow for he had great possessions", Cassirer.  
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ecwn (ecw) pres. part. "he had [great wealth]" - [HE WAS] HAVING [MUCH 
POSSESSIONS]. This participle with the imperfect verb to-be h\n forms a 
periphrastic imperfect construction possibly emphasizing durative aspect; "he 
was holding on tight to a lot of things and he couldn't let go", Peterson.  
   
v23 

ii] Jesus addresses the subject of wealth and salvation, v23-26. The sayings 
serve as a commentary on Jesus' encounter with the young man. Matthew does 
not record the statement made in Mark 10:24 concerning the difficulty for 
everyone to enter the kingdom of heaven, although in the end, it is everyone, since 
everyone is like the young man - we all have kthmata, "possessions." In the 
saying before us Jesus uses the word plousioV, "rich, wealthy", none-the-less the 
disciples take the word as inclusive; this is evidenced by their response "who then 
can be saved?" What is impossible for humanity is possible for God.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Possibly slightly adversative, "but Jesus said", but 
primarily indicating a step in the narrative.  

toiV maqhtaiV (hV ou) dat. "to [his disciples]" - [JESUS SAID] TO THE 
DISCIPLES [OF HIM]. Dative of indirect object.  

uJmin dat. pro. "[truly I tell] you" - [TRULY I SAY] TO YOU. Dative of indirect 
object. Jesus tends to say "truly I say to you" when he wants to make an important 
point.  

oJti "-" - THAT. Recitative / introducing an dependent statement of indirect 
speech expressing what Jesus says.  

duskolwV adv. "it is hard" - WITH DIFFICULTY [A RICH person WILL ENTER 
INTO THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS]. Modal adverb, expressing manner. "Whatever 
our wealth, great or small, it can tempt us to self-sufficiency", Morris.  

plousioV adj. "someone who is rich" - RICH. The adjective serves as a 
substantive, nominative subject of the verb "to enter into"; "a rich person." The 
word has limited use in the NT and so it is not overly clear who this "rich person" 
represents. The person is often identified as a wealthy person, and given that 
wealth is a sign of God's blessings, it is understandable why the disciples would 
be "astonished" at Jesus' words. Yet, it seems more likely that the disciples' 
reaction is driven by their inclusion with the rich. Peter will make a point of their 
having divested themselves of their wealth / possessions for the kingdom (partly 
divested would be a better description since we know that they still owned homes 
(Andrew), boats (Peter), .......).  

thn basileian twn ouranwn "the kingdom of heaven" - See 3:2. Note 
Matthew's use of "kingdom of God" in the linked saying in v24, indicating that 
he is not totally opposed to use of the divine identifier. Note also that kingdom 
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terminology is not always used of participation in the promised blessings of the 
covenant, eg., "enter into life", v17.  

 

v24 
This hyperbolic analogy, contrasting the largest animal with the smallest 

hole, emphasizes the impossibility of crossing the divide between Mammon and 
God. The story about the gate in the city wall of Jerusalem called "the eye of the 
needle" where a rider would have to bow down to get through it has thankfully 
been put to bed, although probably not after a million sermons have been 
delivered on the subject (The Eye of Needle sermon = a rich person can get to 
heaven if they bow in allegiance to Jesus). Strange as it may seem, the proposition 
proclaimed in The Eye of a Needle sermon is true, so all those sermons based on 
a myth were true to the gospel because they were grace orientated, while the Cross 
Bearing Discipleship sermons that pushed for a divesting of wealth for eternal 
blessing were not true to the gospel because they were law orientated (being a 
pietist in my youth you can guess which line I took!).  

uJmin dat. pro. "[again I tell] you" - [AND AGAIN I SAY] TO YOU. Dative of 
indirect object.  

eukapwteron adj. "easier" - Comparative adjective in the predicate position.  
dielqein (diercomai) aor. inf. "to go through" - [A CAMEL] TO PASS 

THROUGH [THE EYE OF A NEEDLE IS EASIER]. The infinitive forms a noun clause 
which serves as the subject of the verb to-be estin, "is". The accusative subject 
of the infinitive is the noun "camel".  

dia + gen. "through" - Spatial. Redundant given the dia prefix verb "to pass 
through", but usual form.  

rJofidoV (iV idoV) gen. "[the eye] of a needle" - The genitive is adjectival, 
partitive.  

h] "than" - OR = THAN. Here serving as a comparative.  
plousion adj. "someone who is rich" - The adjective serves as the 

accusative subject of the infinitive "to enter into."  
eiselqein (eisercomai) aor. inf. "to enter into" - [A RICH PERSON] TO 

ENTER INTO [INTO THE KINGDOM OF GOD is]. The infinitive forms a noun clause 
which serves as the subject of the assumed verb to-be, estin, "is".  

eiV + acc. "into" - Redundant use of the preposition, given the eiV prefix verb 
"to enter into", but usual form.  

tou qeou (oV) gen. "[the kingdom] of God" - The genitive is adjectival, 
possessive, but it can be treated as verbal, subjective, where the sense is taken to 
mean "reign of God"; see 3:2.  
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v25  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Indicating a step in the dialogue.  
akousanteV (akouw) aor. part. "when [the disciples] heard this" - HAVING 

HEARD this. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as NIV.  
exeplhssonto (ekplhssw) imperf. "they were [greatly] astonished" - [THE 

DISCIPLES] WERE AMAZED [GREATLY]. The imperfect is durative expressing a 
continuing state. The verb "to be astonished, amazed, overwhelmed" is reinforced 
by the adverb sfodra, "very much"; "completely overwhelmed", Cassirer, "the 
disciples were staggered", Peterson.  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "and asked" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb "they were amazed"; "they 
were astonished and said."  

ara "[who] then" - THEREFORE [WHO]. Inferential / drawing a logical 
conclusion.  

swqhnai (swzw) aor. pas. inf. "[can] be saved" - [IS ABLE] TO BE SAVED. 
The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "to be able."  
   
v26 

"Here the notion is antithetical to that of human impotence: regarding 
salvation, only God has strength", D&A.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the dialogue - from the 
disciples back to Jesus.  

embleyaV (emblepw) aor. part. "looked" - [JESUS] HAVING LOOKED HARD 
AT/ON, LOOKED STRAIGHT AT them. Attendant circumstance participle expressing 
action accompanying the verb "said". "Jesus fixed his gaze on them and said."  

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - TO THEM. [JESUS SAID] TO THEM. Dative of indirect 
object.  

para + dat. "with" - WITH [MEN THIS IS IMPOSSIBLE]. Expressing sphere; "in 
the sight of / in the sphere of" = "in the sphere in which man / God operates" = 
"with men / God." "It is impossible for anyone to get into heaven on their own 
merits; but, God can do anything", Junkins  

de , "but" - BUT [WITH GOD ALL THINGS are POSSIBLE]. Adversative / 
contrastive; what may be impossible for mankind, is not impossible for God. "Is 
anything too hard for the Lord", Gen.18:14. Of course, the panta, "all things", 
must be qualified in that God cannot act against his own nature, eg., he can't be 
unjust because he is by nature a just God. It is because he is a gracious / merciful 
/ loving God that salvation for the human race, a people entrapped by Mammon, 
is possible.  
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v27 

iii] Eternal reward, v27-30. Peter's announcement that, unlike the young 
man, the apostles have cast off the fetters of human attachment, suits Matthew's 
overall context of active compassion in Christian community. Peter's we're up 
pull the ladder up serves as a paradigm of what not to do. What happened to going 
in search of the lost sheep? The young man surely represents "the one that went 
astray." Peter will soon demonstrate that he is no different to that young man 
when, faced with a threat to that most important of human attachments, life itself, 
he denies his Lord three times. We are all in lock-step with Mammon; we are all 
in the same boat. The disciples will reign with Christ in eternity because God 
made it "possible", not because they have "left everything to follow" Christ. What 
Peter needs to work on is reigning here, "to serve rather than be served", cf., 
20:24-28. The disciples may suffer loss along the way, but the blessings of 
eternity will far outweigh any loss here. So, we are reminded to adopt the mind / 
eye of Christ and make the last in line first.  

tote adv. "-" - THEN. Temporal adverb, serving to indicate a step in the 
dialogue; "Then Peter said in reply", ESV.  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "answered" - HAVING ANSWERED. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb 
"said", redundant / pleonastic; "Peter answered and said."  

autw/ "-" - [PETER SAID] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
idou "-" - BEHOLD. Interjection; "See, we have left everything", ESV.  
hJmeiV pro. "we" - Emphatic by position and use; "Here we are, having given 

up everything we possessed", Cassirer.  
panta adj. "everything" - [LEFT] ALL. The adjective serves as a substantive. 

Peter is gilding the lily somewhat! Well, of course, he is a fisherman!!!!  
soi dat. pro. "you" - [AND FOLLOWED] YOU. Dative of direct object after the 

verb "to follow." "Followed" = to follow as a disciple.  
ti pro. "what" - Interrogative pronoun. Peter's question, "what reward will 

we get?", is found only in Matthew. It is less than flattering for Peter, but it serves 
Matthew's purpose, clearly exposing Peter's behaviour as a negative example of 
life in Christian community; contra Morris, Nolland, .. Hagner notes "a certain 
self-satisfaction" in Peter's statement and question. Carson argues that Jesus' 
response to Peter serves as "a gentle rebuke."  

ara "then" - THEREFORE. Inferential / drawing a logical conclusion.  
hJmin dat. pro. "for us" - [WILL BE] TO US. Dative of interest, advantage, or 

possession; "what will we get?" CEV.  
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v28 

Jesus' reference to the reign of his disciples in "the new era that is really new, 
a new creation", Manson, is not found in Mark, although interestingly a similar 
idea is found in Luke 22:30, being the last verse of his record of this pericope: 
"so that you may eat and drink at my table in my kingdom and sit on thrones, 
judging the twelve tribes of Israel." Again, Matthew's inclusion of this saying (or 
is it Mark's removal of this saying????) serves his contextual purpose of 
compassion in Christian community. The nature of reigning with Christ entails 
service rather than status. This idea is developed in 20:24-28 in the context of 
James and John seeking positions of authority in the kingdom. Reigning is 
serving.  

oJ de IhsouV eipen autoiV amhn legw umin "Jesus said to them, 'Truly I 
tell you'" - BUT/AND JESUS SAID TO THEM, 'TRULY I SAY TO YOU'. For the syntax 
see v23.  

oJti "-" - THAT [THE ONES HAVING FOLLOWED ME]. Introducing a dependent 
statement of direct speech expressing what Jesus says to the disciples.  

en + dat. "at" - IN. Local, sphere, "in the new world", ESV, or temporal, as 
NIV.  

th/ paliggenesia/ (a) dat. "the renewal of all things" - THE REGENERATION, 
REBIRTH. The only other use of this word in the NT is found in Titus and there it 
refers to personal regeneration, but here a more technical sense is likely. Manson 
states that the Stoics used the word for "the beginning of a new cycle in the cosmic 
process" and that the Jews then took it up to refer to the new age of the coming 
kingdom, of the "cosmic renewal of the world reflected in Matt.5:18, 24:35, 
where the passing away of the present heaven and earth is anticipated", Nolland. 
"At the time of the restoration of all things", Cassirer.  

oJtan + subj. "when" - WHENEVER. This construction introduces an indefinite 
temporal clause, translated as definite.  

oJ uiJoV tou anqrwpou "the Son of Man" - See 8:20.  
epi + gen. "[sits] on" - [MAY SIT] UPON [THRONE OF GLORY OF HIM]. Spatial; 

"down upon." Ref., Dan.7:9, 13.  
oiJ akolouqhsanteV (akolouqew) aor. part. "[you] who have followed" - 

[YOU] THE ONES HAVING FOLLOWED. The participle is probably best classified as 
a substantive standing in apposition to the emphatic uJmeiV, "you".  

moi dat. pro. "me" - Dative of direct object after the verb "to follow."  
uJmeiV pro. "-" - YOU [ALSO WILL SIT UPON TWELVE THRONES]. Emphatic by 

use.  
kai "also" - AND. Here adjunctive; "also".  
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krinonteV (krinw) pres. part. "judging" - JUDGING [THE TWELVE TRIBES]. 
The participle is adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of the sitting. It seems 
likely that "judging" is being used in the OT sense of "reigning / governing", of 
the management of divine affairs; "rule", TEV. "The eschatological rule of 
disciples with their Lord is also found in Rev.3:21, 20:6", Hagner.  

tou Israhl gen. "of Israel" - The genitive is adjectival, epexegetic, limiting 
the twelve tribes by specifying them. By this time, it was really just Levities, 
Judah and Benjamin (half tribe) = Israel. This "rule" may be exercised over "an 
eschatological Israel with the reconstituted twelve tribes", Hagner. It seems 
unlikely that this "rule" is exercised just by the twelve apostles, but rather by all 
believers who have followed Jesus, particularly as "rule" = service.  
 

v29 
This verse seems to imply that "leaving" human attachments is a requirement 

of discipleship and that such sacrifices are bountifully rewarded in the afterlife. 
That "wife" and "children" are included in the human attachments to be afhken, 
"left, abandoned", should warn us to tread warily. If we are not careful, God's 
abundant natural blessings can become the god Mammon for us, particularly as 
Luther observed, "the old Adam retains his power until he is deposited in the 
grave." So, there will always be tension in the Christian life between the sacred 
and the secular, but that doesn't mean we are required to leave all to follow Christ. 
Salvation is not attained by the sacrifice of human attachments, but by 
dependence on the one perfect Son of God who sacrificed the totality of his 
human attachments on our behalf. There will be sacrifice in the Christian life, and 
this because we follow in the footsteps of the Man of Sorrows, but whatever the 
sacrifice, it does not compare with the glory that will one day be ours.  

o{stiV pro. "[everyone] who" - [AND ANYone] WHOEVER. The indefinite 
relative pronoun serves as a substantive, nominative subject of the verb "to 
abandon."  

afhken (afihmi) aor. "has left" - LEFT, ABANDONED [HOME OR BROTHERS 
OR SISTER OR FATHER OR MOTHER OR CHILDREN OR LANDS].  

eneken + gen. "for" - oN ACCOUNT OF. Causal, "because of, on account of", 
leaning toward benefit, "for the sake of", so "for my name."  

tou onomatoV (a atoV) gen. "[my] sake" - THE NAME [OF ME]. "The name" 
= the whole person; "for me", CEV.  

lhmyetai (lambanw) fut. "will receive" - WILL RECEIVE [A HUNDRED TIMES 
AND WILL INHERIT LIFE ETERNAL]. Not a hundred houses etc., but "uncountable 
blessings", Morris.  
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v30 

This saying about the great reversal has produced a number of colourful 
interpretations: First / Last = Jew / Gentiles (the Church Fathers); Rich / poor 
(liberal theologians); "The highly esteemed and held to be first in this worlds 
order of things" / the lowly esteemed who "have not accepted the false values of 
the world but have set their sights on the service of God", Morris; Disciples who 
are called first / disciples who are called last ......... Carson suggests that the saying 
serves "as a way of setting forth God's grace ..... Those who approach God in 
childlike trust (vv.13-15) will be received and advanced in the kingdom." This 
does seem likely, so the gracious, humble = the last who end up first, as opposed 
to those who claim status in their own right = the first who end up last. Carson 
goes on to suggest that the "first" are "the rich, powerful, great, and prominent", 
but I suspect that they are not so easily identified. It is more likely that the "first" 
are nomists who claim status before God in their own right, eg., the Pharisees. 
They are easily identified by their inclination to remove specks from people's 
eyes while ignoring the log in their own (eg., Peter; "we have left everything"!!!). 
God is a God who takes the last in line and makes them first. Within Matthew's 
context of compassion in Christian community, believers need to adopt the same 
way of thinking, the same eye.  

kai "and" - [BUT/AND MANY FIRST WILL BE LAST] AND [LAST FIRST]. 
Coordinative; "This is the great reversal; many of the first ending up last and the 
last first", Peterson.  
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20:1-16 

10. The fruit of faith, 19:1-20:34 
iii] The parable of the workers, 20:1-16 
Synopsis  

Jesus is on his way to Jerusalem. In the context of his encounter with a rich 
young man who is struggling with his eternal standing, and the follow-up 
discussion with his disciples who are only too willing to point out their 
outstanding self-sacrifice, as compared to the young man, Matthew uses the 
kingdom parable of The Laborers in the Vineyard to illustrates the point that it is 
in God's nature to make the last in line first - be warned!  
   
Teaching  

The dawning kingdom of heaven is like the situation where a landowner 
graciously pays his workers in full, irrespective of the work they have done. The 
new age of the kingdom is all about receiving, not doing. Believers do well to 
emulate the Master's gracious mercy.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 19:16-30. Matthew has carefully placed the parable of the 
workers in the vineyard immediately after Jesus' encounter with the rich young 
ruler. The two episodes are tied together by the saying "many who are first will 
be last, and many who are last will be first", a saying which Matthew uses again 
at the end of the parable to underline the point he wants to make.  
   

ii] Structure: The parable of the workers: 
God's rewards, v1-16: 

Parable, v1-15: 
Independent saying, v16: 

"the last will be first and the first last."  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
The parable of the Workers in the Field is a kingdom parable, a proclamation 

of the gospel in the form of a riddle. Since the immediacy of the kingdom is 
always the focus of a kingdom parable, the focus of this parable is on the 12th 
hour - the paying out of the workers in an unexpected way, a way that reverses 
the norm. The inauguration / realization of the kingdom is both good news / 
blessing and bad news / cursing, and now is the hour for both. This then is the 
parable's message in its original context; it proclaims that the "the kingdom of 
God is at hand."  
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Yet, as with Matthew's use of the kingdom parable The Unforgiving Servant, 
we again have a kingdom parable used as an illustration for a teaching purpose, 
which purpose is defined by the independent saying, "the last will be first and the 
first last", v16, cf., 19:30. Matthew wants the children of grace to recognize that 
in the kingdom the workers receive God's abundant grace irrespective of what 
they have done; he wants them to have the same mind / eye as Christ, to be 
gracious as the Father is gracious. Don't be like the grumbling workers in the field 
for in God's reckoning it is the last in line who are first.  

If the rich young ruler learns anything from his encounter with Jesus, 19:16-
26, it is that covenant compliance, and thus the full appropriation of the promised 
blessing to Abraham, is not a matter of doing. The young man is confronted with 
the reality that doing is not going to work. Peter misses the whole point with his 
"we have left everything and followed you", v27. Yes indeed, the disciples have 
done well, but the eternal blessings that are theirs in Christ are given, not earned, 
v28-29. The point Matthew draws from the parable of the Workers in the Field is 
that in the face of the immediacy of the coming kingdom, it’s all about grace. So, 
beware of the path of piety, for in the face of the coming kingdom it is the sinner 
who is blessed, not the (self)righteous.  

Within the context of compassion in Christian community, this parable 
serves as a paradigm for acceptance and forgiveness. As God is like a landowner 
who pays his workers in full, irrespective of the work they have done, so his 
children, the last made first, should have the same gracious mind / eye, seeking 
always to make the last first.  

   
Form: See "Kingdom parables", 13:24-30. The introductory words to this 

parable, "the kingdom of heaven is like ... (may be compared to the situation 
where ...)", indicates that we have here another kingdom parable, and as such a 
gospel proclamation in the form of a riddle which concerns the immediacy of the 
kingdom of heaven / God - "the kingdom of God is at hand, repent and believe 
the gospel." This approach to kingdom parables was developed by C.H. Dodd in 
his book The Parables of the kingdom. Conservative scholars who have 
questioned his realized eschatology have tended to articulate an inaugurated 
eschatology, but it is best to view the kingdom as both realized and inaugurated, 
now and not yet. So, a kingdom parable announces that the kingdom is at hand, 
but as noted above, it can be used for other purposes.  

   
iv] Synoptics:  
This parable is unique to Matthew. Some commentators have suggested that 

it is redactional, ie., Matthew's own creation. This is very unlikely as it would 
have been far more appropriate to create a teaching parable to illustrate the truth 
drawn from the rich young ruler incident, namely, that "many who are first will 
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be last, and the last first." Using a kingdom parable that doesn't quite fit and 
originally had a different purpose (ie., evangelistic), indicates that Matthew uses 
the best of what he has at hand. The use of kingdom parables (gospel riddles) for 
a didactic purpose is unique to Matthew.  

   
Homiletics:  

The construction of a sermon on this parable may best be shaped by 
Matthew's didactic intent, an intent evident in  the alignment of the parable with 
the account of the rich young man and the sacrificing disciples. The rich young 
man may have gone away sad, broken before the law, but eternal reward is not 
lost to him because "with God, all things are possible", ie., grace applies - like 
the landowner, God is "generous". The disciples, who have unwisely reminded 
Jesus that they have "left everything to follow" him, having "sweated the whole 
day long in the blazing sun", should by now have discovered that "with God, all 
things are possible", ie., grace applies. Given that all is grace, that "the first will 
be last and the last first", let those who follow Christ adopt the eye / mind of 
Christ, rather than an ofqalmoV ponhroV, "evil eye", and welcome "little 
children" rather than "grumble". Believers in community must recognize who 
they are, lost sinners, little ones made first. Then, with the mind of Christ, make 
others who are last first, graciously accepting / receiving them irrespective of 
their deeds.  

   
Text - 20:1 

God's rewards: i] The parable of the workers in the field, v1-15. The kingdom 
of heaven is like the situation where a landowner hires workers for his vineyard.  

gar "for" - FOR [THE KINGDOM OF THE HEAVENS]. Here as a connective; 
serving as a link to the episode of the Rich Young Ruler, and its immediate tie, 
the warning in 19:30. The parable reinforces the new situation now emerging in 
the person and work of Christ; "Jesus continued by saying...", TH. See 3:2 for 
"kingdom of heaven."  

oJmoia adj. "like" - [IS] LIKE, COMPARABLE. Predicate adjective. "The 
kingdom of heaven is like (like = may be compared to the situation where) a 
landowner hires workers for his fields."  

anqrwpw/ (oV) dat. "[a landowner]" - TO A MAN, [A MASTER OF A HOUSE, A 
LANDOWNER]. Dative complement of oJmoia, dative of person's or things 
compared. "A master, landowner", oikodespoth/, is dative in apposition to "man"; 
"a man, namely a landowner." "A farmer", Phillips.  

aJma prwi "early in the morning" - [WHO WENT OUT] AT ONCE IN THE 
MORNING. Temporal construction; preposition + an adverb, functioning as a 
noun; "at dawn", Moule. A good time to hire workers since they will then work 
for the whole day.  
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misqwsasqai (misqow) aor. inf. "to hire" - The infinitive is adverbial, 
introducing a final clause expressing purpose, "in order to hire"; "to work in his 
vineyard", Barclay.  

ergataV (hV ou) "men" - WORKMEN. Accusative direct object of the verb 
"to hire." "Laborers".  

eiV + acc. "for [his vineyard]" - TO [THE VINEYARD OF HIM]. Possibly 
expressing advantage, "for the upkeep of his vineyard", or simply spatial, "to work 
in his vineyard."  
   
v2 

He agrees on their pay before they start work. A normal day's work is 10 
hours, and the pay of a denarius is the normal wage for a foot soldier, or day-
laborer.  

sumfwnhsaV (sumfonew) aor. part. "agreed" - [BUT/AND] HAVING AGREED. 
The participle is adverbial, possibly temporal, "after agreeing ...", NRSV.  

meta + gen. "-" - WITH [THE WORKERS]. Expressing association.  
ek + gen. "-" - OUT OF, FROM = FOR [A DENARIUS]. Here serving in place of 

a genitive of price rather than express source etc.  
thn hJmeran (a) "for the day" - THE DAY [HE SENT THEM IN THE VINEYARD 

OF HIM]. Accusative used to express extent of time; "a whole day." Their pay was 
set at one denarius, the usual day's pay for a workman.  
   
v3 

Hiring of the labourers proceeds, v3-7. The hours of hiring in our story are 
6.00 am, 9.00 am, 12.00 noon, 3.00 pm and 5.00 pm. The first group of men is 
promised a denarius each. The second group is promised "whatever is right". The 
last group is hired an hour before sunset. The King James version states they were 
standing around "idle", but that is not what the text says. They were standing 
around because "no one has hired us." As was typical, casual laborers waited in 
the village market-place to be hired. What is not typical is the way the landowner 
paid his workers.  

peri + acc. "about" - [AND HAVING GONE OUT] AROUND. An indefinite 
temporal use of the preposition; "around, about."  

trithn wJran "the third hour" - THIRD HOUR. The being about 9am.  
exelqwn (exercomai) aor. part. "he went out" - Attendant circumstance 

participle expressing action accompanying the verb "he saw", as NIV.  
eJstwtaV (iJsthmi) perf. part. "standing" - [HE SAW OTHERS] HAVING STOOD. 

The participle serves as the complement of the direct object "others" standing in 
a double accusative construction. Possibly with the sense of "present in the 
marketplace".  
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en + dat. "in [the marketplace]" - Local; expressing space.  
argouV adj. "doing nothing" - IDLE, NOT WORKING, LAZY. This accusative 

adjective is probably adverbial, here modal, expressing the manner of their 
"standing". Day laborers not yet hired, so not really idle, but rather "waiting and 
available for hire."  
   
v4 

ekeinoiV dat. pro. "[he told] them" - [HE SAID] TO THEM. Dative of indirect 
object.  

uJeiV pro. "you" - The unnecessary use of this pronoun with uJagete, "you 
go", makes it emphatic.  

kai "also" - AND [GO INTO THE VINEYARD]. Adjunctive, as NIV.  
dwsw (didwmi) fut. "I will pay" - [AND WHATEVER MAY BE RIGHT] I WILL 

GIVE. "The wage I will give you will be whatever fairness demands", Cassirer.  
umin dat. pro. "you" - TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
oJ ean + subj. "whatever [is right]" - IF IT = WHATEVER [may be JUST]. 

Introducing an indefinite relative clause which also happens to be conditional, 
although more 1st. class than 3rd.; "whatever is just, then I will give to you." " 
Given that a denarius (a Roman silver coin) was the daily wage for a labourer, 
the implication here is a proportionate pay for the time spent in the field; "pay 
you a fair wage", TEV.  
   
v5 

de "so" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
aphlqon (apercomai) aor. "they went" - THEY LEFT, WENT OUT. "So, they 

went off to the vineyard", Barclay.  
exelqwn (exercomai) aor. part. "he went out [again]" - [BUT/AND] HAVING 

GONE OUT [AGAIN]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "he did [likewise]."  

eJkthn kai enothn adj. "the sixth and the ninth [hour]" - Temporal. 
Representing "12 noon and 3pm."  

wJsautwV adv. "[did] the same thing" - [HE DID] LIKEWISE. Adverb of 
manner, of similarity.  
   
v6 

peri + acc. "about" - [BUT/AND] ABOUT, AROUND. Temporal use of the 
preposition to indicate a step in the narrative.  

thn endekathn adj. "the eleventh hour " - Around 5pm in the afternoon.  
exelqwn (exercomai) aor. pas. "he went out" - HAVING GONE OUT. Attendant 

circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "found"; "went 
out and found."  
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euJren (euJriskw) aor. "found" - HE DISCOVERED THE WHEREABOUTS OF.  
estwtaV (iJsthmi) perf. part. "standing around" - [OTHERS] HAVING STOOD. 

The participle serves as the complement of the accusative direct object "others" 
standing in a double accusative construction; "he found others standing around."  

autoiV dat. pro. "[he asked] them" - [HE SAYS] TO THEM. Dative of indirect 
object.  

ti pro. "Why ...?" - WHY [HAVE YOU BEEN STANDING HERE ALL DAY IDLE]? 
Interrogative pronoun, here adverbial, consecutive, modifying the participle 
"having stood"; "for what reason are you standing around?" The question is 
possibly in the form of a rebuke; "why are you wasting the whole day here doing 
nothing?", TEV.  
   
v7 

oJti "because" - [THEY SAY TO HIM] THAT = BECAUSE. Here causal, as NIV. 
autw/ dat. pro. "they answered" - [THEY SAY] TO HIM. Dative of indirect 

object.  
emisqwsato (misqow) aor. "[no one] has hired [us]" - [NO ONE] HIRED [US]. 

"Hired us to work." 
kai uJmeiV "you also" - [HE SAYS TO THEM] AND YOU [GO INTO THE 

VINEYARD]. As in v4, an emphatic use of the pronoun "you", with an adjunctive 
kai, "also"; "you too go to my vineyard as well as the other workers."  
   
v8 

Settling up, v8-12: Although those first hired received the payment 
promised, the late-comers receive a denarius as well. Those first hired thought 
that they would be given a bonus of sorts since they had worked through the "heat 
of the day." They grumbled because they felt unfairly treated. It did not seem fair 
to them that those who worked much less received the same as those who worked 
much more.  

genomenhV (ginomai) aor. mid. part. "when [evening] came" - [EVENING] 
HAVING BECOME. The genitive absolute participle serves to introduce a temporal 
clause, as NIV. Day laborers were paid at the end of the day, sunset.  

oJ kurioV "the owner" - THE LORD, OWNER. Nominative subject of the verb 
"to say." The property owner.  

tou aJmelwnoV (oV) gen. "of the vineyard" - The genitive is adjectival, of 
subordination, limiting "the lord / master"; "the Lord over the vineyard" = "the 
owner of the vineyard."  

tw/ epitropw/ (oV) dat. "foreman" - [SAYS] TO THE STEWARD [OF HIM]. 
Dative of indirect object. The manager, foreman... the person in charge of the 
workers.  
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autoiV dat. pro. "[pay] them [their wages]" - [GIVE THE WAGE] TO THEM. 
Dative of indirect object.  

arxamenoV (ercomai) aor. mid. part. "beginning" - HAVING BEGUN. The 
participle is adverbial, probably modal, expressing the manner of the owner’s 
action. "Starting with those who were hired last", TEV.  

e{wV + gen. "going on to [the first]" - [WITH THE LAST ONES] UNTIL [THE 
FIRST]. Here spatial, rather than temporal, "up to"; "start with the last ones and 
go on to the first", Barclay.  
   
v9 

oiJ "the workers who were hired" - [AND] THE ONES [ABOUT THE ELEVENTH 
HOUR]. The article serves as a nominalizer turning the prepositional construction 
"about the eleventh hour" into a substantive; "The ones" refers to those who were 
hired, so "those who were hired about the eleventh hour." The preposition peri + 
acc. is temporal here, so "about, around."  

elqonteV (ercomai) aor. part. "came" - HAVING COME. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to receive", as 
NIV; "those who were hired around five in the afternoon came and received their 
wages." The participle may be treated as temporal, "when ..... they came", 
Moffatt.  

ana + acc. "each" - Here with a distributive sense; "each received a denarius 
apiece."  

elabon (lambanw) aor. "received" - THEY RECEIVED. "They got a shilling 
each", Moffatt - they each received a full day's pay.  
   
v10 

elqonteV (ercomai) aor. part. "[so] when [those] came [who were hired 
first]" - [AND THE FIRST ONES] HAVING COME. The participle is adverbial, best 
treated as temporal, as NIV; "but when the first came", AV.  

enomisan (vomizw) "they expected" - THEY SUPPOSED, THOUGHT. "They 
assumed they would get more."  

oJti "to [receive]" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of perception 
expressing what they thought.  

pleion adv. "more" - [THEY WOULD RECEIVE] MUCH = A LARGER amount. 
The adverb serves as a substantive, accusative direct object of the verb "to 
receive"; "receive a larger sum."  

kai "but" - AND. Here somewhat adversative, as NIV.  
kai autoi "each one [of them]" - THEY ALSO [RECEIVED EACH A 

DENARIUS]. Again, an emphatic use of the pronoun; "but they also received a 
day's wage", Barclay.  
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to "-" - The variant neuter article probably refers to the agreed wage; "but 
they also received that which was agreed, each one a denarius." The preposition 
ana + acc. is again distributive, so "each one, each man."  
   
v11 

de "-" - BUT/AND. Indicating a step in the narrative, slightly adversative; "but 
when they received it."  

labonteV (lambanw) aor. part. "when they received it" - HAVING RECEIVED. 
The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as NIV.  

egogguzon (gogguzw) imperf. "they began to grumble" - THEY WERE 
COMPLAINING, MURMURING, MUTTERING. The imperfect, being durative / 
imperfective, may indicate a continual muttering, although a grumble is by nature 
durative, or it may be as NIV, inceptive; "they began complaining", CEV.  

kata + gen. "against [the landowner]" - AGAINST [THE MASTER OF THE 
HOUSE, PROPRIETOR]. Expressing opposition: "they grumbled against the 
manager", Berkeley.  
   
v12  

oiJ escatoi adj. "who were hired last" - [SAYING THESE] THE LAST ONES 
[WORKED ONE HOUR]. This articular adjective serves as a substantive, nominative 
subject of the verb "to work"; "These last fellows have only put in one hour’s 
work", Phillips.  

legonteV (legw) "they said" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the verb "they began to grumble", v11, 
redundant, or adverbial, modal, expressing manner, "saying, 'these men ....'"  

isouV adj. "equal" - [AND YOU MADE THEM] EQUAL. This adjective serves as 
the complement of the accusative direct object "them" standing in a double 
accusative construction.  

hJmin dat. pro. "to us" - TO US. Dative of direct object after the adjective 
"equal to."  

toiV bastasasi (bastazw) dat. aor. part. "who have borne" - THE ONES 
HAVING BORNE, ENDURED. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "us"; 
"those of us who have borne the burden and heat of the day."  

thV hJmeraV (a) gen. "of the day" - [THE HARDSHIP, DIFFICULTY, BURDEN] 
OF THE DAY [AND THE HEAT of the day]. We have here a kind of zeugma where 
the implied adjectival genitive "of the day" for "heat" would be possessive, but 
not so for "burden". For "burden" it is more idiomatic, "the burden which comes 
from working the whole day." "Sweated the whole day long in the blazing sun", 
REB.  
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v13 

The landowner has his say, v13-15: The workers are reminded that the 
landowner had acted justly. He paid what was agreed. As long as he acts justly 
he may do what he wishes with his money. Their grumbling comes from an "evil 
eye", or as the NIV puts it, "envy".  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the dialogue, treated as 
an adversative by the NIV.  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "[he] answered" - [HE] HAVING 
ANSWERED. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying 
the verb "he said"; "he answered and said to one of them."  

eJni dat. adj. "one" - [SAID] TO ONE. Dative of indirect object.  
autwn gen. pro. "of them" - The genitive is adjectival, partitive.  
etaire (etairoV) voc. sing. "friend" - a general address to someone where 

the name is unknown. eg. Australia "mate". "Listen friend", TEV.  
ouk adikw (adikew) "I am not being unfair [to you]" - I AM NOT HARMING, 

CHEATING [YOU]. "I have not cheated you", TEV.  
ouci "didn't [you agree]" - did you NOT [MAKE AN AGREEMENT]. The 

negation used in this question indicates an answer in the affirmative. A negated 
question expecting a positive answer is always awkward in English and so a 
positive statement tends to convey the idea more simply, "I paid you exactly what 
we agreed on", CEV.  

moi dat. pro. "-" - WITH ME. Dative of direct object after the sun prefix verb 
"to make an agreement with."  

dhnariou (on) gen. "for a denarius" - Genitive of price, expressing the 
value of; "for the usual day's wage", Barclay.  
 

v14 
to "[your] pay" - [TAKE] THE [OF YOU]. The neuter article serves as a 

nominalizer turning the possessive adjective, "yours", into a substantive, 
accusative direct object of the verb "to take"; "take the thing of you" = that 
belongs to you" = "your pay", what was agreed, ie., the one denarius.  

uJpage (uJpagw) imp. "go" - [AND] DEPART. "Be off."  
de "-" - BUT/AND. Indicating a step in the dialogue.  
qelw "I want" - I WILL, WISH. Expressing a determination of the will, "It is 

my firm intention", TH.  
dounai (didwmi) aor. inf. "to give" - The infinitive is usually classified as 

complementary, completing the sense of the verb "I will", although, since "I will" 
is a cognitive verb the infinitive may be classified as introducing a dependent 
statement of perception expressing what the master "willed / desired."  
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toutw/ tw/ escatw/ dat. adj. "the man who was hired last / the one who was 
hired last" - TO THIS THE LAST = TO THIS LAST ONE. This adjectival construction 
stands as a substantive, dative of indirect object; "I will to give also as to you to 
this last one" = "it is my wish to give the one who came last the same as I gave 
you", Cassirer.  

wJV "as [I gave you]" - AS [ALSO TO YOU]. Comparative; "the same that I paid 
you", CEV.  
   
v15 

h "-" - OR. The first disjunctive "or" is missing in some manuscripts. The 
meaning seems clearer without it which may have prompted its removal.  

ouk "don't" - [IS IT] NOT [PERMISSIBLE FOR ME TO DO WHAT I WISH]? This 
negation in a question produces a positive answer.  

exestin pres. "I have the right" - IS IT [NOT] RIGHT, LAWFUL, ALLOWED.  
moi dat. pro. "-" - FOR ME. Dative of interest, advantage.  
poihsai (poiew) aor. inf. "to do" - The infinitive forms an infinitival clause 

subject of the verb "it is lawful"; "to do what I wish with my things is lawful for 
me" = "can I not do what I please with the things that belong to me?", Moffatt.  

o} acc. pro. "what [I want]" - Introducing a noun / nominal phrase object of 
the infinitive "to do."  

en + dat. "with" - IN, ON. Here instrumental, expressing means; "with, by 
means of ...."  

toiV emoiV "my own money" - THE THINGS OF ME. The article toiV serves as 
a nominalizer turning the possessive adjective "my" into a substantive, possibly 
"my own land", but most translators opt for "my own money."  

oJ ofqalmoV sou ponhroV "[are] you envious" - [IS] THE EYE OF YOU 
WICKED. Literally, "the evil eye".... so "jealous" or "envious." Possibly, "do you 
begrudge my generosity?", RSV.  

oJti "because" - THAT. Usually taken as causal here; "or is that my being 
generous accounts for your having an envious nature?", Cassirer.  

egw pro. "I [am]" - The pronoun is emphatic by use and position.  
agaqoV adj. "generous" - GOOD. The predicate adjective "good" is usually 

taken here to mean "generous", but one wonders whether Matthew saw it that 
way - The landowner is good as God is good, which goodness we should try to 
emulate.  
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v16 

ii] A concluding saying which serves to apply the parable to the disciples, 
v16. This same saying, reversed, concludes Jesus' sayings on reward in the 
kingdom, 19:23-30, sayings integrally linked to v16-22 (Jesus' discussion with 
the rich young ruler). There the saying addresses the disciples' self-
congratulation. The "young man" will hopefully realize that the gaining of 
covenant blessings does not depend on doing, but on receiving (ie., on God's 
doing, 19:26), whereas the disciples still think it’s about doing, and they have 
been doing very well, or so they think. Hopefully they too will come to realize 
that the appropriation of the promised blessings of the covenant is all about 
receiving, rather than doing, and as a consequence, will welcome little children. 
Given Paul's rebuke of Peter for breaking fellowship with Gentile believers over 
the consumption of ritually unclean food, Gal.2:11-16, they did not quickly come 
to understand that right-standing / holiness in the sight of God is by grace through 
faith apart from works of the law.  

ouJtwV "so" - THUS, SO, IN THIS WAY. Drawing a logical conclusion; "And 
Jesus concluded, So ....", TEV.  

oiJ prwtoi adj. "the first" - [THE LAST ONES WILL BE FIRST AND] THE FIRST 
ONES [LAST]. The adjective serves as a substantive, nominative subject of an 
assumed verb to-be. There have been numerous attempts to identify these "first 
ones", as with the "last ones." Identification tends to be in terms of "the first" 
claiming a privilege of some kind, eg., the "young man" (self-righteous), the 
disciples (discipleship above and beyond the call of duty), Pharisees (law-
righteous), the crowds (historical status), .... becoming "the last" and thus being 
either excluded from the kingdom, or forced to move aside to welcome "the last" 
who are now "the first", eg. outcasts, Gentiles, sinners ..... Yet, as noted above, 
the saying does nothing more than overturn conventional wisdom - it is the meek 
who inherit the earth. An allegorical approach to this saying is unnecessary. 

The additional words found in some texts, “for many are invited, but few are 
chosen”, are likely to have come from 22:14 and are not original.   
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20:17-28 

10. The fruit of faith, 19:1-20:34 
iv] Suffering and service 
Synopsis  

Jesus continues his journey to Jerusalem, drawing near to Jericho and the 
border of Judea. Taking the disciples aside from the large crowd which is 
following, Jesus, for a third time, speaks of his coming passion, this time in even 
more detail. Jesus is then approached by the mother of James and John with the 
request that her boys sit on his right and left side in the kingdom. The other 
disciple react negatively and so Jesus goes on to speak about the issue of true 
service.  
   
Teaching  

Living in Christian community is all about serving, not ruling.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 19:16-30.  
   

ii] Structure: Suffering and service:  
Setting, v17; 
Jesus' third passion prediction, v18-19; 
False ambition, v20-23; 

"to sit at my right hand ..... for whom it has been prepared ..." 
True service, v24-28: 

"whoever wants to become great among you must be your servant." 
"the Son of man did not come to be served, but to serve, and ...."  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

Jesus, for a third time, speaks of his coming passion, this time in even 
more detail, setting out the events leading up to the crucifixion, although 
interestingly, here the mocking comes before the scourging. Jesus is then 
approached by the mother of James and John with the request that her boys 
sit on the right and left of Jesus in his kingdom. This selfish presumption 
for pre-eminence in the kingdom - probably not just down to their mother 
- stands in stark contrast to the God who makes the last first. Do they really 
think they can fill Jesus' shoes in this respect, of service even unto death? 
They claim they can, and so it will be. The other disciples get wind of the 
political move pulled on by James and John and are less than impressed - 
are they eyeing off the greasy pole as well? Jesus has already told his 
disciples that they will reign with him, but their rule is not like that of 
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secular authorities; they will rule by serving others, by acting graciously 
toward others, irrespective of who they are or what they have done. In that 
sense they follow in the footsteps of the Son of Man who came not to be 
served, but to serve.  

When it comes to the management of a Christian community, even just 
living in Christian community, it's all about serving, not ruling. The 
example of such is set by Jesus, the one whose authority covers heaven and 
earth, for he who is first made himself last for all.  
   

Within Matthew's contextual theme of compassion in Christian 
community, the passage as a whole, serves as a paradigm for the 
management of a Christian church. The business of ruling is the business 
of serving. Christ himself provides the example of ruling by his life-giving 
service to broken humanity. So, in line with God's way of doing things, of 
the last in line made first, "whoever wishes to be first among you must be 
your servant."  
   

Biblical truths evident in this passage:  
• The suffering Son of Man: Again Jesus, the Christ / messiah, 

prophetically declares that he, the glorious Son of Man, the one who 
will reign at the right hand of the Ancient of Days, is also the 
suffering servant - the one who comes not to be served, but to serve. 
This prophetic self-revelation provides us with a deep understanding 
of the person of Christ.  
   

• The Son of Man gives his life as a ransom for many: There is 
very little information provided in the synoptic gospels as to the 
meaning of Christ's death. Why was it necessary for the messiah to 
die, to be handed over to death? Verse 28 provides a specific 
observation on the saving purpose of Jesus' death. Jesus death is a 
'ransom', a payment of a price made for the 'many' who are unable to 
pay the price for themselves. See below.  
   

• The cup: It is easy to take an OT image like this and draw too 
much from it, but none-the-less it seems likely that the cup of 
suffering which Jesus will face is God's judgment poured out on 
Jesus. Jesus is the representative of God's people, suffering on our 
behalf on the cross. See v22.  
   

He gave his life as a ransom for many: The sense of this word lutron, 
"ransom", is somewhat imprecise and so has become a matter of some 
debate. The second option seems the safest:  
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• The more conservative commentators understand it to mean a 
ransom-price paid for the release of someone, cf. Lev.25:26, 51-52, 
Ex.21:30, 30:12, Num.18, 35:31-32. With this approach, Jesus' death 
serves as the payment for the liberation of those in bondage, 
obviously the bondage of sin, with the death of "the righteous being 
accepted as compensation for the sins of the people", Nineham. The 
payment is made to God through the vehicle of propitiation (the 
turning aside of God's divine justice / wrath onto the perfect sacrifice, 
ie., "a full satisfaction of God's justice", Edwards). The idea of a 
payment made to assuage the anger of an angry God has prompted 
the suggestion that the payment was made to the Devil, eg. Origin.  
   

• The idea of a literal ransom-price is resisted by many 
commentators. Cranfield suggests that behind lutron lies the 
Hebrew word for "guilt-offering" and Isaiah uses this of the Suffering 
Servant, "thou shalt make his soul an offering for sin. With this 
approach, the word expresses substitution where Jesus, the Suffering 
Servant, takes the place of the many who cannot do for themselves; 
"he bore the sin of many and made intercession for the transgressors", 
Isa.53:12, 14-15, 53:11-12. Although the Suffering Servant 
background to "ransom" is not as strongly held today, the idea of 
substitution / exchange, of lutron anti, "ransom instead of", is still 
likely. The Son of Man functions "as a kind of lightning rod for the 
coming wrath of God, which is to be spent on him so that others may 
be spared the wrath that is justly their due", Nolland. This idea of 
"ransom" as a standing in the place of, with respect to the judgment 
of God, is evident in the OT and in later writing, eg., 4Macc.6:27-29, 
on the death of Eleazar, "You know, O God, that though I might have 
saved myself, I am dying in burning torments for the sake of the law. 
Be merciful to your people and let our punishment suffice for them. 
Make my blood their purification and take my life (yuch) as a 
ransom (antiyucon) for theirs."  
   

• Some argue that lutron is formed from the same root (luein, 
"release") as lutrwsiV, "redemption", and that in the LXX and the 
NT it is used of "God's deliverance of his people without any notion 
of a ransom-price paid", Anderson. With this approach, the word 
describes a redemptive salvific event where Christ, as the servant of 
all, gives his life to set God's people free.  
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iii] Synoptics:  
Farmer, Problem, 1964, argues that Matthew is the primary source for 

this passion prediction and that Mark has used both Matthew and Luke to 
produce his version of the saying in 10:32-34. D&A make the point that 
Matthew's version of this pericope tends to align Mark's account closer to 
the facts, eg., Mark's "they will kill" is made "they will crucify", and Mark's 
"after three days", is changed to "on the third day." It seems more likely 
that Matthew has tidied up Mark than Mark has messed up Matthew. Of 
course, they can still all be working off the same oral tradition cf., Rist, The 
Independence of Matthew and Mark, 1978. Mark is also judged as the 
source of the next two episodes: false ambition, v20-23; true service, v24-
28. Both episodes evidence a chiastic structure and parallelism indicating 
an original oral source. The last episode, v24-28, evidences an amalgam of 
a number of sayings over time into a redactional whole (so Marcus), 
probably before it was recorded by Mark. The whole package, v17-28, 
likely came together during the time of oral transmission. Luke goes his 
own way with regard this episode, cf., Lk.22:24-27, 12:50.  
   

Text - 20:17  
True service, v17-28: i] The third prediction of Christ's passion, v17-19  
anabainwn (anabainw) pres. part. "[Jesus] was going up" - [AND JESUS] 

GOING UP [TO JERUSALEM]. The participle is usually treated as adverbial, 
temporal; "as Jesus was going up to Jerusalem", ESV. The "up" is used in the 
sense of height, Jerusalem being in the highlands, although this would only be 
said with respect to Jericho. This is probably the reason for the addition of "about 
to"; "at the point of going up to Jerusalem", Berkeley.  

en "on [the way]" - [HE TOOK THE TWELVE DISCIPLES PRIVATELY] ON [THE 
WAY]. Possibly local, expressing space, "while Jesus was traveling on the road 
leading up to Jerusalem", but more likely adverbial, temporal, "as they were 
traveling", BDAG. "Jesus was about to go up to Jerusalem. While on the way he 
took the twelve aside privately."  

kat idian "aside" - The preposition kata + adj. forms the adverbial 
idiomatic phrase, "privately"; "he took the twelve privately" = "he took the twelve 
aside by themselves."  

autoiV dat. pro. "[said] to them" - Dative of indirect object.  
   
v18 

idou "-" - BEHOLD, PAY ATTENTION [WE ARE GOING TO JERUSALEM]. 
Interjection; "take notice", Berkeley.  
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oJ uiJoV tou anqrwpou "the Son of Man" - [AND] THE SON OF MAN. See 
8:20.  

paradoqhsetai (paradidwmi) fut. pas. "will be delivered over" - The word 
is used a number of times of Jesus' being handed over / delivered up / betrayed 
into the hands of his enemies. From another angle, Jesus gave himself up, 
Gal.2:20.  

toiV arciereusin (euV ewV) dat. "to the chief priests" - TO THE CHIEF 
PRIESTS [AND SCRIBES]. Dative of indirect object. Jesus will be handed over to 
Israel's religious authorities. Is it God who ultimately does the handing over / 
delivering up?  

qanatw/ (oV) "[they will condemn him] to death" - Dative of indirect 
object, or possibly reference / respect, so Decker, or even instrumental, 
expressing means. The word "condemn" expresses a legal judgment.  
   
v19  

toiV eqnesin (oV) "to the Gentiles" - [AND THEY WILL HAND HIM OVER] TO 
THE NATIONS, GENTILES. Dative of indirect object. At this time the Jewish 
authorities were not able to execute a person except for desecration of the temple 
(note how the trial focused on this issue). So, having found Jesus deserving of 
death as a false messiah, they had to look to the Roman authorities to carry out 
their verdict. "They will hand him over to the Romans", Barclay.  

eiV to + inf. "to be [mocked]" - TO MOCK / RIDICULE / MADE FUN OF [AND 
TO WHIP / FLOG / SCOURGE AND TO CRUCIFY]. This construction serves to 
introduce a final clause expressing purpose.  

th/ trith/ hJmera/ dat. "on the third day" - [AND] ON THE THIRD DAY. The 
dative is adverbial, temporal, of time, as NIV.  

egerqhsetai (egeirw) fut. pas. "he will be raised to life" - HE WILL BE 
RAISED. Divine / theological passive; "God will raise him to life again", TH.  
   
v20 

ii] Status seeking, v20-23. Mark has James and John coming to Jesus with 
the request rather than their mother, and Matthew doesn't mention the boys by 
name. Jesus' address is still to the boys, rather than their mother, but by not 
mentioning their names the reader is not distracted from the point of the episode 
by focusing on personalities. The incident serves as "an illustration of individual 
ambition in religious disguise", D&A; "false striving for earthly greatness", Luz.  

tote adv. "then" - Temporal adverb used to indicate a step in the narrative.  
twn uiJwn Zebedaiou (V) gen. "[the mother] of Zebedee's sons" - THE 

MOTHER [OF THE SONS OF ZEBEDEE]. The genitives are adjectival, relational.  
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autw/ dat. pro. "[came to] Jesus" - [CAME TO / APPROACHED] HIM. Dative of 
direct object after the proV prefix verb "came to."  

meta + gen. "with [her sons]" - WITH [THE SONS OF HER]. Expressing 
association.  

proskunousa (proskunew) pres. part. "kneeling down" - WORSHIPPING, 
DOING OBEISANCE, ADORATION. The participle is adverbial, modal, expressing 
the manner of their approach to Jesus; "they came grovelling" (that's a bit 
unfair!!!)  

aitousa (aitew) pres. part. "asked" - [AND] ASKING. Again, the participle is 
adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of their approach; "and begging".  

ap (apo) + gen. "[a favour] of [him]" - [A CERTAIN something] FROM / OF 
[HIM]. Expressing source / origin, "from", or used instead of a partitive genitive, 
"of". "Begged a favour", NAB.  
   
v21 

auth/ dat. pro. "-" - [BUT/AND HE SAID] TO HER [WHAT DO YOU WILL? SHE 
SAYS TO HIM]. Dative of indirect object.  

iJna + subj. "[grant] that" - [SAY] THAT [THESE, THE TWO SONS OF ME, MAY 
SIT ONE ON RIGHT OF YOU AND ONE ON LEFT OF YOU IN THE KINGDOM OF YOU]. 
Introducing a dependent statement of indirect speech expressing what their 
mother wants Jesus to say, "promise that ..."; "Give the order that these two sons 
of mine are to take their seats in your kingdom, one sitting on your right side and 
the other on your left", Cassirer.  

ou|toi pro. "these" - Demonstrative pronoun, to which oiJ duo uiJoi mou, "the 
two sons of me", stands in apposition.  

ek + gen. "at [your right]" - FROM [RIGHT OF YOU]. Serving as a partitive 
genitive; "on the right." These are positions of honour and authority, the right 
being the more so. Commentators with a kindly bent (eg., Morris, Luz) note the 
positive with the negative, a strong belief in the coming kingdom held by the two 
boys and their mother, but the self-seeking of the family is surely the point at 
issue, not their faith  

en + dat. "in" - IN [THE KINGDOM OF YOU]. Local, expressing space / sphere, 
"where you are king", but possibly adverbial, temporal, "when you are king", 
TEV.  
   
v22 

As Nolland notes, drinking the cup "is itself part of what is being asked for" 
by James and John; ruling is serving / life giving / suffering. The pivotal moment 
of Christ's reign, on behalf of God's people, is his life-giving sacrifice upon the 
cross, of the turning aside of God's wrath onto himself, on our behalf. James and 
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John have little idea what they are asking for. They will reign / rule = serve, and 
thus suffer, but reigning as Christ will reign on the cross is beyond them.  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "[Jesus said]" - [BUT/AND JESUS] 
HAVING ANSWERED. Attendant circumstance participle, redundant; "Jesus 
answered and said."  

aiteisqe (aitew) pres. "you are asking" - [SAID, YOU DO NOT KNOW WHAT] 
YOU ARE ASKING. The verb is second person plural, ie., Jesus is addressing not 
just the mother of James and John.  

piein (pinw) aor. inf. "drink" - [ARE YOU ABLE] TO DRINK [THE CUP WHICH 
I AM ABOUT] TO DRINK. The infinitive is complementary, completing the verbs 
"are you able" and "I am about." "Are you prepared to drink from my cup of 
suffering?"  

to pothrion (on) "the cup" - Clearly a figurative reference to suffering. The 
image has OT precedence, probably in the terms of "being overcome by disaster", 
Nolland, a disaster prompted by the judgment of God which envelops the 
innocent with the wicked. It is unclear to what extent Jesus sees this suffering in 
the terms of "suffering God's wrath or judgment", D&A, cf., Ps.11:6, 75:7-9, 
Isa.51:17, 22, Jer.25:15, 49:12, Lam.4:21.... "The cup" is likely not referring to 
sacramental wine, temptations, the drink given Christ on the cross, or even death 
itself; "Can you pass through the bitter experience which I must pass", Barclay.  

egw pro. "I" - The personal pronoun is emphatic by use and position.  
autw/ dat. pro. "[we can, they answered]" - [THEY SAY] TO HIM [WE ARE 

ABLE]. Dative of indirect object.  
   
v23 

The disciples may not understand now, but the day will come when "they 
will give their lives as those who live out an understanding of greatness as 
service", Nolland. This "service" may involve martyrdom, as it did for James, 
although in tradition John went through times of suffering, but probably not 
martyrdom.  

autoiV dat. pro. "to them" - [HE SAYS] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
men ..... de ... "...... but ...." - ON THE ONE HAND [YOU WILL DRINK THE CUP 

OF ME], BUT ON THE OTHER ..... Adversative comparative construction.  
to .... kaqisai (kaqizw) aor. inf. "to sit" - [THE CUP OF ME YOU WILL DRINK 

BUT] TO SIT [ON RIGHT OF ME AND ON LEFT]. The articular infinitive forms a noun 
clause, serving as a nominative pendens (an independent substantival 
construction) linked to the rest of the sentence by the pronoun touto, "this"; "to 
sit on my right and on my left, this is not mine to grant." "To choose who will sit 
at my right and at my left", TEV.  

ek ...ex + gen. "on" - FROM. See v21.  
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dounai (didwmi) aor. inf. "to grant" - [THIS IS NOT MINE] TO GIVE. The 
infinitive is epexegetic, specifying what "is not mine", namely, "the authority to 
give this."  

all (alla) "-" - BUT. Strong adversative standing within a counterpoint 
construction, "not ...... but ....."; "it is not mine to grant, but it is for those for 
whom it has been prepared", Berkeley.  

oi|V dat. rel. pro. "these places belong to those for whom" - FOR WHOM. 
Dative of interest, advantage, as NIV.  

hJtoimastai (eJtoimazw) perf. "they have been prepared" - IT HAS BEEN 
PREPARED. Moffatt's "for whom they have been destined" is far too strong, so 
also Cassirer. Phillips' "planned it", or just "prepared" is better.  

uJpo + gen. "by [my Father]" - BY [THE FATHER OF ME]. Expressing agency.  
   
v24 

iii] True service, v24-28. "Whoever would be first among you must be your 
servant." Humility is the crucial ingredient in the exercise of authority; "to set 
one's heart on eminence is to lose the heart of the Christian way", Morris.  

akousanteV (akouw) aor. part. "when [the ten] heard about this" - [THE 
TEN] HAVING HEARD. The participle is adverbial, best taken as temporal, as NIV.  

peri + gen. "[they were indignant] with" - [THE TEN WERE INDIGNANT] 
CONCERNING, ABOUT [THE TWO BROTHERS]. Expressing reference / respect; 
"with reference to, with respect to, concerning, about" = "at, with."  
   
v25 

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
proskalesmanoV (proskalew) aor. part. "[Jesus] called [them] together" 

- [JESUS] HAVING CALLED, SUMMONED [THEM SAID]. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb "said".  

oJti "[you know] that" - Introducing a dependent statement of perception 
expressing what they know.  

twn eqnwn (oV) gen. "[the rulers] of the Gentiles" - [THE RULERS] OF THE 
NATIONS, GENTILES. The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / subordination; "the 
rulers over the Gentiles."  

autwn gen. pro. "[lord it over] them" - [EXERCISE POWER, RULE OVER] 
THEM [AND THE GREAT ONES EXERCISE AUTHORITY OVER] THEM. Genitive of 
direct object after the kata prefix verbs "to exercise power over" and "to exercise 
authority over." "You've observed how godless rulers throw their weight around, 
how quickly a little power goes to their head", Peterson.  
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v26 

ou{twV adv. "[not] so" - [NOT] THUS, IN THIS WAY. Demonstrative adverb 
expressing manner. "It cannot be that way with you", NAB.  

en + dat. "with [you]" - [WILL IT BE] IN [YOU]. Here expressing association; 
"with, among."  

all (alla) "instead" - BUT. Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint 
construction, "not ..... but ....."  

oJV ean + subj. "whoever" - Introducing an indefinite relative clause which 
is conditional, "whoever wishes to be great among you, then he will become = let 
him become the servant of you" = "whoever among you wants to be great must 
become the servant of you all", Phillips.  

genesqai (ginomai) aor. inf. "to become" - TO BE. The infinitive may be 
classified as complementary, completing the sense of the verb "to will, want", or 
as introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing what is wanted, 
namely, to become great.  

megaV adj. "great" - GREAT [AMONG YOU]. Predicate adjective; "a person of 
some importance."  

estai (eimi) fut. "must be" - HE, SHE, IT WILL BE [SERVANT]. The future is 
usually taken here as an imperative given ouc outwV estai en uJmin, "it shall not 
be so among you."  

autwn gen. pro. "your [servant]" - [SERVANT, SLAVE] OF YOU. The genitive 
is adjectival, usually viewed as verbal, objective - possessive seems unlikely.  
   
v27 

oJV an + subj. "whoever" - As in v26.  
en + dat. "-" - [WHOEVER WILLS] IN [YOU]. Expressing association; "among".  
einai (eimi) pres. inf. "to be [first]" - The infinitive introduces a dependent 

statement of perception expressing what is desired, namely, to be first. "If any 
have ambitions to rule over you, they should consider contracting themselves as 
a bondservant, rather than your master", cf., Junkins. The prwtoV, "first", is 
referring to a person of the highest rank and therefore one who rules. The douloV, 
"slave", is a person of the lowest rank and therefore one who serves.  

estai (eimi) fut. "must be" - WILL BE [SLAVE OF YOU]. The future tense is 
taken here as an imperative.  
   
v28 

This saying of Jesus gives a substantial insight into the meaning of the cross, 
the sense of which has prompted endless debate. It is presented as Jesus' last 
words as he sets out for Jerusalem. "He himself, destined to have authority in 
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heaven and earth, is the outstanding example of the first who has made himself 
last, And his precedent is imperative", D&A. The saying is exactly the same as 
that found in Mark except for wJsper which replaces kai gar.  

wJsper "just as" - Comparative, setting up a pattern for rule in the Christian 
community, and discipleship in general.  

oJ uiJoV tou anqrwpou "the Son of Man" - See 8:20.  
diakonhqhnai (diakonew) aor. pas. inf. "to be served" - [DID NOT COME] 

TO BE SERVED. As with diakonhsai, "to serve" and dounai, "to give", the 
infinitive here is adverbial, final, expressing purpose; "in order to, with a view 
to." The word is used of lowly service of some kind, such as waiting on tables. 
Jesus did not come to have people serve him, but he came to serve us. The nature 
of that service is expressing in the following clause, although its meaning is a 
matter of debate.  

alla "but [to serve as]" - Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint 
construction, "not ..... but ....."  

thn yuchn autou "his life" - [AND TO GIVE] THE LIFE OF HIM. A reflective 
pronoun could be used here, so "give himself as a ransom", but this construction 
is much stronger / emphatic.  

lutron (on) "as a ransom" - A RANSOM. The accusative complement of the 
object "soul" standing in a double accusative construction.  

anti + gen. "for" - Usually expressing substitution, "instead of", but it can 
also express exchange, "in the place of", and rarely advantage, "for the benefit 
of."  

pollwn gen. adj. "many" - The adjective serves as a substantive. "Many" is 
not "all"; Christ's death, with the ransom paid, is for all who have faith. This issue 
has been long debated.  
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20:29-34 

10. The fruit of faith, 19:1-15 
v] The healing of two blind men 
Synopsis  

Jesus' journey to Jerusalem with the twelve, along with a crowd of other 
disciples, is nearing its end. As they leave Jericho, heading up toward Jerusalem, 
two blind men call on Jesus to have mercy on them. They address Jesus as the 
messiah, "Lord, Son of David" - the secret is out. For some reason or other, those 
traveling with Jesus tell them to be quiet, but Jesus asks the blind men to tell him 
what they want. They ask that they might see again. Moved with compassion, 
Jesus touches their eyes and immediately they regain their sight and follow him.  
 

Teaching  
Compassion in Christian community, of seeking to make the last in line first, 

requires a new way of seeing, it requires the mind of Christ, the eye of Christ. To 
this end we must persist in prayer.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 19:16-30.  
   

ii] Background: In the Western church this gospel story became the gospel 
for the Sunday before Lent, Quinquagesima Sunday, the day when the church 
faces Jerusalem and the cross.  
   

iii] Structure: The healing of two blind men:  
Setting, v29; 
The pilgrims and the blind men, v29-31; 
Jesus and the blind men, v32-34.  

   
The structure of this miracle story evidences its oral roots. An inclusio 

is provided by hkolouqhsen autw/, the pilgrim party "followed him" 
(Jesus) and the blind men followed Jesus. The story itself involves an 
exchange between the pilgrims and the blind men, and Jesus and the blind 
men.  
   

v] Interpretation:  
Mark's account of the healing of blind Bartimaeus, 10:46-52, presents 

as a pronouncement story, "your faith has healed you", but Matthew's 
version is a simple miracle story. Matthew's account of the healing of the 
two blind men in 9:27-31 (possibly a doublet) retains the pronouncement, 
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"according to your faith let it be done to you", but here the story is a simple 
miracle focused on the need, the request, and the power of Jesus for healing. 
The story certainly demonstrates that he who goes up to Jerusalem is the 
Son of David (messiah), but above all it demonstrates Jesus humility - "this 
Son of David is come not to be served but to serve", Hill. The context 
reveals Matthew's intent. Mark's context nicely frames the disciples' 
growing faith between the staged healing of the blind man at Bethsaida and 
this pericope, the complete healing of blind Bartimaeus who now sees 
through faith. This is obviously not the contextual point that Matthew wants 
to draw (possibly why he has two blind men instead of one - a different 
story implies a different line of interpretation).  

As can be expected, this passage prompts a range of interpretations. 
Michael Green takes a negative line noting that "the request of the disciples 
(for top places in the Kingdom) shows their blindness: the request of the 
blind men shows their vision - of who Jesus is and what he can do." Gundry, 
noting the contextual theme of service to others, suggests that this episode 
"exemplifies such service by giving sight to two blind men", so Morris. 
France adds, "providing a practical example of the reversal of values in the 
kingdom of heaven which has been the dominant theme of the last three 
chapters." Carter, in Households, suggests that "after the uncompromising 
demands of chapters 19-20 ..... this pericope underlines that God's 
compassionate mercy and power are available for all disciples who, in the 
midst of difficult circumstances, recognize their inadequacy and call for 
God's help." D&A also take this line of interpretation. Keener argues for 
the theme of "persistent prayer."  

If we confine ourselves to Matthew's contextual theme it seems likely 
that in this miracle he rounds off his exposition of compassion in Christian 
community, namely, the example of service set by Christ, of striving to 
make the last in line first, 17:24-20:34. So, unlike Mark who sees the 
episode as a paradigm for the disciples' coming to faith (they now see), 
Matthew uses it to identify the power-source for the radical ethic of the 
kingdom, for compassion, for being other-person-centreed, for humility, 
for affirming the last. This mind of Christ, this eye, this new sight, which 
is well beyond our comfort zone, is found in Jesus and received in 
persistent prayer.  
   

iii] Synoptics:  
Other than a slight assimilation to Matthew 9:27-31 (a doublet?), most 

commentators see no influence on this story from Matthew's own source 
tradition. Mark is usually identified as the prime source, with Luke also 
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using Mark for his account of the story. It is though strange that Luke, a 
rather finicky historian, would drop the blind man's name. It is also rather 
strange, given that the blind man had a name, that Matthew would cut 
across such an established fact in this story, ignore the name and add an 
extra blind man (Matthew likes doubling up???), having already told the 
story of a two-blind-men healing, 9:27-31. These types of random 
differences are more likely a consequence of oral transmission - the name 
got lost, the one became two, ..... so Schweizer, who states "obviously 
Matthew's knowledge of this brief episode is based on a special tradition."  
   

Text - 20:29  
The healing of the two blind men, v29-34. A paradigm on receiving little 

children / followers, as Jesus receives.  
ekporeuomenwn (ekporeuomai) gen. pres. part. "As [Jesus and his 

disciples] were leaving" - [THEY] GOING OUT. The genitive absolute participle 
with the genitive subject "they" is best treated as temporal; "As they went out", 
ESV.  

apo "-" - FROM [JERICHO]. Here expressing separation; "away from."  
autw/ dat. pro. "him" - [A GREAT CROWD FOLLOWED] HIM. Dative of direct 

object after the verb "to follow after." The crowd following Jesus initially 
consisted of the twelve apostles along with other disciples. This may be the 
makeup of the "crowd", but it could now include other interested pilgrims on their 
way to Jerusalem.  
   
v30 

idou "-" - behold. This interjection invites the reader to pay attention to what 
follows.  

tufloi adj. "[two] blind men" - [TWO] BLIND. The adjective serves as a 
substantive, nominative subject of the verb "to cry out"; emphatic by position.  

kaqhmenoi (kaqhmai) pres. part. "were sitting" - SITTING. This participle is 
adjectival, attributive, limiting "men"; "and behold, two blind men who were 
sitting beside the roadside." They were not part of the traveling party, but not 
necessarily outcasts.  

para + acc. "by" - BESIDE, AT THE SIDE OF [THE WAY]. Spatial.  
akousanteV (akouw) aor. part. "and when they heard" - HAVING HEARD. 

The participle is adverbial, temporal; "when two blind men, who were sitting by 
the road, heard how Jesus was passing, they shouted ...", Berkeley, so also 
Moffatt.  

oJti "that" - THAT [JESUS IS PASSING BY]. Introducing a dependent statement 
of perception expressing what they heard.  
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legonteV (legw) pres. part. "they shouted" - SAYING. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verbal aspect of the 
participle "having heard."  

kurie (oV) voc. "Lord" - [HAVE MERCY, PITY ON US] LORD. Variant, but 
likely original. Mark has "Jesus", It stands in the emphatic position, as NIV. 
"Lord" is probably intended, rather than just the respectful address, "Sir".  

uiJoV Dauid "Son of David" - Messianic title. At this point, with Jesus 
heading for Jerusalem, the messianic secret is no longer in play. Whatever the 
motive of the blind men for not directly asking for a specific healing, their request 
for mercy / pity fits with the issue of the wider context. Living the other-person-
centredness of Christ requires mercy in the doing of it and mercy when we fail.  
   
v31 

de "-" - BUT/AND. Indicating a step in the narrative, possibly with an 
adversative translation, "but".  

autoiV dat. pro. "[rebuked] them" - [THE CROWD REBUKED] THEM. Dative 
of direct object after the epi prefix verb "to rebuke." The verb "rebuke" is 
somewhat misleading here since it virtually functions to express the way they told 
them to be quiet; "they told them sharply to be quiet", TH. "People in the crowd 
told them to shut up."  

iJna + subj. "[and told them to be quiet]" - THAT [THEY MIGHT BE QUIET, 
SILENT]. Introducing a dependent statement of indirect speech expressing what 
the crowd said, but possibly adverbial, final, expressing purpose, "in order that 
they may be quiet."  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Here adversative.  
meizon adj. "all the louder" - [THEY CALLED OUT] GREATER. This 

comparative adjective serves as a comparative adverb, "greater" = "more".  
legonteV (legw) pres. part. "-" - SAYING [HAVE MERCY ON US LORD, SON OF 

DAVID]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the 
verb "to call out." "Son of David" stands in apposition to Lord.  
   
v32 

staV (iJsthmi) aor. part. "[Jesus] stopped" - [AND] HAVING STOOD [JESUS 
CALLED THEM AND SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "called", as NIV.  

poihsw (poiew) aor. subj. "to do" - [WHAT DO YOU WILL] I SHOULD DO. 
Deliberative subjunctive virtually serving to introduce a dependent statement, 
"what do you will that I do for you." "What do you want from me", Peterson.  

uJmin dat. pro. "for you" - Dative of interest, advantage.  
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v33 

autw/ dat. pro. "[they answered]" - [THEY SAY] TO HIM. Dative of indirect 
object. Note how the historical / narrative present tense "they say" serves to 
underline the response of the blind men, so Nolland.  

iJna + subj. "-" - [LORD] THAT [THE EYES OF US MAY BE OPENED]. We are 
best to follow the NIV with the sentence beginning with the vocative "Lord". The 
hina then introduces a dependent statement of direct speech expressing what they 
said, or in this case, what they asked, they asked that they may regain their sight. 
In the past a special imperative classification for a hina clause has been suggested, 
but such is better classified as a dependent statement. The local idiom of "let the 
eyes of us be opened", is simply "we want to see", CEV.  
   
v34 

de "-" - BUT/AND. Indicating a step in the narrative.  
splagcnisqeiV (splagcnizomai) aor. pas. part. "[Jesus] had compassion 

on them" - HAVING BEEN MOVED IN THE INWARD PARTS = MOVED WITH PITY, 
COMPASSION. The participle is adverbial, best treated as causal; "because ...." 
The request of the blind men is met with compassion. The point is not so much 
that we should be compassionate; it's about what Jesus can do, not about what we 
should do. Our prayers to Jesus will be met with compassion, particularly as they 
relate to our being empowered to put the last first, the theme of chapters 18-20.  

ommatwn (a atoV) gen. "[touched their] eyes" - [JESUS TOUCHED] THE 
EYES [OF THEM]. Genitive of direct object after the verb "to touch."  

euqewV adv. "immediately" - [AND] IMMEDIATELY. Temporal adverb. The 
prayer is met without hesitation.  

anableyan (anablepw) aor. "they received their sight" - tHEY LOOKED UP 
= THEY SAW AGAIN.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[followed] him" - [AND THEY FOLLOWED] HIM. Dative of 
direct object after the verb "to follow." Possibly just followed on with the pilgrim 
crowd, but it is likely that Matthew has commitment in mind, "followed as a 
disciple"; "the men joined Jesus as disciples", Schweizer. Looking to Jesus, 
seeking his empowering, we see, we gain the mind / eye of Christ, and so begin 
to live with compassion. Nolland sees significance in the juxtaposition of "gained 
their sight" and "followed", and such serves as a worthy conclusion to Matthew's 
contextual theme of building community through love - acceptance, care, 
reconciliation and forgiveness.  
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21:1-11 

11. Out with the old and in with the new, 21:1-23:39 
i] Jesus' triumphal entry into Jerusalem 
Synopsis  

John, in his gospel, tells us that Jesus is in Bethany on Saturday, the Sabbath 
of Nisan 8. The next day, Sunday, the pilgrims head out for Jerusalem. Having 
reached Bethphage, near the Mount of Olives, Jesus sends two disciples ahead to 
collect a donkey and its foal for him to ride on as he enters Jerusalem. Presumably 
Jesus has already made arrangements with the owner for their hire. Matthew notes 
how Jesus' entry to Jerusalem fulfills the prophecy of Zechariah 9:9-10. The 
disciples place their coats on the two animals and Jesus sits upon them. By this 
time there is a crowd of pilgrims, and on seeing Jesus they start laying out tree 
branches and pieces of clothing on the road in front of him while singing from 
the festal Psalm 118, a Psalm often sung at the feast of Passover. Soon the whole 
city is in an uproar.  
   
Teaching  

The coming Son of Man, the Davidic messiah, "is not the conquering hero 
of contemporary expectation, but the King of meekness and peace whose advent 
is foretold by Zechariah, 9:9-10", Cox. We do well to welcome him!  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 1:1-17. Gundry argues that the theme of acceptance continues 
through to chapter 22, but it seems more likely that Matthew's theme of 
compassion in Christian community ends with the healing of the two blind men, 
20:29-34. Jesus' entry into Jerusalem heralds the final thematic section of 
Matthew's gospel, The Coming of the Son of Man, this time with the 5th. 
Narrative, 21:1-23:39 (of dialogue leading to monologue), introducing the 5th. 
Discourse, 24:1-25:46. What we end up with is a package enclosed by Jesus' 
coming to Jerusalem and his coming in the clouds of heaven to the Ancient of 
Days, of judgment upon the temple and the final judgment, of the failure of the 
existing regime and the full realization of the royal authority of the Son of Man. 
"This temple is a visible symbol of the old regime; its fall is not just the loss of a 
building but the end of an era. The kingdom of the Son of Man will be established 
in its place, and the great discourse will reach its superb climax in the vision of 
the Son of Man ultimately enthroned in power and pronouncing judgment over 
all the nations", France. Thus, we witness in the Son of Man "the victorious 
advance of the liberator who comes to set his community free from the tribes of 
the earth", Schweizer. In recording the end of one era and the dawning of a new, 
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of a house abandoned and a house renewed, Matthew will constantly "warn the 
community that they face the threat of this same judgment if they act as Israel did 
..... experience an identical fate with the hypocrites", Schweizer. It is essential for 
the new Israel to learn from the mistakes of the old, otherwise it too will become 
a house abandoned, cast from the vineyard, barred from the wedding feast, 
cursed. Let the old pharisaic Israel, dismissive of God's Word in Christ, bound by 
law, devoid of faith, spur the new Israel to hold firmly to the faith that moves the 
immovable - salvation by grace through faith apart from works of the law.  
   

The 5th. Narrative presents as follows:  
Jesus' triumphal entry into Jerusalem, 21:1-11; 
Cleansing the temple, 21:12-22; 
The issue of Jesus' authority, 21:23-32; 
The parable of the tenants in the vineyard, 21:33-46; 
The parable of the wedding feast, 22:1-14; 
The question about paying taxes, 22:15-22; 
The issue of marriage in the resurrection, 22:23-33; 
The great commandment, 22:34-40; 
Whose son is the Christ? 22:41-46; 
Jesus warns against false teachers, 23:1-12; 
Seven woes on the teachers of the law, 23:13-33. 
xii] Judgment upon the old Israel, 23:34-39;  

   
ii] Background: The timing of Jesus' triumphal entry into Jerusalem: T.W. 

Manson and others suggest that Jesus' entry into Jerusalem was during the feast 
of Tabernacles (autumn), some six months before his crucifixion at the feast of 
Passover (around April). Yet, it is probably still best to go with an entry into 
Jerusalem a few days before the crucifixion. John tells us that Jesus went first to 
Bethany "six days before Passover", probably on Friday evening, stayed there for 
the Sabbath and entered Jerusalem on Sunday. Passion Week begins with Jesus' 
triumphal entry, although it is interesting to note that in the English Prayer Book 
this reading is used for the first Sunday in Advent, the beginning of the Church 
Year, thus serving as a challenge to welcome the coming Son of Man.  
   

iii] Structure: Jesus' triumphal entry into Jerusalem:  
Jesus gives directions to his disciples, v1-4; 
Fulfillment text, Isa.62:11, Zech.,9:9, v5; 
The disciples follow Jesus' instructions, v6-7; 
On the pilgrim way, v8-9: 

"hosanna to the Son of David." 
"blessed is he who comes in the name of the Lord." 

Jesus enters Jerusalem, v10-11: 
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"this is the prophet Jesus, from Nazareth of Galilee."  
   

It is generally felt that v1-17 is a single pericope, as Mark 11:1-17. So, the 
narrative includes:  

Jesus drives out the money changers, v12-13: 
"my house will be called a house of prayer, but ....." 

The broken come to Jesus, v14; 
The Pharisees are indignant, v15: 

The children proclaim, "hosanna to the Son of David." 
Jesus responds, v16: 

"from the lips of children and infants .....", Ps.8:2. 
Jesus returns to Bethany, v17.  

   
iv] Interpretation:  

The coming of the Son of Man to Jerusalem is a preview of Christ's 
coming in glory to the Ancient of Days to receive an everlasting crown. 
Jesus the messianic king, in line with prophetic expectation, triumphantly 
enters his capital with jubilant acclaim, so revealing the full extent of his 
messianic character. This is a sense where we are invited to join in that 
jubilant acclaim.  
   

v] Synoptics:  
The Johannine account provides a straightforward reason for Jesus' 

visit to Jerusalem, namely to help his friend at Bethany. Obviously the 
raising of Lazarus would have stirred popular sentiment and prompted the 
crowd's enthusiastic welcome of Jesus on entry to the city. Jesus' use of a 
donkey serves to dampen the crowd's expectation of a political messiah; 
Jesus is no Davidic warrior, but rather the Prince of Peace. The synoptic 
gospels, on the other hand, give us little insight into the background of 
Jesus' entry into Jerusalem. As far as they are concerned, Jesus' entry serves 
"to fulfill the purpose of God" (Morris) in the public acclamation of Jesus 
as the long-awaited Son of David, the Messiah of Israel.  

It is usually argued that Matthew depends on Mark for his account of 
Jesus' entry into Jerusalem, with one major addition, the fulfillment 
quotation which draws on Isaiah 62:11 and Zechariah 9:9. Of course, it is 
not so much the similarity of the two accounts that is of interest, but the 
many omissions and changes, all of which can be accounted for where a 
story is drawn from an existing oral tradition.  
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Homiletics: A worn-out welcome 
The symbolism of Jesus' entry into 

Jerusalem portrays him as the Son of 
David, Prince of Peace. Jesus does not 
come to Jerusalem as if he were a 
glorious king seeking the adulation of the 
populous, nor does he come as a 
conquering king seeking vengeance. 
Jesus comes in peace; he comes to bring 
peace between mankind and God; he 
comes to break down the barriers that 
exist between the Creator and His 
creation; he comes that we may find a 

peace that passes all understanding. 
Anyone who is in the professions and has to deal with the public, quickly 

grows weary of welcoming people into their home or office. When such people 
retire they are inclined to become hermits. I suspect that the person who called 
the name of their property TELLEMBUGGEROFF was once in the professions. 
So much for the welcome mat. I have seen worse, by the way! 

The welcome given to Jesus by the disciples and the pilgrims on the Jericho 
road that "Palm" Sunday, all those years ago, is an example to both avoid and to 
follow. Jesus is not just a prophet, for to welcome a prophet is to receive a 
prophet's reward. Jesus comes before us as the Prince of peace. When we 
welcome Jesus into our lives as the peacemaker between ourselves and God, 
peace is our reward. 

   
Text - 21:1 

Jesus enters Jerusalem, v1-11: i] Jesus arrives at Bethany, v1. The Romans 
had upgraded the road from Jericho to Jerusalem (with local help!!!). It was just 
over 30 kilometres long, passing by Bethany and Bethphage, over the Mount of 
Olives, across the Kidron Valley and into Jerusalem.  

oJte "as [they approached]" - [AND] WHEN [THEY CAME NEAR]. Here serving 
to introduce a temporal clause, as NIV.  

eiV "to [Bethphage] on [the Mount]" - INTO [JERUSALEM AND CAME] INTO 
[BETHPHAGE] INTO [THE MOUNT OF OLIVES]. A spatial sense is intended although 
slightly awkward in English; "when they reached Bethphage at the Mount of 
Olives", Barclay.  

twn elaiwn (a) gen. "of Olives" - OF OLIVE TREE. The genitive is adjectival, 
idiomatic / local, of identification, limiting "Mount"; "the mount which is called 
Olives."  
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tote adv. "-" - THEN [JESUS]. Temporal adverb indicating a step in the 
narrative.  

aposteilen (apostellw) aor. "sent" - SENT [TWO DISCIPLES]. "Sent .... on 
ahead", TEV.  
   
v2 

ii] Jesus gives instructions to his disciples, v2-3. Jesus has probably arranged 
for his ride into Jerusalem, a ride that serves as an acted-out parable for those 
with eyes to see. It is interesting how the disciples use the title "Lord" when 
picking the animals up. Jesus doesn't use this title of himself. Some have 
suggested that the word here could mean "owner", in the sense of "owner for a 
day", ie., Jesus has rented the animal for a day. None-the-less, the gospel account 
reveals that something more than a simple financial transaction has secured Jesus' 
ride into Jerusalem. For Matthew it seems to be a "wink, wink, nudge, nudge, say 
no more!" - it's all going to plan!  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "saying" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb "sent", v1. "With these 
instructions", TEV; "He told them", CEV.  

autoiV dat. pro. "to them" - Dative of indirect object.  
thn "-" - THE. The article serves as an adjectivizer turning the prepositional 

phrase "opposite you" into an attributive adjective.  
katenanti + gen. "ahead of [you]" - [GO INTO THE VILLAGE] OPPOSITE 

[YOU]. Spatial.  
dedemenhn (dew) perf. pas. part. "tied there" - [AND IMMEDIATELY YOU WILL 

FIND A DONKEY] HAVING BEEN TIED. The participle is adjectival, attributive, 
limiting "donkey", "a donkey which has been tied up"; "you will find a tethered 
donkey with its foal."  

met (meta) + gen. "with [her]" - [AND A COLT] WITH [HER]. Expressing 
association.  

pwlon (oV) "colt" - FOAL, COLT. Accusative direct object of the verb "to 
find." "A donkey with her foal tethered beside her", REB. Initially used of a horse, 
but later of any animal. Here obviously a "foal."  

lusanteV (luw) aor. part. "untie them" - HAVING LOOSED, RELEASED. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the 
imperative verb "bring / lead", as NIV, but possibly adverbial, temporal, "when 
you untie them bring them to me."  

moi dat. pro. "to me" - [BRING] TO ME. Dative of indirect object.  
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v3 

ean + subj. "if [anyone says anything]" - IF [ANYONE SHOULD SAY 
ANYTHING]. Conditional clause, 3rd class, where the proposed condition has the 
possibility of becoming true; "if, as may be the case, ..... then ....." "If anyone 
objects."  

uJmin dat. pro. "to you" - Dative of indirect object.  
oJti "that" - Introducing an object clause / dependent statement, indirect 

speech, expressing what the disciples are to say, although Gundry thinks that 
Matthew's aversion to the use of this conjunction as a recitative possibly means 
that it is being used to form an epexegetic clause. Luke treats the phrase as 
recitative, ie., a dependent statement, indirect speech.  

oJ kurioV (oV) "the Lord" - Nominative subject of the verb "to have." 
Numerous possibilities exist, but most likely referring to Jesus, so "the Master." 
The actual words, "the Lord has a need of them", are possibly a pre-arranged 
password, so Morris. Yet, note below.  

autwn gen. pro. "[needs] them" - [HAS NEED] OF THEM. Gundry assumes an 
objective genitive, although creian would naturally take a genitive, "need of". In 
NT Greek a modifying genitive would normally follow the word it modifies, 
which in this case is "Lord", so "their Lord [has need]", implying that Jesus is 
now the owner of the animals, or better, the owner for the moment, ie., lessee 
(note Mark's account re the return of the animals). "You shall say, their master 
has need [of them], and he will send them straightaway", Torrey; "their owner 
needs them", TNT.  

euquV adv. "right away" - IMMEDIATELY [HE WILL SEND THEM]. As already 
noted, some have suggested that Jesus is performing a miracle in obtaining the 
animal, but it seems more likely that he has made arrangements for its hire. None-
the-less, the need to record such details is interesting.  
   
v4 

iii] Matthew notes the scriptures that are fulfilled in this episode, v4-5. Isaiah 
62:11 and Zechariah 9:9 are combined in the quote. The coming king who brings 
salvation, comes meekly (ie., not in a chariot). Zechariah speaks of the same 
animal.  

iJna + subj. "to [fulfill]" - [AND THIS TOOK PLACE] THAT [MIGHT BE 
FULFILLED]. Possibly forming a purpose clause, "in order that", although better a 
consecutive clause expressing result, "with the result that"; "this was in 
fulfillment of the word of the prophet", Torrey.  
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to pJhqen (eipon) aor. pas. part. "what was spoken" - THE THING BEING 
SPOKEN. The participle serves as a substantive; "that which was spoken / what 
was said."  

dia + gen. "through" - THROUGH, BY MEANS OF [THE PROPHETS]. 
Instrumental, agency; "through."  

legontoV (legw) pres. part. "-" - SAYING. The participle may be treated as 
adjectival, attributive, limiting prophets, "prophets who said", but usually taken 
as adverbial, modal or temporal.  
   
v5 

th/ qugatri (hr ou) dat. "to the Daughter" - [TELL] TO THE DAUGHTER. 
Dative of indirect object. The sense is "say to the children of Jerusalem."  

Ziwn gen. "Zion" - OF ZION. The genitive is adjectival, relational. Olmstead 
suggests that it is a dative in apposition to "daughter", "Say to the Daughter, Zion, 
.... "Zion" is indeclinable so both possibilities are acceptable.  

soi dat. "[comes] to you" - [BEHOLD THE KING COMES] TO YOU. Dative of 
destination with ercomai, "to come"; used instead of a preposition like proV, "to".  

prauV adj. "gentle" - HUMBLE, MEEK, GENTLE. The adjective limits "king", 
"king .... who is humble." Possibly, one who renounces force, but better, one who 
gives deference to the divine.  

epibebhkwV (epibainw) perf. part. "riding" - HAVING SAT. The participle 
stands in agreement with "king" and so presumably modifies its head noun, so, 
adjectival, attributive, limiting "king"; a king "who is humble and mounted on a 
colt." It should by noted that adjectives sometimes serve as adverbs, cf., BDF 
#243, so prouV, "humble", may be adverbial, in which case epibebhkwV, "having 
sat", may also be adverbial, modal, modifying the verb "comes", "your king 
comes to you, gentle and mounted on a donkey."  

uJpozugiou (on) gen. "a donkey" - [ON A DONKEY AND UPON A COLT THE 
FOAL [OF A DONKEY]. The genitive is adjectival, relational. Literally, "a beast of 
burden" (under the yoke). The use of "donkey" and "on a colt, the foal of a 
donkey", is an example of Hebraic poetic parallelism. Interestingly, Matthew 
seems to make a point of the fact that there were two animals (Mark has only 
one), v7. It is very unlikely that Matthew doesn't understand Zechariah's used of 
parallelism, but rather that he knows that two animals were involved and that this 
fact is reflected in Zechariah's parallelism.  
   
v6 

iv] The disciples return with the beast of burden and place Jesus upon it. As 
already noted, the breeding of the animal remains undefined, either a horse or a 
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donkey, but more likely a donkey, and the colt possibly a mule, the offspring of 
a donkey and a horse, v6-7.  

poreuqenteV (poreuomai) aor. pas. part. "[the disciples] went" - [THE 
DISCIPLES], HAVING GONE [AND HAVING DONE, JUST AS JESUS COMMANDED 
THEM, BROUGHT THE DONKEY]. This participle, along with poihsanteV, "having 
done", is attendant circumstance expressing action accompanying the verb "they 
brought" "the disciples carried out Jesus' instructions and brought the donkey ...."  

kaqwV "as" - Comparative.  
autoiV dat. pro. "[Jesus had instructed] them" - Dative of direct object after 

the sun prefix verb "to instruct."  
   
v7 

ta iJmatia (on) "their cloaks" - [THEY BROUGHT THE DONKEY AND THE 
COLT AND THEY PUT] THE GARMENTS [UPON THEM]. Accusative direct object of 
the verb "to put, place." Mark has autwn, "their [garments]", but not Matthew. 
Gundry suggests Matthew intends "saddle garments" not articles of personal 
clothing.  

ep (epi) + gen. "on them" - UPON THEM. As with epanw, "[sit] on", spatial. 
The "garments", probably outer cloaks, are placed on both animals and then 
Matthew tells us that Jesus "sat on them" epanw autwn, plural. Sat on both 
animals? This seems unlikely. Sat on the garments is obviously what he intends.  
   
v8 

v] The response of the crowd: preparing the way for Jesus and proclaiming 
his messiahship, v8-9. The spreading of cloaks on the road by the crowd 
acknowledges Jesus' kingship. The cutting of branches and spreading them before 
Jesus is a gesture similar to that offered to Simon Maccabaeus when he entered 
Jerusalem, 1Macc.13:51, 2Macc.10:7. So, the action of the crowd was a gesture 
of respect.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
pleistoV "very large [crowd]" - Superlative of "much/many", so "most"; 

here elative, as NIV. Possibly Matthew means it was the largest of the groups 
moving toward Jerusalem, but more likely just "a very large crowd."  

estrwsan (estrwnnumi) aor. "spread" - SPREAD OUT [THEIR GARMENTS]. 
"Spread out their cloaks as a carpet for Jesus to ride on."  

en + dat. "on [the road]" - Local, expressing space / sphere.  
eJautwn "their [cloaks]" - THEIR OWN. Reflective pronoun used as a 

strengthened personal pronoun, possibly making the point that now personal 
items of clothing are being strewn in front of Jesus.  
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kladouV (oV) "branches" - [AND OTHERS WERE CUTTING] BRANCHES. 
Accusative direct object of the verb "to cut down." John tells us that they were 
palm branches, often waved at times of national celebration. Here just "branches 
from trees", a more suitable material for a coming king than Mark's stibadaV 
from the fields, possibly meaning corn stalks, grass and the like.  

apo + gen. "from [the trees]" - FROM [THE TREES AND WERE SPREADING 
ON THE ROAD]. Expressing separation; "away from."  
   
v9 

The crowd starts singing a pilgrims' chant. The chant comes primarily from 
Psalm 118:25-26. "Hosanna" is an acclamation of praise. "Son of David", and 
"He who comes in the name of the Lord", are both messianic titles. "Hosanna in 
the highest" is equivalent to "Glory to God in the highest." The disciples may 
understand the significance of these words, but it is unlikely the crowd does.  

oiJ ocloi (oV) "the crowds" - THE PEOPLE. Nominative subject of the verb 
"to shout." Are they actually with Jesus or are they just part of the pilgrim crowd 
singing as they journey to Jerusalem? Literally, they are "the ones going before 
and the ones following."  

oiJ proagonteV (proagw) pres. part. "that went ahead of [him]" - THE ONES 
GOING BEFORE [HIM AND THE ONES FOLLOWING]. The participle, as with oiJ 
akolouqounteV, "those that followed", serves as an attributive adjective, limiting 
"crowds", as NIV.  

ekrazon (krazw) imperf. "shouted" - WERE SHOUTING, CRYING OUT. 
Imperfect tense indicates an ongoing shouting; "kept shouting", Barclay.  

logonteV (legw) pres. part. "-" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle, 
redundant; "called out and said."  

wJsanna "hosanna" - An exclamation of praise (originally a prayer, "help", 
"save I pray"), either directed to Jesus, or just part of the pilgrim liturgy. Either 
way, the words are fulfilled in Jesus.  

tw/ uiw/ Dauid "to the Son of David" - Dative of indirect object / possession 
after the exclamation "hosanna", as of offering praise to God. Matthew shapes 
the words as a declaration that Jesus is the messianic son of David. Jesus' coming 
ushers in the long-awaited eschatological salvation, although from the crowd’s 
point of view, such would be viewed in national political terms.  

euloghmenoV (eulogew) perf. pas. part. "blessed" - HAVING BEEN BLESSED 
is. The participle is adjectival, predicative, "the one coming in the name of the 
Lord has been blessed", ie., he is in a state of divine grace, as NIV. Psalm 118:26, 
words addressed to pilgrims coming to the temple; "blessed in the name of 
Yahweh is he that cometh." Note how some treat the participle as attendant on 
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"Hosanna", so as a request; "God save David's son, God bless him who comes in 
the name of the Lord", Barclay.  

oJ ercomenoV (ercomai) pres. part. "he who comes" - THE ONE COMING. The 
participle serves as a substantive.  

en + dat. "in [the name of the Lord]" - Adverbial use of the preposition 
expressing manner; he comes "with the Lord's authority."  

en + dat. "[hosanna] in [the highest]" - Again the preposition is adverbial 
expressing manner. The expression of praise is repeated, "praise be to God", 
TEV.  
   
v10 

vi] The reaction of the population of Jerusalem and their question regarding 
Jesus' identity, v10-11. Mark has Jesus weeping over the city while Matthew 
focuses on the entry. Jesus probably enters the city near the north entrance to the 
outer court of the temple. By this time many in the city are caught up in the event, 
but of course, question what it all means. They are not actually asking "Who is 
this?", but rather "Who is this Jesus?" For many in the crowd Jesus is just a local 
prophet, certainly not the messiah.  

eiselqontoV (eisercomai) gen. aor. part. "when [Jesus] entered" - [AND HE] 
HAVING ENTERED [INTO JERUSALEM]. The genitive absolute participle introduces 
a temporal clause, as NIV.  

pasa hJ poliV "the whole city" - ALL THE CITY. Nominative subject of the 
verb "to shake." "Everyone in the city", CEV; "the people", TEV.  

eseisqh (seiw) aor. "was stirred" - SHAKEN. "Went wild with excitement", 
REB.  

legousa (legw) pres. part. "and said" - SAYING [WHO IS THIS?] Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "was shaken", 
as NIV; "were stirred up and asked." Possibly consecutive, expressing result, 
"were stirred up and so asked ...."  
   
v11 

oiJ ocloi (oV) "the crowds" - Nominative subject of the verb "to say." The 
"crowds" obviously refers to the pilgrims who have accompanied Jesus into 
Jerusalem.  

oJ profhthV "the prophet" - [WERE SAYING, THIS IS] THE PROPHET [JESUS]. 
Predicate nominative. It is not clear to what degree this is a confessional statement 
- the crowds are always fickle. Matthew seems to be referring to the wider group 
of pilgrims entering the city, rather than just the disciples, so they are probably 
not saying that Jesus is the long-awaited prophet promised in the scriptures, but 
rather a local prophet from Nazareth in Galilee. Nazareth is an interesting 
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reference, given that Jesus' centre of ministry has been Capernaum. Seeing he 
grew up in Nazareth, it is probably assumed that it was his place of birth. At any 
rate, the statement falls far short of a declaration of Jesus' messianic credentials.  

apo + gen. "of [Nazareth]" - FROM [NAZARETH]. Expressing source / origin; 
"from Nazareth."  

thV GalilaiaV (a) gen. "in Galilee" - OF GALILEE. The genitive is 
adjectival, idiomatic, locative; "Nazareth which is located in Galilee."  
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21:12-22 

11. Out with the old and in with the new, 21:1-23:39 
ii] Cleansing the temple 
Synopsis  

Jesus has just entered Jerusalem, welcomed by a crowd of pilgrims. He now 
visits the temple, and there, in the Court of the Gentiles, he finds the dirt of a 
cattle market and the haggling of a money exchange, and so he sets about driving 
out the merchants - God's house is a house of prayer, but the temple officials have 
turned it into a "den of robbers." For the rest of the day Jesus heals the sick, 
stirring up a great commotion as young people move around the temple complex 
calling out "Hosanna to the Son of David." Of course, the temple authorities are 
less than pleased. That evening Jesus returns to Bethany and then the next 
morning he and the disciples return again to Jerusalem. On the way, and a bit 
peckish, Jesus looks for fruit on a fig tree. Finding none he curses the tree and it 
begins to wither before their eyes. The disciples are amazed. In response, Jesus 
has a word to say on the subject of faith and prayer.  
   
Teaching  

Old Israel's house stands under God's curse, once a house of prayer, now a 
den of brigands. The Lord's new house, the Christian community, is now God's 
house, a house that moves spiritual mountains, by grace through faith.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 21:1-11.  
   

ii] Structure: Jesus cleanses the temple, and The withered fig tree:  
Jesus cleanses the temple, v12-17: 

Jesus drives out the money changers, v12-13: 
"my house will be called a house of prayer, but ....." 

The broken come to Jesus, v14; 
The Pharisees are indignant at the children's proclamation, v15: 

"hosanna to the Son of David." 
Jesus responds, v16: 

"from the lips of children and infants .....", Ps.8:2. 
Jesus returns to Bethany, v17. 

The withered fig tree, v18-22: 
The cursing of the tree, v18-19; 
The response of the disciples, v20; 
Sayings, v21-22: 
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"if you have faith and do not doubt, ......." 
"whatever you ask in prayer, you will receive, if you have faith."  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

The cleansing of the temple and the cursing of the fig tree is beautifully 
shaped by Mark, weaving the two stories together to remove any doubt that 
the curse on the fruitless fig tree serves as a paradigm for the divine curse 
now hanging over fruitless Israel. Schweizer suggests that Matthew's 
arrangement serves to promote a different message to that of Mark, namely, 
"a sign of the power of prayer." Gundry suggests, particularly with 
reference to v21, "in this way Matthew makes Jesus a paradigm in the 
exercise of faith." Yet, it is more than likely that Matthew and Mark share 
the same teaching purpose, it is just that Mark handles it differently.  

The coming of the Son of Man is a coming in judgment, and to this 
end, in the cleansing of the temple, Jesus plays the role of the coming judge. 
Israel's temple, the house of God, is designed as a house of prayer, but the 
people of Israel have turned it into a den of thieves - they "have prevented 
the temple from being what God intended it to be, a house of prayer", D&A. 
The religious life of Israel is a sham.  

In the acted-out sign of the cursed fig tree, the consequence of Israel's 
unfaithfulness is revealed to those with eyes to see. This interpretation has 
a long history, as Cranfield notes in his commentary on Mark, 356-7, when 
he quotes Victor of Antioch, "an acted parable in which Jesus used the fig 
tree to set forth the judgment that was about to fall on Jerusalem" - like the 
fig tree, old Israel stands condemned and will wither and die. Blomberg 
argues for the possibility of saving grace, "unless Israel repents, like the fig 
tree it will perish", but there is not "unless" in the narrative.  

The appended sayings, v21 and 22, are somewhat problematic. Luz, in 
line with quite a few commentators, argues that these verses do not take up 
the judgment theme revealed in the cursing of the fig tree. The cursing 
seems to illustrate judgment, but it is also a miracle of faith, so these verses 
may address the complete faith, the doubt-free faith that is an essential 
feature of the Christian life, eg., Carson who argues the Jesus uses this 
miracle "to teach the power of faith." Nolland doesn't discard the judgment 
theme when he argues that "if they have faith, the disciples will, like Jesus, 
be instruments of dramatic and even miraculous symbolic enactments of 
the coming judgment. They will also have a role in bringing the restoration 
which is anticipated in the kingdom of heaven. They will receive what they 
pray for."  
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Yet, it seems more likely that these verses are intended to address the 
wider context of v12-20. Marcus, commenting on Mark's account of this 
pericope, states that these verses present as "an alternative: faith and prayer 
that bypass the sacrificial system of the 'den of brigands' and appeal directly 
to the heavenly Father for mercy." Boring also argues that "the cluster of 
sayings on prayer and faith seems to be best explained as possibly his 
(Mark's) conception that the Jerusalem temple was being replaced by the 
Christian community as the place of faith, prayer and the presence of God", 
cf. The Church as Temple, Best. Old Israel's religious life is a sham and 
stands condemned, corrupted by a pharisaic / nomistic (law obedience for 
blessing) form of religion. It is expected that the new Israel, unlike the old 
now condemned, be a people of faith, mountain-moving faith, a people who 
rest wholly on the grace of God for their salvation, and this apart from 
works of the law.  
   

What is meant by the promise "Truly I tell you, if you have faith and 
do not doubt, not only can you do what was done to the fig tree, but also 
you can say to this mountain, 'Go throw yourself into the sea,' and it will 
be done"?  

Mark leads the saying with "have faith in God", and adds "believes 
that what he says will happen" to the clause "and do not doubt." Matthew 
may not have added the tou qeou, "of God", found in Mark, but it is surely 
assumed; presumably an objective genitive here, given its relationship with 
"and do not doubt" = "do not doubt God." By rightly assuming the presence 
of "God" in the clause, we don't end up with the idea that "mountainous 
difficulties have often been removed when people have prayed in faith", 
Morris. God identifies the mountain he is willing to remove, and through 
faith / trust in God's divine grace we are able to participate in its moving in 
accord with his divine will. It is not our place to identify mountains that 
should be moved by some form of doubt-free religious mind-game, rather 
it is a believer's prayer "according to his will", that God hears and acts upon, 
1Jn.5:14.  

Matthew relates the saying to the cursing of the fig tree, prompting 
many commentators to interpret the cursing in terms of "you can do 
miracles too if you have faith", eg., Gundry, "a paradigm in the exercise of 
faith." Yet, surely the cursing is a paradigm of judgment. "If the withering 
of the fig tree presages judgment, it may well be that the removal of the 
mountain in Matthew presages restoration or salvation, as it does in 
Zechariah (cf. Zech.14:4, the splitting of the Mount of Olives to provide a 
way of escape for the citizens of Jerusalem)", Nolland. As Nolland notes, 
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we are unsure what this means for the disciples. He posits that the disciples 
"remove the mountain by proclaiming the gospel of the kingdom and thus 
opening up for the people the place of escape and achieving what God 
intends before the end will come."  

Contextually we can say that v21, as with v22, exposes the true 
substance of religion as a "genuine trust in God and obedience to the 
discernment of his will", Carson. Such is exercised in the religious life of 
the new Israel / Christian community as a people who rest wholly on the 
grace of God through faith for the full appropriation of the promised 
blessings of the covenant, as opposed to the flawed (nomistic - 
sanctification by obedience) religious life of old Israel which now stands 
under the curse of God.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
Matthew's account of the cleansing of the temple is closely aligned to 

Mark. D&A suggest that Matthew has used Mark for his source, given his 
removal of the rather strange comment by Jesus regarding the carrying of 
vessels through the temple, Mk.11:16, and his removal of the post AD 70 
historically incorrect phrase "for all the nations", Mk.11:17. It would be 
unlikely for Mark to add these, but then of course, both authors may be 
working off their own version of a common oral tradition, each editing as 
they see fit. From v14 Matthew charts his own course (note Luke 19:39-
40): v15-16 / Mk.11:18 and v17 / Mk11:11b.  

As for the cursing of the fig tree, Matthew's simplistic arrangement 
reduces the impact of the story, as compared to Mark. His rearrangement, 
changed sequencing and shortening, as compared to Mark, may indicate 
Markan priority, although better, mutual independence. Matthew's removal 
of "it was not the season for figs", implying that Jesus' action was irrational, 
seems to support Markan priority. The episode concludes with two 
conjoined sayings of Jesus related to prayer. Mark actually has a third, 
forgiveness in prayer, 11:25. The sayings would likely have attached early 
to the story of the cursing of the fig tree (even by Jesus himself!), although 
this linkage is usually viewed as a Markan construct.  
   

Text - 21:12  
Judgment on God's house, v12-22: i] The cleansing of the temple, v12-13.  
tou qeou (oV) gen. "[temple courts]" - [AND JESUS ENTERED INTO THE 

TEMPLE] OF GOD. Variant, probably original. The genitive is adjectival, 
possessive, "the temple belonging to God", or idiomatic / local, "the temple where 
God dwells."  
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touV pwlountaV (pwlew) pres. part. "[all] who were buying [and selling]" 
- [AND CAST OUT ALL THE ONES SELLING AND] BUYING. As with "selling", the 
participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting the substantival adjective pantaV, 
"all" = "everyone"; "all the people who were buying and selling." The merchants 
were selling and those who were wanting a sacrificial animal or bird were buying.  

en + dat. "[there]" - IN [THE TEMPLE]. Local, expressing space. The market 
was in the court of the Gentiles. Jesus' protest may have been prompted in part 
by dishonest trading, but more so because the market should not be in the temple 
precinct at all, given that God's house is a house of prayer.  

twn pwlountwn (pwlew) gen. part. "[benches] of those selling [doves]" - 
[AND HE OVERTURNED THE TABLES OF THE MONEY CHANGES AND] OF THE ONES 
SELLING [DOVES]. The participle serves as a substantive, the genitive being 
adjectival, possessive, "the chairs that belonged to the money changers." Temple 
offerings were required in Tyrian coinage due to its purity so necessitating an 
exchange market for foreign coinage.  
   
v13 

Quote from Isaiah 56:7 with a little extra, "a robbers cave", from Jeremiah 
7:11.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[he said] to them" - Dative of indirect object.  
proseuchV (h) gen. "[a house] of prayer" - [IT HAS BEEN WRITTEN, THE 

HOUSE OF ME IS TO BE CALLED A HOUSE] OF PRAYER. The genitive is adjectival, 
attributive, idiomatic / local; "a house where prayer takes place", "a house set 
apart for prayer." "The house where people worship me", TH.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step to a contrast.  
uJmeiV "you" - YOU [ARE MAKING IT]. Emphatic by use and position.  
lhstwn (hV ou) gen. "[a den] of robbers" - The genitive is adjectival, 

idiomatic / local; "a place / hideout where thieves hang out." Olmstead suggests 
verbal, subjective.  
   
v14 

ii] Jesus heals in the temple, v14-17.  
autw/ dat. pro. "[came] to him" - [AND BLIND PERSONS AND LAME PERSONS 

CAME TO] HIM. Dative of direct object after the proV prefix verb "to come to."  
en + dat. "at [the temple]" - iN [THE TEMPLE AND HE HEALED THEM]. Local, 

expressing space. "In the temple precincts", Barclay.  
   
v15 

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step to a contrast, as NIV.  
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idonteV (oJraw) aor. part. "when [the chief priests and the teachers of the 
law] saw" - [THE CHIEF PRIESTS AND THE SCRIBES] HAVING SEEN. The participle 
is adverbial, best taken as temporal, as NIV.  

ta qaumasia adj. "the wonderful things" - THE WONDERFUL, AMAZING 
things [WHICH HE DID / PERFORMED]. The adjective serves as a substantive. 
"Astonishing things", Barclay.  

touV krazontaV (krazw) aor. part. "shouting" - [AND THE CHILDREN] 
CRYING OUT, CALLING OUT [IN THE TEMPLE]. The participle is adjectival, 
attributive, limiting "the children", "who were shouting out in the temple 
precincts."  

legontaV (legw) pres. part. "-" - [AND] SAYING. As above, the participle is 
adjectival, attributive, limiting "the children", "who were shouting out ..... and 
who were saying." Virtually redundant.  

wJsanna + dat. "Hosanna" - Aramaic = "God save I pray", but here more 
likely an exclamation, "glory to / hail to." None-the-less, "God save David's son", 
Barclay, makes better sense to us.  

tw/ uiJw/ (oV) dat. "to the son [of David]" - Dative complement of "Hosanna", 
or dative of possession. The genitive proper, "of David", is adjectival, relational.  

hganakthsan (aganaktew) aor. "they were indignant" - "They were up in 
arms", Peterson.  
   
v16 

Quoted from Psalm 8:2. The Temple officials "had no criticism of the unholy 
traders who defiled the sacred place, but they objected to the praises of children", 
Morris.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[they asked] him" - [AND THEY SAID] TO HIM [DO YOU HEAR 
WHAT THEY ARE SAYING?]. Dative of indirect object. "Are you listening to what 
they are saying?", TH.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step to a contrast, "but Jesus said 
to them."  

autoiV dat. pro. "[replied Jesus]" - [JESUS SAID] TO THEM [YES]. Dative of 
indirect object.  

oJti "-" - [HAVE YOU NEVER READ] THAT. Here introducing a direct quotation 
from scripture. "Surely you have read in God's word", TH.  

ek + gen. "from" - FROM, OUT OF [MOUTH OF CHILDREN]. Expressing source 
/ origin.  

qhlazontwn (qhlazw) gen. pres. part. "[and] infants" - NURSING. The 
participle serves as a substantive, "nursing babies"; "from the lips of those who 
feed at the breast", Cassirer.  
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kathritisw (katartizw) aor. mid. "you, Lord, have called forth your 
[praise]" - YOU HAVE RESTORED, EQUIPPED / FURNISHED, PREPARED FOR 
YOURSELF [PRAISE]. "You have brought forth from the mouths of infants and 
children words of praise to yourself." The kata prefix gives the sense "bring to 
perfection", so "perfect praise", TEV.  
   
v17 

katalipwn (kataleipw) aor. part. "and he left [them]" - [AND] HAVING 
LEFT [THEM HE WENT OUT]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "went out."  

exw (ek) + gen "of [the city]" - OUTSIDE [THE CITY TO BETHANY AND SPENT 
THE NIGHT THERE]. It is likely that ek, "from, out of", expressing separation, is 
intended, duplicating the prefix of the verb exercomai, "to come out from", which 
duplication is standard form. There is no theological significance in Jesus leaving 
the temple, as if the divine presence leaves as well, given that Jesus will return 
the next day.  

hulisqh (aulizomai) aor. pas. "where he spent the night" - [AND] LODGED 
[THERE]. The verb means "to camp out", but later extended "to lodge." Given the 
number of pilgrims in and around Jerusalem at this time it is likely that the 
accommodation was of a temporary nature.  
   
v18 

iii] The cursing of the fig tree, v18-22 - "God's judgment on the cult of 
Israel", Schweizer. This action of Jesus is "meant to be interpreted as a prophetic 
action prefiguring the judgment brought by the Messiah upon the Jewish nation 
and the strictness of the Jewish religion, neither of which bore the fruit expected 
from them - they gave promise of fulfillment but in fact produced nothing", Hill. 
So, we rightly answer "yes" to the question posed by Luz, "with this symbolic act 
does Jesus proclaim God's judgment on Israel?", ie., the action serves as a symbol 
of the temple and its immanent doom, cf. Telford The Barren Temple and the 
Withered Tree, JSNT Sup 1. Sheffield.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Here transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, "Now, 
early in the morning."  

prwi adv. "early in the morning" - EARLY. Temporal adverb.  
epanagwn (epanagw) pres. part. "as Jesus was on his way back [to the 

city]" - GOING UP [INTO THE CITY HE WAS HUNGRY]. The participle is adverbial, 
best treated as temporal, as NIV. The journey from Bethany to Jerusalem is some 
3 kilometres. "When Jesus got up the next morning he was hungry. He started out 
for the city, and along the way .....", CEV.  
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v19 

idwn (oJraw) aor. part. "seeing" - [AND] HAVING SEEN [ONE FIG TREE]. The 
participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal; "when he saw a fig tree ...... he 
went up to it ..." The clause is somewhat elliptical and so can be made clearer 
with "As Jesus was on his way to Jerusalem, he saw a fig tree near the road. He 
went up to it to get some fruit, but he only found leaves."  

epi + gen. "by [the road]" - UPON [THE WAY]. Spatial; "on, upon / at / near" 
- "by / beside" would require para.  

ep (epi) + acc. "[he went] up [to it]" - Spatial; "on, upon / up to, against." 
As NIV; "up to."  

en + dat. "on [it]" - [AND HE FOUND NOTHING] ON [IT]. Local, expressing 
space.  

ei mh "except" - if not = except [leaves only]. Introducing an exceptive clause 
expressing a contrast by designating an exception.  

auth/ dat. pro. "to it" - [AND HE SAID] TO IT. Dative of indirect object.  
genhtai (ginomai) aor. subj. "may you [never] bear [fruit]" - [NO LONGER] 

MAY IT BE [FRUIT FROM YOU]. Subjunctive of prohibition. Obviously there was no 
Council tree preservation order over the tree, although the owner may well have 
been somewhat disturbed to find his fruit tree destroyed for no good reason. As 
Mark notes, it was not the season for figs. The symbolic importance of the act 
takes precedence over the preservation of the tree, but the incident remains 
disturbing to those who view the world through green tinted glasses.  

eiV on aiwna "again" - INTO THE AGE. A temporal construction, idiomatic 
for "forever".  

paracrhma adv. "Immediately" - [AND THE FIG TREE] INSTANTLY, 
IMMEDIATELY [DRIED UP = WITHERED]. Temporal adverb.  
   
v20  

idonteV (oJraw) aor. part. "when [the disciples] saw this" - [AND] HAVING 
SEEN [THE DISCIPLES WERE AMAZED, ASTONISHED, SAYING]. The participle is 
usually taken as adverbial, temporal, as NIV. Amazement is usually a response 
that lacks understanding, often a pre-faith response.  

twV "how" - HOW, IN WHAT WAY [did THE FIG TREE IMMEDIATELY WITHER]? 
Interrogative particle, here expressing a surprised befuddlement; "how" = "how 
is it that / what has caused the fig tree to wither at once?" = "what made it 
happen?", Nolland. This is a bit too obvious, since Jesus made it happen. Surely 
the disciples' question is more in terms of "what is happening here?' "What's the 
point being made in causing this tree to turn up its toes and die on the spot?"  
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paracrhma adv. "so quickly" - IMMEDIATELY. Temporal adverb. "It began 
to wilt from that moment on", Ridderbos.  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "they asked" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb "they were amazed"; "the 
disciples were amazed and said ..."  
   
v21 

The disciples are amazed by what they have seen and so they ask Jesus to 
explain the point he is making by destroying a fig tree - a kind of "what's this all 
about?" A bit more content would be appreciated at this point, but seeing it didn't 
exist in the received tradition, both Matthew and Mark choose not to create it. 
The miracle presents as a prophetic message of judgment to the old Israel, and a 
lesson to the new Israel regarding the religious life of a community of faith. Faith 
moves immovable spiritual obstructions, and without it the community will 
wither and die. To this end, we are provided with some sayings of Jesus on the 
subject of faith.  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "[Jesus] replied" - [AND] HAVING 
REPLIED [JESUS SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "said", "answered and said"; redundant.  

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
amhn amhn legw uJmin "truly I tell you" - TRULY TRULY I SAY TO YOU. The 

phrase is used to introduce an important statement.  
ean + subj. "if" - IF [YOU HAVE FAITH AND DO NOT DOUBT]. Introducing a 

conditional clause 3rd. class where the proposed condition has the possibility of 
coming true; "if, as may be the case, you have faith and do not doubt, then not 
only ......" "If you really believe in God, a belief that is firm, unwavering."  

pistin (iV ewV) "faith" - Used in the sense of reliance, dependence upon 
God. Presented negatively "and do not doubt God."  

to "what was done" - THE thing that happened. The article serves as a 
nominalizer, forming a somewhat elliptical substantival construction, "what 
happened to the fig tree", Zerwick.  

thV sukhV (h) gen. "to the fig tree" - OF THE FIG TREE [YOU WILL DO]. The 
genitive is usually read as verbal, objective, as NIV.  

alla "but" - Adversative, as NIV, standing in a counterpoint construction, 
"not ..... but .....".  

kan "also" - AND. Adjunctive, as NIV, or possibly better, ascensive, 
particularly if we assume a repeat of ean, here with the subjunctive eiphte, "you 
may say"; "but even if, as the case may be, you say to this mountain be lifted up 
and thrown into the sea, then it will happen." "Why, if you said to this mountain 
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here, 'Lift yourself up and throw yourself into the sea', that is what would 
happen", Cassirer.  

tw/ orei (oV) dat. "to [this] mountain" - Dative of indirect object. The 
toutw/, "this", does imply that a particular mountain / hill is in mind. This has 
prompted the suggestion that the Mount of Olives is intended and thus an 
interpretation in line with Zechariah's prophecy. Of course, the "hill" may be 
temple mount, indicating not just the destruction of a fig tree, but Jerusalem / the 
temple itself! "If you should say to this hill, 'Get up and throw yourself into the 
sea', it will happen", Phillips. It is likely that "mountain" is a common illusion to 
an obstacle of some sort, an illusion that Jesus uses of a spiritual obstacle for 
which God has promised action, eg., judgment / salvation - both, of course.  
   
v22 

"Faith and prayer, not the temple cult, are now the way to God", Harrington, 
Mark. The "whatever" must surely be God's promised blessings, not whatever I 
happen to think of. Law-bound Israel sought to access God's promised blessings 
through obedience to the law. Such thinking is corrupt and faces judgment. God's 
promised blessings have always been available to his people as a gift of grace for 
the asking. Let the new Israel not forget this truth, as did the old Israel, otherwise 
we too will wither like a cursed fig tree.  

pisteuonteV (pisteuw) pres. part. "if you believe" - [AND ALL THINGS 
WHATEVER YOU MAY ASK IN BRAYER] BELIEVING [YOU WILL RECEIVE]. The 
participle is usually taken as adverbial, conditional, as NIV, although it may be 
treated as modal, expressing the manner of asking; "whatever you ask for with 
confident hearts", Cassirer = "Whatever you ask in the confident knowledge that 
it is the will of God."  

panta o{sa an "whatever [you ask for]" - Probably best taken to introduce 
a relative conditional clause 3rd. class where the condition has the possibility of 
coming true; "everything which = whatever, as the case may be, you may ask in 
prayer believing, then you will receive."  

en dat. "in [prayer]" - The preposition here is probably adverbial, temporal; 
"while praying."  
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21:23-32 

11. Out with the old and in with the new, 21:1-23:39 
iii] The issue of Jesus' authority 
Synopsis  

Following Jesus' triumphal entry into Jerusalem and the cleansing of the 
temple, Matthew records a number of controversies that occur in the precincts of 
the temple court. Jesus has just entered the temple again and is approached by the 
chief priests and elders who ask him by what authority he acts as he does. Jesus 
puts a trick question to them concerning the Baptist's authority which, for political 
expediency, they refuse to answer. Jesus then follows up with the teaching 
parable of The Two Sons, applying it in terms of the great reversal and the 
consequent judgment upon old Israel.  
   
Teaching  

Godly people, sure of their own self-righteousness, can easily neglect the 
offer of God's free grace in Christ and find themselves standing by while "tax 
collectors and prostitutes" happily accept God's invitation to freely share in the 
promised blessings of the kingdom.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 21:1-11. Jesus has revealed that old Israel stands under a 
curse, leaving the new Israel with the task of being God's people of grace through 
faith. Jesus is now given the treatment by the Jewish authorities who display a 
complete lack of faith, v23-27. This leads to a description of old Israel's condition 
in the parable of The Two Sons, v28-32. This parable is the first of a group of 
three in which Jesus critiques unrepentant Israel and its religious leaders. The first 
and the third are peculiar to Matthew, the third being a kingdom parable without 
explanation, 22:1-14.  
   

ii] Structure: The issue of Jesus authority:  
The Pharisees question Jesus' authority, v23; 
Jesus asks a counter question, v24-25a; 

re. John's baptism. 
The Pharisees refuse to answer, v25b-27; 

OK, "neither will I tell you by what authority I am doing these  
      things." 

Jesus poses a counter argument, v28-32: 
Teaching parable / illustration / pronouncement story, v28-30: 
Application / saying / pronouncement, v31: 
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"the tax collectors and the prostitutes are entering the kingdom  
        of God ahead of you." 

Explanation / saying, v32: 
"John came to show you the way of righteousness and you did 

not believe him, but ...."  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
The passage before us sits within the context of Jesus' entry into 

Jerusalem. Like the barren fig tree, Jesus finds the temple devoid of true 
worship - it is a "den of robbers". Sadly, the curse upon the fig tree will 
inevitably fall upon old Israel, v12-20, leaving the new Israel with the task 
of being God's people of grace through faith, v21-22. Consequently, Jesus 
is given the treatment by the Jewish authorities who display a complete lack 
of faith, v23-27. So, Jesus follows up with the parable of The Two Sons.  

This teaching parable illustrates "the importance of doing what is right 
and not merely talking about it", Morris. In his application of the parable 
Jesus notes that sinners, living a life opposed to the will of their heavenly 
Father, now choose to accept God's offer of free grace revealed in the 
gospel (repent and believe) and so enter the kingdom. On the other hand, 
the righteous (self-righteous), claiming to be obedient sons, reject the 
gospel and remain outside the kingdom (some argue, come in second / just 
get in, although this is unlikely). See v28.  

There is a slight technical problem in the parable which affects 
translation, although not its interpretation. The problem concerns the two 
sons. There are two options:  

• The first (older) son says no, but repents and goes; the second 
son says yes, but does nothing. Who performs the Father's will? The 
first. This is the translation used by the NIV. 

• The older son says yes, but does nothing; the second son says 
no, but repents and goes. Who performs the Father's will? The 
younger, the last / the second.  
   

Studies in the new perspective on Paul reveal that religious Israel of 
the second temple era was not legalistic, but nomistic, ie., although the 
Pharisees understood that their participation in the covenant derived from 
divine grace, they none-the-less held that the maintenance of covenant 
standing for the appropriation of the blessings of the covenant depended on 
a holiness achieved by law-obedience. In short, they had failed to realize 
that the emphasis on law in the renewal of the covenant at Sinai served 
primarily to force reliance on the founding Abrahamic covenant, a 
covenant which rests wholly on divine grace (promise) appropriated 
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through faith. Law is but a guide to the outworking / fruit of faith. As such, 
Matthew would have us see that the seemingly covenant compliant ("the 
chief priests and the elders of the people"), now embedded in law-
obedience for blessing, reject the ground of their compliance, namely 
grace, and thus are lost to the promises of the covenant, while the outcasts 
and sinners now welcome the message of divine grace and receive the 
promised blessings of the covenant.  

This insight helps us understand the blind rejection of Jesus' 
authority by the Pharisees and their failure to accept the gospel. It also 
reveals that Matthew's intent in this passage is pastoral, rather than 
evangelistic, for the danger of nomisim (sanctification by obedience / 
blessings through obedience) lives on!!  
   

The righteous and their standing in the kingdom of heaven. In the 
parable of The Two Sons, we find a common theme which runs through the 
gospels. The righteous, those marked by their strict attention to the Law 
(eg., Israel's religious leaders, particularly the Pharisees), find themselves 
excluded from the kingdom of God, while the lost, "publicans and sinners", 
"tax collectors and prostitutes", "outcasts", find themselves included in the 
kingdom of God. The term "the lost" initially referred to those children of 
Abraham who were members of the ten northern tribes taken into exile. It 
was later widened to include those who had remained behind in Judea after 
the Babylonian invasion and who had intermarried with foreigners. Finally, 
it included all "evil doers". They were the outcasts of Israel, excluded from 
its social and religious life.  

In the gospels we witness God's unprecedented move toward the 
lost in the ministry of Jesus. In a real sense, God discriminates positively 
in favour of the outcast. Today we would call this behaviour affirmative 
action; God moves positively toward the lost. Jesus' statement in Mark 2:17 
summarizes this unexpected move on God's part; "It is not the healthy who 
need a doctor, but the sick. I have not come to call the righteous, but 
sinners." This theme is dominant in the parables of the Lost Sheep, Lost 
Coin and the Lost Son, Luke 15. All display an unprecedented concern for 
the lost and a seeming disregard for the righteous.  

Yet, does God actually show disregard toward the righteous? In the 
parable of the Lost Son, the older brother is put out by his father's excessive 
generosity toward the younger brother, who was lost but now is found. Yet, 
the status of the older brother is not necessarily threatened; "You are always 
with me, and everything I have is yours." His status is only threatened if he 
steps away from his father's gracious kindness. If the righteous do not rely 
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in faith on the mercy of God as their forefather Abraham did, but rest on 
their own self-righteousness, it is only then that they find themselves 
beyond their Father's gracious kindness.  

The parable of the Great Feast further illustrates the point, 
Matt.22:1-13. The invitation is rejected by the righteous, but is accepted by 
the publicans and sinners. The simple fact is, God is discriminating 
positively toward the outcast. He is acting graciously, offering eternity as a 
gift to those who do not deserve it. Yet, God's positive discrimination 
toward the outcast does not necessarily impact negatively on the righteous. 
Any good Jew, with a reasonable understanding of the Old Testament, 
could not help but be overjoyed to see God take a special interest in the 
lost. The gathering of the lost from the four corners of the earth is a 
demonstrable sign of the dawning of the new age of the kingdom. In God's 
move toward the outcast, no Israelite loses their place in the kingdom. The 
true remnant of Israel takes their place in the courts of the new temple, 
accompanied by outcasts and sinners.  

This then is how we Gentiles fit into God's gracious program of 
affirmative action. Zechariah describes the Gentiles scraping in on the 
tassels of the incoming children of Israel, cf., Zech.8:23. We get a look-in 
because at this moment God is dealing with outcasts, and so we get to 
squeeze in on the tassels of the one righteous Jew, namely, Jesus. The 
movement of the gospel to the Gentiles is an act of God's grace - his 
covenant mercy now extending forgiveness to the lost who rest in faith on 
the faithfulness of Christ.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
A similar pericope, covering the question of the Pharisees and Jesus' 

counter question, is found in Mark 11:27-33. The rest of the passage is 
unique to Matthew, although the application / explanation of the parable is 
reflected in Luke 7:29-30; some argue for a Q source. Verses 28-31 are best 
viewed as an example of Matthew's own prime source (M), rather than 
being redactional, ie., his own creation. Verse 32 could be Matthew's own 
commentary on the passage as a whole.  

 

Homiletics: The lost get to live 
One son said "yes", but did nothing, the other son said "no", but later did the 

father's will. Doing the father's will is the issue. The older son, representing 
religious Israel, might have said "yes" to the Father's will, but did not do it. The 
younger son, the outcast, said "no", but did it. The "tax collectors and the 
prostitutes" od the Father's will, they "repent and believe" the kingdom message, 
and so they find life. 
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When it comes to obeying the Father's will, there is one act of obedience 
which is essential, but which is easily placed in the non-essential basket. It is easy 
for a believer to forget that their standing in the sight of God is totally dependent 
on their appropriation, through faith, of God's grace in Christ. 

Body: See notes above. 
   

Text - 21:23 
i] The issue of Jesus' authority, v23-27. The question concerning Jesus' 

authority, v23. Public questioning and debate between religious teachers was a 
popular sport in Judaism. Yet, it is likely that these representatives of the 
Sanhedrin were more into entrapment than debate. In seeking to identify the 
authority by which Jesus exercised his ministry, they were hoping to gather 
further evidence for a charge of blasphemy.  

elqontoV (ercomai) gen. aor. part. "[Jesus] entered" - [HE] HAVING COME 
[INTO THE TEMPLE]. The genitive absolute participle forms a temporal clause; 
"when he entered the temple", Moffatt.  

didaskonti (didaskw) pres. part. "while he was teaching" - [THE CHIEF 
PRIESTS AND ELDERS OF THE PEOPLE APPROACHED HIM] TEACHING. The 
participle is adverbial, probably temporal, although some have taken it as causal, 
"because he was teaching."  

oiJ arciereiV (uV ewV) "the chief priests" - The chief priests were a priestly 
aristocracy who led the temple services and were members of the Sanhedrin.  

oiJ presbuteroi (oV) "the elders" - Probably here non-members of the 
Sanhedrin.  

tou laou (oV) gen. "of the people" - The genitive is adjectival, possibly of 
subordination; "elders over the people."  

autw/ dat. pro. "[came] to him" - Dative of direct object after the proV prefix 
verb "to come to, approach."  

legonteV (legw) "-" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle; "came and 
said."  

en + dat. "by [what authority]" - IN [WHAT KIND OF AUTHORITY]. Here 
instrumental, expressing means, as NIV. "What right have you to act as you are 
doing?", Barclay.  

tauta pro. "these things" - [DO YOU DO] THESE things. Accusative direct 
object of the verb "to do." Referring to Jesus' miracles, his activity in the temple, 
or possibly his teachings. "Do these things", Torrey = "makes you act in this 
way", Cassirer.  

edwken (didwmi) aor. "gave" - [AND WHO] GAVE [THIS AUTHORITY]. The 
question as to who gave Jesus the authority to do "these things" is most likely not 
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a genuine question, but rather serves as a form of entrapment. This explains why 
Jesus plays with their question rather than answering it at face value.  

soi dat. pro. "you" - TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
   
v24 

In return, Jesus asks by what authority John performed his baptismal ministry 
- either God or man. The religious leaders are unwilling to answer due to the 
issue's political sensitivity, v24-27.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Indicating a step in the dialogue.  
apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "[Jesus] replied" - HAVING 

ANSWERED [JESUS SAID TO THEM]. Attendant circumstance participle, redundant, 
expressing action accompanying the verb "said"; "answered and said."  

kagw "I" - AND I / I ALSO. Emphatic. Jesus can ask difficult questions as well.  
erwthsw (erwtaw) fut. "will [also] ask" - WILL ASK, QUESTION. The 

question Jesus asks in return corners his opponents. If they affirm John's 
authority, then they must accept the authority of Jesus since John pointed to Jesus. 
Of course, they have not accepted John's authority, having rejected his message. 
If they openly reject John's authority then they face the wrath of the crowd. No 
minister openly alienates their congregation (well, not on purpose!!). As a 
consequence, they "become ensnared in dissembling", Luz.  

e{na adj. "one [question]" - [YOU] ONE [WORD]. The indefinite tiV would be 
expected, so "a question."  

on} "-" - wHICH [IF YOU TELL ME, I ALSO WILL TELL YOU BY WHAT AUTHORITY 
I DO THESE THINGS]. Accusative direct object of the verb "to say."  

ean + subj. "if [you answer me]" - IF [YOU TELL ME]. Introducing a 
conditional clause, 3rd. class, where the proposed condition has the possibility of 
coming true; "if, as may be the case, you tell me, then ......" "And if you answer 
it correctly."  

uJmin dat. pro. "[I will tell] you" - [I ALSO WILL SAY BY WHAT .....] TO YOU. 
Dative of indirect object.  
   
v25 

to Iwannou (hV ou) gen. "John's" - [THE IMMERSION] OF JOHN. The 
genitive is probably adjectival, verbal, subjective; "the baptism which was 
performed by John."  

to baptisma "baptism" - Nominative subject of the verb to-be. The word is 
used either literally of immersion in water, or figuratively of being caught in a 
pressure-cooker situation. Here, Jesus possibly has in mind the totality of John's 
ministry rather than just his practice of water baptism.  
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poqen "where [did it] come from?" - FROM WHERE [WAS IT]? Probably a 
question as to the source of John's authority. "Who gave John the right to 
baptize?", CEV.  

ex (ek) + gen. "from [heaven]" - FROM [HEAVEN OR] FROM [MEN]. 
Expressing source; "was it divine?", Barclay.  

dielogizonto (dialogizomai) imperf. "[they] discussed it" - [AND THEY] 
WERE REASONING, DEBATING, CONSIDERING, discussing. The imperfect possibly 
indicating the discussion went on a bit, ie., durative action (note that speech by 
nature is durative), or identifying the beginning of a discussion that was bound to 
go on a bit, ie., inceptive; "they began to argue with each other", Barclay.  

en + dat. "among [themselves]" - Here expressing association; "with, 
among."  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "and said" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 
participle; "discussed ... and said."  

ean + subj. "if" - Introducing a conditional clause 3rd. class where the 
proposed condition has only the possibility of coming true; "if, as may be the 
case, we say from heaven, then he will say ...."  

hJmin dat. pro. "[he will ask]" - [WE SAY FROM HEAVEN HE WILL SAY] TO US. 
Dative of direct object.  

dia ti "then why" - BECAUSE WHY [THEN DO YOU NOT BELIEVE HIM]. Causal 
interrogative construction.  

 

v26 
de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step to a contrast.  
ean "if" - IF [WE SAY FROM MEN WE FEAR THE CROWD FOR EVERYONE 

CONSIDERS JOHN AS PROPHET]. Conditional clause, as v25.  
foboumeqa (fobew) pres. pas. "we are afraid" - WE FEAR. Political 

expediency is nothing new. The religious authorities lined up well with Herod 
and Pilate. "We can't say John acted on his own authority. The people are 
convinced that he is a prophet and they might turn on us."  

gar "for" - FOR. Introducing a causal clause explaining why they are afraid 
of the people.  

panteV adj. "they all" - ALL, EVERYone. The adjective serves as a substantive, 
"everyone", as NIV.  

ecousin (ecw) pres. "hold" - HAVE. Here in the sense of consider; "they all 
regard John as a prophet", Barclay.  

wJV "was [a prophet]" - AS, LIKE [A PROPHET]. Comparative; "they all look 
to John as a prophet", Cassirer. With the accusative "prophet" the construction 
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serves as the complement of the object "John" standing in a double accusative 
construction.  
   
v27 

apokriqenteV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. pat. "so they answered" - [AND] 
HAVING ANSWERED. The NIV takes the participle as adverbial, consecutive, 
expressing result, but attendant circumstance, redundant, is more likely; "they 
answered .... and said."  

tw/ Ihsou (IhsouV) dat. "Jesus" - [THEY SAID] TO JESUS. Dative of indirect 
object.  

oidamen (oida) perf. "[we don't] know" - WE DO NOT KNOW AS A FACT. The 
authorities considered John slightly unhinged, but would be too afraid to say. 
Jesus demonstrates that they really have no authority to ask the question they have 
put to him since they have failed to address the scriptures that point to him, nor 
have they considered the testimony of John. "We do not know who gave John his 
authority", TH.  

en + dat. "by [what authority]" - [HE ALSO SAID TO THEM, NEITHER I TELL 
YOU] BY [WHAT AUTHORITY I DO THESE THINGS]. Instrumental, agency; "who 
authorized me."   
   
v28 

ii] The parable of the two sons, v28-30. Unlike kingdom parables, teaching 
parables serve to illustrate a truth. The parable of the two sons illustrates the 
difference between saying and doing. The Pharisees had a real problem in this 
department; they claimed to be righteous, tithing mint and cumin, but neglected 
the weightier matters of the law. "Not everyone who says to me, Lord, Lord, shall 
enter the kingdom of heaven, but he who does the will of my Father who is in 
heaven", 7:21. In proclaiming the gospel of God's grace, John the Baptist 
proclaimed the way that leads to righteousness, but instead of taking advantage 
of God's escape plan, the Pharisees, and their religious friends, stood by and 
watched tax collectors and prostitutes take hold of the way of grace in front of 
them, and having witnessed the lost "pressing into the kingdom" they still didn't 
"change their minds and believe him." Their loss can be ours if we similarly lose 
sight of the way of grace through faith.  

Ti de umin dokei "what do you think?" - WHAT DOES IT SEEM TO YOU? 
We might say "Once upon a time" = "let me run this story / tale by you." This 
construction is peculiar to Matthew. As a typical teaching parable, a once upon a 
time introduction helps set the tone; "I will tell you a story about a man who had 
two sons", CEV.  
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uJmin dat. pro. "you" - TO YOU. The dative is adverbial, reference / respect; 
"what does it seem as far as you are concerned?"  

proselqwn (prosercomai) aor. part. "he went" - [A MAN HAD TWO 
CHILDREN AND] HAVING COME TO. Attendant circumstance participle expressing 
action accompanying the verb "said"; "he came .... and said."  

tw/ prwtw/ dat. adj. "the first" - FIRST, FORMER, PROMINENT [HE SAID]. 
Dative of direct object after the verb proV prefix verb "to come to." Literally 
"first", superlative, but probably taking a comparative sense, "senior", "older", 
"the elder", NAB.  

en "in [the vineyard]" - [CHILD, GO TODAY WORK] IN [THE VINEYARD]. Local, 
expressing space / sphere.  
   
v29 

ou qelw "I will not" - [BUT/AND HE HAVING ANSWERED SAID] I DO NOT WILL. 
Probably emphatic, "no, I will not go"  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "he answered" - ANSWERING [HE 
SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle; a common Semitic construction, partly 
redundant.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step to a contrast.  
u{steron adv. "later" - AFTERWARDS, LATER ON. From the verb "to come 

late", the comp. adj, "later", the superlative, "last", and the adverb "afterwards".  
metamelhqeiV (metamelomai) aor. pas. part. "he changed his mind" - [HE 

WENT] HAVING REPENTED. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "he went; "he repented and went." Possibly "regretted 
what he had said."  
   
v30 

proselqwn (prosercomai) aor. part. "then the father went to" - [AND] 
HAVING APPROACHED. The NIV takes the participle as adverbial, serving to 
introduce a temporal clause. "The father" added for meaning to "he went". 
"Approached", Phillips.  

tw/ eJterw/ dat. pro. "the other son" - THE OTHER, DIFFERENT. The pronoun 
serves as a substantive, dative of direct object after the proV prefix verb "to go to, 
approach." The second", Barclay, "the younger son."  

wJsautwV adv. "the same thing" - [HE SPOKE] LIKEWISE, SIMILARLY. Modal 
adverb expressing similarity; "he said the same to him", Berkeley.  

egw "I will" - [AND HAVING SAID] I will go [LORD]. "I am on my way, sir", 
NAB.  
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kai "but [he did not go]" - AND [HE DID NOT GO]. The literal AV "and went 
not", indicates that an adversative sense works best for the modern ear, as NIV; 
"but did not go", ESV.  
   
v31 

iii] Jesus applies the parable, v31-32. The long-awaited age has dawned. 
John the Baptist, faithful to his calling, has detailed the means of access into the 
very presence of God - how to stand before God right / approved in his sight; how 
to enter the kingdom and be a part of God's new age. Access into God's presence 
is through repentance (a turning from self to God) and belief in the promise of 
God's grace revealed through John and particularly now, through and in the words 
and works of Jesus. Yet, an amazing and totally unexpected thing has occurred, 
the seemingly righteous sons have refused to enter and the outcasts are streaming 
in.  

ek + gen. "of" - OUT OF, FROM. The preposition serves as a partitive genitive, 
twn duo, "of the two." An example of the language of the time moving from a 
simple genitive construction which, without a defining preposition, is often 
unclear in its intended meaning.  

twn duo adj. "of the two" - [WHICH] OF THE TWO. The articular adjective 
serves as a substantive.  

tou patroV (hr oV) gen. "[did what] his father [wanted]" - [DID THE WILL] 
OF THE FATHER. The genitive may be classified as adjectival, possessive, or 
verbal, subjective.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[Jesus said] to them" - [THEY SAY THE FIRST. JESUS SAYS] 
TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  

amh legw uJmin "I tell you the truth" - TRULY I SAY TO YOU. Serving to 
underline the following statement.  

oJti "-" - THAT. Here introducing a dependent statement of direct speech 
expressing what Jesus said.  

oiJ telwnai kai aiJ pornai "the tax collectors and the prostitutes" - 
Nominative subject of the verb "to go ahead of." Within the community of Israel, 
both its social and religious life, these two groups were excluded on moral 
grounds. It is indeed a marvel when the doors or the kingdom open to such.  

proagousin (proagw) pres. "are entering [the kingdom of God] ahead of 
you" - ARE GOING BEFORE YOU, ARE PRECEDING YOU. Those who never 
accepted God's authority over them are now accepting it in Jesus and are entering 
the kingdom, while those who once accepted it, now reject it in Jesus and find 
themselves outside the kingdom. A realized / inaugurated eschatology, "are going 
into the kingdom of God in front of you", Phillips, is better than a future 
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eschatology "are going to go into the kingdom of heaven before you", Barclay. 
"Ahead of" is possibly "instead of", "in place of", but unlikely.  

tou qeou (oV) gen. "the kingdom of God" - [INTO] THE KINGDOM OF GOD. 
Where the kingdom is defined as the dynamic reign of God in and through Christ, 
the genitive would be classified as verbal, subjective, cf., 3:2. Out of deference 
toward God Matthew prefers the title "the kingdom of heaven", but some four 
times he uses the term found more commonly in Mark and Luke. The use here 
possibly evidences Matthew's respect for his received tradition and may indicate 
that his use of "the kingdom of heaven" lies with the oral tradition he relied on 
for his gospel, a tradition possibly found in Jewish Christian churches. All 
guesswork, of course, but interesting none-the-less.  
   
v32 

gar "for" - FOR [JOHN COME TO YOU]. Expressing cause/reason; introducing 
a causal clause explaining why tax collectors and prostitutes take precedence over 
the Pharisees and their religious friends in the kingdom of God.  

en/ + dat. "to show you [the way]" - IN [THE WAY = WAY OF LIFE, CONDUCT]. 
Here adverbial, modal, expressing manner of John's coming, "John came to you 
with the way of righteousness", ie., he brought it along with him." Possibly in the 
sense that John came living the righteous conduct required of kingdom 
membership.; "John came to you as a truly good man", Phillips, John "lived the 
life that corresponds to the will of God", Luz.. Also, possibly in the sense that 
John came showing the way of righteousness; "showing you the right path to 
take", TEV, ie., proclaiming righteousness, either morally, "showed you how to 
live as God wants you to live", Barclay, or theologically, "John came proclaiming 
the gospel ("the righteousness of faith)."  

dikaiosunhV (h) gen. "of righteousness" - The genitive is adjectival, 
attributive, limiting "way"; "the righteous way." See en above for the word's 
meaning in this context. The word "righteousness" is theologically charged and 
fosters numerous interpretations. Matthew often uses the word to mean doing 
what is right according to the Father's will (performing the will of God), but 
sometimes of possessing a righteousness of which God is the source and author. 
"Righteousness" is beyond our doing, which fact reminds us of our unworthiness 
in the sight of God. An awareness of this fact then prompts us to seek God's mercy 
and a righteousness (covenant compliance) that is divinely accredited on the basis 
of Christ's faithfulness, namely his sacrifice on our behalf, the worth of which 
sacrifice we appropriate through faith.  

autw/ "[you did not believe] him" - [AND YOU DID NOT BELIEVE] HIM. Dative 
of direct object after the verb pisteuw, "to believe in." "You did not believe his 
message."  
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de "but" - BUT/AND [THE TAX COLLECTORS AND PROSTITUTES BELIEVED 
HIM]. Transitional, indicating a step to a contrast; "but the tax collectors and 
prostitutes did believe in him / in his message."  

idonteV (oJraw) aor. part. "even [after] you saw this" - [BUT YOU] HAVING 
SEEN. The participle is adverbial, best taken as concessive, "although"; "even 
though you saw that", Moffatt.  

u{steron adv. "after" - [DID NOT REPENT] AFTERWARDS, LATER. Temporal 
adverb; "although you saw the witness of outcasts responding to the dawning 
kingdom, you did not repent / change your mind even after witnessing their act of 
repentance."  

oude metemelhqhte (metomelomai) aor. pas. "you did not repent" - DID NOT 
REPENT. The word often takes the sense "be sorry", extending to "change your 
mind", Barclay, so also Moffatt, Cassirer, REB, "refused to think better of it", 
NJB.... Yet, the stronger religious sense is likely here, "repent", of turning about 
and facing God to seek his mercy and forgiveness, ie., as in response to the gospel 
/ to John's preaching, so D&A; "you did not afterward repent", Berkeley.  

tou pisteusai (pisteuw) aor. inf. "and believe [him]" - TO BELIEVE [IN 
HIM]. This construction, the genitive articular infinitive, usually introduces a 
purpose clause in Matthew, "in order that", but it can be consecutive, expressing 
result / consequence, or hypothetical result; Olmstead opts for result. Following 
this line Burton translates the clause "did not repent afterward, so as to believe in 
him." Both McNeile and Hagner follow Moulton, M.I, and take the construction 
here as epexegetic, "providing the content of the preceding verb." Burton's 
translation is probably closer to Matthew's intent. At any rate, as is typical of the 
gospels there is an interlocking of both repentance and faith for a valid response 
to the gospel - a turning around to face Christ, and a resting on / relying on Christ.  
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21:33-46 

11. Out with the old and in with the new, 21:1-23:39 
iv] The parable of the tenants in the vineyard 
Synopsis  

Matthew continues his account of Passion Week and the controversies that 
occur in the precincts of the temple court. With Jesus' parable of the Tenants in 
the Vineyard and his prophecy of the stone, along with the outright rejection of 
the chief priests and the pharisees, Matthew continues his critique of unrepentant 
religious Israel.  
   
Teaching  

The righteous elite stand under divine judgment when they fail to rest in faith 
on the grace of God.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 21:23-32.  
   

ii] Structure: The parable of the tenants in the vineyard:  
The problem of evil tenants, v33-46: 

Parable, v33-39;  
Application, v40-41: 

a self-incriminating question;  
The prophecy of the stone, v42: 

a fulfillment text taken from Psalm 18:22-23: 
Sayings, v43-44: 

"the kingdom of God will be taken away from you and given .." 
"anyone who falls on this stone will be broken to pieces and ..." 

The reaction of the Jewish authorities, v45-46.  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
The parable of the Wicked Husbandman, its application and attached 

prophecy and sayings, reveal that "God's kingdom will be taken from Israel 
and given to a people that produces the proper fruit", Schweizer. Of course, 
this judgment theme applies to the new Israel, as to the old - the promised 
blessings of the covenant apply to a people who rest in faith on the grace 
of God rather than rest on religiosity. For an overview of the theological 
issues raised by the parables of the Two Sons, the Wicked Husbandman, 
and the Wedding Banquet, see "Interpretation", 21:23-32. 
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The passage presents in three parts:  
   

First: the parable of the Wicked Husbandman, v33-41. This parable 
has all the trappings of a kingdom parable, a gospel riddle announcing that 
the kingdom of God is at hand, but without the usual introductory formula, 
"the kingdom of heaven is like ..." Note how Mark places this parable 
immediately after the questioning of Jesus authority and introduces it by 
saying "then he began to speak to them in parables" - certainly not in the 
sense of helpful illustrations, cf., Mk.12:1-12. The use of the word 
parabolh, "parable" (see v33 below), and particularly Matthew's 
statement "once more Jesus spoke to them in parables, saying: The 
kingdom of heaven may be compared to ...", 22:1, indicates that Matthew 
views the parable of the tenants in the vineyard in like manner to the parable 
of the wedding feast, namely as a kingdom parable. Like Mark, Matthew is 
true to his received tradition and has not added the phrase "the kingdom of 
heaven is like ......" More than likely the tag line "the kingdom of heaven / 
God is like ....." got lost in transmission. So, what we have is a kingdom 
parable, a climactic riddle emphasizing judgment: the day has arrived when 
rebels get sorted out, ie., the kingdom of heaven is upon us.  

None-the-less, one can't help but identify the players in the drama and 
this has prompted some scholars to doubt the parable's authenticity. Yet, 
Jesus is not bound by some unseen law that says he must never use an 
allegory, nor that he must never subtly identify himself as God's messiah. 
Still, as noted above, it is likely that in its original setting this parable was 
not an allegory, but rather a kingdom parable - a proclamation of the gospel 
/ the coming kingdom in the form of a riddle. None-the-less, in its present 
context the parable is not used to convey the gospel, but rather it is used as 
an illustrative allegory to teach that "God's kingdom will be taken from 
Israel and given to a people that produces the proper fruit", Schweizer. This 
adaption of the parable may be down to either Matthew or Mark, but one 
suspects that it took place much earlier - an apostolic example of poetic 
license?? Of course, Matthew himself is not averse to using a kingdom 
parable for a different didactic intent. In fact, given the allusions to Isaiah 
5:1-7, Jesus seems to hint at a wider application. So, we end up with Israel 
as the vineyard, Israel's religious leaders / unbelieving Israel as the farmers, 
the servants as the prophets, the son as Jesus and the other tenants as Gentile 
believers now gifted the vineyard.  

With regard the similarities between the parable and Isaiah 5:1-7 (note 
also Jeremiah 7:25-26), it is worth noting that in Isaiah, Israel, the vineyard, 
gets destroyed, not the son. Yet, it remains possible that Jesus is alluding 
to Isaiah's vineyard image and that he purposely reshapes it.  
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Second: a fulfillment text - the prophecy of the stone, v42: Addressing 
the wider context, namely the rejection of the Christ by Israel's religious 
authorities, this fulfillment text announces that the rejected stone is now the 
cornerstone, a wonder to behold. In Psalm 118, Israel is the stone, although 
in Jewish exegesis there is some evidence that David / messiah was viewed 
as the stone. Nolland notes that the Aramaic words for "son" and "stone" 
are very similar, indicating that we may well have here a play on words. Of 
course, this linkage is not evident in the Gk. For D&A this produces the 
formula "son = Jesus = the stone." Hendriksen proposes that the stone is 
Israel, thus representing Christ as faithful Israel. This would produce the 
formula "son = Jesus = the stone = Israel", in which case the text proclaims 
the fulfillment of Israel's hope, the realization of the kingdom. It is evident 
that Jesus is the source of many fulfillment texts (cf. Luke 24:27), but he 
doesn't usually link them with climactic / kingdom parables. It seems more 
likely that the Aramaic linkage of a rejected "son" and "stone" has served 
to attach this fulfillment text with the parable. If this is the case then the 
formula "son = Jesus = stone", D&A, stands. Of course, the text addresses 
the wider context, not just the parable.  
   

Third: two independent sayings of Jesus, v43-44:  
   

• A reversal saying, v43. This saying is not found in Mark or Luke's 
record of the parable of the vineyard. As such it serves as another example 
in Matthew's gospel where a kingdom parable is shaped toward an 
application beyond the announcement that the kingdom is at hand. The 
parable, and its attached saying, still declares the realization of the kingdom 
in the rejected son / stone, but by extending the imagery of the parable, 
Matthew draws out the truth that Israel's religious leaders, and by 
implication Israel itself, have, by their rejection of the messiah, lost the 
opportunity to share in the realization of the kingdom, which opportunity 
is given to another.  

The identification of the plural dative of direct object uJmin, "to you", 
singular collective eqnei, "a people / nation", and touV karpouV, "the 
fruit", is fraught.  

Who is the "you"? The context implies Israel's religious leaders, 
the righteous of Israel, those who claim that their covenant standing 
is confirmed by their righteous life, and who are thus not lost, nor 
needful of God's mercy in Christ. This is supported by the response 
of the chief priests and the Pharisees who "realized that he (Jesus) 
was speaking about them", v45.  

Who are the "people"? They are sometimes identified with the 
Gentiles, although God's new people is both Jew and Gentile. Of 
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course, God's faithful people Israel can be identified with Jesus, the 
one who serves as corporate Israel, the one faithful son, and by 
implication, those who are in him through faith. If this is the intended 
sense then our formula could be expressed as: son = Jesus = the stone 
= Israel = a people. Yet, surely God's faithful people in Christ is the 
intended sense, although the context would narrow this people to the 
religious leadership of God's new people.  

What is the "fruit"? If Jesus is himself the new people of God 
then the fruit is his faithfulness, but if this people consists of those 
who are in Christ then faith is the fruit of the kingdom, faith in 
Christ's faithfulness. Where "a people" is viewed as God's people in 
Christ, the "fruits of the kingdom" are sometimes identified with the 
fruits of the Spirit, or the fruits of faith, etc. Yet v32 expressly 
identifies repentance and faith as that which is required for 
participation in the kingdom, ie., the appropriation of the promised 
blessings of the kingdom rests on grace through faith, not works.  
   

• A judgment saying, v44. The prophecy of the stone is reinforced by 
a saying which is missing from some manuscripts. It was possibly brought 
over from Luke 20:18, but may have just been missed during transcribing. 
The imagery is probably drawn from Daniel 2:34, 44-45. The stone that 
crushes was later understood to be the Messiah. The interesting feature lies 
in the imagery. "Crushed", pulverized, ground to powder / dust, is clearly 
a judgment picture. When the messiah judges / falls on those who have 
rejected him, they will be ground to dust. Yet, what of "he who falls on the 
stone will be broken to pieces"? Some commentators argue that the sense 
of this image is positive, not negative; that this is a "broken before the Lord" 
image. The one "who falls on this stone" = who bows before him, humbles 
himself, accepts, submits ....., is broken to salvation. If we fall on the stone 
it may change us, but not destroy us. This line of interpretation is certainly 
worth pursuing. So, either as Barclay, "anyone who falls against this stone 
will be shattered", or Junkins, "whoever falls on this cornerstone, which I 
mentioned, may break an arm or a leg, but, it will grind into paste those 
upon whom it may fall", Junkins.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
When Matthew's version of the parable and fulfillment text is 

compared with Mark's, 12:1-12, there is some evidence that either 
Matthew, or his source material (which is not necessarily Mark, eg., oral 
tradition), has shaped the story somewhat to align with the rejection of 
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Jesus. Note how in Matthew's account the son is taken, thrown out and then 
killed.  

With regard the sayings, the first saying is unique to Matthew. The 
second saying is found in Luke 20:18, but not in Mark. Either it is from an 
independent source (oral??), or there is dependence, either Luke on 
Matthew, or Matthew on Luke.  
   

Text - 21:33 
Israel's rejection: i] The parable of the tenant farmers in the vineyard, v33-

39. The parable tells the story of a landowner's care in preparing a beautiful and 
efficient vineyard and renting it out to tenant farmers. At harvest time the 
landowner's agents come to collect its fruit. Certainly not all the fruit, just the rent 
from the tenant farmers. The tenant farmers rough up the landowner's agents, 
even killing some. Finally, the landowner sends his son, for he says, "they will 
respect my son". The farmers are cruel in the extreme, taking the son out of the 
vineyard and killing him.  

parabolhn (h) "[another] parable" - [LISTEN TO ANOTHER] PARABLE. 
Accusative direct object of the verb "to hear." The word is not usually used of 
Jesus' illustrations, his teaching parables, but rather when he employs a riddle, a 
kingdom parable. This may indicate that Matthew understands this parable as a 
kingdom parable.  

oikodespothV (hV ou) "a landowner" - [THERE WAS A MAN] A 
HOUSEHOLDER. This noun stands in apposition to "man", the nominative subject 
of the verb to-be; "There was a farmer".  

o{stiV "who" - WHO [PLANTED A VINEYARD]. Nominative subject of the verb 
"to plant." Matthew favours the indefinite pronoun "whosoever", referring here 
to landowners in general, although here used of one "who planted a vineyard."  

fragmon (oV) "[he put] a wall [around]" - [AND PUT AROUND IT] A FENCE. 
Accusative direct object of the verb "to put around." Most likely a "hedge".  

autw/ dat. pro. "it" - [HE PUT AROUND] IT. A dative of direct object following 
the peri prefix verb "to put around", following the LXX of Isaiah 5:2.  

en "in" - [AND DUG] IN [IT A WINE PRESS]. Local; expressing space / sphere; 
"Dug a hole in some flat rock for a wine press."  

purgon (oV) "watchtower" - [AND BUILT] A TOWER. Accusative direct object 
of the verb "to build." For security.  

exedeto (ekdidwmi) aor. "rented" - [AND] HANDED OVER = LEASED [IT]. 
Possibly on a sharecropping basis, but also, given that the vineyard would take a 
few years to come into full production, these "farmers" may well just be given 
care of the vineyard and paid to do so.  
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gewrgoiV (oV) dat. "to some farmers" - TO FARMERS. Dative of indirect 
object.  

apedhmhsen (apodhmew) aor. "went away on a journey" - [AND] 
DEPARTED. The aorist is probably inceptive, "began a journey." Possibly "went 
abroad", Phillips, but at least went away until the vineyard came into production.  
   
v34 

oJte "when" - Temporal conjunction introduces a temporal clause.  
twn karpwn (oV) "the harvest [time]" - [CAME NEAR THE TIME] OF THE 

HARVEST. The genitive noun is adjectival, idiomatic / temporal, limiting "time", 
as NIV; "the time when the first fruits are gathered", "vintage season", NEB.  

gewrgouV (oV) "farmers" - [HE SENT THE SLAVES OF HIM TO] THE FARMERS, 
PEOPLE WHO WORK THE LAND. Here "vine growers."  

labein (lambanw) inf. "to collect" - TO RECEIVE. The infinitive is adverbial, 
expressing purpose; "in order to collect." Possibly, "to obtain his share of the 
grapes", NAB, if they are share farmers.  

autou gen. pro. "his [fruit]" - [THE FRUITS] OF IT. The antecedent of this 
adjectival genitive is unclear: either "the fruit of it", ie., the fruit of the vineyard, 
then we could classify the genitive as idiomatic /producer, "the fruit produced by 
the vineyard", or if "his fruit", ie., "the landowner's fruit", as NIV, then we would 
classify the genitive as possessive.  
   
v35 

labonteV (lambanw) aor. part. "[the tenants] seized" - [THE FARMERS] 
HAVING TAKEN [THE SLAVES OF HIM]. Attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the verbs "they beat", "they killed" and "they 
stoned"; "took his servants and beat ....."  

men ... de .... de "-" - An adversative comparative construction which 
presents as a coordinate series rather than adversatives; "[who] on the one hand 
[beat] and [who] on the other hand [killed] and [who] on the other hand [stoned]." 
The relative pronouns o}n, "who", serve as demonstratives, "beat one, killed 
another, and stoned another", ESV.  

edeiran (derw) aor. "they beat" - FLAY, BEAT. The softer "beat" is intended. 
Possibly an ascending order of violence which means that the stoning is a violent 
stoning to death.  
   
v36 

palin adv. "then [he sent]" - AGAIN [HE SENT]. Modal adverb expressing 
repetition. Possibly indicating the sending of servants at the next harvest in the 
following year.  
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twn prowtwn adj. "the first" - [OTHER SLAVES MORE THAN] THE FIRST 
ONES. The genitive is ablative, of comparison.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[treated] them" - [AND THEY DID SIMILARLY] TO THEM. 
Dative of indirect object / interest. "But the vine-growers dealt with them in 
exactly the same way", Cassirer.  

wJsautwV adv. "likewise / the same way" - Modal adverb, expressing 
similarity.  
   
v37 

uJsteron comp. adj. "last of all" - FINALLY, AT LAST [HE SENT THE SON OF 
HIM]. Here the comparative adjective serves as a temporal adverb with superlative 
force so expressing the last in a series, as NIV.  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "-" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle 
identifying action accompanying the action of the main verb "sent"; "he sent and 
said." Probably said to himself, so "he thought to himself."  

entraphsontai (entrepw) fut. pas. "they will respect" - THEY WILL 
RESPECT [THE SON OF ME]. Here with the sense "to show deference to"; "Surely 
they will act respectfully toward ..."  
   
v38 

de "but" - BUT/AND. Usually treated here as an adversative, as NIV, although 
it primarily indicates a step in the narrative.  

idonteV (eidon) aor. part. "when [the tenants] saw" - [THE FARMERS] 
HAVING SEEN [THE SON]. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as 
NIV. "But when they saw the son coming ..."  

en "[they said] to [each other] / among [themselves]" - [SAID] IN 
[THEMSELVES]. Local, expressing space / sphere; "among themselves."  

oJ klhronomoV (oV) "the heir" - [THIS IS] THE HEIR. Predicate nominative. 
"Someday he will own the vineyard. Let's kill him! Then we can have it for 
ourselves", CEV.  

apokteinwmen (apokteinw) aor. subj. "let's kill [him] / let us kill [him]" - 
LET US KILL [HIM]. As with "let us seize", hortatory subjunctive.  

thn klhronomian (a) "[his] inheritance" - [AND LET US TAKE POSSESSION 
OF] THE INHERITANCE [OF HIM]. Accusative direct object of the verb "to take 
possession of." "His property", TEV.  
   
v39 

labonteV (lambanw) aor. part. "they took him" - [AND] HAVING TAKEN 
[HIM]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the 
verb "to cast out"; "they grabbed him and cast him out."  
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exebalon (ekballw) aor. "threw him" - THEY CAST HIM. Note, opposite to 
Mark who has killed and then threw out. This is a possible alignment to the order 
of Jesus' arrest and crucifixion. Note that the Talmud makes the point that people 
who have worked land that is not theirs for over three years have gained rights 
over it. In this case, the owner may then be treated as an intruder.  

ex (ek) + gen. "out of [the vineyard]" - [OUT, OUTSIDE OF] THE VINEYARD 
[AND KILLED HIM]. The genitive substantive is Ablative, expressing separation, but 
is clarified by the preposition exw "out, outside". An example of language 
development in Koine Greek.  
   
v40 

ii] Rather than drawing out the parable's conclusion himself, Jesus, in an 
example of 1st century audience participation, gets his audience to state the 
obvious, v40-41. In climactic terms (as a kingdom parable) the parable teaches 
that the day has arrived for the settling of accounts. In contextual terms the 
parable illustrates the moral that selfish and wilful behaviour will be punished 
(the tenants will lose their living and the vineyard handed to new tenants), which 
moral applies to old Israel.  

oun "therefore" - Drawing a logical conclusion, but also possibly just 
introducing the next logical step, namely, the coming of the owner.  

oJtan + subj. "when" - WHEN [CAME]. Temporal conjunction serving to 
introduce an indefinite temporal clause.  

tou ampelwnoV (wn wnoV) gen. "[the owner] of the vineyard" - [THE LORD 
...] OF THE VINEYARD. The genitive is adjectival, possessive, as NIV, but possibly 
viewed as of subordination, "Lord over the vineyard."  

toiV gewrgoiV ekeinoiV dat. "[what will he do] to those tenants?" - Dative 
of indirect object / interest.  
   
v41 

kakouV kakwV "[he will bring] those wretches to a wretched [end]" - 
[THEY SAY TO HIM] EVIL BADLY [HE WILL DESTROY THEM]. The adjective, kakouV, 
"evil, bad", is used as a noun, "[the / these] evil ones", and placed beside the 
adverb, kakwV, "badly, severely, fiercely", which modifies the verb apolesei 
"will destroy", serves as a play on words; "he will bring those bad men to a bad 
end", NEB. Possibly meaning total destruction; "shot and their cloths burnt", ie., 
all memory of them removed (an Australian 1st World War saying usually 
referring to the officer class and most often used with the addition of a number of 
expletives. Since we lost our mojo such sayings can no longer be used in PC 
company, although expletives are acceptable as long as they are not sexist, racist, 
homophobic, agist, ........).  
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legousin (legw) pres. "they replied" - THEY SAY. Historic / narrative 
present.  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - to him. Dative of indirect object.  
alloiV gewrgoiV dat. "[he will rent the vineyard] to other tenants" - [AND 

THE VINEYARD HE WILL RELEASE] TO OTHER FARMERS. Dative of indirect object.  
oiJtineV (oJstiV) rel. ind. pro. "who" - WHOEVER. The indefinite pronoun is 

used as in v33, introducing a relative clause which Wallace, Zerwick, suggest is 
final, expressing purpose; "so that they may give him his share", Moule. Olmstead 
suggests that "the chief function of the relative clause is not to express purpose 
but instead to characterize these tenants over against the former ones."  

en + dat. "at [harvest time]" - [THE FRUITS] IN [SEASONS OF THEM]. 
Adverbial use of the preposition, temporal; "Who will pay his full share of the 
crops when it is due", Barclay.  
   
v42 

iii] The prophecy of the stone, v42. A fulfillment text taken from Psalm 
18:22-23. Israel's rejection of the Christ will be overturned by God; the results 
will be wonderful to behold.  

en + dat. "in [the scriptures]" - [JESUS SAYS TO THEM, HAVE YOU NEVER 
READ] IN [THE SCRIPTURES]. Local; expressing space. "In the Bible."  

liqon (oV) acc. "the stone" - An example of attraction, where "stone" should 
be in the nominative case, here properly a nominative pendens, but has been 
attracted into the accusative case by the relative pronoun beside it.  

apedokimasan (apodokimazw) aor. "rejected" - [WHICH THE ONES 
BUILDING] REJECTED. completely rejected as useless.  

ou|toV pro. "-" - THIS. This demonstrative serves as the nominative subject of 
the verb "to become." Referencing the stone; "this same stone is (has) become 
(turned into)."  

eiV + acc. "[has become the capstone / cornerstone]" - [BECAME] INTO. This 
preposition + acc. following ginomai, "to become", similarly einai, sometimes 
forms a predicate nominative, as here. A Semitic construction.  

gwniaV (a) gen. "the capstone / cornerstone" - [HEAD] OF CORNER. 
Partitive genitive. It is not actually known whether this stone is the capstone, top 
stone of the building, binding the walls together, or whether it is the corner 
foundation stone. Whatever, the builders rejected it as unsuitable, but from God's 
perspective, it works perfectly.  

para + gen. "[the Lord has done this]" - [THIS HAS BECOME] FROM [LORD]. 
Possibly expressing agency, "by", but more likely expressing source; "this action 
derives from the Lord himself."  
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en + dat. "[it is marvellous] in [our eyes]" - Local; expressing sphere. A 
Semitism expressing the sense "in our judgment" = "what a wonderful thing that 
is", "isn't that something!"  
   
v43 

iv] With two sayings of Jesus Matthew now applies the parable, v43-44. The 
first saying is peculiar to Matthew while the second is similar to a saying in Luke 
20:18, a saying which alludes to Isaiah 8:14-15 and Daniel 2:34, 44-45. In v43 
Jesus announces that the kingdom will be taken away from "you" and given to 
another people who bear "the fruits of the kingdom." In v44 we have a judgment 
saying from Jesus where the rejected stone now becomes the stumbling stone that 
crushes. Thus, we learn of "a new people of God arising out of Jesus' ministry 
and characterized by faith in him", France, cf. Dan.7:27, 43-44.  

dia touto. "therefore" - BECAUSE OF, ON ACCOUNT OF THIS. This causal 
construction serves to draw a logical conclusion; therefore, the rejected messiah 
is now Lord .......; "for this reason I tell you", NAB.  

uJmin dat. pro. "[I tell] you" - [I SAY] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object. This 
phrase is used to underline the importance of the following words.  

oJti "that" - THAT. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of 
indirect speech expressing what Jesus intends to tell them.  

tou qeou (oV) gen. "[the kingdom] of God" - The genitive is usually taken 
as verbal, subjective; God's dynamic reign exercised in and through Christ. Only 
on some four occasions does Matthew drop his usual title "kingdom of heaven", 
used out of deference toward the divine. Both titles take the same meaning; see 
3:2. Of interest here is the way the kingdom is described as a present reality which 
arqhsetai, "will be taken away", from "you". The kingdom is indeed, in Christ, 
a now / not-yet reality, but how is it "taken away" from those who have rejected 
Christ and have therefore never been members? If our eschatology is not realized 
then what is taken away is "the promise and the prospect of the kingdom", Luz.  

arqhsetai (airw) fut. pas. "will be taken away" - WILL BE TAKEN. Both this 
verb, and "given" are passive and may be classed as theological / divine passives; 
God does the taking away and the giving.  

af (apo) + gen. "from [you]" - Here expressing separation, "away from". 
Who is the "you"? Specifically, the religious authorities, but inevitably all who 
reject the messiah. Not necessarily Israel as such because remnant Israel (those 
who are in Christ) do not reject the messiah and so serve as the founding members 
of the new people of God. Yet, "you" is compared with eqnei "a people / nation", 
and inevitably it is not just the religious authorities who reject Christ, since old 
Israel as a whole is complicit in the crucifixion of Jesus.  
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eqnei (oV) dat. "to a people" - [AND GIVEN] TO A NATION, PEOPLE, GENTILE 
PEOPLE. Collective singular. Dative of indirect object. The "people" remain 
undefined, but at least a people under God, a community of Jesus' disciples. 
Possibly "church", Hagner. There may be a hint here of the movement of the 
gospel from the Jews to the Gentiles, but such is unstated.  

poiounti (poiew) dat. pres. part. "who will produce" - DOING = 
PRODUCING. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "people", as NIV.  

touV karpouV (oV) "[its] fruit" - THE FRUIT [OF IT]. Accusative direct object 
of the verb "to make, do." The word is used to tie in with the parable where the 
tenants did not provide the harvested fruit from the vineyard to the owner and 
who therefore are cast from the vineyard. It is interesting how we become very 
creative when "the fruit" of the kingdom is mentioned. Obedience / faithfulness 
is the usual line (eg. "live in the righteousness of the law as interpreted by Jesus", 
Hagner; "the works of love", Luz), but given the context, the fruit which the 
religious leaders failed to produce is repentance and faith; "you did not change 
your mind and believe in him", v32, so Filson, France... It is essential to note that 
this fruit is not just an initial response to the gospel, but rather the totality of life 
in the kingdom. Membership in the kingdom proceeds as it began, by grace 
through faith. Israel's religious leaders knew well enough that their covenant 
standing rested on divine grace, but they viewed continued membership and the 
appropriation of the Abrahamic promises as a matter of law-obedience. The fruit 
of the kingdom is faith, faith in the faithfulness of Jesus the messiah, in which 
faithfulness is found the full measure of God's promised blessings.  
   
v44  

oJ peswn (piptw) part. "he who falls" - THE ONE HAVING FALLEN. The 
participle serves as a substantive, nominative subject of the verb "to crush."  

epi + acc. "on [the stone]" - Spatial; "on, upon."  
sunqlasqhsetai (sunqlaw) fut. pas. "will be broken to pieces" - WILL BE 

CRUSHED, BROKEN INTO PIECES, SHATTERED.  
d (de) "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step to a second 

proposition; "and".  
o}n ... an + subj. "he [on] whom" - [UPON] WHOEVER [IT FALLS]. Introducing 

an indefinite relative clause, presenting as a 3rd. class condition where the 
proposed condition has the possibility of coming true; "upon whomever, as may 
be the case, it falls, then it will crush him."  

likmhsei (likmaw) fut. "will be crushed" - IT WILL CRUSH, WINNOW, 
GROUND TO POWDER/DUST.  
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v45 

v] Matthew now records the reaction of the religious authorities to Jesus' 
words - they realize that he is speaking about them, v45-46. Jesus has warned 
them that they are in danger of violently rejecting God's messiah, and by doing 
so undermine their covenant standing. In response they rush off to plan Jesus' 
arrest.  

akousanteV (akouw) aor. part. "when .... heard" - [AND THE CHIEF PRIESTS 
AND THE PHARISEES] HAVING HEARD [THE PARABLES OF HIM]. The participle is 
adverbial, best treated as temporal, as NIV.  

oiJ arciereiV kai oiJ Farisaioi "the chief priests and the Pharisees" - 
Nominative subject of the participle "having heard." Interesting how Matthew 
now associates members of the party of Sadducees with that of the Pharisees, 
both sworn enemies, but both opposed to Jesus. 

oJti "[they knew] that" - [UNDERSTOOD] THAT. Here introducing a 
dependent statement of perception expressing what they knew. 

peri + gen. "about [them]" - [HE SPOKE] ABOUT, CONCERNING [THEM]. 
Reference / respect. Mark has proV them, probably with the sense "against them", 
NRSV.  
   
v46 

zhtounteV (zhtew) part. "they looked for a way" - [AND] SEEKING. Possibly 
just an attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the 
main verb "they knew", v45; "they knew he was talking about them and tried to 
have him arrested", Berkeley. Yet, probably adverbial, possibly temporal, "when 
they sought to lay hands on him", AV, or concessive, "but though they would 
have liked to arrest him", NJB, or better consecutive expressing result, "so they 
tried to arrest him", TEV, CEV.  

krathsai (kratew) aor. inf. "to arrest [him]" - TO GRASP, TAKE 
POSSESSION OF = ARREST [HIM]. Taking the participle as verbal, the infinitive 
may be classified as complementary, completing the sense of "seeking", or as 
forming a dependent statement of perception expressing what they were 
"looking" to do.  

"but" - Added for meaning.  
efobhqhsan (fobew) aor. pas. "they were afraid of" - THEY FEARED, WERE 

AFRAID OF. "They thought about arresting him, but they were afraid to try it since 
they knew that the crowds considered Jesus to be a prophet", TH.  

touV oclouV (oV) gen. "of the crowd" - OF THE PEOPLE, CROWD, 
MULTITUDE. Genitive of direct object after the verb fobew, "to be afraid of."  
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epei "because" - Here causal, introducing a causal clause; "because / since 
....."  

eicon (ecw) imperf. "the people held" - THEY HAD = CONSIDERED, HAD AN 
OPINION ABOUT [HIM]. "Regarded him as a prophet", Phillips.  

eiV + acc. "that [he was a prophet]" - INTO [A PROPHET]. Clearly a Semitic 
construction although the function of the preposition is unclear: i] Possibly 
indicating a predicate accusative complement of the direct object standing in a 
double accusative construction where the accusatives profhthn and auton stand 
in apposition to each other; "they considered him a prophet"; ii] Where an 
articular infinitive is assumed, eiV to einai, "they considered him to be a 
prophet", forming an object clause / dependent statement of perception, as NIV; 
iii] Where eiV is used instead of wJV, "as, like", "they took him for a prophet", AV.  
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22:1-14 

11. Out with the old and in with the new, 21:1-23:39 
v] The parable of the wedding feast 
Synopsis  

Matthew continues his account of Passion Week and the controversies that 
occur in the precincts of the temple court. The Pharisees have just asked Jesus by 
what authority he does these things, and who gave him this authority. Jesus 
engages with the religious authorities in a series of parables, sayings and debates 
running through to the end of chapter 22, at which point Matthew states that no 
one dared to ask Jesus any more questions. The two-part parable before us serves 
as a critique of unrepentant old Israel, but it also serves as a warning to the new 
Israel.  
   
Teaching  

In the realization of God's righteous reign, our participation at the heavenly 
celebration cannot be presumed.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 21:23-32. The strong judgment theme found in this parable 
fits neatly with the questioning of Christ's authority, 21:23-27, the parable of the 
two sons, 21:28-32, and the parable of the wicked tenants, 21:33-46. In these 
passages Jesus addresses the failure of Israel's religious leaders, and by 
implication Israel as a whole, to respond to the grace of God evident in his 
ministry. This failure to produce the "fruit of the kingdom" brings with it 
judgment, and so Matthew uses this kingdom parable to drive home the 
condemnation that now stands over Israel.  
   

ii] Structure: The Parable of the wedding feast:  
Setting, v1; 
A kingdom parable in two scenes, v2-13:  

The invitation to the wedding feast, v2-10: 
A rejected invitation, v2-7; 
"Both bad and good" are invited, v8-10; 

The allocation of seats, v11-13; 
Saying, v14; 

"many are called but few are chosen."  
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v] Interpretation:  
 

      The Parable of the Wedding Feast.  
This parable presents as a single kingdom parable consisting of two 

scenes, ie., it is a gospel presentation in the form of a riddle proclaiming 
the realization of both the gathering and sorting that takes place on the day 
of judgment. It is similar to Jesus’ fishing parables; the net is cast and the 
catch is sorted. So, with this parable; the king gathers the guests for his 
wedding and sorts them according to dress. The message is simple: The 
kingdom of God is at hand; the day of judgment is upon us when the 
righteous get to share the heavenly feast and the unrighteous are cast “into 
the outer darkness.” Repent for the hour is near! 

 

In the latter part of Jesus' ministry, he proclaimed the gospel in 
mysterious riddles as a sign of judgment upon a people who had refused to 
respond to the gospel when revealed as an understandable message - "the 
kingdom of God / Heaven is at hand. Repent and believe the gospel" Such 
parables, usually introduced by the phrase "the kingdom of heaven is like", 
need to be distinguished from teaching parables which primarily serve as 
illustrations. The gospel is both good news and bad news, so kingdom 
parable may announce the coming kingdom in terms of blessing, or cursing; 
either way it is now, cf., Dodd, Parables of the Kingdom. In the parable of 
the Wedding Feast, we are confronted by the truth that the kingdom of 
heaven / God is at hand, the day of the Lord and the coming of the Son of 
Man is upon us, the table for the eschatological feast is now set, the 
invitation has gone out and the sorting is already underway. Those rejecting 
the invitation face destruction, and those accepting are being sorted, sorted 
as one separates goats from sheep, or weeds from wheat. So, the scene is 
of the last-days gathering and sorting, a day that is even now upon us. So, 
now is the hour to "repent" and seek God’s mercy.  

Although the parable before us is a kingdom parable / a gospel riddle, 
Matthew has chosen to use it for a particular didactic purpose within the 
context of the failure of law-bound Israel to receive the grace of God in 
Christ and thus the consequential judgment that now hangs over old Israel 
and its religious institutions. Matthew's didactic purpose is determined by 
the wider context, along with his use of the independent saying he has 
attached to this parable - God's called out people are no longer his chosen 
people, v14. Let the new Israel also learn this lesson - a drift from grace is 
a drift to darkness.  
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Pietistic moralizing has tended to dominate the interpretation of this 
parable. It is usually viewed as a single parable with two contrasting ideas, 
such that the two parts serve as a two-pronged warning:  

• The need to accept the gospel's invitation. In varying degrees 
this is related to Israel's failure to accept Jesus, or more particularly, 
the failure of the religious elite, and;  

• The need for those who accept the invitation to respond 
appropriately (obedience / discipleship, etc.).  

So, "accept God's gracious invitation, least while others enter into 
glory you be lost. But remember that membership in the visible church does 
not guarantee salvation. Complete renewal (including both justification and 
sanctification), the putting on of Christ, is what is necessary", ie., "the 
mention of the robe with which the sinner must be clothed makes it clear 
that not only guilt must be forgiven, but also the old way of life must be 
laid aside and the new life to the glory of God must take its place", 
Hendriksen.  

This approach is evident with the majority of commentators - note the 
following:  

Hill: "Entry in the kingdom may be gratuitous, but the kingdom 
is not characterized by libertarianism."  

France: The parable focuses on Israel's rejection of the gospel 
and therefore, the free offer of salvation to the lost, yet "though entry 
to God's salvation is free to all, it is not therefore without standards, 
or to be taken lightly."  

Carson: Illustrating "the contempt with which Israel as a whole 
treats God's grace." Also making the point that "it does not follow 
that all who respond positively actually remain for the banquet."  

Hagner: "the pericope contains not only the good news of an 
open, rather than a restricted invitation, but also the sobering 
reminder of the seriousness of discipleship for those who respond."  

Morris: "Those who hear God's call and know his grace must not 
think that a call is the same as a response."  

Davies and Allison: Interestingly, they move back into the dark 
ages and argue for an allegorical interpretation. "The royal wedding 
feast is the eschatological banquet (also held by most modern 
commentators), the dual sending of the servants is .... the sending of 
God's messengers. The murder of the servants represents the murder 
of the prophets and Jesus .. the third sending of the servants is the 
mission of the church." The second part of the parable "allegorically 
describes the last judgement, which extends to those within the 
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church", those without the "wedding garment of the resurrection 
body or its garment of glory."  
   

      The saying "Many are invited by few are chosen", v14.  
Some manuscripts add this saying to 20:16. In its original setting it is 

unlikely that Jesus would add an explanatory saying to a kingdom parable. 
Such parables announce the good / bad news of the coming kingdom 
prompting the only possibly response from those with eyes to see, namely, 
repentance and faith. So, it is likely that Matthew has added this saying of 
Jesus for a didactic purpose, so focusing the parable on the righteous of 
Israel (and as such on all who see themselves as God's righteous ones on 
the ground of law rather than grace). The saying is likely to derive from 
Jesus, but the sentiment can also be found in Jewish apocalyptic, eg., "many 
have been created, but few shall be saved", 2 Esdras 8:3. It is certainly not 
"inappropriately attached to this parable", Beare.  

Matthew's placement of the saying serves to apply the implicit warning 
found in the parable to law-bound religious Israel. It is unlikely that it 
promotes the idea of predestination, as if a person may respond to the divine 
call, but if they are not one of the chosen ones then salvation is beyond 
them. Nor is it likely that Matthew is promoting a form of semi 
Pelagianism; "human beings are free to choose and ... they have the 
possibility of proving their calling by God through their works and of 
working on behalf of their election", Luz. The saying does not tell us how 
to get a seat at the table, it just reminds us that seat-allocations cannot be 
presumed - a presumption foolishly made by old Israel. The seats are 
allocated to the repentant rather than the "righteous" (self-righteous), 
children of Abraham, church attenders, the ordained, .......  
   

iii] Synoptics:  
Matthew's parable of the wedding feast is similar to one in Luke, 

14:15-24. Q is usually identified as the common source, but the significant 
differences between Matthew and Luke are more easily explained by a 
separate oral source. Verses 11-13 are usually regarded as a Matthean 
addition, but this is debatable. Just as we find these verses somewhat 
awkward, first century preachers would similarly be inclined to devote their 
sermon to the first ten verses. This would explain the existence of the 
shorter version in the oral tradition of the church. Some scholars argue that 
v11-13 evidence a separate kingdom parable stitched to v2-10, but this 
seems unlikely. The final verse, v14, is obviously a stitched independent 
saying of Jesus used by Matthew to contextualize the parable.  
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Homiletics: Is your attire approved?  

In my day, when it came to a dinner party, the proper attire was either a suit, 
dinner jacket, or tuxedos. The ladies, or course, faced a far more complex choice. 
When it comes to eternal attire, the choice is simple, although I wish someone 
had explained that to me as a young Christian. Many believers have a problem 
with assurance, and the parable in our reading today doesn’t help 

I have indelibly marked on my mind the sense of despair I felt as a young 
person after a sermon on this parable – is my wedding garment worthy of the 
heavenly celebrations? As F.F. Bruce puts it, the second part of the parable is "a 
suitable pendant to any parable of grace, as showing that, while the door of the 
kingdom is open to all, personal holiness cannot be dispensed with." Oops! Well, 
yes! But does that rule me out? My personal holiness leaves allot to be desired. 
So, what is Jesus telling us? 

Body……….. See notes above. 
       What then is Jesus saying to us? By what means are we eternally approved 
in the sight of God? There is only one way to get into the wedding feast and not 
find ourselves thrown out, and that is by simply trusting Jesus for our salvation. 
It is by grace that we are saved, through faith. 

   
Text - 22:1 

The parable of the wedding feast, v1-10. i] Setting, v1: Jesus again 
communicates with his audience by speaking in riddles. His hearers, particularly 
the Jewish authorities, no longer deserve a clear word from God.  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "[Jesus] spoke" - [AND] HAVING 
ANSWERED. Redundant attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "spoke"; "Jesus answered .... and spoke in parables." 
Matthew often has Jesus "answering", although Jesus hasn't actually been asked 
a question, so "Jesus again addressed them in parables", Moffatt.  

autoiV "to them" - [JESUS SPOKE] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object. 
Specifically, "the chief priests and the Pharisees", but possibly the crowd, Israel.  

palin adv. "again" - Modal adverb expressing addition. Probably tying this 
parable to the previous two addressed to the Jewish leaders, indicating that they 
also were kingdom parables / gospel riddles / mysteries, so "continued to speak 
in parables"; "once again", CEV.  

en + dat. "in [parables]" - Instrumental, expressing means; "with / by 
parables". Note the plural. Typically, Jesus uses riddles when addressing those 
who have rejected the gospel, ie., God speaks in mysteries to those who will not 
listen to a clear word from him. So, "spoke to them again in kingdom parables."  
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v2  

ii] A kingdom parable in two scenes, v2-13: a) The invitation, v2-10: The 
parable of the wedding feast concerns the dawning of God's reign in his messiah, 
and makes the point that this may be compared to the situation where a king puts 
on a wedding feast for his son. The wedding preparations are now completed, so 
the king sends word to the invited guest that the banquet is prepared. Twice the 
call goes out, but the guests refuse. "They completely disregarded the invitation", 
even treat the king’s servants disgracefully. Of course, the king is enraged and 
sends troops to deal with the invited guests.  

twn ouranwn (oV) gen. "[the kingdom] of heaven" - For the genitive see 
3:2. Matthew's favoured title for "the kingdom of God", with "heaven" possibly 
used out of deference to the divine. The "kingdom" is the dynamic reign of God 
in and through Christ.  

wJmoiwqh (oJmoiow) aor. pas. "is like" - IS LIKE. Expressing a comparison; 
"The kingdom of heaven may be compared to the situation where a ....."  

basilei (euV ewV) dat. "a king" - [A MAN] A KING. Dative complement of 
"man", the dative of direct object of the verb "to make like."  

o{stiV pro. "who" - Nominative subject of the verb "to make, do." The use of 
an indefinite relative pronoun to express the idea of "a certain king", rather than 
a particular king.  

gamouV (oV) "[prepared] a wedding banquet" - [MADE] A MARRIAGE. 
Accusative direct object of the verb "to make, do." In the singular "a marriage", 
in the plural, as here, "a wedding feast." Most commentators identify this banquet 
with the last-days gathering before the Ancient of Days, although the immediacy 
of this event should not be lost, ie., a stress on now rather than not yet.  

tw/ uiJw/ (oV) dat. "for [his] son" - FOR [THE SON OF HIM]. Dative of interest, 
advantage.  
   
v3 

touV keklhmenouV (kalew) perf. pas. part. "to those who had been 
invited" - [AND HE SENT OUT THE SLAVES OF HIM TO CALL] THE ONES HAVING 
BEEN INVITED [TO THE WEDDING FEAST]. The participle serves as a substantive. 
Indicating a previous invitation, as was the custom. The invitation went out some 
time before and now those who have been invited are summoned to attend.  

kalesai (kalew) aor. inf. "to tell them to come" - TO CALL. The infinitive 
is adverbial, expressing purpose, "in order to call."  

kai "but" - AND. Connective, often translated here to express an adversative 
sense, as NIV.  
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elqein (ercomai) aor. inf. "[they refused] to come" - [THEY DID NOT WANT] 
TO COME. The infinitive may be classified as complementary, completing the 
sense of the negated verb "they did not want", or as introducing a dependent 
statement of perception expressing what they did not want, namely, to come to 
the wedding feast. Expressing a determination of the will not to attend, "the guests 
refused", CEV.  
   
v4 

allouV pro. "more [servants]" - [AGAIN HE SENT OUT] OTHER 
[SERVANTS/SLAVES]. Probably in the sense of sending the servants out again 
rather than a different lot of servants, "a second time he sent out some servants."  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "and said" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 
participle; "he sent ..... and said."  

toiV keklhmenoiV (kalew) dat. perf. pas. part. "those who have been 
invited" - [TELL] THE ONES HAVING BEEN INVITED. The participle serves as a 
substantive, dative of indirect object.  

to ariston (on) "dinner" - [BEHOLD] THE DINNER [OF ME I HAVE 
PREPARED]. Accusative direct object of the verb "to prepare." Originally 
breakfast, but latter referring to a main meal, "a feast", "my banquet is now 
ready", Weymouth.  

ta sitista adj. "fattened cattle" - [THE BULLS OF ME AND] FATTENED cattle. 
The adjective serves as a substantive, subject of a verbless clause. It could be 
fattened anything, even the oxen; "fatlings", Williams, "fattened beasts", 
Berkeley.  

tequmena (quw) perf. pas. part. "have been butchered" - HAVING BEEN 
SACRIFICED = KILLED = BUTCHERED [AND EVERYTHING IS READY, COME TO THE 
WEDDING FEAST]. If read as a participle, it would be classified as adjectival, 
predicative; "my oxen and my fattened cattle have been slaughtered", Cassirer.  
   
v5 

de "but" - BUT/AND. Usually treated here as an adversative, as NIV, but 
primarily indicating a step in the narrative.  

amelhsanteV (amelew) aor. part. "they paid no attention" - [THEY] HAVING 
PAID NO ATTENTION [LEFT]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the main verb "left / went off"; "they paid no attention and went 
off." Expressing negligence, indifference, having no care for. "They completely 
disregarded the invitation", Barclay.  

men .... de "one ...., another ...." - THE ONE [TO HIS OWN FIELD] THE OTHER 
[TO THE BUSINESS OF HIM]. An adversative comparative construction, "on the one 
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hand ..... but on the other ...." Here introduced by the pronoun o}V giving the sense 
"one to his farm, another to his business", as NIV.  

eiV + acc. and epi + acc. "[one] to [his field, another] to" - Both spatial here; 
of movement toward.  

thn emporian (a) "[his] business" - Any business, but the word expresses 
movement, indicating that travel was involved in the business. "Store", TEV.  
   
v6 

oiJ ... loipoi adj. "the rest" - THE ONES REMAINING. The adjective serves as 
a substantive, nominative subject of the verb "to insult, mistreat." 

krathsanteV (kratew) aor. part. "seized" - HAVING TAKEN HOLD OF [THE 
SLAVES OF HIM]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "insulted"; "the others seized the servants and wantonly 
mistreated them", Barclay.  

uJbrisan (uJbrizw) aor. "mistreated" - SERIOUSLY INSULTED [AND KILLED 
them]. To treat something as absolutely worthless, "treated them disgracefully", 
Phillips. It is a detail like this that lends the parable to spiritualizing.  
   
v7 

de "-" - but/and. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, but it may be 
treated as slightly adversative; "but" = "in response, [the king was enraged]." 
Some early texts fill out the verse with "when the king heard this he was enraged."  

wrgisqh (orizw) aor. pas. "was enraged" - WAS ANGRY. Probably an 
inceptive aorist where the beginning of the action is emphasized, "now the king 
became angry."  

pemyaV (pempw) aor. pas. "he sent" - HAVING SENT. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb "destroyed"; "sent his troops 
and wiped out those murderers", Barclay.  

ta strateumata (a atoV) "his army" - tHE TROOPS [OF HIM]. Accusative 
direct object of the verb "to send." "Sent his troops", Barclay, Phillips....  

autwn gen. pro. "[burned] their [city]" - [HE DESTROYED THOSE 
MURDERERS AND THE CITY] OF THEM [HE BURNED]. The genitive is adjectival, 
possessive, or idiomatic / local, "the city in which they lived." Some like to argue 
that this is an image of the destruction of Jerusalem (which destruction?). When 
we go down the allegory trail anything is possible!  
   
v8 

The intended guests, having turned down the king's invitation, are now 
bypassed. The king sends out his servant to find other guests, "anyone you find." 
The wedding hall for the royal marriage is then filled with guests, v8-10.  
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tote adv. "then [he said]" - THEN [HE SAYS TO THE SLAVES OF HIM]. A 
temporal adverb serving to introduce a temporal clause, while also indicating a 
step in the narrative.  

men ..... de "..... but ...." - ON THE ONE HAND [THE WEDDING FEAST IS READY] 
BUT ON THE OTHER HAND [THE ONES HAVING BEEN INVITED ARE NOT WORTHY]. 
An adversative comparative construction, as v5.  

eJtoimoV estin "is ready" - Present tense, "is now."  
oiJ ... keklhmenoi (kalew) perf. pas. part. "those I invited" - THE ONES 

HAVING BEEN INVITED. The participle serves as a substantive.  
axioi "[did not] deserve [to come]" - WORTHY, FITTING, PROPER. Predicate 

adjective. "Did not deserve the honour", REB.  
   
v9 

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Here inferential, drawing a logical conclusion; "Well 
then, go forth into the main thoroughfares", Cassirer.  

epi + acc. "to" - [go] to, up to. Spatial.  
twn oJdwn (oV) gen. "the street corners" - [THE EXIT, CROSSING, 

INTERSECTION] OF THE WAY, ROAD. The genitive is adjectival, limiting 
"intersection", either attributive, "the road intersection", or idiomatic / local, "the 
road at the intersection in town." Possibly where the roads converge in the village 
square and thus, where the poor would normally gather waiting for casual work, 
although Luz argues that the noun diexodouV is not "intersection / crossroads", 
but the points were a road ends or begins. He suggests out of the city, "go as far 
as the boarders of the kingdom."  

oJsouV ean + subj. "anyone [you find]" - WHOEVER [YOU FIND]. Introducing 
an indefinite relative clause, direct object of the verb "to call"; "tell everyone you 
meet to come to the banquet", CEV.  
   
v10 

exelqonteV (exercomai) aor. part. "so [the servants] went out" - [THOSE 
SERVANTS] HAVING GONE OUT [TO THE ROADWAYS]. The participle is adverbial, 
best classified as a consecutive clause expressing result, "so as a result ..."  

ponhrouV te kai agaqouV "both good and bad" - [THEY GATHERED 
TOGETHER EVERYONE WHOM THEY FOUND] BOTH WICKED AND GOOD. Standing 
in apposition to "everyone". Probably just an example of stylistic language 
expressing a universal request, rather than a theological statement, for say, 
Gentiles and Jews, unclean and clean, etc. "Tell everyone you meet to come to 
the banquet", CEV.  
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oJ gamoV "the wedding hall" - [AND] THE WEDDING. Nominative subject of 
the verb "to fill." Obviously something like "wedding hall / wedding banquet / 
wedding chamber" is intended.  

eplhsqh (pimplhmi) aor. pas. "was filled" - "The wedding hall was 
crammed with people", Cassirer.  

anakeimenwn (anakeimai) gen. pres. part. "with guests" - OF the ones 
RECLINING (sitting) AT TABLE = GUESTS. The participle serves as a substantive, 
so "diners / guests." The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / content, limiting 
"wedding [hall]", "was filled full of guests";  
   
v11 

b) The allocation of seats, v11-13. Yet, there is a guest without the 
appropriate robes, and for this he finds himself cast out into outer darkness.  

As already noted, the spiritualizing possibilities for this parable are endless, 
and at this point the sky is the limit. Origin and his ilk, tended to take the view 
that it's all about garments that have been cleaned for the wedding (washed with 
the blood of Christ?). Jeremias agrees. Other possibilities include, clothed with 
the righteousness of Christ, putting on right behaviour, godly virtues, baptismal 
raiment (the rite of the church), angelic / eschatological garments, etc. 
Commentators tend to fall into either of two, we supply the garment, eg., good 
works, faithfulness ...., or God supplies the garment, eg., forgiveness, the 
righteousness of Christ.... As a climactic / kingdom parable the message is a 
simple one: the kingdom is come, judgment begun. The messiah's banquet is now 
underway (the guests having been summoned to attend) and the sorting has 
begun. When the King looks you over, how will you fare? You could find 
yourself shipped off to "the place of darkness, where there will be weeping and 
gnashing of teeth." In its present context, the question applies to old Israel, but 
theologically applies just as well to the new Israel / the Christian church / 
believers. Only the repentant will survive the day of sorting.  

eiselqwn (eisercomai) aor. part. "when [the king] came in" - [AND THE 
KING] HAVING ENTERED. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as 
NIV.  

qeasasqai (qeaomai) aor. inf. "to see" - The infinitive is adverbial, final, 
expressing purpose, "in order to see."  

touV anakeimenouV (anakeimai) pres. part. "the guests" - THE ONES 
RECLINING AT TABLE. The participle serves as a substantive.  

ouk endedumenon (enduw) perf. mid. part. "not wearing" - [HE SAW THERE 
A MAN] NOT HAVING BEEN CLOTHED. The participle is adjectival, attributive, 
limiting "man"; "a man who was not wearing ..... The negation is unusual since 
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mh is normally used with a participle. Possibly serving to emphasize the "not"; 
see BDF 430.1.  

gamou (oV) gen. "wedding [clothes]" - OF WEDDING [GARMENTS]. The 
genitive if adjectival, attributive, limiting "clothes, garments", as NIV.  
   
v12 

autw/ dat. pro. "[he asked]" - [HE SAYS] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
eJtaire (oV) voc. "friend" - FRIEND, COMPANION. A kindly address to a 

person.  
pwV "how" - Interrogative; introducing a direct question.  
w|de adv. "here" - [DID YOU ENTER] HERE. Local adverb of place.  
mh ecwn (ecw) pres. part. "without" - NOT HAVING. The participle is 

adverbial, possibly modal, expressing manner, as NIV.  
gamou (oV) gen. "wedding [cloths]" - [GARMENTS] OF MARRIAGE. The 

genitive is adjectival, attributive, limiting "garments".  
oJ ... efimwqh (fimow) aor. pas. "the man was speechless" - [BUT/AND] HE 

WAS MUZZLED. "There was nothing he could say", TH.  
   
v13 

tote adv. "then" - Temporal adverb introducing a temporal clause indicating 
a step in the narrative.  

toiV diakonoiV (oV) dat. "[told] the servants" - [THE KING SAID] TO THE 
SERVANTS. Dative of indirect object.  

dhsanteV (dew) aor. part. "bind" - HAVING TIED, BOUND [HIM FEET AND 
HANDS]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the 
verb "throw" and therefore functioning as an imperative, as NIV. The person is 
bound so he can't get back into the feast. He represents all those invited, but 
rejected.  

to skotoV to exwteron "into the darkness" - [THROW HIM INTO] THE OUTER 
DARKNESS. The place of the rejected, "the darkness outside", Phillips.  

twn odontwn (douV odontoV) "[gnashing] of teeth" - [THERE WILL BE 
WEEPING AND] CHATTERING, GRINDING] OF TEETH. The genitive is adjectival, 
limiting "gnashing", usually treated as verbal, objective. Describing anger, 
"rage". The phrase "where there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth" is a 
descriptive for the judgment of the wicked and is repeated in Matthew a number 
of times, 13:42, 50, 24:51, cf. Lk.13:28. For those who stand approved in the day 
of judgment, there will be no more mourning or weeping, but for the sinner, there 
will be nothing but wailing and rage. Note the Old Testament precedence for this 
image, Job 16:9, Ps.34:16, 36:12, 111:10, Lam.2:16.  
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v14 

iii] A concluding saying of Jesus, v14. See Interpretation above.  
gar "for" - Possibly causal, although more likely explanatory, or even better 

emphatic, "And so it is." Possibly just a stitching device and so left untranslated; 
"Many have been invited .....", Cassirer.  

polloi .... oligoi "many .... few" - MANY [ARE CALLED, INVITED, BUT/AND] 
FEW [are CHOSEN]. Possibly a comparison between the totality of those invited 
with the small number of the chosen, cf. Jeremias. Given that Aramaic lacks a 
comparative adjectival form, comparisons are expressed by words such as large 
and small and therefore the intended sense may be "that not all the called ones 
will be finally chosen", Morris. So, better "everyone is invited, but not everyone 
gets a seat."  

eklektoi adj. pl. "chosen" - Predicate adjective. This term is used for "God's 
true people, threatened but protected through the time of trial, 24:22, 24, and in 
24:31 for those summoned from all over the world to make up the new people of 
God", France. Yet, in the end, Christ is the chose son of God, and we share with 
him in this status when we respond to the invitation to share in God's free grace 
in Christ. So, everyone is invited, but not everyone gets to be one of God's new 
Israel.  
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22:15-22 

11. Out with the old and in with the new, 21:1-23:36 
vi] The question about paying taxes 
Synopsis  

The Pharisees are seeking to entrap Jesus and so they send some of their 
disciples to him, along with some Herodians, to put a trick question to him 
concerning the payment of tribute to the Roman authorities. Jesus' answer to the 
question amazed the Pharisees, and has continued to amaze to this day.  
   
Teaching  

The tension between the sacred and the secular remains until we cast off this 
mortal coil.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 21:1-11. Matthew now records a series of three trick 
questions put to Jesus by the religious authorities, v15-40, and a question in 
response put by Jesus, a question the authorities are unable to answer, v41-46. In 
Matthew's gospel these four disputes present as a single unit, with Matthew 
actually playing up the disputes more than Mark, revealing how the religious 
authorities seek to show Jesus up, even entrap him. The disputes deal with 
interesting issues in their own right: legal (the payment of taxes to secular 
authorities); theological (the resurrection); moral (the most important 
commandment); and scriptural authority (contradictions). Yet, it is the context of 
the questions that remains paramount. Matthew makes it clear that this 
interchange between Jesus and Israel's religious authorities, covering 22:15-46, 
serves only to entrap Jesus, cf., v15. The authorities are shown to be blind to 
Jesus' messianic credentials, ignorant and deceptive in their dealings, thus 
exposing their state of loss. So, they rightly stand under the judgment of God, 
apart from his grace and devoid of faith. Matthew would have the new Israel / 
Christian community learn a lesson from old Israel's disregard of God's revealed 
grace in Christ.  
   

ii] Structure: The question about paying taxes: 
Setting (covering v15-46), v15: 

"the Pharisees went out and laid plans to trap him." 
The question on tribute, v16-17; 
Jesus' answer, v18-21: 

"render to Caesar the things that are Caesar's, and to God ……." 
Response, v22: 
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"they were amazed."  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
The capitation tax was due every adult in Roman occupied territories. 

The yearly tax amounted to a silver denarius, which coin carried the head 
of Caesar and the words Tiberiou Kaisaros. Of course, the tax was a symbol 
of foreign tyranny and the coin smacked of idolatry and so was seen by 
many as contrary to Mosaic law. For others, the tax provided the benefits 
of efficient government, of Roman rule rather than the corruption of petty 
princes. The question put to Jesus by the Pharisees set a cunning trap, in 
that Jesus' answer would prompt anger, either from the people or from the 
Roman authorities. Jesus goes to the heart of the issue and sets out a 
principle which amazes even the Pharisees. This event takes place in the 
temple court during the week before Jesus' arrest.  
   

Jesus' lateral approach to what was traditionally a sensitive tax issue, 
not only stunned the people of his day, but has caused many to marvel at 
his astute answer ever since. Although a simple reading prompts us to give 
weight to both the "secular" and "sacred" responsibilities of life, many 
commentators have sought to underline the divine responsibility over the 
secular by arguing that Jesus is reinforcing the notion of separateness - the 
sacred / secular divide. We could even argue that Jesus' "give to Caesar the 
things that are Caesar's" is little more than political correctness, a sop to the 
governing authorities who are well able to end his ministry then and there, 
leaving the real thrust of his words with "and the things of God to God."  

In this age, both entities exist, although with unequal authority. Divine 
authority will always supplant the authority of the State when they are in 
conflict. The problem is that they are always in conflict. It is obvious that 
the Jews of the first century would be better off without the hard hand of 
Rome oppressing them. Is there really any worth in funding the activities 
of a brutal dictatorship? Yet, when we look at Jesus' life we see that he was 
quite willing to live within the status quo. Jesus ministered and lived 
("eating and drinking") quite apart from political activism, or social 
concern ("you always have the poor with you"), while he proclaimed the 
good news of a kingdom that "is not of this world."  

In the end, we are not dealing with two entities in conflict, such that 
we must choose one over the other, but rather, two entities in tension, such 
that of necessity we must choose both. Of course, this notion is not new. 
The Preacher (Qohelet), writing many years before, reminds us that there 
is nothing better than to eat and drink and find satisfaction in our toil, but 
also that "without God who can eat with enjoyment?"  
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iv] Synoptics:  
Mark is usually taken as Matthew's source, although any of the three 

synoptic gospels could have been the prime source, even a proto-Mark, or 
a received oral tradition for all three.  

 

Homiletics: Balancing heaven and earth 
Western culture is powerfully influenced by Platonic thought - the 

dichotomy between spirit and matter, good and evil, light and dark, truth and 
falsehood. Of course, truth is more lateral than linear. God is sovereign, but 
humanity is also free; we are socially responsible (socialism, social justice), but 
at the same time we free individuals (capitalism, free enterprise). These 
seemingly opposed ideas are best viewed as alternate truths held together in 
tension. 

The sacred and secular dichotomy is a perfect example of this problem. It is 
not helpful to see the spiritual life as good and true, and the secular life as evil 
and false, or second-rate. The rule of the church is not somehow sacred and good, 
while the rule of the state somehow secular and evil (or at least less than good). 
Both church and state serve the one God, even when they don't realize it. 

We are children of this age and of the age to come. This age, although 
corrupted by sin, is still "good" - a beautiful creation by a loving God. It is good 
to share in the wonder of God's creation and it is good to share in its 
responsibilities. It is good to "fill the earth and subdue it", to rule over it; it is 
good to order the world for the benefit of all creation. It is similarly good to know 
and serve the living God, to rejoice in his joy, to share his blessings and submit 
to his rule. Both paths are valid, and thus it is good to "give to Caesar what is 
Caesar's", and it is good to give "to God what is God's." 

   
Text - 22:15 

The question concerning taxes, v15-22: i] The Pharisees now plot against 
Jesus in order to entrap him, v15.  

tote adv. "then" - Temporal adverb introducing a temporal clause indicating 
a step in the narrative.  

poreuqenteV (poreuomai) aor. part. "went out" - [THE PHARISEES] HAVING 
GONE. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the 
main verb "take" (took counsel with = "laid plans"). "Snuck off."  

elabon (lambanw) aor. "laid [plans]" - TOOK [COUNSEL TOGETHER, 
PLANS]. "Met together and made plans."  

oJpwV + subj. "to" - SO THAT, IN ORDER THAT / HOW, IN WHAT MANNER. 
Usually serving to introduce a final clause, expressing purpose, but possibly 
modal, expressing manner, "how they might"; "how they could entrap him in 
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argument", Phillips. Possibly serving to introduce a dependent statement of cause 
expressing the intent of their plans.  

pagideuswsin (pagideuw) aor. sub. "trap [him]" - THEY MIGHT SET A 
TRAP, ENSNARE, ENTANGLE [FOR HIM]. They wanted to trip him up on his 
teachings; "planned how they could trick Jesus into saying something wrong", 
CEV.  

en + dat. "in [his word, statement]" - Instrumental, expressing means, "with 
words"; "in argument", Berkeley.  
 

v16 
ii] The question on tribute, v16-17. In 6AD Judas the Galilean led a revolt 

against Rome over a tax census. True Israelites hated the tax because it admitted 
slavery to Rome and therefore, dishonoured God. The Pharisees obviously 
thought that they would have Jesus trapped with their question. If he supported 
the tax, he would alienate the common people. If he rejected the tax, he would be 
committing treason against Rome. The Pharisees opposed the tax, while the 
Herodians, supporters of Herod and thus Roman sympathizers, supported the tax. 
Thus, they teamed up to trap Jesus. They open with an extended piece of flattery 
aimed to put Jesus in a position where he had to answer their question. As a man 
of "integrity" and not easily "swayed by men", he would have to answer their 
trick question. The question was, on the surface at least, a theological one. "Is it 
right to pay taxes to Caesar?", in the sense of, is it a godly thing to do? Caesar 
here means Tiberius. "Caesar" was by this time the common title for the Roman 
emperor.  

apostellousin (apostellw) pres. "they sent" - [AND] THEY ARE SENDING. 
The historic / narrative present serves to increase the impact of the moment. 

autw/ dat. pro. "to him" - Dative of indirect object.  
meta + gen. "with" - [THE DISCIPLES OF THEM] WITH. Expressing association 

/ accompaniment.  
Hrw/dianwn gen. "the Herodians" - The only reference to this party is found 

in the New Testament. Obviously they were supporters of Herod and therefore 
supporters of the Roman occupation.  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "-" - SAYING. Taking the participle as nominative 
we may classify it as attendant circumstance expressing action accompanying the 
verb "to send"; "they sent their disciples ......... and said through them, 'Teacher, 
....'". If we follow the variant accusative then we may treat it as adjectival, 
attributive, limiting "disciples"; "they sent their disciples ...... who said to Jesus 
..."  

didaskale (oV) voc. "teacher" - RABBI. A title of respect so, "master", JB, 
etc.  
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oJti "[we know] that" - Introducing an object clause / dependent statement 
of perception expressing what they know.  

alhqhV adj. "a man of integrity" - [YOU ARE] GOOD, TRUE, HONEST, 
GENUINE. Predicate adjective. The intended substantive from of this adjective is 
unclear: "you are an honest man", JB; "you speak the truth", Barclay; "you are a 
sincere man", REB......  

tou qeou (oV) gen. "[you teach the way] of God" - The genitive is probably 
verbal, subjective; "the way of life willed by God", Zerwick.  

en alhqeia/ "in accordance with the truth" - [YOU TEACH] IN TRUTH, 
FAITHFULNESS. The preposition en, "in", is functioning adverbially, forming a 
modal adverbial phrase expressing manner, "you teach the way of God honestly", 
Berkeley. It is doubtful that they actually believe that Jesus teaches divine truth, 
but they may believe he is sincere about what he teaches, "you teach in all 
sincerity the way of life that God requires", REB. It does seem, on the surface at 
least, that this is but faint praise.  

soi dat. pro. "you [aren't swayed]" - [AND] TO YOU [IT IS NOT A CONCERN]. 
Olmstead suggests a dative of reference / respect; "as far as you are concerned, 
what others think of you matters little." Decker suggests a dative of direct object 
after the verb "to be concerned about"; "it is not a concern to you how others think 
about you."  

peri + gen. "by others" - ABOUT [ANYBODY]. Expressing reference / respect; 
"concerning"; "about anybody's opinion", Zerwick. Probably best viewed as 
another condescending comment, or at least faint praise.  

anqrwpwn (oV) gen. "[because you pay no attention to who they are]" - 
[YOU DO NOT LOOK INTO FACE] OF MEN. The genitive is adjectival, possessive, "a 
man's face" = "you are not swayed by a person's outward show" = "you don't 
pander to people." Jesus is not impartial, he is "no respecter of persons", Morris.  
   
v17 

hJmin dat. pro. "[tell] us" - [SAY] TO US. Dative of indirect object.  
oun "then" - THEREFORE. Here inferential, drawing a logical conclusion; 

"given all this ...... therefore tell us ..."  
soi dat. pro. "[what is] your [opinion]" - [WHAT SEEMS RIGHT] TO YOU? 

Dative of indirect object / interest, advantage / possession / reference, respect 
("what, with respect to you, seems right"); "What do you believe / choose as 
proper, right, true, superior, permitted." Possibly "lawful" AV, in the sense of 
according to God's law, cf., TEV, but "proper", in the general sense of what is 
appropriate in the circumstances, even to the very general, "what do you think?", 
CEV. What is clear is that the question attempts to put Jesus in the pro, or anti, 
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Roman camp and so open him up to the hostility of either his fellow Jews or the 
Roman authorities.  

dounai (didwmi) aor. inf. "to pay" - [IS IT PERMISSIBLE] TO GIVE. The 
infinitive forms a infinitival clause subject of the verb exestin, "is right / 
permissible"; "to pay taxes to Caesar is right or not?" "Is it right for us to pay the 
poll-tax to Caesar?" Barclay.  

khnson (oV) "taxes / the imperial tax" - The tax here is not the regular 
duties levied on goods etc. but the poll tax, a direct administrative tax levied by 
the Roman government on the Jewish populous. It was hated by the Jews.  

Kaisari dat. "to Caesar" - TO CAESAR [OR NOT]? Dative of indirect object. 
"Emperor", CEV; "the Roman government."  
 

v18 
iii] Jesus responds to the approach of the Pharisees, v18-21. The tax would 

normally be paid in Roman coinage. With the inscription "Tiberius Caesar, son 
of the divine Augustus" on one side, and "high priest", pontifex maximus, on the 
other, religious Jews tried to use the coinage for tax purposes only. As was the 
practice of religious Jews, Jesus wouldn't carry this coinage around with him, but 
a Herodian would happily carry it. First, Jesus questions their motives and then, 
using the image on a coin, establishes a principle concerning the mutual 
responsibilities that God's people owe both God and the secular state. Jesus takes 
the issue no further, but of course, "where Caesar claims what is God's, the claims 
of God have priority", Carson. The incursion of the state into what is God's 
domain is certainly not new, cf., Elijah's opposition to the religious policy of 
Ahab and Jezebel, or Daniel's refusal to submit to the edict of Darius. Note also 
Acts 4:5-20, 5:27-29.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Usually treated as adversative, as NIV, although 
primarily serving to indicate a step in the dialogue.  

gnouV (ginwskw) aor. part. "knowing" - [JESUS] HAVING KNOWN. The 
participle is adverbial, best treated as causal, "because he was aware of their 
malicious motives."  

thn ponhrian (a) "evil intent" - THE WICKEDNESS, EVIL [OF THEM SAID]. 
Accusative direct object of the participle "having known." "Jesus was aware of 
their malicious intention", REB.  

uJpokritai (hV ou) voc. "hypocrites" - [WHY DO YOU TEST ME] 
HYPOCRITES. Vocative. Their flattery shows that they are not genuine seekers 
after the truth.  

ti "why" - Interrogative; often formed as dia ti, "because why?"  
peirazete "trap" - SNARE. The word can mean "test" in the sense of putting 

someone to a test with the intention of faulting them. This leads to the meaning 
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"tempt" as in AV. "You are not out for information, you are out to make trouble 
in your two-faced maliciousness", Barclay.  

 

v19 
moi dat. pro. "[show] me" - [SHOW] TO ME. Dative of indirect object.  
tou khnsou (oV) gen. "[the coin] used for paying the tax" - [THE COIN] OF 

THE POLL TAX. The genitive is adjectival, attributive, "the poll tax coin", or 
idiomatic, as NIV, "the coin which is used to pay the poll tax."  

dhnarion (on) "a denarius" - [AND THEY BROUGHT TO HIM] A DENARIUS. 
Accusative direct object of the verb "to bring to." A silver Roman coin valued at 
a day's wage. It carried the emperor's visage, and since it often carried a religious 
inscription (eg. Tiberious, "God and High Priest") it was highly offensive to a 
pious Jew. It was not something you would want to carry into the Temple, but the 
poll tax had to be paid with this coinage.  
   
v20 

legei (legw) pres. "he asked" - HE SAYS. Historical / narrative present tense 
for dramatic effect. Also found in v21a, 21b.  

autoiV dat. pro. "them" - TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
hJ eikwn (h) "portrait" - [WHOSE] IMAGE [is THIS]. "Whose head is this?", 

NRSV; "likeness", Weymouth. 
hJ epigrafh (h) "[and whose] inscription" - [AND] THE SUPERSCRIPTION. 

"Whose picture and name are on it", CEV.  
   
v21  

tote adv. "then" - [THEY SAY TO HIM, CAESAR'S] THEN, THEREFORE [HE 
SAYS TO THEM]. Temporal adverb, next in sequence.  

apodote (apodidwmi) aor. imp. "give" - RENDER, PAY BACK, GIVE BACK, 
RETURN. The word carries the sense of returning something that rightly belongs 
to another. No matter how the Jews may despise the Romans, they are obliged to 
contribute to the cost of government, given that they share in its benefits. 
Similarly, as citizens of heaven, there are other obligations that cannot be 
neglected. "Pay what is owing", Morris.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential; "Well then, ...."  
kaisari dat. "[give back] to Caesar" - [GIVE THE THINGS OF CAESAR] TO 

CAESAR [AND THE THINGS OF GOD TO GOD]. Dative of indirect object / interest.  
ta kaisaroV "what is Caesar's" - THE things OF CAESAR. As with "of God", 

the genitive "of Caesar" is adjectival, possessive; "what belongs to Caesar" / 
"what belongs to God." The neuter accusative article ta, as in ta tou qeou, 
serves as a nominalizer.  
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v22 

iv] The delegation is amazed at Jesus' answer and so withdraws, v22.  
akousanteV (akouw) aor. part. "when they heard this" - HAVING HEARD. 

The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as NIV, but possibly causal.  
eqaumasan (qaumazw) aor. "they were amazed" - This response is used to 

describe a pre-faith response to Jesus; something more than acknowledgment, but 
less than saving faith.  

afenteV (afihmi) aor. part. "so they left [him]" - [AND] HAVING LEFT [HIM 
THEY WENT AWAY]. The participle is adverbial, possibly temporal, "then they left 
him and went away", Moffatt, but more likely consecutive, as NIV, or even just 
attendant circumstance, "they went away and left him", Barclay.  
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22:23-33 

11. Out with the old and in with the new, 21:1-23:39 
vii] The issue of marriage in the resurrection 
Synopsis  

Matthew continues his record of the debates between Jesus and Israel's 
religious authorities in the temple courts during the week before his arrest and 
trial. This, the second debate, is between Jesus and the Sadducees. The Sadducees 
pose the case of seven brothers having married the one woman and ask "whose 
wife of the seven will she be" in the resurrection. Jesus gives a two-part answer. 
First, marriage is for this life, not eternity. Second, stepping aside from the Greek 
idea of the immortal soul, Jesus points out that God is the God of the living, not 
the dead. Physical death is no barrier to a God who never abandons his faithful 
servants.  
   
Teaching  

The indignity of death may terminate the fleeting moment we call life, but it 
does not terminate a relationship with the God who never abandons those who 
trust him.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 22:15-22.  
   

ii] Structure: Controversy story, The issue of the resurrection:  
Setting, v23; 
The Sadducees tricky question, v24-28: 

"whose wife will she be?" 
Jesus' two-part answer, v29-32: 

Explanation, v29-30: 
"at the resurrection people will neither marry nor ………" 

Scriptural support, v31-32: 
Exodus 3:6; 
"he is not God of the dead, but of the living." 

Response, v33: 
"they were astonished at his teaching."  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

The Sadducees were a conservative priestly party who rejected the 
Pharisees' dependence on the tradition of the elders. For the Sadducees, 
scripture, particularly the books of Moses, was the prime source of God's 
word. They therefore rejected the Pharisees' innovative idea of a spiritual 
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resurrection of the dead, an idea shaped by Greek philosophy. It is in this 
context that they put their tricky question to Jesus based on Levirate 
marriage, where the brother of a deceased man is expected to marry the 
wife of the deceased brother, cf., Deut. 25:5-10.  

Again, we have an issue, here theological, which stands in its own 
right, but which fits in with the wider context of the coming of the Son of 
Man, both to bless and to curse. Jesus' condemnation of the Sadducees, for 
neither understanding the scriptures nor the power of God, provides further 
cause for the curse now standing over the religious life of the old Israel. 
The new Israel / Christian community must, by necessity, remind itself that 
there by the grace of God go I.  

On the issue of the resurrection itself, the Sadducees have rightly 
opposed the Pharisees platonic / Greek notion of the soul possessing 
existence beyond the demise of the fleshly body. "The Sadducees hold that 
the soul perishes along with the body", Josephus. What the Sadducees fail 
to understand is that life beyond death is a reality and this because of the 
very nature of God himself; he is a God who may be relied on to never 
abandon those who trust him, a God who is capable of overcoming the 
physical limitations of the flesh. The holiness of God, his all-powerful, all 
righteous and all loving nature, reveals that he is the God of the living, not 
of the dead.  

On the issue of the resurrection of the body, Jesus provides some 
tantalizing clues as to its form. The one flesh union of marriage, expressed 
physically in sex, is incompatible with the resurrection body. The 
resurrection form, says Jesus, is like the angels. Paul will fill this out 
somewhat, but even so, we do ask for more information please!  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
Minor changes can be noted between Mark's account, Mk.22:23-33, 

and Luke's account, Lk.20:27-40. Most commentators argue for the priority 
of Mark.  
   

Text - 22:23  
The question about resurrection and marriage, v23-33: i] The Sadducees line 

up for their turn, v23. 
en "[that same day]" - ON [THAT DAY]. Temporal use of the preposition.  
legonteV (legw) pres. part. "who say" - [SADDUCEES CAME TO HIM] SAYING. 

The participle is best taken as adjectival, attributive, limiting "Sadducees", "who 
say ....." "Who claim that there is no resurrection of the dead."  

einai (eimi) pres. inf. "there is [no resurrection]" - [NOT] TO BE [A 
RESURRECTION]. The infinitive introduces an object clause / dependent statement 
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of indirect speech expressing what the Sadducees say = believe, namely "that 
there is no resurrection of the dead."  

autw/ dat. pro. "to him" - [CAME TO] HIM. Dative of direct object after the 
proV prefix verb "to come to."  

ephrwthsan (eperwtaw) aor. "with a question" - [AND] QUESTIONED, 
INQUIRED OF [HIM]. Daube in The New Testament and Rabbinic Judaism, 1956, 
classifies the question as a "vulgarity", ie., a question asked to ridicule a rabbi.  
   
v24 

ii] The argument run by the Sadducees, v24-28. Their argument does not 
necessarily imply that they understood the new (innovative) doctrine of 
resurrection in terms of reanimation. It is likely that they are opposed to a platonic 
view of the world, a view which has influenced the thinking of the Pharisees. 
Their argument here is likely flippant, disparaging Jesus by promoting the idea 
of life beyond the grave - a house of cards they have little respect for. Rightly, as 
part of religious old Israel, they stand under a divine curse.  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "they said" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to question", v24; 
"questioned him and said ...."  

ean + subj. "if" - [TEACHER, MOSES SAID] IF [A CERTAIN PERSON DIES]. 
Introducing a conditional clause 3rd. class where the condition has the possibility 
of coming true; "if, as may be the case, a certain person dies not having children 
then the brother of him will marry the wife of him" = "Moses said that if a man 
dies childless, his brother must marry his wife", Barclay. "The law of Moses 
teaches that ....."  

ecwn (ecw) pres. part. "[without] having [children]" - [NOT] HAVING 
[CHILDREN]. The participle is best taken as adjectival, attributive, limiting tiV, "a 
certain man", "who does not have children."  

epigambreusei (epigambreuw) fut. "must marry" - [THE BROTHER OF HIM] 
WILL MARRY [THE WIFE OF HIM]. The word means "to become related by 
marriage", with the particular sense, as here, "marry as next of kin." The future is 
treated as an imperative.  

tw/ adelfw/ (oV) dat. "for him" - [WILL RAISE UP SEED] TO THE BROTHER 
[OF HIM]. Dative of interest, advantage; will raise up offspring for = "on the 
brother's behalf", Cassirer.  
   
v25 

par (para) + dat. "among us" - [AND THERE WERE SEVEN BROTHERS] 
BESIDE [US]. Here expressing association, "with us"; "Now, we have the case of 
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seven brothers", Phillips. Phillips is probably right taking the story as fictional 
for the sake of argument.  

oJ prwtoV adj. "the first one" - The adjective serves as a substantive.  
ghmaV (gamew) aor. part. "married" - HAVING MARRIED [DIED]. The 

participle could be adjectival, attributive, limiting "the first one", "the first one 
who married died", although being anarthrous (without an article) it is probably 
adverbial, temporal, "the first, after he married, died.  

ecwn (ecw) pres. part. "since he had [no children]" - [AND NOT] HAVING [HE 
LEFT THE WIFE OF HIM]. The participle is adverbial, best taken as causal; "because 
he did not have children."  

tw/ adelfw/ (oV) dat. "to [his] brother" - TO THE BROTHER [OF HIM]. Dative 
of indirect object. "The oldest brother married and died without children", TH.  
   
v26 

oJmoiwV "the same thing happened" - LIKEWISE, IN THE SAME WAY [THE 
SECOND AND THE THIRD]. Comparative adverb.  

eJwV + gen. "right on down to [the seventh]" - UP TO, AS FAR AS [THE 
SEVENTH]. Here expressing the last in order in a series; "and in the end all seven", 
Cassirer.  
   
v27 

uJsteron adv. "finally" - [AND] LAST. Superlative adverb.  
pantwn gen. adj. "-" - OF them ALL [THE WOMAN DIED]. The adjective serves 

as a substantive, the genitive being adjectival, partitive / wholative.  
   
v28 

oun "now then" - THEREFORE. Inferential / drawing a logical conclusion.  
en + dat. "at [the resurrection]" - IN [THE RESURRECTION]. Temporal use 

of the preposition. Whose wife will she be "on the day when the dead rise to life"? 
TEV.  

tinoV gen. pro. "whose" - OF WHICH. The genitive is adjectival, relational.  
twn eJpta gen. "of the seven" - OF THE SEVEN [WILL SHE BE WIFE]? The 

genitive is adjectival, partitive.  
gar "since" - FOR [ALL HAD HER]. Here more reason than cause, explaining 

the problem posed by the question as to whose wife she is, "for she was married 
to all of them."  
   
v29 

iii] Jesus' two-part answer, v29-32. The question posed by the Sadducees 
demonstrates a poor understanding of scripture and an inclination to limit the 
power of God.  
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autoiV dat. pro. "[Jesus replied]" - [AND JESUS HAVING ANSWERED AND 
SAID] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  

planasqe (planaw) pres. mid./pas. "you are in error" - YOU ARE 
DECEIVED, MISLED, WRONG. Lenski suggests a middle voice, "you are deceiving 
yourselves." Their argument, based on the Biblical instruction of Levirate 
marriage, does not address the issue of the resurrection - they're having 
themselves on. "You are on the wrong track altogether", Barclay.  

mh eidoteV (oida) perf. part. "because you do not know [the scriptures]" 
- NOT HAVING KNOWN [THE SCRIPTURES]. The participle is adverbial, causal, as 
NIV. "You are in error because of your failing to have a proper comprehension 
of either the scriptures or the power of God", Cassirer. The "scriptures", in their 
case, consists of the five books of Moses.  

mhde "or" - NOR.  
tou qeou (oV) gen. "[the power] of God" - [THE POWER] OF GOD. The 

genitive is adjectival, possessive, or idiomatic, or ablative, source / origin; "the 
power that flows from God." On the basis of a scriptural text which does not even 
address the issue at hand, the Sadducees are willing to deny "the ability of God 
to raise the dead in a final, eschatological resurrection", Hagner. Is not God 
capable of raising the dead? The question is, does the scriptures indicate that he 
will do so?  
   
v30 

The question posed by the Sadducees assumes that an eschatological 
resurrection entails a reanimation of the human body and thus the continuation of 
sexual relationships. Jesus makes the point that the resurrected state is "like the 
angels in heaven" rather than people on earth.  

gar "-" - FOR. More explanatory than causal so best left untranslated, as NIV. 
The explanatory information provided by Jesus expresses a knowledge of the 
future; the verb gamousin, pres., "to marry", as with "to give in marriage", stands 
for a future tense, as NIV.  

en + dat. "at [the resurrection]" - IN [THE RESURRECTION]. Usually taken 
as a temporal use of the preposition, "at the time of the resurrection", although 
D&A suggest a local sense, "in the resurrected condition (of the just)."  

oute .... oute "neither ...... nor ..." - NEITHER [THEY MARRY] NOR [ARE 
GIVEN IN MARRIAGE]. Negated coordinate construction. The wording reflects 
Jewish custom where men "marry" and women "are given in marriage." It is 
interesting how the custom is still found, even in secular marriages, despite its 
sexist overtones - the father escorts the daughter to the groom and gives her away. 
"Men and women do not marry", NEB.  
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all (alla) "-" - BUT. Adversative standing in a counterpoint construction, 
"neither ...., nor ....., but ....."  

wJV "like" - [THEY ARE] AS, LIKE [ANGELS IN HEAVEN]. Serving to introduce a 
comparative clause. Variant "of God." Mark adds "and they are children of God 
being children of the resurrection." The resurrected body is like an angel’s body 
in that angels are immortal creatures who do not marry - usually classed as sexless 
creatures, male in gender, with prorogation unnecessary given that they are 
immortals. Being angel-like is the pattern for the resurrection body. "Resurrection 
involves progress into a new mode of being that transcends present limitations", 
Nolland ex. Mell.  
   
v31 

de "but" - BUT, AND. The NIV opts for an adversative sense, but coordinative 
may be better, "and as for the resurrection of the dead", ESV, although primarily 
the conjunction is simply indicating a step in the argument.  

peri + gen. "about [the resurrection]" - Expressing reference / respect, 
"about, concerning, with regard to"; "And as for the matter of the resurrection of 
the dead", Phillips.  

twn nekrwn adj. "of the dead" - The adjective serves as a substantive, with 
the genitive usually taken as verbal, objective, but possibly adjectival, idiomatic 
/ temporal, limiting "resurrection"; "the resurrection when the saints are raised 
from the dead." "Regarding your speculation on whether the dead are raised, or 
not", Peterson  

ouk "[have you] not [read]" - This negation in a question expects the answer 
"yes".  

to rJhqen (legw) aor. pas. part. "what [God] said" - THE THING HAVING 
BEEN SPOKEN [TO YOU]. The participle serves as a substantive.  

uJpo + gen. "-" - BY [GOD]. Expressing agency. D&A, "genitive of divine 
source"; "from God."  

uJmin dat. pro. "to you" - Dative of indirect object.  
legontoV (legw) gen. pres. part. "-" - SAYING. The participle, being genitive 

in agreement with God, is best treated as adjectival, attributive, "have you not 
read what was said by God who said to you" = "have you never read what God 
himself said to you", REB. Probably not adverbial, temporal, although it reads 
well, "have you never read what God said to you when he said", Barclay.  
   
v32 

This verse serves as an example of how to conclude an argument with a 
zinger. The Sadducees regard the text as scripture, they have read it thousands of 
times, noting their status under the sovereign grace of God, but they have never 
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before this time observed that their status is eternal, given that God is not the God 
of the dead, but of the living. It is interesting to note that it is the crowd that is 
"astonished at his teaching", confirming the cursed state of the Sadducees. The 
text posited by Jesus doesn't actually prove the resurrection of the dead, but rather 
the continuation of life after death. Given the context, Jesus is using the verse to 
support the resurrection of the dead, rather than the existence of an interim state. 
The assumption that God, and the dead in Christ, are subject to earthy time has 
prompted the idea of an interim state prior to the eschatological resurrection of 
the dead, but such a view limits God's power - God is the time Lord, not Dr. 
Who!!  

eimi pre. "I am" - Matthew's use of the present tense of the verb to be, 
reinforcing "I am" as opposed to Mark's "Moses himself showed, in the story 
about the bush, where he speaks of the Lord as the God of Abraham, the God of 
Isaac, and the God of Jacob", indicates that Matthew sees Jesus' argument as 
follows: "I am ......", rather than "I was .....", even though Abraham etc., were 
dead at the time, indicates that "they therefore cannot have ceased to be", D&A. 
D&A suggest the argument put by Dreyfus is worth considering, namely that the 
text is covenantal, of the protector / deliverer God caring for his people, and thus 
asserts "that God cannot but deliver his people completely."  

nekrwn gen. adj. "of the dead" - [THE GOD OF ABRAHAM AND THE GOD OF 
ISAAC AND THE GOD OF JACOB; HE IS NOT THE GOD] OF DEAD. The adjective 
serves as a substantive, "the dead ones", the genitive being adjectival, idiomatic / 
of subordination, "over / who is over the dead ones." So also the proper genitives, 
"Abraham, "Isaac" and "Jacob", but possibly with the idiomatic sense "I am the 
God whom Abraham, Isaac and Jacob worship", TH.  

allla "but" - Strong adversative standing in a counterpoint construction; 
"not ......, but ......"  

zwntwn (zaw) gen. pres. part. "of the living" - The participle serves as a 
substantive, "the living ones", the genitive being adjectival, idiomatic / of 
subordination, "over / who rules over the living ones."  
   
v33 

iv] The response of the crowd, v33.  
akousanteV (akouw) aor. part. "when [the crowds] heard this" - [THE 

CROWDS] HAVING HEARD. The participle is adverbial, best taken as temporal, as 
NIV.  

epi + dat. "at" - [WERE AMAZED] AT. The preposition here probably expresses 
cause / ground, basis; "because of / on the basis of."  

autou gen. pro. "his [teaching]" - [THE TEACHING] OF HIM. The genitive is 
adjectival, possessive, or subjective, "the teaching effected by him." 
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22:34-40 

11. Out with the old and in with the new, 21:1-23:39 
viii] The great commandment 
Synopsis  

Matthew now records the third of three questions put to Jesus by the religious 
authorities while he was teaching in the temple during the week before his arrest 
and crucifixion. The question, and Jesus' answer, concerns the great / greatest 
commandment in the law.  
   
Teaching  

The first and great command is the commandment to love God. There is 
another like it, it is the command to love your neighbour as yourself.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 22:15-22.  
   

ii] Structure: The great commandment: 
Setting, v34: 

"the Pharisees gang up." 
The Pharisees' tricky question, v35-36; 

"which is the greatest commandment in the Law?" 
Jesus' answer, v37-40: 

The first and second commandments, v37-39; 
Summary argument, v40.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

The Rabbis held that there were 365 prohibitions in the law and some 
248 positive commands. So, it was understandable that there would be 
debates over their relative importance and as to whether it was possible to 
find a catch-all to gather them all together. Again, Matthew tells us that the 
question put by the "expert in the law" has hostile intent - it served to test 
Jesus. Although Jesus' answer is not original, it does perfectly answer the 
question by linking Deut.6:5 and Lev.19:18 - the faith statement of the 
Shema, the command to love God, and the command to love neighbour, 
"the greatest principle of the law", Akiba. In Mark, the "teacher of the law" 
is impressed with Jesus' answer, but in Matthew, by being under a curse, 
his response is not recorded.  

Matthew's use of the word peirazw, "to test", and his removal of the 
seemingly positive element in this pericope (see Synoptics below), 
indicates his desire that we read this passage in the wider context. This 
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nomikoV, "person trained in God's law", has hostile intent toward Jesus and 
so he also stands under the curse which now covers old Israel. The great 
day of the Lord / the coming of the Son of Man will soon sweep away those 
who were once the apple in God's eye.  
   

Luz nicely identifies some of the main questions raised and provides a 
selection of proposed answers, see p77-81. Some of the issues are as 
follows:  

• How are we to understand "loving God"? The answers are 
many, but it's hard to go past John's answer; "this is his command: to 
believe in the name of his Son", 1John 3:23. 

• Who is "the neighbour"? For a righteousness that exceeds 
that of the scribes and the Pharisees, everyone is our neighbour, 
which only serves to underline the fact that such love is impossible. 
In practical terms love is prioritized, first to one's family and the 
family of faith (should family love be prioritized over brotherly 
loves?) and then to all, cf. 1Pet.2:17. 

• What does love of one's neighbour mean? Compassion 
expressing itself in practical care seems to be the intended sense. 

• What does it mean to love one's neighbour "as yourself"? 
The answer lies somewhere between (or in tension between) self-
denial and self-satisfaction / egocentric selfishness. Luz quotes 
Bengel who defines self-love as "a love of self which is a 
participation in Christ's own love for us." 

• How is love of God and love of neighbour related? The two 
are certainly integrally linked, cf., 1Jn.4:20; note the repetition of the 
two together. It is also certainly clear that the two are not the same. 
Note the error of liberal theology which virtually makes the ethic of 
caring for broken humanity the same as loving God. "By bringing 
these two texts together (Deut.6:5 and Lev.19:18) Jesus asserts that 
the one principle of love applies equally to the two main aspects of 
religious duty, one's attitude to God and one's attitude to other 
people", France. 

• Are both commandments equally important (so Luz), or is 
the first greater / primary (so Morris, Carson)? Love toward another 
human being is altruism without God, thus love of God takes priority; 
"Love in the truest sense demands abandonment of self to God and 
God alone is the adequate incentive for such abandonment", Carson. 
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• In what sense does the Law and the Prophets "hang" on 
these two commandments? "Love is the thrust of them all and it is 
only as we love that we fulfill them", Morris. 

• Does the law of love dispense with / replace the Torah? This 
is certainly argued by some, but at no point does Jesus abrogate the 
law; he actually reinforces it. The Torah outlines the practical details 
of love. God calls for a heart relationship with him, and by so doing 
he establishes "the priority of love within the law", Carson. 

• Are these two commandments laws to be done, or are they 
ideals to be aimed at? In a sense, both intentions are present in the 
commands. On the one hand, these two commands summarize God's 
perfect law, demanding a righteousness beyond our doing. As such, 
they remind us that covenant compliance / right-standing in the sight 
of God is neither gained nor maintained by law obedience. We are 
forced to align ourselves with Abraham and rely in faith on God's 
mercy now realized in Christ. On the other hand, Jesus' summary of 
the law gives direction to the outworking of faith by setting before us 
two central ideals to aim at.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
Mark's record of both the question and answer is more detailed, cf. 

Mk.12:28-34. Mark implies that the question is genuine and ends on what 
looks like a positive note, "you are not far from the kingdom of God." 
Actually, it is anything but positive, but Matthew makes sure that the 
negative stands out by not recording the tradition found in Mark 12:32-34. 
Matthew implies that the question is another attempt to catch Jesus out, to 
"test / tempt" him. If there were originally a trap it would relate to the 
grading of the law, ie., discerning the relative weight of the 613 laws found 
in the book of Moses. Arguing for a relative weight, or even an equal 
weight, will leave Jesus open to attack, particularly as he is viewed as 
someone who has come to "abolish" the law. Jesus does indeed grade the 
law by giving two pivotal laws (all laws "hang" from these two), first, love 
of God, and second, love of neighbour. Luke's version is similar and is used 
in the introduction to the parable of the Good Samaritan, cf. Lk.10:25-28. 
In Luke, the great commandment is quoted by the "expert in the law", rather 
than by Jesus.  

 
Homiletics: The ethic of love 

Ethical principles enable human society to survive with some sense of order. 
There was a time when Western society affirmed a Biblical agenda, particularly 
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the two great commandments, even the ten commandments, along with Jesus’ 
rule, “Do unto others …” In recent years, Biblical ethics have been sidelined in 
the quest for a new ethical agenda. 

In the West, during the 1970's, we cast off Christianity and took on hedonism 
- "I just want to be happy" - "happiness is the meaning of life" - and so it was sex, 
drugs and rock-n-roll. We all want to be happy, but as an ethical principle it does 
have limitations. My happiness may result in another's sadness. I may like loud 
music, but the rest of the family may not. We could argue for the happiness of the 
greatest number, but then if we are the odd person out, the happiness of others 
may be our curse. 

From the 1990's the social justice agenda of the socialist left began to 
dominate the political debate, championing the "isms" of equality - 
multiculturalism, feminism, environmentalism ......  

Within the flux of secular ethics there stands God's law of love, of 
compassion. Jesus summarizes the whole law in two great commands. They are 
commands that stand together, for we can't love God without loving our 
neighbour, and we can't love our neighbour unless we love God. In the end, all 
Biblical law derives from the command to love and serves to give practical 
expression to love. In that sense, the law serves as a practical manual for life, a 
law shaped by love. So then, the law is summed up in love, a compassion that 
expresses considerate care toward the other's best interest. 

   
Text - 22:34 

The great commandment, v34-40: i] Give that Jesus has silenced the 
Sadducees, the Pharisees decide to have another go at tripping Jesus up, v34.  

de "-" - but/and. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
akousanteV (akouw) aor. part. "hearing" - [the Pharisees] having heard. 

The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, expressing time; "when Jesus 
heard ..."  

oJti "that" - that. Introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing 
what they heard.  

efimwsen (fimow) aor. "had silenced" - he muzzled, put to silence [the 
Sadducees]. The Sadducees were muzzled in the sense that they didn't know how 
to answer Jesus. "After Jesus had made the Sadducees look foolish", CEV.  

sunhcqhsan (sunagw) aor. pas. "[the Pharisees] got together" - gathered 
together, assembled.  

epi + acc. "-" - to [the this]. Spatial; "in [the same place]", Zerwick. They 
"mustered their forces", Moffatt.  
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v35 

ii] The Pharisees put a theological question to Jesus regarding the grading of 
God's laws - which is the great / greatest commandment of the law? v34-36. 
Matthew tells us that an "expert in the law" (a scribe, or teacher of the law and 
member of the Pharisee party) sets out to trip Jesus up with a question that was 
obviously hotly debated in their own circles. Could they show Jesus up? Rabbi 
Hillel (AD20), when challenged by a Gentile to summarize the law in the time he 
could stand on one leg, said "what is hateful to you, do not do to anyone else. 
This is the whole law; all the rest is commentary. Go and learn it." In fact, some 
experts of the law at the time were not sure that it was right to grade the law. 
Some even argued that all the commandments were of equal value. So, as a 
debating ploy, this can be a tricky question.  

ex + gen. "[one] of [them]" - [and one] from [them]. Here serving the role of 
a partitive genitive; "[one] of them". An example of the development of 1st. 
century Gk.  

nomikoV (oV) "an expert in the law" - a scribe who is learned in the law of 
Moses, lawyer. Standing in apposition to the nominative ei|V, "one". The word is 
missing in some manuscripts. "An expounder of the Law", Weymouth.  

peirazwn (peirazw) pres. part. "tested" - testing, trying to trip up, tempting. 
The participle is adverbial, modifying ephrwthsen, "asked", best taken as modal, 
expressing manner; "a lawyer, by way of testing him, asked", Berkeley. Probably 
with the sense of "entrap", "tried to catch him out with this question", REB.  
   
v36 

didaskale (oV) voc. "teacher" - rabbi. A general respectful address.  
poia pro. "which" - which [commandment]. Interrogative pronoun. 

Sometimes quantitative, "how much?", qualitative, "what sort of commandment 
is great?", Wallace. Often in direct questions taking the same sense as tiV, here 
with a noun, together serving as the subject of an assumed verb to-be, so "which, 
what" = "which commandment ....?"  

megalh "greatest" - is great [in the law]. Predicate adjective. A positive 
sense is possible, "what is the great commandment?", although usually treated as 
a superlative, given that Semitic languages had no degrees of comparison for 
adjectives. Mark has "first in importance", which means the same. Jesus is 
probably being baited into a discussion over the relative importance of the 613 
biblical laws, and this for the purpose of catching him out and damaging his 
credibility. "Master, which commandment of those contained in the law is the 
greatest", Cassirer.  
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v37 

iii] Jesus gives a definitive answer, v37-40. a) Jesus divides the law into the 
first and second commandments, v37-39. Jesus quotes Deuteronomy 6:5, 
describing it as the "first and greatest", meaning primary - in order of importance 
it is first. A person is to love God with their whole being. "Heart... soul.... mind" 
are not exclusive parts of the human nature. Every faculty and capacity is to love 
God. For the second commandment, the next in order, Jesus quotes Leviticus 
19:18. This command also calls for love, but this time toward the "neighbour". In 
Leviticus, the neighbour is a fellow Israelite, or a resident alien. Jesus clearly 
extends the demand of love in the parable of the Good Samaritan in such a way 
as to make love an ideal of perfection which transcends race or creed.  

Regarding v36, Matthew doesn't follow Deuteronomy exactly in the three 
elements, and neither does Mark in 12:28-31 who adds a fourth element. "The 
challenge is to a comprehensive engagement with God with the total capacity of 
all one's faculties", Nolland.  

autw/ pro. "[Jesus replied]" - [and he said] to them. Dative of indirect object.  
agaphseiV (agapaw) fut. "love" - you shall love [Lord the God of you]. A 

future indicative used as a command (imperatival future) - common in quotes 
from the Old Testament.  

en + dat. "with [all]" - in [all]. Here instrumental, expressing means, as NIV. 
Both Mark and Luke follow the LXX and use ex "out of", although Luke uses en 
in the repeated phrases. The threefold statement means "love God 
wholeheartedly." Ref. Deut.6:5. "Love the Lord your God with all your passion, 
prayer and intelligence", Peterson.  

th/ kardia/ (a) dat. "heart" - the heart [of you]. "the innermost personal 
centre of one's being", Nolland.  

th/ yuch/ (h) dat. "soul" - [and in all] soul, life, being [of you]. "The life 
force that energizes us", Nolland.  

dianoia/ (a) dat. "mind" - [and in all] the understanding [of you]. The 
rational and thinking process.  
   
v38 

hJ megalh pos. adj. "greatest" - [this is] the great. Again, the positive is 
probably being used for an intended superlative, cf. v36.  

prwth adj. "first" - [and] first, former, paramount [commandment]. Priority 
is being given to the command to love God; "first in importance."  
   
v39 

deutera adj. "the second" - [and] second. The adjective serves as a 
substantive. The sense is "second in importance."  
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auth/ dat. pro. "[is like] it" - Dative complement of the adjective "like", 
dative of the thing compared; "resembles it", JB. Note the textual variants for 
"like it"  

ton plhsion adv. "neighbour" - [love] the near, neighbouring [of you]. The 
adverb serves as a substantive, accusative direct object of the verb "to love"; the 
sense is "one who is part of a particular group." For a Jew, one's neighbour is their 
fellow Jew. Apart from the parable of the Good Samaritan, does Jesus actually 
widen his understanding of the group to the whole human race, or does he stay 
with the popular understanding of love as a quality of care directed toward one's 
brother, cf. 1Jn.4:20?  

wJV "as [yourself]" - This comparative serves to introduce a comparative 
clause; "as much as you love yourself", TH.  
   
v40 

b) Jesus sums up his answer by pointing out that these two laws are pivotal 
such that all laws "hang" from them, v40. In what sense does the Law and the 
Prophets "hang" on these two commandments? All the commandments found in 
the scriptures, both minor and major, hang from the command to love, of which 
love the love of God is foremost. So, the two great commandments serve as a 
summary of our duty toward God and neighbour. All other commands derive 
from these two commands.  

oJloV oJ nomoV .... oiJ profhtai "all the law and the prophets" - [on these 
two commandments] the entire law and the prophets [hangs]. Nominative subject 
of the verb "to hang." In the sense of all the divine ethical instructions found in 
the books of the law and the prophets rest on / hang on these two commands; "all 
the laws of Moses and the teachings of the prophets", TEV.  

krematai (kremannumi) pres. pas. "hang" - The verb is used figuratively 
here. "They are the basic norms, in the performance of which, all others are 
performed, they are the essence of the law", Barth. "Depends", Barclay; "based 
on", CEV.  

en + dat. "on [these two commandments]" - Local, expressing space / 
sphere, as NIV. Emphatic by position (ie., fronted in the Gk.)  
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22:41-46 

11. Out with the old and in with the new, 21:1-23:9 
ix] Whose son is the Christ? 
Synopsis  

Matthew now records the last question of a series of four, this time put by 
Jesus himself. This Q & A session took place while Jesus was teaching in the 
temple during the week before his arrest and crucifixion. Jesus has answered the 
questions put by the religious authorities and now he sets out to silence them with 
a question focused squarely on their area of expertise. Whose son is the messiah? 
The Pharisees answer "the son of David." Jesus then asks, How can king David 
refer to the coming messiah as "my Lord" if he is merely a son / descendant? 
Obviously, the messiah is something more than just a nationalist leader, someone 
greater than an earthly king. "No one could say a word in reply, and from that day 
on no one dared to ask him any more questions."  
   
Teaching  

The messiah may be a descendant of David, but he's something more than 
that, and we would do well not to dismiss him lightly.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 22:15-22. From the moment of Jesus' entry into Jerusalem he 
was in conflict with the religious authorities of old Israel, particularly the 
Pharisees. The cleansing of the temple, the cursing of the fig tree, the question of 
authority, the parables of the two sons and the great feast, have all exposed old 
Israel's rejection of Christ and thus the condemnation now faced by God's historic 
people. In like manner, the four questions (disputations) expose Israel's rejection 
of Jesus as the Christ and so serve to introduce Jesus' condemnation of Jewish 
Pharisaism in chapter 23.  
   

ii] Structure: Dialogue, Whose son is the Christ?: 
Setting, v41; 
Jesus poses a question, v42a, b;  
An answer by the authorities, v42c;  
Two more questions by Jesus, v43-5;  
Conclusion, v46: 

"no one could say a word in reply ...."  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
Standing in its own right, this scholastic dialogue reveals the simple 

truth that the messiah is a person of greater significance than just a 
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descendent of David (it does not imply that Jesus is not a descendant of 
David). The Christological implication is that Jesus is the Son of God, 
although Jesus doesn't make this point.  

Again, we have an issue, here theological, which fits in with Matthew's 
wider context of the coming of the Son of Man, both to bless and to curse. 
The Pharisees are silenced by Jesus' question and his analysis of messiah's 
person. Indeed, old Israel stands cursed. "Jesus' message has rung true, but 
the result here is not a response to his call to come to the wedding banquet, 
but instead withdrawal from engagement with him", Nolland. The message 
to the reader is one of warning: Don't become a Christian Pharisee or you 
will stand condemned as they are. "Unless your righteousness surpasses 
that of the Pharisees and the teachers of the law, you will certainly not enter 
the kingdom of heaven." This exceeding righteousness is only found in 
union with Christ, by grace through faith, apart from works of the law.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
This question is recorded in all three synoptic gospels. Mark's 

observation that the crowd "listened to him with delight" is not found in 
Matthew, given that old Israel is in the spotlight here, silenced and 
condemned. Matthew specifically notes that the crowd Jesus addresses is 
made up of Pharisees, it is old Israel who hears and disengages with Jesus. 
Mark is usually identified as Matthew's source, although mutual oral 
independence is possible.  
   

Text - 22:41  
Whose son is the Messiah? v41-46. i] Setting, v41  
sunhgmenwn (sunagw) gen. perf. mid./pas. part. "while [the Pharisees] 

were gathered together" - [THE PHARISEES] HAVING GATHERED TOGETHER 
[JESUS ASKED THEM]. The participle stands in a genitive absolute construction, 
usually treated as temporal, as NIV. "When a group of Pharisees had come to 
him, Jesus put a question to them", Barclay.  
   
v42a, b 

ii] Jesus poses a question, v42a, b.  
legwn (legw) pres. part. "-" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle, 

redundant, "Jesus asked them and said ....", or adverbial, modal, expressing 
manner, how Jesus asked them, "asked them saying ..."  

ti pro. "what" - Interrogative pronoun; "what is your opinion concerning 
God's anointed?", Cassirer.  
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uJmin dat. pro. "you [think]" - [SEEMS] TO YOU. Dative of direct object after 
the verb dokew, "to think", dative of persons when transitive / interest, advantage 
/ possibly adverbial, reference, respect.  

peri + gen. "about [the Messiah]" - CONCERNING [THE CHRIST]. Expressing 
reference / respect; "about, concerning."  

tinoV pro. "whose" - WHOSE [SON IS HE]? Interrogative pronoun.  
tou Dauid gen. proper "[son] of David" - The genitive is adjectival, 

relational. The title is messianic, but strictly it indicates "descendant of David." 
It was a popular messianic title because of its nationalist overtones, and for this 
reason Jesus avoided it. Although popular, David's links to the messiah are not 
overly strong, cf., Jer.23:5, 33:15 for the branch raised up out of David, and the 
"branch" allusions in Isa.11:1 and Zech.3:8, 6:12.  
   
v42c 

iii] An answer by the authorities, v42c.  
autw/ dat. pro. "[they replied]" - [THEY SAID] TO HIM [THE ONE = SON OF 

DAVID]. Dative of indirect object.  
 

v43 
iv] Jesus poses two more questions, v43-45.  
autoiV dat. pro. "[he said] to them" - [HE SAYS] TO THEM. Dative of indirect 

object.  
pwV "how is it" - HOW. Interrogative use of the particle, here as a direct 

question, rhetorical.  
oun "then" - THEREFORE. Inferential.  
en + dat. "by [the Spirit]" - [is DAVID able] IN [SPIRIT]. Instrumental, 

expressing means / agency, "under the influence of", BAGD. The statement 
asserts that the word of the Psalm is authoritative, it is divine revelation. Like the 
prophets, David looks into heaven where he beholds the one he calls "my lord", 
enthroned at the right hand of the Ancient of Days. Mark implies that "my lord" 
is Jesus, the Christ, and certainly he is affirmed as such by the early church. 
"David, moved by the Holy Spirit", Barclay.  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "for he says" - [CALL HIM LORD] SAYING. The 
participle is adverbial, possibly causal, as NIV, or temporal, "when he says."  
   
v44 

kurioV (oV) "The Lord" - LORD. Nominative subject of the verb "to say." 
This first use of "Lord" in the Hebrew text is the word used for God, YHWH. The 
second use is the word adonay, a word for master, king, ruler, so "lord". The LXX 
uses kurioV for both, as here. Taking the Psalm as a coronation hymn, "the first 
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Lord refers to God and the second to the king; that is, at his coronation the king 
of Israel was inducted as God's vicegerent and seated symbolically at God's right 
hand", Edwards.  

tw/ kuriw/ (oV) dat. "[said] to [my] Lord" - Dative of indirect object, with 
the genitive pronoun mou, "my", probably expressing subordination, "said to the 
Lord over me"; David recognizes "my lord" "as his superior rather than his son", 
France.  

ek + gen. "at [my right hand]" - [SIT] OF [RIGHT OF ME]. Technically 
expressing separation in this phrase, but logically expressed locally, "at", as NIV. 
"The right hand signified honour and closeness to God, and legitimacy to rule 
with dominion and justice", Edwards. The sitting position denotes authority / co-
regency; David's Lord sits at the right hand of the Lord God. This too is the 
position assumed by Daniel's Son of Man.  

e{wV an + subj. "until" - UNTIL [I PUT THE ENEMIES OF YOU UNDER THE FEET 
OF YOU]. Introducing an indefinite temporal clause, future time, as NIV.  

uJpakatw + gen. "under" - UNDER, BENEATH [THE FEET OF YOU]. Spatial. 
Expressing subservience.  
   
v45  

ei "if" - Conditional clause third class where the proposed condition is 
assumed to be true; "if, as is the case, David calls him Lord, then pwV ("how?") 
the son of him is he?" = "If David calls him Master, how can he at the same time 
be his son", Peterson. Under Biblical law a son cannot have mastery over his 
father.  

oun "then" - THEREFORE. Inferential; drawing a logical conclusion.  
kurion (oV) "Lord" - [DAVID CALLS HIM] LORD. Accusative complement of 

the direct object "him" standing in a double accusative construction.  
pwV "how" - HOW [SON OF HIM IS HE]? Interrogative particle. Mark has 

poqen, often translated "how", although Gundry suggests it expresses source, 
"from where"; "where in the scriptures do you find the messianic title son of 
David?" The question logically implies that the messiah is not David's son - by 
calling him "Lord" he obviously isn't David's son. Yet, it is more likely that the 
question does not deny that the messiah is a descendent of David, but just that he 
is something more than a descendent. Matthew makes the point clear by his use 
of pwV. The argument establishes the inferiority of David to the messiah rather 
than deny the messiah's heritage, cf., Rom 1:3-4, both son of David and Son of 
God. Of course, the title Son of God has its own difficulties in that it can signify 
nothing more than messiah / Christ, but then, depending on the context, it can 
also signify the filial relationship the Son has with God the Father. The question 
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exposes the inadequacy of the Davidic image to express the full identity of the 
messiah.  
   
v46 

v] Conclusion, v46.  
oudeiV adj. "no one" - The indefinite adjective serves as a substantive, 

nominative subject of the verb "to be able." Matthew has specified that Jesus is 
speaking to a group of Pharisees and it is they, the religious representatives of old 
Israel, who disengage.  

apokriqhnai (apokrinomai) aor. pas. inf. "[could] say [a word] in reply" 
- [WAS ABLE] TO ANSWER [HIM A WORD]. Complementary infinitive completing 
the sense of the verb "was able."  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
ap (apo) + gen. "from" - FROM [THAT DAY]. Temporal use of the preposition.  
oude "-" - NOR [DID ANYONE, FROM THAT DAY, DARE TO ASK HIM ANY 

LONGER = ANY MORE questions]. Introducing a negated clause linked to the 
previous negated clause, oudeiV ...... oude ....  

eperwthsai (eperwtaw) aor. inf. "to ask" - The infinitive is complementary, 
completing the sense of the verb tolmaw, "to dare." 
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23:1-12 

11. Out with the old and in with the new, 21:1-23:39 
x] Jesus warns against false teachers 
Synopsis  

Matthew has just recorded a Q&A session between Jesus and the religious 
authorities and he now records a sermon delivered to a mixed congregation of 
disciples and onlookers. The sermon is delivered in the context of Jesus' teaching 
ministry in the temple during the week before his arrest and crucifixion. The first 
part of the sermon is a polemic against the Scribes (a sub-group of Pharisees) and 
the Pharisees, v1-7, and the second part is an exhortation to the disciples, v8-12. 
Jesus encourages his disciples not to follow the example of the Pharisees. They 
burden the children of God with religious duties, they flaunt their religion, and 
are always looking for praise in the present. The implied message is simple 
enough: don't become a Christian pharisee.  
   
Teaching  

The self-righteous stand condemned; only the humble, those broken before 
God, will be exalted in the age to come.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 21:1-11. Jesus' teaching ministry in Jerusalem, prior to his 
crucifixion, continues as a prelude to the judgment of old Israel, and ultimately 
the end of human history, a theme which is encapsulated in the 5th Discourse, 
The Day of Judgment, 24:1-25:45. The present passage serves as Jesus' critique 
of old Israel, particularly pharisaism / nomism (the business of acquiring the 
promised blessings of the covenant by attention to the law - gnat / insect law, 
religiosity); it falls into three main parts:  

A sermon on pharisaism, with a warning to the disciples not to follow 
suit, v1-12;  

The seven woes against old Israel / the Pharisees and scribes / the 
teachers of the law, v13-33;  

A declaration of judgment upon old Israel, v34-39.  
   

ii] Structure: Discourse, Jesus warns against false teachers:  
Setting, v1; 
A polemic against the Scribes and the Pharisees, v2-7; 

"observe whatever they tell you, but not the works ....", v2-3; 
"they tie up heavy burdens, .... but ... not willing  ...", v4; 
"they do their deeds to be seen by others ...., v5-7; 
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A word of exhortation to the disciples, v8-12. 
"you are not to be called rabbi ...", v8; 
"call no man your father ....", v9; 
"neither be called instructors ...", v10; 
"the greatest among you shall be your servant", v11; 
"whoever exalts himself will be humbled, and whoever ….", v12.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

Schweizer's title for chapter 23 provides a clear perspective for the 
interpretation of this passage - Jesus Condemns Jewish and Christian 
Pharisaism. Jesus actually expresses appreciation toward the Pharisees for 
their dedication to teaching the law, although there may be some irony in 
this endorsement. Yet, at the same time, he is highly critical of them: 
critical of their inconsistency, ie., they are blind to the fact that they do not 
keep the law themselves (this inconsistency is filled out in v13-36), v3a; 
their uncaring eagerness to place the burden of the law on others, v4; and 
their pride, "their concern for appearances and reputation", France, v5-7. 
Such brings upon them judgment and so, in chapter 23, Jesus functions as 
the eschatological judge pronouncing judgment upon Israel's religious 
leaders, while at the same time warning the new Israel that Christian 
pharisaism faces the same fate. The promised blessings of the covenant are 
ours by grace through faith, not religiosity and attention to the law. "All 
who exalt themselves will be humbled."  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
It is generally felt that Matthew himself has designed this discourse / 

sermon by drawing together a number of key sayings of Jesus - "upon three 
verses in Mark, Matthew built a lengthy monologue", D&A. Most of the 
sermon is unique to Matthew, although some of the independent sayings of 
Jesus used to construct the sermon find parallels in both Mark and Luke: 
v4 see 11:46; v6-7 see 11:43, Mk.12:38b-39; v11 see 20:26, Mk.10:43-44; 
v12 see 18:4, Lk.14:11.  

This is one of those occasions when we could argue that Mark has used 
Matthew, but it is generally held that Matthew has used Mark, M and Q, 
although mutual oral independence is always possible. Obviously, Matthew 
is interested in this subject material and therefore develops it in full. France 
suggests that this is because there was "an inappropriate concern for status 
and respect in the church of Matthew's own day." Yet, it is more likely that 
Matthew is concerned about the Law / grace issue facing the church. In the 
face of the coming day of the Lord, Israel and its religious institutions stand 
doomed due to their reliance on Law rather than grace. Let the new Israel 
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learn the lesson, the promised blessings of the covenant are neither gained 
nor maintained by obedience to the Law, but by grace through faith - 
"whoever humbles himself will be exalted."  
   

Text - 23:1 
Jesus gives warning regarding the practice of the Scribes and Pharisees, v1-

12: i] Jesus, presumably in the temple courts, addresses his words to both the 
unbelieving crowd as well as his disciples, v1.  

tote adv. "then" - Temporal adverb introducing a temporal clause which 
serves to indicate a step in the narrative..  

elalhsen (lalew) aor. "said" - [JESUS] SPOKE. "And in his teaching", Mk. 
Jesus speaks to the crowds and to his disciples, // Lk. 

toiV ocloiV (oV) dat. "to the crowds" - TO THE CROWDS [AND TO THE 
DISCIPLES OF HIM]. Dative of indirect object / interest.  
   
v2 

ii] In addressing the Pharisees, the sermon commends them for their ability 
to interpret the law of Moses, but is critical of their failure to recognize that their 
deeds do not align with their words and that when it comes to righteousness / 
sanctification, the law is not an end in itself, v2-7.  

a) Saying / point #1, v2-3. The teaching of the law by the Scribes is right and 
proper (although it can be argued that this is an ironic statement, "do what they 
say, ho-hum"). They do indeed proclaim a righteousness of the law which all 
should submit to. The problem is that they themselves don't keep the law they 
proclaim. What they do is rework the law to make it keepable. The members of 
the Qumran community called the Pharisees "the expounders of smooth things"  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "-" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle, 
redundant after a verb of saying, a Semitic construction; "spoke ..... and said."  

kai "[the teachers of the law] and [the Pharisees]" - [THE SCRIBES] AND 
[THE PHARISEES]. Carson suggests that the two groups overlap so here possible 
epexegetic; "The teachers of the law, most of whom were Pharisees."  

ekaqisan (kaqizw) aor. ind. "sit" - SAT. A present tense would be expected 
since a durative aspect is being expressed; they are still sitting at this time. The 
aorist "sat" is probably a Semitism rather than Matthew looking back to a time 
when the Pharisees were in power. "The experts of the law and the Pharisees .... 
have inherited the authority of Moses", Barclay, ie., have the responsibility of 
teaching the law of Moses to God's people. Olmstead notes BDF and their 
comment that the aorist can be used of verbs whose effect can still be felt.  

epi + gen. "in" - spatial; "upon".  
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thV ... kaqedraV (a) gen. "[Moses'] seat" - THE SEAT [OF MOSES]. Here of 
Moses' seat, the stone seat in a synagogue where the teacher sits to teach.  
   
v3 

oun "so" - THEREFORE. Inferential, drawing a logical conclusion.  
o{sa ean + subj. "-" - [EVERYTHING] WHATEVER [THEY MAY SAY]. Introducing 

an indefinite relative clause which is conditional; "[all things therefore] whatever, 
as the case may be, [they may tell you] then [you must do]" = "do not behave as 
they do", Berkeley.  

panta adj. "everything" - ALL THINGS. The adjective here serves as a 
substantive, the direct object of the verbs "to do" and "to keep." Some 
commentators suggest that a disciple would need to qualify the teachings of the 
Pharisees, eg., their stress on minute details (insect law - the meticulous rabbinical 
interpretations of the Mosaic law) at the expense of the moral law (camel law - 
justice and mercy). Yet, Jesus makes no qualification and this because the 
Pharisees do teach the law of Moses, even though with a bias toward insect law. 
Their tendency toward reductionism (shaping the law so that it can be done) 
cannot cover the reality of the law, and in any case, the old Adam sees to it that 
we even break insect law, thus fulfilling the function of the law, namely, to expose 
sin. On the other hand, Jeremias argues that Jesus is using irony at this point, such 
that the last person anyone should listen to is a Pharisee. This is a popular point 
of view, even publicly stated at the time by members of the Qumran community. 
If Jesus' instruction here is to be taken seriously then he again shows that he has 
not come to abolish the law. Yet, the difficulty is that he has, up to this point, 
been totally dismissive of the Pharisees and their teaching, cf., 15:1-14, 16:12. 
Even in this chapter Jesus' criticism of the Pharisees is strident, cf., v16-22. Luz 
argues that it is "impossible to assume that Matthew actually called his church to 
obey all the teaching of the scribes and Pharisees. He is above all interested in the 
second part of the logion: Jesus' hearers are not to do the deeds of the scribes and 
the Pharisees, for they themselves do not do what they say."  

eipwsin (legw) aor. subj. act. "they tell" - SAY [TO YOU, DO AND KEEP]. "Do 
what the Pharisees say."  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step to a contrastive point.  
kata + acc. "-" - ACCORDING TO [THE WORKS OF THEM, DO NOT DO]. Here 

possibly expressing reference / respect, "but with respect to their works", but 
more likely expressing a standard, "in accordance with"; "You must, however, 
not model your conduct on their actions", Cassirer.  

gar "for" - FOR. Introducing a causal clause explaining why a believer 
should not do what they do.  
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ou poihsate (poiew) "they do not practice [what they preach]" - THEY 
SAY AND [DO NOT DO]. This is possibly a reference to their hypocrisy, although it 
may be simply a factual statement. Having reduced the Mosaic law to insect level, 
they are still unable to keep it. So, having defined, for example, what constitutes 
work on the Sabbath, they still break their own application of the Mosaic law. 
They failed to recognize the real problem, namely sin.  
   
v4 

b) Saying / point #2: The sermon now identifies the major flaw in the 
Pharisees teaching, namely law without grace, v4. The law indeed provides 
guidance for a life of faith, but its primary function is to lead a person into the 
arms of their merciful God, so enabling them to find righteousness in him through 
faith. By teaching law as an end in itself the Pharisees tie up their students with a 
spirit-crushing burden. Their heretical pietism (sanctification by obedience) is 
easily inherited, and to this end Jesus gives due warning to his disciples, v8ff.  

desmeuousin (desmeuw) pres. "they tie up" - [BUT/AND] TIE UP, BIND. The 
imagery is not totally clear, but rather than tie up and so restrict, the sense is 
probably burden. Note Jesus' reflection on his own requirements, "my burden is 
light", 11:30. The Pharisees were experts at teaching the details of the law. 
Sometimes, with great effort, it was even possible to keep at least their insect law 
/ the traditions of the elders / the halakah of the Pharisees.  

fortia (ov) "loads" - [HEAVY AND HARD TO BEAR] LOADS, BURDENS. 
Accusative direct object of the verb "to bind." The exposition of the law by the 
Pharisees was a massive burden, a joyless dirge of legal details affecting every 
aspect of life.  

epi + acc. "[put them] on" - [AND PLACE them] UPON. Spatial. Redundant, 
given the epi prefix verb "to place upon", but accepted form.  

twn anqrwpwn (oV) gen. "other people's [shoulders]" - [THE SHOULDERS] 
OF MEN. The genitive is adjectival, possessive.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step to a contrasting point.  
tw/ daktulw/ (oV) dat. "a finger" - [THEY ARE NOT WILLING] WITH THE 

FINGER [OF THEM]. The dative is instrumental, expressing means, as NIV.  
kinhsai (kinew) aor. inf. "to move" - to remove, move [them]. The infinitive 

is complementary, completing the sense of "not willing", but it can also be 
classified as introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing what 
they are not willing to do. Used in the sense of lift the load - "not even with their 
little finger did they lift the load." Probably not "try to lift the load", but more 
likely "were they able to lift the load", ie., it is not a matter of evil intent, but of 
ability. Although the halakah of the Pharisees were designed to make the Mosaic 
law doable, few could claim to do it. For those who broke the law the Pharisees 
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had no answer. They did not understand that God's law was not doable, that the 
best it could do was give direction in life. They had forgotten the Abrahamic 
formula for participation in the covenant community, namely faith, and had 
adopted a nomist / pietist approach to covenant membership. They were God's 
people by an act of divine grace, but for them, maintaining and progressing that 
standing was all about law-obedience. To this burden Jesus was able to say "take 
my yoke upon you and learn from me; for I am gentle and humble in heart", 11:29.  
   
v5 

c) Saying / point #3: The critique of the Pharisees concludes with a saying 
which exposes the sin of pride so evident in their life, v5-7. For Mark's record of 
this saying see 12:38-40. Some commentators think that Matthew's critique at this 
point is "a wholesale and unjust accusation", Luz. Yet, they obviously were "time-
servers and applause-seekers", Carson, cf. 6:1-18. They wore large phylacteries 
(a box worn on the arm or forehead with four texts inside, Ex.13:9.) and they 
wore long tassels hanging from the corners of their outer garment, cf., 
Num.15:37-41. With their corruption exposed, they become for us an example 
not to follow.  

proV to qeaqhnai (qeaomai) aor. pas. inf. "for [men / people] to see" - 
[BUT/AND ALL THE WORKS OF THEM THEY DO] TO BE SEEN, CAREFULLY LOOK AT. 
The preposition proV with the articular infinitive introduces a final clause 
expressing purpose; "in order to be seen." Jesus now comments on the personal 
life of the Pharisees and notes that they are men-pleases. Their behaviour is 
designed to gain the approval of others.  

toiV anqrwpoiV (oV) dat. "men / people" - BY MEN. The dative is 
instrumental, expressing means.  

gar "-" - FOR [THEY ENLARGE THE PHYLACTERIES OF THEM]. Introducing a 
causal clause explaining why it can be said of the Pharisees that they are applause-
seekers - "because".  

ta fulakthria (ov) "phylacteries" - [THEY ENLARGE] THE PHYLACTERIES 
[OF THEM]. Accusative direct object of the verb "to enlarge." This consists of a 
small leather pouch tied to the arm or forehead and containing four Old Testament 
texts. The New Testament word for the "frontlet", as it was known, has pagan 
associations. Properly translated, the word is "amulet", illustrating the negative 
connotations ascribed to this charm by Jesus and the early church. The Pharisees 
wore large versions to display their righteousness.  

ta kraspeda (ov) "tassels" - [AND MAKE LARGE] THE TASSELS. Accusative 
direct object of the verb "to make large." The platted fringe used on the four 
corners of the outer garment worn by all Jews, Num.15:38f. The Pharisees went 
for the large version.  
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v6 

filousin (filew) pres. "they love" - The Pharisees love the fringe benefits 
associated with their high status.  

prwtoklisian (a) "the place of honour" - This is the seat to the right of 
the host at a formal dinner.  

en + dat. "at [banquets]" - IN [THE BANQUETS]. Local, expressing space, as 
NIV.  

prwtokaqedriaV (a) "the most important seats" - [AND] THE SEATS, 
PLACES OF HONOUR [IN THE SYNAGOGUES]. These seats were on a raised dais 
facing the congregation.  
   
v7  

touV aspasmouV (oV) "they love to be greeted with respect" - [AND] THE 
GREETING, SALUTATION [IN THE MARKET PLACES]. Accusative direct object of 
the verb "to love", v6. In later years the status of the Rabbi reached such an 
exalted height that a disciple would have to walk behind their Rabbi and never 
greet him unless first greeted.  

kaleisqai (kalew) pres. pas. inf. "to have [men] call them" - [AND] TO BE 
CALLED. The infinitive forms an object clause / dependent statement of 
perception, desire, expressing what they love.  

uJpo + gen. "[men] / by others" - BY [THE MEN]. Here expressing agency; "by 
men."  

RJabbi "Rabbi" - MASTER, TEACHER. Originally with the sense of "great", 
but later "master, teacher".  
   
v8 

iii] The sermon now addresses Jesus' disciples, warning them against pride, 
particularly the danger of giving themselves titles, v8-12. a) Sayings / points on 
status, v8-10. Speaking directly to his disciples, Jesus denounces any applause-
seeking gained through a position of authority or power. The self-exaltation and 
power of the "rabbi" (teacher) is denounced. Disciples must relate in brotherly 
love and rely on the one Teacher (better than "Master"), namely Jesus. As for the 
honouring of dead teachers with the title "father", giving them the same title as 
the "Father" in heaven, it is quite inappropriate. In v10 Jesus repeats the point 
made in v8, but this time he identifies the "Teacher" with himself.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Here often treated as an adversative, "but", although it 
primarily indicates a step in the narrative - the sermon now focuses on the 
disciples.  

uJmeiV pro. "you" - Emphatic use of the pronoun. Although Jesus is 
addressing the crowd, these words particularly apply to his disciples.  
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mh klhqhte (kalew) aor. subj. pas. "are not to be called" - Subjunctive of 
prohibition. Disciples are to promote brotherly love rather than a hierarchy of 
authority. A literal sense where believers are restricted from passing on their 
knowledge is obviously not intended, given that the apostle lists "teacher" as a 
gifted ministry in the church. The issue concerns a hierarchy which confines 
others to an inferior place.  

rJabbi "Rabbi" - Complement of the nominative subject "you" standing in a 
double nominative construction.  

gar "for" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why a disciple is not to be 
called Rabbi.  

uJmwn gen. pro. "you [have one]" - [ONE IS THE TEACHER] OF YOU. The 
genitive is verbal, objective; "you have one who teaches you."  

oJ didaskaloV (oV) "master / teacher" - Predicate nominative. The word 
"teacher" is intended, and of course the teacher being referred to is Jesus; "there 
is one who is your teacher", Barclay.  

umeiV pro. "you [are all]" - [ALL] of YOU [ARE] - A partitive / wholative 
genitive would be expected.  

adelfoi (oV) "brothers" - Predicate nominative. Used to make the point that 
"brothers are equal, and they cannot be arranged in a hierarchy", Morris.  
   
v9 

mh kaleshte (kalew) aor. subj. "do not call anyone" - [AND FATHER OF 
YOU] DO NOT CALL. A subjunctive of prohibition.  

epi "on [earth]" - UPON, ON [THE EARTH]. Spatial, as NIV.  
patera (hr eroV) "father" - Accusative complement of the assumed direct 

object "anyone". In Aramaic, abba, "father", was used of the patriarchs and was 
sometimes used to refer to distinguished teachers, although there is no evidence 
that the practice was known in Jesus' time. Possibly the term was used of great 
teachers now deceased. It does seem that the issue is again one of hierarchy - the 
improper use of an honorific title. Matthew / Jesus "is concerned over a tendency 
of Christian teachers and other leaders to assert authority and to insist of being 
treated with deference by rank-and-file members", Beare. Gundry suggests that 
this title applies to authorities outside the church ("Rabbi" for teachers inside the 
church), particularly Jewish teachers. It is unclear whether this case can be made.  

uJmwn gen. pro. "-" - [FOR ONE IS HEAVENLY FATHER] OF YOU. At first sight 
it would seem that the possessive genitive pronoun is linked to "Father", ie., "your 
Father", although it may be absolute, "do not call any of you Father on earth."  

gar "for" - FOR. Introducing a causal clause explaining why a believer 
should not call anyone "father"; "because ...".  
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uJmwn pro. "you [have one Father]" - The pronoun is emphatic by position 
and use; "for you there is only one Father", Moule.  

oJ pathr oJ ouranoiV "[one] Father and he is in heaven" - THE FATHER 
THE ONE HEAVENLY. This construction, the articular noun, "Father", modified by 
the articular adjective, "heavenly", is best translated "heavenly father", and stands 
in apposition to ei|V, "one". It is a common construction in Matthew, cf. 5:48, 6:14, 
26, 32, 15:13, 18:35. Variant en toiV ouranoiV," in the heavens." "For you there 
is only one [Father], your heavenly Father."  
   
v10 

mhde klhqhte (kalew) aor. pas. subj. "nor are you to be called" - NEITHER 
YOU [A TEACHER] BE CALLED. A subjunctive of prohibition.  

kaqhghtai (hV ou) "teacher / instructors" - TUTOR, TEACHER. Nominative 
complement of the imbedded subject "you". Hapax legomenon, once only use in 
the NT. This is the only use of this word in the New Testament and is probably 
used as a synonym to maintain the rhythm of the verse. The same issue is present 
in this instruction, namely that a disciple should pursue the path of humility rather 
than lording it over others because of an acquired position in the church. The 
command can well apply today since it is very easy for a minister / pastor / priest 
to use their position to impose their will on a congregation.  

oJti "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why a believer 
should not be called "instructor"; "because".  

uJmwn gen. pro. "you" - [THERE IS ONE, THE CHRIST,] OF YOU. The genitive 
can be viewed as possessive, ie., he is your teacher, or verbal, objective, ie., he is 
the one who teaches you.  

oJ CristoV "the Christ / the Messiah" - Standing in apposition to ei|V, "one"; 
"there is one, the Christ."  
   
v11 

b) The sermon's teaching is summed up with a saying on service, cf. 20:26, 
Mark 10:43-44. The saying draws on the Old Testament; "The Lord opposes the 
proud but gives grace to the humble", Prov.3:34, cf. 1Pet.5:5.  

oJ .... meizwn comp. adj. "the greatest" - [BUT/AND] THE GREATER. A 
comparative adjective is being used for the superlative.  

uJmwn gen. pro. "among you" - OF YOU. The genitive is adjectival, partitive.  
estai (eimi) fut. "will be" - WILL BE. The future tense here is being used as 

an imperative - volitive, to express a command. "Your top-ranking man must be 
your servant", Barclay.  

uJmwn gen. pro. "your [servant]" - [SERVANT] OF YOU. As in v10.  
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v12 

c) The sermon concludes with a judgment saying, cf. 18:4, Luke 14:11, 
18:14. The saying "the first will be last and the last will be first" makes the same 
point. The context implies that Matthew is using the saying here to attack 
excessive self-importance within the brotherhood. Yet, the primary meaning of 
the saying relates to deferring to God, rather than claiming status before him. 
Such properly reflects the sayings' eschatological edge and its suitability as a 
concluding punch-line for the sermon as a whole. Humility is not servility or 
humbug, but rather a recognition of the amazing grace that "saved a wretch like 
me." An awareness of grace makes for graciousness in the teacher.  

de "for" - BUT/AND. Transitional, again serving to indicate a step in the 
dialogue / the next (here final / concluding) point in the sermon.  

o{stiV + fut. "whoever / those who" - WHOSOEVER. This construction is 
virtually the same as o{stiV an + subj. serving to introduce an indefinite relative 
clause which in this verse is conditional; "whoever, as the case may be, lifts 
himself up, then he will be humbled / humiliated." It can, of course, be expressed 
as a simple conditional clause; "if you put yourself above others, you will be put 
down. But if you humble yourself, you will be honoured", CEV.  

uJywsei (uJyow) fut. "exalts / exalt" - wILL EXALT, LIFT UP, RAISE TO A 
HEIGHT. A person's standing before God is a gift of grace and not something 
earned. The humble person recognizes this fact. Jesus is the perfect example of 
such a person. Often the exalting is seen in terms of exalting ourselves over 
others, but it is exalting ourselves before God that is the issue, ie., claiming 
standing before him in our own right. The nomist theology of the Pharisees 
exposed them to this way of thinking and inevitably led to their humiliation before 
God, ie., "exaltation of oneself in the present will mean a humbling in the 
eschaton", Hagner.  

eJauton "himself / themselves" - Reflexive pronoun.  
tapeinwqhsetai (tapeinow) fut. pas. "will be humbled" - As with 

uJywqhsetai, "will be exalted", the future tense refers to an eschatological action, 
while the use of a passive voice intends an action at the hand of God, ie., a divine 
/ theological passive.  

tapeinwsei (tapeinow) fut. "humbles" - [AND WHOEVER] WILL MAKE LOW, 
HUMBLES [HIMSELF WILL BE LIFTED UP]. Humility is not humbug or deference in 
dealing with others, but is primarily a dependence on the mercy of God for 
salvation, rather than a dependence on our own self-righteousness.  
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23:13-33 

11. Out with the old and in with the new, 21:1-23:39 
xi] Seven woes on the teachers of the law 
Synopsis  

Matthew continues his record of Jesus' critique on the hypocrisy, and thus 
eternal loss, of old Israel, with particular reference to the teachers of the law. In 
the passage before us Jesus pronounces seven "woes" on old Israel, seven 
statements of pity, sadness, for the spiritual loss now facing his own people.  
   
Teaching  

Woe to those who think that the promised blessings of the covenant are theirs 
by their attention to the law, rather than by a gift of God's grace appropriated 
through faith.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 23:1-12.  
   

ii] Structure: Seven woes on the teachers of the Law:  
Woe #1, v13; 
Woe #2, v15; 
Woe #3, v16-22: 

o}V an + subj., "whoever [swears by the temple]", v16; 
tiV gar, "for which ....?", v17; 

o}V an + subj., "whoever [swears by the altar]", v18; 
ti gar, "for which ....?", v19; 

Conclusion - oun, "therefore ...", v20-21: 
"whoever swears by the altar ...." 
"whoever swears by the temple ..." 

Supplementary conclusion, v22: 
"whoever swears by heaven ..." 

Woe #4, v23-24; 
Woe #5, v25-26; 
Woe #6, v27-28; 
Woe #7, v29-33. 

Woe, v29-31; 
Concluding condemnation, v32-33.  
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A chiastic structure has been observed by some, but it is far more likely 
that we have three pairs of woes with each pair linked thematically, and a 
final climactic woe on the subject of judgment.  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
This part of Jesus' critique against old Israel consists of seven "woes" 

- seven statements of pity, sadness, for the spiritual loss now facing old 
Israel, a kind of "Alas for you." Manson calls them "highly emotional 
statements of fact." In the Seven Woes Jesus unmasks the emptiness and 
hypocrisy, of the nit-picking religion of the scribes and the Pharisees. ..... 
They have robbed the Law of its divine and all-inclusive demands. They 
have made exact rules for everything, but they have neglected what really 
matters - the weightier matters of the Law (v23), righteousness and mercy 
and faith. So it is that in their zeal for the worship of God they have become 
his opponents, murderers of his prophets. They can neither hear, nor endure 
the real commands of God; so Ridderbos.  
   

The first and second "woe": Israel's religious elite are infested 
with a heresy which not only excludes them from the kingdom of 
heaven, but also excludes those they teach and evangelize.  

The third and fourth "woe": In these woes Jesus reveals that the 
heresy infesting old Israel is nomism, the idea that a detailed attention 
to the law facilitates the promised blessings of the covenant. As is 
typical of a law-obedience approach for divine blessing, a person's 
inability to obey the weightier matters of the law forces attention on 
the lesser matters of law, "gnat / insect" law. For the teachers of the 
law, this produced the perverted casuistry which developed into what 
was known at the time as the tradition of the elders. "Justice and 
mercy", and their essential prerequisite, "faith", is then hidden behind 
a pile of dead gnats.  

The fifth and sixth "woe": When the weightier matters of the law 
cannot serve their prime purpose of exposing sin to the light of God's 
forgiveness, then the child of God is left looking like a beautifully 
plastered sepulchre, but inside infested with a rotten corpse of greed 
and self-indulgence.  

The seventh "woe": It is for this reason that the old religious 
Israel stands condemned. Although convinced of their own 
righteousness, believing that they would not have participated in the 
evil actions of past generations, they are of the same stock and thus, 
"judgment, now imminent, will come and the blood of the martyrs, 
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from the first to the last, will be avenged", Cox. Let the new Israel 
learn from the corrupted condition of the old.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
Matthew's seven woes are not found in Mark, but a similar set of woes 

is found in Luke 11. It is very unlikely that either Matthew or Luke have 
used each other as a source, given the significant differences between the 
two. The consensus is that Luke has used Q, often viewed as an early 
Aramaic document containing gospel material, and that Matthew has used 
his own M source, probably also Aramaic, with a nod to Q. Of course, 
again, both Matthew and Luke may well be independently using the extant 
oral tradition available to them, originally Aramaic, but translated into 
Koine Greek with the passing of time.  
   

Text - 23:13  
The Seven Woes, v13-36: i] The first Woe, v13. The scribes and the 

Pharisees are infested with a heresy that blinds them to the gospel and, because 
of their religious zeal, blinds others as well.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the dialogue.  
ouai "Woe" - ALAS, HORROR, WOE. "An expression of pity for those who 

stand under divine judgment", Marshall. "I see nothing but misery and pain in the 
future", Junkins.  

uJmin dat. "to you" - Dative of interest, disadvantage; "for you."  
grammateiV (euV ewV) voc. "teachers of the law" - SCRIBES [AND 

PHARISEES]. The scribes were generally Pharisees, "experts in the law." The fact 
that they were usually Pharisees has prompted translations like "you experts in 
the law who are Pharisees", or "you experts in the law, you Pharisees", ie., the 
kai is taken as epexegetic.  

uJpokritai (hV ou) voc. "you hypocrites" - HYPOCRITES. Referring to 
someone who pretends, is insincere, an actor.  

oJti "-" - FOR. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the scribes and 
Pharisees are hypocrites.  

twn ouranwn (oV) gen. "[the kingdom] of heaven" - [YOU SHUT THE 
KINGDOM] OF THE HEAVENS. See 3:2.  

emprosqen + gen. "in [people's faces]" - IN THE FACE OF, BEFORE [MEN]. 
Spatial.  

gar "-" - FOR. Here more explanatory than causal and so not translated. The 
scribes and Pharisees are hypocrites because they shut people out of the kingdom, 
not entering themselves nor allowing those who would enter to go in.  
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uJmeiV pro. "you yourselves" - YOU [DO NOT ENTER]. Nominative subject of 
the verb "to enter", emphatic by use and position, as expressed by NIV.  

ouk ... oude "[do] not [enter] nor" - Negated coordinate construction; 
"neither ...... nor ......"  

eiselqein (eisercomai) aor. inf. "[let] those enter" - [DO YOU ALLOW] TO 
ENTER. The infinitive is complementary, completing the verb "to allow, permit."  

touV eisercomenouV (eisercomai) pres. mid. part. "who are trying to enter" 
- THE ONES ENTERING. The participle serves as a substantive, accusative subject 
of the infinitive "to enter into." The action is probably tendential / attempted 
action, as NIV.  
   
v14 

An inclusion taken from Mark 12:40 or Luke 20:47 found in the AV.  
   
v15 

ii] The second Woe, in sync with the first.  
oJti "-" - [WOE TO YOU SCRIBES AND PHARISEES, HYPOCRITES] FOR. 

Introducing a causal clause explaining why it is "woe" to them.  
poihsai (poiew) aor. inf. "to win" - [YOU TRAVEL OVER SEA AND DRY = 

LAND] TO MAKE [ONE PROSELYTE]. The infinitive is adverbial, final, expressing 
purpose, "in order to make"; "you roam the sea and land to make one convert", 
Barclay.  

oJtan + subj. "[and] when [you have succeeded]" - [AND] WHEN [HE MAY 
BECOME]. This construction, ote + an + subj., introduces a temporal clause 
indefinite future time, expressed definitely, "when you succeed", Moffatt.  

diploteron adv. "twice as much" - [YOU MAKE HIM A SON OF GEHENNA] 
TWICE AS MUCH AS, DOUBLE [YOU]. Comparative adverb, "twice as much as, 
twice worse than; "you make him a son of perdition twice worse than yourselves", 
Berkeley. A convert is often more zealous than the one who converted them; "a 
person belonging to, worthy of, and bound for hell", Hendriksen.  

uiJon (oV) "a child" - Accusative complement of the direct object auton, 
"him".  

geennhV (a hV) "of hell" - OF GEHENNA, HELL (THE PLACE OF THE DEAD). 
The genitive is adjectival, relational. The idiomatic sense of "son of" something 
is "one worthy of / fit for", Zerwick.  

uJmwn gen. pro. "as you are" - OF YOU. The genitive is ablative, of 
comparison.  
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v16 

iii] The third Woe, v16-22. It is an absurdity to establish detailed casuistry 
for the swearing of oaths, as if God is associated with one thing, and so an oath 
relating to that is binding, but not to another, and so the oath relating to that is not 
binding. Given the extent of God's presence in creation, an oath by anything is 
binding. And in any case, as far as God is concerned, a promise is a promise, 
5:33-37. The strange logic on oaths evident in this passage was developed by the 
Pharisees in an attempt to regulate disputes over whether an oath was an oath, or 
just an over exuberant sales pitch. They determined that an oath was an oath when 
it contained one or more of the following elements: a) The word "oath"; b) The 
divine name was present; c) The word "gift", or an equivalent, was present. The 
examples provided by Matthew cover (c), "gift". The gold in the sanctuary would 
obviously be a gift and so to swear an oath by the gold of the sanctuary is binding, 
but to swear by the sanctuary itself is not binding, v16. Yet, Jesus asks, what is 
more important, the gifted gold, or the sanctuary that has made the gold special, 
v17. So also with the "gift" on the altar, and the altar itself, v18; the gift becomes 
special only because it sits on the altar, v19, so logically an oath by the altar is 
binding, v20. The final two verses, v21-22, demolish the Pharisees' casuistry by 
making the point that "all the things we might swear by have their significance in 
relation to God and so really involve swearing by God", Nolland.  

oiJ legonteV (legw) "you say" - [WOE TO YOU BLIND LEADERS] THE ONES 
SAYING. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "blind leaders", and 
serving to introduce a relative clause; "who say ....."  

oJV an + subj. "if anyone" - WHOEVER. Introducing an indefinite relative 
clause which in this context is conditional; "whoever, as the case may be, swears 
by the temple, then it is worthless." So also the following indefinite relative 
clause, "whoever, as the case may be, swears by the gold of the temple, then he 
is obligated."  

omosh/ (omnuw) aor. subj. "swears" - This verb, "to swear by something", 
would usually take an accusative rather than en + dat. This probably indicates an 
Aramaic source.  

en dat. "by [the temple]" - IN [THE TEMPLE IT IS WORTHLESS, BUT WHOEVER 
SWEARS BY]. The use of the preposition would be classified as adverbial, 
instrumental, expressing means, but it reflects a particular Semitic usage which 
serves to express that by which / on which a person might swear an oath. The 
usage is common in the LXX, cf., BDAG, 328.5.  

tou naou (oV) gen. "[the gold] of the temple" - The genitive is adjectival, 
possessive, or attributive / idiomatic, "the gold which is in the temple."  
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oqeilei (oqeilw) pres. "is bound by that oath" - HE IS OBLIGATED. As 
rendered from the Aramaic  
   
v17 

mwpoi voc adj. "you [blind] fools" - FOOLS [AND BLIND]. "How foolish and 
how blind you are", Cassirer.  

gar "-" - FOR [WHAT IS GREATER]. Here more explanatory than causal.  
oJ aJgiasaV (aJgiazw) aor. part. "that makes [the gold] sacred" - [THE GOLD 

OR THE TEMPLE, SANCTUARY] HAVING SANCTIFIED, MADE HOLY [THE GOLD]? The 
participle serves as an adjective, attributive, limiting "temple, sanctuary."  
   
v18 

kai "you also say" - ALSO. Adjunctive.  
o}V an "if anyone" - WHOEVER. Introducing an indefinite relative clause, 

conditional, as in v16. "Whoever, as the case may be, swears by the altar, then it 
is nothing." So also the following clause, "whoever, as the case may be, swears 
by the gift upon it, then he is obligated."  

en + dat. "by [the altar]" - [SWEARS] BY [THE ALTAR, IT IS WORTHLESS]. 
Instrumental, but note v16.  

d (de) "but" - BUT [WHOEVER SWEARS BY THE GIFT]. Usually treated as 
adversative, as NIV, although primarily indicating a step in the argument.  

tw/ "-" - THE [UPON IT]. The article serves as an adjectivizer, turning the 
prepositional phrase "upon it" into an attributive modifier limiting "gift"; "by the 
gift which is on the altar."  

autou gen. "the altar" - IT [HE IS OBLIGATED]. Genitive after the preposition 
epanw, "on, upon."  
   
v19 

Syntax as per v17.  
   
v20 

oun "therefore" - Inferential, drawing a logical conclusion.  
oJ ... omosaV (omnuw) aor. part. "anyone who swears" - THE ONE HAVING 

SWORN. The participle serves as a substantive.  
en + dat. "by" - BY [THE ALTAR SWEARS BY IT AND BY ALL]. Instrumental, but 

note en in v16.  
toiV "-" - THE [UPON IT]. The article serves as an adjectivizer, turning the 

prepositional phrase "upon it" into an attributive modifier limiting the substantive 
adjective "everything". "The person who swears by the altar swears at the same 
time by everything that lies on it", Cassirer.  
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v21 
kai "and" - Virtually wJste kai, inferential conclusion, "so then, 

accordingly"; "So, to swear by the temple is to swear by it and by everything in 
it; to swear by heaven is to swear by God's throne and by the one who sits upon 
it"  

oJ omosaV (omnuw) aor. part. "anyone who swears" - THE ONE HAVING 
SWORN. The participle serves as a substantive. See v16 for this verb "to swear by 
something."  

en + dat. "by [the temple]" - Instrumental, but note en in v16.  
tw/ katoikounti (katoikew) dat. pres. part. "[by] the one who dwells in 

[it]" - [SWEARS ON/BY IT AND ON/BY] THE ONE DWELLING IN, INHABITING [IT]. The 
participle serves as a substantive; "and by God who lives there", TEV.  
   
v22 

The introduction of swearing by heaven serves as another example of 
"something" to swear by which is viewed by the teachers of the law as not 
binding. Yet again, as Jesus points out, this is mere casuistry because it is just not 
credible to suggest that God has nothing to do with heaven. For the syntax, see 
above.  
   
v23 

iv] The fourth Woe, v23-24. This "woe", directed to the teachers of the law, 
is in sync with the third. It, like the third, focuses on the symptoms of their heresy. 
This form of religious casuistry is usually the product of nomism (the heresy of 
sanctification by obedience - the belief that the law serves to restrain sin and 
progress holiness, and therefore it is through obedience to the law that a child of 
God appropriates the promised blessings of the covenant). To make this work it 
is necessary to reshape the law in order to make it doable. Thus gnat / insect law 
becomes dominant, while the weightier matters of the law are depreciated. Given 
the danger of pharisaism, this and the other Woes serve as a warning to the new 
Israel / the Christian community. Standard Christian teaching on holiness tends 
to add obedience to faith, eg., "trust and obey, for there's no other way, to be 
happy in Jesus, but to trust and obey." Given that "justice and mercy" are beyond 
the doing, the "obey" is often of the gnat / insect sort (remember ladies when you 
had to wear your hat to church, and pity help you if you didn't!). A child of God 
can only stand in the obedience of Christ, by grace through faith, the fruit of 
which is obedience - grace makes us gracious!  

ouai uJmin "Woe to you" - WOE TO YOU [SCRIBES AND PHARISEES, 
HYPOCRITES]. As above.  

oJti "-" - FOR. Causal, as above.  
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ta barutera adj. "the more important matter" - [YOU TITHE THE MINT AND 
THE DILL AND THE CUMIN / CARAWAY AND YOU HAVE NEGLECTED / ABANDONED 
/ LEFT ASIDE] THE HEAVIER = MORE IMPORTANT (not "harder things"). The 
comparative adjective of baruV, "heavy", serves as a substantive, accusative 
direct object of the verb "to neglect"; "the more important things", "the weightier 
matters", ESV.  

tou nomou (oV) gen. "of the law" - The genitive is adjectival, partitive; "the 
more important duties found in / revealed in the law."  

thn krisin kai to eleoV kai thn pistin "justice, mercy and faithfulness" 
- Standing in apposition to "the more important things." Micah 6:8 probably 
serves as the basis for this triad of weightier matters: "What does the Lord require 
of you but to do justice, and to love kindness and to walk humbly before your 
God." So: "justice" in the sense of respecting the rights of others; mercy, hesed, 
capturing issues such as kindness, love, forgiveness, ...; and "faith". The sense of 
pistiV is often taken here to mean "faithfulness", but Matthew tends to use the 
word to mean "faith", namely, one’s relationship with God / dependence on / 
reliance upon him. "Faith" best reflects the sense of "to walk humbly before your 
God." Note how Luke has "neglect justice and the love of God", 11:42 - love 
toward God is manifest when we believe in his Son.  

poihsai (poiew) aor. inf. "you should have practiced [the latter]" - 
[BUT/AND] TO DO [THESE THINGS WAS NECESSARY]. The infinitive serves as the 
subject of the imperf. verb "was necessary." The tauta, "these", as a substantive, 
"these things", serves as the accusative subject of the infinitive.  

mh afienai (afihmi) pres. inf. "without neglecting" - [AND THOSE things] 
NOT TO NEGLECT, ABANDON. The infinitive serves as the coordinate subject with 
the infinitive "to do" of the imperfect verb edei, "was necessary"; things to do and 
those things not to neglect is necessary."  

kakeina "the former" - AND THOSE things. Accusative direct object of the 
negated infinitive "to neglect." This conjunction is formed by kai + ekeina, "and 
those" = substantive "and those things", so also Luke 11:42, kakeina mh 
pareinai, "and those things not to disregard." As with tauta, "these" = "these 
things", the referent is not overly clear; "[but/ and] these things to do and those 
things not to abandon was necessary." The adjective touta indicates a closer 
referent, ie., "justice, mercy and faith", while kakeina, "and those things" the 
more remote referent, the scribal minutiae, thus the translation: "These (justice, 
mercy and faith) are the important things you should have done, though you 
should not have left the other (scribal minutiae) undone either", CEV. There is 
some debate as to whether Jesus would suggest that tithing mint and cumin was 
a worthy activity. It is possible that too much weight has been put on kakeina 
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indicating a more remote referent, given that it can refer to what immediately 
preceded, namely "justice, mercy and faith", thus giving the translation "you 
should have done these (the weightier matters of the law) and not neglected 
them."  

 

v24 
Nomists will tend to accentuate insect law (because it is doable), but 

camouflage camel law (because it is not doable). The camouflage is usually 
enabled by guilt transference, speck removal, cf., Matt.7:3-5. "You are like 
someone who eats only organic vegetables but then smokes a pack of cigarettes 
a day."  

oiJ diulizonteV (diulizw) pres. part. "you strain out [gnats]" - [BLIND 
LEADERS / GUIDES] THE ONE STRAINING OUT [THE GNAT]. The nominative 
participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "guides", even though "blind guides" 
is vocative. The prefix dia is intensive; "to strain thoroughly."  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Here adversative, as NIV.  
katapinonteV (katapinw) pres. part. "swallow [a camel]" - [BUT] the ones 

SWALLOWING [CAMEL]. The participle as for "the ones straining out."  
   
v25 

v] The fifth Woe, v25-26. This "woe" is in sync with the sixth, v27-28. When 
it comes to the requirements of the covenant, what matters is moral purity, not 
superficial purity. The problem faced by these teachers of the law is the impurity 
that lies within, greed and self-indulgence, etc., and it is this impurity which needs 
to be washed away. It is this condition which places old Israel under the judgment 
of God.  

uJmin dat. pro. "[woe] to you" - [WOE] TO YOU [SCRIBES AND PHARISEES, 
HYPOCRITES]. Dative of interest, disadvantage.  

oJti "-" - FOR. Causal, as above.  
to "the [outside]" - [YOU CLEANSE] THE [OUTSIDE]. The article serves as a 

nominalizer turning the adverb exwqen, "outside", into a substantive, "the 
outside."  

tou pothriou (on) gen. "of the cup" - OF THE CUP [AND THE DISH]. As with 
parayidoV, "plate", originally the food on the plate, but later the plate itself, the 
genitive is adjectival, partitive.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Here usually treated as adversative, as NIV.  
ex (ek) + gen. "[full] of [greed]" - [INSIDE THEY ARE FULL OF] OF [the loot 

gained from ROBBERY / EXTORTION / PLUNDER AND LACK OF SELF-CONTROL  / 
DISSIPATION / SELF-INDULGENCE]. After the verb "to be full of" the preposition 
ek serves to identify the product involved in the filling; "to be full of ek 
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something", here "full of greed." A causal sense has been suggested, "full because 
of greed .....", cf., MHT III, p260. "Full of what you have obtained by violence 
and selfishness", TEV, although better, "inside there is nothing but greed and 
selfishness", CEV.  
   
v26 

This metaphorical saying has lost something in transmission and it seems 
that both Matthew and Luke have attempted a repair job, cf., Luke 11:41: "Give 
for alms those things which are within; and behold, everything is clean for you." 
One can guess at Matthew's intended sense: "Scour the insides and then the 
gleaming surface will mean something", Peterson. The saying gives precedence 
to ethical purity, but what part does ritual purity play? Does Jesus, like the 
prophets, hold in unity both ethical purity and ritual purity, while giving priority 
to ethical purity, or does he take the line that for those purified / washed clean by 
God "everything is pure", Rom.14:20? The saying can be handled both ways, but 
the latter seems best. The purity of a cup is established by its internal condition, 
free from contamination. The only imperative on polishing the outside is if by not 
polishing it you offend a brother and lead them astray. See 17:24-27 on the issue 
of ritual compliance so as to not cause offense. "In the metaphor, cleaning the 
inside is basic and guarantees cleanliness of the outside", Carson.  

to "the [inside]" - [BLIND PHARISEE, FIRST CLEANSE] THE [INSIDE]. The 
article serves as a nominalizer turning the spatial preposition entoV, "inside, 
within", into a substantive.  

tou pothriou (on) gen. "of the cup and dish" - The genitive is adjectival, 
partitive.  

iJna subj. "and then [the outside]" - THAT. Introducing either a final clause 
expressing purpose, or a consecutive clause expressing result, with result being 
the more likely; "as a result the outside of it will also be clean."  

to "the [outside]" - THE [OUTSIDE OF IT MAY ALSO BE CLEAN]. The article 
serves as a nominalizer turning the adverb of place "outside" into a substantive, 
nominative subject of the verb "to become."  

kai "also" - Adjunctive, as NIV.  
   
v27 

vi] The sixth Woe, v27-28. This "woe" is in sync with the fifth and makes 
much the same point. The teachers of the law effectively address the issue of 
ritual purity, religious minutia, but ineffectively address the issue of inner purity. 
Human beings are like fallen angels; there is something beautiful and majestic 
about us, but we are corrupted from within, constantly struggling with our inner 
demons. Only by a divine act of grace can we be purified, and that is in Christ 
alone. "You're like manicured grave plots, grass clipped and the flowers bright, 
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but six feet down it's all rotting bones and worm-eaten flesh. People look at you 
and think you're saints, but beneath the skin you're total frauds", Peterson.  

Ouai uJmin, grammateiV kai Farisaioi uJpkritai, oJti "Woe to you, 
teachers of the law and Pharisees, you hypocrites" - See v13.  

kekoniamenoiV (kokiaw) dat. perf. pas. part. "[you are like] whitewashed 
[tombs]" - [YOU ARE LIKE GRAVES, TOMBS] HAVING BEEN WHITEWASHED, 
PLASTERED. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "tombs", dative of 
the thing compared after the verb "to be like." Given that whitewash was painted 
around a grave to warn of possible infection, it is more likely that decorative 
plaster-work is what is in mind. The teachers of the law are like fancy tombs, 
beautifully decorated, hiding an ugly reality within.  

men .... de "...... but ...." - [WHICH] ON THE ONE HAND [APPEAR BEAUTIFUL 
FROM THE OUTSIDE] BUT ON THE OTHER HAND [ARE FULL OF BONES OF DEAD 
PERSONS AND EVERY KIND OF IMPURITY ON THE INSIDE]. An adversative 
comparative construction.  

ostewn (on) gen. "[are full of] the bones" - The genitive may be classified 
as adjectival, of content, or better, genitive of direct object after the verb gemw, 
"to be full of something".  

nekrwn gen. adj. "of the dead" - OF DEAD. The genitive is adjectival, 
possessive, or attributive, "dead bones", Olmstead.  
   
v28 

ouJtwV "in the same way" - THUS. Here referencing what precedes and 
drawing a comparison, as NIV.  

kai "-" - AND [YOU]. Adjunctive, "also"; "so you also", ESV.  
men ...... de "....... but ......" - ON THE ONE HAND [RIGHTEOUS YOU APPEAR 

TO MEN FROM THE OUTSIDE] BUT [YOU ARE FULL OF HYPOCRISY AND 
LAWLESSNESS WITHIN, INSIDE]. An adversative comparative construction.  

exwqen ...... anomiaV "on the outside .... on the inside" - OUTSIDE ..... 
INSIDE. Adverbs of place.  

toiV anqrwpoiV (oV) dat. "to men / people" - TO MEN. Dative of direct object 
after the verb "to appear to."  

dikaioi (oV) "as righteous" - RIGHTEOUS [YOU APPEAR TO MEN]. Predicate 
adjective. "You look like people who do what God requires", TH.  

uJpokrisewV kai anomiaV gen. "[full] of hypocrisy and wickedness" - 
[FULL] OF PRETENCE AND LAWLESSNESS. The genitive is adjectival, of content. 
"lawlessness" is somewhat "ironic", D&A - the ones who love the law are actually 
lawless.  
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v29 

vii] The final Woe, v29-33. A concluding condemnation. Jesus notes that 
these teachers of the law build monuments over the graves of the prophets of old 
and claim that they would not have acted as their forefathers did in shedding the 
blood of the prophets. The trouble is that the sin of their forefathers, namely 
covenantal nomism (salvation is gained, as an act of grace, by being born into the 
covenant and is maintained though law-obedience, which obedience restrains 
sin), is the very sin which infests them (and is potentially the sin / heresy which 
can infest the new Israel / Christian community). In planting the headstones over 
the prophets, they complete the actions of their forefathers, and so symbolically 
align themselves with their sin. How then will they escape being condemned to 
hell?  

Ouai uJmin, grammateiV kai Farisaioi uJpkritai, oJti "Woe to you, 
teachers of the law and Pharisees, you hypocrites" - See v13.  

twn profhtwn (hV ou) gen. "for the prophets" - [YOU BUILD THE GRAVES] 
OF THE PROPHETS. The genitive is adjectival, possessive / idiomatic, limiting 
"graves"; "the graves within which the deceased prophets are laid to rest."  

twn dikaiwn gen. adj. "of the righteous" - [YOU DECORATE THE TOMBS] OF 
THE RIGHTEOUS ones. The adjective serves as a substantive, the genitive being 
adjectival, possessive / idiomatic, limiting "tombs, monuments"; "the tombs 
within which the deceased righteous ones who followed the prophets are laid to 
rest." The "righteous" are ancestors known for their devotion to God.  
   
v30 

ei + ind .... ouk a]n + imperf. "if [we had ..... we would] not ..." - [AND YOU 
SAY] IF, as is not the case, [WE WERE IN THE DAYS OF THE FATHERS OF US], then 
NOT [WE WOULD HAVE BEEN COMPANIONS OF THEM IN THE BLOOD OF THE 
PROPHETS]. Second class conditional clause, contrary to fact, where the proposed 
condition in the protasis is assumed to be untrue; ""  

en + dat. "in [the days]" - Adverbial use of the preposition, temporal; "had 
we lived during the era of our forefathers."  

twn paterwn (hr roV) gen. "of [our] ancestors" - OF THE FOREFATHERS 
[OF US]. The genitive is adjectival, attributive / idiomatic / temporal, limiting 
"days"; "the days when our ancestors were alive."  

autwn gen. pro. "[we would not have taken part with] them" - [WE WOULD 
NOT HAVE BEEN COMPANIONS] OF THEM. Genitive of direct object after the verb 
"to partner, join with"; "we would not have joined them."  
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en + dat. "in [shedding the blood]" - IN [THE BLOOD]. Adverbial use of the 
preposition, reference / respect; "with respect to blood" = "with respect to the 
murder / killing of the prophets."  

twn profhtwn (hV ou) gen. "of the prophets" - The genitive here is usually 
taken as verbal, objective in that the genitive receives the action of the verbal 
noun "the blood" = "shedding the blood / murder"; "the killing of the prophets", 
Olmstead.  
   
v31 

wJste "so" - Either inferential, "therefore", or consecutive expressing result, 
"so that, with the result that."  

eJautoiV reflective pro. "against yourselves" - [YOU TESTIFY] TO 
YOURSELVES. Dative of indirect object / interest, disadvantage. The dative 
designating to whom the testimony, witness is made.  

oJti + ind. "that" - Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of 
indirect speech expressing the content of the testimony revealed by their actions; 
"you prove that you really are the relatives of the ones who killed the prophets", 
CEV.  

uiJoi (oV) "the descendants" - [YOU ARE] SONS. Predicate nominative. The 
Semitic "sons of" = "one who shares in this thing, or who is worthy of it, or who 
stands in some close relation to it", BAGD.  

twn foneusantwn (foneuw) gen. aor. part. "of those who murdered [the 
prophets]" - OF THE ONES HAVING MURDERED [THE PROPHETS]. The participle 
serves as a substantive, the genitive being relational.  
   
v32 

Concluding condemnation, v32-33.  
plhrwsate (plhrow) aor. imp. "Go ahead, [then], and complete" - [AND 

YOU] FULFILL, FILL. The imperative is not intended to be taken literally since Jesus 
is being ironic. "Finish up what your ancestors started", TEV.  

kai "then" - AND. Here as wJste kai, "so then", introducing an inferential 
concluding thought; "So then, go on, finish the task commenced by your 
ancestors."  

twn paterwn (hr roV) gen. "[what your] ancestors [started]" - [THE 
MEASURE of sins] OF THE FATHERS [OF YOU]. The genitive is usually taken as 
adjectival, verbal, subjective; "finish the work your forefathers began", Cassirer. 
Olmstead classifies the genitive as adjectival, of identification (idiomatic), "the 
measure that your fathers (partly) filled." Usually taken in the sense of the 
measure of evil which these teachers of the law are ironically invited to top up. 
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Nolland suggests that they are being invited "to live up to what their fathers have 
done, that is, to continue the family tradition of killing the prophets."  
   
v33  

ecidnwn (a hV) gen. "[you brood] of vipers" - [SNAKES, OFFSPRING] OF 
VIPERS, ASPS, COBRAS (poisonous snakes). The genitive is adjectival, relational, 
with "offspring of vipers" standing in apposition to "snakes".  

pwV + subj. "how" - HOW [are you able to ESCAPE]. The interrogative 
particle + the deliberative subjunctive serves to introduce a rhetorical question; 
"How can you escape going to hell", CEV.  

apo + gen. "-" - FROM. Expressing separation, "away from."  
thV geennhV (a hV) gen. "[being condemned to] hell" - [THE JUDGMENT] 

OF GEHENNA. The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic, "the judgment whose verdict 
will be Gehenna", D&A.  
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23:34-39 

11. Out with the old and in with the new, 21:1-23:39 
xii] Judgment upon the old Israel 
Synopsis  

Matthew continues his record of Jesus' sermon on the hypocrisy, and thus 
eternal loss, of religious Israel. This part of the sermon consists of a prophetic 
word to the gathered congregation. Given that the old religious Israel has failed 
to give a hearing to the prophets and righteous ones of old, even setting upon 
them and murdering them (dia touto, v34), Jesus prophetically announces, in 
the Father's name / authority, that he will send even more messengers for them to 
reject and murder and so their guilt will be confirmed. This end is not how he 
would have it. He would have gathered the children of Israel under his care, as a 
hen gathers her chicks, but they would have none of it. Thus, the old Israel is a 
house deserted and must await the coming of the Lord in judgment.  
   
Teaching  

When we ignore the gracious mercy of God in Christ we place ourselves 
beyond hope.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 23:1-12. The inclusion formed by 23:39 indicates that 
chapters 21-23 are to be treated as a whole. Some take the view that chapter 23 
introduces the 5th Discourse, but it seems best to take it as the concluding chapter 
of the 5th Narrative, chapters 21-23. Both the 5th Narrative and the 5th Discourse 
together cover the theme of the Coming of the Lord in judgment. It is also 
somewhat unclear where the judgment sayings upon the teachers of the law begin 
and where the last woe ends. Verse 33 may serve to introduce the sayings, as 
NIV, but it seems more likely that it concludes the last Woe.  
   

ii] Structure: Sayings, Judgment upon the old Israel:  
   Jesus' sermonic critique of old religious Israel / pharisaism, v34-39: 

   Judgment sayings on the teachers of the Law, v34-36: 
   "I send you prophets .... some of whom you kill ....", v34; 

   Consequence, v35: 
   oJpwV, "with the result that [upon you will come all the ...]"; 

   Confirmation and immediacy, v36:  
   "all this will come on this generation.". 

   Judgment saying on Jerusalem / Israel, v37-39.  
   Critique of old Israel (grace was offered, but not accepted), v37: 
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   "Jerusalem, Jerusalem, the city that kills the prophets ......"  
   A word of judgment, v38: 

   "look, your house is left to you desolate." 
   Text - Psalm 118:26, v39.  

   
Note, the text, Psalm 118:26, which concludes the prophetic announcement 

covering v34-39, records the words used by the crowd at the time of Jesus' entry 
into Jerusalem. The text serves as an inclusio for the coming of the Son of Man, 
both to Jerusalem and at the end of the age.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  
Jesus' first prophetic announcement of judgment is directed to uJmaV, "you", 

v34, obviously the object of the preceding woes, namely the teachers of the law. 
They have rejected Christ's word of grace, and now, "solidly aligned with those 
of previous generations, they have filled to the full the measure of their fathers 
and so have inescapably brought themselves into that judgment that was to be 
theirs", Hagner. Jesus' words are not necessarily good news for the Christian 
community because this rejection of the Christ has a real and present impact. 
Persecution will come upon those who follow Christ. Hatred, violence and even 
murder will be part of this filling to the full.  

Jesus' second prophetic announcement of judgment is addressed to 
Jerusalem, which city represents old Israel as a whole. It is not just the teachers 
of the law, or even Israel's religious establishment, who have rejected Christ, but, 
other than a remnant of believers, Israel as a whole has ignored God's saving 
grace in Christ. So, God has abandoned the temple and Israel's house is left 
desolate, and since old Israel has spurned Christ's offer of protection they must 
now face the coming tribulation alone. Some commentators focus on the 
constancy of Jesus' affection for Jerusalem / Israel, but the issue before us is not 
God's love in Christ, but Jerusalem's / Israel's rejection of that love. Thus, the 
opportunity to be gathered under God's protection is over; judgment is at hand.  

The last verse of Jesus' second prophetic announcement is somewhat fraught; 
see v39 below.  

   
iv] Synoptics:  
The two judgment sayings are found in Luke, the first in 11:49-51, and the 

second in 13:34-5. It is usually held that they originate from Q and that Luke has 
more accurately preserved the sayings, eg., Matthew's editorial license is evident 
in his use of the words "crucify" and "scourge in synagogues", both reflecting 
Jesus' end and the persecution of his disciples. It is argued that had Luke used 
Matthew he would not have left these words out. Luz is of the view that Matthew's 
sofouV, "the wise, sages", v34, and "son of Barachiah", v35, come from Q. 
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Again, mutual independence is possible with both Matthew and Luke using their 
own oral source. Mark does not record these sayings.  

   
Text - 23:34  

i] A judgment saying addressed to the teachers of the law, v34-36. 
dia touto "therefore" - BECAUSE OF THIS. This causal construction is 

inferential, as NIV; "Therefore ......."  
egw pro. "I" - [BEHOLD] I [AM SENDING]. Emphatic by position and use.  
profhtaV (hV ou) "prophets" - [TO YOU] PROPHETS [WISE MEN AND 

SCRIBES]. Accusative direct object of the verb "to send." Religious Israel rejected 
and maltreated the prophets and the "righteous ones" (other ministers of God's 
word) who followed them. This ministry of God's word will continue with 
Christian ministers. Luke, possibly following Q, has "prophets and apostles", but 
Matthew has a ministry triad which is probably more artistic than technical. 
"Jesus sends prophets to those who honor only dead prophets, wise men to those 
whose wisdom is in name only (11:25), and scribes to those who have failed in 
their scribal duties (v3, etc.)", D&A. New Testament prophets may be viewed as 
a secondary class of prophet (similar to present day preachers) in that they are not 
involved in primary revelation, or as a primary class which ceases to exist after 
the formation of the New Testament. Such a distinction is not evident here.  

sofouV (oV) "wise men / sages" - Those aware of the wisdom of God; 
another sort of messenger from God, as with grammateiV, "scribes / teachers."  

ex (ek) + gen "some of [them]" - FROM [THEM YOU WILL KILL AND CRUCIFY]. 
The preposition here serves as a partitive genitive, with tinaV, "certain" = "some", 
assumed; "certain from them" = some of them."  

en + dat. "[others you will flog] in" - [AND CERTAIN FROM THEM YOU WILL 
WHIP] IN. Local, expressing space. A wayward member of the local synagogue 
could be flogged as a just punishment for sins committed, cf., 2Cor.11:24.  

uJmwn gen. pro. "your [synagogues]" - [THE SYNAGOGUES] OF YOU. The 
genitive is adjectival, possessive, or idiomatic, local, "the synagogues where you 
gather for worship."  

diwxete (diwkw) fut. "pursue" - [AND] YOU WILL PURSUE / PERSECUTE / 
DRIVE OUT [FROM CITY TO CITY]. Expressing "a wide variety of harassments", 
Morris.  
   
v35 

o{pwV + subj. "and so" - THAT. This construction usually forms a purpose 
clause, "in order that" - "that the divine purpose will be worked out in and through 
this human rejection of God's messengers", Morris; "so that there may come upon 
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you .....", Berkeley. Yet, result (consecutive rather than final) may well be 
intended, "with the result that."  

ef (epi) + acc. "upon [you]" - [CAME] UPON [YOU]. Spatial.  
aiJma dikaion "the righteous blood" - [ALL] RIGHTEOUS BLOOD. 

"Righteous" here in the sense of "innocent", and "blood" in the sense of 
"responsible for the death of", Nolland = "murder". Luke spells this out, "that the 
blood of all the prophets shed from the foundation of the world may be required 
of this generation", Lk.11:50. "That is why you will be held guilty for every good 
person", CEV. Jesus' focus is not every good person, but every messenger from 
God, and as for the burden of responsibility, it is not just for the murder of some, 
culminating in the murder of Jesus himself, but for the rejection of these 
messengers from God. Jesus encapsulates this evil in the murder of the first 
righteous man in the Hebrew Bible, namely Able, found in the book of Genesis, 
and the last, Berekiah, in the second book of Chronicles, 24:20-21.  

ekcunnomenon (ekcunnw) pres. mid./pas. part. "that has been shed" - BEING 
POURED OUT, SHED. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "righteous 
blood."  

epi + gen. "on [earth]" - UPON [THE EARTH]. Spatial.  
apo + gen. ...... e{wV + gen. "from ..... to .." - FROM [THE BLOOD OF ABEL THE 

RIGHTEOUS] TO [THE BLOOD OF ZECHARIAH SON OF BARACHIAH]. Temporal use 
of the prepositions; "from the time of / time when .... to .."  

tou dikaiou gen. adj. "[the blood] of righteous [Abel]" - The adjective 
serves as a substantive standing in apposition to "Abel"; "Abel the righteous one." 
As above, "blood" = "murder"; "from the time of the murder of righteous Abel" 
= "from the time when righteous Abel was murdered, to the murder of zechariah 
son of Berekiah"  

metaxu + gen. "between" - [WHOM YOU MURDERED] BETWEEN [THE TEMPLE 
AND THE ALTAR]. Spatial. This is a way of saying "that the slaying occurred in a 
very holy place", Morris.  
   
v36 

uJmin dat. pro. "[truly I tell] you" - [TRULY I SAY] TO YOU. Dative of indirect 
object. This phrase serves to introduce an important statement; "And indeed, I 
can give you solemn assurance of this", Cassirer.  

hJxei (hJkw) fut. "will come" - [ALL THESE THING] WILL COME, BE PRESENT. 
"It will all come down to this present generation", Cassirer.  

epi + acc. "on" - UPON. Spatial, metaphorical.  
genean tauthn "this generation" - The coming of the Son of Man, a coming 

in judgment, will be experienced by Jesus' present generation. Numerous comings 
are proposed, but judgment upon Jerusalem, its destruction in 70AD, is surely the 
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focus of Jesus' words. Yet, as we will see in chapters 24 and 25, the destruction 
of Jerusalem serves as a paradigm for Jesus coming in the last day, the parousia, 
in fact, for any coming in judgment in like form to God's coming in judgment 
upon Sodom and Gomorrah.  
   
v37 

ii] A judgment saying addressed to Jerusalem / Israel, v37-39. Jesus 
expresses deep affection for Jerusalem / Israel, exhibiting a strong desire for the 
people to follow as disciples and so escape the coming terrible day. They may 
have welcomed his coming to Jerusalem, but it was nothing more than a 
superficial greeting. They would soon be crying out "crucify him", and thus their 
refusal to follow will spell their doom.  

hJ apokteinousa (apokteinw) voc. pres. part. "you who kill [the 
prophets]" - [JERUSALEM, JERUSALEM], THE ONE KILLING [THE PROPHETS AND 
STONING THE ONES HAVING BEEN SENT TO HER]. As with the "the one stoning", 
the participle serves as a substantive standing in apposition to "Jerusalem".  

touV apostalmenouV (apostellw) perf. mid./pas. part. "those sent" - THE 
ONES HAVING BEEN SENT. The participle serves as a substantive.  

proV authn "to you" - TO HER. This construction after the vocative stands 
for proV se, "to you."  

posakis adv. "how often" - Interrogative temporal adverb, rhetorical, but 
possibly here exclamatory; "How many times / how often? / !" Expressed 
positively; "Many times I wanted to .......", TH.  

episunagagein (episunagw) aor. inf. "[I have longed] to gather" - [I 
WANTED] TO GATHER [THE CHILDREN OF YOU]. The infinitive serves to introduce 
an object clause / dependent statement of perception expressing what Jesus has 
longed for.  

o}n tropon pro. "as" - in WHICH MANNER, WAY [a HEN GATHERS TOGETHER 
THE CHICKS OF HER UNDER THE WINGS]. This construction is adverbial, modal / 
comparative; "in which manner" = "in the very same manner as", Culy.  

uJpo + acc. "under [her wings]" - UNDER [THE WINGS OF HER]. Spatial.  
ouk hqelhsate (qelw) "you were not willing" - [AND] YOU WANTED NOT. 

Given the punctiliar aorist the sense is more like "you refused", Barclay.  
   
v38 

A judgment declaration, cf., Isa.64:10-11.  
uJmin dat. pro. "to you" - [BEHOLD, THE HOUSE OF YOU IS LEFT DESOLATE] 

FOR YOU. Dative of interest, disadvantage.  
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erhmoV adj. "desolate" - DESERTED. Complement of the nominative subject 
"house" standing in a double nominative construction. Variant, possibly a late 
addition or an assimilation to Luke. See Metzger.  
   
v39 

The quote from Psalm 118:26 forms a structural inclusio: Jesus comes in 
judgment to Jerusalem (the words of the crowd on entering Jerusalem, 21:9, 
leading to Jesus' cleansing of the temple and the sign of the fig tree), and Jesus 
comes in judgment as the Son of Man (spelt out in full in chapters 24 and 25). If, 
as D&A point out, ou mh .... eJwV an introduces a conditional clause, giving the 
sense, "when his people bless him, then the Messiah will come", then we have 
the seeds of a very popular prophetic indicator, namely that the return of Christ 
"is contingent upon Israel's acceptance of Jesus", cf., 19:28. Nolland, for example, 
accepts this approach, but he sees it more in terms of an ongoing conversion of 
Jews during the period of the church's mission rather than a wholesale conversion 
of Israeli Jews at some point in time. None-the-less, he is of the view that "the 
Matthean church expected a significant Jewish turning to Christ." Yet, it seems 
more likely that the verse is not conditional, but rather temporal, eJwV an + subj. 
(the parousia may be in mind, or the destruction of the temple, so France, 
although better both - the destruction of the temple serves as a paradigm for the 
parousia) , and that the acclimation from Psalm 118:26 said when you "see me 
again" is just as weightless as it was at the time of Jesus entry into Jerusalem, ie., 
it is not a welcoming in faith, so Hagner. This was the crowd that cried "crucify 
him", and thus the acclimation is the cry of those facing judgment. In the last day, 
at the coming of the Son of Man, Jerusalem / Israel will again acclaim the coming 
king. They will, in that day, "recognize the reality of the divine visitation that 
took place when Jesus (first) came to them", Morris. So, their acclimation will 
herald the fire of divine judgment, so Luz. It is possible to keep both options open 
- an acclimation of welcome, and an acclimation of horror; "Jesus will be received 
- as a consuming Judge, or a welcoming King", so Carson, but "received as a 
consuming Judge" is surely the intention here. "The next time you see me you'll 
cry out, 'Oh, heaven preserve us, God has blessed him! "He's coming to judge 
us!'"  

gar "for" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why "your house" is left 
desolate.  

uJmin dat. pro. "[I tell] you" - Dative of indirect object.  
ou mh + subj. "[you will] not [see me]" - NO NO = BY NO MEANS [will YOU 

SEE ME]. A subjunctive of emphatic negation; "you will certainly not see me 
again."  
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ap arti "again" - FROM NOW. The preposition + the temporal adverb 
produces a temporal construction which is unique to Matthew. "Again" is 
probably not Matthew's intention as they do see Jesus again over the next few 
days, so possibly something like "after a short time from now"; "I'm out of here 
soon", Peterson.  

eJwV an + subj. "until [you say]" - Introducing an indefinite temporal clause, 
future time in relation to the main verb, "until". Note the suggestion above that 
the construction here introduces a conditional clause. This seems unlikely.  

euloghmenoV (eulogew) perf. pas./mid. part. "blessed" - HAVING BEEN 
BLESSED. The participle is adjectival, predicative, asserting a fact about "the one 
who comes"; "blessed is the one who comes."  

oJ ercomenoV (ercomai) pres. mid. part. "he who comes" - is THE ONE 
COMING. The participle serves as a substantive.  

en + dat. "in [the name]" - The preposition here is adverbial, modal, 
expressing the manner in which the blessed one comes. He comes "in the name", 
ie., in/with the authority of the Lord.  

kuriou (oV) gen. "of the Lord" - The genitive is adjectival, possessive; the 
authority belongs to the Lord.  
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24:1-14 

12. The day of judgment, 24:1-25:46 
i] The coming of the birth-pangs 
Synopsis  

The disciples ask Jesus a two-pronged eschatological question about the 
destruction of the temple and so, Jesus runs through the events leading up to his 
parousia, "coming / presence", his fanerow, "appearing, manifestation". In the 
passage before us Jesus speaks about the birth-pangs prior to "the desolating 
sacrilege."  
   
Teaching  

As the end draws near there will be an "increase of lawlessness" before the 
revealing of the "desolating sacrilege."  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 21:1-11, the 5th Narrative - The Coming of the Son of Man. 
The 5th and final Discourse present as follows: The disciples ask Jesus a two 
(three?) pronged question in v3. They want to know about the destruction of the 
temple and the end of the age, or more particularly, the signs which indicate that 
these events are about to take place. So, Jesus runs through the events leading up 
to his parousia "coming / presence", his fanerow "appearing / manifestation." 
He details the turbulence of everyday life leading up to the great tribulation and 
the sign of the "desolating sacrilege" which will herald the destruction of 
Jerusalem / temple in 70AD. What Jesus has to say about this event also serves 
as a paradigm for the end of the age, indicating that there are layers of fulfillment 
in Jesus' words, namely: 

The tribulation leading up to the destruction of Jerusalem in 70AD; 
The judgment and chastisement of the church culminating in the end of 

the age.  
In v15-33 Jesus details the divine judgment about to befall Jerusalem and its 

temple. In the day of tribulation, let believers lie low during that moment before 
the coming of the Son of Man in judgment. This coming will be evident like 
lightning, it will be sudden like the appearance of vultures on a corps in the desert. 
In the face of this reality no pretender can pretend. So, read the signs, for the hour 
is nigh. Jesus then announces that all this will take place in the lifetime of his 
disciples, v34-35.  

Having answered the disciples' question concerning the "when" and the 
"sign" of Jesus' coming / the end of the age, Matthew draws together Jesus' 
instructions on how to live awaiting the coming day, 24:36-25:30.  
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a) Be prepared, 24:36-44. No one knows the exact day of Jesus' coming 
in judgment. It will be the same as in the days of Noah. People will be caught 
unawares, so be prepared.  

b) Be faithful, 24:45-51. There will be a delay in the coming of Jesus, and 
when he comes it will be a time when we least expect it. So, in the interim, be 
faithful to the task set by the master.  

c) Be watchful, 25:1-13. The danger of a faded faith is real, so keep 
watching to your faith.  

d) Be diligent, 25:14-30. Be warned, it is essential to have a right attitude 
toward the master.  

Finally, in 24:31-46, Matthew concludes the 5th Discourse with Jesus' vision 
of the supreme court, of the judgment enacted by the Son of Man.  
   

ii] Structure: The coming of the birth-pangs:  
Setting, v1-2: 

"there will not be left here one stone upon another that ……" 
Question, v3: 

"when will these things be and what will be the sign of  .....?" 
Answer, v1-35: 

The tribulation, v1-28: 
The beginning of the woes, v4-8; 
The intensification of the woes, v9-14; 

   
iii] Interpretation:  

In the time interval before the end there will be false religious leaders, 
wars, natural disasters, a falling away of believers, evil times, the spreading 
of the gospel throughout the world and inevitable persecution. As the end 
draws near there will be an "increase of lawlessness" before the revealing 
of the "desolating sacrilege." So, let us work towards this day in the same 
way as the early Christians did, firm in our faith.  
   

Jesus' eschatological teaching exhibits the features that are common to 
Biblical prophecy: 

a) As represented in the illustrations below, Biblical prophecy has layers 
of fulfillment. This layered nature of prophecy can best be understood by 
observing how the kingdom of God has been realized throughout human history. 
Initially, the kingdom was revealed as a historic entity (the kingdom of Israel), 
then restated as a prophetic hope, then poorly represented in the restored kingdom 
of Israel (ending in 70AD), realized / inaugurated as a spiritual reality in Christ 
(the church), and soon to be complete in the kingdom of heaven. The words of an 
Old Testament prophet may be fulfilled as a historic reality in the restored 
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kingdom, but his words also apply to the present spiritual kingdom and to the 
heavenly kingdom. Jesus, in his prophecies, adopts this same layering of 
prophetic fulfillment.  
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b) When the prophets address the different layers of fulfillment, they often 

compound them, draw them together, as represented in the illustration below. The 
Biblical prophets usually direct their words to a particular immediate situation, 
yet at the same time they see beyond this situation. When interpreting the passage, 
commentators will argue over whether the words concern the immediate present, 
or are still to be fulfilled in the future. In truth, Biblical prophecy brings with it a 
depth of perspective. It will address the immediate situation, but the immediate 
situation serves as a paradigm for a future reality which, in the eye of the prophet, 
is drawn into the present. The prophecies of Jesus are classic examples of this 
feature. Here in chapter 24, Jesus is speaking about the events leading up to, and 
including, the destruction of Jerusalem. Yet, his words also push well beyond 
70AD to the last days, the great tribulation / Armageddon. In the eyes of the 
prophet the not yet merges with the now.  

 
c) Peculiar to Christ's prophetic perspective is the time convergence 

which applies to his parousia, his coming / appearing - a coming which 
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inevitably involves judgment. Christ's coming, his entering the throne room of 
the Ancient of Days to enact judgment, cf., Daniel 7:13, is, from our perspective, 
a not yet reality - Christ's coming is still in the future. Yet, at the same time 
Christ's coming is now. In fact, he has already come. Satan has been defeated on 
the cross, a victory confirmed by an empty tomb. This now / not yet realization 
of the kingdom of God in the coming of Christ is difficult to understand. Christ 
speaks of his ascending on high and his entering into the throne-room of the 
Ancient of Days, as an imminent reality, of which the destruction of Jerusalem in 
70AD is a visible paradigm. So, Christ has already come with his saints to the 
Ancient of Days, he is upon his throne, and we are seated with him - the kingdom 
is now, realized. Yet, from another perspective, Christ's coming is still in the 
future for we who are caught up in this moment of divine grace, ie., in our 
experience the kingdom is not yet, it is inaugurated. The following diagrams may 
help!  

 
 

iv] Form:  
Apocalyptic - Chapters 24 and 25 of Matthew's gospel addresses the 

end times, drawing together Jesus' apocalyptic teaching. It parallels other 
apocalyptic literature in the Bible, namely, Daniel, Zechariah, Revelation. 
Apocalyptic literature is a popular form of writing used from around 
400BC up till the end of the New Testament period. Not all scholars accept 
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that these chapters can rightly be classified as apocalyptic, but there are 
similarities:  

a) Vocabulary, eg. Dan.2:28, 7:27, 11:31, 12:11... 
b) Message - It reveals the secrets of the end time and in so doing 

encourages the faithful child of God to stand firm through the times of 
trouble. 

c) Situation - A word for a time of persecution. Jesus spoke these 
words in the framework of his Jerusalem ministry which was marked by 
opposition and the shadow of the cross. It was a word to his disciples who 
would soon have to bear the brunt of persecution themselves.  
   

v] Synoptics:  
It is generally accepted that the majority of Matthew's material in 

chapter 24 is sourced from Mark, some from Q (a source available to both 
Matthew and Luke) and some from M (Matthew's own source). Of course, 
mutual independence is still possible. The material peculiar to Matthew is 
found in v10-12, 30-31, and is paralleled with the Didache 16:3-6.  

 

Homiletics: The Day of Lawlessness 
It's interesting how people view the movement of time. For example, the 

Romans saw time as cyclical - concentric circles of repeated history. We, on the 
other hand, see time in linear terms, of a beginning and end with a time-line of 
events in between. Yet, although the Biblical prophets, and this includes Jesus, 
saw time as having a beginning and an end, they didn't see the events of history 
listed out on a time-line. 

From my front veranda I 
can see Mount Bulli. It's a 
volcanic plug rising about 100 
metres above the Comboyne 
plateau and about 700 metres 
above sea level. Just to the right, 
and slightly lower, I can see 
Mount Gibraltar, another 
volcanic plug. Yet in reality, 
Mount Gibraltar is much higher 
and many kilometres away from 
Mount Bulli. A side-on view 
from a low flying aeroplane 
would easily reveal the distance 

between the two mountains. This is the way we view the events of history, but 
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the Biblical prophets don't take the side-on view. Their perspective is front-on 
such that future events compound together. 

Jesus’ answer to the disciples’ question reflects this prophetic perspective. 
The disciples want to know about the signs that lead up to Jesus coming in 
judgment upon Jerusalem and the temple, and his coming in judgement upon the 
world. In time terms, both events are eons apart, but in the prophetic perspective 
they are related to each other, representing each other. What Jesus says about the 
events leading up to the destruction of Jerusalem apply in like manner to the 
destruction of the world. Both are acts of divine judgment, the first a type of the 
second. Of course, the Old Testament prophets were doing exactly the same thing 
as Jesus when they spoke of future events. When Isaiah prophesies the destruction 
of Jerusalem and the temple by the Babylonians in his day, he is speaking not just 
of that day, but of like days to come. 

So, what Jesus has to say of the preliminary events leading up to the 
destruction of the temple in 70AD apply to us today who await his coming in 
judgment upon the world. He warns us of two sets of troubles, troubles outside 
the church and troubles inside the church. As the terrible day draws near so the 
troubles, the "wickedness", will increase. 

In the face of this reality Jesus gives us some practical advice: 
Don't be panic stricken. There have been terrible times of tribulation in 

human history, the ebb and flow of wickedness, but this is just the way things are 
in a sinful world. So, don't get into a panic. 

Persevere in faith. The troubles of life can strengthen our faith, but they 
can also undermine it. Keeping our eyes on Jesus in the rough and tumble of daily 
existence will carry us through to the new age. 

Pass on the word. Together, as a church, we are entrusted with a message 
from God to lost humanity. The message concerns the coming day of judgment; 
good news for those who trust Jesus, bad news for those who don't. 

   
Text - 24:1 

The birth-pangs prior to the desolating sacrilege, v1-14: i] Setting, v1-2. 
Jesus has just concluded his teaching ministry in the temple, a building he will 
never ever enter again. As he walks away from this most majestic of buildings, 
radiant in its brilliant white stone inlaid with gold, he comments to his disciples 
that it will soon be destroyed; not one stone left upon another.  

exelqwn (exercomai) aor. part. "[Jesus] left [the temple]" - [AND JESUS] 
HAVING GONE OUT. The NIV treats the participle as attendant circumstance 
expressing action accompanying the imperfect verb "he went"; "left and was 
walking away." Possibly adverbial, temporal, "when Jesus had come out of the 
temple precincts", Barclay. Either way, Matthew's account ends Jesus' teaching 
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ministry in the temple such that as he walks away from it for the last time he 
pronounces God's judgment on it.  

eporeueto (poreuomai) imperf. "was walking away" - he went Zerwick 
suggests that the imperfect is used to express "what was going on when something 
else happened."  

apo + gen. "-" - FROM [THE TEMPLE]. Expressing separation, "away from" 
although we would expect ek, "out of".  

epideixai (epideiknumi) aor. inf. "to call [his] attention to" - [AND THE 
DISCIPLES OF HIM APPROACHED] TO SHOW. The infinitive is adverbial, final, 
expressing purpose; "so as to draw his attention to", Cassirer.  

autw/ dat. pro. "his" - TO HIM. Dative of indirect object / interest.  
tou iJerou (oV) gen. "its [buildings]" - [THE BUILDINGS] OF THE TEMPLE. 

The genitive is adjectival, partitive, or possessive, "the buildings that belong to / 
make up the temple." Matthew generalizes the disciples' prompt to Jesus, possibly 
"to look at the temple buildings", Barclay. Both Mark and Luke make note of the 
"great stones" used in the building. Possibly here the beauty and wonder of the 
building, its white limestone overlaid with gold, which "radiated so fiery a flash 
that persons straining to look at it were compelled to avert their eyes", Josephus, 
War.  
v2 

de "-" - BUT/AND. Indicating a step in the discourse.  
ou blepete (blepw) pres. "do you see" - This negated construction in a 

question calls for a positive answer. "Are you not taken by the impressive temple 
architecture?"  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "he asked" - [HE] HAVING 
ANSWERED [SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle, virtually redundant - a 
Semitism.  

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - TO THEM [DO YOU NOT SEE ALL THESE THINGS]? Dative 
of indirect object.  

amhn legw uJmin "I tell you the truth" - TRULY I SAY TO YOU. A phrase that 
serves to underline what follows.  

ou mh + subj. "not one [stone will be left]" - NO NOT = BY NO MEANS [MAY 
BE LEFT / ALLOWED, PERMITTED]. Subjunctive of emphatic negation.  

epi + acc. "[one stone .... left] on [another]" - [A STONE] UPON [A STONE]. 
Spatial. Describing total destruction. It is thought that the fire started in the temple 
by the defenders of Jerusalem during the revolt against Rome caused the gold 
decorations to melt and so, to get at the gold, the building was later demolished 
to its foundations. This may be the case, although sound masonry was always 
pillaged from partly destroyed buildings, given the effort required to quarry anew. 
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Mounce notes that if Matthew was writing after the event he would have 
mentioned the burning of the temple, "vaticinium ex eventu, prophecy after the 
event."  

ou kataluqhsetai (kataluw) fut. pas. "will be thrown down" - [WHICH] 
WILL NOT BE DESTROYED, DEMOLISHED, PULLED DOWN, THROWN DOWN. 
"Utterly demolished", Barclay.  
   
v3 

ii] The disciples' question, v3. Mark's record of the question, "the sign when 
all these things are about to come to pass", is expanded by Matthew. Following 
on from "when will this happen", Matthew adds a second two-part question, 
"what will be the sign of your coming and [what will be the sign] of the end of 
the age?" It is unclear whether the two parts form two separate questions or a 
single unified question. The connective kai, "and", indicates that the two parts 
probably form a single whole such that both the "coming" and the "end of the 
age" are integrally linked and are heralded by a single sign, namely "the 
desolating sacrilege standing in the holy place", a sign of divine judgment. It does 
seem likely that the disciples viewed Christ's "coming" as his coming in judgment 
upon Jerusalem and the temple, and that this act of judgment was associated with 
the end of the age / the world, the consummation of all things. If the disciples did 
not make this connection, Matthew certainly does; "Christ's coming in judgment 
on Jerusalem is for Matthew, a type of Jesus' coming at the end of the age", Stein.  

kaqhmenou (kaqhmai) gen. pres. part. "as [Jesus was sitting]" - [HE] WAS 
SITTING. Genitive absolute participle, usually serving to form a temporal clause, 
as NIV.  

twn elaiwn (a) gen. "[the Mount] of Olives" - [ON THE HILL] OF OLIVES. 
The genitive, "of olives", is adjectival, idiomatic / of identification, limiting "the 
hill"; "the hill called / known as Olives." Jesus is seated in the accustomed 
teaching position, obviously in view of the temple, when asked by his disciple to 
explain his comment regarding its destruction.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[came to] him" - [AND THE DISCIPLES CAME] TO HIM. Dative 
of direct object after the proV prefix verb "to come to.  

kat idian "privately" - ACCORDING TO ONE'S OWN = PRIVATELY. 
Discussion about the destruction of the temple could not be undertaken in public 
since it would promote a violent response.  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "they said" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 
participle, "came ... and said", or adverbial, modal, expressing manner, "came 
saying ...."  

hJmin dat. pro. "[tell] us" - [SAY] TO US. Dative of indirect object.  
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pote "when [will this happen]" - WHEN [WILL BE THESE THINGS]. It is 
unlikely that the disciples have asked for a date since the connective kai, "and 
what will be the sign of your coming", is likely to be epexegetic, giving the sense 
"what will be the sign when you come [in judgment]?"; "when will this happen", 
CEV. Luke better expresses the sense of the question, Lk.21:7.  

to shmeion (on) "the sign" - [AND WHAT is] THE SIGN, MIRACLE. Nominative 
subject of the assumed verb to-be. Obviously in the sense of "the sign that 
heralds", which sign Jesus later defines as "the desolating abomination", Daniel 
9:27, cf. v15.  

thV ... parousiaV (a) gen. "of [your] coming" - YOUR APPEARING, 
COMING, ARRIVAL, PRESENCE. The genitive is adjectival, objective, or idiomatic 
/ temporal; "the sign when you will come." Of all the gospels, only Matthew uses 
this word, but it is taken up in the epistles. This "presence" of Christ refers to his 
coming in judgment. There have been many such comings, acts of divine 
judgment, but obviously the disciples have in mind Christ's coming in judgment 
upon Israel / Jerusalem / the temple, which judgment was enacted in 70AD. Yet, 
at the same time, as Stein notes, Matthew is linking Christ's coming upon 
Jerusalem with his coming / appearing in the last day. To further confuse matters, 
it is important to note that Christ's final appearing / coming, is not a coming to 
earth, but a coming to the Ancient of Days in heaven for enthronement and the 
enacting of judgment on all flesh in heaven and earth, cf. Daniel 7:13.  

kai "and" - Possibly epexegetic, "the sign of your coming, namely / ie., the 
end of the age."  

sunteleiaV (a) gen. "of the end [of the age]" - OF CONSUMMATION, END 
[OF AGE]. The genitive as for "appearing / coming"; "the sign when the age will 
come to an end" = "your coming", see above. This phrase is used six times in the 
NT, five times in Matthew. It refers to "final judgment and the consummation of 
all things", Carson.  
   
v4 

iii] "The beginning of the birth pangs" - false messiahs and wars and rumours 
of wars, v4-8. The prophecy refers to messianic contenders leading up to the 
destruction of Jerusalem in 70AD, and false teachers / prophets in our age leading 
up to the last day. Similarly for "wars and rumours of wars", referring to the state 
of affairs leading up to 70AD, and similarly the state of affairs leading up to the 
end of the age. These events do not herald the end, but they do remind us that the 
end is inevitable. So, we are to take heed, but not be panic-stricken.  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "[Jesus] answered" - [AND JESUS] 
ANSWERING [SAID]. As for v2, attendant circumstance participle, redundant - a 
Semitism, "answered and said"; "in response he said to them."  
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autoiV dat. pro. "-" - TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
mh ... planhsh/ (planaw) aor. subj. "[watch out] that no [one] deceives 

[you]" - [SEE TO IT, BEWARE], NOT [CERTAIN ONE] DECEIVES, LEADS ASTRAY 
[YOU]. Technically this verb could be classified as a subjunctive of prohibition, 
although following a cognitive verb of warning or fear, here "watch out", it forms 
a dependent statement of perception expressing what to watch out for, as NIV; 
"watch out that no one makes a fool of you."  
   
v5 

gar "for" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why the disciples need to 
take care.  

polloi adj. "many" - The adjective serves as a substantive, nominative 
subject of the verb "to come"; so "many men (people) will come in my name", 
Phillips.  

epi + dat. "in [my name]" - [WILL COME] UNDER [THE NAME OF ME]. Here 
the preposition expresses ground / base, "on the basis of / on the ground of", here 
of authority; "many will come claiming that they are under my authority." The 
term is most often used of genuine emissaries of Jesus. It is possible that here 
they claim the status of messiah; "they claim to be messiah, Christ himself", 
Carson.  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "claiming" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 
participle, "come and say", or adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of their 
coming, "will come saying."  

egw pro. "I am the Christ" - Emphatic by position and use. Morris suggests 
that given the form of words here, they are claiming something more than the 
status of messiah, of being a divine emissary; they are claiming deity for 
themselves - the status of God himself. Such certainly aligns with the evidence 
of history.  

planhsousin (planaw) fut. "[and] will deceive [many]" - In these days 
before the end there will be many claimants for our devotion, from things to 
people; "they will lead many astray", Cassirer.  
   
v6 

akouein (akouw) pres. inf. "[you] will hear" - [BUT/AND YOU ARE ABOUT] 
TO HEAR. The infinitive is complementary, completing the verb "you are about." 
The construction expresses an imminent encounter in the future, so not just "you 
will hear", but "you will soon hear", although the stress is on certainty, so "you 
are going to hear", Rieu.  

polemouV (oV) acc. "of wars" - Accusative of reference.  
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pelemwn (oV) gen. "[rumours] of wars" - The genitive is usually treated as 
adjectival, verbal, objective; "rumours concerning / about wars." That they will 
"hear" of these things is not a promise that they will not be involved in them.  

mh qroeisqe (qroew) pres. pas. imp. "[see to it] that you are not alarmed" 
- [BEWARE], YOU ARE NOT FRIGHTENED, ALARMED, TROUBLED, STARTLED. It is 
likely that the negated imperative, here following a cognitive verb of warning, is 
functioning in the same way as the negated subjunctive in v4, so forming an 
object clause / dependent statement of perception, as NIV. Yet, to retain the force 
of the construction, the two imperatives may better be translated as a pair: "watch 
out, don't be startled." The verb "alarmed" is surely not intended to take the sense 
"frightened", but more in the sense of thrown off course by an unexpected 
circumstance. So, "don't get into a panic", Barclay. "Take heed, be not panic-
stricken", Torrey.  

gar "-" - FOR. Introducing a causal clause explaining why a disciple should 
not be panic-stricken.  

dei "such things must" - IT IS NECESSARY. Often expressing divine 
necessity.  

genesqai (ginomai) aor. inf. "happen" - TO BECOME, HAPPEN. The infinitive 
functions as a substantive, subject of the verb "is necessary"; "because to happen 
is necessary"; "these things will have to happen first", CEV.  

alla "but" - BUT. Strong adversative.  
to teloV (oV ouV) "the end" - THE END [IS NOT YET]. This "end", in the 

prophetic perspective of Jesus, is the end of Jerusalem/temple and the end of the 
age. The period leading up to 70AD was one of Roman expansionism involving 
ongoing military actions. Our era, leading up to the day of judgment is similarly 
marked by "wars and rumours of wars." Given the growth of human population 
and the need for energy security, food resources and fresh water, there is little 
likelihood that we will experience a lessening of violence in our age.  
   
v7 

gar "-" - FOR. More reason than cause, explanatory, expanding on v6; "for 
nation will rise against nation and kingdom against kingdom", Rieu.  

egerqhsetai (egeirw) fut. pas. "will rise against" - [NATION] WILL BE RAISED 
UP. Often viewed as a divine passive.  

epi + acc. "against" - AGAINST [NATION, AND KINGDOM AGAINST KINGDOM]. 
Here expressing opposition, so "up to / against."  

kata + acc. "in various [places]" - [AND THERE WILL BE FAMINES AND 
EARTHQUAKES] ACCORDING TO [PLACE]. Here distributive, "indicating the 
division of a greater whole into individual parts", BAGD, as NIV; "in place after 
place." Famines in the first century, in fact during much of human history, were 
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a regular occurrence, and earthquakes were common along the rift valley, as they 
are today.  
   
v8  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Indicating a step in the discourse.  
panta .. tauta "all these are" - ALL THESE THINGS are. Nominative subject 

of an assumed verb to-be. "The totality of the tumult and troubles", Morris.  
arch (h) "the beginning" - Predicate nominative. "Only a beginning", 

Zerwick.  
wdinwn (in inoV) gen. "of birth pains" - OF BIRTH PANGS. The genitive is 

adjectival, partitive. The coming of messiah and the dawning of the new age of 
the kingdom involves tribulation, agony, well-illustrated by the pain of childbirth. 
In this Jesus reflects the views of the Old Testament prophets, Isa.13:8, 26:17, 
Jer.4:311, 6:24, Mic.4:9-10. Yet, such events do not necessarily herald the last 
day since they are "only the beginning" of the birth pains, the "first birth-pangs 
of the new age", REB. "The end is still to come", so "don't be panic-stricken", v6.  
   
v9 

iv] Jesus continues describing the state of affairs that will be experienced by 
God's people leading up to the end of the age, v9-14. This is not the actual sign 
of the end of the age, but rather the normal state of affairs leading up to the end 
of the age. There is some indication in scripture that the tumult and troubles / 
tribulations, particularly in the persecution of God's people, will increase as the 
day draws near, cf. v12, and this culminating in "the desolating sacrilege", v15. 
Yet, it is not possible to develop a time-line by the study of these events since 
only the desolating sacrilege evidences the end. Jesus lists the woes: a) 
persecution, v9-10.  

tote "then" - Temporal adverb. Here not establishing a sequence of events 
and so possibly best left untranslated, or something like "in those days / at that 
time." "Those are the days when they will have you put to torture", Rieu.  

qliyin (iV ewV) "[to be] persecuted" - [THEY WILL HAND OVER YOU TO] 
TROUBLE, TRIBULATION, DISTRESS / SUFFERING, PERSECUTION. This 
"tribulation" is obviously persecution, a persecution kai (ascensive) "even" to 
death.  

esesqe misoumenoi (misew) pres. pas. part. "you will be hated" - [AND THEY 
WILL KILL YOU AND] YOU WILL BE HATED. A periphrastic future construction 
formed by the future tense of the verb to-be + the present participle. Possibly used 
to emphasize durative aspect; an ongoing hatred.  
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uJpo + gen. "by [all nations]" - Instrumental; expressing agency. Probably in 
the sense of "you will be hated in every country", Barclay. An allusion to the 
church's mission to the Gentiles.  

dia + acc. "because" - BECAUSE OF, ON ACCOUNT OF. Causal.  
to onoma (a) "[of me]" - the name [of me]. Again "the name" identifies the 

person and his authority; "because of your association with me / because you are 
under my authority."  
   
v10 

"Persecution from without leads to treachery inside the church", Gundry.  
tote "at that time" - [AND] THEN. Temporal adverb. The NIV has purposely 

avoided a translation which could express a temporal sequence, eg. "and after 
that." Nolland suggests "logical sequence", "and as a result."  

skandalisqhsontai (skandalizw) fut. pas. "will turn away from the 
faith" - [MANY] WILL BE CAUSED TO STUMBLE, LED AWAY FROM, BE ENTRAPPED, 
SIN. Here with the sense "falling away", Olmstead. "At that time the faith of many 
will collapse", Barclay.  

paradwsousin (paradidwmi) fut. "will betray" - [AND OTHERS] THEY WILL 
DELIVER OVER [AND THEY WILL HATE OTHERS]. "Fellow Christians .. will be the 
instrument of betrayal to hostile authorities", Nolland.  
   
v11 

b) The emergence of false prophets, v11. 
yeudoprofhtai (hV ou) "false prophets" - [AND MANY] FALSE PROPHETS 

[WILL ARISE AND THEY WILL DECEIVE MANY]. They "deceive", lead God's people 
astray, so teacher / prophet is surely in view, but possibly "false Christian 
leaders", D&A, cf. 7:15-23.  
   
v12 

c) There will be an increase of iniquity with the result that "in the church 
there will be a massive falling away", Luz, v12.  

dia to plhqunqhnai (plhqunw) aor. pas. inf. "because of the increase of" 
- BECAUSE OF THE INCREASED. This construction, the preposition dia + the 
articular infinitive, usually forms a causal clause, as NIV.  

thn anomian (a) "wickedness" - LAWLESSNESS. Accusative subject of the 
infinitive. The "lawlessness" is most likely referring to the wider situation in 
secular society and is describing the build-up to the eschatological climax of the 
desolating sacrilege, as above, cf. Dn.12:4, LXX, "the land will be filled with 
lawlessness."  
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twn pollwn gen. adj. "[the love] of most" - [THE LOVE] OF MANY. The 
adjective serves as a substantive, while the genitive is adjectival, usually treated 
as verbal, subjective, or, possessive. Brown's suggested objective genitive is a bit 
left-field; "the love shown to many." As Olmstead notes, "many" may be "most."  

yughsetai (yucw) fut. "will grow cold" - WILL BECOME COLD. Possibly 
within society at large, although more likely the church; "the pressure of 
lawlessness all around undercuts people in their Christian lives, and the radical 
love for God and neighbour which they learned from Jesus fades away to 
nothing", Nolland. It is reasonable to assume that this love is for both God and 
neighbour, although the context implies it amounts to loyalty to Jesus, dia to 
onoma mou, "because of my name": "because of your connection with me", 
Barclay; "because of your allegiance to the cause that bears my name", Cassirer. 
So, it is more likely love of Christ = faith in Christ. The NIV "will turn away from 
[the] faith", v10, for skandalisqhsontai, "will be made to stumble", reflects the 
contextual sense of the passage.  
   
v13 

d) Salvation through endurance, v13. Only those who stand firm in their 
faith, those with their eyes set upon Jesus, only they will be carried through the 
tribulation to the new age of God's kingdom. 

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step to a contrasting point.  
o .. uJpomeinaV (uJpomenw) aor. part. "he who stands firm" - [BUT/AND] THE 

ONE ENDURING, REMAINING, HOLDING OUT, CONTINUING, BEARING UP [TO THE 
END]. The participle serves as a substantive. Obviously, these are the ones whose 
love does not grow cold = whose faith in Christ remains firm. cf. Dan12:12, 
makarioV oJ uJpomenwn. 

eiV "to [the end]" - TO, INTO [END]. "To the end of the age"; as noted above, 
it includes "the end of Jerusalem" and "the end of the world." It is unlikely that 
the phrase means "for as long as it takes", France.  

ou|toV "-" - THIS ONE. This pronoun is resumptive, picking up again from the 
pendent nominative oJ uJpomeinaV "the one enduring."  

swqhsetai (swzw) fut. pas. "will be saved" - WILL BE SAVED, RESCUED, 
DELIVERED. Not necessarily rescued from the tribulation, but brought through it 
to the consummation of the new age of the kingdom, - "all who are left will be 
saved", 2Esd.6:25. This salvation does not rest on endurance as such, but on the 
endurance of saving faith - reliance on the faithfulness of Christ, cf. 10:22. In this 
circumstance "only a remnant remains faithful", D&A. Carson argues for a 
corporate sense in reference to the faithful remnant who stand firm to the end. 
Still, in the perspective of the prophet such subtitles are unnecessary, for the 
kingdom is imminent, now, at hand - Keep awake! It's five minutes to midnight. 
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As already noted, the way to best handle the now / not yet, inaugurated / realized 
dichotomy of the kingdom, is to view the interim as an act of divine grace, a 
divine moment of reprieve for a race destined for destruction.  
   
v14 

e) The universal preaching of the gospel, v14. In the meantime, the task of 
the church is to announce to indulgent humanity that God's patience is at an end. 
This verse is peculiar to Matthew, although reflecting Mark 13:10.  

touto "this" - [AND] THIS. Backward referencing, such that the gospel is 
evident in what is said up to this point, probably summarized by a statement like 
"the kingdom is at hand", the day of judgment / end is upon humanity - good news 
for those who persevere in faith, bad news for the rest.  

to euaggelion (on) "gospel" - IMPORTANT MESSAGE. Nominative subject 
of the verb "to proclaim." The word is used in the NT for the important message 
from God concerning his coming kingdom.  

thV basileiaV (a) gen. "of the kingdom" - The genitive is adjectival, 
usually classified as verbal, objective, "the gospel about / concerning the kingdom 
of heaven/God", although idiomatic / content, even epexegetic, "the important 
news, namely the kingdom of God is at hand, will be preached ....."  

khrucqhsetai (khrussw) fut. pas. "will be preached" - God's gospel / 
important message is communicated - publicly and formerly announced. In 
another age it was "preached", but today an important message is communicated 
by print and electronic media.  

en "in [the whole world]" - IN [ALL THE WORLD]. Local, expressing 
space/sphere; "throughout the whole world".  

eiV "as" - TO, INTO. Here probably expressing purpose; "for / so as to be a 
testimony".  

marturion (on) "a testimony" - The word is used of a testimony / witness 
about something or someone. Probably not so much as a testimony of what God 
has done in Christ, so Morris, but what he intends to do in Christ. The gospel, 
which concerns the coming kingdom, will be communicated throughout the 
world as a testimony to all people of his intentions for the human race.  

pasin toiV eqnesin dat. "to all the nations" - Dative of interest, advantage, 
"for ...."; "to everyone on earth", Junkins.  

tote "then" - [AND] THEN [WILL COME THE END]. Here again this temporal 
adverb causes some difficulty. This time the NIV translates it as if establishing a 
sequence, and yet on the other occasions in this passage it is not sequential. 
Barclay opts for a sequential adverb, "after that the end will come", but is this 
Matthew's intention? Some have taken tote literally to mean that only when the 
gospel is made known to every tribe and language, only then will the end come 
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(although it should be noted that from the perspective of Acts, Paul fulfilled this 
requirement when he ended up in Rome - the evil intent of human beings does 
not interfere with the sovereign will of God). None-the-less, it is worth noting the 
similar language of Mark 10:23, language which is not essentially different to 
what Matthew is saying here and elsewhere in this passage, ie., "at that time the 
end will come" - during, rather than at the end of.  
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24:15-35 

12. The day of judgment, 24:1-25:46 
ii] The coming of the Son of Man 
Synopsis  

The discourse in which Matthew draws together Jesus' eschatological 
teaching continues with Jesus specifically addressing the disciples' question 
concerning "the sign when all these things are about to come to pass." In the 
passage before us Jesus speaks about the climaxing moments of the tribulation 
and the events surrounding the desolating sacrilege.  
   
Teaching  

In the day of tribulation, at the end of the age, let believers read the signs and 
lie low as the Son of Man comes in judgment.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 24:1-14.  
   

ii] Structure: The coming of the birth-pangs:  
Setting, v1-2: 

"there will not be left here one stone upon another that ……." 
Question, v3: 

"when will these things be and what will be the sign of your ....?" 
Answer, v1-35: 

The tribulation, v1-28: 
The beginning of the woes, v4-8; 
The intensification of the woes, v9-14; 
The desolating sacrilege, v15; 
The flight, v16-22; 
The coming of false messiahs and prophets, v23-28; 

The parousia, v29-35. 
The coming in judgment of the Son of Man, v29-31;  
The parable of the Fig Tree, v32-33;  
The present fulfillment of the prophecy, v34-35.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

The coming of the Son of Man will be evident, like lightning; it will 
be sudden, like the appearance of vultures on a corpse in the desert. In the 
face of this reality no pretender can pretend, so read the signs, for the hour 
is nigh.  
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The prophetic perspective resulting in the coalescing of divine 
judgment upon Jerusalem and the final judgment at the end of the age, is 
particularly evident in this passage. Jesus is indeed speaking about the 
destruction of Jerusalem in 70AD, an event that his own generation will 
witness, v24. Yet, his words transcend what was a horrible, although 
common military action, cf. v21. Jesus' prophecy serves as a paradigm for 
another time, a time of incredible horror, namely, the judgment of the 
world.  

See the introductory notes for 24:1-14 which cover in more detail the 
layering of eschatological events in scripture and their coalescing in the eye 
of the prophet.  
   

This passage, The sign of the coming of the Son of Man, covers the 
following issues:  
   

i] The desolating sacrilege, v15: There will be a significant sign 
prior to Jesus' "coming" in judgement. It is the "desolating sacrilege" 
first revealed in Daniel. The words describe a major affront to the 
temple / Jerusalem. "When you see Jerusalem surrounded by armies, 
then you know its desolation is near", Lk.21:20. Rome's desecration 
of the temple in 70AD was complete, although the temple's 
desecration began with the rebels who were fighting among 
themselves in the temple precinct and finally used the temple in their 
last stand against the Romans. It is though likely that the reference is 
to the practice of a conquering army to dethrone the gods of their 
enemy and install their own. So, we are probably looking at the 
placing of Roman standards in the temple complex in conjunction 
with the typical brutality of the Roman legions. As already explained, 
the layered nature of Biblical prophecy means that Jesus' words also 
apply to a day well beyond their historic context. It is not possible to 
identify the exact nature of the sign as it applies to the end of the 
age/world. The best we can say is that it will involve a major affront 
to God played out at the expense of his people - the apple of his eye. 
Although we may not be able to specifically identify the sign today, 
in the day of its revealing all believers will recognize it.  
   

ii] The flight, v16-22: Given the horror of these day, believers 
are encouraged to flee to safety, v16. Once the sign of the desolating 
sacrilege is identified, flight is an urgent necessity, v17-18, difficult, 
v19-20, and dangerous, v21. As an act of mercy God will shorten this 
terrible day of judgment, v22. The language used here reflects that of 
God's judgment in the days of Noah and Lot: the man on the house 
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top, the woman grinding, the eagles at the carcass. Interestingly, 
tradition has it that the Christian community moved from Jerusalem 
during the rebellion and travelled to Pella in Transjordan. The rebels 
treated this move as treachery and reacted accordingly, but most of 
the believers escaped. In the final days of tribulation, it is unclear 
how we would escape, and where we would escape to, but as my 
grandfather used to say: "don't cross your bridges before they're 
hatched" (he was a source of numerous mixed metaphors!!!).  
   

iii] The coming of false messiahs and prophets, v23-28: The 
emergence of messianic leaders in the last days should probably be 
tied to the tribulation in general rather than just the "desolating 
sacrilege." It is clear though that with the "increase of wickedness", 
culminating in the "desolating sacrilege", there will be an increase of 
messianic pretenders. So, what we have here is an expansion of the 
point already made in v11, that in the last days "false prophets will 
appear and deceive many people." The appearing of messianic 
pretenders, although wondrous, is nothing to compare with the 
parousia, "appearing / coming" of the Son of Man, v29-31. At this 
point many commentators think that Jesus is now directing his 
attention to "the end of the age" rather than his "coming" in judgment 
upon Jerusalem and the temple. For this reason, tote, "then", is taken 
to mean "hereafter", not "immediately after", but a "considerable 
interval" after, so Morris. Jesus' words in v23ff, particularly his use 
of apocalyptic language in v29-31, have all the hallmarks of the end 
of the age, and certainly do address this reality, but they also address 
the events of the tribulation leading up to the destruction of 
Jerusalem. This is made clear by v34, "this generation shall not pass 
away until all these things have taken place." We are simply 
witnessing the layered nature of prophecy at work; See v1-14. Note 
allusions to Deuteronomy 13:2-4 in this passage.  
   

iv] The coming in judgment of the Son of Man, v29-31: The 
coming / appearing of the Son of Man entails the act of divine 
judgment which euqewV, "immediately", follows on from the sign of 
the desolating sacrilege. In describing this divine judgment upon the 
unrighteous, Jesus' draws on Old Testament apocalyptic texts: 
cosmic distress, Isa.13:10, 34:4, Ezk.32:7, Jol.2:10-11, v29; the sign 
of the Son of Man, lamentation, Zech.12:10, and his coming 
Dan.7:13, v30; the gathering of the elect, Isa.28:13, Zech.2:6, 
Deut.30:4. The prophets commonly used this type of cosmic 
language when depicting judgement against the enemies of Israel, but 
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now Jesus turns this very language onto old Israel itself, or more 
specifically onto "God's house in Jerusalem", France. Although 
Jesus' words apply to the destruction of Jerusalem / temple, the 
language transcends the immediate historical situation and speaks to 
another age, the final day of judgment.  
   

v] The parable of the Fig Tree, v32-33: The disciples, referring 
to the destruction of the temple, ask for a sign that will indicate when 
will this be. Jesus tells them that when they see the desolating 
sacrilege standing in the holy place, then they will know that it is 
near. When we see a fig tree come into leaf we know that spring is 
upon us. In the same way, when the disciples see "these things" (the 
significant events associated with the destruction of the 
temple/Jerusalem - the tribulation leading up to and including the 
desolating sacrilege) then they can know (can read the signs) that "it" 
(the destruction of the temple/Jerusalem) is upon them. Some argue 
that "these things" only refer to the end of the world/age, rather than 
the events associated with the destruction of the temple. Yet, as 
already noted, prophecy is layered, such that the desolating sacrilege 
points both to Armageddon as well as the siege of Jerusalem.  
   

iv] The present fulfillment of prophecy, v34-35: At this point 
Jesus is even more specific in relation to the disciples' question. He 
declares that his own generation will witness the fulfillment of "all 
these things", ie., the events leading up to and including the 
destruction of the temple / Jerusalem, which events will serve as a 
type / paradigm of the end of the age. Of course, Jesus' statement that 
"this generation will not pass away until all these things have taken 
place" has caused endless problems with interpretation. The simple 
fact is that Jesus' eschatology is layered, as was the eschatology of 
Israel's prophets. Jesus' words will indeed be fulfilled in the lifetime 
of his disciples, but they will also be fulfilled in the age to come. The 
destruction of Jerusalem and the desecration of the temple by the 
Romans is, in reality, a "coming" of Jesus. He comes, he appears in 
judgement - the "abomination of desolation" is the sign of this 
coming, 24:15, cf. Dan.7. Yet, these words also look to another 
terrible day, a day yet to come which will precede the end of the age 
and the final judgment, 25:31ff. See the introductory notes for 24:1-
14 for a layered approach to Jesus' eschatological teaching.  
   

iv] Synoptics: See 24:1-14.  
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Homiletics: The Great Tribulation 
Some years ago, I came 

across some believers who were 
greatly affected by the Garabandal 
visions. A young girl in Portugal 
had witnessed the events of the 
great tribulation. Her vision was a 
horror, for she witnessed the 
darkness of the last days before 
Christ's return. These believers 
expected a time of literal darkness 
to come upon the earth. During 

this time there would be no light, except the light of specially blessed candles. So 
naturally they all had their candles at the ready for that terrible day. 

This sense of pessimistic doom is not just confined to the Christian church. 
The secular world is mesmerized by the messianic climate change predictions of 
the green movement. A friend of mine has actually decided to become self-
sufficient so that he and his family can survive when western society collapses. I 
have told him that if it does collapse, we will all know where to come to get our 
fuel and food supplies. 

It is true that the final days before Christ's return will be anything but 
pleasant, an abomination that desolates. The Bible has the church in the thick of 
it, persecuted, despised. The troubles of today will be accentuated in that day. 
Still, we will be victorious, we will reign, we will reign as the gospel reigns today, 
overcoming the darkness in the lives of all who reach out to Jesus. 

When Jesus told his disciples about the end of the age, he was not trying to 
debilitate them with fear, but empower them with certainty. Yes, there is nothing 
permanent in the things of this world, but in Christ, the permanence of eternity is 
ours. 
   
Text - 24:15 

The coming of the Son of Man, v15-35. i] The desolating sacrilege, v15. 
Jesus has just described the normal state of affairs for humanity in a world falling 
apart - wars, rumours of wars, earthquake and famine, along with the persecution 
for God's people. Now he explains "the sign" of his "coming and the end of the 
age", namely the sign is "the desolating sacrilege." When this sign is revealed 
then know that the end is near. Jesus is alluding to Daniel 9:27, 11:31, the 
prediction of an abominable sacrilege inflicted on the temple. Luke actually spells 
it out for us; "when you see Jerusalem surrounded by armies, you will know that 
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its desolation is near." Jerusalem, including the temple, was destroyed by the 
Romans in 70AD.  

oun "so" - THEREFORE. Drawing a logical conclusion / inferential, although 
not strong here and so left out of some translations.  

oJtan + subj. "when [you see]" - WHEN [YOU SEE THE ABOMINATION OF 
DESOLATION, THE THING SPOKEN THROUGH DANIEL THE PROPHET]. Introducing 
an indefinite temporal clause, "whenever", translated definitely, "when".  

estoV (iJsthmi) perf. part. "standing" - HAVING STOOD. Accusative 
complement to the direct object "desolating sacrilege" standing in a double 
accusative construction; "when you see the desolating sacrilege standing erect." 
"Standing / set up" reflects the language of Daniel 11:31 (cf. also 8:13, 9:27, 
12:11) and the setting up of an alter/statue of Olympian Zeus in the temple by 
Antiochus Epiphanes in 168BC, and the offering of sacrifices of unclean animals 
upon/at it. "Standing" here doesn't actually mean that the desolating sacrilege 
stands somewhere where it doesn't belong, rather it has come to exist, to be were 
it doesn't belong.  

en + dat. "in [the holy place]" - Local, expressing space. Defiling a sacred 
place which, in terms of the temple, is the sanctuary.  

thV erhmwsewV (iV ewV) gen. "[the abomination] that causes desolation" 
- [THE ABOMINATION] OF DESOLATION - THAT WHICH IS LAID WASTE. The genitive 
is usually classified as adjectival, verbal, subjective, but possibly attributive; "the 
desolating abomination", Olmstead. The abomination / sacrilege / profanation 
makes the holy place desolate in that godly people would no longer wish to 
approach it. "The abominable sacrilege", Anchor.  

to rjhqen (eipon) aor. pas. part. "spoken of" - THE THING HAVING BEEN SAID. 
The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting the substantival phrase 
"desolating sacrilege"; "of which the prophet Daniel spoke", Barclay.  

dia "through" - THROUGH, BY MEANS OF [DANIEL]. Instrumental. expressing 
means / agency.  

tou profhtou (hV ou) gen. "the prophet" - THE PROPHET. Standing in 
apposition to "Daniel".  

oJ anaginwskwn (anaginwskw) pres. part. "[let] the reader [understand]" 
- THE ONE READING [LET HIM UNDERSTAND]. The participle serves as a 
substantive. Not literally read, but read into, interpret; "look more deeply into 
this, because what is said is less than what is meant", Fenton. This cryptic note 
prompts the person who hears these words to understand them, not in the terms 
of what Antiochus Epiphanes did in the past, but what Rome is about to do in the 
present. Luke makes clear what Matthew implies, Lk.21:20. Mark has the same 
cryptic.  
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v16 

ii] Flight in the face of the desolating sacrilege, v16-22. When this sign 
occurs, the only hope is to escape the terrible tribulation. Thankfully, God will 
shorten these days for the sake of his people.  

tote "then" - As noted in v1-14, the actual sense of this temporal adverb is 
somewhat unclear. Rather than expressing sequential time it is more likely saying 
something like "at that time"; see below. Here often not translated.  

oiJ "those who are [in Judea]" - THE ONES [IN JUDEA]. The article serves as 
a nominalizer turning the prepositional phrase "in Judea" into a substantive, as 
NIV.  

feugetwsan (feugw) pres. imp. "let .... flee" - LET THEM FLEE [TO THE 
MOUNTAINS]. The advice is practical in that staying in a city during a siege is 
anything but safe, staying in the countryside is also unsafe as an invading army 
is always foregoing for food and killing anyone who might harry them behind the 
lines, so the safest place is in rugged high country where it is difficult for an 
invading force to go. No particular mountain is in mind, rather the hill country of 
Judea which abounds in caves and caverns.  
   
v17 

oJ "no one" - THE ONE [UPON THE ROOF]. The article serves as a nominalizer 
turning the prepositional phrase "upon the roof" into a substantive, as NIV.  

epi + gen. "on [the housetop]" - Spatial; "upon." This instruction reinforces 
the urgency of flight. The flat roof of Palestinian homes was used as a sleep-out 
in summer. In the terrible day there will be no time to get off the roof and into the 
house to collect up one's possessions, rather, its get off the roof and go. Carson 
suggests that flight from roof to roof is the intended sense.  

arai (airw) aor. inf. "to take" - [LET HIM NOT COME DOWN] TO CARRY 
AWAY, TAKE AWAY. The infinitive introduces an adverbial clause, final, 
expressing purpose.  

ta "anything" - THE THINGS [FROM THE HOUSE OF HIM]. The article serves 
as a nominalizer turning the prepositional phrase "from the house" into a 
substantive; "what is in his house", ESV.  

ek "out of [the house]" - Expressing separation; "away from." Given the 
verb "carry away" we may have expected en, "carry away the things in his house."  
   
v18 

oJ "[let no] one [in the field]" - tHE ONE [IN THE FIELD DO NOT LET HIM 
RETURN BACK]. The article serves as a nominalizer turning the prepositional 
phrase "in the field" into a substantive, as NIV. In the sense of run back to their 
locker.  
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arai (airw) aor. inf. "to get [his cloak]" - TO TAKE UP [THE GARMENT OF 
HIM]. The infinitive is adverbial, introducing a final clause expressing purpose, 
"in order to ..." "If you are out in the field don't go back for your coat", CEV. 
Again, underlining urgency.  
   
v19 

ouai "how dreadful it will be" - [BUT/AND] WOE, ALAS. It would be difficult 
for these two classes of person to escape a marauding army.  

en + dat. "in [those days]" - Temporal use of the preposition; "during that 
time."  

taiV ... ecousaiV (ecw) dat. pres. part. "for pregnant women" - TO THE 
ONES HAVING [IN THE WOMB]. The participle serves as a substantive, dative of 
interest, disadvantage. The modifying prepositional phrase "in the womb / 
stomach" of "having" is idiomatic for "being pregnant."  

taiV qhlazousaiV (qhlazw) dat. pres. part. "nursing mothers" - [AND] THE 
ONES NURSING. The participle serves as a substantive, dative of interest, 
disadvantage.  
   
v20 

proseucesqe (proseucomai) pres. imp. "pray" - [BUT/AND] PRAY, ASK. 
"Pray God that your need to escape ...", Junkins.  

iJna + subj. "that [your flight]" - THAT [THE ESCAPE OF YOU]. This 
construction may form a purpose clause, "in order that", but is more likely 
introducing an object clause / dependent statement of indirect speech expressing 
the content of the prayer. The language probably expresses concerned 
identification with the situation rather than encouraging prayer for a shortening 
of the time. None-the-less, the shortening referred to in v22 indicates that divine 
action is promised for the care of his people during this time and this may well 
include a shortening of the tribulation.  

ceimwnoV (wn wnoV) gen. "in winter" - [MAY NOT BE] IN WINTER. The 
genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / of time, "may not be during winter." When it is 
stormy, muddy, cold ...  

sabbatw/ (on) dat. "on the Sabbath" - [NOR] IN/ON SABBATH. Local dative 
of time, "on a Sabbath day." The required Sabbath day's journey of 2,000 cubits 
would obviously restrict flight on a Sabbath day, although flight in the face of 
danger is probably not against rabbinic teaching, and in any case, such insect law 
would be of little interest to Jesus. Robert Banks suggests that the issue concerns 
the shutting of the city's gates and the difficulty of procuring provisions.  
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v21 

gar "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why flight in 
that day is necessary.  

tote "then" - THEN [WILL BE GREAT TRIBULATION]. As already noted, the 
word may express sequential time, but often just indefinite time - past, present, 
future. So, a general "at that time", although not "at that specific time."  

ou gegonen (ginomai) perf. "unequalled" - [SUCH AS] HAS NOT BEEN. The 
superlative language used for the qliyiV, "distress, suffering, trouble", does not 
properly reflect what was a fairly standard military action, but, as noted above, it 
does fit with the prophetic perspective where an immediate situation is treated as 
a type / paradigm for an eternal reality, here the end of the age.  

ap archV (h) "from the beginning [of the world]" - FROM the BEGINNING 
[OF WORLD]. An article is commonly not included in a prepositional phrase, 
particularly where the preposition is followed by a genitive, cf. Zerwick. This 
temporal construction followed by eJwV tou, "until, up to, as far as", marks "the 
temporal limits of the action", Olmstead.  

e{wV tou "until [now]" - This construction, often with an infinitive, expresses 
future time, as NIV. Technically the genitive article tou (this preposition takes a 
genitive) serves as a nominalizer turning the adverb nun, "now", into a 
substantive serving as the object of the preposition.  

ou mh + subj. "and never [to be equalled again]" - [NOR] NO NO = NOT 
EVER [MAY BECOME = HAPPEN]. This construction forms a subjunctive of 
emphatic negation; "no and never shall be", Moffatt.  
   
v22 

ei + aor. .... an + aor. "if" - IF, as is not the case, [THESE DAYS WERE NOT 
CUT SHORT], then [ALL FLESH WOULD NOT BE SAVED = NONE WOULD BE SAVED]. 
Introducing a 2nd class conditional clause where the proposed condition stated in 
the protasis is untrue.  

eswqh (swzw) aor. pas. "would survive" - BE SAVED. "Saved" is not being 
used of spiritual salvation, but of physical survival, as NIV. This promised 
gracious intervention by the "coming" Christ, for the sake of his people, cuts short 
the tribulation and thus the horror being experienced by all humanity. Again, we 
see the immediate situation treated as a type for the end of the age. Of the 
immediate situation Josephus notes that the capture of Jerusalem was not overly 
drawn out. He quotes Titus, "God it was who brought down the Jews from these 
strongholds; for what power have human hands or engines against these towers", 
War. "If that time had not been shortened, no human being would have survived", 
NJB.  
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de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, here indicating a step to a contrasting point, 
"but ..."  

dia + gen. "for the sake of" - BECAUSE OF, ON ACCOUNT OF. Causal; "for 
the sake of."  

touV eklektouV adj. "the elect" - THE CHOSEN, ELECT. The adjective serves 
as a substantive. The word is used of the people of Israel and of course applies to 
the new Israel of God in Christ. Israel is God's chosen / elect people in that he has 
determined to bring about salvation for the human race through Abraham and his 
children. The children of Abraham who properly make up this elect people are 
those who share the faith of Abraham rather than his genes. The word is not being 
used of individuals elected / chosen / predestined by God to make up his special 
people, but of those who through faith become part of his elect people / nation / 
community. "But for the sake of God's people these days will be shortened", 
Phillips.  

kolobwqhsontai (kolobow) fut. pas. "will be shortened" - [THOSE DAYS] 
WILL BE CUT OFF, CUT SHORT.  
   
v23 

iii] The coming of pseudo messiah's and false prophets, v23-28. With the 
"increase of wickedness", culminating in the "desolating sacrilege", there will be 
an increase of messianic pretenders leading many astray, even leading astray the 
followers of Christ. It is likely that these "false messiahs" will take many forms: 
religious, political, environmental, commercial, ...., all emissaries of the hoar of 
Babylon, the secular city, cf., Revelation.  

tote "at that time" - THEN. Again, we are confronted with this difficult 
temporal adverb. Sequential time, eg. "thereafter", is probably not intended, but 
a general "at that time" = "during the time of the tribulation." Note BAGD is not 
overly happy with "at that time", although they treat the phrase as a specific 
identifier when in English it tends more toward a general period of time.  

ean + subj. "if" - IF, as may be the case, [SOMEONE SAYS TO YOU HERE THE 
CHRIST, OR HERE = THERE], then [DO NOT BELIEVE]. Introducing a conditional 
clause, 3rd. class, where the proposed condition stated in the protasis has a 
possibility of coming true; "."  

w|de .... w|de adv. "here ...... there ....." - HERE .... HERE. Predicate adverb. 
Indicating either numerous messianic claimants, or probably better, a fickle 
superstitious humanity reading THE END IS NEIGH into every unusual 
occurrence. It is interesting to witness this doomology presently evident in the 
climate change debate now dominating the western world. Even streaming 
services like Netflix are loaded with films that promote an end-of-world scenario. 
When it comes to doomology, scientific or religious (scientific doomology may 
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well be religious!!!), a good dose of scepticism is a necessary requirement. "Here 
is the Messiah, or there he is", Barclay.  

mh pisteushte (pisteuw) subj. "do not believe it" - DO NOT BELIEVE. 
Prohibitive subjunctive. "Don't fall for it", Peterson.  
   
v24 

gar "for" - FOR. Introducing a causal clause explaining why people are 
convinced that the Messiah has returned.  

yeudocristoi kain yeudoprofhtai "false Christs and false prophets" - 
Possibly of a single class, those "who promise God's final salvation and claim to 
represent it", Boring. Such saviour figures are not necessarily false Christian 
preachers etc., nor even religious leaders, but may well be secular tyrants, or even 
the state itself - the hoar of Babylon.  

egerqhsontai (egairw) fut. pas. "will appear" - WILL ARISE. Will "appear 
on the scene", BAGD.  

shmeia megala kai terata "great signs and miracles" - [AND THEY WILL 
GIVE] GREAT SIGNS AND WONDERS. Accusative direct objects of the verb "to 
give." The "signs" are usually miracles and the "wonders" are "happenings that 
cannot be understood on the basis of merely human powers", Morris.  

wJste + inf. "to [deceive]" - SO AS [TO DECEIVE]. This construction usually 
forms a consecutive clause expressing result, "with the result that"; "and doing so 
to such an extent that, were it possible, they would succeed in misleading even 
God's chosen ones", Cassirer. Taken as result the implication is that it is not 
possible to deceive the elect - see ei below. Yet, the construction is often treated 
as introducing a final clause expressing purpose, in which case it may say nothing 
about the success, or otherwise, of the deception; "If possible refers to the intent 
of the deceivers: they intend to deceive, if possible, even the elect - without any 
comment on how ultimately successful such attacks will be", Carson. Mark has 
proV to apoplanan, "to lead astray", which construction commonly forms a 
purpose clause, Mk.13:22.  

touV eklektouV adj. "the elect" - [AND = EVEN THE ELECT]. The adjective 
serves as a substantive, the direct object of the infinitive "to deceive", cf. v22.  

ei + ???"if [that were possible]" - IF, as is the case / as is not the case, [it 
were POSSIBLE] then [SO AS TO DECEIVE EVEN THE ELECT]. The elliptical nature 
of this clause, along with the problem raised by wJste + inf., means that it is not 
clear whether the attempt by the false prophets to mislead even the elect is 
successful or not, ie., is it part of an elliptical 1st., class conditional clause, "if as 
is the case", or 2nd., class (contrary to fact) conditional clause, "if as is not the 
case"? Olmstead opts for 2nd. class, noting that a[n in the apodosis is not always 
present in the NT, while Decker, in the parallel passage in Mark, opts for 1st. 
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class. Translations reflect this uncertainty. Olmstead is probably right, but 
Matthew doesn't intend us to ignore the serious danger of being deceived. God's 
sovereign protection of his elect people does not eliminate human responsibility. 
We become part of God's elect people by the offer of free grace appropriated 
through faith, and the potential for us to reject that faith remains a possibility. So, 
this deception is so megala, "great", so powerful, that one could imagine it 
deceiving even God's beloved people; so, beware!  
   
v25 

proeirhka (proeipon) perf. "I have told [you] ahead of time" - I HAVE SAID 
AHEAD OF TIME, FORETOLD [TO YOU]. "I have forewarned you about these things 
before they happen", Barclay.  

uJmin dat. pro. "you" - Dative of indirect object.  
   
v26 

oun "so" - THEREFORE. Drawing a logical conclusion / inferential, although 
possibly used here as a connective and so not translated.  

ean + subj. "if [anyone tells]" - IF, as may be the case, [THEY SAY TO YOU, 
BEHOLD IN THE DESERT HE IS] then [DO NOT GO OUT]. Introducing a conditional 
clause, 3rd. class, where the proposed condition has the possibility of coming 
true.  

uJmin dat. pro. "to you" - Dative of indirect object.  
en + dat. "in" - Locative, expressing space; "he is in the wilderness", ESV.  
erhmw/ (oV) "the desert" - THE WILDERNESS, DESERT, THE DESERTED 

PLACE.  
mh exelqhte (exercomai) aor. subj. "do not go out" - A subjunctive of 

prohibition.  
toiV tameioiV (on) "the inner rooms" - [if, as may be the case, they say to 

you BEHOLD IN] THE PRIVATE ROOMS [then DO NOT BELIEVE]. "Some might 
expect a Messiah who, like other revolutionary leaders, proclaimed himself 
openly; others a Messiah who was preparing for his revolution in secret, and 
known only to a few; but no one who could be pointed out at a given place (and 
a given time) would be the real Messiah", McNeile.  

mh pisteushte (pisteuw) aor. subj. "do not believe it" - DO NOT BELIEVE. 
A subjunctive of prohibition.  
   
v27 

gar "for" - THEREFORE. Here inferential.  
w{sper "as" - AS, JUST AS. Comparative, serving to establish a similarity 

between events.  
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apo + gen. "from [the east]" - [LIGHTNING GOES OUT] FROM [EAST]. 
Expressing source / origin; "out of."  

e{wV + gen. "[is visible] even in [the west]" - [AND SHINES] UP TO, AS FAR 
AS [WEST]. Here with a spatial sense of extension "up to." Lightening can be seen 
from a long way off.  

ou{twV "so [will be]" - THUS, SO / IN THIS WAY [WILL BE]. Here comparative, 
with reference to what proceeds (the visible nature of lightning); the coming of 
the Son of Man will be like that.  

hJ parousia (a) "the coming" - THE COMING, APPEARING, PRESENCE. See 
14:3. Best understood of the appearing on the scene of a great one, here the Son 
of Man. As already noted in this chapter, Daniel's perspective on the coming / 
appearing Son of Man, 7:13, is from heaven, not earth. Daniel sees him coming 
to the Ancient of Days for his enthronement / reign, and the enacting of judgment. 
Such, of course, has cosmic consequences witnessed by all creation and resulting 
in the dissolution and recreation of that which "groans in labour pains until now." 
Jesus' coming in judgment upon Jerusalem and the temple serves as a type / 
paradigm of his coming at the end of the age, a parousia evident to all.  

tou uiJou (oV) gen. "of the Son [of Man]" - The genitive is usually taken as 
verbal, subjective, while the genitive "of Man" is adjectival, relational; See 8:20.  
   
v28 

The point of this proverbial saying is by no means obvious, cf., Luke 17:37 
where it is used in a different context. It seems likely that it is used here in parallel 
with v27, such that the coming of the Son of Man "will be as visible to all as 
lightning; unmistakable as the flock of vultures around a corpse", Beare, ie., a 
contextual interpretation seems best, so Nolland, Luz, ... See Carson who lists six 
possible interpretations.  

o{pou ean + subj. "wherever [there is a carcass]" - WHERE EVER [MAY BE 
THE CORPSE]. This construction forms an indefinite local clause, at times 
conditional, as here, where the condition has the possibility of coming true; 
"wherever, as the case may be, the carcass lies, then there the vultures will 
gather."  

oiJ aetoi (oV) "the vultures" - [THERE WILL BE GATHERED TOGETHER] THE 
EAGLES, VULTURES. Obviously "vultures" is intended since an eagle does not 
scavenge for carrion. "Eagles" is preferred by those who see this as a reference to 
the vaunting of Roman standards upon the destruction of the temple, so AV.  
   
v29 

iv] The coming in judgment of the Son of Man, v29-31. Jesus, using the 
language of the Old Testament prophets, describes the day of judgment which 
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immediately follows the sign of the desolating sacrilege. Again, his words 
describe not just the destruction of Jerusalem, but also the day of judgment at the 
end of the world. God will lay his hand upon evil humanity and enter into battle 
with them, v29. Then will be revealed the "sign of the Son of Man", v30. In Isaiah 
5 the prophet foretells that after God has judged his people he will lift up a sign 
to the nations to draw them to himself. This sign is the enthroned Messiah, Jesus, 
revealed in the eschatological now by the trumpet call of the gospel in this present 
age ("angels" = messengers, ie., evangelists) and in the eschatological then by the 
trumpet call of Gabriel in the last day, cf., Isa.28:13. How good it is that many 
will respond to this message in repentance, cf., Zech.12:10.  

euqewV adv. "immediately" - [BUT/AND] IMMEDIATELY, AT ONCE. Temporal; 
expressing an "immediate sequel", France. The tribulation / distress leading up to 
the desolating sacrilege is followed closely by the judgment of the unrighteous.  

meta + acc. "after [the distress]" - AFTER [THE TRIBULATION]. Temporal use 
of the preposition; "after".  

twn hJmerwn (a) gen. "of [those] days" - The genitive is adjectival, 
possessive, "the distress that belongs to those days", or idiomatic (identification), 
"the tribulation that comes in those days", Olmstead, or verbal, subjective, "the 
distress caused by those days."  

twn ouranwn (oV) gen. "[the] heavenly [bodies]" - [THE SUN WILL BE 
DARKENED AND THE MOON WILL NOT GIVE THE LIGHT OF IT AND THE STARS WILL 
FALL FROM HEAVEN AND THE POWERS] OF THE HEAVENS. The genitive is 
adjectival, limiting "powers", either attributive, "heavenly powers", or possibly 
idiomatic / local, "the powers located in heaven." Obviously in parallel with the 
first clause, such that "stars" and "powers" are both heavenly bodies. So, "the orbs 
of the heavens will be shaken", Moffatt, rather than "the celestial hosts will be 
made to totter", Cassirer.  

saleuqhsontai (saleuw) fut. pas. "will be shaken" - "The picture is of 
heaven and earth shaken by God's appearance", Evans, or more particularly his 
"coming" in judgment. "God will shake loose everything in the skies", TH.  
   
v30 

Jesus continues in apocalyptic mode, alluding to Daniel 7:13-14. The 
destruction of the national life of Israel, just described in the terms of a cosmic 
shaking, is consequent on the coming of the Son of Man. Jesus, as the mysterious 
Son of Man, comes to the Ancient of Days to receive authority and power such 
that all knees bow before him. The righteous reign of God, once evident in the 
national life of Israel, is now exercised in the corporate Son of Man - the kingdom 
has come. Yet for us, with its coming both now and not yet, Christ's enthronement, 
reign and judgment awaits its final realization at the end of the age. This does not 
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deny the heavenly reality of Christ's present enthronement such that even now 
Christ "has put all things under his feet" and "raised us up with him and seated us 
with him in the heavenly places", Eph.1:22, 2:6.  

tote "at that time / then" - [AND] THEN. As noted above, not "after that", but 
"at that time."  

tou uiJou (oV) gen. "[the sign] of the Son [of Man]" - [WILL APPEAR THE 
SIGN, MIRACLE] OF THE SON [OF THE MAN]. The genitive is adjectival, possibly 
verbal, subjective, "the sign performed by the Son of Man", or epexegetic, "the 
sign that is the Son of Man", or even objective, "the sign which heralds the Son 
of Man", so Olmstead, Gibbs, NEB / REB. The identification of this sign is a 
matter of some debate. The disciples ask Jesus for the sign of his parousia, 
"coming", in v3, which in earthly terms is evidenced in the desolating sacrilege 
culminating in the destruction of the temple/Jerusalem. Here Christ's coming is 
viewed as a heavenly reality, it is en ouranw/, "in heaven" (not "in the sky"). The 
Son of Man fanhsetai, "will appear" in heaven, which appearing is his "coming 
on/in the clouds", a coming all people oyontai, "will see." So what we have here 
is a cosmic view of the parousia, rather than its earthly paradigm evidenced in 
the destruction of the temple/Jerusalem. In Isaiah 5 the prophet foretells that after 
God has judged his people he will lift up a sign to the nations to draw them to 
himself. This sign is the Messiah, Jesus who is made known to the nations through 
his Spirit empowered Word (the gospel) and his Spirit empowered disciples (the 
church). As already noted, a linear time-frame cannot encompass the reign of a 
God who is beyond time.  

en + dat. "in [heaven]" - Locative; expressing space.  
thV ghV (h) gen. "[all the peoples] of the earth" - [AND THEN WILL MOURN 

ALL THE TRIBES] OF THE EARTH. The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / locative; 
"the people who live on the earth."  

ercomenon (ercomai) pres. part. "coming" - [AND THEY WILL SEE THE SON 
OF MAN] COMING. The participle serves as the accusative complement of the 
direct object "the son" standing in a double accusative construction. Again, it is 
important to note that the "coming" is to the Ancient of Days in heaven, not to 
the earth, ie., Daniel is viewing this event from heaven. The coming is witnessed, 
as Stephen witnessed it, Act.7:55-56, in the exercise of power, particularly in 
judgment, judgment upon old Israel, as evidenced in the destruction of the temple, 
and also judgment at the end of the age. Divine comings are not good news, but 
in this moment of grace in the midst of Christ's enthronement there is still time to 
repent. That is good news!  
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epi + gen. "on [the clouds]" - ON [THE CLOUDS OF HEAVEN]. Here spatial; 
"on, upon." Mark has en "in/on" the clouds. A Daniel allusion. Possibly a symbol 
of divine glory. Jesus leaves the earth in a cloud and comes to heaven in a cloud.  

meta + gen. "with [great power and great glory]" - WITH [ POWER AND 
GREAT GLORY]. Adverbial use of the preposition, modal, expressing the manner 
of the Son of Man's coming; he comes as a king would come.  
   
v31 

Concluding his apocalyptic prophecy, Jesus draws on the exodus imagery of 
the gathering of the lost remnant into the kingdom, cf., Isaiah 11:11, 27:12, 
Zech.2:6-11, 10:6-11. Jerusalem is destroyed, the Son of Man is on his throne, 
and so the call goes out to join with him in his eternal reign. The immediate 
fulfillment of this prophecy is the world-wide Christian mission which began at 
Pentecost, but on another level it is the gathering of the elect with the sounding 
of Gabriel's horn and their coming ("angels" = messengers = believers, cf. 
Mk.8:38, Matt.25:31??) with the Son of Man in the clouds to the Ancient of Days, 
1Thes.4:17, Rev.1:7. Again, the prophecy is layered and transcends linear time.  

apostelei (apostellw) fut. "he will send" - Send as authoritative 
representatives. The subject is obviously "the Son of Man."  

meta + gen. "with [a loud trumpet call]" - The preposition expresses 
accompaniment, here functioning adverbially, modifying the action of sending 
by identifying an attendant circumstance.  

touV aggelouV (oV) "his angels" - THE MESSENGERS [OF HIM WITH A LOUD 
TRUMPET CALL]. The "angels/messengers" are usually identified with the 
heavenly host who gather believers into heaven before the end, ie., the rapture. In 
the fulfillment of the not yet of Jesus' prophecy this is most likely the case, but in 
the now it is fulfilled in the apostolic gospel mission to the ends of the earth, so 
Knox, The five comings of Jesus, also France.  

episunaxousin (episunagw) fut. "they will gather" - [AND] THEY WILL 
GATHER TOGETHER, ASSEMBLE. Zech.2:6, "the gathering of Israel's exiles", 
Evans, the exiles scattered and lost, bound in captivity. The calling of lost Israel 
is well illustrated in Paul's missionary strategy - to the Jews first and then the 
Gentiles. Zechariah paints a beautiful picture of the lost children of Israel 
streaming in to the new kingdom with ten Gentiles holding on to the tassels of 
each Jew.  

touV eklektouV adj. "[his] elect" - THE ELECT [OF HIM]. The articular 
adjective serves as a noun. "The elect", a term used here of "those who belong to 
the Son of Man", Boring. How the elect belong is not by birth, race, religious 
association, obedience, ..... but by grace through faith.  

ek + gen. "from" - Here expressing source / origin; "from."  
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tessarwn anemwn + gen. "the four winds" - "A common expression for the 
four corners of the earth", Zerwick. "From the four points of the compass", 
Barclay.  

apo ...... e{wV "from [the ends of the heavens] to [the other]" - FROM [THE 
END OF HEAVENS] UP TO [THE END OF IT]. This construction gives the sense "from 
one end to the other", Zerwick. Jesus has again drawn on Biblical language for 
this expression, eg. Deut 4:32, 13:8, although the wording is usually "from one 
end of earth to the other", or "from one end of heaven to the other" (heaven here 
being the canopy around the earth rather than the dwelling of God). Manson is 
probably right when he argues that Jesus is simply paralleling the previous 
statement, "from one end of earth to the other." "From the limits of heaven to the 
furthest bounds of the universe", Barclay.  

ouranwn (oV) gen. "of the heavens" - OF HEAVENS. The genitive is 
adjectival, partitive.  
   
v32 

v] The parable of the fig tree, v32-33. In a short teaching parable Jesus makes 
the point that when a fig tree begins to sprout we know that summer is near, so if 
we experience a time of tribulation leading up to a "desolating sacrilege", take 
care, for the end may be near.  

de "now" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the discourse  
maqete (manqanw) aor. imp. "learn" - [FROM THE FIG TREE] LEARN. What 

we learn from the fig tree, which is deciduous and so flushes with leaves in spring, 
is that the destruction of the temple/Jerusalem (now) and Armageddon (then) 
comes with discernible signs.  

thn parabolhn (h) "this lesson" - THE PARABLE. Used here of "an 
illustrative example", France. "Let the fig tree serve you as a simile teaching you 
a lesson", Cassirer.  

apo + gen. "from" - Expressing source / origin.  
thV sukhV (h) "the fig tree" - The illustration requires a deciduous tree of 

which there are not many in Palestine.  
o{tan + subj. "as soon as [.... come out]" - WHEN [ALREADY]. Forming an 

indefinite temporal clause, although translated as "when", rather than 
"whenever".  

authV gen. pro. "-" - [THE BRANCH] OF IT [HAS BECOME TENDER AND IT 
SPROUTS LEAVES]. The genitive is adjectival, partitive.  

oJti "that" - [YOU KNOW] THAT [SUMMER IS NEAR]. Introducing a dependent 
statement of perception, expressing what we know, namely, that the summer is 
near.  
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v33 

OU{TWV adv. "[even] so" - thus, so / in this way [you]. Here drawing a 
conclusion from what proceeds; "so likewise [ye]", AV.  

o{tan + subj. "when [you see]" - WHENEVER [YOU SEE]. Forming an 
indefinite temporal clause, expressed as "when" rather than "whenever".  

tauta "[all] these things" - Accusative direct object of the verb "to see." As 
already noted, "these things" refer to the significant events associated with the 
destruction of the temple. When the disciples observe "these things" then they 
will know that "it" (the destruction of the temple) is upon them. Similarly, when 
we see the desolating sacrilege of our age, then we too will know that the end of 
the age is upon us. "When you see all these events happening", Barclay.  

ginwskete (ginomai) pres. ind./imp. "know" - In v32 this verb is probably 
indicative, but here it is usually treated as imperative; "you too must realize ...", 
Barclay.  

oJti "that" - Introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing what 
we must realize/know.  

estin (eimi) pres. "it is [near]" - Of course, the subject can be he/she/it, so 
some opt for "it" = the end (the events leading up to the destruction of the temple, 
Jerusalem / world ...), the coming, the kingdom, the signs (Cranfield) ... or "he" 
= Jesus, the Son of Man. Given that the adverb egguV, "near" is used, "it" is 
obviously intended. Given that the destruction of the temple is the focus of the 
disciples' question concerning the "when" of it, then "it" is obviously the 
destruction of the temple, so France.  

epi + dat. "at [the door]" - AT [DOORS]. Spatial; a figure of speech denoting 
immediate nearness, TH.  
   
v34 

vi] The guaranteed fulfillment of the prophecy, v34-35. Jesus makes the 
point to his disciples that the immediate fulfillment of his words will occur in 
their own lifetime.  

amhn legw uJmin "I tell you the truth" - TRULY I SAY TO YOU. This header 
indicates the importance of the saying.  

oJti "-" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of indirect speech, 
expressing what Jesus wants to tell his disciples.  

hJ genea (a) "this generation" - Nominative subject of the verb "to pass 
away." Obviously "the contemporaries of Jesus", Lane.  

ou mh + subj. "[will] certainly not [pass away]" - NO NO = BY NO MEANS 
[WILL PASS AWAY]. A subjunctive of emphatic negation. Note that Schweizer 
pressed the view that Jesus believed that the realization of the kingdom would 
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occur within his own lifetime / generation, but that he was mistaken. This view 
has little support. "Will not come to an end", BAGD.  

e{wV an + subj. "until" - Introducing an indefinite temporal clause, future 
time. Mark has mecriV ou|, until of which = until which time, the sense being 
somewhat more definite.  

tauta panta "all these things" - ALL THINGS [BECOME = COME ABOUT]. 
Nominative subject of the verb "to become." The tauta, "these things", refers 
back to the disciples’ question in v3 and entails the events associated with the 
destruction of the temple, but at the same time "the whole drama of the end time", 
Anderson.  
   
v35 

Jesus' statement that "this generation will not pass away until all these things 
have taken place" has caused endless problems with interpretation. Jesus' 
eschatology is layered, as was the eschatology of Israel's prophets. Jesus' words 
will indeed be fulfilled in the lifetime of his disciples, but they will also be 
fulfilled in the age to come.  

oJ ouranoV kai hJ gh "Heaven and earth" - "Heaven" refers here to the 
canopy over the earth rather than the domain of God, thus "all the universe", TH.  

pareleusetai (parercomai) fut. "will pass away" - The impermanence of 
the created order is a dominant idea in scripture, as opposed to the permanence / 
eternity of God.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Here obviously adversative.  
oiJ ... logoi mou "my words" - THE WORDS OF ME. The Law is "inviolate 

till heaven and earth pass away ... but Jesus' words ... will never pass away", 
Cranfield.  

ou mh + fut. "[will] never [pass away]" - NO NO [WILL PASS AWAY]. The 
future tense is used instead of an aorist subjunctive, but it still serves to express 
emphatic negation. Where the future action is being underlined, a future 
indicative is used instead of a subjunctive.  
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24:36-51 

12. The day of judgment, 24:1-25:46 
iii] "Watch!" 
Synopsis  

Having dealt with the destruction of the temple and the signs of his coming, 
Jesus sets about encouraging his disciples to be watchful.  
   
Teaching  

In the face of the coming of the Son of Man, be faithful and wise servants - 
be children of faith.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 24:1-11.  
   

ii] Structure: How to live awaiting the coming day:  
Be prepared, v36-44: 

Saying, v36-41; 
"concerning that day and hour no one knows ...." 
"as were the day of Noah, so will be the coming of ....." 

Saying, v42; 
"stay awake, for you do not know on what day …..." 

Parable - the diligent home owner, v43-44; 
"you also must be ready." 

Be faithful, v45-51: 
Parable - the diligent slave, v45-51; 

"who then is the faithful and wise servant .....?"  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
For the wider interpretation of chapters 24-25 see 24:1-14.  

   
Two points are made in this passage:  

No one knows the exact day of Jesus coming in judgment. It will 
be the same as in the days of Noah. People will be caught unawares, 
so be prepared, v36-44.  

There will be a delay in the coming of Jesus, and when he does 
come, it will be a time when we least expect it. So, in the interim, be 
faithful to the task set by the master. The task is unstated, but the 
primary task is always faith and its fruit love, v45-51.  
   

As Ridderbos explains "the aim of these predictions is not the 
satisfaction of human curiosity, but the strengthening of the faith of the 
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community and its life as a result of this expectation for the future." In the 
passage before us we are encouraged, with a view to our understanding of 
the end-times, to be faithful and wise servants. The only problem we face 
is that the "work" is left undefined. Still, it's not hard to identify the "work" 
Christ has in mind, namely, the strengthening of our faith, of reliance in the 
grace of God realized in Christ. As Ridderbos puts it, the work is "the 
strengthening of the faith of the community and its life."  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
It is usually argued that both Matthew and Luke at this point are 

dependent on Q (an early gospel document). First, from Q, we have a 
saying of Jesus regarding his coming, v36-41, then the "keep awake" saying 
from Mark 13:35, then back to Q, the parable of the diligent home owner, 
v43-44, and the parable of the diligent slave, v45-51.  

 

Homiletics: Watchfulness 
There is nothing more thrilling in Christian theology than studies on the 

second coming of Christ. It is particularly interesting when we get into the signs 
of the times. Studies on the preliminary events leading up to the coming of Christ 
and the events surrounding his coming and his reign are exciting, to say the least. 

Yet, this is an area of study wrought with danger. There are so many theories, 
so many systems - we need to be very suspicious of millennial fervour. This is 
particularly so when the whole weight of Jesus' teaching is upon the unexpected 
nature of the day of judgment. So, Jesus' word to us is this, like Noah, be prepared, 
be watchful like a faithful servant. 

In our reading today, Jesus tells us that the coming day of judgment will burst 
in upon us unexpectedly and so therefore we must 
be "ready" for that day. The trouble is he doesn't 
tell us how to be ready; he doesn't explain the 
"work" required of a watchful servant. So, how do 
we stand "ready" and "at work" for the coming day? 

In the BBC TV production, many years ago, 
called "The Sins", the old undertaker was into 
vigilance, or as he called it, "fortitude". As he and 
his associates wrestled with the seven deadly sins, 
consistently falling short, the essential ingredient 
was fortitude. To stand firm, prepared for that 
terrible day, despite our many failings, requires 
fortitude. The Bible word for fortitude is faith, faith 
in the sense of a firm reliance on the promises of 
God, it means taking God at his word. The Bible 
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tells us that on the basis of Jesus' faithfulness, his life-giving sacrifice on our 
behalf, we are able to survive the terrible day when everything that belongs to 
this age is swept away. Yet that day, the day when our Creator sweeps off all the 
pieces from the monopoly board and folds it up, is a day unexpected. So yes, 
fortitude, faith - reliance on the grace of God in Christ. This faith need not be 
oversized, mustard-seed-like is enough, but it must be a faith that is constant. 
Yes! Fortitude. 

   
Text - 24:36 

Watchfulness enjoined on Jesus' disciples, v36-51; i] Be prepared, v36-44: 
a) No one knows the day or hour, v36 - obviously referencing the day of Christ's 
coming / appearing. As already noted in these studies, the "coming / presence" 
and "appearing / manifestation" of Christ refers to his coming to execute 
judgment. The immediate realization of this coming is focused on the "desolating 
sacrilege", v15, of the armies of Rome gathered before Jerusalem, which event 
leads to the destruction of the city, the desecration of the temple, and the political 
and social upheaval associated with this catastrophe in 70AD. These events, 
which occurred in the lifetime of "this generation", v34, serve as a paradigm of 
Christ's ultimate "coming", his coming into the presence of the Ancient of Days 
to take up his throne and execute universal judgment. So, "that day", v36, is a day 
of divine judgment upon Jerusalem, and as with all such days of divine judgment, 
it culminates in the final day when everything is set right. In the terms of earthly 
time, the full realization of this terrible day of judgment remains a divine initiative 
and thus no one knows "that day and hour."  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the discourse.  
oiden (oida) perf. "[no one] knows" - [CONCERNING THAT DAY AND HOUR, 

NO ONE] HAS KNOWN. The perfect here is best expressed in the present tense.  
peri + gen. "about" - Expressing reference / respect; "about, concerning."  
thV hJmeraV (a) gen. "[that] day" - THE DAY. A measure used to determine 

a period of time.  
oude ..... oude "not even [the angels in heaven] nor" - NEITHER ..... NOR. 

A negated coordinate construction.  
twn ouranwn (oV) gen. "[the angels] in heaven" - [THE ANGELS] OF 

HEAVEN. The genitive is adjectival, possibly possessive, "the angels who belong 
to heaven, or idiomatic / locative, "the angels who reside in heaven", as NIV.  

oJ uiJoV "the Son" - Missing in some manuscripts, but it is obvious why it 
would be left out. The proper limitations attached to Christ's humanity do not 
limit his divinity.  

ei mh "but [only the Father]" - EXCEPT [THE FATHER ALONE]. Introducing 
an exceptive clause expressing a contrast by designating an exception.  
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v37 

b) The first example of a people being caught out by a day of judgment, a 
coming / appearing of God, is Noah's generation, v37-39. As with Noah's 
generation, the Son of Man's divine "coming" will catch most of the people of 
Israel unawares, but as Noah and his family were able to prepare for the coming 
day, so watchful believers are able to prepare for that day. Tradition tells us that 
the Christian church evacuated Jerusalem before the Roman siege, moving to 
Pella across the Jordan river.  

gar "-" - FOR. Here emphatic rather than cause / reason, so best left 
untranslated.  

wJsper ..... ouJtwV "as" - AS, JUST AS ..... SO ALSO. A comparative 
construction, producing a comparison between the days of Noah and the days of 
the Son of Man. In both situations, people were caught up in their daily life and 
then faced an unexpected divine judgment (a coming).  

tou Nwe gen. "[the days] of Noah" - The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / 
temporal; "the days when Noah was alive."  

hJ parousia (a) "the coming" - [THUS WILL BE] THE COMING, PRESENCE, 
ARRIVAL. Nominative subject of the verb to-be. The word is best understood as a 
divine appearing in judgment. For example, the destruction of Sodom and 
Gomorrah is a "coming / appearing" of God.  

tou uiJou (oV) gen. "of the Son [of Man]". The genitive is adjectival, 
idiomatic / temporal, "at the time when the Son of Man comes." The genitive tou 
anqrwpou, "of man", is adjectival, relational; see 8:20.  
   
v38 

gar "for" - Introducing a causal clause explaining the comparison between 
the days of Noah and the days of the Son of Man.  

wJV ..... wJtwV "-" - AS [THEY WERE IN THOSE DAYS BEFORE THE FLOOD, 
EATING AND DRINKING, ......... (V38) ..... UNTIL THE FLOOD CAME AND TOOK 
AWAY EVERYTHING] SO ALSO [WILL BE THE COMING OF THE SON OF MAN]. A 
comparative construction with wJV, "as", introducing the protasis, and wJtwV, "so 
also, in this way", the apodosis. The comparison between the days of Noah and 
the days of the Son of Man is developed over this and the next verse.  

en + dat. "in [the days]" - Temporal use of the preposition; "during the days 
.."  

taiV "before [the flood]" - THE [BEFORE THE FLOOD]. The article serves as 
an adjectivizer, turning the prepositional phrase, "before the flood", into an 
attributive modifier of "days"; "the days which were before the flood." Note the 
temporal use of the preposition pro, "before".  
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trwgonteV (tinw) pres. part. "eating" - [THEY WERE] EATING, CONSUMING 
(noisily, ie., going for it) [DRINKING, AND MARRYING, AND BEING GIVEN IN 
MARRIAGE]. This participle, as with "drinking", "marrying", and "being given in 
marriage", forms a periphrastic imperfect construction - the imperfect verb to-be, 
h\san + the participle; "in the days before the flood they were eating and drinking, 
....", ESV. Serving to express everyday life.  

acri + gen. "up to" - UNTIL. Introducing a temporal clause of time up to; 
"right up to the day when Noah went into the ark", Barclay.  

h|V rel. pro. "-" - WHICH [DAY NOAH ENTERED INTO THE ARK]. Intensive; "until 
that very day when."  
   
v39 

ouk egnwsan (ginwskw) aor. "they knew nothing" - THEY DID NOT KNOW. 
They were unaware, suspected nothing, "did not realize", TEV.  

eJwV + ind. "until" - Introducing a temporal clause expressing a period of time 
up to when: "until".  

hren (airw) aor. "took" - [THE FLOOD CAME AND] TOOK UP. Took away, 
swept away, destroyed.  

aJpantaV (aJpas) adj. "them all" - EVERYTHING.  
ouJtwV "this is how [it will be]" - THUS, SO [WILL BE]. Expressing the manner 

in which the action may be played out; See v38; "it will be just like this."  
kai "-" - AND. Adjunctive; "This is the way it will also be when the Son of 

Man comes."  
hJ parousia tou uiJou tou anqrwpou "the coming of the Son of Man" - 

the coming / presence of the son of man [will be this way / thus]. For the syntax, 
see 8:20. "The coming" refers to an enactment of divine judgment, and this will 
be executed by the Son of Man. Jesus' adoption of the enigmatic messianic title 
"Son of Man" is quite apt here as he is referencing Daniel's "Son of Man", the 
one who comes to the Ancient of Day to receive glory and power, Dan.7:13-14. 
As already noted, the "coming" is heavenward for enthronement and judgment, 
rather than a coming to earth. The direction of Christ's coming is somewhat 
confusing, but is none-the-less experienced on earth, eg., the destruction of 
Jerusalem / the destruction of the world in the last day. The timing is also 
confusing given that all such "comings" are consequent on Christ's "coming / 
appearing" with the "watchful" in heavenly assembly, eg., the ascension of Christ 
/ the resurrection of believers. Time, as we know it, is an element of creation and 
is not a heavenly reality. As I would often remind my scripture class, God is 
greater than Dr. Who. God can be at the beginning of time and at the end of time 
at the same time.  
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v40 

c) The second example of those caught out by the coming day is revealed in 
the illustration of the worker in the field and the woman at the mill, v40-41. Many 
a sermon has made the point that Jesus is obviously going to return during the 
day as these activities don't take place at night - although they do now!!!! 
Although it is often assumed that it is best to be "taken" (raptured) to heaven on 
that terrible day, it is more than likely that those who are "taken" are the ones who 
are swept way by the fire of judgement - It could be dangerous to put up our hand 
and say "please take me"! Being "left" alive on that day is the better option. So, 
be vigilant!  

There is little agreement as to where to place the next paragraph. Probably 
v42 is best placed with v40 and 41, but note NIV.  

tote adv. "then" - Temporal adverb; "at that time", rather than "then".  
paralambanetai (paralambanw) pres. "will be taken" - [TWO MEN WILL 

BE IN THE FIELD, ONE] IS TAKEN [AND ONE IS LEFT]. A futuristic present - the first 
of four running into v41.  
   
v41 

alhqousai (alhqw) pres. part. "[two women] will be grinding" - [TWO 
WOMEN] GRINDING. The participle could be adjectival, attributive, limiting "two", 
presumably "two women", "two women who are grinding", but Olmstead is 
probably on the mark when he suggests it is a periphrastic future, with the verb 
to-be e[sontai assumed, as NIV.  

en "with [a hand mill]" - IN, BY, WITH [THE MILLSTONE, ONE IS (= will be) 
TAKEN, ONE IS (= will be) LEFT]. Obviously an instrumental sense here, "grinding 
by means of a millstone", "with", as NIV.  
   
v42 

d) Be prepared, v42.  
oun "therefore" - Inferential, drawing a logical conclusion.  
grhgoreite (grhgorew) imp. "watch" - KEEP AWAKE. The figurative use of 

a word drawn from the role of a guard who is keeping watch, awake to the task, 
and alert at all times. An English "be prepared" may cover the sense. Of course, 
prepared in what sense? There is always the inclination to moralize, but 
perseverance of faith is surely the key to finding ourselves alive, "left alive", on 
the last day when the Lord comes.  

oJti "because" - THAT. Introducing a causal clause explaining why believers 
should keep watch.  

poia/ hJmera/ (a) dat. "on what day" - [YOU DO NOT KNOW] ON WHICH DAY 
[THE LORD OF YOU COMES]. A dative of time which may be properly translated 
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"when"; "you do not know when the Lord is coming." Luke has "hour", while 
Matthew combines the two in 25:13.  
   
v43 

e) This short teaching parable makes the point that the coming day will catch 
people by surprise, so be watchful, be ready, be prepared, v43-44: Jesus again 
illustrates how unexpected the end will be. The coming of the Son of Man is 
similar to the uninvited visit of a thief. We don't know when a thief will strike, 
and in the same way, we don't know when the Son of Man will come. Constant 
vigilance must therefore be our aim.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Here transitional, indicating a step in the discourse. 
Certainly not adversative, "but", as ESV.  

ginwskete (ginwskw) pres. imp. "understand [this]" - KNOW [THIS]. 
Possibly an emphatic imperative, "keep this clearly in mind", NEB. It is also 
possible to take the verb as indicative, "you know (you understand the following 
situation where the owner of a home is inevitably going to be caught out by a 
thief because he can never know at what time the thief is going to strike)"; "It is 
obvious that", Barclay.  

oJti "-" - THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of perception expressing 
what the reader should know.  

ei + pluperf. ind. ...... an + aor. ind. .... an + aor. ind. "if ....." - IF, as is not 
the case, [THE HOUSEHOLDER HAD KNOWN AT WHAT WATCH IN THE NIGHT THE 
THIEF WAS COMING], then [HE WOULD HAVE BEEN ON THE WATCH, AND] then [HE 
WOULD NOT HAVE ALLOWED HIS HOUSE TO BE BROKEN INTO]. Introducing a 
conditional clause, 2nd. class where the proposed condition in the protasis is 
untrue;  

h/dei (oida) pluperf. "had known" - "Had any inkling."  
poia/ fulakh/ dat. "at what time of night" - IN WHICH WATCH. The dative is 

strictly local, expressing sphere, within which watch, although the sense is 
temporal, so "if the owner of the house had known when the thief was coming." 
The night watch consists of blocks of three hours.  

diorucqhnai (diorussw) aor. pas. inf. "be broken into" - [THE HOUSE OF 
HIM HE WOULD NOT HAVE ALLOWED] TO BE DUG THROUGH, BROKEN THOUGH TO. 
As in digging through a mud brick wall. The infinitive is complementary, 
completing the sense of the verb "allow, permit." The accusative subject of the 
infinitive is thn oikian, "the house."  
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v44 

dia touto "so" - This causal construction serves to introduce an important 
proposition based on the previous verses, so inferential, "therefore", rather than 
causal, "for this reason", as NIV.  

kai "[you] also" - AND. Adjunctive, "also".  
eJtoimoi adj. "must be ready" - [YOU] BE READY. Predicate adjective. Further 

indicating that the sense of "watch" is "be prepared" - persevere in faith.  
oJti "because" - THAT. Introducing a causal clause explaining why believers 

must be ready.  
wJra/ (a) "at an hour" - [IN WHICH] HOUR [YOU DO NOT THINK, THE SON OF 

MAN COMES]. Dative of time, "at a time when you are not expecting him." 
   
v45 

ii] This second short teaching parable makes the point that the faithful and 
wise servant is at work in the master's household when he arrives, v45-51. This 
illustration serves to encourage faithful service as we await Christ's parousia. 
As noted above, the "work" is undefined. For the individual believer, the essential 
work is reliance / faith in the faithfulness of Christ. Such a "work" saves us, 
blesses rather than curses, and eternally so in the day of judgment, the day of 
Christ's "appearing / coming." Such a "work" guarantees that we will not be put 
out "with the hypocrites, where there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth." The 
fruit of faith (eg., love of the brotherhood, "making disciples of all nations") is a 
product of the "work", the imperfection of which is covered by the faithfulness 
of Christ and thus our eternal reward is not put at risk by the stain of the old 
Adam.  

fronimoV adj. "wise" - [WHO THEN IS THE FAITHFUL AND] THOUGHTFUL, 
SENSIBLE, INTELLIGENT [SLAVE]. Nominative subject of the verb to-be.  

katesthsen (kaqisthmi) aor. "has put in charge" - [WHOM THE MASTER] 
APPOINTED. "Set over", TH.  

epi + gen. "of" - UPON, ON [THE SLAVES OF THE HOUSEHOLD OF HIM]. 
Expressing subordination; "over".  

dounai (didwmi) inf. "to give" - TO GIVE. The infinitive here expresses either 
purpose, or consequence, although often the difference becomes blurred, so "in 
order to give."  

autoiV dat. "them" - TO THEM [FOOD]. Dative of indirect object.  
en + dat. "at [the proper time]" - IN [TIME]? Here adverbial, temporal, as 

NIV.  
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v46 

makarioV adj. "it will be good for" - BLESSED, HAPPY [is THE SLAVE]. 
Predicate adjective.  

autou gen. pro. "whose [master]" - [THE MASTER] OF HIM [HAVING COME]. 
The genitive is adjectival, possessive, or idiomatic / subordination, "master over 
him."  

poiounta (poiew) pres. part. "[finds him] doing" - [SO FINDS WHOM] 
DOING. The participle serves as the accusative complement of the direct object 
o}n, "whom", of the verb "to find."  

ou{twV adv. "so" - Adverb of manner.  
elqwn (ercomai) aor. part. "when he returns" - HAVING COME. The 

participle is adverbial, temporal, as NIV; "when he comes home", TEV.  
   
v47 

amhn legw "I tell [you] the truth" - AMEN/TRULY I SAY [TO YOU]. Serving 
to underline the statement that follows.  

uJmin dat. pro. "to you" - Dative of indirect object.  
oJti "-" - THAT. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of indirect 

speech expressing the content of what the master will say.  
epi + dat. "of [all]" - UPON, ON [ALL THE POSSESSIONS]. Expressing 

influence / control; "over all his possessions."  
autou gen. pro. "his" - OF HIM [HE WILL APPOINT HIM]. The genitive is 

adjectival, possessive.  
toiV uJparcousin (uJparcw) part. "possessions" - THE POSSESSIONS. The 

participle serves as a substantive; "everything he owns", NJB, "property", NEB, 
"over all his goods", Morris.  
   
v48 

ean + subj. "[but] suppose" - [BUT/AND] IF, as the case may be, [THIS WICKED 
SLAVE SAYS IN THE HEART OF HIM ......... (v49) ....... ](v50) then [THE MASTER OF 
THAT SLAVE WILL COME ON A DAY WHICH HE DOES NOT EXPECT .......... (v51) 
...........]. Introducing a conditional clause, 3rd class, where the proposed condition 
has the possibility of coming true, here as a hypothetical case. If the disciple is 
not prepared, then he will be caught out and punished accordingly.  

oJ kakoV douloV ekeinoV "that servant is wicked" - THAT WICKED 
SERVANT. The change to a "wicked servant" in the context seems incongruous 
which is why some translations give the sense "but if he is a bad servant", ie., acts 
badly as described, then ......  
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en "to himself" - [SAYS] IN THE HEART OF HIM. Locative, expressing 
space/sphere - inward reasoning.  

mou gen. pro. "my [master]" - The genitive is adjectival, of subordination.  
cronizei (cronizw) pres. "is staying away a long time" - IS LINGERING, 

DELAYING, TAKING HIS TIME, NOT LIKELY TO COME BACK FOR A LONG TIME. "If 
however, the watchman is untrustworthy, he mutters to himself, 'my master will 
not be back right away; and, maybe, he will never come back'", Junkins.  
   
v49 

kai "and [he] then" - AND. Coordinative; "if that wicked servant says ..... 
and he begins to beat ..... and (de) eats and (kai) he drinks ...."  

arxhtai (arcomai) aor. subj. "he begins" - HE BEGINS. This subjunctive, as 
with the subjunctives eiph/, "says", v48, and esqih/, "eat", and pinh/, "drink", serve 
together to form the protasis of the conditional clause. Luke rightly has "eat" and 
"drink" as complementary infinitives to the verb "he begins", which is how we 
would express the clause in English, as does the NIV. "Starts beating the other 
servants", CEV.  

tuptein (tuptw) inf. "to beat" - The infinitive is complementary, 
completing the sense of "begins"; "begins to mistreat / abuse / treat unlovingly."  

touV sundoulouV (oV) "fellow servants" - THE FELLOW SLAVES [OF HIM]. 
"Fellow servants."  

meta + gen. "with" - [AND HE EATS AND DRINKS] WITH. Expressing 
association; "in company with drunkards."  

twn mequontwn (mequw) gen. pres. part. "drunkards" - THE ONES BEING 
DRUNK. The participle serves as a substantive.  
   
v50 

oJ kurioV (oV) "the master" - THE LORD = THE HEAD OF THE HOME. 
Introducing the apodosis of the conditional clause commenced at v48.; "then the 
head of the home ...."  

tou doulou (oV) gen. "of [that] servant" - The genitive is adjectival, of 
subordination.  

en + dat. "on" - [WILL COME] ON [A DAY]. Temporal use of the preposition.  
h|/ dat. "when" - WHICH. Plummer argues that this is a case of the relative 

pronoun having been attracted by the dative "day" and so is not "by which", or 
"in which", but then as Culy notes, where the relative pronoun and its antecedent 
are governed by the same preposition, the preposition is omitted in the relative 
clause. So, en ... en h|/ = "on a day when ..... and at an hour when ...."  

ou prosdoka/ (prosdokaw) "does not expect" - HE DOES NOT EXPECT [AND 
AT AN HOUR WHICH HE DOES NOT KNOW]. The master will come back 
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unexpectedly. "When he least expects him and at an hour which he does not 
know", Cassirer.  
   
v51 

dicotomhsei (dicotomew) fut. "he will cut [him] to pieces]" - [AND] HE WILL 
CUT IN TWO [HIM]. The phrase is used of slicing up a sacrificial victim. The 
language is strong, serving to make an impact, but probably too strong for 
Western ears; "that servant's master will return suddenly ...... and will punish him 
severely and send him off to share the penalty of the unfaithful - to his bitter 
sorrow and regret", Phillips.  

qhsei (tiqhmi) fut. "assign" - [AND] HE WILL PUT, PLACE [THE PORTION OF 
HIM WITH]. "Make him share the fate of", TEV. "Treat him the same way as", TH.  

twn uJpokritwn (hV) "the hypocrites" - ONE WHO PRETENDS TO BE OTHER 
THAN HE REALLY IS*. Nominative subject of the verb to-be. Luke has 
"unbelievers".  

klauqmoV (oV) "weeping" - [THERE WILL BE] LOUD CRYING. The anguish 
and suffering of the lost.  

twn odontwn (wn ouV) gen. "teeth" - [AND GRINDING] OF TEETH. The 
genitive is adjectival, attributive, "teeth grinding", or verbal, objective, "gnashing 
of teeth."  
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25:1-13 

12. The day of judgment, 24:1-25:46 
iv] The parable of the ten bridesmaids 
Synopsis  

Having dealt with the destruction of the temple and the signs of his coming, 
Jesus sets about encouraging his disciples to be watchful, here, with the parable 
of the ten bridesmaids.  
   
Teaching  

Keep watch to your faith, otherwise you will be caught out!  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 24:1-11.  
   

ii] Structure: The parable of the ten bridesmaids: 
Parable, v1-12; 
Saying, v13: 

"keep watch, because you do not know the day or the hour."  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
In the parable of The Ten Virgins, we learn that the dawning of God's 

eternal reign can be compared to the situation where a bridegroom arrives 
late to a wedding and some of the assisting maidens are caught unprepared. 
Therefore, keep watch to your faith, otherwise you will be caught out..  
   

The parable of The Ten Bridesmaids is a kingdom parable, a riddle 
where the gospel is hidden within an illustrative story. As such it announces 
the immediacy (realization / inauguration) of the kingdom of God. Such 
parables do not openly proclaim the gospel, but rather do so in the form of 
a riddle; See the introductory notes for the parable of the sower,13:1-9, 18-
23, and the purpose of kingdom parables, 13:10-17. So, kingdom parables 
primarily serve as gospel presentations to those who have rejected a clear 
word from God, and as such, they serve to draw out those with ears to hear, 
prompting a response of repentance and faith. None-the-less, Matthew 
sometimes uses kingdom parables for a teaching / didactic purpose and this 
is one such example. In v13 Matthew provides an unambiguous application 
for believers by restating Jesus' saying concerning the necessity of 
wakefulness in the face of the unexpected return of the Son of Man, 24:42, 
cf. Mark 13:35-37. Also, the formulaic introduction, v1, takes an unusual 
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future tense, rather than the usual aorist tense ("the kingdom of God is like 
...."). This is probably down to Matthew.  

So, Matthew's didactic intent for believers sits within the immediacy 
of God's heavenly reign in Christ; everything is go. A disciple's response 
to this reality must be to "keep awake" (a durative present tense). Like a 
watchman in the late night hour, eyelids heavy with sleep, the task is to stay 
awake, be alert, be vigilant. Given that the primary response to a kingdom 
parable (gospel riddle) is faith, then staying awake is all about holding on 
to that faith - trusting Jesus day by day. Christ's reign is about to be realized 
and in that day many who wait for it will not be part of it, so, hold onto 
your faith. So, the message of the parable of the ten bridesmaids is simple 
enough; in the face of the imminent realization of the kingdom of God, 
keep watching to your faith.  
   

What do the commentators have to say about this parable? The 
tendency is to treat the parable allegorically - it tells us something about 
Jesus the bridegroom, and faithful / unfaithful disciples, see Jeremias 
Parables.  

Luz: the parable is all about keeping watch and the oil is "good 
works" - "love"; 

Patte: "be watchful" means to "do right now what is required as 
a member of the wedding party - a disciple";  

Filson: the parable simply teaches that everyone needs to be 
ready to meet the Lord; 

Blomberg: the parable concerns a believer's preparation during 
a time of delay = faithful discipleship; 

D&A: "be prepared" means "doing the will of God"; 
Mounce: being prepared involves "responding to the needs of 

the disadvantaged";  
Schnackenburg: the parable is about the church's need to remain 

"watchful" during the time of Christ's delayed return;  
Fenton: that the church be "prepared" and "ready" for Christ's 

return;  
Hagner: "constant readiness" is required such that the believer 

will not be caught out by Christ's "inopportune" return;  
Gundry: watchfulness during the tribulation prior to Christ's 

return, when there will be a temptation to indulge in antinomianism; 
Keener: "a disciple must watch and be ready";  
McNeile: a disciple must be faithful and prudent in readiness for 

the parousia; 
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France: preparing for the master's return during a time of delay 
by "service to others." At least France doesn't try to identify the oil, 
but as with most, the bridegroom is Jesus; 

Nolland: "check your equipment now because who knows how 
much longer it will be before you have to be sure that you are ready" 
(what does this mean John???); 

Morris: continual readiness is required as we await Christ's 
return; 

France, in NICNT, having a second crack at this gospel, rejects 
an allegorical approach. He underlines readiness so that we don't get 
the "I don't know you", a readiness which is obviously not "ethical 
correctness", but a "long-terms provision" which will enable the 
disciple to "sleep secure" (a touch of allegory?); 

Schweizer: the parable reflects the state of the church, its long 
wait for the return of Jesus has quenched its fire; 

Carson, who gives a nice overview of various interpretations of 
the parable (so also Luz), states that this parable "stresses the need 
for preparedness in the face of an unexpectedly long delay."  
   

iv] Form:  
Dodd, Parables, argues for the immediacy of the kingdom in this 

eschatological kingdom parable. As with the other kingdom parables, this 
parable reveals the "tremendous crisis" now realized in Jesus, a crisis which 
confronts "faithful and unfaithful, wise or foolish" alike. Dodd goes on to 
argue that some kingdom parables were reinterpreted and adapted "by the 
church to enforce its appeal to men to prepare for the second and final 
world-crises which it believed to be approaching." Matthew's use again of 
Jesus' saying on wakefulness, v13, certainly specifies an interpretation 
suitable for believers, without undermining the parable's primary intent, 
namely, to announce the immediacy of the kingdom.  
   

v] Synoptics:  
The parable is unique to Matthew and so is obviously drawn from his 

own source, M. There are some thematic reflections of the parable found 
in Luke, 12:35-38, 13:25. Some critical scholars suggest that the parable is 
a product of Matthew's own hand, but this fails to recognize the respect our 
gospel writers gave to their received tradition - the words of Jesus have the 
same weight as revelation. It is far more likely that Matthew has drawn the 
parable from his own received tradition, most likely oral. As for the saying 
in v13, used by Matthew to focus didactic intent, see Mk.13:35, Matt.24:36.  
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Homiletics: The good oil 
"Give me oil in my lamp keep me burning, burning, burning.... give me oil in 

my lamp I pray..... keep me burning till the break of day." 
Any person who has ever attended a church youth group has, at some time 

or other, sung this chorus. Like most Christian songs it carries a message. Using 
the imagery of the parable of the Ten Bridesmaids we ask the Lord for the good 
oil so that our lamps won't go out. When the brilliance of the coming day bursts 
upon us, may our lamp be burning brightly. 

It's not hard to see that the imagery is slightly off target. In the parable, the 
wise bridesmaids had brought oil in preparation of the coming groom, while the 
foolish girls had brought none, or was it not enough? At any rate, when the groom 
arrived the foolish bridesmaids were unprepared and so didn't get into the 
wedding feast. So, what's the message?  

Scratch any believer and under their skin you will find eternal fear. When 
the day of judgment comes, will we have the good oil, or enough of the good oil, 
to see us through that day? Could we run out of oil and be left behind? So, what 
is the oil? We probably shouldn't be asking the question because the parable isn't 
about oil, but anyway, choruses are choruses! Is it faithfulness to Christ's 
teaching, godly living, faith in Christ, the gift of the Holy Spirit, baptism, the 
grace of God.....? 

When interpreting these types of parables, we are better off if we don't try to 
identify the different elements. We should just look for the main thrust of the 
parable. God's eternal reign in Jesus has burst in upon and life as we know it is 
rushing to its climax. In response to this reality, we must put our faith in Jesus. 
But as the days roll by, faith can fade, such that in the end many will find 
themselves outside of the heavenly feast. So, Jesus warns us, "stay awake" - "keep 
your faith alive." Day-by-day let us renew our faith in Jesus, hold firmly to him 
and never let go. Lord, keep me burning till the break of day. 

   
Text - 25:1 

Keep awake, v1-13: i] The parable of the ten bridesmaids, v1-12. The parable 
describes a typical Jewish wedding. The bridegroom prepares at his parent's home 
and the bride at her parent's home. The bridegroom then processes to the bride's 
parent's home where the festivities begin. In the early evening, the bride, groom 
and guests process to the groom’s home. On the way they are joined by the 
bridesmaids, although probably just for this story. All members of the party must 
provide their own lamps, but some of the bridesmaids are unprepared. The shout 
rings out and the bridegroom comes. The bridesmaids prepare to light up, but five 
have no oil. The preparedness of the five wise bridesmaids cannot help the ones 
who are unprepared. The bridegroom appears and the wise enter with the wedding 
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party. The foolish bridesmaids are locked out and cannot enter, for the groom 
does not know them. As with all parables, it is tempting to turn this story into an 
allegory, assigning meaning to every element. Is the bridegroom Christ? Is the 
delay referring to Christ's delayed return? Is the oil good works, the Holy Spirit 
or the grace of God,....? We are best to look for the central idea and leave it at 
that - the day of judgment is at hand, don't be caught out!  

Tote adv. "At that time" - THEN. Temporal adverb. The term is vague and 
should not be treated as expressing consecutive time here; "at that time." Matthew 
uses the word a number of times in chapters 24 and 25 to express the general idea 
of something happening around the time of the end of the age. So, as NIV.  

twn ouranwn (oV) gen. "[the kingdom] of heaven" - The genitive can be 
classified in a number of ways, but technically is adjectival, limiting "kingdom", 
attributive, "the heavenly kingdom", or subjective, given that "the kingdom" is 
dominion, as well as a domain, and "heaven" is but a deferential reference to 
"God", so "the kingdom of God" = "the dynamic reign God"; see 3:2.  

oJmoiwqhsetai (oJmoiow) fut. pas. "will be like" - WILL BE COMPARED TO. An 
unusual future tense is used instead of the usual aorist for this introductory 
statement to a kingdom parable. "The kingdom of Heaven will be compared to 
the situation where ........."  

parqenoiV (oV) dat. "virgin" - [TEN] MAIDS. Dative of direct object after the 
verb "to make like." Here a bridesmaid without necessarily being a virgin.  

labousai (lambanw) aor. part. "took" - [WHO] HAVING TAKEN. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "went out."  

taV lampadaV (aV adoV) "[their] lamps" - THE LAMPS [OF THEM]. 
Accusative direct object of the participle "having taken." Possibly the common 
pottery ship-shaped bowl with a hole at one end for a wick, although a "torch" for 
outside use is more likely. The important thing is to have some lamp oil.  

eiV + acc. "to [meet]" - [WENT OUT] TO [MEETING]. Possibly expressing 
purpose, "in order to meet", although with uJpanthsiV, the sense is usually 
"coming out to meet"; here of joining with a procession to the groom's house.  

tou numfiou (oV) " gen. The bridegroom" - Genitive complement of eiV 
uJpanthsin, "coming out to meet", although it usually takes a dative. Albright 
accepts the variant kai numfhV, "and the bride", since he interprets the 
"bridegroom" as the messiah and the "bride" as Israel. Kingdom parables and 
allegory don't mix!!!  
   
v2 

ex (ek) + gen. "of [them]" - [BUT/AND] OUT OF, FROM [THEM]. An example 
of language development where a preposition is being used to clearly express a 
partitive genitive.  
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mwrai adj. "foolish" - [FIVE WERE] DULL, STUPID, SLUGGISH, FOOLISH. 
Predicate adjective. They were foolish because they were unprepared, which 
observation often colors the interpretation of the parable, although it is not the 
point that Matthew makes, cf. v13. They didn't have spare oil, or better, as some 
commentators have noted, they didn't have any oil; they took their lamps, but 
without oil.  

fronimoi adj. "wise" - [AND FIVE] WISE. Predicate adjective. The sense is 
"practically wise."  
   
v3 

gar "for" - BECAUSE. Here explanatory rather than causal, so not translated.  
labousai (lambanw) aor. part. "took [their lamps]" - [THE FOOLISH] 

HAVING TAKEN [THE LAMPS OF THEM]. The participle is adverbial, possibly 
concessive; "for although the stupid took their lamps, they took no oil with them", 
Moffatt.  

eleion (on) "oil" - [DID NOT TAKE WITH THEM] OIL. Probably olive oil, 
although any oil was used for lighting, especially something no longer useful for 
cooking, something now rancid.  

meq (meta) + gen. "with [them]" - Expressing accompaniment.  
   
v4 

aiJ ... fronimoi adj. "the wise" - [BUT/AND] THE WISE. The adjective serves 
as a substantive; "the sensible ones took oil along with their lamps", Barclay.  

de "however" - but/and. The conjunction may be treated as adversative, "but 
the wise ...", although it is doing little more than indicating a logical step in the 
story line.  

toiV aggeioiV (on) "jars" - [TOOK OIL IN] THE CONTAINERS, VESSELS, 
FLASKS. The jars of (extra???) oil expresses preparation which is taken up by 
many commentators in the interpretation of the parable, namely, "be prepared." 
On the other hand, such details play no part in the interpretation of the parable if 
it is not an allegory.  

meta + gen. "with" - WITH [THE LAMPS OF THEM]. Expressing 
accompaniment.  
   
v5 

cronizontoV (cronizw) pres. part. "[the bridegroom] was a long time 
coming" - [BUT/AND THE BRIDEGROOM] BEING DELAYED, TAKING HIS TIME. The 
genitive participle with the genitive substantive "bridegroom" forms a genitive 
absolute construction which is usually translated as a temporal clause; "when the 
bridegroom was a long time in coming", Barclay. Possibly here a causal clause is 
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intended; "because the bridegroom was ......" Although many commentators make 
much of the idea of delay, it is probably of no importance at all. A momentary 
delay in the bridegroom's coming is not the issue, rather, his coming is imminent 
and if you are not ready you won't get into the wedding banquet. As already noted, 
we should not treat kingdom parables as allegories.  

pasai adj. "they all" - ALL [the maids]. Obviously "all the bridesmaids."  
ekaqeudon (ekaqeudw) imperf. "fell asleep" - BECAME DROWSY, NODDED 

OFF [AND WERE SLEEPING]. The imperfect is probably chosen to express the 
durative nature of sleep, although Olmstead suggests it serves to express internal 
action as a process. "All the bridesmaids fell into a deep sleep", a fact which 
clashes slightly with Matthew's inclusion of the saying "stay awake", v13. This 
is only a problem for those who have approached the parable as if an allegory, 
but of course, the sleeping or otherwise of the bridesmaids bears no relationship 
to the exhortation. "Went on sleeping", Robertson. 
   
v6 

meshV de nuktoV "midnight" - IN MIDDLE OF NIGHT. Rather than 
mesonuktion, "midnight", here less specific, "middle of the night." The genitive 
nuktoV, "night", is adjectival, partitive, while the genitive adjective, meshV, serves 
as a dative of time; "at a midnight hour." Midnight is often used as a symbol of 
the moment when God comes / appears in judgment.  

genonen (ginomai) perf. "rang out" - [A SHOUT, LOUD CRY] HAS HAPPENED. 
Aoristic perfect tense expressing a stated action, rather than resultive. "In the 
middle of the night someone shouted", CEV.  

exercesqe (exercomai) pres. imp. "come out" - [BEHOLD THE BRIDEGROOM] 
GO OUT. "Here is the bridegroom, go forth to meet him", Cassirer. 

eiV "to [meet him]" - TO [MEET HIM]. The preposition here may express 
purpose, but eiV ananthsin + gen. (here autou, "him") is a similar construction 
to eiV uJpanthsin + gen., in v1; "out you go and meet him", Barclay.  
   
v7 

tote adv. "then" - Temporal adverb; here expressing immediate sequential 
action.  

hgerqhsan (egeirw) aor. pas. "woke up" - [ALL THOSE VIRGINS] AWAKEN. 
"They all wake up."  

ekosmhsan (kosmew) aor. "trimmed" - [AND] THEY TRIMMED [THE LAMPS 
OF THEM]. They do what is necessary to get the lamps alight, including lighting 
them. This does not exclude the lamps being oiled cloth on the end of a stick. 
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v8 

de "-" - BUT/AND. Possibly giving an adversative sense here, "but", although 
probably just indicating a logical step in the story line.  

taiV fronimoiV dat. adj. "to the wise" - [THE FOOLISH SAID] TO THE WISE. 
The adjective serves as a substantive, dative of indirect object.  

hJmin dat. pro. "[give] us" - [GIVE] TO US. Dative of indirect object.  
ek + gen. "some of [your oil]" - OF [THE OIL OF YOU]. Here serving as a 

partitive genitive, as NIV.  
oJti "-" - THAT. Here introducing a causal clause explaining why they need 

some oil; "give us some of your oil because our lamps are out of oil."  
sbennuntai (sbennumi) pres. pas. "are going out" - [THE LAMPS OF US] ARE 

EXTINGUISHED. The present tense, being durative, expresses the thought that the 
lamps were spluttering and going out as the wick burned from lack of oil, but 
possibly just stating that they are not alight and this because they have no oil.  
   
v9 

mhpote ou ou + subj"no [they replied, 'there may] not [be enough]'" - 
[BUT/AND ANSWERED THE WISE ONES SAYING] LEST / PERHAPS NO NO [THERE 
WOULD NOT BE ENOUGH FOR US AND FOR YOU]. This construction, the 
conjunction mhpote + a subjunctive of emphatic negation, is somewhat tricky. 
BAGD has "perhaps there might not be enough", but MM opts for the stronger 
negation "certainly there would never be enough"; "there would be certainly 
never enough to serve both us and you", Cassirer. The sentence seems somewhat 
elliptical, possibly a verb "to fear", so Burton, with mhpote indicating cause, 
"because" (Quarles suggests purpose); "You had better go to those who sell oil 
and buy some for yourselves because we fear that there is certainly not enough 
oil for us and for you." "Since there is not enough for us and for you", ESV, cf., 
Barclay.  

aiJ fronimoi adj. "they" - THE WISE ONES. The articular adjective serves as 
a substantive, nominative subject of the verb "to answer."  

legousai (legw) pres. part. "replied" - [THEY ANSWERED] SAYING. 
Attendant circumstance participle, redundant; a Semitic construction.  

uJmin dat. pro. "for us" - Dative of interest, advantage.  
touV pwlountaV (pwlew) pres. part. "those who sell oil" - [RATHER, GO 

TO] THE ONES SELLING OIL. The participle serves as a substantive. "Go to the 
dealers and buy for yourselves", Moffatt.  

eJautaiV dat. ref. pro. "for yourselves" - [AND BUY] FOR YOURSELVES. 
Dative of interest, advantage.  
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v10 

de "but" - BUT/AND. An adversative sense works, as NIV, but primarily 
indicating a step in the story line. The foolish girls were out getting new supplies 
to meet the groom, when the groom came, entered the feast, and the doors were 
shut.  

apercomenwn (apercomai) gen. pres. part. "while [they] were on their 
way" - [THEY] WERE GOING AWAY. The genitive participle and its genitive subject 
autwn form a genitive absolute construction, best treated as temporal, as NIV; 
"while they were away buying it", Barclay.  

agorasai (agorazw) aor. inf. "to buy" - The infinitive here is adverbial, 
expressing purpose.  

aiJ e{toimoi adj. "the virgins who were ready" - [THE BRIDEGROOM CAME 
AND] THE ONE'S READY. The articular adjective serves as a substantive.  

met (meta) + gen. "with [him]" - [ENTERED] WITH [HIM]. Expressing 
association.  

touV gamouV "the wedding banquet" - [INTO] THE MARRIAGE [AND THE 
DOOR WAS SHUT]. Obviously the wedding feast, as NIV.  
   
v11 

u{steron adv. "later" - [BUT/AND] AFTERWARDS, LATER. Temporal adverb.  
ai loipai adj. "the others" - THE REMAINING [VIRGINS ALSO COME SAYING]. 

The articular adjective serves as a substantive; "the other bridesmaids."  
kurie kurie "Sir! Sir! / Lord, Lord" - Double vocative is used to underline 

the urgency of the plea.  
legousai (legw) pres. part. "they said" - Attendant circumstance participle 

expressing action accompanying the verb "they came", "they came and said", or 
possibly classified as adverbial, modal, "they came saying."  

hJmin dat. pro. "[open the door] for us" - OPEN [TO US]. Dative of interest, 
advantage, "open for us."  
   
v12 

As a kingdom parable this verse serves as the punch-line, although for 
Matthew, the point he wants to emphasize comes in the attached saying, v13.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Often translated here as an adversative, but primarily 
indicating a step in the story line. The girls asked to come in but the groom refuses 
to let them in. Some commentators, who identify Christ with the bridegroom, try 
to explain why he would be so mean, but of course, the parable is not an 
allegory!!!!  
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apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "he replied" - HE ANSWERING 
[SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the 
verb "said", redundant / pleonastic, again a Semitic construction.  

amhn legw uJmin "I tell you the truth" - TRULY I SAY TO YOU. A phrase 
which serves to underline the following statement, "I do not know you."  

ouk oida uJmaV "I don't know you" - An Aramaic turn of phrase which 
takes the sense "I will have nothing to do with you", Fenton.  
   
v13 

ii] The application of the parable - keep watching to your faith, v13. This 
saying of Jesus is repeated from 24:42. In verses 36-41 we learn that the coming 
of the Son of Man is unexpected, as was God's coming in judgment during the 
days of Noah, and so consequently many will be caught out; grhgoreite oun, 
"therefore be on guard." The Noah illustration serves to define the intended sense 
of this imperative. Noah and his family rested in faith on God's word, acted upon 
that word, and thus were saved through the flood. So, when the kingdom parable 
of the bridesmaids is applied to believers, the exhortation is simple, keep 
watching to your faith and you won't find yourself locked out of the heavenly 
banquet  

oun "therefore" - FOR. Drawing a logical conclusion / inferential.  
grhgoreite (grhgorew) imp. "keep watch" - BE ON THE ALERT, ON GUARD, 

AWAKE. Literally meaning "be awake", "keep/stay awake", with a figurative 
meaning at times expressing vigilance, being alert, ready, and thus often treated 
here to mean "be prepared." The verb is used at 24:42, 43, the application of the 
illustration concerning being caught unawares, 24:36-41. As the watchman keeps 
watch, is vigilant, so that he is not caught out, so must we keep watch. Some 
commentators make the point that it can't be "keep watch" as all the girls went to 
sleep, but of course, the exhortation is for the reader. In fact, France and others 
argue that not only is v13 an editorial comment by Matthew, it is not a very good 
one, it misses the point. This is a rather brave comment since surely the point 
Matthew wants to make is God's word to us. So, let us keep watch to our faith, 
don't let it slip, for the day of judgment comes like a thief in the night, at a time 
when we least expect it.  

oJti "because" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why a disciple should 
"keep watch"  

ouk .... oude "[you do] not [know the day] or [the hour]" - [YOU] NEITHER 
[KNOW THE DAY] NOR [THE HOUR]. A negated coordinative construction. Matthew 
again repeats this eschatological saying, cf., 24:36, 38, 44, 50. When it comes to 
the "not yet" of kingdom timing, only God knows the moment of fulfillment. And 
of course, unless the Lord comes in our lifetime, that moment will be the moment 
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of our death. "You don't know the day or the time when all this will happen", 
CEV.  
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25:14-30 

12. The day of judgment, 24:1-25:46 
v] The parable of the talents 
Synopsis  

Having dealt with the destruction of the temple and the signs of his coming, 
Jesus sets about encouraging his disciples, here, with the parable of the talents - 
the faithful and wicked servants.  
   
Teaching  

Be warned, the Master will inevitably return. In that day, God's blessings 
will abound for those who retain their faith, but for those whose faith is but a 
distant memory, there is nothing but weeping and gnashing of teeth.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 24:1-11.  
   

ii] Structure: The parable of the talents: 
The parable, v14-28: 
Sayings, v29-30: 

"whoever has will be given more, .........." 
"throw the worthless servant into the outer darkness. .........." 

   
iii] Interpretation:  

Here again we have a parable that likely began life as a kingdom 
parable. Kingdom parables proclaim the gospel ("repent, for the kingdom 
of heaven has come near", 4:17), but do so in a clouded way, ie., as if a 
riddle serving to condemn the unrepentant while drawing out those with 
ears to hear. So, it is likely that w{sper, " as/like", v14, is somewhat of an 
ellipsis such that "[for] as" = "[for] it is like" = "for the kingdom of heaven 
is like / may be compared to the situation where ......" (The "like / may be 
compared with" is often expressed with the verb oJmoiow, "is like", 13:24, 
25:1, or the adjective oJmoia, "like", 13:31, 33, 44, 47). This introduction, 
of course, serves to identify kingdom parables and differentiate them from 
a normal teaching parable (a teaching illustration). As a kingdom parable, 
the parable of the talents proclaims the immediacy of the kingdom, with 
the emphasis on judgment, v28. The worth of our life in God's domain will 
be assessed, and that assessment is now.  

Although Jesus' kingdom parables are aimed at unbelievers, Matthew 
does, at times, use them for a didactic purpose, and so here he uses The 
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Parable of the Talents to instruct disciples concerning Christ's "coming and 
the end of the age" - the theme of chapters 24 and 25 (Note also his didactic 
purpose with respect to the kingdom parable The Ten Bridesmaids, 
Matt.25:1-13). So, Matthew uses this kingdom parables as a teaching tool 
for believers by appending two independent sayings of Jesus, v29 and 30. 
The first, v29 (cf. Mk.4.24-25, Lk.19:26), calls for a right hearing (a 
hearing with faith) of the news about God's coming kingdom in Christ, for 
"them that's got shall get, them that's not shall lose; so the Bible say, and it 
still is news", Billie Holiday. D&A argue that "it does not perfectly fit the 
parable", but the parable serves only to illustrate the saying. As for v30, 
Matthew applies a common judgement saying used by Jesus.  

Matthew's take on the parable reminds us that everyone econti 
"having", having accomplished, doqhsetai "will be given" (theological 
passive, God does the giving) and perisseuqhsetai "he will have in 
abundance", he will have greater privilege and responsibility, but from the 
one not having, even what he has will be taken from him. The key to 
"having" is "a right attitude to his master", Nolland, or in more specific 
terms, faith. Within the context of chapter 24 and 25 the issue is all about 
retaining our faith leading up to, and within, the tribulation. Retaining a 
firm faith in Jesus assures our eternal blessings in the day of judgment. If, 
on the other hand, we possess a faded faith, a faith that is now little more 
than a childhood memory, then everything will be taken from us on that 
terrible day. So, be warned, watchfulness is not an excuse for inaction.  
   

What do the commentators have to say? Again, there is a tendency to 
allegorize the parable. Luz notes, commentators generally agree that the 
parable of the Talents concerns the way people relate to God, "however, 
about almost everything else there is no agreement." With reference to v29, 
the parable's application, Dodd suggests that the parable teaches that the 
person "who possesses spiritual capacity will enlarge that capacity by 
experience." "Good stewardship of little things brings greater privilege and 
responsibility. Poor stewardship leads to losing even what one has", 
Blomberg. Montague in his Cross-cultural Commentary on the Gospel of 
Matthew, 1989, makes three points: "Like the master, God entrusts all 
people with a portion of his resources, expecting them to act as good 
stewards of it; like the two good servants, God's people will be commended 
and rewarded when they have faithfully discharged that commission; like 
the wicked servant, those who fail to use the gifts God has given them for 
His service will be punished by separation from God and all things good."  
   

For the wider interpretation of chapters 24-25 see 24:1-14.  
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iii] Synoptics:  

A similar parable is found in Luke 19:11-27, although with significant 
differences. Some argue that it is from Q, with Luke following Q and 
Matthew being somewhat creative. It seems unlikely that both Matthew and 
Luke are following a common written source; it is more likely that they are 
independently relying on a common oral tradition with localized 
differences. As for the concluding sayings, the second, v30, is a standard 
apocalyptic warning, cf. 8:12, 13:42, 50, 22:13, 24:51. Luz regards it a 
redactional. The first, v29, may derive from Mk.4:24-25, but given its 
presence in Luke's account of the parable it may be an explanatory aside 
from Jesus himself, although it seems more likely that it was attached early 
in transmission. The NT linkage of sayings is often prompted by technical 
links - here the two main verbs didwmi "give", and airw "take", are present 
in both v28 and 29. Irrespective of how this verse attached itself to the 
parable, it is God's word to us and serves to apply the parable for us. 

 
Homiletics: The Master’s return 

 This parable is all about the Master’s return. It is a good news, bad news 
story; a reward and punishment story. The parable is all about God's eternal reign 
bursting in upon at this very moment and the settling of accounts that will soon 
take place. 

In verse twenty-nine, Matthew has helped us out by reproducing a saying of 
Jesus which serves to focus our thinking. When God settles our accounts, it’s the 
full glass that gets topped up with God's blessings, not the empty one; the empty 
one is sucked dry. This image doesn't actually work for a Western mindset, but 
the point is simple enough, the person who "has", who holds firmly to God's 
promises in Christ, with all their doubts and fears, and with a faith as small as a 
mustard seed, it is that person who fully receives God's promises on the day when 
he settles the accounts. 

I will let Emily Dickinson sum it up for us;  
        As if I asked a common Alms,  
        And in my wondering hand,  
        A stranger pressed a Kingdom,  
        And I, bewildered, stand. 

   
Text - 25:14 

The parable of the talents, v14-30. i] The parable, v14-28: In the parable, a 
man, going on a journey", leaves his assets with three associates, expecting to 
return and share in the profits. The assets are valued by talents. A talent is a 
variable, but worth something like six thousand denarii, $300,000. The faithful 
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associates put the money to work in a business enterprise. The faithless associate 
buries it out of fear, laziness or plain nastiness. After a long time, the master 
returns. The faithful associates, given graded resources comparable to their 
abilities, are equally rewarded with greater responsibilities and receive the 
master's "well done." On the surface, the third associate does seem to act carefully 
and with respect, even diligence, toward the master. Of course, it could be argued 
that his actions, in a sense, accused the master of being grasping. If he increases 
the master's capital he will not share in any of it, while if he loses any of the 
capital he will be held responsible. So, out of spite, he gives the master back what 
belonged to him, no more and no less. It could be argued that the third associate 
virtually condemns himself. He could have easily put the talent out on loan and 
so gained some income for the master. To act with such spite toward a "hard" 
master is only asking for trouble. It's worth noting that in New Testament times 
the distinction between "interest" and "usury" was well understood. Even Roman 
law set a maximum rate of 12%. Inevitably, the faithless associate loses his talent, 
along with everything else.  

JWsper gar "Again it will be like" - AS FOR. As noted above, the phrase is 
probably used to parallel the introduction of the preceding parable, indicating that 
we are dealing with a kingdom parable and not a teaching parable. The TEV, 
CEV and Barclay take a plunge with "at that time the Kingdom of heaven will be 
like."  

apodhmwn (apodhmew) pres. part. "going on a journey" - [A MAN] GOING 
ON A JOURNEY. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "man". The word 
is used of moving away from one's own district.  

doulouV (oV) "servants" - [CALLED THE ONE’S OWN] SLAVES. Obviously 
"slaves" is not intended; "associates".  

paredwken (paradidwmi) aor. "entrusted" - [AND] GAVE, DELIVERED TO 
[THEM]. May be stretched to "entrust" although this is reading into the parable. 
"Put them in charge of", TEV.  

ta uJparconta (uJparcw) pres. part. "property" - THE POSSESSIONS [OF 
HIM]. The participle serves as a substantive, "what belongs to someone"; "his 
property, possessions."  

autoiV dat. pro. "to them" - THEM. The para prefix verb "to deliver over to" 
naturally takes a dative, "delivered over to them", but here autoiV technically 
serves as a dative of indirect object "delivered over his possessions to them."  
   
v15 

w|/ dat. pro. "to one" - [AND he gave] TO WHOM = ONE. Dative of indirect 
object / interest, advantage. 
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men ..... de .... de ..... "[to one] ... [to another] .... [and to another]" - An 
adversative comparative construction, although here more as a correlative series: 
"to one ... to another ...... and to another."  

talanta (on) "talents / bags of gold" - [HE GAVE FIVE] TALENTS [AND TO 
ANOTHER TWO, AND TO ANOTHER ONE]. In New Testament times a talent was a 
unit of exchange which varied in its value. The word can be used of money or 
silver or a weight of between 26 and 36 kilos of copper, silver or gold. So, it is a 
variable amount of money. In our usage we think of a talent as skills or mental 
powers. This meaning derives from the parable itself. Carson rightly notes that 
an allegorical treatment of this parable is not helpful; "attempts to identify the 
talents with spiritual gifts, the law, natural endowments, the gospel, or whatever 
else, lead to a narrowing of the parable with which Jesus would have been 
uncomfortable." "Five thousand gold coins", TEV.  

ekastw/ dat. adj. "each" - TO EACH. Dative of indirect object / interest, 
advantage; "according to his own ability he gave gold to each" = "he entrusted 
his assets to each according to their personal ability."  

kata + acc. "according to [his]" - ACCORDING TO [HIS OWN POWER = 
ABILITY]. Expressing a standard; "in accordance with." "He gave each man a sum 
proportionate to his ability", Barclay.  

euqewV "-" - [AND HE WENT ON A JOURNEY] IMMEDIATELY. Note the 
placement of the variant de used to sort out how the word "immediately" functions 
in the sentence. Metzger argues that the word "immediately" always relates to 
what follows so it best goes with v16, "Immediately having left, the one who had 
received the five talents ........", rather than v15, "Immediately he went on his 
journey."  
   
v16  

oJ .... labwn pres. part. "the man who had received" - [IMMEDIATELY 
HAVING LEFT] THE ONE HAVING RECEIVED [THE FIVE TALENTS]. The participle 
serves as a substantive; "he who had received the five talents", ESV.  

poreuqeiV (poreuomai) aor. part. "went [at once]" - HAVING GONE. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb 
"worked"; "went and traded", AV. Probably better temporal and linked to euqewV, 
"immediately", as noted above; "Then, the servant who had received the five 
talents, immediately went and put the money to work which had been entrusted 
to him."  

hrgasato (ergazomai) aor. "put his money to work" - WORKED [WITH 
THEM]. "Went at once and traded with them", Moffatt.  

en + dat. "-" - [WORKED = TRADED] WITH [THEM AND GAINED FIVE OTHERS]. 
Instrumental, expressing means  
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v17 

wJsautwV adv. "so also" - LIKEWISE. Adverb of manner.  
oJ "the one [with the two talents]" - THE ONE having received [THE TWO]. 

"The man who had received the two talents acted in the same manner and gained 
another two", Cassirer.  

a[lla pro. "[two] more" - [GAINED TWO] OTHERS.  
   
v18 

de "but" - BUT/AND. Usually treated here as an adversative, but primarily 
indicating a step in the story-line - the third character doesn't follow suit.  

oJ labwn (lambanw) aor. part. "the man who had received" - THE ONE 
HAVING RECEIVED. The participle serves as a substantive; "But the servant with 
one thousand coins", CEV.  

to e}n "the one talent" - THE ONE.  
apelqwn (apercomai) aor. part. "went off" - HAVING GONE AWAY. Attendant 

circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "hid"; "went 
off and dug a hole", Moffatt.  

argurion "money" - [DUG IN GROUND AND HID] THE SILVER [OF THE 
MASTER OF HIM]. The word can mean money in general. A normal way to hide 
money from thieves was to bury it, and silver could be buried without damage.  

tou kuriou (oV) gen. "[his] master's [money]" - [THE MONEY] OF THE 
MASTER [OF HIM]. The genitive is adjectival, possessive; "the money that 
belonged to his master."  
   
v19 

meta + acc. "After [a long time]" - AFTER [MUCH TIME]. Temporal use of the 
preposition, as NIV. The settling of accounts follows a long interim. It is this 
time-interval and its appropriate use by the "servants" that has shaped the 
parable's use as a teaching tool for believers in the terms of the saying in v29. 
Yet, as noted above, the emphasis of the parable itself does not lay with the time-
interval, but with the return of the master. This is evidenced in the extended 
account of the master's return. The master's distribution of property accounts for 
two verses, v14-15; the servants' management of the property during the extended 
time-interval takes up three verses, v16-18; but the master's return accounts for 
twelve verses, v19-30. As is typical of a kingdom parable, there is no weight 
given to delay here, nor of what a "long time" may entail, its weight falls on the 
master's return and the settling of accounts - the kingdom of God is at hand.  
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twn doulwn (oV) gen. "of [those] servants" - [COMES THE MASTER] OF 
[THOSE] SERVANTS. The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / sobordination; "the 
master over those servants."  

met (meta) + gen. "[settled accounts] with" - [AND SETTLES ACCOUNTS] 
WITH [THEM]. Expressing association; "with them." A technical term meaning "to 
make a reckoning." "He called them in and asked them what they had done with 
his money", CEV.  
   
v20  

proselqwn (prosercomai) aor. part. "-" - [AND] HAVING COME TO, 
APPROACHED. The participle may be classified as attendant circumstance 
expressing action accompanying the verb "brought", "came and brought", AV, 
but better adverbial, temporal, "then the servant who had twelve hundred pounds 
came forward, bringing twelve hundred more", Moffatt.  

oJ .... labwn (lambanw) aor. part. "the man who had received [the five 
talents]" - THE ONE HAVING [FIVE TALENTS BROUGHT FIVE MORE TALENTS]. The 
participle serves as a substantive.  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "he said" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the participle "having come to"; "then 
....... he came forward and said."  

moi dat. pro. "[you entrusted] me" - [MASTER, YOU GAVE FIVE TALENTS] TO 
ME. Dative of indirect object.  

a[lla adj. "[five] more" - [SEE I GAINED] ANOTHER [FIVE TALENTS]. 
Accusative direct object of the verb "to gain."  
   
v21 

autw/ dat. pro. "[His master replied]" - [THE MASTER OF HIM SAID] TO HIM. 
Dative of indirect object.  

eu\ adv. "well done" - EXCELLENT, WELL DONE [SLAVE GOOD AND FAITHFUL]. 
Adverb of manner. The faithful servant is affirmed for his faithfulness. "You have 
shown yourself to be a good and trustworthy servant", Barclay.  

epi + acc. "with [few things]" - [YOU WERE FAITHFUL] OVER / ABOUT [FEW 
THINGS]. Here adverbial, reference / respect; "you have been faithful with respect 
to a few things" = "in little", Berkeley = "you have shown me that I can depend 
on you to do a small job well", Barclay.  

katasthsw (kaqisthmi) fut. "I will put [you] in charge" - [OVER MANY 
THINGS] I WILL APPOINT [YOU]. The first of two rewards - greater responsibilities. 
As already noted, it is unwise to draw propositional truths from the details found 
in this parable. Still, for the sake of speculation, one wonders to what degree life 
prepares us for our reign with Christ in eternity. Is it possible that the lessons 
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learnt in this age will determine the degree of responsibilities we will be given in 
the age to come? Is this what is meant by the promise of rewards in the age to 
come - the building up of treasure in heaven? "I will give you a much larger 
responsibility", TH.  

epi + gen. "of" - OVER. Here expressing subordination; "I will appoint you 
over much", Berkeley.  

pollwn adj. "many things" - MANY, MUCH. The greater responsibilities 
awarded to the two faithful servants are not necessarily the same, cf. v23.  

tou kuriou (oV) gen. "[your] master's" - [ENTER INTO THE JOY] OF THE 
MASTER [OF YOU]. The genitive is adjectival, possessive, as NIV, or verbal, 
subjective; "the happiness of your master."  

caran (a) "happiness" - JOY. The second of the two rewards is the 
pleasure/delight of the master, cf., Jn.15:11. Possibly "joy" here means "feast", 
so "the happiness of the heavenly banquet", NJB footnote. Of course, the sense 
"feast" reflects a desire to apply the reward in terms of "the heavenly feast."  
   
v22-23 

Although the second servant deals with two talents the reward is the same. 
   
v24 

proselqwn (prosercomai) aor. part. "then ...... came" - [BUT/AND THE ONE 
RECEIVING THE ONE TALENT ALSO] HAVING COME [SAID]. The participle is best 
treated as adverbial, temporal, as NIV, or just attendant circumstance, "came 
forward and said."  

oJ ..... eilhfwV (lambanw) perf. part. "the man who had received" - THE 
ONE HAVING RECEIVED. The participle serves as a substantive. Note the tense 
change from aorist to perfect, expressing the fact that "he is the man who has 
received a talent of which he has made no use", Bruce.  

kai "-" - AND. Here adjunctive, "also"; "He also who had received the one 
talent ...", ESV.  

oJti "that" - [MASTER, I KNEW] THAT. Not quite introducing a dependent 
statement of perception expressing what he knows, given that the direct object of 
the verb "I knew" is "you". So, as Olmstead points out, the hoti clause is 
epexegetic, specifying se, "you", "I know you, (that) you are a hard man ...." 
Translations usually present the response as if respectful, "I know you have high 
standards and hate careless ways", Peterson, but it is more likely aggressive, "I 
know you! You are a shrewd and ruthless business man who gets others to do the 
work and you take the profits."  

sklhroV adj. "hard" - [YOU ARE] A HARD, SEVERE, HARSH [MAN]. By saying 
the master harvests where he has not sown, the servant is saying that the master 
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is grasping, an exploiter. Therefore, he gives him back the exact amount entrusted 
to him. "A shrewd and ruthless businessman", Barclay.  

qerizwn (qerizw) pres. part. "harvesting" - REAPING. The participle, as with 
"gathering", is adjectival, attributive, limiting the substantival phrase "you are a 
hard man"; "a hard man who reaps ...." The imagery is of a farm-owner who sows 
a crop without actually scattering the seed and harvests it without actually 
winnowing the chaff from the grain. Such images "a man with an eye to business; 
he picks up profits in all sorts of places and not only those that have resulted from 
his own hard work", Morris.  

o{pou ..... o{qen adv. "where ........ where" - WHERE [YOU DID NOT SOW AND 
GATHERING] FROM WHERE [YOU DID NOT SCATTER]. Local adverbs of place.  
   
v25 

fobhqeiV (fobeomai) aor. pas. part. "I was afraid" - [AND] HAVING BEEN 
AFRAID. The participle is adverbial, best treated as causal; "because I was afraid." 
The servant was debilitated by fear (rather than respectful) and therefore did not 
act as required - putting the talent to work. "I was afraid that you might punish 
me if I lost your money", TH.  

apelqwn (apercomai) aor. part. "and went out" - HAVING GONE AWAY. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "I 
hid"; "I went away and hid."  

ide interjection "look" - [I HID THE TALENT OF YOU IN THE GROUND] BEHOLD. 
Interjection; used three times in this parable, and once elsewhere in Matthew.  

oJ son adj. "what belongs to you" - [YOU HAVE] THAT WHICH is YOURS. The 
articular adjective serves as a substantive.  
   
v26 

de "-" - BUT/AND. Indicating a step in the story line.  
apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "replied" - HAVING ANSWERED 

[THE MASTER OF HIM SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle; Semitic 
construction.  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - to him. Dative of indirect object.  
oknhre adj. "lazy" - [WICKED SLAVE AND] SLOTHFUL, IDLE (rather than 

ambitious and wanting to do something worthwhile). Possibly "troublesome", 
Phil.3:1, but better, "hesitant" (eg., because of fear), Morris.  

oJti "[so you knew] that" - [YOU KNEW] THAT [I REAP WHERE I DID NOT SOW 
AND I GATHER FROM WHICH I DID NOT SCATTER]. Introducing a dependent 
statement of perception expressing what he knew. Either as a statement or a 
question; "So you think you know what type of man I am?"  
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v27 

oun "well then" - THEN. Inferential; "therefore".  
a]n "-" - if, as is not the case, you decided [FOR YOU TO DEPOSIT THE SILVER 

OF ME WITH THE BANKERS WAS NECESSARY], THEN [I WOULD HAVE RECEIVED 
BACK WHAT was MINE WITH INTEREST]. Serving to introduce the apodosis of an 
irregular 2nd. class conditional clause / unreal condition. The ei + ind. present 
tense verb must be assumed for the protasis.  

balein (ballw) aor. inf. "have put" - [FOR YOU] TO DEPOSIT [....... WAS 
NECESSARY]. The infinitive serves as the subject of the impersonal verb "was 
necessary", with se, "you", serving as its accusative subject.  

ta arguria (on) "money" - THE SILVER [OF ME]. Accusative direct object 
of the infinitive "to deposit." The plural indicates that money is in mind, say 
"silver coins", although a singular variant exists.  

toiV trapezitaiV (hV ou) dat. "with the bankers" - Dative of indirect object 
/ recipient, as NIV.  

elqwn (ercomai) aor. part. "when I returned" - [AND] HAVING COME. The 
participle is adverbial, temporal; "and I would have got my capital with interest 
when I came back", Moffatt.  

ton emon "it" - [I WOULD HAVE RECEIVED BACK] WHAT was MINE. The 
possessive adjective serves as a substantive.  

sun + dat. "with [interest]" - Expressing association / addition, "along with 
interest."  
   
v28 

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential. "So now, take the talent from him and 
give it to the man who has the ten talents", NJB.  

ap (apo) + gen. "from [him]" - [TAKE] FROM [HIM THE TALENT]. Expressing 
separation; "away from."  

tw/ exonti (exw) pres. part. "to the one who has [ten bags]" - [AND GIVE] TO 
THE ONE HAVING [TEN TALENTS]. The participle serves as a substantive, dative of 
indirect object; "give the talent to the one who has ..."  
   
v29 

ii] The application of the parable, v29-30: a) Lesson - whoever has will be 
given more, v29. As noted above, Matthew uses this saying of Jesus to draw out 
an appropriate application of the parable for believers. Mark provides an extended 
version of the saying, Mk.4:24-25. In Mark's record of the saying Jesus calls for 
a right attitude toward the gospel, a hearing with faith; "consider what you hear." 
He illustrates this call with a rabbinic proverb, v24b, "the measure you give will 
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be the measure you receive, with even more added", and follows up with an 
"explanatory aside", Nolland, v25. Matthew uses the explanatory aside here, and 
also in 13:12 where the context is similar to Mark. The idea expressed in the 
proverb is strange to our ears, but well understood at the time, cf., the Talmud: 
God "puts more into a full vessel, but not into an empty one", b. Ber.40a; 
"According to the standards of mortal man, an empty vessel is able to contain 
[what is put into it], and a full vessel cannot contain it, but according to the 
standards of the Holy One, blessed be He, a full vessel is able to contain it while 
an empty one cannot", b Suk.46a-b. ref. Hooker, The Gospel of Mark. The sense 
of the verse, particularly for our ears, comes down to this: "If a person takes a 
tiny step toward God, God will more than match this movement", Marcus. As 
Emily Dickinson puts it: "As if I asked a common Alms, And in my wondering 
hand, A stranger pressed a Kingdom, And I, bewildered, stand." The "tiny step", 
what a person ecw "has", probably expresses what that person "has 
accomplished", Blomberg, which Nolland defines as "a right attitude to his 
master", or in simple terms, faith. Of course, numerous other possibilities are 
proposed: "good living" in the sense of the "faithful use of one's gifts, large or 
small", Filson; "spiritual life", Morris; "faithfulness", Hagner ....... but it all comes 
down to faith. Faith in Christ will carry us through the terrible day; without faith 
we are lost.  

gar "for" - More likely serving here as a stitching device, but possibly 
explanatory; ether way, not translated. Note Luke has "I say to you that."  

tw/ ... econti (ecw) dat. pres. part. "[everyone] who has" - TO THE 
[EVERYONE] HAVING. The participle serves as a substantive, dative of indirect 
object / interest, advantage, with the present tense being durative and so 
expressing an ongoing "having".  

perisseuqhsetai (perisseuw) fut. pas. "he will have an abundance" - The 
reward is left undefined; "more than enough", TEV.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Mark has a coordinate kai, but Matthew increases the 
contrast with de.  

tou mh econtoV (ecw) gen. pres. part. "whoever does not have" - OF THE 
ONE NOT HAVING. The participle serves as a substantive standing in apposition to 
the genitive autou, "him"; "from him, the one not having, what he has will be 
taken" = "if any person has nothing, even what little they have will be taken from 
them."  

apo + gen. "from [them]" - [EVEN WHAT HE HAS WILL BE TAKEN] FROM 
[HIM]. Expressing separation; "away from."  
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v30 

b) Warning - utter darkness awaits the godless, v30: Matthew concludes with 
a standard warning applicable to "those not having" FAITH. The phrase is used 
a number of times in Matthew's gospel, cf. 8:12, 13:42, 50, 22:13, 24:51. It may 
well be a popular proverb of the time expressing extreme grief, but is obviously 
used by Jesus to express the grief that follows rejection by God. Matthew uses it 
here to force the reader / hearer to look beyond the story itself for a deeper 
significance - in the face of the coming kingdom, popular prophets my proclaim 
"peace", but actually it is "doom". Note how Matthew contextualizes the saying 
with acreion doulon, "worthless servant", a phrase used in a deferential way in 
Luke 17:10. We are all worthless servants and without faith in Christ we will find 
ourselves lost in utter darkness; so, beware!  

acreion adj. "worthless [servant]" - [AND THROW THE] USELESS, 
UNPROFITABLE [SERVANT, SLAVE]. Attributive adjective limiting "servant". He is 
a "useless" servant, TEV.  

exwteron adj. "outside, [into the darkness]" - [INTO] THE OUTER [THE 
DARKNESS]. Probably "outer darkness". Although it is unwise to spiritualize the 
image of being cast "outside, into the darkness", the general feeling it conjures 
up for us helps to express the point of the parable, namely, that in the coming of 
the kingdom there will be a consequential accounting.  

twn oJdontwn (ouV odoV) gen. "[weeping and gnashing] of teeth" - 
[WEEPING AND GRINDING] OF THE TEETH [THERE WILL BE]. The genitive is 
usually taken as adjectival, verbal, objective. Describing a situation of doom; of 
pain, and/or anger. "People will cry and grit their teeth in pain", CEV.  
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25:31-46 

12. The day of judgment, 24:1-25:46 
vi] The vision of the supreme court 
Synopsis  

This passage concludes Jesus' fifth and final discourse, The Coming of the 
Son of Man, 24:1-25:46. Having answered the disciples' question concerning the 
"when" and the "sign" of Jesus' "coming and the end of the age", 24:1-35, and 
having detailed Jesus' instructions on being watchful, 24:36-25:13, Matthew 
draws together Jesus' visionary description of the day of judgment.  
   
Teaching  

On the day of judgment, the day of the coming Son of Man, only the 
righteous in Christ will inherit eternal life.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 24:1-14.  
   

ii] Structure: The vision of the supreme court:  
Saying - the separation of the sheep from the goats, v31-33: 

"when the Son of Man comes in his glory, and all the angels .....” 
Parable, v34-45: 
Saying, v46: 

"as you did not do to one of the least of these, you did not do …."  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
The passage before us consists of three elements: First, in the opening 

verses, we have a saying of Jesus concerning the coming of the Son of Man, 
v31-33. This saying addresses his coming, his enthronement, the 
assembling of humanity before him and the separation of one from another 
in much the same way as a shepherd separates the sheep from the goats; 
Second, an illustrative judgment parable, v34-45. In this parable we have oJ 
basileuV, "the king", separating people, some to his right for reward and 
some to his left, for punishment, with both reward and punishment 
determined on the basis of how each has acted toward the least of his 
subjects; Third, v46, a judgment saying which serves to round off v31-33.  

The judgment saying, v31-33, 46, describes the reign of the coming 
Son of Man, his role as the universal judge, separating the just from the 
unjust and enacting blessing or cursing. It touches on truths found in both 
the OT and NT, cf., 13:49, 19:28, .... When it comes to the illustrative 
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judgment parable, v34-45, first and foremost it describes the immanence of 
the kingdom and judgment, and the basis on which judgment will be 
enacted, namely, on perfect compassion; "blessed are the merciful for they 
will receive mercy."  

So, Matthew takes us full circle and leaves us with the conundrum he 
confronted us with in the Great Sermon. The King demands of his subjects 
a perfect compassion beyond anything we can achieve, and so we find 
ourselves condemned - standing to his left, "cursed". Unless, of course, we 
can find someone who is compassion personified, someone whose 
perfection is such that it covers all who stand with him. To this end we are 
reminded to look to Jesus, the one who saves through faith. So, let's make 
sure we stand with that "righteous" man to the right of the king, and not by 
ourselves on the left. On the day of judgment when asked "who are you?", 
simply answer, "I'm with him."  
   

This passage, commonly known as The Judgment of the Nations, has 
prompted many and varied interpretations. Some commentators understand 
"the least of these brothers of mine" to refer to the physically poor, the 
hungry, needy... The implication is that entrance into the kingdom of 
heaven is determined on the basis of deeds of mercy and compassion done 
to Christ through the poor and downtrodden. This approach is further 
extended by suggesting that Christ is now manifested to the world in the 
life of the poor and that we experience the risen Christ in acts of 
compassion toward them. On the other hand, some commentators see the 
"least brothers" as missionaries. Dispensational writers see them as Jews 
converted through the tribulation at the beginning of an earthly millennial 
kingdom. The judgment proceeds on the basis of how people act toward 
these Jewish brothers (a view which has provided a cover for the 
dispossession of the Palestinian people by the Zionist State of Israel). The 
more conservative commentators see the "blessed" as disciples, believers. 
With this approach there is a tendency to regard a believer's standing in the 
sight of God as somehow maintained, or advanced, by acts of compassion 
toward the brotherhood - "He who is kind to the poor lends to the Lord, and 
he will repay him for his deed", Prov.19:17. Popular is the idea that this 
judgment "of the nations" is a judgment of unbelievers, such that believers 
are not judged, since they are already standing on the right side of the king.  
   

For the wider interpretation of chapters 24-25 see 24:1-14.  
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iv] Form:  
Scholars are divided as to whether the passage can be properly 

classified as a parable, eg., "it belongs to the same class as the judgment 
scenes in Enoch and other apocalypses", Dodd. To some degree the 
language used in the passage is apocalyptic, although it is more descriptive 
than visionary. Others argue that it leans more toward a judgment dialogue; 
"In Judaism such dialogues are often part of depictions of judgment - (they) 
contain the reason for the judgment and the words of defence from the 
accused", Luz.  

We are best to follow Nolland who argues that "what was probably 
originally a parable by Jesus about a king who entered into judgment with 
his people has been progressively allegorized (to a considerable degree 
already before Matthew) to the point where it has become an account of the 
final judgment and no longer a parable." So, the story-line may well have 
begun life as a kingdom parable, a climactic gospel riddle announcing that 
the kingdom of God is at hand - the king is even now sorting out the faithful 
from the unfaithful, the day of blessing and cursing is upon us, so repent 
and believe. Although The Judgment of the Nations may have started out a 
kingdom parable, Matthew uses it to reinforce the saying, v31-33, 46, such 
that the passage as a whole, serves to remind a believer that on the day of 
judgment we will be held accountable for our life, and the standard to which 
we will be held accountable is perfect compassion - only those whose 
righteousness exceeds that of the Scribes and Pharisees will be saved. This 
being the case, only by grace through faith in the one righteous man will 
we stand in that terrible day.  
   

v] Synoptics:  
The material is unique to Matthew, most likely drawn from his own 

local oral source. It is possible that the three structural elements in the 
passage were two separate pieces of tradition (v31-33 + 46, and v34-45), 
either brought together during transmission, or by Matthew himself. Of 
course, Jesus may have presented it as a whole, with the lack of definition 
a product of oral transmission. We are best to reject the proposition that it 
is a figment of Matthew's imagination.  

 
   

Text - 25:31 
The vision of the supreme court, v31-46: i] The coming of the Son of Man 

and the judgment of the great separation, v31-33. "When the Son of Man comes 
in his state of glory, all the angels being with him, he will take his seat on the 
throne which is his in his glorified state. All the nations will be assembled in his 
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presence, and he will separate people one from another as the shepherd separates 
sheep from goats", Cassirer. Although we know Jesus is himself the Son of Man, 
in this passage he does not make this link. Jesus is relating how it will be when 
Daniel's Son of Man comes into the presence of the Ancient Days in heaven and 
receives his eternal kingdom, cf., Dan.7:13. Just as the farmer separates his sheep 
and goats at evening time, so the Son of Man will separate all humanity into two 
groups, with those at his right hand given power and honour. Note that the Son 
of Man's coming is heavenward (as viewed from heaven), not earthward, 
although his coming to heaven has earthly ramifications.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the discourse.  
oJtan + subj. "when" - Introducing an indefinite temporal clause, with 

definite expression, as NIV.  
oJ uiJoV tou anqrwpou "the Son of Man" - As noted above, the reference is 

to the mysterious messianic figure who is enthroned at the right hand of the 
Ancient of Days, cf., Dan.7:13. Jesus tended to use this messianic title in that it 
revealed his lordship without fostering messianic fervour. The phrase can be 
understood simply as "man" and therefore served to maintain the messianic 
secret. For syntax, see 8:20.  

elqh/ (ercomai) aor. subj. "comes" - Comes to heaven, not earth.  
en "in [his glory]" - IN [THE GLORY OF HIM]. Possibly local, expressing 

sphere, "in his state of glory", Cassirer, or adverbial, expressing manner, or 
association / accompaniment, "with glory." In 16:27 the Son of Man comes en th/ 
doxh/ tou patroV "in the glory of the Father", so expressing high Christology; he 
comes in a cloud of divine presence, in the radiance of the shekinah glory.  

oiJ aggeloi (oV) "the angels" - [AND ALL] THE ANGELS, MESSENGERS. 
Nominative subject of the verb "to come." Here referring to Jesus' entourage, 
quite possibly believers, his "messengers" from earth, gathered with Christ on the 
final day.  

met (meta) + acc. "with [him]" - Expressing association / accompaniment.  
tote "-" - THEN. This temporal adverb is used throughout chapters 24 and 25 

as a temporal indicator of indefinite time rather than sequential time, so "at that 
time" rather than "then / after that".  

epi + gen. "on" - [HE WILL SIT] ON [THRONE OF GLORY OF HIM]. Spatial; 
"upon".  
   
v32 

panta ta eqnh (oV) "all the nations" - [AND] ALL THE NATIONS [WILL BE 
ASSEMBLED]. Nominative subject of the verb "to gather together." Here the term 
probably just means "all peoples", both Jew and Gentile, although Green suggests 
"all the Gentiles", cf., 24:7, 9, 14. "All people" most likely includes dead and 
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living since the day of judgment is also the day of resurrection. This does not 
quite fit the words of Jesus to the thief on the cross, "this day you will be with me 
in paradise", but then the day of judgment is enacted outside of time, time being 
part of the created order.  

emprosqen + gen. "before [him]" - Spatial.  
aforisei (aforizw) pres. "will separate" - A pastoral illustration which 

turns out to be a rather frightening event performed on the day of judgment. From 
a distance, Palestinian sheep and goats look the same and since they graze 
together they are constantly being separated. Beare notes that the judgment is not 
a trial, but rather the enacting of a sentence for decisions already made.  

ap (apo) + gen. "[one] from [another]" - [THEM] FROM [EACH OTHER]. 
Expressing separation; "away from."  

w{sper "as [a shepherd]" - AS [THE SHEPHERD SEPARATES THE SHEEP 
FROM THE GOATS]. Comparative; "as, like, just as, .."  
   
v33 

men .... de "-" - ON THE ONE HAND [HE WILL PUT THE SHEEP ON RIGHT OF 
HIM], BUT ON THE OTHER HAND [THE GOATS ON LEFT]. Adversative comparative 
construction  

ek .... ex + gen. adj. "on [his right] .... on [his left]" - FROM [RIGHT]. This 
preposition expresses the sense of separation from the left or right, expressed in 
English as "at" or "on". Jesus extends the shepherd illustration into this verse, 
having the sheep and goats separated from each other.  

euwnumwn adj. "left" - The sheep and goats are sorted into the good luck and 
bad luck positions. The sheep are placed on his right, a position of honour, power 
and authority. The goats are placed on the left, a bad-omen position.  
   
v34 

ii] The illustrative judgment parable, v34-45. Matthew now records the 
parable about a king who separates his loyal subjects into two groups Those 
honoured with power and authority are positioned to the right, those facing 
opprobrium are positioned to the left. In the dialogue between the king and his 
subjects, the criteria for selection is established. One would expect a king to 
honour those who respect the rich and powerful in his kingdom, but this king 
honours those who respect their more insignificant fellow citizens - the poor, ill 
and lame. In this scenario the parable evidences the great reversal theme of 
kingdom parables - the coming kingdom overturns accepted conventions. When 
it comes to reward and punishment, the parable becomes more theologically 
explicit; it's as if Jesus' application of the parable has found its way into the 
parable itself. So, the "inheritance" of the honoured, the "blessed", is "the 
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kingdom prepared for you since the creation of the world", while the end of the 
dishonoured, the "accursed", is to "go away to eternal punishment." The 
righteous, the blessed ones, receive the inheritance of the kingdom, an inheritance 
the Father prepared for them before the beginning of time. As for the "cursed", 
they are banished to eternal fire; their end the same as the Devil and his demons.  

The fourfold repetition of deeds of compassion serve as the standard for 
reward and punishment, ie., allocation to the right of the king, or allocation to his 
left. As noted above, many commentators handle these deeds of compassion as if 
they must be done, and can be done, ie., the parable is often viewed as ethical. 
Although the parable gives direction for the Christian life, it is well to remember 
that only the righteous in Christ will stand in that terrible day - only his 
compassion, his righteousness, saves.  

tote adv. "then" - Temporal adverb. The use of an indefinite time signature 
at this point indicates a division, best identified by a new paragraph. Given that 
we now move from a saying to a new literary form, it seems likely that tote is 
transitional.  

oJ BasileuV (euV ewV) "the king" - Nominative subject of the verb "to say." 
Although guesswork, it is likely that "the king" is any king, although in the 
present context he serves as a type for the coming Son of Man. The parable may 
well be alluding to the apocalyptic imagery of Daniel's coming Son of Man (cf., 
Dan.7), but note how Jesus maintains a 3rd person ascription; it's not "then I will", 
but "then the king will".  

toiV dat. art. "to those [on his right]" - [WILL SAY] TO THE ONES [ON THE 
RIGHT OF HIM]. The article serves as a nominalizer turning the prepositional 
phrase ek dexiwn into a substantive, dative of indirect object. For ek, see v33 
above.  

oiJ euloghmenoi (eulogew) perf. pas. part. "you who are blessed" - [COME] 
THE BLESSED ONES, PRAISED ONES. The participle serves as a substantive. These 
blessed ones, standing to the right of the king, are blessed because they have been 
assigned to his right and thus have gained their inheritance.  

tou patroV (hr roV) gen. "by [my] Father" - OF THE FATHER [OF ME]. The 
genitive may be classified as adjectival, verbal, subjective, or ablative, source / 
origin. God the Father is often assumed (note NIV "Father" rather than "father"), 
given that a dynastic king's father would not be alive, although giving honour to 
a former king is not unusual. The description is somewhat obtuse, cf., 16:27 for 
a similar problem.  

klhronomhsate (klhronomew) aor. imp. "take your inheritance" - 
RECEIVE AN INHERITANCE, INHERIT. The inheritance is defined as the kingdom.  
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thn hJtoimasmenhn (eJtoimazw) per. pas. part. "prepared" - [THE KINGDOM] 
HAVING BEEN PREPARED. The participle serves as an adjective, , attributive, 
limiting "kingdom"; "the kingdom that has been prepared for you", Berkeley.  

uJmin dat. pro. "for you" - Dative of interest, advantage.  
apo + gen. "since [the creation]" - FROM [FOUNDATION]. Here expressing 

source. Approached allegorically we may say "God intended from the beginning 
to fashion creatures in community for fellowship with himself", Blomberg.  

kosmou (oV) gen. "of the world" - OF WORLD. The genitive is adjectival, 
verbal, objective, as NIV, or possessive, expressing a derivative characteristic, 
"world's creation."  
   
v35 

gar "for" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why those to the right are 
blessed by the father.  

moi dat. pro. "[you gave] me" - [I HUNGERED AND YOU GAVE SOMETHING] 
TO ME. Dative of indirect object. The provision of food, drink and clothing to the 
needy is a work required of the righteous in the Old Testament, and those who 
perform it "shall surely live", Ezk.18:6-9, cf. Job 22:6-7, Isa. 58:6-7.  

fagein (esqew) aor. inf. "to eat" - The infinitive is adverbial, expressing 
purpose; "you gave to me something in order that I might eat."  

hmhn (eimi) imperf. "I was" - [I THIRSTED AND YOU GAVE ME TO DRINK] I 
WAS. The parable describes six different situations of distress and the actions to 
relieve them. These good works / acts of charity, although not defined by the 
Torah, were, in Jewish tradition, "decisive at the judgment", Luz, eg., "works of 
charity are the gate of the eternal", Str-B 4.1212. Aorist verbs are used, except for 
"I was a stranger" and "I was in prison" where an imperfect verb to-be is used - 
obviously expressing an existing state rather than durative action.  

xenoV (oV) "a stranger" - A FOREIGNER, STRANGER [AND YOU GATHERED 
ME]. Predicate nominative. Hospitality to the stranger is also required of the 
righteous in the Old Testament, cf. Job.31:32.  
   
v36 

gumnoV adj. "I needed clothes" - NAKED [AND YOU CLOTHED ME]. Predicate 
adjective. Imaging compassion to the poor, alms etc., again required of the 
righteous; "I was but poorly clad, and you clothed me", Cassirer.  

hsqenhsa (asqenew) aor. "I was sick" - I WAS WEAK, SICK [AND YOU 
VISITED ME]. The caring action may read "visit", or "care for", both actions 
required of the righteous. Given the religious requirements pertaining to disease, 
visiting someone who is sick is an act of supererogation, cf. Sir.7:35. "I was sick 
and you took care of me", Cassirer.  
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hlqate (ercomai) aor. "[I was in prison and] you came [to visit me]" - [I 
WAS IN PRISON AND] YOU CAME [TO ME]. Ancient prisons provided a roof but 
nothing else. Food and other necessities must be provided by family and friends 
so this is not just a visit to commiserate.  
   
v37 

tote adv. "then" - Temporal adverb; probably not sequential, as noted above, 
but simply indicating a step in the story-line.  

oiJ dikaioi (oV) "the righteous" - [ANSWERED] THE RIGHTEOUS ONES [TO 
HIM SAYING]. Here, the "righteous" are the covenant compliant, those who are 
judged right before God.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[will answer] him" - Dative of indirect object after the verb 
"to answer."  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "-" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle, 
redundant.  

pote adv. "when" - [MASTER] WHEN. Serving to form a series of temporal 
clauses, v37-39.  

peinwnta (peinaw) pres. part. "[did we see you] hungry" - [DID WE SEE 
YOU] HUNGERING [AND WE FED you, OR THIRSTING AND GAVE you A DRINK]? As 
with "thirsting" this participle serves as the accusative complement of the object 
"you" of the verb "to see" standing in a double accusative construction. The same 
construction is used for the participle "having sickness", v39. It is worth 
reminding ourselves again that the list of compassionate acts rules most of us out 
of the kingdom. We may have gone the extra mile for our family and close 
friends, but that's about the end of it. Thankfully there is one righteous man who 
is love personified and he kindly allows us to bask in his reward as an act of grace 
appropriated through faith (Yes I know, I'm a broken record!!!!).  
   
v38, 39 

As for v35, 36  
   
v40 

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "[The King will] reply" - [THE 
KING] HAVING ANSWERED [WILL SAY]. Attendant circumstance participle; 
redundant - a Semitic construction.  

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  
amhn legw uJmin "I tell you the truth" - TRULY I SAY TO YOU. The phrase 

serves to underline the following statement and is often used by Jesus.  
ef oJson "whatever" - IN AS MUCH AS. This construction, the preposition epi 

+ pro., appears three times in Matthew, but is not found in the other gospels, or 
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the LXX. It is likely to be adverbial, standing in place of the temporal en w|/, "for 
as long as / while", 9:15, cf. 2Pet.1:13. Possibly here expressing measure, "in as 
far as / in as much as"; "To the degree that", Morris, Nolland.  

twn elacistwn sup. adj. "[one] of the least" - [YOU DID TO ONE OF THESE] 
THE LEAST [OF THE BROTHERS OF ME]. Superlative of little. The adjective serves 
as a substantive, the genitive being adjectival, partitive. This articular adjective 
"adds a sort of climax", Robertson. "Least" is being used of status such that 
"service to the least will instinctively be considered as of little consequence", 
Nolland. Yet, in God's domain, where status is not important, this kind of act is 
what matters. So, the word identifies a degree of compassion beyond the norm, 
of love to the unlovely, "the least." As noted above, this is likely not to be a 
designation for the disciples, twn mikrwn toutwn, "these little ones", 10:42, 
18:6, ... "The least significant among them", Cassirer.  

toutwn gen. pro. "of these" - The genitive is adjectival, partitive.  
twn adelfwn (oV) gen. "brothers" - The commentators opt for either 

"brother", in the sense of a disciple / believers / Christians, so Carson, Blomberg, 
France, ...., "Jesus thus identifies himself fully with his disciples", Hagner, cf., 
12:50, 28:10, or poor / lowly humanity. A fellow child of God, but also "the 
stranger within the gates", it's hard to be sure. We are best to stay with the 
indefinite nature of the parable, so possibly "one of the members of my family", 
NRSV, "however insignificant", REB, or better, "one of the least of these my 
subjects."  

mou gen. pro. "of mine" - The genitive is possessive.  
emoi dat. pro. "[you did it] for me" - Often taken as a dative of indirect 

object, "to me" = "you actually did it to me", but possibly a dative of interest, 
advantage, "for me" = "you did it for my honour", "you did it out of respect for 
me." The general principle, "the person who is kind to the poor lends to the Lord, 
Prov.19:17, makes a similar point.  
   
v41 

As in v34, the language of blessing and cursing takes on a theological 
flavour, less parabolic and more an application of the parable - in the face of the 
dawning kingdom, those who are not perfectly compassionate end up with the 
devil in hell. Of course, our Western mindset often leads us to over-read Eastern 
imagery. The king may be doing nothing more than using dismissive language; 
"you can go to hell."  

tote adv. "then" - Temporal adverb, indicating a step in the story-line.  
toiV dat. art. "to those [on his left]" - [HE WILL SAY] TO THE ONES [ON LEFT]. 

The article serves as a nominalizer turning the prepositional phrase ek euwnumwn 
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into a substantive, dative of indirect object. Again, the preposition ek takes the 
sense of "out of / from" the left hand, expressed in English as "at / on."  

ap (apo) + gen. "[depart] from [me]" - [GO] FROM [ME]. Expressing 
separation; "away from."  

oiJ kathramenoi (kataraomai) perf. pas. part. "you who are cursed" - THE 
ONES HAVING BEEN CURSED, UNDER A CURSE. The participle serves as a 
substantive. They are cursed in that they are sent from the Father's presence into 
the eternal fire.  

aiwnion adj. "eternal" - [INTO THE] ETERNAL (ever-burning) [FIRE]. The 
accusative complement of a double accusative construction, here adjectival, 
limiting "fire". This reference is often used to support the notion of eternal 
punishment, cf., v46, but the imagery used here is not necessarily describing the 
eternal damnation of the lost, but of a fire that does not go out and so is ready to 
deal with the condemned. Annihilation may be a better way to describe the end 
of those without God - they are no more.  

to pur "fire" - THE FIRE. The fire is an image of hell, or gehenna, and derives 
from the ever-burning rubbish tip outside Jerusalem in the valley of Hinnom. 
Everything was thrown on it, including corpses.  

to hJtoimasmenon (eJtoimazw) perf. pas. part. "prepared" - HAVING BEEN 
PREPARED. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "eternal fire."  

tw/ diabolw/ (oV) dat. "for the devil" - THE DECEIVER, THE LIAR, THE 
SLANDERER. Dative of interest, disadvantage.  

toiV aggeloiV (oV) "[his] angels" - [AND] THE ANGELS [OF HIM]. Dative of 
interest, disadvantage. Satan's demons. "Satan's mob."  
   
v42 

The syntax for v42-45 repeats v35-39.  
ouk edwkate (didwmi) aor. "you gave [me] nothing [to drink]" - YOU DID 

NOT GIVE. Not "would not give me", TEV, but as NIV. So also v43.  
   
v44 

ou dihkonhsamen (diakonew) aor. "did not help [you]" - DID NOT DO 
SERVICE [TO YOU]. In the sense of "serve your need", since the word is used of 
service to others. "Did not come to your aid", Cassirer.  

 
v45 

apokriqhsetai (apokrinomai) fut. "he will replay" - HE WILL ANSWER. As 
for v40, "the king will answer etc." "Then he will answer: 'The truth is that every 
time you failed to do these things for one of these, even the least of them, you 
failed to do them for me'", Barclay.  
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v46 

iii] Blessing / cursing for the righteous / unrighteous, v46. If, as seems likely, 
the verse rounds off the saying, v31-33, then it serves as an inclusio for the 
judgment parable. The curse brings with it "punishment" in the sense of suffering 
as a consequence of wrong behaviour. Here the punishment is described as 
ongoing, although undefined. The picture of to pur to aiwnion, "the eternal 
life", of v41 may help, although not so if it is parabolic. This lake of unquenchable 
fire (eternal, Matt.15:3) is symbolic of a punishment that involves separation 
from God, a separation that is best described as eternal annihilation, nothingness. 
Banishment from the presence of the living God is a monstrous loss - an 
unquenchable fire. The term appears only here in Matthew and probably derives 
from Daniel 12:2-3, LXX. "Eternal doom", Peterson.  

kai "then" - AND. Possibly consecutive; "so ....."  
ou|toi pro. "they" - THESE ONES. Nominative subject of the verb "to go 

away."  
apeleusontai (apercomai) fut. "will go away" - WILL GO AWAY, DEPART. 

Predictive future.  
eiV "to" - TO, INTO [ETERNAL PUNISHMENT]. Spatial, arrival at.  
de "but" - BUT/AND [THE RIGHTEOUS INTO]. Transition, indicating a step to 

a contrasting point.  
zwhn aiwnion "eternal life" - So also Daniel 12:2; "and many of those who 

sleep in the dust of the earth shall rise, some to life everlasting." cf. Matt.19:16, 
29, referring to "the future inheritance of eschatological blessing", Hagner, or 
simply of entering the kingdom of heaven, or to "enter into life."  
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26:1-16 

The Epilogue 
13. The passion and resurrection of Jesus, 26:1-28:20 
i] The anointing 
Synopsis  

Matthew now details the events that led up to Jesus' death and resurrection. 
In our passage for study Matthew sets the scene with a contrast. On the one hand 
we have a beautiful act of devotion undertaken by a woman who is aware that 
Jesus' death is imminent, while on the other hand we have the murderous plotting 
of Judas and the religious authorities. So, the final battle begins.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus, in fulfillment of scripture, is victorious over sin and death.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 1:1-17. The final events in Jesus' life on earth are recorded in 
great detail by Matthew in chapters 26:1-28:20. Matthew tells us of the 
preparation for the passion, 26:1-46, the arrest and trial of Jesus, 26:47-27:26, the 
crucifixion of Jesus, 27:27-56, and his burial and resurrection, 27:57-28:20. The 
individual elements present as follows:  

The anointing, 26:1-16 
The last supper, 26:17-30 
Gethsemane, 26:31-46 
The arrest of Jesus, 26:47-56 
Jesus before the Sanhedrin, 26:57-68, 27:1-2 
Peter denies Jesus, 26:69-75 
Judas commits suicide, 27:3-10 
Jesus before Pilate, 27:11-26 
Jesus' humiliation and passion, 27:27-56 
The burial of Jesus, 27:57-66 
Christ is risen, 28:1-15 
The disciples commissioned for service, 28:16-20  

   
As is the case for the gospels as a whole, the passion narrative is not just 

history, rather a theological perspective drives the selection, arrangement and 
shaping of the tradition. None-the-less, history it is, although when it comes to 
theology we are dependent on Paul, the exegete of Jesus, to fully unlock the 
mystery of the passion - namely the redemptive nature of Christ's death and 
resurrection for the forgiveness of sins.  
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ii] Structure: The anointing:  
Setting, v1-5; 
The anointing, v6-13.  

   
The introductory verses, v1-5, are transitional, serving to lead into the 

passion narrative as a whole. The first verse closes off the final discourse, 
Jesus then predicts his death, v2, and the religious authorities plot Jesus' 
arrest and execution, v3-5. Then follows the anointing in v6-13. The 
anointing beautifully introduces the passion with Jesus himself explaining 
its meaning; "she did it to prepare me for burial", v12. The woman's act of 
love is then contrasted with Judas' act of betrayal, v13-16.  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
We now come to the climax of the gospel. The passion narrative 

presents as a wonderful piece of drama, beautifully introduced by the 
contrasting preliminary events covered by this passage - plotting and 
betrayal contrasted with a woman's act of love in preparation for Jesus' 
death.  
   

Scholars divide over the number of times Jesus was anointed, 3, 2, or 
1. We should probably follow Carson who suggests that there are two 
anointings, one in Jerusalem prior to Jesus' arrest, recorded in Matthew, 
Mark and John, and a second independent anointing in Galilee recorded in 
Luke, 7:36-50. John tells us that the woman is Mary of Bethany and that 
the incident occurred six days before the Passover, prior to Jesus' triumphal 
entry into Jerusalem.  
   

In the second part of the passage Mathew records Jesus' betrayal by 
Judas Iscariot. Matthew makes it clear that the betrayal of Jesus is 
undertaken by one of his inner-circle of friends, and that Judas takes the 
initiative in this act of treachery (Luke and John link Satan with the 
betrayal). Numerous reasons have been suggested for his unsavoury act, 
but Matthew simply puts it down to greed. Judas makes a grab for the cash, 
then, on witnessing the consequences, is overcome by remorse, and 
metamelhqeiV, "having repented", gives back the blood money and commits 
suicide.  

The textual evidence indicates that the apostles never forgave Judas' 
treachery, but what if his repentance was genuine? If suicide is an 
unforgivable sin then his repentance is worthless, but of course, there is no 
Biblical basis for such a view, even though it is a long-held doctrine of the 
church. The only unforgivable sin is the rejection of Christ (assuming this 
is what is meant by sinning against the Holy Spirit). So, it all depends on 
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whether his repentance is genuine, for in Christ God's mercy is freely ours 
for the asking. If Judas' treachery can be forgiven then there is hope for all 
of us!  
   

iv] Form:  
The literary shape of the passion narrative indicates a firmly set oral 

tradition prior to the composition of the synoptic gospels. In fact, the 
passion narrative may well have existed as a separate written document, 
possibly compiled for liturgical use. This may explain the close alignment 
of Mark and Matthew at this point, although this alignment is usually 
explained as a consequence of Matthew using Mark to compose his gospel 
(Some, of course, have argued that Mark uses Matthew!!!).  

 

Homiletics: Memorials 
I recently digitized my family photographs and wove them into a family 

history. When one of my mates did this some time back I told him (with tongue 
in cheek!) that he obviously feared his imminent death and was searching for 
immortality. In Australia we call this poking the cocky, and as my father, who 
suffered from this disease, would always remind me and my children, who also 
suffer from this disease, "your grandfather was thrown out of the Sussex Inlet 
Progress Association for poking the cocky!" Anyway, do I fear my imminent 
death? 

It's only natural to hope that some memorial remains marking our journey 
through this shadow land, something more than the scribbled words "I was here" 
- usually with a date, but no name for fear of prosecution! Those of us who have 
packed up the belongings of a deceased parent know well that when the moth and 
rust that doth corrupt has done its thing, there is little to show for a life's journey. 

Yet, there was a woman whose memorial will stand while ever the gospel 
story is told. She knew that Jesus' death was imminent and she marked it with an 
act of love, a prefigured embalming of his body. The disciples didn't understand 
the significance of her act, but Jesus did, and so he predicted that "wherever the 
Good News is proclaimed all over the world, what she has done will be told too, 
so that she will always be remembered." And so it is, even to this day. 

   
Text - 26:1 

The passion of Christ: i] Jesus speaks of his coming execution, v1-2. The 
Passover festival is close at hand and Jesus again warns his disciples of his 
impending arrest and execution. He does so again by using the title, "the Son of 
Man". Note that the conclusion of each of the five major discourses in Matthew's 
gospel is marked by the statement; "and it came to pass, when Jesus had fished 
all these speeches."  
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egeneto (ginomai) aor. "-" - IT HAPPENED. "And it came to pass", AV.  
o{te "when" - WHEN [JESUS HAD FINISHED]. Serving to introduce a temporal 

clause.  
pantaV adj. "all [these things]" - ALL, EVERY, THE WHOLE [THESE WORDS]. 

"All these words" serves as the accusative direct object of the verb "to finish." 
Indicating an end to Jesus' teaching ministry.  

toiV maqhtaiV (hV) "to [his] disciples" - [HE SAID] TO THE DISCIPLES [OF 
HIM]. Dative of indirect object. Indicating the intended recipients of Jesus' words 
in v2.  
   
v2 

oJti "-" - [YOU KNOW] THAT / [AS YOU KNOW]. Introducing an object clause / 
dependent statement of perception, expressing what the disciples know.  

to pasca "the Passover" - [AFTER TWO DAYS] THE PASSOVER [BECOMES 
= TAKES PLACE]. Nominative subject of the verb "to become." Celebrated on the 
14/15th of Nisan, commemorating the passing-over of the angel of death prior to 
Israel's escape from Egypt, and thus the divine act of mercy in the release of Israel 
from bondage and thus attainment of the promised land / blessing. Note how the 
synoptic gospels mark Jesus' final meal with his disciples as a passover meal, 
whereas John aligns the passover with Jesus' crucifixion - an interesting example 
of the tension between history and theology.  

meta + acc. "[is two days away]" - AFTER. Temporal use of the preposition; 
"You know that after two days ....", ESV.  

tou anqrwpou (oV) gen. "[the Son] of Man" - The genitive, "of man", is 
adjectival, relational, limiting "son"; see 3:2. This is a messianic title favoured by 
Jesus, cf., Dan.7:13, although the term can be taken to mean simply "man", ie., a 
self-designation, so "I will be handed over" The messianic significance of this 
self-designation is probably paramount.  

eiV to staurwqhnai (staurow) aor. pas. inf. "to be crucified" - [IS HANDED 
OVER] TO BE CRUCIFIED. This construction, the preposition eiV + the articular 
infinitive, usually forms a purpose clause; "will be handed over in order to be 
crucified", although result may be the intended sense here. By this time Jesus had 
revealed his coming crucifixion to the disciples on numerous occasions. This 
particular prediction is not recorded in Mark's account of the passion narrative.  
   
v3 

ii] The Sanhedrin decides to act against Jesus, v3-5. The religious authorities 
have obviously had enough of Jesus' messianic pretensions and so members of 
the high-priestly family, along with other key players, meet to develop a strategy 
for his arrest and execution. Given Jesus' popularity and the public disorder that 
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could follow his arrest, disorder that could prompt action from the Roman 
authorities, Jesus' arrest necessitates careful planning.  

tote adv. "then" - THEN. Serving to introduce a temporal clause; "At that 
time Jesus was speaking about his crucifixion", Gundry.  

oiJ aarciereiV (uV ewV) "chief priests" - "The chief priests and the elders" 
serves as the nominative subject of the verb "to gather together." Members of the 
high-priestly family are more orientated toward politics than religion.  

tou laou (oV) gen. "[the elders] of the people" - The genitive is adjectival, 
idiomatic / subordination; "over the people." Mark has "Scribes", but Matthew 
wants to separate the people from the actions of their leaders.  

eiV "[assembled] in [the palace]" - [WERE GATHERED TOGETHER] INTO [THE 
COURTYARD]. Spatial, virtually in place of en, "in".  

tou arcierewV "of the high priest" - The genitive is adjectival, possessive.  
tou legomenou (legw) "whose name was" - THE ONE BEING CALLED, 

NAMED. The participial construction "the one being called Caiaphas" is best 
viewed as a substantive standing in apposition to "high priest", "namely, the one 
called Caiaphas."  

Kaiafa (aV a) gen. proper. "Caiaphas" - Genitive complement of participle 
"the one being called."  
   
v4 

sunebouleusanto (sunbouleuw) aor. "they plotted" - THEY TOOK 
COUNSEL TOGETHER. Referring to their joining with others in order to plot a 
course of action.  

iJna + subj. "to arrest ....... and kill" - THAT [THEY MIGHT ARREST AND KILL 
JESUS]. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement, indirect speech, 
expressing what they planned to do. "They discussed how to arrest Jesus", 
Barclay; "have Jesus arrested and put to death", CEV.  

dolw/ (oV) "in some sly way / secretly" - BY DECEIT, TREACHERY, CUNNING, 
GUILE. The dative is adverbial, possibly means, although better manner; "They 
discussed a scheme to arrest Jesus", REB.  
   
v5 

de "but" - BUT/AND. The NIV includes the conjunction in what they said, but 
this is unlikely. The ESV suggests that it introduces the verse, "but they said." 
This is probably the case, but only to indicate a step in the unfolding dialogue.  

mh "not" - [THEY WERE SAYING] NOT. Negation used for a prohibition; "It 
must not be during the festival or there might be a riot", Phillips.  

en + dat. "during [the feast]" - Temporal use of the preposition.  
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iJna mh + subj. "or [there may be]" - LEST, IN CASE [A DISTURBANCE 
OCCURS]. Introducing a negated purpose clause, "in order that there not be ...." 
The population of Jerusalem increased some fivefold during the Passover Festival 
and this, along with the present undercurrent of popular messianism, could cause 
a public disturbance and an inevitable Roman crackdown.  

en + dat. "among [the people]" - IN [THE PEOPLE]. Local, but here with the 
sense "among".  
   
v6 

iii] The anointing at Bethany - Jesus prepares for his coming execution, v6-
13. Jesus is staying in Bethany at the home of Simon the Leper and while he is 
there a woman takes some expensive scented rubbing / embalming oil, and 
anoints his head. John tells us that it is Mary, the sister of Martha and Lazarus. 
Mark tells us that "some" of the disciples respond negatively to the woman's 
actions, John says it was Judas who was tetchy, but Matthew tells us that all the 
disciples, more or less, disapproved. Jesus steps up and defends the woman's 
actions. First, he points out to his disciples that his time with them is short, 
whereas the poor will always be with them. They will have plenty of future 
opportunities to assist the poor. Second, Jesus explains the women's actions; she 
has, in a sense, embalmed his body in preparation for burial. Third, the 
significance of her actions is so profound that what she has done will remain as 
an integral element of the gospel story for time immemorial.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative; "now".  
genomenou (ginomai) aor. gen. part. "while [Jesus] was" - [JESUS] BEING. 

The genitive absolute participle with its genitive subject "Jesus" serves to form a 
temporal clause; "Now when Jesus was at Bethany", ESV.  

bhqania/ (a) "[in] Bethany" - A village on the East of the mount of Olives, 
on the other side to Jerusalem.  

tou leprou (oV) gen. "[in the home] of Simon the Leper" - [IN HOUSE OF 
SIMON] THE LEPER. The substantive adjective stands in apposition to the 
possessive genitive "Simon"; "the home that belonged to Simon the Leper." The 
word does not imply that Simon is still suffering from leprosy, so possibly "who 
had suffered from a dreaded skin disease", TEV. Of course, Simon may now be 
dead, or even diseased and in isolation, and so "the home of" may only serve to 
identify the house where the anointing takes place, ie., it is Simon the leper's 
house, now the residence for Martha and Mary. Possibly Simon was their father, 
with Lazarus, according to John, being their brother. The word leprosy in the NT 
is used of numerous skin diseases, all of which alienated a sufferer from their 
faith community.  
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v7  

autw/ dat. pro. "[A woman came to] him" - [A WOMAN APPROACHED] HIM. 
Dative of direct object after the proV prefix verb "to come to."  

ecousa (ecw) pres. part. "with" - HAVING. The participle is adjectival, 
attributive, limiting woman; "there came to him a woman who had an alabastrum 
of very precious ointment", Torrey.  

alabastron (oV) "an alabaster jar" - AN ALABASTRUM. An expensive long-
necked bottle. Mark tells us that she broke off the long neck and poured the 
perfume on Jesus. Alabaster is an easily carved marble and served to contain and 
preserve expensive products.  

murou (oV) gen. "of [very expensive] perfume" - OF [EXPENSIVE] 
OINTMENT, PERFUME, UNGUENT. The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / content; 
"an alabaster bottle full of expensive perfumed oil." Note the AV "ointment", a 
word carried over into some modern translations. It is a liquid, not a semi-solid. 
Not a pure essential oil as this would burn the skin, but rather a perfumed nut oil 
- possibly a rubbing oil, or a stronger version used in embalming.  

epi + gen. "on [his head]" - [AND SHE POURED OUT] UPON [THE HEAD OF 
HIM]. Spatial. A host would usually mark a visitor's head with some perfumed oil. 
The woman's action may be an overboard form of welcome, but then her action 
seems to express more a symbolic anointing of messiah, or embalming of the 
suffering servant. Certainly, that's Jesus take on it.  

anakeimenou (anakeimai) gen. pres. part. "as he was reclining at the table" 
- RECLINING AT TABLE. The participle serves as a genitive absolute, best treated 
as temporal; "while he was reclining at table", Cassirer.  
   
v8 

de "-" - BUT/AND. Indicating a step in the narrative, possibly expressed as an 
adversative; "but when the disciples saw this."  

idonteV (eidon) aor. part. "when [the disciples] saw this" - HAVING SEEN. 
The participle is adverbial, probably temporal, as NIV.  

hganakthsan (aganaktew) aor. "they were indignant" - WERE 
INDIGNANT, ANGRY. John tells us that it was Judas who was tetchy about the 
waste, while Mark tells us it was "some" of the disciples. Bruce says "probably 
all the disciples disapproved more or less. It was a woman's act, and they were 
men."  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "-" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the verb "were indignant"; "they were indignant 
and said."  
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eiV "why [this waste? they asked]" - TO [WHAT THIS WASTE]? The 
preposition here is serving to introduce a purpose clause; "to what purpose is this 
waste?", AV.  
   
v9 

gar "-" - FOR. Introducing a causal clause explaining why the indignant 
response; "for it might have been sold for a high price", Torrey.  

edunato (dunamai) imperf. pas. "could have been" - IT WOULD HAVE BEEN 
ABLE, POSSIBLE. The imperfect tense is used for an unfulfilled possibility, cf. 
Robertson p.886.  

praqhnai (pipraskw) aor. pas. inf. "sold" - TO SELL [THIS]. As with "to 
give", the infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "would 
have been possible" ..... "to sell ... and to give." The suggestion that the money 
could go to the poor is an example of righteous indignation, a response usually 
hiding a more sinister motive, eg., John makes the comment that Judas' real 
motive is greed.  

pollou gen. "at a high price" - OF MUCH. The genitive is adjectival, 
idiomatic / price; "this could have been sold for a large sum", ESV. According to 
John, Judas determined that the value of the perfume was 300 denarii, a year’s 
wage for a labourer.  

ptwcoiV adj. "[the money given] to the poor" - [AND TO GIVE] TO POOR. 
The adjective serves as a substantive, dative of indirect object.  
   
v10 

de "-" - BUT/AND. Indicating a step in the narrative / dialogue. It may be 
treated as adversative; "But Jesus was aware of what they said", Moffatt.  

gnouV (ginomai) aor. part. "aware of this" - HAVING KNOWN, HAVING COME 
TO KNOW. The participle is adverbial, possibly temporal, "when Jesus understood 
it", AV, or causal, "because he is aware of this, Jesus said to them ..."  

autoiV dat. pro. "[he said] to them" - [JESUS SAID] TO THEM. Dative of 
indirect object.  

parecete (parecw) pres. "[why] are you bothering" - [WHY] ARE YOU 
CAUSING / PROVIDING [TROUBLE]. "Why do you embarrass this woman?", 
Berkeley.  

th/ gunaiki (h aikoV) dat. "this woman" - TO, FOR THE WOMAN. Dative of 
interest / disadvantage.  

gar "-" - FOR [SHE DOES A GOOD WORK FOR ME]. More explanatory than 
causal; serving to explain the basis of Jesus' question. "Why are you causing 
trouble for this woman? She has done a beautiful thing for me."  
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ergon .... kalon "a beautiful thing" - A GOOD WORK. Used technically of 
almsgiving or charitable works. Embalming the dead is viewed as a worthy 
charitable deed, further indicating the significance of the woman's act.  

eiV + acc. "to" - TO. Probably here expressing advantage, "for me." "The 
opportunity to show love and honour to Jesus in the state of humiliation had 
almost vanished. Gethsemane, Gabbatha and Golgotha were just around the 
corner", Hendriksen.  
   
v11 

gar "-" - FOR. Again, more explanatory than causal, so not translated; "You 
will always have the poor with you." Jesus is not devaluing a concern for the 
poor. The point he is making is that caring for the needy can be undertaken at any 
time, whereas actions of love and devotion toward the incarnate Christ remain 
but for a moment.  

pantote adv. "always" - [THE POOR YOU HAVE] ALWAYS. The temporal 
adverb is emphatic by position in the Gk. text.  

meq (meta) + gen. "with [you]" - WITH [YOURSELVES]. Expressing 
accompaniment / association.  

de "but" - BUT/AND [YOU DO NOT HAVE ALWAYS ME]. Best translated as 
adversative, as NIV; "but me you will not always have", Cassirer.  
   
v12  

gar "-" - FOR. Again, more explanatory than causal and so not translated by 
the NIV, in that Jesus continues to explain the basis of his rebuke / question; "in 
pouring this ointment on my body she was preparing for my burial", Rieu.  

balousa (ballw) aor. part. "when she poured" - [THIS woman HAVING 
THROWN, PUT = POURED [THIS SCENTED OIL]. The participle is adverbial, 
probably temporal, as NIV.  

tou swmatoV (a atoV) gen. "body" - [UPON] THE BODY [OF ME]. "Body", 
rather than "head", since it is the body which is anointed for burial, rather than 
just the head.  

proV to entafiasai (entafiazw) aor. inf. "to prepare [me] for burial" - 
[SHE DID] TO PREPARE FOR BURIAL [ME]. This preposition, with the articular 
infinitive, usually forms a purpose clause, "in order to prepare me for burial." The 
word can just mean "burry", but here obviously "prepare for burial." Given that 
spiced / perfumed oils were used to prepare a corpse for burial, Jesus has 
interpreted the woman's act as a preparation for his burial.  
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v13 

amhn lew uJmin "I tell you the truth" - TRULY I SAY TO YOU. Always used 
by Jesus to reinforce a truth.  

o{pou ean + subj. "wherever [..... is preached]" - WHEREVER [MAY BE 
PREACHED, PROCLAIMED]. Introducing an indefinite local clause, as NIV. The 
verb khrussw is commonly used of communicating the gospel. Given today's 
media, "communicated", rather than "preached", better reflects today's reality.  

to euaggelion touto "this gospel" - Nominative subject of the verb "to 
preach, proclaim, communicate." In 24:14 we have a similar statement; "this 
gospel of the kingdom." "Gospel" = "important news", important news "of the 
kingdom" = "concerning the coming kingdom [of God] / reign [of God] in 
Christ."  

en + dat. "throughout [the world]" - IN [THE WHOLE WORLD]. Local, with a 
distributive sense, as NIV. Jeremias suggests that this proclamation of the gospel 
is eschatological, an angelic proclamation at the end of the age, but surely Jesus 
is speaking of the church's communication of the gospel which he himself 
commissioned, cf. 28:18-20.  

lalhqhsetai (lalew) perf. pas. "will [also] be told" - IT WILL BE SPOKEN 
[AND = ALSO]. The perfect expressing a past act with ongoing consequences. 
"This story will become a standard part of the gospel tradition and will come to 
be repeated everywhere the gospel is preached", Hagner.  

eiV + acc. "in [memory of her]" - [WHAT THIS WOMAN DID] TO, TOWARD 
[MEMORY OF HER]. Here final / telic, expressing purpose; "with a view to." 
Certainly "as a memorial offered to her", Cassirer, (ie., something by which 
someone is remembered, here not a monument, but a loving act) by the church, 
rather than God (so Jeremias), or simply expressed "so that she will always be 
remembered", Barclay.  
   
v14 

iv] The betrayal, v14-16. In contrast to the woman's act of loving devotion, 
Judas, one of the twelve apostles, enters into negotiations with the religious 
authorities for the payment of thirty pieces of silver, probably equivalent to 6 
months wage for a labourer / basic wage - a tidy sum for an unemployed 
troublemaker like Judas. All Judas has to do is provide the authorities with the 
time and place where Jesus can be arrested out of the public eye.  

tote "then" - THEN. Introducing a temporal clause.  
twn dwdeka gen. "[one] of the twelve" - The genitive is adjectival, partitive.  
oJ legomenoV (legw) pres. pas. part. "the one called" - THE ONE BEING 

CALLED. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting the substantive adjective 
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ei|V, "the one", "the one who is called Judas Iscariot"; "the man called Judas of 
Kerioth", Rieu.  

IskariwthV "Iskariot" - [JUDAS] ISCARIOT. Nominative standing in 
apposition to "Judas". Possibly derived from the Aramaic "assassin", but more 
likely referring to a place name, either Kerioth located in Moab, or Kerioth-
Hezron, 25k South of Hebron.  

poreuqeiV (poreuomai) aor. pas. part. "went" - HAVING GONE [TO THE CHIEF 
PRIESTS]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the 
main verb "said", v15; "went and said (asked)."  
   
v15 

dounai (didwmi) aor. inf "to give" - [SAID WHAT ARE YOU WILLING] TO GIVE 
[ME]. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb qelete, 
"are you willing."  

moi dat. pro. "me" - Dative of indirect object.  
kagw (kai egw) "if I [hand him over]" - AND I [WILL HAND OVER / DELIVER 

HIM]. It is likely that kai here expresses a final or consecutive sense, "so that"; 
"what will you give me to betray him to you", REB; "what will you pay me for 
handing him over to you", Knox.  

umin dat. pro. "to you" - Dative of indirect object, emphatic by position in 
the Gk.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
esthsan (iJsthmi) aor. "[so] they counted out" - THEY PUT, PLACED, 

WEIGHED OUT. So, "counted out / weighed out", but possibly in the sense of the 
authorities coming to an agreement with Judas as to an amount they would pay 
for information leading to the arrest of Jesus; "they fixed the price they would 
pay him", Cassirer.  

autw/ dat. pro. "for him" - Dative of indirect object / interest, advantage.  
arguria (oV) "[thirty] silver coins" - [THIRTY] SILVER, MONEY. The exact 

payment is unclear. Obviously silver coins are intended, but which ones? The 
argument is usually confined to the silver coinage of the time which was 
commonly Greek, minted in Tyre, either the drachma, double drachma, or 
tetradrachmon (a four-drachma piece = 1 shekel). A drachma minted in Tyre was 
equivalent to a Roman denarius. One drachma / denarius was the standard value 
of a healthy sheep in Palestine at the time. It is likely that Judas negotiated a 
payment of 30 tetradrachmon pieces, a tidy sum for a farm labourer looking to 
secure his future in the face of uncertain times, although nothing like a king's 
ransom. See possible Old Testament allusion in Zechariah 11:12.  
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v16 

apo tote "from then on" - FROM THEN. Temporal phrase.  
ezhtei (zhtew) imperf. "watched" - HE WAS SEEKING. The imperfect is 

durative, expressing the ongoing action of seeking an opportunity when Jesus 
could be arrested without causing a public uproar.  

eukairian (a) "an opportunity" - A GOOD [TIME] = IN/AT A SUITABLE 
OPPORTUNITY. "A moment and place in which concealment from the public eye 
can be secured; so, Judas must exercise a hunter's patience", Davies & Allison.  

iJna + subj. "to [hand him over]" - THAT [HE MIGHT BETRAY HIM]. This 
construction may indicate a purpose clause, "in order that", given that the 
intended purpose of Judas' watching is to find an opportunity when Jesus can best 
be arrested. It may also introduce an object clause which serves as the 
complement of the object "an opportunity", together serving as a dependent 
statement of perception; "He looked out for an opportunity to betray him", 
Cassirer. Olmstead suggests that it is epexegetic, specifying the "opportunity", 
namely, "to hand him over."  
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26:17-30 

The Epilogue 
13. The passion and resurrection of Jesus, 26:1-28:20 
ii] The Last Supper 
Synopsis  

The disciples ask Jesus where he would like them to prepare for the Passover 
meal. Jesus' answer implies that he has already made arrangements for the meal 
and that his disciples are to liaise with their host for the evening. At the meal, 
Jesus pointedly indicates that one of their number is about to betray him, and 
Judas confirms that he is the culprit. During the meal, Jesus takes bread and wine 
and institutes the Lord's Supper; the bread as "my body", the wine as "my blood, 
both symbols of Jesus' sacrifice offered for the long-prophesied renewal of the 
covenant by God's messiah for the full realization of its promised blessings - the 
forgiveness of sins. After the meal, Jesus and his disciples head for the Mount of 
Olives.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus' sacrifice realizes the covenant (the agreement between the children of 
faith and God) for the full appropriation of its promised blessings, which fact is 
recalled in the Lord's Supper.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 26:1-16.  
   

ii] Background: For the festival of the Passover, a lamb was slaughtered on 
the 14th day of Nisan and eaten that evening, the 15th, the official first day of the 
festival. A seven-day festival followed during which no unleavened bread was 
eaten. As part of local custom unleavened bread was not eaten of the 14th and so 
was sometimes referred to as the first day of the Feast, although the actual first 
day was the 15th, cf., Exodus 12.  
   

iii] Structure: The Last Supper:  
Preparations for the Last Supper, v17-19; 

"My time is at hand." 
The betrayer identifies himself, v20-25; 

"Woe to that man by whom the Son of Man is betrayed." 
The celebration of the Last Supper, v26-30; 

"I will not drink again of this fruit of the vine 
  until that day when I drink it new with you in my Father's 

kingdom."  
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iv] Interpretation:  

For the celebration of the Passover, Jesus has already taken the matter 
in hand; the disciples need only tie up the loose ends. Matthew then goes 
on to contrast Judas' determined act with that of Jesus decisive acts. Judas 
looks for a eukairian, "an opportune moment", to betray Jesus, but Jesus 
knows that his own kairoV, "time", is at hand.  

Before commencing the meal, Jesus brings his disciples down to earth 
by announcing that he is the Suffering Servant about to be betrayed to death 
by one of his own. Naturally, all those around the table worry that they may 
be the offending party; even Judas asks "Is it I?" Jesus' answer to Judas is 
probably oblique; clear to Judas, but not to the others.  

At the meal, within its Passover context, Jesus distributes bread and 
wine to his guests describing these elements as his body and his blood, 
elements which will serve as images of his coming sacrifice - the giving of 
his body, the shedding / pouring out of his blood. The specific context for 
these sacrificial images is the renewal of the Abrahamic covenant on Mt. 
Sinai, Ex.24:4-8, and its prophesied final renewal, Isa.42:6, Jer.31:31, by a 
blood-letting for the benefit of others. Those who partake in this freely 
offered sacrifice on their behalf, receive in full the promised blessings of 
the covenant, blessings best encapsulated in the NOW by God's gracious 
forgiveness of sins.  
   

The Lord's Supper: The establishment of the covenant between God 
and mankind, through Christ's death on the cross, is prefigured in the Old 
Testament in Exodus 19-24 - "You have seen what I did to the Egyptians 
and how I bore you on eagles' wings and brought you to myself. Now 
therefore if you will obey my voice and keep my covenant, (the response 
to God's offer) you shall be my possession among all peoples; for all the 
earth is mine, and you shall be to me a Kingdom of priests and a holy 
nation" (the promise), Ex.19:4ff. After relating the covenant law, Ex.20-
23, the people respond, "all the words which the Lord has spoken we will 
do." Moses then "built an altar", the people "offered burnt offerings and 
sacrifices" and Moses took half the blood and put it in basins." He then read 
the law and the people responded, "all that the Lord has spoken we will do 
and we will be obedient." Moses then took the blood and threw it upon the 
people and said, "behold the blood of the covenant which the Lord has 
made with you in accordance with all these words."  

In the institution of the Lord's supper, Jesus took the Jewish Passover 
meal and created a new remembrance meal. The Passover meal was 
designed to focus attention of God's great salvation event in the Exodus - 
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Israel's escape from slavery in Egypt, Ex.12:21-27. By participating in the 
meal, with its symbolic meaning, the Israelites proclaimed (set forth) the 
great act of God's passover - the angel of death passed over them. In the 
Lord's supper, our act of remembrance focuses on Jesus' death and what it 
achieves. Jesus' sacrificial death fully realizes the covenant (agreement) 
between God and mankind; it is the means by which our relationship with 
God is eternally restored - "you are my people and I am your God."  

So, the Lord's supper is primarily a symbolic act of remembrance; "Do 
this in remembrance of me", 1Cor.11:22. The symbolic meal recalls that 
Jesus, God's long promised messiah, has offered himself as a sacrifice for 
the forgiveness of sins and in so doing has eternally grounded the covenant 
(or agreement) between God and mankind. Feeding is believing, and in this 
is life, 3:16.  
   

v] Synoptics  
Matthew's account closely resembles Mark, although heavily 

abbreviated, cf., Mk.14:12-26. Of particular interest is the difference in the 
words of administration. Mark has "Take, this is my body", instead of "take 
eat ...", Matthew, and for the wine Mark has "..... they all drank of it, and 
he said to them 'This is the blood of the covenant .......", whereas Matthew 
has "Drink from it all of you for this is my blood of the covenant." Mark 
does not have Matthew's "for the forgiveness of sins." It seems unlikely 
that if Mark was following Matthew he would leave out this clause.  

The synoptic gospels have the last supper as the Passover meal on the 
Thursday evening, around sunset, although John has the day of Jesus' 
crucifixion as the day of preparation for the Passover meal, the day when 
the lamb was prepared for the meal that evening, rather than the Thursday 
evening. This fits John's symbolism of Jesus as the Passover Lamb, giving 
his life on behalf of his people. Yet, this issue around dates may stem from 
a failure to properly understand John's statement that it was paraskeuh 
tou pasca, "the day of Preparation of the Passover", when Jesus was 
crucified. This descriptor may simply mean "the Friday of Passover week", 
Carson, meaning that John assumes we all know that the disciples' final 
meal with Jesus was the passover meal on the Thursday evening of that 
year.  

France argues that Jesus ate the Passover meal with his disciples on 
the day before the official date (ie., the evening of Nisan 14, rather than 
15), so aligning the synoptic gospels with John. Matthew's reference to the 
"first day of the Festival of Unleavened Bread", Matt.26:17, would then 
refer to the day of preparation, not the official first day of the festival. There 
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is much to support the Johannine tradition over that of the Synoptic gospels. 
Why is there no mention of lamb at the meal? This is the most important 
element of a Passover meal. It is hard to imagine that the Jewish authorities 
would be conducting a trial, carrying arms, and arguing their case before a 
Roman Governor on the first day of one of the most important religious 
festivals in the Jewish calendar. Their anxiety to have it all settled on that 
Friday implies that the Sabbath and the first day of Passover fell on the 
same day that year and thus, Friday evening was when the Passover meal 
was officially held. If this is the case, then this preemptive Passover meal 
is a Kiddush, a social sacred meal held before the Sabbath or other holy 
days  
   

Text - 26:17 
The Last Supper, v17-30. i] Preparations for the last supper, v17-19. As 

Nolland notes, when the apostles approach Jesus it is not always for a positive 
reason, here it is positive; "Where do you wish for us to arrange for you to eat the 
passover?" Rieu.  

de "now" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative  
th/ ... prwth/ adj. "on the first day" - TO THE FIRST. The dative is adverbial, 

temporal, as NIV. As already noted, officially the first day of the festival was the 
15th of Nissan (15-22), the actual first day beginning at sunset on the 14th. None-
the-less, given that all leaven was removed from the house on the 14th, the lamb 
slaughtered and prepared, and the meal commenced that evening, the "first day 
of unleavened bread" commonly identified the day of preparation before the 
commencement of the festival.  

twn azumwn (oV) gen. "of the Festival of Unleavened Bread" - OF 
UNLEAVENED bread. The genitive is adjectival, partitive, limiting "first day." The 
word may refer to the flat bread itself, "the day of unleavened bread", but John is 
obviously referring to the festival itself, as NIV. "On the first day of the Festival 
of Thin Bread", CEV, just doesn't quite work!  

tw/ Ihsou (oV) dat. "[the disciples came to] Jesus" - [THE DISCIPLES CAME 
TO, APPROACHED] JESUS. Dative of direct object after the proV prefix verb "to 
come to."  

legonteV (legw) pres, part. "and asked" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb to "to come to", as NIV.  

eJtoimaswmen (eJtoimazw) aor. subj. "to make preparations" - [WHERE DO 
YOU WILL, WISH] WE SHOULD MAKE PREPARATIONS, PREPARE, MAKE READY. 
Deliberative subjunctive, so "Please tell us where you would like us to make 
preparations?" The verb qelw, "to wish, will", being a cognitive verb, tends to 
prompt a dependent statement of perception expressing what is desired, "where 
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do you will that we make preparations." This may be formed by an infinitive, 
often classified as complementary, although technically introducing a dependent 
statement. It may also be formed with the use of oJti or iJna, and rarely as here, 
with a subjunctive.  

soi dat. pro. "for you" - TO YOU. Dative of interest, advantage, as NIV.  
fawein (fagw) aor. infl. "to eat" - TO EAT [THE PASSOVER meal, lamb]? 

The infinitive is adverbial, introducing a final clause expressing purpose, "in 
order to eat." "Where do you want us to prepare your Passover meal?" Peterson.  
   
v18 

As recorded in John's gospel, Jesus is no stranger to Jerusalem and so clearly 
knows ton deina, "the somebody, the so-and-so", in fact, Nolland suggests that 
this shorthand reference to the person may well be how Jesus referred to him. It 
is not unusual to refer to someone we know well with a generalized title, eg., "my 
old mate." Similarly, the disciples don't need to use Jesus name when they catch 
up with ton deina; they only need to tell him what "the teacher" said. As noted 
below, it is possible that Jesus hasn't hired a serviced meeting room, but intends 
eating the meal with ton deina and his family.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[tell] him" - [BUT/AND HE SAID, GO INTO THE CITY TOWARD 
THE CERTAIN PERSON, THE SOMEBODY, AND SAY] TO HIM. Dative of indirect 
object.  

mou gen. pro. "my appointed time" - [THE TEACHER SAYS, THE TIME] OF 
ME. The genitive is adjectival, best treated as idiomatic / temporal; "the time when 
......"; "the time when I come in glory to the Father is near" - the possibilities are 
endless!  

egguV adv. "[is] near" - [IS] NEAR, AT HAND. Adverb of place, used 
temporally, so "near in time = imminent". The statement is climactic, so "the time 
of my death is near", Quarles; "This is the time for the fulfillment of a 
predetermined plan", France.  

meta + gen. "with [my disciples]" - WITH [THE DISCIPLES OF ME]. Expressing 
association / accompaniment.  

proV + acc. "at [your house]" - [I AM DOING, MAKING, THE PASSOVER] 
TOWARD [YOU WITH THE DISCIPLES OF ME]. Spatial, usually expressing 
movement toward, but obviously here expressing arrival at, as NIV; "It will be in 
your house that I will be having the Passover meal", Cassirer - as NIV, Cassirer 
treats the present tense verb "I am doing" as futuristic, "I will keep ....", ESV. The 
literal "with you", rather than the assumed "at your home / house" seems to imply 
that Jesus and his disciples are joining with "the somebody" to share in the 
passover meal.  
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v19 

"The disciples obey and become models of right response", D&A  
wJV "as" - [AND THE DISCIPLES DID] AS. This comparative may be functioning 

adverbially, such that the disciples acted "as, like" Jesus had instructed them; so 
most translations. Cassirer takes wJV here to introduce an object clause / dependent 
statement of cause, expressing what the disciples did, "the disciples did what 
Jesus had ordered them to do", so Olmstead and Quarles.  

autoiV dat. pro. "them" - [JESUS COMMANDED, INSTRUCTED] THEM. Dative 
of direct object after the sun prefix verb "to instruct."  

kai "and" - AND [THEY PREPARED THE PASSOVER meal]. Olmstead suggests 
that kai here is epexegetic, "that is, they prepared the Passover."  
   
v20 

ii] The betrayer identifies himself, v20-25. Jesus and his disciples are now 
seated on cushions around a low table, each with flat-bread and a central dipping 
bowl, and together they join in a fellowship meal (either the Passover meal, or a 
preparatory Passover meal if we follow John's gospel). Before instituting his meal 
of remembrance, Jesus announces that one of those gathered will betray him, as 
prophesied. All ask the question, including Judas who receives an elusive reply.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
genomenhV (ginomai) gen. aor. mid. part. "when [evening] came" - 

BECOMING [EVENING HE WAS RECLINING WITH THE TWELVE]. Variants: "twelve 
disciples", and maqhtwn autou, "twelve of his disciples." This genitive participle 
with the genitive noun "evening" forms a genitive absolute construction, best 
treated as temporal, as NIV. "When evening came, Jesus took his place at the 
table with his twelve disciples", Barclay.  
   
v21  

esqiontwn (esqiw) gen. pres. part. "while [they] were eating" - [AND THEY] 
WERE EATING [HE SAID]. The genitive participle with the genitive pronoun autwn, 
"them", forms a genitive absolute construction, best treated as temporal, as NIV; 
"As they were eating", ESV.  

uJmin dat. pro. "you" - [AMEN I SAY] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object. "I have 
something hard but important to say to you", Peterson.  

oJti "-" - THAT. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of direct 
speech expressing what Jesus says.  

ex (ek) + gen. "[one] of [you]" - [ONE] FROM [YOU WILL BETRAY ME]. The 
preposition is used here instead of a partitive genitive.  
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v22  

lupoumenoi (lupew) pres. part. "they were [very] sad" - [AND] GRIEVING, 
SORROWING [VERY MUCH, DEEPLY]. Attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the verb "to begin"; "The disciples were very 
upset and began to ask him", TEV.  

legein (legw) pres. inf. "[began] to say" - The infinitive is complementary, 
completing the sense of the verb "to begin."  

autw/ dat. pro. "to him" - Dative of indirect object.  
ekastoV adj. "[one] after the other" - EACH [ONE]. The adjective is 

distributive here, "one by one / one after another", as NIV.  
mhti "[Surely you do]n't [mean me, Lord]?" - NOT [I AM LORD]? This 

negation, when used in a question, expects a negative answer; "It's not me is it 
Lord?" Zerwick.  
   
v23 

As Quarles notes, if the aorist participle oJ embayaV means "the one having 
just dipped" then the identify of Judas would be clear, but it seems likely that 
Jesus' words are taken generally such that the identity of the betrayer is not clear. 
This reference to dipping relates to the first part of the meal where those in 
attendance dip lettuce or a green herb in a dipping source as an appetizer. For the 
main part of the meal, a bowl of thickened source, made up of seasoned meat and 
vegetables, is in the centre of the table and those present use pieces of flat bread 
to scoop out portions to eat.  

de "and" - BUT/AND. Transitional, here indicating a step in the dialogue to a 
new speaker.  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "Jesus replied" - HAVING 
ANSWERED [SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "to say"; redundant.  

oJ embayaV (embaptw) aor. part. "the one who has dipped" - THE ONE 
HAVING DIPPED [WITH ME THE HAND IN THE BOWL, THIS ONE WILL BETRAY ME]. 
The participle serves as a substantive, and with "with me the hand in the bowl" is 
resumed by the demonstrative pronoun ou|toV, "this one", to be the subject of the 
verb "to betray." "It is the one who has dipped his bread in the dish who is going 
to betray me", Barclay.  
   
v24 

"Evil does not take God or Jesus by surprise: it can only do what has already 
been foreseen", D&A. So, the Son of Man's betrayal and death may be a surprise 
to the disciples, but not to Jesus, cf., Ps.22:16, Isa.53:3. The pronouncement of 
doom, calamity, upon Judas is traditional in form. First comes the "Woe", then 
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the crime is identified, and then the statement "better if he had never been born." 
This traditional statement is simply making the point that the consequences of the 
crime are not pretty - we still use the same saying today. In Judas' case, the full 
realization of what he has done drives him to suicide. As to whether his actions 
bring him to damnation depends on how we read metamelhqeiV, "having 
repented", 27:3 (betrayal is not an unforgivable sin!).  

men ..... de "....., but ..." - ON THE ONE HAND [THE SON OF MAN IS GOING 
JUST AS IT HAS BEEN WRITTEN ABOUT HIM] BUT ON THE OTHER HAND [WOE TO 
THAT MAN]. Forming an adversative comparative construction.  

tou anqrwpou (oV) gen. "[The Son] of Man" - The genitive is adjectival, 
relational. For "Son of Man" see 8:20.  

uJpagei (uJpagw) pre. "will go" - IS GOING AWAY, GOING OFF. Obviously 
referring to Jesus' passion; "The Son of Man is entering into a way of treachery 
well-marked by the Scriptures - no surprises here", Peterson.  

kaqwV "just as [it is written]" - AS, JUST AS, LIKE [IT HAS BEEN WRITTEN]. 
This intensive comparative serves to introduce a comparative clause. Typical 
wording for a Scriptural citation; "Son of Man is going the way appointed for 
him", NEB.  

peri + gen. "about [him]" - ABOUT [HIM]. Expressing reference / respect; 
"about, concerning."  

tw/ anqrwpw/ (oV) dat. "[woe] to [that] man" - [WOE, CALAMITY] TO [THAT] 
MAN. Dative of interest, disadvantage. "Tragic is the fate of the man by whom the 
Son of Man is betrayed", Barclay.  

di (dia) + gen. "-" - THROUGH [WHOM THE SON OF MAN IS BETRAYED]. 
Instrumental use of the preposition expressing agency; "by whom."  

kalon adj. "[it would be] better" - [IT WAS] GOOD. A positive degree is used 
for a comparative; "it would be better." "That man would have been better off if 
he had never been born", TH.  

autw/ dat. pro. "for him" - TO HIM. Dative of interest, advantage, as NIV, but 
possibly reference / respect; "it would be better, with respect to him, if .....,"  

ei + aor. ind. "if" - IF, as is not the case, [THAT MAN HAD NOT BEEN BORN, 
then IT WAS GOOD = BETTER TO = FOR HIM]. Introducing a 2nd. class unfulfilled 
conditional clause where the proposed condition is not true. Although the 
apodosis contains a past tense, here the imperfect verb to-be, an is missing. The 
particle an is often missing where the imperfect indicative denotes an unfulfilled 
obligation, so Olmstead. In the Gk. text the apodosis proceeds the protasis, so 
making the apodosis emphatic - it would have been far better for Judas if he had 
never been born.  
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v25  

de "then" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the dialogue to a new 
speaker.  

oJ paradidouV (paradidwmi) pres. part. "the one who would betray [him]" 
- [JUDAS] THE ONE BETRAYING. The participle serves as a substantive standing in 
apposition to "Judas."  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "[said]" - HAVING ANSWERED 
[SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the 
verb "to say", "answered and said"; redundant, as NIV.  

mhti "[surely you do]n't [mean me]?" - NOT [I AM, RABBI]? This negation, 
when used in a question, implies a negative answer, as in v22. "Surely teacher, 
you don't mean me?" TEV. Note that the other disciples address Jesus as "Lord", 
while Judas uses a title which could be viewed as carrying less weight.  

su pro. "you [have said so]" - [JESUS SAYS TO HIM] YOU [YOU HAVE SAID]. 
The pronoun is emphatic by position and use. D&A classify Jesus' response as a 
vague Semitic one expressing a "qualified affirmation." Olmstead is probably 
going too far when he gives the sense to be "It is as you have said, you are the 
one." An indefinite sense is surely intended; "Don't play games with me, Judas", 
Peterson.  
   
v26 

iii] The celebration of the Last Supper, v26-30: After the appetizers Jesus 
offers the customary grace / blessing / thanksgiving / benediction, in the terms of 
"Blessed art thou, O Lord our God, King of the Universe, who bringest forth 
bread from the earth" - and so also for the wine. Jesus breaks up the flat-bread 
and distributes it, and follows up by offering the disciples a common cup; "take, 
eat", "drink from it, all of you." In relation to the Passover meal, it is unclear when 
Jesus explains the significance of the bread and the wine, but from now on the 
bread and the wine represent the sacrifice he is about to make. Jesus offers himself 
so that his followers may be partakers in the life-giving benefits that inevitably 
flow from his sacrifice.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative; "Now, as 
they were eating", ESV.  

esqiontwn (esqiw) gen. pres. part. "while [they] were eating" - [THEY] 
EATING. The genitive participle with the genitive pronoun autwn, "they", forms 
a genitive absolute construction, best treated as temporal, as NIV. Nolland 
suggests it was likely that after the meal proper, Jesus explained the significance 
behind the bread and wine, rather than while they were eating. Of course, "while 
they were eating" may just refer to the appetizer, namely, the lettuce which the 
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guests dipped in sauce. In a normal Passover meal the meaning of the main 
elements was ascertained by a series of questions and answers.  

euloghsaV (eulogew) aor. part. "when he had given thanks" - [JESUS 
HAVING TAKEN BREAD AND HAVING BLESSED, GIVEN THANKS, HE BROKE]. As 
with labwn, "having taken", this participle is attendant on the main verb "to 
break"; "Jesus took bread and gave thanks and broke it." More often the participle 
is treated as temporal, as NIV; "Jesus took bread and after blessing it he broke it."  

douV (didwmi) aor. part. "gave it" - [AND] GIVING [TO THE DISCIPLE HE SAID]. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to 
say"; "he gave it ....... and said." It could be treated as temporal, "and then he gave 
it to his disciples and said."  

fagete (esqiw) aor. imp. "[take and] eat" - [TAKE] EAT. The aorist 
imperative may imply immediacy, even urgency, in this context.  

estin (eimi) "is" - [THIS] IS. The verb to-be can express representation, 
BDAG 282c-286b; "this means my body", Barclay. Note how the verb to-be is 
used in the introduction to Jesus' parables; "is like" = "represents a situation where 
......." None-the-less, the precise sense of estin here is a matter of some debate. 
"All of you take this bread, and eat some of it, for it represents my body", Junkins. 
Note how Junkins has assumed that the "all of you" for the wine also applies to 
the bread, v27.  

to swma (a atoV) "[my] body" - THE BODY [OF ME]. Predicate nominative. 
In the context of the question answer section of a Passover meal, focused as it is 
on the salvation of God's people from their enslavement in Egypt, the symbolic 
nature of the bread is identified as "the bread of affliction", Deut. 16:3. Jesus 
redefines this symbolic element of the meal as his body. We crave clarification, 
but we are only left with the context. Whereas the "affliction" was Israel's, now 
it is upon Jesus himself, the new Israel - affliction being Jesus sacrifice on the 
cross. When addressing "the blood" in v27, the image is made clearer by its being 
"poured out", and obviously the same implication applies to "the bread." The 
obvious descriptive for the bread would be "broken for many", but of course, "Not 
a bone of his shall be broken."  
   
v27 

The Passover celebration in later years involved four cups of wine with each 
person using their own cup, but it is unclear how it was celebrated in the first 
century. Here we certainly have a common cup. Where four cups of wine are 
consumed, it was at the mixing of the second that the explanatory dialogue took 
place, although it was at the third that the eucaristew, "to give thanks", the 
blessing / benediction was given. So, maybe Jesus' explanation is given at the 
third cup. As already noted, Nolland has Jesus' explanation after the wine is 
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consumed. Note that Luke implies two cups, cf., Lk.22:17-20, but there is a 
textual issue here.  

eucaristhsaV (eucaristew) aor. part. "when he had given thanks" - [AND 
HAVING TAKEN THE CUP AND] HAVING GIVEN THANKS. Along with labwn, 
"having taken", the participle may be viewed as attendant on the verb "to give", 
although better treated as temporal, as NIV. Jesus' "giving thanks" at the meal has 
prompted the title "The Eucharist" for the Lord's Supper.  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "saying" - [HE GAVE TO THEM] SAYING. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to give", "he 
gave it to them and said", or possibly modal, expressing the manner of his giving, 
as NIV.  

ex (ek) + gen. "[drink] from [it]" - [DRINK] FROM [IT ALL of you]. Expressing 
source / origin.  
   
v28 

Sacrificial blood served to realize / ratify the establishment of, and renewal 
of, the Abrahamic covenant, namely, the agreement between God and Abraham 
and his descendants (including the stranger within his gates - the inclusion of 
Gentiles), of a blessed relationship between the divine and humankind, which 
agreement is founded on faith (for the Sinai covenant, Law leading to faith). The 
covenant is fully realized in Jesus' sacrifice and is appropriated through faith - 
faith in the faithfulness of Jesus. Matthew identifies its most evident blessing as 
"the forgiveness of sin" (only Matthew includes this statement). A variant "the 
new covenant" exists, the "new" reflecting Jeremiah 31:31, but of course, there is 
but one covenant between God and humanity, fully realized in the sacrificial 
death of Christ (this is a matter of some dispute!).  

gar "-" - FOR [THIS IS (represents???) THE BLOOD OF ME]. Introducing a 
causal clause explaining why they should drink.  

thV diaqhkhV (h) gen. "of the covenant" - OF THE AGREEMENT, COVENANT. 
The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / producer; "the blood that realizes the 
covenant." Olmstead opts for identification, "the blood that ratifies the covenant", 
while Quarles opts for producer, "the blood that initiates the covenant." The 
particular idiomatic sense is difficult to pinpoint, but the genitive "covenant" is 
limiting the "blood" to the sacrificial blood of Jesus poured out for the full 
realization of the covenant.  

to .... ekcunnomenon (ekcunnw) perf. mid./pas. part. "which is poured out" 
- THE ONE BEING POURED OUT, SHED. The participle is adjectival, attributive, 
limiting "blood". Reflecting Isaiah 53:12, of the Suffering Servant who "poured 
out his life to death."  
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peri + gen. "for [many]" - Here expressing advantage, "for", or 
representation, "on behalf of", as if uJper.  

eiV + acc. "for" - TOWARD. Here expressing purpose / end-view, "with a view 
to."  

aJmartiwn (a) gen. "[forgiveness] of sins" - The genitive is adjectival, 
usually viewed as verbal, objective. This statement finds its basis in Jeremiah's 
new covenant prophecy "I will forgive their wickedness and remember their sins 
no more." Jesus achieves what he set out to do, to "save his people from their 
sins."  
   
v29 

With these words Jesus brings an eschatological dimension to his renewal of 
the covenant through his sacrifice on the cross. It is realized now in the 
forgiveness of sins, but we are yet to taste its ultimate blessings.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step to a new point.  
uJmin dat. pro. "[I tell] you" - [I SAY] TO YOU. Dative of indirect object.  
ou mh + subj. "[I will] not" - [I WILL] NOT NOT = BY NO MEANS [DRINK FROM 

NOW]. Subjunctive of emphatic negation.  
ek + gen. "from" - FROM [THIS FRUIT]. Expressing source / origin, as NIV, 

or possibly partitive, "of this fruit", ESV.  
tou genhmatoV (gimomai) gen. "of the vine" - The genitive is adjectival, 

possibly just possessive, "belonging to", or idiomatic / producer, "the fruit 
produced by the vine", even source / origin, "from." "I will never again drink this 
wine", TEV.  

ek arti + gen. "from now on" - FROM NOW. Temporal construction. It seems 
likely that Jesus is drinking with the disciples and will continue to do so during 
the meal, so the sense is probably "never again after this", TH.  

eJwV + gen. "until" - UNTIL [THAT DAY]. Here as a temporal preposition; "until 
the time comes", Barclay.  

oJtan "when" - WHEN [I DRINK IT NEW]. Temporal conjunction introducing a 
temporal clause; "When I drink a new kind of wine", Rieu, is likely, given that 
"new" limits "it = wine", but possibly "until I drink it with you in a new way", 
TH.  

meq (meta) + gen. "with [you]" - WITH [YOU IN THE KINGDOM OF THE FATHER 
OF ME]. Here expressing association / accompaniment. Jesus is pointing his 
disciples to that day when they will again experience an intimate fellowship 
together in the fully realized kingdom of God.  
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v30  

uJmnhsanteV (uJmnew) aor. part. "when they had sung a hymn" - [AND] 
HAVING SUNG. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as NIV. "Then 
they sang a Psalm", Rieu.  

twn elaiwn (a) gen. "[the mount] of olives" - [THEY WENT OUT INTO THE 
MOUNT] OF OLIVES. The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / identification; "the hill 
where the olive trees grow"  
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26:31-46 

The Epilogue 
13. The passion and resurrection of Jesus, 26:1-28:20 
iii] Gethsemane 
Synopsis  

The Passover meal is ended and Jesus and his disciples head for a garden 
outside of Jerusalem called Gethsemane. On the way, Jesus speaks of his coming 
death and resurrection and of the scattering of his flock. At the garden, Jesus 
enters into a time of deeply emotional prayer, supported by three of his closest 
disciples. Jesus concludes this time as the betrayer shows his hand.  
   
Teaching  

In accord with the divine will the Good Shepherd takes upon himself the 
curse of the Law.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 26:1-16.  
   

ii] Structure: Gethsemane:  
A stroll across the Kidron valley, v31-35: 

Bad news; good news, v31-32; 
"This very night you will all fall away on account of me." 
"After I have risen, I will go ahead of you into Galilee." 

The sheep affirm their loyalty, v33-35; 
"Even if all fall away on account of you, I never will." 
"This very night .... you will disown me three times." 

A time of prayer in the garden of Gethsemane, v36-46: 
Jesus calls his disciples to prayer, v36-38; 

"My soul is overwhelmed with sorrow to the point of death." 
Jesus' threefold supplication, v39-44; 

"May this cup be taken from me. Yet not as I will, but …." 
Judas breaks up the party, v45-46.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

The meal now completed, Jesus and his disciples head off across the 
Kidron valley toward the Mount of Olives. On the way Jesus tells his 
disciples what is about to happen in the words of Zechariah 13:7. He, the 
shepherd of the sheep, is about to be struck down and his sheep scattered, 
v31. Jesus goes on to tell the disciples not to worry because after he is risen 
he will go before them into Galilee. These words are probably to be taken 
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literally, although Jesus may be making the point that after he rises from 
the dead, when the disciples return to Galilee, he will take up his 
shepherding role again.  

The idea that the disciples will scatter when the shepherd is struck 
down prompts Peter to declare that even if everyone else stumbles, he will 
remain true. Jesus then gives Peter the sad news that this very night he will 
deny his Lord three times, v34. Peter strongly renounces the possibility, 
and the other disciples similarly affirm their loyalty, v35.  

Having crossed the Kidron ravine east of Jerusalem, the party heads 
for a garden called Gethsemane (the word means "oil press", so probably 
an enclosed olive grove). With Peter and the two sons of Zebedee (James 
and John), Jesus heads off for a time of prayer. In this time of prayer Jesus 
is "plunged into agonizing sorrow", Peterson, v38. Luke describes Jesus 
condition as one of "agony of mind." "As his sweat dripped on the ground, 
it was like drops of blood", Barclay, Lk.22:44. As the minutes turned to 
hours, Jesus' companions in prayer nod off; "Couldn't you men keep watch 
with me for one hour?" On returning after his second secession of prayer, 
Jesus left them sleeping and returned again for a third session of prayer.  

The content of Jesus prayer to the Father is profound. Jesus asks that 
to pothrion touto, "this cup", parelqatw, "may pass", apo, "from" him. 
Jesus is drawing on Old Testament imagery when he uses the word "cup"; 
it is the cup of suffering and judgment, cf., Isa.51:17. Jesus is not just 
reflecting on the pain of crucifixion, he has in mind the suffering of a 
sacrificial lamb for the sins of the world. He who knew no sin is about to 
be washed in the sinfulness of humanity, and in this process, face its divine 
consequence, judgment. Jesus' cry from the cross, "Why hast thou forsaken 
me", probably best reflects the horror of Jesus' experience.  

In the first session of prayer Jesus' request is very human, the idea 
possibly coming from the Tempter himself. Satan has already suggested to 
Jesus that he can complete his mission by teaming up with the one who has 
the whole world in his hand, 4:8-9. Yet, the defining fact for Jesus is the 
divine will; "Let they will be done", Rieu, v39, 42. In the second session of 
prayer Jesus' words reflect his acceptance of the divine will.  

After the third session Jesus returns to his disciples who are still 
sleeping and announces the "wJra", "hour", has come - the appointed hour 
for the glorification of the Son of Man through suffering and death, v45. 
And to this end comes the betrayer, Judas, v46.  
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iv] Synoptics  
The first part of the passage aligns with Mark 14:26-31. Markan 

priority is argued by most scholars, with differences put down to the 
stylistic preferences of both authors. The separate use of a common oral 
tradition should not be discounted. D&A suggest that the prior oral source 
seems to have developed around two prophecies, the falling away of the 
disciples and the denial of Peter, both in the context of the Last Supper. 
They suggest that Mark added the prophetic text from Zechariah and also 
the promise of Jesus' resurrection.  

The second part of the passage aligns with Mark 14:32-42 with some 
minor agreements with Luke 22:40-46. Markan priority is again argued by 
most scholars.  
   

Text - 26:31 
Gethsemane, v31-46. i] A stroll across the Kidron valley, v31-35. a) The bad 

news and the good news, v31-32. In accord with Zechariah 13:7, Jesus predicts 
that the disciples are about to fail a test of faith.  

tote adv. "then" - This temporal adverb is primarily transitional, indicating 
a step in the narrative.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[Jesus told] them" - [JESUS SAYS] TO THEM. Dative of 
indirect object.  

en + dat. "[this very] night" - [YOU ALL WILL BE OFFENDED IN ME] IN [THIS 
NIGHT]. Temporal use of the preposition, expressing a period of time; "You will 
all take offense at me and fall away during this night", Cassirer. Note that "you 
all" is emphatic by position.  

skandalisqhsesqe (skandalizw) fut. pas. "you will [all] fall away" - WILL 
BE TRIPPED UP AND SO FALL INTO SIN, OFFENDED, FALL AWAY, REPELLED. The 
word is used to express the disciples being "scandalized" by Jesus and so denying 
him; "To be repelled by someone", BDAG. Rieu probably gets to the heart of it 
with "This very night you will all renounce your faith in me", although the TEV 
is a touch kinder with "run away and leave."  

en + dat. "on account of [me]" - IN [ME]. Causal use of the preposition; 
"because of me."  

thV poimnhV (h) "[the sheep] of the flock" - [FOR IT HAS BEEN WRITTEN I 
WILL STRIKE THE SHEPHERD AND THE SHEEP] OF THE FLOCK [WILL BE 
SCATTERED]. The genitive is adjectival, possessive, "the sheep belonging to the 
flock", possibly partitive, even epexegetic, "the sheep of his flock", Rieu. Of 
course, it may just be stylistic; note how mark just has "the sheep", Mk.14:27; 
"the flock will be scattered."  
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v32 

Jesus has already predicted that he will rise again and here restates this fact 
to reinforce the point that the striking down of the shepherd is not the end of the 
story. Jesus' going before the disciples may be intended as an allusion to the 
shepherding role of Jesus, but is more likely a factual statement; "the return to 
Galilee symbolizes a fresh beginning", Nolland - the mission to the ends of the 
earth begins where Jesus' ministry began.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step to a contrasting point. 
Mark has alla.  

meta + art. inf. "after [I have risen]" - AFTER [THE TO BE RAISED UP ME I 
WILL GO BEFORE YOU INTO GALILEE]. The preposition meta + the articular 
infinitive serves to express antecedent time; "after I am raised up", ESV, drawing 
out the passive sense, or simply, "After I have risen", Barclay.  
   
v33 

b) The sheep affirm their loyalty, v33-35. As is often the case, Peter comes 
to the fore in the story line. He answers for all the disciples when he proclaims 
that Jesus' words may apply to others, but not to him.  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. part. "[Peter] replied" - [BUT/AND PETER] 
ANSWERING [SAID TO HIM]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "to say", typical Semitic form; redundant.  

ei + ind. "even if" - IF, as is the case, [ALL = EVERYone WILL BE OFFENDED 
IN YOU then I NEVER WILL BE OFFENDED]. Introducing a 1st. class conditional 
clause where the proposed condition is assumed to be true.  

en + dat. "on account of [you]" - IN [YOU]. Here the preposition is causal, 
"because of you."  
   
v34 

Jesus' reply is sharp and to the point, not only will Peter desert Jesus, he will 
actually deny him. Note 10:33, which presumably refers to an ongoing denial of 
Christ rather than a momentary lapse.  

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - [JESUS SAID] TO HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
amhn legw soi "truly I tell you" - AMEN I SAY TO YOU. A statement used 

by Jesus to introduce an important truth; "I assure you", Rieu.  
oJti "-" - THAT. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of direct 

speech.  
en + dat. "-" - IN [THIS NIGHT]. Temporal use of the preposition; "during this 

night." "Tonight", TEV.  
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prin + inf. "before" - BEFORE [A COCK, ROOSTER, TO SHOUT OUT = CROW 
THREE TIMES YOU WILL DENY ME]. Temporal construction expressing subsequent 
time, as NIV. Note that Mark has a double crowing, a feature of his gospel that 
has prompted some debate! It is usually held that Mark's second crowing is a 
product of textual corruption, a fact evident by the many textual variants at this 
point in the Markan text. Still, why would anyone even mistakenly put in a second 
crowing? See Wenham, NTS 25. Note also the suggestion that the "cock crow" 
is a common term used for the sounding of the dawn bugle in a military camp.  
   
v35 

"Peter, crowing like a proud cock, rebuts Jesus." "The choir of disciples 
shows Peter not alone in his delusion", D&A. A little harsh boys - there is a bit 
of Peter in every one of us!  

kan + subj. "even if" - [PETER SAYS TO HIM] EVEN IF, as may be the case [ME 
TO DIES IS NECESSARY WITH YOU then NO NO WILL I DENY YOU]. Introducing a 
conditional clause 3rd. class where the condition has the possibility of coming 
true. The crasis, kai + an, is ascensive, as NIV. "I will never say that even if I 
have to die with you", TEV.  

apoqanein (apoqnhskw) aor. inf. "to die" - [ME] TO DIE [IS NECESSARY]. 
The infinitive serves as the subject of the impersonal verb "it is necessary." The 
accusative subject of the infinitive is me, "me".  

sun + dat. "with [you]" - Expressing association / accompaniment.  
ou mh + fut. "[I will] never [disown you]" - NO NO = BY NO MEANS, IN NO 

WAY [WILL I DENY, RENOUNCE YOU]. A subjunctive of emphatic negation formed 
with a future tense rather than a subjunctive.  

oJmoiwV adv. "the same" - LIKEWISE, IN SIMILAR MANNER, [AND = ALSO ALL 
THE DISCIPLES SPOKE]. Comparative adverb. "All the disciples made the same 
protest", Phillips.  
   
v36 

ii] A time of prayer in the garden of Gethsemane, v36-46: a) Jesus calls his 
disciples to prayer, v36-38; The traditional site on the western slope of the Mount 
of Olives certainly fits the description of what is presumably a walled olive grove 
known as Gethsemane, "the oil press." Jesus leaves the main party for prayer, but 
takes those closest to him to be near at hand as he wrestles with the Father in 
prayer. The description "suggests a strong need for human companionship", 
France.  

legomenon (legw) pres. mid./pas. part. "called [Gethsemane]" - [THEN 
JESUS COMES WITH THEM INTO A PLACE] BEING CALLED [GETHSEMANE]. The 
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participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "place", "a place which is called 
Gethsemane."  

toiV maqhtaiV (hV ou) dat. "[he said] to them" - [AND HE SAYS] TO THE 
DISCIPLES. Dative of indirect object.  

eJwV + gen. + subj. "while" - [SIT HERE] UNTIL = WHILE [WHOM, HAVING LEFT 
THERE I MAY PRAY]. This temporal construction usually expresses time up to, 
"until", but here it seems to express contemporaneous time, "while". The genitive 
ou|, "who", is a variant reading.  

apelqwn (ercomai) aor. part. "I go over [there]" - HAVING LEFT. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the subjunctive verb "to 
pray"; "while I go ... and pray." "Sit down here, while I go yonder and pray", 
Berkeley.  
   
v37 

The inner circle of disciples, Peter, James and John, those who witnessed 
Jesus' transfiguration, also the raising of Jairus' daughter, Mk.5:37, now witness 
Jesus at prayer - and sleep through most of it! Matthew's "sorrowful and troubled" 
is weaker than Mark's description which suggests amazement and terror.  

paralabwn (paralambanw) aor. part. "he took" - [AND] HAVING TAKEN 
[PETER AND THE TWO SONS OF ZEBEDEE]. Attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the verb "to begin", "he took ..... and began to 
be ....."  

lupeisqai (lupew) pres. mid./pas. inf. "[he began] to be sorrowful [and 
troubled]" - [HE BEGAN] TO BE GRIEVED, SORROWFUL, [ AND TO BE HEAVY = 
GREATLY DISTRESSED, TROUBLED]. As for "to be troubled", the infinitive is 
complementary, completing the sense of the verb "to begin." The distress is of 
the mind, so "agony of mind", Phillips, "anguish", TEV.  
   
v38 

Using the language of piety (eg., Ps.42-43), Jesus describes the intensity of 
his sorrow with the phrase "unto death"; such expresses its depth, not his wish to 
die. The disciples are to "keep watch." It seems unlikely that this is a keeping 
watch for intruders, but more likely and a keeping watch in eschatological terms 
- "a readiness for what is coming in the Passion. .... One who is alert to the will 
of God as Jesus was would stand with Jesus as he went to his death", Nolland.  

tote "then" - Temporal adverb, used for temporal transition in the narrative.  
eJwV + gen. "to the point of [death]" - [HE SAYS TO THEM, THE SOUL OF ME 

IS VERY SORROWFUL] UNTIL [DEATH]. Here as a preposition expressing degree up 
to the highest limit, so "to, to the point of, up to, up to the point of". Not really, 
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"I feel so sad I wish I could die", but "The grief I feel is crushing me." "My heart 
is ready to break with grief", REB.  

met (meta) + gen. "[keep watch] with [me]" - [REMAIN HERE AND KEEP 
ALERT, WATCH, STAY AWAKE] WITH [ME]. Expressing association / 
accompaniment. "Wait here and share my vigil", Barclay.  
   
v39 

b) Jesus' threefold supplication, v39-44. According to Luke, Jesus moves a 
stones' throw from his three disciples. Jesus then prostrates himself ("fell on his 
face"), intimately addressing his heavenly Father, seeking the "possible" 
(something within the will of God). Jesus shrinks from the "cup" that he is about 
to drink from, cf., Ps.11:6, Isa.51:17, Ezk.23:33. TEV has "the cup of suffering", 
but Cranfield argues strongly that it is the "cup of God's wrath against sin." "The 
request that what is approaching might pass from Him is not fear of a dark fate, 
nor cringing before physical suffering and death, but the horror of One who lives 
by God as being cast from Him at the judgment which delivers up the Holy one 
to the power of sin ........ the approaching passion is not fate but judgment", 
Goppelt, TDNT, VI, p.153.  

proelqwn (proercomai) aor. part. "going" - [AND] HAVING GONE TOWARD 
[A LITTLE HE FELL]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "to fall." "Jesus walked on a little way and then fell face 
down in prayer."  

epi + acc. "[his face] to the ground" - UPON [THE FACE OF HIM]. Spatial; 
"upon". Jesus prostrates himself in prayer.  

proseucomenoV (prosucomai) pres. part. "and prayed" - PRAYING [AND 
SAYING]. As with "saying", the participle is best viewed as adverbial, modal, 
expressing the manner of Jesus' act of prostrating himself; "Jesus prostrated 
himself on the ground praying." The participle "saying" is redundant.  

ei + ind. "if" - [FATHER OF ME,] IF, as is the case [IT IS ABLE, POSSIBLE, then 
LET THE CUP PASS BY FROM ME]. Introducing a conditional clause 1st. class 
where the proposed condition is assumed to be true. "My Father, if it be possible, 
may this cup of misery pass me by", Cassirer.  

ap (apo) + gen. "from [me]" - Expressing separation, "away from."  
plhn "yet" - NEVERTHELESS. Introducing a qualification, "none-the-less." 

Note the possible sense "let me escape suffering on the condition that the will of 
God may still be accomplished", Thrall.  

wJV "as" - [NOT] AS [I WILL]. Rare use of this conjunction where, with the verb 
"I will", it forms a substantive, subject of an assumed verb; "not as I would have 
it happen, but as you would have it happen." Mark has ti, so TEV, "not what I 
want, but what you want."  
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all (alla) "but" - BUT [AS YOU will]. Strong adversative used in a 
counterpoint construction; "not ...., but ....."  
   
v40 

"Jesus' earnest prayer contrasts with the failure of even his closest supporters 
to stay awake in his support", France.  

ercetai (ercomai) pres. "then he returns" - [AND] HE COMES [TOWARD THE 
DISCIPLES]. Narrative / historic presents, "comes", "finds" and "says", used for 
dramatic impact.  

kaqeudontaV (kaqeudw) pres. part. "sleeping" - [AND HE FINDS THEM] 
SLEEPING. The participle serves as the accusative complement of the direct object 
"them" in a double accusative construction.  

ouJtwV adv. "-" - [AND HE SAYS TO PETER] THEREFORE. Inferential; serving 
to introduce a question drawing on a logical conclusion from the proceeding 
action, namely, Jesus finding the disciples asleep. The inference prompts the 
question; "When Jesus came back he found them sound asleep, and so he said to 
them (Peter), 'You blokes could have stuck it out (pl.) with me for a least an hour, 
couldn't you?'"  

ouk "[could]n't [you men]" - NOT [WERE YOU STRONG, ABLE]. This 
negation is used in a question expecting an affirmative answer, as above. So, the 
answer would be, "Of course we could have stuck it out; I think we just had too 
much to eat." Here it is often viewed as an irregular use of the negation expecting 
a negative answer; "Couldn't you stick it out (pl.) with me for just one hour?" 
Answer: "No, we're too tired!" Gundry, commenting on the Markan parallel, 
suggests that we have an exclamatory statement here, rather than a question; 
"What! So, you blokes can't even stay awake and keep watch with me for just one 
hour!"  

grhgorhsai (grhgorew) aor. inf. "keep watch" - TO BE ALERT, AWAKE. 
Complementary infinitive, completing the sense of the verb "to be strong, able."  

wJran (a) acc. "for [one] hour" - [ONE] HOUR [WITH ME]. The accusative 
"one hour" is adverbial, modifying the complementary construction "able to be 
awake", so as NIV, "for one hour." Emphatic by position.  

tw/ Petrw/ dat. "[he asked] Peter" - [HE SAYS] TO PETER. Dative of indirect 
object.  
   
v41 

The forces of darkness are engulfing the messianic community. One member 
has already succumbed, and the others must now face their time of testing. To 
this end they must be spiritually alert ("watch" = "spiritual preparedness", 
Hagner) and seek divine support in prayer, because, although their intentions 
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("spirit" = "the desires of the inner self", France) are strong, their resilience 
("flesh" = "human weakness", France) is weak - as they will soon discover.  

iJna mh + subj. "so that [you will] not [fall]" - [WATCH, STAY AWAKE, BE 
ALERT, AND PRAY] THAT NOT = LEST [YOU ENTER INTO TEMPTATION]. Serving to 
introduce a negated purpose clause. D&A suggest that the purpose clause applies 
to both "watch" and "pray", but it seems more likely that a state of watchfulness 
/ "spiritual preparedness", Hagner, is the product of prayerfulness. If this is the 
case then kai is epexegetic such that "pray lest ..." specifies the nature of 
watchfulness / spiritual preparedness. An attention to prayer prepares a disciple 
for an engagement with the powers of darkness - prayer reinforces spiritual 
preparedness.  

men .... de ".... but .." - ON THE ONE HAND, [THE SPIRIT IS WILLING, READY, 
PREPARED] BUT ON THE OTHER HAND [THE FLESH IS WEAK]. Forming an 
adversative comparative construction.  
   
v42 

Mark's account of Jesus' second prayer is much the same as the first, but in 
Matthew, Jesus' second prayer expresses a state of resignation such that he does 
not pray to be spared the ordeal, but that God's will may be done - virtually as the 
Lord's prayer, "not as I will but as you."  

apelqwn (apercomai) aor. part. "he went away" - HAVING GONE AWAY. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to 
pray"; "Jesus went away and prayed", TEV.  

ek + gen. "-" - [AGAIN] FROM [A SECOND time having gone away, he prayed]. 
Temporal use of the preposition; "for a second time", NRSV.  

ei + ind. "if" - IF, as is the case, [THIS TO PASS BY IS NOT POSSIBLE ..... then 
LET BE DONE THE WILL OF YOU]. Introducing a 1st. class conditional clause where 
the proposed condition is assumed to be true. The 1st. class condition serves as 
"a clear indication that this is in fact the Father's will", Morris.  

parelqein (parercomai) aor. inf. "to be taken away" - TO PASS BY. The 
infinitive serves as the subject of the negated impersonal verb "it is not possible", 
with the accusative subject of the infinitive being touto, "this".  

ean mh + subj. "unless [I drink it]" - IF NOT = EXCEPT [I DRINK IT]. Although 
often treated as a second protasis for the conditional clause, "unless", as NIV, it 
likely serves as an exceptive clause, establishing a contrast by designating an 
exception, "except"; "My Father, should it be impossible for this cup to pass me 
by without my drinking it, it is your will that is to be accomplished", Cassirer, so 
also Rieu, Berkeley. The CEV gets to the sense of the clause; "My Father, if there 
is no other way, and I must suffer, I will still do what you want."  
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v43 

France suggests that the disciples are "sleeping from grief"; this is a nice 
thought, but maybe they ate and drank too much at the Passover meal - we all 
know how that feels!  

elqwn (ercomai) aor. part. "when he came back" - [AND] HAVING COME 
[AGAIN]. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as NIV; "And when 
he returned", Moffatt.  

kaqeudontaV (kaqeudw) pres. part. "[found them] sleeping" - The 
participle serves as the accusative complement of the direct object "them", 
asserting a fact about the object, namely, that the disciples are sleeping on the 
job.  

gar "because" - Causal, here serving to introduce a causal clause.  
hsan ..... bebarhmenoi) perf. mid./pas. part. "[their eyes] were heavy" - 

[THE EYES OF THEM] WERE HAVING BEEN WEIGHED DOWN. The imperfect verb 
to-be + the perfect participle forms a periphrastic pluperfect construction, 
possibly emphasizing durative aspect; "they could not keep their eyes open", 
Barclay.  
   
v44 

Only Matthew states that Jesus prayed a third time reaffirming his 
submission to the Father's will, although Mark implies it.  

kai "so" - AND. A consecutive sense is possible here, "so as a result ....", as 
NIV.  

afeiV (afihmi) aor. part. "he left [them]" - HAVING LEFT [THEM AGAIN, 
HAVING GONE AWAY, HE PRAYED]. As with "having gone away", attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to pray"; "So, 
he left them again, went away, and prayed" = "He left them and prayed", CEV.  

ek + gen. "[the third time]" - FROM [THIRD]. Temporal use of the preposition 
serving to introduce a temporal phrase; "for the third time."  

eipwn (legw) aor. part. "saying" - HAVING SAID [AGAIN THE SAME WORD]. 
The participle is adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of his prayer, "he 
prayed .... using the same words"; "uttering again the same prayer", Berkeley.  
   
v45 

c) Judas breaks up the party, v45-46. On returning, Jesus finds the disciples 
still asleep. His comment, at face value, allows the disciples to continue in sleep, 
but most commentators think it is at least ironical, if not facetious. The time had 
come for the Son of Man to be handed over to sinful humanity.  
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tote adv. "then" - Transitional use of this temporal adverb. This, with the 
historic / narrative present verbs "he comes" and "he says", serves to highlight 
this step in the narrative.  

autoiV dat. pro. "to them" - [HE COMES TOWARD THE DISCIPLES AND SAYS] 
TO THEM. Dative of indirect object.  

kaqeudete (kaqeudw) pres. ind. / imp. "are you sleeping [and resting]?" - 
SLEEP [AND REST]. It is unclear whether these verbs are indicative or imperative. 
Olmstead suggests it is likely that they are indicative. It is also unclear whether 
we have a question or a statement, ether way as Olmstead says "both probably 
'form a mild rebuke'", ref., BDAG, 602.3. So, a rebuke / sarcastic question, as 
NIV, Barclay, CEV, Berkeley, Moffatt, .... "You blokes having a nice sleep are 
you?"  

aJmartwlwn (oV) gen. "[the hands] of sinners" - [BEHOLD THE HOUR DRAWS 
NEAR AND THE SON OF MAN IS BEING BETRAYED INTO THE HANDS] OF SINNERS. 
The genitive is adjectival, possessive, although Quarles classifies it as partitive. 
For "Son of Man" see 8:20. Note also the passive "handed over"; D&A suggest it 
is a divine passive, God does the handing over "into the hands of men given over 
to sin", Cassirer.  
   
v46  

agwmen (agw) pres. subj. "let us go" - [RISE UP] LET US GO. Hortatory 
subjunctive.  

oJ paradidouV (paradidwmi) pres. part. "[my] betrayer" - [BEHOLD] THE 
ONE HANDING OVER, BETRAYING, [ME DRAWS NEAR]. The participle serves as a 
substantive.  
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26:47-56 

The Epilogue 
13. The passion and resurrection of Jesus, 26:1-28:20 
iv] The arrest of Jesus 
Synopsis  

On the conclusion of Jesus' time of prayer in the garden of Gethsemane, 
Judas arrives with a mob who set about arresting Jesus. One of the disciples 
intervenes, but Jesus demands that he sheathe his sword. After addressing the 
improper nature, if not illegality, of the arrest, Jesus is taken in hand while the 
disciples head for cover.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus passively accepts the consequences of the will of God, and does so in 
conformity with prophecy.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 26:1-16.  
   

ii] Structure: The Arrest of Jesus:  
The betrayal of Judas, v47-50; 

"Do what you came for, friend." 
An unnecessarily violent response, v51-54; 

"All who take up the sword will perish by the sword." 
Jesus addresses the improper nature of the arrest, v55-56; 

"All this has taken place that the writings of the prophets might  
         be fulfilled."  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

Emphasizing the improper, if not illegal, nature of Jesus' arrest, 
Matthew describes Judas arriving with a "crowd" sent from Israel's 
religious officials. They likely consist of temple police, and, as John tells 
us, Roman auxiliaries. Actually, Luke implies that some religious officials 
were there as well. Judas has arranged to identify Jesus with a kiss and does 
so with a show of affection. Interestingly, the compound word 
katefelhsen, is a strong verb meaning "to kiss with affection", so Judas 
makes a show of his actions. He addresses Jesus respectfully as Rabbi, even 
though Jesus has told his disciples not to use that address (Mann suggests 
it is a "studied insult").  

Jesus' response to Judas is somewhat unclear, v50. Literally Jesus says 
"upon which you are coming." Is it a question or a statement? If a question, 
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then Jesus is asking "Why are you here?", RSV, if a statement, then a verb 
must be assumed, "Do what you are here to do", NRSV. A statement seems 
likely. At this point Jesus is seized and in response, one of the disciples 
lashes out with his sword (more likely a dagger). John tells us that it was 
Peter, ever the action man, and that the officer who lost his ear was called 
Malchus. Jesus reminds Peter of a common saying of the time, and still 
with us today - "live by the sword; die by the sword" - and goes on to make 
the point that if he had need, the Father could commit twelve legions 
(72,000) of angels in his defence, cf., Jn.18:36. The disciples should know 
better than to interfere with the realization of God's plan for the salvation 
of the world.  

Speaking to the improper, if not illegal, actions of the mob, Jesus 
points out to them that he has never hidden himself from the public, daily 
teaching in the temple, while they are acting as if he were a terrorist in 
hiding. Yet, although their behaviour is improper, it aligns with the destiny 
of the Suffering Servant as foretold in the Scriptures, eg., Isa.53:5. The 
salvation of the world rests on the humiliation of Jesus.  

The disciples now realize that the game is up and scatter.  
   

iv] Synoptics  
Matthew's account aligns with Mark 14:43-50, 52-52, other than v52-

53. Luke, and especially John, record v52. The saying, v52b, is likely a 
common one and it is not unreasonable for Jesus to have employed it, given 
Peter's actions. As for v52a, Jesus' words are probably firmly part of the 
oral tradition available to Matthew and Luke.  
   

Text - 26:47 
The arrest of Jesus, v47-56: i] The betrayal of Judas, v47-50. As France 

notes, the fact that Matthew didn't mention when Judas left the disciples may 
imply that he went with them to Gethsemane and then reported where Jesus was 
to be found. Given the record of the other gospels, it seems more likely that Judas 
left the meal earlier that evening, knowing where Jesus would end up later that 
night. Matthew seems to imply that the arresting party is more a lynch-mob than 
lawful officers acting on a legal warrant. The mention of xulwn, "staffs" = clubs, 
coshes, cudgels (baseball bats), as part of the assembled armament, points to a 
lynch-mob. There is no mention of the presence of Roman auxiliaries, as found 
in John's account.  

lalountoV (lalew) pres. part. "while [he was still] speaking" - [AND HE 
STILL] SPEAKING. The genitive participle with the genitive pronoun "he" forms a 
genitive absolute construction, best treated as temporal, as NIV. The adverb eti, 
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"still", indicates that the action is contemporary; "Before he had finished 
speaking", Rieu.  

twn dwdeka adj. "[one] of the twelve" - [BEHOLD, JUDAS, ONE] OF THE 
TWELVE [CAME]. The adjective serves as a substantive, the genitive being 
adjectival, partitive.  

meta + gen. "armed with [swords and clubs]" - [AND] WITH [HIM A GREAT 
CROWD] WITH [SWORDS AND CLUBS]. The first use of the preposition expresses 
accompaniment / association, "with Judas was a large crowd", and the second is 
adverbial, expressing the manner of the crowd's coming; "they came equipped 
with swords and cudgels."  

tou laou (oV) gen. "[the elders] of the people" - [FROM THE CHIEF PRIESTS 
AND ELDERS] OF THE PEOPLE. The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / 
subordination; "over / who ruled over the people"  
   
v48 

As Morris notes, it seems that the arresting party is only intent on taking 
Jesus into custody, so necessitating the signal of a friendly greeting in the form 
of a kiss. It is full moon, so Judas can easily pick Jesus out from the other 
disciples.  

de "now" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, as NIV.  
paradidouV (paaradidwmi) pres. part. "the betrayer" - THE ONE 

BETRAYING [HIM]. The participle serves as a substantive.  
autoiV dat. pro. "with them" - [GAVE A SIGN] TO THEM. Dative of indirect 

object / interest, advantage; "The betrayer, on his part, had arranged a signal for 
them."  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "-" - SAYING. Being anarthrous (without an article), 
the participle is likely to be adverbial, probably instrumental, expressing means; 
"he had arranged a signal for them by saying / telling them" Possibly just attendant 
on the verb "to give", redundant (not translated); "The betrayer had given them a 
signal, "Whom I kiss, he is the one", Berkeley.  

o}n an + subj. "the one [I kiss]" - WHO IF / EVER = WHOMEVER [I MAY KISS, 
then HE IS the one you seek, ARREST HIM]. A relative pronoun + an + subj. 
introduces an indefinite relative cause, sometimes, as here, with a conditional 
edge. "Judas had told them beforehand, 'Arrest the man I greet with a kiss'", CEV.  
   
v49 

The image of betrayal presented here is one that has resonated through the 
years - frontal affection followed by a stab in the back. Nolland notes that the 
intensive verb katefelhsen, "kissed", "is used here either to mark the perfidy of 
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betrayal with a kiss, or to suggest that the kiss was prolonged to make sure the 
crowd had time to mark their man."  

proselqwn (prosercomai) aor. part. "going" - [AND IMMEDIATELY] HAVING 
COME TOWARD, APPROACHED. Attendant circumstance participle expressing 
action accompanying the verb "to say"; "he came up to Jesus and said."  

tw/ Ihsou (oV) dat. "Jesus" - JESUS, [HE SAID, HAIL / GREETING RABBI, AND 
HE KISSED HIM]. Dative of direct object after the proV prefix verb "to come 
toward." "Hello teacher", CEV.  
   
v50 

Jesus "lets tragedy take him", D&A.  
ef (epi) + acc. "[do what you came] for" - [BUT/AND JESUS SAID TO HIM, 

FRIEND] UPON [WHICH YOU ARE COMING]. Here expressing the not so common 
sense of goal / end-view / purpose; "Undertake the purpose for which you have 
come." When taken as a statement the verb must be supplied; "Do what you are 
here to do", NRSV, or "I know what you are here for", Nolland. The statement is 
probably sharp in tone, so Hagner; "Get on with it!", France. As already noted, 
the clause may serve as a question, although most commentators view it as a 
statement, contra D&A, "Is that (the giving of a kiss) why you are here?"  

proselqonteV (prosercomai) aor. part. "[then] the men stepped forward" 
- [THEN] HAVING COME TO, APPROACHED, [THEY LAID THE HANDS ON JESUS AND 
ARRESTED HIM]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the main verbs "to lay hands on" and "to seize."  
   
v51 

i] An unnecessarily violent response, v51-54. John tells us that our sword-
wielding disciple was Peter, and also provides the name of the servant, although 
it has been suggested that Matthew implies it was Judas who lost his ear - very 
unlikely! Luke tells us that the disciples had two swords among them (most likely 
long daggers) and that Jesus healed the wound. "There can be little doubt that 
more serious harm was intended", Hagner.  

twn (oJ) "[one] of [Jesus' companions]" - [AND BEHOLD ONE] OF THE ones 
[WITH JESUS]. The article serves as a substantive, the genitive being adjectival, 
partitive. The preposition meta, "with", expresses accompaniment, as NIV.  

ekteinaV (ekteinw) aor. part. "reached for" - HAVING STRETCHED OUT [THE 
HAND DREW THE SWORD OF HIM]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing 
action accompanying the verb "to draw"; "stretched out ..... and drew."  

pataxaV (patassw) aor. part. "struck" - [AND] HAVING STRUCK [THE 
SERVANT OF THE HIGH PRIEST HE CUT OFF THE EAR]. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to cut off." Olmstead 
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suggests means; "[by] striking the high priest's servant, cut off his ear", Berkeley, 
etc. "Put his hand to his sword, drew it, and struck the High Priest's slave, shearing 
off his ear", Rieu.  

autou gen. pro. "his [ear]" - OF HIM. The genitive is possessive, although 
Quarles suggests that it is partitive.  
   
v52 

Peter's action is not in accord with the divine will to which Jesus has 
committed himself. As the Apostolic Fathers described it, the hook is baited and 
Satan is going after it, so hotheads like Peter should not get in the way. Yet, Jesus 
provides a pacifist rebuke to Peter's action. The saying Jesus draws on represents 
the Jewish principle of measure for measure. "With the measure with which 
persons measure, it will be meted out to them", cf. Matt.7:2, Luz. The saying 
certainly gives some support to the pacifist cause, one that has always troubled 
the Church. When it comes to war, the Church usually rests on the "Just War" 
theory, ie., A war is just when undertaken as a defence against an aggressor, or 
an aid of another country facing aggression.  

autw/ dat. pro. "to him" - [THEN JESUS SAYS] TO HIM [RETURN THE SWORD 
OF YOU INTO THE PLACE OF IT]. Dative of indirect object.  

gar "for" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why Peter should put his 
sword / dagger back in its sheath.  

labonteV (lambanw) aor. part. "all who draw [the sword]" - [ALL] THE 
ONES HAVING TAKEN [SWORD]. If the adjective panteV, "all", is treated as a 
substantive, "everyone", then the participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting 
"everyone", "everyone who takes up the sword", which substantive serves as the 
nominative subject of the verb "to die, perish."  

en + dat. "by [the sword]" - [WILL DIE] IN = BY [the SWORD]. The preposition 
here is instrumental, expressing means.  
   
v53 

"Twelve sword-wielding disciples or twelve legions of angels are equally 
unacceptable if they hinder Jesus' obedience to the command of the the Father 
and the fulfillment of Scripture", D&A.  

h] "-" - Since Greek pointing was added well after the original texts were 
composed, it is sometimes unclear what word is intended. Here h is usually taken 
to be the disjunctive particle h], "or", here introducing a rhetorical question, but it 
may well be the adverb h\, "truly"; "Do you really think .....?", Olmstead. The use 
of the verb dokeiV, "to suppose, think", itself implies a rhetorical question.  

oJti "-" - [DO YOU THINK] THAT. Introducing an object clause / dependent 
statement of perception expressing what the disciples should think.  
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parakalewai (parakalew) aor. inf. "[I cannot] call" - [I AM NOT ABLE] TO 
EXHORT, CALL UPON [THE FATHER OF ME]. Complementary infinitive completing 
the sense of the verb "to be able."  

kai "and" - Here probably consecutive, expressing result; "and consequently 
he will at once send ......"  

moi dat. pro. "[put at] my [disposal]" - [HE WILL PRESENT AT ONCE MORE 
THAN TWELVE LEGIONS OF ANGELS] TO ME. Dative of indirect object / interest, 
advantage, "for me."  

pleiw adj. "more than" - When used comparatively, as here, the adjective 
"more than" would take a genitive, but often not so with numbers, as here; See 
Olmstead.  

aggelwn (oV) gen. "of angels" - The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / 
content; "twelve legions consisting of / composed of / made up of angels."  
   
v54 

"What was taking place was fulfilling the divine purpose, a purpose that must 
necessarily come to pass", Morris.  

oun "-" - THEREFORE. Inferential, drawing a logical conclusion, "therefore" 
= "So, if I were to call on the support of legions of angels, how ......?"  

plhrwqwsin (plhrow) aor. pas. subj. "be fulfilled" - [HOW] MAY BE 
FULFILLED [THE SCRIPTURES]. Deliberative subjunctive.  

oJti "that say" - [which say] THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of 
indirect speech expressing what the scriptures say. "But then, how could the 
words of the Scriptures come true, which say that this must happen?", CEV.  

genesqai (ginomai) aor. mid. inf. "[it must] happen [in this way]" - TO 
HAPPEN [THUS IS NECESSARY]. The infinitive serves as the subject of the 
impersonal verb "is necessary." Here expressing divine necessity.  
   
v55 

iii] Jesus addresses the improper nature of his arrest, v55-56. As D&A note, 
it is ironic that Jesus is crucified between two bandits / insurgents, and set upon 
as if he were himself a bandit / insurgent, by those who act as bandits / insurgents 
"with swords and clubs."  

en + dat. "in [that hour]" - IN [THAT HOUR JESUS SAID TO THE CROWD]. 
Temporal use of the preposition; "At the same time Jesus said to the mob", 
Barclay.  

wJV "-" - [HAVE YOU COME OUT WITH SWORDS AND CLUBS TO ARREST ME] 
AS, LIKE, AS IF [you were coming out AGAINST A BANDIT, INSURGENT]. 
Comparative. The clause is usually treated as a question, but it could also be a 
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statement; "I see you have come out with swords and sticks to capture me as 
though I were a brigand", Rieu.  

meta + gen. "with [swords and clubs]" - WITH. Adverbial use of the 
preposition, modal, expressing the manner of the crowd's coming out; they "came 
out ..... with ...."  

epi + acc. "-" - AGAINST [A BANDIT]. Spatial, here expressing opposition, 
"against", rather than direction. The word for "bandit", lhsthV, usually refers to 
a "swindler", so "thief", or even "bandit". Some have argued for the particular 
sense of "revolutionary", "insurgent", "an anti-Roman Zealot", so Barrett.  

sullabein (sullambanw) aor. inf. "to capture [me]" - TO SEIZE, ARREST 
[ME]. The infinitive is adverbial, expressing purpose; "in order to arrest me."  

kaq (kata) + acc. "every [day]" - ACCORDING TO DAY = DAILY. Distributive 
use of the preposition, as NIV.  

didaskwn (didaskw) pres. part. "teaching" - [I WAS SITTING IN THE TEMPLE] 
TEACHING [AND YOU DID NOT ARREST ME]. The participle is adverbial, probably 
modal, expressing the manner of Jesus' sitting, he was sitting teaching, but 
possibly temporal, "while I was teaching."  
   
v56 

Luz suggests that this verse, on the fulfillment of Scripture, along with 1:22, 
frames the entire story of Jesus from beginning to end. As for the disciples, "at 
the time of crises they simply ran off", Morris.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, possibly 
to an editorial comment rather than a continuation of Jesus' words; "a narrative 
observation", Luz.  

iJna + subj. "that" - [ALL BECAME, HAPPENED] THAT [MIGHT BE FULFILLED, 
COMPLETED]. Introducing an adverbial clause, final, expressing purpose, "in 
order that the writings of the prophets might be fulfilled", or consecutive, 
expressing result, "with the result that the writings of the prophets were fulfilled."  

twn profhtwn (hV ou) gen. "[the writings] of the prophets" - THE 
WRITINGS, SCRIPTURES [OF THE PROPHETS]. The genitive is adjectival, usually 
classified as verbal, subjective, but may also be classed as idiomatic / producer; 
"the scriptures which were revealed by / produced by the prophets."  

tote adv. "then" - Transitional use of the temporal adverb, indicating a 
concluding step in the narrative.  

afenteV (afihmi) aor. part. "deserted [him and fled]" - [THE DISCIPLES ALL] 
HAVING LEFT [HIM FLED]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "to flee", as NIV.  
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26:57-68 

The Epilogue 
13. The passion and resurrection of Jesus, 26:1-28:20 
v] Jesus before the Sanhedrin 
Synopsis  

Now arrested, Jesus is brought before Caiaphas the high priest. Peter follows 
from a distance and ends up sitting with the guards so that he can keep an eye on 
proceedings. The trial proceeds before Caiaphas, the chief priests and elders. 
Witnesses are called, evidence given, and finally Jesus is directed to declare 
himself, which he does. This prompts a declaration of blasphemy, a demand for 
the death penalty, and is followed up by a number of spiteful assaults on Jesus' 
person.  
   
Teaching  

Jesus is the Messiah, the Son of Man, the one who comes in judgment, and 
who reigns at the right had of the Ancient of Days.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: 26:1-16.  
   

ii] Structure: Jesus before the Sanhedrin:  
Jesus is taken to Caiaphas with Peter following on, v57-58; 
Witnesses are presented for the prosecution, v59-63a; 

"Jesus was silent." 
Jesus declares himself, v63b-64; 

"You will see the Son of Man sitting ..... and coming." 
Jesus is charged with blasphemy, v65-68.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

Matthew tells us that Jesus is taken to meet with Caiaphas the high 
priest and other religious leaders, all of who have gathered to undertake a 
preliminary hearing of his case. The meeting is likely to be a preliminary 
investigation because of the irregular nature of the proceedings, cf., v67 
(even though Matthew has to sunedrion oJlo, "the whole Sanhedrin"). The 
more formal gathering of the Sanhedrin, to confirm a verdict of blasphemy, 
is held early the next morning, (cf., 27:1). When the Sanhedrin (a 71-
member council chaired by the High Priest) meets that morning, they 
probably gather in the council chambers (The chamber of hewn stone) in 
the Temple complex. The civil trial before Pilate follows some hours later. 
John tells us that the initial investigation is at the home of Annas, Caiaphas' 
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father-in-law. The Roman authorities removed Annas from his position as 
High Priest years before, but he still carried moral authority, certainly as 
far as the Jews were concerned, given that a High Priest is appointed for 
life.  

Peter followed the arresting party and is now with the guards watching 
proceedings from a distance. Filson describes Peter's condition as one of 
"hopeless despair and dogged loyalty."  

The proceedings are probably already underway when Jesus is brought 
in; note the imperfect ezhtoun, "were looking for false evidence." As 
Mounce notes, it seems unlikely that they are actually looking for "false 
evidence", but they certainly come up with some false witnesses. There is 
a focus on evidence concerning the temple because, under Roman law, the 
Jews are able to execute someone for desecrating the temple. As Mark tells 
us, the problem facing the religious authorities is that the witnesses are 
unable to agree with each other as to what Jesus actually said about 
destroying temple. So, Jesus doesn't even bother answering the charge, 
v63a.  

With no reliable witnesses to pin Jesus on a charge of desecrating the 
temple, the High Priest, acting against the Law, heads down the path of 
self-incrimination and tries to extract an admission of blasphemy. He puts 
Jesus under oath to answer one way or the other as to whether he is, or is 
not, the Messiah, the Son of God. The problem is that Caiaphas has a poor 
understanding of God's Messiah, so although Jesus answers in the 
affirmative, he "must answer cautiously and with some explanation", 
Carson. Jesus goes on to explain his messianic credentials and Caiaphas 
takes the answer as an affirmative "I am", v65.  

In explaining his messianic credentials, Jesus draws on the imagery of 
Daniel's coming Son of Man, the one who comes to the Ancient of Days to 
administer judgment and receive the submission of all humanity, Dan.7:13, 
Ps.110:1. As far as Caiaphas is concerned, Jesus has blasphemed God, 
although it is not clear in what particular sense. Was it Jesus' claim to be 
the Messiah, Son of Man, or his claim to sit at God's right hand (probably 
viewed as an assertion of deity)? Either way, they believe they have the 
evidence to put to the official meeting of the Sanhedrin after dawn and 
conclude the matter by roughing Jesus up.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
Matthew's account is fairly close to Mark 14:53-65, but at a number of 

points Matthew agrees with Luke. First, Luke, like Matthew, provides an 
elusive answer to the high priest's question. Luke, like Matthew, has the 
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phrase "tell us who hit you?" The most interesting similarity between 
Matthew and Luke is Matthew's ap arti, "from now on", v64, and Luke's 
apo tou nun, "from now on." Matthew, of course, may have expanded on 
Mark and Luke may then have followed Matthew using his own words (or 
visa-versa), but it seems more likely that all three are working off a similar 
Semitic oral tradition producing different Greek translations for "from now 
on." Other such examples exist, eg., Matthew's oJpwV + subj. for Marks eiV 
+ articular inf., v59.  
   

Text - 26:57 
i] Jesus is taken to Caiaphas with Peter following on v57-58. If we accept 

John's account, Jesus is probably taken to the home of Annas where an initial 
investigation of his crimes is undertaken by Caiaphas and his associates.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
oiJ .. krathsanteV (kratew) aor. part. "those who had arrested Jesus" - 

THE ONES HAVING SEIZED, ARRESTED, [JESUS LED him AWAY TOWARD 
CAIAPHAS THE HIGH PRIESt]. The participle serves as a substantive, subject of the 
verb "to lead."  

oJpou adv. "where" - WHERE [THE SCRIBES AND THE ELDERS WERE 
GATHERED TOGETHER]. Adverb of place.  
   
v58 

Obviously, the disciples are not pursued by the lynch-mob, and so Peter is 
able to follow on. This is not a rescue mission by Peter, but rather, "it seems he 
was motivated by curiosity", Morris.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a further step in the narrative; 
"From a distance, Peter followed on."  

autw/ dat. pro. "[Peter followed] him" - [PETER WAS FOLLOWING] HIM. 
Dative of direct object after the verb "to follow."  

apo "at [a distance]" - Adverbial use of the preposition + the local adverb 
makroqen, "far off", to reinforce the the sense of separation, "from far off" = "at 
a distance."  

eJwV + gen. "as far as" - UNTIL [THE COURTYARD OF THE HIGH PRIEST]. 
Spatial, expressing a measure up to a point, here of distance. Peter followed on 
until he reached the courtyard of the high priest, at which point he entered and sat 
with the guards; "Peter followed him at a distance, right into the court-yard of the 
High Priest's house", Barclay.  

eiselqwn (ercomai) aor. part. "he entered" - [AND] HAVING ENTERED 
[INSIDE HE WAS SITTING DOWN WITH THE SERVANTS, ASSISTANTS = GUARDS]. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to 
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sit down", as NIV, but possibly temporal, "when he got inside, he sat down", 
Moffatt.  

idein (oJraw) aor. inf. "to see" - TO SEE [THE END]. The infinitive is 
adverbial, final, expressing purpose, "in order to see"; "to see what was going to 
happen", CEV.  
   
v59 

ii] Witnesses are presented for the prosecution, v59-63a. As if prosecuting 
the case for war by assembling all the intelligence that favours a decision to go to 
war, the Jewish religious authorities are out to assemble all the evidence "that 
would enable them to put him to death", Morris. Not really "false evidence", more 
likely malicious evidence.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative (for us, a 
paragraph marker).  

oJlov adj. "[the] whole [Sanhedrin]" - [THE CHIEF PRIESTS AND THE 
SANHEDRIN] ALL. Attributive adjective, limiting "the Sanhedrin", although, what 
about Nicodemus? There would have been waverers among the authorities, and 
not all would have been present for this informal inquisition, but in general terms, 
most members of the Sanhedrin were out to have Jesus eliminated. Note that chief 
priests are priests who are qualified to serves as the high priest.  

kata + gen. "[false evidence] against [Jesus]" - [WERE SEEKING FALSE 
TESTIMONY] AGAINST [JESUS]. Here expressing opposition. As noted above, it is 
unlikely that the authorities are after "false testimony" as such, but rather, 
"malicious testimony" against Jesus (contra Fortana who argues that Matthew 
chose the word to express "both evil intent and illegal action" by the religious 
authorities). This is indicated by the authorities attempt to pin Jesus on the crime 
of desecrating the temple, a crime for which they had the authority to condemn a 
person to death by stoning (a fact contested by some scholars). It is likely that the 
authorities were unable to press this case because the witnesses couldn't agree on 
exactly what Jesus said. Note that Mark has just "witnesses", Mk.14:55.  

oJpwV + subj. "so that [they could]" - THAT [THEY MAY PUT TO DEATH HIM]. 
This construction introduces a final clause expressing purpose; "in order that they 
might put him to death."  
   
v60 

The authorities come up short, but they do find two witnesses willing to 
provide malicious testimony against Jesus with respect to the temple. Matthew 
doesn't tell us that the evidence is conflicting, as does Mark, but he does tell us 
that Jesus doesn't bother responding to the charge, and so the high priest is forced 
to move on to a new inditement, the implication being that the evidence provided 
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is not sound (contra France + who argue that the evidence is sound, supported by 
the phrase uJsteron de, "but in the end"). Yet, as already noted, if the charge of 
desecrating the temple could be proved by two reliable witness, then the 
authorities would have acted to stone Jesus to death. The matter remains 
unresolved because some scholars hold that the religious authorities have no right 
to execute anyone, even for desecrating the temple.  

kai "but" - AND [THEY DID NOT FIND]. Here adversative, as NIV. The object 
must be supplied; "they did not find one = a false / malicious testimony against 
Jesus that would enable them to put him to death."  

proselqontwn (prosercomai) gen. aor. part. "though ..... came forward" - 
[MANY FALSE / MALICIOUS WITNESSES] HAVING COME TO, COME FORWARD, 
APPROACHED. The genitive participle, its modifying adjective, "many", and its 
subject "malicious witnesses", forms a genitive absolute construction, usually 
taken here as concessive; "but they could not find none, although a number of 
witnesses came forward", Moffatt.  

yeudomarturw (uV uroV) gen. "false witnesses" - FALSE / MALICIOUS 
WITNESSES. The genitive subject of the genitive participle "having come 
forward." If the word does actually mean "false witnesses" then the verse may 
read something like, "Many witnesses, who were prepared to perjure themselves, 
came forward, but the court was unable to find any evidence upon which it could 
legitimately proceed (to have Jesus executed)", Barclay.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative; "However, 
two false / malicious witnesses finally came forward and said ...."  

uJteron adj. "finally" - The accusative complementary adjective "later" is 
used here as a superlative temporal adverb, "at last, finally."  

proselqonteV (prosercomai) aor. part. "came forward" - HAVING COME 
TO, COME FORWARD, APPROACHED [HE SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the verb "to say" (v61), "At last two came 
forward and said", ESV. 
   
v61 

The confused testimony of the witnesses obviously relates to Jesus' prophetic 
words on the future of the temple complex (the desolating sacrilege about to 
overcome God's historic people Israel) and his prophetic words concerning 
himself, his temple / body (upon his death he will rise in three days). Profound 
theology is found behind the words because the shekinah glory is no longer found 
in a building of stone, but in the person of Jesus; he is God's living temple.  

katalusai (kataluw) aor. inf. "[I am able] to destroy" - [THIS one SAID, 
I AM ABLE] TO DESTROY [THE TEMPLE]. The infinitive is complementary, 
completing the sense of the verb "to be able." Note that the use of the 
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demonstrative pronoun ou|toV, "this one", is probably derogatory, "This fellow 
said", NRSV. The aor./imperf. verb "to say" introduces direct speech / quote here.  

oikodomhsai (oikadomew) aor, inf, "rebuild it" - [AND WITHIN THREE DAYS] 
i am able TO REBUILD. The infinitive is complementary, as above.  

dia + gen. "in [three days]" - WITHIN. Adverbial use of the preposition, 
temporal, expressing a period of time "within which", Zerwick #115. Semitic 
idiom.  
   
v62 

As D&A note, the high priest's standing up aligns with what wicked accusers 
do in Psalm 27:12 and 35:1l - particularly relevant if the accusation has no merit.  

anastaV (anisthmi) aor. part. "stood up" - [AND] HAVING RISEN UP [THE 
HIGH PRIEST SAID TO HIM]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "to say"; "At this, the high priest rose up and said to 
Jesus", Cassirer.  

ouden adj. "[are you] not [going to answer?]" - [DO YOU ANSWER] 
NOTHING? Accusative direct object of the verb "to answer."  

it pro. "what" - WHAT / WHY. Interrogative pronoun serving to introduce an 
indirect question. A question, "Why are these men ....?" is unlikely. Note, the NIV 
has two separate questions. This is possible, as is a single question, eg., "Are you 
not answering in any way what these are testifying against you?", Quarles.  

sou gen. pro, "you" - [THESE ONES WITNESS AGAINST] YOU? Genitive of 
direct object after the kata prefix verb "to testify against."  
   
v63a  

de "but" - BUT/AND [JESUS WAS SILENT]. Transitional, indicating a step in 
the narrative, a move in focus from the high priest to Jesus. "Jesus kept silent", 
Peterson.  
   
v63b 

iii] Jesus declares himself, v63a-64. In Mark, the high priest simply asks 
Jesus "Are you the Messiah, the Son of the Blessed One?", whereas in Matthew, 
he invokes the authority of God in demanding an answer. It's interesting how the 
high priest uses the term "Son of God", rather than the normal title, "Son of 
David." Jesus' use of the term "Son of God" has prompted controversy and will 
aid in the task of convicting Jesus of blasphemy. In John's gospel, the use of the 
title "Son of God" by Jesus, prompted a hostile reaction from the religious 
authorities because, as far as they were concerned, it was a claim to equality with 
God.  

autw/ dat. pro. "to him" - [AND THE HIGH PRIEST SAID] TO HIM. Dative of 
indirect object.  
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kata + gen. "by [the living God]" - [I ADJURE YOU] BY. This preposition, 
used after a verb of swearing, indicates the one by whom / what the oath is made, 
cf., BDAG, 522.2.a. Often expressed in the NT as "in the name of." "I put you 
under oath by the living God", Rieu.  

tou zwntoV (zaw) gen. pres. part. "the living [God]" - The participle is 
adjectival, attributive, limiting "God".  

iJna + subj. "-" - THAT. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of 
indirect speech expressing what the high priests adjures / charges Jesus to declare, 
namely that he says plainly whether he is the Messiah.  

ei "[tell us] if" - [YOU SAY TO US] IF. When this conjunction is used in an 
indirect question, as here, the sense is usually "wheather"; "tell us whether you 
are the Anointed One, the Son of God", Cassirer. For "Son of God" see 14:33.  

su pro. "you" - YOU [YOU ARE THE CHRIST, SON OF GOD]. The pronoun here 
is emphatic by use and position.  
   
v64 

In Mark's gospel, Jesus' answer is clear, "I am", but with Matthew it is 
somewhat unclear; "You said" = "You have said so." Turner argues that the 
answer is purposely ambiguous, but this seems unlikely. Jesus is most likely 
saying "yes", but qualifying his answer because the high priest and his associates 
have little understanding about the Messiah, certainly not in the terms revealed 
by Jesus. So, Jesus goes on to give a short outline of his messianic claims. Jesus 
is Daniel's coming "Son of Man", the one who comes to the Ancient of Days to 
administer judgment and accept the submission of all humanity, Dan.7:13, 
Ps.110:1  

ap (apo) "from [now on]" - [JESUS SAYS TO HIM, YOU SAID, BUT I SAY TO 
YOU] FROM [NOW YOU]. Adverbial use of the preposition, temporal, with the 
adverb arti, "now", giving the sense "from now on, hereafter." For "Son of Man" 
see 8:20.  

kaqhmenon (kaqhmai) pres. mid. part. "sitting" - [YOU WILL SEE THE SON 
OF MAN] SITTING. The participle, as with ercomenon, "coming", serves as the 
accusative complement of the direct object "the Son of Man" standing in a double 
accusative construction. Jesus identifies his messianic task as both "sitting" and 
"coming". A ruler sits to command (unlike the high priest who stands), and Jesus 
is about to take his seat and reign at the right hand of the Ancient of Days. This 
will involve his "coming", a coming in judgment. In movement terms, Jesus' 
coming is to the Ancient of Days, a move which results in divine judgment. There 
have been many divine comings in judgement from the flood, Sodom and 
Gomorrah, through to the destruction of Jerusalem in 70AD, but this coming is 
the sum of it all, a coming in judgment that will end the age of human habitation.  
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ek + gen. "at [the right hand]" - Local, expressing separation, "away from", 
although when used with either "right hand" or "left hand" it takes the sense "at", 
as NIV.  

thV dunamewV (iV ewV) gen. "of the Mighty One" - OF THE POWER. The 
genitive is adjectival, partitive. This identifier is used for God and is often 
translated "the Almighty"; "you will see the Son of Man sitting at the right hand 
of the Almighty God", Barclay.  

epi + gen. "on" - UPON. Spatial. John, in the Revelation, has coming meta, 
"with", the clouds. The cloud is no earthly cloud, but the mist associated with the 
Shechinah glory that radiates when the divine is present. Alluding to Dan.7:13, 
and referring to Christ's "coming" to the Ancient of Days.  

tou ouranou (oV) gen. "[the clouds] of heaven" - The genitive is adjectival, 
idiomatic / local, "the clouds located in heaven", or source, "originating from 
heaven."  
   
v65 

iv] Jesus is charged with blasphemy, v65-68. The CEV is probably close to 
the mark when it translates the words of the high priest "This man claims to be 
God", for the Gk., eblasfhmhsen, "he has blasphemed." Setting aside the 
political motives the authorities have in seeking Jesus' execution, the theological 
heart of their issue with Jesus is that he seems to claim equality with God (an 
issue unpacked in John's gospel, cf., Jesus the Divine Son, Jn.5:19-30). The high 
priest views God's Messiah, the anointed one, as a Davidic deliverer, and given 
his contempt for Jesus, he takes his messianic claims as a claim to deity. Jesus 
"had affirmed a kinship with God closer by far than any human could possibly 
claim in the judgment of Caiaphas and his helpers", Morris. Yet, Jesus does not 
claim deity, even though he may rightly make that claim, he only claims the 
messianic status of the Son of Man.  

tote "then" - THEN [THE HIGH PRIEST TORE THE GARMENTS, ROBES, OF 
HIM]. Transitional; temporal adverb used to indicate a temporal step in the 
narrative. A high priest may only tear his robes in an extreme situation, cf., 
Lev.21:10-11.  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "and said" - SAYING [HE HAS BLASPHEMED]. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to 
rip, tare", as NIV. In legal terms, Jesus has not blasphemed because he did not 
use the divine name.  

ti pro. "Why" - WHAT, WHY. Interrogative pronoun introducing a question 
seeking a reason; "Why do we still need witnesses?", NRSV.  

eti adv. "any more" - STILL, YET = FURTHER [NEED]. Temporal adverb.  
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marturwn (uV uroV) gen. "witnesses" - [DO WE HAVE] OF WITNESSES. The 
genitive is adjectival, usually treated as verbal, objective, "need for further 
witnesses", as NIV.  

nun adv. "now [you have heard]" - [LOOK, BEHOLD] NOW [YOU HAVE HEARD 
THE BLASPHEMY]. Temporal adverb, emphatic by position; "You heard this 
blasphemy just now", Rieu.  
   
v66  

uJmin dat. pro. "[what do] you [think]" - [WHAT SEEMS] TO YOU. Dative of 
reference / respect, "what does it seem with respect to you?" The sense may be 
informal, "What think you?", or formal, as in a formal trial, "What is your 
verdict?", Barclay.  

qanatou (oV) "of death" - [BUT/AND THEY HAVING ANSWERED SAID, HE IS 
DESERVING OF, LIABLE TO] DEATH. Genitive complement of the adjective 
"deserving of."  

apokriqenteV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "they answered" - HAVING 
ANSWERED. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying 
the verb "to say."  
   
v67 

In Mark, Jesus' head is hooded, which explains why in v68 those who assault 
Jesus ask "Prophesy for us, Messiah. Guess who hit you", TEV - a kind of violent 
blind-man's-bluff. Matthew leaves out the covering of Jesus' face because he 
wants to emphasize the despicable nature of the assaults against Jesus. "They 
show Jesus their contempt and their brutal scorn. Spitting into a person's face is 
an expression of the deepest contempt", Luz.  

tote adv. "THEN [THEY SPIT IN HIS FACE]" - THEN [THEY SPAT INTO THE FACE 
OF HIM, AND THEY STRUCK HIM, AND THEY SLAPPED him]. Transitional; temporal 
adverb used to indicate a temporal step in the narrative.  
   
v68  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "and said" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verbs "spit", "struck" and "hit", as 
NIV, or possibly adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of their slapping, "And 
some slapped him, saying", ESV.  

hJmin dat. pro. "to us" - [PROPHESY] TO US. Dative of indirect object. "The 
mocking includes the request for him to 'prophesy', ie., tell supernaturally, who 
was striking him", Hagner.  

oJ paisaV (paiw) aor. part. "who hit you?" - [WHO IS] THE ONE HITTING 
[YOU]? The participle serves as a substantive, subject of the verb to-be.  
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26:69-75 

The Epilogue 
13. The Passion and Resurrection of Jesus, 26:1-28:20 
v] Peter denies Jesus 
Synopsis  

While the Jewish authorities interrogate Jesus, Peter is sitting in the 
courtyard of the high priest's home, along with the arresting party and a number 
of servants. Peter is challenged by a servant girl, but he denies knowing Jesus. A 
second time he is challenged, while standing at the entrance to the home, but he 
again denies knowing Jesus. When challenged a third time, Peter again denies 
Jesus, and at that moment a cock crowed. Peter remembers Jesus' words to him, 
and so leaves the courtyard in tears.  
   
Teaching  

"Godly sorrow .... leads to salvation and leaves no regret", 2Cor.7:10.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 26:1-16.  
   

ii] Structure: Peter denies Jesus:  
Setting, v69a; 
Peter's three denials, v69b-74b; 

The first denial, v69b-70; 
The second denial, v71-72; 
The third denial, v73-74; 

Peter reaps his reward, v75.  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
Although not overly clear, it does seem that before the official 

gathering of the Sanhedrin in the Temple on the Friday morning, Jesus is 
initially interrogated by Caiaphas, the high priest, aided by a number of 
other religious authorities. If we accept John's account, this pre-trial 
interrogation takes place at the home of Annas, the former high priest. The 
home is probably a substantial building because Mark tells us that Peter is 
katw, "below", in the courtyard. This implies that it is a multi-storied 
building. The building is what we might call a villa, or hacienda, a square 
building with a central courtyard.  

Peter's bravery is beyond question; he has entered the lion's-den and 
placed himself in serious danger, but as he sits beside a fire warming 
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himself (cf., Mark), a young female servant suggests that he is kai, "also" 
with "Jesus the Galilean." Peter denies the accusation and moves to the 
entrance of the home where he is again challenged. Mark seems to suggest 
that it is the same woman, although Mathew has allh, "another" servant 
girl. Peter again denies the charge, this time with an oath. Sometime later 
Peter is again called out as one of Jesus' disciples. His uncouth country 
accent has given him away, but he again denies the charge, "calling down 
curses on himself if he was not", Barclay.  

Luke tells us that at the moment when the cock crowed, Jesus turns 
and looks straight at Peter, cf., Lk.22:61. It may be the moment when Jesus 
is led away for his formal arraignment before the Sanhedrin. Of course, 
Peter is devastated, broken by the experience, and so moves outside and 
bursts into tears. "The crowing of the cock reminds him of his earlier boast 
and he realizes how far he has fallen short", France.  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
Matthew's account is again very similar to Mark, but as D A note, it 

aligns with Luke in three particular ways: First, the cock crows only once; 
Second, the second denial presents in direct speech; Third, both end with 
"and going out he wept bitterly." Streeter and others argue that this is 
further evidence that Luke used Matthew (or visa-versa??). Such may be 
the case, in fact, Luke may have had Matthew and Mark before him. There 
is still much to support the view that they are all relying on the Semitic oral 
tradition founded in the early church by the apostles, possibly first 
documented in a proto-Mark.  
   

Text - 26:69 
Peter denies Jesus, v69-75: i] Setting, v69a. Morris suggests that John is 

comparing Peter's faithfulness with that of Jesus' faithfulness. This may be the 
case, although it is unlikely that John's use of de at this point can substantiate the 
argument, cf. Morris, note p.688.  

de "Now" - but/and [peter was sitting outside in the courtyard]. The main 
verb is imperfect, this with de indicates a transitional step in the narrative to a 
new scene concurrent with the former scene.  
   
v69b 

ii] Peter's denials of Jesus, v69b-74a. Matthew's account of the girl's words 
are straight forward, although in John's account they seem facetious. As Morris 
notes, the fact that the person who makes the statement is a servant / slave, as 
well as being a young woman, indicates that this is not a serious charge. Even the 
title "Jesus, the Galilean", has little weight and is somewhat derogatory (this man 
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comes from the other side of the tracks). Peter's denial may well be facetious, but 
at least it is evasive. In Australian parlance Peter's reply could easily be a wink-
wink, nod-nod, say no more! It's all in the tone; "Who me?" However we may 
take Peter's reply, it sets him on a disastrous path.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[came to] him" - [AND ONE YOUNG WOMAN, SLAVE GIRL 
CAME TO] HIM [SAYING]. Dative of direct object after the proV prefix verb "to 
come to."  

kai "[you] also" - AND [YOU WERE]. Adverbial, ascensive, "even you", but 
more likely adjunctive, "you also, as well as .....", as NIV, cf., Gundry. But how 
"also"? "You as well as the disciple who gained entry for you were with Jesus", 
cf., John's gospel; "You as well as Judas were ......"; etc.  

meta + gen. "with [Jesus]" - WITH [JESUS]. Expressing association / 
accompaniment.  

tou Galilaiou (oV) gen. "of Galilee" - OF THE GALILEE. The article here 
indicates that the noun is not serving as an adjective, "Jesus of Galilee", but that 
it serves as a substantive standing in apposition to "Jesus", genitive in agreement 
with Jesus; "Jesus, the Galilean", ESV - "Jesus, the man from / native of Galilee."  

legousa (legw) pres. part. "[she] said" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to come to"; "came to him 
and said."  
   
v70  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step to a new speaker / 
dialogue transition.  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "he said" - [HE DENIED BEFORE ALL = EVERYONE] 
SAYING [I DO NOT KNOW WHAT YOU ARE SAYING]. Attendant circumstance 
participle, redundant, expressing action accompanying the verb "to deny"; "he 
denied it ..... and said"  
   
v71 

Peter's second denial, v71-72. Verbal evasion is followed by physical 
evasion, but the gateway of the villa is no less crowded, so France. The second 
accusation comes again from a female, probably another female servant. This 
time the accusation is weighted, not implied. It is also disparaging of Jesus; "this 
fellow", a man from that notorious town of Nazareth in Galilee. Peter's denial is 
strident and he follows it up with an oath (what happened to "let your yes be yes, 
and no be no"?). There is some irony in Peter using an oath to strengthen his 
words, given that the high priest has just done the same.  

de "then" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
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exelqonta (exercomai) aor. part. "he went out" - HAVING GONE OUT [TO THE 
GATE]. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal; "And when he went 
out to the entrance", ESV. See Olmstead re. an attributive classification.  

allh adj. "another servant girl" - ANOTHER one [SAW HIM]. Mark implies 
that it is the same girl, but Matthew says it is another female, possibly a servant 
girl.  

legei (legw) pres. "said" - [AND] SAYS. An interesting use of the historic / 
narrative present tense, possibly indicating the middle point of the accusations 
against Jesus, so Nolland.  

toiV dat. "[said] to the people" - TO THE ones [THERE, THIS one WAS]. The 
article serves as a substantive, dative of indirect object.  

meta + gen. "with" - Expressing accompaniment / association.  
tou Nazwraiou (oV) gen. "[Jesus] of the Nazareth" - The article here 

indicates that "of Nazareth" serves as a substantive, genitive in apposition to 
"Jesus"; "Jesus the Nazarene."  
   
v72  

palin adv. "again" - [AND] AGAIN [HE DENIED]. Sequential adverb.  
meta + gen. "with [an oath]" - WITH [AND OATH, I DO NOT KNOW THE MAN]. 

Expressing association / accompaniment.  
   
v73 

Peter's third denial, v73-74. "Having lied twice, Peter is forced to lie again, 
this time with more oaths. Immediately the rooster crows, a bitter reminder", 
Carson.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
meta + acc. "after" - AFTER [A LITTLE period of time]. Temporal use of the 

preposition; "A little later", Berkeley. Luke says "About an hour later", 22:59.  
oiJ eJstwteV (iJsthmi) perf. part. "those standing there" - THE ONES HAVING 

STOOD. The participle serves as a substantive, nominative subject of the participle 
"having approached." "The bystanders", Barclay.  

proselqonteV (prosercomai) aor. part. "went up to" - HAVING COME TO, 
APPROACHED [SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb to say; "approached and said to Peter."  

tw/ Petrw/ (oV) dat. "to Peter" - Dative of indirect object.  
allhqwV adv. "surely" - TRULY, ASSUREDLY, CERTAINLY. Adverb of 

manner. "Of course, you are one of them", TEV.  
kai "-" - [YOU ARE] AND = ALSO. Adverbial use of the conjunction, 

adjunctive; "also". Note the pronoun su, "you", is emphatic by position and use.  
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ex (ek) "one of [them]" - FROM [THEM]. Here serving as a partitive genitive, 
"one of them", as NIV.  

gar "-" - FOR, BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why Peter 
is obviously one of the disciples. "Your Galilean accent makes it obvious", 
Barclay. The implication is that most of Jesus' disciples are Galileans and not 
Judeans.  

kai "-" - AND = EVEN [THE SPEECH = WAY OF SPEAKING, ACCENT OF YOU 
MAKES YOU CLEAR, EVIDENT, MANIFEST]. Adverbial use of the conjunction, 
ascensive, "even". "Peter, like the Ephraimites who were made to say 'Shibboleth' 
(Jud.12:5-6), is given away by his speech", D&A.  
   
v74  

tote adv. "then" - Transitional use of the temporal adverb, indicating an 
immediate step in the narrative / action.  

kataqematizein (kataqematizw) pres, inf. "[he began] to call down 
curses" - [HE BEGAN] TO CURSE [TO SWEAR]. As with omnuein, "to swear", the 
infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the verb "to begin." "To 
curse" means" to invoke divine harm if what is said is not true"*, and "to swear" 
means "to affirm the truth of a statement by calling on a divine being to execute 
sanctions against a person if the statement in question is not true"*. The transitive 
use of the verbs implies an object, and it is argued by some that the object is Jesus, 
ie., kataqematizw is used for anqamatizw which requires a direct object for the 
one cursed; see France. Matthew may be expressing an even stronger denial on 
the part of Peter, but the argument seems a step too far. "The probability is that 
Peter is calling on God to punish him if what he said was not true", Morris. "Then 
Peter got really nervous and swore, 'I don't know the man'", Peterson.  

oJti "-" - saying THAT [I DO NOT KNOW THE MAN]. Introducing the object 
clause of an assumed verb "to say" / dependent statement of direct speech.  

euqewV adv. "immediately" - [AND] IMMEDIATELY [A COCK CROWED]. 
Temporal adverb expressing immediate action. Presumably the crow of a rooster 
at dawn, although it has been suggested that the crow is the sounding of the 
trumpet in the Roman barracks at the castle of Antonio for the third watch, 3 a.m. 
- the gallicinium, "cockcrow".  
   
v75 

iii] Peter reaps his reward, v75. Peter remembers Jesus' prophecy and, unlike 
the high priest, "does not rend his garments, but rends his heart", Hagner, re 
Gerhardsson. "We must interpret his bitter weeping as the beginning of 
repentance", D&A.  
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tou rJhmatoV (a atoV) gen. "[remembered] the saying" - [AND PETER 
REMEMBERED] THE SAYING [OF JESUS]. Genitive of direct object after the verb 
"to think about again, recall again."  

eirhkotoV (legw) perf. part. "had spoken" - HAVING SAID. The participle is 
adjectival, attributive, limiting "the word"; "which he had said" = "that he had 
spoken previously", Quarles.  

oJti "-" - THAT. The clause introduced by this conjunction may be classified 
as recitative, direct speech, or epexegetic, specifying the content of what Jesus 
said / prophesied.  

prin + inf. "before [the rooster crows]" - BEFORE [A COCK TO CROW YOU 
WILL DENY ME THRICE, THREE times]. This construction expresses antecedent 
time, as NIV. "You will say three times that you do not know me", TEV.  

exelqwn (exercomai) aor. part. "he went outside" - [AND] HAVE GONE OUT 
[OUTSIDE, HE WEPT BITTERLY]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing 
action accompanying the verb "to weep", as NIV. In typical Semitic form the 
prepositional prefix is repeated, here with exw. "He went out and cried, and cried 
and cried", Peterson.  
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27:1-10 

The Epilogue 
13. The Passion and Resurrection of Jesus, 26:1-28:20 
vii] Judas commits suicide 
Synopsis  

In a short note, Matthew mentions the gathering of the Sanhedrin to ratify 
the decision to have Jesus executed, followed by the transfer of Jesus to the 
secular authorities. Matthew then records the response of Judas to the morning's 
events. First, Judas recognizes his sin and attempts to return the thirty pieces of 
silver because he has "betrayed innocent blood." The religious authorities want 
nothing of it and so Judas throws the silver at them and goes out and hangs 
himself. The chief priest then, in fulfillment of prophecy, collect the money and 
with it buy a field to burry foreigners.  
   
Teaching  

For the hopeless there always remains hope.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 26:1-16.  
   

ii] Background: The Roman governor of Judea, Samaria and Idumaea at the 
time of Jesus' trial and crucifixion was Pontus Pilate. He was the fifth Procurator, 
and served from AD 26 to 36. Records of the time imply that he was corrupt, and 
that he lacked any consideration for Jewish sensibilities. From the moment of his 
appointment, he had the local population offside.  
   

iii] Structure: Judas Commits Suicide:  
Jesus is delivered to Pilate, v1-2; 
Blood Acre, v3-10: 

Judas' remorse, v3-5; 
The purchase of Blood Acre, v6-8; 
Prophetic allusions, v9-10.  

   
iv] Interpretation:  

The pre-trial investigation led by Caiaphas the high priest in the home 
of Anna (so John) has concluded and so Jesus is led away to stand before a 
formal meeting of the Sanhedrin in the temple complex. The charge of 
blasphemy stands as the primary charge against Jesus, but it is not going to 
carry much weight with the secular authorities. So, it was necessary to 
develop a case of sedition against Jesus. Luke tells us that they came up 
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with a threefold charge against Jesus: seditious teaching, opposition to 
taxation, and a claim to temporal authority - kingship. Having assembled 
the charges against Jesus, the religious authorities send Jesus bound to 
Pilate the governor.  

When Judas hears what has happened, he metamelhqeiV, "repents", or 
as the NIV has it, "was seized with remorse." The sense of the word here is 
a matter of some debate. The word is not as strong as metanoew, "to repent", 
but Judas does act as if he has recognized the gravity of his sinful 
behaviour, and this because he returns the money and publicly announces 
that he has "betrayed innocent blood." We know that Judas loved money 
because he helped himself to the common purse, so returning it is not done 
lightly. In fact, when the chief priests and elders declare the matter closed, 
he rJiyaV, "hurls" the money eiV ton naon, "into the temple." Matthew has 
used a very strong verb to describe Judas' actions. So, the actions of Judas 
do seem like those of a repentant person. He then goes out and hangs 
himself. Given the gravity of the offense, it is not hard to understand his 
motivations. How could any person live with the burden of such betrayal?  

The religious authorities don't let the silver go to waste. Having just 
presided over a travesty of justice, their religious sensibilities don't let them 
put this "blood money" into the temple treasury. So, it is used to purchase 
the Potter's field as a burial place for foreigners. Matthew tells us that, given 
its association with Judas' betrayal, it was soon called in Aramaic 
Hakeldama, "Field of Blood / Blood Acre." Matthew goes on to point out 
that this serves to fulfill a prophecy by Jeremiah, although the text is more 
like Zechariah 11:12-13 with allusions to Jeremiah 18:2-3, 32:6-15. What 
we actually have is a collection of elements from the prophets which are 
fulfilled by the actions of Judas, eg., Jeremiah is told to go to the potter's 
house, then later to buy a field. In Zechariah, the prophet is paid 30 pieces 
of silver and later throws it into the temple. All serve as prompts to the 
fulfillment of prophecy. As Mounce notes, it is "a method of exegesis that 
falls strangely on the ears of a modern interpreter."  
   

v] Synoptics  
Matthew tells us that Judas hung himself, while Luke tells us that he 

fell face down on the ground and his intestines spilled out, Acts 1:18. Both 
accounts mention the purchase of "Blood Acre" with the 30 pieces of silver. 
Harmonizing the two accounts is a little difficult, but it is generally argued 
that Judas hung himself and in the process his body fell to the ground and 
he was disembowelled. As a matter of interest, the account of Judas' death 
by Papias has a wagon running over him (so Judas hung himself, but the 
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rope broke and he fell to the ground and was disembowelled when a wagon 
accidentally ran over him? We might call this a bad hair day, a day when 
everything goes wrong!!!). This is one of those occasion when it is hard to 
argue that either Matthew used Luke (Acts 1:18-19), or Luke used 
Matthew. Both seem to be working off an independent tradition, probably 
oral, with the prophetic allusions attaching to the tradition over time (rather 
than the story developing around the prophetic allusions). Matthew's record 
of the tradition adds the following elements:  

Driven by metamelhqeiV, "repentance / remorse", Judas returns 
the thirty pieces of silver;  

The weight of his crime ("I have betrayed innocent blood") 
drives Judas to hang himself;  

Blood Acre is purchased by the religious officials from the 30 
pieces of silver (Luke has Judas purchasing the field); 

Blood Acre is originally known as "the Potter's Field"; 
The field is purchased for use as a cemetery for foreigners.  

   
Text - 27:1 

i] Jesus is delivered to Pilate, v1-2. The legal proceedings by which Jesus is 
condemned are not overly clear. Mark 15:1 seems to be a recapitulation of the 
legal proceedings against Jesus rather than a second trial, but Matthew 27:1 can 
be read as a reference to a formal convening of the Sanhedrin to confirm the 
findings of the pre-trial investigation held by Caiaphas the high priest; contra 
D&A who think it is "the continuation of 26:68", so also Brown in Death of the 
Messiah. This meeting is probably legal, according Mishnaic regulations, as long 
as the pre-trial is not regarded as a formal gathering of the Sanhedrin - meetings 
must be a day apart.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative / a new 
paragraph.  

genomenhV (ginomai) gen. aor. mid. part. "[early] in [the morning]" - 
[EARLY MORNING] BECOMING. The genitive participle, with the genitive noun 
"early morning", forms a genitive absolute construction, best treated as temporal; 
"When morning came", ESV. The noun "early morning" here probably means 
"dawn, daylight"  

tou laou (oV) gen. "[the elders] of the people" - [ALL THE CHIEF PRIESTS 
AND THE ELDERS] OF THE PEOPLE. The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / 
subordination; "the elders who ruled over the people."  

kata + gen. "-" - [TOOK COUNSEL] AGAINST [JESUS]. Here expressing 
opposition.  
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wJste + inf. "to [have Jesus executed]" - IN ORDER TO [TO PUT TO DEATH 
HIM]. This construction servers to introduce a final clause expressing purpose; "so 
as to have him put to death."  
   
v2  

dhsanteV (dew) aor. part. "they bound [him]" - [AND] HAVING BOUND [HIM]. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to 
lead away"; "they bound him and led him away", ESV.  

Pilatw/ (oV) "to Pilate" - [THEY LED AWAY Jesus] TO PILATE [THE 
GOVERNOR]. Dative of indirect object. The dative "the governor" stands in 
apposition to "Pilate".  
   
v3 

ii] Blood Acre, v3-10: a) Judas' remorse, v3-5. It is unclear exactly when 
Judas regrets his actions and admits his part in shedding ai|ma aqwon, "innocent 
blood", an action which puts him under a curse, cf., Deut.27:25. Of course, the 
authorities are similarly under a curse, but reject the notion with "What's that to 
us?" If we follow the order of Matthew's narrative, Judes is probably trying to 
halt proceedings as Jesus is arraigned before the formal gathering of the 
Sanhedrin in the Temple complex, and having failed, he throws the money eiV 
ton naon, "into the temple", possibly into the council chambers - the chamber of 
hewn stone. It is even less clear when Judas hangs himself, but sometime after 
Jesus' crucifixion is likely.  

tote adv. "-" - THEN. Transitional use of the temporal adverb, indicating a 
temporal step in the narrative; "Then Judas his betrayer", Moffatt.  

idwn (oJraw) aor. part. "when [Judas ....] saw" - [JUDAS, THE ONE HAVING 
BETRAYED HIM], HAVING SEEN [THAT]. The participle is adverbial, best treated as 
temporal, as NIV.  

oJ paradidouV (paradidwmi) pres. part. "who had betrayed [him]" - THE 
ONE HAVING BETRAYED [HIM]. The participle may be adjectival, attributive, 
limiting "Judas", as NIV, or serve as a substantive standing in apposition to Judas, 
"Judas his betrayer", Moffatt.  

oJti "that" - THAT [Jesus WAS CONDEMNED, SENTENCED to death]. 
Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of perception expressing what 
Judas came to realize.  

metamelhqeiV (metamelomai) aor. pas. part. "he was seized with remorse" 
- HAVING REPENTED, REGRET, REMORSE, SORROW. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to return", as NIV; "He felt 
remorse and returned the thirty pieces of silver", Berkeley. Olmstead suggests it 
is causal, Judas returned the money because ....; "moved by remorse he returned 
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the thirty pieces of silver." It is generally argued that the verb metanoein 
(metanoew) would be used if intended "with more positive connotations", Hagner, 
ie., with the sense "to repent", rather than "to regret" (remorse without suggesting 
salvation), so Chrysostom, ...., Calvin, ...., France, Morris, Schweizer, Hill, 
Hendriksen, Blomberg, Filson, Fenton - see BDAG. Yet, in Matthew 21:28-32 
the verb metamelomai, not metanoew, is used in a positive sense for "repentance", 
and it is likely that Matthew wants us to recognize that what others would not do, 
Judas did. According to Matthew, Judas' actions are a response to Jesus' 
sentencing to death, they repudiate his greed (he returns the money - with force!), 
and they demonstrate a heart-felt confession ("I have sinned because I have 
betrayed innocent blood" - note how the people in 27:25 take upon themselves 
the curse of innocent blood, a curse Judas seeks lifted). These are not the actions 
of a man just feeling sorry for himself. The case against Judas repentance often 
rests on his suicide, but there is no Biblical command against suicide. The 
unworthiness of suicide does not make it an unforgivable sin. There are times in 
human history when an act of suicide equates with glory, eg., Masada. In 
Christian tradition, a person having committed suicide was not allowed to be 
buried in a Christian cemetery. Of course, tradition is not the determinate of an 
unforgivable sin. Jesus describes such a sin as a sin against the Holy Spirit, which, 
in the context, amounts to a determined rejection of Jesus as Gods Messiah, cf., 
12:22-32. All sins are forgivable, other than the sin of an ongoing rejection of 
Jesus as saviour. Given the many negative references to Judas in the scriptures, it 
is clear the apostles never forgave him (they always rub it in with "the one who 
betrayed him", whereas Peter doesn't get, "the one who denied him"; esp. 
Jn.17:12, oiJoV thV apwleiaV, " the son perdition / destined to perish", an 
identifier used by Paul for Satan, but probably used by Jesus in a prophetic sense), 
but if his repentance is genuine, does not mercy apply? Cf., Ps.130:4. "The final 
acts of his life express his repentance and the depth of his sorrow and regret", 
Nolland, so also Luz, Patte. See D&A p561-3 for a full discussion on the issue.  

toiV arciereusin (uV ewV) dat. "to the chief priests" - [HE RETURNED THE 
THIRTY PIECES OF SILVER] TO THE CHIEF PRIESTS [AND ELDERS]. Dative of 
indirect object.  
   
v4  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "he said" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to return", "he returned the 
thirty pieces of silver to ........ and said", but it may also be treated as adverbial, 
modal, expressing the manner of the action of returning the money, "he returned 
........ saying ....", as ESV.  
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paradouV (paradidwmi) aor. part. "for I have betrayed" - [I SINNED] 
HAVING DELIVERED OVER = BETRAYED [INNOCENT BLOOD]. The participle is 
adverbial, best treated as instrumental, means, "by betraying innocent blood", or 
causal, "because I betrayed innocent blood." The TEV "by betraying an innocent 
man to death", instrumental, is simple to understand, but loses the allusion to 
Deut.27:25, of the curse upon a person who receives money to facilitate the death 
of an innocent person.  

de "-" - BUT/AND [THEY SAID]. Transitional, indicating a step to a new 
speaker. The plural article oiJ serves as a personal pronoun, subject of the 
sentence; "They said ......."  

proV + acc. "to [us]" - [WHAT] TOWARD [US]? - Adverbial used of the 
preposition, expressing reference / respect, or better concern; "Why does that 
concern us?"  

su pro. "[that's] your [responsibility]" - YOU [WILL SEE to that]. Emphatic 
by position. The clause is again elliptical with the future tense "to see" probably 
imperatival; "You see to that yourself." "What do we care? That's your problem!", 
Peterson.  
   
v5 

kai "so" - AND. The NIV takes the conjunction here as consecutive, 
"consequently / with the result that"; "So, as a result, he departed and ....."  

rJiyaV (rJiptw) aor. part. "threw [the money]" - HAVING THROWN [THE 
SILVER INTO THE TEMPLE HE DEPARTED]. Attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the verb "to depart"; "He flung down the silver 
into the temple and withdrew", Berkeley.  

apelqwn (apercoma) aor. part. "then he went away" - [AND] HAVING GONE 
AWAY [HE HANGED himself]. Possibly temporal, as NIV, or attendant 
circumstance; "and he went and hanged himself", ESV. Judas leaves the temple 
precinct and, sometime later, goes off and hangs himself.  
   
v6 

b) The purchase of Blood Acre, v6-8. By collecting the money, the chief 
priests take its curse onto themselves, and then, ironically, they express their 
concern over an issue of ritual purity. Since the money is unclean, the religious 
authorities use it for an unclean purpose, a place to bury the dead, a cemetery for 
visitors to Jerusalem, strangers. The land is known as the Potter's field, probably 
because it is a source of clay for potting. It was likely situated at the foot of the 
valley of Hinnom just outside of Jerusalem, a valley which served as a rubbish 
dump, a place for dead offal, always smouldering, always smelly. So, the land 
soon acquired a rather unsavoury title, "Blood Acre".  
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de "So" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
labonteV (lambanw) aor. part. "picked up [the coins and said]" - [THE 

CHIEF PRIESTS] HAVING TAKEN [THE SILVER SAID]. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to say", as NIV.  

balein (ballw) aor. inf. "[it is against the law] to put" - TO THROW = PUT 
[THESE INTO THE TEMPLE TREASURY IS NOT POSSIBLE = ALLOWED]. The 
infinitive serves as the subject of the negated impersonal verb "it is not possible" 
= "it is not lawful."  

ton korbanan (a aV) "the treasury" - It is unclear whether Matthew intends 
a play on words here between the transliteration of the Aramaic korbanas, used 
for the actual treasury funds, with "potter" (v7) , rendered in Zechariah 11:13 
"treasury" in the Syriac version. The word play may serve to prepare us for the 
prophetic allusions in v9-10.  

epei "since" - BECAUSE. Causal conjunction serving to introduce a causal 
clause.  

aimatoV (a atoV) gen. "blood [money]" - [IT IS the PRICE] OF BLOOD. The 
genitive is adjectival, attributive, idiomatic / identification; "the price (= money) 
which is paid out for blood (= a person's life)" - "the price paid for a human life", 
Cassirer, ie., "blood money." "It is very obvious that the hypocrites, by pursuing 
the outward form, are making a gross mockery of God", Calvin.  
   
v7 

"The unclean money buys an unclean place", D&A.  
labontyeV (lambanw) aor. part. "so they decided" - HAVING RECEIVED 

[COUNCIL, CONSULTATION (a Latinism referring to a reached agreement or plan, 
a consilium, sumboulion, cf., v1)]. The participle is adverbial, best treated as 
temporal; "After reaching an agreement about what to do with the money." "After 
a further consultation", Phillips.  

ex (ek) + gen. "-" - [THEY BOUGHT] FROM [THEM]. An unusual adverbial use 
of the preposition in place of a genitive of price; "they bought with them = with 
the silver coins / money."  

tou keramewV (uV wV) "[the] potter's [field]" - [THE FIELD] OF THE POTTER. 
The genitive is adjectival, possessive, as NIV, or attributive, idiomatic; "the field 
which supplies clay for the potter" / "A field which was once used as a quarry for 
potter's clay."  

eiV "as" - TO = FOR [A BURIAL PLACE, CEMETERY]. Here used to express 
purpose, "in order to provide a burial place for strangers"; "to serve as a burying-
ground for strangers", Barclay.  

xenoiV (oV) adj. "for foreigners" - TO STRANGERS. The adjective serves as 
a substantive, dative of interest, advantage.  
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v8 

Nolland suggests that the name "Blood Acre" may "have owed something to 
the idea that those buried there had met an untimely end."  

dio "that is why" - THEREFORE. Inferential, drawing a logical conclusion.  
aimatoV (a atoV) gen. "Field of Blood" - [THAT FIELD WAS CALLED FIELD] 

OF BLOOD. The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / identification; "the field which 
is known as Blood Acre."  

eJwV + gen. "to [this day]" - UNTIL [THE DAY]. Temporal preposition 
expressing time up to, "up to today"; "And it bears that that name to-day", Rieu.  
   
v9 

c) Prophetic allusions, v9-10. Matthew tells us that what has transpired 
fulfills prophecy. The problem we face is that his prophetic allusions come 
primarily from Zechariah. In Zechariah 11:13 the Shepherd doomed for slaughter 
is valued at thirty pieces ("shekels") of silver and is told to throw the money to 
"the potter"; in the LXX it is "the foundry", and in the Syriac version it is "the 
treasury." The dominant role of "the potter" in Jeremiah 18:1-12, and the buying 
of a field in 32:6-9, and a slight alignment of the allusions with 19:1-13, may be 
responsible for the conflating of Zechariah with Jeremiah during the period of 
oral transmission. Of course, Matthew himself may be responsible for the 
fulfillment quotation. It is worth noting that the prophet Jeremiah stands at the 
head of some lists of canonical books and so "Jeremiah" is possibly being used 
to reference the prophets in general, given that the prophetic allusions cover more 
than one prophetic book. Beare is somewhat harsh when he says of the fulfillment 
quotation, "Matthew botched it badly." Against this somewhat negative view, 
D&A call it a "free quotation"; it aligns with the methodology of Jewish Targums 
where "paraphrasing and interpolating was common." The prophetic allusions are 
typological; "Matthew sees in Jeremiah 19 and Zechariah 11 not merely a number 
of verbal and thematic parallels to Jesus' betrayal, but a pattern of apostasy and 
rejection that must find its ultimate fulfillment in the rejection of Jesus", Carson.  

tote adv. "then" - THEN. Temporal adverb; "At that time was fulfilled", 
Quarles.  

to rJhqen (legw) aor. pas. part. "what was spoken" - THE THING HAVING 
BEEN SPOKEN [THROUGH JEREMIAH THE PROPHET WAS FULFILLED]. The 
participle serves as a substantive, introducing a noun clause nominative subject 
of the verb "was fulfilled."  

dia + gen. "by [Jeremiah]" - THROUGH, BY MEANS OF [JEREMIAH THE 
PROPHET]. Instrumental, expressing agency. The genitive "the prophet" stands in 
apposition to "Jeremiah".  
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legontoV (legw) gen. pres. part. "-" - SAYING. The participle is adjectival, 
limiting "Jeremiah"; "Jeremiah the prophet who said"  

tou tetimhmenou (timaw) gen. perf. mid. part. "[the price] set on him" - 
[AND THEY TOOK THE THIRTY SILVER coins, THE PRICE] OF THE ONE HAVING 
BEEN VALUED. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "the price", 
idiomatic / identification, "the price which was set on him who had been valued"; 
"The price of him on whom a price had been set by the sons of Israel", Barclay = 
"The amount the people of Israel had agreed to pay for him", TEV.  

apo + gen. "by [the people of Israel]" - [WHICH THEY VALUED, ESTIMATED] 
FROM [the SONS OF ISRAEL]. The NIV has opted for a rare instrumental use of 
the preposition expressing agency, "by the sons of Israel", Barclay, etc., but 
Nolland argues that since the participle "having been valued" is obviously middle 
voice, then "apo must have a partitive force"; "on whom some of the people of 
Israel had set a price", NRSV.  
   
v10 

Zechariah 11:13, "...... threw it to the potter ...... cast into the house of the 
Lord, into the potter .....", aligns with the first part of the verse, while the second 
part is typical of "the Lord said to me", eg., Zech.11:3a.  

edwkan (didwmi) aor. "they used [them]" - [AND] THEY GAVE [THEM (= the 
silver coins)]. A variant singular exists edwken. Olmstead argues that it is likely 
to be original; "and I gave them for the potter's field."  

eiV + acc. "to [buy]" - [AND THEY GAVE THEM] TO [THE FIELD OF (belonging 
to) THE POTTER]. Here used to express purpose, goal, end-view; "and they used 
the silver coins to pay for the potter's field", TH.  

kaqa "as" - JUST AS. Here serving to introduce a comparative clause. "This 
was just what the Lord had ordered me to do", Cassirer.  

moi dat. pro. "[commanded] me" - [the LORD COMMANDED] ME. Dative of 
direct object after the sun prefix verb "to instruct, command."  
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27:11-26 

The Epilogue 
13. The passion and resurrection of Jesus, 26:1-28:20 
viii] The civil trial of Jesus 
Synopsis  

Having found Jesus guilty, the religious officials hand him over to Pilate, the 
Roman governor. Pilate examines Jesus, but finds the charge against him 
baseless. In an attempt to progress the matter, Pilate proposes the release of either 
Jesus, or Barabbas, but the crowd chooses Barabbas and so Pilate hands Jesus 
over to be crucified.  
   
Teaching  

The blood of Israel's innocent messiah ends the salvation-history of God's 
historic people.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 26:1-16.  
   

ii] Structure: The Civil Trial of Jesus:  
Jesus arraigned before Pilate, v11-14; 

"Are you the King of the Jews?" 
They damn an innocent man, v15-23; 

"Crucify him!" 
Pilate capitulates, v24-26; 

"His blood is on us."  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
Jesus now finds himself standing before the local hJgemonoV (a word 

used for Roman legates and proconsuls), "governor". The action most 
likely takes place in the Tower of Antonia, but Pilate may have taken over 
Herod's old palace. Pilate immediately tackles the political charge brought 
against Jesus by the Jewish authorities. There is no mention of the real 
charge, namely blasphemy, just a fabricated charge of sedition for the 
benefit of the secular authorities. Pilate's investigation focuses on Jesus' 
claim to authority. Jesus' answer, su legeiV, "You say", to Pilate's question 
"Are you the king of the Jews", is probably a qualified "Yes". John brings 
this out in his gospel. Jesus' authority, his kingship, is spiritual; he does not 
challenge the authority of Rome in secular matters. Obviously Pilate gets 
the point, but because Jesus is not willing to provide a full defense of the 
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charges brought against him by the religious authorities, Pilate is not really 
in a position to ignore their charges and set him free. And in any case, why 
bother stirring up a gaggle of pesky wowsers (Australian slang for 
moralists, religious zealots, or humbugs who feel it is their ordained duty 
to interfere in the lives of others).  

Pilate's historical record indicates that he is not the type of man who 
would be very bothered with executing a Jew on a trumped-up charge, 
particularly if that's what the Jewish establishment want done. Matthew 
gives us an insight as to why Pilate tries to get around the determined will 
of the religious authorities. A wife who has just suffered a nightmare can 
be a very persuasive advocate for justice, v19 (tradition has it that her name 
was Claudia Procula, later regarded as a saint in Eastern Christianity). 
Pilate finds a solution to his problem in a local custom. At the time of 
Passover, the governor releases a prisoner chosen by the crowd. In prison 
at the time was a epishmon, "a notorious" prisoner by the name of Jesus 
Son of Abba (probably bar-raan, "teacher"), "Jesus Barabbas". Mark tells 
us that he is a bandit, or probably more likely a terrorist, and that he is in 
jail for murder.  

The trouble is that Pilate's calculated move to free Jesus backfires 
when the gathered crowed is prompted by the religious authorities to call 
for the release of "Jesus Barabbas" rather than "Jesus the one called Christ". 
And when Pilate asks what they want him to do with Jesus, they call out 
"Crucify him!" Given the teaching of Deuteronomy 21:23 that a person 
hung on a tree is under the curse of God, the crowd is proclaiming that 
Jesus, and everything he has stood for, is under God's curse. Even when 
Pilate asks "what crime has he committed?", they shout even louder, 
"Crucify him!" (an imperfect verb is used, probably expressing durative 
action, "they kept shouting out").  

Pilate, the true politician, faced with an insurmountable problem, 
blames his constituents, v24. Pilate's action in washing his hands is 
somewhat unusual for a Roman, although he may well be aware of this 
Jewish custom (a symbol of purging guilt, cf., Deut.21:6-9) and so uses it 
to make a point. The crowd gets the point and calls down the curse of 
innocent blood on themselves, v25. Theologically, this action proclaims the 
lost state of old Israel, a people who, in the sight of God, have rejected 
God's messiah. It is certainly not a sociological statement designed to 
promote anti-Semitism. Matthew, who is himself obviously a Jew, builds 
his gospel upon the apostolic tradition of Jesus' disciples, all Jews, a 
tradition concerning Jesus Christ, also a Jew.  
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Pilate wastes no further time on the issue, and so hands Jesus over for 
scourging in preparation for crucifixion. Scourging, whipping with a 
flagellum made of three leather thongs with lead inserts, attached to a 
handle, was used for interrogation. Matthew sees it as a punishment prior 
to crucifixion. John, in his gospel, implies that the scourging was part of 
Pilate's strategy to have the crowd choose Jesus over Barabbas, a way of 
gaining their sympathy - so also Luke.  
   

iv] Synoptics  
Although this passage aligns with Mark 15:2-15 it may well derive 

from Matthew's own source material, most likely oral. This probably 
explains the three particular elements not found in Mark, namely, the given 
name for Barabbas, "Jesus", the dream of Pilate's wife, and Pilate's hand-
washing. We would expect Luke to record these three elements if he had 
Matthew's gospel in front of him, and so also Mark. Their mutual 
independence seems likely, although most scholars hold that Matthew 
works off Mark, or at least a proto-Mark.  
   

Text - 27:11 
The civil trial of Jesus, v11-26: i] Jesus is arraigned before Pilate, v11-14. 

Roman governors faced numerous insurrections stirred up by local prophets, and 
they put them down brutally. Jesus never preached against Rome and so 
obviously he wasn't on Pilate's watch-list, which explains why Jesus' qualified 
"Yes" to Pilate's question didn't cause concern. Pilate got the point of "My 
kingdom is not of this world", Jn.18:36. When the religious authorities pile on 
their accusations, presumably amplifying the charge "king of the Jews", Jesus 
says nothing. Matthew tells us that Pilate is "amazed, surprised", probably with 
the sense "impressed"; "Jesus was not like other defendants, and Pilate was 
impressed", France.  

de "meanwhile" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
legwn (legw) "-" - [JESUS STOOD BEFORE, IN THE PRESENCE OF THE 

GOVERNOR, AND THE GOVERNOR ASKED, INTERROGATED HIM] SAYING. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to 
ask, inquire"; redundant.  

twn Ioudaiwn gen. adj. "[the king] of the Jews" - [YOU, ARE YOU THE KING] 
OF THE JEWS? - The adjective serves as a substantive, the genitive being 
adjectival, idiomatic / subordination; "the king over the Jews." Quarles suggests 
that the use of the pronoun su, "you", may serve to mock Jesus; "Well you - are 
you the king of the Jews?", Phillips.  
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su pro. "you [have said so]" - [AND JESUS SAID] YOU [YOU ARE SAYING]. 
Emphatic by use and position. The answer "is to be taken as an obliquely 
expressed affirmative", Nolland. "As you say", Berkeley.  
   
v12  

en tw/ + inf. "when he was [accused]" - IN THE [TO ACCUSE HIM]. This 
construction, en tw/ + inf. serves to introduce a temporal clause, contemporaneous 
time, "while, during", as NIV.  

uJpo + gen. "by [the chief priests]" - BY [THE CHIEF PRIESTS AND THE 
ELDERS, HE ANSWERED NOTHING]. Here expressing agency, as NIV. "He said 
nothing in response to the accusations of the chief priests and elders", TEV.  
   
v13  

autw/ dat. pro. "[asked] him" - [THEN PILATE SAYS] TO HIM. Dative of 
indirect object.  

ouk "[do you] not [hear]" - This negation is used in a question expecting an 
affirmative answer. "Do you hear that long list of accusations? Aren't you going 
to say something?" Peterson.  

sou gen. pro "[against] you" - [HOW MANY things THEY TESTIFY AGAINST] 
YOU. Genitive of direct object after the kata prefix verb "to testify against."  
   
v14 

autw/ dat. pro. "-" - [AND HE DID NOT ANSWER] HIM. Dative of indirect object.  
proV + acc. "to [a single charge]" - [NOT EVEN] TOWARD [ONE WORD]. 

Adverbial use of the preposition, expressing reference / respect, "not even with 
respect to one word"; "But Jesus refused to answer a single word", TEV.  

wJste + inf. "[to the great amazement]" - SO AS [TO AMAZE THE GOVERNOR 
GREATLY]. This construction, wJste + inf., serves to introduce a consecutive 
clause expressing result, "with the result that, so that." The infinitive "to be 
amazed" may mean that Pilate is "astonished", Morris, or better, "impressed", so 
France, even "embarrassed", so Hill, but then again it may express confusion, 
"leaving him completely at a loss", Rieu.  
   
v15 

ii] The crowd damns an innocent man, v15-23. The tradition of releasing a 
prisoner at Passover is known only in the NT. Some commentators question 
whether a murderer would be released, given that such could only be authorized 
by the Emperor. Morris argues that "there is nothing unlikely about it since in the 
ancient world prisoners were sometimes released as a gesture of goodwill."  

de "now" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
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kata + acc. "at [the festival]" - ACCORDING TO = AT EACH [FESTIVAL, 
FEAST]. Distributive use of the preposition, indicating the division of a whole into 
parts; "at each feast / festival", Quarles.  

apoluein (apoluw) pres. inf. "to release" - [THE GOVERNOR WAS 
ACCUSTOMED] TO RELEASE. The infinitive is complementary, completing the 
sense of the verb "was accustomed."  

tw/ oclw/ (oV) "[chosen] by the crowd" - [ONE PRISONER] TO THE CROWD 
[WHO THEY WANTED]. Dative of indirect object / interest, advantage.  
   
v16 

Mark tells us that Barabbas, along with others, had been arrested for a recent 
insurrection, so obviously he is a popular identity. Matthew calls him a lhsthV, 
v38, 44, possibly meaning "a bandit", although Josephus uses this word to 
describe those who have rebelled against Rome, so "a freedom fighter." His given 
name "Jesus" is not present in most manuscripts. It is obvious why it would be 
removed, but not obvious why it would be added. Only Matthew records the 
name. As for "Barabbas", the word means "son of the father / teacher". It is likely 
that he was the son of a scholar.  

tote adv. "at that time" - [BUT/AND] THEN. With de this temporal adverb is 
usually just transitional, "then", but it is likely that here it also marks a point in 
time here, as NIV; "On this occasion ...."  

eicon (ecw) imperf. "they had" - The imperfect is probably used to express 
the durative nature of imprisonment. The subject is obviously the Romans, 
although France suggests the crowd; "'they had' their own candidate already 
selected and presumably Pilate had been informed of this."  

legomenon (legw) pres. pas. part. "whose name was" - [A WELL-KNOWN, 
NOTABLE, NOTORIOUS, PRISONER] BEING CALLED [JESUS BARABAS]. The 
participle is adjectival, attributive, introducing a relative clause limiting 
"prisoner", "who was called Jesus Barabbas."  
   
v17 

Matthew now records Pilate's futile attempt to find a way around the 
determined efforts of the religious authorities to have Jesus' executed. Matthew 
notes the corrupt motives of the religious authorities, v18, but it seems likely that 
his efforts are prompted by his wife's nightmare.  

oun "so" - THEREFORE. Inferential; probably just establishing a logical 
connection, "accordingly, consequently", but possibly drawing a logical 
conclusion, "so, therefore", ie., given the opportunity provided by the tradition to 
release a prisoner at Passover, and the presence of another "Jesus" in prison, Pilate 
therefore, when the crowd had gathered, asks them ........  
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sunhgmenwn (sunagw) gen. perf. pas. part. "when [the crowd] had 
gathered" - [THEY] WERE HAVING BEEN GATHERED. The genitive participle 
together with the genitive pronoun "they" forms a genitive absolute construction, 
best treated as temporal, as NIV.  

autoiV dat. pro. "[asked] them" - [PILATE SAID] TO THEM. Dative of indirect 
object.  

apolusw (apoluw) aor. subj. "[do you want] to release" - [WHO DO YOU 
WILL] I MAY RELEASE [TO YOU]? Olmstead classifies the subjunctive as 
deliberative, which, after qelw, "I will, wish, desire", often introduces a doubtful 
question, cf., v21. "Who do you wish me to set free - Jesus Barabbas, or Jesus 
who is called the Christ?" Rieu.  

legomenon (legw) pres. pas. part. "who is called" - [do I release JESUS 
BARABBAN OR JESUS] THE ONE BEING CALLED [CHRIST]? The articular 
"Barabbas" stands in apposition to "Jesus", and the participle "the one being 
called", is attributive, as in v16.  
   
v18 

Matthew records Pilate's question to the crowd in this verse and then repeats 
it again in v21. In between these verses, Matthew provides background 
information. First, the motives of the religious authorities; Second, the 
intervention of Pilate's wife; Third, the manipulation of the crowd by the religious 
authorities.  

gar "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why Pilate 
seeks Jesus release via the crowd's approval, namely, because of the corrupt 
motives of the religious authorities, although possibly just transitional, serving to 
introduce the first piece of background information on the unfolding events, 
namely, the motives of the religious authorities.  

oJti "-" - [HE HAD KNOWN] THAT. Introducing a dependent statement of 
perception expressing what Pilate knew.  

dia + acc. "[it was out of self-interest]" - BECAUSE OF, ON ACCOUNT OF 
[ENVY, JEALOUSY, THEY DELIVERED OVER HIM]. Causal, introducing a causal 
clause explaining why the authorities betrayed Jesus; "they handed Jesus over 
because of their envy." Beare notes that there is no evidence that the authorities 
were envious of Jesus, although D&A suggest that "their envy came from thirst 
for power", and Hagner, "envy of his influence among the people." The sense 
could also be "sheer malice", Phillips, or "out of sheer spite", Peterson. Beare 
suggests "fear"; the authorities were afraid that Jesus was going to cause trouble 
with the Romans, Jn.11:47-50.  
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v19 

As France notes, the arrival of the message probably explains Pilate's 
"attempt to avoid having to make a judicial decision by invoking the amnesty." 
Nothing is known of Pilate's wife, but it seems likely that she has some 
understanding of Jesus, which, in the context of her dream, prompts her to declare 
his innocence against the condemnation of his own people.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, introducing 
a second piece of background information.  

kaqhmenou (kaqhmai) gen. pres. mid. part. "while [Pilate] was sitting" - 
[HE] SITTING [UPON THE PLATFORM = JUDGMENT SEAT]. The genitive participle 
with the genitive pronoun "he" forms a genitive absolute construction, best 
treated as temporal, as NIV.  

legousa (legw) pres. part. "this message" - [THE WIFE OF HIM SENT 
TOWARD HIM] SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "to send", serving to introduce the content of the message.  

soi dat. pro. "[with that innocent man]" - [NOTHING] YOU [AND THAT 
RIGHTEOUS man]. As with the demonstrative pronoun ekeinw/, "that man", the 
function of the dative is unclear, particularly as the clause is elliptical. Most 
translators treat the datives as datives of association, "with"; "Have nothing to do 
with you and with that righteous man", in the sense of Pilate having no association 
with / not part in, the act of putting this particular righteous (NIV "innocent" is 
probably on the mark) man to death - "repudiate any dealings with the righteous 
man in question", Morris. "Don't get mixed up in judging this noble man", 
Peterson.  

gar "for" - BECAUSE. Introducing a causal clause explaining why Pilate 
should not get involved in the shenanigans of the religious authorities.  

kat (kata) acc. "in [a dream]" - [I SUFFERED TODAY] ACCORDING TO [A 
DREAM]. Temporal use of the preposition, "during a dream"; "I dreamt about him 
in the night and was much distressed", Rieu.  

di (dia) + acc. "because of [him]" - Causal, "because of, on account of."  
   
v20 

"The blind lead the blind", D&A.  
de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative, 

introducing the third piece of background information; "Now the chief priest and 
the elders ....", ESV.  

iJna + subj. "to [ask for Barabbas]" - [THE CHIEF PRIESTS AND THE ELDERS 
PERSUADED THE CROWDS] THAT [THEY SHOULD ASK FOR BARABAS]. Introducing 
an object clause / dependent statement of indirect speech expressing what the 
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religious authorities persuaded the crowds, namely, to ask for the release of 
Barabbas, and the death of Jesus.  

de "and" - BUT/AND [that THEY SHOULD DESTROY JESUS]. Transitional, 
indicating a step to a contrast.  
   
v21 

Having provided the necessary background to Pilate's question, v18-20, the 
reader is now able to understand why Pilate would seek the release of Jesus, and 
why the crowd would choose Barabbas over Jesus.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a return to the narrative.  
autoiV dat. pro. "-" - [HAVING ANSWERED THE GOVERNOR SAID] TO THEM. 

Dative of indirect object. Note the use of the redundant complementary participle, 
"having answered." It seems unlikely that Pilate is actually responding to some 
question or statement made between v18 and this verse, contra Quarles. In line 
with Semitic form, the text may mean little more than just "the governor asked 
them / said to them." Possibly "again said to them", ESV, RSV, ..., but it is 
probably Matthew repeating the question, rather than Pilate - having given us 
background information Matthew returns to the question; "So when the 
Procurator returned to the matter and asked them which of the two they wished 
him to set free, they said Barabbas", Rieu.  

tina pro. "which" - WHOM [DO YOU WILL, WISH, FROM THE TWO, SHOULD I 
RELEASE TO YOU]? Interrogative pronoun introducing a question.  

apo "of [the two]" - FROM THE TWO. The preposition is used instead of a 
partitive genitive, as NIV.  

apolusw (apoluw) aor. subj. "to [release]" - SHOULD I RELEASE. As 
Zerwick notes, qeletw, "you wish", followed by a deliberative subjunctive, as 
here, serves to introduce a doubtful question.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the dialogue to a new 
speaker.  

oiJ "they [answered]" - THE = THEY [THEY SAID, BARABBAS]. The article 
serves as the nominative subject of the verb "to say."  
   
v22 

As Carson notes, both Jesus and Barabbas are popular personalities, but 
given the whispering campaign by the religious authorities, the crowd comes 
down on the side of Barabbas.  

autoiV dat. pro. "-" - [PILATE SAYS] TO THEM. Dative of indirect object. As 
with legousin, "[all] says", the verb "to say" is a historic / narrative present tense. 
It is obviously not used to indicate dialogue transition, so presumably it is giving 
some emphasis to Pilate's words.  
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poihsw (poiew) aor. subj. / fut. "[what] shall I do" - [THEREFORE WHAT] 
MAY / WILL I DO with]. Deliberative subjunctive, possibly future, but with the same 
function.  

oun "then" - THEREFORE. Inferential, prompting a logical question from the 
answer of the crowd; "What then am I to do with Jesus?" Cassirer.  

ton legomenon (legw) pres. pas. part. "who is called" - [JESUS] THE ONE 
BEING CALLED [CHRIST? ALL SAYS, CRUCIFY]. The participle is adjectival, 
attributive, limiting "Christ", as NIV, but may also serve as a substantive standing 
in apposition to "Jesus", "Jesus the so-called Christ", Moffatt.  
   
v23 

"In Judea it was common to confront the Roman authorities with as noisy 
and large delegation as possible", Carson. So, Pilate is now in a corner and reason 
will no longer prevail.  

de "-" - BUT/AND [HE SAID]. Transitional, indicating a step to a new speaker.  
gar "Why?" - FOR [WHAT EVIL, WRONG HAS HE DONE]? - Here more reason 

than cause, indicating that the question seeks a reasoned answer. Not usually 
expressed in English, so "But what crime has he committed?" Rieu, although 
many translators bring the sense out with "Why", as NIV.  

de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step to a new speaker.  
legonteV (legw) pres. part. "-" - [THE = THEY WERE CALLING OUT, 

SHOUTING OUT, MORE] SAYING [CRUCIFY]. Attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the verb "to call out"; redundant. Note that the 
adverb perisswV, "more, all the more", makes the point that the crowd is crying 
out "crucify" even more loudly. "They yelled all the louder, 'Nail him to a cross!'" 
Peterson.  
   
v24 

iii] Pilate capitulates, v24-26. A local riot would be of limited concern to 
Pilate, but there is no point in trying his luck, so he gives the crowd what they 
want. Pilate's declaration of innocence by symbolic hand-washing is Jewish in 
custom, not Roman. This may well be a poke at Jewish sensibilities, similar to 
his demand that the notice on the cross should read "The King of the Jews." The 
response of the crowd is particularly Jewish. Matthew no longer has ocloV, 
"crowd", but laoV, "people." As France notes, this term "is especially associated 
with the community of Israel as God's chosen people." This is a declaration by 
"all the people", ie., "the whole house of Israel", and it includes the "children." 
Matthew is clearly extending the bloodguilt beyond the crowd to the historic 
people of Israel of Matthew's time. They, the tenants of the vineyard will be cast 
out and a new people will take over the tenancy (often linked to the destruction 
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of Jerusalem in 70AD). Matthew's perspective is theological, not sociological; 
his words are not designed to promote antisemitism. Matthew reveals "the dead-
end road to which the salvation history of Israel as the people of God has led", 
Luz.  

idwn (oJraw) aor. part. "when [Pilate] saw" - [BUT/AND PILATE] HAVING 
SEEN. The participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as NIV, although a 
touch causal as well; "Now when / because Pilate realized ......"  

oJti "that" - THAT [NOTHING IS GAINING BUT RATHER TUMULT IS BECOMING, 
HAPPENING, STARTING, IMMINENT]. Introducing an object clause / dependent 
statement of perception expressing what Pilate became aware of; "that there was 
every prospect for a riot", Barclay.  

labwn (lambanw) aor. part. "he took" - HAVING TAKEN [WATER HE WASHED 
THE HANDS BEFORE THE CROWD]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing 
action accompanying the verb "to wash"; "he took some water and washed his 
hands in the presence of the crowd", Moffatt.  

apo + gen. "of [this man's blood]" - [SAYING, I AM INNOCENT] FROM [THE 
BLOOD OF THIS man]. Here expressing separation. Pilate claims he is separated 
from, "away from", the guilt associated with Jesus' death; "I am not responsible 
for the death of this man", TEV.  

legwn (legw) "he said" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle, or 
modal, expressing the manner Pilate's washing.  

oyesqe (oJraw) fut. imp. "it is [your] responsibility" - [YOU] SEE. The future 
imperative is used to express a command; a "dismissive command", Quarles. 
"You look to this matter" = "You must assume that responsibility yourselves", 
Junkins.  
   
v25  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "answered" - [AND] HAVING 
ANSWERED [ALL THE PEOPLE SAID]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing 
action accompanying the verb "to say." Although redundant, it does indicate that 
the words of the people are in response to what Pilate said.  

autou gen. pro. "his [blood]" - [THE BLOOD] OF HIM. The genitive is 
adjectival, possessive, so Olmstead, rather than partitive, so Quarles.  

ef (epi) + acc. "[is] upon [us]" - [is / be] UPON [US AND UPON THE CHILDREN 
OF US]. The statement "is common idiom signifying responsibility for someone's 
death", D&A, cf., 2Sam.1:16, 3:28, Ezek.18:13, 33:4, sometimes with the 
addition of "us and our children", cf,. Gen.31:16. Such a proverbial statement will 
often be elliptical, with its verb assumed. Is the verb indicative, so Morris, France, 
... "the responsibility is ours", or imperative, even an optative, a wish / prayer? 
D&A argue that it "is not a self-curse", rather a statement like "we acknowledge 
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our involvement if the governor will not", although from Matthew's perspective 
it is "ironic prophecy." The people are accepting responsibility, but they wouldn't 
knowingly burden their children with a blood-curse, so responsibility for the 
action of the people falls on the religious authorities, the shepherds of Israel; they 
orchestrated the crime (but note the bigger picture, Acts 2:23)  
   
v26 

D&A, quoting Brown, Death, suggest that "the brevity in describing Pilate's 
decision has the psychological impact of portraying a man making a decision 
under pressure."  

tote adv. "then" - THEN [HE RELEASED BARABBAS]. Transitional use of the 
temporal adverb; next in time.  

autoiV dat. pro. "TO THEM" - Dative of indirect object.  
de "but" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating the next step in the narrative. 

"And it was then that he pardoned Barabbas as a favour to them, while, as for 
Jesus ....", Cassirer.  

fragellwsaV (fragellow) aor. part. "he had [Jesus] flogged" - HAVING 
SCOURGED, WHIPPED, [JESUS HE HANDED him OVER]. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to deliver over", so most 
translators, as NIV, but possibly temporal, "after having Jesus flogged, he handed 
him over for crucifixion", Rieu.  

iJna + subj. "to be crucified" - THAT [HE MIGHT BE CRUCIFIED]. Introducing 
a final clause expressing purpose, "in order to be ..."  
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27:27-56 

13. The passion and resurrection of Jesus. 26:1-28:20 
ix] Jesus' humiliation and passion 
Synopsis  

Matthew's narrative of the crucifixion of Jesus has three parts to it: The 
mockery of Jesus by the Roman soldiers, v27-31; The hostility of the churchmen 
along with the silent suffering of the servant of the Lord, v32-44; The significance 
of that suffering and the climactic choice facing those who witness it, v45-56.  
   
Teaching  

"Messiah has accomplished his mission and the salvation of the world is 
attained", Cox.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 26:1-16.  
   

ii] Structure: Jesus' humiliation and passion:  
The mockery of the Roman soldiers, v27-31; 
The crucifixion, v32-37; 
The two men crucified with Jesus, v38; 
The mocking of Jesus, v39-44; 
Darkness covers the land, v45; 
Jesus' dying words, v46-50; 

"My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?"  
The strange events accompanying Jesus' death, v51-53; 
The confession of the soldiers, v54; 
The women watch at a distance, v55-56.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

Matthew's account of the crucifixion proper, v32-56, is simple and to 
the point. We are told of Simon carrying the cross, the offer of wine, the 
division of Jesus' clothing, the placement of the sign, the abuse directed at 
Jesus, the two "robbers" crucified with Jesus, Jesus' last words, the offer of 
vinegar and the strange happenings which followed Jesus' death. The 
simplicity of the account is particularly evident in the climactic death of 
Jesus; "then Jesus cried out again in a loud voice and breathed his last", 
v50. John tells us that Jesus uttered the word tetelestai, "it has been 
completed." Certainly, for John, this utterance is a cry of triumph.  

France well sums up Matthew's message: "Matthew expects his 
readers to catch the ironical truth of the honours heaped upon Jesus in jest 
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and mockery; even in a setting of public humiliation and torture this really 
is the king of the Jews, the temple builder, the Saviour, the Son of God. 
And while the uncomprehending bystanders mock, Jesus' chilling cry of 
abandonment, followed by the drama of the earthquake, the tearing of the 
temple curtain, and the restoration to life of the pious dead, will tell all who 
are willing to hear that something of profound and world-changing 
significance is taking place there in the darkness, so that eventually even 
the hard-bitten soldiers who so recently had knelt in derision before the 
disgraced king of the Jews can now see that this man really was God's son"  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
For Matthew, the mockery of Jesus, v27-31, is an important event, 

illustrating the suffering of the servant King. John mentions the mocking 
in passing, Luke only refers to Jesus' mockery before king Herod, while 
Mark's narrative account is much shorter. Matthew's account, on the other 
hand, has a more theologically nuanced mockery by the Jewish authorities 
and detached bystanders. D&A argue that Matthew has used Mark 15:16-
20, although they concede a "slight influence from oral tradition is 
possible." For the crucifixion, v32-56, Mark is usually regarded as the 
source. Only a few verses in Matthew find no parallel in Mark, v36, 43, 
51b-3, all of which may well reflect his source (oral??) rather than be the 
result of redaction (editorial license!). Note that Matthew's quote in v46 of 
Psalm 22:1 is closer to the Hebrew / Aramaic text than Mark, evidencing 
his knowledge of Hebrew.  

 
Homiletics: Christ forsaken  

Mel Gibson's "Passion of Christ" will remain a 
standard for years to come in portraying the events 
of the crucifixion of Jesus. It's a beautiful film that 
strives for historical accuracy. Yet it has one major 
flaw. 

A friend of mine, who saw the film, was not 
impressed. He's not a churchie, but definitely a 
seeker. Anyway, he didn't like the film. He was 
quite put off by the violence. In fact, he felt it was 
an attempt at self-flagellation, a return to the dark 
ages, a return to monastic ritual floggings. I guess I 
wouldn't have noted his criticism if it weren't for the 
fact that I have heard others make the same point. 
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The truth is, Matthew actually down-plays the violence. If we want to wind 
it up we are forced to make much of the soldier's "fun" with Jesus, but there is no 
evidence that it was excessively violent. How is it that Matthew down-plays the 
violence of the cross while we accentuate the blood and the gore? 

There can be no suggestion that crucifixion is a humane form of execution. 
Yet, the focus for Matthew is on Christ forsaken, not Christ persecuted. For the 
small group of disciples who witnessed the crucifixion that day, well they could 
say with Martin Luther, "Christ forsaken for me." 

   
Text - 27:27 

The final conflict: i] The mockery of the Roman soldiers, v27-31. First, the 
soldiers denigrate Jesus as a mock king, and then he is adorned with a soldier's 
scarlet cape serving as a robe (Mark has "purple", but the colours are similar), 
and a palm frond as a crown (the spikes are probably pointing outward, or 
upward, ie., torture is not necessarily the intention). They spat on Jesus and 
punched him repeatedly (the verb etupton, "to strike", is imperfect expressing 
repeated action). With the fun over, Jesus is given back his outer cloak and taken 
away for crucifixion.  

tote adv. "then" - This temporal adverb is used to indicate a step in the 
narrative.  

tou hJgemonoV (wn oV) gen. "governor's [soldiers]" - [THE SOLDIERS] OF 
THE GOVERNOR. The genitive is adjectival, possessive.  

paralabonteV (paralambanw) aor. part. "took [Jesus]" - HAVING TAKEN 
[JESUS]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the 
main verb "gathered together."  

to praitwrion (on) "the Praetorium" - [INTO] THE PRAETORIUM. The 
governor's residence, probably Herod's palace.  

speiran (a) "company of soldiers" - [GATHERED AROUND HIM ENTIRE] 
COHORT. The tenth part of a legion. Normally relating to a company of 600 men, 
but sometimes to a smaller group of around 200.  

ep (epi) + acc. "around [him]" - Probably spatial, "around, before, etc.", but 
possibly expressing opposition, "against him."  
   
v28 

ekdousanteV (ekduw) aor. part. "they stripped [him]" - [AND] HAVING 
TAKEN OFF = STRIPPED [HIM]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing 
action accompanying the main verb "they put around", as NIV. A variant exists, 
"having put on", possibly indicating that his undergarments were put back on him 
after the scourging in v26 and that the "robe", most likely an officer's cloak, was 
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put on over the undergarments, while his outer garment was put back on after the 
soldiers took off the purple cloak, v31. All guesswork, of course.  

autw/ dat. pro. "[put a scarlet robe on] him" - [THEY PLACE AROUND] HIM 
[A SCARLET ROBE]. Dative of direct object after the peri prefix verb "to place 
around."  
   
v29 

plexanteV (plekw) aor. part. "then twisted together" - [AND] HAVING 
WOVEN, PLATTED AROUND. Again, the participle is attendant on the main verb 
"they place", although usually treated as forming a temporal clause, "when they 
had platted."  

stefanon (oV) "a crown" - WREATH. Accusative direct object of the verb "to 
weave." A festive garland used by the elite on special occasions. The thorns may 
not have been pressed into Jesus' head, as mockery was the point of the exercise, 
not torture. "Made a crown out of thorny branches", TEV.  

ex (ek) + gen. "of [thorns]" - Expressing source / origin; "a crown made out 
of / from thorns."  

epi + gen. "on [his head]" - [THEY PLACED] UPON [THE HEAD OF HIM, AND A 
STAFF IN THE RIGHT hand OF HIM]. Spatial; "upon".  

gonupethsanteV (gonupetew) aor. part. "knelt" - [AND] HAVING KNELT. 
Attendant circumstance participle, attendant on the verb "they mocked / 
ridiculed"; "they knelt .... and mocked him."  

emprosqen + gen. "in front of [him]" - BEFORE HIM. Spatial.  
autw/ dat. pro. "[mocked] him" - [THEY RIDICULED] HIM [SAYING]. Dative of 

direct object after the en prefix verb "to ridicule."  
caire (cairw) imp. "hail" - REJOICE. A mocking "Ave Caesar"; "Hail, Your 

Majesty", Phillips.  
twn Ioudaiwn gen. adj. "[king] of the Jews" - The adjective serves as a 

substantive, the genitive being adjectival, idiomatic / subordination; "king over 
the Jews."  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "they said" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance 
participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to ridicule", "they mocked 
him and said", although it may be classified as adverbial, modal, expressing the 
manner of the ridicule; "in saying ....." Olmstead suggests that it is instrumental, 
expressing means, "by saying ......."  
   
v30 

emptusanteV (emptuw) aor. part. "they spit [on him]" - [AND] HAVING SPAT 
[TO HIM]. Attendant circumstance participle, attendant on / expressing action 
accompanying the verbs "they took ..... and were striking."  
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etupton (tuptw) imperf. "struck" - [THEY TOOK THE STAFF AND] WERE 
STRIKING [TO THE HEAD OF HIM]. Imperfect, being durative, possibly indicates 
repetition, "they repeatedly struck him", Weymouth, but certainly to indicate a 
process. Again, probably not with violence, but rather in fun, so "beat him", REB, 
CEV, is going a bit far. It was possibly done as an expression of mock honour.  
   
v31 

o{te + ind. "after" - Introducing a temporal clause, as NIV.  
autw/ dat. pro. "[they had mocked] him" - Dative of direct object after the 

en prefix verb "to ridicule."  
eiV to + inf. "to [crucify him]" - This construction usually forms a final 

adverbial clause expressing purpose; "in order to crucify [him]."  
   
v32 

ii] The crucifixion, v32-37. Matthew does not dwell on the violence of the 
crucifixion, but rather the mockery of Jesus and how it illustrates his true person 
- King of the Jews, Son of God, King of Israel. The site of the crucifixion is 
possibly that of the church of the Holy Sepulcher just outside the Herodian city 
wall. Jesus carries his own cross member (the upright post is permanently in 
place) to Golgotha, but can't make the distance and so Simon of Cyrene (North 
Africa) is conscripted to carry it the rest of the way. Of the crucifixion itself, 
Cicero called it "the most cruel and the most horrible torture." The wine and gall 
(myrrh) were served as a sedative, but Jesus refused it, probably so he can keep 
his wits about him. Note how the language of these verses follows Psalm 22. The 
presence of the guards serves to stop any rescue attempt and as was their right, 
they get to keep the remaining possessions of the executed prisoners. The charge 
against Jesus serves to deter any others with liberation on their mind. Placing it 
"above his head" indicates the crucifixion is on a cross.  

exercomenoi (exercomai) pres. part. "as they were going out" - [AND] 
COMING OUT [THEY FOUND A MAN]. The participle is adverbial, best treated as 
temporal. Coming out of where? Possibly, "on their way out of the city", Phillips.  

onomati (a atoV) dat. "named [Simon]" - [A CYRENIAN] BY NAME [SIMON]. 
Dative of reference / respect; lit., "a man from Cyrene, with respect to his name, 
Simon."  

hggareusan (aggareuw) aor. "they forced" - [THIS MAN] THEY PRESSED 
INTO SERVICE. The word is used of compelling a person to undertake public 
service.  

iJna + subj. "to [carry]" - THAT [HE MIGHT CARRY THE CROSS OF HIM]. 
Taking hggareusan with the sense "they ordered, commanded", this construction 
introduces an object clause / dependent statement of indirect speech, expressing 
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what the soldiers compelled the man to do; "they commanded that he carry his 
(Jesus') cross." Olmstead suggests that it is adverbial, final, expressing purpose, 
"in order that ......"  
 

v33 
elqonteV (ercomai) aor. part. "they came" - [AND] HAVING COME [TO]. 

Attendant circumstance participle, attendant on / expressing action 
accompanying the verb "they gave", v34, but possibly better adverbial, expressed 
as a temporal clause, "when they came to the place called Golgotha."  

topoV "place" - Note, no mention of a hill! The "place" is actually unknown.  
legomenon (legw) pres. pas. part. "called [Golgotha]" - BEING CALLED 

[GOLGOTHA]. As with legomenoV, "which means / translated means", the 
participle is adjectival, attributive; "to a place which is called."  

kraniou (oV) gen. "[which means the place] of the skull. [WHICH IS BEING 
CALLED PLACE] OF SKULL. The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / identification; 
"which translated means the place known as the skull", possibly, "which 
resembles a skull." Matthew does not normally translate local place names, but 
obviously at this point he wants to emphasize the dread of the crucifixion.  
   
v34 

autw/ dat. "[they offered] Jesus" - [THEY GAVE] TO HIM. Dative of indirect 
object; "they gave wine to Jesus."  

pein (pinw) aor. inf. "to drink" - TO DRINK [WINE]. The infinitive is probably 
best treated as the complement of the object "wine"; "they gave him wine to 
drink." Olmstead suggests that it is adverbial, final, expressing purpose, "in order 
to drink." "They gave him a drink of wine", Moffatt.  

memigmenon (mignumi) perf. pas. part. "mixed" - HAVING BEEN MINGLED, 
MIXED. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "wine"; "which had been 
mixed."  

meta + gen. "with" - Expressing accompaniment.  
colhV (h) "gall" - Gall, meaning "bitter", so "wine with gall" may just mean 

"bitter wine" = "dregs", therefore given in fun, or the "gall" may refer to the 
bitterness of a narcotic herb, so "drugged wine."  

geusamenoV (geuomai) aor. part. "after tasting" - HAVING TASTED. The 
participle is adverbial, probably temporal; "when/after he tasted it."  

piein (pinw) aor. inf. "[he refused] to drink it" - [HE DID NOT WISH] TO 
DRINK. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense of the negated verb 
"he did not wish."  
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v35  

staurwsanteV (staurow) aor. part. "when they had crucified" - 
[BUT/AND] HAVING CRUCIFIED [HIM]. The participle is adverbial, best treated as 
introducing a temporal clause. The brevity of Matthew's description of the 
crucifixion is interesting.  

diemerisanto (diamerizw) aor. "they divided up" - THEY DIVIDED [THEY 
DIVIDED THE GARMENTS OF HIM]. "They shared out", Phillips. The soldiers may 
have left Jesus with the loin cloth, although some commentators argue that the 
removal of all clothing is in accord with Jewish custom.  

ballonteV (ballw) pres. part. "casting [lots]" - THROWING [A LOT]. The 
participle is adverbial, probably instrumental, "by means of casting lots". "They 
shared out his clothing with the throw of the dice."  
   
v36 

kaqhmenoi (kaqhmai) pres. part. "sitting down" - [AND] SITTING. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "they guarded", 
"they sat down and guarded him there", but possibly temporal, so Quarles, "then 
they sat down", ESV.  

ethroun (threw) imperf. "they kept watch over" - THEY GUARDED [HIM 
THERE]. The soldiers guarded the prisoners to make sure that no one could 
attempt a rescue.  
   
v37 

apanw + gen. "above [his head]" - [AND THEY PLACED] ABOVE [THE HEAD 
OF HIM]. Spatial; "above, over, .."  

gegrammenhn (grafw) perf. pas. part. "written" - [THE CAUSE = CHARGE OF 
HIM] HAVING BEEN WRITTEN. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting 
"charge"; "the charge which had been written."  

thn aitian (a) "the [written] charge" - THE CAUSE. It was common 
practice to place a copy of the charge against the criminal, along with their name, 
on the execution stake, or around their neck. So, Jesus is named, along with his 
rejected claim to kingship. The religious authorities were correct in wanting the 
charge changed to "he claimed" ("this is Jesus who claimed to be the king of the 
Jews"), but Pilate had obviously had enough of the whole business and let the 
prophetic typo remain. "A written copy of the charge against him", Barclay.  

autou gen. pro. "against him" - OF HIM. The genitive is adjectival, verbal, 
objective; "the charge which had been brought against him", Cassirer.  
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twn Ioudaiwn adj. "[king] of the Jews" - [THIS IS JESUS THE KING] OF THE 
JEWS. The adjective serves as a substantive, the genitive being adjectival, 
idiomatic / of subordination; "king over the Jews."  

 
v38 

iii] The two men crucified with Jesus. The "robbers" are probably political 
revolutionaries, cf. Jn.18:40. So, Jesus was truly "numbered with the 
transgressors."  

tote adv. "-" - THEN. Temporal adverb, indicating a step in the narrative; 
"Then two robbers were crucified with him", ESV.  

lh/stai (hV ou) "robbers" - [WERE CRUCIFIED WITH HIM TWO] THIEVES, 
........ Commonly a "brigand/bandit", but may also be used of a "revolutionary." 
It seems more likely that they were insurgents operating against the occupying 
forces of Rome rather than just mere bandits.  

sun + dat. "with [him]" - Expressing accompaniment.  
ek + gen. "[one] on [his right]" - [ONE] ON [RIGHT [AND ONE] ON [LEFT]. 

Here technically expressing separation, but used idiomatically with a spatial 
sense; "at the right side."  
   
v39 

iv] The ridicule of those who passed by - the chief priests, scribes and elders, 
and even the two robbers mock Jesus, v39-44. The psalmist cries out to God in 
the face of mocking and here we see Israel mock the true "Son of God", Ps.22:7. 
The full weight of religious Judaism joins in the ridiculing of Jesus. "If the just 
man is God's son, God will stretch out a hand to him and save him from the 
clutches of his enemies", Wis.2:10-20. Of course, the Father will care for his Son, 
but the eyes of unbelief will not see it. Even the criminals join in, although Luke 
tells us that one didn't.  

oi paraporeuomenoi (paraporeuomai) pres. part. "those who passed by" 
- [AND] THE ONES PASSING ALONGSIDE. The participle serves as a substantive, 
nominative subject of the verb "to blaspheme." The word seems to apply to casual 
onlookers who happened on the crucifixion, and even they hurl abuse.  

eblasfhmoun (blasfhmew) imperf. "hurled insults [at him]" - 
BLASPHEMED, ABUSED [HIM]. The imperfect, being durative, indicates ongoing 
action; "poured abuse upon him", Cassirer.  

kinounteV (kinew) part. "shaking [their heads]" - NODDING, MOVING, 
SHAKING [THE HEADS OF THEM]. The participle is adverbial, modal, expressing 
the manner of their passing by; "wagging their heads", REB; "tossing", Barclay. 
The participle serves to emphasize their derision.  
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v40 

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "saying" - The participle stands with "shaking" 
and so is adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of their hurling abuse, although 
Olmstead classifies it as instrumental, means, "by ....."  

oJ kataluwn (kataluw) pres. part. "you who are going to destroy [the 
temple]" - THE ONE DESTROYING [THE TEMPLE]. The participle serves as a 
substantive, possibly vocative.  

en + dat. "in [three days]" - Temporal use of the preposition.  
oikodomwn (oikodomew) pres. part. "build" - building. The article oJ applies; 

the participle serves as a substantive. The present tense may be futuristic, "will 
build", or possible conative (tendential) where the action is being contemplated, 
or proposed; "and think you are able to rebuild it in three days."  

apo + gen. "[come down] from [the cross]" - Expressing separation; "away 
from."  

ei + ind. "if" - IF, as is the case, [YOU ARE SON OF GOD] then [COME DOWN 
FROM THE CROSS]. Introducing a conditional clause, 1st. class, where the 
proposed condition is assumed true, here for the sake of argument; "if, as is the 
case for argument sake, ...... then ......." "If you reckon you're the son of God, hop 
down from the cross."  

uiJoV "the Son" - SON. Predicate nominative. Here we have an example of 
Colwell's Rule where a definite predicate noun that precedes the verb usually 
lacks the article. Therefore, it is not translated "a son", but "the Son."  

tou qeou (oV) gen. "of God" - The genitive is adjectival, relational, although 
the phrase "Son of God" serves as a messianic title; see 8:20.  
   
v41 

oJmoiwV adv. "in the same way" - LIKEWISE. Comparative adverb; "in like 
manner." "So to", Moffatt; "also made fun of Jesus", CEV.  

kai "-" - AND. Adjunctive; "also".  
meta + gen. "-" - [THE CHIEF PRIESTS] WITH [THE SCRIBES AND ELDERS]. 

Expressing association.  
empaizonteV (empaizw) pres. part. "mocked" - MOCKING [SAID]. Technically 

an attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the 
imperfect verb "were saying", "..... mocked ....... and said"; "mocked him saying", 
ESV. In English the words are best combined; "the chief priests too joined in the 
mockery with the experts in the Law and the elders", Barclay. It is interesting that 
the religious authorities should be present along with the rabble. Carson suggests 
that "they do not address Jesus directly but speak of him in the third person, in a 
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stage whisper meant for his ears." Given that their words are recorded it seems 
more likely that they addressed the onlookers, giving support to their taunts.  
   
v42 

swsai (swzw) aor. inf. "[he can't] save" - [HE SAVED OTHERS but HIMSELF 
HE IS NOT ABLE] TO SAVE. The infinitive is complementary, completing the sense 
of the negated verb "is not able." The tense indicates a single event is in mind, 
ie., getting off the cross. Even Jesus' accusers underline his primary claim, namely 
that of saviour, but fail to recognize the saving significance of his suffering.  

basileuV (euV ewV) "[he is] the King [of Israel]" - Predicate nominative, 
emphatic by position; note that Colwell's rule applies. The genitive "of Israel" is 
adjectival, idiomatic / subordination, "King over Israel." Said with tongue in 
cheek, but the joke is on the authorities, not Jesus; Matthew is again poking the 
cocky! Williams adds "is he?" to underline the cynicism.  

katabatw (katabainw) imp. "let him come down" - LET COME DOWN 
[NOW FROM THE CROSS AND]. Again, the authorities look for a miracle to 
authenticate Jesus' claims, but as Jesus once noted, even if someone were to rise 
from the dead they still wouldn't believe.  

ep (epi) + acc. "[we will believe] in [him]" - Local, but here expressing 
movement toward; used in the sense of placing one's trust upon / on someone, of 
resting in faith upon someone.  
   
v43 

These words are only found in Matthew's gospel and seem to allude to Psalm 
22:8  

pepoiqen (peiqw) "he trusts" - HE HAS TRUSTED [IN GOD]. A stative verb 
that is read as present tense; "he puts his trust upon (epi) God." "He believes God 
will take care of him", TH.  

ei + ind. "if" - IF, as is the case for argument's sake, [HE WANTS HIM] then 
[LET HIM RESCUE him NOW]. Introducing a conditional clause, 1st class, where 
the proposed condition is assumed to be true for argument's sake.  

gar "for [he said]" - Introducing a causal clause explaining why God would, 
for argument's sake, rescue Jesus, namely, because of / on the basis of Jesus' 
claim."  

oJti "-" - THAT [I AM SON OF GOD]. Introducing an object clause / dependents 
statement, direct speech. The religious authorities obviously hold that Jesus has 
claimed divine sonship, probably in messianic terms, rather than a divine 
father/son relationship. Yet, if he were the messiah, would not divine protection 
spare him from suffering? Not if he were the suffering servant, which reality they 
have failed to comprehend.  
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v44 

oiJ saustaurwqenteV (sustaurow) aor. pas. part. "who were crucified 
[with him]" - [AND THE SAME ALSO THE THIEVES] HAVING BEEN CRUCIFIED WITH. 
The participle is best treated as an attributive adjective limiting robbers, as NIV, 
although it could be treated as a substantive standing in apposition to robbers; 
"the robbers, those who were crucified with Jesus, also reviled him."  

sun + dat. "with [him]" - Expressing accompaniment / association. A 
redundant use of the preposition given the sun prefix verb "to crucify with", but 
idiomatic Koine Gk.  

wneidizon (oneidizw) pl. imperf. "[the robbers] ... heaped insults" - WERE 
REPROACHING, UPBRAIDING [HIM]. "Hurled abuse", Phillips. Turner suggests that 
the plural here is an example of a plural used for a singular. Luke has only one of 
the robbers abusing Jesus.  
   
v45 

v] Darkness covers the land, v45. Mark tells us that the crucifixion began at 
the third hour, 9am. Matthew now tells us that at the sixth hour, noon, darkness 
covered the land. This event continues the Exodus imagery - the darkness over 
Egypt as a sign of judgement. This event is probably a dust storm, certainly not 
an eclipse. The darkness continues until Jesus' death at the ninth hour, 3pm, cf., 
Amos 8:9.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative; "Now from 
the sixth hour", ESV.  

apo + gen. "from" - Temporal use of the preposition.  
ekthV (oV) "the sixth hour / noon" - "At noon ....... which lasted for three 

hours", TEV.  
e{wV + gen. "until [three in the afternoon]" - UNTIL [THE NINTH HOUR]. 

Temporal use of the preposition.  
skotoV egeneto "darkness came" - DARKNESS BECAME. Popularly seen as 

an eclipse, but no eclipse lasts three hours. Possibly a dust storm. "It is an omen 
of divine displeasure or judgment, a sign of cosmic significance and a token of 
Nature's sympathy and mourning, and it makes Jesus resemble other famous men 
.... whose deaths induced supernatural dusk", Davies & Allison. "At midday the 
sky turned dark", CEV.  

epi + acc. "over" - Spatial; "upon".  
thn ghn (h) "the land" - THE EARTH. "From noon to three the whole earth 

was dark", Peterson.  
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v46 

vi] Jesus' dying words, v46-50. Jesus' cry to the Father in the words of Psalm 
22:1, expresses the alienation experienced by him. He is now the rejected one, 
the cursed one. His death as a "ransom for many", 20:28, well explains the depth 
of his experience. The crowd wonders - will Elijah come and inaugurate the 
kingdom? One individual even acts in kindness and gives Jesus a drink, while 
others tell him not to interfere. Finally, Jesus breaths his last with a loud cry - 
John tells us that he cried "it is finished."  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative; "now".  
peri + acc. "About" - ABOUT [THE NINTH HOUR]. Temporal use of the 

preposition; "about / around".  
anebohsen (anaboaw) aor. "[Jesus] cried out" - CRIED. The prefix serves 

to intensify the action of crying out. Often treated as a cry of anguish, of suffering 
which "previews the persecution of the church", Gundry.  

fwnh/ megalh/ "in a loud voice" - The dative is adverbial, modal, expressing 
the manner of his cry; "with a loud voice."  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "-" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle, 
redundant, expressing action accompanying the verb "cried out"; "cried out and 
said."  

hli hli "Eloi Eloi" - ELI ELI [LEMA SABACHTHANI]. Interestingly Matthew 
quotes Hebrew whereas Mark quotes Aramaic elwi elwi, although see Nolland 
p1206.  

tout estin "which means" - THAT IS. Mark has the fuller oJ estin 
meqermhneuomenon, "which is translated." "Which being translated means."  

qee "God" - GOD [OF ME]. An imperative form of "God", rather than Mark's 
more normal oJ qeoV.  

egkatelipeV (egkataleipw) aor. "[why] have you forsaken [me]" - 
ABANDONED, DESERTED. Jesus is possibly not abandoned by God, but rather he 
feels it. That the messiah should feel a sense of abandonment in the face of the 
rejection of his piers is not unreasonable. Yet, something more seems to be 
indicated by these words. As Habakkuk declares of Yahweh, "your eyes are too 
pure to behold evil, and you cannot look on wrongdoing", Hab.1:13, so it is 
possible that Jesus' suffering on the cross is related to the weight of human sin 
and its consequence, namely, separation from God. Although sensing this 
separation from the Father, Jesus does not "curse" God, he does not turn his face 
away from God, rather he responds, "my God, my God." Jesus' words are a faith 
response, not the response of a rebel. None-the-less, Matthew may simply intend 
us to see these words in the context of Psalm 22. Abandonment by God is related 
to covenant rebellion, yet when a covenant compliant person (either by faith, or 
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in Jesus' case, deed) faces suffering they naturally respond with the question, 
"why have you abandoned me [given that I am covenant compliant / righteous]?" 
The answer is that the abandonment is superficial / temporary, for God keeps his 
promises - the righteous will live. The epistles exegete the truth of the cross for 
us, but even so, while we live in this shadow-land the cross will always be 
shrouded in mystery.  
   
v47 

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, "now".  
twn .... eJsthkotwn (iJsthmi) gen. perf. part. "[some] of those standing 

[there]" - [SOME] OF THE ONES HAVING STOOD [THERE]. The participle serves as 
a substantive, the genitive being adjectival, partitive; "The bystanders", NRSV.  

akousanteV (akouw) perf. part. "when ..... heard" - HAVING LISTENED. The 
participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as NIV; "some of the bystanders, 
when they heard this, said ....."  

oJti "-" - [SAID] THAT. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement, 
direct speech, expressing what they said.  

ou|toV "he's" - THIS ONE. Nominative subject of the verb "to call out." This 
use of the pronoun is usually regarded as contemptuous, lacking respect.  

fwnei (fwnew) pres. "calling" - CALLS, SHOUTS. "Calls out to Elijah for 
help."  

Hlian (aV ou) "Elijah" - FOR ELIJAH. Accusative direct object of the verb 
"to call out." The crowd knew well that Elijah had been translated so he may 
come to Jesus' aid, although it is probably said mockingly. Of course, in recording 
the words, Matthew has already revealed that Elijah has come in and through the 
ministry of John the Baptist, so believers have the last laugh.  
   
v48 

euqewV adv. "immediately" - Matthew is underling haste in the person's 
actions' ; "quickly ran to get a sponge", NJB.  

ex (ek) + gen. "[one] of [them]" - Here the preposition stands in for a 
partitive genitive.  

dramwn (trecw) aor. part. "ran" - RUNNING. The participle, as with "having 
taken [a sponge]", "having filled [with vinegar]" and "having placed [on a stick]", 
is attendant circumstance expressing action accompanying the main verb "he 
gave to drink"; "one of them ran, took a sponge, filled it with vinegar, put it on a 
stick and gave it to him to drink."  

oxouV (oV) gen. "wine vinegar" - [AND HAVING TAKEN A SPONGE AND 
HAVING FILLED] OF SOUR WINE. The genitive is adjectival, idiomatic / content; 
"filled it full of sour wine." "Cheap wine" used by soldiers and labourers, TEV.  
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kalamw/ (oV) dat. "[put it on] a staff" - [HAVING PLACED UPON] A REED, 
STICK. Dative of direct object after the peri prefix verb "to place upon." The word 
can mean "reed", as of a reed of grass, but extends to "a rod", so "staff", NIV.  

epotizen (potizw) imperf. "offered it" - HE GAVE A DRINK, HE GAVE TO 
DRINK [HIM]. The durative aspect of the imperfect may imply some force, or is 
simply expressing tendential / attempted action; "tried to make him drink it", 
TEV.  
   
v49 

de "-" - BUT/AND. Best handled here as an adversative; "but the others said", 
ESV.  

oiJ ... loipoi adj. "the rest" - THE OTHERS [SAID]. The adjective serves as a 
substantive.  

afeV (afihmi) aor. imp. "leave him alone" - ALLOW, PERMIT, LEAVE [him 
alone]. The singular would indicate that the imperative is addressed by the 
onlookers to the person trying to give Jesus a drink. They don't want him to 
interfere; there is always the possibility that Elijah will intervene. On the other 
hand, Moulton argues that a 1st person imperative is often formed by afeV + a 
subjunctive, thus the injunction would be "let us see", REB, rather than "stop, let 
us see", Moffatt; "wait, let us see", Williams.  

idwmen (eidon) aor. subj. "let's see" - See Moulton's suggestion above. 
Otherwise, a hortatory subjunctive, typically 1st person plural = "let us ...." So, at 
least one person wanted to help Jesus.  

ei "if" - IF [ELIJAH COMES]. Here serving to introduce an interrogative object 
clause, indirect question; "let us see whether Elijah will come."  

swswn (swzw) fut. part. "to save [him]" - SAVING [HIM]. The participle is 
adverbial, final, expressing purpose. This is particularly indicated by the future 
tense. A simple "will come and save him", CEV, makes the point.  
   
v50 

de "and" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative. Matthew 
is contrasting the onlookers with Jesus.  

kraxaV (krazw) aor. part. "when [Jesus] had cried out [again]" - [JESUS] 
HAVING CRIED OUT [AGAIN]. The participle is adverbial, probably best treated as 
temporal, as NIV.. Was the shout "it is finished", a cry of victory, or at least of 
accomplishment, cf. Jn.19:30?  

qwnh/ megalh/ dat. "in a loud voice" - The dative is adverbial, modal, 
expressing manner; "with a loud voice."  

afhken (afihmi) aor. "he gave up" - ABANDONED, LEFT, GAVE UP. The 
sense is that Jesus was in charge of the moment of his death. Note that the word 
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"death" is not used as though it would be an improper description of what was 
happening to Jesus. The other gospel writers are similarly cautious with their 
language. Jesus did die, they make that clear, but they use other words for his 
dying breath.  

to pneuma (a atoV) "his spirit" - THE SPIRIT. Not the Holy Spirit, rather 
the spirit of life, so "breathed his last", TEV. 
   
v51 

vii] The strange events that accompany Jesus' death, v51-53. In a symbol of 
God's judgement, an earthquake (eg., Joel 3:16) accompanies Jesus' death. The 
ripping of the curtain before the Holy of Holies carries both a symbol of 
judgement upon Israel and a provision of access into the presence of God. Even 
the graves of the dead are shaken with apparitions of the resurrection in the last 
day.  

kai idou "At that moment" - AND BEHOLD, LOOK. A dramatic comment 
used to underline what follows, so "take note of this"  

tou naou (oV) gen. "[the curtain] of the temple" - The genitive is 
adjectival, possessive, or attributive, "the temple curtain", Olmstead, or partitive, 
"the curtain of the temple", Culy.  

escisqh (scizw) aor. pas. "was torn" - WAS TORN, SPLIT, RENT, DIVIDED. 
Presumably the curtain hiding the holy of holies is the one Matthew is referring 
to. It's tearing probably illustrates the open access that now exists into the 
presence of God through Christ's sacrifice, but may also be symbolic of judgment 
on Israel and its religious institutions.  

eiV + acc. "in [two]" - [FROM ABOVE TO BELOW] INTO [TWO]. Spatial; the 
curtain was torn into two pieces. Possibly result, so Olmstead, where the curtain 
is torn from top to bottom and as a result ends up in two parts, BDAG 490.4.e.  

ap (apo) "-" - FROM [FROM ABOVE]. The preposition used with the adverb 
anwqen, "from above", is unnecessary, ie., a pleonasm.  

e{wV "to [bottom]" - Spatial; "as far as."  
eseisqh (seiw) aor. pas. "shook" - [AND THE EARTH] WAS SHAKEN [AND THE 

ROCKS SPLIT]. Divine passive indicating the agent of the action is God. Matthew 
is describing an earthquake, a not uncommon feature for a country straddling the 
rift valley. Earthquakes are always viewed as an important apocalyptic portent, 
eg., Jer.10:10.  
   
v52 

Davies & Allison explain the pre-emptive resurrection of the dead in these 
words: "Jesus death is a resurrecting death: the dead are revived by his dying. As 
he passes from life to death they pass from death to life." We possibly have an 
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apparition - a shadowy image of the coming day of resurrection, a collision of the 
now and not yet.  

twn kekoimhmenwn (koimaw) perf. pas. part. "[holy people] who had died" 
- [AND THE TOMBS WERE OPENED AND MANY BODIES OF THE HOLY] THE ONES 
HAVING FALLEN ASLEEP. The participle is adjectival, attributive, limiting "holy 
people / saints", as NIV. Again, the euphemism of sleep is used for death, given 
that resurrection awaits the righteous.  

hgerqhsan (egeirw) aor. pas. "were raised to life" - WERE RAISED, LIFTED 
UP. Above ground or rock tombs would certainly suffer in an earthquake and be 
broken open, but what is Matthew describing when he says "those holy ones 
having fallen asleep were raised"? Most translators supply the object "to life" and 
this is certainly a reasonable assumption, but is this a resurrection to life in terms 
of the promised resurrection of the dead? Moffatt has "rose up", and although 
active, leaves the form of this rising undefined. Apparitions, as described in v53, 
probably indicate that this "rising to life" is but prefiguring the resurrection in the 
last day and is not a resurrection in the fullest sense. Such shaking of time further 
illustrates the significance of Jesus' death and resurrection.  
   
v53 

exelqonteV (ercomai) aor. part. "they came out of" - [AND] HAVING GONE 
OUT [FROM THE TOMBS]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "they entered." Possibly adverbial, consecutive, 
expressing result, "with the result that they came out of ...", or modal, expressing 
the manner of their rising, "they rose up, leaving their graves."  

meta + acc. "after [Jesus' resurrection]" - AFTER [THE RAISING OF HIM]. 
Temporal use of the preposition. This phrase is rather awkward. Is Matthew 
saying that having broken the bonds of the grave it was only after the resurrection 
of the Jesus that the apparitions entered the city and appeared to the populous, or 
is he saying that both the rising and appearing of the apparitions took place after 
Jesus' resurrection? Although there is strong textual support for the phrase, 
Davies & Allison treat it as secondary - an attempt to correct an assumed 
sequential problem, namely the dead rising before Jesus rises. Other 
commentators (eg., Nolland) think that Matthew is being true to the received 
tradition, namely that with Jesus' resurrection there was an evidential resurrection 
of "the holy ones having fallen asleep" and that such was part of the strange events 
associated with Jesus' death.  

polloiV dat. adj. "[appeared to] many people" - [THEY ENTERED INTO THE 
HOLY CITY AND APPEARED TO] MANY. The adjective serves as a substantive, 
dative of direct object after the en prefix verb "to appear to."  
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v54 

viii] The confession of the soldiers, v54. Looking on, a soldier affirms that 
"this man was God's Son!"  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
idonteV (oJraw) aor. part. "when ......... saw" - HAVING SEEN [THE 

EARTHQUAKE AND THE THINGS TAKING PLACE]. The participle is adverbial, best 
treated as temporal, as NIV.  

throunteV (threw) pres. part. "who were guarding [Jesus]" - [THE 
CENTURION AND THE ONES OF HIM] GUARDING [JESUS]. The participle is 
adjectival, attributive, limiting "the centurion and those with him", as NIV.  

ta genomena (ginomai) aor. part. "all that had happened" - THE THINGS 
BECOMING, TAKING PLACE. The participle serves as a substantive; "the other 
happenings", Cassirer.  

efobhqhsan (fobeomai) aor. pas. "they were terrified" - WERE AFRAID 
[GREATLY]. "Were filled with awe", TEV, although this is moving toward 
"amazed" and Matthew would have used a different word if he intended 
"amazed", amazement being the first step toward faith.  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "and exclaimed" - SAYING. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "were afraid"; 
"they were filled with awe and said." The participle can also be treated as 
adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of their being awe-struck, namely, 
"exclaiming", or even result, "and as a result said ...."  

alhqwV adv. "surely" - TRULY. The adverb adds weight to what Jesus "was"; 
"this man was really / truly / certainly the Son of God."  

qeou uiJoV "the Son of God" - [THIS ONE WAS] GOD'S SON / A SON OF GOD. 
Another example of Colwell's rule, see v40. Yet, would a Roman military officer 
be so theologically correct to say "the Son of God"? Phillips goes for "a son", as 
does REB; NRSV has it as an alternate. Yet, it is likely that Matthew wants us to 
hear the soldier declare that Jesus is "the Son of God", whether or not the soldier 
understood what he was saying, or even whether he just garbled what he was 
saying. As is usually the case, the title is more messianic than filial.  
   
v55 

ix] The women who watched Jesus' crucifixion at a distance, v55-56. A 
believing band, countering the mocking crowd, stay with their Lord. 

hsan (eimi) imperf. "[many women] were [there]" - [AND] THERE WERE 
[THERE MANY WOMAN]. The imperfect may be viewed as durative implying a 
continued presence of the women over the duration of the crucifixion.  
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qewrousai (qewrew) pres. part. "watching" - WATCHING, OBSERVING. The 
participle is adjectival, attributive, "there were many women who were looking 
on from a distance."  

makroqen adv. "from a distance" - FROM AFAR, FAR OFF. Local adverb, 
again introduced with an unnecessary apo, "from". It would not be proper for 
women to come close to a crucifixion, particularly if those executed were 
unclothed. This is actually a beautiful image and demonstrates the devotion given 
Jesus by his female disciples. Other than John, the other male disciples were in 
hiding.  

hkolouqhsan (akolouqew) aor. "followed" - [WHO] FOLLOWED. 
"Accompanied", Williams.  

tw/ Ihsou (oV) dat. "Jesus" - Dative of direct object after the verb "to 
follow."  

diakonousai (diakonew) part. "to care for [his] needs" - MINISTERING TO. 
The participle is adverbial, probably final, expressing purpose, possibly meaning 
just "to serve", ie., "waited on him", Moffatt, but elsewhere we are told that the 
women provided for Jesus' daily needs, cf. Lk.8:1-3, so NIV.  

autw/ dat. pro. "his" - HIM. Dative of direct object after the dia prefix verb 
"to serve, wait on"; "ministered to him", ESV.  
   
v56 

en "among" - IN [WHOM WAS]. Here expressing association; "with"; "among 
whom."  

Maria hJ Magdalhnh "Mary Magdalene" - Nominative subject of the verb 
to-be. Mary from the village of Magdala, a village on the Sea of Galilee. Often 
conflated (in the West) with Mary of Bethany and/or the Mary who had seven 
demons cast from her, cf., Lk.8:2.  

tou Iakwbou kai Iwshf gen. "[and Mary the mother] of James and 
Joses" - The genitive is adjectival, relational. "The mother of James and Joses" 
stands in apposition to "Mary". Possibly the wife of Clopas, possibly sister of 
Mary the mother of Jesus, possibly even actually Jesus' mother, given that two of 
Jesus' brothers were so named.  

twn uiJwn Zebedaiou gen. "[the mother] of Zebedee's sons" - [THE 
MOTHER] OF THE SONS OF ZEBADEE (ie., James and John). The genitive is 
adjectival, relational. Mark mentions three women, but for this lady he has 
Salome instead. Are they one in the same?  
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27:57-66 

The Epilogue 
13. The Passion and Resurrection of Jesus, 26:1-28:20 
x] The burial of Jesus 
Synopsis  

On the Friday evening, Joseph of Arimathea gains permission from Pilate to 
take the body of Jesus for burial. Mary Magdalene, and the other Mary, watch on 
as Joseph places the body of Jesus in his own new tomb. The religious authorities, 
concerned that Jesus' disciples may attempt to steal the body, secure from Pilate 
guards to seal and protect the tomb.  
   
Teaching  

The site of Jesus' burial is properly witnessed and is secured by the secular 
authorities.  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 26:1-16.  
   

ii] Structure: The Burial of Jesus:  
Joseph lays Jesus to rest, v57-61; 
The tomb is secured, v62-66.  

   
iii] Interpretation:  

Matthew's account of Jesus' death and burial emphasizes the facts of 
the event. Witnesses can confirm that it was Jesus who was crucified, that 
he was laid to rest in a well-known empty tomb owned by Joseph of 
Arimathea, that the tomb was supervised by the religious authorities, and 
that it was secured by guards provided by the secular authorities. Jesus did 
die and was buried.  
   

Sometime late on Friday afternoon, just before the commencement of 
the Sabbath that evening, Joseph from Arimathea goes to Pilate personally 
and asks him to release Jesus' body to him - an action in line with the Jewish 
custom that a body should not hang on a tree overnight, Deut.21:22-23. The 
village of Arimathea is identified with the modern village of Rentis, 
although other sites have been suggested. Obviously, Joseph, a disciple of 
Jesus, is a person of some account and so is able to gain traction with Pilate. 
Joseph wraps Jesus' body in a clean linen shroud and places it in his own 
new tomb, a tomb only recently cut out of a rock face. The tomb entrance 
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is sealed with a large bolder, with the whole process witnessed by "Mary 
Magdalene and the other Mary."  

On the next day, although it is the Sabbath, the religious authorities 
seek from Pilate the provision of a guard for the tomb. They had 
remembered Jesus' teachings that on the third day he would rise from the 
dead, and so they wanted to make sure that none of disciples could steal the 
body. The religious authorities knew well enough that a false rumour 
promoting a resurrected Jesus would cause more harm than his messianic 
claims. Pilate agrees to their request, providing them with soldiers to stand 
guard at the tomb under their direction. So, they set the guard, and seal the 
tomb to make sure than no one interferes with Jesus' body.  
   

There is much of value in Beare's commentary on this gospel, but his 
inclination to downgrade material peculiar to Matthew is less than helpful. 
He argues that Matthew's account of Jesus' burial, v62-66, is "legendary", 
"a Christian fabrication", "the most extravagant of inventions" created to 
counter the claim by the Jewish authorities that Jesus never rose from the 
dead. "It is doubtful if Jesus received any more distinguished burial than 
the criminals who were crucified with him; their bodies would be put in a 
trench and covered with earth by soldiers."  
   

iv] Synoptics  
Matthew aligns with Mark in v57-61, cf., Mark15:42-47. There are the 

usual minor differences: Matthew has Joseph as a disciple, Mark has him 
"waiting expectantly for the kingdom of God"; Matthew leaves out Pilate's 
surprise on hearing that Jesus was already dead and of Pilate's move to 
confirm this fact. These changes to Mark's account may be down to 
Matthew, but they can just as easily be the product of Matthew's own 
independent source. Verses 62-66 are particular to Matthew. D&A suggest 
that the verses derive from a traditional self-contained piece (made up of 
27:62-66, 28:2-4, and 28:11-15) which Matthew has inserted in the Markan 
/ proto-Mark oral tradition available to him. The piece is not typical of 
Matthew. It has also found its way into the apocryphal gospel of Peter. The 
tradition certainly serves to counteract a Jewish polemic against the 
resurrection. This could explain its creation, but it would also explain its 
preservation.  
   

Text - 27:57 
The Burial of Jesus, v57-61: i] Joseph lays Jesus to rest, v57-61. Joseph from 

Arimathea is mentioned in all four gospels with respect to the burial of Jesus. 
Luke notes that he was a "councillor", which presumably means he was a member 
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of the Sanhedrin; this would explain John's note "secretly for fear of the Jews." 
Joseph probably now lives in Jerusalem, which is why he has his own tomb.  

de "-" -BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
genomenhV (ginomai) gen. aor. part. "as [evening] approached" - [EVENING] 

HAVING BECOME [A RICH MAN CAME]. The genitive participle with the genitive 
noun "evening" forms a genitive absolute construction, best treated as temporal, 
as NIV; "When it was evening", TEV.  

apo + gen. "from [Arimathea]" - Expressing source / origin; "a wealthy 
man from Arimathaea", Barclay.  

tounaoma (a atoV) "named [Joseph]" - Crasis to onoma, with the 
accusative being adverbial, so "named, by name."  

kai "-" - AND = ALSO [WHO HE himself WAS A DISCIPLE]. Adverbial use of 
the conjunction, adjunctive, "also". Note the emphatic use of the personal 
pronoun autoV, "he" = "he himself", as NIV. "He too had become one of Jesus' 
disciples", Cassirer.  

tw/ Ihsou (oV) "of Jesus" - TO JESUS. Dative of reference / respect, 
identifying "the teacher to whom the disciple submitted", Quarles.  
   
v58 

Given the requirements of Sabbath law, Joseph had to act quickly before 
sunset to gain permission to remove Jesus' body and prepare it for burial.  

proselqwn (prosercomai) aor. part. "going to" - [HE] HAVING COME TO. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to 
ask."  

tw/ Pilatw/ (oV) dat. "Pilate" - PILATE, [HE ASKED FOR THE BODY, CORPSE, 
OF JESUS]. Dative of direct object after the proV prefix verb "to come/go to."  

tote adv. "and" - THEN. Transitional use of the temporal adverb indicating a 
step in the narrative,  

apodoqhnai (apodidwmi) "that it be given" - [PILATE COMMANDED, 
INSTRUCTED it] TO BE GIVEN. The infinitive introduces an object clause / 
dependent statement of indirect speech expressing what Pilate orders; "that it be 
given to him." "Pilate gave orders for the body to be given to Joseph", TEV.  
   
v59 

Matthew doesn't go into the use of spices in preparation for burial, as does 
John.  

labwn (lambanw) aor. part. "[Joseph] took [the body]" - [AND] HAVING 
TAKEN [THE BODY]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "to wrap."  
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en + dat. "in [a clean linen cloth]" - [JOSEPH WRAPPED IT] IN [A PURE 
LINEN]. Variant reading, but either way, the following dative is either local, as 
NIV, or instrumental, "with ..." Only Matthew says the "linen" = "linen sheet / 
winding-sheet / shroud" is kaqaroV, "pure". This may imply that the sheet is 
"clean", as NIV, or even possibly "new", or "white", so Hagner. Given Matthew's 
background, he may well mean pure in the sense of ritually pure, a woven cloth 
that is not made up of blended material; "a pure linen shroud."  
   
v60 

Luz suggests "that the narrators picture the place of Jesus burial as a bench 
or trough rather than as an opening at right angles to the chamber wall into which 
the body was thrust." None-the-less, many graves excavated from this time 
indicate that the common method of burial for those of high status was a 50cm. 
square hole dug 2 meters into a rock face and closed off with a square slab of 
rock. John, in his gospel, seems to envisage something larger than a hole.  

proskulisaV(proskuliw) aor. part. "he rolled [a big stone]" - [AND 
PLACED IT IN THE NEW, UNUSED, TOMB OF HIM WHICH HE CUT IN THE ROCK, AND] 
HAVING ROLLED [A LARGE STONE TO THE DOOR OF THE TOMB, HE LEFT]. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to 
leave, go away, depart", but it may also be treated as adverbial, temporal, "after 
rolling a large bolder to the opening of the tomb, he went away", Moffatt.  

th/ qura/ (a) dat. "in front of the entrance" - TO THE DOORWAY, ENTRANCE. 
Dative of indirect object, but possibly local, so Quarles.  
   
v61 

The witness of the two women to Jesus death and burial makes "their 
testimony to his rising ... all the stronger", Hare. The "other Mary" is not Mary 
the mother of Jesus, but most likely Mary of/from Clopas, the mother of James 
and Joses, cf., v56.  

h\n (eimi) imperf. "-" - [BUT/AND MARY MAGDALENE] WAS [THERE]. France 
notes the change from the aorist in the previous verse to an imperfect in this verse, 
indicating that "the women are still there, watching."  

kaqhmenai (kaqhmai) pres. mid. part. "were sitting" - [AND THE OTHER 
MARY] SITTING [OPPOSITE THE GRAVE]. The participle is often linked with the 
imperfect verb to-be h\n to produce a periphrastic imperfect construction, as NIV, 
etc., so Quarles. The problem is that the verb to-be is singular, but the participle 
is plural, indicating they are not functioning together, so it is probably adverbial, 
modal, expressing manner, "Mary Magdalene was there and the other Mary 
sitting opposite the tomb", Berkeley, so Cassirer, " ... were present, sitting 
opposite ...", Barclay, etc.; see Olmstead. The focus was originally on Mary 
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Magdalene, so a singular verb, but the other Mary is now included, so plural; both 
are sitting. The act of sitting is an expression of "mourning and weeping", D&A.  
   
v62 

ii] The tomb is secured, v61-66. As already noted, Beare is dismissive of this 
apologetic tale, arguing that the religious authorities would not have known about 
Jesus' claim to rise on the third day since it was not an issue taught in public, that 
the religious authorities would not approach Pilate on the Sabbath, but would 
have made arrangement to secure the tomb on Friday afternoon, and that Pilate 
would not be supplying soldiers to guard a tomb from people who want to 
promote a "wild fancy" by stealing a body. When picking and choosing what parts 
of the tradition have merit, we rely heavily on rational thought, but rational 
thought is severely limited in beings affected by sin. The rational mind quickly 
rationalizes the miraculous; only faith can conceive the impossible. In the case 
before us, we are not even dealing with the impossible, just the possible - a living 
verifiable tradition (it is likely that some apostles are still alive at the time of 
writing). Still, D&A state "the story does not compel as history", contra Craig, 
The Guard at the Tomb, NTS 30, p273-81.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
th/ ... epaurion dat. "the next day" - ON THE TOMORROW. Dative of time.  
meta + acc. "after [Preparation Day]" - [WHICH IS] AFTER [THE 

PREPARATION]. Temporal use of the preposition.  
proV + acc. "went to [Pilate]" - [THE CHIEF PRIESTS AND THE PHARISEES 

WERE GATHERED TOGETHER] TOWARD [PILATE]. Expressing movement toward, 
"approached Pilate", Rieu. "The chief priests and the Pharisees met with Pilate", 
TEV.  
   
v63 

We have no record of Jesus' publicly teaching about his resurrection, but he 
may well have explained to the authorities what he meant by "destroy this temple 
and I will raise it again in three days", Jn.2:19, cf., Matt, 26:61, 27:40. As France 
notes, there is no reason why Judas wouldn't have told the authorities about Jesus' 
claim to rise from the dead.  

legonteV (legw) pres. part. "they said" - SAYING [SIR]. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to gather 
together", v62. "'Your Excellency', they said", Rieu.  

oJti "-" - [WE REMEMBERED] THAT [THAT DECEIVER, IMPOSTER, FRAUD, 
SAID]. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of perception 
expressing what they remembered.  
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zwn (zaw) pres. part. "while he was [still] alive" - [STILL] LIVING. The 
participle, modified by the temporal adverb expressing contemporaneous time 
eti, "still, yet", is adverbial, temporal, as NIV; "when that imposter was alive", 
Moffatt.  

meta + acc. "after" - AFTER [THREE DAYS I WILL BE RAISED]. Temporal use 
of the preposition. Note the theological / divine passive, "I will be raised"; God 
does the raising!  
   
v64 

The religious authorities are trying to forestall any attempt to create a faked 
resurrection.  

oun "so" - THEREFORE. Inferential, drawing a logical conclusion; "In view 
of this", Barclay.  

asfalisqhsan (asfalizw) aor. pas. part. "to be made secure" - [YE GIVE 
ORDERS THE GRAVE, TOMB] TO BE MADE SURE, GUARDED. The infinitive 
introduces an object clause / dependent statement of indirect discourse expressing 
what Pilate should order, namely, "that the tomb be made secure." "Tomb" serves 
as the accusative subject of the infinitive. "Please issue orders for special security 
measures to be taken in regard to the tomb for the next three days", Barclay.  

eJwV + gen. "until" - UNTIL [THE THIRD DAY]. Temporal use of the preposition 
expressing time up to; "until".  

mhpote + subj. "otherwise" - THAT NOT = LEST [THE DISCIPLES OF HIM 
HAVING COME MIGHT STEAL IT AND MIGHT SAY]. This construction introduces a 
negated purpose clause, "that not ...." = "in order that his disciples may not come 
and steal it and say."  

elqonteV (ercomai) aor. part. "[his disciples] may come" - HAVING COME. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the 
subjunctive verbs "might steal" and "might say"; "may not come and steal it and 
say."  

tw/ law/ (oV) dat. "[tell] the people" - [MIGHT SAY] TO THE PEOPLE. Dative 
of indirect object.  

apo + gen. "from [the dead]" - [HE HAS BEEN RAISED] FROM [THE DEAD]. 
Expressing separation; "away from."  

kai "-" - AND. Here expressing result; "with the result that the fraud would 
be more insidious than when it first began."  

thV prowthV gen. adj. "[worse] than the first" - [AND THE LAST ERROR, 
DECEPTION, FRAUD WILL BE WORSE] OF THE FIRST. The genitive is ablative, of 
comparison, "worse than the first." "We should then be faced with a worse fraud 
than the first one", Phillips.  
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v65  

ecete (ecw) pres. ind./imp. "take [a guard]" - [PILATE SAID TO THEM] YOU 
HAVE / MAY HAVE [A GUARD of soldiers, GO AWAY and SET A GUARD]. Probably 
a permissive imperative, "I grant you a guard of Roman soldiers", so Hagner, ..., 
but possibly an indicative, "you have", which would imply that the religious 
authorities have their own temple police and so, as far as Pilate is concerned, they 
can set their own guard at the tomb, so France, Green, ....  

wJV "as [you know how]" - AS, LIKE [YOU KNOW]. Comparative; "as you think 
necessary", Phillips.  
   
v66 

de "so" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative; "They went 
and secured the tomb", Barclay.  

oiJ "they" - The article serves as a pronoun, nominative subject of the 
participle "having gone."  

poreuqenteV (poreuomai) aor. pas. part. "went" - HAVING GONE [GUARDED 
THE GRAVE]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying 
the verb "to guard"; "They left and made the tomb secure", TEV.  

sfragisanteV (sfragizw) aor. part. "by putting a seal [on the stone]" - 
HAVING SEALED [THE STONE]. The participle is adverbial, best treated as 
instrumental expressing means; "by sealing the stone", ESV.  

meta + gen. "posting [the guard]" - WITH [THE GUARD]. The preposition here 
is probably adverbial, modal, expressing manner, "they went and made the grave 
secure by putting a seal on the stone, leaving soldiers on guard", or attendant 
circumstance, "by putting a seal on the boulder and (by) setting the guard", 
Moffatt, as NIV.  
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28:1-15 

The Epilogue 
13. The passion and resurrection of Jesus, 26:1-28:20 
xi] Christ is risen! 
Synopsis  

On the Sunday morning, Mary Magdalene and the other Mary go to Jesus' 
tomb. There is a violent earthquake, the stone rolls from the entrance and the 
women are greeted by an angel. The women are instructed to tell the disciples 
what has happened, and while on the way, they meet Jesus who tells them that he 
will meet with the disciples in Galilee. In the meantime, the guards report the 
mornings events to the chief priests who pay them to say that the disciples came 
during the night and stole the body of Jesus.  
   
Teaching  

The tomb was empty; Jesus is risen!  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 26:1-16.  
   

ii] Structure: Christ is risen:  
The facts speak for themselves, v1-10: 

The women return to the tomb, v1; 
Angelic intervention, v2-3; 
The tomb is under guard, v4; 
The tomb is empty, v5-7; 
The women encounter the risen Christ, v8-10; 

The religious authorities attempt a cover-up, v11-15.  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
As Mounce notes, we now come to the heart of the gospel, "the 

cornerstone of the Christian faith." As Paul states in the fifteenth chapter of 
his first letter to the Corinthians, if Jesus is not raised from the dead then 
"faith is useless (v14), the apostolic witness is false (v15), believers are still 
in their sins (v17) and are to be pitied (v19)."  
   

It is early morning, and Mary Magdalene and Mary the mother of 
James and Joses / Joseph head for the tomb. Matthew calls it the day after 
the Sabbath, th/ epifwskoush/, "at dawn." He may mean Saturday evening, 
the beginning of the Sabbath, although this is unlikely. The women are on 
their way to check out (qewrhsai, "to observe") the tomb when there is an 
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earthquake and the arrival of an angel who moves the stone. The guards get 
shaken out of their boots, transfixed by the scene. They may be present 
when the women arrive, or may make a run for it, because when the women 
approach the scene, what they see is an angel kaqhto, "sitting" on the stone 
(the verb is imperfect, expressing durative action). The angel is quite a 
sight; there is no mention of wings, but his visage is shimmering snow-
white. The angel tells them not to be afraid; he shows them where Jesus 
once lay; he instructs them to go and tell the disciples the news of Jesus' 
resurrection, and that Jesus will go ahead of the disciples into Galilee and 
meet them there.  

Matthew now moves beyond the Markan tradition to report a meeting 
between the women and Jesus. In John's gospel, this meeting is only with 
Mary Magdalene. It is interesting that Luke does not record the meeting. If 
he was working off both Mark and Matthew, as many scholars believe, why 
would he leave such a meeting out of his gospel? Luke gives women high 
status in his gospel. On meeting Jesus, the women are filled with fear, and 
falling at Jesus feet they worship him. Jesus repeats the message that the 
disciples are to go to Galilee where he will meet them there. It is interesting 
that Jesus' appearance to the disciples in John chapter 21 is in Galilee.  

In v11-15 Matthew records a tradition particular to him. The tradition 
evidences an early Christian apologetic formed in the years of debate 
between believing Jews and their non-believing brothers. The official line 
by the religious authorities is that Jesus' disciples stole the body to pretend 
that he rose from the dead. So, the apologetic gathers the facts to answer 
the polemic of their fellow Jews: There were witness to the burial of Jesus 
in a well-known tomb; the tomb was guarded and sealed by the religious 
authorities; on the Sunday morning there was an angelic theophany and the 
tomb found empty, witnessed by the guards and female disciples; the 
guards conspired with the religious authorities for "a large sum of money" 
to promote the story that Jesus' disciples stole the body during the night 
while the guards were asleep.  
   

iv] Synoptics  
The synoptic accounts of the resurrection are similar, including John's 

account, but as usual, with some differences. Mark has Salome going to the 
tomb with the two Marys, together carrying spices to perform the last rights 
on Jesus' body, whereas Matthew has the two Marys going to the tomb to 
observe. Mark has the women meeting "a young man" at the tomb; 
Matthew has them meeting "an angel." Mark tells us that tromoV kai 
ekstasiV, "trembling and amazement" seized the women and they told no 
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one (Told no one other than the disciples? They did obviously tell the 
disciples); Matthew tells us that with fobou, "fear", the women, instructed 
by the risen Lord himself, ran off and told the disciples. Matthew adds three 
pieces of tradition to the Markan / proto-Mark tradition: First, the 
appearance of an angel who rolls the stone away, v2-4; Second, the 
women's meeting with Jesus immediately after going to the tomb and their 
being told by Jesus to inform the disciples to go to Galilee and that kakei 
me oyontai, "there they will see me", v9-10. Gundry suggests that Matthew 
could well be working off Mark's lost ending at this point. Mark's gospel 
does end abruptly, but the abrupt ending may be intended, underling the 
essential fact of the gospel, namely, the tomb was empty. The third piece 
of tradition peculiar to Matthew is the conspiracy of the religious 
authorities to hide the facts concerning Jesus' resurrection, v11-15, see 
"Synoptics", 27:57-66.  
   

Text - 28:1 
The risen Christ, v1-15: i] The facts speak for themselves, v1-10. a) The 

woman attend a tomb known to contain the body of Jesus. "Christian tradition 
gives symbolic meaning to the first day of the week; it is the day of a new 
creation", D&A.  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative; "Now after 
the Sabbath, toward the dawn of the first day of the week", ESV.  

oye + gen. "after [the Sabbath]" - Temporal use of the preposition (a rare 
usage), as NIV, although if it is being used as an adverb it could mean "late on 
the Sabbath", Olmstead, although unlikely.  

th/ epifwskoush/ (epifwskw) dat. pres. part. "at dawn" - IN THE DAWN. The 
participle serves as a substantive, dative of time, point of time, "at daybreak", as 
NIV. It is possible Matthew means "late on the Sabbath", which ends with sunset 
on Saturday afternoon, "as the night was dawning", the women came to check out 
the tomb. They would stay at home on the Sabbath, but at sunset they were free 
to come to the tomb. An evening trip to the tomb, as darkness settled in, is 
unlikely; "As Sunday morning was dawning", TEV.  

eiV mian "on the first day" - INTO ONE. Temporal use of the preposition eiV, 
"into" = "on, at, ..", with mian, "one", used instead of prwtoV, "first" = "the first 
day", gives "on the first day - Hellenistic idiom.  

sabbatwn (on) gen. "of the week" - OF SABBATH = WEEK. The genitive is 
adjectival, partitive.  

qewrhsai (qewrew) "to look at [the tomb]" - [MARY MAGDELENE AND THE 
OTHER MARY CAME] TO LOOK AT [THE GRAVE]. The infinitive is adverbial, final, 
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expressing purpose, "in order to see the tomb." Note the article ton with "tomb" 
is anaphoric, referring back to the tomb the women originally sat in front of.  
   
v2 

b) Angelic intervention in the raising of Christ, v2-3. The importance of what 
follows is indicated by Matthew's idou, "behold, look." There was an earthquake 
in 27:51, and now a second aftershock, both apocalyptic symbols of the Great 
Day of Judgment vibrating into the present age. Within this event an angel of 
startling brilliance (Dan.10:6), moves the rock and is found "triumphantly sitting 
upon it", Hagner."  

gar "for [an angel]" - [AND BEHOLD THERE WAS A GREAT EARTHQUAKE] 
BECAUSE [AN ANGEL]. Introducing a causal clause explaining why there was an 
earthquake.  

kuriou (oV) gen. "of the Lord" - The genitive is adjectival, possessive, but 
possibly expressing source / origin; "from the Lord."  

katabaV (katabainw) aor. part. "came down" - HAVING COME DOWN 
[FROM HEAVEN AND HAVING APPROACHED, ROLLED AWAY THE STONE]. As with 
"having approached", the participle is attendant circumstance expressing action 
accompanying the verb "to roll away" - indicating simultaneous action; "An angel 
of the Lord came down from heaven and went and rolled away the boulder", 
Moffatt.  

ex (ek) + gen. "from [heaven]" - expressing source / origin.  
apanw + gen. "[sat] on [it]" - [AND WAS SITTING] ON [IT]. Spatial, "on, upon 

/ above." Note the imperfect verb "was sitting", expressing imperfective / durative 
action, giving the sense "the angel was still sitting on the stone when the women 
approached", Quarles.  
   
v3  

de "-" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
autou gen. pro. "his [appearance]" - [THE APPEARANCE] OF HIM. The 

genitive is adjectival, possessive, identifying the possession of a derivative 
characteristic, in this case, an appearance which is shimmering.  

wJV "like [lightning]" - [WAS] AS [LIGHTNING, AND THE GARMENT OF HIM 
WHITE] AS [SNOW]. Here the comparative serves to express a characteristic 
quality. The angel's appearance was shimmering as / like the shimmering nature 
of lightning, and his clothing was white as / like the brilliant white of snow; 
"white as snow is white", Olmstead.  
   
v4 

c) The tomb is under guard up to the appearance of the angel. There is no 
exchange between the angel and the guards, possibly indicating that they flee the 
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scene. There is a touch of Johannine irony in the scene: the guards shake as if in 
an earthquake, and they are the "dead men", not Jesus.  

oiJ throunteV (threw) pres. part. "the guards" - [BUT/AND] THE ONES 
GUARDING. The participle serves as a substantive, nominative subject of the verb 
"to be shaken."  

apo + gen. "-" - [WERE SHAKEN] FROM. Here expressing cause; "because / 
out of fear for him." "The guards quaked with fear because they were so afraid of 
him."  

autou gen. pro. "of him" - The genitive is adjectival, verbal, objective; 
"because of their fear for him."  

wJV "[became] like [dead men]" - [THEY BECAME] AS, LIKE [DEAD people 
are]. Comparative.  
   
v5 

d) The tomb is empty, v5-7. In meeting the angel, the women are acquainted 
with the facts; "he has risen." The facts present in terms of the gospel; "Jesus was 
crucified, buried, and raised from the dead", D&A, cf., 1Cor.15:3-5. Come see 
and tell.  

apokriqeiV (apokrinomai) aor. pas. part. "-" - [BUT/AND] HAVING 
ANSWERED [THE ANGEL SAID TO THE WOMEN]. Attendant circumstance participle 
expressing action accompanying the verb to say; redundant.  

uJmeiV pro. "-" - YOU [YOU DO NOT FEAR, BE AFRAID]. Emphatic by use; "No 
need for you to fear", Rieu.  

gar "for" - BECAUSE. More reason than cause, explaining the reasoning 
behind the command "Do not be afraid." The angel knows why the women have 
come to the tomb and he has waited around to tell them what has happened.  

oJti "[I know] that" - Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of 
perception expressing what the angel knows.  

ton estaurwmenon (staurow) perf. pas. part. "Jesus, who was crucified" 
- [YOU ARE SEEKING JESUS] THE ONE HAVING BEEN CRUCIFIED. The participle 
may be adjectival, limiting "Jesus", "Jesus who was crucified", ESV, "you are 
looking for the crucified Jesus", but it may serve as a substantive standing in 
apposition to "Jesus", "you are looking for Jesus, the man who has been 
crucified", Cassirer.  
   
v6 

gar "-" - [HE IS NOT HERE] BECAUSE [HE WAS RAISED]. Introducing a causal 
clause explaining why Jesus is not here. Note that the passive "was raised" is 
usually viewed as a divine passive (God does the raising), but a middle sense may 
be implied, "he is risen" (Jesus raised himself).  
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kaqwV "just as [he said]" - AS, LIKE [HE SAID. COME AND SEE THE PLACE 
WHERE HE WAS LYING]. Comparative. Jesus had predicted both his death and his 
resurrection and they occurred exactly as he said.  
   
v7 

poreuqeisai (poreuomai) aor. pas. part. "[then] go" - [AND QUICKLY] 
HAVING GONE [TELL]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the imperative verb "to say, tell"; "go quickly and tell his 
disciples."  

toiV maqhtaiV (hV ou) dat. "[his] disciples" - THE DISCIPLES [OF HIM]. 
Dative of indirect object.  

oJti "-" - THAT. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of direct 
speech expressing what the women are to tell the disciples.  

apo + gen. "from [the dead]" - [HE WAS RAISED] FROM [THE DEAD]. 
Expressing separation; "away from."  

proagei (proagw) pres. "is going ahead of [you]" - [AND BEHOLD] HE IS 
GOING AHEAD OF [YOU INTO GALILEE, THERE YOU WILL SEE HIM]. As in 26:32, a 
temporal sense is probably intended, either present, Jesus is on his way, or 
futuristic present, Jesus will be on his way. Either way, Jesus is heading for 
Galilee and will be waiting there for the disciples, and so they are to head off and 
meet up with him. It is possible, although unlikely, that the sense of "going 
before" is that of Jesus taking up the lead again, and doing so where he 
commenced his ministry, namely Galilee. So, the disciples should meet up again 
with Jesus there.  

uJmin dat. pro. "[I have told] you" - [BEHOLD, I HAVE SAID] TO YOU. Dative 
of indirect object; "That's the message", Peterson.  
   
v8 

e) The women encounter the risen Christ, v8-10. With a mixture of fear = 
awe and joy, the women head away from the tomb and, as they do so, they 
encounter the risen Christ and do obeisance before him. The fear element is 
unnecessary, and so Jesus calms them with a gentle word. It is interesting that the 
instruction for the disciples to head to Galilee is repeated, underlining the 
importance of what happens in Galilee on "the mountain." Jesus calls them 
"brothers", an affectionate term, indicating that their less-than-courageous 
behaviour over the last few days is forgiven.  

kai "so" - AND. Probably resultative here, "and so"; "And as a consequence 
of being told 'to go', they departed quickly ....."  
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apelqousai (apercomai) aor. part. "hurried away" - HAVING DEPARTED 
[QUICKLY FROM THE TOMB WITH FEAR AND GREAT JOY, THEY RAN]. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to run."  

meta + gen. "[afraid yet filled] with [joy]" - WITH [FEAR / AWE AND GREAT 
JOY]. Adverbial use of the preposition, modal, expressing the manner of their 
hurrying quickly away, "fearfully and most joyfully"; "deep in wonder and full 
of joy", Peterson.  

apaggeilai (apaggellw) aor. inf. "to tell" - [THEY RAN] TO REPORT. The 
infinitive is adverbial, final, expressing purpose; "they ran in order to report."  

toiV maqhtaiV (hV ou) dat. "to [his] disciples" - TO THE DISCIPLES [OF HIM]. 
Dative of indirect object.  
   
v9  

autaiV dat. pro. "[met] them" - [AND BEHOLD, JESUS MET] THEM. Dative of 
direct object after the uJpo prefix verb "to meet."  

legwn (legw) pres. part. "he said" - SAYING [GREETING]. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to meet", but 
it can also be treated as adverbial, modal, expressing the manner of Jesus' meeting 
the women; "met them saying ..." "'Greetings', he said", Rieu.  

proselqousai (prosercomai) aor. part. "[they] came to him" - [BUT/AND 
THEY] HAVING APPROACHED [GRASPED THE FEET OF HIM]. Attendant 
circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to grasp hold 
of."  

autw/ dat. pro. "[worshiped] him" - [BUT/AND THEY DID OBEISANCE, 
WORSHIPED] HIM. Dative of direct object after the verb "to do obeisance to"; 
"caught hold of his feet and did homage to him", Cassirer.  
   
v10 

autaiV dat. pro. "to them" - [THEN JESUS SAYS] TO THEM. Dative of indirect 
object. "Jesus said to them, 'You're holding on to me for dear life! Don't be 
frightened like that'", Peterson.  

toiV adelfoiV (oV) dat. "[my] brothers" - [DO NOT BE AFRAID, GO TELL] TO 
THE BROTHERS [OF ME]. Dative of indirect object.  

iJna + subj. "to [go to Galilee]" - THAT [THEY MAY GO AWAY INTO GALILEE, 
THERE THEY WILL SEE ME]. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement of 
indirect speech expressing what the woman are to say to the brothers.  
   
v11 

ii] The religious authorities attempt a cover-up, v11-15. This Christian 
apologetic was obviously shaped within the context of the negative polemic 
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promoted by the Jewish authorities in Jerusalem. The interesting feature of this 
polemic is an acceptance by the authorities that the tomb was empty, even though 
the burial was witnessed and the site guarded. The best answer the authorities can 
come up with is to concoct the story that the disciples stole the body. Their 
argument suggests that the apostles, in the face of hostile forces, both religious 
and secular, continue to promote the religious teachings of a resurrected messiah 
whose body they surreptitiously stole from its grave and disposed of elsewhere - 
Really!  

de "-" - but/and. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
poreuomenwn (poreuomai) gen. pres. part. "while the women were on their 

way" - [THEY] WERE GOING. The genitive participle, along with the genitive 
pronoun "they", forms genitive absolute construction, best treated as temporal, as 
NIV.  

thV koustwdiaV (a) gen. "[some] of the guards" - [BEHOLD CERTAIN] OF 
THE GUARD. The genitive is adjectival, partitive.  

alqonteV (ercomai) aor. part. "went" - HAVING GONE [INTO THE CITY TOLD]. 
Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying the verb "to 
tell", as NIV; "some of the military guard went into the city and told the chief 
priests the news of what had happened", Barclay.  

toiV arciereusin (uV ewV) dat. "to the chief priests" - Dative of indirect 
object.  

ta genomena (ginomai) aor. part. "that had happened" - [ALL THE THINGS] 
HAVING BECOME = HAPPENED. If we take the adjective "all" as a substantive, 
"everything", as NIV, then the participle is adjectival limiting "everything"; 
"announced to the chief priests everything that had occurred", Berkeley.  
   
v12 

sunacqenteV (sunagw) aor. pas. part. "when [the chief priests] had met" - 
[AND the chief priests] HAVING GATHERED TOGETHER [WITH THE ELDERS]. The 
participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as NIV. Reflective sense; "held a 
meeting with."  

meta + gen. "with [the elders]" - Expressing association / accompaniment.  
labonteV (lambanw) aor. part. "devised [a plan]" - [AND] HAVING TAKEN, 

RECEIVED [COUNSEL] (formed a plan). This participle is linked closely to the 
participle "having gathered together" by te, "and", and so it is also adverbial, 
temporal, together expressing concurrent action; "when they had assembled ..... 
and taken counsel."  

toiV stratiwtaiV (hV ou) "the soldiers" - [THEY GAVE SUFFICIENT SILVER 
/ MONEY] TO THE SOLDIERS. Dative of indirect object. The sense of the adjective 
iJkana, "sufficient, enough, worthy", "here refers to a large amount", Quarles, cf. 
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BDAG 472b-c 3.b. "They handed a considerable sum of money to the soldiers", 
Cassirer.  
   
v13 

"The lie for which the priests paid so much money is suicidal: one half 
destroys the other. Sleeping sentinels could not know what happened", Bruce.  

legonteV (legw) aor. part. "telling them" - SAYING. The NIV treats the 
participle as adverbial, modal, expressing the manner in which the authorities 
handed over the money to the soldiers, but it may just be attendant circumstance, 
"they gave a large sum of money to the soldiers and said", TEV.  

oJti "-" - [YOU SAY] THAT. Introducing an object clause / dependent statement 
of direct speech expressing what the soldiers are to say with respect to Jesus' 
missing body. "What you are to say to the people is this", Cassirer.  

elqonteV (ercomai) "came" - [THE DISCIPLES OF HIM] HAVING COME [OF 
NIGHT STOLE HIM]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "to steal"; "came .... and stole."  

nuktoV adj. "during the night" - [HAVING COME] OF NIGHT. The genitive is 
adverbial, temporal, expressing time within which an action takes place, in this 
case the action expressed by the attendant circumstance participle "having come", 
so as NIV; "This man's disciples made their appearance during the night", 
Cassirer.  

koimwmenwn (koimaw) gen. pres. mid. part. "while [we] were sleeping" - 
[WE] SLEEPING. The genitive participle with the genitive pronoun hJmwn, "we", 
forms a genitive absolute construction, best treated as temporal, as NIV. Genitive 
absolute constructions usually commence a sentence, not end one, but there is 
probably no significance in its placement here.  
   
v14 

ean + subj. "if" - [AND] IF, as may be the case, [THIS IS HEARD BEFORE THE 
GOVERNOR, then WE WILL PERSUADE, REASSURE = PACIFY HIM]. Introducing a 
third-class conditional clause where the proposed condition has the possibility of 
coming true. "If the governor should hear of this, we will convince him that you 
are innocent", TEV.  

touto "this" - Backward referencing demonstrative pronoun, referring to the 
soldiers sleeping on duty and thus allowing the theft of the body of Jesus. Under 
Roman law, severe punishment fell on those who violated a tomb, or stole a dead 
body.  

epi + gen. "to [the governor]" - [IS HEARD] BEFORE [THE GOVERNOR]. 
Spatial, metaphorical, as in a case coming officially before a legal authority.  
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amerimnouV adj. "[keep you] out of trouble" - [AND WE WILL MAKE, DO = 
KEEP YOU] SECURE = OUT OF TROUBLE. The accusative adjective stands as the 
object complement of the direct object "you" standing in a double accusative 
construction. "You" is emphatic by position.  
   
v15 

Justin, reporting in the middle of second century, tells us that the story about 
the body of Jesus being stolen by his disciples was still being promoted by Jewish 
leaders at the time.  

de "So" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
oiJ "the soldiers" - THEY. Nominative subject of the attendant participle 

"taking, receiving" and the verb "to do"; "they took the money and did as they 
were directed", ESV.  

labonteV (lambanw) aor. part. "took [the money]" - TAKING [THE SILVER, 
MONEY DID]. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action accompanying 
the verb "to do"; "they took .... and did."  

wJV "as" - AS, LIKE [THEY WERE TAUGHT, INSTRUCTED, DIRECTED]. 
Comparative conjunction serving to introduce a comparative clause; "they took 
the money and acted just as they were instructed."  

kai "and" - It seems likely that the conjunction here carries a consecutive 
sense; "with the result that this story has been current in Jewish circles ever 
since", Rieu.  

para + dat. "among [the Jews]" - [THIS WORD WAS MADE KNOWN] AMONG 
[JEWS]. Spatial, here with the sense "among." Matthew's reference to "Jews" is 
strange to our ears, given that Matthew is likely to be a Jew. John in his gospel 
uses the same expression and he is certainly a Jew (although usually in reference 
to the Jewish authorities). D&A note that Josephus, a Jewish historian, uses the 
same term for Jews he opposes. Its use may be facetious, although the more 
important point to note is that it is the only time (other than King of the Jews) that 
Matthew uses the term. "Some of the Jewish people still tell each other this story", 
CEV.  

mecri + gen. "to [this very day]" - UP TO [TODAY]. Temporal use of this 
spatial preposition.  
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28:16-20 

13. The passion and resurrection of Jesus. 26:1-28:20 
xii] The disciples are commissioned for service 
Synopsis  

The disciples join Jesus in Galilee, and on a mountain he charges them and 
sends them out into the world. The Great Commission is the final instruction that 
Jesus gives to his disciples.  
   
Teaching  

Under the authority of Jesus, believers are responsible for disciple-making, 
a process accomplished by immersing people in the gospel ("baptizing") and 
instructing them in the way ("teaching").  
   
Issues  

i] Context: See 26:1-16.  
   

ii] Structure: The disciples commissioned for service:  
Setting, v16-17; 
The commissioning, v18-20; 

"all authority .... has been given to me"; 
"go and make disciples ....."; 

"baptizing .....; 
"teaching .....; 

"I am with you always to the very end of the age."  
   

iii] Interpretation:  
O. Michael in The Conclusion to Matthew's Gospel, claims that this 

passage "is the key to the understanding of the whole book." This is 
unlikely, but it is none-the-less very important, although it has prompted 
endless debate, both in its meaning and application. Conservative 
commentators generally take the line that Jesus "reinstates his apostles after 
their failure and sends them forth to teach his law and baptize all nations to 
be a people for God's own possession", Cox. Of course, it all comes down 
to what Jesus means by "baptizing them in the name ..." These notes posit 
a rather left-of-field interpretation (see below): "Therefore, as you go [under 
my authority to authorize and enable this mission, v18] make disciples from 
all nations by immersing them in the gospel ("baptizing them in the name") 
and teaching them to commit themselves in faith to all my words."  

Jesus' instruction to his disciples can be divided into three parts:  
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"Go and make disciples of all Nations". It is probably best to 
translate this phrase "while you are on your way, make disciples from 
all nations" ie., As the disciples move about in Palestine and beyond, 
they are commissioned by Jesus to undertake a program of disciple-
making. Jesus is certainly not telling the disciples to Christianise the 
Nations, but rather to evangelize them. Jesus then goes on to tell them 
how.  

"Baptizing them into / in the name." There are two key words in 
this phrase: "baptizing" and "the name." Baptizing simply means 
"immersing", and "the name" refers to a person's being, here of God 
(a person's name represents their person and authority). God's being 
is revealed here as multi-personal, he is for us, Father, Son and Holy 
Spirit. The disciples are to immerse people in / under the authority of 
God's person, ie., tell them all about the Lord, or in simple terms, 
communicate the gospel to them.  

Those who respond to the gospel must then be instructed in the 
Christian faith, in particular, instructed to rest in faith on God's 
promises. Jesus concludes with a particularly beautiful promise, "I 
will be with you always to the very end of the age." Here Jesus 
promises his presence and power to those who follow him; He will 
be with us to the completion of this age.  

   
What does Jesus mean by "baptizing them in the name"? Translators 

cause us no end of problems when they transliterate the Greek word 
baptizw into English. Whenever we see the word "baptize" we think of 
water baptism. The meaning of the word is "immerse", either literally in 
water, or figuratively (fig. = overwhelm), eg., immersed / baptized in / with 
the Spirit (Mk.1:8), or immersed / baptized into suffering (Mk.10:39. 
Lk.12:50). It seems more than likely that a figurative sense is intended in 
this passage, here of an immersion "in / into the name" = placed under the 
authority of the divine. Such authority is encapsulated in God's Word, in 
particular, the gospel. Gospel preaching is surely the immersing that Jesus 
is telling his disciples to get into. Jesus is commanding the apostles to make 
disciples by immersing people in the gospel of God, a word bearing the 
imprimatur of God's authority. This immersing "in / into the name" can well 
involve immersing in water under the authority of "the name", the authority 
of God, where someone has responded in repentance to the gospel (water 
baptism serves as a sign of repentance). Yet, it is more than likely that the 
water dunking / sprinkling element is not the dominant part of the 
"immersing" that Jesus is referring to - the Baptist came baptizing; Jesus 
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came preaching. The tradition of water baptism was certainly set very early 
in the Christian church as a visible expression of repentance. The rite is 
evident in the NT itself, although we should remember that Jesus didn't 
perform water baptisms, cf., Jn.4:2. In the end, the making of disciples is 
not achieved by the sacrament of water baptism, but by immersing a person 
into the nature and character of God. This is achieved, not by actions, but 
by words, namely, the communication of the gospel.  
   

Authenticity: The nature of this passage, and particularly the trinitarian 
baptismal instruction, has prompted some to doubt its authenticity. There 
is though, no textual evidence that it is anything but original. The evidence 
of Acts is that the early church was driven to proclaim the gospel to the 
ends of the earth, with the best explanation being a commissioning for 
disciple-making by Christ - the mission to all nations. A commissioning for 
disciple-making is certainly not a Matthean invention given that 
commissionings are recorded elsewhere, eg., John: "peace be with you; as 
the Father sent me, so I send you / if you forgive the sins of any they are 
forgiven."  
   

iv] Synoptics:  
This passage is without parallel in the other gospels, and this fact has 

prompted many scholars to argue that it is redactional, yet it is more likely 
reflects the tradition (probably oral) available to Matthew at the time of 
writing. It presents as an amalgam of sayings of Jesus framed within a 
primitive knowledge of the commissioning of the apostles by the risen 
Christs. Hubbard, in his exegesis of Matthew 28:16-20m, SBLDS 19, 
summarizes the tradition as "Jesus appeared to the eleven, When they saw 
him they were glad, though some disbelieved. The he said 'preach (the 
gospel) to all nations. (Baptize) in my name for the forgiveness of sin. (And 
behold), I will send the Holy Spirit to you." D&A agree, but suggest that 
"to all the nations" may be Matthean. They also note the Mosaic aura 
emanating from the passage, presenting Jesus as a Moses type.  
   

Text - 28:16 
The commission, v16-20: i] The disciples return to Galilee, v16. There is a 

strong tradition of Jesus "going before" the disciples to Galilee. Obviously, this 
was a time of teaching, although presumably direct contact with the risen Lord 
was limited. It was during this time that Jesus met with his disciples and 
commissioned them for their missionary task.  

de "then" - BUT/AND. Transitional, indicating a step in the narrative.  
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oiJ ... endeka "the eleven [disciples]" - THE ELEVEN [DISCIPLES WENT TO 
GALILEE]. "The eleven disciples" serves as the nominative subject of the verb "to 
go." The apostles go, minus Judas.  

to oroV "[to] the mountain" - The phrase can mean "into the hills", although 
"to the mountain" is probably best, even though we don't really know what 
mountain. The presence of the article may be particularizing, possibly alluding to 
a Moses type mountain, a mountain where the new Israel meets with their God 
and where Jesus plays out the role of the second and greater Moses. Tradition 
identifies Mount Tabor, the mount of transfiguration, but symbolism is Matthew's 
intention here, not geography.  

ou| adv. "where" - WHERE. Local adverb. "To the mountain to which Jesus 
had instructed them to go", Barclay.  

etaxato (tassw) aor. "had told [them] to go" - [JESUS] ASSIGNED, 
ORDERED, TOLD, COMMANDED. The disciples were summoned to this meeting by 
both Jesus and the angels at the tomb of Jesus.  

autoiV dat. pro. "them" - TO THEM. Dative of direct object after the verb 
tassw when taking the sense "order, command."  
   
v17 

ii] There on a mountain the disciples meet with the risen Christ, the messiah, 
the second and greater Moses, and they worship him, v17. The response of the 
disciples to Jesus is rather difficult to understand. Some "worshipped" Jesus, ie., 
prostrated themselves before him - by this act they recognized his divinity. Yet, 
some "doubted", ie., they stood back, not quite sure that it was Jesus. It seems 
that Jesus was not always easily recognizable after his resurrection. Mary 
Magdalene, as well as the two disciples on the road to Emmaus, failed to 
recognize Jesus at first sight.  

idonteV (oJraw) aor. part. "when they saw [him]" - HAVING SEEN. The 
participle is adverbial, best treated as temporal, as NIV.  

prosekunhsan (proskunew) aor. "they worshiped him - THEY FELL DOWN, 
DID OBEISANCE. The word is used to describe an act of adoration, so probably 
"they did homage to him", Cassirer.  

de "but" - but/and. Here best taken as adversative, as NIV.  
edistasan (distazw) aor. "doubted" - HESITATED, WERE UNCERTAIN. The 

word "doubt" implies a lack of faith, but it is better to understand the response as 
one of uncertainty; "some were not sure (that it was Jesus)", Barclay.  
   
v18 

iii] The risen messiah, vested with universal sovereignty, proclaims his 
authority to authorize and enable the mission to all nations, v18. Jesus claims 
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absolute authority and thus, the right to make the following demands of his 
disciples. Of course, with the right goes the power. What Jesus commands can be 
done because he enables the doing of it.  

proselqwn (prosercomai) aor. part. "then [Jesus] came" - [AND] HAVING 
COME, APPROACHED. Attendant circumstance participle expressing action 
accompanying the verb "to say"; "Jesus approached and spoke to them." Possibly 
adverbial, temporal, as NIV. It is very rare for Jesus to do the coming, since 
people usually come to him. None-the-less, there is no significance to be drawn 
from this.  

autoiV dat. pro. "to them" - [JESUS SPOKE] TO THEM. Dative of indirect 
object.  

legwn pres. part. "and said" - SAYING. Attendant circumstance participle, 
redundant, expressing action accompanying the verb "spoke", "spoke and said; 
"Jesus came and said to them", ESV.  

exousia (a) "[all] authority" - [ALL] AUTHORITY, POWER. The word 
primarily means "freedom of choice", but extends to mean "absolute authority", 
as here. There is some debate over whether Jesus has acquired some new 
authority/power since his resurrection, or whether he has always possessed such 
power/authority, temporarily set aside in taking upon himself the frailty of human 
nature (without setting aside his divinity, of course!). It is certainly true that Jesus, 
the coming messianic Son of Man, has now entered the heavenlies and is 
enthroned at the right hand of the Ancient of Days with all "dominion, glory and 
kingship", but whether this power and authority is new, or reinstated, is unclear. 
Either way, the point of the statement is that Jesus has the authority to commission 
and enable the mission to all nations; cf., Dan.7:14.  

en + dat. "in [heaven]" - Local, expressing space / sphere.  
epi + gen. "on [earth]" - [AND] UPON, ON [THE EARTH]. Spatial. "In" heaven 

and "on" earth are both spatial terms and although descriptively different, are not 
significantly different.  

moi dat. pro. "to me" - [WAS GIVEN] TO ME. Dative of indirect object / interest, 
advantage.  
   
v19 

iv] Jesus commands that his disciples undertake the task of disciple-making 
by means of immersing in the name and teaching, and this under the promise of 
his presence to the end of the age, v19-20.  

oun "therefore" - Inferential, drawing a logical conclusion.  
poreuqenteV (poreuw) aor. pas. part. "go" - HAVING DEPARTED, GONE. The 

participle is adverbial, probably temporal, "while you are going." The 
commission is to "make disciples", not to "go", although we should not depreciate 
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the going. The participle is often treated as attendant circumstance, "go and 
make", but the going is surely secondary; "while you are on your way, make 
disciples ..."  

maqhteusate (maqhteuw) aor. imp. act. "make disciples" - DISCIPLE those 
you meet:. The two modifying participles explain how disciples are made, but as 
these notes indicate the how is anything but settled. "As you move through life, 
introduce everyone you meet, far and near, in this way of life."  

baptizonteV (baptizw) "baptizing" - IMMERSING. The participle is 
adverbial, possibly modal, expressing the manner in which disciples are made, or 
better, instrumental, expressing the means by which disciples are made.  

eiV "in" - TO, INTO. The preposition is "into", not "in", a distinction that 
should be noted, so Turner - into a relationship with and under the authority of 
the person of God facilitated through his word. It is difficult to make a distinction 
with regard this preposition since it is sometimes used instead of en, "in". It, of 
course, my be adverbial, reference / respect, "baptizing them with respect / regard 
to the name ......"  

to onoma "in the name" - THE NAME [OF THE FATHER AND THE SON AND 
THE HOLY SPIRIT]. The three following genitives are possessive. As above, "in the 
person and authority of God", a God who is experienced as Father, Son and Holy 
Spirit, ie., a triune God. The words "in the name of the Father, Son and Holy 
Spirit" are used as a formula with water baptism, such that within catholic and 
reformed catholic (eg., Anglican, Lutheran, ...) churches, a baptism is only valid 
where the formula is used, usually with the signing of the cross. It is unlikely that 
Jesus is dictating a formula, although there is nothing wrong with using it as such. 
Given the divine revelation evident in Jesus, faith in God "naturally issues in the 
concept of the trinity", Johnson, and it is this multi-personal God whose being / 
name is revealed in the gospel, a gospel in which we must immerse the world. 
The suggestion by Morris that the title distinguishes Christian baptism from other 
forms of water baptism seems unlikely.  
   
v20 

didaskonteV (didaskw) pres. part. "teaching" - TEACHING [THEM]. The 
second modal / instrumental participle expressing how / by what means, disciples 
are made. So, "immersing them in the gospel and teaching them." 

threin (threw) pres. inf. "to obey" - TO KEEP, TO GUARD.... (better than, 
observe, practice, do). The infinitive is best classified as epexegetic expressing 
the content of the teaching, namely "that they obey." The word "obey" always 
leads to the thought "obey the commandments." Rather than obey the 
commandments, the apostles are to instruct the new disciple to hold to themselves 
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/ keep / guard, the teachings of the Master, ie., the kerygma, the apostolic 
preaching of the cross. 

eneteilamhn (entellomai) aor. "I have commanded" - I COMMANDED, 
ORDERED, GAVE ORDERS. Here in the sense of emphatic or important 
instructions. See above.  

uJmin dat. pro. "you" - [ALL THINGS WHATSOEVER I COMMAND] YOU. Dative 
of direct object after the verb entellw, "to command."  

kai "and" - Usually treated as coordinative, but possibly epexegetic, 
"namely", ie., introducing an explanation of the crucial piece of information / 
instruction that we should "keep".  

idou (oJraw) - Interjection "surely" - BEHOLD, TAKE NOTE, PAY ATTENTION. 
egw pro. "I" - Emphatic by position and use.  
meq (meta) + gen. "with [you]" - [I AM] WITH [YOU]. Expressing association / 

accompaniment.  
pasaV taV hJmeraV "always" - ALL THE DAYS. Adverbial phrase, accusative 

of time; "I am with you perpetually."  
e{wV + gen. "to" - UNTIL. Temporal preposition serving to introduce a 

temporal construction.  
tou aiwnoV (wn wnoV) gen. "[the very end] of the age" - [THE 

COMPLETION, CONSUMMATION] OF THE AGE. The genitive is adjectival, partitive. 
The completion of the age = the completion of God's purposes for this age / the 
world and human society.  
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Excursus 
 

The Great Sermon 
The Great Sermon serves as a covenant renewal document. What we 

have in chapters 5-7 is a compilation of Jesus' teachings by Matthew in the 
form of the gospel, or more particularly, a covenant renewal document. In 
fact, it is likely that Jesus did actually enact a covenant renewal ceremony 
beginning with the beatitudes. As a covenant renewal document, it reflects 
the format of Deuteronomy, alluding to the delivery of the Mosaic covenant 
on Mount Sinai (anebh eiV to oroV, "he went up to the mountain"); It is 
delivered to the new Israel, to the disciples, rather than touV oclouV, "the 
crowds."  

In the New Testament, the gospel (euaggelion, "important news") 
encapsulates the restatement of the covenant, "I am your God, you are my 
people" - an announcement of divine grace appropriated through faith. At 
first sight, the Sermon on the Mount bears little resemblance to a 
proclamation of the gospel, but it is Matthew's selection and arrangement 
of Jesus' teachings in chapters 5-7 which serves to reveal the gospel. By his 
arrangement of Jesus' teachings, Matthew reveals the mystery / gospel of 
grace, namely, that a person's right-standing in the sight of God, and thus 
their full appropriation of the promised covenant blessings, is gifted by 
divine grace through faith, and not by works of the law.  

Jesus begins the Great Sermon in like manner to the ten 
commandments, "I am the Lord your God, who brought you out of Egypt, 
out of the land of slavery (a people saved by grace) therefore ......" / 
"Blessed are you the poor in spirit for yours is the kingdom of heaven ...... 
therefore ....." The "therefore" of the covenant agreement between God and 
his people, although serving as a guide, primarily drives the child of God 
to rely, not on works for covenant blessings, but on the faith exhibited by 
Abraham when the covenant was first established. Matthew shapes this 
same formula in his selection of gospel tradition in the Great Sermon. He 
begins by establishing the ground upon which God's people stand, a people 
saved by grace, a people possessing the kingdom, comforted, inheriting the 
earth, filled, having received mercy, set free to see God face-to-face, 
children of God. Yet, in being a child of God, the "therefore", the promised 
blessings are quickly overshadowed by the cursings. We may not murder, 
but we do hate; we may not be an adulterer, but we do lust. The Sinai 
covenant, as recorded in Deuteronomy, forces a similar conclusion. So it is 
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that by the end of the Great Sermon we recognize that we have built our 
house on sand and so face catastrophe.  

Matthew revealed something of the answer to this problem in chapter 
6, but in the following narrative section, 8:1-9:34, he leads us to the faith 
of Abraham. It is here that we learn that we are saved / healed by grace 
through faith. Matthew's message is simple: the promised blessings of the 
covenant are ours as a gift of grace through faith in Christ, and not by works 
of the Law lest anyone should boast.  

To consider further the Sermon on the Mount as a covenant renewal 
document see Dumbrell in The Logic of the Role of the Law in Matthew, 
Novum Testamentum, 23/1, 1981.  
   

The Law: With regard Jesus' exposition of the law of the kingdom, with 
particular reference to Matthew chapter 5, If it is true that our righteousness 
must exceed that of the Pharisees and the Teachers of the law for us to enter 
the kingdom of heaven, 5:20, then obviously few will enter. If only those 
who do the will of the Father enter the kingdom of heaven, 7:21, then 
actually none of us will enter (none, of course, save the one righteous man, 
Jesus). There are none who hear the words of Jesus and put them into 
practice, 7:24. So then, what is the function of Jesus' idealistic restatement 
of the Torah?  

The apostle Paul tells us that our eternal right-standing in the sight of 
God is maintained and progressed apart from works of the law, ie., apart 
from law-obedience. The law that Paul is primarily addressing is the 
Mosaic law, but in the end it includes all divine law. The prime function of 
this law is to expose sin, and so by undermining nomistic self-
righteousness, force us to rest on God's gracious mercy in Christ, Gal.3:24. 
So, covenant standing is maintained through the instrument of faith, the 
same faith in the mercy of God that accounted Abraham righteous in the 
sight of God. Only as a secondary function does the law serve to guide the 
practical outworking of faith, guiding the renewing work of the Holy Spirit. 
Paul's radical theology is not of his own making; it came from Jesus. One 
obvious source is Jesus' teachings in the Sermon on the Mount. In the 
sermon we have a detailed exposition of the law which removes any 
possibility of anyone ever claiming to have done it. Few people will ever 
commit murder, but we all get "angry with a brother", sooner or later, and 
so we all face the fires of hell.  

It is worth noting that the Sinai covenant served the same end. Law but 
reinforced dependence / faith on divine grace - "I am the Lord your God 
who brought you out of the land of Egypt, out of the land of slavery"; "I 
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will walk among you and will be your God, and you shall be my people." 
Blessing, or cursing, rests on the ground of faith, a faith like Abraham's. 
Law but reminds us of this fact, while guiding the life of faith.  

So, in the Sermon on the Mount, particularly chapter 5, Jesus' 
exposition of the moral law serves to expose our state of sin, so 
undermining any self-righteous notion that by law-obedience we can 
restrain sin for the appropriation of the promised blessings of the covenant. 
We are being told, in no uncertain terms, that we have built our house on 
the sand and therefore face the destruction of coming judgment. Only 
through faith in the faithfulness of Christ (the cross, the atonement) will we 
realize the promised blessings detailed in v3-10. It is by grace through faith 
and not works of the law that we appropriate the blessings of the covenant.  
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